
72 ayudi!- ba  
aid. n aid, help given. - dikampu aide-de
camp. -nti n 1 helper. Ayudanti sa imprin
ta, A helper in the printing press. 2 aide-de
cam p. v [B; al2] be, become a helper, aide
de-camp.

ayudi n intra-uterine device (I. U.D.) pa- v 
[A] have an LU.D. installed. 

ayum v [APB3(1) ;  a12] 1 for a wound to be 
healed or cured. Dali rang miayum (naa
yum) ang samad, It took only a short time
for the wound to heal. 2 free from troubles, 
grief, evil habits. Ang panabun muayum 
(mupaayum) sa kaguul, Time will make us 
forget our sorrows. 3 [A; a12] repair, 
mend, fix. Muayum siyag sapatus guba, He
repairs torn shoes. Ayuma ang imung sinina 
kay hugut da, Fix your dress because it's 
too tight. ayum-ayum v 1 [A 1 ; c 1 ]  fix s. t. 
up quickly in a makeshift way. Nag-ayum
ayum siya sa kunut sa iyang sinina, She
hurriedly smoothed over her wrinkled dress. 
Kini makaayum-ayum sa imung kagutum, 
This will alleviate your hunger temporarily. 
Ayum-ayuma (iayum-ayum) lang nang hi
wi sa bukag, Just straighten out the crook
ed basket quickly. 2 [AP; b6P] make do 
with s.t. Maayu siyang muayum-ayum (mu
paayum-ayum) sa tinabas sa pagtahi ug bis
tidu, She is good in making do with rem
nants in sewing her dresses. 3 [AP; bP] put 
up with s.t. temporarily. Ayum-ayumi (pa
ayum-ayumi) Jang ang iyang kasaba, Tutal, 

ha 1 question marker used in questions with 
no interrogative. Muanbi ka ba ugma? Will
you come here tomorrow? la with indirect
questions: whether. Pangutan-a si Husi ug
nabinumdum ba siya, Ask Jose if he remem
bers it. lb was it [so-and-so] ? Pisus ba tu 
imung gihatag naku? Was it a peso you
gave me? 2 di, dfli - 2a isn't that the case? 
Muliku ta sa tuu, di ba? We turn right, 
don't we? 2b [so-and-so] is surely going to 
be the conseque!nce. Hilabti nang makini/
ya. Di ba latigubun tika, Just touch that
typewriter. You think I'm not going to
smack you one? 3 with interrogatives: par
ticle indicating impatience or a strong ques
tioning tone. Pila bay pliti? How much is 

agi man Jang na, Try to put up with her 
scolding. Anyway, it won't last. 

ayun moving dragged along with s.t. Mida
gan ang barutu ayun sa sug, The boat is 
travelling along with the current. v 1 [B2]
go with, for s. t. to harmonize with s.t. else. 
Kining dintruba muayun sa imung karsunis, 
This shirt goes -well with your . pants. 2 
[A2C3; b(l)] like, come to like. Ug dkung 
kaayunan ang buluk, dkung palitun ang pa
naptun, If I like the color, I will buy the
cloth. Wa magkaayun ang magtiayun, ma
ung nagkabulag, The couple couldn't get
along very well so they separated. pa- = PA
Hi-. pahi- v 1 [A2; c6] m�e s. t. fit with, 
conform to s. t. else. Ang balay gipahiayun 
sa ilang gustu, The house was built exactly 
according to their wishes. 2 [A; b6] put up 
with s. t., adjust oneself to s. t. Pabiayunan 
ku langang ilang bukum, l will just go along 
with their decision. ti- see TIAYUN. 

, ,
ayun = ALA YUN. 
•ayup pa- v [A13; b(l)] let s.t. cook over 
low heat before taking it off the stove. Paa
yupi ang linung-ag kadiyut usa bauna, Let ;
the rice stay on the fire awhile before you 
take it off. ,

ayup-up = ALUP, 1. 
ayus v [A; b(l)] refuse to have intercourse 
with one's new husband. Ang bana nga gi
ayusan sa asawa, The husband whose wife 
refused to sleep with him. 

B 

it now? unsa - what do you say? how 
about it? Unsa ba, palitun ndtu tung awtu? 
How about it? Shall we buy that car? -
gud particle indicating disbelief. Mangawat
ba gud ku? Do you think I would steal? 
4 shall we say? Muanhi ka ug sayu ugma, 
mga alas sa_yis ba, Come here early tomor
row, shall we say, six o'clock? S X - Y -
either X or Y. ,\-fuanbi ka dayun. Pagkaug
ma ba, sa sunud adlaw ba, Come here as soon 
as possible. Either the next day or the day
after that. 6 particle asking if the hearer
understands. Si Mistir Krus tu, ag maistru 
ba, That was Mr. Cruz, the teacher, you 
know. Sugkayun, para ba maayung pagka
sagul, Stir it so, you know, it will get well-
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mixed. 7 in exclamations: 7a how unbe
lievable that it is that way! Pagkabuang ba 
gayud naku, How could I be so foolish! 7b
though. Itusmaw sa init nga tubig? Pagka
makaluluuy ba sab, Throw it into boiling 
water? How pitiful! laliman ka - can you 
beat that! Laliman ka ba niana! Bayran 
ang tulu ka awtu ug kas! Can you beat 
that! Paying cash for the three cars! tiaw
mu - Just imagine. Traw mu bay latiguhun 
sa publiku! Imagine! Being whipped in 
public! ra - see RA.

ba 1 = BALI, 2 (dialectal). 2 = BALA2· 
•ba (from saba) - diha it is not true, despite 
what you say. Ba diha! Gustu lagi ku nimu, 
Oh, come on. I do so like you! Ba diha uy. 
Wa ka man lagi manghuwat, Oh, shut up! 
You did not wait for me. 

baag v [APB; cl] 1 make, become embers. 
1 , ,Nagbaag (nagpabaag) akug igpaplantsa, I'm

making embers for the iron. Nabaag na ang
tibuuk balangay una mabiabut ang bumbi
ru, The whole village was already in embers
before the firemen arrived. 2 heat s. t., be
come hot. Nagkabaag ang kafnit sa mga ta
wu nga nagkaduul ang iliksyun, The people 
are becoming more and more heated up as
the election approaches. Baaga (ibaag) ra 
ning gatas, Please heat this milk. n heat. Ang
baag sa adlaw mauy nakaitum kanaku, The
heat of the sun has made me black. (�' baagbaag v [B ;  c] for actions to become in 
coherent, aimless. Nabaagbaag (nabaag) ang 
iyang diklarasiyun, His declaration became 
senseless and incoherent. Nagkabaagbaag si
yag panghangyu ug pakitabang, She went 
around everywhere asking for help. baagba
agun a of an incoherent sort. 

baang, baang v 1 [B3; c] plug up a hole. 
1Sagbut ang nakabaang sa imburnal, Garbage

has!.choked up the sewer. 2 [A; c] stuffs .  t. 
into the mouth. Pakit-ag kan-unun di ba
mubdang dayun, Show him s. t. to eat and 
he'll shove it into his mouth instantly. n 
action of opening the mouth to shove food
into it.t

baang2 v [A; a] extract starch from the buri 
palm. (➔) n buri starch. 

baat = BA�T.
bah = BABHIR.
baba, baba = BALA2.
baba n 1 mouth. 2 any mouth-like opening. 

Baba sa langub, Mouth of the cave. Baba sa 
butilya, Mouth of the bottle. - sa atay pit
of the stomach. v 1 [A12; al2] hit in the 
mouth. Babaun (babaun) ku siyag pdtid, I'll
kick him in the mouth. 2 [A; b6(1)] put a 
mouth-like opening. Babaan ku ang alkansi-

ya, I'll saw a slit on the piggy bank. 3 [b2] 
utter a truth without even knowing that one 
is doing so. Hibabaan ndku siya nga nanga
wat, I hit on him as the thief without even 
knowing it. paN- v 1 [Al; b6] rant at or 
scold s.o. in a loud voice. Nagpamaba na
sad ang maldtta niyang asawa, His termagant
wife is ranting at him again. 2 [A23] say 
words glibly. Maayu siya mamaba mau nga
daghang tratu, He is glib. That is why he has 
many girl friends. 3 [A2; b6(1)] say special 
prayers to ward off evil. Managan giyud ang 
mga dautang ispiritu ug pamabaan naku, 
The evil spirits will run away from me if I 
utter special prayers against them. n 1 rant
ing. 2 gift of gab. 3 prayers to ward off evil 
-in- n oral Nahagbung ku sa pasulit nga bi
naba, I failed in the oral examination. -an, 
-un a tending to rant in a loud voice. tigpaN
n spokesman, press relations officer. Ang
tigpamaba sa wilgista abugadu, The strikers 
have a lawyer as their spokesman.t 

babad v [A;  cl] 1 turn around on its axis. Wa
makababad ang pala sa pambut kay nagapus 
sa samu, The boat propeller would not turn 
because seaweeds were entangled in it. Iba
bad (babara) ang imung kayril, Twirl your
key chain. 2 brandish. Nagbabad ang pildi
rung kadway sa bandirang puti: The defeat
ed enemy waved the white flag. 

babad v 1 [A; cl] make a torch by bind
ing Jry strips of coconut leaves, coconut 
sheaths, or similar materials together. 2 [cl]
swing a torch made in this way to cause it 
to flare up. Ibabad (babara) ang s� arun 
mudaku ang siga, Swing the torch to fan up 
the light. 

babad2 v [A ; c] immerse or soak in liquid. 
Di ku mubabad sa tubig kay dali ra k ung 
tugnawun, l won't immerse myself in the 
water because I easify catch chills. Gibabad
ang karni sa tuyu, The meat was soaked in 
•soy sauce.

babag1 = BALA.BAG, vl, 2, 3, nl, 3. 
babag2 a for meals to be irregular and scanty. 
v 1 [A] eat meals on an irregular and scan
ty basis. Mahibalu baya gud k u mubabag ug 
kaun, I know how to make do with irregu
lar and scanty meals. 2 [B ]  for meals to
become irregular and scanty. Nababag ang
Uang kaun sa nasakit ang amahan, Their
meals got to be irregular and scanty when 
their fat her got sick. 

babaw n place up s.w. hiN-/haN·(�), hiN-/ 
haN- v [BS] get to be almost full. Muhima
baw ( muhimabaw) na gani ang baldi, sir hi 
ang gripu, When the pail is almost full, close 
the faucet. i-, i-('r) n 1 place high up. Si 
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Guryu tua sa ibabaw nangahuy, Goryo is in 
the hills gathering firewood. 2 place on top 
of s.t. Ibabaw (ibdbaw) sa lamisa, On top of 
the table. Ibabaw sa patay kung lawas, Over 
my dead body. i- a high. Ibabaw ra ang in
yu sa amu, Your place is higher than ours.
Ibabawng baiay balauranan, Senate. - pa
niana in addition to that. v [b6P] 1 put s. t.
on top of s.t. else. Giibabwan (gipaibabwan) 
ku sa dkung sinina ang imung libru, I placed 
my clothes on top of your book. 2 put s. t. 
higher. Ibabwi (paibabwi) lag diyutay, Just
elevate it a little. pai- v 1 [A) soar up. Mi
paibabaw ang uwak nga gilutus sa banug, 
The crow soared up because it was pursued
by the hawk. 2 [B125) be the part on top. 
Ang nawung sa panaptun mauy maibabaw, 
The right side of the cloth should be on the 
outside. tig-(�) v [A23P; b6P] 1 go to sur
face. Mitigbabaw (mipatigbabaw) ang sub
marinu sa ddgat, The submarine surfaced in
the sea. 2 came out distinctly. Mitigbdbaw
(mipatigbabaw) giyud ang iyang tingug bi
san sa kasdba, His voice came out distinctly 
despite the noise. 3 prevail. Sa katapusan 
mutigbdbaw (mupatigbdbaw) gayud ang ka
tarungan, In the end justice prevails. Ang 
gibati niya kang Tuni gitigbabdwan (gipatig
babawan) sa gibati niya kang Prid, Her feel
ings for Fred prevailed over her feelings for 
Tony. patig- v 1 = TIG-. 2 [A ; c] air out a 
sentiment, heave a prayer, etc. to s.o. above. 
lpatigbdbaw ang inyung pasalamat ngadtu 
kang Hiyuba, Offer your prayers of thanks
giving to Jehovah. 

babay bye-bye. v [A; b6] for a child to say 
bye-bye. hiN- a fond of waving bye-bye. 

babayi see BA YI. 
babaylan = BAYLAN.
babha n slash. v [B; b5] have a wide slash in 
it. Nagbabha ang iyang kilid, H.is side was
slashed wide open. 

babhir a bobbed hairstyle. v 1 [A; c] bob 
hair. 2 [A13] wear one's hair bobbed. 

babil a be bothered with s.t. s.o. is carrying. 
Ayaw pagdalag mga bdta kay babil ka unya 
kaayu, Don't take the children. They'll be a 
nuisance. (�), babil v [A; a] be a burden.
Nakababil (nakababil) sa akung paghigda ki
ning pistula sa akung luyu, This pistol in my 
hip pocket bothered me as I lay down to 
sleep. ka-(�) v [A13} 1 have difficulty in 
carrying more than one can. Nagkababil kug 
daia sa rnga kartun, I was having a hard time 
carrying all the different cartons. 2 be in 
�rcat disorder. Nagkabdbi/ ang kwartu kay 
i.:.,y 11i1nghipus, The room was in great dis
orJer because no one picked it up. 

babit
1 
n heavy metal or stone used by a deep

sea diver to weigh him down. v [A; c6] use 
a weight in diving. Ang mga mananawum 
ug pirlas magbdbit inigsawum nila, The
pearl divers use a weight when they dive. 

babit2 n female sex organ (slang). 
babul gam n bubble gum. v 1 [Al] chew,
get bubble gum. 2 [Al 3 ;  b6] put bubble 
gum s.w.

babung, babung a good-looking girl (slang). 
babuy v [a4] have an epileptic fit. Mibuwa
iyang baba dihang gibabuy siya, He was 
frothing when he had an epileptic seizure. 
-un n epileptic. 

babuy
1 

n pig, pork. Mahal ang_ babuy karun, 
Pork is high now. - ihalas, sulup wild pig. 
v 1 [Al 2) obtain a pig. Nakababuy aku ug 
tulu ka buuk sa pagbatun ku sa iyang anay, 
I got three pigs for taking care of his sow. 
2 [AP; a2] a corner, pin down. Nakababuy 
(nakapababuy) ang mga Pisi sa mga Murus 
sa pulu, The P.C. blockaded the Moros on 
the island. Nabdbuy kami tungud sa dakung 
baha, We were blocked in because of the 
great flood. b checkmate (in chess). Babu
yun naku ang imung piyun, I'm going to 
checkmate your pawn. c [AP; cl]  tie up 
capital. Ang akung kwarta nababuy sa ni
gusyu, My money is tied up in business. 
a piggish, dirty. - ug balatian swinish, hav
ing no moral qualms. paka- v [al2] consid
er, treat like a pig. G ipakabdbuy Lang k u ni
mu, You just treat me like a pig. -an(➔) n 
piggery. v [Al) have, obtain a piggery. -in
a 1 like a pig. 2 for a scolding to be abusive. 
v [A; al2] 1 treat like a pig. Gibinabuy ku 
nllag hikut, They hog-tied me. 2 be merci
lessly scolded. Gibinabuy ku niyag kasaba,
He scolded me abusively. mag-r-(➔) n pig
dealer. 

babuy2 n bulge in a muscle which results 
from a blow. v [B246) have a muscle bulge. 
Mibdbuy akung buktun, My arm got a char
ley horse. 

babuybabuy n 1 k.o. louse which hides in 
crannies and lives in damp places. 2 k.o.
cowrie. v [a4] infested with wood lice. Gi
babuybabuy ang hugasan, The sink is in
fested with wood lice. 3 = BABUY2. 

bad-ay v 1 [B 1 ]  be placed transversely a
cross. Nagbad-ay ang buktun sa bana sa ti
yan sa iyang asdwa, The husband's arm lay 
across his wife's stomach. 2 [AN] appear
prominently in a bulge along the surface. Mi
bad-ay (namad-ay) sa yz'tta ang gamut sa a
kasya, The roots of the monkeypod tree 
stick out along the ground. Barikus nga na
mad-ay (mibad-ay) sa bitiis, Varicose veins 
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appearing prominently on the legs. paN- v
[A23] be strewn about. Pagkahti.g sa trak 
namad-ay ang daghang patay, When the 
truck fell, dead bodies were strewn all a
bout. 

badaybaday = BARAYBARAV. 
badbadv1 v l [AB 123 ; a] untie, get untied. 
Nakabadbad ang babuy sa iyang gihigtan, 
The pig got loose from where he was tied.
Badbara na ang bindahi, Undo the bandage. 
2 [A; a] liquidate a debt. Badbarun (bad
barun) k u an� akung utang, l will pay off
my debts. 3 [A; a] solve a problem. Badba
run ra natu ang prublima, We'll solve the 
problem. 4 [A; a] translate. Ang ubra ni 
Linin wa pa mabadbad sa Binisaya, The
works of Lenin have not been translated in
to Visayan. a resolved, paid off. badbaran n
skein holder, a device to hold a skein of 
thread as it is being reeled. 

badbad2 n k.o. thorny tree. 
badigard n bodyguard. v [B ;  b] 1 be, become 
a bodyguard. 2 watch over. Gibadigaran si 
Tasyug maayu sa asawa kay himabayi, Ta
cio's wife watched him closely because he 
is fond of women.t 

badingding n term of endearment to a baby. 
Kumusta ang akung badingding? How is 
n1y little darling? a very dear. Badingding
kaayu ning akung anak, This baby is very 
dear to me. v [A23!; a12] make s.o. his little 
darli!)g.

badlipanis a l badly punished in boxing. 

.

Badlipanis siya sa siks rawun, He was badly 
punished in the sixth round. 2 have under
gone sexual intercourse. v [AP; a12] 1 maul 
s.o. in boxing. 2 have heavy sexual activity 
with a Woman. Nabadlipanis siya sa iyang 
bana, Her hushand gave her a good sexual 
going over. 

badlis v 1 [AB3; a] draw a line, for a line to 
show itself. M ibadlis sa iyang agtang ang 
dagkung ugat, His forehead.was prominently 
lined with veins. Mibadlis sa iyang nawung 
ang kahadluk, Fear was written all over his 
face. Kinsay nagbadlis sa atung bungbung? 
Who drew a line on our wall? la cross out 
the mark made by a bettor in cockfighting 
as an indication that the bet is taken on. Mi
sulud aku sa galyira ug gibadlisan ku ang 
naglugrug tris-idus, I went into the arena 
and I took on the bet of three to two. 2
(A;  b6 l set limits to a person's behavior. 
Badlisan ku ning tawhana ka_y nagdaban ang 
batasan, l will put a stop to this guy be
cause he's getting worse and worse. n 1 lines
in the skin. la - sa pa.lad, kinabuhi n fate.
Mau tingali giyuy badlis sa iyang palad nga 

maminyu siyag kriminal, Perhaps it was her
fate to marry a criminal. 2 line drawn. 3 
Ash Wednesday. - Myirkulis, ting- = BAD
LIS, 3. -an a 1 having lines. 2 name given to 
k.o. danggit and sapsap that have light ver
tical lines on the upper sides. 

badlit = KADLIT. 
badlun n name given to various k.o. crevalles 
and pompanos: Caranx compressus, stel
lates; Gnathanodon speciosus, etc. 

badlung v [A; a12] tells.o. to stop doing s.t., 
admonish. Ang kanaway mubadlung sa ti
mug, The west wind makes the east wind 
stop blowing. Badlungun nimu ang himaba
yi nimung bana, You should admonish your 
husband because he chases after women. n
admonishment not to do s.t. pa· v [A; ac)
1 allow s.o. to admonish one. Di giyud na 
siya pabadlung, He won't obey (allow any
one to tell him to stop). 2 act in such a way
as to cause admonishment. Nagpabadlung 
na pud ka, You're making a nuisance of
yourself again. -un(""7) a deserving to be
told to stop, troublemaker. ma-un a ad
monishing. Mabadlungung tinan-awan, An
admonishing look. 

badmintun n badminton. v [A; a] play bad-
minton. 

baduduy n children's word for genitalia. 
bad-un = BALAD-UN. see BALAn-.badung n k.o. long sword made by Muslims. 
badut = BARUT.
badutu = BARUTU.
badyang

1 
n k.o. tuberous plant with arrow

shaped leaves reaching 4' and more. Edible 
but itchy root, grown as ornamental and 
wild: Alocasia macrorrhiza. 

Ibadyang2 = BAYANG1.
badyangun n k.o. fish, a small bulgan. 
badyi = BAVI.
badyibadyi = BA. VINGBA YING. 
badyikdyik a for a girl to be sexy (slang). Ba
dyikdyik kaayu, She's very sexy. n ·  s.o.'s 
mistress. v 1 [82; b6] become sexy. 2 [a12]
make into one's mistress. -an a keeping . a . 
woman. Badyikdyikan siya kay kwartahan, 
He keeps a woman because he's got lots of 
dough.

badyit n budget. Ang badyit sa Pilipinas mi
1kabat nag duba ka bilyun, The budget of 

the Philippines has reached two billion. v
[A] budget, allocate money. Kamau ka 
bang mubadyit sa imung k ita? . Do you
know how to budget your income? 

badyit2 = KADLIT.
badyu a for sweet potatoes to have a rotten, 
sour taste. Badyu ang lami' sa kamuti nga gi
ulud, Sweet potatoes that are infested with 
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worms taste rotten. v [a4] get infested with 
rot. Gibadyu ang tanan nilang mga kamuti, 
Their sweet potatoes are all infested with 
rot. -un a of a rotten and sour quality. 

badyung n prolonged humming, droning,
buzzing sound. v 1 (A] make a droning 
sound. Magdali ta kay mibadyung nang ay
ruplanu, Let's hurry because the airplane 
has started to drone. 2 [A; b6]  strike close 
to s.t. so as to cause a whizzing sound with
out actually hitting it. Badyungan ku sa 
akung kumu ang imung nawung, I'll make 
your face feel the whizzing sound of my 
fists. 

bag word used in writing to indicate the 
sound of a blow. 

bag n 1 bag, pocketbook. 2 kitty in a mah
jong game. 3 = INDIBAG. v [A) have, ob
tain a bag. Babaying nagbag ug puti, A lady 
with a white bag. t 

baga n embers. mukaug - be a tough charac
ter (eat live embers). v 1 [AB; a2] make, 
become embers. Nabaga (mibdga) ang uling, 
The charcoal turned into embers. Bagaha
ang uling kay mangutaw k u, Make embers 
because I'm going to iron. 2 [A2S] glow. 
Nagbaga ang plantsa, The iron is glowing. 
(➔) v [A; b56] broil small dried fish by 
putting them in a plate with embers and 
shaking them. Bagaba (bagahi) ang bulinaw, 
Broil the anchovies. (➔) n k.o. red fish. 
bagabaga n 1 name given to various k.o.
fish with bright red scales ; soldier fish, esp. 
Holocentrus spp. and Myripristis spp. 2 k.o. 
centipede with bright red body. bagahan a
having live coals. baghanan n grill. 

baga a 1 thick in dimension. Ang dmung la
misa hinimu sa baga nga tabla, Our t_able is
made of thick wood. 2 dense. Raga kaayu 
ang duut sa tdwu, A dense crowd of people.
3 rich (from - ug bulsa 'fat walleted'). -
ug buang misbehaving in an unusual way. 
Raga ug buang si Linu kay nanglili samtang 
naligu ang iyang maistra, Lino is very naugh
ty because he peeped while his teacher was 
taking a bath. - ug gwatsi making subtle 
pranks which are not easily seen through. 
- ug nawung brazen. Raga ug nawung ning 
tawbdna. Bisan ug wa gustubi mangulitawu
lang gibapun, This man sure has a lot of 
nerve. Even though she does not like him, 
he still continues to court her. v [B; a] 1 
thicken. Undangi ug mubaga (mabaga) na 
ang pintal, Stop when the paint thickens. 
2 become dense. Mibaga ang panun sa tdwu 
pag-abut sa prisidinti, The crowd became 
dense when the president arrived. 3 become 
rich. Nabaga (mibaga) siya pag-intra niya sa 

pulitika, He became rich when he entered 
politics. 4 - ang buang misbehave serious
ly. Mubaga ang iyang buang kun mahubug, 
He misbehaves seriously when he is drunk. 
5 - ang nawung be completely brazen. Nag
baga Lang ang nawung dnang baybana. Bi
sag dili kaila pangayuan, That woman is
completely shameless. She asks for things 
from complete strangers. pa·(�), pa- sa na
wung v [A; c] do s.t. despite the shame it 
might bring. Nagpabaga Zang siya ug hang
yu nga papangasdwa, She swallowed her 
pride and begged him to marry her. kaba
lag-un, gibag-un n thickness. kinabag-an
n thickest. 

baga n lungs.
bagaang v [B156] be burdened, loaded with 
a heavy responsibility. Aku ang nagbagaang 
ug gastu sa imung pagtuun ug pagbuguybu
guy hinuuy imung ibalus? I bore the bur
den of your schooling, but how do you re
pay me? You bum around. Ikaw ang naba
gaang sa tanang mga buluhatun, All the 
household responsibilities are shoved onto 
you.

bagaang v [Bl 256] 1 feel a burning pain 
upon eating hot, spicy food. Nabagaang k u 
sa sili pagkdun ndkug salad, When I ate the 
salad I felt the hot sting of the peppers. 2 
be stung by insulting words which are true. 
Nabagaang ku sa insultu sa maistru, I was
stung by the teacher's insulting remarks. 

bagaba n edible seaweed found clinging to
offshore rocks, roughly cylindrical, branch
ing and hard as bone cartilage. paN- v [A2;
b] gather this seaweed. 

bagakay n k.o. thin bamboo with long inter
nodes in yellow and green varieties, used 
for baskets, flutes, etc.!: Scbizostacbyum Li
ma and some other non-climbing species. 
-un a 1 having a yellowish color. 2 long and 
thin like bagakay. 3 = BUGAWISAN. 

bagalv, bagal a 1 lumpy. Bagal kaayu ang 
yutl pagdar� nila> The soil was very lumpy 
when they plowed the field. 2 have s.t. pro
truding in a lump. Bagal ang iyang kilid kay
diha may pistula, There was s.t. protruding
on his side because he had a pistol. 3 = BA
GUL, a. n impacted, chunky earth. Dagku 
kadyu ang bagal sa yuta sa daruhan, The
lumps of earth in the fields are very big. v 
[BJ 1 become lumpy. 2 be protruding. 3 = 
BAGUL, v. bagalbagal v [BJ become lumpy. 
Ang kapi mibagalbagal kay ang tubig wa pa
man mubukal, The powdered coffee was
full of lumps because the water was not 
boiling.

bagal2, bagal2 n shell of eggs, cartridges, and 
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all shellfish but shrimps. Bagal sa mga kin
hasun, Shells from the sea animals. Bag al sa 
blastingkap, Empty shells of a dynamite 
blasti.qg. cap. (�), -an(�) n k.o. shrimp of 
tidal swamps, growing to 3" with a thick 
transparent shell. 

bagalnga n small tree of thickets: Melia aze
darach. 

bagamundu a 1 vagrant. 2 a variation of the 
game kulilisi in which two groups, each 
with their own leader, complete in verse, 
the one group trying to gain the privilege of 
being admitted to the wake where they can 
join the other group in the game. v 1 [B16) 
become a vagabond. Nabagamundu si Uskar 
kay way pirmaninting pinuy-anan, Oscar
became a vagabond because he has no per
manent place to stay. 2 [A; b6] play the 
game bagamundu. 

bagan =AMAUARA UG (dialectal). see MAU.
baganaw n pool of water left after rain or af
ter water has been washed over a dry area. 
v [B; c] become a pool of water. Ang kusug 
nga ulan nakapabaganaw (nakabaganaw) sa 
tubig, The heavy rain has turned the pud
dle into pools. 

bagang n 1 k.o. beetle found on coconuts. 2
k.o. brown beetle commonly found in the 
Australian pine (aguhu). 

bag-ang n molars.Mikagut ang iyang bag-ang 
sa labihang kalagut, He gritted his teeth in 
extreme anger. v 1 [a12] hit in the molars. 
2 [a3] be hit by the truth of a statement 
that hurts. Nabag-ang siya sa akung sulti 
kay hingmatud-an, My words hit him in a 
vital spot because they happened to be 
true. -an a 1 having molars. 2 be complete
ly outstanding because of some possessions.
Siya mauy bag-angang datu sa amu, He is 
well-known for his wealth in our town. v
[B12] become rich, powerful. 

bag-angan n 1 spotted eagle ray: Aetobatus
narinari. 2 k.o. red and black porgy: Leth
rinius rbodopterus. 

bagansiya n vagrancy. v [a3] charged with 
vagrancy. Nabagansiya si Rus kay nasakpan 
nga namampam, Rose was charged with 
vagrancy because she was caught engaging 
in prostitution. 

bag-as v [B12) 1 for animal tissue to decay 
and dry up. Ug mabag-as, dili na bahu, Once
it has decayed and dried, it doesn't smell. 2
for tough guys to die (s lang). Nabag-as na 
ang ma tun, The tough guy kicked off. 

bagasi, bagasu n bagasse, dried pulp of the 
sugar cane. bagasiru n employee in a sugar 
mill who gathers the pulp. v [B6; a2] be, 
become a pulp-gatherer. 

bagat v 1 (AC; ac] meet, esp. on the sea. 
Nagbagat ang duha ka barku, The two ships 
met on the sea. Adtu nila ikabagat ang ma
tahum nilang kaugmaun, There they will 
meet their rosy future. 2 [AC; ac2] barter 
products (from the notion that one goes to
meet a fisherman and e xchanges s. t. for his 

Ifish). Atung bagatun ang isig natu kaabut,
We will exchange our products with each 
other. Bagatan (ibdgat) ku ning akung bu
may ug isda, I will barter my rice for fish. 

bagatungul = BALBANGAAN.
bagaw

1 
as if (dialectal). 

bagaw2 = BAGAL
bag-aw v [B12561 be kept waiting. Nabag
aw man Jang kug pinaabut nimu, You kept 
me waiting for a long time. 

bagay a 1 befitting, becoming. Bagay kaayusa iyang nawung ang antipara, His glasses 
are very becoming on his face. 2 for instru
ments to be in tune. Bagay na nang imung 
sista, '!Your guitar is tuned now.' 2a for 
voices to be blended. Bagay kadyu ang ilang 
mga tingug, Their voices are well blended. 
v 1 [B2C] harmonize with, match. Miba
gay sa kurti sa iyang lawas ang iyang sinina, 
Her dress is very good for her sort of body. 
Nagbagay ang iyang bag ug sapatus, Her
bag and shoes match. 2 [A; a] tune musical 
instruments. Mubagay pa ku sa sista, I'll
tune!the!guitarfirst. 3 [B2;!alc3] for words 
to rhyme. Ang pulung 'ulud' dili mubagay 
sa 'pa/ad', The word 'worm' doesn't rhyme 
with 'palm'. paN- n rhyming, verse-mak-.1ng. ,,

bagaybay n fat in a fish that develops into 
eggs. v [B34; b4] develop bagaybay. Mau 
rung panahuna ang bangrus mubagaybay, 
This is the time the milkfish develops egg
fat. -un a 1 having bagaybay. 2 big-stomach
ed. Bagaybdyun ug tiyan ang mga tawung 
tambuk, Obese people have big stomachs. 

•bagbag pati- = ALIBAGBAG.
bagdal a for a face to be t90 chubby to be 
pretty. v [BN] · be, be come too chubby. 
Mubagdal nang imung nawung ug manam
buk ka, Your face will be too chubby if 
you grow stout. A ng iyang nawung namag
dal sa hupung, Her face swelled with ende
ma.

bagduk v 1 [A;  b5] puncture, make a small
hole in. May mibagduk tingali sa ligid kay 
mihiyus man, S. t. must have purictured the
tire because it is flat. 2 [AB] for s.t. with a 
pointed tip to pierce and. stick' into s.t., 
cause it to do so. Ang tumuy sa k utsilyu nga 
nabulug mibagduk sa yuta, The knife fell
and the tip stuck into the ground. n 1 punc-

http:blasti.qg
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ture. 2 s. t. pierced into s. t. 
*bagduy tawwtg - one who roams about 
without purpose. bagduybagduy v [A; bl]
roam around purposelessly instead of doing 
what one is supposed to do. Nagbagduybag
duy Jang na siya. Wa giyud na siyay nahimu, 
He just roams about. He hasn't done any
thing. -an a fond of roaming about. 

baghak n k.o. medium-sized grouper. 
baghas1 = HASHAS, 1.
baghas2 a having offensive, rude manners. v
[B2; b6] get to be crude, offensive. Nagka
baghas siya sukad muintrag inum, He has be
come cruder since he took to drinking.

baghud a tough, hard in feelings, character. 
Ang iyang pahiyum mudani bisan kinsa nga 
bagbud ug balatian, Her smile wins over the 
hardest of hearts. 

baghut v 1 [A;  b6] prompt s.o. to think ill 
about s.t. Kinsay nibagbut sa atung amu nga 
ipabalhin ku? Who talked against me to 
have prompted the boss to transfer me? 2 
[A; b3c] rant loudly in anger or complaint.
Pangutana una unsay hinungdan. Dili kay 
mubagbut ka Jang diha dayun, Find out
what the matter is before you go ranting 
and raving right away. n s.t. said to s.o. 
against s.o. else to influence him. 

bagioi v [A; b6]  talk foolishly, rant often 
with no one present. Nagbagibi si Mariya 
kay wala pa gihapun ang iyang bdna, Mary
is ranting because her husband still isn't 
home. -an(➔) n given to ranting and raving. 
v [B1256] become a ranter. 

bag-id v [AB46; ac] rub back and forth a
gainst. Mibag-id ang bdbuy sa batu kay gi
katlan, The pig brushed itself against the 
stone because it itched. Kamau ka bang mu
bag-id ug kawdyan arun mukayu? Do you 
know how to rub two sticks together to 
make fire? Nabag-iran ang dkung dyip, 
Some car grazed my jeep. Gibag-id niya 
ang iyang aping sa aku, He rubbed his cheek 
against mine. n sticks to make fire. 

baging v [A; al2] work out with a punching 
bag. Bagingun ta ning imung pansing bag, 
I'll have a workout on your punching bag. 

bagis1 a 1 be completely careless of all rules 
of decorum, esp. proper dress. Bagis kaayusiya kay magtiniil Jang ug musimba, He is a 
hippy because he goes to church barefoot
ed. 2 be grossly misbehaved in general. 3 be
a tough, ruffian. v [B 12] get to be grossly
misbehaved. -in- v 1 [A; a2] appear un
kempt. Bisan ug makabinagis ka ug kausa 
itsapuyrahun ka, If you appear unkempt 
just once you will get kicked out. 2 [A] act 
as if one doesn't care what others say. Ug 

aku diay binagisan niya, hilatiguban giyud, 
If he misbehaves toward me, I'll give him a 
beating.

bagis2 = BADLIS. 
bagit v 1 [Al 3 ]  invite or provoke a bad out
come. Nagbagit ka giyud sa imung kadau
tan, You are certainly courting disaster for 
yourself. 2 [AP] cause to be aroused or 
stimulated. Kining pamisti nimu nagbagit 
(nagpabagit) sa yawan-ung hunabuna sa 1nga 
lalaki, The way you dress arouses devilish 
passions in a man. bagitbagit v [Al3; a12] 
provoke s.o. into action. Nagbagitbagit ka 
giyud sa imung bana nianang imung pagka
sabaan, You're provoking your husband to 
anger with your nagging. mabagitbagitun a
provocative. Pahiyum nga mabagitbagitun, 
Provocative smile. 

bagiyus n loud hissing or whizzing sound. v 
[A; b6] whizz loudly. Mibagiyus ang ba
ngin tungud sa bagyu, The wind whizzed 
because of the typhoon. Nagbagiyus ang 
trak nga kusug kaayung nagdagan, The truck 
roared as it moved rapidly. 

baglis = BADLIS. 
bagnas = BAGNUS. 
bagnid v [A; cl]  shred papaya, cassava, and 
things of similar consistency. Bagnira (ibag
nid) na ang kapayas kay atung kilawun, 
Shred the papaya because we are going to 
pickle it. 

bagnud v [A; b6(1)] rub s.t. solid against s.t. 
hard and even. Kinsay nagbagnud ug plur
waks sa sawug? Who applied wax to the 
floor?

bagnus v [A; c] rub s.t. on s.t. with force. 
Nagbagnus mi ug kandila sa plantsa arun di
ii tay-an, We rub a candle against the iron 
so it won't get rusty. Ayawg bagnusi ang 
akung bukubuku, paghiri Jang, Don't rub 
my back hard, just wipe it on gently.

bagnut v [A; a] pull out by the roots with 
great force. Nagbangut siya sa dakung ka
huy, He pulled a big tree out by the roots. 
n weeds. Adtu ang mga manuk mangitlug 
sa tag-as nga mga bagnut, The chickens lay 
their eggs in the tall weeds. a 1 weedy. 2 of 
no use, a para$ite. Bagnut siya sa ilang pa
milya. Dili siya mutabang sa bulubatun, He
is a parasite in their family. He doesn't help 
with the chores. -un(➔) a 1 weedy. 2 un
tidy. Bagnutun kaayu ang iyang hitsura.
Walay sudlay ang bubuk, Her appearance is 
very untidy. She didn't comb her hair. 

bagransiya = BAGANSIY A. 
hagrung n racing sound of engines, wind. v 

[A] roar. Mibagrung ang awtu, The car
roared. Nagbagrung ang hangin mu rag bag-
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yu, The wind is roaring like a storm. 
bagsak1 v [B;  c] 1 fall heavily on the ground.
Mibagsak ang lubi sa akung tungud, A coco
nut fell in front of me. Ibagsak ku ning a
kung gidala sa imung tiil, l will drop this 
thing I'm carrying on your feet. Nabagsak
ang dyit sa lasang, The jet plane crashed in 
the forest. 2 fail in school. Nabagsak siya 
kay way tuuntuun, He failed because he 
did not study. 

bagsak2 v [A; c] give a bribe. Bagsaki Zang 
ang supirbisur arun ka masulud, Just give 
the supervisor a bribe so you can get a job. 
n s.t. given as a bribe. hiN- a fond of giving
bribes.

bagsak3 n scare lines in fishing gear to drive 
the fish back into the net. 

bagsang = BALAGSANG.
bagtak n calf of the leg. -un a having promi
nent calves. 

bagtas1 = BAKTAS.
bagtas2 n part of the beach with a broad 
strip of sand usually not reached by the
tide.-un = BAGTASzbagti a bone-dry. A ng bagtt' nga kabuy maa
yung isugnud kay sigaun, Bone-dry wood is 
good for fuel because it burns easily. v 
[BN] become very dried out because of 
heat. Namagtt' (mibagti') ang yuta sa kafnit, 
The earth is cracking with heat. -an n place
where earthenware is fired for final season
mg.

bagtik a hard because of being full. v [B;  a] 
get hard. Bagtikun natu ang bu/,a, arun ku
sug muuntul, Let's pump the ball hard so 
that it bounces well. n 1 hardened sap of 
the pili tree (Canarium luzonicum) used for 
caulking in the walling of small boats. 2 ;:: 
BALAW, 1. -an a of a hard sort. 

bagting n ringing noise. Ang bagting· sa rilu 
nakapukaw naku, l was awakened by the 
alarm clock. di kadungug, kabati ug- easily 
insulted, quick to take offense. Di na siya 
kabati ug bagting, dayun siyag kasuku, He
can't take it. He gets angry if he hears s.t. 
he doesn't like. - sa kampana, langit point 
in childbirth where the baby crowns and 
the mother feels the most intense pain. v 1 
[APB; a] ring, make s.t. ring. Akuy mubag
ting (mupabagting) sa kampana sa tingpa
mubi� I ring the bell for dismissal. Mubag
ting ang kampana sa a/,a,s diyis, The bell will. 
ring at ten. 2 [B246] reach the point of 
highest pain in childbirth. t 

bagtuk a hardened, crystallized. v [APBN)
become, make hard. Namagtuk (mibagtuk) 
ang lapuk, The mud hardened. Ang tu.big 
bugnaw mubagtuk (mupabagtuk) sa anibal, 

Cold water will make the syrup crystallize. 
-un n a k.o. corn in which the young grains
harden instead of developing.t 

bagtus n small children. Duba na ka bagtus 
ang akung pakan-un, I have two children to 
feed.

hagu n small wild tree the leaves of which 
are used as a vegetable: Gnetum gns.mon. 

bagu n disease characterized by general de
Ibility, swelling in the region of the stomach, 

and yellowish skin. It commonly occurs in 
swampy areas ·and is thought to be caused 
by snails or mosquitoes. v [a4] get bagu.

hagu2 n, responsib�lity, , lookout. Ul�hi ka 
man, wa nay pagkaun. /mu nang bagu, You
are late and the food is gone. That's your
problem. Daku kug bagi, sa bangku, I owe 
a lot of money to the bank. 

hag-u a 1 new. -ng TugunNew Testament. 2 
modern. Ang mga batan-un sa bag-ung pa
nabun agrisibu, The youth nowadays is 
aggressive. -ng tu.bu the modern gener
ation. -ng tuig New Year. 3 recently, just 
now. Bag-u siyang abut, He is a new arrival 
here. Bag-u pa siyang milakaw, He just left. 
Bag-u pang gabii!. pagsaka sa kawatan, It
was early evening when the thief entered. 
karung - recently, of late. Gidugu siya ka
rung bag-u, She recently menstruated. v· 1
[B2] be, become new. Mubag-u (mabag-u) 
nga tan-awun ang sapatus basta limpiyaban, 
Shoes will look new if you clean them. 2 
[APlBl ;  a] change s.t. for the bet�er, be
come better. Di ka gdni magbag-u, If you 
don,t reform. Nagbag-u sila sa ilang panag
way, They made th�ir faces over anew. 3
[Al2; c] obtain s.t. new. Nakabag-u siyag 
awtu pagkadaug sa swipstik, He..got a new 
car when he won the sweepstakes. Bag-uban 
(�agbuan) k ug ligid ang akung dyip, I'H buy
new tires for my jeep. Unsa mang gumaba 
ang imung ibag-u? What brand of tires are 
you going to replace them with? 4 [b4] 
feel strange, unaccustomed. Naglisud pa si� 
ya k-ay gibag-uban pa sa trabahu, He's hav
ing a hard time because he's unaccustomed 
to the work. 5 -ng tuig [B256; b4(1)] for 
it to be New Year's. paN- nga tuig v [A2;
c) celebrate New Year's. Didtu mi sa Hung
kung mamag-ung tuig, We celebrated New 
Year's in H. K. -in- a modern; Ang binag
ung paagi sa panguma, The modern way of 
farming. v [B15] change. Nagbinag-u nga 
nadatit,. He changed when he became rich. 
mabinag-uhun a fond of modern things. 
bag-uhay a short while ago. Bag-uhay pa
Lang giyud tung nilakaw si Rainun, Ramon
left just a while ago.t 
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bagubhu n deep, hollow sound produced by 
rapping s.t. v [B46] make a deep, hollow 
sound. Mibagubhu ang akung bukubuku 
nga iyang gipukpuk, He pounded me on 
my back with a thump. 

Bagubu, Bagubu, Bagubu n Bagobo tribe of 
Davao and their language. 

bagudlus n a roaring sound of the sea or 
wind. v 1 [A] roar. Inighurus sa timug,mag
bagudlus ang bangin, When the east wind 
blows, the wind roars. 2 [Al] run fast. Nag
bagudlus kug dagan sa dihang gigukud kug 
irung buang, I ran fast when the mad dog 
chased me. 

bagukbuk n k.o. weevil that eats lumber and 
secretes round and very fine waste matter. 

bagul1 n 1 coconut shell. 2 head (slang). Ga
mita ang imung bagul, Use your head. a un
comfortable to have weigh on one or put 
one's weight on because of things which 
protrude. Ang lantay bagul higdaan, It is 
uncomfortable to lie on bamboo slats. v 
(B] become uncomfortable. Ug butangan
nimug kamuti ang saku mubagul lukduhun,
If you put sweet potatoes into the sack, it 
will become uncomfortable to carry. (+-) n 
a child's game played with coconut shells 
or slippers where one child puts his shell on 
the ground and the other child ( under var
ious impediments) throws his own shell and 
tries to hit the first child's. v (AC; ac] play 
bagul. bagulbagul n skull. Buk-un ku ang 
bagulbagul nimu, I'll crack your skull ka-an 
n place where there are many scattered co
conut shells. sam-( �) n = BA.CUL 

bagulbul v [A; b3cS] grumble, complain 
about a grievance. Nganung magbagulbul ka 
man nga giangay ta man mug batag? Why
are you grumbling when I gave you all the 
same amount? n grumbling.Angmga bagul
bul sa katawban nakapabalisa sa pamunu, 
The grumbling of the people had the Pres
ident worried. -an(➔) a given to grumbling.

bagumbayan n snack made of old bread, su
gared and fried. 

bagun n 1 wheelbarrow. 2 railroad freight 
car. Tulu ka bagung tubu, Three freight 
cars full of sugar cane. v [cl] transport in a 
wheelbarrow, freight car. Bagunun (ibagun) 
ta lang ning balas, Let's carry this sand in 
the wheelbarrow. 

bagun = BALA.GUN. 
bagunbun a for containers to be bulging. v

[B46] become bulging with content. Nag
bagunbun ang iyang bursa sa kwarta, His
pocket is bulging with money. 

bagunbimun n k.o. grey and brown colora
tion of chicken feathers, cock having that 

color feat hers. 
bagung1 

= BAGUN, 2.
*bagung2 pa- v [A13] fail to show reaction 
to s.t., stay put and be unmoved. Bisan ug 
unsaun nakug bunal ang kabayu, nagpaba

ng na lang, No matter how much I struck guthe horse, it just stayed put. 
bag-ung = BALAG-UNG.
bagungun, bagungun n k.o. small edible cer
ith shell of swamps. v [A12] obtain bagu
ngun. paN- v [A2) get this shellfish. 

bagunul a for a surface to be lumpy. Bagunul
ang karsada kay wala mapisun, The road is 
not smooth because it hasn't been rolled. 
v [B] become lumpy. 

bagurus = BAGUDLUS.
bagus! v [A; b(l)] smooth a piece of wood 

1with a knife. Bagusan ku ang kawayan sa
kurta, I'll smooth the bamboo with the 
knife. -in-, -in-an n s. t. smoothed. 

bagus2 n 1 tong, protection money. 2 one
who dodges or evades the payment of s.t.
Bagus na siya. Wa mubayad ug buhis, He is 
a tax evader. He did not pay taxes. v 1 [A 
12N; b6cl] get money by e xtortion. Ang
pulis mamagus sa tindahang Insik, The po
lice extorts protection money from the 
Chinese stores. 2 [A12N; a] avoid payment, 
e])joy s.t. without paying. Nakabagus (naka
pamagus) siya sa trak kay pulis man, He
didn't have to pay bus fare because he is a
policeman. paN- v 1, 2 = BA.GUS, v. 3 [A2]
play truant. Nabagbung siya kay pirming 
mamagus, He flunked because he is always 
truant. maN-t"-(-:).) n truant. 

bagutbut v [A; b3cS] mumble under one's ,breath in complaint. Igu ra siyang makaba-
gutbut. Di man siya makaaku sa pagtubag, 
All he could do was grumble under his
breath. He didn't dare answer. n mumbling. 
-an(� a tending to grumble under one's 
breath.

baguud v [B12S46] be heavily burdened. 
Nagbaguud siya sa usa ka a/at nga mangga, 
She was staggering under the load of a bas
ketful of mangoes. Nagbaguud ku sa mga 
uta·ng, I'm staggering under the burden of 
my debts. 

baguung n salted and fermented fish paste.
bagwisan n k.o. fish.
bagyang = BADY ANG .. 
bagyu n typhoon. v [A; a4] for there to be a 
typhoon. Nagbagyu run sa Batanis, There's 
a typhoon now in the Batanes Islands. Bag
yubun gani ta, manglupad giyud ang atung 
nipang atup, If a typhoon hits us, our·thatched roof will surely be blown off. ta
libagyu, bumabagyu, balagyuhun n about 
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to have a typhoon.t 

bagyu bins n green and wax beans, the pods 
of which are eaten: Pbaseolus vulgaris. 

•t>aha kamara - Lower House of Congress.
baha n flood. v [B46 ; b4] 1 flow in a flood, 
flood over. Mibaba ang sapa sa kakusug sa 
ulan, The river flooded over because of the 
heavy rain. Gibabaan (gibahaan) ang amung 
silung, The lower portion of our house was 
flooded. 2 come in great quantity, expe
rience in great intensity. Mubaba ang sapi 
karung iliksiyun, Money will flow this com
ing election. Gibahaan ang akung galamban 
sa tumang kalipay, I was overwhelmed with 
joy. 3 [a4] sneeze. Babaun (babun) ka ug
mutan-aw kas ad/aw, You will sneeze if you 
look at the sun. bahabaha v [Al] go, come 
in throngs and swarms. Nagbabababa ang 
mga tawu sa kadalanan kay musugat sa 
Santu Papa, People are flooding the streets 
to meet the Pope. balahaan, bahaanan n
subject to floods. 

ha.had v [A; be] 1 threaten to do s.t. Nagba
bad siyang ikiha ka, He was threatening to 
sue you. 2 make up one's mind to do s.t. 
one is really not in a ·position to do. Dugay
na nakung gibaharan nang awtubang pali
tun, I have been threatening to buy that car 
for the longest time. n 1 threat. 2 mutual
agreement to meet s.w. for a fight or con
test. May babad silang magsumbagay sa pla
sa, They have an agreement to have a fight 
in the plaza. mabaharun a threatening.

bahada a 1 downhill grade. 2 for a price to 
be low. Babada ang prisyu sa mais run, The
price of corn is low now. v 1 [A) go down
hill on a road. Kusug kaayu ning dyipa kun 
magbabada, This jeep runs fast when it goes.downhill. 2 [B] go down in price. 

bahadu a 1 below normal, low. May bagyung 
umalabut. Babadu ang baramitru, A ty
phoon is coming. The barometer is below 
normal. Babadu ang prisyu sa k upras, The
price of copra is low. 2 in a bad mood. Pag
bantay mu. Bahadu baya ang &tung maistra 
run, Better be careful. Our teacher is in a
bad mood today. v [B2] be in a bad mood, 
go down below normal. 

bahag n G-string. Di masaghirag bahag bay
bana, That woman is terribly fertile. (Lit. 
You can't brush a g-string against her with
out her getting pregnant.) ii [A; a] wear, 
make a g-string. Gibabag ntya ang iyang ka
misin, He made a g-string out of his under
shirt. - ang ikug v [B] 1 tuck the tail bet
ween legs.Mabahag ang tkug sa iru basta da
ug, A defeated dog tucks his tail between 
his legs. 2 run away in cowardice. Mibabag• 

ang {yang fkuggnga gigukud sa iyangkaaway, 
He turned tail when his enemy pursued him. 
bahagbahag n harmless k.o. · long thin jelly
fish, semi-transparent, resembling a snake. 
Used in sorcery called sampal. 

bahaha n bleat of sheep and goats. v [A; b6]
bleat. 

bahak 1 = BALAHAK. 2t. 
bahakhak v [A] laugh boisterously. n bois
terous laugl:tter. 

bahal n palm toddy one or two days old. v
[A1PB26; a2] make, become babal. Ibalig
ya ta ning tanan kay babalan unya ta, Let's
sell all of this, otherwise, our toddy will 
turn into babal on us. a for palm toddy to 
be aged two or three days. - nga syiti bir-
. ,

DIS= S111 BIRNIS. see BIRNIS. 
bahala n in charge of, responsible for. Aku
nay bahala sa tanan, I'll take care of every
thing. -na I don't care what happens, come 
what may. Baba/a nag unsay mahitabu bas
ta makabawus Zang ku, I don't care what
happens as long as I can get even. paN- v 
[A2] 1 say one doesn't care. Aku siyang 
giingnan ayaw pagminyu, namahala Lang, 
When I told him not to get married, he just 
said he didn't care. 2 assume responsibility 
for. Akuy mamabala sa balayranan, I'll take 
charge of the payments. 

bahalina n coconut toddy aged for several 
months. v [Al; a12] make aged palm tod
dy. Babalinaun ta ning tubaa, Let's have 
this palm toddy age. 

bahan n 1 team of militia workers. . Tulu ka 
baban sa pisi, Three teams of constabulary 
men. 2 type of net fishing with a large group 
of people. v [A; a12] tie in a row, large 
groups. Jtangag ang pukut didtu sa bukung 
ug bunut. Unya babanun, Put the net on 
top of the shells and husks; then tie them 
in a row to the net. bahanbahan v [CJ gang 
around. Nagbahanbaban na pud ang mga
batan-un sa atung baryu, The youngsters 
are running around in gangs in our neigh
borhood. Dfli ku mutugut nga makigbahan
bahan ka sa mga buguy, I don't like you to 
gang around with those good-£ or-nothing 
fellows. 

bahandi n wealth, treasure. maN-, maN-r- n 
treasurer. Mamabandi ( mamamahandi) sa 
lungsud, The treasurer of the town. -anun 
a wealthy. Kun di ka babandianun, di ka 
mapil,: If you are not wealthy, you will not 
get elected. 

bahar a be low-priced at a certain season. Ba
har ang mangga ug maabril, In April the 
price of mangoes is low. v [BJ go down in 
price. pa· v [ab7] lower the price. Pababa-
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ran ang prisyu unya, The price will go down 
after a while. 

bahas = BAHASBAHAS. bahasbahas v [A3; 
cP] go back and forth over an area rapidly. 
Ang dyit mibahasbabas sa nahagsaan, The
jet flew back and forth swiftly over the 
crash site. Dili ka makakita sa tubag ug imu
Lang ibabasbabas (ipababasbdbas) ang tinan
awan sa panid, You will never find the an
swer if you just let your eyes roam over the 
page.

bahas v [A; cl] 1 put an end to. Away ang 
nagbabas sa bayli, A quarrel ended the 
dance early. Sila ang nakababas sa pagkaun 
sa wala pa muabut ang mga bisita, They
consumed all the food before the visitors 
arrived. 2 cancel. Mubabas giyud siya sa 
imung lisinsiya, He will cancel your license. 
Ibabas (babdsun) ang mga byabi kun mag
bagyu, They cancel the flights if there is a 
storm. 

bahaulu = BAHUULU. 
bahaw v [A; cl]  put food out to eat. Pagba-

1 ,haw na, Serve the dinner now. Ibabaw (ba-
bawa) ang kan-un sa panay, Put the rice on 
the clay plate. -an(➔) n l plate for an indi
vidual serving. 2 home plate in tubigtubig 
game, the area behind the last guarded line
or pair of squares. v [Al;  c] use s.t. as a 
plate.

bahaw2 a l left over from before and not 
quite fresh. Ayaw ak usirbihig babawng pan, 
Don't serve me old bread. Alisdi kanang tu
big kay babaw, Change this water. It's left 
over from before. 2 old, stale news. B�baw 
na nang balitaa, That's old news. 3 fighting
cock set out to fight a second time within 
a day or two after having fought. Bahaw na 
nang manuka. Lagmit bun-un na, That cock 
is stale. Most likely he'll be defeated. v [Al;  
a2b4] reserve food for some later time. Ba
bawun ta ning bibingka, Let's put these rice
cakes aside for later. Kanunay Lang ming 
babawan kada kaun, We always have food 
left over each meal. paN- n l breakfast. 2
late afternoon snack consisting of rice or
corn. v [AZ; c6] eat breakfast, late after
noon meal. pamahawbahaw v [A2; c2] take 
a snack from the leftovers. Duna ba tay ipa
mabawbabaw diba? Do we have any left
overs to have as a snack? bahawbahaw n
k.o. small insects that swarm over leftover 
food or garbage. v [a4] be infested with
this sort of insect. 

bahay a rice which got wet before having 
I , ' ,been threshed. Babay nga gilung-ag busa dt-

lt' mutubu, yOU cooked slightly spoiled rice, 
so it won't rise. v [B2; a] become spoiled 

through getting wet. 
bahay2 n k.o. forest tree, the tuberous roots 
of which are eaten in times of famine. 

bahayan n 1 rope sewn to the edge of a net 
to make it stiff and as a place to attach
floats. 2 longline in longline fishing (palang
ri) to which several leaders with hooks are 
attached. v [A3; cl] put rope on edge of 
net.

bahi n l the hard portion of a palm trunk. 2
cane or club made of a palm trunk. 

bahig v [A; al2] sort, separate according to 
different classes or sizes. Bahigun natu ang 
lubi sa tulu ka grupu, We will sort the coco
nut into three groups. 

bahignit a flirtatious, trying to attract a
man's attention. Babignit kaayu. Mangunag 
kablit, She's flirtatious. She nudges men to 
get their attention. n term of endearment 
of infants. 

bahihi. bahihi, bahihi n 1 neighing of a horse, 
bleating of a sheep or goat. 2 sound like
neighing. v [A; cl]  neigh, bleat. 

bahikhik v [A; b3] high-pitched, somewhat 
restrained laughter. Mibabikbik sila nga na
mati sa malaw-ay nga isturya, They snicker
ed as they listened to the dirty stories. 

bahilya n complete set of dishes. 
bahin v l [A; ac] divide into shares. Bahinun 
ta ni sa upat, Let's divide this into four 
pieces. Gibahinan ku niyag upat ka isda, He
shared four fish with me. 2 [A3S] get a
share. Makabahin kag daghang isda ug mag
buntag ka, You get a larger share of fish if ,you stay until morning. n l share. Atung
biwaun sa upat ka babin, Let's cut it into 
four shares. 2 section, portion. Dunay bahin 
nga binisaya ang Priman, The Freeman has 
a Visayan section. Babin sa tulumanun, Sec-

,tion in the program. 3 turn. Akung babin 
nga pakantahun, My turn to s ing. 4 role in 
a play. Kumidiyanti ang akung bahin sa dra
ma, My role in the play is that of a come
dian. 5 regarding. Unsay imung ikasulti ba
hin niana? What do you have to say con
cerning that? sa akung - for my part. Sa
akung babin wa kuy ikasulti niana, As for 
me, I have nothing to say about that. sa la
ing (luyung) - on the other hand. Mupatuu
siya apan sa laing (luyung) bahin magpada
yun sa pagluib, He makes you believe he is 
loyal, but behind your back he continues 
his treachery. -ay(➔) n the manner of shar
ing. Nalipay ang mga saup mahitungud sa 
bahinay sa bag-ung balaud, The tenants are 
happy about the division of the crops under 
the new law. ka- n l person with whom one 
shares s.t. Kabahin ka sa akung kalipay ug 
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kasakit, You share my happiness and sor
rows with me. 2 = BABIN, 5. ka-anan n in
heritance. Ang pinaangkan may katungud 
sa kababinanan sa ilang ginikanan, Illegiti
mate children have a right to an inheritance 
from their parents. 

bahirig a tilted, leaning to one side. v [B;  cl] 
lean to one side. Nagbabirig ang mga tanum 
tungud sa kusug nga bangin, The plants are 
leaning because of the strong wind. Ayaw
ibabirig (babiriga) pagtdud ang baLigi, Don't
install the post in a leaning position. 

bahis v [A2] go back and forth. Nagbabis 
ang mga pulis � dalan nga nangita sa mga
tulisan, The policemen are going back and 
forth over the streets looking for the ban
dits. (�) v [A13 ]  go back and forth without
regard to anyone or anything else. Nagbahis 
na ang buaya;waLa siyay gikabadlukan, The
crocodile went about where he chose. He
feared no one. 

bahista n bass fiddle, guitar player. v [A] be 
a bass player. 

bahiya n bay. Ang babiya sa Manila, Manila
Bay.

bahu
1 

no wonder, it is not surprising consid
ering that [subject] is what it is. Babu ning
tapulan, diyutay rag dgi, No wonder this
fellow doesn't accomplish anything. He's so 
lazy.

bahu n 1 bass singer. 2 bass instrument. v2[A; b6(1)] play, sing bass. 
bahu3 see AB.ABU. 
bahu4, bahu = BAW-U. 
bahu a 1 odorous, ill-smelling. Limpiyuhi 
ang kasiLyas kay bahu kadyu, Clean the toi
let because it stinks. 2 having been 'it' in a 
game for a long time. (�) n smell, odor. Ang 
bdbu sa Litsun abut sa amu, The smell of the 
roast pig reaches our place. - nga smell of. 
Ba.bung singut, Smell of sweat. - nga par
yinti having some sort of distant tie of kin
ship. Wala miy bdbu nga paryinti. Nagkapa
riba Lang ang dmung ap'ilyidu, We are not
related. We just happen to have the same 
name. v 1 .[B; a2] be, become smelly. Mu
babu ang banig kay giibian man sa bdta, 
The mat will become smelly because the 
child urinated on it. 2 [A12] a smell. Na
kababu ka ba atung bumut nga rusas? Did
you smell the fragrance of the roses? b = 
PANIN-, 3. 3 (➔) 1 [Bl 2;  a] for meat and 
fruits to rot, spoil. Nababu ang karni kay 
wala nimu maLutu gabapun, The meat be
came spoiled because you did not cook it 
yesterday. 2 [a12] cause coconut milk to 
ferment in making oil. Babua usa ang tu.nit 
unya Lanaba, yOU first ferment the coco-

nut milk, then make it into oil. tiN- v [A
12 ;  b8] perceive odor. Nakatimahu ka ba 
ug patay nga ilaga? Do you smell a dead 
rat? paniN·(�) v 1 [A23] emit odor. Nani
mabu kang nangka, You smell of jackfruit. 
la -ng kandila death is near (lit. the odor 
of candles is being emitted - facetious
usage). Luya na kadyu ang masakitun. Na
nimdbu nang kandiLa, The patient is weak. 
You can smell the funereal candles. 2 [A]
smell, perceive odor.- Middgan ang lagsaw 
dibang nakapanimahu ug tdwu, The deer 
ran when it perceived the odor of man. 3 
[A2] find out, get wind of. Nanimcihu ug 
unsang kumbiraha maayu niyang suhutan, 
He's finding out what party is good to at
tend. Ag tun tu nakapanimahu ( nakabahu) 
sa a�ung mga pLdnu, The fool got wind of 
our plans. ig-(�) n - nga paryinti be in
any way a relative of. Dili ka igbdhu nga
paryinti ni Tita. Makaminyu mu, yOU are
in no way related to Tita. You two can get 
married. ka- n stench. Ang k abahu sa yci
nang dili maagwanta, l can't endure the 
stench of the pool of mud.t 

bahud v [B2] for wounds to swell and red
den. Mibabud ang iyang nuka kay hiinitan 
man, His wound-became swollen because it 
was exposed to the sun: Ug musud kag min
-;;iryu mubabud ang imung kababung, If you
go into a cemetery your wound might swell 
and redden. 

bahug v [A; c] 1 put liquid or fat into the -staple food. Mubabug Lang siyag mantika 
kay di mukaun ug utan, He mixes lard with 
his corn because he doesn't eat vegetables. 
2 feed leftovers to. Ibabug na Jang ang pan 
ngadtu sa itik, Toss the bread to the ducks. 
-in-, -in-an n food mixed with soup, lard, or 
water. Ang iyang binahug (binabugan) gika
un sa iru, The dog ate his food mixed with 
soup. bahugbahug v [A; b] 1 do s.t. in large 
amounts. Nagbabugbabug kamig katawa sa 
ila, We had a barrel of laughs at their house.
2 have a free-for-all - fight. n 1 s. t. done in 
plentiful quantities. Babugbdhug ang inum 
sa kasal, There was drinking done on a large 
scale at the wedding. 2 free-for-all fight. 

bahidu = BAHUULU. 
bahun see BAHA, v3. 
bahut a boastful, talking about one's accom

plishments or abilities in too obvious a man
ner. Kadagban ku nang nabati kanang ha
but nimung isturya, How many times have I 
already heard your boastful stories! v [B
12]  become boastful. 

bahuulu n k.o. crevally: Caranx melampygus. 
baid v [A3P; a] 1 rubs.t. on s.t. else to sharp-
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en it to make it shiny. Bairun ku ang sang
gut, I'll sharpen the scythe. Ibaid sa simin
tu ang batu arun masinaw, Rub the stone 
on the cement floor so that it will get shiny.
2 perfect s. t. Nagbaid siya sa mananayaw sa 
bustung panlibuk, He helped the dancer per
fect her steps. Ang diksiyunaryu mauy na
kabaid (nakapabaid) sa akung ininglis, The
dictionary sharpened my English. bairan n 
s.t. to sharpen s.t. baidbaid v [Al3C; c]
brush or rub s.t. against s.t. lightly as if 
sharpening. Nagbaidbaid siya sa iyang mga 
kamut, He rubbed his palms together. 

bafid v [A; cl]  brush one's body or part of 
the body lightly against s.t. Gibaiiran ku sa 
akung iring, My pet cat rubbed itself on me. 

bail a for fruit or root crops to be hardened 
due to exposure to heat or mishandling. Ba
il ang kamuti kay nabuwad sa init, The 
sweet potatoes are hard because they were 
left in the sun. v [B2; b6] get hardened. -
ug nawung a shameless. Bail ug nawung bay
bana kay di Lang mubali ug insultu, That
woman certainly is shameless because she 
doesn't mind insults. pa-, pa-(�) v [A; b6
cl] do s.t. despite the shame it brings. Nag
pabail (nagpabail) siyag pangayug binabang 
kay way kadangpan, He swallowed his pride
to ask for help because he has no one to 
turn to. 

bais n k.o. large, edible fresh-water eel of
brown color, growing to 4' and more: An
guilla sp. 

bafwas v [C3] for two persons to fail to 
meet because one had left when the other 
arrived. Nagkabaiwas ta kay pag-abut nak u 
mu say paglakaw nimu, We missed each
other because when I arrived, you had left. 

baka v [A; b(l)] bleach clothing under the 
sun. Gibakban (gibakaban) niya ang mga 
habul, She spread the sheets under the sun 
to bleach. 

baka n cowI beef. -ng turu bull bakahan n
cattle ranch. -(ng) litsira n 1 source of fi
nancial support. Ang iy�n kung sapian ma
uy baka litsira sa akung pagtuun, My rich 
aunt supported me in my studies. 2 one 
who constantly gives money to s.o. who is 
playing him for a sucker. v [B1256] be
come a provider or be played for a sucker. 

baka2 1 it doesn't matter, never mind if. Ba
ka mu lang ug pilay magastu mu sa uspital 
basta maayu ka Lang, It doesn't matter how 
much you will spend for your hospitaliza
tion, as long as you are cured. Baka ug dt' 
ka musugut naku. Naa may dagbang baba
y� I don't care if you don't accept me. 
There are plenty of fish in the ocean. 2 = 

BALAKA.
baka v [A13] walk with the l s apart. bakaegbaka V [Al walk with the legs apart. 
bakaang v [BJ walk with legs spread apart. 
Nagbakaang siya tungud sa bubag, He walk
ed with his legs spread apart because of his 
boil. a having legs spread apart in walking. 

bakabakaa= KINALABAW, 1. see KABAW. 
bakag = BAKLAG. 
bakagan n k.o. bony, reddish, flat fish, as 

wide as the palm and about 1' in length. v 
[B2] become thin and bony. Nabakagan si

ya sa pagkapilian sa pagkaun, She is thin 
and bony because she is choosy in her food. 

bakak a be a lie, false. Bakak kaayu nang 
iyang diklarasiyun, His allegation is a big lie. 
v [A; c] tell a lie. Di ku mubakak nimu, I
won't tell you a lie. Ang mga numiru dili 
mamakak, Figures don't lie. panghiN- v [A; 
b15] deny, show s.t. to be false. Mapanghi
makak (kapangbimakakan) naku ang imung 
tab,: I can prove your gossip false. -un(�) a
liar. 

bakalaw n codfish. panimahung - v [A23]
smell bad. Nanimahu kang bakalaw, You
smell terrible. 

bakaling n k.o. ring-like contrivance used to
steady round-bottomed pots when put s.w. 
v [Al 3; a] make into a steadying ring. Ba
kalingun nimu ang saku arun katungtungan 
sa kulun, We'll fix this sack so that you can 
put the round-bottomed pot on it. 

bakan n k.o. fish. bakanbakan n k.o. goatfish. 
bakan n k.o. tree important for driving away 
the unglu: Litsea sp. 

bakanan = BALAKANAN. 
bakang a 1 bowlegged. 2 deprecatory term 
for the Japanese. v [B] become bowlegged. 
Mabakang (mubakang) ang bata kun puna
yan ug tambid, A child becomes bowlegged 
if he is always carried astride. (+-) v [B125) 
get tired out from looking for s.t. Diin ka
ba nga nabakang man k ug pinangita nimu? 
Where have you been? I've gotten so tired 
(lit. become bowlegged) looking for you. 

bakanti n 1 vacancy. Wa na mi manawat ug 
bag-ung kawani kay way bakanti, We're not 
accepting new employees because there's 
no vacancy. 2 vacant place. Nangita mig ba
kanting lingkuranan, We were looking for a 
vacant seat. 3 piece of land left to lie fallow. 
v 1 [B126; b(l)] for a vacancy to open up, 
leave s.t. vacant. Maguba ang balay nga ba
kantihag dugay, A house that is left vacant 
for a long time will go to pieces. 2 [B126)
for a piece of land to lie fallow. 

bak-ap v [A; b5] shoulder expenses. Bak
apan (bak-apun) ku ang tanang balayran, I'll 
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take care of all the expenses. 
bakas n one who contributes capital to a ven
ture. Ang akung bakas dakug gipuhunan sa 
amung nigusyu, My partner has chipped in 
a sizeable capital to our partnership. v [C;
ac] be partners. Dili na sila magkumpitin
siya. Bakasun ntla ang ilang nigusyu, They
will join their businesses in a partnership. 
Kanang imu usa ka libu ibakas na lang sa 
atung pubunan, Add your one thousand to 
our capital. ka- = BAKAS, n.

bakasi = BALAKASI.
bakasiyun n vacation. v [A; b6]  take, spend 
vacation. Adtu ku sa Hungkung bakasiyun, 
I will spetld my vacation in H. K. -ista n one
who is taking a vacation. Ang Bagyu nag
sugwak sa mga bakasyunista, Baguio is 
crowded with vacationers. 

bakat n k.o. hamper, a woven container
about 2' high with a top. -in- k.o. large,
round, smooth tomato. 

bakatin n wild pig. 
bakatya v [A;  al] 1 subject s.o. to hard, se
vere treatment. K usug mubakatyag sugu 
nang agaluna, That master drives (his ser
vants) to work very hard. Gibakatya siyag 
bukbuk sa mga buguy, Ae was severely 
mauled by the roughnecks. 2 discipline s.o. 
wild, unruly. Mabuutan ang iru ug dunay 
makabakatya ini, A dog will become meek 
if s.o. disciplines it. 

bakawan = BAKHAWI" 
bakay v [A2; c] 1 move the line from which 
one starts, shoots, puts, etc. in a game. Mu
bakay siya kay ang iyang dyulin simpig 
man sa bungbung, He moved his shooting 
line because his marble was right against 
the wall. Ibakay lang niya ang hula sa gulp 
kay natambug man sa linaw, He will just 
move his golf ball because it landed in a 
pond. 2 move, move s.t. from its place. Mi
bakay siya dihang dibay miagi, He moved 
to make room when s.o. passed by. Layu
silag gibakayan ug puyu, The place they 
have moved to now is far away. 

bakaybakay n k.o. dark brown and brittle 
starfish with narrow rays.

bakbak n frog, toad. 
bakbak� n path of hardened dirt. v [B1256]
harden from being trod upon. Nabakbak 
ang tugkaran sa imung pagbinalikbalik, The 
yard got all trampled down the way you 
kept going back and forth through it. 

bakbak3 n abaca hemp made from the outer 
stalks.of the abaca. 

bakbak4 n 1 piece of metal or precious 
stone used to ornament a surface, usually a
comb. 2 sole of footgear. Panit ang bakbak 

sa iyang sapatus, His shoes have leather 
soles. v [A;  b] 1 inlay with precious metal, 
stones. Sudlayng binakbakan ug sinubung, 
A comb plated with gold. 2 put soles on 
footgear.

bakbaks = BALAKBAK. 
bakgrawun n 1 background, past experience,

origin. Sutaa unang iyang bakgrawun una 
sugta, Verify his background first before 
you accept his proposal. Wa kaayu siyay 
bakgrawun. Di siya makaapas ·sa liksiyun, 
He doesn't have a very good background. 
He cannot catch on to the lesson. 2 back
ground of painting or picture. 3 one who is
staying out of the limelight. 4 one who as
sists in a performance in a lesser role. Mas
maayung mukanta ang bakgrawun kay sa 
istar, The background sings better than the 
star. S attendant on a public performer, 
manager of a sportsman. Gitunulan ang 
buksiadur ug tualya sa iyang bakgrawun,
The manager gave the boxer a towel. 6 one
who supports another in a fight, provides 

•,fire cover for another. v [A; bl] be the 
background in performing, attending a pub
lic performer, support s.o. in a fight. Bak

awnan ta kag mukanta ka, I'll accompany gryou if you sing. Bakgrawni aku inigtabuk 
naku, Cover me when I cross over to the 
other side of the street. pa- v [A] stay out 
of the limelight. Pabakrawun lang siya kay 
maulaw siya nila, He will just stay in the 
background because he is shy.t 

bakgut v [A; b5c] cut s.t. off with a motion 
in the direction of the agent, usually with a 
sickle. Di ka makabakgut sa bulig sa saging, 
You cannot cut the bunch of bananas down. 
Bakgutan (bakgutun) ku nang liug sa iru, I 
will slit that dog's neck. n stroke, action of 
cutting.

bakhad v [Bl ; b6] for s.t. tied to get un
done. Mabakbad ang higut ug di nimu ayu
hun ug bangan, The string will get undone 
if you don't tie it tight. 

bakhaw n mangrove tree: Rbizophora spp. 1 .bakhaw2 n k.o. dish made of blanched greens 
or raw meat or fish garnished with onions, 
tomatoes, and vinegar. v [A; a] make bak
haw. -in- = BAKHAW2.

bakhu v [A; b36] sob. Gibakbuan ku niya sa
iyang mga kaguul, She . sobbingly poured 
out her sorrows to me. n sob. ma-un a full
of sobs. Sa mabakhuung tingug, In a sob
bing voice. 

bakhuy n doll of cloth or plastic. 
baki n frog. t !. 
bakid n cavan, a measure for grain equivalent 
to 25 gantas (approximately three bushels). 
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bakig a very thin, emaciated. v [B ]  become
emaciated. 

bakik joking euphemism for BAKAK. 
bakikaw a awkward, graceless. Ang walhun 
bakikaw tan-awun nga manahi, A left
handed person looks graceless when he 
sews. v [Bl ;  a] become clumsy, do s.t. 
clumsily, awkwardly. Bakikawun gdni ni
mug kugus ang bdta mabulug giyud na,
You'll drop the child if you carry it in such 
a clumsy way. 

bakiki = BALAKIKI. 
bakilid a steeply sloping. Bakilid kadyu ang 
dmung gitungas, We're climbing a very steep 
slope. n slope. kabakildan n slopes. 

baking 1 
n backing, material put in back of 

s.t. to give it support. v [A; a] provide with 
a backing. 

baking
2 v [A; c) back up, put a vehicle in re

verse. /baking ang dyip, Back the jeep up. 
bakintul v [B] miss one's step, walk with a 
limp because s.t. is wrong with one's shoe 
or the path one is traversing. Mibakintul ku 
kay nakatunub kug gamayng batu, I missed 
my step because I stepped on a small rock. 
Nagbakintul kug lakaw kay nawala ang pi
kas kung tikud, I walk unevenly because 
one of my heels got lost. Culu- v [Al] walk 
unevenly.

bakir n backer in an application, financial 
undertaking. Bakir siya ndku sa dkung ni
gusyu, He is my backer in my business. v 
(B6; b( 1)] become a backer, back s.t. 

bakiru v [A; b61 pasture. Gibakiruhan naku 
sa uma ang kanding, I pastured the goat in 
the fields. n shepherd, cowherd. 

bakita n plunger of a child's toy as, for ex
ample, of a popgun. 

bakiya n young fem ale carabao or cow ready 
to reproduce. 

bak.la a homosexual. v [BJ be a homosexual. 
Ug makig-uban-uban kag mga bakla, ma
bakla sad ka, If you pal around with fairies,
you'll become one, too. paN- v [A23) en
gage in male prostitution. 

baklag a having a putrid odor of rotten food 
or decayed flesh. v [B2] become putrid. 
Nabaklag na lang ang ilaga wa gayud nila 
ilubung, They did not bury the rat even 
though it has become putrid.

baklarit n stew made from dog's meat, spices, 
and vegetables. v [A; a) make, obtain dog 
stew. Baklaritun ta nang inyung iru, Let's 
butcher your dog and make him into stew. 

baklaw n bracelet. v [A; a) wear, make into, 
get a bracelet. 

baklay v [A; ac) go on foot. Baklayun ta 

Lang ang piyir, Let's just walk to the pier. 
bakliad, bakliad v [B; cl] bend one's body
far backward. Mubaklia.d gani ang bata ha
yan mahulug, If the baby bends too far 
back, it is likely to fall. Ibakliad (bakliara) 
ug maayu ang imung lawas, Bend your body 
far back. 

baklid v [A; al2] pin s.o.'s hand behind his 
back. Siyay mibaklid sa dkung kamut sam
tang gikulata ku sa iyang mga.kauban, He
pinned my arms behind me while his com
panions pummelled me. panghiN-, paniN- = 
-IN-, v 1.  -in- a folded behind the back. Mi
lakaw siya binaklid ang iyang mga kamut, 
He walked away with his hands folded be
hind his back. v 1 [A] fold one's hands be
hind one's back. Mibinaklid (nanghimaklid, 
nanimaklid) siyang nagpasupasu sa hawa
nan, He paced the courtyard with his hands 
folded behind his back. 2 [a12] = BAKLID. 

baknal a 1 too big for the thing it was put in. 
Baknal kadyu ang pistula sa hdwak, There
is no room for the pistol in the waist. 2 be 
too big for the situation. Baknal ang kan
iyun nga gigamit didtu sa Bitnam, The can
nons they use in Viet Nam are too big for 
the job they have to do. v 1 [AB; a2] bulge 
out, make s.t. bulge out. Unsa man nang 
nagbaknal sa imung bulsa? What is making 
your pocket bulge? 2 [A; c] put s.t. ,vhich 
juts up on a road to block it or cause pas-, ,sers-by to stumble. A tung baknalan ang agi-
anan ug dakung batu, We'll block the road 
with a huge stone. 3 [b6] consider s.t. too 
big. n s.t. bulging or which prevents e.asy 
passage. -an = BAKAL, a2. 

baknit n k.o. wild, thorny vine with yellow
ish, inedible berries. ka-an n thicket. v [B 12] 
become a thicket. Nakabaknitan ang uma 
nga gibyaan, Our abandoned farm grew in
to a thicket. 

bakpi n back pay. v [A12] collect one's 
back pay.

bakrayid v [A; c] ride at the back of a bicy
cle or motorcycle. Gibakrdyid niya ang i
yang anak, He carried his son on the back 
of his bicycle. t 

baksan see BAKUS. 
baksidur n boxer. v [B16; a12] become a
boxer. Magbaksidur ka gani k inabanglan lig
un kag tuhud, If you want to become a 
boxer, you must have strong legs. 

baksing n boxing. v 1 [A; b6] have a boxing
match. 2 [a12] box s.o. Baksingun ta ka 
run, I'll box you one now. -an n boxing ring.

baksir = BAKSIDUR. 
baksiwa a contrary, nonconforming. Baksiwa 
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nga pagkabata, A contrary child. v [AC;
cl] 1 be contrary to, be not in conformity.
Mubaksiwa giyud na siya sa gustu sa amung
inahan, She always does s.t. contrary to 
our mother's wishes. Nagkabaksiwa ang i
lang pangatarungan, Their reasons did not 
tally. Baksiwaun (ibaksiwa) man gud nimug 
sabut ang akung su/ti, You always place a 
wrong meaning on what I say. 2 put in a 
head to toe arrangement. Nagbaksiwa sila 
paghigda, They lay down beside each other 
with their heads on opposite ends. Ibaksi
wa (baksiwaun) naku ang pagpahimutang 
sa kahuy, l will arrange the wood so that 
the bigger ends are next to the smaller ends. 
3 [Cl3 ]  pass by one another without seeing 
each other. Wa si/a magkita kay nagkabak
siwa Lang sila sa da/an, They did not meet 
because they just passed each other on the 
road. (�) [B] be intertwining. Ba gun nga 
nagbaksiwa, Intertwining vines. 

baktas v [A; a2] 1 traverse on foot. Taas pa 
ang dkung bak tdsun arun matuman ku ang 
akung ginadamgu, l still have a long road 
to traverse if my dreams are to be realized. 
2 cut across. Gibaktasan ku ang daruhan, l
took a short cut across the plowed field. 
-ay(➔) n walkathon. Siyay nakadaug sa bak
tasay, He won the walkathon. v [CJ have a 
walkathon. 

baktin n 1 piglet. v [A12) obtain piglet. Na-
1 ,kabaktin kug duha pagbatun ku sa tyang 

anay, l got myself two piglets for rearing 
his sow. 2 children, kids (familiar usage).
Nag-iskuyla na ang akung mga baktin, My
kids go to school now. -ay v [C] bet with
piglets. Baktinay ta, kinsay mudaug, Let's
bet piglets as to who will win. 

baktini v [B46; b6] get a charley horse. Na
makttn (mibaktin) akung buktun, My arms 
got a charley horse. baktinbaktin n bulging
part of the calf or biceps. 

baktirya n bacteria. 
baku a stoop-shouldered. v [B;  a] become 
hunched. Makabaku (makapabaku) nimu 
ang magsfgig duku nga magsulat, You'll be
come stoop-shouldered if you bend like 
that when you write. 

bakud v [AC2; cl) run in a gallop. Mibakud 
ang kabayu, The horse galloped away. Na
kigbakud siya sa mga bata, He ran around 
with the children.

bakudl v [AB25 ; act] 1 get up from lying 
position, make s.t. lying erect. Mib"akud si
yag sayu, He got up early. Di ku kabdkud sa
haligi, l cannot raise the post .!.Bakurun sa 
nars ang masakitun, The nurse will make 
the patient get up. Wa ku ibakud (bakura) 

ang haligi, l did not raise the post. 2 - ug
nigusyu v [A; c1] start a business. Di' ta ma
kabdkud ug nigusyu ug way puhunan, We 
cannot start a business if we don't have cap
ital. 3 [AP; a12] save one's name or honor
from public humiliation. Kamung mga anak 
mau na lay mubakud (mupabakud) sa atung 
apilyidu nga gihugawhugawan ug maayu sa 
inyung amahan, Only you, the children, can 
save our family name which your father 
has sullied. 

bakud2 v [A; cl] tie s.t. together, fasten to 
s.t. Nakabakud na siya sa mga kahuy, She
has tied the firewood into bundles. Giba
kud siya sa haligi, He was tied to the post. 
Bakura (ibakud) ang mga papil, Tie the 
papers in bundles. ( ➔) n bond, fetters. 

bakudbakud n k.o. wrasse. 
bakukang n 1 k.o. large rhinoceros beetle, 
found in coconut trees. 2 name given to 
small brown beetles or to june bugs ( = DA
GING). 3 - sa ulu have difficulty in under
standing. Bakukang ang sulud sa imung u/u 
kay dt' ka kasabut, Your head is full of bee
tles because you can't understand. v [a4]
be· infested with beetles. 

bakuku n k.o. fish. 
bakukun v [AB; cl ]  coil, roll into a loop.
Mibakukun akug lukay arun duna kitay ika
sulu, l coiled up some palm fronds to give 
us s.t. to use as a torch. Mibakukun ang 
baksan, The python coiled itself up. n coil. 

bakul a crippled in the leg. v (�) [B126] be
come crippled. 

bakul n belt buckle. v [A; b] put a buckle 
on s.t. 

bakulan n k.o. mullet with small scales. 
bakulaw n ugly-faced supernatural being said 
to abduct small children and hide them 
from their parents. Ayaw pagsdba kay tinga
lig dad-un ka sa baku/aw, Be quiet or the 
bak ulaw will get you. 

bakulkul n trap to catch wild fowl with a 
noose. paN- v [A2] catch chickens and 
birds with a bakulkul. 

bakulud n rounded stone found in the sea 
and exposed at low tide. 

bakulung n a loop, usually made of cloth, 
put under things carried on the head. v [A;
a] make into a buffer, put a buffer on the ·head. 

bakun = BAKUD1• 

bakuna V [A; b] vaccinate. Akuy mubakuna 
sa mga bata, I will vaccinate the children. n
vaccination. -dur(➔) n one who administers 
vaccine. v [B 1 56) be the one who inno
culates. 

bakuruiwa n a monster that is said to swallow 
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the sun or moon during an eclipse. The ba
kunawa is said to be disturbed by noise and
will release the sun or moon if noise is made. 

bakung
1 

nk.o. common rice with white grains 
of average length. 

bakung2 = PAGIYUN. 
bakungan n k.o. sea cucumber (balat).
bakungun n k.o. talisayun-colored cock with 
dark green feathers interspersed with yellow 
feathers on the wings, sides, and breast. 

bakus n l belt. 2 champion's title in sports 
like boxing. Upat ka tuig niyang kuput sa 
bakus pagkakampiyun, He held the cham
pionship title for fuur years. - sa amu n a
belt believed to be worn by female mon
keys during pregnancy and shed after deli
very. A woman who happens to find it 
should wear it during pregnancy to give her 
an easy delivery. hugut sa - v [A 1C1 2 ;  cl]
take measures to meet a difficult situation, 
tighten the belt in the face of financial dif
ficulties. Hugtun (ibugut) natu ang atung 
bakus, kay naapikihan ta sa kwarta, Let's
tighten our belts because we're short of 
money. v [A; c) 1 wear a belt. 2 tie around 
the waist Gibakus niya sa bawak ang iyang 
balun, He tied his provisions around his 
waist. 3 [A; ab2) whip with a belt. Baksun
ka gayud ni Tatay, Father will surely whip 
you with a belt. baksan n k.o. python with 
bands. 

bakus n small rope used to prevent a yoke 
from slippil)g. It is tied to both ends of the 
yoke and runs under the neck. 

bakut = GIPAKAINGUN (dialectal). see 1-
NGUN -.

bakutut v [B46] 1 stagger under a load that
is too heavy. Makabakutut (makapabaku
tut) man sad ang kabug-at niining baskita, 
The weight of this basket can make one 
stagger. 2 stagger under the burden of 
debts. 

bakwi v [A2; a12] take back what one said. 
Bakwia ang imung gisulti, Take back what 
you said. n retraction. Ang bakwi ni Risa/
mabitungud sa tinubuan, Rizal's retraction 
of what he said about religion. 

bakwit v [A; b2c) flee s.w. in war time. Did
tu mi mubakwit sa bukid, We evacuated to 
the mountains. n war refugee. Napunu sa 
bakwit ang kampu, The camp is full of war 
refugees.

bakya n l k.o. slipper with wooden sole. 2
k.o. boxfish. v l [A; a] wear, make into 
wooden slippers. Nagbakya siya ngadtu sa 
tyanggiban, She wore wooden slippers to 
the market. Kir.ing kabuya maayung bak
yaun, This wood is good for bakyas. 2 [A; 

a12) beat with a wooden slipper. Bakyaun
siya sa asawa ug mabubug, His wife beats 
him with wooden slipper when he's drunk. 

bakya2 a appealing to the bakya crowd ( the 
proletariat). Bakya kaayung salidaba, A
movie very appealing to the proletariat v
[B 12 ;  b6) get to be appealing to the pro
letariate. - krawud n proletariat (those 
wearing bakya).

bakyanu a skillful, adept. Bakyanu nang ba
taa sa pamakak, That child fibs pretty well. 
v [Bl)  be skillful, adept. Magbakyanu ka 
sa pagmakinilya arun makaimpliyar ka da
yun, Get adept at typing so you can find a
job right away. 

bakyaw v [A; c] swing the arm to strike a
blow. 

bala, bala (not without /) n l bullet. 2 Sta-
lpies. 3 money. v [A; c) 1 load gun, stapler. 

Maayu Jang kang ibala sa kaniyun, You are 
just good for cannon fodder. 2a put s.t. in 
s.t. to make it appear bigger or weightier. 
Ang kupras balabag balas, The copra was
mixed with sand. 2b mix!_s.t. in with s.t. else 
to hide it. Ang pinaldung panaptun gibala
bag sigarilyu, The bales of cloth had ciga
rettes hidden inside of them. balahan a
loaded. Pagbantay kay balaban nang pistu
la, Be careful. That pistol is loaded. 

bala2 v [A; a12] carry s.t on the back, not 
tied. Akuy mubala nimu inigtabuk sa sapa,
I'll carry you piggy-back when we cross 
the river. Balaba (balba) kanang saku, Carry
that sack on your back. gi- gilukdu full of 
happiness, mischief, worries, and other emo
tions ( lit. carried on the back and on the 
head). Ang gwatsi anang tawbana giba gi
lukdu, That man is chock-full of mischief. 

bala (not without l) v [A; a12) find out in-
1formation about an event that has happen-

ed (who stole s.t., where s.t. stolen or lost 
is, who committed a crime, etc.) by means 
of an egg. The egg is made to stand on its 
end on the edge of a tumbler. Then a yes
no question is put to it. If the answer is yes,
the egg remains upright. If the answer is no,
the egg falls. Balaun ang babuy kay sigu
rung gikawat tu, We'll divine information 
about the pig, because it surely was stolen. 
balad-un n omen, a sign which prophesizes 
s.t. Ang kumita mauy usa ka bad-un nga 
may umaabut nga kagubut, A comet is a 
sign of a forthcoming war. tiking balad-un 
phrase used to address the gecko (house 
lizard) in asking him to foretell whether s.t. 
will happen. The question is put to the 
gecko before he sounds. After he sounds 
the question is repeated. If the gecko sounds 
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an odd number of times the answer is affirm
ative. If even, the answer is negative. Tiking
ba/ad-un, muulan ugma? Prophet gecko, 'will it rain tomorrow? 

baia2 = BAL.ALA. 
bala (not without /) v [A;  c] warn so as to 
prohibit certain actions. Gibalaan na man 
mu, You have been warned and prohibited. 
Usa ka mamusil sa hayup ibala usa, Before
you start shooting stray animals, make a 
warning prohibiting it. n warning that pro
hibits.

balaan a holy, sacred. Ga hum sa mga balaan, 
Power of the saints. paka- v [a12] consider
ed sacred. Gipakabalaan sa mga bumbay
ang baka, The Hindus considered the cow a 
sacred animal. -un saintly. Balaanun ang 
akung tinguba kanimu, I have noble inten
tions toward you. 

balaat v [A; a] tie ,s.t. around s.t. Baatun ta 
ning sugnud, Let's bundle the firewood. Ba
ati iyang baba arun di kasyagit, Gag her 
mouth so she can't shout. n s. t. tied around 
s.t.

balabag v [AA2S; cl] 1 lie across a path.
Balabagun (ibabag) natu pagbutang ang ka
buy, Let's put the tree across the road. Gi
babagan ang agianan sa mga batu, The path 
was blocked by rocks. 2 block s.o.'s way. 
Ikaw ray nakababag sa akung kalipay, You 
are the only one who stands in the way of 
my happiness. 3 for a fetus to be in a trans
verse position. Naglisud siya pag-anak kay
nagbalabag (nagbalabag) ang bata, She had 
a hard labor because the child was in a 
transverse position. n 1 a piece of wood or 
metal which lies across s.t. Ang balabag ma
uy naglambing sa duba ka kasku, The cross
beam holds the two hulls of the boat to
gether. 2 cross (not without l in this mean
ing). Gilansang si Hisus sa balabag, Jesus· 
was nailed to a cross. 3 s.t. which bars the 
way. Dili balabag sa hangturay nilang pa
nagbigala, It is not a bar to their eternal 
friendship. (➔) n = BALA.BAG, n. -an(➔) n
fishes with a transverse line, e.g., k.o. snap
pers.

balabala n a children's game played by hitting 
a ball one tosses himself with a stick. If an
other player catches the ball, he comes up 
to bat. v [Al] play this game. 

ba)adaw = BALARAW.
baladbad = BADBAD

1
•

baladin (not without /) n wooden container 
for palm toddy in the shape of a tapered 
cylinder. v [A13 ;  a12] make a wooden con
tainer for palm toddy. 

balad-un see BALA1
• 

balag v 1 [A123S; b8] find s.t. by running
across. Nakabalag silag mga ismaglir sa la
wud, They ran into some smugglers on the 
high seas. 2 [AC; a] go meet s.o. Balaga si
ya didtu sa piyir, Go meet him at the pier. 
balagbalag v [A13] go around everywhere 
looking for s.o. or s.t. Nagbagbag ang ina
ban ug pangitag kwarta, The mother went 
around everywhere looking for money. hi
v [A2C; ac] encounter, meet s.o. Nabibalag
ku na gayud siya, At last I found him. Mag
hibalag ra gayud ta, We will certainly meet. 

balaghuy a lanky, ungracefully tall and thin. 
v [BJ be lanky. Nagbalaghuy ang ldwas sa 
tin-idyir; Teen-agers have lanky bodies. 

balagsang a for like thirigs in a row to lack 
pieces, having pieces missing. Balagsang ang
mais kay pagawpaw ang gitamnan, The ears 
of corn lacked grains because t.he land was 
infertile. v [BN] for pieces in a row to fall 
out, come out having pieces missing. Ka
nang baratuhung klasi sa sudlay dali rang 
mamagsang, It doesn't take long for the 
teeth to fall out of cheap combs. -un( ➔) a
characterized by having members missing. 

balagtasan (not without l) n contest of rea
soning between two men consisting of spo
ken dialogue in high-flown language. v [A
C2] hold such a contest.

balagtuk n rat. 
balagula, balagulan (not without /) n three 
quarters of a coconut shell used as con
tainer for water to wash the vagina. 

balagun n vine. v [ B2S46] grow like a vine. 
balag-ung n animal trap that clasps, snares, 01

encloses the animal. v [A;  ab2] 1 catch ,with, set a balag-ung. Akung gi.balag-ungan 
ang sawa, piru wa mabalag-ung, I set a trap 
for the snake, but I did not catch it. 2 en
trap s.o. into doing s.t. Bantay kay_ balag
ungun ka sa pagpatug-an, Watch out! You'll 
be trapped into revealing it. 3 [ a 12] make 
s.t. into a balag-ung.

balahak n deep festering sore, bigger thari a 
kabahung. v [B12; a4] get to be, get a large 
sore. Nababak ang iyang samad, His wound 
became a festering sore. Gibahak siya kay 
wa niya tambali ang iyang samad, He de
veloped a festering sore because he left his 
wound unattended.

balahala n gods and goddesses (poetic).
b�ahibu = BALHIBU.
balak V [A;  cl]  recite verses. Ba.lakun (iba
lak) ndku ang ultimu adiyus ni Risal, I am 
going to recite Rizal's 'Last Farewell'. n
poem. paN- v [A23] write poetry. n poetry.
mag-r- n poet. -nun a poetic. v [612) be
come poetic. 
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balaka v [B1256; b3c5] be concerned, wor
ried. Ayaw kabalaka kay akuy mabibalu sa 
tanan, Don't worry because I'll take care of 
everything. Unsa may imung gikabalak-an? 
What are you worrying about? mabalak-un, 
mabalakhun a characterized by concern, 
worry. Mabalakbung tingug, Worried voice. 
- ku, ka what do I care. Ba/aka kug ma
baklag siya. Dili giyud aku muapas niya, I 
don't care if she rots. I won't run after her. 

balakanan n doorsill. 
balak-ang n = BALAT-ANG. v [B; cl] stand, 
squat with the thighs apart. Nagbalak-ang 
ang tindira ug mani sa iyang paglingkud, 
The peanut vendor squatted with her legs
apart. �

balakasi n k.o. small eel. Husi balakasi, tad
tarun muliksi. Tadtarun mukubul, paryin
tis tubul, Jose is an eel, strike him with a 
knife and he will jump. If you strike him 
and he tautens up, he's akin to hard feces. 
(Teasing rhyme said to children named Jo
se, in reference to the actions of the bala
kasi when struck.) 

balakbak n 1 cloth or similar material to lie, 
walk, sit on. D'!,'guun ang bakbak nga giang
kan, The sheets on which she lay when she
gave birth are all bloody. 2 diaper. v 1 [A; 
a] put material under s.o. to be on. Gibak
bdkan ug puting panaptun ang tumbanan sa
bag-ungkinasal, The newly-weds had a white 
cloth spread for them to walk over. 2 under
lay, be the thing in which s.t. is rooted. Ang
iyang panaad gibakbakan ug mga pasalig, 
His promises were backed up by assurances. 
Luba ug singut ang gibakbak sa akung pag
lampus, My success is rooted in sweat and 
tears. 3 put a diaper on. Bakbaki ang bata, 
Put a diaper on the baby. 

balakiki n a chicken colored black with white 
speckles, and sometimes with other colors. 
balakikihun n fish colored black with speck
les (sharks, rays, et al.) 

balala a 1 slow to comprehend. Bala kaayu
siya sa klasi, He is very dull in class. 2 very
inferior in quality, roughly or hurriedly 
done. (�) v 1 [B2j become dull. Muha/ala
(mabalala) kag di ka magtuun, You'll be
come dull if you do not study. 2 [Bl]  get 
to be inferior in quality. Nagkabala ang i
yang tinabian nga nagkadagban ang iyang 
suki, Her sewing is getting to be more and 
more inferior in quality since she started to 
get lots of customers. t 

balalanti n small tree, the leaves of which 
have a medicinal use. The wood is of magic
al importance, esp. in sorcery. If food cook
ed by its fire is stolen, the thief suffers. 

balalatuk n k.o. woodpecker.
balalaw (not without [) n stiff loop or hoop.
v [A; al2] make, make into, put a loop.

balana n crack in s.t. that has absolutely no 
give. Wala na nay data ang ihi kay may ba
lana, That axle is useless because it has a 
crack. V [B] get a crack in it.Mubalana (ma
ba/ana) ang basu basta butangan ug init tu
big, The glass will crack if you put hot wa
ter in it. -un a having a crack. 

balanak n general name for large mullets: 
Mugilidae. -un a flat-headed, like a mullet: 
term for fishes, snakes, people. 

balanban n k.o. half beak: Hemirbampbus
1 

spp.
balanban2 n a branching reed, the main stem 
of which is split and used in weaving and in 
sewing nipa shingles: Donnax cannaeformis. 

balandra (not without /) n 1 barrel with 
rounded sides. 2 large, flat-bottomed boat 
mainly use� for carrying logs or rocks. 3 
fat woman shaped like a barrel. 4 wooden
slippers (bakya) which are poorly made and 
clumsy to wear. Balandra man nang imung 
bakya, Your slippers are like a boat. v [BN]
become fat like a boat or barrel. 

bal-ang = LAB-ANG. 
balangas n mange, skin disease of dogs. v 

[a4] have mange. -un(➔) a mangy. v [B125]
become mangy. Mabalangasun ang iru ug pa
kan-un ug alukabhang sa kasag, The dog ·will become mangy if you feed it crab shells. 

balangaw (from dangaw) n rainbow. v [AN;
b6] for there to be a rainbow. Dilt' na mag
ulan basta mamangaw (mubangaw), It will 
not rain any more if there's a rainbow. -an n 
1 k.o. leech with a rainbow-like stripe on 
its back. 2 bu/inaw (anchovy) with a stripe 
through the middle. 

balangay (not without l) n 1 barrio, the 
smallest unit of self-government. 2 k.o. 
large boat. -nun n pertaining to the barrio. 
tagi- n resident of a barrio. katagi- n fell ow
resident of a barrio. 

balangbalang (not without /) v [A; al2]
pummel by several persons. Gibalangbalang 
sa rriga silingan ang kawatan, The neighbors 
pummelled the thief. 

balangbalang n a child's game played by two 
groups whereby they try to capture each 
other by a process of guessing. 

balanghitaw n small crocodile. 
balanghutan n k.o. lizard fish, family Syno
dontidae. 

balanghuy = BULANGHUY. 
balangubang n k.o. medium-sized soft wood 
tree, the bark of which is used for walling: 
Sborea negrosensis. 
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balangus (not without l) v [A; c] eat vora
ciously.Ayaw ibalangus ang imung pagkaun 
arun dili ka bituk-an, Do not gobble your 
food or you '11 choke. 

balani n 1 trunk of a banana or abaca plant.. 1
2 pieces of the banana trunk. 

baLini seeBATUi" zbalans1 (not without I) n 1 accounting. 2 ba
lance. Nawad-an siyag balansi, He lost his 
balance. v 1 [A; a2] make an accounting of. 
Balansiban ta ka sa imung utang, I'll make 
an accounting to you of your debts. 2 [A) 
2a maintain one's balance. 2b sway from 
side to side in keeping in an upright position. 
Nagbalansi ang barku sa dakung balud, The 
ship rocked back and forth in the high 
waves. 

balansikul n k.o. small tuna. 
balantak n a small woven fish or eel trap 
with inwardly slanting tines to allow en
trance but no exit. v 1 [Al2; a12) catch 
with a balantak. 2 [A; a12] make into such 
a trap. 3 [ c] put out a balantak. paN- v [A
2) fish with a balantak. Namantak sila sa 
sapa, They are trapping fish in the river. 

balanti = BALALANTi. 
balantigun n k.o. bird. 
balantiyung n varieties of climbing squashes, 
long, sausage-shaped or jar-shaped: varieties 
of Lagenaria leucantha. 

balanus (not without /) v 1 [A1 3 ;  b(l))
i:nourn. Kaming mababilin magbalanus,
Those of us who are left behind will grieve. 
2 [Al) repent. Magbalanus ka sa kaulabian,
You will repent in the end. n 1 grief, mourn
ing. 2 repentance. 

balaraw n k.o. dagger. v [a12) make into, 
strike with a dagger. 

balas n sand. v 1 [A3 ; b6) put sand s.w. 2 
[B3(1)) form sand-like particles. Mubalas
ang dugu ug dugayun sa kayu, Blood stew 
forms grains if you leave it over the fire too 
long. ka·(-E-) v [A13] have sand all over it. 

balasbas v 1 [AN; cP] go along parallel to 
s.t. Ibalasbas (ipabalasbas) pagdala ang ka
buy sa asrras, Go along the sidewalk when 
you carry the wood. 2 [A; cl] put s.t. in a 
row parallel to s.t. Ibalasbas (balasbasa) ug 
tanum ang kapayas sa lmung kural, Plant 
papayas along your fence. n ornamental 
planted along walks ( = ATAY-ATAY. see 
ATAY.) 

balaslukun a naughty, mischievous. Balaslu
kun kaayu ning bataa. K usug kaayung mu
pabilak sa iyang mga manghud, The naughty 
child enjoys making his younger brothers 
and sisters cry. v [B12) be, become naughty. 

balasii.bas (not without /) n one who avoids 

meeting his obligations. Balasubas kaayu
siyang muswildu. Utsu ang sabut, dus ray 
bayad, He is immoral in the way he pays 
wages. He promises eight pesos, but two is 
all you get. v [B12) be a person who avoids 
meeting obligations. 

balat n 1 sea cucumber. 2 one considered 
not to count for anything. Nganung wa man 
ku nimu bahfni? Unsa ku, balat Jang? Why
didn't you give me any? Don't I count for 
anything? - hanginan k.o. sea cucumber 
that shrinks up when taken out of the wa
ter so much that it seems to disappear. -
uwak n k.o. black -sea cucumber edible 
when dried. 

balat-ang n the hips and pelvic region. v [a4]
have pains in the pelvic region. Balat-:-angun
siya ug magrigla, She has pains in the pelvic 
region when she menstruates. -un a having 
prominent hips. 

baLitikan trap consisting of a trip rope which 
1

releases a spear. v 1 [A; ab2] catch with, 
set a balatik. Hingbalatikan ang iru, The 
dog got speared in the trap. 2 [A; b6] set a 
balatik. Balatikan naku ag maisan, l will 
put a trap in the cornfield. 3 [al 2) make a 
balatik. 

balatik2 n name of a constellation having 
three stars in a row. 

balatung n k.o. string bean, reaching more 
than a foot and less than an inch around. 
The most commonly grown string bean: 
Vigna sesquipedialis. sintas - n a variety 
longer than ordinary balatung. batungba·
tung n k.o. wild vine with a bean similar to 
the balatung, but inedible. -in-(➔) n k.o. 
banana the fruit of which is light yellowish 
green, long and thin, eaten raw when ripe. 

balatwanun n k.o. small sea fishn: Gerres sp.
balaud v [A; c] 1 issue an order. Gibalauran
kung Tatay sa dili na pagtabaku, Father or
dered me not to smoke. 2 give a warning. 
Gibalauran tang may bagyung taliabut, We 
have been warned that there's a typhoon 
coming. n 1 (not without /) law, rules and 
regulations. Ayaw supaka ang balaud, Do 
not break the law. 2 warning. batakang -
constitution. balauranan n place where laws 
are passed. Ubus, ibabaw balauranan, Low
er, upper house. mag-r-(➔) n lawmaker,
-un(➔), balaurun, balaudnun n bill, future 
law. 

balaungun = BULUUNGUN. 
balaw (.not without I) n 1 a resinous prepa
ration used to caulk and waterproof a boat, 
obtained from the sap of the apitung and 
almasiga. 2 k.o. timber tree, light species of 
trees called apitung. 3 reddish-brown color 
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in feathers of fowls. v [A; c] waterproof a 
boat with balaw. Balawan nimu ang tibuuk 
kilid, Caulk the seams and put resin all over 
the sides. 

ha.law v 1 [B12] get tired of doing s.t. which 
takes a long time. Nabalaw kug pinaabut 
nimu, l got tired of waiting for you. 2 [B 1] 
be satisfied to the point of not desiring any 
more, do as much as one wants to. Magba
law akug bayli karung gabii, l will dance to 
my heart's content this evening. Nabalaw
na kug kinaug karni, l got tired of eating 
meat. ka-an, ka·un(➔) n ending up by being 
completely satiated. Walay kabalawan ang 
iyang kagutum, There is no satisfying his
hunger.

balawbaw v 1 [A; c] put s.t. over s.t. else. 
Ang kik gibawbawan ug aysing, The cake
was topped with icing. lbawbaw ang bahaw 
sa bag-ung kan-un, Put the leftover rice on 
top of the newly-cooked rice. 2 [A; a) 
skim off the topmost portion of s.t. Bawba
wun ku ang ispuma sa sabaw, I'll skim off
the foam from the soup. 

balay n 1 house. - alampuanan house of 
worship. - sa lawalawa spiderweb. - sa lig
wan, putyukan beehive, hornet's nest. -
lungsud city hall. - patigayun business 
firm. 2 home base in games. v [A; b] 
build a house. Nagbalay siya daplin sa bay
bayun, He built a house near the shore. Ba
layan kung imung luti, I'll build a house on 
your lot. (�) v [A; a) form a thought, com
pose a song. Mubalay kug balak, I'll com
pose a poem. Balaya· ang imung tubag sa 
imung hunahuna, Work your answer out
carefully in your mind. -an n 1 home base
in a game of hide and seek or in baseball. 
2 network of bamboo strips mounted like 
a platform for climbing plants. v [A2] reach 
home in baseball, touch base in hide and 
seek. Ug mubayan kag una sa buang, libri 
ka, If you reach the goal ahead of the one 
who's it, you're free. -anan n 1 matchbox.
lsulud ang palitu sa bayanan, Place the 
matchsticks in the matchbox. 2 shell of eggs, 
sea animals. Bayanan sa itlug, Egg shells. Ba
yanan sa pawikan, Turtle shell. Bayanan sa 
kinhasun, Clam shell. 3 = -AN. 4 - sa utut
female genitalia (humorous slang). ka-an n 
group of homes. paN- n 1 housing project, 
group of homes. Ang pruyiktu sa pamalay 
alangsa mga kabus, The housing project for 
the poor. 2 s.t. used in the house. Pamalay
na Zang ning sininaa, This dress is only for 
house use. 3 roof framework of a house. 
paniN- n 1 household. Buluhatun sa pani
malay, Household chores. 2 home. Ang asa-

wa mauy hara sa panimalay, The wife is the 
queen of the home. tag-, tag·(�) n owner of 
the house. tig-un(�) n 1 framework of a 
house. Hapit na mabuman ang tigbayun sa
akung balay, The framework of my house 
is almost finished. 2 framework of one's 
thoughts. Natumpag ang tigbayun sa ak ung 
mga damgu, The framework of my dreams 

,collapsed. gam·(�) see GAMBALA Y. pa-,num- see TUNGBALA y. t 
balaybay V [A;  cl]  put in a row. Balaybayun 

(ibalaybay) natu ang misitira sa agianan, 
Let's put a row of flower tubs along the 
walk. n things put in a row. paN- v [A2;
b6] go in, along a certain line: Namalaybay
sila sa asiras, They walked on the sidewalk. 

balayung n large hardwood tree with a short 
trunk and long branches. The wood is deep, 
dark cordovan and is very hard and highly 
resistant to deterioration. 

balbag v [A3P; a12] break into pieces due to
an impact. Nabalbag ang bagul nga gimar
tilyu, The coconut shell got smashed when 
I hammered it. 

balbakuwa n dish composed of beef or cara
bao legs, tails, ears, and skin, stewed with
bones and with spices and peas. v [A; a] 
make beef, carabao stew. 

balbal n k.o. possessed person (unglu) that
has a need to go after sick people's blood or 
livers. paN- v [A2] for the balbal to go out 
and perpetrate his evil deeds. 

balbangaan a for fruits to be in the stage 
where they are just about to ripen but still 
hard. v [BJ reach the ripening stage. 

balbas n 1 beard. 2 instrument for shaving. v
1 [A; b6(1)] shave s.o. Balbasan ta nang i
mung biguti, Let's shave your mustache off. 
2 [A12] shave oneself. Makabalbas kag 
way sami_nsamin? Can you shave without a 
mirror? paN-, panghiN- v [A2] shave one
self. Wa pa ku mamalbas (manghimalbas), l 
haven't shaved yet. 

balbiru = BARBIRU. 
balbula = BARBULA. 
balda v [A; a] 1 disable, maim. Baldaha ang 
tiil arun di kadagan, Break his legs so he 
can't run away. Gibaldahan ang tawu nga 
misukul sa pulis, The man who resisted the 
.policeman was maimed. 2 disturb, prevent 
s.o. from doing s.t. properly. Ang mga tin
idyir mubaldag apil-apil sa sayaw, The teen
agers that get into the act keep us from 
dancing properly. Baldabun ku sa makadi
yut ang inyung panagsulti, May I disturb 
your conversation a minute? n s. t. that 
disturbs. -du a crippled, maimed. Pagkata
wu ntya, baldadu na siyag kamut, He was 
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born with a crippled hand. v [Bl2;  a] get 
maimed, maim. Baldadubun ta ka run, I'm
going to cripple you, you damn . . .

baldi n 1 pail. v [A; b6] fetch water in a pail. 
Magbaldi ak u didtu ug tubig, I'll go there
to fetch a pail of water. 2 storm signal con
sisting 9f a cone made of canvas raised by 
day in combination with a ball. 

baldiyu v [A; b6] flood with water for the 
purpose of cleaning. Nagbaldiyu mi sa kusl
na, We flushed water over the kitchen. 

baldusa n tile. v [al 2] make s. t. of tile. Bal
dusabun ta ning atung salug, Let's have a
tile floor. t .balhas n 1 perspiration. 2 prickly heat. v [B
24; a4] perspire. Mubalbas ku ug mulampa
su sa sawug, I'll perspire if I scrub the floor. 
Gibalbas ku human pag-inum sa aspirin, I
sweated after taking aspirin. 

balhibu n hair on the body, but not pubic 
hairs, hair of animals, feathers. Baga ang
balhibu sa {yang {luk, He has thick hair in 
his armpits. Ramis ug balhibu ang iring, The
cat has soft fur. Puti ang balh{bu sa akung
hiniktan, My fighting cock has white fea
thers. samag, parihug - similar in traits. 
Ang mga tawung susamag balhibu magkau
yungiyud, Birds of a feather flock together. 
(➔) v [A12; b8] la better in feather col
oration. Ang tubaung parisag buyugun ma
kabalbibu, Toddy-colored feathers win o
over honey-colored ones. lb beat invaria
bly in a competition. Nabalhibuan mung 
mga tagabaryu namung mga tagasyudad, 
We city people can outdo you country peo
ple. 2 overawe, impress s.o. to the extent 
that he gets flustered or completely eats 
out of one's hands. Nabalbibuan ku nia
nang baybana. Dili ku makabungat sa a
kung tuyu, I was overawed by that woman. 
I couldn't say what I wanted to. 3 for one's 
heart to soften to one. Nabalhibuan ku a
nang tihika. Aku ray makapangayu niyag 
kwarta. Way lain, That old skinflint has 
a soft spot in his heart for me. I can 
ask him for money, but no one else can. 
paN- v [A2] la select fighting cocks on 
the basis of feather coloration. Mamalhibu
ku sa imung bayungbayung kay maghukut 
kug igtalan: I'll make a selection from your 
young cocks to raise into a fighting cock. 1
b size up an opponent's cock by the fea
thers. 2 [A2S] grow feathers. Namalh{bu 
na ang kuyabug, The nestlings are growing 
feathers now. lupig sa balhibuay come off
the worse when it comes to comparing fea
thers. Lupig ka sa balhibuay kun itari nlmu 
ang ugis sa tubaun, Don't pit your white 

cock against a toddy-colored one because 
you lose just from the color combination. 
balhibuun a hairy. -un ug dila tending to 
backbite. -un ug kamut tending to swipe 
things.

balhin (from ha/in) v 1 [A; cl] la move s.t. 
from one place to another. Balblnun ( ibal
hin) ta kini didtu sa kusina, Let's transfer 
this to the kitchen. lb  move domestic. ani
mals to the shade, to a new grazing area. 
Talina, ang kabaw balhina (ibalhin), Move
the carabao, Talina. 2 [AP] move, emigrate
from one place to another. Mibalhin kami 
sa dakbayan, We moved to the city. 3 [BJ 
become changed. Nabalbin (mibalbin) ang
iyang taras sa nagkadaku siya, His character 
changed as he grew older. ka-an n change.
May kabalhinan ang iyang kinaiya sa nada
tu na, His character changed after he be
came rich. ma-un a changeable. Ang babayi 
mabalh{nun sama sa bagyu, Women are fic
kle like typhoons. -un(➔), balhinbalhin n
k.o. movable fish corral. 

balhug v 1 [A; c] insert s.t. long in a place 
under s.t. or between s.t. Akuy mibalhug 
nianang linipak ngadtu sa bin.ugkus, I in
serted those bamboo slats into the bundle. 
Ibalbug ilawum sa katri ang malita, Slip the 
valise under the bed. 2 [A3P; a] put into 
an enclosure. Akuy mibalhug sa manuk sa
tangkal, I put the chicken in the cage. Gi
balhug siya sa karsil, He was thrown in jail. 

balhun n 1 rope tied from one end of the 
yoke to the other end, passing below the 
neck, so the yoke won't slip off. 2 belly
band of harness. v [A; b] apply, use as 
bellyband or yoke rope. 

bali a reversed, backwards. Bali angpagkasul-
1 I Iub nang imung sapatus, You put your shoes 

on backwards. v 1 [A; a12) turn s.t. over. 
Balihun natung sinugbang isda, Let's turn 
the fish we're broiling over. 2 [A; al2] 
plow the field the second time to turn the 
clods over (in place of harrowing - pagka
ras). Magbali ta run arun kapugas ta ugma, 
Let's plow the field the second time so we 
can plant tomorrow. 3 [A2] for wind to
change direction, switch party loyalty. Mi
bali ang bangin, The. wind changed direc
tion. Kun wa ku makabali sa Libiral, pildi 
kit, If I hadn't changed to the Liberal Party, 
I would have lost. 4 [al2] be reversed, 
wrong side out, backwards. Di na mabali 
ang akung hukum, My decision cannot be 
reversed. Nabali na ang k.alibutan kay ang 
babayi mau nay mangulitawu, The world
has turned upside down because it's the 
women who court the men now. Nabali na 
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ba nimu ang punda? Have you turned the 
pillow cases inside out? 5 [A23] - ug pa
ngutana respond to a question with another 
question instead of answering it. 6 [C; a] 
be placed in opposite directions from each 
other. Nagbdli silag bigda, They were lying 
head to foot. Balibun ndtu pagbutang ang 
sapatus sa kartun, Let's put the shoes tip to 
toe in the box. paN- v 1 [A23] put clothes 
on wrong side out or shoes backwards. Na
mali ka man sa imung sinina, You have 
your clothes on inside out. 2 turn cloth 
wrong side out. Namali ku sa mga linabban 
arun dili bilubaran, l turned the wash inside 
out so it wouldn't fade. balibali v [A; a12] 
do first on one side and then on the other. 
Ang iyang amaban mauy mibalibalig sagpa 
niya, Her father slapped her on both cheeks. 
Gibalibali niyag pas-an ang sag-ub, As he
carried the water container he kept shifting 
it from shoulder to shoulder. - ug kasaba
scold severely. Balibalihun bitaw siyag ka
saba wa katingug, He never said a word
when he was scolded severely. a reversible. 
Ang akung dyakit balibdli, l have a reversi
ble jacket. -in- v [A; a] speak in secret 
code, way. A ncigu ka ba nga mubinali? Do
you know how to speak Hog Latin? t

ha.Ii a 1 be \\'Orth it (not used negatively). Pi
sus ang palit nimu sa isda? Bali sad, You
paid a peso for the fish. It was worth it. -
wala unimportant, worth ignoring. 2 serves 
one right. Nadagma ang bata. Bali, The
child fell. Serves him right. 3 - ug worth,
in the amount, quantity, duration of. Balig
pisus nga bugas, One peso's worth of rice. 
Pabukdlag balig tunga sa takna, Boil it for 
half an hour. 4 - nga with excla'l1Jlltion: 
how very much! Baling budnga nimu, How 
very naughty of you. mas - nga it would be
better if. Mas bdli nga mamatay, It would
be better to die. walay - it doesn't matter. 
Way balig mabal, basta maayung klasi, It
doesn't matter if it costs a lot, as long as it
is good. v 1 [a12] la dill, wala,ayaw - not 
pay s.t. any mind. Ayaw baliba ang mga 
tabi, Don't pay attention to the gossip. lb 
gi-wala ignored, treated as insignificant. Gi
bali wala na siya ni Anni, Armi just ignored 
her from then on. 2 [A; abl] a sign a chit 
for goods taken in a store. Mubali Jang kug
bugas, I'll just sign a chit for some rice. b
ask for an advance. Si Uskar ang dtung bali
han, Let's ask for an advance from Oscar. 
n 1 a chit signed for goods taken in a store. 
2 amount taken in advance fro·m wages. 
May bali kung trayinta pisus sa akung dmu, 
I had an advance of thirty pesos from my 

boss. t 

bali V [A; a] break S.t. long. Mibali siyag sa
nga, He broke off a twig. Nabali ang akung 
buktun, I broke my arm. Tuhud lay ibali 
dna, Break it off with your knee. - ang su
ngay put s.o. in his place. Balian ku siya sa 
iyang sungay arun dilt' na mag-abusar, I'll 
put her in her place so she won't be so abu
sive any more. ( ➔) a 1 for an elongated thing 
to be broken. 2 s.o. who is new at s.t., igno
rant. Bali ka pang mumanihu, You're still 
just learning how to drive. Bali siyag linak
tan, He carries himself like a greenhorn. 3
foolish in trying to do s.t. one doesn't even 
know how to do. Bali ning tawhana. Midra
yib sa dyip, unya di diay kamau, He's a 
fool. He tries to drive the jeep when he
doesn't even know how to. balibali n 1 k.o.
rifle that is bent when cocked. usually a 
double-barreled gun. 2 = BULINAW. t 

baliad a in a motion with the back bent. Bali
ad na run akung daybing, Now I will do a 
back dive. v [B3; cl ]  bend one's body 
backward with a rapid motion, do s.t. on 
one's back. Nagbaliad siya paglanguy, He
was swimming on his back. 

baliala (not without /) n the Malaysian fan
tail, a small bird that moves its tail up and 
down while perched: Rbipidura jawnica. 
-un a characterized by constant moving
around or changing positions, fidgety. 

baHbad v 1 [A2S; c] refuse s.o. or s.t. Baliba
ran gani ku nimu, patyun ta ka, If you turn 
me down, I'll kill you. 2 [AN2] give an 
excuse for not doing s.t. Mibalibad (nama
libad) siyang di musulti kay pagaw siya, He
got out of giving the speech with the ex
cuse that he was hoarse. n 1 refusal. Ang
imung balibad way kapuslanan kun tiunan
kag pusil, No use trying to refuse when s.o. 
points a gun at you. 2 excuse. Nakadawat 
mig balibad niya nga di �iya makaanhi, We
already received his excuse that he couldn't 
come. paN- v [A] say s.t. is not the case. 
Namalibad siya nga wa siya mahigugma ka
niya, She said she did not love him. baliba
ran a fond of giving excuses. 

balibag v [A; c] throw s.t. away, get rid of, 
throw. Ayaw nag ibalibag. Magamit pa man, 
Don't throw it away. We can still use it. 

balibay = BALIBAG. 
balibud v [A3P; ab16(1)] wind s.t. �round 
s.t. Ib�Ubud (balibura) ang hilu sa kahuy
arun di magubut, Wind the thread around
the stick so it will not get tangled up. 

baUbud2 v [A;  c] scatter grains, small solids 
over an area. Baliburig sibuyas ang sabaw,
Sprinkle onions on the soup. Jbalibud ning 
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pulbus sa salug, Sprinkle this powder on 
the floor. 

balibul n l volleyball. 2 volleyball style of 
playing billiards: the table is divided into 
two territories, and each player must make 
a carom inside his territory. v [A; b6] play 
volleyball. -an n volleyball court. t

balibung v [A;  c] cover the space between 
the upper edges of the roof at the ridge.Sin 
ang maayung ibalibung sa atup, Galvanized
iron is a good material to put over the ridge 
of the roof. -an n l ridge of the roof. 2 the
material which covers the ridge.

balidbid v [A;  b6] trickle down in drops, 
clinging to s.t. ,/yang gipahiran ang Luba nga 
mibalidbid sa iyang aping, She wiped the 
tears that trickled down her cheeks.

balidikturyan n l valedictorian. 2 one who 
excels in s. t. Basta mahitungud na gani sa 
babayi, balidikturyan siya dnang buhdta, 
He's an expert when it comes to women. v
[B3; al2] become the valedictorian. 

balighu n different from the e xpected. Da
kung balighu, gipusil siya apan wa dutli, 
How strange! He was shot but was not hurt. 
Siya ray anak nga balighu sa ginikanan, He 
is the parent's problem child. 

balighut n bow, loop, that can be easily un
tied by pulling one end of the string. v [A;
b6(1)] tie a knot on s.t. Akuy mubalighut 
sa listun sa bdta, I'll tie the child's shoelace. 
Balighuti ang kumingking arun di malimut,
Tie a string around his little finger so he 
won't forget. 

baligkawang = BALAT-ANG. 
baligkus = BAUGHUT.
baligsala = BALINSALA.
baligtad a l wrong side out, up. Baligtad 
nang pagkatahi' kay nailawum ang karaygan, 
It was sewed with the wrong side out be
cause the material that was meant to face 
is on the inside. 2 contrary to what is ex
pected. Baligtad ang nahitabu kay inay siZ.u
tan,gigantihan na hinuun, Just the opposite 
happened: instead of being punished, he 
was rewarded. v [A; cl] put wrong side up 
or out. Nagbaligtad ang kahun ay, basig ma
huhu ang sulud, The box is upside down. 
The contents might fall out.Ayaw ibaligtad 
(baligtara) pagladlad ang mga magasin, Do
not display the magazines upside down. 

baligtus n l tight knot th�t won't come un
done. 2 thumb-sized bundle of sorted aha
ca fiber for weaving, knotted at one end. v
1 [A;  cl] tie in a knot. Baligtusa (ibaligtus) 
makaduha arun masiguru, Tie the knot twice 
to make it secure. 2 [A ; a12] tie abaca fi-

her into a bundle as thick as one's thumb 
by knotting the end. Baligtusa ang sinudlay ·nga iskuhidu, Bundle the sorted! fine abaca 
fiber.

baligwat v l [A13; c6] use s.t. as a crowbar
to move s.t. else. Ayaw ug ibaligwat ang pa
yung sa rihas, Don't use the umbrella as a 
crowbar to move the grill 2 [ a12] break 
one's arm or leg by moving it accidentally 
after it has been wedged tight �n place (i.e. 
having it act like a crowbar). Nabali {yang
tiil kay nabaligwat sa pagkabulasut n{ya sa
bangag, He broke his leg when he stepped 
into the hole because when he fell, his leg
was wedged on the edge of the hole. n ·crowbar.

baligya v [A; c] sell Gibaligyaan ku niyag 
sigarilyu, He sold me some cigarettes. n mer
chandize, wares for sale. Nagpatad ang dag
hang baligya sa asiras, The sidewalks are 
teeming with things for sale. Dili kini balig-,ya. Aku ni, This is not for sale. It's mine. 
palit - buying and selling. Nanginabuhi k u 
sa palit baligya, I make my living by buying 
and selling. maN-ay, maN-r- n one who sells
for a living. 

balik v 1 [A2; b5] go, come back, come 
back to get s.t. Kanus-a ka man mubalik? 
When will you come back? Balikun (bali
kan) naku ang akung nahikalimtan, I'll come
back for the things I forgot. la [Al 3 ;  c]
put, give s.t. back. Jbdlik ra ni ngadtu, Put
this back. 2 [B23; b6] return to his former .state. Mihalik (nabalik) na ang kangaya! sa 
iyang panagway, Her happy e xpression re
turned to her face. Balikan ang yuta sa 
iyang katambuk kun abunuhan, T·he soil 
will regain its fertility if you add f enilizer. 
3 [b4] have a relapse. Gibalikan siya sa i
yang sakit kay nang�lsag bug-at, He had a 
relapse because he carried s.t. too heavy for 
him. 4 [A; bSc] [do] again. Baliki (balika) 
nig tahi, Sew this over again. Balikun ku 
ikaw ug pangutana, I will ask you again. 
Mau/aw ku ug ibalik nag pangutana, I would 
be embarrassed if that question were asked 
a second time. 4a [a12] revive. Naghandum 
sila nga unta balt'kun ang pilikulang Binisa
ya, They're thinking about reviving Visayan 
movies. n subject repeated in school. balik
balik v [B2; ac2] 1 do again. 2 come back 
again. Balikbalik unya mu, ha? Bye. Come 
back and see us again, will you? balikbalj_k 
n 1 k.o. small tree used in countersorcery 
because of its magical powers to cause evil 
to return to the perpetrator: 2 k.o. small 
bird. sum-(➔), tum-(�) see SUMBAUK. 
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balikas n curses. v [A; ale] curse. Mubalikas 
giyud ak u nimu ug mahitabu, I'll curse you 
if it happens. Ayawg balikasa (balikasa) ang
mga binatunan, Don't curse the ..servants.
-an(➔) a foul-mouthed, fond of uttering in
dccen t words. v [B126] become foul
mouthed.balikawang = RALAT-ANG. 

balikhaw n collarbone. v [BN2] have promi
nent collarbones. Namalik haw siya paggu
wa niya sa uspital, You could see his col
larbones when he got out of the hospital.

balikid = BALILIKID. 
balikig 1 euphemism for BALIKUG, 2 ( = 

' ' 
BALIKU, 2). 2 = BALIKU. 

balikis v [A; c] coil, put around s.t. else. Mi
balikis ang baksan sa babuy, The python
coiled around the pig's body. Nakabalikis 
ang iyang kamut sa akung hawak, He man
aged to put his arm around my waist. Ayaw
ug ibalikis ang pisi sa haligi, Don't coil that 
rope around the post. n k.o. itchy and fast
spreading skin disease which spreads around 
the body in the area of the hips. 

baliktad = BALI GT AD. 
baliktus v 1 = BALIGTUS. 2 [BJ be wrapped 
around, coil oneself around. Mibaliktus (na
baliktus) ang balas sa sanga, The snake was 
coiled around a branch. Ang iyang mga 
bukturz nagbaliktus sa liug sa kawatan, He
wrapped his arms around the thief's neck. 
n bundle. Paliti akug usa ka baliktus kahuy, 
Buy me a bundle of wood. 

baliku a 1 crooked, not straight. 2 crooked, 
dishonest. Balikung pulitiku, Crooked poli
tician. v [AB; a12] be, make s.t. crooked. 
Balikuun ta ning tubu, Let's bend this wa 
ter pipe. - nga lyabi n wrench with a socket 
head to fit over a bolt. 

balikud v [A3 ; b6cl] coil, make a circular 
loop of. Jbalikud (balikura) ang alambri, 
Coil the wire up. 

balikug = BALIKU.
balikugkug a for wires or string-like things to 

be curled or twisted inwards at the end. Ba
likugkug ang udlut sa paku, The fern frond 
is curled at its tip. v [APB; a] curl or twist 
s.t. at the tip with a general direction point
ing to the base, be curled or twisted at its 
end. A1iba/ikugkug (nabalikugkug) ang da
bun sa tz,mang kainit sa ad/aw, The leaves
curled in the intense heat of the sun. 

balikus = BALIKIS. 
balikutkut v [AB3; a] bunch, fold, curl up 

in an irregular way, cause s. t. to do so. Ang
itlud nga gihikap mibalikutkut, The worm 
curled up when s.o. touched it. Ayaw bali
kutkuta ang pisi. Jbalibud ug kabuy, Don't 

just bunch up the rope. Wind it around a 
stick. a folded up in an irregular way. Di ku 
mupalit nianang balikutkut nga sin, I won't 
buy that wrinkled galvanized iron sheet. 

balikutsa n candy made of the hardened syr
up obtained from coconut milk and sugar. 
v [A; a2] make balikutsa. 

balikwaut a lacking in grace, balance, eupho
ny. Balikwaut paminawun ang litiral kaa
yungpagkahubad, A literal translation lacks
euphony. v [B6; a2J be awkward. Mibalik
waut (nabalikwaut) ang linaktan sa dala
ganggitihulan sa kalakin-an, The girl walked 
awkwardly when the boys whistled at her. 
Balikwautun ku pagtagik unya ban-ayagma
ayu, I'll compose it in a rough way, then 
rearrange it well. 

balikwit = BAKWIT.
balila n wolf herring: Chirocent"'s dorab. 
balfli n general name for grasses that do not 
grow tall. - tsina k.o. purple ornamental 
grass grown popularly in hanging pots. ka
balilinhan n grassy area. 

balilikid, balilikid v [A; b5] 1 turn around, 
look back. Gibalilikid (gibalilikdan) naku 
ang tawung mitawag nak u, I turned back to 
the man who was calling me. 2 look back 
to one's past or people behind, below in 
rank. Vg masapian ka na, dili ka na mubali
likid sa imung gigikanan, When you become 
rich, you won't turn back to where you 
came from. 

balimbugay n k.o. bivalve. 
balimbing = BALINGBING.
baling n large fish net operated by several 

people. v 1 [AN; a] catch fish with a large 
net. Makuha ang bansikul ug balingun, 
Mackerel can be caught with a net. 2 [A12; 
b8] catch in a police dragnet. Sa katapusan 
nabalingan ra gayud ang tulisan, At last the
robbers were caught in the dragnet. 3 [A2
N3PC; al] trap, capture by stratagem. Ang
imung sinultihan mauy makabaling (maka
pabaling) kanimu, Your speech will entrap 
you. 3a [A3SN; a12] for two parties to 
make a secret agreement in gambling in or
der to bilk a third player. Daku ang akung 
pildi kay nabaling man ku, I lost heavily 
because they duped me. 4 [A23PC; ab2c] 
capture one's attention, affections. Nagka
baling ang ilang tinan-awan, Their eyes met. 
Balingun niya ang imung pagtagad, He will
capture your attention. Wa niya ibaling ang 
iyang pagtagad ngadtu sa uban, He did not 
turn his affections to the others. (➔) n = 
BA.UNG. paN- v [A; b6J fish with nets. n
fishing with nets. hiN-, maN-r-( ➔) a one
who likes to ensnare people. Dali rang ikita 
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ug away, himaling (mamamaling) tuhu, She 
looks for trouble. She likes to ensnare peo
ple. n 1 fish caught with nets. 2 s. t. cap
tured by stratagem. 

balingag a careless, inattentive to what one is 
about. Balingag ka man gud, mu nang naka-. 
limtan nimu ang malita, You 're careless. 
That's why you forgot the suitcase. v [Bl]
1 be careless and forget s.t. 2 mistake s.o. 
for s.o. else. Nabalingag ku nimu kang Husi, 
maung gisampit ta ka, I mistook you for
Jose. That's why I called you. 

balingay v [A;  bcl] hook s.t. at the back of 
the shoulder, esp. the bamboo palm-toddy 
container (kawit). Balingaya (ibalingay) ang 
kawit, Carry the toddy tube hooked on 
your shoulder. 

balingbing n carambola, a small cultivated 
tree with oblong fruit having longitudinal 
angular lobes. The fruit is fleshy and acid 
and consumed fresh or pickled: Averrhoa 
carambola.

balingit = TUKAW.
balingkagas v [B2;  b6] become skinny be
cause of overindulgence in vice. Makaba
lingkagas (makapabalingkagas) nang pagsi
labig pamutakal, Overindulgence in women 
can make one skinny. 

balingkawang = BALAT-ANG.
balingkut a hard to please. Pagkabalingk ut 
bayang tawhana. Dilt' madalag paayun-ayun, 
How stubborn he is. No matter how hard 
you try, you can't persuade him. v [BJ be
come hard to please. 

balingug = BALINGAG.
balinsala, balinsala n k.o. small edible bivalve 
clam.

balinsay n k.o. game of tossing a handful of 
small objects, usually cowries, to be caught
by the back of the hand, and then tossed 
again caught on the palm. The pieces that 
fall to the floor are paired off. In each pair
one is made to hit the other by flicking it. 
If the player misses or hits more than one 
piece, he's burnt (pasu) and loses his turn. 
The object is to get rid of the pieces with
out losing one's turn. v 1 [C2 ; ac] play ba
linsay. 2 [A] toss things in the air as if 
playing balinsay. Di balinsayun ang kwarta 
kay makagaba, Don't flip money in the air 
because it will bring you divine retribution. 

balinsayaw = SAY AW. 
balinsiyana n 1 Arroz a la Valenciana. 2 type 
of stitch whereby the seam is sewn twice in 
such a way that it won't frazzle and is invis
ible. v [A; a) 1 make into Arroz a la Valen
ciana. 2 sew with a double stitch. 

balinsuguan see SUGU. 

balinsungag v [B 1 ;  cl] be placed with the 
ends in a random disorderly way. Ayaw ba
linsungaga ( ibalinsungag) pagbutang ang 
mga sugnud arun dilt' nzuilug ug lugar, Don't 
stack the firewood in any old way so it 
won't occupy too much room. ka- v [Al 3 )
be completely topsy-turvy. Nagkabalinsu
ngag ang mga patayng sundalu sa nataran sa 
panggubatan, The soldiers were lying about 
in every which way on the battlefield. 

balintang = BALINTUNG2. 
balintawak n l a woman's dress consisting 
of a blouse with puffed butterfly sleeves, a 
long striped skirt, and a piece of cloth over
laid. v [A; a] wear, make into a balintawak. 
2 = LINAMBID. see LAMBID.

balintayins n one's Valentine on Valentine's 
day. - di n Valentine's Day. - kard Valen
tine's greeting card. - parti Valentine's 
party. v [A l ;  c6] hold a Valentine's party. 

balintung1 n k.o. mackerel or tuna. 
balintung2 v [AlB2; c l ]  get knocked down� 
fall down from a standing position with 
force. Mibalintung (nabalintung) siyang na
igu sa dkung kumu, He came down with a 
crash when I hit him with my fist. Kinsay
nagbalintung sa mga siya? Who knocked the 
chairs down? Culu- v [Al3] 1 turn over 
writhing. Unsa bay nakaun mung nagbulu
balintung ka man diha? What did you eat 
that makes you writhe? 2 somersault.

balintuwad v [B] 1 fall headlong on the face. 
Pagkasangit sa akung tiil sa bagun, nabalin
tuwad ku, My foot tripped on a vine, and I 
tumbled forward. 2 [a] pick s.o�_up by the 
feet and hold him upside down. Musukul
ka gani balintuwarun ta ka, If you defy me, 
1'11 turn you upside down. 

balirung n fishing trap of tidal flats consist
1ing of stones piled waist-high arranged in a 

large rectangle, with a hole for entrance but 
no easy exist, such that when the tide goes
out the fish are bunched in the tidal pools. 
v [A; a) make a balirung. paN- v [A; bl]
catch fish with the balirung.

balirung2 v [A;  ac] throw a stick such that it 
spins in flight. Ug dili nimu maabut ang bu
nga, balirunga lang, If you cannot reach the 
fruit, throw a stick at it to get it down. Jba
lirung kining putput sa irit, Throw this stick 
at the dog. n stick used for throwing at s. t. 

balirusu a stubborn, not open to advice and 
reproach. v [B12;  b6] become stubborn; 
consider s.o. as such. Nabalirusu nang bata
a kay way disiplina, That child became wil
ful because of lack of discipline.

bal-is n hand tool used to strip abaca. v (A,;
cl] make an abaca stripper. 
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balisa v [B 126; b3 ( 1 )cS] anxious, apprehen
sive. Ang wa niya pag-uli nakabalisa ( naka
pabalisa) naku, His failure to come home 
worried me. 

balisada, balisala = BALINSAI.A.
•balisbis -an n 1 eaves, overhanging portion 
of a roof. 2 place beneath the eaves where 
rain drops to. Kanali ang balisbisan, Make
a canal beneath the eaves where rain drops 
to. 3 narrow yard close to the house. paN
v [A12] walk along the sides of a house. 
Mamalisbis Zang ta arun dili mahumud sa u
lan, Let's walk along the sides of the houses 
so we won't get wet. paN-an = PAN-. t

balising v [A; cl]  1 transfer an activity else
where. Ibalising (balisingun) ni natung dtung 
inum, Let us move our drinking spree s. w.
else. 2 move a piece in a game of marbles
from an obstructed place to s. w. else the 
same distance from the goal 3 [A; b4(1)] 
have s.o. take a base in baseball. Nagbali
sing ba ang ampdyir sa batir? Did the um
pire tell the batter to take a base? Nabalisi
ngan ang ilang pitsir ug upat ka batir, That
pitcher had four batters take a base on him. 
4 [A2; b6] for a husband to tum his atten
tion elsewhere. Hustis sa nayitklab ang gi
balisingan sa bdna, The husband turned his 
attentions to a night club hostess. hiN-, 
hiN-(➔) a inclined to move one's piece in a 
game.

baliskad v (A; al] 1 turn inside out. Akuy
mibaliskad sa linabhan, l turned the wash 
inside out. Binaliskad ang baraba, Cards,
face up on the table. 2 undo a knot. Balis
kara ang bigut, Untie the knot. 

baliskug v [B2] become curled up, rolled. 
Ang init ang nakabaliskug (nakapabaliskug) 
sa plaka, The heat has caused the record to 
curl.

balista v 1 [B26; a] flip over backward. Mi
balista siya pagkaigu sa dkung kumu, He
fell over backward when he got the full 
force of my blows. Balistdba siya, makabi
mu ka ha, Flip him over backward if you 
can do it. 2 [A; cl]  turn s.t. inside out. Bi
sag balistdbun (ibalista) pa ning akung bul
sa, wa giyuy taya, You may tum my pock
et inside out, but you won't find a penny. t 

balisung a exactly the contrary. Balisung ka
na sa &kung nadungug, That is just the op
posite of what I heard. Balisung ang ilang 
pagbigda, They were lying head to foot. 
Dakung balisung: ang babdyi magkarsunis 
ug ang lalaki magbistida, .It's completely 
backwards: the women wear pants and the 
men wear dresses. v [AB; cl ]  become just 
the opposite, turned around; tum s.t. a-

round. Kun mubalisung ang iyang buut, di 
siya muanhi, If he changes his mind, he 
won't come. Mubalisung ang daut sa nagpa
dala niini, The sorcery will boomerang on 
the person who sent it. Ayaw balisunga (i
balisung) ang bunus sa lamisa, Don't put 
the drawer in the table backwards. 

balisung n jackknife. v [a] make into a 
jackkniie, stab with a jackknife. Gibalisung 
siya sa iyang a saw a, His wife stabbed him 
with a jackknife. 

balita n 1 news. 2 bad omen, esp. portending 
death. 2a oath: it is true (lit. may it be a 
bad omen). daku nga - sensational news. v 
1 [A; c] tell news. lkaguul rhu kining dkung 
ibalita, You will feel sad about the news 
that I'm going to tell you. la [A12] receive 
news. Nakabalita ka nga minyu na ku? 
Have you heard that I'm married now? 2
[A13 ; b(l)] appear as a bad omen. Nagba
lita si Pidru kay sa wala pa mi masayud sa
iyang kamatayun dihay nagpat-akpat-ak 
nga dugu sa salug, Pedro appeared to us 
with a bad omen, because before we learned 
of his death, we saw spots of blood on the
floor. t 

balit-ad a inside out, belly-side up, front-side 
back. Ba/it-ad pagkasul-ub ang imung kami
sin, You have your undershirt on backwards 
(or inside out). v [ABN; a] be, make wrong
side up, out. Ang biwing pulitiku mubalit
ad sa tinuud, The crooked politician twists 
the truth. Mibalit-ad (nabalit-ad, namalit
ad) ang atup sa kusug nga bangin, The wind 
turned the roof upside down. 

balitang n 1 short piece of wood or metal. 
Also the name given to pieces of wood 
which serve a purpose. la whippletree of a 
plow. lb  wood used in stripping abaca, a
round which the end -of the abaca is wound 
and which is pulled to force the abaca 
through the stripper. le wood used in fish
ing with a net that is pulled: the people 
who pull the net hold on to the balitang
and hold it in a vertical position so that the 
top edge is directly above the bottom edge 
of the net. 2 piece of bone, vein, or tendon
supposed to lie across the vagina which ob
structs the easy birth of a child. v la [A; a] 
hurl a short stick at. Balitanga ang manuk, 
Hurl the stick at the chicken. 2 [A; a] make 
into wood used as whippletree, net holder, 
etc. 3 [A123P; a4b4] have an obstructing
bone in the vagina. Gibalitang (gibalitangan) 
man si Tita, galisud ug anak, Tita had an 
obstruction in her vagina so that she had a 
difficult delivery. 4 (AN; a] make a whip
pletree for a plow or piece of wood for a 
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net. 
balitang n female sexual organ. 
balltaw a 1 an improvised courtship song 

consisting of stanzas sung alternately by a 
boy and the girl he is asking the hand of (in 
practice by their spokesmen). The stanza 
consists of four rhymed lines, in any rhyme 
scheme, with the last two repeated. Each 
line ideally consists of twelve syllables, 
though this number is often not strictly 
adhered to. In modern times the balltaw is 
not used in courtship, b_ut for social occa
sions where people show their skill at im
provisation. 2 = .BiTAW. v [A; a] sing a ba
lltaw. 

baliti = DALAKIT. 
balituk v [A; b6] 1 do a back somersault, flip 
over backwards. Maayung mubalituk ang 
sirkadur, An acrobat flips over backwards 
with ease. 2 go back on a promise. Mibali
tuk siya sa lyang saad, He took back his 
promise. 3 switch party loyalty.Ang Nasyu
nalista mauy lyang balitukan, He'll defect 
from (or defect to) the Nacionalista Party. 
4 [B26] for a contribution to be returned 
to the author. Mibalituk ang iyang tampu,
His article was rejected. 

balitutu a very tightly tied. Bugtua na lang 
kay balitutu pagkabaligtus, Just cut it be
cause it is knotted tight. v [A; cl] make a 
knot very tight. -in- n knot tied in such a 
way that it is hard to undo. 

baliug (from llug) v [A; �] wear s.t. around 
the neck. Nagbaliug siyag panyu, He wore 
a handkerchief around his neck. n band a
round the neck. 

balius v [Cl 3 ; c3] pass one another going in 
different directions. Nagkaballus mi kay 
pag-abut naku mu say lyang paglakaw, We 
missed each other because when I arrived, 
he had just left. 

baliw n 1 k.o. tall pandanus, the leaves of 
which are used for coarse mats and baskets: 
Pandanus copelandii. 2 mat made from this 
panda nus. 

baliw n divine punishment, usually for incest,
consisting of being struck by lightning and 
turned into stone. Balnv imung maanig pa
himuslan mung lmung anak, You '11 earn di
vine wrath if you make love with your 
daughter. v [a4] 1 be struck with lightning
and turned into stone. 2 be hit by lightning. 
Gibaliw .ing lubi, The coconut was hit by 
lightning. 3 be crazy. Wa ka balfwa. Tigu
wang ka na makigminyug diyisisayis? Are 

• you out of your mind? At your age you 
want to marry a sixteen-year-old? 

baliwag, baliwag a inverted, inverse, in the 

opposite direction, not straight. Baliwag
man kag tinan-awan, You are shifty-eyed .n. v 
[AB; cl] shift, tum to opposite direction, 
be shifted. Nagbalnvag ang lyang tubag sa a
mung gipanagsultlban, Her answer was far 
from the subject of what we were talking 
about. Baliwagun (ibaliwag) ta ning layag, 
Let us shift the sails. 

baliwas = BALIUS. 
baliwliw v [AB3; acl] turn around on itself 

in the air, cause s.t. to do so. Mibalnvliw
(nabaliwliw) ang ayruplanu sa bangin sa 
pagkamatay sa makina nilni, The plane 
spun in the air when its engine stopped. Iba
liwliw (baliwliwa) nang kabuy, Throw that 
stick so that it whirls. Baliwliwun tika, I 
will throw a stick at you. n stick thrown in 
a ga111e of satung. 

baliyugl a crooked, not straight. v [Bl;  a2] 
be, become crooked, not straight. Nagkaba
liyug na ang punuan sa lubi samtang nagka
taas, The coconut tree trunk is getting more 
and more crooked as it grows taller. 

baliyug2 n necklace (coined word). v 1 [A; 
b6(1)] wear a necklace. 2 [al2] make into 
a necklace. 

balkun n front porch. v [A; b6] put a front 
porch to s. t. 

balkunahi = BALKUN. 
balkuni n balcony in a moviehouse. 
balsa n 1 sled consisting of a shaft hitched to 
a draft animal and a platform dragged along 
the ground. 2 raft. v 1 [A; acl] bring s. t. 
with a sled or raft. Balsaha ang mabdus sa 
lungsud, Let the pregnant wo�an ride the 
sled to town. !balsa (balsaba) ang lubi sa
tabuk, Send the coconuts across on a raft 
(or by tying them together into a raft). 2 
[A] do work with a sled or raft. 3 [Al; a] 
go s.w. on a sled, raft. Mabalsa ba ang ta
buk? Can you reach the other side with a 
raft? 4 [A; a] carry or lift a load. Makabal
sagiyug dagbang makaun si Tatay basta ma
kadaug sa buwang, Father brings home a 
load of goodies when he wins at the cock
fights. Gibalsa sa bana ang asawa ug gibun
dak sa katri, The husband lifted his wife 
and threw her on the bed. 

halsamu n ointment for the muscles of the 
type sold through SE Asia under the brand 
'Tiger Balm'. 

balsi n waltz. v [A; a] waltz. 
halu I don't know. Balu lag hain siya, I don't 

know where he is. v = HI-/HA-. hi-Iha- v 1 
[B1236; b] know s.t., how to do s.t. Ka
bibalu ka bang mulanguy? Do you know 
how to swim? Nakahibawu k u  nga nagdaut 
ka, I found out you were sick. Di ku gus-
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tung bibaw-an (bibal-an) ang tinaguan, I
don't want the secret to be known. 2 [B
1236) take care of a problem. Akuy mabi
balu sa tanan, I'll take care of everything.
hibal-anay, hiba�anay v [c 3] know s. t.
about each other. Nagbibaw-anay kami sa 
amung sikritu, We know each other's secrets. 
pahi- v [A; ac] inform, announce. n an
nouncement. May pabibalu nga walay klasi, 
There's an announcement that there'll be 
no classes. kahi- n knowledge. May kahibalu
aku sa makina> l have knowledge about en
gines. manggihibaluun a learned. 

balu n widow, widower. v [B126) lose one's
1spouse. manggibaluhan a widow or widower 

that tends to lose her or his spouse. 
balu2, balu l '  balul v [Al 2] feel shame and
hurt from not being given s. t. Nabalu ku kay 
aku ray wa tagai, You hurt me because you 
gave some to everybody but me. ka- feeling 
of shame and hurt for not being given s.t. 

balu2 n garfish with upper and lower beaks 
of approximately the same size: Ablennis 
bums, Tylosurus crocodilus. 

balu n a knot that easily comes undone by
pulfing at one end of the string. v [A] tie 
into a slip knot. Baluun kug bigut ang lis
tun, I'll tie the lace in a slip knot. 

balu2 v [A; al] for supernatural beings, or 
persons acting like such to appear suddenly 
to frighten people. Baw-un natu siya sa 
may dakit, Let's scare him near the banyan 
tree.

baluarti = BALWARTI.
balubalu 1 [so-an�so] seemed unlikely, but
that is what happened. Maayu natung libak 
niya. Balubalu dinha ra sa atung luyu, We 
were talking about him. We didn't expect 
it, but there he was in back of us. 2 actual
ly, when in fact, the truth is otherwise. Pa
sukusuku kaayu, balubalu nahigugma diay, 
She pretends to be angry when in fact she's 
in love. Kusug kaayung manulti, balubalu 
talawan, He talks big, but actually he is a 
coward. 3 despite the fact. Balubalung da
k ug gradu way batasan, yOU might be high
ly-educated, but you are ill-mannered. 

balubalu, balubalu = BALUBALU, 3. 
balud n waves. a curved, curled in a single 
upward curve. Balud siyag piluk, She has
curly eyelashes. v 1 [a] be struck by waves.
Malunud nang sakayanag balurun ug kusug, 
That boat will sink if it is struck by big
waves. 2 [A; a) curi s. t. upwards. Balura ang 
imung kamut, Make your fingers bend up
wards. �) a having high waves. Balud run
kay dunay bagyu, There's a huge surf be
cause there's a storm. v 1 [B ;  b6] for there 

to be huge waves. Magbalud kag maglinaw 
managat giyud siya, He goes to sea, whether 
there are huge waves or whether it is calm.
2 [a4] be caught in high seas. Gibalud kami 
didtu sa kinalawran, We were overtaken by
high seas far out from shore. 

balud n k.o. cream-colored wild pigeon: Du
cula bicolor. 

balug a s. t. elongated that is bent or curved. 
Bawug kanang tubuha, That water pipe is 
bent. Ang balug mung piluk, Your curly 
eyelashes. n s. t. that is characteristically 
bent: a bow, the crosspiece of a kite, spring 
for a trap. (�) v 1 [AB3(1); a] bend into a 
curve, be bent. Magbawug ku ug uway, I'll
bend some rattan. Mubawug (mabawug) ang 
kabuy basta bibug-atan sa bunga, The tree
becomes bent if the fruits on it are too 
heavy. 2 [A; a] make, use a bow or cross
piece of a kite, spring for a trap. 

balugbug n k.o. small tree bearing pods with 
three to six marble-sized and shaped seeds. 
v [BNS] be like marbles in size. Namawug
bug ang iyang singut sa pagtinarbabu, He
was sweating marbles from working so hard.

baluk n 1 layer of fluffy fibrous material that 
sticks to the lower end of the palm frond, 
used as a compress for open wounds or tin
der. 2 tinder consisting of this material and 
charred coconut husks. v [b(l)] put baluk 
on s. t.

balukag n 1 bristle from plants or animals. 
Balukag sa babuy, Pig's bristle. 2 pubic hair 
(vulgar). 3 corncobs. 

balukanad n k.o. forest tree. 
balukat v 1 = LUKAT, V. 2 [AN; a12] dig 
into one's past. Dili ku gustung mubalukat 
(mamalukat) sa imung mapait nga kagaba
pun, l do not like to dig into your bitter· past.

balukbaluk n k.o. shade tree of the seashore.
balukbuk v [A; b] dig up the soil around 

1the lower portions of a small plant. Bukbu
ki ang rusas, Dig up the soil around the 
roses. n soil dug up around a plant. 

balukbuki v 1 °[A; a) pound s.t. into a very 
fine particles or powder. Bukbukun ku ning 
bugas nga iamirul, I'll pound the rice for 
starch. 2 [A; alb2] maul, rain blows on 
s.o. Hibukbukan siya sa mamarigla, The
hoodlums mauled him.

balukbuk� n 1 k.o. weevil that bores in 
grains, hke corn. 2 k.o. worm that bores 
into root crops. v [A123P; a42] be infested 
with these insects. •un of a type infested 
with these insects. v [B 126] become infest
ed with balukbuk. 

balukbuk n 1 finishing touches. Balukbuk 4 
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na lang ning atu kay human na ang trababu,
All we have to do is the finishing touches
because the work is done. 2 seasoning for 
foods. Mulami ang sud-an bisan way baluk
buk kun maayu kang mulutu, Food tastes 
good even without seasoning if you are a 
good cook. v 1 [A3 ; b(l)] do finishing 
touches. 2 [A3;  b(l)] add a little to s. t. to 
enrich it or season it. Balukbukan tag balas 
ang simintu kay humuk da, Let's add sand 
to the cement because it's too watery. 

baluktut a hunchbacked. v [Bl ;  a2] 1 make,
become hunchbacked.!· 2 be overly burden
ed. Nabuktut akug pinangita ug inyu rang 
inumun, 1 have been staggering under the
burden of earning money, and all you do is 
drink it up. 

,,balukun = BAKUKUN.
balukut v [A3P; b6] 1 wrap up in a blanket, 
mat, or the like. Nagbukut kug babul kay 
tugnaw, 1 wrapped myself in a blanket b� 
cause it was cold. Balukuti ug bakbak ang 
bat a, Wrap the child in a diaper. 2 for dark
ness, silence, and the like to surround or 
cover one entirely. Gibukutan sa kahilum 
ang sam-ang, The cemetery was enveloped 
in silence. 

balulang (not without l) n breed of fighting
cock which runs away when wounded. a 
one who quits when hurt. Balulang nang 
baksidura kay muundang ug masamad, That
boxer is chicken because he quits when he 
is hurt. misdsu - ugly person of mixed 
blood.

balun1 (not without /) n 1 balloon. 2 wide 
bicycle tire of American type bicycles. -
tayir = BALUN, 2.

balun2 n pad of paper. 
balun n food, money to take along on a trip. 
Ma, ambi na ang balun, bi, Mom, can I have
my spending money for school? v 1 [A; 
a] take along food or money. Mubalun ku 
sa trababu, 1 bring my lunch to work. 2 [A
1;  a] harbor emotions. Balunun ku sa lub
nganan ang atung gugma, I'll carry our love 
to the gr�ve. pa- v [A; ac) 1 give s. t. to s.o. 
to take along. 2 give s. t. in addition to s. t. 
else which was already sufficient. Humag
sagpagipabalunan pag kasaba, Not only was
he slapped, he was �dministered a sound 
scolding as well. n 1 thing given to s.o. who 
leaves, or to a retiring employee. Ang paba
lun sa tigulang bayinti mil pisus, The old 
man was given twenty thousand pesos as 
retirement pay. 2 prayer said for the soul 
of the dead on the night of the day of bur
ial 3 food brought by the Chinese to the 
cemetery at funerals or on special days for 

the use of the departed soul. balunbalun = 
PA-AN. -anan(➔), -anan n lunch box, picnic 
basket. r--an, pa-an, -anan(➔) n 1 sides of
the monkey's mouth where food to be 
chewed later is stored, crop off owls. 2 stom
ach (slang). balunbalunan n Ada�•s apple.t 

balunabid n k.o. dwarf herring: Dussumieri 
sp.

balunas v [A; c] clean s. t.,by flushing water 
on it and scrubbing it. Akung gibalunasan 
ang banig nga giihian, l washed the mat that 
the child wet.

balunbalunan see BALUN.
balungag n hunk of s.t. paN- v [A2; c6] 
mouth a large hunk of food. A! lpamungag 
man Jang nimu ang karni! My! You sure 
eat your meat in large hunks. 

balungan n k. o. banana similar in flavor to 
the bangan but longer and green when ripe: 
Musa sapientum var. suaveolens. 

balungbalung n shanty, roughly built wood
en house. v [Al ; a] build a shanty. Nagba
lungbalung sila daplin sa dalan, They built 
a shanty at the edge of the street. 

balungus n pubic hairs. kuskus - see KUS
KUS1. -un a adult, big enough to have pubic 
hair.

balunus n 1 k. o. fore st liana, the bark of 
which is used as shampoo: Entada pbaseoli
des. 2 name also given to other vines which 
have bark containing saponin. 

balur n value. Pilay balur ning singsinga? 
How much is this ring worth? v [A) be
worth [so-and-so] much. pa- v [A; c] show
off. Ipabalur dayun nang iyang pagkaabya
dur, He boasts about his ability as an avia
tor. t

balus v 1 [A3S; blc] do back to s.o. what he 
did to the agent. Mibalus akug pabiyum, l
smiled back at her. Wa pa ku makabalus 
(makabalus) sa imung suwat, l haven't had 
the chance to answer your letter. Balusan
(baslan) ku ang imung kaayu, I 'will repay 
your goodness. Balusan (baslan) ku ikaw, I
will repay you. Pagka walay igabalus mu, 
How ungrateful (repaying nothing) you are! 
2 [A; a] for s.t. to happen one way and
then the opposite way. Balusa pagtabi ang 
kilid, Sew the seams twice: once inverted 
and then the right way around. Ang kali
pay balusan (baslan) ug kasakit, Happiness
is followed by sorrow in turn. 3 [C3] for a 
brother and sister to marry people that are 
also brothers and sisters. n 1 thing done �n 
return or response to s. t. 2 person whose 
sibling of the opposite sex is married to a 
sibling of the spouse. paniN-(➔) v [A2; c] 
take vengeance on, avenge. Panimaslan ku 
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ang kamatayun sa akung igsuun, I'll avenge 
my brother's death. n revenge. pamalusba
lus v [A23S; c] return a favor, repay a mor
al obligation. balaslan, baslanan, pamaslan 
n 1 things to be done to repay a debt. 2 
days owing in the alayun. -in-an n plaid in 
design. paN- n hind toe of a fowl which is 
bent backwards. Ang langgam nga way pa
malus di makabatug, A bird that has no 
hind toe cannot perch. 

balusbus v [A3P; cl] rip, slit s.t. open. Na
busbus ang saku kay gidasuk ang sulud, The
sack burst open because it had been stuffed 
too full. Busbusi ang saku, gilit ang ibus
bus, Slit the sack with a blade. n place s. t. 
has been ripped open. 

baluskag v 1 [A; a] unravel, loosen s. t. Kin
sa ang__ mibaluskag niining putus? Who un
tied this bundle? Nagbaluskag mi ug midi
yas arun gamitun ug usab ang bilu, We un
raveled socks to use the thread again. Balus
kagun natu ang iyang bakus, Let's loosen 
her girdle. 2 [ 8] for flowers to blossom 
forth. 

balut (not without!/) n duck eggs that have 
been allowed to develop, but not hatch, 
and then cooked. v [Al;  a] cook, make in
to balut. 

baluta n ballot for election, contest. 
balutu (not without /)!= BARUTU. 
baluybuy n general name for olive shells. 
baluyut n bag made of straw (buli or tikug).
v [a] make jnto a straw bag. 

balwarti n 1 political stronghold, place where 
a politician gets most of the votes. 2 terri
tory of a gang, turf. Balwarti sa mga buguy, 
Territory belonging to the ruffians. 

balyakag n wild vine with a tuberous, edible
root, in the same genus as apali, said to be 
the food of supernatural people that inhab
it the forest: Dioscorea esculenta. paN- v
[A2] gather balyakag. Ang mamalyakag 
magbilum, When you gather balyakag keep
silent.

balyina n whale. 
balyu = BAYLU. 
barn n bomb. atumik, haydrudyin, kubalt -
atomic, hydrogen, cobalt bomb. 

bamba a for women to be fat. Bamba kaayu 
na siya kay way tibik tibik nga mukaun, She
is very stout because she eats without re
straint. v [ 82; b6] for a woman to become 
very stout. 

bamban = BANBAN l 2·bambu n bamboo, one of the suits in mah-
1jong that has a design consisting of two 

bamboo nodes, colored green. 
bam-i n k.o. dish made of fine noodles, 

chicken, shrimps, and spices. v (A;  a] make 
bam-i. 

barning v [A; ab2] rain blows on s.o. Bami
ngun natu ang kawatan, Let's rain blows on 
the thief. 

barnir 1 n one whose position in a volleyball 
game is to spike the ball. v [ 81256; c6] be 
the spiker. 

bamir2 n bomber. a for a woman to be ex
tremely obese like a bomber (humorous). 
Bamir kaayu ang iyang tratu, His sweet
heart is extremely obese. v (82) be, become 
extremely obese. 

bampir n bumper of a motor vehicle. v [A]
make into, put a bumper.

bampira n vampire. v (8156) become a vam
pire.

bamus come on, let's go. Bamus mga bata,
adtu ta sa simbaban, Come on, children. Let 
us go to church. 

bana n husband. v [A123S;  a12] get, take 
for a husband. Si Dina nakabana ug Nigru, 
Dina was married to a Negro. Usa ka bing
pit nga lalaki ang akung banabun, If I get 
married, it will have to be a complete gen
tleman. paN- v [A23S; a] for women to get 
married. Uy Pilar, mamana ka na, Pilar, you 
should get married now! pamanhunun n
husband-to-be. banabana n common-law
husband. v [Al2; cl] have, take a common
law husband. 

*banal ka-, paka- v [Al 3 ;  c) dili, wala - fail 
to pay attention, remain unconcerned. Wa
la siya magkabana (magpakabana) sa akung 
mga prublima, He did not pay any atten
tion to my problems. Wala giyud niya ikaba
na (ipakabana) ang nabitabu naku, He re
mained unconcerned about what happened 
to me. banabana n estimation. Sa imung 
banabana, maayu ha siyang tawu? Do you 
size him up as a good man? v [A; a12] 
make an estimate. Banabanaa kun pi/a, Es
timate how much it will cost. t 

bana2 = BALANA. 
banaag n ray of light. A ng banaag sa ad/aw., 
The sun's rays. v [A2S; c) give a bright 
light. Sulit ang gibanaag niya sa dalan, He
lighted the way with a torch. a bright. Ba
naag kaayu ang siga sa pitrumaks, The pe
tromax gave off a bright light. 

banaba n medium-sized tree of the secondary 
forest, also planted for its lilac or pink 
flowers. The leaves are commonly used as a 
tea for kidney and stomach disorders: La
gerstroemia speciosa. 

banag n k.o. woody, spiked vine found in 
thickets, the tips and fruit of which are
used medicinally: Smilax bracteata. 
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banagan n lobster. paN- v (A2] catch lob
sters. 

banagbanag n daybreak. v (AN] 1 daybreak.
Mibanagbanag (namanagbanag) nang kabun
tfzgun, The day broke. 2 for a solution to 
dawn upon one. Mibanagbanag (namanag
banag) nang kasulbaran sa akung suliran, 
The solution of the problem dawned on me. 

banahaw = ANAflAW. 
banahfan n 1 entrails of a human. 2 human 
genitalia ( coarse term).

banak = BAL.ANAK. 
banal a hardened, pressed solid. Banal na ang 
dalan nga kanunayng agiagiag sakyanan, The 
road tha.t the vehicles keep passing over has 
been pressed down hard. v [B;  a2] be hard
ened, pressed solid and firm. Banala ang i
mung lawas sa bug-at nga trabahu, Harden 
your body by heavy work. 

banasay n k.o. small, brightly-colored fish. 
banata n 1 section, flat piece cut from a 
whole. Nanglatas kami sa lagpad nga banata 
sa pilapilan, We traversed the wide sections 
of the rice field. 2 division in a cabinet or 
room. Sa kinaubsang banata sa aparadur, 
On the lowest shelf of the cabinet. Ang ba
nata nakapangitngit sa kwartu, The parti
tion made the room dark. 3 sheet of woven 
cloth, a fathom wide. v [A; cl] 1 divide in
to sections, partition. Arun way samuk iba
nata (banataba) ang yuta, So there will be 
no disagreement, divide the land. 2 do s. t. 
by pieces. Banatabun (ibanata) ku pagpalit 
ang panaptun, I will buy the cloth cut into 
pieces. 3 (A; c] put a shelf, section. 

banaw v 1 [APB; c] for liquids to be spread 
over an area, spread liquids. Dagbang dugu
ang mibanaw sa kalsada, The road was 
streaming with blood. Kinsay nagbanaw 
(nagpabanaw) sa tubig sa salug? Who pou� 
ed the water over the floor? -an(➔) n con
tainer of water for fowl to drink or bathe .m. 

banawug, banawug n k.o. coral that looks 
like a leafless sh�b. The body is sponge
like in consistency and tough. The color 
varies: black, red, orange, dark brown. 

banawug
2 

n 1 strand of hair that grows by
itself in a place where there is no other hair. 
2 a similar characteristic of chickens, a wire
like feather that is said to give a cock spe
cial fighting abilities. 3 the vine of the bal
yakag which climbs up bamboos and other 
tall plants. banawgan a possessing a bana
wug.

banay n tassel of plants. paN- V (A] grow-. 

ing tassels. Namanay na ang mais, The corn 
is growing tassels now. 

banay2 n 1 immediate family consisting of 
parents and their children. 2·ofamily consist
ing of ascendants, descendants, and lateral 
relations as well. ka- n one who is related by
blood. ka-an n group of people related by 
blood. 

banay3 = UBANAY. see UBAN. 
banban1 2 = BALANBAN1 2•
banbanuh1 

a 1 a white and Drown striped col
or of cats. 2 cats tending to steal food. 3 
persons going to parties and taking as much 
food as they can get at. Banbanun sad ni
mug simud! Wa may pistang palabyun, You 
sure are greedy! You don't mi� a fiesta. 4 
be greedy for women. Banbanun sad nang
lakiha. B{san kinsa man Zang, What a sex 
maniac he is. Anyone will do. 

banbanun n k. o. centipede with a light green 
body. 

2 

banda1 
v [B3(1);  cl] for s.t. hea� to strike 

and bounce off s.t. Nabanda (mtbanda) ang 
batu sa bungbung, The stone bounced off 
the wall tris bandas n shot in billiards in 
which the ball bounces three times against 
the edges of the table before hitting the ball 
aimed at. bandabanda v [Bl] bounce back 
and forth, reverberate. Nagbandabanda ang 
iyang tingug sa dapit nga mamingaw, His 
voice reverberated in the lonely place. 

banda
2 

n band of musicians. v [a2] make a 
band. 

banda3 n band, strip of cloth. 1 cloth worn 
diagonally in front of one as a mark of hav
ing obtained a certain honor or rank. 2 
band wound around a sack filled with s. t. v 
[A; c] put a band- on s.t. binandahan n 
banded sack full of copra. 

bandala (not without l) n similar items stack
ed neatly, usually in· staggered fashion. v 
[A; a12c] stack into neat piles. Ibandala
ning tabakua didtu sa iskina, Stack this 
tobacco up at the corner. 

bandana n bandana or scarf worn over the 
head as a protection. v [A; a] wear, make 
into a bandana. 

banday = BANGDAY. 
bandi n large, closely woven bamboo hamper 
with or without a cover for clothes or farm 
produce. v [a12) make into a hamper. 

bandida = BANDIDU (female). 
bandidu n bandit, highwayman. v [B ;  a12] 
be, become a bandit. 

_bandJna n 1 food or drinks brought to a par
ty. Magdaia giyud kag bandiba sa pagpa-
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ngunggu, You must bring food when you go 
to ask for a woman's hand. 2 food given to 
the leader of prayers by the family sponsor
ing the prayers. 3 = BANDIHADU. .v [A; c] ·contribute food to a feast, give food to a 
prayer leader. P{kas sa babuy ang i7ang gi
bandiba sa katapusan, They brought half of 
a pig to the feast concluding the novena.
-du large platter, large shallow serving dish. 
-wu n 1 precious stone, oval in shape (like a 
platter). Bandibawu ang iyang singsing bril
yanti, The diamond in her ring is shaped 
like a platter. 2 one who receives the food 
offering after leading prayers for a family. 
Bandibawu giyud ang mananabtan, The per
son who leads a novena receives some gifts.

bandi klak n time clock. 
bandila = BANDIRA
bandilyu v [A;  c] cry out an announcement. 
Nagbandilyu ang pisi nga kurpyu alas nuy
bi, The P.C. announced that the curfew was 
at nine. n public announcement. 

bandira n 1 flag, banner. 2 s. t. flapping like a 
flag, visible for all to see. Bitara ang imung 
kamisun kay nagdayag ang imung bandira, 
You pull your slip up because it (lit. flag) 
shows. v 1 [a] make into a flag, put a flag 
on. 2 [AB6; c] put s. t. in view; brandish a 
weapon, be in full view. Bandiraban ku bi
taw sa pinuti, dagan Jagi, He ran a�ay when 
I brandished my sword at him. /mu mang 
gibandira ang imung kadautan, You are 
brandishing- your wickedness for all to see. 
2a [B6] be very much above, ahead of 
everyone else. Labiban siyang namandira 
(mibandira) sa indigay, She was very much
in the lead in the contest. 

bandira ispanyula n ornamental tuberous 
plant, name given to species of sagingsaging
(Canna spp.) which have large orange, red, 
or white flowers. 

bandiyu = BANDYU. 
bandmidyurit n band majorette. v [B;  a12] 
become a band majorette. 

bandu v [A; ac] spin a top, throw a spinning 
top. �yaw banduba ang akung kumagku, 
Don't throw the top on my toe. 

bandu2.,n group of people united for a com
mon purpose. t 

bandul n bundle of things tied together. Tag
pila ang bandul sa rilip? How much does a 
bundle of second-hand clothing cost? v [A;  
a] tie in a bundle. Bandulun tang sugnud, 
Let's bundle the firewood. -in- n bank roll. 

bandung n large boat to bring the net and 
1fishermen out to the fishing· grounds, con

sisting of a pair of smaller boats or a wide.
boat so made that a platform can be placed 

across 1t. 
bandung2 n k. o. spotted sea eel. 
bandurin = BANDURIY A. 
banduriya, bandurya n 1 stringed instrument 
with 4 to 8 pairs of strings, played with a 
plectrum, with a long neck, a round steel
rimmed sound box covered with skin, and 
with a wooden resonator. 2 k.o. fish. v [A;
a] play a banduriya. banduryahun n k.o.
shark that resembles a bandurya when
viewed from above. 

banduy = BAGDUY. 
bandyu n musical instrument similar to the 
banjo, but with 6 double strings and a short
er neck, about 10'' long. v [A] play this 
instrument. bandyubandyu n k.o. fish with 
long spines and a roundish body that re
sembles a banjo: Argyrops spinifer. 

bang n word used in writing to indicate 
the sound of an explosion.

banga a boring. v [B1246; a4b4] become
bored, be fed up. Makabanga ning bubat 
nga mau ra gihapun adlaw-adlaw, Doing the 
same thing day after day makes one bored. 
Gibanga (gibangban) na kaayu kug kinaun 
niining isda sa tibuuk simana, I am fed up 
eating this same fish the whole week long.
ka- n boredom, weariness. 

banga a 1 slow in comprehension, incompe
1tent. 2 poor in quality. Banga ning awtuba, 

This car is no good. v [B ;  b6] be of poor 
quality. Nganung mibanga (nabanga) man 
ang iyang inawayan karun? Why is his style 
of fighting lousy today? 

banga2 n k.o. water jar with an obovate 
body and a narrow neck. 

bangaag v [A2S] cry loudly with the mouth 
wide open. Mibangaag ang ha.ta nga giindik
syunan, The child howled when he was giv
en a shot. 

bangag v [AB2; a] make a hole, have a hole 
in it. Nabangag (mibangag) ang iyang ngi
pun kay sigig kaug karmilitus, He got lots 
of holes in his teeth because he keeps eating 
hard candies. Mibangag ang ilaga sa bung
bung, The rat made a hole in the wall. (➔) 
n 1 hole into s. t. or through s. t. 2 woman's 
genitalia (coarse). - sa imung ina, ubu,
Damn you! (Lit. You are your mother's 
cunt.)-un a having holes. 

bangal1 v [A12; b8] come across s.t. in the 
•sea. Hibangalan ang mga pasabtru sa bar-

kung nalunud, They came across the survi
vors of the ship that sunk. paN- v [A2] go 
to the sea to look for s. t. Namangal silag 
lubi human sa baha, They went to the sea 
to look for coconuts after the flood. Mama
ngal tag sud-anun, Let's meet the fishermen 
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to buy s. t. for dinner (lit. look for s. t. on
the sea for dinner).

bangal2 v [A; c] shove s. t. big into the 
mouth. Ibangal Jang niya ang usa ka buuk 
kamut� He will just shove a whole sweet 
potato into his mouth. 

bangalga = BAGALNGA
bangan v [A; a] 1 tie a bunch of long things 
togeth1er. Banganun natu ang lipak arun sa
yun pas-anun, Let's tie a string around the 
bamboo slats to rnake them easy to carry. 
Bangani ang imung bubuk kay bangin, Tie 
s.t. around your hair because it's windy. 2 
tie s.t. around s.t. long. n long things tied 
together. Tagpila ang bangan sa kabuy?
How much does a bundle of wood cost? 
(➔) string used to tie around s. t. Ang ba
ngan nga imung gibugkus nabugtu, The
string you tied it with snapped. bangnanan 
n makeshift roofed shed into which small 
boats are placed.

bangan n k. o. sweet yellow banana, longer 
than a1itundan, very much like those sold 
in the States. It is eaten raw ·and more dif
ficult to digest than the alitundan: Musa 
sapientum var. lacatan.

banganga v [Al;  cl ]  open one's mouth wide. 
n distance the mouth opens. Daku siyag ba
nganga kun mangbuy-ab, He opens his
mouth wide when he yawns. 

bangas n hair on the chest, arms, and cheeks. 
v [ a4J' get hair on these parts. -un a hairy.

bangas2 1 interjection directed at s.o. who 
does s. t. disgusting or annoying, said good
naturedly. Bangas ka! Nasc:kpan na hinuun 
ta niini da! Darn! Now we're caught. 2
good-natured expression of disbelief. Bangas
ka! Ikaw na lay mupasar sa bar? What!
The likes of you pass the bar exam? 

bangati n k.o. wild tree. , ,bangawl = BALANGAW.
bangaw2 n party with lot� of food. v 1 [A�N; a2] attend a feast. Asa man ka mama
ngaw (mubangaw) inigpista? What parties 
are you going to during the fiesta? 2 [Al]
hold a feast. -an(➔) n place or house where 
a feast is held. 

bangawug n a small valley with an easy slope, 
a low, flat area between hills. v [B1256] be 
at a valley.

bangaybangay v [Al3; b(l)] dilly-dally, work
slowly and lazily. Daghan ang mga buluba
tun unya bangaybangayun pa, There is so
much work to do, but you are only dilly
dallying. -an(➔), -un(➔) a slow and lazy.

bangbang v [A2; al 2) 1 control s.t. Dili na 
mabangbang ang iyang kabimabayi, His .fondness for women cannot be controlled. 

2 come face to face with s. t. in hopes of .overcoming it. Mubangbang giyud siya sa 
kasuku sa iyang amaban, He'll stand up to 
his father's anger. Bangbangun ba ninyu ang 
bagyu? Will you go out in the storm? 

bang�y v [AB] be placed, place s. t. trans
versely across s. t. or pile up in criss-crossing
fashion. Inig-abut niya mubanday dayun si
ya sa katri, As soon as she arrives she throws 
herself across the bed. Nagbanday siya sa 
iyang tiil sa silya, He is putting his foot a
cross the chair. bangdaybangday n snack 
consisting of fried sliced bananas (kardaba 
or sab-a) laid one over the other with a 
thick dough. v 1 [A; a] make bangdaybang� 
day. 2 be criss-crossing. t 

bangga n 1 contest of any sort for a winner. 
Akuy midaug sa bangga sa awit, I wort the 
singing contest. 2 crash of vehicles bumping 
into each other. Dubay patay sa bangga di
ha sa iskina, Two people died in the crash
on the corner. v 1 [C; a] hold a contest. 2
[AC; ab2] bump into s.t. with force. Mi
bangga ang bata niya, The child bumped 
into her. Ang barku nakabangga ug bu.ya, 
The ship crashed into a buoy. 3 [AN2; a2] 
meet goods before they reach the market to 
get them cheaper. Adtu ta sa paradaban kay 
mamangga ta ug utanun, Let's go to the bus 
stop and get vegetables. maN-r-, maN-ay n
buyers who meet and buy from a source be
fore the goods reach the market. 

banggi v [A3; a) break s. t. off with a snap.
Mibanggi siyag sanga, He broke a branch. 
Nabanggi ang iyang lapis, . His pencil broke 
in two.

banggiitan a 1 notorious. Banggiitang magda
daut sa mga panagat, A notorious destroy
er of fishing traps. 2 well-known for some 
skill. Banggiitang abugadu, Well-known law
yer. v [B12; b6] become notorious, well
known for a skill. 

banggira n projection in the window which 
holds the eating utensils in daily use. v [Al;
a] make, provide with a banggira. banggi-
rahan = BANGGIRA. 

banggis v [A; b] scrape, scrub s. t. off a sur
face. Kutsilyu ang iyang ibanggis sa bugaw . 
sa lamisa, She'll use a table knife to scrape ·the dirt off the table.

banggud v [A; a] rub s. t. with pressure a
gainst s. t. else causing it to get chafed, shred
ded, grated. Ak uy mubanggud sa mais, I
will shred the com. Nabanggud ang akung 
abaga pagkasalibay naku sa mutur, My
shoulder got chafed when I was thrown off 
my motorcycle. bangguran, bangguran n 
shredder. 
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banggun n k.o. blight that infests banana 

1and cacao fruits. The fruit gets hardened 
with brown spots all over, rendering it unfit 
for consumption. v [a4] be infested with 
this blight. -un a banggun-inf ested. 

banggun2 a idiotic. 
banggus v 1 [A; cl ]  rub s.t. against a rough 
surface, but not with great pressure. Mag
banggus ku sa kapayas nga salarun, I'll shred 
the papayas to make into a salad. Nabang
gus ang akung tubud sa akung pagkadagma, 
My knee got chafed when ! stumbled. 2
[A; b6(1)] scrub to clean. Akung gibang
gusan ug lugud ang buling sa iyang likud, l
scrubbed the dirt off his back with a stone. 

banghag v 1 [A; a12b2] snap at s.o.!Mamang
bag nang irua ug duulun, That dog will snap
if you approach it. 2 [A; bS) snap, speak 
sharply and · curtly. Ayaw siyag duulag may 
trababu kay bangbagun (bangbagan) ka, 
Don't go near him when he's doing s.t. be
cause he'll snap at you. t 

banghat = HANGBAT. 
banghaw a having the sour smell which deve
lops in cooking starches which are water
logged, e.g., corn which has been ground 
without being fully dried, yams which got 
waterlogged in rain-soaked ground, etc. v 
[B;  a2] have this sour smell Mibanghaw
(nabangbaw) ang kamuti kay nahumul ug 
tulu ka adlaw, The sweet potatoes develop
ed a rotten smell because they soaked for 
three days. 

banghilig, banghilig a sloping (sharply or not 
sharply). Lugsanay makasaka ang trak kung 
bangbilig, The truck hardly can make it up 
a slope. v [B ;  cl ]  be sloping. Nagkabang
biligang amunggibaktasan, The place where 
we hiked slopes gradually.

banghitaw n = BALANGHITAW. 
banghutin, banghuting = BALANGHUTAN. 
bangi v [AC; abc3) be on bad terms with 
each other. Nagbangi mi mabitungud sa 
kwarta, We had a misunderstanding about 
money. �an n reason for bad feelings.

bangig = sANGi. 
bangil v 1 [A; bSc] put s.t. beneath or next 
to s.t. to keep it from jiggling, rolling, slid
ing, etc. Bangili (bangua) ang ligid sa trak,
Put a block against the wheels of the truck. 
2 [a] eat s. t. before a drinking bout (prop
up one's s�omach). Unsay imung gibangil
una muinum? What did you eat before you 
drank? 3 [A; c] use a charm to insure suc
cess in business or gambling. 4 [A; bS] in
duce s.o. with a bribe. Bangilun (bangilan) 
ta siyag tuba arun maabtik suguun, Give 
hiw. some toddy to get him to work a bit 

faster. 5 [A; b] trip a player while running 
or jumping. (➔)· n 1 s. t. placed beneath to 
keep a thing steady or in position. Butangig
bangil ang silya arun mupundu, Put a prop 
beneath the chair so it will be steady. 2
food to stave off hunger. 2a food taken 
before drinks (slang). 2b - sa tinggutum 
food eaten in place of rice or corn in f am
ine times. 3 charm for gambling or busi
ness. 4 s.t. given as an inducement to goad 
s.o. into action. paN- v [A2] use a charm 
in gambling or in business. 'bangilbangil 
v [A; b] support, fill in the gaps. Ang ka
muti ibangilbangil sa pagkaun, Sweet pota
toes aren't the principal food. They are s. t. 
extra to fill in when there isn't enough oth
er food. n s.t. that supports. Bangilbangil 
na siya naku sa trababu, He is my helper in 
my job. 

bangilid = BAKIUD. 
bangin [so-an�so] might just happen. Ayaw
paglibuk bangin!.mabughat ka, Don't move.
You might have a relapse. 

bangingi a nagging, scolding repeatedly. v
[B] nag, keep making the same complaints.
Mubangingi dayun siyag bigabbian kug pau
l� She starts nagging the moment I arrive 
home late. 

bangingi v [A2; a12] turn back to bite or
fight with s.o. Mubangingig paak ang iring 
ug gunitan sa ikug, The cat will tum its 
head to fight if you hold it by the tail. A yaw 
Lang na siya pabununga arun di ka bangingi
bun ug away, Don't try to stop her or she'll 
turn on you, too. 

bangis a fierce. v [B2; b4] become fierce. 
Mubangis ( mabangis) ang iru ug higtan, A
dog becomes fierce if it is kept tied. -un a 
of a fierce sort. ma- a very fierce. v [B14S6]
be fierce. Nagmabangis ang kapalaran kani
ya, Fate was very cruel to him. 

bangitaw = BALANGHITAW. 
bangka v 1 [A; c] treat, pay the bill for en
tertainment or food consumed in entertain
ment. Bangkaban ta mu ug panibapun, I'll 
treat you to dinner. 2 [A; a] deal cards,
throw dice, or act as a banker in a gambling
game. Bangkaba ang baraha, Deal the cards. 
n banker or dealer in a gambling game. -dur
( ➔) n = BANGKA, n. 

bangka n banca, a one-piece dug-out between 
S to 15 meters optionally with one or two
masts and/or a motor, and/or outriggers. v
[Al 3 ;  acl] 1 ride a banca. Bangkaa lang
ang Liti, Just take a banca: to Leyte. Bang
kaa (ibangka) ang karga, Take the cargo in
the banca. 

•bangkaag hi-an/�an n 1 knowledge about 
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a certain field or skill. Wa kuy hibangkaa
gan (kabangkaagan) sa radiyu, I have no 
understanding of radios. 2 awareness. Wa
kuy hibangkaagan sa sunug gabii, I have no 
knowledge about the fire last night. hi-an v
[B1256] be learned, found out about. Wa
siyay nahibangkaagan sa iyang tulu ka tuig 
nga paglangyaw, He didn't learn a thing 
from his three years abroad. 

bangk1l n large tree of the secondary forest, 
hollow in the lower portion of the trunk: 
Nauclea orientalis. 

bangkarutaa bankrupt. v [B12; a2] be bank
rupt. Nabangkaruta siya pag-intra sa puliti
ka, He became bankrupt when he entered
politics.

bangkaruti = BANGKARUTA.
bangkat = BAKA T. 
bangkaw n 1 spear which is thrown. 2 piece 

1in mahjong with the image of a dagger. v 
[A;  alb2] throw, thrust a spear at. Ba·ng
kawun ta ang usa, I'll throw a spear at the 
deer. Hibangkawan ang kawatan, The thief 
was hit with a spear. paN- v [A2] hunt with 
a spear. 

bangkaw = BANGKAL.
bangkaw6angkaw n end of the spinal column. 
v [A12; a12] hit s.o. at the end of the spi
nal column. 

bangkay n corpse (slang). Bangkay na dihang 
nakit-an si Pidru, Pedro was a corpse by the
time they found him.

bangkbuk n bankbook. 
bangkil n canine tooth, fangs. -an a with
prominent fangs. Bangkilan na ang babuy 
nga amung giihaw, The pig that we slaugh
tered had long fangs. 

bangkiling n k.o. small, deciduous, cultivated 
tree which has a rounded, light green fruit, 
fleshy and sour, used as a flavoring for vin
egarized dishes or eaten pickled: Cicca aci
da.

bangkily�1 n percentage of the amount won,
given to the owner of a gambling place or 
equipment after each game. v [A;  b6(1)] 
give the owner of a gambling equipment a 
percentage of the winnings for each game.

bangkilya2 n helper, assistant in doing s.t. v 
[A; cl]  serve as helper, assistant in s.o.'s 
work. Bangkilyahun (ibangkilya) tikaw sa 
pag-asal ug babuy, You will be my assistant 
in roasting the pig.

bangkiru 
1 n 1 = BANGKA. n. 2 banker. Mga

bangkiru ang naghuput sa puhunan sa nigus
yu, The bankers hold the capital in business. 
v [B16) be a banker. 

bangkiru2 n one who operates a banca. v 
[B16) be a banca operator. 

bangkiti n banquet. v [AC12; b6(1)] hold a 
banquet. paN- v [A2; b6] go to a banquet. 

bangkitu n stool. v [a12] make into a stool. 
bangkiwa n stem of a bo�t. 
bangkiwag a awkward. Bangkiwag nga linihu
kan, Awkward movement. v l [B;  cl] be 
awkward. 2 [AN3PB; a] put things s.w. 
awkwardly such that they stick out or are 
in s.o.'s way; be awkwardly put s.w. Nag
bangkiwag ang mga palitu pagkahulug, The
toothpicks fell so that they were sticking 
out every which way. 

bangkiyu n 1 toilet seat. 2 toilet seat for chil
dren to sit on or to put on a toilet. v [al2]
make into a toilet seat.

bangkiyud (from kiyud) = BALIALA.
bangk.rap = BANGKARUTA.
bangku n bank. papil di- bank notes, paper 
money. v [cl]  deposit money in the bank. 
Ibangku (bangkuhun) ku ning akung pina
ngitaan, I' 11 deposit my earnings in the 
bank. paN- n banking activities. t

bangku n bench, three-, four-legged stool. v 
1 [a12] make into a bench. 2 [A;  cl]  
keep a player on the bench. Bangkuun 
(ibangku) lang siya kanunay kay di man pirs 
payib, He's always kept on the bench be
cause he is not one of the top five players. 

bangkulisan n k. o. fish. 
bangkuliya n despondency over love. v [A12 
3P; a4] be despondent over love. Gibangku
liya ang babaying wa makasulay ug tratu,
The woman became despondent because she
had never had a lover. 

bangkung v [A;  cl ]  dry, thinly sliced bana
nas, sweet potatoes, cassava, and other root 
crops. -in- n sun-dried slices of banana and 
root crops. 

•bangkung2 v [ a4] gone crazy. Muiskuyla
kang Duminggu karun, gibangkung ka? 
Have you gone crazy? Going to school when 
it's a Sunday! 

bangrus = BANGUS.
bangs n bangs. v [Al ;  c] wear, form into 
bangs. A ngayan kang magbangs, You look ·beautiful with bangs.!

bangsi n general name for various k .. o. flying 
fish. paN- v [A2] go fishing for flying fish. 

bangu = BANGA.
bangubang = BALANGUBANG.
bangug

l 
a 1 groggy, drunk. 

,
Bangug pa ang . 'buksiyadur sa kasttgung nadawat, The boxer 

is groggy from the punishment he received. 
2 stupid, unable to understand, no matter 
how carefully explained to. v [B2; a12] get 
groggy, drunk. Nabangug (mibangug) ang 
isda sa butu sa dinamita, The fish got grog
gy from the dynamite explosion. Gustu ba 
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k u ninyung bangugun niining tuba? Do you
want to make me groggy with this toddy? 

bangug n 1 hog cholera, an infectious dis
ease of swine. 2 epithet or curse word. Ba
ngug ! Unsa ba nil Damn! What is this! v
[al2] 1 suffer from hog cholera. Gibangug 
nang babuya, That pig is suffering from hog 
cholera. 2 [a12] damn you! Bangugun ka 
pa until, I hope you go to hell. 

bang-ug a foul smell of liquids that have stag
nated or food that has spoiled because it 
has not been freely exposed to air. v [B ; b
6) 1 become smelly due to stagnation. Ma
bang-ug ang kik ug dugay nga gitakluban, 
Cake which has been left covered tight too 
long develops a bad smell. Nagbang-ug ang 
tubig sa akwaryum, The water in the aqua
rium is stagnant and smelly. 2 be pent up 
too long and thus get rotten. Nabang-ug na 
Jang ang iyang pagbati kay wa niya ikapa
bayag. She kept her feelings bottled up in
side too long (lit. till they rotted). 

bangun1 n k.o. ubi.
bangun2 n main floor beams of a house to 
which the joists (busaug) are nailed. 

bangun v 1 [A2; b2] get up from a lying po
sition. Mubangun kug sayu, I'll get up early. 
Hibangunan ta gani ka, bunal giyud, As
soon as I can get up I'll spank you. 2 [AP; 
cl] make s.t. lying erect. Mabugbat kag 
mubangun (mupabangun) ka ana, You'll
have a relapse if you lift that. 3 redeem one's 
honor. Banguna (ibangun) ang kanbing ka
dungganan sa atung kaliwat, Redeem the 
former honor of our race. 4 [a12) revive 
the name of a deceased relative by naming 
s.o. after him. Bangunun ku ang ngalan ni 
anbing lulu pinaagi sa akung anak, I will 
bring grandfather's name to life again
through my son. (➔)3 v [A; cl ]  put a boat 
on a small elevated platform or wedges when 
it is beached to prevent it from getting rot
ten or infested with shipworms. n wedge
used to put a boat on. 

bangungut n a nightmare which is said to 
frighten its victim to death. v [ a4] have an
attack of bangungut.

bangus n milkfish: Cbanos cbanos. 
bangut v [A; b6(1)) tie up s.o. or s.t.'s mouth 
or the lower part of the face. Bangutan ku
ang kabaw arun dili makakaun sa mais, I'll
tie up the carabao's mouth so it can't get 
at the corn. (➔) n muzzle, rope tied around 
an animal's mouth, gag. 2 face covering. 
Ayaw siya kubai sa bangut arun dili maka
singgit (mailban), Don't take off her gag 
(mask) so she cannot shout (be recognized). 
-an(�) v [A13] be in mourning. Nagbangu-

tan ang banay sa namatay, The family of 
the deceased was in mourning.

bangyaw v [A; c] spread information, publi
cize s.t. Siya ang nagbangyaw nga si Linda 
gilugus, She told the whole world that Lin
da was raped. Gibangyawan nila ang mga 
paganu mabitungud sa Ginuu, They preac& 
ed about God to the pagans. 

bangyaw n sound made by children in war 
games to imitate the sound of bullets. 

banha 1 noisy in a loud way. 2 exclamation
telling s.o. to shut up or to stop making 
noise. Banba! Di ni mirkadu, Be quiet! 
This is not the market, you know. Banba!
Wa kay labut, Shut up! It's none of your 
business. v 1 [Al ; a2] make noise, consider 
s.t. noisy. Di ta magbanba sulud sa simbu
ban, Let's not make noise inside the church. 
2 [A3 ; c] divulge s. t. Wa ku magbanba ning 
sikrituba sa uban, I never said a word about 
this secret to anyone. n loud voice. ka- n = 

' 
BANHA, n. 

banhal n a k.o. machete about 20" long 
with a blade, the top and bottom of which 
curve together into a point. On the top edge 
about three-quarters of the way toward the
end there is a hook.

banhaw v [A3 ; a2] bring back to life. Kanang
awita mibanbaw sa akung kabatan-un, That
song brings me back to my youth. Si Kristu 
ang nagbanbaw ni Lasarus, Christ resurrect
ed Lazarus. 

banhig v [A; b6] 1 lie in wait to kill or maul. 
Ug Bitkung ang makabanbig way mabubi,
When the Vietcong ambush, no one survives. 
2 waylay s.o. bringing produce to the mar
ket to buy from him directly. Way mulapus 
mangga dinbi basta bibanbigan sa babaw, No
mangoes reach here if s.o. buys them on 
the way. 3 lay in wait for one's girl to take 
her home. 4 ask to join ·s.o. in his food or 
s.t. else he has bought s. w. 

banhud a numb from loss of circulation or 
anesthesia. v [BN; a4b4] become numb, for 
limbs to fall asleep. Mibanbud (nabanbud,
namanbud, gibanbud) akung samput pagli
ningkud, My buttocks became numb from
sitting too long. Nagbanbud pa akung lagus, 
My gums are still anesthetized. Gibanburan
ku, Part of me is numb. 

banhutin, banhuting = BALANGHUTAN. . ,b,am = BALANI . 
Iban-id n band-aid. v [c] put a band-aid on.

banidad n 1 indulgement in personal vanity, 
usually in a conceited manner. Subra ra ang 
banidad anang baybana bisag pubri, magpa
kadatu, That girl puts on too much. She 
pretends to be rich though she's poor. 2 a 
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woman's self-respect. 
banig n woven straw sleeping mat. higda, li
gid sa - be bedridden (lit. lie on the mat). 
Dugay na si Ilisabit Tilur nga nagligid sa ba
nig, Elizabeth Taylor has been bedridden for 
a long time. v 1 [A; ac] spread, make a mat. 
Maayung banigun ang tikug, Tikug is good 
for making mats. Gibanigan ang bata, The
child had a mat spread for him. 2 [BJ form 
a layer, spread profusely over an area. Miba
nig sa yuta ang dabung laya, The leaves 
formed a layer on the ground. 

banika n 1 area suited for dry farming, not 
for wet rice cultivation. 2 rural region. v
[Al ;  al 2) engage in dry farming, cultivate 
into a farm. Banikabun niya ang bakilid, 
He will cultivate the slope. banikanhun a
rural, from the country. kabanikahan n 
fields.

baniku (from abaniku) n 1 a sailboat, usually 
used for fishing, the sail of which is rolled 
and unfurled like a fan. 2 a boat like a land
ing barge, one end of which opens and closes 
like a fan. v [b( 1 )c 1] make a boat of the 
baniku type.

banilad n k. o. large tree. 
banilya n vanilla. v [c] put, use vanilla. 
bani dung n k. o. hardwood tree. 
baniug a very much of public knowledge. Ba
niug kaayu ang pag-adtu nila sa buwan, 
Their trip to the moon is very well known. 
v [AlPB; c] become, make s.t. of public 
knowledge. Ang tabi mubaniug ( mabaniug) 
sa tibuuk lungsud, The gossip has become 
known throughout the town. Wa ikabaniug 
din bi ang imung kaminyuun, Your marriage 
was not made public here. see also TIUG.

bankil = BANGKIL
bankiyu = BANGKIYU.
banlag n small but for temporary shelter or 
rest. v [A; cl] build a rest hut. 

banlas v [A3P; c16] 1 for water to carry s.t. 
Kusug babaa kay nakabanlas (nakapaban
las) ug payag, It was a bad flood. It washed 
a hut away. 2 wash away (figuratively). 
Banlasun (ibanlas) nianang awita ang akung 
kaguul, That song will wash away my grief. 
n s.t. washed up. Kining mga batuba ban
las kini sa ibabaw, These rocks have been 
washed down from above. 

banlaw v [A;  b] rinse, clean with water. Na
kabanlaw na ku sa kusina, I have rinsed the 
kitchen floor. Banlawun ku na ang linadlad, 
I will rinse the clothes which have been 
bleached. panghiN- v [A2; b7] rinse oneself 
off with water. Humag kaligu mangbiman
lflw ka, After bathing, rinse yourself off.
Imung tubig akung gipangbimanlawan, I 

took some of your water to rinse myself off. 
-an(➔) n vessel used for rinsing clothes in. 
-anan(➔), -unun(➔) n things to be rinsed. 

banlud v [A3P; c] 1 put, toss s. t. into an en
closed space. Ak uy nagbanlud sa kargamin
tu sa raning burd, I dumped the baggage in
to the space under the floor boards. 2 put 
s.o. into a difficult situation or condition.
Ang kapalabubug mauy nagbanlud ( nagpa
banlud) niya sa kadaut, His alcoholism got 
him into trouble. 

banlun n 1 ban-lon. 2 shirt made of ban-lon. 
v [A] wear, get a ban-Ion shirt. 

banlus V [A; ac] rub s.t. on or against s.t. 
Kinsay nagbanlus ug batu sa· bildu nga naga
ras man? Who rubbed a stone against the 
glass? There's a scratch on it. Biks ang gi
banlus niya sa dugban sa bata, He rubbed
Vick's ointment on the child's chest. lban
lus (banlusa) nang buling sa lamisa ug ha
sang panaptun, Get the dirt off the table 
by rubbing it with a wet cloth. n rubbing 
oil, ointment 

banlut v 1 [A; b] clean the skin of a dressed 
chicken of prickles or slimy substance. Asin 
ang ibanlut nianang manuka, Use salt to 
clean the chicken's skin. 2 [a4] have the 
sickness banlut. n k.o. skin disease where a 
white crust is formed which peels off, ex
posing red skin and leaving a scar, common
ly affecting the feet and hands. 

bansa1 n k.o. half beak (fish). 
bansaz, bansa n a territorial unit, state. V

[ a12J be a state. Sukad mabansa ang Ha
way, Ever since Hawaii became a state. Ti
nipung - n United States. 

bansag n name. Kanda/aw ang bansag sa 
amung baryu kaniadtu, Our village was for
merly named Kandalaw. v [A3 ; c] call s. t. 
or s.o. with a certain name. Gibansagan si
yag baki, He was nicknamed 'frog'. ka- n
having the same family name. Markus ang 
iyang ngalan, kabansag sa amung pangulu, 
Marcos is his name, the same name as the 
President's. v [c3] be of the same family 
name. -un n family name. v [A; c l ]  have the 
surname. Nagbansagun siyag Riyis, His fam
ily name is Reyes. 

bansalan (not without l) n rudder of a boat. 
bansay a skillful, proficient. Bansay kaayu si
yang mudulag abidris, He plays chess ex
pertly. v 1 [AP; a] train s.o. Akuy muban
say sa buksidur, I'll train the boxer. 2 [A; 
a] practice, rehearse. Nagbansay siya sa a
wit, She is practicing the song. paka- v [A
13] make oneself adept at s. t. Nagpakaban
say siya sa karati tungud sa trababu niyang 
kuyaw, She made herself an expert in karate 
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because of her dangerous job. bansayban
say n annual military training. ma-in-un a
in an expert way. 

,bansikul = BALANSIKUL 
bansil n gold cap on a tooth. v [A; a] put, 
make into a gold cap on a tooth.

bansili v [C; ac] swap, barter. Magbansili ta. 
fmu ring lapis, aku ang bulpin, Let's swap. 
Take the pencil and give me the ball-point
pen. Ayaw ipunang atung biraminta arun
dili magkabansili, Don't put our tools to
gether so they won't get mixed up. Bansili
ban nakug mais ang isda, I'll barter corn for 
fish. 2 put s. t. in the place of s. t. else. Iban
sili ning lamisa adiung pasistur, Let's put
this table where the small table is. 

bansiwag v [B346; cl] for long things to
stick out prominently. Mibansiwag ang ba
raw sa iyang bulsa, The knife stuck out 
prominently from his pocket. Ayaw bansi
waga (ibansiwag) imung siku iniglayat ni
mu, Don't stick out your elbows when you .
JUmp.

banta v [A3P; a] 1 warn s.o. not to do s.t. 
Ang pabibalung 'pagbantay sa iru' mauy mu
banta sa mga tawu, The notice 'beware of 
dogs' will warn the people off. 2 [A; b4]
plan to do harm to s. t. Gibantaan nga sunu
gun ang lungsud sa mga Huks, The Huks are 
planning to bum the town. bantabanta v
[A; a12] make an estimate of a quantity. 
Bantabantaun kug makaganansiya ba ku, I
will make an estimate of whether I'll make 
a profit or not. n estimate, calculation. 

bantaaw a be situated in clear view from the 
distance. Bantaaw kaayu ang syudad didtu 
sa bukid Manunggal, yOU get a good view 
of the city from Mount Manunggal. v [B3]
be, become clear in view from the distance. 
Ibigut ang kabaw nianang nagbantaaw nga 
lubi, Tie the carabao to the coconut tree 
which we can see clearly from here. n the 
clear view of it. from a distance. Sa banta
aw Lang sa liyun mabadluk aku, Just the 
sight of a lion from the distance scares me. 

bantak = BALANTAK.
bantal V [A; a] bundle s. t. Banta/a ang mga 

bulingun, Bundle the dirty clothes. Pising
lig-un ang ibantal sa magasin, Use a strong 
string to bundle the magazine. n bundle. 

bantam a bantam, compact car. v [b6) con
sider a car a bantam. 

bantam wit n bantamweight. 
bantang a in plain view and recognizable. v

[B3 ;  cl) come into view. Kablitang gatu 
ug mubantang (mabantang) ang langgam, 
Pull the trigger when the bird comes into 
clear view. .Nagbantang ang paa sa babayi, 

The woman's thighs are in full view. n bear
ing. Gidayig ku ang bantang sa iyang binig
tan, I admire the bearing of his fighting
cock.

bantawan n stage or platform. 
bantay v [A; b(l)] 1 watch s.t., keep watch 
over. Wa siyay agi, nagbantay lang sa_ uras,
He doesn't work. He just watches the clock. 
Pag-iskapu sa binilanggu kinsay nagbantay? 
When the prisoner escaped, who was on 
guard? Dili siya kasiyut ug dagban ug akuy 
makabantay, He can't shoot the ball if I
guard him. Bantayi ang linung-ag, Watch
the rice. la take care of plant�, esp. coco
nuts. Nagbantay sila sa kalubiban, They
were tending their coconut plantation. 2 
notice, be aware of s. t. impending. Nadung
gaban siya kay wala siya makabantay sa usa 
ka bandus, He got stabbed because he was 
not aware of the thrust. 3 watch out for,
beware of. Pagbantay sa mangunguut, Watch
out for pickpockets. Bantayi ni nga dili 
maumgan, Take care so it won't get wet. 4
watch for s. t. to pass. Ibantay kug taksi, 
Watch for a cab for me. n guard. Namuga
ang mga prisu kay natulug ang bantay, The
prisoners escaped because the guard fell 
asleep. bantaybantay, - sa balutbut, tali
kud various species of colorful fish that lurk 
in the reefs and snap at prey: e.g. Diplo
prium bifascatium. -I-an n guardhouse, guard 
post. Butangig bantay kanunay ang balan
tayan (bantayan), Always keep a guard in 
the guardhouse. -I-an, -anan a needful of 
careful watching. Ang batang bag-u pang 
mulakaw bantayanan kaayu, A child who 
is still starting to walk needs careful watch
ing. hiN-un a minding other people's busi
ness. rna-in-un, ma-un a watchful. Ang ma
binantayung ( mabantayung) mata sa Diyus, 
The watchful eyes of God. mag-r-, mag-I- n
1 one who watches over s. t. Magbalantay sa 
tindaban, Storekeeper. Magbalantay sa sam
ang, Cemetery caretaker. 2 sergeant-at-arms.
anghil - see ANGHIL - sa.kalinaw guardi
an of peace. 

bantayan = BAT.A.YAN.
bantayug n monument. v [b] put a monu
ment s.w. 

banti = BALALANri. 
bantigi n good-luck charm. v [A; cl ]  use a 
good-luck charm. Ang singin nga lisu sa 
nangka mabantigi sa paninda, Twin seeds 
from jackfruits can be used as a good-luck 
charm when one sells things. 

bantilis n hard, fine-grained stone with a 
smooth surface, gray in color and spots of 
white. Bantilis kag kasingkizsing, You have 
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a hea·n of granite. 

banting n 1 rope or chain tied to s. t. to steady 
it, hold it down. Hugti ang banting sa ·balay 
kay talibagyu, Tighten the rope holding the 
house because a typhoon is coming. 2 fetter
placed on the feet of prisoners. v [A; ac] 
secure or steady s. t. by fastening s.t. to it; 
make into a fastening rope. Ug nakaban
ting ka pa sa bungsud, dili unta maanud, 
Had you secured the fish corral, it wouldn't 
have been washed away. Lambu ang iban
ting sa tabanug, Use a string to balance the 
kite. t

bantingbanting v [A; a12] for boats to rock 
from side to side, rock like a boat. Mag
bantingbanting siyag lakaw kun bubug, He
walks with a rocking gait when he is drunk. 

bantiyung n 1 oval-shaped squash, a variety
of Lagenaria leucantbea. 2 = BALANTI
YUNG. -un a have sagging breasts like oval
shaped squash.

bantug a famous, notorious. Bantug kaayung 
ngalan sa natad sa pulitika ang Usminya, 
Osmefia is a well-known name in the field 
of politics. - ra no wonder [such-and-such] 
a particular thing happened. Bantug rang 
dili kasulti kay amang diay, No wonder he 
couldn't talk: He's a deaf-mute. - na man 
just because. Bantug na mang nagkinabang
lan kug kwarta patas-an nimug tantu, Just
because I need money you increase the in
terest v [ B 12; c 1] become famous, noto
rious. pui- v [A; c] boast about one's abili
ty, skill. Maulaw ku magpasibantug sa ak.ung 
kadatu, I'm ashamed to brag about my 
wealth. n bragging. ka- n fame, honor. Ang
kabantug ni Ilurdi sa pamuksing, Elorde's
fame as a boxer. -an a famous, notorious. 
Bantugan nga mananambal, A well-known 
doctor. v [812) become famous, notorious. 

bantuk a 1 hard and compact Bantuk kaa
yung unud sa gabi, Taro meat is very firm. 
2 for muscles to be firm. Bantuk kaayu si
yag kaunuran, He has firm muscles. Bida,
bantuk giyung busuga, My, I'm filled to
bursting! 3 - sa dughan filling the breast. 
Kalipay nga bantuk sa dughan, Happiness
that fills the breast. - ug nawung shameless,
hardened to others' opinions. - ug ulu a
thick-skulled. Bantuk kag ulu. Kapuy itud
lu nimu, You are thick-skulled. It's terrible 
to try to teach you. b stubborn . .v [AP83;
a) 1 make s. t. harden, harden .! .Mibantuk
(nabantuk) ang basakan sa kataas sa bulaw, 
The rice field hardened because of the long 
drought. Bantukun natu ang nataran kay 
bimuung baylihan, Let's tramp the yar4 
down so we can use it as a dance floor. 2 

inure, get inured to s. t. Nagbantuk na ning 
akung nawung sa mga biaybiay, I have be
come hardened to their taunts. Nagkaban
tuk · na ang akung dugban sa kaguul, My·heart has become hardened to grief. t

bantul
1 n k.o. small, excellent eating fish 

with poisonous spines, not deadly but very 
painful, and a frog-like face. 

•bantul!' gi- has [subject] gone crazy! Gi
bantulla ba diha? Have you gone crazy? 

bantulay v [A; b6] pound buri palm strips 
in a wooden trough-like mortar to get the 
starch out. -an(➔) n a trough in which 
strips of buri palm are laid lengthwise and 
pounded.

bantulinaw · a 1 daytime weather conditions 
where there is a light cloud cover: the sun 
shines but its heat is mitigated. 2 for the sea 
to be rippling slightly, but on the whole 
calm. v [B;  b6] 1 be, become lightly over
cast. Nagkabantulinaw na man, maayu nang 
iduwa, Now that it is gradually clouding 
over lightly, it is a good time to play. 2 for
the sea to be rippling slightly. 

bantulinaw n k.o. shiny black or greyish
black olive shell, or a species with jet-black 
speckles.

ban tut n light thudding sound of a falling ob-
ject. v [826] 1 make a light thudding sound 
in falling. Nabulug nga putut tung mibantut, 
That "thudding sound was a coconut bud 
that fell. 2 for a top to fail to spin. 3 [ 82;
cl] for a business to fail. Ang sugal maka
pabantut sa nigusyu, Gambling can cause a
business to fail -un(+-) a 1 having tendency 
not to spin well. Bantutun ang kasing gaan, 
Light tops tend not to spin well. 2 having a 
tendency to fail in business. 

banu v [B126] for work or an undertaking 
to come out good. Na�anu · tingali ang iyang 
pagpaninda kay midaku man ang iyang tin
daban, Her · business must have been suc
cessful because she has enlarged her store. 

banug n k.o. large hawk with chocolate
brown feathers and a white-colored breast. 
v [b6] consider a hawk. (�) call to drive · away chickens. -un n 1 brown and white
combination · of chicken feathers. 2 name
given to rays with wide wing-like extensions 
ofthe body which flap as they move _through
the water, esp. the eagle ray: Aetobatus nari
nari. banugbanug, tala-(�) n kite. v [A2SN :
a2) fly, make into a kite. Magbanugbanug
(magtalabanug) ta sa plasa, Let's fly a kite 
in the plaza. 

banug, ban-ug a for fruits to be -bruised. V [A
82; a] 1 soften fruits, for fruits to get
bruised. Muban-ug (maban-ug) ang kapayas 
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ug sigihag hikap, The papaya will get bruised 
if you keep touching it. 2 bruise by pound
ing. Ban-ugun giyud nang tulisag hisakpan, 
They will beat up that robber if they catch 
him. 

ban-uk n sickness caused by a spirit of the 
woodJ (banwaanun) which intrudes sand, 
feathers, and hairs into the body. The sick
ness results from bathing in streams or 
bathing anywhere on Tuesdays and Fridays 
or may be on the instigation of a sorcerer. 
The symptoms are stomach pain followed 
by intense itchy rashes. The cure is tuub. V 

[A; a4b4] cause to get ban-uk. Ban-ukun 
ban-uk2 a 1 lush, plentiful in growth. Ban-uk
kaayu ang sagbut sa akung pilapilan, Weeds 
are growing lush in my rice field. 2 for a 
mass to be well-packed. Pwirting ban-uka 
sa baraha sa kahun. Maglisud ta paghulbut 
ug usa, The cards are very tightly packed 
into the box. We'll have a hard time taking 
one. v 1 [ B26; c 1 ]  get packed in tight. 2 [ B;
aPb) become lush. Nagkaban-uk ang buhuk 
ni Bal nga nagkadaku, Bat's hair is becoming 
thicker as he is growing bigger. 

banus
1 a implanted close to each other. v [B

2;  c16] for standing things to be implanted 
close to each other. Mibanus (nabanus) ang 
humayan nga giabunuban, The field which 
was fertilized grew densely. Banusun ( iba
nus) gani pagtanum ang mga lubi dili mu
bunga, Coconut trees planted too close to 
each other will not bear fruit. 

ban us 2, banus v 1 [ A2; a2] for s. t. to hap
pen after s. t. else happened. M ibanus ang 
kainit human muulan, The sun shone after 
the rain shower. Bansun gani ang timug, 
mukalma ang bagyu, The typhoon abates 
when the east wind lets up. 2 [A; a12] take 
over after s.o. Bansi ku dinbi sa kusina kay 
gikapuy ku, Take my place in the kitchen 
because I'm tired. 3 [AN; bS] put on or 
wear s. t. which belongs to s.o. else. Mama
nus ku sa imung trahi kay wa kuy ikapata
hi, I'll wear your suit because I don't have 
money to have one made. Maluag ang midi
yas ug bansan (bansun) sa dakug tiil, The 
socks will loosen if s.o. with big feet wears 
them first. banusbanus v 1 [C; bS] take 
turns in doing s. t. Magbanusbanus tag dala 
sa baskit, Let's take turns in carrying the 
basket. Banusbanusi (banusbanusa) ninyug 
pas-an ang kawayan, Take turns in carrying
the bamboo on your shoulders. 2 [A3] oc
cur repeatedly one after the other. Magba
nusbanus ang kalipay ug kasakit, Joys and 
sorrows follow one another repeatedly. 

banuut n sheath of a coconut blossom. 

banwa n thicket. Adtu ta maggapud ug igsu
lugn'lid sa banwa, Let's cut firewood in the 
woods. v [AlPB; a2] become a thicket, let 
s.t. revert to the forest. Nagbanwa ( nagpa
banwa) kug usa ka iktarya, I purposely al
lowed a hectare of my farm to revert to 
thicket. banwaanun 1 from the forest. Ban
waanung sunuy, Wild rooster. 2 = TAGA· 
BANWA. taga-, tagi�, banwaanun n super
natural beings which inhabit woodlands, 
victimize people by rendering them invisi
ble, and are capable of inflicting diseases. 
Sometimes they show themselves and even · 
make love to women. 

banwa2 n 1 fatherland. Pilipinas ang ngan sa 
amung banwa, Our country is called the 
Philippines, 2 town, village. Ang banwa sa 
Mandawi mauswagun; The town of Manda-. .we is progreSSive.

banwag v [A; b6(1)] 1 illuminate a place. 
Banwagan kung agianan sa sulu, I'll light 
the way with a torch. 2 enlighten s.o. Ang
imung tambag mu ray makabanwag sa i
yang kaisipan, Only your counsel can en
lighten his mind. n illumination. t 

banwagi n k.o. tree. 
banwas = BALUNAS. 
banyaga n rascal, scoundrel. Pangitau,n kung
banyaga nga nag-ilad naku, I'll look for the 
rascal who swindled me. v [B2; b6] be a 
scoundrel. 

banyak v [A; b6(1)] kick or shove with the 
sole of a foot. Banyaka (banyaki) ug kusug 
ang bisiklita, Pedal the bicycle hard. 

banyira n tub or big basin for children to 
take a bath in or for washing clothes. v [al
2) make into a tub or big basin. 

banyu n bathroom. v [A; a] construct, add a 
bathroom. - publiku n public bath. 

banyumariya n double boiler. 
banyus n medicine rubbed on one. v [A; b6 

(1)] rub medicinal materials on s.o. paN- v 
[A2] rub medicinal materials on oneself. 

bapul, bapuls n baffle in a loudspeaker. 
bapur n steamship or any large ship propel-· 
led by machinery. v [Al ; b4] take a boat. 
Nagbapur ku padulung sa Sibu, I took a 
boat in going to Cebu. - digira n battleship. 
- mirkantil n merchaQt ship. bapurbapur v 
1 [Al ; cl] smoke cigars. 2 [C] have sexual 
intercourse (riding on each other like on a 
boat) (humorous). 

bar1 n bar examination for would-be lawyers. 
.v LA] take the bar examination. 

bar2 n. the B.A.R., Browning automatic rifle. 
bar3 n cocktail lounge, usually of the sort 
which have bar-girls of ill-repute. 

bara
1 

v 1 [A; a2J put a boat in dry-dock. 2 
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[B12; a2] run aground. Nabara sa piliw ang 
barku, The boat ran aground in shallow wa
ters. -dim n be in dry dock. v [A3P; cl) put 
a boat in dry dock. baradiruhan n dry dock. 

bara n 1 steel bar, rod. - dikabra crowbar. 2
frame of a bicycle. 3 measurement, the 
span from the shoulder to the tip of the 
opposite hand with the arm extended. 4
- i - eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth. 
Pamaslan tikaw bara i bara sa imung gibu
bat kanaku, I will repay you eye for an eye 
and tooth for a tooth for what you have 
done to me. 4a punishment sent to a phi· 
landerer that his daughter falls victim to a 
philanderer. Bara na nlya nga gipaangkan 
ang iyang anak kay himabayi man, It's his 
punishment for being a philanderer that his 
daughter was made pregnant. v 1 [A13;
a12) make into a bar. 2 [b4] for a girl to 
suffer at the hands of a philanderer as a 
punishment to her father. Baraban ang a
tung anak ug magslgi kag pamabayi, Our
daughter will become a victim herself if 
you keep chasing women. 3 [A2C; cl) for 
a brother and sister in one family to marry 
a brother and sister in another. Gibara sa 
mga Kurtis ug Sansis ang ,1ang mga anak, 
A son and daughter of the Corteses' married 
a son and daughter of the Sanchezes'. bara
bara n shaft for a horse carriage. v [a) make 
into a shaft for a carriage, put a shaft on. 
barabara n shaft in a pressurized kerosene 
lantern which holds the needle controling 
the width of the orifice through which the 
vaporized kerosene passes. barahan n 1 yard-· 
stick. 2 criterion for measuring s.t. -in-(➔) 
n k.o. cloth of cheap quality with big, check
ered prints. v [A; b6) wear this sort of 
cloth. t 

baradiru n see BARAA. 
barag v [B256; atiPJ lose one's footing,
stagger from a blow or drunkenness. Miba
rag (nabarag) siya pagsumbag naku, He stag
gered when I boxed him. Baragun (pabara
gun) ta ka nilning usa ka basung tuba, I'll
make you stagger with this glass of palm 
toddy.

baragbarag v [Al pace back and forth in front 
of s.o., usually with a purpose. Mubaragba
rag ang amahan ug pamisitahan ang iyang 
dalaga, When s.o. visits the daughter, the 
father paces back and forth conspicuously 
in front of them.

baraha n playing card. bistu ang - it is clear 
what you (he, etc.) has up his sleeve. - nga 
dunut highly improbable excuse for doing 
s.t. Ayaw kug sugali anang imung baraha 
nga dunut, Don't hand n,e those phoney 

excuses. la mahjong piece. v [AC2; al]
play cards. Nakigbaraha naku ang duha ka 
sugarul, The two gamblers asked me to play
cards with them. Manu ta. Barahaun, Let's
decide who will be first with cards. -dur(➔) 
n dealer in cards. v 1 [B16; a12] be the 
dealer. 2 [A12) hire, have as a card dealer. 

barak n leg muscles. 
barak n barracks. v [a2] make into bar
racks.

baraka n a room added to a house as an ex
tension. v [Al; b6(1)] construct an exten
sion to a house. -in- n hip roof with sloping 
ends and sloping sides. v [c1] construct a
hip roof. 

barandilya, barandilyas n fence or balustrade
made of rails and posts. v [Al; cl] put, 
make into a railing. 

ha.rang n 1 k.o. sorcery whereby insects are 
introduced into the intended victim. 2 in
sect, usually a mutant specimen, with which 
barang sorcery is performed. v [A; a12] 
practice barang on s. o. Barangun siya ni Da
nllu, Danilo will inflict his sorcery on him. 
-an(➔) n sorcerer.

baranggay n 1 a unit of government of the 
pre-Spanish Filipinos, the titular head of 
whom was the datu or sultan. 2 = BALA.
NGA Y. 3 a nightly. rosary held by turns in 
the houses in a certain neighborhood. Atu 
rung turnu sa baranggay, Tonight, the night
ly rosary ofthe baranggay will be held in our 
house. v 1 [A2C23] hold a baranggay. 2
[Al3] go to one's girl friend's house, as 
the members of a prayer group go to s.o.'s 
house for the baranggay (colloquial).

barasbaras = BARABARA. see BARA
barasu = BRASU. 
barat a 1 cheap, petty: refusing to pay a rea

sonable price and heeding matters not worth 
one's attention. 2 cheap, vulgar. Barat na 
kaayu nang baybana, bisan kinsa lang ang 
ubanan, That woman is very cheap. Any
body can have her. v 1 [B;  b6] for a person 
to become cheap. Mauy ibarat nlmu ug .lmu 
siyang asban, You will come to be vulgar if 
you attach importance to what she says. 2 
[B; cl) for things to be of little value, infe
rior, make s. t. in an inferior way. Mibarat 
(nabarat) ang pisu, The peso has become 
devalued. Ayuha pagtahi. Ayawg barata (i
barat), Sew that dress well. Don't put out 
s.t. cheap. -ira a fond of bargaining prices 
down too much. v [B12] be a haggler. Ma
kabastus ang labihang pagkabaratlra, It is
degrading to bargain too hard. -iru = BARA
TIRA (male).

baraana n piece of wood about 1" thick, 2" 
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wide and anywhere from one foot up in 
length, usually used for flooring. v [ a] 
make into floorboards. 

baratilyu n bargain sale. v [Al;  cl]  ·-hold a 
bargain sale. Baratilyubun (ibaratilyu) nila 
ang ilang uld istak, Their old stock is going 
to be on sale. paN- v [A2; b(l)] buy s.t. on 
sale. Mamaratilyu kug sapatus, I'll buy shoes 
that are on sale. 

baratiru see BARAT. 
baratu a low price. Baratu kaayu ang palali

1tun ug sirbisyu sa Hungkung, Goods and 
services are very cheap in H. K. v 1 [B;  a2]
become, be cheap. Mubaratu (mabaratu) 
ang bugas kun ting-an� Rice gets to be 
cheap during harvest time. 2 [AP; b6] 
cheapen, make contemptible. Ang babaying 
muk uyug ug lak i bisan asa nagbaratu ( nag
pabaratu) sa iyang kaugalingun, A woman 
who goes just anywhere with a man cheap
ens herself. bararuhun a of a cheap sort. Si
ninang baratuhun, A ·cheap shirt. 

baratu2 n cut from one's winnings. Tagai kug 
baratu sa daug nimu sa bulang, Give me a 
cut from your winnings in the cockpit. v 
[A; c] give s.o. a cut from one's winnings. 

ha.raw, baraw v [A; a12b2) interrupt the .tossing of the coin in gambling to annul that 
particular toss. Barawa nang antugun kun
suspitsadu ka sa inantugan, Interrupt the 
toss if you are suspicious about the way 
the coins are being tossed. (➔) expression 
used to squelch a friendly request for s. t. 
'Daugan ka man. Paliti kug sapatus, ha?' -
'Baraw. Pila ,a guy daug. ' 'You won in 
gambling. How about buying me a pair of 
shoes?' - 'Just hold your horses there. 
That much I didn't win.' 

baraw2 v l [ C) for fighting cocks to hit each 
other with their gaffs while in the air. 

baraw 3 = BALARAW. 
barawan n k.o. large squid. (nukus). 
baraybaray v 1 [A; al2] pile s.t. up. Baray-
baraya ang mga kahun simpig sa bungbung, 
Pile the boxes against the wall 2 [AB36;
cl ]  fall, put in line. Mibaraybaray sila atu
bangan sa maist"', They lined up before 
the teacher. 

barbahan n wooden container for coconut 
palm toddy in the shape of a rectangle 
3' by 4'. 

barbas v [A; be] wash infected skin with 
boiieJ leaves of medicinal herbs. Mu rag na
gamay ang kababung nga nabarbasan, The 
ulcer seemed to get smaller after it was 
cleaned and washed. n the water and boiled 
leaves of medicinal herbs used in washing 
sores, ulcers, and other skin diseases. 

barbasv = BALBAS. 
,?barbikiyu n food barbecued on a stick. v 

[A; a] barbecue s.t. 
barbil n bar bell. v [A; al 2] exercise with a, 
make into a bar bell -adu, -awu a having a 
well-developed physique of- the sort that 
results from exercising with a bar bell. v 
[B126] become well-built. 

barbir n barber. - siyap = BARBIRIY A. -iya 
n barbershop. 

barbiru n barb-er. v .[B 16 ; a 12] become, make 
into· a barber. barbiruhan n barbershop;

barbityurits n barbiturates. 
barbula n valve in a pipe or tire. 
barbun v [Al2; b(l)] go to a banquet only 
for the sake of eating. v [A2N; b(l)] go to 
a banquet only for the sake of eating. Ma
marbun si Isku sa bunyag sa anak ni Uduy,
lsko will certainly be there for the food 
when Odoy's son is baptized. n act of at
tending a banquet for eating alone. Kung
pamarbun na gani ang hisgutan way katu
pung ni Alu, Talking of going to parties
just for the food, no one can beat Alo. -iru 
a attending banquets for the sake of food 
alone. 

barda = BALDA. 
bardadu n = BALD.ADU. see BALDA. 
bards

1 
n barg·e. v 1 [Al; a12] take a -barge. 2 

[A2; a12] make into a barge. 
bardut a prostitute (slang). v [B126; b6] be, 

become a prostitute. paN- v [A2; b6] pa-. .tron1ze a prostitute. 
bargas n k.o. · plow made of steel (so called 

after the brand name Vargas). 
b8:(i n a k.o. sickle for cutting long and thick 
grass, with thet. blade at the outside edge, 
and fastened to a wooden handle about 
3' long. v [A; a] cut grass with a ban. 

barikus n varicose veins. v [a4b4] have vari
cose veins. Barikusun (barikusan) kag mag
baybil ka, You'll get varicose veins if you 
wear high heels. 

baril1 n barre� drum. 
baril2 v [A; ab2] shoot s.o. or s.t. with a gun. 
Si R isal diba barila sa L uni ta, Rizal was 
executed at the Luneta. 

barilis1 n k.o. blue-finned tuna which grows 
to 3'. 

barilis2 n metal drums for oil. 
barina n screw auger for making holes. - di

manu n a screw auger with no brace, gimlet 
V [A; b] bore a hole with a drill. Barinahi
ang kabuy usa tw'irkahi, Drill a hole in the 
wood before you put in the screw. 

barinis n water container made of an interno
dal section of bamboo. v [A1 3 ;  a12] make, 
make into a water container of this sort. 
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barin6gan a stubborn, refusing to yield or 
comply. Barinugan kaayung igsuuna kay di
Ii mupatuu sa akung tambag, He is a stub
born brother because he refuses to heed my 
advice. v [B12;  b6) be, become stubborn. 

barinuhan = BARINUGAN.
barit n · barrette for holding the hair in place.
v [A; a) wear,' make into a barrette.

barita n bar of soap, chocolate, etc. Tagsing
kwinta na ang barita sa sabun, Soap costs 
fifty cents a bar now. v [A; al form, make 
into a bar. Baritabun ta ning tsukulit, Let's
form this chocolate into bars. 

baritun n 1 = BARITUNU. 2 baritone musical 
instrument. 2a brass wind instrument: the
baritone. 2b baritone saxophone. 

baritunu n a baritone voice or s.o. with a bar
itone voice. v [ B ;  al be a baritone; sing in 
the baritone. Mubaritunu (mabaritunu) ti
ngali ning akung tingug ug maulitawu na 
ku, l will probably have a baritone voice 
when I reach adolescence. Magbaritunu ku 
kay kulang sila, I'll sing with the baritones 
because there's not enough of them. Bari
tunubi nang iyang kanta, Sing the baritone 
part to the song. 

barkada n people one goes around with. Gi
imbitar kung akung mga barkada sa akung 
adlaw, I invited my cronies to my birthday 
party. v [Cl;  alc3) go around together. 
Way kalaki ning magbarkada, It's no good 
to go around with a gang. matt n people 
who are gang mates. Nadabig siya sa imbis
tigasiyun kay magbarkada man sila sa naka
patay, He was also investigated because he 
was in the same gang as the murderer. ka
gang mate. barkadur a fond ofgoing around 
with one's gang. 

barkilyus n baked sweet made from flour, 
eggs, sugar and rolled into crisp hollow 
tubes. v [A; a) make barquillos. 

barku n large ship. hibyaan sa - 1 not catch 
the boat. 2 failed· to get married. wala kuy 
- I'm poor. v [Al ; al take a ship. 

bamati v 1 [A; al2) drive s.o. to work very 
hard. Gibarnati pagpaguna ang sinubulan, 
The hired laborer was made to work hard 
weeding. 2 [ B 16) become skilled in s. t. af
ter constant, strenuous training. Ang pag
trababu· niya sa talyir nakabarnati (nakapa
barnati) niya sa makina, His work in the 
shop made him skilled with machines. 

barnis n varnish. v [A; b6(1)] vam_ish s.t. 
Barnisan kung imung sungkud, I'll varnish 
your cane. 

barpin n an ornamental pin with a clasp. v 
[A; cl] wear an ornamental pin. 

bartiha n 1 plank, board. Gilugkat ang usa 

ka bartiba sa bungbung, One plank was torn 
offthe wall 2 parcel, block of land. Babinun 
sa tulu ka bartiha ang ilang yuta, Their land 
will be divided into three parcels. 3 share. 
v 1 [A; al) make, or cut into planks or 
boards. 2 [A; b6(1)] put a board between
two things. Bartihai ang kanal arun makala
bang ang k utsi, Place some planks over the
canal so the car can pass over it. 3 [A; a]
divide, cut up into pieces or sections. Hu
kum ang mubartiba (magbartiha) sa yuta 
nga iapud-apud sa mga anak, A judge will 
apportion the land that will be distributed 
among the children. Bartibaa ang kik sa wa
lu ka bata, Divide the cake among the eight 
children. 3a [A] get a share or a part of. Na
kabartiba siyag duha ka gatus sa usa ka bya
hi, His share in one trip was two hundred 
pesos.

bartindir n bartender, one who acts as a bar
tender. v [B36; a) be the one who mixes 
the drinks. 

bartulina n cell for the solitary confinement 
of a prisoner. V [A; cl] place in solitary. 
Ayaw pangulata arun di ka bartulinabun
(ibartulina), Don't fight with anybody or 
you will get put in solitary. 

bartuniku n k.o. fish, the climbing perch: 
Anabas testudines. 

baru, baru n large cylindrical water or rice 
container made from tin plate or an empty 
petroleum can, having a capacity of around 
5-6 gallons. v [al2] make into such a con
tainer.

barug v 1 [APB36; clP] stand, stand up, 
cause to do so. Mubarug kita inigtugtug sa
nasudnung &wit, Let us stand when the
nati.onal anthem is played. Mibarug ang iya 
pagbasa niya ug librung law-ay, He got a 
bone on (lit. his stood up) when he read the 
dirty book. Nagbarug (nagpabarug) siya sa 
masakitun, He helped the sick man get 
to his feet. la  [B3(1)46; cl]  for a building 
to stand, be built. Sa katapusan nagbarug 
nang balay nga akung gitukud, At last the 
house I constructed was built. 2 [A2; c2] 
stand up for one's opinions or principles. 
Makabarug ra giyud sa katapusan ang ma
tuud, Truth prevails in the end. Barugi (iba
rug) ang katinuud sa imung gipanulti1 Stand 
up for the truth of your statement. 3 [A;·b6] stand for, act as proxy for s.o., gua
rantee for s.o.'s obligations or rights. Akuy
n_agbarug sa iyang utang sa bangku, l stood 
as guarantor for his debts to the bank. Gi
barugan ku ni tiyu pagpamalayi naku kay 
wa si Tatay, My uncle stood for my father
when I made the formal marriage propos'al. 
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4 [B12; clP] get standing in a community. 
Ang makabarug (makapabarug) sa tawu ang 
iyang prupisyun, A man's profession gives 
him dignity. S [B2] look good in s.t., for 
s.t. to become one. Di ka mubarug sa mini 
kay tag-as kag tul-an, You don't look good 
in a mini because you have long legs. n 1 
height Mubu ug barug, Of a shon height. 
2 bearing and features. Ang iyang barug 
daw istadista, His bearing is statesman-like. 
paN- n 1 stature and/or features of a per
son. A mbungang pamarug, Handsome f ea
tures. 2 one's standing in a profession or 
any group. -arum n principle. Tawung way 
baruganan, A man without principles. (�) 
-an a for a person to have a good bearing. 
Barugan nga pagkalalaki, Good.:looking man.

barumbada v [A; c] squander s.t. valuable. 
Nagbarumbada Jang ka sa imung kabilin, 
You are squandering your inheritance. lba
rumbada lang niyang iyang nindut nga sini
na, gihimung pambay, She wastes her beau
tiful dress, using it around the house. 

barumbadu a 1 ill-mannered. Barumbadu
nang anaka kay di mangayug kataburan sa
iyang katiguwangan, That child is ill-man
nered because he doesn't greet his folks. 2
careless in dress; wearing clothing untidily 
or in such a way as to destroy it. Barumba
du siyang mamisti. Lupig pay buguy, He
dresses terribly, worse than a tramp. 3 vaga
bond, vagrant. v 1 [B2; b6] become ill
mannered. 2 [B3 ( 1)6 ; c] become careless 
of one's dress, treat clothes carelessly. Ayaw
ibarumbadu kanang imung pulung puti sa
tubaan, Don't ruin your white shin wearing 
it to the toddy stand. 3 [B 1 ; b6] become a 
vagabond. Nagbarumbadu siya sukad ma
papba sa trabahu, He became a tramp after 
he lost his job. 

barumitir, barumitru n barometer. v [b6(1)] 
measure s. t. with a barometer. 

barung n fancy, embroidered shin with long 
sleeves used for formal wear. It slips over 
the head and is worn outside of the trousers. 
- pulu, shon-sleeved version of the barong
with buttons all the way down. - Tagalug, 
Pilipinu � BARUNG. v [A; a] wear, make 
into barong. 

barungbanmg = BALUNGBM.UNG.
baru.nguy n k.o. flying fish, name given to 
several smaller species. 

barut n tobacco that is of the lowest class. 1-
baJigyag kinilu ang barut, The cheapest k.o. 
tobacco is sold by the kilogram. a 1 inferior
in quality. Dali rang mulubad ang panap
tung barut, A cloth which is inferior in 
quality easily fades. 2 ugly to look at. v [B; 

a] be, become inferior in quality or ugly. 
Mibarut (nabarut) ang Jami sa tabakung wa 
maputus, The tobacco lost its flavor be
cause it hadn't been wrapped. Nagkabarut 
ang atung dapit kay midagsang ang iskwa
tir, This place is turning into an eyesore be
cause of the proliferation of the squatters. 

ha.rut n the inedible pulp of the jackfruit 
which surrounds the edible flesh. 

barutu n small boat with a dug-out bottom, 
plank or sawali sidings, and usually with
outriggers. v [A13 ; cl]  ride a small boat. 
Magbarutu ta paingun sa Samar, Let's take 
a boat to Samar. Barutuba (ibarutu) ang 
masakitun sa pikas pulu, Transport the pa
tient to the other island on a boat. paN- v
[A2Cl2; b6(1)] go boating. Nakigpamaru
tu naku ang akung tratu, My boy friend 
asked me to go boating with him. 

baryabli a changeable, fickle. Ning tyimpung 
baryabli ang datu mapubri, ang pubri maa
dunahan, In these uncertain times the rich
become poor and the poor, rich. v [B2] be 
variable. Ang bili sa paJalitun kanunayng 
mubaryabli (mabaryabli), Retail prices are 
constantly fluctuating. 

baryu n 1 barrio, the smallest territorial u
nit of government. 2 the country as op
posed to the city or town. Laay ang kina
buhi sa baryu, Life in the country is boring. 
v [APB26; a12] be, become, make into a 
barrio. Kining urdinansaha ang mibaryu 
(mipabaryu) sa Pasil, This ordinance made 
Pasil a barrio. - nga way kaldiru, ktin 
n a barrio without pots, a humorous allu
sion to the place where a person heads after 
death. - kapitan n captain of the barrio, 
the barrio chief. - kawunsil n barrio coun
cil, the lawmaking body of the barrio. ti
ninti dil - n barrio lieutenant, the title for
merly given to the head of a barrio. baryu
baryu v [c] 1 stay in separate groups, not 
mingling with the rest. Nagbaryubaryu ang 
mga datu ug musimus nga bisita, The rich 
visitors were in separate groups from the· 
poor visitors. 2 for each to do his own, not 
work cooperatively. Magbaryubaryu lang 
tag pliti, Each of us pays his own fare. Ug
makigbaryubaryu mu, maglain lang pud mi. 
If you want to do iton your own, then we'll 
do ours on our own, too. baryuhanun n 1 
resident of rural areas. Kadaghanan sa bar
yuhanun dinbi magbabaul, Most of the bar
rio folk here are farmers. tagi- n resident
of a barrio. katagi- n barrio-mate. 

bu = BALAS. 
basa v [A3S; ab2] 1 read. DiJi ku makabasa, 

I cannot read. Wa ku kabasa ana, I haven't 
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had a chance to read that. Basaha ang Bi
bliya, Read the Bible. Basahi siya, Read to 
him. Hibasaban gani ni Tatay ang sulat sa 
imung tratu, If Father reads your boy 
friend's love letter. 2 interpret signs, omens. 
Inighuman ug urasiyun sa basu, basahun da
yun sa tambalan ang imung mga sakit, Af
ter the shaman says the magic words into a 
glass, he will read your sickness in it. 3 
[a3] understand, get the meaning. Nabasa 
ku sa imung mata nga gihigugma mu siya 
gihapun, I can read in your eyes that you 
still love him. hiN·(➔) a fond of reading. 
kabasahun a feel very much like reading. 
balasahun n reading matter. mag·r-/1·(➔), 
um-r-/1-(➔) n the readers of a certain publi
cation. tig- a in- the habit of reading. t 

basa a 1 wet. 2 watery, soft. Di ku gustug 
kan-un nga basa ang pagkalutu, I don't like
rice with too much water in it. 3 - ang pa
pil ruined reputation. Walay musugut niya 
kay basa na ang iyang papil sa pagkapalikl
ru, Nobody has accepted his marriage pro
posals because he has a bad reputation as 
a philanderer. 4 - ang tingug raspy voiced. 
v 1 [APB12; bS] wet s.t., become wet. Ang
ulan mauy mubasa (mupabasa) sa pilapilan, 
The rain will wet the ricefields. Bas-i (bas-a) 
kanang imung tubud, Wet your knee a little. 
Mabasa Lang na siya kun maligu, He doesn't
have intercourse. (Lit. He only gets wet 
when he takes a bath.) 2 [A; bS] wash s. t. 
Si Pitra mubasa aning hugawng lamisa, Pet
ra will wash this dirty table. 3 [a) cook, 
using more water than us�al. Gibasa niya 
paglung-ag ang kan-un, She cooked the rice 
soft (with more water than usual). 4 [Al3] 
bathe with s. t. on. Bisan sulud sa banyung 
siradu nagbasa_ggihapun, Even in the privacy 
of her bathroom, she bathed with s. t; on. 5
[B1256] - ang papil for reputation to be 
ruined. hiN-(+-) v [A; b] wash s.o.'s feet. 
Himasai ang mga bata una pakatulga, Wash
the children's feet before you put them to 
sleep. panghiN-(+-) v [A2] wash one's feet. 
Nanghimasa ka na? Have you washed your 
feet? -un a watery.

basag n large, rectangular bamboo hamper 
for s1toring dirty clothes. v [al]  make into 
this k.o. hamper. 

basag2 v 1 [AB126; al] for s.t. not thick to 
split or shatter, split or shatter s.t. Kinsay
nagbasag sa pinggan? Who broke the plate? 
Nabasag ang sista, The guitar cracked. ,2
[B12) for the voice to crack. Mabasag ang
tingug kun bayungbayung na, When you
reach adolescence, your voice cracks. (➔) a
1 cracked, shattered. Ayaw gamita nang 

sag-uba kay basag na, Don't use that bam
boo container because it is cracked. 2 crack
ed in voice. 

basagbasag n k. o. garfish. 
basagbasag n glabella, the part of the frontal 
bone between the two eyebrows, extending 
a little above and below.

basak n field of wet-cultivated rice. v [A; al] 
cultivate a rice field. Basakun ku nang usa 
ka iktariya, I will make that one hectare 
into a rice field. -an n rice field. 

basal v [A; a] bang on s.t. to produce noise. 
Basalun namung taru ug may iskilipsi, We'll
beat the kerosene cans when there's an
eclipse. n anything used in banging. Basal
sa bumbu, The drumstick. 

basalyu, basalyus n vassal. v [a12] make in-
to a vassal. 1 

basalyus2 n loyal circle of followers ( collo
quial). Ang basalyus sa pulitiku, The inner 
circle of the politician's followers. v [B126)
be, become loyal followers of . . .

basangag, basangag a a toothless mouth that 
is wide open. v 1 [B56; cl] for a toothless 
mouth to be wide open, as in laughing. 2 
[B2] for the gum to lose a row of teeth 
leaving a large gap. Nabasangag iyang lagus, 
There was a big gap in his gums. 

basar n a shop or department store that sells 
various kinds of goods. v [a12b6] make in
to a bazaar. 

basas, basas v [A12; b(l)] have the upper
hand, be on the winning end. Wa kay basa
san anang bayhana, yOU have no chance of
getting the upper hand with that woman. 

basbas
1 

v [A;  b] chop off nodes, lumps, etc. 
in wood or bamboo. Gibasbasan nlya ang 
mga lipak para sa ilang sawug, He cleaned 
and smoothed the bamboo strips for the 
flooring. -in- n _ chips, particles removed 
from wood that has been cleaned. -in-an a
1 carefully smoothed wood. 2 carefully se
lected words. Binasbasan ang {yang mga pu
lung, His words are carefully selected. 

basbas2 v [A; b] husk corn. Basbasi ang ma
is, Husk the corn. n husks of corn.

basbas3 v [A; al2] train with constant repe
tition. Akuy mibasbas niyas inum, l taught
him to drink. Nabasbas ku sa trababu hu
man mamatay si Papa, I learned how to 
work after Papa died. Gibasbas nlya ang iru 
pagsayaw, He trained the dog to dance. 

basbas4 = BALASBAS.
basdak v [B6; ac] be tight and bulging due 
to fullness, esp. the stomach. Basdakun 
tang atung tiyan, Let's fill our stomachs 
chock-full. Ginabas ang atung ibasdak sa
pansing bag, Let's fill the punching bag full 
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of sawdust. 
bashuy = BAS-UY, 1. 
basi n 1 rice wine. 2 wine made from sugar 
ca;e. v [a 1] make in to rice or sugar cane 
wine. 

basi2 n military base. - nabal naval base. v
[A2; a2b6] establish a military base. 

basi 3 v [A; c1] base a conclusion or course 
of action on s. t. Ang maayu mauy basihi sa 
imung kinabubi, Base your life on what is 
good. A_yaw giyud ibasi (basiha ang imung 
pagbukum sa iyang sulti, Don't base your 
decision on what she says. n basis. 

basi4 basi = BASIN.' basibas v [AN2] daybreak. Mib«sibas (nama
sibas) nang kabuntagun, Morning was break
ing.

basilika n basilica. 
basilin n vase line. v [b6( 1)] rub vaseline on. 
basin 1 [so-and-so] might happen but I hope 
not, lest [so-and-so] happen. Pagdala ug pa
yung, basig muulan, Take along an umbrel
la. It might rain. Buhata dayun, basin ug 
malimut ka, Do it the first thing. You might 
forget to do it. 2 I hope [so-and-so] . Basin 
pag manwildu sila run, I hope they will give 
us our salary today. Basin ug mabulug ta ka 
anang kabuy, l hope you fall out of that 
tree. paN- v 1 [A2: b6] try one's luck. Pa
masini ug paningil, mubayad tingali siya, 
Try your luck collecting from him. He 
might just pay up. 2 [A2; b8] pin one's
hopes on s. o. Mamasin ku sa akung kamang
buran nga maduktur, I am pinning my 
hopes on my youngest child's becoming a
doctor. panghiN- v [A2; b8] hope for s.t. 
to happen. Nangbimasin Jang ku nga dili u
lurun ang 1nais, I am just hoping that my
com won't get infested with worms. pama
sinbasin v [A; b6] try one's luck with pret
ty slender chances of success. Mamasinba
sin Lang ta. Pilabay ug swirtibun, Let's try
a long shot. Who knows, we might be lucky. 

basiyar v [A;  c] transfer the contents of a
container to another container. Saku ang 
basiyari sa bugas, Transfer the rice to a sack. 

basiyu, basiyu n 1 empty container. la emp
ty cartridge shell. 2 empty plate to eat off
of. Pangbatagig basiyu ang mga bisita, Give
the visitors empty plates. v 1 [ 82; a12] for 
containers to be empty. 2 [AN; c] set the 
table. Pamasiyu na, Set the table now. Ang 
platung bag-u mauy ibasiyu, Set the new 
plates on the table. 3 for machinery (gears,
propellers, etc.) not to engage. Mubasiyu
ang kadina sa bisiklita, The bicycle chain 
fails to engage. Ug mubasiyu ang pala sa 
bangka muusab ang inandaran, When the 

propeller of the boat gets out of the water, 
the noise of the motor changes in quality. 

baska a for corn or rice to be cooked dry 
and \oose. v [86; a12b6] for rice to be
cooked dry and loose. Mubaska (mabaska) 
ang linung-ag nga mais kun kulang ug tubig, 
The corn grits will be dry if they lack water. 

baska2 v [APB; c 1] for things not liquid to 
fill s. t. to capacity, be filled. Undangi pag
takus sa bugas kung mabaska (mubaska) na 
ang saku, Stop pouring the rice into the sack 
if it is already filled to capacity. Nagbaska 
ning akung tiyan, My stomach is full to ca
pacity. n chock-full, bulging due to fullness. 

baskad = . BUSKAG. 
baskag = BUSKAG. 
baskit n 1 basket. 2 = BASKIT BUL: v [Al; a] 

1 °'ake into a basket. 2 [A; c6] a intercept 
correspondence before it reaches its desti
nation. Gibaskit sa inahan ang suwat sa 
iyang anak, The mother intercepted the let
ter for her daughter (and threw it away). b 
throw away correspondence. Gibaskit Zang 
intawun ang akung aplikasyun, My applica
tion was just consigned to the circular file. 

baskit bul n basketball game. v [AC; b6] 
play basketball. -an n basketball court. t 

baskug a strong and healthy, vigorous in 
movement. Baskug kaayu siyang manglibuk
libuk kay batan-un pa, He is full of pep be
cause he is still young. v 1 [B2; a] be strong 
and healthy. Ang gatas makabaskug (maka
pabaskug) sa Zawas, Milk makes you strong. 
2 [A; b7cl ]  do in a brisk and vigorous man
ner. Baskuga (ibaskug, baskugi) ang pagsi
kad sa bisiklita, Pedal the bicycle more 
briskly. 3 - ang kabuhi v ( 83(1)) for the 
pit of the stomach to palpitate rapidly in 
pain due to kabubi. Mabaskug akung kabu
hi basta mukaun kug utang tinunua_n, The
pit of my stomach palpitates fast if I eat
vegetable stew cooked in coconut milk. 

baskula n scales for weighing, where the ful
crum is not in the middle, e.g., steelyard. 

baslan see BALUS. 
basngag v [A; bSc] utter sharp words!. in an
ger or impatience. Mamasngag siyag samuk
samukun kun magtrababu, He snaps at peo
ple when he is disturbed while working. 

basnig n a haul seine net, round in shape, for 
catching fish which run in schools and can 
be attracted by light. paN- v [A2; b] fish 
with the basnig. 

basta 1 provided that, if and only if. Ibatag
ku ning risibu basta bayran ku nimu, I will 
give you the receipt provided that you pay 
me. Bisag magabin-an ka, basta na Zang ma
dala akung gitugun, Even '!if it takes half 
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the night, so long as you do what you were 
told to do. 2 [so-and-so) is the case, no 
matter what anyone says. Na, basta, naa la
gi, Well, that's the way it is. There is, believe 
it or not. 3 with commands reminding a per
son to keep bis promise: don't forget! Bas
ta ayaw giyud ug pakita dinhig usab, Mark
this, don't ever show your face here again. 
Basta ha? Muuban ku, Don't forget now . . I
want to go along. - nga, kay - to make the 
story short, suffice it to say that. Basta nga 
(-kay basta) pagpanganti niya, nangatagak 
ang bulawan, Anyway, when he I}lade a 
wish, gold pieces fell out. - kay = BASTA,
1, 2. bastabasta a not very exact, accurate. 
v [cl) do s.t. in an inaccurate way. ·Ug bas
tabastabun (ibastabasta) nimu, alkansi ta, 
If you do it any old way, we will lose mon
ey. dili - not just ordinary. Dili bastabasta 
tung kasala, That was no ordinary wedding. 

bastanti sufficient in amount for a certain 
Ineed. 'Igu ning lima? ' - 'Bastanti.!' 'Will

these five do?' - 'Yes. They're just enough.' 
v [B126) be sufficient. Ang diklarasyun sa
tistigus mauy nakabastanti (nakapabastan
ti) sa ibidinsiya, The declaration of the wit
ness was enough to make the evidence suffi
cient. 

bastar v [A2; cS] be enough, sufficient. Dili
makabastar ( ikabastar) nang kwartaba sa 
akung kinabanglanun, That money is not 
enough for my needs. 

bastardav v 1 [B;  cl] set, be placed across 
1s.t. diagonally. Nagbastarda ang hubug sa 

dalan, The drunk was lying diagonally across 
the road. Bastardaba (ibastarda) pagtaud sa 
rayna ang banda, Put the band diagonally 
across the queen. 2 [B; c 1] be crooked, not 
straight. Nagbastarda ang linya sa mga kadi
ti, The cadets' line is crooked. 

•bastarda2 iha di- illegitimate daughter. 
_bastardu1 a for ·a course or direction to be
off to the side and not directly into. v [B56;
al] be off to one side. Nagbastardu amung 
agi tungud sa sulug, Our course was· off to 
one side because of the current. 

*bastardu2 ihu di- illegitimate child. 
bastid a 1 for a bulb to be burnt ·out. 2 be 

out in blackjack. v 1 [A; ·a12] spurn a suit
or (slang). Gibastid si Husi sa iyang gipangu
litawhan, The girl Jose is courting spurned 
him. 2 [B126) for a bulb to burn out. 3 [B
126) go over twenty-one in blackjack. Wa 
ka ba mabastid? Didn't you go over twenty
one? 

bastidur1 = BIRSUt"
bastidur2 n rounded frame for use in embroi
dery. v [Al;  a] use, make into an embroi-

dery frame. 
bastika n the hard core of thick abaca rope 
which remains when the rope is worn out. 
Ayaw ilabay ang p,si. Magamit pa ang basti
ka niini, Don't throw the rope away. The 
hard core can still be used. 

bastipul = BUSTIPUL. 
bastiyan n I .man's name. 2 euphemism for 
bastus. 

bastruk v [A; al] strike s.o. with the .butt of 
a gun. Bastrukun ku siya ning karbin, l'll
strike him with the butt of this carbine. 

bastun n 1 walking stick, usually polished 
and sometimes with carved designs. 2 pack
age, bar, long li�e a cane. Usa ka bastung
sabun, A long bar of soap. Usa ka bastung 
sigarilyu, A carton of cigarettes. - di San 
Husi - KIL.ALA. v 1 [A; a] use, make into 
a cane. 2 [A2; a] hit with a can�. 3 [A; a12] 
make into long bar-shaped cakes or pack
ages. -iru n jailer. v [Al ; a12] be a jailer.

bastus a acting in a morally reprehensible 
1 ,way. Kabastus, mangtlad ug buta, How rep-

rehensible ! Cheating a blind m·an ! Nagka
lingaw ug isturyag bastus, They were arnus
ing themselves telling dirty stories. [B2; b6] 
to be morally reprehensible. paka- v [Al, 3 ;  
a12] act in a reprehensible way, treat, re
gard s.o. as reprehensible. Nagpakabastus ka 
anang imung pangitsura, The way you're 
dressed, you lo_ok reprehensible. 

bastus n clubs in the Spanish cards. v [B12;zb4(1)J for a club to be drawn. Hibastusan 
ang akung karta, l drew a club, or My cards 
were beaten by a club. 

basu n 1 drinking glass. v [a12] make into a 
drinking glass. 2 the Virgin Mary (Biblical). 
Basung ispirituhanun, The Spiritual vessel· (of God's grace). binasuan n dance with 
glasses on the hands and head. v [A3] dance 
the glass dance. 

bas-ug v [A; c] heave a load onto the shoul
ders. Siya ra ang mibas-ug sa dakung bukag, 
He heaved the large basket on to his shoul
ders by himself. 

basuka n bazooka. v [A; a] fire a bazooka at. 
basul v 1 [A2; bc3] blame s.o. for a fault. 
Mub1asul aku nimu, I will blame you. Ang
draybir ang gibasul (gibasulan) sa aksidinti, 
The driver was blamed. for the accident. U�
sa may ikabasul nimu naku nga nagtumJn 
man ku? What are you blaming me for, 
since I did what you said? 2 [Al 3 ; b3) re
pent, regret having done s. t. Nagbasul kung
wala mupad.ayun pagtu,un, l regretted that 
I did not continue my studies. Wa kuy ka
basulan sa akung gibuhat, l did nothing I 
regret. pag- n repentance. 
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basul n k.o. hairy caterpillar with hair that 
proluces an itchy prick. v [ a4b4] have ba
sul on it, be pricked by a basul. Gibasul ang 
bayabas, The guava tree has caterpillars on 
it. Hibasulan ku, l was pricked by a basul. 

baml n whitlow, an inflammation at the
edge3of the finger- or toenails. v [ B 126; a4
b4) become, have a whitlow. Mabasul na ug 
dfli tambalan, That will turn into a whitlow 
if you don't put medicine on it. Di ku ma
katayip kay gibasul (gibasulan) ang akung
tudlu, l can't type because l have an inflam
mation on my finger.

basun = BASIN.
buuni n 1 thorn lodged in the flesh. 2 s. t. 
which causes a sharp emotional pain. Basu
ni sa akung dugban ang imung pag-ayad, 
It was a thorn in my heart that you spurned 
my love. v [B3(1)6] for a thorn to be lodged 
in the flesh. Mubasuni ang tunuk sa tuyum 
sa imung tiil, The sea urchin's thorn will 
lodge in your foot. Nabasuni sa lawas ·ang
bala, The bullet was lodged in the body. 

buura n 1 garbage. 2 one's dirty secrets, kept 
from the public. Nangahukad ang ilang mga 
basura, They washed their dirty linen in
public. v [al2] 1 make into a garbage con
tainer. 2 [A; c] throw!s. t. into the garbage. 
buurahan n receptacle for garbage. 

buuriru n garbage collector. v [B156; a2b]
be, make into a garbage collector. 

has-uy n 1 simple stew made of pork flesh 
and innards, fried in spices and thrown in 
boiling water, usually prepared at feasts to 
be given to the helpers. 2 stew made from 
banancl.S or tubers boiled in water and sweet
ened. v [A; a2) make bas-uy.

buwat v [A; a] lift or carry s. t. heavy, usual
ly by holding the bottom. Gibaswat sa nub
yu ang nubya padung sa nagbulat nga awtu, 
The bridegroom carried the bride to the 
waiting automobile. 

basyaw v [B26] for a depressed area to gath
er water. Mubasyaw (mabasyaw) ang natad 
inig-ulan, The yard becomes a pool when it 
rains. n standing water that gathers on a de
pressed area. 

bat n baseball bat. v [A; al] bat a ball. 
h�t1 n bu� of a gun. v [Al;  a] make a butt. 
hat2 = BA TIR -.
bat3 = BALAT. 
hata v [A; a] divide into equal groups or 
poliions for sale. Bataba sa dusi ka bugkus 
ang kamunggay, Divide the vegetables into 
twelve equal bundles. n portion for sale. 
hatabata v [A;  al2] estimate the quantity 
of s. t. Batabataba ang iyang pangidarun, 
Estimate how old she is. 

- bad 

bata n woman's nightgown. - dihanyu
batfirobe. v [A; a] wear, make into a night
gown. Di siya mubata ug nipis, She won't 
wear a flimsy nightgown. 

bad n 1 child. 2 son or daughter. 3 mistress,
concubine. 4 bodyguard, protege of s.o. of 
high rank. Nag-abusar abi bata man sa prisi
dinti, He's abusi� because he's the presi
dent's protege. - nga linti tough, ruffian. 
kanay - attaboy, that's the way you should 
be. a 1 young, in the early period of life or 
growth. Bakang bata, Young cow, heifer, 
Matul-id nimung biwing kabuy kun bata pa,
You can straighten a crooked tree while it's 
young. Bata siya1_1g tan-awun, She looks very 
young. 2 a novice in the field. Bata pa iyang 
pagkaduktur, He's still a novice at practic
ing medicine. 3 for the hour to be early. Ba
ta pa ang kagabbiun, The night is still young. 
v 1 [B2; a] get to be young-looking. Miba
ta kang tan-awun nianang sininaa, yOU look
young in that dress. 2 [Al2; al2] make s.o.
his mistress or protegee. Nakabata kug mis
tisa, l had a mistress with a Spanish blood. 
Matun iyang gibata, He made a goon into 
his protege. (➔) v 1 [A; a12] rear s.o. from 
childhood. Gibata ku ni Tiyu pagkamatay 
ni Tatay, My uncle took care of me after 
my father died. 2 [Bl ;  cl] grow up in a cer
tain atmosphere. Nagbata aku sa kakabus, 
I grew up in poverty. Bataa (ibata) siya sa 
kabuutan, Rear him in an atmosphere of
honesty. paka- v [A13 ;  a12] act like, con
sider, treat like a child. Ayaw ku pakabataa. 
Antigu na bitaw ku, Don't treat me like a 
baby. I know how already! batabad n 1
right-hand man. 2 bodyguard. 3 protege. 4 
errand boy, right-hand man. v [A2; al] re
quest s.o. to run an errand for him. Ibata
batara kugpalit ug binu, Do me a favor and 
get some wine. badbad n younger. v = BI
NATA. badbataun a 1 childish. 2 fond of 
children. -in- a acting like a child. v [A; cl]
act like a child. Ayawg ibinata (binataa) ang 
imung sinultiban, Don't talk in a childish 
way. Ug binataan ku niya, mawala akung 
kasuku, When she acts like a little child to 
me, my anger vanishes. binat-an n way s.o. 
takes care of children. ka- n childhood
friend. ka-an n children. hatan-un a young,
youthful Batan-un pa siyang naminyu, He
got married while he was still quite young. 
kabatan-un n1 the days of one's youth. Kun
bandumun natu ang atung kabatan-un, 
When we reminisce about our youth. 2 
state of being young. -ut(➔) n naughty
child, usually used as a term of address. Uy
bataut ka, Hey, you naughty boy! a child-
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ish in behavior. Dalaga ka na piru bataut gi
bapun, You're grown-up, but you act li�e a
child v [B12) become childish. 

Bataan n Bataan, a province in Southwestern 
Luzon. - di n Bataan Day.

batad n sorghum, k. o. coarse grass used for 
forage: Andropogon sorghum. 

batadbatad n the space between the anus 
and the genitalia. 

batak v 1 [AB12; a] split s.t. long or break 
s. t. open; be· split, broken open. Nagbatak 
siyag kawayan, H� is splitting bamboo. A
yaw bataka ang nangka kay bilaw pa, Don't
split the jackfruit open because it is still un
ripe. Palakul ang ibatak sa kabuy, Split the 
wood lengthwise with an axe. 2 [b(1)) pay
off debts by splitting coconuts or bamboo .! .(➔) a cracked, broken. Batak ang dakung
kaldiru, The large kettle is cracked. -an(➔) . 
n board where s. t. is sliced, esp. in circum
cisions. I-an(➔) n 1 clumps of bamboo from 
which -bamboo stems are usually taken. 2 
debt to be paid off by splitting bamboo or 
coconuts open. 

batakan n 1 measuring stick, ruler. 2 princi
ple by·which judgment of s. t. is gauged. Ang
pulung sa Diyus mauy batakan sa kinabubi,
Our lives are based on the word of God. -
nga balaud n basic law, the Constitution. 

batakbatak n 1 k.o. frog that croaks very 
loudly. 2 loquacious person.

batal n hardened part on an otherwise soft 
or medium-soft surface. Dunay batal sa abu
kadu, There was a hard spot in the avocado. 
Dunay batal sa kutsun, There was a hard 
lump in the mattress. Mga batal sa samad,
Clots of blood in the wound. v [B6] 1 be 
s.t. hard in an otherwise soft area. Mibatal
ang pistula sa iyang bulsa, One could feel 
a hard place in his pocket where his pistol 
was. 2 be, become brazen. Mibatal (nabatal) 
na ning nawung kug siging pangutang, I
have bec·ome shameless from constantly 
borrowing money. - ang nawung a shame
less, hardened to insults. pa- v [A; b6(1)] 
stay put, r.efuse to move or budge from a
position. Nagpabatal lang siya sa iyang gi
lingkuran bisag gipasibug, He did not budge 
from his seat even when he was asked to 
move a little. -an n flat floor of wood or 
stone raised above the ground found at the · back of the kitchen, used for storing water 
jars, and washing. It usually has steps going 
down. v [A; cl ]  make, add a batalan. 

bataliyun = BATALYUN. 
batalya n 1 battle. la fight (humorous usage). 
2 soldiers arrayed for battle. 3 any large 
group of persons going s. w. or grouped to-

gether. v [A 13] have a fight, conflict, or
battle. Kasayu ninyung nagbatalya ganina,
How early you were at it this morning!
-dur(➔) a one who fights for principles, 
causes, etc. Batalyadur kaayu nang bayba
na, That wom.a.n is a great fighter.

ba�yun n battalion. v [a2] make into a bat
talion. 

*batanas way - ill-bred, no manners (euphe
mism for way batasan). . ,batang1 n = APALL 

batang2, batangl v [A; c] lie prostrate. Nag
batang na ang masakitun ug pila ka bulan 
sa banig, The patient has been bed-ridden 
forseveral months. Ibatang ang imung lawas 
sa baybayun, Lie down on the beach. v 1 
[A; cl] keep still without moving. lpaba
tang (pabatanga) imung tuu, suntuk sa wala, 
Keep your right arin in place and hit with 
your left. 2 stay in a place permanently. 
Pabatangun ku nimu dinbi bangtud sa bang
tud? Will you make me stay in this place 
forever? 3 stick around s. w. without doing 
anything. Nagpabatang ka diba nga dagban 
man tag trababu? Why are you . sitting a
round there doing nothing when there is so 
much to do? pa•(�) n k.o. longline fishing, 
usually for sharks. 

batang2 n log. tulud - se_e 1ULUD. 
bat-ang = BALAT·ANG. 
batangbatang n hook of an earring. 
batanggas n things that originate in the prov-
ince of Batangas. 1 jackknife. 2 a breed of 
chicken popularly used in cockfighting be
cause of its remarkable strength and fierce
ness. v [Al;  b6] stab with, make into a jack
knife. 

batanggi.nya n native of the province of Ba
tangas (female). v [Bl26] be, become a Ba
tanguena.

batas v [A; a] 1 cut down bamboo poles. 2 
split bamboo poles. 3 [b(l)] pay off a d_ebt . ,by splitting or cutting down bamboos. Aku
Zang batasan ning akung. utang nimu, I'.ll
pay off my debt to you by cutting bam
boos down. 

batasan n 1 custom. usual way of acting. Ba
tasan namung mangadyi una mangaun, It's
our custom to pray before eating. 2 one's 
manners, way of dealing with s.o. Maayung
batasan, Good way of dealing with pe9ple. 
Way batasan, Having no manners. v [A23 ;  
cl] make doing s.t. a habit. Nabatasan na 
sa mga kutsiru ang pagp"ili sa tlang sakay, 
The rig drivers have gotten into the habit of 
choosing their passengers. Ibatasan (batasa
nun) ku sa akung mga anak ang kamatina
burun, I will train my children to be res-
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pectfuL paN- n proper behavior, the social 
conventions. Pamatasan sa mga militar ang 
pagsaludar, Saluting is a part of military 
courtesy. n set of customs. 

bataw = BULAY. 
batayan n a bird trap made of bamboo with 

a bait or bird decoy. The bird is caught 
when it alights on the trigger mechanism 
which snaps a noose as the bird perches on 
it. v [a) make into a batayan. paN- v [A2;
a) catch birds with a batayan. t 

batbat v [A; cl ]  relate or describe an event 
in detail. Batbata (ibatbat) sa hukmanan 
ang imung nasaksihan, Explain to the court 
what you saw. 

bathala n 1 God. Makagagahum ang (si) Bat
hala, God is all powerful 2 a god. Ang sala
pi nabimung bathala alang kaniya, Money
became his god. v [cl]  worship like a god.
Ikaw ang akung batbalaun (ibathala) bang
tud '"Sa bangtud, I will worship you like a 
god forever. paka- v [A13; a12] act like a 
god, treat like a god. Angay nga pakabatba-
laun ang bana sa asawa, It is only right that
a wife treat her husband like a god. Culu- n
false gods, idols. v [A; a] worship false 
gods.

bathay v [B3(1)46N; b6] s.t. which appears 
prominently on part of one's body. Mibat
bay ( namatbay) ang ugat sa iyang agtang, 
Veins stood out prominently on his fore
head. 

bati a 1 inferior in quality. Ayaw pagpalit ug 
sininang bafi, Don't buy clothes which are 
inferior in quality. 2 ugly (derisive). Batig
dagway, Ugly in face. v 1 [B;  a2] for s.t. to 
get to be of poor quality. Mabati ang lami 
sa tinulang isdag kaugmaan, Fish stew deve
lops a bad flavor if you keep it till the fol
lowing day. 2 [B ;  al] get to be ugly. Mauy
nakabati (nakapabati) sa atung syudad ning 
mga balungbalung, These shacks are what 
makes our city ugly. 

bati v 1 [A23 ;a 12] feels.t., have symptoms 
1of a sickness. Di ka mubatig kasakit ining 

daguma, You won't feel anything from this 
needle. Gibati ba nimu ang kabapdus? Did
you feel the pain? 2a [a4] feel s.t. that 
affects the whole body. Gibati siya ug ka
tugnaw, She felt cold. 2b be sensitive to, 
emotionally disturbed by. Batiun kug ka
mingaw, I feel lonely. 3 [A123S ; a2b2) 
hear. Di siya makabati kay bungul, He can
not hear because he is deaf. Nabati niya 
ang dabunug sa liti, He heard the rumbling 
sound of the thunder. Hingb_atian kung ;. 
lang panagsult� I overheard their conversa
tion. 4 [A23) sympathize with. Mubati sa 

imung kalisud ang imung kadugu, Your kin 
will sympathize with you in your hardship. 
a audible. Bati kaayu sa amu ang imung ka
tawa, We can clearly hear your laughter 
from our house. (�) v [A13 ;  a12) be in 
labor. Nagbati na siya. Dad-a sa matirniti, 
She's in labor. Bring her to the clinic. Hina
ut nga Zaki nang iyang gibati, I hope it's a 
boy she is in labor with. paN- v 1 [al]  per
ceive s .. t. through physical sensation. Pama
tia ang akung pulsu, Feel my pulse. 2 [A2S; 
a] listen. Wa ka ba mamati sa akung sulti? 
Weren't you listening to my story? Pama
tiun ta ning plakaba, Let's listen to this rec
ord. n 1 feeling, state of the body. Lain ang 
, , ' .akung pamatt karun, I feel rather unwell 
today. 2 opinion. Unsay pamati mu babin 
niana? What is your opinion about that? 
paniN- = PAN-, 2. pabanoati v 1 [A; ac] say 
s.t. bad within s.o.'s earshot. Pabatibatiun
ku niyag mga pulung nga pabiubus, He says 
hurting words within my hearing. 2 say or 
ask for s.t. by hints with indirection. Mu.pabatibati siya nimu kay nakagustu siya sa 
imung rilu, He will give you hints (lit. let
you overhear) because he likes your watch. 
-in- n a beloved person. Binati nga asawa, 
Beloved wife. -I-an n 1 feelings, sensitivities. 
Gisamaran mung akung balatian, yOU hurt 
my feelings. 2 sickness. Balatian nga tisis, 
The sickness of T.B. ma-in-un a sympathet
ic, showing one's sufferings. pag- n feelings
toward s.o. t 

bati2 n 1 hog cholera, a deadly disease affect
ing pigs. l by extension, fowl cholera. v 
[ a4) be infected with hog cholera. 

batibati v [A; a2) dos. t. severely and repeat
edly to s.o. Akuy nagbatibati ug kulata sa 
kawatan, I rained blows on the thief. Pasti
lan niyang nakabatibati ug kasaba, My! How 
mercilessly she scolded them! Gibatibati
silag dril, They were drilled mercilessly. 

batid a skilled, having specialized training. 
Batid kaayu siya sa makina, He's an expert 

-on engines. v [AB12; a2] get to be an ex
pert or a specialist. Akuy mibatid (mipaba
tid) niya sa pangisda, I made him an expert 
in fishing. paka- v [Al 3] make oneself ex
pert in. Nagpakabatid ku sa pyanu, I made 
myself expert in piano playing. 

batiis n 1 leg, esp. the lower leg. 2 legs of 
pants. v [A; cl ]  make a leg for toys, trou
sers, etc. Kining bulpin ang batiisun (ibati
is) sa munyika, Make these ballpoint pens 
into the legs for your doll. hiN- v [A; b) 
wash s.o.'s legs. Himatiisi ang bata, Wash
the child's legs. pangbiN- v [Al ;  b] wash 
one's l s. Mangbimatiis ku una matulug, eg
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I'll wash my legs before I go to bed. -un a
having good strong legs. 

batikan, batikan a for a person to be famous. 
Ang batikang aktur sa mga Ulas dramatik, 
The famous movie actor. v [B2; cl] become 
famous.

Batikanu n Vatican.
batikubra n k. o. snake. 
batikula n crupper, part of saddle or harness 
which goes around the tail. v [A; cl] put 
on, make into a crupper. 

batikulun n 1 gizzard, the second stomach 
of a bird. 2 stomach (humorous usage). Di
musakit ang batikulun kug musugut kag sa 
dil� It won't bother my stomach (lit. giz
zard) whether you accept me or not. 

batil
1 

n full-bodied cargo boat without out
riggers. It moves by means of a sail or an 
engine.

batil! v [A; a] beat or whip eggs, cream, etc. 
2.Batila ang sikwati usa isagul, Whip up the 

chocolate before mixing it in. Tubag bati
lan sa tungug, sa ulu namu makahungug, 
Toddy with mangrove bark mixed into it 
goes to the head. n utensil for beating. 

batimbatim = BATINBATIN2· 
batin n k.o. hide and seek played by teams. 
v [At2C2; b6] play batin. batinbatinl = _
BATIN . 

batin2 t [A; ac2] call a pig. Batina ang ha
buy arun kalawgan, Call the pigs so I can 
feed them. n the call or summons for a pig. 
-an, -an(➔) n s.t. beaten to call pigs. 

batinbatin2 n fruit of fruiting trees or vegeta
bles in the early stages of formation. Dag
ban nang mga batinbatin ang mangga, There
are lots of young fruits on ,the mango tree. 
v [A; b6] grow into young fruits. Mibatin
batin na ang mga bunga sa tsikus, The sapo
dilla fruits have made their appearance now. 

bating V [Al ; a] go swimming. Magba'ting ta 
sa Talisay, Let's go bathing in Talisay. -
sut, siyut n bathing suit. san - v [Al!; b6]
take a sun bath. 

batingaw n k.o. mousetrap with a trigger 
mechanism that snaps. v 1 [A; a] catch 
with a mousetrap. 2 [A2; cl ]  make into a 
mousetrap.

batinggilan = BATINGGULAN. see BATING· 
GUL.

batinggul a headstrong, stubborn, not listen
ing to advice. -ana = BATINGGUL. v [B12 ;·b
6) get to be stubborn. ka-an n stubbornne�.

batir n l baseball bat. 2 one at bat. 3 one's 
Iturn in batting. v [A; al] strike with a bat. 

batir
;? 

n butter. v [A3; c] put butter on. 
batin, batiriya n battery. v [A; a] use a bat

tery, put a battery in. 

batirplay urkids n k.o. orchid. 
batirul n tall pot made of clay or metal for 
cooking chocolate. v [A; b6] cook in the 
chocolate pot. -in- v [A; cl] put one's 
hands on the hips like the handle of a choc
olate pot. Nagbinatirul siyag bantay sa nag
trabahu, She stood with her hands on her
hips while she watched the workers. n ·me
dium-sized fish corral in the shape of a
chocolate pot, put in 1 to 3 fathoms of 
water.

batis n batiste, a fine, thin linen or muslin. 
batiwtiw n tailor bird, the song of which is
popularly said to be, 'Dakug putus', 'Having
a large penis': Ortbotomus atrogularis. ·batiya n a shallow and wide basin usually 
with a crumpled side for laundry. v [al]
make this sort of wash basin. 

batsi n potholes in streets. v [B2;  cl] for
roads to have potholes, make potholes. Mu
batsi (mabatsi) ang kalsadag siging lunupan, 
A road that gets flooded will get full of 
potholes. batsihun a full of potholes. 

batsi2 (slang, from sibat) v l [A2; c] get out
of s. t., .run away. Mibatsi si Titu sa iyang 
buluhatun, Tito bugged out of the chores. 
Nakabatsi ang mamumunu sa prisuhan, The
prisoner escaped from the jail _Batsihan pa 
na nimung imung asaw�, If you just run 
away from your wife. Akung ibatsi ang a
kung tratu, I will run away with my girl 
friend. 2 [A; acl] steal, get s.t. by foul or 
illegal means. Si Pilu ang mubatsi sa ilim
nun, Pilo will steal the drinks. 

batsihi n k.o. edible marine nerite snails. 
batsilyir n 1 B.A. degree. 2 one who holds 

the B.A. 
batu n rock, stone, pebble. 2 precious stone, 

. 1kidney stone. 3 s. t. that has hardened. Batu
na ang kukakula, The coca-cola has frozen 
solid now. 4 piece used in a game of check
ers, chess, sungka, or any game that uses 
pieces. 5 flint in a lighter. 6 -ng bu.hi n k.o. 
stone which is heavy, compact, hard, whit
ish, and which pops when heated. v 1 [B;
alP] harden into stone. Ayaw paulani ang 
simintu kay mubatu na; Don't expose the
cement to the rain because it will harden. 
Batuhun pagpagahi ang balikutsa, ·Let the 
coconut candy harden like stone. 2 [AP; 
a2P] a stand stock-still like a stone. Muba
tu (mupabatu) man lang ug suguun, He just 
stands there when he's told to do s.t. h
harden oneself to s. t. Nabatu na ang na
wung nianang bayhana, That woman has 
become hardened to insults. 3 [A; c] put a 
stone in jewelry. Upal ang ibatu sa singsing, 
Use opal for a stone in your ring. 4 [A; b] 
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put as an anchor or sinker. Batubi ug daku, 
Use a big stone for sinker. 5 [b6(1)] put a 
flint in a lighter. - balani n magnet, lode
stone. v [B12; al] become a magnet, im
part magnetic force to s. t. batubalanihun a
magnetizing. Batubalanibung pabiyum, A
magnetic smile. (�) v 1 [A;  b5] to throw 
stones at. Batuun (batuan) natu ang irung 
buang, Let's stone the mad dog. 2 [A; a]
line, pave s. t. with stones. Batubi ang karsa
da, Pave the road with stones. n the action 
of stoning. paN- n 1 anchor1- sinker. 2 an
chor man in a relay. Si Grig ang ilang pama
tu (pangbatu) sa Lumba, Greg is their an
chor man in the relay. 3 a person who can 
be relied upon in emergencies, the best bet 
in a contest. 4 spending money. Naa bay
pamatu nimu? Do you have any money to 
spend? v [cl] 1 use or make as anchor or
sinker. 2 be anchor man, best bet. 3 use for 
spending money. batubatu n 1 anchor. 2
sinker on a fishing line. 3 stone used for
artificial jewelry. v [A; c 1] 1 put, use as a 
sinker. Batubatuban ang iring nga lumsan, 
Put a sinker on the cat you are going to 
drown. 2 pelt with stones. 3 put in a stone
in fancy jewelry. -in- n k.o. ubi that is firm
and round or oval-shaped. batuun a l full
of rocks, stones. 2 pimply-faced. 3 fruits of 
seeds or hardened parts. t 

batu2 v [A; a2] borrow money, buy s.t .• usu
ally basic commodities, on credit. Mubatu
kug duba ka gantang bugas, I'll buy two 
gantas of rice o� credit. Magbatu kug kin
yintus kang Dun Pakitu kay magbay ku, I'll
borrow five hundred pesos from Don Pa
quito to build my house. 

batuan n good-sized basket of any shape, but 
shallow, usually loosely woven, with no 
cover, used as a container for farm produce. 
v [Al2; al] make or use a batuan. 

batubara n boom, a spar extending along the 
bottom of the sail attached to the mast. v 
[A; acl] make into, attach a boom of this 
sort.

batud n k.o. fish. 
batud n grub of a coconut beetle (bakukang).

V [a41 1 be inf c:sted with batud. 2 be cra
zy. Gibatud ka diba? Are you crazy? 

batug v [A2S; b6] 1 perch on s.t., alight to 
perc6. Mibatug ang tulabung sa bukubuku 
sa kab(l'U), The heron landed on the cara
bao's back. Ang panan-aw ni Husi did.tu 
magbatug sa gwapang babayi, Joseph let his 
gaze rest on the beautiful woman. Tabuning 
pagkaun arun di batugan sa langaw, Cover
the food or the flies will get on it. 2 for 
children to go home at supper time. Uy! 

Pamatug na mu! Urasiyun na, Hey! You 
kids go home now. It's time for prayers. 

batug2 = BAT-UG. 
bat-ug n k. o. barracuda. 
batuk 1 against, versus. Ang away ni Balug 
batu� Di Liyun, The fight of Balug versus 
De Leon. Tambal batuk sa sip-un, A medi
cine against colds. v [A23Cl2; b(l)) op
pose. Di aku mubatuk sa akung mga labaw,
I will not oppose my superiors. Ayaw batu
ki ang pagbuut sa imung ginikanan, Don't 
oppose ·the wishes of your parents. 2 [A; 
b] respond to a hurt by being cold or silent 
to the perpetrator. Dili maayung magbatuk 
sa ginikanan kun kasab-an, It's no good to 
feel resentment against your parents if they 
scold you. ma-in-un a resentful, tending to 
respond to slights by coldness. 

batuk2 n a small area different in color or 
texture from the background. Ang iru du
nay itum nga batuk sa masigkakilid, The
dog has a black spot on either side. v [A;
a] dye!s. t. 

batuk3 = BALALATUK. 
batul a 1 for smooth or soft surfaces to have 

harJ spots. 2 hard, brazen in character. v 1
[B4] get to have rough spots. Nagkabatul 
man ning manggaba, This mango is full of 
hard spots. 2 [B3N] get to be hard or bra
zen in character. Mibatul ang iyang nawung, 
She got to be shameless. Nagkabatul na ang 
kasingkasing niya, Her heart is becoming
hardened.

batul2 n k.o. seaweed. 
batull 

n 1 = BA 1UD. 2 = BASUL2. 3 slow-
,moving or slow-witted person. v = BATUD,

v. 
batul2 v [a4] 1 for everything to go wrong 

at once. Gibatul ning akung pagkabutang. 
Nabutban ku ug nabutdan pug gasulina, 
Everything has been going haywire. I got a
flat and ran out of gasoline. 2 be crazy. Gi
batul ka nga sagulan nimug tuba ang kapi? 
Have you gone crazy mixing palm toddy 
into the coffee? 

bat-ul n hard lumps found in fleshy fruits. v
[a4] for fruits to get lumps in them. Gibat
ul ang saging, The bananas have lumps in
them. ka- v (Al 3 ]  be full of lumps. Nagka
bat-ul ang mangga, The mangoes- are full of 
lumps.

batulang = BATU AN. 
batuna v 1 [Al;  b(l)] have or possess s.t. 

1Nagbatun siya ug dakung bibalu, He is deep
ly learned. Ayaw batuni ang pagdumut, Do 
not nurse your hatred. 2 [A;  b(l)] have a 
servant. Nakabatun kamig kiriwan kaayu, 
We had a thieving servant. 3 [A;  b(l)] take 
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care of s. t. Kin say mibatun sa bata pagka· 
piang niini? Who was looking after the 
child when he broke his leg? Batuni kinig 
maayu kay bandumanan ni natu, Take good 
care of this because it is a souvenir. 4 [AN;
b(l)] raise and take care of s.o. else's do·
mesticated animal for a consideration, usu
ally for half the offspring. Siyay namatun 
sa akung anay, He raised my sow for half 
the litter. -in-an n servant. v [B1256] be
come a servant. binatnan n 1 animal raised 
for s.o. 2 foster child.

batun2 n baton. v [A; b] 1 conduct an or
chestra, choir, etc. lnig-awit ninyu, akung
batunan, When you sing, I'll conduct. 2 [A; 
a] make into a baton. 

batung n net used for trapping animals by 
placing it across the path or dropping it 
over the animal. (�)� batung v 1 [Al ;  ab2]
trap animals with a -net. Batunga ninyu ang 
bakatin, Catch the wild pig in a trap. 2 [A;
ab2] make into a net trap. 

batung = BALJ\11.JNG.
batunis = BUTUNIS.
batus n 1 claquer, a person or group of per
sons hired to clap or root. Mga batus kad
tung namakpak niya, Those who applauded
for him were paid claquers. 2 follower, per
son who defends s.o. or is on his side. Wa 
diba ang tanang batus sa bagis, Not all the 
ruffian's followers were there. 3 underlings, 
protege of a politician. Batus siya sa mayu1·, 
He is one of the mayor's boys. v 1 [B56;
a12] be, make into claquer, defender, pro
tege of a politician.

bat-us n stomach discomfort due to overeat
ing. v [A3P] 1 cause stomach discomfort. 
2 [a4] suffer froni over-satiation. Kun gi
bat-us ka ligdan ug gantang, If you feel dis
comfort from overeating, roll a quart jar 
over your stomach.

batuta n 1 baton. 2 policeman's billy. 3 penis 
(slang). v 1 [A; b] conduct an orchestra. 2 
[al2] m·ake into, strike with a nightstick 
or baton. 

, ,batuwang n BA11JAN.
batuytuy n k.o. conch. 
batwan n k.o. small tree of the secondary
forest.

batwanun!::. BALATWJ\NUN. 
batya = BA TIY A. 
batyag v 1 [A; b8] notice, be aware of s.t. 

Wa ku makabatyag sa ulan kay nahinanuk 
aku, I didn't notice the rain because I was 
sound asleep. Nabatyagan ku siya nga mila
bay dinbi, I noticed him passing by here. 2 
[A3P] make s.o. aware. Ang paghut sa iru 
nakabatyag (nakapabatyag) kanaku nga din-

bay misulud, The dog's barking made me 
aware that s.o. had come in. 3 [A2N; a12N 
b2] have physical sensations. Mubatyag ka 
gani sa kutukutu mu, risulta na na sa inum, 
If you feel pain in the pit of your stomach, 
it's the result of drinking. Pamatyagun (bat. yagun) nimu ang kasakit unya, You will
feel the pain later. n feeling, sensation. Pa
matyag sa kaluud; A sensation of vomiting. 

bau n land or fresh-water turtle. paN- v [A2;
b6] catch turtles. Mamau ta sa humayan, 
Let's catch turtles in the rice fields. bauhay, 
bauay Mr. Turtle (in stories). 

baubau n k.o. bug infesting squash, bright 
red in color, about a centimeter long. 

baud = sALAuo.
baug v [A; al] spank, whip to discipline. 

1Gibaug sa kutsiru ang kabayu, The rig driver 
beat the horse.!· 

baug2 a 1 for eggs to be addled or old. 2 for
a house to be no good. Baug nga balay, A
ramshackle house. 3 sterile, incapable of 
producing offspring. v 1 [B; b6] for eggs to 
get old and addled. Ayawg ug-uga ang itlug. 
Mabaug unya, Don't shake the eggs. They'll 
get addled. 2 [B16; b4] be, become incapa
ble of producing offspring. (�) v 1 [B126)
for an infection to putrify. }vabaug ang 
iyang hubag, His boil putrified. 2 ::. BUUG. 

baug2 v [B6; a4] be constipated. Mabaug
(mubaug) ang bata ug bidaghanag painum 
ug sikwati, A child will get constipated if it 
drinks too much chocolate. Gibaug aku, I'm
constipated.

haul n cultivated dry field. Gidaru naku ang Ibaul, I plowed the field. v [Al ; a2] engage 
in farming, cultivate a field. Baulun naku 
ang patag, I'll cultivate the plain. binal-an, 
-in-an n 1 parcel of land cultivated for farm
ing. Kakugnan na karun ang binal-an (bina
ulan) niya kanhi, Thick cogon grass is grow
ing in what used to be his farmland. 2 prod.:.
ucts from one's farm. 3 way of farming.
kabal-anan n farmlands. mag-r-(�) n farmer. 
paN-, paniN- n farming. Angpamaul (pani-
maul) mauy kasagarang pangita dinbi, Most
of the people here live by farming. 

baul.2 n trunk. - mundu n trunk with an 
arched top. 

baul3 , haul a 1 out of shape, po?rlY propor
tioned. Baul ug nawung. Having an ill-pro
portioned face. 2 not resonant in sound. Ba
ul nang, sistabag tingug., That guitar has a 
poor sound. v [Bl ;  b6] become ill-propor
tioned or of poor resonance. Nabaul ang la
misang iyang gihimu, dakug tiil, The table 
he made turned out ugly. It had such_ big
legs. see also PAMAUL. 
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baulu = BAHUULU.
baung n drinking cup made of a half of a co
conut shell. v [ a12] make a baung. 

baungun, baungun = BULUUNGUN.
baus n severe inflammation of the l phymnodes in the groin. v [b6] have a severe 
groin inflammation of this sort. 

baut v [A; a12] keep s.o. beaten in a game 
without allowing him a chance to win back. 
Bautun tikaw sa tsis arun mutagam ka, l
won't let you win a single chess game so 
you'll learn your lesson. 

baut v [B123) get satisfaction, convinced. 
wafa ku mubaut sa iyang pangatarungan, I
was unconvinced by his reasoning. Dili' ku 
mabaut bangtud makabunal ku niya, I will
not be satisfied until I can give him a beat
ing.

baut2 if only [such-and-such] a thing had 
happened. Baut mibalik pa, dila ra untay 
way labud, If only he had come back. He
would have gotten it. (Lit. The only thing 
that would have escaped my pummeling 
would have been his tongue.) Baut pag napa
lit naku tung yutaa, datu na ta ku, If only
I had bought that land, I would be rich now. 

baut3 = GIPAKAINGUN (dialectal). see 1-
NGUN . 

,bauu = l 
BAU. 

bawang n 1 k.o. red onion, the size of a mar
ble used medicinally and as a spice. 2 garlic 
bulb. 3 triangular-shaped firecracker, of 
greater intensity than the ordinary fire
cracker.

bawas a [b7c] deduct s.t. from s.t. Bawasi
nang tubig sa taru, Remove some of the 
water in the can. 

bawbaw = BALAWBAW, 2. v [cl] place the 
Igaff higher on a fighting cock so as to give 

the opponent an advantage. - sa tuu fight
ing with a special gaff on the right to give 
the opponent an advantage. 

bawbaw2 = BALBAL
bawbu n k. o. tree. 
bawhag a 1 doing things unthinkingly. Baw
baga niyang milabang sa dalan way lingili
ngi, How careless of her to cross the street 
without looking to the right or left. 2 un
thinking in speech. Bawhaga nimu, magpa
lumaluma ka mag saad, You talk too much. 
You make promises you can't possibly ful
fill Bawbaga nimu. Nabungat tu nimu nga 
wa ta tu siya kabibalu, How careless of you. 
You let it slip out when he wouldn't have
even known about it. v [BJ be unthinking 
in what one does. 

bawhinya n orchid trees, small or ornamental 
trees of the genus baubinia, bearing flowers 

resembling orchids. 
bawi v [A; a2] 1 take back!s. t. lent or given.

Ug di ka mubawi sa imung gisulti, If you 
don't take back what you said. Di!na maba
wi kay binayran, You can't get it back be
cause it's been paid for. Gibawian ang saup 
sa iyang uma, The tenant had his land re
possessed on him. ·2 save, deliver (Biblical).
Bawiun mu kami sa mga panulay, Deliver
us from evil. (➔) v 1 [A2; a12] recoup 
one's losses, recover one's investment. 2 [A;
ac] recompense, make up for s. t. Way ma
kabawi sa imung sala kanaku, Nothing can!· make up for the wrong you have done me.
Bawia ang imung kalaksut pinaagi_ sa kabu
utan, Compensate for your ugliness by be
ing nice. Kining kwarta ibawi sa imung gi
antus, This money is to compensate for 
your sufferings. 3 [AB236; cl] bring s.t. 
back onto course by pulling it in the op
posite direction; get back on course. Aku 
ang mibawi sa manubila, I turned the steer
ing wheel to the opposite direction to get 
the car on course. Ug dili mubawi ang ba
ru tu, If the boat doesn't right itself. Inigki
ling sa sakayan ibawi (bawia) sa tuu, When
the boat tilts, pull it to the right. 

bawis n k.o. fish. 
,bawkag = BALUKAG.

bawnsir n bouncer. v [B136; al] be, make 
into a bouncer. 

,bawnus = BALUNUS.
bawtismu n baptism. v [A; b6] baptize s.o. 
bawu = BALU2 3· 
baw-u n dish ma'de of stewed lean meat cook
ed dry in a pan over fire and constantly 
stirred so that _ it comes out like pieces of 
string in a bunch. v [A;0a] make baw-u.

bawud = BALUD.
bawug = BALUG. bawugbawug n piece of
pliant bamboo used as lever for a bucket 
used to draw water. v [A; b6) make into a 
bamboo lever of this sort, put such a lever 
on a well. 

bawugbug = BALUGBUG.
bawuk = BALUK.
bawukbawuk = B.ALUK.
bawun = BAWN. ,bawunas =!.BALUNAS.
bawund v [A; al) bind s.t. into a book. 
bawungbawung = BALUNGB.ALUNG. 
bawungkut n k.o. brown turban shell, rhe 
delpbinula snail 

bawunu n k.o. mango tree: Mangifera caesia.
bawunus ...: BALUNUS.
bawut a evenly matched. v [C2] be even
ly matched. Bawut kaayu ang duha ka 
intranti sa bangga, The two contestants 
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were very evenly matched. walay - uneven
ly matched. Walay bawut ug kana iparang 
sa aku, They're poorly matched if you set 
that one off against mine. 

bay n see ABAv. 
bay = BALAY.
baya 1 particle giving an admonitary tone. a 
with an imperative: make sure that, better 
do. Hinumdumi baya, You'd better remem
ber. Sigurua baya ha, Make sure you do it! 
b with a statement: watch out. Mamaak ha
ya na, Watch out! He bites. Ikaw baya ang 
nanghilabut, ayaw pamasangil, You touched 
it. Don't try to make excuses. c = BAVA.AV.
2 particle with a statement or exclamation: 
[so-an�so) is different than it should be. 
Tiawtiaw ka baya, You're joking, though 

;YOU shouldn't be. Baya, nagbinata ka diha, 
Hmm, you're acting like a child. Kabuutan
baya nimu, How good of you, but you
shouldn't have. Bayang kusuga niyang mi
dagan, mu rag unsaun siya, God! How he 
ran away. As if I were going to do s. t. to 
him. 'Panginum mu aning kuk, u.' - 'Busug
pa baya ku, bay,!' 'Here, drink this coke.' -
'No thanks, I'm still full.' 3 why should 
that be the case when . . .  Wa nay bugas? 
Nagpalit baya aku gahapun, There's no rice? 
Why? I just bought some yesterday. 4 par
ticle conceding ibat s. t. is the case which 
one didn't think to be so. Nakug di ka ka
maung mulutu. Lami baya, I thought you 
didn't know how to cook. But I must say 
it's good. Pagkadaku baya sa Manila, I did 
not know Manila was this big. -ay(�) par
ticle with a condition: a feared consequence 
will happen if the condition happens (had 
happened, were to happen). Bayaay (baya) 
na man ug nasakpan pa ta. Prisu giyud, 
God! If we had been caught. It would have 
meant jail.

baya2 v [A; c6) leave s.t. exposed. Mga baba
ying bigaun nga mubaya sa ilang lawas sa 
kadaghanan, Lewd women who expose their
bodies in public. Kinsa may nagbaya {ning 
asukar sa lamisa? Who left the sugar uncov
ered on the table? pa- v [B46; b4(1)) pay
s.t. no mind. Mupabaya gani ka sa imung ni
gusyu, maalkansi ka giyud, If you neglect
your business, you will surely lose. Pabay-i
na Lang ang ilang insultu, Don't pay their 
insults any mind. 

bayabu n guava: Psidium guajava. paN- v 1
[A2; be) gather guava fruit. Adtu ta sa sa
pa mamayabas, Let's gather guavas near the 
river. 2 [A2 3 C12; c) have sexual inter
course (humorous). lpamayabas ku ning 
akung tratu arun di makabuwag naku, I'll 

have sexual intercourse with my girl!so she 
won't break off with me. 3 [A23) monkey 
around instead of doing s. t. seriously. Ma
mayabas ning bataa ug suguun, This child 
plays around when he is told to do· s.t. -an 
n place where guava trees abound. -in- pidg
in, broken language. v [A; cl] speak or
write a language this way. 

bayad v 1 [A2S3S;  bl]  pay for s. t. Nagbayad
mig kinyintus kada bulan, We paid five 
hundred a month. Bayran ku Lang ug pisus 
ang gantang, I'll just pay one peso for a 
ganta. Bayran ku ra siya, I'll pay him. Pi
lay ibayad? How much shall we pay? 2
[A13S;  bl] pay a moral debt. Magbayad
ka sa imung pag-insultu naku, You'll pay 
for your insults to me. n 1 fee, charge. Way
bayad ang gamayng bata, There is no· charge 
for small children. 2 amount which serves 
as payment. Pilay bayad sa bibingka? How
much do we owe for the rice cakes? Bayad
sa imung kaayu, In return for your good
ness. balayranan, balayran, balaydan, balay
danan n things to be paid for. ig-1/r-(➔) n
amount to be paid. kabayaran n recom
pense. Ang kwartang nasunud niya kabaya
ran sa iyang paghagu, The money she inher
ited was a recompense for her trouble. 2 re
tribution, punishment. paniN- n just desert. 
Ang imung pagkabilanggu .panimayad sa i
mung kamalditu, You got your just deserts 
when you went to jail. - sa utang a man's 
daughter (humorous usage - fro,m the no
tion that a man pays for his sins against 
women by what happens to his daughter: if 
he commits a sin against a woman, the same 
thing will happen to his daughter as punish
ment to him). balayrunun (balaydunun, 
bayrunun) n amount to be paid off. Lij,u
pang balayrunun ku sa bangku, I still have 
one thousand pesos to pay off to the bank. 

bay-ad v [B3(1) ;  cl] lie on the back� Di kung 
katug ug magbay-ad. Tikungkung 'giyud, I
can't sleep on my back. I have to curl up: 
Ayaw bay-ara (ibay-ad) ang haligi sa agia
nan, Don't put the post down in the way. 

bayamban = BALANBANl 2·bayanan = BALAYANAN. see BALAY. 
bayang v [AB; be] go, put s. t. where it is · exposJd to view or to the elements. Miba
yang na siya sa iyang baraha, He has already 
spread his cards open for everyone to see. 
Nagbayang sa ulan ang mga bata, The chil
dren were exposed to the rain. Gibayang sa 
lamisa ang inasal, The roasted pig was placed 
on the table where everyone could see it.
Mabayang sa katilingban ang pulitiku, A 
.politician's life is exposed to public view. 
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bayang2 - bayi 
Pagtarug lingkud. Ayaw pagpabayang, Sit
properly. Don't expose yourself to public 
view. (�) v [A; bS] set food on the table. 

1Gibayangan (gibayang) na ang lamisa, The
table has been set.

bayang n k.o. marine fish, wide as it is tall. 
bayang2 n the flag-raising ceremony (so 
called from the Tagalog words of the Philip
pine national antnem: Bayang Magili-w 'Be
loved Country'.) v [A13] hold the flag-rai�
1ng ceremony. 

bay-ang n k.o. tree.
bayang-ang v [A; b6c 1] be displayed, expos
ed to others' eyes. Dili maayung tan-awun 
ang dalaga ug mubayang-ang lang pagling
kud, dili manapu, It's unbecoming for a 
young lady to sit down carelessly without 
covering her front. Bayang-lznga (ibayang
ang) ang im11ng tinda, Lay out all the items 
for sale. 

bayangbayang n k.o. small round-shaped ma
rine fish. 

bayani n hero. v [B16; b6] be a hero. baya
nihun a heroic.

bay-ansil n small-scale business of buying and 
reselling, usually elsewhere, with a profit. v
[A) engage in this business. 

bayas n 1 bias, a cut diagonal to the cloth. 2 
piece of cloth cut diagonally about 1½"
wide to be used as facing. - tip a prepared 
cloth tape for facing necklines, armholes,
or hems. v [A; a] cut cloth diagonally, cut 
a bias tape. Bayasa ang kwilyu sa akung si
nina, Cut the collar of my dress diagona]Jy. 

bayat a 1 worn-out, dilapidated, esp. clothes. 
2 poor in quality. 3 slovenly in dress. Bayat
angakung pamisti run kay magtrababu man 
ku sa uma, I'm slovenly dressed because I
am going to work in the field. 4 mentally
slow, stupid. Kabayat. Dugay kaayu nga
nakat-un, How dull he is. It took him for
ever to catch on. S sluggish, slow-moving.
6 poor in doing things. Bayat kaayu nang
musiyat, He is a poor shot. (�) v [B2; b6] 
1 for things to get worn out and dilapi
dated. Nabayat (mibayat) na lang ning a
kung saplztus sa pagkanunayng ginawi, My
shoes have become ragged and wom-ou t 
from constant use. Nagkabayat na ang i
lang payag, Their shack is gradually falling 
into ruin. 2 be poor in quality. Mabayat
(mubayat) giyud nang imung trababug i-
1nung kiatan, Your work will turn out shod
dy if you go about it carelessly. 3 be sloven
ly. 4 get to be dull, stupid. S get to be slug
gish, slow-moving. 6 get to be unskilled in 
doing things. kabayatbayat v  [A13] be hard 
put to do s.t. because of the large number 

of things that have to be done at once. Nag
kabayatbayat mig panghipus sa wa pa mu
abut ang mga bisita, We were in a dither
trying to clean up before the visitors ar
rived.

bayaw n brother-, sister-in-law. " 1 [Al 21 
get for a brother- or sister-in-law. 2 [c] be
brothers- and sisters-in-law. Di ku gustung
makigbayaw niya kay palabubug siya, 
don't want to have him as a brother-in-law 
because he's a drunkard [a12] make s.o. a 
brother- or sister-in-law. 

bayaw v [APB236; cl] raise, rise into the 
air. Ang banging kusug mauy nagbayaw 
(nagpabayaw) sa papil, The strong wind 
blew the papers into the air. Di makabayaw 
dayun ning tabanuga, This kite won't soar 
up right away. Ang pagbayaw ni Kristu, 
The ascension of Christ. Ibayaw (bayawa) 
ang tuung kamut sa baksir, Raise the boxer's
right hand. n elevation of the host in the 
mass.

bayayat a 1 slovenly in dress or appearance. 
2 dilapidated, worn-out. Balay nga bayayat, 
A dilapidated house. v [B; b6] 1 get slov
enly in dress. Nagkabayayat na karun ang
iyang pamisti nga naminyu na siya, She has 
become slovenly in her manner of dressing 
now that she's married. 2 get worn-out or 
dilapidated. Mubayayat (mabayayat) ang 
sapatus ug sigihag sul-ub, The shoes will get 
all worn-out if you keep wearing them. 

baybay n beach. paN- v [A2; b6] 1 go along
the biach. Namaybay ug lawig ang bapur, 
The boat sailed close to ·the shore. 2 = 
PAMALAYBAY. see BALAYBAY. -un = BAY
BAY. kabaybayunan n seashores. 

baybay2 = BA.BAY. 
bayhun n 1 carriage, bearing of a person. Gi
kaibgan kung ambungan niyang bayhun, l
admire his handsome posture. 2 gait in 
walking. 3 outline, appearance of s. t. Maki
ta gikan sa lungsud ang baybun sa payag 
ibabaw sa bungtud, The outline of the shack 
on the top of the hill is visible from the 
town. 4 having the form of (Biblical usage).
Ang llzwas ug dugu ni K ristu sa bay bun sa 
pan ug binu, The flesh and blood of Christ 
in the form of bread and wine. v [AN;
c6] swing the arms in walking. Jbaybun i
mung paglakaw, Walk swinging your arms. 
paN- n 1 way of walking. Ilban ta ka bisag 
layu sa imu lang pamaybun, l know you 
from afar by your carriage. 2 appearance.

bayi n 1 female animal or plant. l descriptive 
term given to plants, where the same name 
is given to different species or varieties. The 
smoother and usually larger variety or spc-
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cies is described as bayi whereas the thor
nier or smaller variety is called laki 'male'.
Kudyapa nga bayi, The smooth kudyapa 
(Amarantbus viridis) as opposed to the kud
yapa nga laki, the armed kudyapa (Ama
rtmtbus spinosus). (�) human female. Bayi
akung anak, My baby is a girl. bayhana par
ticular, exclamatory woman. Patyun ta ka 
bayhana (babayhana) ka, I'll kill you, you 
woman. Kinsang bayhana (babayhana)? 
Which woman? v (81256; cl] turn out to • Ibe a girl Ug mabayi, atu siyang nganlag A-
na, If she turns out to be a girl, we'll call 
her Anna. babayi n 1 woman. 2 = BA YI. 
babayhana = BAYHANA. ·ng buhat a wom
an of proper deportment. Dili mulaag ang
babaying buhat, A lady doesn't roam about. 
3 mistress. Gipusil sa asawa ang babayi sa
iyang bana, The wife shot her husband's 
mistress. v 1 = BA.YI. v. 2 [A12; a12] have, 
make into a mistress. paba��) v [Al] fool 
around with women. parna- v [A2] take 
a mistress. Gastusu kining mamabayi ta, 
It's expensive to keep a mistress. hima-,
hiN- a fond of women. panghima- v [A
13] chase after women. binabayi, bina
bayi a 1 effeminate. Binabayi siyag pan
lihuk, He is effeminate in his motions. 2 -
nga ulan lingering drizzle. 3 cock with hen- · 
like feathers. 4 adapted for a woman's use. 
Bisiklitang binabayi, A woman's bicycle. v
[A; cl] do s.t. like a worpan. Nagkabayu 
ug binabayi, Riding sidesaddle. Binabayha
(ibinabayi) imung tingug, Make your voice 
sound like a woman's. makiba-(�) = HIMA-, 
a. babayin-un a =  BINABA_YI, 1, 2. bayin-an, 
babayin-an, tagbayin-an, tagbabayin-an, tag
bayi n people on a bride's side in a mar
riage. kababayin-an n women as a group. 
Di makabutar ang kababayin-an, The wom
en cannot vote. balayi n parents of one's 
children-in-law. v [C] be in the balayi rela
tion, parents of children that married each
other. binalayi n daughter-in-law. v [Al2; 
al2] make, get as daughter-in-law. pamala
yi v [A2; b] ask a girl's hand from her par
ents. Kinsa may dakung tawu sa imung pa
malayi? When you asked for her hand in
marriage, who was the spokesman? Gipa
may-an na siya; S.o. has already asked for her 
hand in marriage. babayiru = HIMABAYI. t 

bayibiyil n BA YINGBA YING. 
bayibayi� n shin. v [a12] hit in the shins. 
Nahitak,ngking siya kay akung gibayibayi 
pagpatid, He hopped in pain when I kicked 
him in the shins. 

bayin v [A; a] bind a book. 
bayingbaying n praying mantis. 

bayinti number twenty. v see TRIS for con
jugation. bayintihun n 1 twenty-centavo · coin, twenty-peso bill. dya- n twenty-peso
bill. - unu, dus, tris, etc. n twenty-one, two, 
three, etc. bayinti dus n twenty-two rifle. 
bayntisingkuhun n twenty-five cent coin. 
bayinti utsu a lacking in intelligence (like 

. the month of February which has fewer 
days than other months. People who -areborn in February are thought -to have a
tendency to act foolishly.) 

· baykarb n sodium.bicarbonate. 
baykawun, baykawunt n the Viscount air
craft. v [A13P; b6] take a Viscount 

baylakag = BAL Y J\KAG.
baylan n a person supposed to have close and 
friendly. relationships with supeqiatural be
ings, evil or good, such that he can deal 
with them on behalf of other people: he 
can ask them to bring illness or cure ill
nesses of any sort, natural or supernatural 
in cause. He officiates at offerings (diwata)
and at folk weddings and other ceremonies 
in relation to supernatural beings. v [8156]
be, become a bay/an. 

bayli n dance, ball. v 1 [AC; blc3] do ball
room dancing. Gibaylihan (gikabayli) naku 
si Rus, I danced with Rose: Dum kaayu ang 
ilang gibaylihan, The piace where they are
dancing is very dim. Kining sunataha. maa
yung bayliban, This song is a good one to 
dance to. 2 [Al ; a12] hold a dance. bayli
han, baylihanan n dance hall, floor. -rina n 
1 woman fond of, skilled in dancing. 2 taxi
dancer. 3 ballerina. v [816; al 2] become 
skilled in dancing, a ballerina or a taxi
dancer.

baylu v 1 (C; acl ]  exchange. Magbaylu tag 
lapis, Let's exchange pencils. Baylui ug ma
nuk ang akung mais, Barter my corn for a 
chicken. Ayaw ibaylu ang imung sapatus sa 
iyang pantalun, Don't swap your shoes for 
his pants. 2 [AN; a2] take s.t. with the 
understanding that one will give it or its
equivalent back. Bayluun kung imung dus
pisus, I will borrow your two pesos. 3 [A; 
b6(1)] buy things for immediate household 
use. Pagbaylu ngadtug sigarilyu, Go buy 
some cigarettes. n s. t. one borrowed from 
s.o. else. Ang baylu mung kwarta naku wa 
nimu ilisdi, You did not repay the money 
you borrowed from me. bayluay, bayluay
v [C] exchange with one another. 

bayna n· the sheath of a gaff. v [A; c] 1 
sheath the gaff. 2 [a12] make into a sheath. 

baytamins n vitamins. 
bayu, bayul v 1 [A; ab6] beat to a pulp or 
powder. 2 [ .� ;  alb2] rain blows on s.o. Ba-
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yubun takag ilaron ku nimu, I'll rain blows
on you if you swindle me. -in-(➔) n home
made dynamite consisting of a wick, fuse, 
and gunpowder pounded compactly inside 
a can or bottle. 

bayu2 n a coat coloration of horses :  light
yellowish tan to a deep reddish brown. 

bayubayu (from kabayu) name given to va
rious fish with a diagonal posture in the 
water or horse-like appearance, esp. pipe 
fishes. 

bayud a discolored, bruised, esp. fruit. v [B;
a] for fruit or other crops to become dis
colored or bruised. Nabayud ang kamuti 
nga gibyaan sa init, The sweet potatoes 
became discolored because they were left 
exposed to the sun. Nagkabayud ang akung 
lawas sa binunalan, My body has become 
black and blue from being beaten. 

bayudang = BAYURANG. 
bay-ug v [AB; a] 1 shake, rock s. t. Mubay

ug siya sa duyan, magdung-ag pa, She rocks 
the cradle and still has to do the cooking. 
Nabay-ug ang tibuuk Batanggas pagbutu sa 
Taal, The whole province of Batangas shook 
when Taal erupted. 2 shake out of compla
cency, break the peace and quiet. Nabay
ug ang tibuuk balangay sa balita, The whole 
village was shaken up by the news. 3 [B12;
al] get bruised, rattled by being rocked 
or bumped into s.t. Nagkabay-ug ang ba
buy sa kataas sa amung byabi, The pig was 
all bruised and shaken after our long jour
ney. Ayawg bay-uga nang mga mangga, Do 
not bruise the mangoes. 

bayugbayug = BALUKBALUK. 
bayugbug = BALUGBUG. 
bayukawi n k.o. smooth climbing bamboo 

of the forest, woven into baskets: Dinocb
loa scandens. 

bayukbayu k =- BALUKBALUK. 
bayukbuk n natural fertilizer composed of
dead leaves and manure. v 1 [A; b] apply 
compost. 2 [ a12] make into compost. 

bayukut = ALULA 
bayulin n violin. v [A; a2] olay, play on 

the violin. -ista n violinist. v [Bl ;  a12] be
come, make into a violinist. 

bayulit n violet in color. v [B2; c 1] be, make 
violet in color. 

bayumbu n movable screen, room divider. v 
[A; a] put, make into a divider. Bayumbu
ban kung akung kusina, I'll make a divider 
for my kitchen. 

bayung n 1 adolescent cock. 2 adolescent 
boy. v [B25; b6] 1 get to be a cockerel 2 
get to be an adolescent boy. bayungbayung 
n a pre-adolescent boy. 

,bayung2 = DA YUNG. 
bayungad a 1 for s.t. long to be bent or sag
ging. 2 protruding upper lip. v [B] 1 be 
sagging, bent. Nagbayungad ang bukubuku 
sa kabayu sa kabug-at sa karga, The horse's 
back is sagging under the heavy load. Naba
yungad ang atup tungud sa kabug-at sa sin, 
The roof is sagging under the weight of the 
iron sheet. 2 for the upper lip to be pro
truding in an ungainly way. 

bayunita n bayonet. v [A ;  ab2] stab with a 
bayonet. -in- n hunting knife shaped like a 
bayonet.

bayupsi v [A; b5) take a biopsy. 
bayurang n 1 a k.o. bolo about 22" long 

having a straight blade with a straight back 
which curves down to the blade near the 
tip. 2 a k.o. bolo around 18" long with a
shallow convex curve two-thirds way to the 
top edge and upward curve on the bottom 
edge meeting the top edge in a point. 

bayut n 1 sissy. Bayut ka. Nabiulluk ug la
walawa, You're a sissy because you're afraid 
of spiders. 2 male homosexual. Bayut ang 
akung kusturira, My dressmaker is a homo
sexual. 3 small light plane. v [B 126 ; b6]
become sissy or homosexual paN- v [A2; 
b6] hire oneself out to a male homosexual. 
-un(➔) a sissyish, effeminate. Bayutun si
yang manglibuklibuk, He acts in an effem
inate manner. -i 1 = -UN(➔). 2 nagging,
complaining sort. v [B126; b6] be a whin
ing grumbler. 

bayuuk, bayuuk n mumps. v [ a4b4] be af
fected with mumps. Di mabukang akung 
baba kay gibayuuk ku, l can not open my 
mouth because I have mumps. Gibayuukan
ang wala kung aping, l have mumps in the
left cheek. 

bayous n 1 bud from which a fruit or flower 
develops. 2 a girl who is about to blossom 
into full womanhood. v [B] grow buds. Ka
tabum sa buwak nga mubayuus na, How
lovely the budding flower is. 

baywantikwan n a k.o. bargain sale in which 
a buyer gets free an extra item of the same
class as the thing he buys. v [Al 3 ;  c6] hold 
a buy-one-take-one sale. Ibaywantikwan ni
la ang uld-istak. aron madispatsar, They are 
selling their old stock on a buy-one-take
one basis in order to dispose of it. 

bi 1 = AMBL 2 particle coming at the end .1of sentences expressing a request, meaning 
'please' a in requesting an action to be done 
in direction of the speaker. ltudlus ra nang 
butilya, bi, Hand me that bottle, please. 
Dad-a ngari bi, Please bring it over here. Di
ku bi, Yes, please (Lit. I don't want ·any, 
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let me have it). b in requesting an action to 
be done for the benefit of the speaker when 
the speaker is situated close to the person 
requested. Imakinilya ku ari, bi, Please type 
this up for me.

bi2 n letter B.
bi 1 (from bibi) expression of teasing to a 
child to heighten its' embarassment (paghi
bi). Bi, di ka tagaag kindi, Nab, nana nahna, 
you're not going to get any candy. 2 expres
sion used in calling �oats. 

bias n water container made of one internode 
of a bamboo tube. v r a12] make into a bias.

biaw v [B;  b6] 1 for water to gather s.w. Gi
biawan amung silung pagbaba, . Our ground 
floor was filled with water when it flooded. 
2 for tears to well up in the eyes. Mga luba 
nga nabiaw sa iyang mga mata, Tears that 
welled up in her eyes. (➔) n large, loosely 
woven basket where farm produce is gather
ed. -an(➔) n container for holding a supply 
of water. Biawan sa tubig balaan, The font 
of the holy water. 

biaybiay v [A; al)  deride s.o., say s.t. to hu
miliate s.o. Ayaw siya biaybiaya tungud sa 
iyang pagkabakul, Don't humiliate him just 
because he is hunchbacked. Ibiaybiay niya 
ang mabugaw niyang kagabapun, Deride
her with her evil past. n derision. Giantus
ni Kristu ang tanang biaybiay sa mga Hudi
yu, Christ suffered the derision of the Jews. 
ma-un a derisive. Mabiaybiayun nga mga
pangutana, Humiliating questions. 

biaypi n V.l.P.
biba 1 cheerful and jolly in a talkative way.

2 particle: Long live! Biba si Usminya! Bi
ba ang Pilipinas! Long live Osmena! Long
live the Philippines! v [B26; c l ]  be, be
come cheerful. Mubiba (mabiba) ang iyang 
kinaiya ug may kwarta, He gets a cheerful 
disposition when he gets money. bibahut a
endeari.ngly cheerful, jolly. ka- n endearing 
cheerfulness. Di ku maulaw muadtu sa ila
tungud sa ilang kabibabut, I'm not afraid to 
go to their house because they are so warm 
and friendly. 

bibi n small duck with colored feathers. v 
[b6] raise ducks. bibihan n duck farm. 

bibi2 n k.o. lucine clam. 
bibi3 n 1 baby. 2 nickname for a girl. v [A; 
a12] nickname a child 'baby'. 

bibingka n 1 rice cake made from finely 
ground rice mixed with coconut milk, sug
ar, and sometimes with other ingredients as 
flavoring. 2 woman's genitalia (humorous 
usage). - nga usay liki n woman's genitalia 
(lit rice cake with a single crack). - nga hi
law n woman's genitalia. v 1 [A; a2] make 

rice cakes. 2 [A123P; al2] put between the 
devil and the deep blue sea (from the idea 
that the bibingka is baked in between two
fires). Ug mupauli ku kasab-an. Ug dili, ka
sab-an sad. Nabibingka ku, If I go home, I'll 
be cussed out. If not, I'll be cussed out, 
too. l' m between the devil and the deep 
blue sea. 

bibirun n 1 baby's feeding bottle. 2 woman's
breast (humorous). v [AB16; al)  1 feed
with a bottle, take the bottle. Nagbibirun 
ka ba sa imung bata? Are you bottle-feed
ing your baby? Magbibirun lang gihapun 
ning bat.aa, This child still drinks from a
bottle. 2 [A;  c l ]  make into, use as a feed
ing bottle. t 

bibisitir v [B6] take care of s. o.' s child, usu
ally in contexts talking about the States. 
Dad-a ku sa istits, aku lay mubibisitir sa 
imung anak, Take me to the States and I 
will be your child's nursemaid. 

bibliya, bibliya n the Holy Bible. 
bibliyutika, bibliyutika n library. v [Al 3; 
a2] make into a library.

bibu a for a place to be lively, full of fun. 
Bibu kaayung syudad kun mapasku, The
city is full of life at Christmastime. v [B2;
a] get to be lively. t 

bibut n 1 an endearing term for a baby. 2
girl (slang). 3 one's!girl(slang). v [A12;!a12] 
have, make s.o. his girl. lnsik ang iyang gi
bibut, He took a Chinese girl for his girl
friend.

bida
1 n 1 adventure, experiences of a person

in his lifetime. 2 role in a drama. Kinsay
nagda sa bida ni Mariya Klara? Who plays 
the role of Maria Clara? . 3 one who plays 
the leading role. Muintra ku basta akuy bi
da, I'll participate as long as I am the lead
ing lady. v 1 [AC; a] tell one's experiences, 
adventures. 2 [B2356; a2] be the leading 
player, make the leading player. 

hida7 short for PURBIDA. 
bidb1d n 1 k.o. small sprat or herring. 2 net 

used to catch the bidbid. paN- v [A2; b6)
catch bidbid. n fishing for bidbid.

biding
1 

n bead-like embroidery on cloth. -
nga makina n machine for doing beading. v
[A; b6(1)] do beading on cloth. 

biding2, bid4tgs n mattress, sheets, etc. to 
sleep on. v 1 [ A l ;  b6] put bedding s.w. 2
[ c 1] use as, make into bedding. Bid{nga ( i
biding) ning mga habul, Use these sheets for
your bedding. 

bidiyu = BIDYU.
bidlak v [A; a] tear; rip apart with force. Na
bidlak ang iyang sinina nga nasangit sa alam-· 
bri, Her dress got ripped when it got caught 
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on the wire.
bidli n feeling of nausea or heartburn due to ·eating heavy foods. v [B146; a4] develop 

such a feeling. Magbidli ang akung gink_awa
an ug mukaun kug tambuk, I get nauseated 
when I eat pork fat. Gibidli aku pagkaun 
nakug kamuti, I felt heartburn after I ate 
sweet potatoes. 

bidlisiw n rays of the sun. v 1 [A2; b6] for 
the rays of the sun to shine. Mibidlisiw nang 
adlaw pagbangun naku, The sun was shining 
when I woke up. 2 [A2S] for a liquid to 
spurt continuously. Nagbidlisiw ang_tubig sa 
liki sa tubu, The water is spurting out of the 
crack in the water pipe. 

bidsit, bidsiyit n sheet or blanket used as a 
cover. v [A; cl]  put, make into a bed cover. 

biduk = BntUK1 2• 
bidyu n 1 spear: the size of a coconut mid

nl>, used as a probe for crabs and other 
slow-moving things. 2 spear of this size, shot 
like an arrow for small fish. crabs, etc. v [A; 
a] shoot or stab s. t. with a bidyu. paN- V 

[A; a] catch things with the bidyu.
biga n plant cultivated for its edible corms, 

me:nber of the Araceae family, similar in 
appearance to the bagyang (Alocasia ma
crorrbi'.l,Q ), but smaller and growing in dry 
fields. 

biga2 n great sexual desire. Tiguwang piru 
may biga gibapun, He may be old, but he 
still has strong sexual urges. v [A123P; b4]
stimulate one's sexual desire!; have sexual 
desire. Makabiga (makapabiga) ang sibuyas 
bumbay, Onions can increase one's sexual 
desire. Gibigaan ka diba nga mangbaluk ka 
man? Why are you kissing me? Are you 
possessed of an uncontrollable sexual de
sire? paN- v 1 [A2; b6] have sexual desires. 
Namiga nang akung anay, My sow is display
ing sexual desire. 2 [A23] go find sexuar 
adventures. Ang pampaman· ang maayung
pamigaan, The whorehouse is the best place 
to unleash your sexual urges. pa• n aphro
disiac. -un a libidinous, oversexed. v lB 12; 
b6] be, become libidinous. May mga ta
wung mabigaun ug mabubug, There are peo
ple who become oversexed when drunk. 

bipl n 1 sow, mother pig. 2 a woman who 
has given birth (humorous usage). Bigal siya 
apan dili asawa, She is a mother (lit. sow) 
but not a wife. v [ a2] make into a sow. Bi
galun ku ning babuya, I'll raise this pig into 
a sow. -1-un(�) n pig intended to be raised 
into a sow. 

bigamya n bigamy. v [B 126; a3 I be a biga
mist, be charged with bigamy. Ang sum bung 
imbis adultiriya, nabigamya, The charge was 

changed from adultery to bigamy. Nabigam
ya siya kay kaduba magpakasal, �e was 
convicted of bigamy because he contracted 
two mamages. 

bigatla humorous euphemism for BIGATLUN. 
, , .

bigatlun = BIGAUN. see BIGA2· 
bigay v [A; c] 1 give s:t. which has been ex
torted. Ug di ka mubigay, di ka kapa�ar, If
you don't give a bribe, you won't pass. Big
yan giyud ang mga dispatsir, You have to
pay protection money to the dispatchers. 2 
deliver a blow to s.o. Bigyan ta kag imu
kung ilarun, I'll hit you one if you swindle 
me. 3 allow s.o. to make sexual advances 
(slang). M ubigay na siyag iya'!g uyab ang 
kasayaw, She will give herself freely if her 
boyfriend is her dancing partner. 4 [Al2; 
b6] have sexual intercourse with (slang). 
Bigyan nakung akung binigugma, I'll have 
sexual intercourse with my girl. S purpose
ly lose a point in jai-alai to enable the oppo
nent to get it. Ug ibigay na niya run, di na
kadaug, If he purposely loses this game, he 
can't win any more. n a point purposely 
defaulted in jai-alai in order to let the oppo
nent have it. a giving one's self fully to sex
ual advances (slang). 

bigiw v [A2; b3 ]  run fast for a reason. Mibi
giw ug dagan ang ilaga nga nakakita sa iring, 
The rat ran away fast on seeing the cat. Na
kabigiw kug dagan sa pagkahibalu nakung 
naligsan siya, I ran as fast as I could when I 
found out she was run over. n k.o. small 
canoe designed for getting s.w. fast. It con
sists of a single piece with outriggers, slop
ing upwards sharply in the front and the 
back. bigiwbigiw = BIGIW, n. 

bigkas v 1 [A1B26; a12b2] for string, rope, 
cloth, etc. to snap apart under tension, 
make s. t. snap. Wala may nagbigkas ana. 
Nabigkas lag iya, Nobody broke it. It snap
ped by itself. 2 [A2B26; bS) rip stitches 
apart. Gibigkas (gibigkasan) sa sastri ang ba
wakan, The tailor took it apart at the waist. 

bigking = BIKING. 
bigni v [A12C; b3] 1 for animals to fight 
with lots of noise but little action. Gibigni
an sa mga baktin ang lawug, The piglets 
fought over!.the slop. 2 have petty quarrels 
(derogatory usage).

bigsa a 1 with high spirits, tending to be 
noisy and uninhibited in speech and man-' ner. Aligri na siyag makainum kay bigsa, He
is fun when he is tipsy because he is lively. 
2 flirtatious, not passive or reserved towards 
men. v [B] get to be in high spirits or flir
tatious. Mubigsa (mabigsa) nang baybana 
basta naay mga laki, That woman gets co-
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quettish when there are men around. 

bigsyat n big shot (slang). v [B126; a2) get 
to be a big shot. 

bigtas v [AB2; cl] for stitches or bonds 
which hold things together to snap; cause 
them to do so. Kinsay nagbigtas sa kawu sa 
bag? Who made the handle of the bag come 
off? Nabigtas (mibigtas)g_ang tahi sa saku sa 
paghasuk sa kupras, The seams on the sides 
of the sack came open when the copra was 
pounded to stuff it full. 

bigting v [A; b] strike an animal in the leg 
to disable it, usually in preparation for but
chering it. Nagsaguyud ang tarian sa manuk 
ingun kini ·sa bibigtingan, The cock's fight
ing leg is dragging, as if it got slashed. 

biguk v [Ala; a] cheat out of, steal s.t. Kin
say nagbiguk sa kuliksiyun? Who pocketed 
the coUection? 

bigunya n begonias, k.o. ornamental annual 
flowers: Begoniaceae spp. - dibumbilya
hairy species of begonia with white flowers 
and small reddish leaves. - dikalbasa a
hairy species of begonia with large squash
like leaves. - dikurasun k.o. begonia with 
heart-shaped flowers. 

bigut
1 

n s.o. having ugly, knotted scars at 
the neck. v [B126) for the neck to be ugly
with knotted scars. Nabigut ang iyang liug 
sa lamparunis, His neck was all scarred with 
skin eruptions. 

bigut2, bigut
1 

v 1 [A; bS] sew s. t. with large, 
rough stitches. Gibigut (gibigutan) langgining 
tapulan ang iyang muskitirung nagisi, The
lazy girl just sewed her tom mosquito net
with large stitches. 2 [A; be) fasten s.t. 
with a pin. Ibigut ang ribun sa imung pulu, 
Pin the ribbon on your shirt. (➔) n s. t. that 
has been pinned or stitched with large 
stitches. 

bigut
2 

a for a woman's or child's body to be 
compact and well-rounded. Angayan ang 
batingsut sa mabigut niyang lawas, She is 
well-built, and a bathing suit looks good on 
her. 

biguti n mustache. v [Al) wear a mustache .!. 
pa- v [Al] grow a mustache. bigutihun a 1
have a mustache. 2 descriptive name given
to various k.o. fish with barbels. -lyu n
small thin mustache. v [Al!; b6] have, wear 
such a mustache. t 

bigwis
1 

v [B46) have loose bowel move
ments, light diarrhea. Mubigwis ka gyud ug 
magpataka kag kaun, yOU will get loose 
bowel movements if you eat just anything. 

bigwis n offspring. Dagban silang bigwis, 
There�s a lot of kids in their family. paN-·v 
[A2) bear young. Mamigwis na sad ang 

iring, The cat is going to have a litter again.
bihag v [A; a12) la bring into captivity. Mga -murus ang mibihag sa mga Bisaya, Muslims
who captured and carried away Visayan
people. 1 b attract the attention. Makabihag
sa atung pagtagad, Can attract our atten
tion. Bihagun ku ang imung kasingkasing, 
I'll captivate your heart. 2 for fowls to at
tract another fowl not belonging to the 
flock. Nabihag akung sunuy sa ilang bimu
ngaan, My rooster was attracted to stay at 
their place by their hen. 3 [A 3 P ;  b4) def eat 
in a contest such that the loser is given to
the winner, most commonly in cockfight
ing. Gibihagan mig duba, We lost (had de
feated on us) two cocks. (➔) n 1 person
captured. 2· fowls attracted to another flock. 
3 s. t. lost in a contest where the winner 
takes the loser, esp. the defeated cock. bi
hagay v [C; al2] for keeps, such that the 
winner gets the loser's thing. Nagbihagay 
silag hulin, They are playing marbles for 
keeps. maka-r-, ma-un a attractive, captivat
ing. maN-r- n s. t. that is a steady winner, and 
wins over the loser. Mahal kining sunuya 
kay mamimibag, This is a valuable cock be
cause it is a steady winner. 

bihi n k. o. small univalve. 
bihibihi, bihihi = BAHIHi. 
bihikulu n motor vehicle. 
bihilya n a day of abstinence from meat. v

[Al) observe abstinence from meat. 
bihis v [A; b] wipe off the dirt from s.o.'s
body with a damp cloth. Bibisi ang bata 
una pakatulga, Wipe the child's body with a 
wet cloth before putting him to sleep. paN
v [A2; b] wipe oneself or s.o. with a damp 
cloth. 

bihu a adept, skillful. Bibu kaayu siyang ma
makak, She's very good at lying. v [B12)
get to be skillful, adept. Nabibu ku sa pag
pangindiksiyun, I became adept in giving 
shots. 

bihud n 1 roe. 2 one's children (humorous). 
Pila nay bibud mu karun? How many chil
dren do you have now? paN- v 1 [A2] have 
roe. Namihud nang bansikul nga akung na
kuha, The mackerels I caught were full of 
roe. 2 [A23] become pregnant (humorous). 
Namihud ka fang nga way banabana?. You
became pregnant without a husband?!° bid
ban n 1 fish having roe. 2 pregnant woman 
(humorous). tingpamihud n spawn1n� sea
son. 

bihuku = UWAY. 

bihun n k.o. Chinese noodle, -translucent, 
coarser than the miswa but finer than tantbun. v [A1C12;  b6] prepare a dish with 
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bibun.
bii short for Maayung gabii, Good evening. 
bika n 1 potsherd. 2 s. t. worth as much as a

sherd. Unsa man ang sapi ku, bika, nga di 
mu dawatun? Is my money worthless that 
you don't accept it? 

bikabika n k.o. fish. 
bikag v [AB126; a12] prod, urge s.o. to do 

s.t. Bisag giunsag bikag, dili giyud siya mu
kuyug, No matter how much we prod him,
he won't go. Ang iyang tratu mauy nagbi
kag niya pagbimug dautan, Her lover prod
ded her to do!s. t. bad. (➔) a having the urge 
to do things in imitation of theirs. Bikag
nga pagkatawu. Unsay bubatun sa uban 
iyang sundun, He is a copycat. Whatever 

ants to do, too. other people do he w.
bikaka1 = BIKANGKANG.
bikaka n k.o. hopscotch played on a rec

tangufar figure divided into two rows, each 
row of which contains four frames. v [A;
b(l)) play this k.o. hopscotch. 

bikang a 1 busy, preoccupied because of too 
1many things to do at once. 2 encumbering, 

causing extra work. v [B12) get encumber
ed, too busy with many things. Makabikang
(makapabikang) ning mga silya sa akung 
paglampasu, These chairs make it all the 
harder to get the floor scrubbed. Nagkabi
kang ku sa trababu nga nagkadaghan na ning 
mga tawu dinbi, I have so much work now 
that there are so many people staying here. 

bikang , bikang a having the feet spread a
part, Tront to back or sideways. Bikang i
yang linaktan, He walked with his feet 
spread apart. v 1 [A2; c 1] take a stride, 
take a long step. Di siya makabikang kay 
guut iyang palda, She cannot take big steps 
because she has a tight skirt on. 2 [cl]  set 
one's feet apart. Napukling kay wala man 
mabikang ang mga tiil, He fell because he 
had not set his feet well apart. n large stride. 
-in- a for the legs to be widely spread apart. 

bikangkang v [A;  cl) spread one's legs apart. 
Ug di ka mubikangkang, dugay kang kabi
mugsuan, If you don't spread your legs, 
you'll have a hard time giving birth. 

bikarbunatu n sodium bicarbonate. t
bikaryu n officer of the church. 
bikil v 1 [A; cl]  nudge, move s.t. out of its 

position. Kin say nagbikil sa kwadru nga na
barag man? Who moved the picture,that it 
is tilting? lbikil (bikila) ang tupad mung 
natulug, Nudge the fellow beside you. He
fell asleep. 2 [B; c 1] a protrude, stick out. 
Kun magtanum ug kamuting kabuy ibikil 
(bikila) ang pikas tumuy sa yuta, When you 
plant cassava stems, let one end stick out of 

the ground. b encumber by protruding Mu
bikil ang bata sa iyang tiyan iglakaw niya, 
The child in her stomach sticks out and 
makes it hard for her to walk. 2c [A; ab2] 
trip s.o. Nabikil ku sa tuud, I tripped over 
the stump. 3 [B126) suddenly twisted so
as to get sprained. Nagtakiang siyang nagla
kaw kay nabikil ang iyang tiil, He walked 
with a limp because his foot got twisted. 4 
[AC3; ac3] a be contrary, opposed. Ang
iyang anak mauy nakabikil sa iyang pag
minyu ug usab, Her child made it difficult 
for her to remarry. Nagbikil ang ilang mga 
hunabuna, Their opinions differed. b pro
voke a quarrel, annoy s.o. with the purpose 
of angering hi1n. Bisag unsa na lay ilang bu
batun nga ibikil sa bata, They never run out 
of ways to make the child cry. a contrary,
adverse. Bikil kaayu ning bataa. Bisag unsay 
atung isulti, lalisun giyud, This child is very 
contrary. He gives back talk to whatever we 
say. (➔) n quarrel, provocation to a fight. 
Wa pa mahilut ang ilang bikil, Their quarrel 
hasn't been settled. biklunun, biklunun, bi
kilunun a 1 needing prodding. Biklunung
bataa mabawu kag paayun-ayun una muli
buk, The child needs to be prodded. You go 
wild trying to get him to do s. t. 2 very sen
sitive, easily disturbed. Biklunun si Pidru.
Sabdan lag gamay, masuku dayun, Pedro is 
sensitive. Just nudge him, and he gets an
gry right away. 

biking v [A; al2] carry s. t. hanging down in 
1the hands. Nagb{king ug baskit, Carrying a

basket. Ayaw bikinga ang bata, Don't carry 
the child by the arms.

biking2, - pawdir n baking powder. 
bikini n bikini. v [Al ;  c l )  wear, make into a
bikini.

bikiri n bakery. v [A12; al 2) get, make into 
a bakery. 

biks! n Vicks, brand name for mentholated 
1medicines. - inhllir n Vicks inhaler: 

biks7 = BIKUi"

biknma n victim of foul play. v [ a12] be 
made a victim. Nabiktima ku sa mamarigla, 
I was a victim of the thugs. 

bikturi n the money used after the war, so
called because of the legend 'victory' on the 
bill

bikturya v [Al 2) win the love of s.o. Di' ka
na angay mangabugbu sa daang tratu sa imu
nga bana. Tutal, ikaw may nakabikturya ni
ya, You shouldn't be jealous of your hus
band's former girl friend. Anyway, you 
were the one who landed him. 

bikturyusu a victorious.
biku! n hopscotch. v [AC; b6]  play hop-

1 
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scotch. bikubiku = BIKU. 
biku n sweet made of sticky rice cooked 
wit� coconut milk and sweetened, popular
ly eaten between meals. v [A; a2] make 
biku. 

bikug v [APB26 ; al] move s.t. fastened, 
bend s.t. firm out of place, be moved, bent. 
Di ni mabikug kay gilansang, You can't 
budge it because it's nailed. Ang /yang disi
siyun dili mubikug (mabikug), His decision 
cannot be changed. Bikuga siya sa /yang gi
lingkuran, Dislodge him from where he is 
sitting. 

bikug1 
n cramp in the muscles. v 1 [ BN246 ;

b4) get a cramp. Mibikug (namikug, nabi
kugan) akung bitiis, l have a cramp in my
legs. 2 [b(l)) cause cramps. 

bikug2 n a coconut or nipa midrib. silhig nga 
- n broom made of coconut or nipa mid
ribs. (➔) v [A; ab2] beat s�o. with a coco
nut or nipa midrib. 

bikul n variety of white rice, recently intro
duced because of its high yield. 

*bikusbikus ka- v [Al3) be miserably poor 
and hard up. 

bikwad a bent backwards, flat on its back, 
twisted askew. Tukuri nang pusti. Bikwad 
man, Straighten out the post. It is leaning 
over backwards. v [AB; ab2) lean back-
'Wards, be bent askew!; cause s. t. to do so.
Mibikwad siya arun dili biig-an ang iyang
nawung, She ducked backwards so that her
face would not be hit. Nagkabikwad ang tiil 
sa lamisa, The legs of the table are getting 
all bent out of shape. 

bikwang v [A; al2) cause s.t. to fall or turn 
over by pulling the feet or some appendage 
upwards. Bikwanga Lang ang batiya arun 
mayabu ang ·tubig, Tum the basin over to 
spill the water OUt. Bikwanga ang babuy 
dayun gapusa, Pick the pig up by the legs 
and bind it. 

bikwing = BIKI!CJ G. 
bila v [A; blcl) spread the legs apart to the 
sides. Nganung mubila ka mang maglingkud? 
Why do you spread your legs when you sit? 
bilahan n crotch. bilabila n name given to 
grasses which have tassels consisting of three 
or more spikes growing in at greater than 
90° angles from each other (like legs spread 
apart), e.g. Eleusine indica. 

bila, bilaan n ethnic group in Southern Min
danao. ka- n Bilaan region in Southern Min
danao. 

bilad v [AB; cl) widen, spread out, spread 
s.t. out. Ang bulad nukus mubilad kun ibu
mul sa tubig, Dried squid will spread out 
when soaked. Nagbilad sila sa baling arun 

mauga, They are spreading the net to dry it.
Gipamutul niya ang mga tanum arun mabi
lad ang agianan, He cut the trees down to 
widen the path. n width, spread. Hiktin ang 
bilad sa banig, The mat is narrow across. a
wide, broad. Bilad kaayu ang ilang uma, 
Their farm stretches over a broad area. 
biladbilad = BALI.ALA. 

bilada1 n program of musical and literary 
numbers, usually held in the evening. v [Al!;
a) hold such a program. 

bilada
2 

n extension of a room or of a house. 
v [A; cl) make an extension, add an exten
sion to a room. 

bilag-ung = BALAG-UNG. 
bilakavv [Al ; cl) _sit squat with legs crossed. 

1Nagbilaka siyang naglingkud daw Budba, 
He is squatting with legs- crossed like Bud
dha. 

bilaka2 n a variety of dwarf coconut, so 
short that sometimes its fruit touch the 
ground, with a trunk as big as the ordinary 
variety of tree, but with slightly bigger
fruit. 

bilang v [A2; cl) consider, treat s.o. as. Di
ku mubilangnimung igsuun tungud sa paka
uwaw nga imung gipatik sa atung ngalan, 
I won't recognize you as a sister because of 
the disgrace you brought upon our name. 
Gibilang kung inaban ang akung gikasira
ban, I consider my landlady a mother. n in
the capacity of. Bilang mananambal sultian 
tikaw sa makadaut nimu, As a doctor I'll 
tell you what is harmful for you.

bilangbilang n k.o. cactus-like plant of the 
strand, the stems and leaves of which are 
used as a condiment and vegetable: Sesu
vium portulacastrum. 

bilangga n infection affecting the vaginal lips, 
characterized by reddening and intense itch
ing. , v [ a4b4] for vaginal lips to become 
reddish and itchy. Malagmit bilanggaun (bi
langgaan) kag dili ka mangbugas sa imung 
binday, You'll get an infection in your 
vagina if you don't wash it. 

bilanggu v [A3P; cl] imprison. Bilangguun
(ibilanggu) ka sa imung lawak, yOU will be 
confined to your room. -in- n prisoner. -an 
( ➔) n prison.

bilanggutanan expression of surprise or dis
comfort, mild euphemism for bi/at sa iyang 
ina. Bilanggutanan, bikalimtan kung akung 
yaw� Damn! I forgot my keys. v [ al 2] 
say bilanggutanan to s.o. 

bilangkad, bilangkat v [A; c1] have the legs 
spread wide apart. Nagbuy-ud siya nga nag
bilangkat sa katri, She was sprawled on the 
bed with her legs apart. -ra!n broad, woman 
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who is cooperative in sexual matters. 
bilar n vigil, esp. one of the dead. Dunay bi
lar basta dunay mamatyan, A vigil is always 
held if the dead person has relatives. � 1 [A; 
b] keep a wake. Gibilaran nila ang minatay, 
They kept vigil over the corpse. 2 (A;  b] 
do s. t. late into the night. Magbilar kug tuun 
rung gabii, I will stay up late studying to
night. 2a [B156] stay up late. Nabilar ku 
gabii kay bilabibang pagsakit sa bata, I stay
ed up late last night because the baby was 
very sick. 

bilas n the husband or wife of one's hus
band's or wife's sibling. v [C; a12] be bilas.
Magbilas na ta kay gipakaslan kung igsuun 
sa imung asawa, We're bilas now because I 
married your wife's sister. 

bilas n eye infection, conjunctivitis. v [Al 23 
P;  a4] have sore eyes. Gibilas akung mata, I
have conjunctivitis. 

bilasun n k. o. fish, the name given to the 
broad species of Caesio, esp. Caesio ery
tbrogaster.

bilat n 1 cunt of a person or animal (coarse). 
2 profane exclamation. a expression indi-,eating disbelief. Bilat! Asa man ku mutuu 
adtu, Hell! You think I'd ever believe that. 
b expression indicating exasperation at s.t.
which happened contrary to one's desires. 
Bi/at! Nasipyat pa giyud da, Shit! I miss
ed again. - sa imung (iyang) ina, inahan 1
profane exclamation used upon experienc
i annoya11;ce. Ikawng bilat sa imung inabangka, You son of a bitch, you. Gikaun sa bilat 
sa ,yang ina, The son of a bitch ate it. 2 wat
chamacallit, a filler word. Ag kadtung unsa 
gud tung bi/at sa iyang inaba tu - iyang ibi, 
That - um, what was that son of a bitch 
there called, the axle. bilatbilat v [B1245; 
al2) have more work to do than one can 
manage (coarse word). Nagkabilatbilat ku sa 
trababu dinbi, I'm swamped with work here. 
Akuy imung bilatbilatun· ug pabayad ning 
utanga? yOU trying to drive me crazy pay
ing these debts. -ra n broad, a derogatory
word referring to a woman. 

bilaug n k.o. fair-sized, edible clam. 
bilay n hanging screen. (�) v (A; a} hang a 
protective screen. Gibilayan ku ang bata
arun di mainitan, I hung a screen up for the 
child so it wouldn't be in the sun. bilaybilay
v (A; a] hang a temporary walling for a 
temporary shelter. Magbilaybilay ta sam
tangwala pa tay balay, We'll put up a screen 
as a temporary shelter as long as we have
no house. 

bilbatum n bell-bottom pants. 
bilbaw see suRisu. 

bilbign k.o. white,edible clam,growing to 2". 
bilbiki = MIUBIKL 
bilbil v [A123P; a12] make, be overly obese. 
Ang imung kadakug kaun mauy nakabilbil 
(nakapabilbil) nimu, Your voracious appe
tite made you overly obese. -un a overly
obese. 

bilding n building. v .  [b6] erect a bu�ding. 
bildu n glass. Bildu sa bintana, Glass in the 
window. v [A;  b6(1)] fit s.t. with glass. Bil
duban tag bag-u ang lmung antiyubus, Let's
fit your glasses with new lenses. 

bildura n vegetables, root crops cooked in . 
stews and soups with meat. v (A; b6(1)]
cook vegetables with soup or. stew. 

bildyun n k.o. bread in loaf, around 6" long
with a fine, soft texture. 

bilgas n Belgian nuns. Ang kulibiyu sa Santa 
Tirisa gipadagan sa mga bilgas, _St. Theresa's 
School is run by Belgian sisters. 

bilhad v [A; a12] pull two vertical things 
apart. Bilbara ang birba arun makalusut ta, 
Pull the railings apart so we can get through. 

bill n 1 price. Ang bili sa palalitun, The price 
of commodities. 2 worth. Wa nay bili ang 
kinabubi ug mawala ka, Life is worthless 
without you. hatag ug - V [A;  b(l)] not 
value s. t. Ang akung tambag dili batagan ug 
bili, He does not value my advice. v 1 [A23] 
cost. Mibili nag pisus ang gantang sa mais, 
A ganta of corn costs one peso. la cost s.o. 
s.t., result in. Kanang imung binuang mubili 
nimug kastigu, Your foolishness will cost 
you a spanking. 2 [b6] quote a price to s.o. 
Bilban ta kag singku, I will offer it to you
for five. bililhun a valuable, precious. 

bilib be impressed by s.o. Bilib k� nimu da, 
antigu giyud kang mukanta, I'm impressed
by you. You sure know how to sing. v [B
2 3 ( 1)46 ; b 3] be impressed. Mibilib ang ha
baying sapian siya kay dunay awtu, The 
woman was impressed, thinking he was rich, 
because he had a car. Ang biliban naku a
nang buksidura ang iyang lipbuk, What im
pressed me about that boxer is his left 
hook. pa- v [A; a12] put on an act to im
press s.o. Nagpabilib na sad ang bambugiru, 
The braggart is trying to impress us again.

bilibid1 2 � BALIBUD1 2
bilibid3a' n national penitentiary. v [B126) 
be put in Bilibid Prison. pa•" [A; c] be put 
in Bilibid. t 

biUbuda1 ,2 = �LIBUD1,2. 
biUhul = BULIBUY.
biligya = BALIGYA.
bfilk v 1 [AB2S6; a) turn on its axis, spin s.t. 
Mubilik nang!.manubilag iya ra, That steer: 
i wheel turns by itself. Siyay mib,lik sa ng 
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timun, He turned the steering wheel of the 
boat. 2 [A; al2] twist individual strands to 
be made into rope. Dili nimu bilikun ang
lugway ug hugut arun dili mukulus, Don't
twist the strand tight so that it won't kink. 
n turning. -an n device for twisting strands 
into rope. 

bilikis = BALIKIS.
bilin n nativity scene depicted in a creche. v

[A13 ;  b6) make, put a creche s.w. 
bilin v 1 [A; c] leave s. t. behind. Kin say nag
bilin ning baskit din hi? Who left this basket 
here? Bin/an ta kag bugas, I'll leave you 
some rice. I bilin ang bata, Leave the child 
behind . .  2 [b6] for a wife to be left preg
nant when her husband dies. Gibinlan siya 
pagkamatay sa iyang bana, She was preg
nant (lit. had s. t. left in her) when her hus
band died. 3 - ug pulung, sulti [A) leave 
word. Nagbilin siyag sulti nga ipatiwas ang 
imung trababu, He left word for you to fin
ish your work. n 1 one's turn to be left be-,hind. Akung bilin run, It's my turn te - :ay 
behind this time. 2 words, orders left by s.o.
Ang bilin ni Tatay una mamatay, Father's
last words before he died. 3 s.o. who stays 
behind. Akuy bilin sa balay, I'll stay in the 
house. pa- v [A) 1 stay behind. Akuy mag
pabilin, I'll remain behind. 2 remain in the 
same way. Nagpabilin silang malipayun, 
They remained happy. Di makapabilin ug
dugay ang babu ning agwaha, The smell of 
this perfume won't remain long. hi-Iha-(➔) 
v [B1256; b4) 1 be left behind. Nabibilin
k u paglarga sa barku, I was left behind when 
the boat left. Ang samad nahibinlan ug mga 
sugsug, Small slivers were left in his wound. 
2 be the amount remaining. Pisus ray naba
bilin sa subul naku, Only one peso was left 
from my salary. 3 - sa daplin for a girl to
fail to get married. pamilinbllin v [A) 1 go
around saying good-bye. Namilinbilin siyag 
pamisita usa mulangyaw, She's making her 
goodbye visits before she emigrates. 2 leave 
needlessly. ka- n inheritance. Giparibas pag
babin ang amung kabilin, Our inheritance 
was divided equally. v [c] for an inheritance 
to be left to s.o. Di mamatay ang ungu ug 
di ikabilin ang iyang kalaki, The witch can 
not die if the source of his power is not left 
to s.o. else. binlunun = BIUN, n3. 

bil-is n k.o. tall, slender, ornamental palm 
with pinnate leaves, the fruit of which are 
similar to the Areca and may also be chew
ed: Heterospatbe elata. 

biliyun n billion. v [A23] reach the billion 
mark. -in- a by the billions. 

hilt-inan built-in cabinet and shelves. v [A; a] 

construct, put built-in furniture s.w. 
biltubil n fight which endures the entire 
round - from the opening bell to the clos
ing bell. Ang biltubil nilang away, Their
fight which lasted from bell to bell. 

bilu n veil. v [A; a] 1 wear, make into, put
on a veil. 2 [A; b6] be a veil sponsor in a 
wedding ceremony, the one who puts the 
veil over the shoulders of the couple in the 
course of the ceremony. 

bilug, bilug n matchsticks. 
bilungbilung n moonfish: Mene maculata. 
bilus n k.o. outriggered sailboat, reaching 
20' in length. dus - n two-masted sailboat. 
v [Al; b6] ride this sort of sailboat. 

bilwa v [B 16; c 1] for the legs to be spread 
in falling. Nabilwa ang iyang tiil pagkahilg 
maung nalisa, He fell down with his feet 
stretched apart, and they were dislocated. 

bilya n belt buckle. v [A; ac] pµt a buckle 
1on s.o., make into a belt buckle. 

bilya2 n k.o. game of marbles where the mar
bles are shot into four holes arranged in a 
square.

bilya3 n villa, suburban mansion. v [Al;  b6]
make a villa. 

bilyaka = mLYAKU (female). 
bilyaku a pranking, mischievous, but not of 
a malicious sort. Gisuling sa bilyaku ang ma
istra, The naughty boy peeped up the teach
er's dress. v [B 126 ; b6] be, become mis
chievous. -in-(➔) v [A13 ; cl ]  act in a mis
chievous way. 

bilyanu n tossing coins, heads or tails. v [AC;
c 3 ]  toss coins. 

bilyar n billiards. v [AC; c3]  play billiards
bilyiti n 1 a note, a short letter. 2 love letter. 
bilyu n strands of fiber twisted together into 

a string. v [A; cl] twine hand-twisted 
strands into a thin rope (pisi). bilyuhan,
bilyuhanan n device for twining strands in
to rope. 

bilyun a crazy, doing crazy, foolish things. v
[B126; b6] go crazy. Culu- a somewhat cra
zy. -in- n crazy antics. -aryu n billionaire.

bimul n flat in music. v [AB26 ; b6cl] 1 play 
a diminished chord, for a chord to be dim
inished. Siyay nagbimul sa katapusang ba
hin sa kanta, He played the finale with a 
diminished chord. 2 play a note too low,
flat in pitch. Mibimul (mabimul) ang tunu, 
mau nga ius-us ang imung tudlu, The notes 
are flat, so lower your fingers. 

binag v [A; c] set s.t. aside to give it away 
or donate it. Kada adlaw sa minatay magbi
nag giyud kug kwarta para ipamisa, Every
All Souls' Day, I set aside a small amount 
for the mass. Ibinag natu nila ring ubang bu-
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may, We will set aside the rest of t.his rice 
for them 

binagri n sour vinegar from pineapple, apples. 
v [A; al 2) make vinegar. 

binagsaan (from usa) n any outriggered sin-
gle-seater canoe. 

binakhawan = BA�AW2, n.
binalatung see BALAnJNG.
binangkal n delicacy made of leftover bread 
or cookies with sugar made into a ball, cov
ered with sesame seeds and fried.

binaw n deer.
bindahi n bandage. v [A; a] 1 bandage s. t 
Bindabian tang imung hubag, Let's bandage
your boil 2 [A; a] make into a bandage. 

binday n child's talk for female genitalia. 
bindisiyun n 1 blessing, benediction. Bindi
siyun sa pari, The priest's benediction. Bin
disiyun sa mga ginikanan, Parental blessing. 
Ang ilang pagdaug mag-agad sa bindisiyun 
sa prisidinti, Their victory depends upon 
having the president's blessings. 2 approval.
May bindisiyun na ba sa mayur ang imung 
papilis? Do your papers bear the mayor's 
approval? v [A; bl] 1 give a benediction. 
2 give approval to s. t. 

bindita n holy water. agwa - holy water. -
sa lukay Palm Sunday. v [A; b(l)] sprinkle 
holy water on. binditahanan 1 place where 
holy water is kept. 2 thing to be blessed. 
-du n s. t. that has been blessed by a priest. 

binditu v [A; c6] clasp the hands on the 
breast as in prayer. 

binga, binga, bingag n k.o. baler (volute) 
shell, used to crush cocoa seeds. 

bingal n a slit or opening in a garment made 
for convenience in putting it on. v [A; b6 
(1)) put a slit in a garment Bingali ang lu
yu sa imung blusa, Put a slit in the back of 
the blouse. 

bingat v [A; a] 1 widen the angle of opening. 
Mibingat siya sa balisung, · He opened his 
jackknife. Bingatag maayu ang tiiltiil sa ka
mira, Spread out the camera tripod. 2 
stretch the sides of a hole, pull an elastic 
string. Ayaw bingata imung baba, Don't
stretch your mouth at the sides. Gibingatan
ku bitaw siyag tiradur, midagan lagi, As soon 
as I stretched my slingshot, aiming at him, 
he ran away. 

bingaw = BINGAL
bingbing v [A;  al 2b2] tweak a part of the
body with the thumb and forefinger, usually
the ears. Akuy mubingbing ninyu ug mag
saba mu, I'll tweak your ears if you make .noise.

bingga (slang form) v [A2; b] 1 go ahead and 
dos. t. involving danger. Bingga. Sukli, Come 

on, fight him. Ug banggatun ka binggabi, If
he threatens, go ahead, get into it 2 come
on, step on it. Bingga. Maapsan ta, Step on 
it. They're about to overtake us. 3 maul 
s.o. Gibinggahan aku sa mga bagis, The
toughs mauled me. 

binggadura a 1 saying bad things about oth
ers with malicious intent. 2 vengeful. v [B
12] be a malicious gossip. Nabinggadura si
ya kay gustung mangamung, She became 
malicious in her talk because she wants oth
er people to suffer her fate. 

binggala n sparkler, k.o. fireworks that emit 
sparks.

binggansa n vengeance of a severely harmful •sort
binggar v 1 [A2; a12] harm others by speak
ing ill of them. Naminggar kay nasina, She
is saying evil things because she is envious. 
2 [A; b(l)] beat up (slang). Gibinggaran
ang tigulang, The old man was mauled. n 
s. t. bad said of s.o. designed to harm him. 

binggu n bingo. v 1 [A; b6] play bingo. 2 [A
23] get bingo. Kaduba ku makabinggu ga
bii, I got bingo twice last night. 3 [B26; b6] 
for a card to go bingo. Hapit na mubinggu 
ang akung kard, My card is about to go 
bingo.

bingit n throat infection. v [ a4b4] have a 
sore throat. Gibingit (gibingitan) ku, I got 
a sore throat. 

bingka = BIBINGKA.
bingkas v [AB; a] rip stitches apart, for 
stitches to get ripped apart. Kinsay nagbing
kas niining sininaa? Who ripped this dress 
apart at the stitches? Ayaw inata arun dili 
mabingkas ang tab,: Do not pull at it or the 
stitches will get undone. 

bingkil v [C; b3] small quarrel, misunder
standing. Natural sa mga bata nga magbing
kil sa mga dulaan, It's only natural for chil
dren to fight about toys. ka-an n difference, 
reason for misunderstanding.

bingkung n tool resembling a small pick or 
axe with blade placed at an angle to the 
handle, used to dig up the soil shallowly, 
hollow out dugouts, trim logs, etc. v 1 [A; 
a12] work on s.t. with this instrument. 2
[Al 3; al 2]_ make into this instrument. paN· 
an n name given to the hammerhead shark, 
so called because its flattened head with its 
oculonarial expansions is positioned to the 
body as the blade of a pick is to its han
dle.

bingwit1 v 1 [AlN; a12b2] catch fish in 
shallow waters with a hook and line, usually 
using also a fishing rod. 2 [A12; a12] trap 
s.o. into marriage. Nakabingwit si Tikla ug 
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sapiang Insik, Tecla snared a rich Chinese. 
bingwitJ = BINGIT.
binhanun n youngest man or boy in a group 
of men or boys. 

binhi n seed. Migitib nang binbi nga gipugas 
ku sa imung sabakan, The seed which I 
planted on your womb is now beginning to 
grow. v [c16] 1 use as a seed for seedlings. 
Binhia (ibinhi) ang lisu nianang kapayasa 
kay dumadagku, Use the seeds of that papa
ya for seedlings because it is a large vari·ety. 
2 implant in one's mind. Binbia (ibinbi) sa 
iyang kaisipan ang kabuutan, Instill hones
ty in his mind. 

binhud = BANHUD. 
binibuy n homosexual man. 
binignit n k.o. sweet soup eaten as a snack, 
made of root crops and bananas cooked in 
coconut milk together with various other 
starchy ingredients, jackfruit, and flavoring. 
v [A; a2] make, make into binignit. 

binipisyu n 1 activity held to raise money for 
charity. 2 charity, pecuniary help. Nangayu
ang alkaldig binipisyu sa mga nasunugan, 
The mayor asked for charity for the fire 
victims. v [Al ; b6] hold a benefit, etc. Mag
binipisyu ta arun makasapi ang pangilin,
Let's hold a benefit ball to raise money for 
the fiesta. 

binit v [A; al] cai;ry s.t. heavy by holding it 
at the top or at one end and letting it dan
gle. Ayaw binita ang bulsita kay mabusbus, 
Don't carry the paper bag by the top be
cause the bottom will give way. 

binlad = BINULAD. see BULAD.
binl.angan n container for holding food or 
water for animals. v [Al; a2] make s.t. into
a feeding container. 

binlud n 1 finely ground corn grits. 2 small
child who is allowed to participate in a 
game just to humor it. 

binrubyum n k.o. orchid. 
binsul n stinger of a ray fish.
binta n sale of s.t. Kusug ang binta sa karmi-

' 1l,tus kun duul sa tulunghaan, Candy sells 
fast near a school. v [A2; c] offer s. t. for
sale. Ang ilang pinalit sa Sandakan ibinta sa 
Hulu, The things they buy in Sandakan they 
sell in J olo. t 

binta2 n advantage given in a game or con
test. v 1 [A2; c] give s.o. an advantage. Pila
ka puntus ang ibinta mu naku? How many 
points will you give me as advantage? 2 
[Al23 ; b8) get an advantage. Ug makabin
ta kag duha ka puntus, di na siya kaapas, 
If you get two points advantage, he won't 
be able to catch up. 

binta3 n vinta, k.o. speedy sailboat used by 

Muslims, with colorful sails and with one or 
two outriggers. v [Al ; al 2] take, make into 
a vinta. 

bintaha n 1 advantage in competition. Binta
ba kaayu nga may titulu ta, It is a great ad
vantage to have a degree. 2 for a condition
to be somewhat better. Bintaba run kay bu
baratu ang baligya, �onditions are better 
now because food is cheaper. Bintaba run 
ang {yang hilanat, His fever is better now. v 
1 = BINTA2. 2 wala - [C3] be evenly 
matched, such that no one has an advan
tage. Wa magbintaba ug daku ang inyung 
dubang lawas, Your two bodies are evenly 
matched. 3 [B246] for conditions to im
prove. (➔) =  BINTAHA, n2. paN• v [A2; b6) 
take advantage at the expense of another. 
Namintaba ang magulang pagbabin sa kindi, 
The oldest child took advantage of the oth
ers when the candy was divided. bintaha
dur, bintahusu a one who takes advantage 
of weaker people. v [B 126 ;  b6] become a · person of the· sort that takes advantage. 

bintana n window. v [A; cl] make, add a 
window. paN- v 1 [A2; b] sit by or look 
out of the window. Pamintanai ang nagta
wag nimu, Look out of the window at the 
man calling you. 2 [A2] show as if appear
ing in a window. Namintana {yang pikuy, 
His penis peeped out. 

bintang
1 

n 1 distance between. Duba ka dupa 
Lang ang bintang sa .duha ka balay, The two 
houses are only two fathoms apart from 
each other. 2 advantage, edge in a race or 
contest. Kun ikaw lay makiglumba naku ta
gaan ta pa kag bintang, I'll give you an ad
vantage if it's just you that's going to race 
with me. v [AC; cl] 1 be at a distance, .be
ahead of s.o. Nagbintang sila pagpangling
kud, They sat far from each other. Ibintang
(bintanga,.bintanga) pagbutang ang mga ka
ang, Place the flower pots far apart from
each other. 2 give an edge in a contest. Bin
tangan ta kag dus kartas, I'll give you an ad
vantage of two cards. 

bintang2 v [AN; b6(1)] accuse, lay the 
blame on s.o. Dili maayu nga mubintang 
(mam�ntang) ·ta ug sala kun dili kita siguru, 
We must not lay blame on s.o. if we are llOt 
sure about it. Akuy nabintangan sa sayup,
I was blamed for the mistake. 

bintanilya n small window, e.g. a porthole. v 
[b6] put a small window in. 

bintarug n male genitalia. (humorous euphe
mism). Kadaku niya ug bintarug, How big 
his penis is!

binti = BAYINTI.
bin ti n mixer, soft drink or water to dilute 

1 
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liquor. v [A; ac] mix drinks. Bintiun niya
ang lambanug ug sibin-up, He will mix the 
seven-up and the nipa palm toddy together. 

binti2 v [BN] for the veins to be, b·ecome
prominent. Mibintt' ang ugat sa iyang na
wung sa kasuku, The veins in his forehead 
stood out in his anger.

bintiladur n electric fan. v [Al 3) 1 use an
electric fan. 2 [A;  b] install an electric fan. 

bintiluyun n ventilation.
bintul n k.o. large fish corral made of bam
boo �lats placed in a circle. A light placed 
in the middle attracts fish which are then 
caught with a net. v [AC12; b6(1)] 1 fish 
with a bintul. 2 [A; cl]  make into a bintul
corral. 

hintulawu a ungainly or awkward-looking be
cause of poor proportioning. Bintulawu si
yang tan-awun kay gamayg ulu, He looks 
ungainly with his small head. Bintulawu 
nang balaya kay babug piro gamay, That
house looks unbalanced because it is tall
but very small. 

bintus n mahjong pieces which represent the 
winds. Occasionally, the pieces which repre
sent the grasses, daggers, and mirrors also 
are called bintus. v [Al2; b(l)] have, draw 
bintus in mahjong. Ug di ku bintusan (bin
tusan) mapu"' ang akung karta, If I don't
draw any bintus, my cards will be all of one 
kind. 

bintusa n method of relieving muscular aches 
by placing a· glass on the skin and burning
a wick in it to create a vacuum and draw 
the flesh into the glass. v [A; b6] adminis
ter dry cupping. Iyang gibintusaan dayun 
ang iyang pamaul, He applied dry cupping 
to his sore muscles. 

binu n wine or hard liquor. v [a2] make into 
wine. - tintu red table wine. 

binug n wet spongy ground. Di muayun ang
mais dinbi kay binug, Com won't do well 
here because it is swampy. v [B12) become 
boggy. Nagkabinug ang nataran sa siging
ulan, The yard is becoming all swampy be
cause of.the continuous rain. -un a of a bog
gy quality. t 

hinulabid = BALUNABID. 
binunga n k.o. small tree of secondary forest, 

the sap of which is used as glue for musical
instruments: Macaranga tanarius. 

hinyal n venial sin. Ang salang binyal mapa
saylu, Venial sins are forgiveable. - pa ex
pression used in swearing, that one will do 
s.t. Magbag-u na ku, binyal p_a, I'll change 
my ways, may I commit a venial sin if I 
don't. 

hipiay n acronym for the BPI, Bureau of 

Plant Industry. 
bip-istik n a k.o. dish consisting of thinly 
sliced beef fried with spices and soy sauce. 
v [A; a2] make, make into this dish. 

bir1 n beer.
bir2 = ABIR. 
bira v 1 [AC2; cl]  pull, tug at s.t. while 

Istanding still. Nagbira sila sa pis,: They are 
having a tug-of-war with the rope. Biraba
(ibira) na sa wala, Pull it to the left. 2 [A3; 
al2b2] attach property to repay a debt. 
Bayri imung utang aron di birabun imung 
yuta, Pay your debts so your land won't be 
foreclosed. 3 [A2; b6] make an extension
to a structure (pull on the dimensions). Bi
rabi ang kusinag duba _ka mitrus sa luyu, 
Add two meters to the kitchen in the back. 
4 - ang kawit [a12) for a winner to treat 
to a drink of toddy. Nakadaug lagi ka, sigi 
biraba ang kawit, Since you won, you treat 
(lit. grab for the palm toddy container). S 
- sa kunut [al2) be wrinkled due to age 
(humorous). Gibira na siya sa kunut piro 
maminyug usab, She is old but she's going 
to marry again. 6 [A; a2] strip fiber from 
abaca. n 1 the extent or length of action of 
pulling s. t. Gimab-an naku ang pasul ug tulu
ka bira, I shortened the fishing line by three 
arm lengths. 2 single act of hauling s. t. Ki
ning kargaba madala sa usa ka bira, This
cargo can be taken in one trip. 3 command
given to a driver to get moving. U sigi Bira. 
All right. Let's get going. birabira n line
fishing in which one keeps pulling the line 
out repeatedly rather than just waiting. v
[A; b] fish in this way. -da(,f-) n a single 
trip or haul that a vehicle takes. Mada tas 
usa ka birada, We can all be taken in one 
trip. v [A12] make [ so-and-so] many hauls. 
Makabirada tag daghang pasabiru kay tabu, 
We can haul lots of passengers because it's 
market day. 

bira v [A2; b) punch, beat up s.o. (slang).
2Birabun naku nang bubug, I'll beat up that 

drunk. 
biradur n 1 screwdriver. 2 one who strips 

abaca fiber. 
biranda n veranda. v [A;  cl) make, make 

in to a veranda. 
hiranu n summer time (March, April, May). 
v [A; b(l)] spend one's summer vacation. 

birbal n verbal, not written. Kuntratung bir
bal, Verbal contract. v [al2] make an agree
ment verbal. 

birbiki = BIRIBIKI.
birbina n name given to numerous genera of

ornamental and wild herbaceous mem hers 
of the Verbenacea11. 
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birbu n 1 verb. 2 word, logos (Biblical). Ug
ang birbu nabimung unud, And the word 
became flesh. v [A; c16] conjugate a verb. 

birdadiru a real, genuine. Birdadiru nga batu, 
Real precious gems. 

birdi a 1 green. 2 dirty, off-color story. 3 
name given to a mahjong piece with a green 
grass design: green dragon. - budlya bottle 
green. - mansanas apple green. v [B;  cl] 1
be, become green in color. 2 be off-color. 
Gibirdihan siya nianang isturyaba, He con
siders that story to be off-color. 3 [A12B 
1256; b8] draw a greln dragon in mahjong. 
Ug makabirdi ku, makakang giyud ku, If I 
get a green ,dragon, I'll get a set of four. 

birds-ay n bird's-eye, brand of cloth used for 
diapers, napkins, etc. 

bird uh paradayis n bird of paradise, an orna
mental banana-like plant: Strelitsia reginae 
and Heliconia latispatba. · · 

birdugu n executioner. v lal 2] make into an 
executioner. 
. , ' ' , ,

btrgansusa = KIPIKIPL see KIPI. 
birgat a for a woman to act so as to attract
men's attention and give them to under
stand that she is easy to approach. Birgatag
kinataw-an. Nagdalag kambir, What a flirta
tious laughter, full of come-on's. v [ B ;  b6]
be, become a flirt. 

birgatinya = mRGAT.' ' , 'birgum karum = KIPIKIPI. see KIPI. 
birha n grating, grillwork over an opening to 
avoid entry or exit. v [A; cl] install, make 
into a grille. 

birhin n 1 Virgin Mary. 2 statue of the Vir
gin Mary. 3 a woman who has not had sex
ual intercourse. v [b6) consider a woman a 
virgin. 

biribiki n brace, a carpenter's tool for hold
ing auger bits. 

biribiri, biribiri n a sickness, beri-beri. v - [A
123P; a4) be affected with beri-beri 

birig v [A2; b6] 1 for a male fowl to per
form the courtship dance with the female. 
Gibirigan sa sunuy ang bimungaan, The
rooster courted the hen. 2 for a man to 
make a pass at a woman. Bisag sitinta anyus 
na mubirig pa gayud, He's seventy years 
old, but he still makes passes. -ay v [A13) 
for fowls or people to prance about prepa
ratory to attacking each other in a fight. 
Nagbirigay ang duba ka baksidur, The two 
boxers were prancing around. birigbirig v 
[A; b3) hang around s.o. to get s.t. from 
him. Nagbirigbirig siya naku kay duna siyay 
ipamarayig, He has been courting me be
cause he is going to ask for s. t. 

biriking n automatic drill. 

hiring n bearings of a machine. v [b6(1)] put 
bearings in s. t. 

birisbiris = WIRISWIRIS. 
birlina n automobile having an enclosed com
partment in the back and the driver's seat
open. v [A 1] take such a car. 

birmuda1 n Bermuda shorts. v [A; a) wear, 
make into Bermuda shorts. 

birmuda2 n Bermuda grass. 
bimz.kular, bimakyular n vernacular. 
bimis n Friday. v 1 [B2S6; b4] be Friday. 
Nagbirnis (mibirnis) na lang wa gibapun si
ya muabut, It is (got to be) Friday and he 
has not arrived yet. Hibirnisan kug uli tu
ngud sa bagyu, It was already Friday when 
I arrived because of the typhoon. 2 [B1256) 
do things on Fridays. Mabirnis ray iyang i
anhi, He'll come only on Fridays. bimis
bimis every Friday. Birnisbirnis ang tinglf
mus sa simbaban, They beg at the church 
on Fridays. - Santu n Good Friday. nawung 
ug - long faced. v 1 (ANl] spend Good 
Friday. 2 [B]!. get a long face. Nagbirnis ang 
iyang nawung kay wa paubana, She has a 
long face because she wasn't allowed to go
along. siti - well-aged palm toddy. 

birsikulu n verse in the Holy Bible. 
birsiyun n version, particular variation of s. t. 
birsu n k.o. detonating device used former-1ly to set off loud explosions during gala or 
religious festivities. 

birsu2 n metrical verses. v [A23C; cl]  debate 
in verse. Nagbirsu sila sa kuli/.isi, They had 
a debate in verse at the wake. 

birsus versus. Si Ilurdi birsus di Liyun, Elor
de versus de Leon. 

birta = BWILTA. 
birtdi n birthday of a living person. v [Al ;
bc(l)) celebrate one's birthday. Birtdiban
kung akung kamagulangan, l'll give a birth
day party for my eldest child. paN· v (A23] 
attend s.o.'s birthday party. - parti n birth-
day party. - kik n birthday cake. 

birdbra n vertebra. 
birtikal n vertical. v [c16] make s.t. vertical.
birtkuntrul n birth control. v [Al 3 )  practice 
birth control. 

birtud n 1 special, often magical powers of 
s.t. Duna siyay birtud kay sugtun dayug
babayi, He has special powers because he is 
irresistible to women. Tawu nga may bir
tud sa usa, Man that has the swiftness of a 
deer. 2 virtuous deed. Ang kabuutan mauy 
birtud nga angayang sundun, Honesty is a 
virtue that is worth emulating. 

birtusu n virtuoso. v [B26] become a.virtuo
so.

biru v [B12; abc] be worried, concerned 
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abouts. t. Unsa na say imung gibiru sa imung 
inaban? What did you bother your"mother
with again? Ang inadLaw nga gaLastuban 
mauy akung nabiruan, The money to meet 
daily expenses is what is worrying me.

binik n a penetrating, deeply nauseous body 
odoi. v [A123P; a] have B.O. Gibiruk siya 
kay bugawan, He has B.O. because he's
dirty. -un n person with B. O. 

biruk n 1 sterile male. 2 male with only one 2testicle. -un a of a sterile type. 
bis n base in baseball. v 1 [A12] reach a 
bk. Wa makabis ang unang mibapak, The
first batter never reached first base. 2 [A 12) 
succeed in the first step of anything. Di ma
kabfs kanang dagway mung bati nianang 
baybana, With your face you won't get to 
first base with her. 

bisa n visa. 
bisagak = BUSAGAK.
bisagra n hinges. v [A; cl] install, use as a 
hinge. Bisagraban nakung puLtaban, I'll put ·hinges on the door. 

bisan, bisan la even, including. Ang tanan 
nalisang, bisan aku, Everyone was terrified.
Even me. Bisan sa bata pa, kusgan na, Even 
as a child he was strong. Wa k u tagai bisan 
usa, He didn't give me any, not even one. 
lb even [s�and-so] is all right. Bisan pubri, 
basta dili dawu, It doesn't matter if he is 
poor, so long as he is not greedy. Bisan ga
may, dawatun ku, I'll accept it, even if it is 
small 2a no matter if, even though, never
theless. Bisan · pubri, manggibatagun giha
pun, Even if he is poor, he is generous. Bi
san gisakitan miduLa lang gihapun, He con
tinued playing even though he was in pain. 
Bisan pa, di ku muadtu, Even so, I will not 
go. - na lang even if it is only [s�and-so].
Tagai ku, bisan na Lang singku, Give me s. t., 
even if it is only five cents. Wa miy makaun, 
bisan na lang saging, We have no food, not 
even bananas. 2b - sa despite, in spite of. 
Bisan pa sa akung hinabang, wa gihapun mu
saLir, He wasn't successful despite my help. 
3 - [interrogative) 3a no matter where,
who, how, when, how much, etc. Bisan ma
asa siya, pangitaun ku_ siya, No matter where 
hegoes, I'll find him. Bisan piLa, palita, Buy
it, no matter how much it costs. 3b any
body, where, etc. at all. Bisan diin Lang niya 
byai ang sinilas, He used to put his slippers 
any old place. Bisan kinsa makaapil, Any
one may take par:t. Mabimu bisan anus-a 
Lang, You can do it any time. - ug, kun = 
BISAN. 

bisap n bishop in chess. 
bisaya n 1 Visayan. Bantugan siyang bisaya, 

He is a famous Visayan. TambaL nga bisaya, 
Visayan medicines. 2 a smaller, ordinary
mongrel variety of s. t., esp. domestic ani
mals or cultivated plants. Manuk bisaya, 
Mongrel chicken. Sibuyas bisaya, Small,
green onions. Sabun bisaya, Laundry soap 
in bars. •in- 1 the Visayan way. Panambal
nga binisaya, Visaya:n type of folk healing. 
2 Visayan language. Binisayang putuput, 
tuganus, Pure Visayan with no admixture 
of foreign words. v 1 [A; cl) speak Visayan. 
Binisay-i Jang ku, Just speak to me in Visa
yan. 2 [A; a12) translate into Visayan. Kin
sa tung pariang nagbinisaya sa bibl�a? Who
was that priest who translated the Bible in
to Visayan? bisayista n Visayanist. kabi
say-an n the Visayan Islands. 

bisbis = msiBIS. 
bisbul n baseball game. v [A; b6) play base
ball. -ista n baseball player. v [B156; a12) 
be, make into a baseball player. 

bisgu v [B; b6] for children to be fussy and 
troublesome. Mubisgu ang bata ug dunay 
sakit nga batiun, A child will be fussy if it 
is not feeling well. 

bisi n the vice- or lieutenant governor, may-1 .or, president, consu l, etc. Kun mamatay ang 
pamunu puliban kini sa iyang bisi, When a 
president dies the vice-president will take 
over. v [B36 ; cl] be s.o.'s lieutenant. Siya
ang bisihi, Run as his vice-mayor. 

bisi a 1 busy with activity. Bisi kaayu rung2mga piliunun kay hapit nang piliay, The can
didates are very busy now because it's elec
tion year. 2 a busy telephone. Bisigihapun
ang tilipunu, The telephone is still busy. v
[B26] for the telephone to be busy. 

bisibis v [AN; cl sprinkle water on s. t. Bisibi
si ang lub-angun, Water the ,seedlings. paN
v [A23) for it to sprinkle. lgu Lang namisi
bis ang ula,:z, It just sprinkled. 

bisiklita n bicycle. v 1 [A; a] ride a bicycle. 
Di ku mubisiklita ug guba, I won't ride a 
broken bicycle. Magbisiklita ku padulung 
sa syudad, I will ride a bicycle to the city. 
Di makabisiklita ang bakul, The cripple can 
not ride a bicycle. Bisiklitaba Jang ang Tali
say, Take a bicycle to Talisay. Lisud ning 
agiananang bisiklitaban, This path is diffi
cult to ride a bike over. 2 [A; cl]  take s.t. 
s.w. by bicycle. Bisiklitaba (ibi�iklita) ang 
utanun ngadtu sa mirkadu, Take the vegeta
bles to the market on a bicycle. 3 [A12] get 
a bicycle. Nakabisiklita ku sa bangga, I won 
a bicycle in the contest. 4 [A; a] make into 
a bicycle. Kanang imung wisir bisiklitabun 
na Lang kay dilt4tang makina, Make your
motor-bike into a bicycle because the m� 
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tor is shot. S [A] exercise lying flat on the
back and kicking the feet, as if riding a bi
cycle. - nga tuluy ligid n tricycle. - nga 
binabayi, sa babayi n girl's bicycle. 

bisis n times, instances of an event. Daghan
nang blsis nga bikit-an ta kamung nagkuyug, 
There were many instances when I saw you 
going together. Duba ka bisis (dus bisis) aku 
niya binuangi, He fooled me twice.

bisita n 1 visitor, guest. Abiabiba ang atung 
mga bisita, Entertain our visitors. 2 month
ly menstruation (slang). Gitungba ka na sa 
bisita mu karung bulana? Has your 'visitor' 
arrived this month? v 1 [A3N; b5] go visit 
s.o. Bisitabi (bisitaba) siya, Visit him. 2
[b4) for the menstruation to come (slang). 
Gibisitaban tingali siya kay pungtanun, She
must be on the rag because she is in a bad 
mood. - iglisya n walking to the different 
churches in a town and praying in the eve
ning of Maundy Thursday. v [A; b6) per
form the church visit. 

bisku = BISGU.
biskundi n viscount.
biskutsu n stale bread that is toasted with a 
little sugar sprinkled on it. v [A; a2] make 
a biskutsu.

biskwit n biscuit. v [A; a2) make, make into 
biscuits.

bisrlis n 1 business. Bay-ansil ang bisnis niya 
karun, He is engaged in the business of buy
ing and selling. 2 prostitute (euphemism). 
- manidyir n business manager. - wuman 
= BISNIS, 2. v [B16; c] engage in prostitu
tion. Nagbisnis na si Rus, Rose is 'in busi:· 
ness' now. 

bispiras n evening or day before an event. 
Bispiras sa Pasku, Christmas Eve. Bispiras 
sa tabu, The day before market day. v 1
[B56 ; b4) be an evening or day before an 
event or holiday. Mibispiras (nabispiras, 
nagbispiras) na Jang sa pista wa gihapun si
ya muabut, It's already the eve of the fiesta, 
and he has not arrived yet. 2 [B1256] do 
things on the eve of an event or holiday. 
Mabispiras sa Pasku ray iyang ipauli, He
returns home only on Christmas Eve. 3 [Al)
spend the eve of a holiday. 

bista n hearing or trial in court. Giabsuwiltu
siya1 niadtung bistaba, He was acquitted in
that trial. v [A; a2) hear a case. Bistabun
karun ang sumbung kuntra nimu, The case 
against you will be heard today. 

bista2 = PURBISTA.
bisti n clothing. Dunut nga bist� Ragged

clothes. v 1 [AN; c) wear, put on clothes. 
Unsay ibisti nimu sa imung kasal? What
will you wear to your wedding? 2 [A] put 

clothes on s.o. 3 [AP; cP] provide with 
clothes. ·Pabistihan (bistihan) ka namu ug 

·swilduban pa, We will provide you with 
clothing and a salary. t 

bistida, bistidu n woman's dress of one piece.
v [A; a) wear, make into a dress. bistida
hun n dress material. Maayung bistidahun 
ang lis, Lace is good as dress material. 

bistig = mP-ISTIK.
bistipul = BUSTIPUL
bistu a 1 visible. Bistu kaayu ang Kanlaun 
gikan din hi, You can clearly see Mt. Canla
on from here. 2 for a secret to be very much
of public knowledge. B"istu kaayung pagka
palikiru nimu, Your philandering is an open 
secret. v 1 [B1256) get to be visible. Ma
bistu sa karsadag ibilin dinhi, If you leave it 
here, it will be visible from the street. 2 [A
B126; c16] make s.t. open knowledge, for 
s.t. to become open knowledge. Ikaw bay 
nagbistu nga minyu ku? Were you the one
who let out the secret that I'm married? 
Nabistu ang imung kcilaki, Your doings are 
now an open secret. - ang hara.ha, bulitin = 
BISTU, v2.

•bisug pakig- v [A23 ; b(l)] 1 struggle against 
in order to attain s. t. Makigbisug ku sa mga 
kalisdanan sa kinabuhi, I will struggle against 
life's difficulties. pangin-, pangim- v [A2;
b(l)] strive against obstacles. Nangimbisug
ang bubakun ug ginhawa, The asthma vic
tim struggled to get a breath. 

bisukut = PISUKUT.
bisul n yautia, k.o. arum, the roots of w.hich 
are branching tubers and the lateral branches 
of which are eaten: Xanthosoma violaceum. 

bisung n woman's genitalia. hiN-(�) v [B46]_for women to blossom forth and be robust 
(humorous). Makapanghimisung diay ning 
gugma, Love makes a w.oman blossom forth. 

bisyu n 1 vice. Bisyu sa babayi, The vice of 
chasing women. 2 mau ra gihapun nga -
it's the same prQcess, the same words as 
had been explained before. Ihumul sa tubig, 
butangag asin, kutilun, basta mau gihapung 
bisyuba, Soak it, add salt, stir, and so forth. 
v 1 [Al ; c16] indulge in vice. Ayaw bisyu
ha (ibisyu) ang pagtabaku, Don't make 
smoking a vice. 2 [Al ; c16] do s.t. always. 
Nagbisyu siyag kantakanta, He has the ha
bit of singing. -sa, -su(�) a fond of indulg
ing in vice. v [B12; b6] become full of 
vices. Mabisyusu ang banag layu sa asawa,
A husband tends to indulge in vice when he 
is separated from his wife. 

bitad v (A; al) pull, usually in the direction 
of a stationary agent. Bitara nang katri diri, 
Pull that bed over this way. - ug habul 
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(A12; c6] afford a scanty amount of noul'
ishment (provide just enough strength to 
pull a blanket over oneself). Ang paniha- · 
pun nga akung gikaun ;gu ra giyung ib;tad
ug babuL, I had a very scanty supper. paN
(�) v [A23] be at the tail end in a race 
or contest. Namitad siya sa Lumba, He
finished last in the race. 

bitaki n Vitamin K.
bitamin, bitamina n vitamins.
bitan-ag n k.o. tree of wet areas. 
bitang n bench. Palingkura sa bitang ang 
atung bisita, Give our visitor a seat on the 
bench. v [A; a] make into, install a bench. 

bitas v [A; a] lacerate, rip. Ang Lansang mauy 
nakabitas sa akung sinina, The nail ripped 
my dress. Ayaw bitasa ang kurtina, Don't
rip the curtain in two. Bitasi ang kinatawu 
niya arun katawban dayun, Make a lacera
tion in her vagina to 'facilitate the birth.
(-+) n 1 rip, slash, tear. 2 unmarried young 
woman who has had sexual experience. 

bitaug n k.o. tree of strand: Calopbyllum 
inopbyUum. 

bitaw 1 particle affirming interlocutor's re
mark. 'Mahal ra kaayu. '  - 'Bitaw,!' 'It's too 
expensive.' - 'It sure is.' 'Di ha tu ikaw si 
Usting?'- 'Aku bitaw,!' 'Aren't you Osting?' 
- 'Yes, I am.' 'Tugnaw kaayu run.!' - 'Nag
switir bitaw ku,!' 'It sure is cold.' - 'Yes, it 
is. Why do you think I'm wearing a sweat
er?' 2 particle giving assurance. 2a [so-and
so] is the case anyway. Ayaw pagbilak. Mu
abut na bitaw si Mama nimu, Don't cry. 
Your mother is coming anyway. 2b stop
complaining because [so-and-so] happened, 
is happening in any case. 'Sigi ming pangita 
nimu da.!' - 'Nangita bitaw pud ku nimu,' 
'We have been looking for you.' - 'Well, I
have been looking for you, too.' 'Nganung 
wa ku nimu binlig kik?' - 'Niingun bitaw 
kang di ka gustu, ' 'Why didn't you leave me 
any cake?' -'Well, you said you didn't want
any.' 2c don't worry about it, [so-and-so] 
is the case with s.o. else and it's all right. 
Ayaw pagbiLak. Aku bitaw, wa ku tagai, 
Don't cry. I didn't get any either, so there. 
2d don't worry about it. I'm just joking. 
A mbi na bi. Ayaw bitaw. Nagkumidiya Zang 
bitaw ku, Give that to me. Don't really. I'm
just joking. 2e seriously now, please do [� 
and-so] . Sigi bitaw. Adtu na ta, OK. OK, 
let's go now. Ayaw bitaw ku d_ad-a sa la
wum, Oh, stop now. Don't pull me into the 
deep water. Usa pa bftaw. Unsa tuy ;mung 
tuyu pag-anhi? Seriously, though, what did 

you have in mind in coming here? 3 see, 
[so-and-so] had to happen. 'Sakit akung u
lu.!' - 'Bitaw. Giingnan ta bitaw kang di 
magsigig inum,!' 'I have a headache.' - 'See, 
I told you not to drink so much.' A ligri man 
ta tu silang duba. Naabtan bitaw nas ama
ban, They were just having fun, but would 
not you know it, their father caught them. 

bitaw = BITAW (before a pause). 
bitay v [AB12S; cl ]  1 hang s.t. up suspend
ed, be hanging. K insay nagbitay sa parul?
Who hung the lantern up? Ang imung rang
gu nagbitay sa usa ka lugas lanut, Your rank 
is hanging by a single thread (i.e. you are in 
imminent danger of demotion). Bitaya (ibi
tay) sa bintana ang bandira, Hang the flag 
in the window. 2 [A; cl] execute. Bitaya
(ibitay) siya sa silya iliktrika, Execute him 
in the electric chair. 3 [Al 23P; a3] 3a be 
beneath the other cock when fighting on 
the wing. Nab;bag ang akung manuk kay 
nabitay man paglupad, My cock was de
feated because it was beneath its opponent 
when they fought on the wing. 3b be far 
behind in a game or contest. 4 [Al ; a] per
form the bitay ceremony in the sugat (see 
BITAY, n3). n 1 death by hanging or execu
tion. 2 distance one is behind in a contest. 
3 the lifting of the aliluya in the sugat cere
mony. (➔) a tending to droop. Bitay siya 
ug ngabil, She has drooping lips. v [B4] be
come drooping. Wa na siya ganabi. Nagbi
tay r.a lang, He didn't feel like it any more. 
It (the penis) just drooped. bitaybitay n the 
hanging part of dangling earrings. -an(�) n
place of execution. maN-1'- n executioner. 
paN- n 1 the lower wattles of a chicken. 2 
hanging decorations in a window. tingbitay 
sa iru; iring n the month of July when food 
is scarce (and they hang dogs up to butcher 
them), or the period just before payday. 
-unun, -un n condemned person. kuluro- see 

,
KULUMBITAY.

bitbit v [A; a] carry or hold s. t. in the hand.!· 
Bitbita ang baskit, Carry the basket. 

biti n 1 snapping, popping sound. 2 popcorn. 
3 white speck on the iris. v 1 [A2) make a 
rather soft, snapping sound. Mibiti ang 
iyang tiil pagkabali, His foot snapped when 
it broke. 2 [A; cl] make popcorn. 3 [A2B; 
b4] get a speck on the eyeball. Gibit-an ang 
akung mata, My eyes got a white speck on 
them.

bitiis = BATIIS.
bitik v 1 [A; a] catch with a noose or lasso. Bitika (bitka, bik ta) nang iru, Catch that 
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dog with a lasso. 2 [A123P; a123J become 
entangled or caught in. Nabitik akung tiil 
sa bagun, My feet got entangled in the vine. 
3 [A; a2] trap a person into saying._s.t. Ma
ayu nang abugaduha mamitik ug bakakung
saksi, That lawyer is good in tripping up 
lying witnesses. 4 [al 2) become a victim of 
s.o.'s clever manipulation. Nabitik ku sa 
matam-is niyang saad, I was entrapped by 
his sweet promises. - sa hunsuy v [A13]
do s. t. else rather than engage in s. t. useless. 
Magbitik na lang ku sa hunsuy ug magnigus
yu kug alkansi, I'll do better to trap my 
pipe than go into business and lose. - sa u
tut v [A13; a12] do s.t. impossible (humor
ous). Bitkun kung akung utut ug kadama ka 
niya, I'll eat my hat (lit. trap my fart) if you
can make it with her. n any flexible device 
for trapping animals that-snaps shut tightly 
when stepped on or jiggled. 

bitikbitik v [A2N; b6] give a hint as to what 
one is about to do. Wa man ka magbitik
bitik (mamitikbitik) namung magminyu ka, 
You never gave us a hint that you were get
ting married. 

bitin n snake. v [a4] be bitten by a snake. 
Mu ra ka mag gibitin (gibitin) kun musyagit, 
You scream as if you had been bitten by a 
snake. -an n infested with snakes. Bitinan
kanang languba, That cave is infested with 
snakes.

bitin = BIKING.
bitiranu n 1 .war veteran. 2 having long expe
rience in s. t. Bitiranu kaayu siyang pan day,
He's a veteran carpenter. Bitiranu kaayu 
ning baraw ku sa dinunggabay, This knife 
of mine is veteran of many knife fights. v
[B2] bec�me experienced in s.t. Nagkabi
tiranu ku sa inum, I am becoming a veteran
drinker. t

bitirinaryu n veterinarian. v [B16; a12] be
come, make into a veterinarian. 

bitli 11 tiny growths on the face, like pimples, 
cysts. paN- v [A2] for shoots, buds, leaves 
to sprout. Namitli na giyud ang mga saba 
sa saging, At last my banana shoots have
sprouted.

bitlig = BITLI.
bits1 n beets. 
bits2 n bates, k.o. plain, finely woven cotton 

cloth.
bitsikumu = PITSIKURNU.
bitsin n monosodium glutamate food season
ing. v [A; be] flavor with monosodium 
glutamate.

bitsubitsu n delicacy consisti-ng of shredded 
sweet potatoes, fried and sugared. v [A; a] 
make bitsubitsu. · 

bitsukuy n k.o. pancake consisting of flour, 
sugar, and eggs, deep fried and sprinkled 
with sugar. v [A13; a12] prepare, make in
to this k.o. pancake. 

bitsuylas n = HABITSUYLAS.
bitu n a cave with a small opening but with a 

very large and spacious interior. Dunay bi
tu sa tiilan nianang bungtura, There is a 
cave at the foot of that mountain. v 1 [AB
126; a] dig a hole, become a cave or deep 
pit. Mubitu ang sundalu ug way kapasalip
dan, Soldiers dig a hole if they have no 
place to stay. 2 [A; c] throw in a hole. /bi�
tu ang mga sagbut, Dump the garbage in 
the pit. •bitudbitud n tiny lumps formed when s. t. is 
mixed into s. t. else and the mixing is not 
well done. v [B;  a] be, become lumpy. Mu
bitudbitud ang pisi ug dili angay nga pagka
lubag, The rope will turn out lumpy if you 
don't twist it evenly. Ayaw bitudbitura ang
imung pagtimpla sa litsi, Don't mix the 
milk so that it  comes out lumpy. 

bitugul = TIBUGUL
bituk n roundworm in the digestive tract. 
May bituk nang bataa kay dakug tiyan, That
child has worms because he has a big belly. 
v [A123P; a4] have worms. -un a having
roundworms. bitukbituk n k.o. children's 
game played by two teams. Each team is 
formed into a line and the team that reaches 
the goal first wins. v [AC; b6] play this 
game. bitukbituk n name given to pipefishes 
of worm-like size and appearance. 

bitulbitul v [A; b6] form lumps. Mubitulbi
tul ang litsi ug madugayan, Milk will curdle 
if you let it  stand. Ang inagian sa iniksiyun 
nagbitulbitul, The place they injected me is 
all full of lumps. 

bituls n 1 The Beatles singing group. 2 Bea
tles' hairstyle. v [c 16] arrange the hair in
the Beatles style. Bitula (ibitul) ang buhuk 
mu, Let your hair grow long like the Bea
tles. pa- v [A 13] get a Beatie hairdo. 

bitun n shoe polish in solidified form. v [A;
c] apply shoe polish. Bituni (bitni) ang sa
patus, Apply shoe polish to the shoes. 

bitut n female genital organ (humorous eu
phemism).

bituun n 1 star. 2 star in a movie. 3 star
shaped Christmas lantern. 4 k. o. tree of
strand, the star-shaped fruits of which are 
used as fish poison: Barringtonia asiatica. 
s - sa dagat starfish. V [A; cl)  star in a
movie production. Ang salidang iyang gibi
tuunan, The picture he starred in. (➔) = ,
BITUUN 4. paN- v [A2] 1 for stars to be 
out. Mamituun gani, lagmit dt' muulan, 
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When there are stars, it is not likely to rain. 
2 for oily spots to form on the surface of a 
liquid. Mamituun ang sabaw basta tambuk 
ang lutuun, The soup sparkles with fat if 
you cook fat in it. t 

biu n body odor. Babuang biu nimu uy, Je
sus, what strong B.O. you've got. v [B126} 
have B.O. Mabiu (biubun) ka ug di ka mali·gu, You'll have B.O. if you don't take a
bath. biuhun a having strong B.O. 

biuung n female genitalia (euphemism for bi
sung).

biya v 1 [A; b(l)} leave a place, s.t. behind. 
Nganung mibiya ka man dinbi? Why did
you leave? Kinsay nagbiya ning libru diri? 
Who left this book here? Di ku makabiya 
sa akung bubat, I can't leave my work. Byai
ang pagtabaku, Quit your smoking habit. 
Hibyaan siya sa trin, She missed the train 
(i.e., failed to get married). Gibyaan na na 
11aku sa buut, I have already forgotten that 
insignificant matter. Ang imung pamisti bi
byaan na sa urug, Your clothes are way out 
of style (have been left behind by the
styles). 2 [A; b(l )] abandon, desert. Mibiya 
ang bana sa asawang yawyawan, The hus
band deserted his nagging wife. 2a [A23} 
die. Gagmay pa mi sa dihang mibiya si Ta
tay namu, We were still kids when our fa
ther died. 3 [A12; b26] win by a certain 
distance, amount. Dili makabiya si Usmin
ya ni Markus ug usa ka gatus ka libu dinhi 
sa Sugbu, Osmeiia can't garner a majority 
of one-hundred thousand votes over Marcos 
here in Cebu. Hibyaan siyag duba ka dupa 
sa mananaug, He was behind the winner by 
two arm's lengths. 4 ( a3l become the under
dog. 1\/abiya siya kay Ilurdi ang kuntra, He 
was the underdog because Elorde was his 
opponent. S [a3) become leftover waste 
material (➔) 1 amount by which s.o. is 
behind in a contest. 2a be left behind. Biya
na kaayu sa panabun, You are very much 
behind the times. 2b things not in use, cast ,off. Atung ibatag ang biya nga sinina sa 
mga pubri, We'll give our old clothes to the 
poor. 2c by-products. Ang biya sa paman
day magamit nga sugnud, The leftovers from 
carpentry work can be used as fuel. 3 the 
underdog in a fight. Ug parangan ang bisa
ya ug tiksas, biya ang bisaya, If a Visayan 
cock is matched with a Texas, the Visayan
is the underdog. 4 homely. Biyag nawung, 
Homely looking. S poor in quality. Biyang
panaptun, Poor quality cloth. 6 s.o. who 
behaves in a bad way. Biya ug batasan. Isi
pan, He is an awful sort. He counts favors
he renders. v 1 = Biv A 4. 2 get to be poor 

in quality. Nagkabiya ang iyang agi nadu
gayng sinuwat, His penmanship got worse 
and worse the longer he wrote. pa- v 1 [A; 
bl allow oneself or s. t. to be left behind.
Di ku magpabiya -sa iyang buut, I won't al
low her to forget me (to be left out of her 
thoughts). 2 [Al bet on the underdog. Ug
pabiya ta, daku tag daug, If we bet on the 
underdog, we will win more. -um-�(➔) a
given to deserting one's family.

biyaw n k.o. small shiny beetle found in 
trees. 

biyin expression denoting approval of s. t. 
done which is necessary for the next thing 
to do. Btyin, sunud imu nang lat-an bang
tud mabumuk, Fine. Next, boil it until it be
comes tender. u - or else. Nanglampasu ta 
ka u biyin nanglaba ba, You should have 
polished the floor ·or else washed the 
clothes. 

bfyu v 1 [AB; cl} twirl or whirl on its axis, 
cause s.t. to do so. Nagbfyu nga luu, A
whirling whirlpool. 2 [AB; c] go around an 
area. Ibiyu ang sakyanan sa syudad, Take
the car around the city. 3 [C; ac3] have a 
contest spinning tops. Byubun natu, kun 
kinsay mauna, Let's have a top-spinning 
con test to see who goes first. 

biag n word used in writing to represent 
a thudding sound. 

blak-anwayit n black and white shoes. 
blak-awut n blackout in wartime. v [B6 ; cl],have, cause a blackout. Atung iblak·awut 

(blak-awtun) ang tanang suga sa syudad, We
will black out all the lights in the city. 

blak-ay n black eye. v [AB26; alb2] give, 
have a black eye. Miblak-ay (nablak-ay) i
yang mata, He got a black eye.

blakbins n name given to salted black beans 
(tahusyu) sold in cans. v 1 [Al3] eat salted 
black beans with the staple food. 2 [b61
cook with salted black beans. 

blakbur, blakburd n blackboard. v [cl6)
make into a blackboard. 

blakbuting n block voting. v [A l ;  cl] en
gage in block voting. 

blakdyak n 1 game of blackjack. 2 blackjack
in cards. v 1 [A23 ; a] play blackjack. 2
[A12] get blackjack. Nakablakdyak ku, I 
got a blackjack. 3 [B26) for cards to be 
blackjack.

blakhart n spades in cards. Ilabay ang blak· 
hart nga alas, Discard the ace of spades. 

blaking v [A; b6(1)] 1 blocking in games. Di
ku makablaking sa iyang kumu kay hilabi· 
hang kusuga, I couldn't block his blows be
cause they were so fast. 2 block the progress 
of s.t. Giblakingan ang akung apuyintmint 
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sa mayur, The mayor blocked my appoint
ment. 

blakmarkit n black market. v [ c6] sell s. t. on 
the black market. 

blakmil, blakmlling n blackmail. v [A; al] 
blackmail s.o. 

blak plin n a carpenter's plane for cutting a
cross the grain on board ends. 

blakrami n way of playing rummy in which 
one can meld all the sets of cards at once. 
v [A2; cl] go 'block rummy'.

blaktin n the combination of an ace and ten 
in blackjack, sometimes given higher value 
than other combinations totalling twenty-
one. v [A2; a2b2] make an ace-ten combi-
nation. 

blangku a blank, empty. Daghan kag bLangku. 
MaLagmit kang mahagbung, You left lots of 
blanks. You'll probably fail. Blangkug na
wung, Blank-faced. Butangi ang bLangku sa 
hustung tubag, Put the right answer in the 
blank. v [A2; b6] leave a blank. BLangkuhi 
Lang ang pangutanang wa nimu hikamahui, 
Leave the questions you don't know blank. 

blap n s. t. false said to make s.o. act in a de
sired way. Ang bunus nga gitahu bLap Lang, 
The bonus he kept talking about was all a 
hoax. v [A; a2] make s.o. believe s.t. to 
obtain compliance. BLapun natu siyang wa 
tay kwarta, Let's hoax her into thinking 
that we don't have any more money.

blatir n 1 blotting paper. 2 a police blotter. 
Naintra na sa bLatir ang imung kasu, Your 
case has been entered in the police blotter. 
v 1 [A; c) enter in the police blotter. IbLa
tir naku ang inyung mga ngalan, I'll enter 
your names into the police blotter. 2 [b6
(1)) blotos. t. 

blawus = BLUSA. 
blid v [A) bleed Gab/id akung samad, My
wound is bleeqing. -ing(�) v [A13] have 
bleeding after an operation or delivery. Nag
bliding ang iyang upirasyun sa pagLlhuk ni
ya, He bled where he had been operated 
when he moved. 

blid n razor blade. 
blits v [A; cl] bleach one's skin or hair. 
blu a blue in color. v [AB; bcl] become, 
make s. t. blue. 

bluawut v [A; b6(1)) give a party with subs
tantial food and drinks in celebration of s. t. 
Magbluawut kug makapasar ku sa bar, I'll 
give a big party if I pass the bar. 

blubuk n booklet with a blue cover for ans
wers to examinations. 

bluki n 1 large solid piece of ice with a flat 
surface. 2 town or city block. 3 market 
stall 4 .political block, faction. v [c16] 

form, divide into blocks. Blukiha (ibLuki) .nang yilu, Form the ice into blocks. 
blumir n bloomers. v [A; a] wear, make into 
bloomers. 

blusa n blouse. v [A; cl] wear, make, make 
into a blouse. 

blusil n 1 American smuggled cigarettes 
(named from their blue seal). 2 American or 
European person (slang). Nakaasawa siyag 
blusil, He married a blue seal (American). 

bluwir n blower, ventilating fan. v [b(l)] in
stall a blower. 

bra n bra. v [A; c] wear a bra. 
brad n 1 intimate term of address to a man.
Mangaun ta, brad, Come over here and eat 
with me, friend. 2 term of address to a 
brother. 

bradir n brother in a fraternity. 
brandi n brandy. 
brandilya, brandilyas = BARANDILY A. 
bras, bras n brush. v [A; b6(1)] brush s.t. 
Brasi ang makinilya, Clean the typewriter 
with a brush. 

brasa, brasas n measurement the length of an 
arm. Usa ka brasa (brasas), One arm-length. 
Kwatru brasas, Four arm-lengths. 

brasu n biceps. brasuhun a having well-devel
oped biceps. 

•brasus - dimirsidis n k.o. dessert made 
from cake baked in a thin layer, rolled up 
and filled with a sweet mixture of egg yolk 
and condensed milk. 

brawun a brown in color. v [AB; cl] dye s.t. 
into, become brown. 

brayids mid n bridesmaid. 
brayit a mentally quick, clever. Purus mga 
brayit na sila, They are all intelligent. v 
[B2 ; b6] become mentally quick, clever. 

brid v [A; c6] breed animals. Nagbrid kug 
m'ga manuk dirasa, I'm breeding imported
fighting cocks. Ibrid ang manuk mung bisa
ya ug Lighurn, Breed your native chickens 
with leghorns. 

•brid .amirikan - n bread baked in a box
shape like what is usually packaged in the 
States. 

brids n bridge of teeth, a device for securing 
artificial crowns where teeth are missing, by 
anchoring it to the natural teeth. v [A] put
in a bridge.

brik n ice-cream brick. 
brik1 n break from work. v [A] take a break. 
brik n brakes of a vehicle. v [A; b6(1)] 1 
apply the brakes. Bnki ang awtu, kay duL.hugun, Brakes! We're going down on a 
steep incline. 2 stop a vehicle. 

brik3 v 1 [A123PC; c3] break off a relation
ship between two lovers. Briki nang imung 
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tratu, Break up with your sweetheart. 
brik4 v [A; al2] separate two boxers. Kun

maggakus ang buksidur, brikun, When box
ers clench each other, they are separated. 

brik5 n in bowling, the action of downing the 
ten pins on the third throw. v [Al2 ;  cl6] 
make a break. Kinabanglang brikun (ibrik) 
nimu kining labaya arun ka makaigwalis, 
You must make a break on this throw if 
you want to even up the score. 

brikdawun v [B2; c16] have a breakdown. 
Nalangan mi kay nabrikdawun ang trak, We 
were delayed because the truck had a break
down. nirbus - nervous breakdown. 

brilyanti n diamond polished to a high bril
liance. 

brilyantin n brilliantine. 
brilyu n brilliance, sparkle of precious stones. 

v [A; b] be glittering, sparkling. Brilyubi 
ang sapatus mu, Make your shoes shine 
with brightness. 

brinda n bridle.v [A; b6] put a bridle on a 
horse. 

bringhawus n food given to a guest at a party, 
feast, etc. to bring home. v [A; cl]  for a 
guest to take food home. Bringbawsan ta 
kag inasal sa pista, I'll bring you some roast 
pig home from the fiesta. 

brip n brief or panty underwear. v [A) wear 
briefs. Nagbrip lang kung naligu, I went 
swimming in my briefs. 

bris, bris n brace. v 1 [A;  b) brace. Makala
kaw lang siyag magbris, She cannot wal}{ 
without her brace. Gibrisan nakung mga si
ya, I strengthened the chairs with braces. 
2 [A; a] make into a brace. 

briskas = BURISKAS. 
brislit n bracelet.v [A; a) wear, make into a 
bracelet. 

britsis n short pants. v [Al ; a) wear, make in
to short pants. 

brudw v [A; c6) 1 broadcast a radio pro
gram.Gibrudkas sa radiyung mibutung Hi
bukbibuk, It was broadcast over the radio 
that Mt. Hibokhibok erupted 2 spread in
formation, gossip. Ayaw ibrudkas sa mga 
silmgan ang mga nabitabu, Don't broadcast 
what happened here to the neighbors. 

brudklut n broadcloth. 
brunda n veil worn by women to church. v 1 

[A; a) wear, make into a veil. 2 [Al2] get
a veil. 

brungkitis n bronchitis. v [B26; a4) become 
bronchitis, get bronchitis. Patambali nang 
ubu sa di pa na mabrungkitis, Treat your 
cough before it turns into bronchitis. Gi
brungkitis ku, I got bronchitis. 

brungkurab n Broncho Rub, trade name for 

a medicated rub. 
brunsi n bronze. - dulsi n bronze that is red
dish in color. -pina n bronze that is golden
yellow in color. 

brutsa n brush. Brutsa sa pagpintal, sapatus, 
Paint, shoe brush. v 1 [A; b) brush s.t. Gi
brutsaban niya ang sapatus, He brushed the 
shoes.2 [A; bS) lick a woman's sexual parts 
to induce excitement. Di mubulag ang ba
bayi basta brutsabun (bibrutsaban), As long 
as you lick a girl, she'll never break off 
from you. 3 [a12] make into a brush. paN
v [A2; b) brush one's hair. Mambrutsa ku, 
I will brush my hair. 

brutu a like a brute, cruel and· gross in beha
vior. Gibagkan ku dibadiba sa brutu, The 
brute kissed me then and there. 

bruwa, bruwas n spongy cooky, ladyfingers. 
v [A; a2] make ladyfingers. 

bu v [A; bS] boo. Gibu (gibuban) sa mga 
tJwu ang disisyun sa kuymi, The crowd 
booed the umpire's decision. n booing. 

bu2 = BULUe• 
1

buad a bulging, stretched outward in fulness. 
Tawung buad, Man with his stomach stick
ing out. Ang pana buad, A bow is bent for
ward. v [B;  cl] bulge, bend, curv.e out
ward in fullness. Mubuad (mabuad) ang sa
kung punu, A sack that's full will bulge.
Hangin ang nakabuad (nakapabuad) sa la- · 
yag, The wind caused the sail to balloon. 
pabuadbuad V [Al] walk, sit with the stom
ach sticking out. Nagpabuadbuad ang mab
dus sa iyang linakwan, The pregnant wom
an is walking with her stomach sticking 
out. 

buagas v [A2S; b6] flow profusely. Nagbua
gas ang tubig, Water is flowing profusely. 

buagsa, buagsa v [B26 ; b2] for several things 
to fall and be scattered in every direction. 
Pagkabuak sa alkansiya, nab1,4agsa ang kwar
ta, When the piggy bank broke, the money 
fell all over the place. a scattered because 
of falling or having been dropped. 

buagya a be scattered all over the place. Bu
agya ang mga butang sa imung kwartu, The 
things in your room are strewn all over the 
place. v [AB; a] scatter, be scattered all 
over the place. Way lain nga mubuagya ni
anang balita, si Sita ra, No one but ,Zita 
would broadcast that news. Wa na ganiy 
inahan magbuagya ( mabuagya) na giyud 
ang mga anak, If the mother is gone, the 
children will scatter. ti- see TIBUAGY A. 

buak v [A3 ; a) 1 break s.t. open, to pieces; 
for- s. t. to break Nakabuak siya sa alkansi
ya, He broke the piggy bank open. 2 [A; a 
12) break the silence. Usa ka singgit mibu-
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ak sa kabllum, A shout broke the silence. 3,(A; a12] change money. Atung buakun 
(buk-un) ning diyisun, Let's break this ten
spot. 4 [A; a12] break in a virgin. S [B2] 
for the voice to bi:eak. Mibuak ang iyang tl
ngug sa tantu nlyang sinyagit, His voice 
broke after shouting so much. a 1 broken
open, with a piece broken off. Di maayung 
gamitun ang saming buak, It's no go·od to 
use a broken mirror. babayi nga - a woman 
who is no longer a virgin. 2 broken in voice. 
buak, (�) v [A1C12; a] split coconuts to 
make copra. Buk-an tung akung utang, I 
will repay my debt by splitting coconuts. 
(�) n season for making copra. ting-(�) = 
BUAK, n. pa- v [A] make s. t. break. Ang
pagbangga sa awtu nakapabuak sa bildu, 
The crash caused the car's window to break. 

buang- a 1 insane, crazy. Gigaugau sa kabata
an ang buang, The children are making fun 
of the insane person. /rung buang, A rabid 
dog. 2 lacking sense. Buang nimung muba
yad kag diyis, You must be crazy to pay ten 
pesos! Ayaw ku tudlui Di ku buang, yOU

don't have to show me. I'm not stupid. 3 
naughty, pranking. Buang kaayung bat-ana 
kay manglili, What a naughty child! He
peeps at people. 4 the one who is 'it' in 
games. 5· defective coconut with no water 
and no meat v 1 [B126; b3] go crazy. Ha
pit ku mabuang dibang lmung gitalikdan, I
almost went _crazy when you left me. la 
[A; a12] make s.o. insane. Gibuang siya sa 
bugsik.an, The sorcerer inflicted madness on 
him. 2 [a2] fool s.o., think s.o. a fool. A
yaw kug buanga kay nasayud ku sa nabita
bu, Don't try to fool me because I know
what happened. Gibuangan ka ha naku? 
Do you take me for a fool? 3 [B12; b3(1)] 
go crazy about s.t Nabuang siya sa _sugal,
He's crazy over gambling. Babaying iyang 
gikabuangan, The woman he was crazy
about. 4 [B125; a12] have a hard time 
doings.t. for which one has little time. Nag
kabuang kug pinangita nlmu, I was going 
crazy looking for you. 5 [B1245] do s.t. in
an irrational, crazy way. Nagkabuang ang 
mga tawug dagan pagbutu, The people ran 
every which way in panic upon hearing the 
explosion. (+) a =  BUANG, 5. buangbuang 
v 1 = BUANG, v 4, 5. 2 [A12C; b6] play a 
game of tag hide-and-seek. n tag hide-and
seek. pabuangbuang v [A] pretend to be a 
fool, crazy. Magpabuangbuang ug pangutan
un. Mu ragdilisiya, You ask him and he pre
tends not to know. As if it wasn't him.
paka-v [A1 3 ;  a12] act, treat like a fool or 
crazy person. Ayaw pagpakabuang diha. Ga-

mi tang imung ulu, Don't act like a fool. 
Use your head. -in- n 1 stupidity, unreason
able foolishness. Usa ka binuang ang pagpa
kamatay tungud sa gugma, It's stupid to 
kill oneself for love. 2 foolish prank. Binu
ang sa mga iskuyla kining pagsuwat sa bung
bung, This writing on the wall is just one of 
the children's pranks. v [A; b(l)] do foolish 
mischief. Way mubinuang nimu dinhi sam
tang nia ku, No one will do you any mis
chief as long as I am here. Ayaw kug binu
angi, ha, Don't try any foolishness on me, 
understand ! ka- n 1 insanity. 2 serious mis
chief. Mu nay sangputanan sa imung kabu
ang, That's where your mischief will end 
you. kina- = KA-, 2. kina·(➔) a not done in· 
seriousness. v [Al ; b6(1)] do s.t. without 
being serious about it. Nagkinabuang mig
aplay ug nadawat mi, We just applied for 
the fun of it, and we were hired. -un(➔) a
acting insane, stupid. t 

buaw v [BN] for the eyes to get swollen. Mi
buaw (namuaw) iyang mata ug kinatitlug, 
Her eyes got swollen from sleeping too 
much.

buaw v [B126) for a part of the body to 
swell after being struck. Nabuaw ang ku
magku niyang natudturan sa martilyu, He
accidentally struck his thumb with a ham
mer, and it swelled. particle: magical ex
pression used to qualify a statement which 
praises s.o., said for the purpose of avoiding 
harm to the person praised. Maayu buaw 
kang mulutu, yOU cook well, evil spirits 
beware. Gwapu buaw kag anak, yOU have 
' a beautiful child, evil spirits beware. 

buaya n 1 crocodile. 2 lend or gamble in 
such a way that there is no chance of get
ting any but huge returns. Buaya na siyang 
mupabulag kwarta. Dqkug garantiya. Da
kug patung, He is a real crocodile in his 
money-lending. H·e demands a huge securi
ty and huge interest. Buaya nga mupukir, 
He plays poker ruthlessly. 3 hoggingg· the
ball in basketball 4 = DISPATSIR. v [B12;
b6] get to be greedy in lending, gambling, 
or with the ball. paN- v 1 [A2; b6(1)] catch 
crocodiles. 2 [A2; a12] for s.o. to entrap 
s.o. into playing against him by pretending 
not to know how. Gipamuaya kug ahidris 
niya, He trapped me into playing chess 
with him. 3 = DISPATSIR, v. buayahun a
having a configuration in the lines of the 
palm resembling a crocodile and which sig
nifies that the bearer will never have living 
children and further his brothers and sisters 
will not live to maturity. This configuration 
can be changed by magical means. 

http:bugsik.an
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buba n = BUBU (female).
bubhu v [A; b� 1 wash the hair. Bubbuig 

bawnus ang akung bubuk, Shampoo my 
hair with gogo. 2 puts. t. in the hair as dress
ing. n 1 s. t. to wash hair with. 2 hair dress
ing. paN- v [A2; b6] wash, dress one's hair. 
Mamubbu kug lub� I will rinse my hair 
with coconut juice. 

bubhuan = ABUBHUAN. see •ABUBHU.
bubu a deeply stupid, idiotic. Bubu ang i
yang anak. Di gani makasulti, Her child is 
a moron. It cannot even talk. v (B2; al2b6] 
tum out to be an idiot. 

bubu2, bubu n box-like trap woven from 
bamboo slats allowing entrance but no 
egress, used to catch fish or monkeys. v 1
[A; a] make, make into such a trap. 2 (A2 
N; a] catch things with the bubu. Bubuun 
(bububun) natu ang ungguy arun bubing 
dakpan, Let's trap the monkey with a bubu
so he can be taken alive. Kining sapaa maa
yung bubuan, This river is a good place to 
set a fish trap. 

bubu v 1 (A; c] pour s.t. out, into s.t. Nama
yur siya kay mibubu mag kwarta, He be
came mayor because he poured money out 
for it. Bubui ang lub-angun, Pour water on 
the seedlings. Ibubu ang tubig sa akwaryum, 
Pour the water into the aquarium. Ibubu
ku kanimu ang tanan kung pagmabal, I will 
shower all my affection on you. Ibubu ku 
sa trababu ang tanan kung kabudlay, I will 
pour my every effort into the job. 2 [b(l)] 
flush a land crab out by pouring water in its
hole. n action of watering. Kuwag bubu ang 
rusas, The roses haven't been watered 
enough. paN- v [A2] catch land crabs by 
flushing them out. -anay, -ay(a➔) v (C; c6] 
for employees to put a fixed amount in a
kitty each month. The kitty goes to each 
member in turn. Magbubuay tag tagbayinti 
kada kinsina, We chip in twenty for the re
volving kitty every two weeks. -anan n place 
into, through which liquid is poured. 

bubud = BUDBUD. 
bubun = HUBUN. 
bubung ri 1 covering at the ridge of the roof. 
2 household unit living under one roof. Pa
amutun natung kada bubung ug singku pi
sus, Every household shall contribute five 
pesos. 3 house, home. Nag-ipun mig puyu 
sulud sa usa ka bubung, We live together 
under one roof. v (A; c] cover the space 
between the upper edges of the roof, at the 
ridge. -an n = BUBUNG, n 1, 2.

bud1 =BVLuo.
bud2 = BA roo, n.
buda n formal gown. Daw rayna siyang tan-

awun sa iyang buda, She looks like a queen
in her wedding dress. - diplata silver wed
ding anniversary, or silver jubilee in the 
priesthood. - diuru golden wedding anni
versary or golden jubilee in the priesthood. 
v [A; cl] wear, make into a wedding dress. 

budabil n 1 vaudeville. 2 combination of
mahjong pieces consisting of dagger; mirror, 
and grass pieces. -ay v (C] play with extra 
money on the budabil combination.

budas diuru, plata golden, silver wedding an
niversary or jubilee in the priesthood. 

budbud v 1 (A; c] wind string, wire, strips,
etc. around s. t. or into a ball Budburi nag
bandids ang imung samad, Wind a bandage 
around your wound. Ibudbud ang lubid sa 
lapis, Wind the rope around the pencil. 2
[A; cl] make a stick of dynamite out of. 
3 [A; a2] make the delicacy budbud. n 1
coil, spoolful Usa ka budbud hilu, A spool- .ful of thread. 2 stick of dynamite. 3 sweet 
prepared from crushed ingredients (rice, 
com, pili nut, millet, etc.) formed into 
sticks, wrapped in banana leaves, and steam
ed. budburan n reel, spool. budburun n k.o.
small cylindrical mackerel. 

budhi v [A; b] betray a faith or trust. Pat
yun ta kag budbian ku nimu, I'll kill you if 
you betray me. ma-un a 1 traitorous. 2 un
faithful.

budhi2 v (B46] for s.t. to be not thorough
ly cooked in the center. 

budiding = BURIRING.
budiga n 1 warehouse for holding heavy ma
terials. 2 place in the hold of a ship for 
cargo, often open. 3 cargo compartment of 
a ·plane, truck, car, etc. 4 stomach of a per
son (slang). Dakug budiga kay dakug kaun,
He has a big stomach because he eats a lot. 
v 1 (al 2) make into a warehouse. Budiga
bun kung katunga ning bildinga, I'll make
the other half of this building into a ware
house. 2 [b] make a cargo compartment in 
s.t. budigiru n one who works in a ware
house. 

budigus n earthen jug with a long slender 
neck and a small opening. 

budlat a bulging eyes. v [BN6 ;  b6] for the 
eyes to bulge. Mibudlat iyang mata sa kasu
ku, His eyes bulged in anger. -an· n name
given to fishes with bulging eyes, e.g. k.o. 
slipmouth (palutput) with this appearance: 
Gassa minuta. -un(➔) a having bulging eyes. 

budlay a tiring, tiresome. Budlay kaayu ning
magguna sa init, It's tiring to cut· grass in 
the sun. Budlay kaayu ang magpaabut, It's
tiresome to wait. v [A; a2b3] l a  be incon
venienced, put to great effort. Mibudlay gi-
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yud ku pag-anhi, I took the trouble of com
ing here. Ayaw kug budlaya sa imung mga 
prublima, Don't trouble me with your prob
lems. lb toil. Nagbudlay siya arun mabuhi, 
He toils in order to live. 2 [A; a12] tire. 
Ayaw budlaya ang masakitun, Don't tire 
the patient. 3 [b6] consider s.t. tiresome. 
Gitilipunuhan ta ka kay gibudlaya� kung 
muanha, I phoned you because it's easier 
than going to your house. ka- n effort exert
ed to get s.t. done. Nasalbar siya tungud sa
kabudlay sa duktur, The doctor's efforts 
saved him. -in-an, kina-an n s.t. earned by 
labor. hiN-, haN- v [ANP; b6] take a rest.
A nha ku ·sa landung sa mangga manghimud
lay (muhimudlay, magpahimu'1lay), I'll rest 
under the mango tree. tinghiN- n rest peri
od. 

budlis n long, thin mark,�stripe, smear. Lag
mit bulawan ang dag nga budlis sa batu, The
yellow streaks in the stone are probably 
gold. v [A3P; b6(1)] mark with streaks or 
stripes. Ayaw budlisi ug uling ang salug, 
Don't streak charcoal on the floor. -an n
name given to fishes with streaks. 

budlisiw = BIDLISIW. 
budlung v [A; a12] dig out plants with deep-

1running roots. Kinabanglan budlungun ga-
yud ang kugun kay lawum ug dulut, yOU

have to really dig out the cogon grass, be
cause it runs deep. n heavy metal bar for 
digging out weeds with deep roots. 

budlung2 n sweet made of cornstarch (tiktik), 
brown sugar, shredded coconut meat, wrap
ped in banana leaves to form a stick and 
steamed. 

budlut a sticking out, protruding. Budlut ug 
simud, Lips that stick out. v [B46N; b(l) 
c16P] bulge, protrude. Mibudlut (namud
lut) iyang kaunuran pag-alsa niya sa barbil, 
His flesh bulged when he lifted the barbell. 
Nagbudlut ang iyang mata, His eyes bulge. 

budluy n k. o. mackerel scad or round scad: 
Decapterus macrosoma. 

budu = BURU! . 
1. 

budyas = BUGYAS. 
budyung n 1 helmet shells, conchs, or any 
large univalve with a pointed caudal apex. 
2 horn for signaling made from the budyung
or one similar in appearance made from a 
carabao horn. 3 horn or whistle blown as a 
signal. Wa ku makabati sa budyung sa alas 
sit� I .didn't hear the seven o'clock whistle. 
v [A; a] sound a budyung or any warning 
device. - kamwa n tuns. - lungga n true
conchs. - sa lubut•sa anay n frog shells, so 
called from their openings which resemble 
a pig's anus. - tambuli n helmet shells. -

tangali .n tritons.
bug = BULUG1 z 3 4. 
buga v 1 [A; 'cJ' e'mit s.t. with force or in 
great quantity. Ang adlaw mibuga sa iyang 
naglagiting nga kainit, The sun emitted its 
stinging rays. Nagbuga ug ata ang kugi
ta, The octopus spewed out his ink. Tug
tug nga gibuga sa amplipayir, The song 
which the amplifier blared out. 2 [A; a} 
treat an illness by expectorating chewed 
medicinal herbs on a sore spot or at the 
person. Naayu ang nagsakit nga tiyan nga
gibugahan, His stomach ailment got better 
after the herbalist spat on it. 3a [A; b] 
do s.t. with force or energy. Ug bugahan 
nig trabahu, human dayun, If you do this
with energy, it will get done right away. 3b 
hit s.o.· hard with the fist (slang). Ang iyang 
ulu mauy gibugahan pag-ayu ni Ilurdi, Elor
de kept smashing at his head. 

buga n side arm (slang). v [al]  shoot s.o. 
with a side arm. 

bugaguy n stupid, having little or no judg
ment or common sense. Ang mga bugaguy 
nagtanga Lang. Maung nakaiskapu ang dinak
pan, The idiots were so careless, so the pri
soner escaped. v [B2; a2] be, become a 
person with little common sense. Mubuga
guy (mabugaguy) nang imung anak kun di 
tagaag rispunsibilidad, Your child will never 
develop common sense if he is never given 
responsibilities. Gibugaguyan kaayu ku ni
ya nga mukatlrwa lag walay sinugdanan, I
consider her a fool because she laughs for 
no reason whatsoever. 

bugais n k.o. ringworm, k.o. skin disease 
marked by circular scaly patches. v [ B 1246 ;
a4bS] infect with ringworm. Gibugais (gi
bugaisan) ang akung bugan, My groin got 
infected with ringworm: 

bugal a braggart, boastful. Ang tawung bugal
magdayig sa iyang kaugalingun, A braggart 
extols himself. v [B2; b6] get to be a brag
gart. -un a braggart in one's ways. bugalbu
gal, bugalbugal n ridicule, a comment about 
s.o. that is humorous and disrespectful. v 
[A; bS] deride, make s.o. the object of 
contemptuous laughter. Bugalbugalan aku 
sa usa ka bungi? Me, be ridiculed by a hare
lip? ma-un, -un a fond of ridiculing. 

bugan (from bulug) n groin. (-">) v [a12] hit 
s.o. in the groin. Bugana siya pagpatid, Kick
him in the groin.

bugang n name given to various tall tufted 
grasses and reeds (tangbu, talahib, et al.). -in
a pidgin. v [A; cl ]  speak a language broken
ly. Nagbinugang siya pag-ininglis, He spoke 
bamboo English. 
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bugarak v [B46; c) gush, flow out_ with a
rush. Mibugarak ang tubig sa sandayung, 
The water gushed out of the spout. n gush
ing, rushing flow. Bugarak sa baba, The on
rush of the flood. 

bugarut a giving an impression of weight or 
ponderousness, having thick heavy features. 
Bugarut ug nawung, mu rag aliwas, He has
coarse features, like an ape. n k. o. fish that 
looks ugly.

bugas n 1 husked rice or corn. 2 pimple,
cyst. Di makaun ning babuya kay may bu
gas, You can't eat this pig because it is in
fested with cysts. v 1 [A; a] husk rice or 
com. Pinu kaayung mubugas ning galinga
na, This mill produces fine grains. 2 [Bl 2 
46; a4] get pimples, cysts. Gibugas iyang 
nawung, She has pimples on her face. - ma
is corn grits. - humay husked rice. ·an(�) 
n 1 container for husked rice or com. 2 rice 
or com mill -anan n rice or com mill. -iru 
n one who engages in the buying and selling 
of husked com or rice. paN· n 1 money to 
buy rice with. 2 s. t. done in all seriousness 
as if it were the source of one's livelihood. 
Pamugas nang iyang pagpusta, His betting 
is strictly for the money. v [A12; c6] buy 

Ihusked rice or corn. Igu ra gayung ikapa-
mugas ning sapia, This money is just enough 
to buy husked rice (or corn). -un a pimply.t

bu�at a 1 heavy. 2 difficult to accomplish, 
onerous. Bug-at nga tariya, Difficult task. 
Bug-at nga kaakuban, Heavy responsibility. 
3 heavy punishment, sorrows. Bug-at nga 
silut, Heavy punishment. 4 grave, serious 
accusation. Bug-at ang pasangil nga gipa
bamtang kanimu, A grave accusation has 
been leveled against you. S for the muscles 
to be fatigued. Bug-at ning akung buktun 
pagkinugus nimu, My arms are exhausted 
from holding you. 6 - ang balatian dislike 
s.t. strongly. Bug-at ang balatian naku anang 
nangulitawu sa akung anak, l dislike the 
man that is courting my daughter very 
much. 7 - ang buut 7a = - ANG BALATI-
AN. 7b be against one's will. Gitugtan ku 
niya bisan bug-at sa iyang buut, He allowed
me to do it even if it was against his will. -
ang dughan be heavy-hearted, depressed. -
ang dugu = - ANG BALA TIAN. - ang kumu

pack a heavy punch. - nga masugu gives
commands in such a way that they must
be accomplished rapidly and well. - ang 
nawung long-faced, unsmiling. v [B; b6] 
1 become heavy, onerous, grave. 2 - ang
balatian, buut, dughan, dugu, nawung be 
disgusted, against one's wishes, get a heavy
heart, long-faced, etc. Ug manamkun 

ang akung asawa mubug-at ang iyang dugu 
magtan-aw naku, When my wife is in the 
early stages of pregnancy, she can't stand 
to look at me. Mubug-at iyang nawung ug
suguun, She gets a long face when I tell her 
to do s.t. paN- v [A2] 1 lift heavy things. 
Nabugbat siya kay namug-at man, He had a 
relapse because he lifted heavy things. 2 to
stiffen in order to become heavier.· Lis-ud
kang sakwatun kay mamug-at ka, You are
hard to lift because you make yourself rigid.
panghiN· v = PAN-, 2. pahiN- 1 = PAN•, 2. 2
[A; b6] load s.t. on s.o. else. Gipabimug
atan ang mutsatsa sa trabahu maung mipauli, 
The work was loaded on the maid, so she 
returned hoftle. pa- n weighi to weigh s.t. 
down. ka-un(➔), gi-un(� n 1 weight. 2 im
portance, influence. Ayawg tagaig gibug
atun tung kasabaa, Don't give his repri
mands any importance. see also TUMUY.

bug-atan n k.o. cockles. 
bugaud n k. o. fish of the type called gung
gung: Tberapon sp.

bugaung n k.o. fish, the jarbua: Tberapon 
jarbua. -un resembling the bugaung. 1 k.o.
bird, a cuckoo shrike: Lalage nigra. 2 fish
resembling the bugaung.

bugaw v [A; a] drive s.t. s.w., drive away. 
Ang musika makabugaw sa kalaay, Music
can drive away boredom. Bugawa ang isda 
ngadtu sa pukut, Drive the fish into the net. 
Bugawi ku sa langaw, Drive the flies away 
from me. 2 [AN; b] act as a pimp. (➔) v = 
BUGAW, 2. n 1 s.t. used to drive s. t. away.
2 pimp. ka- n one who assists s.o. in driving 
away animals or birds. 

bugawisan n k.o. large salt-water fish. 
bugay n bride price!; gift originally given to 

1the bride's family, but now often to the 
bride. v [A; c] give a bride price. Bugayan 
man gan_i unta kadtu siyag duba ka gatus, 
She could have gotten a dowry of two hun
dred pesos. 

bugay2 = BUGUY (female).
bugbug = BALUGBUG.
bugdu a bulging, full and round. Ang bugdu 

niyang dugban, Her full and round breasts. 
v [B; cl] be, become bulging. Nagbugdu 
ang iyang likud kay buktut man, His back 
bulges because he is a hunchback.

bugha v 1 [A; a] split, chop wood length
wise. Mubugba kug kabuyng igsusugnud, I'll
split some wood for firewood. 2 [B12) for 
s.t. long to break. Nagkabugba ang sakayan 
nga gibampak sa balud, The boat was grad
ually breaking apart as it was being beaten 
by the waves. 3 [al2] hit with a piece of 
firewood. n piece of firewood. 
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bughat n k. o. sickness which results from 
leaving a sickbed or rising from childbirth 
too early, or from the return of a disease. 
v [B12; al] have a relapse (bughat). Nabug
hat siya kay nagkaug danggit, He had a re
lapse because he ate danggit fish. Bughatun
ku nimugpatrabahu? You want me to have 
a relapse with all the work you're making 
me do? paN-, hiN-, taliN- n medicine for 
bughat.

bughaw a 1 faded, pale in color. Bughaw nga 
itum, A faded black color. 2 light blue in 
color. Pinintalag bughaw, Painted light blue. 
v [B ;  c 1) •for colors to fade, get to be dull. 
Nabughaw ang iyang sinina kay gihayhay sa
init, Her dress faded because she hung it in 
the sun. 

bughuan = ABUBHUAN. see •ABUBHU.
bugi n boogie. v [AC; cl] dance the boogie. 
bugi n k.o. skin disease characterized by in-
tense itching and development of scales. v
1 [B1246; a4] get infected with scabies. 
Bugiun ka ug makighagwa ka anang iru ·!nga
pulgasun, You will be infected with scabies 
if you frolic with that flea-infested dog. 2 
[a4) light curse expressing irritation. Gibu
gi man �ing trabahua, wa magkadimau, 
Damn this work. It's done all wrong. 

bugimbilya, buginbilya = BUMmL.
buging n small ear of corn. 
bugirit a boastful, putting on airs (euphe
mism for hambugiru). v [B ;  b6] become 
boastful.

bugkas = BUGTAS.
bugkus

1 
v [A; al) tie a piece of string or s.t. 

similar around s. t. long, usually to tie it to
gether with s.t. else. Bugkusa ang mga lipak, 
Tie the bamboo slats into a bundle. Bugkusi
ug panyu ang imung samad, Tie a handker
chief around your wound. n 1 s. t. used to 
tie around s. t. Alambri ang gamitang bug
kus, Use wire to tie it up. 2 bundle. Tag
trayinta ang bugkus sa kahuy, Each bundle 
of firewood costs thirty centavos. -in- n s. t.
tied into a bundle. 

bugkus2 a slender around the stomach. v
[B12) be, become slim in the abdominal 
region. Ug sigi kang ibirsisyu, mabugkus i
mung tiyan, If you · keep exercising, your 
stomach will get trimmed down. 

bugkut v 1 [A; c] tie s. t. around s. t. to se
cure it. Bugkuta nang sugung dinba arun di
matumb·a, Tie s.t. around that bamboo tube 
container so that it won't fall over. 2 [A; 
a12b2] for supernatural beings to kidnap a 
person rendering him invisible. This is usual
ly done in the thickets, rocks, etc. where 
these spirits are thought to dwell. n s.t. tied 

around s.t.-to secure it. 
bugna n Book of Revelations. Ang bugna usa 

1 ,ka basabun sa Bag-ung Tugun nga nagsaysay 
sa umalabut-, The Book of Revelations is a 
book in the New Testament that reveals s.t. 
about things to come. hiN• see MUGNA.

bugna
2 

v [A; cl] rub bark scrapings into a 
fishing line to strengthen it. Bugnaa (ibug
na) nang pasula arun malig-un, Dye that fish
ing line to make it strong. 

bugnaw a 1 cold or cool to the touch. Bug
naw nga imnun, Cool if you drink it. Bug
naw. nga panabun, Weather that makes you 
feel cool. 2 gentle, low in sound, not loud 
or harsh. Bugnaw kaayung tingug nang mag
aawita, That singer has a mellow voice. 
3 cool in temper. Ang tawung bugnaw ug 
bunabuna dugayng masuku, A cool-temper
ed person doesn't get angry easily. 4 cool, 
indifferent. Bugnaw kaayu siyag tin_agdan sa 
iyang inaina, She is cold toward· her step
mother. - ug mantika lazy (humorous). 
- ug simud widower (lit. one whose lips are 
not so ardent) (humorous). v 1 [AB3(1)N; 
a] cool s. t., be, become cold. Ida/it ang sa
lad ug mubugnaw (mabugnaw, mamugnaw) 
na, Serve the salad when it cools .. la [b8] 
be exposed to cold, draft. Hibugnawan gani 
ku, ubbun dayun, Whenever I'm exposed to 
thecold, I readily come down with a cough. 
2 [A3P; al] dampen one's enthusiasm for 
going ahead with s. t. Di ka makabugnaw 
(makapabugnaw) naku pagminyu, yOU can 
not discourage me from getting married. 3
[B2; b6] for a sound to become soft. 4 [A 
P ;  al2] cool s.o. down, pacify his anger. 
Ang mga asawa mau!giyuy mubugnaw (rnu
pabugnaw) sa kasuku sa ilang mga bana, .Wives are the ones who know how to calm 
their husbands down . .pa· v [A; c] 1 cool 
oneself, s.t. off. 2 take refreshments. n s. t. 
taken for refreshments. Dalitig pabugnaw 
ang mga bisita, Serve the visitors some re
freshments. pa-an, pa-anan n refreshment 
parlor. paN- v [B2346) have the chills, be 
chilled all over. May bilanat ka kay namug
naw man, You (must) have a fever because 
you have the chills. Namugnaw ku sa ka
badluk, l felt cold due to (my) fright. ma
un a calm, cool-headed. 

bugnay n k.o. small tree: Antidesma bunius. 
bugnu v [AN; ab3] 1 fight at close quarters. 
Walay kukalisang ang irung mibugnu (na
mugnu) sa bitin, The dog fought the snake 
bravely. Bugnuun ka naku, l will fight with 
you. 2 struggle with. A ng masakitun nakig
bugnu sa kamatayun, The sick man is strug
gling against death. n 1 fight at close quar-
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ters. Duguun kaayu ang bugnu sa duba ka
rislir, The fight between the two wrestlers 
is so bloody. 2 a struggle. 3 contest. Kinsay
midaug sa bugnu tali niMarkus ug Usminya? 
Who won in the contest between Marcos 
and Osmefia? maN•r-n fighter. 

bugnusun n rope attached to a sail to raise it. 
bugnut v 1 [A; al2) pulls. t. with a hard jerk. 
Ikaw bay nagbugnut sa bubuk ni Pilang? 
Were you the one who pulled Pilang's hair? 
fmung bugnutun (bugnutun) ug kalit ang 
laang arun dili makalikay ang manuk, You
pull the noose all of a sudden so the chick
en cannot escape. 2 [A; b8] hastily impress
s.o. to run an errand. Akuy bibugnutan ni
yag sugu kay aku ra may didtu, I got trap
ped into running the errand because I was 
the only one there. 

bugsay n oar, paddle. v 1 [AN; b] row, pad
dle. Mibugsay (namugsay) siya padulung sa 
lawud, He paddled toward the open sea. 2 
[A; a] make into a paddle, oar. -an(�) n
the place in the boat where the one who 
paddles sits. maN-r-/1- n one who does the 
paddling.

bugsu v 1 [A; c] drive s.t. long into the 1 'ground or some other surface. Ibugsu ang 
mga lipak, Drive the stakes into the ground.
2 throw s. t. down with force, as if to ram it 
into the ground. Ibugsu ta kag ilarun ku ni
mu, I'll ram you into the ground if you
cheat me. 2a [B1256; b6] fall headlong, 
landing hard. Nabali iyang liug dibang na
bugsu siya sa yuta, He broke his neck when 
he fell headlong to the ground. n piece of 
wood or metal used as a stake. Bugsu sa 
bungsud, The stakes of the fish corral. 

bugsu2 v [A23; b26] appear, show up sud
denly or unexpectedly. Mibugsu siyag pami
sita namu, He appeared unexpectedly to pay 
us a visit. hiN• see HIMUGSU. 

bugsuk = BUGSU . pa- v (A3] dive with a 
straight body witb either head or feet first. 
Nagpabugsuk siyang miambak sa swiming 
pul, He dove into the swimming pool head
long. tali-, ta-2 n stakes. 

bugtai n k.o. small tree of waste places. 
bugtak v [B; a2] 1 for clothes to be drooping 

or loose as if wet or because of s. t. damp 
sticking to them. Nagbugtak ang iyang sapa
tus kay namilit ang lapuk, His shoes looked 
heavy on his feet because of the mud that 
stuck to them. 2 look untidy because of 
loose clothing. Nagbugtak siya sa iyang kar
sunis nga daku niya, He looks a mess in the 
pants that are too big for him. -un a wear
ing ill-fitting clothes. 

bugtas v [B126; a] for string or stitches to 

snap, break suddenly. Nabugtas ang baat sa 
pakiti, The string of the package snapped. 
Bugtasa ang tinabian, Rip the stitches apart. 

bugtaw V [A;  al] chase, run after. Bugtawa
ang kabaw nga nakabubi, Chase the carabao 
that got loose. 

bugtaw2 v [A; a] call out to s.o. at night.
Bugtawa lang unya kug mangadtu na ta. Just 
call me when it's time to go. n calling out 
to s.o. at night.

bugtaw3 v [A; b(l)] keep vigil over s.t. at 
night. Nagbugtaw kug bantay sa nanganak 
namung babuy, I kept awake watching over 
my pig that was giving birth. n vigil, keep
ing watch over. 

bugtaw4 a for muscles to be numb from fa
tigue. Bugtaw kaayu ning akung kamut sa 
pagsinuwat, My hands are numb from writ
ing so much. v [BN; al2) be numb from
fatigue. Mibugtaw (namugtaw, nabugtaw) . 
akung buktun ug kinugus sa bata, My arms 
grew numb from carrying the baby. 

bugti v [AC; c] swap, barter on a one-to-one 
basis. Bugtii ug kabayu ang akung awtu, 
Give me a horse for my car. Wa kuy ikabug
ti sa imung kaayu, I have nothing to give 
you in return for your goodness. n thing
given in exchange for s. t. else. Kini bugti 
unya sa akung baka, I will take this in re
turn for my cow. 

bugtik v 1 t 2 [B46) for the stomach to be
distended. Bitukun tingali nang bataa kay 
nagbugtik man ang tiyan, That child must 
have intestinal worms because his stomach 
is distended. 

bugtu v [AB12 ;  a] 1 for string, rope, wire, 
etc. to break with a snap, make a string snap. Nakabugtu ang iru sa bigut, The dog 
broke the tether. Mabugtu ang lastiku ug i
mung inatun, The rubber band will break if 
you stretch it. 2 - ang ginhawa [ B 12; b4]
stop breathing (die). Nabugtu na ang ginin
bawa sa masakitun, The patient has died. 3 
[A3PC; cl] cut off ties or relationship. Dili
aku ang makabugtu (makapabugtu) sa atung 
panagbigala, I cannot break up our friend
ship. Bugtuun tang atung kasal, Let's not go 
through with (lit. break ofO our wedding.
walay - without a break. Gipasundayag ang 
pilikula nga walay bugtu, The film was 
shown without interruptions. 

bugtuk n k.o. disease that infects the fruit of 
bananas and cacao whereby the fruit gets
hard spots. v [ a4] be infected with this
disease. 

bugtung n sole, lone. Pinangga ku kaayung
bugtung kung anak, I love my only child 
very much. - lubi n a coconut which grows 
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all alone and not in a bunch. The oil of 
such a coconut is said to be highly medi
cinal. v = -IN-. -in- v [AlC; a12] do s.t.
alone, single-handedly, do s.t. with another 
in singles. Binugtungun (binugtungun) ku 
nigdarung umaba, I'll plow this field single
handedly. -an n lone scale encircling a leg
a chicken. If a cock has such a mark 
it is believed to be a sign that it is to be a 
likely winner. 

bugtus n sweet potatoes produced from the 
first harvest. 

bugu n k.o. tree.
bugu a 1 slow in comprehension, dull. 2 

poo� in doing things. Bugu kaayu ku anang 
sayaw, I'm a poor dancer. v [Bl ; a2] 1 be,
become dull. 2 be poor in doing things. 
Nagkabugu ka na man run. Di na man kang 
kasiyat sa hula, You're g�tting poorer and 
poorer. You can't even shoot the ball. 

bugu n k.o. fish. 1 name given to various 
2k.o. gobies. 2 name given to snakeheads. 

buguk , -in-a 1 for an egg to be rotten. 2 rot-1 ' , 
/ 'ten in character. Dt maantigung ma uuy ang 

tawung binuguk ug kasingkasing, A man
with a rotten heart doesn't know pity. v
[B2; b6] for eggs to fail to hatch, addle. 

*buguk2 ·i_n· n youn¥es� child (humorous). 
buguk3, buguk1 = BUGUI' bitguk2 v [A; cl] take a mouthful of liquid 
to gargle, rinse out the mouth. Makabuguk
ba kug duba ka lab-uk sa imung tuba? Can
I get a mouthful of your toddy to rinse out 
my mouth? Buguka (ibuguk) ning tambala, 
Gargle with this mouthwash. 

bugul, bitgul a 1 rounded and full, in a lump.
Ang bugul nlmung aping, Your fuU and 
rounded cheeks. Makaiibug tan-awun ang 
bugul mung dugban, Your full breasts are
entrancing to look at. v [BN; b6] 1 be,_ be
come full and rounded like a lump. n lump. 
Butangig yilu ang bugul sa agtang mu, Ap
ply ice to the lump on your fore head. Bu
gul sa kan-un, A lump of rice. ka-�) n 1
fullness, roundness. 

bugun n 1 lump. Bugun sa yuta, Clods of 
earth. Bugun sa kan-un, Lumps of rice. Bu
gun sa kalayu, Balls of fire. 2 cyst or any 
lump growing in the body. Naingun kag
tawung nakalamuyg hula nang imung bu
gun, You look like a man who has swallow
ed a ball with that goiter of yours. v [B3(1) ;
cl] get full of lumps. Mubugun (mabugun) 
ang gatas kun mababaw, Milk gets curdled 
when it is sour. -an n having a goiter, cyst. 

bugung a very quick and fast in going. v 
[A23P; a12] move in a hurry. Mibugung
(mipabugung) ug dagan ang awtu, The car 

sped away. 
bug-us a 1 final, resolute. Bug-us na ba ning 
imung hukum? ls this decision of yours fi
nal? 2 given with entirety, nothing held 
back. Higugmaa ang Diyus sa bug-us mung
kasingkasing, Love God with all your heart. 
v [A123P; a12) 1 resolve with finality. 2 
make s.t. complete. Ihatag ang imung lawas
arun mabug-us ang atung gugma, Give your 
body to make our love complete. 3 [A;
al2] be a godparent to a child both in baJ>
tism and confirmation or wedding. Suud
kaayu mi Aku gani nagbug-us ug kugus sa 
iyang bata, We are close friends. In fact 
I sponsored his child in baptism and con
firmation. ka- n 1 the state of being com
plete. 2 full moon. Hayag kaayu rung gab
biuna kay kabug-us man, This evening it's 
bright because there's a full moon. ka-an .n
finality. Ibatag ku nimung kabug-usan sa
akung bukum ugma, I'll let you know what 
my final decision is tomorrow. 

bug-us2 v [a4) for s.o. to be taken by a
supemarural being to its unearthly abode 
and hav� substituted for his body a banana 
trunk which takes the appearance of his 
dead body. Wa tu siya mamatay. Gibug-us 
diay, He wasn't dead but was taken by a 
supernatural being. 

buguy n 1 hoodlum, hooligan. Buguy ang
nagkulata niya, He was mauled by a hood
lum. 2 a loafer, idler. Gagmay $iyag nuta 
kay buguy mang pagkatinun-an, His grades 
are low because he's a bum student. v [B;
a2) be, become a bum. -in- v (A; b6] act, 
look like a hoodlum. Ug dili siya atngan, 
magbinuguy sa iyang pagtuun, If we don't 
keep an eye on him, he'U start bumming
around instead of s.tudying. 

bugwad .= BUGWAL._
bugwak v 1 [AN_ ; b6(1)] spit, blow s.t. out 
of the mouth. Ayaw ibugwak ang tambal, 
Do riot spit the medicine out. 2 [AN; bl]
gush forth, spew out. Namugwak ug kalayu 

· ang bulk an, The volcano sp¢wed fire. n s.t.
spewed, puffed out. Nagkalidadis ang buluk
sa bugwak sa tubig sa pawntin, The foun
tain emitted a multicolored stream of water. 
Mai/.ban nakung klasi sa sigarilyu sa·usa Zang
ka bugwak, I can tell the br�nd of cigarette · 'by just .one puff t

bugwal v · [A; . a] turn over the earth, usually 
with a bar; to prepare the ground for culti
vation. Bugwalun ku ang b.-,ul, I'll dig the 
field up. Bugwalan ku ang akung utang ni
mu, I'll pay off my debt by digging your 
field up. 

bugway n 1 spike of flowers or fruit that 
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branches out. 2 s.t. plaited together in a 
string or garland to make a unit for sale.
Palit ug usa ka bugway ahus, Buy a string of 
garlic. 3 anything long resembling s. t, plait
ed into a strand. Bugway nga asu, A column 
of smoke. Bugway sa kahayag, A shaft of 
light. v 1 [Al flower or fruit in spikes. 2 [A;  
a2] plait s. t. into a string to form a unit. 

bugyas n k. o. small square-bottomed basket 
made of bamboo or rattan strips, woven in
to a square mesh. v 1 [A; cl] make this sort 
of basket. 2 [c16] put s.t. in such a bas
ket. Bugyasun (ibugyas) ku ning mga pisu
pagdala, I'll carry these chicks in a small 
basket 

bugyung = BUDYUNG.
buha n sleeve bearing for wheels. v [A; a2] 
attach, make into, use a sleeve bearing. 

buhagay v [A2S; b6] pour forth in large 
quantities. Pagkabuak sa sakayan mibuhagay 
angtubig sa sulud, When the boat broke, the 
water rushed into it. Mibuhagay ang kaha
yag sa kwartu, Light flooded the room. 
Nagbuhagay ang pasi sa buslut sa saku, The
grains poured out of the rip in the sack. n
profuse flowing of s. t. 

buhaha, buhaha a 1 talking or laughing loud
ly. 2a loud-mouthed, talking boastfully. 2t 
blabber-mouthed, unable to keep secrets. 
Pataka lag tabi nang buhabaa, That blabber
mouth just prattles on without discretion.
v 1 [A; b3] break into loud laughter. Mibu
baha lag katawa ang bi.tang, The maniac 
burst into wild laughter. 2 [B2; b6) a get
to be a loud-mouthed braggart. b get to be 
a blabber-mouth. 

buhakhak = BAHAKHAK. 
buhalhal v [B6; cl] left open, unbuttoned, 

unfaste�ed. Nabubalbal ang iyang sinina, 
Her dress was unbuttoned. Nagbuhalbal nga 
ba$Urahan, An uncovered garbage can. Sa
akung pagdinali nagbubalbal na Zang ning 
akung sapatus, In my hurry I left my shoes 
unlaced. Ayaw bubalbala (ibubalbal) ang i
mung nuka, Don't leave your sore exposed. 

buhalhal2 = BUHJ\IIA.. 
buhang = BUUIANG. 
buhanghang = BUHALHAL 
buhat v 1 [A ;  a2) do s.t, do work. Di ka

1pakan-un din bi ug di ka mububat, If you do 
not work, you don't get anything to eat 
here. Bubata ang tanan arun aku mabub� 
Do everything in your power so that I may 
live. Nganung bubatan man ku nimu niini? 
Why do you do this to me? 2 [AC12; a) 
make, construct. Bubatun kung tangkal ki
ning kawayana, I'll make this bamboo into 
a cage. 3 [A;  a12] create. Wa pay nakabu-

bat ug tambal pagp.ugung sa katigulangun, 
No one has created a drug to prevent aging. 

IGibubat sa Ginuu si Iba, God created Eve. 
V [A; bl perform the bubat ceremony (bu
bat, n 5). Kinabanglan nang bubatan arun 
mamaayu, We have to perform a bubat cer
emony for him so he will get better. n 1 s. t. 
made, make. Ang radyu bubat sa .Hapun,· The radio set is of Japanese make. 2 work.
A nad ku sa bubat, I am accustomed to
work. 3 job. Unya na pagminyug may bu
bat ka na, Don't get married until you have 
job. 4 deed. Ipakita sa buhat ang gugma 
mu, Show your love by deeds. 5 ceremony
of offering s.t. cooked with no salt to spir
its to insure harvest, give thanks, diagnose 
an illness. The one who performs this cere
mony is the·diwataban. anak sa - n laborer. 
babaying - n lady, a female acting in a way
appropriate to her role as a woman. lalakittg 
- n man acting in a way appropriate to a 
man. Lalaking buhat mag-apil-apil sa mga 
tabi, You, a man joining in the women's
gossip. buhatbuhat v [AN2; al 2) do a va
riety of different, small chores. Namubat
buhat siya sa balay, He putters around the
house. mabuhatbuhatun a fond of putter
ing around. pamuhatbuhat n food prepared
for the buhat ceremony (cf. bubat, n 5). -an 
(➔) n place of work, office. gim-un(➔) n = 
-L-UN. a entailing lots of work. Gimbubatun
kaayu kaning pagrilyinu, It's a lot of trouble
to make stuffed chicken. -in- 1 BUHAT, 1. 2 
creature. Mga binubat sa Ginuu, The Lord's 
creatures. -in-an n deeds performed. Dautan
nfmurzg binubatan, Your evil deeds. -1-un,
-l�un(➔) n things to do, work to be done. 
mag-� n The Creator, God. mag-�(➔) 1
Protestant layman who performs ministral 
duties. 2 = MAN·R·(�. maN-�(➔) n one who 
makes things. manggi-un, manggim-un a 
hard-working, industrious. paN- n business
of making s. t. Maayung nigusyu ang pamu
bat ug mwiblis, Furniture making is a good
business. pina- n s.t. made to order. Sapatus 
nga pinabubat, Made-to-order shoes. tali-, 
-um-� a preparing to make s. t. t 

buhat2 v [A; al] lift. Bubata ring kahun ug 
itungtung .sa lamisa, Lift this box, and put 
it on the table. 

buhawi, buhawi n waterspout, heavy squall, 
cloudburst.

buhay v [A13; al2) be permitted to live and ·thrive. Dili magbubay sa dagat ang kasili,
Fresh-water eels will not survive in the sea. 

buhi a 1 alive, living. Kun buhi pa si Tatay, 
If Dad were only alive: Rubi pa ang akung 
paglaum, My hopes have not died. 2 vivid. 
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Buhi pa sa akung panumduman, Vivid in 
my memories. Buhi kung pagtuu nga wa pa 
siya mamatay, I firmly believe he is still 
alive. - ang bulan phase of the moon the 
first day after the new moon. Bub,' ang bu
Ian ugma, The moon will enter the first 
quarter tomorrow. - nga dugu blood that 
has freshly issued from a wound. - ug dugu 
active, not phlegmatic. Buhi siyag dugu. 
Listung suguun, She is an energetic person
and follows orders in a lively way. v 1 [B
126) live, come to life. Nabubi si Kristu sa 
Duminggu di Glurya, Christ came to life on
Easter Sunday. Dili mabubi ang isda ug way 
tubig, A fish cannot live out of the water. 
la  ma- pay ginamus [so-and-so] is sure to 
die (literally, preserved fish is more likely 
to come to life). Mabubi pay ginam7:'S ni
mug maligsan ka sa pisun, If the steam roll
er runs over you, you'll be dead. 2 [A; al] 
bring to life, cause to thrive. Akuy nagbuhi 
sa patay n{yang paglaum, l revived his dying 
hopes. Ang ulan nakabubi sa mga tanum, 
The rain revived the plants. Bubia ang kala
yu, Kindle the fire. (_.) v [A;  a] 1 raise 
animals. Ang babuy nga akung gibubi, The
hog I am raising. 2 support, raise a family. 
Wa kuy ikabubig asawa, I don't have the 
means to support a wife. n 1 pet, domestic 
animal kept. Ang bubi kung kanding, The 
goat I am keeping. 2 animal kept by a super:
natural being. 3 penis (humorous). Dakug
bubi, Having a large penis. -in·(�) n = BU· 
Hi 1. 2 adopted child or raised by s.o. bu·
lu'buhi v [A13] do s.t. without being told, 
help oneself. Magbubibubi na Zang k ug ka
un diri, I'll help myself to the food here. 
pa- v [A; a] 1 cause s.t. to be brought to 
life. 2 - sa dugu make s.o. active, energetic. 
paka- v [A13; b3] 1 live for s.t. Nagpaka
buhi ku sa akung mga a�ak, I live for the 
sake of my children. 2 [A; a12] allow s.o.
to live. Unsay dili naku isaad ug pakabubi
un lamang siya, What wouldn't I give, if 
only he. be allowed to live. paniN- v [A2;
b6] 1 lead one's life. Buut kaming manimu
hi sa amung kaugalingun, We want to live 
our life on our own. 2 = PANGINA·. ka- ·n 
see KABUHI. v [b( 1)] have a livelihood
from s. t. Gikabubian namu ang gamay na
mung yuta, We lived off of our small piece 
of property. panga-, pangina- v [A; b6(1)) 
earn a living. Adtu sila mangabuhi (mangi
nabuhi) sa Mindanaw, They will go to earn 
their living in Mindanao. Pangabuhian (pa
nginabuhian) ba kanang trababua? Can you 
earn a living from that work? kagi- n biog
raphy. kina- n life. Lawas nga wala nay 

kinabuhi, A body without life. 2 life span. 
Taas ug kinabubi, Long-lived. 3 m,ode of 
life. Lisud nga kinabubi, A difficult life. 
manggi-an a good at raising things. manggi
un a growing well. maN-r-(+), maN-r- n one 
who raises things. -1-un n 1 animals to be
raised. 2 family to support. Dagban kug bu
lubiun, l have a big family to support. paN
(�) n occupation of raising animals. Maka
sapi ta sa pamubig manuk, We can,get mon
ey by raising chickens. t 

buhi2 v 1 [AB12346; b6(1)] set free, get 
free. Kinsay. nagbubi nimu? Who freed 
you? Nakabuhi ang bigal sa tangkal, The 
sow escaped from t�e pen. Buhii (buy-i) 
ang kan.ding, Set the goat free. Wa pa buhii 
ang klasi, The class has not been dismissed. 
2 [AN; b6] release one's hold on. Maayu
siyang mubisiklita kay mamuhi (manimu
bi), He rides a bicycle well because he can 
let go. Buhii (buy-i) ang akung bag, Let go 
of my bag. 3 [b] 3a  release one's emotions. 
Gibuhian niya ang iyang pagbilak, She let 
herself go!. crying. 3b let a vehicle go to a 
certa�n speed. Gibubian kug utsinta ang mu
tursiklu, I let the motorcycle go up to 
eighty. 4 [A; b] spend money from a cer
tain fund. Wala pa buhii ang saping itukud 
sa dalan, The money for the road has not 
been released yet. 5 [Al!; b(l)) draw in a 
lottery. Buhian ang ripa ugma, The draw
ing of the lottery will be held tomorrow. 6 
[A; b6) set off dynamite. Gibubian ug di
namita ang duut, They set off dynamite on 
the schoQl of fish. n 1 setting of s. t free, 
esp. cocks in a fight. Pila ka bubi ang imung 
nadag-an? How many cockfights (lit. set
tings free) did you win? 2 holding of a lot
tery. 3 setting off of dynamite. (+) = BU
Hi, v 1, 2. paniN- v [A2] = BUHi, 2. -in-an 
n 1 animal that is let to go free. 2 unre
strained. Binuhtan nga katawa, Unrestrained
laughter. 3 fish caught by setting off dyna
mite. in-an(�), binuy-an = IN-AN, 1. maN-r-. n fisherman who uses dynamite. paN- n dis
missal of a group. tingpaN· n dismissal time. 

buhilaman n civilization. 
buhimyu a philanderer, chasing after women. 
Daghan ang gipaangkan sa buhimyung da
ku, The philanderer has made lots of girls 
pregnant. v [Bl ;  a2] be, become, make in-
to a philanderer. 

buhis n 1 taxes, license fee. 2 = PAN-. v 1 [A; 
b] pay taxes, tribute. Gibuhisan na ba ni
mu ang imung balay? Have you paid taxes 
on your house? Wala niya buhisi ang hari,
He did not pay his tribute to the king. 2
[A; c] . offer as tribute (poetic). lbubis ku 
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ang akung kinabubi sa inaban kung yuta, 
I'll offer my life as tribute to my mother
land. -I-an(�), I-an n taxes levied. mag-�(�) 
n taxpayer. paN· n system of taxation. 

buhiyas n watts, volts. Pila ka bubiyas nang 
bumbilyaba? How many watts is that bulb? 
Ang linya dinbi dus syintus bayinti buhiyas, 
The current here is 220 volts. 

buhu v. [A) do s.t. in one's own way, do 
one'� own thing. Magbubu man giyud kag 
imu bisag nak11bibawu ka na sa bustu, You 
insist on doing things your own way even if 
you know the right way. Ayaw mug buhug 
inyu ug dapitun mu, When you're called to 
join us don't go off and do your own thing. 

buhu , buhia v [A; b6) dig, bore a hole. Nag
bubl silag lubngan sa iru, They dug a hole 
to bury the dog in. Bubui ang kawayan, 
Bore a hole in the bamboo.t(➔) n hole. Bu
bu sa bungbung, A hole in the wall. Buhu 
sa yuta, A hole in the ground. binuhm, bi
nuhuan n hole made s. w. 

buhuk n hair on the head. buhukbuhuk n s.t. 
like hair. Bubukbubuk sa mais, Corn tassel. 
-an a having hair. v [B1256; al2) get to 
have hair on it. -an�) n name given to 
fishes having filament-like ventral and/or 
dorsal growths. 

Buhul n the island of Bohol. Bul-anun n one 
from Bohol v [Bl26) become a Boholano. 
v [A; cl) do, speak like the Boholanos. 

buhunbuhun v [C; c3) go in a group or gang. 
Nagbubunbubun sila sa simbahan, They 
went to church as a group. n going around 
together in a group. Nakaundang siyag is
kuyla tungud sa bubunbubun, He quit 
school because he spent his time running
around with his cronies. ka- n member of 
one's gang. 

buhung a provided in abundance. Bubung sa 
kalipay ang amung kaminyuun, Our mar
riage had an abundance of happiness. v 1 
[A3P; al) supply s.t. in abundance. Maka
bubung ( makapabubung) nga panibapun, A 
sumptuous meal. Bubungun ta ka sa gugma,
I'll shower love on you. 2 [b4) be surfeited 
to the point of losing desire. Gibunghan na 
kug kinaug babuy, I'm fed up with eating 
pork. ka- n having things in abundance, af
fluence. Larawan sa kabuhung ang tawung 
adunahan, A rich man is a picture of af
fluence. 

buhus, buhusv [A; c] 1 pour s.t. out. lbubus 
ang pasi ngadtu sa bularan, Pour the grain 
out into the drying bin. 2 pour one's feel
ings out on s.o, Hibubusan aku sa iyang ka
lagut, He poured his anger out on me. 3 
[A; b(l)) for rain to pour. Mibubus ang u-

Ian, It poured. 
buhut = BUI.HUT, 1, 2, 3. 
bub 11 1 [APB3(1); bcl]  for the eyes or 
mouth to open, cause them to do so. Ang
kalisud mauy mibuka (mipabuka) sa iyang 
mga mata sa sayup nga iyang nahimu, Hard
ship opened his eyes to the error of his 
ways. Nakabuka na bang mga mata sa ituy? 
Arc the puppies' eyes opened yet? Bukha 
(ibuka) ang baba sa punaw, Open the mouth 
of the clam. la for the earth to crack open,
as in an earthquake. 2 [A; b] add width to 
space. Bukbi (bukabi) ang balay, Widen the 
house. n opening, aperture. Buka sa pulta
ban, The. amount the door is opened. - sa 
balay the width of the house (lit. the 
amount of opening between the sides). 

buka n muzzle of a firearm. - insindiyu n 1 
fire hydrant. 2 verbal attacks. Nagpungasi 
ang mga buka insindiyu sa duba ka partidu 
sa pulitika, The two political parties rained 
verbal abuse on each other. - abyirta = 
BUKABYIRT A. 

bukabularyu n vocabulary.
bukabyirta a prone to revealing secrets. v 

[B 1] tend to reveal secrets. 
bukabyirtu = BUKABYIRTA (male). 
bukad v [AB3(1)6; cl] 1 = BUKHAD. 2 for 

an infection to grow in area. Mibukad ang 
nuka, The infection spread out. - ang atay 
for one's pride to swell Mibukad ang atay 
niyang gidayig, His pride swelled · from all 
the praise. 3 [B3(1)] for grains or beans to 
expand and crack open when cooked. a 1 = 
BUKHAD. 2 spread out. Bukad ang sayal nf 
ya, She has a flaring skirt. - ug ngabil thick
lipped. 

bukad v [A; a2) get the fish from a trap.
,1 'Bukara nang mga isda sa bungsud, Gather 

the fish caught in the fish corrals. 
bukad2 v [A3S; ab2] dig up s.t. from under 
the ground. Nagbukad kug ubi, I am dig
ging for yams. 

bukadua1 n bit put in a horse's mouth. 
bukag n general term for baskets with a large 
mesh. v [A; a] make, make into a basket 
with a large mesh. mag-t"· n maker of bukag's.

bukag n corncob. v [A;cl6] use corncobs for 
fuel Magbukag lang mi ug wa nay laing sug
nud, We just use corncobs if we have no 
other fuel. 

bukagay, bukaghay a for grains to be loose 
so that they do not adhere. Ang sabaw am
pay sa kan-ung bukagbay, Soup goes well 
with rice cooked dry. v [B6; al2] for grains 
not to adhere because of dryness. -un a of a 
dry sort. Yutang bukaghayun, Sandy soil. 

bukagkag v [A;cl] brcaks.t. lumpy into fine 
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particles and give it a uniform consistency. 
Bukagkaga (ibukagkag) ang harina usa tak
sa, Break up lumps of flour before measur
ing lt.

bukaka v 1, 2 = BUKIKI. 3 t.
bukal n member of the board of councilors 
ofthe province. v [A; al 2) make s.o. a pro
vincial board member. 

bukal v 1 [APB2S3(1); a2P) boil s.t., for 
s.t. t� boil. Nagbukal (nagpabukal) kug tu
big, I boiled some water. Nagbukal nga arni
bal, Boiling syrup. 2 [B2S46) be agitated.
Ang nagbukal nga dagat, The seething wa
ters. 3 - ang dugu a [B2S46; al2) seethe 
with anger. Mubukal ang akung dugu ug
makakita ku sa tawung nag-ilug sa amung 
humstid, I seethe with anger when r see the 
man who stole our homestead. b [Al2)
feel a strange attitude of kinship for a stran
ger who turns out to be a relative. Bantug
ra nga mibukal ang akung dugu pagkakita 
nlmu. Paryinti man diay ta, No wonder .I felt close to you when I saw you. You are
related to me. - sa dugu sa kasingkasing c 
[b4) suffer a fatal heart attack. Kalit ang
kamatayun· sa tawung bukalan sa dugu sa 
kasingkasing, Death from a fatal heart at
tack is instantaneous. -in-, pina· n s. t. boiled 
or boiling. 

bukal2 n k.o. tall, tufted grass of open waste
places: RottboeUia exaltata. 

bukana n area where the waters of a river 
merge with the open sea.

bukarilyu n k.o. sweet made from young 
shredded coconut meat, sugar; and flavoring
boiled with a syrup and hardened. v [A;
b6cl) make bukarilyu. 

bukas v [AB13(1); b) open s.t., be opened. 
Ang �usug nga hangin mibukas sa iyang sa
yal, The strong wind made her skirt fly up. 
Nagbukas ang pwirta, The door is standing
open. Buksi ang sulat, Open the letter. a 
open. - ang pultahan always welcome, the 
door is always open. Bukas kanunay ang 
amung pultaban alang kanimu, Our door is
always open to you. 

bukas2, bukas = BUKLAS.
bukasyun n vocation.
bukasyunal n vocational training course. v

[a12) make into a vocational school. 
bukatuta a ugly in face. v [B;  cl) be, be

1come ugly-faced. 
bukatut2 n term used to refer to animals that 
eat crops as a means of avoiding reference 
to the animal itself. It is believed that pests 
are raised by supernatural beings and refer
ring to them by name will cause them to 
multiply. 

bukawl = BUKAL•.bukaw2 n k.o. owl: Ninox philippensis. bu
kawbukaw n name given to flat-bodied fish
es with large owl-like eyes. 

bukawi = BAYUK.A.WI.
bukay = ABUKAY.
bukayu = BUKHAYU.
bukbuk = BALUKBUK1, 2, 3, 4_ bukdu = BUGDU.
bukgay n k.o. edible fresh-water shell similar 
to the nerite shell but with sharp projec
tions, dark gray to whitish gray in color. 

bukhad v [AB3(1)6; cl) spread out, unfold 
s.t. which is rolled or folded up, for s.t. to 
open up. Mibukhad na kug banig para ni
mu, I've already spread a mat for you. Mi
bukhad (nabukhad) nang bulak, The flower 
has opened. Ang nagbukhad niyang palad,
His open hand. Bukhara (ibukhad) ang pa
pil nga nalukut, Unfold the roll of paper. a
opened up and spread out. - ug pal.ad gen
erous (lit. open-palmed).

bukhayu n candy made from shredded coco
nut cooked with brown sugar. v [A; a2) 
make, make into coconut candy.

buki n 1 bouquet of flowers. 2 set of four 
consecutive mahjong pieces of the flower 
design (bulak, 2a). v [A; cl) make, make 
into a bouquet. 

buki = BUKiKI.
buki digira n warship. 
bukid n mountain. Taas kaayu nga bukid, 
High mountain. a deep in the mountains. 
Bukid kaayu tung amu, Our place is high in 
the mountains. - sa buut, hunahuna 1 be 
far from one's thoughts. Bukid sa buut niya 
ang pagsungkip sa atup, He never thought 
of fixing the roof. 2 against one's will. Gi
pugus siya pagminyu nga bukid sa iyang bu
ut, She was forced to marry against her 
will. v [cS) 1 be far from one's thoughts. 
2 against one's will. Gikabukid ba sa imung
buut ang pagpasaylu naku? Is it against 
your will (have you not thought) to for
give me? pa-(➔) v [A; c) go, bring to the 
mountains. Nagpabukid sila a"'n pagtagu, 
They went to the mountains to hide. buki
ran n 1 mountain range. 2 farm. kabukiran, 
kabukidan, kabukilan n the mountains. taga
n mountaineer. bukirun a mountainous. bu·
kidnun a from the mountains. Bukidnung
linaktan, Way of walking like a mountaineer.

bukiki v [A; al) 1 push things apart, esp. 
those which offer a certain amount of re
sistance. Mibukiki ku sa /yang pitakag may 
kwarta ha, I looked in his wallet to see if
there was any money. Nagbuk,kt ka ba sa 
mga pinusu? Have you pushed the husks 
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of the ears aside to examine the grains? 
Bukikia ang iyang bubuk kung naa bay ku
tu, Look in her hair if there arc any lice. 
Ayaw ibukiki ang imung kamut sa kugun, 
Don't push the cogon grass apart with your 
hands. 2 reopen a subject no longer dis
cussed. Gibukiki ang iyang kagahapun sa 
kaatbang niya sa pulitika, His political rival 
brought up his past. 

bukilya n 1 spout, nozzle, small opening 
through which liquids are poured. 2 mouth
piece of a brass instrument. 

buking a euphemism for buku • 

buking upis n booking office. 
1

bukinggan n annual ornamental flowers simi
lar to but smaller than bachelor's buttons: 
Gompbrena globosa. 

bukiskis1 
a 1 ignorant, unfamiliar with things. 

Giasinan sa bukiskis ang kapi, The ignorant 
girl put salt in the coffee. v [B12; b6] be 
ignorant, unfamiliar with things.

bukiskis2 n k.o. skin disease, usually of the 
legs, characterized by whitish splotches. v 
[B1246; a4] get this skin disease. -un a 
having the splotches of this disease. 

bukisyunal = BUKASYUNAL.' ' bukitkit = BUKIKI. 
bukidao 1 [A; al] open s.t. flexible by push
ing the sides apart. Human nimug biwa sa 
bat, bukitlaa ug iniwniw sa dagat, After 
you have cut the sea cucumber open, pull 
it apart at the sides and rinse it in the wa
ter. Gibukitla. ku ang iyang mata kung may
puling ba, I pushed her eyelids apart to see 
if there was s.t. in her eyes. 2 =BUKIKI. 

buklad v 1 [A; cl] spread s.t. out flat Mu
buklaJ na ku ug banig kay matiJug na ku, I 
will spread the mat because I am going to 
sleep. lbuklad (buklara) ning saku didtu sa 
init arun mamala, Spread this sack out in 
the sun to dry. 2a for a girl to grow to 
maidenhood (poetic). 2b for a blossom to 
open. M ingbuklad na ang· mga rusas, The 
roses arc starting to open. tingpaN- n year
(lit. season of blooming) (poetic). Dalaga
nga napulug pitu ka tingpamuklad, A girl
of seventeen summers. 

•buklad2 tap- euphemism for TAGABUKID, 
'mountaineer'. see BUKID. 

bukla v [AN; a12] take the wash in. Buklasa 
ang linadlad, Take in the laundry you have 
left out to bleach. 

buklat v [A; cl]  1 pry s.t. open that has a slit 
in it. Buklata (ibuklat) ang imbaw, Pry the 
clam open. 2 [B3(1)] for the eyes to open.

bukni n k.o. edible white mushroom (black
when dried).

buknul n 1 lump, s. t. bulging. Unsa ning buk-

nul sa imung bulsa? What is this bulging in 
your pocket? 2 bunch of fibrous materials. 
Gisagulan ug dili iskuhidu ang buknul sa la
nut, The bunch of abaca fibers has lots of 
second-class fibers mixed in withv· it. v 1 [B] 
bulge, be lumpy. Ang unlan nagbuknul kay 
dagbang panit sa duldul, The pillow is lump
y because it has a lot of kapok peels .. 2 [A; 
cl] tie into a bunch. lbuknul (buknula) 
imung bubuk, Tie your hair into a bunch. 

buksidur = BAKSIDUR. 
buksing = BAKSING. 
buksiyadur = BAKSIDUR. 
bukm n k.o. biting sand flea, orange with 
black spots. 

buktun n 1 arms, esp. the lower arms. Ang
taknaan sa iyang buktun, The watch on his 
wrist (arm). 2 sleeves. Sininang way buk
tun, Sleeveless dress. v [A; c] add sleeves 
to a garment -in-an n garment with sleeves. 

buktut 1 = BALUKTUT. 2 name given to 
humpbacked fish, e.g., the Philippine jack: 
Hynnis momsa. 3 k.o. humpbacked shrimp. 

buku v [A; al] reveal s.o.'s character, true 
Iidentity, be found out. Bukhun ta ka nga 

minyu ka, I will reveal that you are mar
ried. Nabuku siyang mangingilad, It was re
vealed that he was a swindler. 

buku� n node of a stem. Mal,su pay buku sa 
kawayan, Impossible. (Lit. A bamboo node 
would sooner get twisted.) v [al2] chop 
s.t. at the node. Dugay kang makaputul 
nang kabuyag bukbun mu pagtigbas, It'll 
take you a long time to cut that tree if you 
hack it on its node. bukubuku n the back 
ofa person or animal. v [a12] hit s.t. in the 
back. 

bukubar n popsicle made of young coconut. 
v [A; cl] make, eat bukubar. 

bukubuku n k.o. small cuttlefish. 
bukud a plump, round due to fullness. Bukud 

ug aping, Round-cheeked. v [Al3PB2; a2] 
be plump and full, make s.t. full. _Kinsay
nagbukud (nagpabukud) sa saku? Who fill
ed the sack until it was round? Mabukud 
ang mga ubas sa ting-ulan, The grapes will 
become round and full during the rainy sea
son. 

bukug n 1 bone. 2 gun, usually sidearm 
(slang). v [B126; b3] for a bone to stick in 
the throat Dili makabukug a�g ginamus, 
The small grates of salted f15h can't chok� 
you. Nabukug ku, I got a bone in my throat. 
Unsang isdaa ang nabukgan nimu? What 
k.o. fish did you choke on? - sa buut, ka
bubut-un a contrary to one's principles. Ta

wu nga bukug kaayu sa akung buut, A per
son completely repulsive to me. - ug panit 
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n skin and bones - i.e., thin. walay - with
out anything getting in the way. Way hukug 
ang iyang diskursu, His speech was fluently 
delivered.Musyat pirmi Jang way hukug, He
shoots cleanly (his shots never touch the 
basket). walay - ang dila speaking unre
strainedly without any consideration. hiN
v [b(l)] take the fish grates out. Himukugi
ang isda una kan-a, Remove the fish grates 
before you eat it. ka·an n bones. Nanakit
akung kahukugan sa pagtinarhahu, My
bones ache from too much work. 

bukul, bukul n 1 protruding lump. Unsa nang 
hukul sa imung ulu? What's that lump on 
your head? 2 lump, clump. Bukul sa kan
un, Lump of rice. Bukul sa yuta, Lumps of 
soil. v [B26; aP] 1 get a lump. Mihukul ang 
ulu nga nahunalan, His head swelled where 
I had struck him. 2 form lumps. hukulhu
kul v [B14) be full of lumps. Dautan ning
litsi kay naghukulhukul man, This milk is 
no good because it is full of lumps. paN- v
[A2; b6] for the breasts to develop in ado
lescence. Unsa? Manaratu ka na nga wa pa 
kagani pamukli (pamukuli)? What is all
this about boy friencls when your breasts 
have not even started to develop? 

hukung n husk and shell of a coconut split • . hlengthwise without t e meat. 
hukungi n freeloader, one who gets s.t. for 
free, either by mooching or by not paying 
the bill, buying_ a ticket, etc. Naglahi ang 
hukung sa pasablru ning traka, There's more 
freeloaders than passengers on this bus. 
paN- v [A2; b6] freeload. Mamukung ta ni
mug sigarilyu, May I mooch a cigarette off
of you? Namukung ku sa sini, amigu man
naku ang takilylra, I got in the movie for
free because the ticket seller is a friend of 

.mine. 
bukut n swarm of black wasps that build 
nests in trees. v [b6]. have a hornet's nest 
built in it. Gihukutan ang santul, The san
tol tree has a hornet's nest in it. 

bukut = BALUKUT. 
bukwas = BUKLAS. 
bukway v [B;  cl]  1 for long, thin things to 
stretch out: tendrils, flowers, sunrays, etc. 
Naghukway na ang mga banay sa mais, The
corn tassels are spreading out now. Wa pa
makabukway ang sllaw sa adlaw ug nakali
gu na siya, He took his bath before the 
sun had spread its rays. 2 for the arms, ten
tacles to spread out and wave or wiggle. Mi
hukway ang mga gaway sa kug,ta pagkaki
tag kaaway, The octopus spread his tenta
cles in all directions when he spotted an 
enemy. 3 [B1256] in a game of takyan, to 

fail to hit the shuttlecock squarely and thus 
lose one's tum to be served. n 1 taro shoots 
before they develop leaves. 2 failure to re
turn the serve in takyan.

hukya n k.o. white, transparent jellyfish, 
round, growing to 9" in diameter, with ten
tacles that inflict a slight sting. 

bukyabukya = BUKY A. 
hw n mason jar, used as a measure for toddy.
hula1 (not without /) n 1 ball. 2 game of ball. 
-· dimanu n cue ball in billiards. v 1 [A;
c 1 ]  form s. t. into a ball. 2 [A26; b6] play 
a ball game. hulahula v [A; cl ]  1 make
meat balls. 2 be bounced around like a ball. 
Ang sakayan gihulahula sa dagkung balud, 
The boat was tossed about like a ball in the 
high seas. 3 for several persons to maul s.o. 
bouncing him around among themselves. n
1 dish consisting of little meat balls. 2 plim
soll line, indicating the load line of a ship.
-dur(➔) n ball player. 

bwa2 (not without /) v [A; cl ]  heave s.t. 
heavy onto s.o. 's shoulders. !hula (hulahun) 
ni natu sa iyang ahaga, Let's heave this onto 
his shoulders. n action of heaving s. t. onto 
one's shoulders. Kada hula makada kug si
yin kilus, I can take one hundred kilograms 
on my shoulders at one time. -da =· BUL-'A2•
-dur(➔) n one who heaves heavy things onto 
others' backs. 

hwa3 (not without /) n flattery. v [A; bS] 
flatter. Ug imu siyang hulahan (hulahun)
tugut dayun, If you flatter him, he'll let 
you do it. -da = BULA3. 

hwa4 (not without /) n drawing in a lottery.
v [Al ; cl] hold a drawing in a lottery. 

hula n bubbles, foam. a foamy, forming bub
bles. Bula kaayu ning sahuna, This soap 
forms lots of suds. v [B346) form bubbles, 
foam. Naghula ang /away sa kahayu, The
horse is foaming at the mouth. - ang haba 
pagkaun eat one's fill. Mihula ang iyang 
bahag kinaus kfk, He had his fill of cake. 

bul-a n . k.o. fish.
buiahid = BALUNABID. 
hula.bung = BUNGABUNG. ·!hulad v [A; cl ]  1 stay out in the sun. Naghu
lad siya paghantayg trak, He waited for the
bus in the sun. Ayawg hulara (ibulad) nang
hata sa init, Don't expose the child ·to the 
heat of the sun. 2 dry s.t. in the sun. Bula- 
ra (ihulad) ang kuprasf Dry the copra. 3 [A
1 3 ;  cl ]  be, put out under the moon. Nag
bulad siya sa hulan nga nagdaru, He stayed 
out plowing under the moon. 4 [A; cl] ex
pose one's body brazenly. Lawas nga gibu
lad sa kadaghanan, A body exposed to pub
lic view. S [Al; cl ]  lay down an open card, 
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esp. the starting card in a game. Nakabulad 
na ang naglibud, The dealer has opened. n
1 dried fish. Bulad lay amung isuwa, The
only thing we have for lunch is dried fish. 
2 card laid open, esp. the starting card. bin
lad, -in- n unhusked rice or corn set out to 
dry under the sun. Naningaun ang manuk 
sa binlad, The chicken is feeding on the 
rice you have left out to dry. 

bulada (not without l) n the portion of a
roof �hich projects beyond the wall. v [A;
b6(1)] provide a building with an overhang
ing roof. 

, ,
bulada2 3 = BULA2 4.' , ' buladur see BULAl
bulag v 1 [A2B2; bcf separate from, get sep· 

arated. Adtu ku mubulag nimu sa iskina, I
will leave you at the corner. Mibulag ang u
lu sa iyang lawas, His head got cut off (sep
arated from his body). Dili siya bulagan ug 
basahun, She is never without s.t. to read 
(lit. left by reading matter). lbulag ang anak 
sa inaban, Separate the child from the moth
er. 2 [A2; b(l)] desist, cease doing s.t. Wa 
siya mubulag paglili, He didn't take his eye 
off the peephole. Bulagi nang bisyuba, 
Cease that vice of yours. �) v [A123PC; 
a] separate from each other, cause to sep
arate. Nagbulag ang managtratu, The en
gaged couple separated. Bulaga ang hilawg 
binug, Separate the unripe and the ripe
ones. haN-/hiN- v [a3) 1 get separated 
from involuntarily. Nabimuwag siya sa gru
pu, He got separated from the group. 2 [b8) 
have s.o. close die (be left involuntarily). 
Nabimulagan kami sa usa ka buuk anak, 
One of our children died. 

bulagaw a hair lighter in color than black, 
ranging from blond to reddish brown. v [B ;
b6cl] be, become this color. Mubulagaw 
ang imung bubuk ug hingari kag salum, 
Your hair will get reddish brown if you 
keep diving in the sea. 

bulagsak (not without I) = BAGSAK . 
bulahan a blessed, fortunate. Bulaban ka sa 1 ,mga babayi nga tanan, Blessed art thou 
above all women. Bulaban ka kay datu ka, 
You are fortunate because you are wealthy. 
2 in order to, so that. Musulud tag sayu bu
laban makaundang ug sayu, Let's go to work 
early so we can quit early. v 1 [B126) be 
fortunate, blessed. Ang akung anak ang ma
bulahan ning akung kasapian, My child will 
be benefited from my wealth. ka-an n wel
fare. 

bulahan2 n = LANSUNIS. 
bulahug v [B1256; b8) step inadvertently 
into a hole. Nabuwabug ku sa bangag sa sa-

lug kay ngitngit, I inadvertently stepped in
to a hole in the floor because it was dark. 

bwak n 1 flower, blossom. la woman (meta
phor). lkaw ang bulak nga akung gipangita, 
You are the maid (lit. flower) I have been 
looking for. 2 suit of cards. 2a suit in mah
jong composed of eight pieces which have 
pictures of flowers on them. v 1 [B234SN; 
b6] flower. Mibulak (namulak) nang rusas, 
The rose plant is flowering. 2 [A; b) put a 
flowery design on s.t. 3 [B236N; b6] get 
moldy. Namulak ang kan-un, The rice is all 
moldy. ka- v [Al 3 ]  be bestrewn with flow
ers. bulakbulak n 1 sweet things in life. Bu
lakbulak sa kinabubi ang pagpanugal, Gam
bling adds spice to one's life. 2 flowery de
sign. 3 ad lib, cadenza in a musical piece. 
v 1 [b(l)] add spice to life. 2 [A3;  b6(1)] 
add a flowery design. 3 [A; b6(1)) play 
ad lib music. Nindut ang sunatang gibuwak
buwakan sa trumpita, It was a beautiful 
song with the ad lib trumpet. -ay(-+) n game
of cards wherein a card is placed face up 
and bets are made as to the number of the 
next card of the same suit turned up. v [A 
12C] play this game. -an = PAYIL SA BU
LAK. see PAYIL. hiN- a bearing flowers in 
abundance. Himulak kaayung tanum ang 
rusas, Roses tend to bear flowers in abun
dance. ka-an n a patch of flowering plants, 
young women, women collectively. ma-un a 
flowery. tingpaN- n 1 season of flowers. 2 
years. Sa ikanapulug walu n{yang tingpamu
lak, In her eighteenth year. 

bulakaw n 1 k.o. harmful supernatural being 
that takes the form of a ball of fire, with 
trailing sparks. If it brushes or gets close 
enough to smell the skin, it makes a perma
nent white spot. 2 ball of fire used as trans
portation for unglus.

bulakbul (not without l) a 1 slow in compre
hension, dull. Nabagbung ang tinun-ang bu
lak bul, The dull student flunked. 2 loafing, 
truant. Bulakbul kaayu sa trababu, A slack
er on the job. v 1 [B; a2] be dull. 2 [A; b] 
loaf, play truant. 

bulalakaw v [B46; a4] for the juice squeezed 
from coconuts to be in a condition such 
that it yields very little oil when boiled, but 
instead turns to foam. Way nalana sa tunu 
kay gibulalakaw (mibulalakaw), We didn't 
extract any oil from the coconut milk. It 
just foamed. 

bulalakaw (not without l) n shooting star. 
bulalhug = BULAHUG. 
bulalu, bulilu n 1 general term for good

sized or large1 cowries. 2 unit of measure 2a
for a rice cake (bibingka). Tagbayinti ang 
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bulalu sa bibingka. The bibingka are twenty 
cents each. 2b a small-sized ball of cotton 
sewing thread. v [al 21 make into the size 
of the bulalu measure, sell by the bulalu.

bulalu2 (not without l) a 1 stupid, dull. Bu
lalu ka kay dugay nga makasabut, You're
stupid. It takes you long to catch on. 2
poor, unskillful in doing or executing things. 
Bulalu siya nga musyat. Pirming musipyat, 
He is a lousy shot. He always misses. v [B
12; b6] be stupid or poor in doing things. 

butalung (not without l) = BULALU2.
bulan n 1 moon. 2 month. phases of the 
moon: patay, lunud ang!- new moon. bag
u, bag-ung subang ang -, buhi ang -, but
hut sa punuan, primfrung subang first day 
of the waxing crescent. subangsubang, ika
duhang (ikatulung) subang waxing crescent. 
udtu nga - half moon, usually of the wax
ing moon. lakad second quarter (lit. going 
toward the noon position -so called be
cause the moon is in the east when dark
ness falls). dail, daktul, takdul ang - full 
moon. primiru, ikaduhang piluk, dulum nga 
- first and second days of the third quar
ter. udtung lunud, katin ang - half moon 
of the third quarter. himatayun ang - third 
quarter (lit. dying moon). bispiras sa hima
tayun last day before the new moon. shapes
of the moon: in6.lug amu waxing gibbous 
moon (lit. monkey's head). haya ang - cres
cent in a horizontal position. payung sa -
ring around the moon. v [B236; b4] be a 
month. Mubulan nang wa mi magkita, It's
been a month since we last saw each other. 
Wa pa mabulan sukad si Tatay mamatay, It
hasn't been a month since Father died. Wa 
pa gani makabulan sukad pagtrabahu naku 
giumintuhan ku, It wasn't even a month af
ter I had started working that I was given a 
raise. Wa pa gani ka bulani dinhi mupauli 
ka na? You haven't been here a month and 
you want to go home already? Ugmang ad
lawa mauy ibulan nakug puyu dinhi, Tomor
row it will make exactly a month that I have 
stayed here.! (�) 1 [A3 ; b] hire a servant. 
Magbulan akug bata pagtrapu sa kutsi, I'll
hire a child to keep the car washed. pa-(.+) 
v [A; ab] hire oneself, s.o. out as a servant. 
-in-(➔) once a month, monthly. Binulan nga 
sakit, The monthly sickness (menstruation). , ' v [A; cl] do on a monthly basis. Aku lang
binulanun (ibinulan) ang lmung swildu, I 'll 
pay your salary once a month. -in-an(� n
household help. -una 1 moonlight .. 2 having 
weak vision (as if looking at things by moon
light). bulanbulan 1 every month. Pila i-

mung dawatun bulanbulan? How much do 
you receive every month? 2 k.o. tarpon: 
Megalops cyprinoides. 3 k.o. moon shell 
with edible flesh. 

bul-an n corn at the stage where it is almost
but not quite mature and where the kernels 
are no longer soft. Maanag pa ang mais nga
bul-an, Corn at the bul-an stage can still be 
roasted. v [B1 J for corn to reach the nearly 
mature stage. 

bulandus v [APB12; c] push s.t. into going
forward, slip and fall down with feet for
ward. Nabulandus siya kay nakatunub ug 
panit sa saging, He slipped and fell because 
he stepped on a banana peel. Ibulandus ang 
kaban ilalum sa hagdan, Shove the trunk 
underneath the stairs. bulang n event (fiesta or market) at which a 
cockfight is held. v [A; b] hold a cockfight. 

Magbulang dinbi ug tabu, They hold cock
fights here on market day. (-+) n gaff on a 
gamecock. paN- v l [A2; b6(1)] attend a 
cockfight and bet. 2 [A2; b6( 1)] for a cock 
·to win in a fight. Pwirting pamuwang sa 
akung manuk, My cock wins wherever he 
fights. 2a for a man to win several wives in 
succession after his previous wife died (hu
morous). Giayran ang byudu. Pwirti nang 
pagpamuwang, The widower has gotten him
self a wife many times, but this time he was 
spumed. n action of betting, attending cock
fights to bet. Way kalaki ang pamulang. 
Way daug, The betting at the cqckfights 
was no good. We didn't win a thing. -an(� 
n cockpit for holding cockfights. -ig-r-, ig-1-
n fighting cock. 

bulang2 v 1 [AC; ac] smash a hard object a
gainst s.t. hard. Ang bubug mauy mibulang 
sa basu diba sa sawug, The drunk smashed 
the glass on the floor. Nagbulang ang duba 
ka trak, The two trucks smashed into each 
other. Bulangun ku ang inyung mga ulu, I'll
knock your heads together. 2 [Al2C; a] 
for two people to have a contest of hitting 
two examples of s. t. against each other, 
each person hitting his against the other 
person's in turn, to see who can break the 
other person's. Makigbulang ku nimug lubi, 
I wW engage in a coconut-breaking contest
with you. 

bulanghug = BULAHUG: 
bulanghuy (not without I) n general term for 

all varieties of cassava: Manibot e.fculenta. 
bulanglang n dish of various vegetables and 
meat originating in Tagalog regions. 

bulangsud = BULANDUS. 
bulanit, bulanit v [A; a12] pull s.t: out or 
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away from s.t. fmung gibulanit ang habul 
sa imung pagkatulug, You pulled the blan
ket away from me in your sleep. 

bulaosud = BULANDUS. 
bulanti (not without /) n 1 flywheel of a ma
chine. 2 business not set in one place. tin
dahan nga - small mobile store on wheels. 

bulanting n color combination of red, black, 
brown, and white in chickens. 

bulantis (not without [) n printed advertise
ments scattered from the air. uhas - = BU
LANTIS.

bularat n k.o. soldier fish. 
bu.las (not without /) n white odorous accu
mulation found under the foreskin. hiN- v
[A; b6] remove this accumulation. panghiN
v [A2; b6] remove this accumulation from 
one's penis. 

bulasut v [B126; b8] accidentally step into a
hole. Nabulasut ang ligid sa trak sa gawang 
sa taytayan, The wheels of the truck ran in
to a rut on the bridge. 

bulatik (not without /) v [A; b6] flatter s.o. 
n flattery.

bulatsira a female habitual drunkard. v [Bl ;
b6] for a woman to become a habitual 
drunkard. Ug magbulatsira ka, hala sawum 
sa tuba, If you want to be a sot, all right, 
swim in the toddy! 

bulatsiru =BULATSIRA (male).
bulaus, bulaus a boastful, braggart. Mutuu
ka niya nga bulaus kaayu? Would you be
lieve him when he is such a braggart? -ii)
(➔) a in a boasting manner. v [A13] act in a
boasting manner. Nagbinulaus siya atuba
ngan sa mga babayi, He is showing off in
front of the women. 

bulaw a bronze color of pigs, brownish green 
color of army blankets or cloth of similar 
color. -an(�) n gold. Mahalun nga batu ang 
bulawan, Gold is a precious stone. v [B12
S6] become gold. paN·an�) v [A23] be 
like gold. -anun a 1 golden in color. 2 noble,
golden in value. Bulawanun ang akung ti
nguha nimu, l have only noble intentions 
toward you. 

bulawis (not without /) n k.o. danggit fish: 
Teutbis jm,a. 

bulay n 1 k.o. cultivated bean, the seeds and 
young pods of which are eaten: Dolicbos 
lablab. 2 = PATANi2. 11 [A; b(l)] cook
bulay or s.t. with bulay.

bulay-ug (not without /) n k.o. small bird 
found in bunches in bushes: Dicaeum bico
lor. a 1 small and frail like this bird, weak
ling. 2 poor in doing things.· Bulay-ug nga 
sinayawan, Dancing in a poor way. 

bulbug n k.o. jellyfish with a brown color 

and blueish spots. a sluggish, slow-moving. 
v [B 12;  b6] get to be sluggish. 

bulbul n 1 pubic hair. 2 name given to the 
green dragon piece in mahjong. 11 [a4] grow 
pubic hairs. Gibulbul ku pag-idad kug kin
si, I grew pubic hairs when I was fifteen. 
hiN- v [A; b7] 1 dress fowl or birds by 
plucking the feathers. 2 clean s.o. out, ta�e 
all his money. Ang iyang asawa mauy mihi
mulbul sa iyang pitaka, His wife cleaned 
his wallet out. Gihimulbulan (gihimulbulan) 
siya sa iyang babayi, His mistress milked 
him dry. 2a - ang swildu for a salary to be · 
the sole source for a large number of ex
penditures. Ang aku rang swilduy bimulbu
lan sa tanang galastuban, They get all of the 
money for the expenses from my salary. 3
strip machines or vehicles of spare parts to 
be used elsewhere. Himulbuli ang ayrupla
nu arun makalupad ang uban, Strip the air
plane of spare parts so the others can fly. 4
look over a person to size him up. Gihimul
bulan sa inaban ang pamanbunun sa iyang 
anak, The mother inspected her daughter's 
fiance carefully. 

buldu = BURDU.
buldug n bulldog. a 1 big and stout in com
parison to one's age group. 2 fat like a bull
dog. 3 having the ugly face of a bulldog. v
(BJ get to be fat or ugly like a bulldog. 

buldusir n bulldozer. v [A; a12] work on s.t. 
with a bulldozer, bulldoze s.t. Gibuldusir 
ang mga payag sa iskuwatirs, The squatter
shanties were bulldozed. 

buldyak v [A2; ac] throw s.t. at a down
wards angle by raising the hand over the 
head. Buldyaka tung iyang gipatiruban, 
Throw your marble at the marble he aimed 
at. n a throw executed in this manner. 

hulgan n k.o. fish with bulging eyes. 
bulgar a 1 secret which has become public

knowledge, an open secret. Bulgar na kaayu 
ang ilang panagbigugmaay, Their love affair 
is public knowledge. 2 vulgar, coarse. (-+) v 
[A3P; c16] reveal a secret. Ayaw bulgara 
(ibulgar) nang tabia, Don't bring that gossip
to public knowledge.

bulhang v [AB6; bl burst open with a great 
gaping hole, make a great opening in s. t. Gi
lunupan ang dapit dibang mibulbang ang di
ki, The area was flooded when the dike 
burst. Bulbangi ang lubut sa taru, Make a
wide hole in the bottom of the ,can.

bulhay a for s.t. packed in a solid to be loose 
and dry so that it could crumble easily. Bui
bay kaayu ang bay sa umigas, The ant hill 
is very dry and loose. v [B;  b6] become dry
and loose so as to crumble easily. Nagkabul-
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bay ang yuta nga wa maulani, The soil be
came dry and loose after it hadn't rained 
for a long time. 

bulhug n 1 blinded because of cataracts. 2
partially blinded. v 1 [B12;  al) get cata
racts. 2 [ B 126 ; a1) get to be, make s. o. par
tially blind. Nabulbug siya dibang hibuthan 
sa dinamita, He became partially blind when 
a dynamite charge exploded on him. 

bulhun n = ALAYUN.
bulhut v 1 [A; ac) blow s.t. out of s.t. Bul
buta ang kandila, Blow out the candle. Gi
bulhutan aku niyag tubig, He spurted water 
at me from his mouth. Ibulhut nang asu, 
Puff out the smoke. 2 [A2; bl] for the wind 
to blow. Mibulhut ang amihan, The north
east wind blew. 3 [A; b] treat a sickness, 
usually of stomach, by blowing cigar smoke 
on the affected area. Bulhutan sa mananam
bal ang nagbutud kung tiyan, The folk doc
tor will blow smoke on my stomach be
cause I have gas. 4 [A; c6P) move at great 
speed. Bulhut! Step on the gas! Nakabul
but ug dagan ang kawatan, The thief ran 
away on the double. n action of blowing. 
pa- v [A; a2) puff on a pipe or cigar. -ay n
game involving blowing. v [c) play this 
game.

buli n buri palm: Corypba elata. The fibers 
from the unopened leaves are used in weav
ing hats, baskets, etc. It is also a source of 
toddy (guhang), vinegar, and sugar. The
shoots are used as a vegetable and the trunk 
is a source of starch. 

bull n 1 penis of man or animal. 2 exclama
tion expressing contempt or disgust. Buli,
ay kug patuuha ana, Hmm, don't try to 
make me believe that. 3 - mu, sa imung -
irked statement of denial. Buli mu! Mahi
mu pa giyud ni! What do you mean! This
is st_ill in good shape. Baratu sa imung buli! 
Trayinta pisus ni, Cheap my foot! This 
costs thirty pesos. buUbuli v [B125 ; al2)
be hard-pressed to do s. t. because of the
large amount it is. Nagkabulibuli kug bayad
sa akung mga utang, I'm going crazy trying 
to pay my various debts. 

bulibard n boulevard. 
bulibud1 = BALIBUD1 2.2bulibul =' BALIBUL 
buh1>ul = BULIBUY.
buh1>uy n 1 cowlick. 2 person's temper (said 
to be indicated by the presence of a cow
lick). Mangulata siyag mulibuk iyang buli
buy, When his temper is provoked, he'll 
maul people. -an n a person with a cowlick. 

bulig v [A; b] help. Buligi ku, Help me. ka
n helper. 

bulig2 n bunch of large fruit, coconuts, or 
bananas. v [B12346N) form a bunch of
fruit. panghiN- v [A2] grow forth in bunch
es. Nangbimulig (namulig) nang saging, The
banana tree has a bunch of fruit on it hiN
a producing lots and lots of bunches. 

bulikat v [A; a] 1 spread the labia of the va
gina apart with the fingers. 2 = BUKITLA. 3

' ' 
= BUKIKI.

bulilis n weed of medicinal value: Biopbytum
sensitivum.

bulilit a small child, small and short person. 
v [B126; b6] become small and short. 

bulilyus n bowling pin. 
bulimanu = BULA DIMANU. see BULA, 1.
bulinaw n k.o. anchovy commonly eaten in 
Cebu: various Engraulidae, esp. Stokpbo
rus indicus. utuk ug - n bird-brained, stu
pid.

buling n 1 dirt on clothes, face, etc. 2a smear 
on one's reputation. Way buling ang akung 
kadungganan, M,y reputation is spotless. v 1
[AB12; bS) dirty s.t., become dirty. Nag
kabuling iyang karsunis, His pants got cov
ered with dirt. Aya� bulingi (bulinga) akung 
sinina, Don't get my dress dirty. 2 [A; b6 
(1)) smear one's reputation. Gibulingan ang 
iyang dungug, His reputation was sullied. 
-un n 1 s. t dirty, esp. clothes ready for 
washing. 2 dirty deeds of the past. Ang mga 
pulitiku isig yagyag sa ilang mga bulingun, 
The politicians are washing their dirty linen 
in the public. -it, -ut a covered with dirt, 
dirty in appearance. v [B ;  a2] get covered 
with dirt. 

biding n bowling. v [AC; b6) go bowling. -an 
(➔) n a bowling alley.

bulinga n female egg or egg cell. 
bulinggit n stye in the eye. v [A123P; a4) 
have a sty. Gibulinggit �kung mata, I have a 
sty in my eye. 

bulingit see BUUNG.
bulingut see BOLING.
buliniyu = BULUNIYU.
bulintang = BALINTUNG2.
buliraw v [B12] be hazy, not clear about s.t. 
Nabuliraw ku ug unsay angay kung bubatun
ning akung prublima, 1 am confused as to 
what to do about this problem. Ang imung 
katin-awan nakabuliraw nakug samu.t, Your
explanation has gotten me all the more con
fused. a hazy, blurred; Buliraw akun,: pa
nan-aw, I see only hazily. 

bullring = BURIRING.
buliru n 1 bolero music. 2 bolero vest. v 1 

[Al2; c16] set the rythm of a song to the 
tempo di bolero. 2 [A; cl] wear, make in
to a bolero vest. 1 
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bulis n k.o. mackerel.
buliskad = BAUSKAD.
bulit v 1 [A; a] caulk, plug up a hole or 
crac1k with viscose substances. Buliti ug si
mintu ang liki, Fill up the crack with ce
ment. 2 [A; b6(1)] put paste on s.t. Buliti 
ang likud sa kalindaryu, Put paste on the 
reverse side of the calendar. (➔) n 1 s. t. 
used to plug up holes or caulk s. t. 2 paste. 

bulit v [ al 2) 1 cover over completely with 
2s. t. Nabulit ang iyang nawung sa kinawra

rasan, His face was covered with scratches. 
Gibulit ku siya sa bawuk, l covered her with 
kisses. 2 burden with problems, debts, etc. 
Nabulit mi sa mga utang, We are burdened 
with debts. 

bulitas n ball bearings. v [b(l)] put ball bear
ings on s.t. 

bulitik n k.o. pitch used for caulking. 
bulitin n dice. bistu ang - be on to s.o.'s 
tricks, evil doings. -up�al official bulletin. 

bulitsi n k.o. raffle with Spanish cards. One
set of cards is spread out on the table for 
the bettors to place their bets on. Another 
set of the same cards are rolled up indivi
dually and inserted into a small metal cylin
der. The cylinders are placed in a large met
al drum, jumbled about, and one cylinder 
is drawn. The card in the cylinder drawn 
is the winner. There are variations using 
balls with numbers to replace the cards in
the cylinders. Usually the dealer sings out 
verses while rolling the drum and waiting 
for the bettors to place their bets. v [Al;
b( 1)] play bulitsi.

buliyus n k. o. flying fish. 
bulkan n 1 volcano. 2 fifty-peso bill (slang). 
bulkas = BUKLAS.
bulpin n ballpoint pen. v [Al] use a ball
point pen. 

bulsa n 1 pocket. Rilu dibulsa, Pocket watch.
2 cavity in a fishing net which holds the 
fish. 3 an external pocket-like cavity s.w. 
on one's person (said to bring good for
tune to the possessor). 4 isulud sa - fool 
s.o. into doing s.t. Tuntuba du. Dili na ku 
nimu masulud sa bulsa, Don't try to fool 
me, boy. You can't pull anything on me. 
v 1 [A; cl] put a pocket, make into a pock
et. 2 [A; c16] pocket dishonestly. Ug ibul
sa (bulsabun) nimu ang ganansiya, sigurung 
ikiha ka, If you pocket the profit, you sure
ly will be brought to court. bulsahan a hav
ing a pocket-like cavity on any part of the 
body. Such a person is believed likely to 
become rich. 

bul�ay n bull's-eye. v [Al2; a12] make a di
rect hit. 

bulsita n small bag. Pagpalit ug usa ka bulsita 
nga pan, Buy a bagful of bread. V [A; a] 
make, make into paper bag. 

bolt n bolt. - tridir n bolt threader.
bultahi n voltage. 
bultimitru n voltmeter. 
bultu n 1 large and bulging. Bultu kaayug 
dugban, Having large breasts. n mass of s. t. 
that has been put together or is in one
piece. Bultu sa paldu, The mass of a bale. v 
[B46) be, become bulgy. Mibultu sa iyang 
kilid ang pistula, The pistol is bulging on
his hips. -in- in bulk, great volume. v [Al 2;  
cl6] do s. t. by bulk. Binultuba (ibinultu) 
pagpalit arun baratu, Buy them in bulk so 
it will be cheaper. 

bwu! n k.o. Indian wrestling, where the el
1bows are placed on a table and the oppos

ing partners try to force each other's arms 
to bend. v [Al2C; b6] engage in Indian 
wrestling.

bwu2, bwu n heavy weeding knife with a 
blunt rectingular end. - bataliyun n group 
of volunteer guards without firearms. 

bulu n k.o. unarmed, thin-walled bamboo
witfi straight smooth stems: Scbizostacby
um lumampao. 

bulubud = BUDBUD, vl, 2; nl, 2. 
bulu v [A; b6] begin bubbling. bulubulu v
[A] bubble. Ug mubulubulu ang tinula, ba
una, Take the stew off when it simmers. 
Nagbulubulu ang tubig sa tubud, The water 
at the spring is bubbling. 

bulud n low hill. v [B1256; a12) be, become 
a hill. Burun man kunu na arun gamitun sa
syuting, They will make a hill there for 
shooting films. 

bulug
1 

n groin. v [al2] pinch s.o. or hit him 
in the groin. Bulgun ta ka ug buk-un nimu 
nang basu, I'll hit you in the groin if you 
break that glass. paN- n an infection of the 
lymph gland in the groin. v [ a4b4] have an 
infection of the lymph gland in the groin. 
-an, -an(�) = BUWG .

bulug2 (not without b v [A; al2b2] cheat, 
fool. Kinsay nagbulug nimu ining kwartang 
mini? Who cheated you with this counter
feit money? Gibulug ang agawun sa impli
yadu nga pista upisyal run, The employee 
hoodwinked his boss into believing it was a 
holiday today. n s. t. used to fool, cheat s.o. 

bulug n whitish growth on the eyes which 3eventually causes blindness. v [b4] get such 
a growth.

bulug4 n a k.o. bolo around 20" long with a
flatend and curved blade having a pronounc
ed concave bend on both top and bottom 
edges two-thirds of the way from the end 
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bul-ug v [A; b] 1 for water to rush in a 
flood. Naanud ang balay dibang hingbul
ugan sa tubig sa baha, The house was wash
ed away when it was caught in the onrush 
of the floodwaters. 2 for emotions, masses 
of things to surge forth. n 1 rush of water 
in a flood. 2 rush of emotions, masses of 
things. Bul-ug sa kaluuy, A surge of pity. 
Bul-ug sa mga kaaway, The onrush of the 
enemy. ma-un a onrushing. Mabul-ugung lu
ha, Rushing tears.

bulugan = BUWG!.
buluk a 1 slow �n comprehension, dull. v 

1[B; a2] be, become dull. Mubuluk (mabu-
luk) kag di ka mutuun, You'll become dull
if you don't study. 2 being hard to under
stand. Kabuk gud nimu. Gantba uu, karun 
dtli. Di kung kasabut, How hard it is to un
derstand you. First you say yes, then no. I 
don't understand. 

buluk2 (not without /) a rotten. v [B2] rot, 
decompose. Giaysan ang isda arun di mabu
luk, They put the fish on ice so this would 
not rot.

buluk n a young coconut bud that can be3tapped for toddy. v [AN; b6] for coconuts 
to put forth or develop buds. 

buluk4, bwuk n 1 color. Puti ang paburitu 
kung buluk, White is my favorite color. 2
quality, tone of voice. v 1 [b] dye cloth 
red. Gibugkan ang iyang sininag pula, Her
dress was dyed red. 2 [B6; clP] for the 
voice to cpange in quality. Nagbuluk ang 
akung trngug kay giubu ku, My voice 
changed because I caught cold. 

bulukbuluk v [A3P; c] for liquid to bubble 
continuously due to presence of gas, make 
a bubbling sound. Nagbulukbuluk ang tu
big nga ,yang gitidluman, The water was 
bubbling where he was swimming under the 
water. 

butukut = sALuKUT.
bulung, bulung. v [A; b6(1)] treat with me
dicine. Bulnga ang samad, Treat the wound. 
n medicine. mag-r-(➔) n s.o. who treats ill
nesses. 

b6lung2 v [A;  a] look for, search. Nagbu
lung ku sa kwarta kung nawala, I'm looking 
for the money I lost. 

•bwung hi- v [8126; b3(1)c5] be surprised, 3perplexed at s.t. Nahibulung siyag nganung 
napildi sa piliay, He wondered why he had 
lost the elections. Gikabibudngan kung i
lang panag-away, Their fighting surprised
me. ka- n wonderment at s.t. one cannot 
understand. kahibudngan, kahibudnganun, 
kahi-an n surprising, bewildering. Kahibud
nganung nabitabu, A perplexing thing that 

happened. mahibudnganun 1 = KAHIBULU
NGAN. 2 full of bewilderment. Mabibud
nganun nga tinan-awan, A bewildered look. 

bulung v [B 126 ; a2] get tired of s. t. par4taken or done with monotonous regularity 
or frequency. Nabulung na ku sa iyang bit
sura, I'm sick of Seeing him. Nabulung na
ku sa buwad, I'm tired of dried fish. Gibu
lungan na kug paminaw sa isturiya, I'm sick 
of listening to her talk. 

bulung5 v [B1256] have a difficult time do
ing s.t. Nabulung kug pangita sa inyung bay 
kay wa may numiru, I had a hard time look
ing for your house. It had no number. 

bulungan n k.o. sweet banana with a green 
peel, similar in flavor to tye type sold in
the U.S.: Musa sapientum var. suaveolens. 

buluniyu (not without! /) n long wooden de
vice with a lacerated tip for stirring the 
chocolate in the choco]ate pot (batirul). v
[ c16] use as a chocolate stirrer. 

buluntad (notwithout/) n voluntary act. Bu
luntad kining akung gibubat, What I'm do
ing is a voluntary act. v [A2; c6] volunteer, 
present oneself voluntarily. Mibuluntad si
yag tubag sa pangutana, He vol1Jnteered to 
answer the question. 

buluntir (not without /) = BULUNTAD, v. 
-yu n 1 volunteer, esp. the civilian soldier
volunteers during the Japanese occupation. 
2 voluntary act. Ang pagpirma ku sa kun
tratu buluntaryu, My signing of the contract
is a voluntary act. v 1 = BULUNTAD. 2 [Al ;
b] hold a work bee with work contributed 
on a voluntary basis. Gibuluntaryuban sa
lungsud ang paglimpiyu sa plasa, The peo
ple of the town had a work bee to clean the 
plaza.

bulundr (not without l) = BULUNTAD, v.
bulus1 n bamboo or sugar stem. 
bulus2 (not without l) a a great burden. Bu
lus kaayu kining dagbang anak, It's a bur
den to have so many children. v [B16; a12] 
overly burden oneself. Nganung magbulus 
kag lutu nga duna kay kusinira? Why do 
you burden yourself with cooking when 
you have a cook? Nganung buslun siya ni
mug anbi? Why do you make him trouble 
himself to come here?

bulut n the shiny black crown of thorns 
which covers the tubers of the Dioscorea 
esculenta (apali), esp. the wild varieties 
(balyakag).

buluungun n pomelo, a k.o. widely grown 
citrus bearing large spherical or irregularly
shaped fruits,larger, drier, and sweeter than 
the grapefruit: Citrus grandis. 

buluy n k.o. halfbeak. 
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bulwang a for s. t. enclosing an area or an 
enclose� area to be wide. Bulwang ra ning 
say ala niya, This skirt is too wide for her. v
1 [B6; c 1] be wide in space. Ang pagkawa
lay mwiblis mauy nakabulwang (nakapabul
wang) sa bawanan, The absence of furniture
made the room appear wider. 2 [be1] add
to the width of s. t. n = KA-. ka- n width
of an enclosed space or s.t. enclosing an 
area. 

bulwang2 n strong rush of water. Ang bul
wang sa tubig mauy nakaanud niya, The
rush of the water carried her away. v [A2] 
for a liquid to rush out forcefully. 

bulyum n 1 volume of sound. 2 volume of a 
set of books. v [b(l)P] increase the volume 
of sound 

bum n boom of a ship. 
bumba n 1 bomb. Bu1nba atumika, Atomic
bomb: 2 spike or a hard drive downwards 
in a volleyball, pingpong, and like games. 
3 blows. 4 vicious personal attack on s.o. 
in public. v 1 [A; b6(1)] bomb s. t. 2 [A; 
cl] spike a ball. 3 [A; b6(1)] hit s.o. with 
hard blows. 4 [A;  b6(1)] lambast s.o. be
fore the public. Ang mga Amirkanu kanu
nay niyang bumbaban .sa iyang lindug, He
constantly lambasts the Americans in his 
column. maN-r- n bomber. ig-r- n thing for 
which s.o. can be lambasted in public. 

bumba2 n pump. Pagkubag tubig sa bumba, 
Go get water at the pump. A mbi ang bum
ba kay dagbang lamuk, Give me the spray 
gun. There's lots of mosquitoes. Bumba sa 
pitrumaks, The air pressure mechanism of a
lamp. 2 erotic show. v 1 [A; cl) pump. 
Bumbaba (ibumba) ang pusu, Pump the 
well. 2 [A; b] engage in sexual intercourse 
(slang). di-, ripling di- n air rifle. bumbira n 
actress tnat appears 1n erotic shows. bumbi
ru n 1 fireman, fire depa�ent. 2 = BUM
BIRA (male). v [B1S6; a\2] be, become a 
fireman. bumbiruhan n fire station. 

bumbardiyu n bombardment. v [A; c] bom
bard. Pastilan nakabumbardiyu niyag pa
ngutana sa saksi, My! How he bombarded 
the wimess with questions. Gibumbardiyu
ban usang baybayun, First the beach was 
shelled. 

bumbay n 1 Indian, Hindu. 2 k.o. large goat 
with a long beard and curved horns. 3 sibu
yas - l e onions. -in- v [A; cl) speak the argIndian language.

bumbil n bougainvillea.
bumbilya n light bulb. v [b6(1)] install a 
light bulb. 

bumbu n 1 drum. 2 pregnant woman (humor
ous). Bumbu nang akung asawa, My wife is 

already pregnant. v 1 [A] beat a drum. 2 
[A; cl] make into a drum. 

buna n 1 forehead. 2 analogous structure in 
the body above the genitalia. bunabuna = 
BUNA, 2. 

bun-ag v [A; c] for s.t. in a container to be
thrown out and scattered in a downward 
motion. Bun-agi ug· tubig ang kayu, Throw· water on the fire. lbun-ag ang mga sinakung 
kupras sa budiga, Empty the sacks of copra 
into the warehouse. 

bunak v [A2; b 1] wash clothes. Bunaki ang
mga bulingun, Wash the dirty clothes. -an 
(➔), -un(➔) n laundry.

bunal v 1 [AN; b6(1)] strike with a club or 
whip. Ayaw ku bunali, Don't beat me. 2
[A;  b(l)] for a fighting cock to deliver a 
blow with its legs. 3 [B126) for a person 
to fall heavily with a thud. Nabunal ku sa 
bagdan, I fell with a thud down the stairs. 
andir di- a henpecked. (➔) n 1 club, whip. 
2 blows of a fighting cock. 3 penis (slang).

bunaw = BUNAL 
bunayus a shapeless figure. v [B; a2) for the 
body or dress to be lacking in curves and 
full shape. Mubunayus ang tutuy basta way 
bra, The. breasts sag if you don't wear a bra. 
Sayun rang tabiun ang mga sinina karun kay 
bunayusun man lang, It's easy to sew dress
es nowadays because they are just cut 
straight.

bunbun n fine sand. v [B124 5] be filled 
with, covered with sand. paN- v [A23] be
defeated, lose overwhelmingly in a race or 
contest.

bun buyids n bon voyage. 
bundak v 1 [A;  .c] let s.t. fall with force.
Nganung nabuak ang kulun? Kinsay nag
bundak niini? Why is the clay pot broken? 
Who threw it down? Ayaw ibundak ang
tilipunu, Don't bang the telephone receiver 
down. la - sa sala lay the blame on s.o. Gi
bundakan siya sa sala nga dili iya, They
blamed him for s.t. that was not his fault. 
2 [A; cl] stomp one's feet. Ayaw bundaka
( ibundak) ang tiil mug manaug ka sa bag
dan, Don't stomp your feet as you go 
downstairs. 3a  [B346; b2] for the rain to 
fall heavily. Mibundak ang ulan, The rain 
came down in sheets. 3b for s.t. heavy to 
come down by itself. Mibundak ang ga
wang sa garabi, The garage door came down 
with a bang. 4 [A; b6(1)) 4a speak with a
gruff voice. Pinabundak ang tingug, mita
wag siya sa iyang suluguun, He called his 
servant in a sharp voice. 4b call.!s.o. by name 
with no title of respect. Ayaw ibundak ang 
ngalan sa imung magulang. Tawga siyag ma-
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nang, Don't just call your elder sister by 
name. Give her the title manang. n 1 crash
ing down of s. t., stomping of feet. 2 down
pour.

bundu/ 2 = BUNGDU1 2.
bundu ' BUNGDUL.
bung = BULUNG1 2 3• bungal n 1 fruit. 2 result, outgrowth. Bunga 
sa kabakug, The result of your greed. - sa 
katulug s. t. trivial. Ang pulung nga bunga 
sa. katulug angay kalimtan, Trivial words 
should be forgotten. 3 - ug singut prickly 
heat. 4 -ng kahuy fruit tree. v 1 [A2N; b2c]
bear fruit. Mibunga _!(namunga) nang baya
bas, Theguava tree has borne fruit. Gagmay
kaayu ang ibunga ining klasiha sa ukban, 
This k.o. tangerine bears small fruit. 2 [A2 
N; b6(1)] produce results. Gibungahan ug 
duha ka buuk anak· ang ilang panagtipun, 
Their life together was blessed with two 
children. hiN- n mother hen. v [Al 3 ;  al 2)
raise into a hen. himunga, himungaun, hi
mungahun a bearing fruit proliferously. v
[B12) get to bear proliferously. mabunga
hun a fruitful, producing good results. Ma
bungahun nga paningkamut, Striving which 
produced good results. ting-(➔) n season a 
plant bears fruit. Tingbunga sa mangga, The 
mango season. 

bunga2 n 1 betel nut palm: Areca catecbu. 
Name also given to other palms of similar 
appearance. - di Tsfna n ornamental palm 
which is similar in appearance to the bunga:
Adonidia merrillii. 

bungabung, bungabung n the long feathers 
around the neck of male fowl, often used as 
lures in fishing. Pulang bungabung nga mu 
ragkwintas tan-awun, Red hackles that look 
like a necklace. v 1 [B4S6N] grow feathers 
around the neck. Magbungabung na gani 
ning manuka, hiktan ku na ni, Wh·en this
cock starts to grow his hackles I'll tie him 
up. 2 [b6) pluck the neck feathers off. 

bungabunga v [B 124S ; b( 1)] stammer. Nag
kabungabunga siyang mitubag kay hisak
pang namakak, He stammered his answer 
because they caught him in a lie. 

t,ungad v [B 126; c6] stumble headlong onto 
the face. Ayaw ibungad imung nawung sa
simintu, Don't fall on your face on the con
crete floor. 

bungag = BALUNGAG.
bungahuy n fruit tree. 
bungalun n k.o. creeping reed of rice pad
dies, used for horse feed. 

bungan = BULUNGAN.
bunganga v (83 ; cl] for s.t. to be open wide
or ajar. Nabunganga iyang baba sa dakung 

katingala, His mouth came open with great 
surprise. Nagbunganga nga pultaban. Door
that is ajar. Pagtarug lingkud. Ayaw ibunga
nga (bungangaha) imung atubangan, Sit
with your legs together. Don't expose your 
genitalia.

bungarul = PY API. 
bungat v [A; b6(1)] state, express s.t. Bunga
ti siyd sa imung gugma, Express your love 
to him. lbungat unsay imung gustu, State
what you want. n price quoted by a buyer 
or seller. 

bungatngat v [A; cl ]  open s.t. wide by push
ing the sides away. Bungatngata (ibungat
ngat) ang bag arun isud r� Open the pocket
book wide and put this in it. Bungatngata 
ang sagbut kay muagi ku, Move the weeds 
out of the way so I can get by.

bungatud n small hill, hillock. 
bungaw (from abungaw) a absent-minded,
forgetful, esp. due to old age. v [Bl ; a4] be 
absent-minded. Nabungaw tang ku sa panuk
li, My mind was elsewhere when I gave her 
the change. Gibungaw ka man tingali. Gi
dad-an mu akug baskit nga baldi man ang 
akunggisugu, yOU must be getting old. y OU
brought me a basket when I sent you to get 
a pail. n absent-mindedness, forgetfulness.

bung-aw n chasm, narrow gorge� Natumpa
wak siya sa bung-aw sa kasakit, She under
went a great emotional crisis. (Lit. She fell 
headlong into the chasm of sorrow.) 

bungawu n k. o. fish. 
bungawuy = PY API. 
bungay = BUNGLAY.
bungbung n 1 wall of a building. 2 side cov

ers of aJy box-like thing. v [A; cl] 1 en ·close with, make into a wall. Bungbungi ang .parul ug papil hapun, Put tissue paper on 
the sides of the lantern. 2 for adverse 
weather or some otlier barrier to confine 
people s.w. A ng baha nga mibungbung na
mu sa tabuk, The flood that confined us to 
the opposite bank. Nabungbung si/,a sa isla 
tungud sa hangin, They were confined to the 
island because of the wind. paN- n cut of 
meat underneath the short ribs, the plate. 

*bungbung2 - kawayan = BULU2· 
bungdu n 1 pile or a heap of s. t., a mound. 
Bungd1 sa yuta, Pile of dirt. Ang bungdu sa 
sinsilyu sa lamisa, The pile of money on the 
table. 2·!grave. Marmul ang bungdu ni Risal, 
Rizal's grave is of marble. 3 woman's geni
talia (humorous slang). v · (83(1); al for s.t. 
to pile up or form a mound. Nagbungdu 
ang dugban, She has bulging breasts. Di ma
kabungdu ang labhanan ug amnun, The
laundry can't pile up if you take care of it 
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as 1t comes along. -un a bulging outward. 

bungdu2 v [A;  c) make s.t. hit against, s.t. 
with a big impact. Kinsay nakabundu sa 
dyip sa pusti? Who bumped the jeep into 
the post? Nabundu ang akung samput sa si
mintu, I hit the cement with my rump. 

bungdul v [A; ab2c) 1 strike s.t. stationary 
by poking s.t. at it. Bungdula ang bunga ug 
dili nimu masaka, Poke at the fruit if you 
can't climb up to get it. Ibungdul ang imung 
sungkud sa kisami a"'n sila mubilum, Knock
your cane against the ceiling so they will 
shut up. 2 for a vehicle to crash into s.t. not 
fixed in place. Nibungdul ang taksi sa ka"'
mata, The taxi crashed into the cart. 3 [A; 
a2b2) have sexual intercourse with (slang). 
n l instrument to poke s.t. 2 action of pok
ing s.t.

bunggalu n bungalow. v [A12; c l ]  construct 
a bungalow.

bunggu n bongo drum. v [A; a] play the bon
go, make into a bongo. 

bunggu v l [A3P; a) break off s. t. rigid with 
pressure. Hangin ang mibunggu sa mga sa
nga sa kabuy, The wind broke the branches 
off of the tree. 2 [A;  a12] reveal s.t. which 
s.o. had kept secret for a purpose. Bunggu
un ta kang duna kaylaing tratu ug ang akung 
ig-agaw angimung pangulitawban, I'll reveal 
that you already have a girl friend if you try . . . .to v1ct1m1ze my cousin. 

bunghan see BUHUNG.
bunghayag a voluntary aid or service. Sal4-
mat sa inyung bungbayag nga kuntribusi
yun, Thank you for your voluntary contri
bution. v [A; c) offer help, services volun
tarily. Ibungbayag niya ang iyang sirbisyu 
sa simbaban, He will offer his services to the
church.

bunghug v [A; b6(1)) tell malicious things 
about s.o. to s.o. else with a purpose. May
nagbungbug!nakung gipamabayi mu kunung 
imung subul, S.o. is trying to get me mad at 
you by telling me that you're spending your 
salary on women. n malicious things told 
about s.p. for a purpose. 

bungi a 1 harelip. 2 for a bottle or jar to have 
a_ chip in the mouth. 3 for s.t. projecting to 
be broken off. (�) v [A3P; a] 1 make s.o. 
into a harelip. 2 make a break in a mouth
like opening or dent in the front of s.t. Si
yay mibungi (nagbungi) sa awtu kay gidas
mag sa pust� He was the one who dented 
the front of the car when he smashed it a
gainst the post. 3 break s. t. projecting off. · Ang inggranabi gibungiag tangu, The gear 
had a tooth broken off it. 

bungingi v [A; b4) for s.t. to have an abun-

dance of s.t. on it or in it. Mangga nga nag
bungingi sa bunga,A mango tree, laden with 
fruit. Namungingi ang mga isda sa pukut, 
The net was full of fish. Saninang gipamu
ngingibag mga adurnu, A dress laden with 
decorations.

bungingi v [A) 1 for a surface to develop a 
crack and curl at the edges. Ang nangka na
kabungingi na sa kahinug, The jackfruit 
broke open when it got overripe. 2 = BU-

,
NGINGI. 

bungisngis n supernatural being, tall and 
hairy with a wide mouth, said to be grin
ning literally from ear to ear or laughing 
boisterously. v [A;  cl)  grin ·widely, laugh 
like a bungisngis. Mibungisngis iyang dag
way, His face burst into a wide grin. 

bungiut, bungiut v [A; ct) for the face to as
sume a frowning, disapproving expression. 
Saputun gani siya mubungiut iyang nawung, 
His face frowns when h,e is not in a good
mood. 2 for the sky to get heavily overcast 
(metaphorical). Nagbungiut ang kalibutan,
The sky is heavily overcast. a frowning
face.

bungkag v [A;  a] 1 take s.t. apart, break s.t. 
up into its constituent parts. Kinsay nag
bungkag sa rilu? Who took the watch apart? 
Bungkaga ring pisus, Change this peso bill. 
2 break up a group, disarrange s.t. in a group. 
Kinsay nagbungkag sa akung sinina? Who
disarranged my clothes that had been stack
ed nicely? Nakabungkag si Magsaysay sa 
mga Huks, Magsaysay broke up the Huk 
rebellion. Nabungkag ang tigum pag-ulan, 
The gathering broke up when it rained. 3 
break up a relationship. Ikay nakabungkag 
sa amung pagpuyu, yOU broke up our home. 
4 arrange music (slang). Ang bituls ray mag
bungkag sa ilang kantahun, The Beatles ar
range their songs themselves. S break the
soil in a field that has never been cultivated 
or not cultivated for some time. Nagbung
kag siya sa kaingin, He plowed the clearing 
in the forest. -ay n children's game in which 
a bunch of rubber bands is separated. v [A
12; c) play this game. 

bungkal v 1 [A; ab2) dig up the surface of 
the earth. Dili kinabanglan bungkalun ning 
yutaa kay bumuk, This soil need not be bro
ken up because it is soft. Hibungkalan niya 
ang usa ka dakung kabun sa nagda"' siya,
He turned up a big box as he was plowing.

bungkaliw = BUNGKAWIL
bungkas v [A3P; ab7] undo s.t. sewn. Na
bungkas ang tahi sa akung karsunis, My
pants came apart at the seams. Bungkasi
ang sakug usa ka dangaw, Open the sack a 
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couple of inches where it was sewn. iyang dunggan, He has pus coming out of 

bungkawil n k.o. edible shell: the bubble his ears. -un a having a pussy infection. 
conch. bungul a 1 deaf. buta - blind and deaf. Ta

bungkig n the amount by which s. t. exceeds wung 1buta bunguZ, A deaf and blind man. 
a certain set. Ug angayun natug bahin ang 2 for a musical instrument or money not to 
karmilitus, duhay bungkig, If we divide be resonant. v 1 [816; a] be, become deaf. 
these candies up evenly, there will be two 2 wa maka-' be not able to hear (joking useleft over. v [B126; a12] become uneven in for makadungug). Wa ku makabungul sa 
number, not in complete sets. Ayawg bung imung gisulti, I didn't hear what you were 
kiga ang pZatung baligya. Hinuygu giyud, saying. 3 [Bl ; b6] for instruments or mon
Don't sell the plates in odd lots. Sell them ey to be, become unresonant. - nga lubi a 
by the set. coconut at the stage just prior to ripening •

bungkug n the very end of the spinal column, where the fruit is still so full of water it does 
esp., in man or animals, but also said of not produce a sound when you shake it. (�) birds. [A123PC; b(l)] not to be on speaking bungkul n 1 place where the bones bulge in terms.
the knuckles, ankles, etc. 2 knot in a tree. bungul

2 
n unopened flower bud of a coco.,, 

3 cyst. 4 = BUKUL v 1 [a12] hit in the an nut. Ang duga sa bunguZ mauy himuung tu
kle bone, knuckles. 2 [B1256; b6] turn in ba, The sap of the coconut bud is what is 
to a cyst. made into palm toddy. paN- v [A; b6] for 

bungkut v [A; b12] suck money from s.o. coconuts to develop flower buds. Bungkutan Zang nang byudaha sa {yang ba bungul3 n k.o. shark (pating)�
nang batan-'un, The young husband is just bungulan, bungulan = BULUNGAN.going to suck money out of the widow. bungun n space directly underneath the bunglay v [A; a2] remove weeds by using a house or tree. Ang kanding tua gihukl!t sabolo square at the end. BungZayun ku nang bungun, The goat is tethered under the 
sagbut, I'll remove the weeds with a bolo. house. v [c6] put or place s. t. under s. t:n blunt-ended bolo used to remove weeds. else. Gibungun ba nimu ug tanum ang mga -un(➔) n weeds to be cleared out. saging sa mga Zubi? Did you plant the babungsi = BUSNGI. nanas under the coconut trees?bungsud n general term for fish corrals. v 1 bungut n 1 beard, mustache. 2 pubic hairs
[Al;  cl] make, make into a fish corral. 2 (euphemism). 3 = BULBUL, 2. v 1 [a4] for [A; a12] catch in a fish corral. 3 [A; c] a beard to grow on one. la have pubic hairs drive s. t. elongated into the ground, dash (euphemism). Gibungut na Zang mu piru s.t. straight to the ground. Ang yutang gi magbinata gihapun, You already have pubic bungsuran nlya sa taZibugsuk, The soil where hairs, but you are!. acting like children. 2he drove the stakes into. lbungsud ta kag i [c] put a beard on s.t. pa- v [Al]!. allow mu kung samukun, I'll smash you into the one's beard, mustache to grow. hiN- v [A;ground if you bother me. bungsuran n fish b6] pluck or shave a beard or mustache. corral bungsuranan n place where fis!"i cor panghiN- v [A2] pluck or shave one's beard, rals are built. binungsuran n fish caught in mustache. bungutbungut n 1 wooly, hairy a fish corral. material. 2 name given to grasses of waste bungtud n 1 hill. 2 anthill. hiN- v [B236; b8] places with numerous spikes: Chloris spp.reach a place one has gone up to. N akabi bungutbungut 1 = BUNGUTBUNGUT, 1. 2mungtud na siya sa kadungganan, He has n tassel fish (Polynemus spp.), fishes with 
arrived at the height of his fame. kabungtu filamentous rays coming from under the ran n hills. head. -an n general term for catfish. bungbungug v 1 [8126) be deafened, stunned. tan n name given to goat fish (timbungan)
Makabungug nga butu, Deafening explosion. with long barbels on the face. hiN- n s. t. 
Mabungug kag maigu ka sa akung kumu, used to pluck or shave the beard or musYou'll be stunned if my fist hits you. 2 tache. -un a 1 bearded. 2 goon. M udagsang [B1246] stunning because of size or the ang mga bungutun panahun sa piZiay, There amount, usually said of food. Makabungug are goons in droves during elections. v [Bl
nga bangkiti, A banquet of stunning propor 456) be a goon. bungutbungutun a hairy.tions. Paa nga makabungug, Thighs that bunguy = BUNGUL . bowl you over by their size. (➔) n yellow bunhayag = BUNGHX YAG. ish secretion from an infected ear. v [a4] bunhuk n mites infesting fowl. v [a124] for have this yellowish secretion. Gibungug ang fowl to be infested with lice.· -un( ➔) a in-
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fested with fowl mites. babaying -un(➔) n
prostitute, esp. one infected with venereal 
disease.

buni v [A3P; ac] 1 fill a hole to the top. Na
buni ang bangag sa lapuk, The mud filled 
the hole. 2 obliterate the traces of s.t. Ang
panabu_n mubuni sa kaguul, Time heals the 
wounds of sorrow. 

bun-i!n ringworm. v [B1246; a4] be affected 
with ringworm.

bunita = BUNITU (female). 
bunitu a for a man or boy to be good-looking.
v [B12; alb6] be, become handsome. see 
also NINYU. 

bunkawil = BUNGKAWIL.
bunkul = BUNGKUL

bunlaw v [AN] rin5e. Akuy mibunlaw (na
munlaw) sa lapukung salug, I rinsed the 
muddy floor off. Kinsay nagbunlaw sa sina
bunan? Who rinsed the soapy clothes? Bun
lawi ang kulun una lutui, Rinse out the pot 
before you use it. n s.t. to rinse with. 

bunlay = BUNGLAY.
bunlud = BA TUD, n.
bunlut v [A;  a2] pull wi�h force. Gibunlut
niya ang akung bubuk, She pulled my hair.
n act of pulling with force. -ay sa tukug n
drawing lots by sticks. Whoever gets the 
longest is 'it'. v [C2] draw lots by sticks. 

bunsaka, bunsika a for hair, spines, and the 
like to be spreading wide. Ngil-ad tan-awun 
ang bunsika nga bubuk, Hair that is spread 
out in all directions is ugly to look at. v
[B3(1); b6] spread out in all directions. Wa
pa makabunsika ang dabun sa pugas, The
leaves of the corn seedlings have not spread 
out yet. 

bunsalu (not without l) = AGUTING, n 2.
bunsu v [A; c6] throw s.t. forcefully down
wards. Gibunsu siya sa matun sa asiras, The
ruffian smashed him down to the ground. 

bunsud = BUNGSUD.
bunsudbunsud (from bungsud) n murex
shells.

buntag n morning. v 1 [BS] be morning. Ha
pit na mubuntag (mabuntag) kay mituktu
gauk nang manuk, It is almost morning be
cause the cock crowed. Musimba siyag ma
buntag, She goes to church in the morning. 
la [a12) do s.t. in the morning. Buntaga ang
kasal, Have the marriage performed in the 
morning. 2 [Al 3 ;  b(l)] do s. t. until morn
ing. Nagbuntag kug basa, l read until morn
ing. Gibuntagan nakug bayli, l danced until 
morning. 3 [b4) be overtaken by morning. 
Nabuntagan mi didtu sa lawud, Morning
found us in the open sea. pa-, paka• v [Al 3; 
b(l)] stay s.w. till morning. Magpakabun-

tag ta sa barku, Let's stay in the boat until
morning. Pakabuntagi ang kinutil nga itlug 
usa imna, Let the beaten eggs set until morn
ing before you eat them. buntagbuntag, 
Culu- mornings. Maligu siya buntagbuntag, 
She takes a bath every morning. ka-un n 

· morning viewed as a phase of the day. Ang
init sa kabuntagun, The morning heat. -un 
(➔) n 1 being in the morning. Buntagung 
mantalaan, Morning paper. 2 palm toddy
gathered in the morning. 

buntal n 1 fine, white fiber obtained from 
the stalks of unopened buri palm leaves, 
used for making hats. 2 hat made from bun
tal. v [Al;  a] wear, make into a buntal hat.

buntas a famished, half-starved. v [B12; a4] 
get to be famished. Nabuntas siya kay wa 
may kaun gabii, She is half-starved because 
she didn't have anything to eat last night.
Mu ra man na siya ug gibuntas nimu, He
must be famished for the sight of you.

buntaug a towering, looming huge. v [A3] 1 
loom. Dakung bukid nga nagbuntaug sa una
ban, A huge mountain that loomed in the 
distance. 2 for silence to reign. Kabilum 
nga nagbuntaug sa lawud, Silence that reign
ed over the seas. 

buntaw v [A;  c] toss, throw s.t. lightly. Na
buak ang platu kay gibuntaw man Zang, The
plate was smashed because he just threw it. 
down. 2 address an older person without his 
usual title of respect. Ayaw ibuntaw iyang 
ngalan. Tawga siyag manang, Don't just call 
her by her name. Call her 'big sister'. paN- v
[A2; b6] go hook and line fishing, usually 
in the shallow part of the sea. n hook and 
line fishing. 

buntay a heavy in weight, weighty. Buntay
ang akung dala kay sa iya, The thing I car
ried was heavier than- his. v [AlPB; a2] 
weigh s. t. down. Ang usa ka pirasung· put
haw ang nagbuntay (nagpabuntay) sa putus, 
The piece of iron made the pacKage heavy. 
Nagbuntay ang mga bunga, The fruits are 
weighing down (the branches of the tree). 

buntis1 n pregnant woman. v 1 [B26; b6] be, 
become pregnant. 2 [c] be carried in the 
womb. Ang gibuntis ni Inday karun ikau
num niyang anak, Inday is pregnant with 
her sixth child. 

buntis2 n k.o. tiny fish. 
buntud = BUNGTIJD.
buntug v [A; al] 1 overcome s. t. Makabun-1 , ,tug ka ba nianang dakung trusu? Can you 
lift the large log? Buntugun ku ang mga ka

l-anan, I'll overcome my sorrows. 2 [A; guc) throw s.t. into the water to sink it. Gi
buntug sa kriminal ang pistula sa dagat, The 
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killer threw the pistol into the sea. hiN- v 
[B1256; b8] be set s.w. Ang ilang balay 
didtu mabimuntug sa patag, Their house 
was located on the plain. Ang arka did tu ma
bimuntug sa Ararat, The ark was set down 
on Mt. Ararat. -un n 1 anchor made of a 
forked stick with a stone tied in the fork. 
2 k.o. wrasse found in reefs. 

buntug2 n quail. paN- v [A2; b6(1)] catch 
quails. -un(➔) a quail-like in appearance. v 
[B12; b6] get to be small and round like a 
quail. 

buntug3 n general name for gobies. 
buntugun see _BUNTUG•. 
buntul1 n 1 small hill. 2 top of a hill. 
buntul2 = BUNGDUL. 
buntul3 v [b6] =PA-. pa- v [A; b6(1)] take 
liquids, usually spirits t9 follow or wash 
down food. Nagpabuntul silag bir sa ilang 
gikaung baklarit, They drank beer to go 
with their dog stew. n liquor to take with 
food. 

bun tunga= BUTUNG2. 
bunu v [AC; ab24] kill. Nagbunu sila, They
kille� each other. Nakabunu ang akung ma
nuk, My cock killed its opponent. Hibun
an kug duba ka manuk, I lost two roosters. 
(f.) n a fight to the death. -an(�) place in fish 
corral where the fish is trapped and taken. 
mamumunu n killer, murderer. palaN-�),
talaN·(�), taliN-(�) killer cock. 

bunu v [A; al] throw s.t. at s.t. Bun-un ka2nakug batu, I will throw a rock at you. n 
action of throwing. 

bun-u n fat of fowls. paN- v [A2] for fowl 
to have lots of fat. Namun-u ang manuk nga 
akung giihaw, The chicken I slaughtered
had lots of fat. 

bunug n general name give� to small, some
what slender-bodied fishes with extensive 
dorsal and ventral spines and tail fms in one 
piece: gudgeons and gobies. bunugbunug n 
general name for snakeheads. 

bun-ug n 1 bruise. 2 expenses, loss of mon
ey (sl:ng). Pilay bun-ug nimu sa bangka ga
bii? How much did you spend when you 
treated us? a 1 bruised. 2 for a woman's 
chastity to be ruined. 3 s.t. which has been 
repeated till it bores. Bun-ug nga awit, A 
tired tune. 4 misused, over-used. Bun-ug nga 
plaka, A worn-out record. Bun-ug na ang 
bata sa hinawuk, The baby was smothered 
with kisses. v [A; alb2] 1 inflict bruises on. 
Ayaw bun-uga ang kamatis, Don't bruise 
the tomatoes. 2 ruin a girl's chastity. Gibun
ug niya ang dalaga una bulagi, He robbed 
the girl of her chastity before he left her. 3 
cause s.o. to spend a large amount (slang). 

Gibun-ug aku nilag daku, They made µie 
spend a heck qf a lot. 4 [ B 126] over-use, 
misuse. Dili giyud undangag gamit ang ma
kinilya hangtud dili mabun-ug, He won't 
stop using the typewriter until it gets com
pletely broken. S - ang hilanat v [B12; a12] 
for fever to recur a number of times after 
partial recovery. Mabun.:ug ang bilanat nga 
dili idiskansu, If you do not rest, your fever 
will recur. 6 - ang tulug v [B12; a12] for 
one's sleep to get interrupted a number of 
times. Nabun-ug ang akung tulug sa paghi
lakhilak sa bata kagabii, My sleep was intel'
rupted last night because the baby kept cry-
ing. maN-r- n one who inflicts bruises. 

bun-ug2 = BUL-UG. 
bunuk v [B; b2] for rain to fall in torrents. 

n the torrential falling of the rain. 
bunul v [A; a] 1 bruise s.t: Ayaw bunula ang 
kamatis, Don't bruise the tomatoes. Nabu
nul na ang ,yang lawas, His body is badly 
bruised. 2 make soil, clay, firm and com
pact. Nabunul na ang daruban nga inyung 
giag,ankanunay, The field you keep walking 
over has become hard. ( ➔) n infected SU bcu
taneous injury due to a blow. v 1 [B26] for a 
bruise to become infected. Nabunul ang a
kung bun-ug, My bruise turned into· a boil. 
2 [a4b4] get an infected bruise. Gibunul
(gibunulan) akung palad, The palm of my 
hand got-an infected bruise. 

bunulun a for draft animals to be sluggish. 
Bunulun kaayu ning kabawa nga idaru, This 
carabao is too sluggish to use for plowing. v 
[B12; b6] be, become sluggish. 

bunus v [A; al2] tie fibers end to end to 
form

1
a continuous strand. Bunusun sa nimu 

ang abaka parabir hablunun, Tie the abaca 
· fibers into long strands before weaving it. 
-an(� n a shallow woven· tray or basket 
where the strands, joined end to end are 
kept coiled before weaving. 

bimusi n bonus. v 1 [A; b] give a bonus. 2 
[A12J get a bonus. ,b ,unus3 = BALUNUS. 

bunut n coconut husk and shell. Nusnusig bu
nut ang salug, Scrub the floor with a coco
nut husk. v 1 [A; b6(1)] husk a coconut. 2 
[A; b] scrub the floor with a coconut husk. 
Bunuti ang salug. Scrub the floor with a 
coconut husk. 3 [A; b] punish or maul one ,
severely. llang gibuntan ang kawatan, They
mauled the thief (lit. husked him).

bunut v 1 [A; ab2] pull s.t. that is in bet
ween s.t.Hinayag bunut ang bunus, Pull the , ,drawers out slowly. Akung bunutun ang 
madyungan, I'll draw a piece from the mah
jong set. 2 [A; a] pull out s.t.· rooted, stuck . 
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in s.t. Bunuta ang lansang, Pull out the nail. 
2a [A ; cl] pull s.t. out as if uprooting
weeds. Ayaw ibunut (bunuta) pagkuha ang 
igtalanum, Don't just rip out the· seedlings. 
3 [AC12; a] draw a weapon. Makigbunut 
ku nimug pistulabay, I'll duel you with pis
tols. n action of drawing. - labay n action
of drawing and discarding what was drawn 
in a game in order to allow the game to con
tinue without anyone's dropping out. -
madyung in mahjong, the action of getting 
a piece which enables one to go mah jong. -
paningit see SINGIT. - supu n 1 manner of
betting in mahjong whereby a player bets 
that his next draw will cause s.o. (himself 
or any other player) to get mahjong. 2
amount bet in this manner of betting. 

bunyag v 1 [A;  b6] baptize. Ugma bunyagi 
akung anak, My child will be christened to
morrow. la ackn9wledge s.o. 's new clothing 
or hair style by hitting or knocking the new 
thing. 2 [A3; c] name s.t. Mga katsila ang
mibunyag sa atung nasud ug Pilipinas, It 
was the Spaniards who called our country 
the Philippines. n baptism. Way bunyag, 
Unbapti::;ed. Inanak sa bunyag, Godchild in
baptism. -an n baptismal font. -an(-)>) n 
garment worn by a child when baptized. 
-in-an n 1 christian, baptized person. 2
christian name. Pid"' ang akung binunya
gan, My christian name is Peter. maN-r- n
one who baptizes. 

bunyun n a protrusion of the bone outwards 
at the base of the big toe. 

bupanda = PUP ANDA. 
bupiti n law offices. v [Al;  a2] establish, 

make into a law office. 
burabugl a short and pudgy. Ba tang burabug, 

A pudgy child. v [B;  a] be, become pudgy. 
burabug2 a extraordinarily tall. Burabug nga 

manuk, A chicken taller than ordinary 
chickens. Burabug 11ga tawu, Man taller 
than ordinary men. Burabug nga balay,
House taller than ordinary houses. 

buradur 11 1 draft, rough draft. 2 eraser.
burak rz fleshy back part of the l below theegknee, the calf of the leg, esp. when it is over

ly prominent. 
burakburak = BULUKBULUK. 
burara a indiscreet, tactless in one's ways. v 

1 [B; b6] do s.t. indiscreetly or tactle�ly. 
Akuy 11aulaw diha11g miburara siya atuba
ngan sa bisita, I was embarrassed when she 
talked tactlessly in front of the visitors. Na
kita iyang pa11ti kay nagb�rara siyag ling
kud, You could see her panties because she
sat in an indiscreet way. 

buruka a abundant, available in limitless 

quantity. v [Al3B; c] be present in limit
less quantities, do s.t. in plenteous quanti
ties. Maburaska (muburaska) ang bunga sa 
mangga kun paasuhan, The mango tree will
bear huge quantities of fruit if you fumigate 
it. Magburaska tas kaun, Let's eat plenty. 
Nagburaska ang_ kan-unun sa ila, They have 
food in limitless quantities. 

buraw a stupid, having no sense. v [B12; b6]
be, become stupid. 

burayburay . n k.o. coral fishes (Pomecentri
dae), similar to ipus-ipus. 

burd v [A; b6] board in s.o.'s house. -ir n 
boa�der. burding hawus n boarding house. 

burd2 n board examination. v [A] take a 
board examination. 

burda v [A; b6(1)] embroider, put a lace
edge. n embroidery, lace edging. -in- s.t.
written or drawn with embroidery. binurda
han 11 1 embroidered cloth. 2 a face with 
smallpox scars (humorous). -du a embroider
ed. Burdadu11g (binurdang) dibuhu, Embroi
dered design. Burdadung (binurdabang) pan
yu, Embroidered handkerchief. -dur(➔) ins
trument for embroidery. -dira n woman
who embroiders. 

burdag = BULDUG (female). 
burdahi v [A; b6] travel in a certain direc
tion. Hain man tu siya miburdabi? Where
did he head for? Culu- v 1 [Al] travel back
and forth. Kanunay siyang magbuburdahi sa 
Manila kay nigusyanti, He travels back and 
forth to Manila because he is a buisnessman. 
2 [Al 3) pace back and forth. May P"'bli
ma siya kay nagbuluburdahi man sa sala, 
He must have a problem because he is pac
ing in the living room. 

burd pit n board feet. v [al2] measure in 
board feet. Burdpita nang yakal, Measure
that lumber in board feet. 

burdu v [A; cl] 1 go s.w. in a roundabout, 
not direct way. Muburdu ta a"'n di ta ma
sagata sa mga buguy, Let's go round about 
so we don't run into the ruffians. Iburdu 
(burdubun) ang p"'sisyun sa tibuuk lung
sud, They will take the procession around 
the whole town. la for a sailboat to go at a 
zigzag or diagonal course to ride against the 
wind. 2 roam, walk about. Nagburdu silag 
pana11gku, They went out to steal palm tod
dy. Iburdu ning mga tinda, Go around to 
sell these goods. 

burdug = BULDUG. 
burdun n string in a string instrument which 
has fine magnetic copper wire wound 
around it. v [A;c] put in such a bass string. 

burgabuy a wandering, bumming around, esp.
in a shiftless careftee way. v [ B 1] wander, 
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usually in a shiftless, carefree way. Nagbur- . 
gahuy Lang siya kay nawad-an sa trabahu,
He is just roaming about because he lost his 
job. Nagburgahuy akung hunahuna. Wa ku 
kapamati sa liksiyun, My thoughts were 
wandering. I didn't listen to the lesson. 
Magkaburgahuy ning bataag patuyangan sa 
gustu, This child is going to get more shift
less if he gets whatever he wants. 

burgis n tough, thug. Mga burgis ang gipanu
hulan sa pulitiku, The politician hired thugs. 
v [Bl2; b6] be) become a tough. 

buridu = ABURIDU. 
burilyu� n bowling pin. 
buringug a dumb, stupid. Buringug ka tinga
li kay dugay mang makasabut, yOU must be 
dumb because you can't understand easily. 
v [Bl ;  b6) be, becpme dumb, stupid. 

buringut a for the face to be ugly. v [ B2; b6] 
be ugly. Nagkaburingut iyang dagway sa 
nagkalagas srya, She is getting uglier as she 
gets older. 

buriring n general name for puffer fishes. 
buriskas n k.o. card .game similar to whist,
but played by any number of people and in 
which the deck is dealt out bit at a time 
rather than all at once. v [A2C2; a2] play 
buriskas. 

burlt a braggart, offensively boastful. v [ B 12 ; 
b6] be, become offensively boastful. 

burlas n artificial tassel. v 1 [A; a12] make 
into a tassel. 2 [A; b6(1)) ornament with 
tassels. Giburlasan niya ang bandira, He or
namented the flag with tassels. 

burlis n burlesque. v 1 [ A 1 ; b6] do bur
lesque. 2 [Al] be naked. Nagburlis siyang 
naligu, She took a bath naked. 

bumay n k.o. edible, small white venus clam. 
ismayling - grinning stupidly (so called be.
cause the burnay are often slightly open 
even when alive). Unsa ka gud diha nga nag
ngisi ka man. Mu ra ka lag ismayling burnay, 
Why are you grinning there like an oaf 
(with a smile that looks like a clam)? 

bumir n burner of a stove, lamp, etc. 
bumiyu = BULUNIYU. 
bunaA= BU�A. 
bursigi n army boots. v [A; a] wear, make in
to army boots. 

buru1 v 1 [A; bS] cover s.t. all over with salt, 
sugar, flour, etc. Buruha (buruhi) sa asin ang 
karni, Put a lot of salt on the meat. 2 [Al;
b(l)] serve, eat fish with lots of salt. n 
small dried fish with more salt than the or
dinary. -in- = BURU, n. t 

buru
2 

n bureau, governmental department. 
burud n k.o. fresh-water fish. 
buruka n 1 court case. 2 trouble, argument. 

Unsay imung gilahuglahug dinhi. Buruka? 
What are you roving around here for? You 
want trouble? v [C; a2b3] 1 have, make a 
court case. Ayaw burukaha ang inyung dis
gustu, Don't make your quarrel into a court 
case. 2 make a fuss about s.t. Para kindi, in
yu pa giyung burukahan? Are you going to 
make a federal case out of the candy? 3 
[A; a3] bring out some wrong-doing. Mibu
ruka ang bata nga naghilabut ang mutsatsa, 
The child informed us that the maid had 
been touching our things. 

burukburuk = BULUKBULUK. 
burukinta = BURUKINTU (female). 
burukintu a quarrelsome, quick to take of-
fense. v [B2; b6) be, become quarrdsome, 
troublesome. 

burul a 1 dull, not sharp. 2 dull, stupid. v [B 
1

12 ;  a2] for an instrument to become dull. 
n round-tipped, dull"bladed knife for weed-.1ng.

burul , burul v [A13 ; bS] shave the hair on 
the fie ad off. Burulun (burulan) natu ang i
mung ulu, Let's shave ·your head. (➔)o· a 
bald, devoid of growth. Ang tawung burul 
way bubuk, A bald-headed man has no hair. 
Burul na ang kabukiran nga gisigihag kai
ngin, The mountains have been denuded by
slash and burn agriculture. 

burunda = BRUNDA. 
burung a 1 shy and introverted. 2 ignorant of 
the ways of the world. Tungud sa kaburung 
giilad siya, He was swindled because he was 
so ignorant. 3 stupid. v [B;  b6] 1 be shy. 
Nagburung ka Lang di ka kamaung makig
atubang ug tawu, You 're nothing f;>u t a wall
flower. You don't know how t� face peo
ple. 2 be ignorant. 3 be stupid. 

buruniyu = BULUNIYU. 
burus a 1 pregnant. 2 for rice to form grains 
in the panicle. 3 for borrowed things to have 
been kept too long. Burus .ana ang librung
imung gihuwaman, You've kept the book 
you borrowed till it got pregnant. v 1 [B;
b6] be, become pregnant. Patakaling anay 
arun muburus (maburus), Mate the sow so 
she will become pregnant. la - sa pasalig be 
fooled by assurances. Daghan na ang mibu
rus sa pasalig nianang pulitiku, Lots of peo
ple have been fooled by the promises of 
that politician. 2 [Al;  c) have in one's 
womb. 3 [B;  b6] for rice to form in the 
panicle. 4 [BJ keep borrowed things too 
long.

burut v 1 [B2S3] inflate, swell, esp. into a 
rounded shape. Miburut ang layag sa saka
yan, The sail of the boat billowed out. Pis
tula nang nagburut sa iyang kilid, That is a 
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pistol that is bulging at his side. Butangig 
yilu ang bun-ug a"'n di makabu"'t, Put ice 
on the bruise so it won't swell. 2 [B246) 
be, become pregnant (slang). Miburut nang 
akung asawa, My wife is pregnant. 3 [B46] 
be, become rich (slang). Muburut kag dalig 
mag-ismaglir ka, You'll soon get rich if you 
engage in smuggling. pa- v [A; ac] 1 blow
s.t. up, make s.t. swell. 2 flatter, inflate 
s.o. 's pride. Nagpabu"'t na sad siya sa iyang 
kaugalingun, He is blowing himself up a
gain. n balloon. burutburut n crevalles with 
a pronounced curve outward on the ventral 
portion: Caranx gymnostetboides. 

buruwas = BRUWA.
buruy n 1 k.o. purple jellyfish,hemispherical 
in shape,reaching 8" in diameter. 2 general 
name for jellyfish. 

bus1 n bus. v [A; a12) take a bus. 
busz n 1 boss (slang). Si Mama muy bus sa 
amu, Mother is the boss in our family. 2
familiar term of address. v 1 [A3; a12] call 
s.o. boss. 2 [Al2;  a12) have a boss. Pait ka
ayu ning makabus tag daugdaugan, It's aw
ful to have a mean boss.

bus3, bus n 1 exclamation used to drive away
pigs. 2 exclamation used to drive s.o. away 
(joking or derogatory). v [a12] say bus to
drive away. 

bus
2 

= BULUS .
I 

, , ' f tibusa, busa there ore, consequen y. Mama-
tay ka. Busa, pag-ampu, You are going to 
die. So pray.· busagak, busagak n 1 sound of liquid flow
ing. 2 flowing liquid. v 1 [A; c16) for liq
uids to flow with noise. Nagbusagak ang 
sandayung, The gutter is making a rushing 
sound. 2 flow in plentiful amounts, spout
ingly or continuously. Mibusagak ang dugu 
sa kilid sa gidunggab, Blood flowed from the 
side of the man that was st�bbed. 

busak a be all over s.t., abundant in quantity. 
Busak sa isda ning dagata, Fish abound in 
these seas. Ang amung yuta busak sa lubi, 
All of our land is planted with coconuts. v 
1 [A; al] fill s.t. to capacity or cover s.t. 
all over with s.t. Gibusak namug kamuti 
ang saku, We filled the sack with sweet po
tatoes. 2 [B ;  b6) for s. t. to grow in abun
dance. Mibusak (nabusak) ang sagbut tu
ngudsa ulan, The weeds grow lushly because 
of the rain. (f-) V [BJ be abundant. Nagbu
sak "'n ang mais busa baratu, Corn is abun
dant now. That's why it's cheap. hiN-(�) 
[B3N; b6) for plants to bear in abundance. 
Wa makabimusak (makapangbimusak) ang 
bumay kay wa man abunubi, The rice did 
notbear in abundance because it wasn't fer-

tilized. n time when plants bear the most, 
height of the harvest season. 

busal n muzzle. v [A; b6] apply a muzzle.
Busali ang kabaw a"'n di kakaun sa mais, 
Put a muzzle on the carabao so it can't eat 
the corn. 

busaug n floor joist. v [A; cl] put, make into 
a floor joist. 

busaw aglutton. v [B 12; b6] become a glut
ton. 1tvabusaw siya human makatilawg gu
tum, He became a glutton after having ex
perienced hunger. 

busaw2 v [A; a12] do s.t. to make a magical 
trick fail Dunay nagbusaw sa madyik kay 
wa man makwarta ang papil, S. o. is spoiling 
the magic act because the paper didn't tum 
into money. 

bu�aw n co'1dition of frequent, urgent urina
tion bt small quantities. v [A123P; a4) · get this � .idition. Sagad bus-awun ang mab
dus, Pregnant women tend to have frequent 
urination.

busawus = ous.�us. 
busay n waterfall.
busbus = BALUSBUS. paN• v [A2; b6] def
ecate (slang). Iplas ang kasilyas bumag pa
musbus, Flush the toilet after using it.

busbus2 = ALIBUSBUS. 
busdak = PUSDAK. 
busdik v 1 [A; bS] break open a sack or the 
like that is filled. Nabusdik ang balun, The
balloon burst. Busdiki ang saku. Tan-awa 
kun unsay klasi sa bumay, Punch a hole in 
the sack and see what k.o. rice it is. 2 [b12 
6] be filled to satiety. Makabusdik giyud 
ang inyung gidalit, You served a most fill
ing dinner. a full .  to bursting after eating.

busdu = PUSDU.
busi v [B1256] survive, last to be of some 
value. Dili mabusi ang kaminyuung way pag
sinab tanay, A marriage without understand
i cannot survive. Usa ray nabusi sa mga ngbaktin, Only one piglet survived. Way ma
busi sa iyang swildu kay gastadur, Nothing
is left of his salary because he is a spend
thrift. Dili mabusi ang trababung biyabiya
an, Work that you don't keep after will not 
result in anything.

busiad,!busikad v [B23(1)4) fors.t. to spread 
open and out leaving a gap. Mibusikad iyang 
sinina kay buut ug nakita iyang pusud, H�s
shirt was half open in the front because ,it 
was too tight, and you could see his navel. 
Haunangpapkurn ug makabusikad na, Take
the popcorn off the fire when it has burst 
open. Mibusikad ang sumbuban sa paltik 
pagbutu, The barrel of the rifle burst when 
it was fired. (➔) n small grass bearing several 
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spread out spikelets: Cyperus spp. The
spikelets are used as medicine for fever. 

buS11ak v [A2S] radiate light, esp. the sun. 
Mata na kay mibusilak na ang adlaw, Wake 
up because the sun is shining brightly. Nag
busilak sa kalipay ang iyang nawung, His
face was beaming with happiness. n light
radiated, sun's rays. 

busina n 1 auto horn. 2 sound produced by
such a horn. v [A;c] honk the horn. lbusina 
ug kusug arun mabati sa imung ikasugat, 
Blow the horn loud so anyone coming your 
way will hear it.

*busing na-, gi- be out of one's mind. Gibu
sing (na/Jusing) ka diba? Are you out of 
your mind?

busin�ut a having a long face. n sour expres
sion on the face. v [B346; cl] have a long 
face because of displeasure. Ayaw busing
uta (ibusing-ut) nang bitsura mug makig
atubang naku. Get that frown off your face 
when you talk to me. ,.bus1ru see BUSU.

busisi v 1 (A; a] make a laceration, esp. in a 
surface that is tight due to fullness. Busisi
un sa duk tur imung bu bag, The doctor will
slit your boil. Busisia ang saku arun muagas
ang humay, Slit the sack so the rice will
spill. 2 lay out in the open some malicious 
gossip that has long lain buried. Gibusisi ni
ya ang hugawng kagahapun sa iyang kaa
way, He dug out the dirty secrets of his 
enemy's past. 3 [A;  al2] pressure s.o. to 
speed up work. Busisia siya arun mahuman, 
Hurry her up so it will get done. busisiru a
always putting pressure on people to speed 
up the work.

buskad
1 

v = BUKHAD. - ug ngabil thick
lipped. -ira a given to spreading gossip. v
(B1251 get to be a gossip. 

buskad2 = BUSKAG.
buskag v 1 [AB26; a] undo, untie s. t., esp. 
so that the contents spread; for s.t. wrapped
or tied up to open. Mibuskag ang takung ug
migimaw ang mga bungul sa lub� The coco
nut sheath opened and its buds spread out 
beneath. Nabuskag ang iyang balun, His
lunch broke open allowing the contents to 
spread out. Makabuskag ka ba sa balitutu? 
Can you untie the knot? 2 for hair neatly 
groomed to get dishevelled. Nabuskag iyang 
hinapay sa hangin, Her hair got all dishev
elled in the wind. 3 [A; a12] expose s.o.'s 
secret. Akuy mubuskag sa tnakauulaw mung 
tinaguan, I will expose your shameful secret.

busla v [A; bSJ confront s.o. to belie his as-,senion. Aku siyang gibusla (gibuslaban) a- . 

run matin-aw ang tanan, I confronted her 
so that everything would be cleared. busla
hay v [C] confront each · other to disclaim 
what each said. 

buslung v [A2; ab5] look at s.t. squarely ,without hiding that one is looking. Si Ana 
ra giyuy nakabuslung kay nag-antipara mag 
dikulur, Ana was the only one who was 
able to get a good look because she was 
wearing dark glasses. Buslungi ( buslunga) 
arun makabibalu mug unsay riaksiyun niya, 
Look at him square in the face so you will 
see what his reaction is. 

buslut v 1 [A3P; b5] make a hole. Ayaw bus
luta ang puyu, Don't punch a hole in the 
paper bag. Busluti ang lata sa gatas, Punch 
a hole on the milk can. la knock down 
bowling pins in a row, thus making a hole 
in the set-up. 2 [A123P; a12] - sa buls"a 
make one flat broke. Buslutun nimu ang
akung bulsa? yOU want to drive me to the 
poorhouse? 3 [A] _break in a virgin. n 1 
hole through s.t. Dakug buslut ang akung 
midyas, My socks have a big hole in them. 
2 knocking down of pins in a row in bowl
ing. - sa iyang ina euphemism for BILAT 
SA IYANG INA. (� 1 having a hole in tt.

Buslut nga .takuri, Kettle with a hole in it. 
2 - ug bulsa penniless. 3 no longer a virgin. .4 failing to catch, return a ball, failing to 
strike the _mark. paN- · n instrument . for
punching holes. 

busngal v [A; a12] cut short s.o. talking by 
asserting the contrary, often in an imperti
nent way. Pataka ka Zang dibag pamusngal, 
How dare you interrupt like that? Busnga.lun natu ang iyang ham bug, Let's cut his big 
talk short. 

busngi a buck-toothed. v [Bl ; b6] get buck 
teeth. Ang pagsinupsup sa kumagku mauy
nakabusngi (nakapabusngi) sa bata, Thumb
sucking made the child buck-toothed. 

bustipul n pith helmet. v [A; c] wear a pith 
helmet.

bustu n bust. v [c16] make a representation 
in bust. 

busu v 1 [A; a] dive, esp. using diving para
phernalia. Busubun nila ang nawalang kaba 
diyiru, They will dive for the steel safe that · 
sunk. 2 [Al 3 ;  a2] be a diver in net fishing.
3 [AN; a2] peep to get sexual pleasure. n 1.·!
paraphernalia for diving. 2 = BUSIRU. busi. ru n 1 person in net fishing operations who 
dives to keep the net repaired and collect 
the catch. v [AN; c 1) be, become the busiru.

busug a full, sated. Busug na ku. Di na ku 
1 ,layhang mukaun, I am full, I don't feel like 
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eating any more. Busug "'n ang ,yang ptta-
busug2 - butalu 

, . , v [A2; b6] flood out strongly. Mibuswang
ang tubig sa pagkaguba sa dakung tangki, ka kay bag-ung giswilduan, His wallet is 

full now because he has just received his 
salary. v [Bl; a] fill oneself to satisfy. Mag
busug ku kay lam,· ang sud-an, I'll eat my 
fill because the food is tasty. Busgun kung 
ak.ung mga mata pagtan-aw sa imung kata
bum, I'll let my eyes have their fill in gaz
ing at your beauty. way ka-un, kabulusgun
without ever getting satiated. 

busug2 v [A; al2] fluff up cotton or kapok 
in preparation for further use. -an n 1 fluff
er of cotton or kapok fibers. 2a bow for 
shooting arrows (so called from the cotton 
fluffer which is a small bow) 2b a tube with 
a tie at the end which propels a spear in 
spear fishing. 

busug n downward movement of the baby
during labor. i,, [A] for the baby to move 
downwards during labor. Nagbusug na ang 
bata. Dad-a siya sa uspital, The baby is 
struggling to come out. Bring her to the 
hospital

bu�uk a 1 compact, dense of flesh. Bus-uk
ug brasu, With firm muscles. 2 for rice or 
com to be cooked into hard clumps from 
lack of water. v [B6; cl] 1 be compact, full 
2 for rice or com to be cooked into clumps. 
ka- n 1 firmness, compactness. 2 old variety 
of paddy rice producing white, round grains. 
3 variety of round ubi with white and firm 
flesh. 

busun n mailbox into which mail is dropped 
for collection. v [A; c6] drop a letter in a 
mailbox. Gibusun nakung sulat, l dropped 
the letter in the mailbox. 

busung n the punishment inflicted by God 
on s. o. for misusing the blessings bestowed 
on him. The punishment usually consists of 
deprivation of the thing which had been 
bestowed by God. v [A123P; a4] 1 earn 
God's punishment for being wasteful Bu
sungun ka sa Diyus sa imung kausikan, God 
will punish you for being wasteful 2 get
stomach pains from overeating. Busungun
kag magpalabi kag kaun, You will have 
stomach pains if you overeat. 

buswak v 1 [B46] for the pod containing 
grains to open prior to the development of 
the grains. 2 [B236] burst forth, show it
self from a place where it was covered. Inig
buswak sa adlaw gikan sa luyung bungtud, 
When the sun comes out from behind the 
mountain. Mibuswak sa iyang mga ngabil 
ang kalit nga pahiyum, A sudden smile 
flashed onto her lips. 3 for a girl to grow 
to full womanhood. 

buswang n strong and sudden rush of water. 

The water rushed out when the tank broke. 
buswat v [A; al] lift s.t. heavy by putting 

the anns underneath it. Duba ka tawu ang
nagbuswat sa sama"'n, Two men lifted the , ( ,wounded person. Aku siyang buswatun pclg-
tabuk sa sapa, I'll carry her across th� river. 

busyad a sticking-out stomach. v [B; cl] for 
the stomach to stick out. Ayaw busyara (i
busyad) ang imung tiyan, Don't let your 
stomach stick .out. 

busyu n goiter.v [A123P; a4b4] have a goi
ter. Gibusyuban (gibusyu) siya, She has a 
goiter. 

but2= BALYAKAG. 
buta v [AP; b]  blind. Gibutaan sa gugma, 

Blinded by love. (➔) a blind. (➔) bungul 
blind and deaf. paka- v [A 13 ; b( 1)] pay no 
heed to s.t. Ayaw pakabutabunguli ang a
kung tambag, Do not disregard my advice. 
-in-(➔) a in a blind manner. butabuta k.o. 
small swift commonly nesting in buildings 
and caves, producing edible nests: CoUoca
lia troglodytes. butabuta 1 k.o. tree of o
pen waste places with milky sap which 
causes blindness. 2 k.o. sorcery which 
causes the victim to go blind. 2a k. o. sea
shell used in performing this sorcery. 3 k.o. 
rock shell. 

butad = siT AD. 
butaka

1 
n chaise lounge. v [a12] make into a 

chaise lounge. 
butakal n 1 male pig. 2 man with a voracious 
sex appetite. 3 - sa gubimu man who will 
have sex with any woman at all. v 1 [Al;  
al2) raise a male pig for breeding. 2 [B12)  
run after women voraciously. paN- n action 
of being a philanderer. -in-, hiN-(�) n piglet
given to the owner of a stud as his share. 

butalhaga-onewho can't see things under his 
nose. Naa ay! Kabutalbag nimu, There it 
is !  You must be blind. v [Bl2] unable to 
find things right in front of the eyes. 

butalid n k.o. sea cucumber (balat).
butalid v [B6; b(l)] fall down flat, be lying 

flat after falling. Mibutalid (nabutalid) ang 
kuntra, The opponent was knocked down. 
Hubug nga nagbutalid sa karsada, A drunk 
lying in the street. 

butaltal v [A) for s.t. bulky to be lying in an 
ungainly way. Mibutaltal si Tambuk sa kat
ri, Fatso is sprawled on the bed. Kubaa ang 
kaban nga nagbutaltal sa bawanan, Get rid 
of this trunk sitting in the middle of the 
room. 

butalu (not withoute/) a poor shot. Butalu si
ya. Di makaigu bisag duul, He's a poor shot. 
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He can't hit a target even if it's near. v (82;
b6 J get to be a poor shot. 

butang1 v [A; c] 1 put down, in, on. Ikaw
bay mubutang sa akung lip-istik? Will you 
put my lipstick on me? Butangan natug ut
lanan ang atung pagkaam{gu; Let's set limits 
to our friendship. Sukang gibutangag lamas,
Vinegar with spices put in it. Ibutang na,
Put that down. Ibutang sa lista ang akung 
utang, Put my debts in the list. Wala ikabu
tang si Lina sa bayli, Lena could not sit 
down at the dance. 2 pay for s. t. in advance. 
Arun dili ibaligyag lain gibutangan kug di
yis, I put ten down so that he wouldn't sell 
it to anyone else. 2a put up money or goods
for the harvest or anything else produced. 
Magbutang kug panaptun para sa panuig, I 
put up cloth to be repaid from the harvest. 
2b put up capital, money for a bond. Usa ka 
libu akung gibutang sa tindahan, I invested 
one thousand in the store. 3 ibutang ta, na
tu supposing it's like this way. Ibutang tag 
kinyintus, palitun ba nlmu? Let's say it's 
S00 pesos. Will you buy it? 4 ibutang sa 
lugar do at the proper time. Ibutang sa Ju
gar ang pag-inum, Drink at the proper time. 
S [A; b] hit. Butangan ku siya sa nawung, 
I will hit him in the face. n money put 
down as advance payment. butangbutang v 
[A; c] make false accusations. Gibutangbu
tangan ba ku nlmung nangawat? Are you 
trying to accuse me of stealing? n false 
accusations. paN- v [A; c] 1 put. things. 2 
put s.t. on oneself. Mamutang kug lip-istik, 
I will put lipstick on. hiN-/haN-, hiN-/haN
(f-) v 1 [AP1B12S6; b6] be situated, lo
cated. Si Bibi naghimutag (nagpabimutag) 
lingkud sa silya, Bebe settled down com
fortably in the chair. Ang ilang balay naa 
mahimutang sa amung duul, Their house is 
situated near ours. 2 (812S6] be classified 
as. Kining suwata mabimutang sa sikun klas, 
This letter is classified as second class. 3 
[81256] be in peace. Dui ku mahimutang 
hangtud diti mahuman ang akung trabahu, 
I won't be in peace until I fini�h my work. 
pahiN-/pahaN·(�) v [A; c] 1 put s.t. s.w. 
carefully. Gipahimutang ang mga pagkaun 
sa pridyidir, The food was put. away care
fully in the frigidaire. 2 place s.o. in a job. 
Gipahimtltang siya sa munisipyu, He was 
given a job in City hall. pahamtang v 1 [A;
c] impose a punishment. Pahamtangan kag 
bug-at nga silut, Heavy punishment will be 
imposed on you. 2 [b] spend money on s.t. 
Unsay lmung gipahamtangan sa lmung sapi? 
What did you spend your money on? 3 [A; 
b6(1)] make charges or accusations, usually 

maliciously. n 1 punishment imposed. 2 
malicious accusation made against s. o. Ang
ilang mga pahamtang kanaku walay kapasi
karan, Their charges against me are without 
basis. butangiru n ruffian, toughie. ka• = 
PAGKA- 2, 3.  kahimtang n 1 way things are, 
situation. Pait ang kahimtang sa amu hu
man sa bagyu, Very difficult conditions ob
tained in our town after the typhoon. 2 cir
cumstances. Ang kahimtang sa kasu, The 
circumstances surrounding the case. pagka
n 1 way s.t. is situated. 2 financial situation. 
Lisud ang amung pagkabutang karun, We 
are in a bad financial situation now. 3 one's 
situation in general. 4 unsang -a how did it 
come about. Naunsang pagkabutanga nga 
wa ka mamatay? Ho.w did it come to be 
that you didn't die? t 

butang2 n thing. Usa ra ka butang ang ku
wang: kwarta, Only one thing is lacking: 
money. usa ka - .sexual action (euphe· 
mism). Ampingi giyud ang usa ka butang, 
Be very careful with sex. kabtang, kabta
ngan n possessions, property. v [A12] ac
quire property. pagka- = KABTANGAN. 

butanika n botany
butaniku n botanist. v [81S6 ; al2] become 
a botanist. 

hutanti n voter. v (8126) become a voter. 
butar v [A; b(l)] cast a vote, ballot for. t 
butasl n boot. V [A; a] wear, make into 
boots. limpiyan- n bootblack. 

butas2 n ceremony similar to the diwata 
where unsalted food is offered to the spirits 
to insure good hai;vest, give thanks, or diag:.. 
nose an illness. It differs from the diwata in 
that the participation of the people affected 
is part of the ceremony. v [A; b] perform
this ceremony.

butasiyun n vote, act of voting. v [c16] put 
to a vote. Ug butasyunun (ibutasiyun) ni si
gurung di mahinayun, If it is put to a vote,
it won't go through. 

butay1 n stalk to which coconuts attach. 
hutay2 n bow tie. v [A; ac] make, wear a 
bow tie. 

bu tay-ad v [86 ; c 1] be lying flat on the back. 
Butay-ara (ibutay-ad) paghigda ang bata, 
Lay the baby on its back. 

butbut1 n lie, boast of s.t. untrue (coarse). 
- pula a glaring lie (so called from the ho
monymy with butbut ). Miuk-uk ang -
back out from a lie (lit. for the hemorrhoids 
to recede). Miuk-uk ang butbut pagdumili 
niya sa pagkanta, He was proven a braggart 
when he refused to sing. v [c] tell a lie. paN
v [A2; b6(1)] tell a lie. Ayaw kug pamutbu
ti (butbuti), Don't lie to me. -un(➔) a liar. 
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- butsi 

butbut2 n 1 the red flesh of the rectum which 
comes out in childbirth or when one has 
constipation. 2 = BUWAi· 3 sea anemone, 
black with red center. v 1 [A123P; a4] suf
fer from butbut. 2 [B1236] defecate. Na
kabutbut siya sa iyang karsunis, He defe
cated in his pants. Nagbutbut siya sa kasil
yas, He's defecating in the bathroom. 

butbut3 = BALUSBUS.
budlu v [A23 ;  b6] 1 appear from nowhere. 
Mu ra kag gibutbuag (gibutbuag) kalag, You
look as if you saw a ghost. 2 have one's 
monthly period. 

buti n 1 smallpox. 2 k.o. contagious swine 
disease characterized by high fever and tiny 
eruptions at the base of the tongue exuding 
a sticky fluid. v [A123P; a4] 1 get smallpox. 
2 get swine disease. 3 [ a4b4] be covered 
with s. t. like smallpox scars. Mau nay datu 
nimu nga gibuti sa utang? Do you call him 
rich when he has debts left and right? La
ngit nga gibuti sa mga bituun, Skies full of 
stars. butihun a having lots of pockmarks 
in the face. 

buti n rowboat. v [Al ; al2] take a rowboat 
1 , ' ,s.w. Ang mga pasabirung wa makabuti na-

ngalumus, The passengers who couldn't get 
into the lifeboats drowned. 

buti2 maybe, probably. Muanhi buti si lnsi,
Maybe Auntie will come. 

budbut v [A; b6] sprinkle powder on s.t. 
with the thumb and forefinger. Butibutig 
sulpa ang samad, Sprinkle sulfa on your 
wound. 

butig1 = BUTLIG. 
butigi = BISUL
budgis n tiny, white bivalve, triangular in 
shape with longitudinal striae. 

budka n drug store. v [A;  cl] establish, make
into a drug store. 

butikaryu n pharmacist. v [B16; al2] be, 
make into a druggist.

butikug = BURDUNG. 
butikul n 1 k.o. com disease characterized by 

rust-like spores on the kernels, rendering 
the grain powdery. 2 tiny grains that grow
in the intestines of pigs, hampering their 
growth. v [ a4] be afflicted with com rot, 
intestinal tumors. -un a of a type having 
com rot, intestinal tumors. v [B126] be, 
become corn or a pig of this sort. 

butil a full, sated in eating (coarse). v [Bl ;  a 
2) fill oneself up, be full. Magbutil kug ma
ayu arun di ku gutmun dayun, I'll fill my
self up so that I won't feel hungry early. Wa 
pa ka mabutil, ganiha ka pang kumaun, You 
are not satisfied yet? You have been eating 
for sometime now. pagka-, ka-un(➔) n satia-

tion. Mu!ra siyag way kabutilun (pagkabu
til) kay sigi lag kaun, He never seems to get 
satisfied. He just eats and eats. 

butilus a doing things poorly. Di ka giyud ma
kaigu sa imung targit? Butilus gud nimu! 
Can't you ever hit your target? What a 
poor shot you are ! 

butilya n bottle. v [A; al2] puts. t. in  bottles. 
-in- n 1 s. t. bottled, esp. alcoholic drinks. 
2 name of plants that are bottle-shaped. 

buting v [Al2C2; b6] go boating. n boating 
for leisure. 

butingting a for rice sheaths to be enlarged 
prior to blossoming. paN- v [A] for rice 
sheaths to swell prior to blossoming. 

budrik a having an expanded stomach. Buti
rik kaayu siyag tiyan kay dakug kaun, He
has a big stomach because he eats too much. 
v [B6] 1 for the stomach to be expanded.
Mibutirik man si Kurding. Kinsa kabay na
kapaburus? Cording's stomach is sticking
out. Who got her pregnant? 2 grow rich. 
Kay nakapangawkaw sa surplas, mibutirik 
dayun, Because he got his hands on some 
army surplus he grew rich. 

butirus a bulging of stomach. Butirus ug ti
yan ang bata nga bitukun, A child with in
testinal parasites has a bulging stomach. v
[B ; b6] for the stomach to become distend
ed or bulge. Mibutirus (nabutirus) na ang ti
yan niya unya di pa giyud na mabdus? Her
stomach is already sticking out and still you
insist that she isn't pregnant? 

budti n general name for pufferfishes. paN
v [A] for rice sheaths to swell prior to blos
soming.

bu tku = BUKTU ..  
butkun = BUKTIJN. 
butlig n small cyst- like skin eruption. v [a4]

get cysts on skin. 
butlug n swelling, small bulge. v [B46N]
form a small bulge. Mibutlug (namutlug) ang 
iyang buktun human sumbaga, A bulge ap
peared in his arm after it was hit. Singut
nga namutlug sa agtang, Sweat that formed 
beads on his forehead. 

butsaka term used in playing pool for a cer
tain agreed-to score, where part of the score 
is made by drawing a numbered marble. n 
container used for the numbered marbles. a
even in score in this k. o. pool. Way daug, 
way pildi namu, butsaka ra mi, Neither •of 
us lost; we came out even; v 1 [A2N] get 
even in this k.o. pool. 2 [A2) draw a marble
from the container. 2a [c6] return the mar
ble back into the container.

butsi n k.o. sweet made of flour, filled with 
mongo beans, sweetened coconut meat, et 
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al· and optionally other ingredients, fried 
brown. v [A; a) make butsi.

butsing '."" BAKSING.
butsir n voucher asking for payment. v [A;
b(l)) make a voucher. 

butsu n s.t. used for dry scrubbing the floor. 
v 1 [A; b6(1)) scrub the floor when it is 
dry. 2 [A; cl) make a coconut husk for 
scrubbing the floor. 

butsukuy a philanderer. Bisag kinsa lay pa
rzgulitawhan. Butsukuy kaayu, He courts 
any girl he meets. What a philanderer! 

butu n 1 explosion. 2 blister. v 1 [B246; 
b4) 1 explode. Mibutu ang bulkan nga Taal, 
Taal Velcano erupted. Ug buthan kag ligid
may ikarisirba ka? In case you have a blow
out, do you have a spare tire? 2 [A23) for 
s.t. to swell and rupture. Mibutu ang iyang 
bubag, His boil burst. Wa pa mubutu ang 
tumatub, Her bag of waters hasn't broke 
yet. 3 [A2 3)  fall or hit s.t. with a bang. 
Ar.g libru mibutu sa salug, The book fell to
the floor with a bang. Mubutu ka rug sun
tukun ka naku, I'll bang you one when I hit 
you. 4 [b4) g�t blisters. Nabuthan akung 
palad pagbinugba, I got blisters on my palms 
from chopping wood. S [B246) flunk an 
exam, esp. board or bar. Mibutu siya sa
bar, He failed the bar. 6 [A2) give birth
(humorous). pa- v [A; ac] fire, make s.t. ex
plode. Pabutba ang ripli, Fire the rifle. Dag
hang kug ribintadur nga ipabutu sa Bag-ung 
Tuig, I have lots of firecrackers to explode 
for New Year's. paN- v [A2; b4] 1 get blis
ters. Namutu ang akung palad, My palms 
were blistered. 2 get one's just deserts after 
accumulating too mµch wealth, esp. illegal
ly or at the expense of others. Mamutu ka 
baya sa kataas nianang imung tantu, You'll 
get your just deserts from charging such 
usurious rates of interest. buthanart n head
of a boil. t 

butu2 n hair that looks lighter than the sur
rounding hair. Butu na dili uban, Those are 
light-colored strands, not gray hairs� v [B2
46) for strands of hair to look lighter in 
color than the rest. Mubutu ang mga lugas 
sa buhuk basta sapirun nga basa, Hair gets 
a light look if you braid it when it is wet. 

butu n vote. V [A; b] cast vote _for. Butuhi si
Usminya, Vote for Osmefta. 

butu n 1 female genitalia. 2 testicles. sipsip, 
supsup· - n ass kisser (coarse).g(�) n 1 male
of the species, esp. animals. 2 castrated male 
pig raised for meat purposes. v [Al;  cl)  
raise a castrated male pig. hi-, hiN- v [A;
b6) castrate animals. Hibut-an (bimut-an, 
bimutuan) ku run ang babuy, I'll castrate 

the pig now. butubutu n 1 clapper of _a bell. 
2 bob· of a plumb line. 

butubutu n k.o. black biting ant living in the
earth.

butud v[B123) swell with water or gas. Mu
butud ang balun, The balloon filled with 
air. Mibutud ang patay nga gidagsa, The
body that was washed ashore was bloated. 
(➔) n 1 gas pains. 2 ·= Burin. v [B146; b4)
suffer gas in the stomach. Nagpurhisyu ang 
bata kay gibutdan, The baby is crying be
cause he h3:s gas pains. butdanun n colicky. 

butuk v [A; a) make bundles of rice seed
lings.1 Butuka (butka) ang lawngun nga igta
lanum, Bind the seedlings to transplant into 
bundles. n sizeable bundle of rice seedlings 
for transplanting. 

butuk v [A; a12] cut down bamboos. But
kun fug hurut ang kawayar., I am going to 
cut down all the bamboos. n bamboo pole.
Usa ka butuk kawayan, A ba_mboo pole. 
butukbutuk v [A; a] cut bamboo or timber 
into several pieces.

butuk v [B2346] 1 for ,a burn to form a blis
ter. Mibutuk ang akung panit nga nalaswa-

. an sa nagbuka/. nga mantika, My skin was 
blistered when the boiling fat splashed on·it. 2 for rice or corn or pork to swell in cook
ing or for dough to rise. 3 [A] for rice or 
corn to boil gently with a low simmering 
sound when the water is practically gone. 4 
[B2] for the grains of rice or corn to get 
soft after cooking. Wala pa makabutuk ug 
maayu ang mais, maung aduna pa kiniy lisu,
The corn grits didn't get soft and so they 
still have uncooked grains in the middle. bu
tukbutuk v [A] make a throbbing, bubbling 
sound. Nagbutukbutuk ang linung-ag nga_
hapit nq, mabubas, The rice made a popping · sound as it was about to evaporate. n = -IN-. 
-in- n throbbing, bubbling sound. Binutuk
butuk sa kasingkasing, Throbbing of the 
heart.

but-uk
1 
v [b8] be choked and coughing from

swallowing s.t. the wrong way. Hibut-ukan 
ku pag-inum naku sa manyan, I choked 
when I. drank the liquor. hiN- see MUT-UK. ·but-uk2 v [B46 ; cl] bulge, swell. Mibut-uk
ang imung kinusian, The skin swelled where 
you pinched it. Unsay sulud nianang bulsa
nga nagbut-uk man? What is inside your 
pocket that it is bulging? 

bu�I a slow, unintelligent, poor in doing 
things. Butul kaayu, dugayng makasabut, 
He is stupid. It takes him forever to under-
stand. Butul nga musiyat, He's a terrible 
shot. Butul nga kabayu kay gamay rag agi, 
Aslow horse because it hardly accomplishes 
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anything. v [B12; b6] be slow and ineffi
cient, unskillful or unintelligent.

bunm n button of a switch. v [A; cl] push 
the button of a switch. 

butung n 1 young coconut at a stage where1 .the meat has JU St begun to form. 2 other 
young nuts that are soft and sweet. 3 young 
fiber-bearing parts of plants. Abaka nga bu
tung pag tugdan, Abaca with immature 
stems. v 1 [B236; b6] develop into the bu
tung stage. 2 [b6] mix with young coconut. 
3 [A12] get some young coconut. paN- v
[A2] eat young coconut. 

butung2 n k.o. thick, straight, and smooth 
bamboo: Gigantocbloa levis. 

butunis n buttons. v 1 [AN; b6] button!s.t. 
2 [AN; b6(1)] sew buttons on. 3 [al2] 
make into a button. Culu- k.o. grass of 
waste places: KyUinga spp. 

butuy v [ B2S3(1)4; b4] for flesh to swell. 
Mibutuy ang pinaakan sa buyug, The bee 
sting swelled. Gibutuyan ang agtang kay na
pakung, He bumped his head causing his 
forehead to swell. n swelling. 

butyag v [A; c6] make s.t. known that. was 
not known before. Nianbi si San Huwan 
Bawtista amn pagbutyag sa maayung pu
lung, John the Baptist was sent to reveal the 
good news. Ayaw ibutyag ang akung tina
guan, Don'.t reveal my secret. 

buud v [A; b6] sulk, be sullen. buuran a
prone to sulking. 

buug v [A13] 1 be confined and become 
foul Nagbuug ang bangin sulud sa kwartu, 
The air in the room is stagnant and foul. 2
forwounds to rot in the absence of air. Nag
buug ang samad nga wala kuhai sa bindabi, 
The wound is rotting because the bandage 
hadn't been taken off. 3 = BUUG, n, v.(➔) 
n an infection characterized by a smelly 
yellow pus. v [a4] get this infection. -un 
(➔) a having this sort of infection. 

buuk n piece, single one. Usa ka buuk saging, 
A banana. Upat ka buuk bata, Four children. 
Tutu ka buuk bay, Three houses. -an a of
imposing size. Ang tawung buukan kataba
an, A person of imposing size is held in res
pect. v [Bl 2] be imposingly big. 

buulbuul n 1 anklebone. 2 adam's apple or 
any bulge in the area of the neck. 

buun n k.o. white dove. 
buung v [A13] commit suicide. Ug di ku ni
mu sugtun magbuung ku, I'll kill myself if 
you don't marry me. 

buung v 1 [A3P; cl] break glass or masonry 
to pieces. Buungun (ibuung) na naku ang ta
nang mga platu, I'll break all the plates to
pieces. 2 ruin s.o.'s reputation. Nabuung na 

ang iyang pagkababayi, Her chastity has 
been destroyed. -in-an half a coconut split 
lengthwise without the meat. 

buungun, buungun = BULUUNGUN.
buus n storehouse for farm produce. v [A; c] 
keep in a storehouse. 

buut want, would like to. Buut siyang makig
isturya nimu, He wishes to talk to you. Un
say buut niyang isulti? What does he wish 
to say? Di siya buut sa liguyliguy, He does 
not care for this messing around. n 1 one's
desires. Kuntra sa akung buut, It is against
my will. kaping - strings attached, ulterior 
motives. lhatag ku kini W4Y kaping buut, I
give you this with no strings attached. la 
wala sa - not meaning to do s. t. Wala tu sa ·akung buut pagsultiba, I really didn't mean 
tosay that. 2 thoughts, mind. Linaw na ang 
akung buut kay nasulbad na, My mind is at 
rest now, because it is solved. Bukid sa
akung buut, Far from my thoughts (it never 
occurred to me). Wad-un ta sa buut ang 
atung kabingkilan, Let's forget our quarrels. 
2a consciousness, awareness. Didtu siya sa 
uspital makamatngun ug buut, She regained 
consciousness in the hospital. Sukad sa pag
katim-an niyag buut, From the time he 
reached the age of awareness. 2b walay -
2bl unaware, innocent of knowledge. Wa
lay buut nga bata, An innocent child. 2b2 
unaware of proper social conduct. Walay bu
ut nga tawbana. Magkarsunsilyu Jang sa si
lung, What an ignorant man! He wears his 
undershorts downstairs. 3 mood, disposi
tion. Maglain ang iyang buut ug mapildi sa 
sugal, He gets in a bad mood if he loses in
gambling. Mabaw kaayu siyag buut, She is 
very short-tempered . .  wala sa - it didn't 
hurt [so-and-so] 's feelings. Wa tu sa akung 
buut ang imung gisulti, I didn't take to heart what you said. 4 utang - 4a debt of 
gratit}lde. 4b please, it would be. a big fa
vor. Utang buut. Ayaw pagsulti niana, Please
don't say that. v 1 [Al;  b(l)] have one's 
way, decide how s.t. is to be. lkaw lay mag
buut kun pila, You decide how much. Ang
balaud nagbuut nga .g. .  The law stipulates
that . . .  Di ku ,nakagbuut (makabuut) nia
na kay dili na aku, I can't make a decision 
concerning that because it isn't mine. Mau
nay gimbut-an sa balaud, Tbat is w�t is 
stipulated by the law. Ang tanang kinabubi 
gimbut-an sa Diyus, All life is at God's dis
cretion. Ayaw akug but-� Don't dictate to 
me. la unsa pay but-un? what does [so-and
so) want, anyway? Unsa pay but-un nimu? 
What in the world did you expect? lb  [A23)  beunmindfui uncomplaining about s.t. · 
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unfavorable. Mubuut kug way kaunkaun.
Anad kug puasa, I don't care if I miss meal. 
I'm used to doing without food. 2 [A23 ; 
a12] accept a marriage proposal. Wala pa 
siya but-a niMariya, Maria has not accepted 
him yet �) v [AP] do s. t. freely without 
restraint, to one's heart's content. Nagbuut 
(nagpabuut) ang batag kundat kay wa didtu 
siMama, The child had a ball playing around
because Mother wasn't there. buutbuut v 1
[Al] impose one's will where one doesn't 
have the right. 2 [Al!; b] take it on oneself
to do s.t. Nganung nagbuutbuut kag palit
ana? Why did you take it on yourself to 
buy that? mabuutbuutun a tending to im
pose one's will, take it on oneself to do 
things. but-anay v [ C23 ] impose each 
other's will on each other. Way but-anay 
kun asa agi, We'll each go our own way (we 
won't impose our wills on e·ach other whe�e 
to go). pa• v [a12] allow s.o. to have the 
say. Ug pabut-un (papagbut-un) aku nimu, 
If I am allowed to have the say in this mat
ter. paka·, pa-(�) v [Al ; bl] take it on one
self to do s.t. forbidden as much as one likes. 
Mangingisda nga magpakabuut (magpabuut) 
pagpabutug dinamita, Fishermen who allow 
themselves to do as much dynamite fishing 
as they like. Gipabut-an nila ang mga batag 
kaun ug dulsi, They allowed the children to 
eat as many sweets as they liked. pasi- v [b]
allow s.o. to decide. Gipasibut-an lang siya 
sa kursung iyang kuhaun, He was left to de
cide·what course he would take. hiN-/haN
" [B126; b3(1)cS] be pleased. Nahimuut si
yang nagtan-aw sa {yang anak, He took
pleasure in observing his daughter. Wa n{ya 
ikahimuut (kahimut-i) ang imung gibuhat, 
He wasn't pleased with what you did. ka
hiN· n pleasure. kahimut-anan n s.t. at which 
one can take pleasure, be amused. mahimut
un, mahimut-anun, maham-utun a feelinggreat pleasure. but-an a possessing reason, 
_sense. But-an ba siya u buang? Is he sane 
or mad? 2 = -AN(�. -an(-E-) good, well
behaved. Buutang bata, A good child. Ang
buuta,:z niyang asawa, His good wife. v [ B 12; 
b6] get to be well-behaved. -in-an in a well
behaved- way. v [Al] act in a well-behaved 
way. ka-(�) 1 intelligence, ability to per
ceive. 2 consideration for one's fellowmen. 
kabubut-un n specific feelings toward s.o. or 
s.t. utang kabubut-un debt of gratitude to 
be repaid. ma-(�) a 1 having a requisite a
mount of intelligence. 2 thoughtful, consid
erate of one's fellowmen. A ng mga mabuut 
nga tawu dili mangdinamita, Civic-minded 

people don't d.ynamite fish. mag-r-(-f-) n one
who has the say. pag- will. Pagbuut � Diyus, 
God's will. paniN*) n 1 consciousness, 
awareness. 2 degree of intelligence. A ng ;.
yang panimuut sama sa batang tris anyus, 
His mental age is like a three-year-old 
child's.

buut v [A; bS] confine in a narrow place so 
that no air can get in or out. Napan-us ang 
biku nga gibuut (gibuutan), The sticky rice 
spoiled because it was wrapped up too tight
ly. -in- n fruit placed in a tight container to 
hasten ripening. 

buutan!
1 

see BUUT. _ ,buutan = AMBUHUTAN. see AM BUHUT. 
buuti = 2BUTI.
buwa expression said in driving away pigs: 
scram! v [A; al2] drive away pigs by say
ing buwa.

buwa- see also BWA- and BULA· ..
buwal n spongy growth inside a coconut shell 
which is produced prior to sprouting. It is 
good to eat. 

buwa2 n prolapsed uterus. v fA123P; a4] 
suffer a prolapsed uterus. buwabuwa = BUT· 
BUT

2 
n, 3.

buwa3 n lying boast. -un a braggart.
buwal n voile.
buwang1 v [B24] cease to bear fruits. 
buwang

2
, buwang = BULWANG. 

buway = BOLAY.
buy

1 
n male servant, helper to another em

ployee. Buy ku sa bikiri, I am a helper in the 
bakery. pa- v [A3] hire out as a helper or 
servant.

buy2 = BuLuv.
buya n 1 float, buoy. v [A; ·a] make, make

1into, mark with, use as a buoy.
buya n agreement between parents to be
trotfi their young or unborn children. v [A;
ac] betroth unborn or young children. Bu
yahun natu ans mga bata, Let us betroth 
our children. A tung ibuya ang imung gisa
bak sa ilang masusu, We will betroth the 
child you are carrying to their infant. 

buyag v [AN2; a12] 1 make a comment on 
s.t. Kusug siyang mamuyag ug gwapa, He
makes lots of comments when he sees a 
good-looking girl. Wa kay katungud sa pag
buyag sa akung pamisti, You have no right 
to comment on the way I dress. 2 call one's 
attention to a fault. Buyaga siya kay nangur
tlna, Tell her her slip isshowing. 3 admonish 
s.o. to stop doing s.t. Buyaga ang mga batang 
nagsaba, Tell those noisy kids to be quiet. 
4 [ b8] be affected by buyag. n 1 disease 
afflicting a person or his possessions brought 



184 buyagan - buyud 
on by a compliment given by a buyagan or
by a supernatural being. 2 - sa tubig k.o.
skin eczema. interjection!= PUYRA!-. puy
ra - magical formula uttered to ward off the 
disease buyag said where a compliment has 
been made or is about to be made. p.- v 1 
[A3] do s. t. to make s.o. admonish one. 2 
allow s. o. to tell one to stop. -an(➔) n 1 s. o. 
with an inherent supernatural power which 
causes any living thing he compliments to 
become ill. 2 sorcerer who can cure buyag.
-1-un(�) a requiring admonishment. 

buyagan n = BUNSUDBUNSUD. 
buyang n k.o. bright-colored paper umbrella, 
in vogue before World War II. 

buyang-ang a 1 wide open. Buyang-ang nga
pultaban, Wide open door. 2 for s.t. to be 
open to view in a brazen or ungainly way. 
Ang nangaligu nagbuyang-ang ( nagpabu
yang-ang) sa ilang la'{l!as, The bathers are 
exposing their bodies. Ayaw buyang-anga
(pabuyang-anga, ibuyang-ang) imung balu
nan, Don't let everyone see your lunch box. 

buyangyangv= AGUYANGYANG2. 
buyasyas a dressed sloppily in such a way 
that s.t. is exposed. v [Al 3) be sloppily cov- · 
ered so that s.t. is exposed. Nagbuyasyas 
Jang siya nga natulug. Kita ang paa, She
didn't cover herself well when she slept. 
You could see her thigh. Buyasyas Jang ang
imung pulu, Your shirt is half-open. 

buybuy v [AN; bS] count favors one has 
done to s.o. Gibuybuy ku niya sa {yang gi
batag naku, He kept mentioning the things 
he had given me. n action of counting fa
vors. paN- = BUYBUY, n. -an(➔) a tending 
to count favors. 

buyinggit = BULINGGIT. 
buykutiyu n boycott. v [A; b(l)] boycott. 
•buylas hi-, hiN- v [C3 ; c3] pass by and miss 
seeing each other. Huwata lang siya kay 
magbibuylas ( magbimuylas) unya mu sa 
dtin, Just wait for him here because you 
might miss seeing each other on the way. 

buylu n momentum. v 1 [A2] gain momen
tum, �ccelerate. Mibuylu ang dyip sa pagsu
bula, The jeep accelerated on the upgrade. 
2 [A12) move with freedom and ease. Di
ta makabuylu sa mga tigum nga purmal, We
cannot move with ease in formal gatherings. 
tina- see TINABUYLU. 

buylug ii (A; b7) speed, rush forward. Mi
buylug ang tubig pagkaguba sa liptung, The 
water gushed out when the dam broke. Buy
lugi (pabuylugi) arun makaapas ta nila, Give
it more speed so we can catch up with them. 
n fast, onrushing forward speed. v [C2; c3]
do s. t. together in a group. S igi silang mag-·!

buylug bisan asa paingun, They are always 
together, wherever they go. hi-/ha- v (812 
6) be included in s.o.'s misfortunes. Ang ti
buuk niyang banay nahibuylug sa kadaut,
His whole family suffered from the misf or
tun�. ta- see TABUYLUG. 

•buyna1 - m811U n 1 first sale of the day, 
thought to stimulate further sales. The price 
is usually reduced to push the buyna manu 
sale through. Sigi lang, kay buyna manu ni, 
All right, I accept your offer, since this is 
the first sale of the day. 2 a person who 
buys the first sale. Napalit ndkug baratu 
kay buyna manu man ku, I managed to get 
it cheap be.cause I was the first customer. 
nutsi - see NUTSL 

buynas a lucky, fortunate. v [A123S; a12] 
be lucky. Mangabir ku, basig buynasun, I'll
take a try. Perhaps I'll be lucky. - diyas, 
nutsis Good day, night, said to people who
are thought to be Spanish-speaking. di- = 
BUYNAS. 

buynu 1 particle conceding a situation: 'well'.
Buynu, ug di ka, ay na lang, Well, if you
don't want to, you don't have to. 2 particle
terminating a conversation: 'well, all right 
now'. Buynu, mau na lang tu. Dad-a dinbi 
ugma, Well, that's all. Bring it here tomor
row. Buynu, sanggia ang mais ugma, All
right. Harvest the corn tomorrow. 2 parti
cle in a story preceding a summary of the 
situation. Buynu, kay nakapangasawa sa
prinsisa, siyay nabimung manununud, All
right, since he married the princess, he be
came the heir to the throne. 

�yprind n boy friend. 
buysit n bad luck that is permanently associ
ated with- a person or thing. Kanang imung 
nawung mau rag mauy nagdala sa buysit, 
Your face brings bad luck with it. a having 
bad luck associated .with it. Buysit kining 
balaya. Pirming kamatyan, This house brings 
us bad luck. Lots of people have died here.
interjection Buysit! Gikuutan ku, Damned!
S.o. picked my pocket. v [B 1 2) be con
stantly beset by bad luck. Nabuysit akung 
panagat human naku mapatay ang ibung pu
t,: My fishing was beset by misfortune after 
I killed the white shark. 

buyu, buyia v [A; al 2) win over, entice s.o. 
to do s. t. Buyubun ta ka pagtrababu sa amu, 
I'll entice you to work for us. Ayaw p(lbu
yu sa iyang mga saad, Don't let yourself be 
hooked by his promises. n enticement. 

buyia n betel pepper, a cultivated and wild 
vine, the leaves of which are used together 
with bunga

2 
as a chew: Piper betle. 

buyud v (812;  a12] be, become dizzy. Na--



.
buy•ud - byanggas 18S 

buyud siya tungud sa· kagutum, H.e is dizzy 
from hunger. 

buy-ud v [A; b6] be prostate and motion
less, with arms parallel to the body. Mina
tay ang nagbuy-ud sa aslras, A corpse lying 
on the sidewalk. 

buyug n l k.o. solitary bluish-black wasp 
comiion near the house, nesting in the soil. 
2 k.o. solitary bee, colored black with red
dish overtones. •un n feather coloration of 
cocks which is black with reddish overtones. 

buyug2 v [A23P; c] leave or depart instantly, 
in a hurry. Dili maayungmubuyug ug lakaw 
nga way_panangbid, It's not good to leave 
instantly without permission. Ayawg ibuyug
ug dagan ang bula ni Dyunyur, Don't run 
away with Junior's ball. 

buyuk v [A; b6] cook cereals by pouring 
into -irater boiled befor�hand (the manner 
of cooking corn grits or large quantities of 
rice which otherwise would take long to 
cook). Buyuka paglung-ag ang mais, Cook 
the grits by throwing them into boiling 
water. •an(➔) n pot with boiling water for 
cooking in this manner. ·in- n corn or rice 
cooked in this manner. 

buyuk2 v [ B 126 ;  a4] feel nauseous, dizzy 
• and weak, almost to the point of fainti�6.

Buyukun ( mabuyuk) siya kun mudungaw 
ug lawum, She feels dizzy and weak when 
she looks down from heights. 

buy-uk = BA YUUK. 
buyun n k.o. shrub of thickets: Mussaenda 
pbilippica. 

buyun v [C; c] be situated beside and, usual
ly, in line. Nagbuyun ang mga balay sa suba, 
The houses are in a line along the river. Ma
kigbuyun siyag bigda naku, She wants to 
sleep beside me. n next to. Ang amung ku
sina buyun ra sa balay, Our kitchen-is lo
cated next to (or right in back of) the house. 

buy-un n fat on the stomach. Buy-un sa ba
buy, Fat on the pig's stomach. v [B1246] 
get fat on the stomach. Maayu ka tingali 
rung pagkabutang kay namuy-un ka man, 
You must be doing well now, as I see by 
your spare tire. a having rolls of fat on the 
stomach. v [ B 12) get to have rolls of fat. 

buyung n highwayman. v [A; a12] 1 for a 
highwayman to hold s.o. up. Ayaw pagbak
tas didtu sa awaaw basig mabuyung ka, 
Don't go on foot through deserted areas, 
Y.OU might get held up. 2 steal (humorous). 
Atung buyungun ang iyang alkanslya, Let's 
steal her piggy bank. 3 [A; a12] trick s.o. 
into doing. s.t. Nabuyung ka lang pagpau
tang niya, You were tricked into lending
her money. 

, ,
buyung = BUYUD. 
huyut = BALuvuT. ,bwabuwa = LANSUNIS. 
bwagas v [A] for liquids or fine things to 
flow out profusely fromo· a container. Mi
bwagas ang tubig sa pagkabuslut sa banga, 
The water flowed out rapidly when the jar
got a hole on it. Di makabwagas ang bugas 
sa saku ug sap-ungan ang lu.ngag ug papil, 
The rice will not flow out if you cover the 
hole with paper. 

bwahan = LANSUNIS. 
bwahat v [A2S; c] open one's eyes wide. Mi
bwabat ang iyang mata sa katingala, Her 
eyes opened wide in surprise. 

bwanbuwan (from bulan) n moles on the 
face appearing in large numbers, so called 
because they are believed to become darker 
when the moon is full. 

bwaus = BUI.AUS. 
bwi- see also BUY-. 
bwilta v 1 [A; bSc] come, go back, go back ,
to get s.t. Aku pang bwiltahun (bwiltaban) 
si Mm, I still have to go back for Mary. 1-
bwilta ni ngadtu, Take this back to them. 2 
[cl] repeat, do again. Bwiltahun (ibwilta) 
ta nig pangutana, Let's ask that again. bwil
tabwilta v [A; bS] go back and forth. Mu
bwiltabwilta ka giyud kay dili makas-a nag 
dala, You have to g9 back and forth because 
you cannot take all of that at once. Nganung · 
nagbwiltabwilta ka man, unsay suliran mu? 
Why are you pacingback and forth? What's 
your problem? ida- n round trip. Milukat
ku ug tikit sa barku nga idabwilta, I bought 
a round trip boat ticket. 

·bwinggit - BULINGGIT. 
byabas = BAYABAS. 
byahi n 1 trip, journey. Balud tung byahia 
uy! That was a rough trip. 2 trip, single run ·of a vehicle between two points. Alas dusi 
ang katapusang byabi, The last trip is at 
twelve. v 1 [A; b6] take a trip. Nagbyabi 
sila sa A mirika, They took a trip to America. 
2 [A; c] for a public conveyance to make its 
run. Ayaw ibyahi ang dyip ug di pa punu, 
Don't dispatch the jeep before it is full. 
byahian v [A13] take a run s.w. regularly. 
byahidur n one who travels often. t 

byakrusis n way of the cross. v [AC12; b6] 
do the way of the cross. Magbiyakrusis ku 
inigmabal nga adlaw, I'll do the way of the 
cross during the Holy Week .o. 

byamban = BALANBAN .
byanggas n mange. v [A\23P; al2] be afflict
ed with mange. -un(� a mangy. Kinsa man 
nang byanggasun nga iru? Who does that 
mangy dog belong to? 
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	This dictionary by no means exhausts the Cebuano language, and we hope in future years to produce an expanded and improved version with illustrations. To this end we welcome and would be most grateful for suggestions for corrections and additions. 
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	Southeast Asia Program Cornell University Ithaca, New York August 1971 
	Southeast Asia Program Cornell University Ithaca, New York August 1971 
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	The Southeast Asia Program takes particular pleasure in helping to make this Cebuano dictionary available. The language is, of course, of importance in itself, not only because of its wide use in the Philippines, but also because of its value to linguistic and historical research. 
	In addition, we are especially pleased that this dictionary is a joint publication of the-Southeast Asia Program and the Linguistic Society of the Philippines. We owe a special debt of gratitude to the Rev. Teodoro Llamzon, S. J., president of the Linguistic Society of the Philippines,· for his gracious help and cooperation in attending to the many details involved in such a cooperrive venture. We are also grateful to the Asia Foundation, which provided a partial subsidy to make publication possible. 
	We are confident that Professor Wolff's research on Cebuano and the compilation of this work, covering a period of eleven years, has resulted in a useful reference work and in an important contribution to our knowledge of Philippine languages and cultures and to liaistics in general. 
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	Robert B. Jones 
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	ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED IN THIS DICTIONARY 
	ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED IN THIS DICTIONARY 
	a, adj. . . adjective culu-.. prefix consistiof the initial consonant of the root followed by 
	ng 

	ulu 
	ulu 
	dat. . .. dative gen. . .. genitive 
	k.o. . .. kind of 

	·the initial vowel of the root 
	-l-
	.. 
	. . . infix 
	consisting 
	of 
	l 
	followed by 

	lit. . ... literally n ..... noun nom.o... nominative 
	lit. . ... literally n ..... noun nom.o... nominative 

	r-. . . . . prefix consistiof the initial consonant followed by the first vowel of the. ,root 
	ng 

	s. o. . . . . someone 
	s. o. . . . . someone 
	s.t. . . . . somethi
	ng 

	s.w. ... . somewhere v .....verb 
	voe. ... vocative x-.. . . . x is a prefix -x . . . . . x is a suffix 

	-x-....x is infixed after the initial consonant 
	•.there are two roots with the shape x, members of different morphemes 
	x
	1, 
	x
	2 

	x-y ....x is a prefix, and y is a suffix 
	x-y ....x is a prefix, and y is a suffix 

	x(y) ...y can be substituted for x with vir
	-

	tually no difference in meaning x-/y-...x or, alternatively with no change 
	. .
	. .
	1n mearu,y 
	ng

	-..... root 

	= .....alternative pronunciation. Defined under the form listed on the right 
	( ➔) ...• shift to right: when an affix is added the vowel of the penult is shortened (Section 5.11, p. xii) 
	(+-) .... shift to left: when an affix is added the vowel of the penult is lengthened (Section 5.11, p. xii) 
	-

	t ..... additions added to the entry on pp.1140 ff. 
	• . . . . . root which is not used alone 
	• . . . . . root which is not used alone 
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	INTRODUCTION 
	INTRODUCTION 
	1.0 Cebuano 
	This work is a dictionary of Cebuano Visayan, here called Cebuano for short. Cebuano is spoken in the central portions of the Philippines: on the islands of Cebu and Bohol, on the eastern half of Negros, western half of Leyte, along the northern coasts of Mindanao, and onsmaller islands in the vicinity of these areas. A large portion of the urban population of Zamboanga,Davao, and Cotabato is Cebuano speaking. Cebuano is also widely spqken throughout the. lowland areas of the entire eastern third of Mindana
	Cebuano is also called Sugbuanon and is one of more than a dozen languages or dialects which are given the name Bisayan or Visayan. Other types of Visayan are spoken in areas surrounding the Cebuano-speaking area on the north, east, west, and southeast. This dictionary .s confined to 
	i
	i

	Cebuano forms and does not include forms which are not Cebuano from other languages caUed Visayan spoken outside of the area we have delineated. 
	In the areas where Cebuano is native and, to a large extent, also in areas where Cebuano is a trade language, it is used for almost every aspect of daily life and for most formal occasions: radio-TV, social life, religious life, business, and the first two grades of school. Cebuano is also largely used in the later grades, although English is supposed to be the medium of instruction. In these areas Cebuano language publications enjoy a wide readership. 
	· 

	Somewhere between one-quarter and one-third of the population of the Philippines speaksCebuano natively.!But despite its numerical importance and wide use Cebuano lags far behind Tagalog (Pilipino) in prestige and development as a means of literary and scientific expression. In the schools the emphasis is almost entirely English: Cebuano composition is not a school sub:. ject, and students read nothing in Cebuano after the first two grades. In prestige Cebuano is losing
	1 

	.ground: for the upper and middle class elite, with isolated praiseworthy exceptions, eloquence in
	· 

	Cebuano is not admired. In fact it is almost a matter of pride not to know Cebuano well. Thus, despite a phenomenal increase in literacy and in the total number of potential contributors and participants in Cebuano literature, output has declined in quantity and quality at an ever increas
	ing rate over the past two generations. The cultivation of Cebuano is left to the least influential segments of the population, to whom English education and exposure to English publications are minimally available. These people still compose the vast majority of the population, but the influential classes that have grown up knowing only a dilute and inarticulate Cebuano are ever increasing in number, proportion, and prestige. 
	and development
	.

	1.1 Dialects
	The Cebuano language is remarkably uniform. There are differences, to be sure, but these differences are no greater than the differences found among the various varieties of English spokenaround the world. There are scattered places within the Cebuano area which use a speech widely aberrant from what we describe here: Surigao, Bantayan Islands, and the Camotes Islands. FoŁs peculiar to those areas we have simply omitted except for a few widely used forms which tend to find their way into standard Cebuano as
	.

	We arrive at this fire by totalling the population of towns and villages in Cebuano-speaking areas in the Census of 1960 (about seven and a half million). There are no accurate fires as to language affiliation for the population in the Philippines. 
	1
	gu
	gu

	.. 
	.. 
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	INTRODUCTION 
	Vlll 

	1.12 Correct and incorrect speech
	A happy consequence of the low regard which Cebuano speakers have of their own language is that the doctrine ·of correctness has never gained foothold. Dialectal differences are purely local, not social, and speakers regard whatever forms they are familiar with as correct.. We have fol-· lowed the· same principle in this dictionary: no attempt is made to prescribe which forms or usages are · appropriate, but rather we try to show which forms and usages occur. The various meanings of a given form are listed 
	1 
	2 

	Occasionally annotations such as 'slang', 'euphemism', 'humorous', 'coarse', and the like, .are given. These annotations signal only that Cebuano speakers tend to regard these forms as such and that they occur only in styles of speech appropriate to these forms. , We use the fallowing terminology: Biblical, literary, metaphorical, humorous, euphemism, coarse, colloquial. The desiŁ nation BIBLICAL indicates a form confined .to liturgical language or the Bible; LITERARY indicates a form confined to high-flown
	3

	2.0 Basis of this work 
	This dictionary is a comprehensive listing of approximately 25,000 Cebuano roots with English explanations of their meanings and uses and an indication of the affixational system to which each root is subject, with ample illustrations. Most of the forms here listed are taken from written sources or from taped oral sources of Cebuano of nearly a million words, gathered from all over the Cebuano speech area and covering a wide range of topics and styles. The written sources are some 400 issues of Cebuano publ
	4 
	5 
	-

	Use of English and to some extent, Spanish, has the function of distinguishing the upper classes from the orry folks, rather than class dialect. 
	1
	Ł

	Thus, for example, in our definition of danggit (a name given to a small fish) we define as follows: 1 name given to small species of Teutbis with dots. 2 by extension. name given to any small specimenl>r any species of Teutbis. This definition reflects the usage of fishermen who call any small dotted species of Teutbis, genuine danggit (danggit nga pyur), but any species of Teutbis with no dots are called aberrant forms of the danggit other related fish are called danggit sa bunasan 'the danggit of the tid
	-

	3 Just as in an English dictionary we must indicate that the term 'vagina' is appropriate to .a family-planning lecture, whereas, 'cunt' is not, so in Cebuano we must indicate that the term kinatawu sa babayi 'female genitalia' is fine for a family planning lecture but bilat 'cunt' is not. We do this by characterizing kinatawu sa babayi as a euphemism and characterizing bilat as coarse. We do not wish to say that one of these alternative forms is better than the other, nor do we mean to say that 'coarse' f
	Aside from a few catechisms and novenas, there are practically no specimens of Cebuano extant which antedate this century, and even prewar literary productions are extremely difficult to come by. Aside from the fonns marked 'Biblical', everythihere listed is contemporary speech. 
	ng 

	SApproximately five percent of our data is not inciuded for lack of reliable informants. These are mainly forms of only local currency, a lportion of them from Bohol 
	arge 

	PHONOLOGY AND TRANS CRIPTION 
	PHONOLOGY AND TRANS CRIPTION 
	lX 

	2.1 Personnel
	2.1 Personnel

	The collection, transcription, and classification of the texts was ·carried out by a large staff in Cebu City, originating from all over the Cebuano speech area. The final stage, the writing up of the definitions, was carried by a small staff, exclusively native speakers of Cebuano now resident in Cebu: Miss E. Agapay, of Malitbog, Leyte, but also a long time resident of Talibon, Bohol, and in Guihulngan, Negros Oriental; Nicolas Ampatin, of Malitbog, Leyte; Abel Angus, of Tudela, Camotes;Jose Dioko, of Mal
	2.2 Other s9'1rces 
	2.2 Other s9'1rces 

	The scientific names for plants and shells are based upon speciens which were gathered and identified with their Cebuano names by reliable informants. The specimens were compared againstthe available literature, and where identification was certain, scientific names were given. Our scientific names for plants are taken from the following sources (in order -plants not listed in the first were ref erred to the second, those not in the first or second were referred to the third, and so fonh): Brown, Quisumbing
	1:11

	_
	_
	_
	cour and Myer. 


	We made heavy use of the anthropological sources listed in the bibliography but independently checked all information incorporated and used terminology listed in them only insofar as we could corroborate it. 
	3.0 Phonology and transcription 
	The following chan gives the Cebuano phoneme$ and the aniculation: 
	Consonants 
	apico-alveolar palatal 
	apico-alveolar palatal 
	apico-alveolar palatal 
	apico-alveolar palatal 
	glottal

	bilabial 

	dorsal

	voiceless stops kt C
	p 
	p 
	.

	voiced_ stops gb d 
	J 

	' 
	' 
	. 

	(
	m 
	n
	nasals 
	I)

	sp1rants s h 
	w
	w

	liquids 1, r y Vowels high-or mid-front low central 
	high-or mid-back 
	Figure

	.
	.
	1 a 
	1 a 
	u 


	In addition there is a founh mid-central vowel which occurs dialectally (Bohol, Southern Leyte, Southern Cebu, and other scattered areas) but is not found in the dialect of Cebu City and is not transcribed here.The palatal stop /j,/!in many dialects does not contrast with the cluster /dy/. In the dialect of the Camotes Islands .there is also a voiced spirant /z/ which derives historically from /y/ but contrasts with /y/ currently. 
	1 

	Vowels may be long or shon. Contrast between long and short vowels occurs only in the final and the penultimate syllable of the :word: kaun [ki'un] 'eat' and nagda [nagdi] 'is bringing.Further, there is only one long vowel p�r word. There is also a phoneme of stress which has a very low contrastive function. For the most pan stress can be determined by the phonological makeup of the word: 1 stress falls on the-long vowel of the word if the word has long vowel: nagdakaun [ki'un]. 2 for words.that have no lo
	9
	[nagdŁl
	t 

	1n. the Cebuano of Cebu City and most Cebuano-speaking areas, the mid-central vowel falls together with /u/. Nice as it would have been to includeinformation on which forms with /u/ are with a mid-central vowel dialectally, such information is extremely difficult to come by, and so we reluctantly had to leave this information to be supplied in future editions. 
	1
	,
	-


	INTRODUCTION 
	INTRODUCTION 
	closed: tan-aw [tan'aw] 'see';omugbu [mugbu'] 'short'. If the penultimate is open and short, stress is on the ultimate: mala [mala) 'dry'. Occasionally, in words with a closed penult the final syllable isstressed (marked here with a wedge): mandar [mandar] 'order'; dugbit [dughit) 'instrument for poking'. In words with a long vowel in the ultimate syllable there is, in some dialects,!a con
	·
	-

	. ,
	trast between the stress on the first mora and stress on the second mora of the long vowel: nabug[nahuug] 'fell'!;bug [huug] 'woof'. This contrast does not obtain in all dialects. 
	3.2 Transcription
	3.2 Transcription

	The transcription here ad9pted adheres as closely as possible to the spelling found in Cebuano publications and at the same time is strictly phonemic -that is, each phoneme is indicated, andno phoneme in a given environment is given more than one transcription. Our transcription follows the phonemic symbols given in the Chart 3.0 with the exceptions listed in the following sections. 
	3.21 Vowels
	3.21 Vowels

	We write only three vowels: i, u, a. In Cebuano publications /i/ is sometimes written i, sometimes e, but with no consistency; and /u/ sometimes is written u, sometimes o (again with no consistency). But here the letters e and o are not used. 
	Long vowels are indicated with an acute accent: nagda [nagda] 'is bringing', lana [lana]'coconut oil'. (Cebuano publications occasionally indicate long vowels by doubling them, but most frequently long vowels are ignored.) 
	Stress i_s not indicated if the placement is according to the rules given in Section 3:0, above. 
	Where a word with a closed penult has a stress on the final syllable, this fact is indicated by a wedge: mandar [mandar] 'order'. For words with a long vowel in the final syllable where the stress is on the final mora, the acute accent indicates the long vowel and stress on the final mora: bug [huug] 'woof', trak [traak] 'bus'. For words with a long vowel in the final syllable where the stress is on the first mora, the stress on the first mora and length are indicated by a combina-
	.tion of a long mark and acute accent: naŁ [nahuug] 'fell', ang-ang ['ang'aang] 'not quite'. 
	3.22 Glottal stop /Ł/
	3.22 Glottal stop /Ł/

	In Cebuano publications I'! is only sometimes indicated.Here we indicate l'I in word or syllable final position with a grave accent written over the vowel which precedes the glottal stop: wala /wala'/ 'no', baba /ba'ba'I 'mouth', labib /la'hib/ 'slice'. (In Cebuanopublications the glottal stop of these words is never indicated.)
	1 
	· 

	In post-consonantal position we indicate l'I with a hyphen, as is done in most Cebuano publications: tan-aw /tan'aw/ 'see'. In other positions -that is, intervocalically and!-in word initial position, glottal stop is not written, as is also the usual practice in Cebuano publications:writingof two adjacent vowels or initial vowel serves to indicate a glottal stop:maayu /ma'!/ 'good', alas !'ala.sf 'ace'. 
	·
	2 
	yu

	3.23 /n/, /c/, ljl, /dy/, /ty/
	The phoneme /9/ is transcribed ng, as in Cebuano publications: bangun /baqun/ 'get up'. The sequence Ing! is transcribed n-g: san-glas /sanglas/ 'sunglasses'. 
	/cl is transcribed ts, as in Cebuano publications: tsinilas /cinilas/ 'slippers'. The sequence /ty/ is transcribed ty (as in Cebuano publications): tyanggi /tyanggi/ 'market'. 
	3 

	The phoneme /j/ is transcribed initially and medially as dy: dyip /jip/ 'jeep', dyus /jus/ 'juice'. (In Cebuano publications /j/ is sometimes written dy, soŁtimŁs diy: diyip or dyip :-i.e. thespelling of /j/ is no different from that of /dy/.) In final position /j/ is transcribed ds, followingthe usage in Cebuano public.ations: dyurds /jurj/ 'a name -George'.The sequence /dy/ is tran
	4
	-

	The glottal stop in post-consonantal position is usually indicated in Cebuano publications by a hyphen (as we do): tan-aw /tanilaw/ 'see', spelled tan-aw (but sometimes also as tanaw). Between vowels a glottal stop is /maila/'nod', spelled maayu, maayo, ma-ayo, or mtr_ ayu.
	1
	occasionally indicated, again with a hyphen: maa
	yu 
	yu
	go

	In initial position there is no contrast between /ii/ and its absence, and phonetically the (';,] is always artiŁ ulated. lnteivocalically there is no contrast between successive like.vowels and like vowels separated by a //(between [aa) and [aila] ; [uu] and [uilu] ; [ii) and [iili) ), and phonetically the (;,) is always present. Between unlike vowels there is either a [ii] or a [w] or [y) glide. 
	2
	ii

	[is] <foes not contrast with [c]n. Morphologically, when ·a Łffix -s is added to a base which ends in /ti the 
	[is] <foes not contrast with [c]n. Morphologically, when ·a Łffix -s is added to a base which ends in /ti the 
	3

	combination ts automatically becomes [c]n: Rit 'name' plus-s 'diminutive suffix'n= Rits [ric]n. A sequence [ds] or [dy] docs not occur in final position. When a mffix-s isadded to a base ending with d·. the Łmbination ds automatically becomes [j] : Pid 'name' plusn-s 'diminutive suffix'n= Pids [pij]. 
	·n
	4
	-

	LISTING OF ENTRIES Xl 
	LISTING OF ENTRIES Xl 
	scribed diy: diyus !dyusl 'god'. (This sequence is spelled diy or, alternatively; dy in Cebuano publications.) 
	1 



	3.24 ciy and Cy; Cuw and Cw;ayi anday;awu and aw
	3.24 ciy and Cy; Cuw and Cw;ayi anday;awu and aw
	The contrast between /ciy/ and /Cy/ and between /Cuw/ and /Cw/ (where C is any consonant) obtains only in the position where the /y/ or /w/ precedes a vowel of the final syllable (e;g. paliya[paliya] 'k.o. vegetable' vs. palya [palya] 'fail'). When the /y/ or /w/ precedes a vowel_ of the penultimate or earlier syllable, the_ contrast does not obtain. If one consonant precedes the /y/ or /w/ we write cy and Cw; biya 'leftovers' but hibyaan /hi-bya-an/ 'be·1eft bŁhind';tguwa 'go out', hiaan 'gone out from'. I
	·
	gw

	Similarly, the contrast between /Vyi/ and /Vy/ or /Vwu/ and /Vw/ (where V is any vowel) 
	· 
	· 

	obtains only when the /y/ or /y'i/, /w/ or /wu/ are final in-the word: bay 'term of address' vs. bayi'female'; mabaw 'shallow' vs. hibawu (or hibawu) 'know'. In closed final syllables or penultimateor earlier syllables the contrast does not obtain. We write vyi and vwu in closed syllables and viyand Vuw in open syllables: bayinti 'twenty' but ayta 'give me'; dawunggan 'ear' but awtu 'car'. 
	4.0 Listing of Entties 
	4.0 Listing of Entties 
	Cebuano is a language with a complex system of affixation and comparatively simple morphophonemic alternatibns. For this reason the listing of forms is strictly by root. Forms of the sort where the root is not really evident are listed with a cross-reference to the root. The order isstrictly alphabetical with no regard to diacritical markings (hyphens or accent marks) except thatforms without diacritical markings precede forms with diacritical markings. 
	2 

	The order of presentation is always root alone or root plus verbal affixes (Section 6.1 f.) followed by verbal derivations (Section 6.2), followed by nominal and adjectival derivations, listed in alphabetical order (Section 7.0). Most roots occur as several parts of speech, and the determination of whether a root is bas�cally anoun, adjective, or verb depends upon a series of niorpho
	_
	_

	logical and syntactic criteria the details of which cannot be presented here. Roots which are basically adjectives are defined first as adjectives, then as nouns and verbs. Roots, basically nouns,are defined first as nouns, then as adjectives and verbs; and roots, basically verbs, are defined first as verbs and then as nouns and adjectives. For verbal forms a formula indicating the conjugation (set of inflectional affixes which may be added to them) is given. The formulas are explained in Sections 7.lff. an
	3 

	The entries are liberally illustrated, with the primary aim of clarifying the meaning and with a secondary aim of exemplifying the morphological characteristics· of the affixed forms. 
	0ur transcription of diy for /dy/ is unequivocal, as I have come across no case where [diy] occurs n contrast to [dy]. ..n.
	1
	1
	-

	The exception to this rule is forms which contain dead affixes -affixes which are not part of the productive or even Hve Cebuano morphological (inflectional and derivational) systems. Examples are takllid 'turn the back', bakilid 'slope', which obviously have prefixes ta-and ba-respectively and are connected with the root kilid 'side'. But since ba-and ta-are not part of the active Cebuano deriva_tional system, we list them under takilid and bakilid (with a cross reference to the root kilid). Such forms be
	2
	Ł

	. .
	. .

	One difference which sets off roots that are basically verbs from roots that are basically nou�s and adjectives is that verb roots may occur unaffixed with the meaning 'action of [doing s�and-so]n' whereas nouns and adjectives may not: Thus, lakaw 'walk', tuk 'tum' are verbs because they occur unaffixed as nouns meaning the actio� of walkig, turning: kada lakaw niya, 'each time he walked'; kada tuk niya, 'each time he turned around';· but karsunis 'trousers', ayruplanu 'airplane' are not because they do no
	yu
	J!
	yu

	.
	.

	Roots that are basical!y adjectives are distinguished from noun roots in that they occur with a prefix ka-in exclamations to mean 'now very [adjectiv.e] ! 'nwhereas nouns do not. Thus buguy 'tramp' is an adjective because it occurs with ka-in this meaning: kabuguy niya 'what a tramp he is', whereas kutsi 'car' is not. (To express,'what a car!' the suffix -a(Ł) is used, not ka-: Ngilngigang kutsiba uy ! 'My! What a car!') 
	XU INTRODUCTION 
	5.0 Alternations 
	5.1 Morphophonemic alternations 
	Since the listing in this dictionary is strictly by root, an outline of the important morphophonemic alternations is given here. In the entries nonpredictable morphophonemic alternations arc -indicated by writing the affixed forms out. 
	5.11 Shift of stress 
	The general rule is that an affixed form has the stress on the same syllable as the root alone.
	Where this general rule is broken, there is said to be SHIFT OF STRESS. When an affixed form hasfinal stress where the root had penultimate stress, there is said to be SHIFT TO TIIE FINAL SYLL� BLE, indicated by the symbol ( ➔): 
	kaun /ka'un/ 'eat' + nag-(➔) = nagkaun /nagka'un/ 'is eating' tugnaw /tugnaw/ 'cold' + -un(➔) = tugnawun /tugnawun/ 'be cold' 
	When an affixed form has penultimate stress where the root had final stress, there is said to be SHIFT TO THE PENULTIMATE SYLLABLE, indicated by the symbol (Ł): 
	sakay /sakay/ 'ride' + nag-(Ł) = nagsa.kay /nagsakay 'ride together' 
	In many cases an unaffixed root has both final stress and penultimate stress (depending on the meaning). Whichever stress occurs with the prefix MU-(see the entry under MU-) is taken to be the stress of the root. Thus, the formation of the unaffixed root with a different stress pattern is said to be by the addition of an affix consisting of shift of stress alone: 
	. ,
	. ,

	1numl'inum/ drink + (�) -1num l'fnum/ drink heavily bunal /bunal/ beat + (➔) = bunal /bunal/ club 
	1 

	5.12 Dropping of vowds 
	When a suffix is added to a root with a stressed final syllable, the tendency is to drop the vowel of the final syllable of the root: 
	dakup /dakup/ arrest + -an dakpan /dakpan/ be arrested pisik /pisik/ splash + -an piskan /p1skan/ be splashed lakat /lakat/ go + -unun laktunun /laktunun/ errand 
	This occasionally also happens to roots with stressed penults: 
	kalimut /kalimut/ forget + -1 kalimti /kalimti/ forget it 
	5.13 Adding of /h/ or I' I to roots ending in a vowel when a suffix is added 
	Some roots which end in a vowel add l'I before a suffix, some roots add /h/, other roots add either l'I or /h/ (depending on which suffix): 
	basa /basal read + -un -basahun /basahun/ be read 
	adtu l'adtu/ go + -un -adtuun l'adtu'un/ gone to get 
	/kabalaka/ worry + -an -kabalak-an /kabalak'an/ s. t. to worry a
	kabalaka 
	-

	bout (with the vowel of the final syllable of the root dropped -5.12).sulti /sulti/ talk + -un -sultihun /sult1hun/ talk it out sulti /sulti/ talk + -a.nay= sultianay /sulti'an_ay / conversation 
	S.14 Metathesis
	In affixed forms, the sequences /'Cl and /re,/ (where C is any consonant) almost alwaysbecome IC'! and /Ch/:
	2 

	kaun /ka'un/ eat + -a = kan-a /kan 'al eat it (with the final 
	syllable of the root dropped).
	syllable of the root dropped).

	1The root istaken to be inum because the form containimu-is muinum 'will drink'. 
	ng 



	However, this is true only of the Cebu City dlllolect. Other dialects retain l'CI: kana /ka'na/ 'eat it'. 
	However, this is true only of the Cebu City dlllolect. Other dialects retain l'CI: kana /ka'na/ 'eat it'. 
	2

	COMPETING FORMS Xlll 
	COMPETING FORMS Xlll 
	/luhud/ kneel + -an = ludhan /ludhan/ kneel on (with thevowel of the final syllable of the root dropped). 
	luhud 

	The sequences /'ŁVh/ usually becomes /hV°'/ (where V is a vow:el): 
	tuu ltu"ul believe + -an = tuhuan /tuhu"anl believable (where/h/ is intercalated by the rule of 5.13). 
	Sequences of a liquid or Isl plus a consonant tend to be metathesized when a suffix is_ added if the vowel of the final syllable of the root is dropped. 
	ngalan IIJalan/ name + -an nganlan /IJanlan/ be named
	-

	sulud /sulud/ enter + -un sudlun /sudlun/ enter it 
	-

	.
	.

	1num l"inum/ drink + -a 1mna l"irnna/ drink it 
	-

	.putus /putus/ wrap + -un pustun /pustun/ wrap it 
	-

	lusut /lusut/ go through + -an lutsan /lucan/ go through it 
	-

	These alternations also manifest themselves in competing root forms: a/bu l"a.lhu/ and hal-u/hal"ul 'pestle'; kalamunggay and kamalunggay 'k.o. tree'. 
	S.1S Change of /r/ or Ill to Id, g, hi
	S.1S Change of /r/ or Ill to Id, g, hi

	Intervocalically, /d/ usually becomes /r/ or, less frequently, 11/: 
	bukid mountain + ka-an = kabukiran or, alternatively, kabukilan mountains 
	Vice versa, in roots with intervocalic /1/ or /r/, the Ill or /r/ may change to /d/ when final or abutting on a consonant. 
	wala /wala.°'/ be lost + -un wad-un /wad"unl lose . s. t. (withloss of the final vowel of the root) hurut /hurut/ use up + -un -hutdun /hutdun/ use s.t up (withmetathesis 
	-

	When a /d/, /1/, or /r/ comes to abut on velar consonant it tends to change to lg/:!
	1 

	pa.lung /pa.luIJI extinguish + -an pagngan /pa.an/ extinguish it
	gq

	haluk lhaluk/ kiss + -an hagkan lhagkanl kiss it 
	Ir/ or, occasionallyŁ Ill at the end of a root may change to /h/ when suffixes are added. These arealmost always words of Spanish provenience. 
	mantinil make do with + -an mantinihan make do with it 
	-

	imbitar invite + -un -imbitahun invite him 
	S.2 Competing forms 
	S.2 Competing forms 

	Because of sound changes which took place over portions of the Cebuano-speaking areas but did not spread over the entire area and the subsequent spread of forms which reflect these changes, there are numerous competing forms which are of the same etymology and which usually (but not always) have the same meaning.
	_
	2 

	Forms which are the same in meaning and which are related to each other in that one under-· went the sound change and the other did not are defined only once and cross reference is made. Some sound changes are so common and regular that only the older form is listed, and it is to be taken for granted that the form which shows the sound change also normally occurs unless a statement to the contrary is made. 


	Dialectally they change to /d/: hadkan, padngan. 
	Dialectally they change to /d/: hadkan, padngan. 
	Dialectally they change to /d/: hadkan, padngan. 
	1


	In the strictest sense, of course, no two forms are the same in meaning: in English. for example, rather pronounced to rhyme witji father is different in meaning frdm rather pronounced [ra:d;>r]. One is a strange or affected word and the other is a normal word. But which form is normal is all a matter of what part of the country one comes from, and a dictionary which is not regionally biased must list them as synonymous. Similarly, in Cebuano forany given speaker, where several forms compete, usually only 
	2
	. 

	. 
	. 

	XlV INTRODUCTION 

	5.21 Dropping of nt 
	5.21 Dropping of nt 
	S.211 Intervocalic nt
	Most (but not all) roots which contain an /l/ between /a/'s and /u/'s compete with roots whichlack /1/. The forms without /1/ are used generally in the Northeastern portion of the Cebuano area: all areas east of Cebu (Bohol, Masbate, Leyte and islands in between) and on the northern half of Cebu. In the Southwestern areas (Negros, southern half of Cebu and most of Mindanao), the /1/ forms predominate. 
	Between like vowels /1/ is dropped and the vowel is usually lengthened: kalabaw or kabaw'water buffalo'; balay or bay 'house'; tutulu or tutu 'three'. In closed syllables or in the case of /1/ beginningthe!antepenult; no compensatory lengthening takes place: kalatkat or katkat 'climb';kalamunggay or kamunggay 'k.o. tree'. 
	Between /a/ and /u/ or /u/ and /a/, /l/ becomes /w/: /alum or lawum 'deep'; sulab or suwab'blade'. The sequence /alu/ in the antepenult and penult or earlier in the root becomes /u/ in Cebu and northern Leyte but /awu/ in Bohol and southern Leyte: dalunggan or dunggan or
	dawunggan 'ear'.This alternation is for the most part confined to the root. Otherwise, it is so regular that only the forms containing /l/ are listed,.and the presumption is made that tht' /l/ may be dropped un
	1 
	-

	less a note is made to the contrary. 
	2 


	5.212 Post-consonantal /1/ 
	5.212 Post-consonantal /1/ 
	There is a tendency to drop post-consonantal /1/ usually (but not always) with compensatory lengthening of the vowel of the penult: kinabanglan or kinabangan 'need'; aplud or apud 'astringent in taste'; danglug or dangug or dangug 'slippery'. The /l/-less forms are most common in the areas which drop intervocalic /l/. The dropping of post-consonantal /1/ is by no means as widespread as dropping of intervocalic /1/, and alternative forms are listed. 
	5.213 Final nt
	In Bohol and southern Leyte there is a tendency for /al/ at the end of a word to become /aw/ and /ul/ to become /u/: bagal or bagaw 'shell'. In this case alternative forms are listed. 
	5.214 Change of /l/ to /y/ 
	Historically, intervocalic /l/ in isolated dialects became /y/. Forms with /y/ for /1/ have spread throughout the Cebuano-speaking area, and some are in competition with Ill-retaining forms: tingali or tingayi 'perhaps'; kalugpus or kayugpus (also kugpus -by the rule of 5.211) 'fold the arms'. In this case, competing forms are listed with cross reference. 

	5.22 Assimilation and metathesis
	5.22 Assimilation and metathesis
	There is a tendency for nasal consonants which abut on consonants to be assimilated: bungdulor bundul 'poke'; hingbis or bimbis 'scales'; amgid or anggid (also ambid) 'like'. This alternation is sporadic, and competing forms are listed. 
	There is some competition between forms with voiced and forms with voiceless consonants,where the competition derives from assimilation: tikbas or tigbas 'strike with a blade'; bukdu or bugdu 'bulging out'. Again the competing forms are listed. 
	There is also competition between forms which differ by virtue of metathesis: bungdul orl or bag-u /bag'u/ 'new'. (Cf.Section 5.14.) Competing forms that differ by virtue of metathesis are listed except for forms containing a sequence IC'! which invariably compete with forms containing /'Łcl. 
	dungbul (and dumbul) 'poke'; itsa or ista 'throw'; bagu lba'
	gu

	5.23 Change of vowels 
	The vowel of the antepenult sporadically may change to /a/: kumusta or kamusta 'how are, is';batiis or bitiis 'leg'. Occasionally /a/ or /u/ is assimilated to a following /y/ or an /i/ in the following syllable: biya or baya 'leave'; musimus or misinzus 'lowly'. In these cases competing forms are listed. 
	The existence of forms similar in meaning with initial I and initial vowel, e.g. larag -arag 'for leaves to fall off'shows that this sound change also crossed morphological boundaries when it was in effect. Thus, for example: salamat 'thanks' is everywhere with /1/ and a notation to this effect is made in the listing of salamat. But for balay 'house', for example, we make no entry for bay because from the listing of 
	1
	Ł

	balay with no further comment alone the reader qiay deduce a fc,rm bay. 


	INFLECTION 
	INFLECTION 
	S.24 Change of /y/ to /dy/
	S.24 Change of /y/ to /dy/
	S.24 Change of /y/ to /dy/

	In Bohol and Southern Leyte /y/ becomes /j/ (written dy). Some forms with dy have spread throughout the Cebuano speech area or occur only in the Bohol-Southern Leyte speech. Such forms are listed with dy.Other forms with dy are listed as with y, and the reader may conclude that these forms have /dy/' in Bohol and Southern Leyte. 
	1 


	S.25 Competing forms where no sound change is involved 
	S.25 Competing forms where no sound change is involved 
	Roots which are not relatable by the above rules are given separate definitions. The exceptionto this rule is equivalent names of flora and fauna and technical terms which refer to exactly thesame cultural forms: e.g. gwayabanu, labanu, malabanu, siku karabaw are all the same plant (Anona muricata); bumagbus and binablus both refer to the same relationship. 

	6.1 Inflection
	6.1 Inflection
	6.1 Inflection

	Verb forms are subject to the addition of a small list of affixes which we call INFLECTIONAL AFFIXES. The inflectional affixes specify three tenses: PAST, FUTURE, and SUBJUNCTIVE; fourcases or voices: ACTIVE, DIRECT PASSIVE, LOCAL PASSIVE, and INSTRUMENTAL PASSIVE; and two modes: POTENTIAL and NONPOTENTIAL. The nonpotential forms are further broken down into two aspects: PUNCTUAL and DURATIVE. The punctual-durative distinction exists in all voices but is observed only in the active voice. In the passive voi
	2 

	3
	3

	listed under mu-, m-, maka-, -un2, ma-, -an2, i-• In the following 
	entries in the dictionary 
	ag

	111111 
	There are also forms with dy (/j/) which do not come from an older /y/, e.g. pangadyi 'pray'.
	1

	The occurrence of the tense affixation is predictable: a verb form which occurs with a given voice-mode affix in one tense occurs also in the same voice and mode in the other tenses. The voice, mode, and aspect affixes, however, are not predictable. Some verbs occur in one, some in two, some in three, some in all four voices; some occur only in the potential mode, some with only durative active affixes, and so forth. 
	2

	These affixes are the future forms shown in the chart of this section. The entries define the voice and mode differences exhaustively. The difference in tense meanings (between future, past, and subjunctive) are described in this note. The forms designated FUTURE refer to future time (as the name suggests): 
	3

	. 
	. 
	. 

	Palitun ku ang isda, I will buy the fish. 
	Palitun ku ang isda, I will buy the fish. 
	Akuy mupalit ug isda, I will buy some fish. 

	Kinahanglang palitun nimu, You must buy it. They also may refer to habitual actions and general statements. Maasiyang mulutug kik, He bakes cakes well. Mupalit kug isda kada adlaw, I buyfish every day.
	yu 

	Mupula ug lutuun, Ifyou cook it, it will turn red or When you cook it, it turns red. They may also refer to exhortations: 
	Palitun ta! Let's buy it! 
	Palitun ta! Let's buy it! 
	Mupalit tag isda, Let's buy some fish. 

	The forms designated PAST refer to past ac.tiolis. 
	Gipalit ku ang isda, I bought the fish. 
	Gipalit ku ang isda, I bought the fish. 

	Nakatilaw na kug isda, I have already tasted fish. 
	Sa nagpalit kug isda, As I was buying fish. They also refer to actions still going on. Naghilak ang bata, The child is crying. 
	Naglutu pa siya sa isda, He is still cooking the fish. 
	The forms designated as SUBJUNCTIVE occur in a phrase and following a fonn which itself indicates time: e.g.' kagahapun 'yesterday', wala 'not (past)', anus-a 'when (future)', sa miaging Duminggu 'last Sunday', adtu 'there (future)', tua 'there (present)', and the like. 
	Ugma niya palita, He will buy it tomorrow. 
	Ugma niya palita, He will buy it tomorrow. 

	Anus-a nimu palita ang isda? When will you buy the fish? 
	Didtu niya palita, He bought it there. 
	Didtu niya palita, He bought it there. 

	Sunud Duminggu niya palita, He will buy it next Sunday. 
	Wala niya palita, He did not buy it. 
	Wala niya palita, He did not buy it. 

	The passive subjunctive forms are also used as imperative forms: 
	Palita ang isda! Buythe fish! 
	Palita ang isda! Buythe fish! 
	.n

	Ayaw lutua, Don't cook it. 
	Limpiyuhi ninyu ! You (plural) clean it. 

	Further examples of the tense differences can be found in the definitions of the future case-mode affixes listed as entries in the dictionary. The listing under unta, 2a illustrates the use of the future and past in the apodosis of conditions contrary to fact. 
	XVIINTRODUCTION 
	. 

	chart commas indicate forms which are in free variation (nearly synonymous and mutually substitutable). A preceding hyphen indicates a suffix, following hyphen a prefix, and hyphen in the middle, a circumfix. Dialectal affixes are not listed. The asterisks mark forms which are not nor
	mally used in colloquial speech. 
	Future ActivePunctual mu-Durative mag-, maga-Potential maka-, ka-u1rect Passive Punctual -unDurative paga-un• Potential ma-Local Passive Punctual -anDurative paga-an• Past . . . .m1-, n1-, n1ng-, ming-nag-, naga-, ga-naka-ka-' .g1-gina-• na-gi-angina-an• Subjunctive mu-mag-, maga-maka-, ka--apaga-a• ma-.-1paga-i* Potential ma_.an, ka-an na-an ma-i, ka-i Instrumental Passive Punctual .1-Durative iga-• Potential ma-, ika-gi-gina-• na-, gika-.I-iga-• ma-ika-. , 
	6. 2 Verbal derivation 
	The inflectional affixes are added not only to roots (forms containing no other affixes) but also to derived bases (forms containing further affixes). The productive affixes which are added to roots to form bases which in turn may have inflectional affixes added to them are -ay, -an, pa-, paN-, ka-, hi-, ha-, hiN-, pakig-, paki-, panggi-, panŁ, paniN-• These affixes are given entries in thedictionary and exemplified there. 
	1 
	1

	When the active inflectional affixes are added to verb bases which contain some of these derivative prefixes, they undergo morphophonemic alternations as shown in the following chart: 
	7.0 of roots according to their system of aff"txation 
	7.0 of roots according to their system of aff"txation 
	Classification

	Wystem of derivational and inflectional affi."Cations to which Cebuano roots are subject, there are literally hundreds of different affixed forms for any given root. Since it is manifestly impossible to list exhaustively all affixations for any given root, we follow the principle here that PRODUCTIVE FORMATIONS are generally not listed unless there is s.t. especial 
	ith the rich s
	·

	tol!ether with prefix ni-(mi-, ning-) becomes mu-becomespaN-naN-maN-pakig-nakig-makig-paniN-naniN-maniN-. .pan1-nan1-man1-.panggi-nangg1-manggi-. . . .These. affixes are given entries and defined there . 
	Artifact
	7he phonemic value of the morphophonemic symbol N is given in the following chart: 
	7he phonemic value of the morphophonemic symbol N is given in the following chart: 
	Sect
	Artifact
	For roots befrinninv with 
	b 
	p
	,

	t, d, s 
	k, :i (written as initial vowel), ng 
	k, :i (written as initial vowel), ng 
	1


	other consonants or clusters of consonants 
	other consonants or clusters of consonants 
	Nplus the initial consonant after root produces 
	Nplus the initial consonant after root produces 
	m 
	n 
	ng
	ngl or, alternatively, nl ngplus initial consonant 

	Examples: palit + paN· =pamalit 'buy'; balia +paN-= pamaligya 'sell'; tindug + paN-= panindug 'stand';dala + paN-= panala 'bring'; sulud + paN-= panulud 'enter'; k:uba + paN-= panguba 'take'; abang + paN-= pangabang 'rent'; ngisi + paN-= pangisi 'be intent on'; lutu + paN-= panglu tu, panlutu 'cook'; bisus + paN-= pangbisus 'exclaim Jesus!'. 
	gy

	Sect
	Artifact

	CONJUGATION CLASSES XVll
	CONJUGATION CLASSES XVll
	CONJUGATION CLASSES XVll
	.. 

	about their meanings or morphophonemics. By PRODUCTIVE FORMATIONS we mean affixes which are added to all, or almost all, members of a certain group of roots. For example, the affix ka-anis added to any root which refers to a plant to form a collective noun referring to a place where a group of that type of plant is found. The formation, ka-[plant)-an, is not listed except in cases where there is s.t. special about the affixation, as for example kalubinban 'coconut grove' (from lubi) which undergoes special 
	2 
	1 
	2
	1 
	2
	2
	1
	2

	Łr
	Łr

	The inflectional affixes which may be added to a given verb base in a given meaning are in4icated by means of a formula which is explained in the following subsections. The derivational 
	·
	·

	·
	·
	·
	·
	affixes paN-la,c, paki, and ka-are also indicated with these fo'rmulas. 
	g-



	.
	.

	Our classification of verbs consists of tw·o parts separated by a semicolon: the active and the passive. The active classes are indicated by capital letters A, B, C and numbers indicating subclasses; and the paSsive classes are indicated by minuscules a, b,· and c followed by numbers indicating subclasses. E.g. palit 'buy', which is in class A; a, takes the active affixes listed for A (Section 7.11) and the passive affixes listed for a (Section 7.21). In the following subsections the verbs mentioned as e
	7.1 Active verb classes 
	7.1 Active verb classes 
	7.11 Oass A conjugation, the action verbs 

	Verbs of class A refer to an action. If they are the predicate of the sentence, the subject is the agent of the action. If they are in attribute construction, the head is the agent of the action. They occur with mu•, meanings 1 and 2(and thus also with mi-, ni-, etc.), mag-, meanings 1. and 2 (andthus also with nag-, naga·, maga-, etc.), maka-in all meanings (arid thus also with n·aka-, ka-, etc.).(See the entries under thesŁ affixes for further illustration and explanation.) The entry for palit'buy' illust
	1 

	7.111 Subclasses of the class A conjugation 
	7.111 Subclasses of the class A conjugation 

	The numbers which follow the letter A indicate nonoccurrence of affixes. The symbol A 1 indicates verbs of the A conjugation which do not occur with the punctual-active set, mu-(mi-, etc.). An example of a verb of this type is ikspidisiyun 'go on an e*pedition'. The symbol A2 indicates that the base does not occur with the durative-active set, mag-(nag-, etc.). A verb of this class is sangit 'catch, snag s.t. \ The symbol A3 indicates that the base does not occur with the potential-active set, maka-(naka•, 
	·

	The symbol A 13 indicates lack of mu-and maka-but occurrence of mag-, e.g. dabum 'expect'.
	The symbol S following a number indicates that the base occurs-with the prefix represented, butthatthereisshift (Section S.11). E.g. dalagan 'run' is in classoA2S: it occurs witb all th{ee sets, but the penult is short when the durative affixes, mag-, etc., are added. D!rwat 'reoeive' is in class A3S: jt occu'rs with all three active sets, but the penult is short when the potential affixes, maka-,
	· 
	· 
	· 
	· 
	· :

	etc., are added. 


	.
	.

	The symbol P following the letter A indicates that the unaffixed root and the root plus pahave exactly the same meaning and are used interchangeably with the active affixes:, e.g. maladry'.
	'

	The symbol A JP indicates that the root occurs with both maka-(naka-) and, alternativ.ely, with makapa-(nakapa•) with no difference in meaning .. Further, the base occurs with nonpotential 
	See the entry for mu•. 
	See the entry for mu•. 
	1


	XVlll INTRODUCTION 
	affixes, but with the nonpotential active affixes, pa-cannot be added to the base without changing the meaning. The symbol A 123P means that the root occurs only with potential-active affixes(i.e., does not occur with mu-or mag-), but it does occur with maka-and also with makapa-having the same meaning as maka-, e.g. malarya 'get malaria'. 
	The symbol N following A or A plus the numbers indicates that the prefix paN-can be addedto the base together with the punctual-active affix, mu-, and with the potential-active affix maka(naka-) but not with the durative affixes, and that the root alone is synonymous with the �ase pluspaN-. That is to say, the form mu-(mi-)[root] and maN-(naN-)[root)!are synonymous, andmaka-(naka-)[root) is synonymous with nakapaN-[root) and makapaN-[root]!. An example of a root of the AN conjugation is sangbid 'ask permis
	1 

	7.12 ClassB conjugation, the stative verbs 
	7.12 ClassB conjugation, the stative verbs 

	Verbs of class B refer to s. t. that happened to s.o. or s. t. If they are the predicate of the sentence, the subject is the thing to which the event happened. Verbs of class B occur with mu-(mi-,etc.), meaning 3, mag-(nag-, etc.), meaning 3, ma-(na-, etc.), meaning 3, maka-(naka-, etc.) or, alternatively, makapa-(nakapa-) with a meaning 'cause s.t. to become [so-and-so)!', and with magka-(nagka-, etc.). The entry for pula 'red' illustrates this conjugation. The entry for duktur'doctor illustr�tes a verb o
	f 

	7.121 Subclaaes ofverbs of the B conjugation
	7.121 Subclaaes ofverbs of the B conjugation

	Verbs of class Bl lack mu-, e.g. pagud 'get burnt'. Verbs of class B2 lack mag-, e.g. palanas 'beeroded'. Verbs of B3 occur with maka-but have a meaning 'become [so-and-so]!', e.g. Laun 'age.Verbs of class B3(1) occur with maka-in two meanings: (1) become [so-and-so], and (2) cause to become [so-and-so]. In the latter meaning it also occurs with makapa-(nakapa-), e.g. lup-ut'thicken'. Verbs of class B4 lack na-(ma-). E.g. lausag 'got worse and worse'. Verbs of class BS lac'maka-(naka-) and verbs of class B6
	>
	2

	The symbol S and N are used just as with the verbs of the A conjugation. The symbolization B2S indicates that the penult is short with the durative affixes (mag-, etc.), e.g. luya 'get weak. A symbol BN indicates that paN-may be added to the base with the volitional affix (mu-) and that the root plus mu-(mi-, etc.) does not differ in meaning from the root plus maN-(naN-).!Anexample of a verb of conjugation BN is pula. 
	>
	1 

	7.13 Class C conjugation, the mutual action verbs 
	7.13 Class C conjugation, the mutual action verbs 

	Verbs of class C refer to an action which two or more agents engage in mutually. Verbs in this class usually have a long penult and shift the stress to the penult if the final syllable of the unaf, (nag-, etc.), 
	fixed root is stressed. Verbs of this class occur with the durative prefixes, mag-

	1
	1

	meaning 5, with the potential prefix magka-(nagka-), and with the prefix makig-(nakig-). Theentry for sabut 'come to an understanding' (under sabut Ł)) illustrates a verb of class C conjuga-
	1 

	.
	.
	t1on. 
	7.131 Subclasses of the class C conjugation

	The symbol C1 refers to verbs which lack the durative set, mag-. The symbol C2 refers to verbs which lack the potential set, magka-. The symbol CJ refers to verbs which lack the set makig-. The listing for balfus 'miss each other' exemplifies a verb of class C 13 (missing both mag-and maki).The entry puyu 'live together' illustrates a verb of class C2 (lacking the potential fbrm magka-). 
	g-

	. 1 
	7. 2 Passive verb clŁs 
	7. 2 Passive verb clŁs 
	7.21 Class a verbs 

	maN-is analyzed morphophonemically as inu-plus paN•, and naN• as mŁ plus paN-. See Section 6.2. 
	1

	CONJUGATION CLASSES 
	XlX 
	XlX 

	verb refers to a FOCUSwhich is the recipient of the action (see -un, meaning 1). Verbs of class a normally also occur with the local passive affixes (see -an) referring to a focus which is the placeor beneficiary of the action (-an , meaning 1). They also occur with the_instrumental passive affixes (see i-) in the instrumental, beneficial, and temporal meanings (i-, meanings 2, 3, and 4). 
	t 
	t
	t 

	t
	t

	Palit 'buy' fnustrates a verb of class a. Hapit 'drop in' and dalagan 'run' illustrate verbs of classathat refer to motion. Abut (under abut) 'meet with each other' illustrates a verb of class a conjugation referring to mutual action. Daku illustrates ail adjective with class a conjugation. Bisiklitaand duktur illustrate two different kinds of nouns with class a conjugation. 
	. 

	7.211 Subclasses of the class a conjugation
	7.211 Subclasses of the class a conjugation

	Verbs in class al lack a local passive; verbs in class a2 lack an instrumental passive (except inthe benefactive and temporal meanings [-i, meanings 3arid 4) , to which all verbs in the language are subject). Verbs in class a12 lack both the local and the instrumental passive. The verb daug, J'overcome' exemplifies this conjugation. Verbs in class a3 have only potential passive affixes, e.gŁ dungug, 1 'hear'. Verbs in class a4 refer to a focus which is the thing suffering from or affected by the thing refer
	t

	t 
	t 
	7.22 Class b verbs

	Verbs of class b occur with a local passive affix, and the local passive refers to a focus which is the recipient of the action (see -an, meaning 2). Verbs of this class also normally occur with the) in the instrumental, beneficial, and temporal meanings (i-,meanings 2, 3, and 4). Haluk 'kiss' illustrates a verb of class b conjugation. 
	t 
	instrumental passive affixes (see i-
	t 
	t

	7.221 Subclasses of class b
	The symbol b(l) indicates verbs of class b which lack the instrumental passive conjugation (in any but the benefactive and temporal meanings [i-, meanings 3 and 41, to which all verbs in
	t
	t

	Cebuano are subject). An example of a b(l) verb is bantay 'watch'_. .The symbol b 1 indicates verbs the local passives of which refer to a focus which is the place of thŁ action (•an, meaning 1) or, in another meaning, tc;> the recipient of the action (-an, in mean-
	tt
	·
	·

	ing 2). Laba 'wash' illustrates a verb of this type. · · . .
	The symbol b2 indicates verbs of the a conjugation, the local passive of which refers to the place _of the action, but which also occur with the affix hi-an(Ł (hi-i), meaning 2, to refer to the accidental recipient of the action. Basa 'read' illustrates a verb in class ab2.
	The symbol b3 indicates verbs the local passive of which refers to the reason for the!.action. (•an, meaning 5). Dalagan 'run' illustrates this class. The symbol b3 ( 1) indicates verbs of class b3which occur only with potential affixes (ma-/na-an/-i or, alternatively, gika-/ka-an/-i). Hadluk 'beafraid' illustrates a verb of b3(1).
	1

	The symbol b4 indicates verbs the local passive of which refers to a focus which is the thing affected by the action or the thing this verb refers to (•an , meaning 4). Buntag,3 'be overtaken by morning' illustrates a verb of this class. The symbol b4(1) indicates verbs of class b4 which have 
	.

	·
	·
	·
	only potential affixes. Wala 'lose' illustrates a verb of this class. 


	The symbol b5 refers to verbs the local passive and the direct passive of which are synonymous, 
	i.e. occurwith-un, in. meaning 1,and-an, in meaning 2, where there is no difference between the 
	1
	-

	t 
	·

	two sets of affixation. Abli,2 'open' illustrates a verb of this class. 
	2
	· 

	The symbol b6refers to verbs which have no passive other than the local passive and the instrumental passive in the benefactive or temporal meanings (-i, meanings 3and 4), and, further; the 
	t

	The term FOCUS is given to the word to which the verb refers. Ifthe verb is the head of the predicate of the sentence, the FOCUS is the subject (in bold face in the following examples): 
	1

	Gipalit niya ang pan, He bought the 'bread. If the verb is the subject of the sentence, the FOCUS is the prc.dicate: 
	Pan ang iyang gipalit, It was bread that be bought. 
	If the verb modifies a noun (is attribute to a noun), the noun is the FOCUS: 
	Ang pan nga iyang gipalit, The #,read be bought. 
	In cases of bases which occur with direct passive affixes in the direct meaning (-un , 1) and with lŁcal psives in the direct meaning (-an , in meaning 1 ), but the two are not synonymous, the veH> is classed ab. 
	2
	u-

	. .
	. .
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	INTRODUCTION 
	local passive refers to a focus which is the place or the beneficiary of the action (•an, meaning 1), or, in the case of adjectives, refers to a focus which is the person who considered s.o. to be [adjective]. Kulumbitay 'hang' is an example of a verb of class b6. The symbol b6(1) refers to verbs of this sort which also occur with an instrumental passive in the instrumental meaning -i.e. the focus of the instrumental p<\_ssive is the instrument with which the action of the verb is carried out(i-, meaning 2
	1
	1

	The symbol b7 indicates verbs the local passive of which refers to a focus which is s.t. diminished or added to (•an , meaning 2a). Kuba 'take' illustrates a verb of this conjugation. The symbol b8 indi�ates verbs which have only potential local passives. Kamau 'know' (listed under mau) is a verb of class bB. 
	7.23 Class c verbs
	7.23 Class c verbs

	Verbs of class c have instrumental passive affixes which refer to a focus which is the thing conveyed by the action or the direct recipient of the action (see i-, meaning 1).Verbs of class cnormally also occur with the local passive affixes (•an ) referring to a focus which is the place or the beneficiary of the action -an , meaning 1). Labay throw away' illustrates a verb of this type. 
	1
	(
	1

	1
	1

	Dalagan, 1 illustrates a verb of class c which refers to motion. 
	7.2'31 Subclasses of class c verbs
	7.2'31 Subclasses of class c verbs

	The symbol c 1 indicates verbs for which the direct and the instrumental passive are synonymous 
	(i.e. occur with -unin meani1 and wich i-in meaning 1;and the meaning of the form composed of i-plus the base is synonymous with -un plus the base). Most verbs derived from adjectives are in class c1.
	1 
	ng 
	1 
	1 

	The symbol c2 indicates verbs for which the local and the instrumental passive forms are synonymous, where with the local passive and the instrumental passive forms refer to a focus which is the recipient of the action (-an , meaning 2, and i-, meaning 1). An example of a verb in class 
	1 1
	. 
	, 

	c2 1s dusu 'shove'.
	c2 1s dusu 'shove'.

	The symbol c3 indicates verbs the instrumental passive of which refers to a focus which is the recipient of the action (i-, meaning 2), but which occur only with the potential affixes it<., gika-. Averb in class c3 is isturya 'talk to'. 
	The symbol c4 refers to verbs which optionally take a prefix ig-for thefuture!.instrumental 
	·!
	·!
	1

	passive nonpotential form and igka-for the future instrumental passive potential form. Dungug, 3(liste4 under dungug (Ł)) 'hear from' is an example of a verb in class c4.
	1 

	The symbol cS refers to verbs the instrumental passive of which refers to a focus which is the reason on account of which the agent came into [such-and-such] a state (-i, meaning 5, andika-,meaning 2). Lipay 'be happy' is an example of a verb with c5 conjugation.
	1

	The symbol c6 refers to verbs of class c which do not occur with local passive affixes. 
	If a base occurs with the direct and the instrumental passive, where i-has the meaning 1, but the direct and instrumental passive forms are not synonymous, the verb is said to be in class ac, e.g. la bay 'throw'. Dalagan 'run' is an example of a verb referrito motion in the ac conjugation. 
	1
	ng 

	a n letter A. walay -·illiterate. -a subjunctive direct passive affix. see -UN. -a(Ł) 1 affix added to nouns forming words 
	which refer to a sp(cific one of several!: Ka
	which refer to a sp(cific one of several!: Ka
	nang isdaa, dili kadtu, That. fish there, not 
	that one further over. Haing balaya ang ila? 
	Which house is theirs? la added to posses
	sive pronouns: the particular one that be
	longs to [so-and-so). Daku ang amuang ba
	lay, gamay tung ilaba, Our house is large, 
	and theirs is small. 2 affix added to adjec
	tives to form exclamation. Dakua uy! My!
	How big it is! Patyun tikaw, irua ka! l'll
	kill you, you dog you! Ngilng,gang awtuha 

	a! That's some car! a particle used as a pause word before start
	-

	ing to speak. 1 as a filler. A, muanhi ka ug-
	ing to speak. 1 as a filler. A, muanhi ka ug-
	ma? Um, are you going to come here to
	morrow? 2 deprecating or showing unim
	ponance of what just preceded. A, pariha
	ra naku, Oh, it's all the same to me. A, nag
	kumidiya lang siya, Oh, he's just joking. 3 
	,
	showing mild disapproval. A, di na mahimu, Oh, you can't do that. 4 recalling or con
	-

	,
	ceding s.t. A, duba diay tu, Oh, yes. There 
	were two of them, weren't there. 4a pre-
	,
	ceding s.t. just found out. A, Lttu diaf 
	imung ngalan, Oh, so your name is Lito. A,
	kanindut, Oh, how nice! S expressing re
	-

	,

	lief. A, nabuwasan ku, Ah, what a relief!!a particle preceding or following a sentence with an adjective predicate. 1 dismissing s.t. 
	. 

	as impractical, too easy, impossible, etc. A,
	as impractical, too easy, impossible, etc. A,
	mu 1_'a diay na? Kasayun a! ph, is that all
	there is to it? How easy it is! A, asa man ku 
	mutuu nimu, Hm, you think I could believe 
	' 
	you? 2 showing disapproval. A, hinaya nimung mulihuk, Hm! You sure work slow
	-
	-

	' 
	ly! 3 showing surprise. A, kanindut nimug sinina, How come you have such a beautiful dress on! 

	a= ALA. 
	aban breast of fowls. a.baexclamation of pleasure and surprise. 
	1 
	2 

	Aba! Nakadaug ku, My! I won! 
	Aba! Nakadaug ku, My! I won! 
	,

	aha tuy (froni saba diha untuy) shut up! Aba 
	A 
	A 
	1 

	tuy, maayu ka Lang sa tayada, wa kay tadtad, Shut up! You're great at talking, butlet's see you do s.t.
	abaa panicle indicating disapproval (literary). Abaa! Mahiig ka gani diha! Stop that! You might fall! *abab taga-n hillbilly. pakataga-v [Al 3; a12) act, treat like, consider a hillbilly. Gipakatagaabab Lang ku ninyu. I basa, You just think I'm a hillbilly. Don't try to fool me. -disaya a be the boss and not henpecked. 
	ab-ab v [A; a] 1 chew to pieces. Ab-abun sairu ang iyang bikut, The dog will chew up his rope. 2 eat away, erode. Ang pagluib ni Mariya nag-ab-ab sa iyang balatian, Maria'sinfidelity ate away at his insides. Giab-abang iyang pinuti sa taya, His sword was eaten away by rust. 3 fester. Ang nag-ab-ab kung nuka, My festering wound. t abad n abbot. 
	abag v [A; b] give material help, help do work. Kinsa may mag-abag nirnu sa imung pagiskuyla? Who will help pay for your schooling? Abagi ku &ring pagsilbig, Help me sweep. n help given. ka-n helper. 
	abaga n sweet potatoes growing from the outer vines and not from the main root. aban shoulder. v [A2SN; bS] 1 take financial responsibility. Abagahu.n (pangabagabun, pangabagaban) ni Manuy niya ang galastuban sa pag-iskuyla, His brother will shoulder his school expenses. 2 take respoasibility for accomplishing s. t. Kita giyuy muabaga ( mangabaga) aning prugramaba, 
	ga 

	We must undenake to carry out this program. (� = ABAGA, v. paN-n right-handman. abagahun a broad-shouldered. 
	*abahu -kunsidirasiyun, dispusisiyun nbound by s.o.'s will. Ababu (babu) kunsididirasiyun ku sa akung bdna, I am bound by my husband's decisions. 
	abaka n 1 abaca plant: Musa textilis. 2 abaca fiber. abakahan, abakanhan, abakal n abacaplantation. v [A3] own an abaca plantation. 
	abakada n alphabet.
	abakal see ABAKA. 
	abalA-abat 
	abal n = BALBAL. V = ABAT. 
	abalu n assessed value. v [ABS6; bSc) assess, be assessed at. Ug ikaw muabalu sa akung yuta, ayawg dak-a, If you assess my land, don't set it too high. Ang yuta miabalu (giabalu, giabaluban) ug singkwinta mil, Theland was assessed at fifty thousand pesos. abalwasin n assessment. Purus dagkug abalwasiyun ang mga yuta dinbi sa syudad, The lots in the city all have high assessments. abandunar v [A3P; cl) abandon, neglect. 
	yu

	Nag-abandunar na lang siya sa iyang kaugaUngun sukad mamatay ang iyang asawa, Heneglected himself entirely after his wife died. 
	Nag-abandunar na lang siya sa iyang kaugaUngun sukad mamatay ang iyang asawa, Heneglected himself entirely after his wife died. 
	Ayaw abandunaba (iabandunar) ang imung pamilya, Do not abandon your family. abanduruidu a 1 abandoned. 2 neglectful. v = ABANDUNAR. 

	abandunu = ABANDUNAR. 
	a.bang v 1 [A2S; bl rent. Ang usa ka kwartu giabangan sa tigulang, The old man rents one of the rooms. 2 [bl hire a prostitute. 3 [A2; c) make an offering to a supernatural being for the use of land which is thought to be in his possession. labang ni nakung baktina alang sa uma, I will sacrifice this pig as rental for the land. n 1 rentpaid. Pilay &bang nimu sa libru? Howmuch rent did you pay for the book? 2 money paid a prostitute. 3toll taken by supernatural beings. Kadtung nalumus dinbi dbang kunu tu 
	abangan n k.o. rattan used as anchor rope for a bubu fish trap.
	abanid v [A; cl) do s.t. step by step, and in sequence. labanid (abanira) kini pagpintal arun dili magkampat, Paint it one square at a time so it will come out even. a done in succession, order. Abanid ang iyang pagsukut sa mga istudyanti, He asked the students one after another in turn. 
	abaniku n 1 folding fan. la fan of any sort for fanning oneself. 2 blackberry lily, k.o. bulbous ornamental: Balamcanda cbinensis. It is so called because the leaves are arranged like an opened fan. 3 = BANiKU. 4 kurta di-see• v 1 [al2) make into a fan. 2 [A;
	KURTA!

	1
	1
	b6) fan s.o. paN-v [A2) fan oneself. inabaniku n s. t. made in such a way that it can be folded for storage, e.g., a folding chair, 
	b6) fan s.o. paN-v [A2) fan oneself. inabaniku n s. t. made in such a way that it can be folded for storage, e.g., a folding chair, 
	jackknife.


	a exposed to the wind. v (812; cl) o be directly open to the wind. Naabansada sa bangin ang akung bukubuku, maung gisip-un k u, My back was directly exposed to the wind. That's why I caught cold. A yaw abansadaba (iabansada) sa bangin ang inyung bintana, Don't put a window right where it catches the full breeze. 
	abansada 
	for s. t. t

	•abansi miting di -grand rally immediatelyprior to an election. 
	.

	abansin v [A) advance, for a body of people to move forward. Ang mga Hapunis miabansin sa patag sa Lusun, The Japanese advanced over the plains of Luzon. 
	abanti a 1forward, ahead. Abanti ka rang milingkud, You took a seat too far to the front. 2 ahead in score. v la [A2; c) move forward. Muabanti kag diyutay, matambug ka sa ban gag, If you move forward any more,you will fall into the hole. labanti nang imung awtug diyutay, Move your car forward a bit. lb [A; a) be ahead, have more points in a game. Naabantiban mu namug diyis puntus, We were ten points ahead of you. 2 [A2; a12) keep up with s.t. Di ku makaabanti sa galastuban sa iskuylaban, I cannot keep up
	aha.nu n factory-made cir. v 1 [A; a12) make into a cigar. 2 [A123S) have, obtain a cigar. paN-v [A2) smoke a cigar.
	ga

	abat n 1 any supernatural being or humanwith supernatural powers which shows itself in an unexpected and startling way. 2 one who is 'it' in games. v 1 [A2; a2) head off s.o. Maapsan pa nimu siya ug imung abatun sa isk ina, You can still catch up with him if you head him off at the corner. 2[AN; a12) frighten s.o. by appearing suddenly or otherwise startling him. lg-agi niya, abta siya, When he comes by, give him a scare. alabtan, abtanan a haunted, place where things appear suddenly. alabtun s.o. to who
	abat -abilyana 
	abat v [A2S; b6] hold on to s.t. fixed to suppori oneself. Ang tiguwang miabat sa pasamanu paingun sa taas, The old man held on to the bannister while going upstairs. -an(➔) n a railing in shape of a ladder for baby to cling to when he starts to walk. 
	abatv 1 [A; al] feel with the hands, esp.to find s.t. out. Nag-abat siya sa yawi sa iyang bulsa kung wa ba hibyai, He felt for the key in his pocket to see if he hadn't left it behind. Abatun ku ang iyang agtang ug hilanatun ba, I'll touch her forehead to see if she is feverish. 2 [A123S; a12b2] feel 
	2 

	s.t. with the sense of touch. Nakaabat ku sa kabugnaw sa sinihan, I felt the coolness of the movie house. Abatun gani ni'mu ang kasakit, musamut giyud, If you think about the pain, it will get worse. 3 [A123S; b2) happen to notice, sense s.t. Nakaabat kung mu rag may misaka sa amung bay, I sensed that s.o. had entered our house. 
	s.t. with the sense of touch. Nakaabat ku sa kabugnaw sa sinihan, I felt the coolness of the movie house. Abatun gani ni'mu ang kasakit, musamut giyud, If you think about the pain, it will get worse. 3 [A123S; b2) happen to notice, sense s.t. Nakaabat kung mu rag may misaka sa amung bay, I sensed that s.o. had entered our house. 

	abay v l [AC; b6) move along together with 
	s.t. moving. Lagmit hiligsan ang bata kaynag-abay sa tartanilya, The child is likely to be run over because he is running alongside of the rig. Silang duha nag-abay paglanguy, The two swam side by side. la -ug sawa have a snake born at the same time one is born. The snake is called one's twin (kaluha) and is supposed to bring him. and his family luck. Pagkatawu sa akung iyaan, giabayan (giabyan) ug sawa. Mau nang naddtu ang iyang inahan, When my aunt was born,a twin snake was born with her, and so her mot
	s.t. moving. Lagmit hiligsan ang bata kaynag-abay sa tartanilya, The child is likely to be run over because he is running alongside of the rig. Silang duha nag-abay paglanguy, The two swam side by side. la -ug sawa have a snake born at the same time one is born. The snake is called one's twin (kaluha) and is supposed to bring him. and his family luck. Pagkatawu sa akung iyaan, giabayan (giabyan) ug sawa. Mau nang naddtu ang iyang inahan, When my aunt was born,a twin snake was born with her, and so her mot
	s.o. who buys or invests in s.t. Ug mupalit kag usa ka sakung humay muabay kug Lima ka gantang, If you buy a sack of rice, I will go in with you for five ganta's worth. Gi
	abyan niyag singku pisus ang akung pusta, 
	Hewent in for five pesos on my bet. 3 [AN] go in together in a fishing operation which requires several hands. 4 [cl] attach a gaff in the abay way (see ABAY, n 4). n 1 money paid as a share in a purchase or investment. Ang akung abay balig dus pisus ra, Myshare is two pesos' worth. 2 bridesmaid or best man. 3 man's male friend. 3a title used by males of the same age to each other. 
	, 
	,
	short form: bay. Asa man!ning dytpa, bay? 
	Where is this jeep headed for, driver? 4 manner of tying a gaff to a cock level with andparallel to the spur to offset any advantage it may have over its opponent. maN-1-(+-), maN-r-n persons who go in together in a fishing operation. -an, abyanan n life saver. abyan n 1 friend, companion. Alang kan{yawala siyay laing abyan kun dili a/ak, He has 
	Where is this jeep headed for, driver? 4 manner of tying a gaff to a cock level with andparallel to the spur to offset any advantage it may have over its opponent. maN-1-(+-), maN-r-n persons who go in together in a fishing operation. -an, abyanan n life saver. abyan n 1 friend, companion. Alang kan{yawala siyay laing abyan kun dili a/ak, He has 
	no other friend except liquor. 2 supernatural being that provides a shaman or sorcerer with his power. v [Cl] 1 be friends. Kitalay mag-abyan, Let's be friends. 2 indulge in a bad habit. Wala siya makig-abyan sa huguyhuguy, He did not indulge in roaming about. 


	abgaw = ADGAW. -un n k.o. snapper with ayellow streak along the body: Lutianus sp. 
	abhak v [A; b5] diminish s.t. by taking away or destroying part of it. Naabbak (naabhakan) ang iyang abaga sa bala, The bullet tore a huge piece out of his shoulder. n hole left when s.t. is chopped off, out. Daku kaayu ang abhak sa kahuy, There's a big cut in the tree. a done in such a way that s.t. is chopped off. Abhak nga pagkabuldusir ang inyung nataran, Your yard was bulldozed clean.
	abhul = ABHUNG.
	abhung a musty and flat in smell: damp clothing, rice, sweet potatoes, salted fish, et al. v [B; b6] be, become musty. -un(➔) a of a musty kind.
	abi = ABIR 1, 2. 
	abi 1 -en.] [gen.] thought, took for granted. Abi nakug tinuud, l thouht it was true. -nimu, You know what? Abi nimu? Nakit-an ku siya nga laig kuyug, You know what? I saw him going out with s.o. else. 2 -kay just because. Abi kay nakadaug sa byuti kuntis midaku na ang uLu, Just because she won the beauty contest she thinksshe is s.t. 3 -na lang s.o. might think that. SukuL. .4bi na Lang, daug. Fight back. They might think you give up. 
	rp
	Ł

	abiabi v [A; a12] show hospitality to. Mugiyud ning tdwung iladu, abiab{bun giyud sa mga tagiLungsud, The townspeople show hospitality to any famous visitor. maabiabihun, manggiabiabihun a hospitable.
	abibabibarv [A;bS] cheer one on, encourage to do. Nag-abiba sa mga batag binuang, Egging the children on in their naughtiness. n encouragement, egging on. maabibahun agiving encouragement, egging on. 
	a, 

	abihid = ALABIHID. 
	abilay = SAMBILAY. 
	abilidad n ability, capacity or skill to accomplish s.t. v [A12] obtain a certain ability. abilidaran a skilled, able. AbiLidaran na siTunyu. Bansayng mutinis, Tony has talent. He plays tennis well. 
	abilyana a tan-colored shoes. n tan polish. v[A 13] polish shoes with a light tan polish, color them tan. AbiLyanaha (abiLyanahi) ning sapatus kung put,: Dye these shoes ofmine tan. Wa kuy bitung itum. Abilyanahi 
	abin -abla 
	lang, l don't have any black polish.Just puttan polish on them. 
	lang, l don't have any black polish.Just puttan polish on them. 

	age in an enterprise or game together. Mag-abin ta sa pamaLigyag pagkaun, Let's become partners in selling food. 2 ally on oneself with. Mga hakug sa gabum angmiabin kaniya, People who were greedy for power allied themselves with him. Nakig-abin aku kaniya sa iyang mga pangLantaw sa unaban, l share his views of the future. n partner in business or game. Ug siyay ak ung abin sa biku kanunay mingmudaug, When she is my partner in hopscotch, we always win. ka-n = ABIN. 
	abin v [A2C; b] 1 e
	ng

	abintura n 1 adventures. 2 adventure film, story. Makita siya sa mga Lilas abintura, Hegoing s.w. for the adventure of it. Nag-abintura mig katkat sa ManunggaL, We went onan expedition to Mt. Manunggal. 2 = ABINTURAR.
	appears in adventure films. v [A; bS] 1 t
	ry

	abinturar v [AN; bS] try one's luck. Miabinturar ( nangabinturar) Lang siyag aplay basig madawat, He tried his luck in applying in hopes he might be accepted. Abinturabiyour luck with Maria and ask her. abinturiru, -a = ABINTURIST A. abintumta a adventurous, tending to try things out without knowing the outcome. Di ku mugugul ug kwarta niana kay di ku abinturista. Basig dimusaLir, I won't invest my money on thatbecause I'm not daring. It might just fail 
	(abinturaba) Lang si Mariyag bangyu, T
	ry 

	abir 1 particle used in calling attention to apoint in contention. Ang diyus makagagabu7'!'. Abir, unsaun man nimu pagpangutana diin siya manukad, God is almighty. All right then, how can you ask where He comes from? la particle used in inciting a person to do s.t. Abir, sulayi ug musalir ba nang paagiba, O.K. Just see -if that procedure works out. Abir, sumbaga kunu ku kay isumbung tikaw ni Papa, All right, just thitting me, and I'll tell Daddy on you. 2 pause word expressing hesitation whe� one doesn't
	ry 
	mau, He just took a t
	ry 
	ng

	abirids n 1 average, the usual size or quantity. 
	2 average rating in school. Pasar ku kay utsinta akung abirids, I passed because my average was eighty. v [A) 1 average so and so much. Makaabirids mig Lima adlaw-adlaw, We can sell on the average five every day. 2 have an average grade of. 
	abiriya a be broken, inoperative. v [B] .l for an engine to break down. Kining trak dili magamit. Nag-abiriya man, This truck cannot be used. It is broken. 2 be under the weather. Naabiriya aku kay nagkalibang aku gabapun, I'm not feeling well because Ihad diarrhea yesterday. 
	abirtu = ABYIRTU.
	abis v [A;ab7] slice with a curved blade, cut a small or thin part from a bigger piece. Abisig diyutay na, Slice a piece off of it. paNv [A2] slice the terminal portion of a coconut bud to induce sap flow. Kaduba silamangabis kada adlaw, They make an incision in the bud twice a day. 
	. 

	abisu n announcement of s.t. to com�. v 1[A; c] announce s.t. to come. Nag-abisu ang radyu nga adunay bagyung umaabut, Theradio announced that there is a typhoon coming. 2 [A12] receive an announcement. Nakaabisu ming way tubig ugma, We received the announcement that there would be no water tomorrow. 
	abitsuylas = HABITSUYLAS. 
	abitu n habit, a distinctive apparel worn by devotees, priests, monks, and the like. v (A] wear a habit. 
	abin food, provisions, money, supplies fordaily consumption. v [A; c] provide food, etc. Babin sa mga kinabanglanun matag adlaw akuy muabiyu, As far as yourdailyneeds-:_go, I will provide. Abyuban ta la1Jg mug usa ka sakung bumay matag bulan, We'll supply you with one sack of. rice amonth.
	yu 
	. 

	abiyun n airplane. ka-an(�) n group of airplanes.
	abkay V [A; a] dig up, out. Abkayun ku ang kwarta nga akung gilubung dinbi, l will dig up the money that I buried here. 
	abla v [A; c] speak to s.o. with some purpose in mind. Ablabi kunu si Mama, basin pag musugut, Try to talk mother into it. She might let us. n 1 persuasive talk. Dili ka sugtun nianang baybana kun wala kay abla, That woman will not accept you if you don't sweet-talk her. 2 big talk. Abla lay nagdagban. Walay libuk, It was all just big talk. No action. paN-n art or technique of expressing one's viewpoint. Malampusun siyang abugadu kay maayu siya sa pangabla,He is a successful lawyer because he has a 
	abladu!-abu 
	good technique in talking. 
	good technique in talking. 

	abladu n 1 delivered in spoken fashion. Angkuru abladu, dili kantabun, The chorus is spoken, not sung. 2 lines of a play. v [A)speak lines.
	ablasa = ABRA.SA. 
	abli v [AB; b5] 1 open s.t., be open. Ikaw baynag�bli sa pultaban? Were you the onewho opened the door? Sulud Jang kay nagabli ang pultaban, Just come right in. The door is open. 2 begin, start a class, business, etc. Muabli ang klasi sa Hunyu, Classes begin in June. Ablihag (ablihug) sayu ang klasi sunud tuig, Classes will open early next year. 3 found, establish an enterprise. A .. 
	nus� man ablihi (abliha) ang inyurzg iskuylahan sa panahi? When will you open your sewing school? n 1 opening. Dakug abli nang taruha, That can has a big opening. 2opening of classes. a 1 open. Ahli ang bintana. Sirhi ra gud, The window is open. Please close it. 2 be started. Ahli na angtindahan. Palit ngadtug kapi, The store is open now. Go buy some coffee� 
	nus� man ablihi (abliha) ang inyurzg iskuylahan sa panahi? When will you open your sewing school? n 1 opening. Dakug abli nang taruha, That can has a big opening. 2opening of classes. a 1 open. Ahli ang bintana. Sirhi ra gud, The window is open. Please close it. 2 be started. Ahli na angtindahan. Palit ngadtug kapi, The store is open now. Go buy some coffee� 

	Ahr. abbreviation for Abril, 'April'.
	abrap a 1sudden. Abrap ra kaayu nang imung pag-anbi, Your coming is very sudden. 2 brusque. v [Bl2; cl] 1 be sudden, do s.t. by plunging right into it. 2 be brusque. Naabrap ra tu nimu pagkatubag, You answered in a brusque way.
	abrasa v [AC; bc3] walk side by side with. Hulat kay muabrasa kug lakaw ninyu, Waitfor me. I'm going to walk next to you. Dili ta magŁbrasag lakaw sa karsadang hagip-ut, 
	We shouldn't walk side by side on a narrow street. 
	We shouldn't walk side by side on a narrow street. 

	abrasadur n= TANGDAYAN. v= TANGDAY,2. 
	abrasiti v [C2;c2) promenade arm in arm or side by side. Nakit-an kung imung banang may giabrasiting (giabrasitihang) babayi, Isaw your husband walking arm in arm with a woman (with a woman holding on to his arms).
	abrasyiti = ABRASITI. 
	abri = ABLI. -mar n opener. t 
	abn= ABYIRTU: 
	.1
	2 
	J

	abrigana n s.t. that stimulates the appetite. 
	Maayung abrigana ang bir, Beer is good.tostimulate the appetite. 
	Maayung abrigana ang bir, Beer is good.tostimulate the appetite. 

	abrigawu n 1 apprentice on a ship. 2 one who works on a boat for his passage. v [Al;a12) 1 be an apprentice, apprentice s.o. to. 2 work in lieu of paying passage. 
	abrigu n shawl. v [Al; a] wear, make, receive a shawl. 
	Abril n April. v [a) 1 do s.t. in April. Magbakasyun mu sa Hunyu? Ah, Abrila lang, 
	Will you take your vacation in June? Oh,just make it in April. 2 write down April in a document. Mayu imung nabutang? Abrila lang hinuun, Did you write May? It should be April. 
	abrifata n can opener. 
	absin v [A2; b6] 1 absent, fail to attend work or class. Absinig kas� nang klasiba nimu, Just miss your class this one time. 2 markone absent. Absinan tikaw, I'll mark you absent. n absence, time away from class. · Daghag absin nimu Dyu, lagmit ka mahagbung, How many absences you have, Joe! You're likely to flunk. hiN-, pala-, absinirabsinus a given to missing classes. A nus-a gud na siya makapasar nga absinus man na sa klasi, How can he pass if he always misses classes? -mayindid a absent-minded.
	u, 

	absinus see ABSIN. absulusin absolution. v [b6] give absolution. Gilubung siya nga wala gani kaabsulusyuni, He was buried without having received absolution. 
	yun 
	.

	absuwiltu n acquitted in court. v [A3P; a12]acquit.
	abtik a 1nimble, quick in reaction. Ang musayaw sa tinikling kinahanglang abtik ug tiil, Whoever dances the tinikling has to have nimble feet. 2 fast, live in action. Mahuman ni dayug abtik lang mutrabahu, It will get done right away if you work rapidly. 3 cunning, sly. Abtik giyud siya kay midawat imbis mubayad, He sure is sharp. Instead of paying as he should have, he got paid. v [BJ1 get to he nimble. 2 get to be fast in action. M uabtik (maabtik) lagiang iyang panglihuk basta pakit-ug sapi, He'll get
	· 
	· 

	abtung n rope used for tying the plow to the crosstree. 
	abu n 1 ashes. 2 = ALABUHAN. v 1 [A; a12]make ashes. Abuha nang mga palwa ug gam-ang sabun, Make the palm stems into ashes to make soap out of. 2 [B1256] be razed or burned to the ground. Pag-abut naku naabu na ang balay, When I arrived, the house was already burned to the ground.ka-(�) v [Al3] get ashes all over one. Nagkaabu ku kay misum-uk ku sa nasunugan, I got ashes all over me because I went into the burned-out area. alabuhan n stove or 
	abwibu -abung 
	any place a fire for cooking is built. abuhun n ash-colored. Manuk nga abubun, Graycolored cock. 
	any place a fire for cooking is built. abuhun n ash-colored. Manuk nga abubun, Graycolored cock. 
	abwibu n k.o. fish. 
	*abubhu paN-v [A2; b6) be jealous of aloved one. n jealousy. abubhuan a jealous.Abubbuang bana, A jealous husband. mapangabubhuun a of a jealous type. Mapangabubbuun nga pasiklap, Ajealous glance. abud, abudv [A; c) 1 throw grains, throw grains to. Ang bukbukung mais mauy iabud sa manuk, Throw the beetle-infested corn to the chickens. 2 drop grains into a hole in planting. Mag-abud sila sa ilang haul, Theywill plant their field. 3 feed grain into a 
	1 

	I
	mill. Imu siging abdan (aburan) ang gali
	-

	ngan, Keep feeding grains into the mill. 4 supply a factory with raw materials. Kanang kumpaniyaba mauy tig-abud sa mgapapil sa imprinta, That company supplies paper to the printing press. S feed news, gossip. A ha! Ikaw diay nag-abud sa mga nutisya, So you were the one who spread the news! n 1 feed for fowls. 2 one's turn 
	, 
	'
	to throw grains.!Aku!na rung abud, It's my
	turn to feed ( the chickens). alabdan = ABUD, n 2.

	abudn ornamental bulbous plant!: Euryclesamboinensis. The leaves are applied over the bladder to facilitate urination. 
	2 

	abudn k.o. head louse lighter in color and with a longer and more slender body than the ordinary head louse (kutu).
	3 

	abug n dust. v 1 [B46; a4b4(1)] become 
	l 
	l 
	l 
	, ,

	dusty. Muabug ang karsada ug dugayng u-wanun, The road gets dusty if the rains come late. Giabug ang amung balay kay dugay na nga wa puy-i, Our house became all dusty because it hadn't been lived in for a long time. Tabuni ang libru arun dili maabugan, Cover the books so they won't get dusty. 2 [B1256] turn into dust. Sa kadugayan kitang tanan maabug, In the end we will all turn to dust. ka·(+) v [A13] getdust all over it. Nagkaabug ang ak ung bubuk tungud sa byabi, My hair is all covered with dust becaus
	ning kwartuba alabugan. Duul man gud sa karsada, This room is exposed to dust. It's close to the street. 
	*abugpaN· euphemism for PANGABUGHU. see ABUBHU.
	2 

	abug v [A; a] 1 chase, drive, drive away. Abug� ang babuy ngadtu sa tangkal, Drivethe pig into the pen. A bugi sa langaw anglamisa, Drive the flies away from the table. 2 drive s.o. to do s. t. Ang kaulaw mauy 
	abug v [A; a] 1 chase, drive, drive away. Abug� ang babuy ngadtu sa tangkal, Drivethe pig into the pen. A bugi sa langaw anglamisa, Drive the flies away from the table. 2 drive s.o. to do s. t. Ang kaulaw mauy 
	nag-a bug kanaku pagpabawa sa amung lungsud, Shame drove me to move out of town. (➔) n stick with strips of paper, plastic, etc., attached on one end, used to chase flies away. -an(➔) n an enclosure of the fish corral into which the fish are driven before being caught. 


	abug= ABYUG.
	Ł 

	abugacla n female lawyer. 
	abugadu n lawyer. v 1 [B16; a2] be, become a lawyer. 2 [A; b] speak for s.o. Abugaduban ta Lang ka kay wa kay pangabla, I'llspeak for you because you don't have the knack of saying what you want. abugaduhun a lawyer-like. Abugadubung pangatarungan, Lawyer-like reasoning. 
	abugagu n dumb lawyer (play on the wordsabugadu 'lawyer' and gagu 'stupid').
	abugar = ABUGADU, v 2.
	abugasiya n 1 law course. 2 law profession. Sa abugast"ya k inabanglan mamakak ug panalagsa, In the law profession it is necessary to lie once in a while. 
	abughu, abughu = •ABUBHU.
	abukadu n avocado or alligator pear: Persea sp. It is usually eaten with sugar and milk.
	abukay n k.o. white cockatoo, often kept as pet: Cacatua baematuropygia. (➔), abukay v [A] for babies to make noises like a cockatoo.
	abunansiya = ABUNDA.
	abunda a 1 abundant. Abunda ang bugas·karun, There's plenty of rice now. 2 have plenty. Ug abunda ka sa sap,: mama/it kag yuta, If you have lots of money, you should buy land. v [BJ be, become abundant. Unya ra ta mama/it ug mangga ugmuabunda (maabunda) na, We will buy mangoes later when they become abundant. n abundance. 
	abundansiya = ABUNDA.abungV [A;c] bar, block the way. Abungan ta ning karsadag dakung batu, Let's blockthe road with a big stone. n k.o. fishing equipment consisting of dried coconutleaves tied to a raft. (➔) n s. t. which blocks the way. Angkabuy nga abung sa pultaban, The wood that was blocking the door. ain the path of the wind, smoke, smells, andthe like. Abung sa bangin, Exposed to the wind. Abung ka kaayu sa iyang dautang ting-aha, You are very much exposed to his evil powers. pa·(-+), pa-v 1 [Al 3; 
	l

	abungaw-abut 
	1 

	the path of the smoke. n k.o. fishing whereby a net is set across the path of a fish. 2 [a] give allowance in measuring s.t. Paabungan ug diyutay ang sukud igu pagsipiZya, 
	the path of the smoke. n k.o. fishing whereby a net is set across the path of a fish. 2 [a] give allowance in measuring s.t. Paabungan ug diyutay ang sukud igu pagsipiZya, 
	Measure it with a little allowance for planing.M utiru gdni kag Zanggam nga nagZupad paabungig diyutay, If you shoot at a flying bird, aim a little ahead. paN-v [A2] do 
	s.t. in anticipation of a favor or reward. Buutan na siya run kay nangabung man nga bitagaan ug diyis, He's obedient this time because he's anticipating getting a dime. npreparation of oil and plants medicinal roots and herbs used as a protection against some evil. t 

	abungawn k.o. tiny, light brown insect which swarms over food and the like, similar in appearance to a fly. v [a4] be infested with abungaw. 
	1 

	abungaw= BUNGAW. 
	2 

	abunu n 1 fertilizer. 2 transfusion or infuŁion. 
	Nagkinabanglan siyag abunu kay gisuZgan sa dugu, He needs a transfusion because he lost a lot of blood. v [A; c] 1 put fertilizer on. Abunuhi ang rusas, Put fertilizer on the roses. 2 give a transfusion or infusion. 3 supplement, fill in. Ikaw bay mag-abunu sa kuZang? Will you make up the lack? Anggisu mauy iabunu sa batsi, They use limestone to fill the rough spots in the road. 
	Nagkinabanglan siyag abunu kay gisuZgan sa dugu, He needs a transfusion because he lost a lot of blood. v [A; c] 1 put fertilizer on. Abunuhi ang rusas, Put fertilizer on the roses. 2 give a transfusion or infusion. 3 supplement, fill in. Ikaw bay mag-abunu sa kuZang? Will you make up the lack? Anggisu mauy iabunu sa batsi, They use limestone to fill the rough spots in the road. 

	aburidu a -ang ulu, pangisip, etc. be upset, irritable. v [BJ be upset. Kadtung imung tahu nakaaburidu (nakapaaburidu) sa dkungulu, Your news got me all upset. 
	abusada = ABUSADU (female).
	abusadu a tending to take advantage, infringe on rights. Abusadu ang mga kutsrru dinhi. Basta muulan, pabayrun ta niZag dubZi, Therig drivers are abusive. If it rains, they double the fare. Nagniwang Zang na siya kay abusadu man gud sa iyang lawas, He is thin because he neglects his body. v [B126) become abusive. 
	abusar v 1 [A3; b(l)) a do s.t. one is not entitled to, take advantage of s.o. by infringing on his rights. Nag-abusar siya paggdwi sa makiniZya nga way pananghid, He took the liberty of using the typewriter without permission. Giabusahan siZa sa magbabaligya kay way kumpitinsiya, The storekeeper took advantage of them because there was no competition. b mistreat one's health. 
	Nag-abusar ka Zang sa imung lawas sa imung pag-inum, You're abusing your health with all your drinki. 2 [A] do s.t. to a superfluous degree. Wa na na magkaun; nag-abusar na na, That is not eating; that is excessive indulgence. 
	Nag-abusar ka Zang sa imung lawas sa imung pag-inum, You're abusing your health with all your drinki. 2 [A] do s.t. to a superfluous degree. Wa na na magkaun; nag-abusar na na, That is not eating; that is excessive indulgence. 
	ng


	abusu n taking advantage, acting beyond
	one's rights. Ang pagdawat sa suburnu usa 
	one's rights. Ang pagdawat sa suburnu usa 

	sa mga abusu, Taking bribes is one of their 
	abuses. v = ABUSAR. abut v 1 [A; a12) arrive, reach a place. Dipamakaabut (maabut) ang suwat, The letter won't have arrived yet. DuuZ ra. Maabut ug Zud-an, It's close by, within spitting distance (can be reached by spitting). la [A; ac] lead to and reach a place. Muabut ba ning karsadaha sa suba? Does this. road reach the riv.er? Kining Zugara dili abutun sa taub,The tide doesn't get as far as this place. lb [A; ac] reach s.t. with the arms. Maabut ha nimu artg sanga? Can you reach the branch? /abut kunu n
	Reach your hands out to the wall. le [B;b4] reach an amount, last a certain length. Ang akung swildu dili muabut ug dus mil, My salary doesn't reach two thousand. Wala abtig duha ka adlaw ang bugas, The rice did not last two days. ld -sa hunahuna come to the mind. le (b4] receive money. 
	Abtan (abutan) ku tingdlig kwarta rung hapun, I'll probably get my money this afternoon� 2 [a4] have a feeling come over one. Giabut siyag kakuZba, A feeling of terror came over her. 3a [A23;b4] catch s.o. doing s.t. Si Turyuy nakaabut nilang naghaZuk, It was Torio who came upon them kissing. 3b [b4] be overtaken. Abtan kag gabii sa daZan, You will be overtaken by night on the road. 4 [A2; b4] come to an orgasm.Dili giyud muabut ang lami, She won't have an orgasm. (The delicious feeling will not 
	arrive.)Abtan ra gihapun siya basta maningkamut ang duruha, She will have an orgasmif both try their best. S [A23] for an event or season of the year to come around. Di na madugay muabut na ang Pasku, It won't be long before Christmas comes. 6 [A.12; b)be on time for s.t. Nakaabut ka ba sa panahun sa KatsiZa? Do you go back as far as the Spanish times? Maabtan pa nimu ang barku, You can still catch the boat. 7a [A 12; al] afford to pay for s.t. Di ku makaabut ug paZit niana, I can't afford to buy that. W
	abwag -adbintista 
	know how to get there. 2 yield, proceeds 
	know how to get there. 2 yield, proceeds 
	from an effort, income, harvest. Pilay abut 
	sa yuta kada tuig? How much does the 
	land yield each year? Gamay rag abut ang 
	munisipyu, The town has a small income. 
	(�) v [C; ac] 1 meet together. Abutun na
	ku ang duba ka tumuy, I will make the two 
	ends meet. Mau kadtung lugara ang amung 
	gikaabutan (gipanag-abutan), That is the 
	place where we met. 2 overlap in time. Nag
	abut na man gani ang sinanggi karun ug sa 
	miaging tuig, This year's corn crop overlaps 
	with last year's. (I.e., this year's crop \fas 
	harvested before last year's crop had been 
	used up.) 3 [A13] -ang ginhawa be pant
	ing for breath (gasps of breath overlap). Gi
	uyug siya sa ubu. Nag-abut ang iyang pag
	ginbawa, He was shaken by his coughing 
	fit. He was panting for breath. pa-(+-) v [A;
	a] wait in expectation for. Di na ku mupa
	abut sa kumbira, I won't wait for the party. 
	Paabutun tikaw bangtud sa alas kwatru, I'll
	wait for you until four o'clock. abut-abut
	v [A3; b6] arrive in close succession. Nag
	abut-abut ang mga bisita, Visitors came one 
	after another. abut-abut v [A3; b6] go
	every now and then. Nag-abut-abut na siya 
	sa Hungkung, She goes to Hong Kong often. 
	siN-v [Al 3] 1for a time, event to approach.
	Nagsingabut ang pista, The fiesta is ap
	. la for one's time of the month 
	proachi
	ng

	to approach. Nagsingabut na, maung sapu
	tun, She's in a bad mood because her time 
	of the month is approaching. 2 be in expec
	tations of, look forward to. Nagsingabut k u 
	nga mabuman ang trababug sayu, I'm ex
	pecting to finish the work early. -1-un(Ł) n 
	1 subject to periodic attacks of an illness. 
	2 s.o. who hew 1.i1e fortune of gettia large
	ng 

	yield from an effort. alabtan, abtanan n
	place one usually stays temporarily. -I-an
	(+-) n 1 = ABTANAN. 2 place one meets s.o. 
	else. um-I'-(+-), um-I-(+-), tali-, tali-(+-), sali-,
	sali-(Ł) n about to arrive. May umaabut 
	(umalabut, taliabut, taliabut, saliabut, sali
	abut) nga mga bisita, There are some visitors

	about to arrive. t abwag v [AP; cl] break up, scatter. Miabwag
	ang mitambung sa rali pag-ulan, The people 
	ang mitambung sa rali pag-ulan, The people 
	at the rally scattered when it started to rain. 
	Abwagun (iabwag) natu ang mga papil, Let 

	us scatter the pieces of paper. abyadur n aviator. v [B1S6; al2] be, make 
	into an aviator. t abyan see ABAY. abyasiyun, abyasyun n aviation. abyirtuaa open. Abyirtu ang gangbaan, The 
	1
	1
	door is open. v [A2PB; cl] open s.t.; be 

	opened.
	abyirtun seventh chord. v [A2; cl] play a seventh chord. Iabyirtu (abyirtuha) ang tapuy ig-abut sa dapit nga muingun 'Matam-is uyamut', When you get to the part that goes 'How very sweet ... ' play a seventh chord. 
	2 

	abyug v [A; cl] rock s.t. hanging back and forth. Abyuga ( iabyug) lang ang bata sa duyan kun muhilak na, Just rock the baby in the hammock if he starts to cry. n action of rocking s. t. 
	A.O. Anno Domini. 
	ad V [A; ac] add up. Adun (adun) natu ni, LŁt's add this up. lad ang kwatru ari, Addthe four to this column. 
	adi = ALAo.
	ada 1 particle showing that s. t. is not important. Ada, iru ra gud tu. Kahadluk na man nimu! Heck, that was just a dog. What a scaredy cat you are! 2 particle expressing annoyance. Ada! Saba na, Oh, be quiet! -ur.uy = ADA, 1. -uy particle expressing exasperation at being unable to cope with 
	s.t. (used only by women). Da uy, lisud kaayu, Oh dear! That is so hard! 
	ada n mythological beings represented asbeautiful maidens living in forests, streams, etc. v [B126) become an ada. 
	ada = ADA. 
	ad-ad v [A; a] slice into thin, but not long pieces. Ang balani ad-arun una ilawug sa babuy, The banana trunk is chopped up finely before it is fed to the pigs. ad-aran n slicingboard.
	Adan name: Adam. 
	adbans n advance payment on a salary, debt, etc. v 1 [AP; cP] give an advance. Adbansan ka nakug singku, I'll advance you five pesos. 2 [A; a] ask for an advance. Muadbans akug singku para sa kumpra, I would like to have five pesos in advance for shopping. 3 [A; c] for soldiers to advance. Miadbans ang mga Hapun, The Japanese advanced. flang giadbans ang mga kanyun,They put the artillery on the front line. -gard n 1 a contingent sent ahead to thefront. 2 s.t. sent s.w. to prepare the way (humorous meta
	adbaysir n adviser. v [Al 3; b6] act as class adviser in school. Giadbaysrran ku ang primiru anyu, I am adviser to the freshmen. klas -class adviser in school. idituryal editorial advisor. 
	-

	adbintista n a Seventh Day Adventist. v [Bl 
	adbirbiyu -admiti du 
	256] be, become a Seventh Day Adventist. adbirbiyu n adverb.
	256] be, become a Seventh Day Adventist. adbirbiyu n adverb.
	Adbiyintu n Advent. 
	adgaw n k.o. small tree: Premna a_dorata.
	The leaves .are fragrant and used medicinal
	ly.
	ad.ia short form: dia 1 is here (nearer me than you). Adia sa taas ang lamisa, ikanaug, The table is up here. Bring it downstairs. 2 
	.
	in narration: now, at thisjuncture. Nalipaysiya kay, dia, nadatu na man pud siya, He was happy because, here he was, he managed to become rich in turn. 

	adik n drug addict. v [B1256] become a drug addict. 
	adilantadu a 1 developed, advanced. Adilantadu ang Pilipinas sa Aprika sa panguma,
	adilantadu a 1 developed, advanced. Adilantadu ang Pilipinas sa Aprika sa panguma,
	The Philippines is ahead of Africa in agri
	culture. 2 for a watch to be advanced. 

	adilantar = ADILANTU.
	adilantuv [B2] become better. Dili ta muadilantu nianang pangitaa, Our financial situation won't improve if that is the only way we can make our living. kaadilantuhan n imrovement. Para sa kaadilantuban sa a-tung panimuyu, For the improvement of our standard of living. 
	adilantuv [B2] become better. Dili ta muadilantu nianang pangitaa, Our financial situation won't improve if that is the only way we can make our living. kaadilantuhan n imrovement. Para sa kaadilantuban sa a-tung panimuyu, For the improvement of our standard of living. 
	.
	p


	adilpa n oleahder, k.o. highly poisonous, tall ornamental shrub with showy pink or white flowers: Nerium indicum. 
	adimas furthermore, besides. Adimas utukan man sab siya, Besides, he's intelligent, too.
	adinasin n. adding machine. v [a12] add up on a machine. Adingmasina Lang ni arun way sayup, Add this up on the machine, so there won't be any mistakes. 
	gm

	adinuwid n adenoids. v [a4] have adenoid trouble.adisir, adisir before [so-and-so] happens. Adisir ka muadtu, pagtilipunu usa, Before you go there, phone him first. adiyus, adiyus l farewell (literary). 2 -nalamang never mind, forget' about �.t. expended for· nothing. Ug mupabulam \ka niyag kwarta, adiyus na Lang, If you lend him money, you might as well kiss it good-bye. 3 exclamation at the unpleasant consequences of s.t. one has observed taking place. Adiyus nabasag na binuun, Oh Jesus! Itbroke! Adiyu
	-

	adlaw n 1 sun. 2 day.May adlaw nga magbasul ka, The day will come that you will be sorry. 2a day, as opposed to night. pila ka 
	. 
	-
	-


	it won't be long. Pila ka -adlaw makapanaw ta sa buwan, Soon we'll be able to take trips to the moon. 2b one's day for 
	it won't be long. Pila ka -adlaw makapanaw ta sa buwan, Soon we'll be able to take trips to the moon. 2b one's day for 
	winning. Imu tanang ad/aw, You get all the 

	breaks. 3 birthday. 4 amount earned in aday. Singku ra may iyang ad/aw niana, Heonly gets five pesos a day from it. -sa minatay All Soul's Day. Mahal nga -HolyWeek. v 1 [A3; b6] receive a certain amount daily. Muadlaw kug tagduba ka libu ka pisus, I net two thousand pesos a day. Adlawilang siyag tag-diyis, Pay him ten pesos per day. 2 [A; b6] celebrate a birthday. Adtu nya sa amu kay mag-ad/aw ku, Come to my house for my birthday party. adlaw-adlaw every day. -an a for it to be daylight. Ayawusa pagpauli.
	adlib, adlipad lib in music. v [A; b6(1)]perform music ad lib. 
	J
	1 

	adlipv [A; ab27] slice into long pieces. Adltpa r;zng mangga sa makatulu, Slice the mango into three pieces. Hiadlipan· akungtudlu, My finger got cut as I was slicing s. t.!n slice. 
	;? 
	. 

	adlu n k.o. fish. 
	administradur n 1 administrator of an estate. 2 head of a government agency. v [A; a2]be an administrator. 
	administrasiyun n the administration incumŁ bent at a certain period. Sa administrasiyun ni Garsiya, During Garcia's administration. 
	administranou n administrative.
	admirar v [A; b] admire. Ug buhatun na nimu, admiraban ka giyud, If you do that, people will admire you for it. t 
	admisiyun n 1 general admission section in a theater or stadium. 2 cost of admission in a theater or stadium. 3 admission slip to an exam.
	admitar v 1 [A; b(l)] admit, concede a point. Admitabi lang na, Just admit it. 2 [A; a12] admit to a hospital 
	adnlitidu n one who has conceded a point, admitted s.t. Admitidu siya nga siya naka
	-

	admitir -agaab 
	dawat sa sulat, He admits that he has received the letter. 
	dawat sa sulat, He admits that he has received the letter. 
	admitir = ADMITAR. 
	adngan n k.o. small fish. 
	adpan v [B 1; a4] be slightly scorched to the point of being discolored. Naadpan (giadpan) ang akung panit, My skin became tanned. -an a tending to get easily tanned. 
	adris n address. way -n tough guy, police character (lit. one who does not have an established residence). Ikaw nga maistru makigbunu anang way adris, You, a teacher, want to fight with that police character?v [A; c] write an address. Unsay akung iadris sa suwat? What address shall I put onthe letter? 
	adtu 1 there (far away, future). Adtu ku bigJa sa fla, I will sleep there at their house.2 will go s.w. far. Adtu ku sa Karbun, I'mgoing to the market. 3 there he (she, etc.)goes doing it (although he shouldn't be). Adtu nangbambug na sad, There he goesagain, showing off. v 1 [A2; b3c] go, bring to a place. Nakaadtu na ku didtu kas-a, I went there once. Unsa mang lugara ang giadtuan ninyu? What place did you go to? Iadtu kini ngadtu sa ila, Go bring this totheir house. 2 [A13!; a2] go get s.t. lkawbay nag-
	s.w. Mag-adtuan ku sa ila kada buntag, Ialways go see them every morning. adtuunun, aladtuun n things one has to get. ahard to get to. Di ku muadtu sa inyu kay aladtuun kaayu, I won't go to your place because it is hard to get to. umaadtuayumaadtu n about to go. kaadtuun a feel s.w. 
	,
	very much like goi
	ng 


	adtu1 short for NIADTU. 2 short for KANIADTU. 3 = KADTU (dialectal).
	2 
	-

	adtut = ADTU (colloquial). 
	adubadu = ADUBAWU. 
	adubawuan meat cooked in salt, vinegar with 
	1
	1
	spices then fried, with (at or liquid leftover. 
	I
	v [A; a] cook adubawu. Atu Zang adubawu-
	a] cook adubu. 

	adul a mentally deficient. Di giyud kasabutang adul bisag unsaug isplikar, No matter how you explain it to the imbecile, he will never understand. 
	*adult n -idyukisyun adult education. t 
	adultiryu n adultery. 
	ad-un = ADONA (dialectal). 
	aduna short form: duna there is, are, will be. 
	Dunay libru sa lamisa, There is a book onthe table. -y [subject] [subject] has. Dunaylibru si Huwan, John has a book. paka-v[A; a] 1 strive to have s. t. Bisag wa kuy kwarta, pakaadunabun giyud aku nimu, Even though I have no money, you want to 
	.,
	.,

	force me to get some. 2 = PAKAADUNA
	-

	HAN. adunahan a wealthy. Usa siya sa mgaadunaban sa amung lungsud, He is one ofthe wealthy people in our town. pakaaduruihan v [A13;a12] pretend to be wealthy, consider to be wealthy. Nagpakaadunaban siya bisag way nahut, He pretends to be
	rich even though he hasn't got a penny. Gipakaadunahan ba aku nimu? Do you think I'm rich? 
	aduptar v [A; a12] adopt a child. t 
	adurnu n decoration. v [A; c] decorate. Nindut kaayu ang kapilya nga giadurnuban ug bulak, The chapel was beautifully decorated with flowers. paN-v [A2] make oneself up, put on s.t. special. Nangadurnu angmga daldga, The girls are getting themselves all fixed up. 
	adwana n customs. t 
	•adya -an a selective, choosy. Adyaan man gud nang baybana; mau nga wa maminyu, 
	That woman is choosy; that is why she did not get married. v [B12) become choosy. adyaks n 1 a brand name for a dish cleanser. 2 prostitute (slang).
	adyas v [A; c] put at a specific setting, ad
	-

	,
	,

	just. Akung adyasun (iadyas) ang pabilu sa 
	suga, I'll adjust the lamp wick. 
	adyinda n agenda. v [A; c] put on the agenda. Iadyinda na sa sunud miting, Put that in the agenda for the next meeting. 
	adyinumuna n brand of monosodium glutamate. v [A; be] cook with Ajinomoto. 
	ag short form: g subject marker for specific or past time subject (dialectal). Ag tawung 
	gibukbuk sa buguy namatay ganiba, The man that was mauled by the ruffian died a while ago. -time substitute for sa.
	bun ning babuy, We'll just make adubawuout of this pork. 
	bun ning babuy, We'll just make adubawuout of this pork. 

	-sa pastPwirting uwanga ag sa iru, My, how that dog barked.
	adu91twu= 
	2 

	KUTIL, n, v1.
	KUTIL, n, v1.
	.


	Łbi n adobe, brieks made of clay. v [A;a12] build s.t. with adobe. 
	adubu n meat fried in salt and vinegar. v [A; 
	ab v [A2; b3] cry out loudly. Miagaabang bata kay giilugan sa iyang dulaan, The
	gaa

	child cried loudly when his toys were 
	ray 
	agaak -a
	ga

	snatched away. agaak = AKAAK.
	•agad -ug, y it would be a good thing if such-and-such were the case. Agad pag magtuun ka imbis magdula, It would be betterfor you to study instead of playing. Agadpa untay nagduktur ka sa kaping magt:abugadu, It would have been nice if you had become a doctor instead of a lawyer. -ngait was good enough as it was before a change took place. Agad siyang natulug, nganu pamang imung gipukaw? He was doing all right sleeping. What did you have to go and wake him up for? 
	•agad -ug, y it would be a good thing if such-and-such were the case. Agad pag magtuun ka imbis magdula, It would be betterfor you to study instead of playing. Agadpa untay nagduktur ka sa kaping magt:abugadu, It would have been nice if you had become a doctor instead of a lawyer. -ngait was good enough as it was before a change took place. Agad siyang natulug, nganu pamang imung gipukaw? He was doing all right sleeping. What did you have to go and wake him up for? 

	ad = ALAGAD. paN-v [A2; b6] for a prospective bridegroom to stay in the girl's place just prior to the marriage ceremony in order to serve the family. Pangagaran usa nimu ang ginikanan arun kauyunan ka nila, You serve the girl's parents so that they will come to like you. -um-n son-inlaw. v [A23S; a12] take as a son-in-law. umagarun n prospective son-in-law. 
	ga

	ad-ada slightly rubbery, but soft to chew. 
	ga
	1 

	,
	,
	Ang alud-ud sa manuk agad-ad kaunun, 
	Chicken cartilage is soft to chew. 

	ad-adv (A] grunt contentedly. Muagadad ang anay ug magpasusu sa iyang mga baktin, A sow grunts when nursing its litter.n prolonged grunt of contentment emitted by pigs. 
	ga
	2 

	ag-ag = ALAG-AG.
	•agagang hi-Iha-v [B1256] hesitate doing 
	s.t. due to indecision or confusion. Nabiagagang siya pagdawat sa rigalu, She hesitated before accepting the present. 
	s.t. due to indecision or confusion. Nabiagagang siya pagdawat sa rigalu, She hesitated before accepting the present. 

	agahad v [A; b6] clear one's throat. Miagabad siya, unya nangluwa, He cleared his throat, then spat. n action of clearing the throat. 
	·

	ak v 1 [A; a12] give the hand to lead or lend support. Aku siyang agakun tapun sa karsada, I'll help him cross the street. 2[A; al2l guide s.o. in moral principles. Ki
	ga

	tang mga bamtung angayang muagak samga batan•un, We older folks should guide the younger generation. -ay = A.GAK. mag-r( ➔), mag-r-n trainer, one who guides others in learning s. t. -1-un( ➔) a weak, to be led when walking. Gulang na tawun si Lulualagakun ug mulakaw, Grandpa is so old that he is to be led when he walks. t 
	tang mga bamtung angayang muagak samga batan•un, We older folks should guide the younger generation. -ay = A.GAK. mag-r( ➔), mag-r-n trainer, one who guides others in learning s. t. -1-un( ➔) a weak, to be led when walking. Gulang na tawun si Lulualagakun ug mulakaw, Grandpa is so old that he is to be led when he walks. t 

	ak-ak v [A) 1 for chickens to make the clucking sound of being disturbed. Miagakak ang manuk kay nasangkilan, The chicken squawked when s.o. touched it. 2 cackle,squawk with laughter. 
	ga

	agalun (from agad) n master, boss. v 1 [A12 
	3S] ·happen to get a master. Nakaagawun akug dagmalan, l happened to work for a cruel master. 2 [A2SN] for animals or possessions to allow only the .owner to make use of it. Nag-agawun kining akung kabdyu, aku ray makakabayu, My. horse is choosy. I'm the only one who can ride on him. paN-v [A2S; b(l)] work for a master. 
	Mangagalun lang kug way laing kapangabuhian, I'll work as a servant if I can't find any other job. Insik ang tyang gipangagawunan, He worked for a Chinese. t 
	agan-an n sand-like pellets which are the droppings of a k.o. wood-boring insect. v[a4b4] be infested with wood-borers. -un (➔) a having agan-an.
	agang 1 exclamation uttered upon experiencing pain. Agang sakita! Ouch, how painful! 2 exclamation of disbelief or disgust. 
	Agang, ikaw na Zang nawnga ang manlangyaw? Tapulan! Humph! The likes of you immigrating? You're too lazy. 
	agang-agang v 1 [A; b(l)] hesitate before doing s.t. Miagang-agang kug palit, mau nga naunban aku, l hesitated before buying, so 
	s.o: got it before me. Dili ku nimu angay nga agang-agangan, You should not hesitate(to ask) me. 2 [AN23; a12] shoulder work, responsibility, and other duties which ought to be done by s.o. else. Dili madyu nga ang mga inaban mauy muagang-agang (mangagang-agang) sa, trabahu sa balay ug dagku na ang mga anak, It'� not good for a mother to do the household chores when her children are big. -un a tending to shouldering work, responsibilities, and the like which should be done by other persons. 
	agap a 1ina great hurry to do s.t. Agap ka ra kaayung misudya niya, yOU were much tooquick to remind him he was wrong. 2 intensely interested in obtaining s.t. Aku ngaagap ug salapi mihatag sa akung _ ldwas,Greedy for money, I surrendered my body. v [A13; a12] 1 make haste to. Agapun nd
	·
	·

	tu pagtabuk una magbalud, Let's makehaste to cross before the waves rise. 2 be after s.t. Nagpabulubuutan uruy na siya kay nag·agqp man ug dulsi, He is pretending to be well-behaved because he is interested in getting candy.
	agapang n k.o. mullet. 
	agara v [A; a2] claim as his owns. t. owned in common with s.o. else or belonging to s.o. else. Hasta ang dk ung tut bras imung agarabun, You want to lay claim to my toothbrush, too? Giagaraban mig yuta sa asindiru, The landowner laid claim to our land. 
	·agaray ouch! Agaray! Bidang_!.sakita nimung 
	, , .
	12 as-agi 
	ga

	mangusi! Ouch! That pinch hurt. v [A]say 'ouch'. 
	mangusi! Ouch! That pinch hurt. v [A]say 'ouch'. 
	agas v [A2S; b6] flow from an opening. Nagagas na ang tubig, There is water now. (Lit. The water is flowing now.) Giagasan angdalan ug gasulina, Gasoline flowed over the street. (+) a leaky. Agas kaayu ang taru, The can is leaky. -ug palad spendthrift(lit. having leaky hands). 
	agaw short form: gaw title for people who are cousins. Ania si Agaw Tidu, Here is Cousin Tido. ig-(+-) n cousin: children of one's parent's sibling or parent's ig-agaw. ig·(�) igtagsa first cousin, children of a parent's siblings. ig-(�) igtagurha second cousin, children of a parent's ig-agaw igtagsa. ig-(�) igtagutlu third cousin, children of a parent's ig--agaw igtagurba. ig-(+-) sa kasingkasing n alover one pretends is his cousin in public. mag·(�), manag-(�) n people who are igagaw with each other. p

	aw v [A, A3S; a] take s.t. away from s.o. 
	ga

	Ayawg agawa ang dulaan sa bata, Don'ttake the toy away from the child. -an(➔) a fond of snatching. Babaying agawag bana, Awoman that is a husband snatcher. rnaN-rn one who snatches. 
	Ayawg agawa ang dulaan sa bata, Don'ttake the toy away from the child. -an(➔) a fond of snatching. Babaying agawag bana, Awoman that is a husband snatcher. rnaN-rn one who snatches. 
	, ,

	awun = AGALUN. 
	ga

	agay ouch! 
	ay v [A2S; b6] flow from a faucet, in a stream. Dili muagay ang tubig kaygisiraduban ang gripu, The water won't flow because the faucet is closed. Nag-agay ang iyang mga Luba, Her tears flowed. 
	ga

	agay-ay= GAN-AN.
	l 
	Ł

	agbat v 1= ABAT , v. 2 [A; ab2] go after s.o.to catch up with him. Dali agbata si Tatay, Quick go catch up with Father. Maagbatan OU can still catch upto him in your grades. 
	pa nimu ang iyang gradu, y
	·

	agbati = AwGBAT1. 
	agbaw = ADGAW. 
	agbay = ALAGBAY. 
	agbun n fine particles of soil or ashes. v 1 [A] fly in fine particles. Ayawg isagudsud ang imung tiil kay muagbun ang abug, Don'tdrag your feet because dust will fly. 2 {B12] turn to dust. Nagkaagbun na ang mga karaang mga papiLis, The old papers are turning into dust. 
	agda v [AN; a12] invite s.o. to do s.t.Miagda 
	(nangagda) ku niya ug pakigkaligu, I invited him to join me in going swimming. Paghulat lag agdahun kag kaun, Just wait until you 're invited to eat. n request, invitation to s.o. to do s.t. alagdahun, agdahunun n one who has to be told to do things. Angalagdahung binatunan maayu dayung iLisan, 
	A servant that needs a special invitation towork should be immediately replaced. 
	agdul = ARUL, v 2. 
	agh written representation of throaty sound produced in uttering a gasp of pain or in clearing the throat. 
	aghad = UGHAD. 
	aghat v 1 [A; a12b2] challengŁs.o. to a fight. 
	Aghatun siya natug sumbagay, Let's challenge him to a fight. 2 [A3P; a12] induce, prompt s.o. to do s.t. Ang kapubri makaagbat (makapaagbat) natu sa pagpangawat, Poverty can drive us to steal. Agbatun tikaw sa pagbasa sa libru, I will urge you to read the book. ma-un a provoking, inviting. 
	Nadapit ku pagduul niya sa maagbatun niyang pahiyum, I was drawn to her by her inviting smile. 
	aghud v [A3; b( 1)] force oneself to bear with a backbreaking task. Nganung nag-agbud ka mag uma nga tigulang ka na man? Why are you breaking your back farming when you are old? 
	aghup a tender inf eelings or treatment. ma-a tender. v [a12] do in a tender way. Giagbupku silag buyag, I scolded them tenderly. aghuy nsupernatural being which does good, 
	I
	I

	does not show itself, and puts itself at the 
	service of a single sorcerer and no other person. He cures sick persons and sorcery victims only through the intercession ofthis sorcerer. He also acts as a spy for the sorcerer. -an n a sorcerer with an agbuy.
	aghuyv [A; ab5] shout over distance to attract attention. Adtua na Lang; ayaw na Lang agbuya (agbuyi), Just go to him; don't shout to call his attention. n a shout over a distance.
	2 

	agi 1 oh my!, expression of surprise.Agi, kadaku anang isdaa! Oh my! How big that fish is! la expression of revulsion to s.t. perceived .!Agi, kangiLngig naadtu! My!how terrible that was! lb expression of 
	. 

	. .
	. .

	objection to s. t. different from what is de
	-

	sired. Agi! Di man na maul My! That is not the one I asked for. le expression of happiness at s. t. found out. Agi, kanindut, kun tinuud, My! How nice, if it's true. 2 expression of sudden pain. Agi! Sakita, Ow! That hurts. 
	agi v [A2S3S; b6) 1 go by, through a place. 
	agid -agis-is 
	Dili ku muagi diba kay naay iru, I wont go that way because there's a dog there. la [A2S; c] for food to be cooked in s.t. Diku makakaug sud-an nga giagi ug mantlka, Ican't eat food that was cooked in fat. 2 fortime to go by. Nakadaug aku sa swipstik sa miaging simana, I won the sweepstakes last week. Sa nag-aging mga bulan, nagkaluya pud siya, As the months went by, he be
	,

	�r:ne steadily weaker. 3 gone.through oneshands, had experience with one. Pila na ka babayi ang niagi kaniya? How many women have gone throug� his hands? Dagban na ang ispisyalista nga miagi kaniya, Manyspecialists have examined her. 4 have experienced s.t. Nakaagi na ku SP pagpamutsatsu, I have already experienced being a servant. S [A23] for a writing instrument to work. Di na mudgi ning bulpina, This ballpoint pen doesn't write any more. n 1 pathtraversed. Mihalik siya sa iyang agi, He retraced his
	,

	,
	,

	of the saw. Agi sa lapis, The imprint of 
	,
	,

	the pencil. Agi sa makina, Stitches of 
	,
	,

	the sewing machine.Agi sa bunal, Weltsmade by a whip. Agi sa daru, Furrows.3 handwriting. 4 output, work accomplished. Gamay kaayu siyag dgi kay tapulan, He has little output because he's lazy. 6 profits. Daku siyag agi sa pagpabulam, Hemade bigprofits from his usury. 7 transient.A.gi lang ang •iyang kasuk u, His anger will soon pass. 8 -ug; sa by way of, as an expression of. Kining rilu agig bandumanan natu, This watch is by way of remembrance. (-+) v [A; ac] pass by to pick up or leave 
	, 

	s.t. on the way. Agiun tika unya, I'll stop by to pick you up. lagi ang karsunsilyu sa ka Pidru, Bring the shorts to Pedro's on your way. a leaky. Tarung agi, A leaky can. V[B12S6] become leaky. pa· v 1 [A; ac] cause to!_ go in a certain way. Unsaun man natu pagpaagi nga dili mailban? H·ow willwe do it so it won't be .recognized? Angiyang gugma gipaagi nlya sa suwat, He made his love known through letters. n way. Unsay maayung padgi sa paglutug bam-i? Whatis a good way to prepare noodles? pina-n means. Nab
	ngadtu kay naa may agianan, y

	a means to an end or accomplishment. Kanang hulamhulam ug libru mauy usa ka pasangil, agianan sa panagsulatay nila, Borrow
	·
	·

	ing each other's books was a means for them to write each other. alagian n = AGI.ANAN. a near a place people pass. Ang ilang balay alagian kanang paingun ta sa lungsud, Theirhouse is right on the way when we go to town. -um-r-, ·um-I-n 1 about to pass. 2 of a passing character. Umaagi (umalagi) ra ning ulana, This is just a passing rain. ka-n an event, happening, or experience. Ang sunug usa ka kaagi nga dili malimtan, The conflagration is an unforgettable event. kaaginhun,maaginhun a full of history, eve
	agid = AMGID.
	agigising n temples, hair on the temples. agiik n creak, squeak. v [A; cl] .creak, squeak 
	Nag-agiik ang iyang mga tu.bud, His knees creaked. Ayawg agifka (iagiik) ang sira, Don't let the door creak. 
	agik-ik v [A; b6] laugh, but not openly. Nagagik-ik sila pagpangutut sa maistra, Theysnickered when the teacher broke wind. 
	agil v [AN; bS] shave!hairoff(not!beard). Ugmangagil (mangagil) ka sa babuy ayawg samari ang panit, When you shave the pig, d@ not damage the skin. Ayaw ug agila (agili) ang patilya, Don't shave the sideburns. nrazor. ig-1�) n razor to shave pig bristle. 
	agila n eagle. 
	agimud v [AN; cl] stick out the lips in pouting or in displeasure. Muagimud (mangagimud) man Zang ug atung suguun, He justpuckers his lips when we ask him to run anerrand.
	•aginaldu misa di-= MISA DIGALYU. 
	agingay n k.o. tall hairy grass of open fields used as forage. 
	aginsud = AGINUD. 
	aginud v [A2S; a] 1 move dragging s. t. on the ground. Nag-aginud ang bak ul pa dung sa simbahan, The cripple dragged himself to the church. 2 move forward slowly but steadily. Miaginud ang barku pagsulud sa dunggudnan, The boat slowly movedintothe dock. n slow, dragging move1nent. Aginud sa balas, The creeping of a snake. Angaginud sa mga uras, The slow passing of the hours.
	•

	n piece of wood with a glowing or burnŁing tip. 
	agip_u
	1 

	agiri 1 ouch! 2 exclamation of jubilation. 
	agis-is n white scales on skin of the type which develop when the skin is dry. v [B6; a4] develop whitish scales on skin. Muagis-is(maagis-is, agis-isun) ang {yang bagtak, Herlegs develop whitish scales. 
	-agriSI'ba 
	agit-it

	1 
	1 

	agit-it n squeaking strident sound made bytwo �urfaces rubbing against each other. v[B] squeak stridently, become squeaky. Kasdba sad ining sirdha, muagit-it (nag-agit-it) man, How noisy this door is! It squeaks.
	agit-itn 1 white streaks of dirt or dried up perspiration. 2 dirt that sticks to things or the skin. v [a4b4] be begrimed with agit-it.Giagit-itan (giagit-it) ang imung liug, Yourneck is streaked with dirt. -un(-+) a coveredwith agit-it.
	2 

	agirung a burnt to charcoal. v [82; cl] get burnt to become charcoal. Miagitung (naagitung) ang mais nga dkung gisugba, I broiled the corn on the cob until it turned to charcoal. (➔) n fire kept burning low over a long period of time so that it won't have tobe rekindled. 
	agiw nfine, white ashes. v [AB2; al 2) burn towhite ashes, cause to burn to ashes. Muagiw(maagiw) na gani nang uling tayhupi, Whenthe charcoal turns to ashes, blow some of them away. Mag-agiw kug tabaku nga itambal, I'll make some tobacco ashes to use as medicine. pa-v 1 [A; cl] let s.t. turn into ashes. Ayaw ipaagiw (paagiwa) ang uiing,Don't let the charcoal burn to ashes. 2 [A;ac] have s.o. make ashes. -I-an, -anan n ash tray.
	agkut = HAGKUT. 
	aglidulsi = LIMUNSITU. 
	aglipay, aglipayanu n member of the Aglipayan religious sect. v [Bl] become an Aglipayan.
	agmang n k.o. eel. 
	agmud n grunting, snorting noises. v [AN; c 1]
	,
	,
	grunt, snort. Igu Zang siyang miagmud
	(nangagmud) sa akung pagpananghid, He
	just grunted when I asked his permission. 

	agngan n = ADNGAN. 
	agni v [A; a12] urge s.o. to do s.t. Giagnisiya sa pagpauli sa asawa, He was urged to return to his wife. 
	agnus n holy charm or relic affixed to the body to ward off evil. v [Al; b] wear an agnus. 
	agpan = ADPAN. 
	agpang n a thin piece of bamboo, three or four inches in length used to set the size ofthe hole in weaving fish nets. 
	agpas v [A; a12b2] 1 go after s.o. to catch up with him. Agpasa, kay wa tu siya kabayad, Go after him. He hasn't paid. 2 meet a seller's offer. Di pud ku muagpas ug baynti anang sapatusa, I would not even give youtwenty for those shoes. 3 catch up in time. Di na naku maagpas ang trabahu, taudtaud na kung naabsin, I can't catch up with the 
	work. I've been absent too long. 4 be after,interested in obtaining s.t. Kwarta lay iyanggiagpas, All she's after is money. S [Al2;. Wa siya kaagpas sa lisu, He didn't catch the joke. b know the cause or defect. Wa ku kaagpas unsay dipikre out what is wrong with this motorcycle. 6 [AN; c]think of s.t. to say. Wala nay ikapangagpas(ikaagpas) ang dalaga sa pagpamalibad, Thegirl co�ld think of no more excuses for refusing him. n highest price offered in buying s.t. Pila man giyuy agpas mu? What is the highe
	b5] a catch a meani
	ng
	tu ining mutura, I can't fi
	gu

	c] say s. t. additional as an afterthought. Mipaagpas siyag tu.gun sa paglakaw naku, Hecalled after me to ask me to do s.t. for him as I was leaving. paN-v [A) 1 go after s.t. andtake advantage of it in time. Mangagpasta sa higayun samtang baratu pa, Let's take advantage of the opportunity while it is still re s. t. out. May nangagpas ngalain siyag tuyu, S.o. figured out that he had evil intentions. n 1 interpretation of a situation. 2 a second planting to replace seedsthat did not do well. Namatay ang ub
	cheap. 2 fi
	gu

	agrabiyar v [A2] have a complaint about treatment. Makaagrabiyar ka pa uruy nga nakabintaha ka man, You claim you're being treated unfairly, though before, you had the advantage. 
	agrabyadu a 1 taking offense. Agrabyadu ku sa imung gisulti, l feel offended at what you said. 2 having a grievance, reason for complaint.
	agrabyu v [A2; a2b3) have a complaint about a treatment. Ayaw agrabyuha ning akung gibuhat, Don't complain about what I did. n s. t. which gives rise to grievances. 
	Ang agrabyu sa mga Pilipinu gikan sa mgaKatsi/a wala na maagwanta, The Filipinos could no longer endure their grievancesagainst the Spaniards. 
	agri, agridulsi = LIMUNSITU. 
	. , ,
	. , ,

	agr1gawu = ABRIGAWU. 
	agrikultura n agriculture. agrikulturista n agriculturist. v [B156] bean agriculturist.agriminsur n land surveyor. v [8156) be aland surveyor. 
	· 

	agrisib = AGRISIBA. AGRISIBU. 
	agrisiba a 1 = AGRISIBU, (female). 2 aggressive, eager for sex. Agrisiba kunu ang mga mistisa, They say the mestiza girls are sexually aggresive. v (812) be sexually aggressive. 
	agrisibu -agunguy 15 
	. 

	agriSI1>u a aggressive. v [B 1 ;b] be aggressive.-in· a in an aggressive manner. v [Al 3; al2] do s.t. aggressively. Inagrisibubun natu pagaplay ang trabahu, Let's be aggressive in our application for the job. 
	agsa v [A; bS] work on s.t. and be paid with half of product. Muagsa ku sa imung tikug kay wa kuy puhunan, l will work with your material for half the output, as I have none of my own. 
	•1D= IGTAGSA. see AGAW. 
	2 

	agsing v [A; b2] for a missile to graze s.o. Igulang nakaagsing ang bala sa lyang agtang, The bullet just grazed his fore head. 
	agta n 1 supernatural man of dark complexion and extraordinary size, said to inhabit trees, cliffs, or empty houses. He is said to play practical jokes on people, kidnap them. He has a large cigar in his mouth. 2name occasionally given to Negritoes. 
	agtang n 1 forehead. 2 region just above the genitalia (humorous metaphorical). v (➔)[A;a12] hit at the forehead. Agtangun tika run, I will hit you on the forehead. -un a having a prominent forehead. 
	agti v [BN) 1 become very dark due to heat. Miagti (nangagti') /yang nawung sa lnit, Hisface has become black because of the sun. 2 be dry and brittle. Ning-agti ang kahuy, The wood became dry and brittle. 
	agu exclamation of woe or pain:ouch! Agu!Kalisud sa way inahan, Woe, how difficult it is to have no mother. v [A2] exclaim 
	I 
	I 

	married because I made use of your labor (while you were single). pa-v [A12) cause 
	A. abbreviation for Agustu, August.
	gu

	a= AGULU. 
	gu 

	abhub n hollow thudding sound. v [A] rebhub ang platapurma nga ilang gisayawan ug tiniil, The platform they were dancing onin their bare feet resounded with a thuddingsound.
	gu
	sound with hollow thudding sound. Mia
	gu

	agub-uba crunchy and hard to chew, like hardtack. Agub·ub kaunun ting sinangag pasi, Fried corn grains are crunchy to eat. v [A4] make crunchy sound. 
	1 

	ab-ubn mold. v [A123P;a4b4) be moldy. Giagub-ub (giagub-uban) ang surisu nga dugayng gitaguan, The sausages have become moldy because they were kept too long. 
	gu
	2 

	agud = ARUN(dialectal).
	aguha n 1 big sewing needle for sewing up sacks. 2 name given to any large needle orsafety pin. 
	1

	aguhilya n 1 U-shaped hairpin. 2 a small needle bier than the _ordinary sewing needle, but smaller than the aguba. 3 hypodermic needle. v 1 [A; a) use an aguhilya. Aguhil
	aguhilya n 1 U-shaped hairpin. 2 a small needle bier than the _ordinary sewing needle, but smaller than the aguba. 3 hypodermic needle. v 1 [A; a) use an aguhilya. Aguhil
	gg
	-

	yaun Zang ni nttung gisi sa saku, Let's sew the sack with a large needle. Ug dlli ka mukaun, maaguhilyaan ka sa duktur, If yourefuseto eat, the doctor will have to use his needle on you. 2 [al 2] make an agubilya.
	i
	·


	aguhu n Australian pine: Casuarina equistifolia. Lumber and ornamental tree. The rootsand bark have medicinal uses. Young specimens are used as Christmas trees. 
	aguk-uk v [A; h3] laugh vigorously in suppressed orstifled laughter. M uaguk-uk giyud kug katawa kun mahinumdum ku, l breakinto suppressed laughter when I think about it. n vigorous but suppressed laughter. n
	k.o. grunt: Pomadasys basta. 
	agukuy see ALAGUKUY.
	agul a with the hair completely shaved off. v = AGIL.
	agulang see GULANG.
	agulu v [A2S] groan, moan. Nganung nagagulu man ka, may sakit ka ba sa tiyan? 
	Why are you groaning? Do you have a stomach ache? n groan.
	am = LAGUM. 
	gu

	a.m v [B1256; b4(1)] 1 undergo a bitter or painful experience. Naagum sa dakung kapildihan ang lungsud adtung bagyuha, The town suffered a great loss in that storm. 2· get full use out of some benefit s.o. bestows on one. Makaminyu ka na kay naam na ku sa imung kabudlay, I allow you to get 
	gu
	gu

	one to learn a lesson. Ang dakung pildi nakapaagum nak u, Losing a large amount taught me a lesson. hi-/ha-= AGUM. ka-an n bitter experience. 
	amaa n chub or striped mackerel: R.astrel
	gu

	liger sp. 
	agumud v [A2; c] grunt. Nag-agumud ang babuy nga naglunang, The pig was grunting as he wallowed in the mud. 
	-

	am-um n k.o. large dove. ang n gong. v [A; a] sound a gong.agungal n corn cob. 
	gu
	gu

	ang-ungn loud sound thatreverberates. v [AB46) reverberate, make s.t. reverberate. Muang-ung na gani ang ayruplanu, When the roar of the airplane resounds. 
	gu
	1 
	. 
	gu

	agung-ungv [A; b3) whine in a somewhat suppressed way, as in pain. Nakaagung-ungsa kasak it ang iru nga gibunalan, The dog 
	2 

	· he whipped whined in pain. aguny n prolonged wail of grief or pain,
	gu

	any wailing-like sound. Agunguy sa ambulansiya, The wail of the ambulance. v [A;b3) wail. Di man angayang agunguyan nang 
	aguniyas -agwada 
	samara, That wound is nothing to wail about.
	samara, That wound is nothing to wail about.

	aguniyas n death knell at a funeral;also the knell on Good Friday to indicate the hour of Christ's death. v [A; b6] sound the death knell. 
	aguntu -o (A] emit a short grunt when hit in the pit of the stomach or when exerting an effort. Miaguntu siya dibang naigu sa kutukutu, He groaned when he was hit in the pit of the stomach. n short grunt. 
	aup n mildew, mold. v [a4b4] get mildewed, moldy. Ayawg paumgi ang imung dintru arun dili agup-upun, Don't let your shirt get moist so that it won't get mildewed. 
	gup-

	Giagup-up (giagup-upan) na ang sud-ang bikalimtan, The food they forgot about got all moldy. -un( ➔) a mildewy, moldy. 
	Giagup-up (giagup-upan) na ang sud-ang bikalimtan, The food they forgot about got all moldy. -un( ➔) a mildewy, moldy. 

	aguruy ouch! Aguruy, nganung namaak man ka? Ouch! Why did you bite me? v (A]cry 'ouch'. 
	agus v [A2S] ooze, flow out slowly. Mias ang nana, The pus oozed out. 
	gu

	agusahis n k.o. shrub or small tree. The leaves have rough upper surface and are used as sandpaper: Ficus odorata and ulmifolia. v [A13; h(l)] sand s.t. with agusabis leaves.
	Agustu n August. v see ABRIL. 
	agus-us n 1delicacy made of cornstarch mixed with sugar, water, and sometimes other ingredients made into cylindrical rolls with banana leaves and broiled. 2 delicacy madeof sweet potatoes and pork wrapped in coconut leaves. v [AC12; a2] make agus-us.aguta 1 simple-minded. Dali mutuu ang agut, The simple-minded fool believes anything you tell him. 2 slow, stunted in growth. 
	Agut ka man. Hilabwan na man Zang ka sa imung mangbud, You are stunted. Your little brother is taller than you are. v 1 [B; a)be ignorant, simple-minded. Makaat man diay ning mag-istar ug bukid, Staying in the mountains makes you simple-minded. 2 bestunted in growth. -un a of a stunted or simple-minded sort. Agutun mig kaliwat, We are a family of short people.
	Agut ka man. Hilabwan na man Zang ka sa imung mangbud, You are stunted. Your little brother is taller than you are. v 1 [B; a)be ignorant, simple-minded. Makaat man diay ning mag-istar ug bukid, Staying in the mountains makes you simple-minded. 2 bestunted in growth. -un a of a stunted or simple-minded sort. Agutun mig kaliwat, We are a family of short people.
	gu


	agut a gritty. Agut ang ginamus sa bas, Thefish paste is gritty with sand. v [B; b] become gritty.
	agutay n k.o. wild banana, producing 2" long seedy fruit with a yellowish peel and sweet-orange meatwhen ripe. 
	.

	aguting n l k.o. tobacco blight which makesthe leaves turn whitish and curl up when they are dried. 2 k.o. banana blight which forms spots and makes the meat hard and inedible. v [a4] be affected with aguting. 
	agutiut n squeaking, creaking sound produced 
	agutiut n squeaking, creaking sound produced 
	by two surfaces rubbing against each other. v [A] for surfaces to squeak, creak. Muagutiut man ning akung sapatus, My shoessqueak.

	agutnga v [A; b6) emit a somewhat prolonged grunt as when one is lifting a heavy load or has suffered pain. Miagutnga siya sa kabug-at sa iyang gipas-an, He groaned under the load he was carrying. n grunt.
	agut-utn squeaking sound like that made by chewing on meat. v [A) make a squeaking sound. 
	1 

	agut-uta stunted in growth. v [B; a] bestunted in growth. Nagkaagut-ut ang mga tanum kay kulang na sa tambuk ang yuta, The plants are coming out stunted because the soil is infertile. 
	2 

	agut-utAa painful in a throbbing, gnawing way. v [B46; b4] be throbbingly painful. Nag-agut-ut ang akung hubag, My boil is giving me a gnawing pain. M uhilak k u ug agut-utan ku sa akung upirasyun, I cry ifthe wound from my operation gnaws painfully.
	3 

	aguut a for s. t. soft or smooth to have a sandy, gritty texture because of improper cooking or some hard materials mixed in with it. Aguut pa kaayu ning kan-un, pataudtauri pa, This rice is still hard in the center. Leave it on a little longer. v [B; b6] be gritty. Nag-aguut ang ginamus sa balas, Thefish paste is gritty because of the sand. 
	aguy 1 ouch! Aguy, sakita! Nasuyuran kus buyug, Ouch! It hurts. I was stung by a wasp! 2 particle expre�ing pleasant surprise. Aguy! Duna diay kuy bag-ung sapatus. Yipee! I have a new pair of shoes! v [A) shout ay. 
	gu

	aguyangyangn a k.o. poisonous field spiderwith a red tip at the abdomen. 
	1 

	aguyangyangn k.o. wild annual vine that bears small, poisonous beans which are hardand red with a black tip. The beans are used ornamentally and medicinally!: Abrus precatonus. 
	2 

	agwa nperfume, lotion. -bindita n holy water. v 1 [A; b6] apply perfume to s.o. 2[A12] get perfume. paN-v [A2) use perfume. Humut ka da. Nangagwa ka ba? Yousmell nice. Are you using perfume? agwahan n perfume atomizer. -uksinada n hydrogen peroxide. 
	agwada v [A; a2] fetch water. AgwadahanZang tikag tubig, I'll fetch water for you. paN-v [A2] fetch water for a fee. n the occupation of fetching water. Makasapi pud s�yag diyutay sa pangagwada, He can earn a little money in fetching water. t 
	agwadu -ahinti 
	agwadu awatery, of a thin mixture. Pagkaagwadu sa imung tsukulati, mu rag binugas, 
	How watery your chocolate is. It is_ likedishwater. v [A; a12] make a thin mixture.t 
	How watery your chocolate is. It is_ likedishwater. v [A; a12] make a thin mixture.t 

	agwadur n water vendor. v lB 1 S6] be a water vendor. 
	agwanta v 1 [A; al2] endure, put up with. 
	Walay pawntinping muagwanta anang imungginawian, No pen can last the way you are using it. Di kung kaagwanta niya, I cannot stand her. Agwantabun lang natu ang kagutum, We'll just endure our hunger. 2 [A;bS) put up with. Bisag bagibian ang asawa,agwantaban (agwantabun) ku na Lang, Mywife is a shrew, but I'll just put up with her. -nga how very. Agwantang lisura, My!How difficult it "is! -muy Can you imagine! Agwanta mu bay mupalit ug kadilak mukas dayun! Can you imagine? Hebought a Cadillac for cash! -du,
	Walay pawntinping muagwanta anang imungginawian, No pen can last the way you are using it. Di kung kaagwanta niya, I cannot stand her. Agwantabun lang natu ang kagutum, We'll just endure our hunger. 2 [A;bS) put up with. Bisag bagibian ang asawa,agwantaban (agwantabun) ku na Lang, Mywife is a shrew, but I'll just put up with her. -nga how very. Agwantang lisura, My!How difficult it "is! -muy Can you imagine! Agwanta mu bay mupalit ug kadilak mukas dayun! Can you imagine? Hebought a Cadillac for cash! -du,

	agwardiyinti rt refined alcohol, usually used 
	in making liquor. 
	in making liquor. 

	agwas n public water system. A mung tu.big gikan sa agwas, Our water comes from the pubJjc supply. -putablis = AGWAS.
	agwasil n =ALGUWASIL. 
	agwasun n k.o. large poisonous snake, black on the back and yellow-bellied. 
	ahparticle expressing rejection or denial. Ab!
	Dili kana mabimu, Oh! That's impossible. Ab, di ku. Kapuy, Oh, I don't want to. It'stoo much like work. 
	Dili kana mabimu, Oh! That's impossible. Ab, di ku. Kapuy, Oh, I don't want to. It'stoo much like work. 

	aha aha! Aha! Nasakpan ka na giyud, Aha!
	At last I've caught you! 
	At last I've caught you! 

	ahaan n k.o. blue-lined snapper: Lutianus rivulatus.
	a.hag v [A; a] 1 sift fine particles from coarser ones. Aban ku ang ginaling kap•i, I'llsift the ground coffee. 2 shake the remaining grains out of rice straw. Abaga ang ubut, Shake out the straw. 3 choose the best or biggest from a group. Ikaw bay muabag sa maayung klasing isda, yOU choose the best fish. -an n sifter for milled corn. 
	gu 

	ahak a crazy ( used only in exclamations). Abaka sad nimu uy! You're nuts! v [a.4] be crazy. Gipabayad kag singku? Giabak, Shemade you pay five pesos? Is she out of hermind? Wa ku nimu sugta. Abakun ka pa unta, You don't accept me? I hope you go mad.
	ahas v [A; a) 1 haul in a fishing net. Abasunni.6urik ug sayu ang iyang puk ut, Doric will haul in his net early. 2 get s.t. from s.t. Watay maabas ug mangasawa tag way kanghu, 
	There's no profit in marrying a poor wo
	man.
	a�sv [Al2; cl] separate husked from unhusked rice. A hasa (iabas) pag-alig-ig ang gilubuk, Separate the husked from the unhusked rice by shaking it. 
	2 

	ahat a 1 done before the proŁer time. Abat nga kamatayun, Premature Łeath. 2 forced.Abat nga pabiyum, A forced smile. Ahatnga pagkaminyu, Forced marriage. v 1[A23] do s.t. suddenly and unexpectedly. 
	Giunsa man nimu tung bata nga miabat mag bilak? What did you do to the child that it 
	�ied suddenly? 2 [B3(1); a12] a do s. t. before the proper time. Kinsa may nag-abat ugpupu sa mangga? Who picked the mango prematurely? Naabat siyag pagkabut-an pagkamatay sa iyang amaban, He had to become a grown-up before his time, when his father died. b do s. t. at an inopportunetime. Nakaahat Zang kug katawa. Nangutut man gud ka! I couldn't help laughing. Youbroke wind! 3 be forced into doing s.t. by circumstances. Miabat kug buwam ug kwarta, I was forced to borrow money: athanay v [C3] force each ot
	ahaw a lacking entirely. Abaw sa tanum ang yuta nga palanas, The rocky area is bare of plants. Abaw ang bata sa pagpangga sa inaban, The child lacks a mother's love. n vegetable cooked with no meat or other condiments except, perhaps; tomatoes, onions, and salt. v 1 [Bl; b6] be empty, lacking. 
	Nag-abaw ang akung kinabuhi sukad aku papbaa sa trababu, My life has been empty ever since I was fired. Giahciwan!. ak u sa imung pangatarungan, I consider your reasoning to be empty. 2 [Al 3; a] cook vegetables plain. Ahawun ku ang utan, I will cook the vegetables plain. t 
	ahay exclamation expressing utter tiredness or frustration. Abay, kapait ning walay gi. nikanan, My! How bitter it is not to have 
	parents.
	ahidris n chess set. v [AC3; c3] play chess.-an(➔) n chessboard. 
	ahinghu n tiny shrub grown in flower pots, not native to the Visayas: Crossostepbiumcbinense.
	ahinsiya r, 1 pawnshop. 2 agency. A_hinsiya sa trababu, Employment agency. v![A13]open up a pawnshop. 
	·
	· 

	ahinti n agent, one who sells on commission. 
	Niay abinti sa sabun, There's a man selling soap here. v [BN56; b6] be a salesman on commission. Abintiban ku ning imung yuta, I'll be your agent in selling the land. -sa babuy one with an AB (humorous). 
	ahitu -aktibidadis 
	ahitu n marigold.
	ahitu n marigold.
	ahu = A.KU; see AKU. idyaidya ahuahu see IDYAIDYA.

	ahug v (AC; ac] mix s. t. moist or wŁt with 
	s.t. dry. Nag-ahug ang gatas ug barina, Theflour and the milk are mixed together. (➔)n mixture. Gcitas, harina, kamay. Hustu giyud nang ahug, Milk, flour, sugar are justthe right mixture. 
	s.t. dry. Nag-ahug ang gatas ug barina, Theflour and the milk are mixed together. (➔)n mixture. Gcitas, harina, kamay. Hustu giyud nang ahug, Milk, flour, sugar are justthe right mixture. 

	ahus n garlic. ( ➔) v [c] season with garlic. Diba nimu ahusan ang tinulang isda? Are you not going to season the stewed fish with garlic? -an(➔) n garlic patch. ahus-ahus n = AWRURA. ahus-ahus n ornamental vine with purple flowers which smells somewhat like garlic. -nga purl n k.o. ornamental bulb with white flowers. 
	2

	ak word used in writing to represent the sound of a blow. 
	akaak v [A] make a cracking sound, loud creaking sound. Miakaak ang pultahan sa pag-abri namu, The door creaked (went aak) when we opened it. 
	akab = ABHAK. 
	akadirniya n academy. 
	ak-ak v [A; a2] peel, rip off, usually s.t. not flexible. lkaw bay muak-ak sa panit sa kahuy? Will you strip the bark off the tree? Naak-ak ang lapalapa sa akung sapatus, Thesole of my shoe came off. 
	akal a bulging and bulky in the pocket or pocketbook. v (B] be bulgy. Nag-aka/ ang iyang bulsa sp batu, His pocket was bulging with rocks. 
	akasya n monkey-pod tree, a large tree extensively planted as shade tree and producing excellent lumber: Samanea saman. akasyahan n acacia tree stand. 
	akata, akatar v [A; b5] look after, take care of. Kinsa may muakatar sa tigulang ug muuban ku nimu? Who will look after the old man if I go with you? Ang tawung kasamuk ray akatahan (akatahun) di' giyud mubangtud, A man that has nothing to do except look for trouble will not live long. 
	akawntant n accountant. v [B16] be an accountant.
	akba v 1 [B3(1); c] lean on the chest with the arms hanging over the edge. Nag-akba siya sa pasamanu samtang nagtambu sa silung, She was leaning over the bannister as she looked downstairs. 2 [A; clP] carry s.o. with his chest just below or against the shoulder. Iakba (akbaba, ipaakba) ang bata arun manug-ab, Pick up the child with his chest facing you to burp him. 
	akbay = ALAGBAY. 
	akbu v [A; a] lean on the lower arms. Nag-
	akbu siya sa bintana, She's in the window leaning on her arms. Ayaw ug akbui nangbalabag, Don't lean on that rail. -anan nrail over which one usually leans. Ak buanan sa kumpisyunaryu, Confessional rail. 
	akhab = ABHAK. 
	,
	,

	akin = NAKJNNAKIN.
	akip v [B6; cl] be included, include!.oneself in s.t. Ang batang mag-akip ug sulti sa dagku way batasan, A child who joins in an adults' conversation is ill-mannered. Kinsaynakaakip ug kuha sa akung papilis? Who accidentally took my papers along with his?akip-akipun a tending to include oneself in on things. 
	aklas v [A; a2] go on strike. Ug dili ta tugtan, aklasun natu, If our demands are not met, we'll strike. Giaklasan angkumpaniya, Theywent on strike against the company. nstrike of workers. 
	akmu!= AKBU.
	akni n acne.
	aknit v [A; a2] peel s.t. flexible off in such a way that it does not get torn. Aknita ang silyu, Peel the stamps off carefully. 
	aksi v [A; a] tear off flexible material attached or pasted to s. t. Wa niya aks,a ang pabibalu nga gitaput sa bungbung, He didn't rip off the poster pasted on the wall. 
	aksidinti n 1 accident. 2 accident, happenstance. Aksidinti lang nga nagk{ta mi, Wejust met by accident. v [B1261 have an accident. Naaksidinti si Pidru, Pedro had an accident.
	aksidu n acid, usually hydrochloric acid. v 
	[A] put acid. Aksiduban nimug diyutay ang batiriya, Put a little acid in the battery. ka(+-) v (A13] get covered with acid. 
	aksintu n accent, mark. v [A3; b6) put an accent, mark. 
	aksiyun n•1 action, movement. 2 interest or part owned in a business. May aksiyun siya sa Manila Iliktrik, He has part interest in the Manila Electric Company. Usa Jang kaaksiyun sa swipst�, One share of a lottery ticket. v [A2; b] make a move to, show signs of doing s.t. Wa makaaksiyun ug pamulak ang tanum, The plants haven't shown any signs of flowering yet. Giaksiyunart ku siyag patid, l made a move to kick him. -ista n one who has an interest or share in a business.
	aksul n axle. v [Al 3; a] make into, supply with an axle. Giaksulan niya ang karumatag kabuy, He put a wooden axle on the cart.
	akta n minutes of a business meeting. aktibidadis n activities. 
	aktihista -akuh 
	aktihista n political activist. 
	aktfhu a active, energetic. Aktibu ka4yu ang 
	·
	·
	inyung mga bata, Your children are veryactive. Aktibung mimbru, An active member. Bulkan nga aktibu, An active volcano. lngridiyinting aktibu, An active ingredient. v[B2;b6] get to be active. 

	akting n 1 acting, functioning in a temporary capacity. 2 way of acting. Layhan ku sa akting ni Gluriya Rumiru, I like Gloria Romero's acting. 
	aktitud n attitude. Ang aktitud sa mga tawu babin sa prisidinti, The people's attitude towards the president. 
	aktris n actress. v [B156) be an actress. -1-un (� a having the looks or character of an actress.Musalir sa pilikula si Tirya kay alaktrisun ug hitsura, Terry will do well in thefilm because she has the appearance of an actress. 
	aktu n 1 the act of doing s.t. Ang tanang mgaaktu sa simbahan pagabayran na, You have to pay for every church ceremony _now.Nasakpan siya sa aktu, He was caught inthe act. la acts in the church. Aktu sa pagbasul, kuntrisiyun, Act of Contrition. 2the time that s.t. happens. Sa aksidinti tulu ang namatay sa ak tu, In the acci4ent three died on the spot. Ang tawu nga naa sa aktu sa kamatayun dili mamakak, A man does not_ lie when he is at the point of death. 3acts of a legislative body. 4 acts of a drama. v 1 
	aktur n actor on stage or screen. v [Bl S6] be an actor. -1-un(�) a be like an actor. -kantur n actor-singer.
	·

	aktuwal n sa -1 at the very moment. Sa aktuwal na giyud siya midagan, gitiruhan dayun, The very moment he made to runaway, he was shot. 2 iri person, in real life. Sa aktuwal batan-un pa kay sa litratu, He is younger looking in real life than in his picture. Isturiy,a Zang na. Dili sa aktuwal, It'sjust a story, not real. 
	· 

	aku I, me. Aku lang, Let me do it. Shortform: ku. Adtu na ku (aku), I'm going now. ay-nimu expression of helpless frustration at s.o.'s incompetence. Ay ku nimu, undu. Mag-unsa man Zang ka ug wa na ku, MyGod, sonŁ What wi,ll you do when I am not around any more_! tikuaku a always say 'aku'. Tig-akuaku ka man bŁsag dili ka ka
	g-a
	-

	mau, You don't know how, but you keep 
	sayin'lemme'. aku 1 prepŁsed gen.: me,
	Ł 

	my. Akung anak, My child. Akung gibasa, I 
	,
	,

	read it. 2 be mine. Aku na, That is mineŁ
	Unsa may aku niana? What do I get out of 
	Unsa may aku niana? What do I get out of 

	that? v [B1256] become mine. Maaku ka 
	na giyud, At last you will be mine. -na 
	na giyud, At last you will be mine. -na 
	I

	May I have to keep? Aku!na nang kindi, ha?
	May I have that candy? Ang -gud 1 what worries me. Ang aku gud ug di siya kaanbi, What worries me is if he can't come. 2 all Iam concerned with, interested· in. Angakugud nga makatinir kug pruyba, All I care about is that I can have proof.-niaakuakuun a tending to want things for oneself. aku� mine as opposed to ot;her things that are not. Akua na, That one (as opposedto theothers) is mine. kanaku dat.: me. Iha.tag kanaku, Give it to me. Nagtan-aw siya kanak u,He was looking at me. ku 1 nom. (short for aku
	i
	. 

	ku kaakug tan-aw nimu, I cannot stand to 
	·
	·
	look at you. 2 = PAN-. paN-v 1 [A2] have
	· 
	nerve to do s.t. Wala giyud ku makapanga

	ku (makaaku) sa pagbuyag kang Mariya,. I
	couldn't gather the nerve to admonishMa
	couldn't gather the nerve to admonishMa
	-


	ria. 2 [A2; hS] do s.t. on one's own respon
	sibility. Dili ku mangaku sa pagpaandar sa
	makina, Iwill not take it on myself to start 
	the engine. Nganung gipangakuban (gipa
	the engine. Nganung gipangakuban (gipa
	ngaku) man "!imu nag istrungkar? Why did 

	you take it on yourself to take that apart? 
	n particular responsibility or task. Daku 
	n particular responsibility or task. Daku 

	kaayung pangaku sa lungsud ang pagtukud 
	sa simbahan, It was a great responsibility 
	.
	.

	which the town undertook .to build the 
	church. kaakuhan, kapangakuhan n respon
	church. kaakuhan, kapangakuhan n respon
	sibility. Kaakuhan (kapangakuhan) sa usa

	ka amahan, A father's responsibility. aku
	akuhan, maakuakuhan, manggiakuakuhan a 
	·
	·

	tending to take things on oneself oneshould 
	not. Akuakuhan kaayu siya manlisu sa twir.,
	not. Akuakuhan kaayu siya manlisu sa twir.,

	ka, He likes to take it on himself to mess 
	around with the screws. v [B12) get to be 
	·
	·

	so that one takes onthings one should not. akuh v [AC; ac] fit sŁt. over s.t. else face to face so that the edges meet, or the edge of thecover overlaps the edges of the thing ·
	· 
	· 
	covered. Kinsa may nag-akub sa nigu sa ta

	big? · Who covered the clothes basket with 
	a winnowing tray? Ang duha ka bagaw sa 
	imbaw nag-akub, The two shelfs-of the 
	imbaw nag-akub, The two shelfs-of the 
	. 

	clam fit together precisely. Akuba ang du
	-


	akud-alagad 
	l 

	ha ka papil, Lay the two papers face to facewith the edges even. Akbi ang pawntinpin, Put the top on the fountain pen. (.,_) n things that fit against each other with the outer edges matching. Duba ka akub ang ilang kik, Their cake has two layers. 
	ha ka papil, Lay the two papers face to facewith the edges even. Akbi ang pawntinpin, Put the top on the fountain pen. (.,_) n things that fit against each other with the outer edges matching. Duba ka akub ang ilang kik, Their cake has two layers. 
	akud a for the chest to be tight or heart to 
	1 
	1 
	, 

	,

	be heaving. Nagsubsub ang akud sa ,yang
	dughan. Gibubak na sad, Her wheezing fitsin her chest intensified. She was having another asthma attack. 
	akudv [AB126; b5] disable, be disabled. 
	2 

	Naakud ang tawu nga naba.lian sa paa, The man who broke his thigh became crippled. Akurun (akuran) tikaw run yawaa ka, I'lldisable you, you devil. (➔) n cripple.
	akudi v [A; bSc) mind, take care, look after. Maakudi (maakudiban) naku ang tanan kung mga anak bisag wa kuy katabang, lcan take care of all my children even without a helper. Akudiba, akudihig maayu nang imung kabilin, Take good care of your inheritance. 
	akulitu n 1 altar boy, server in a mass. 2 one who is at a person's beck and call and kow-
	,
	tows to him. Asa man na mudaut ni Mar-

	akumplisi n accomplice. 
	akup-akup v [A3; a12] monopolize a job,possession, or enjoyment of s.t. Kinsay layban mutabang nga muakup-akup man siya sa mga trabahuun? Who likes to help whenhe monopolizes all the work? Ayaw akupakupa ang tanang duwaan, Don't monopolize all of the toys. 
	akurdiyun n accordion. v [A] play the accordion. 
	akusadu see AKUSAR. 
	akusar v [A; bScl] accuse. Ayaw ku akusaba 
	(akusabi, iakusar), Don't accuse me. akusadu n one accused, defendant. akusasiyun naccusation. 
	akwaryum n aquarium. akwintans n acquaintance. -parti n get-acquainted party. 
	akyut a acute, critical sickness. v [BJ for asickness to become acute. Naakyut ang iyang apindisaytis, His appendicitis has gotten acute. 
	• ala (not without l) -una 1 one o'clock. 2going once (in auction). Dusintus. Ala una,alas dus, alas tris, sirtu, Two hundred. Going once, going twice, gone. v [B5; b] seeALAS• 
	1

	Ala (not without/) n Allah. 
	ala v [Al3P; c6] avoid engaging in certain activities, esp. eating proscnbed foods. Digani ka mag-ala sa imung pagkaun, di ka giyud mamaayu, If you don't avoid eating proscribed foods, you will never get better. 
	Kining akung balatian mauy nakaala (nakapaala) naku sa pagkaligu sa dcigat, My ailment has kept me from bathing in the sea. walay -not avoiding things, esp. in eating. Wa siyay ala. Mukaun bisag unsa, He's not 
	kus. Akulitu man na siya, He would never choosy. He'll eat anything. paN-(.,_) v 1talk against Marcos. All he is is his yes-man. b] for pregnant women to conceive an in-v [B56] be a server. 
	tense desire for or dislike for s. t. Si I Ii na
	-

	akumpaniing 
	n one who stays with a patient 
	n one who stays with a patient 

	ngcila sa imung ilung, basin pag muliwat ang bat a, Ely has a great liking for your nose. Maybe her baby will get that nose. Manggang hilaw ang iyang gipangalaan, She had an intense cravifor green mangoes. 2 [A] 
	ng 

	be in the early months of pregnancy. Bag-upa siyang nanganak, nangcila na pud, She
	just had a baby, but she's pregnant again. 
	ala v [b) be mistaken for another person. Naalaan ku siyang kawatan, I mistook him fora thief. 
	in a hospital to look after his needs. Kaning katriha para sa akumpaniing, This bedis for the one who stays in the room with 
	in a hospital to look after his needs. Kaning katriha para sa akumpaniing, This bedis for the one who stays in the room with 
	the patient to attend to him. v [B; a] be,become the one who stays with a patient in a hospital to attend to his needs. Giakum
	paniing ku sa cimung silingan nga naaksidinti, l went to the hospital to stay in the roomwith our neighbor that met an accident. 

	akumpaniyamintu n accompaniment in mu
	-

	. 
	. 
	SlC. 

	akumpaniyar v [A; b] 1 accompany s.o. in music. Akumpanyahi aku sa imung sista, 
	Accompany me with your guitar. 2 go with 
	Accompany me with your guitar. 2 go with 
	s.o. Akumpanyahi ku didtu bi, Accompany
	me there. 

	alabadu (not without l) V [AN; cl] say the final prayer in a novena, on any day. Hapit
	na mahuman ang pangadyi' kay nag-alabcidu na, The prayer is about to end because they 
	are offering the final prayer. 
	alabanit = RABANIT.
	alabihid n wild tree in same genus as siriguylas with sour leaves and fruits!: Spondias pinnata. The leaves and fruits are used in stews, and the leaves have medicinal uses. 
	alabutun see ABUT. 
	;ilad n 1 wooden fence, enclosure. 2 pig sty. v [Al; a] enclose in a fence. Alara ning babuya, Put this pig in an enclosure. Alari ang mga tinanum, Put a fence around the plants. 
	alagad v [Al 3; al2) wait for s.o. to do s. t. Muagad lang ku sa inyung bukum, I am guided by your decision. Panabun ray a
	-

	alad -alamag 
	ga

	kung agdun, I will let time decide. ulualad-agad v 1 [A13 ; c 1] put off doing 
	kung agdun, I will let time decide. ulualad-agad v 1 [A13 ; c 1] put off doing 
	d, a
	ga

	ga
	s.t. temporarily until s.t. else happens. Magagad-dgad ku sa pag-abut ni Tatay usa ku mu/akaw, l am waiting for Dad to get here before I go. Iagad-agad (agad-agara) Lang usa ang bayad, Put the payment off awhile. 2 [a12] put off doing s.t. to wait for s.o.
	Agad-agara ku kadiyut arun magkuyug ta, 

	Wait a second for me, so we can go together.ala.d(not without l) n 1 servant, employee. -sa balaud law officer. 2 service rendered. 
	ga

	Mapasa/amatun kami sa alagad sa Krus nga Pula, We are grateful for the services of the Red Cross. v [A; c] 1serve, be a servant or employee. Dili siya laybang mualagad sa pamilya nga dagbag kasira, She doesn't like to serve in a household with lots of boarders. Nag-alagad siya sa byirnu, He works for the government. Dugay k u niyang gia/agaran, ningbiya na Lang ku sa tindaban, Ittook her a long time to wait on me, so I just left the store. 2 attend to, care for. 
	Mapasa/amatun kami sa alagad sa Krus nga Pula, We are grateful for the services of the Red Cross. v [A; c] 1serve, be a servant or employee. Dili siya laybang mualagad sa pamilya nga dagbag kasira, She doesn't like to serve in a household with lots of boarders. Nag-alagad siya sa byirnu, He works for the government. Dugay k u niyang gia/agaran, ningbiya na Lang ku sa tindaban, Ittook her a long time to wait on me, so I just left the store. 2 attend to, care for. 
	gu

	Aku ang mualagad sa bata samtang tua pasa buspital ang inaban, I will take care of the child while the mother is in the hospital kaa)agaran n duty. maalagarun a servingconscientiously. Kanimu maalagarun, Yourfaithful servant. alagdun a requiring intensive care. Alagdung masakitun, Patients who require intensive care. 

	alaag V [A; a] sift. Ag-an ta ni rung buli,Let's sift the buri flour. -1-un(➔) n powdered matter ready for sifting. -an(-+) n a device for sifting. 
	g-
	gu 

	n k.o. small tree of thickets producing soft wood: Leucosyke capitellata. 
	alagaŁi 

	alagaw = ADGAW.
	alagay v [A; b3] groan in pain. Nag-alagaysiya sa kasakit, He groaned in pain. 
	alagbati = ALUGBA TI. 
	alagbay v [AC; c] to put one's arm around 
	s.o. 's shoulders. M iagbay ang ryumabun sa nars, The rheumatic patient put his arm around the nurse's shoulders. Ayaw ku agbayi, Don't put your arm around my shoulder.
	s.o. 's shoulders. M iagbay ang ryumabun sa nars, The rheumatic patient put his arm around the nurse's shoulders. Ayaw ku agbayi, Don't put your arm around my shoulder.

	alagubay = BAGAYBAY.
	alagukuy n k.o. light orange crab living in holes along the shore. It is about an inch across, and one claw is much bigger than the other. 
	alahas (not without l) n jewelry. maN-r-(➔), 
	alahfru n jewelry dealer. alahiru = MANGANGALAHAS. see ALAHAS.alak (not without l) n liquor, strong alcohol
	ic beverage. 
	ic beverage. 

	alakaak n k.o. edible mollusk resembling the chiton, about an inch in length. 
	alakri (not without l)n sealing wax, for package, letters, etc. v [b) seal s.t. with sealingwax.
	alaksiw (not without l) n hard liquor qf the cheapest sort.
	al-al!a adult, full-grown birds. Lisud tudluag 
	1
	1

	sulti ning al-al nga pirik u, It's hard to teach a full-grown parrot to speak. v[B1S] become full-grown. Samtang nagkaal-al ang langgam nagsugud pud ug kapakapa, As the bird was growing up it began to flap its 
	.
	· 

	.
	.

	wings. .
	' 
	' 

	al-afn childish in action, particularly in speech and articulation. Kadak u na nimu. Al-al gibapun kang musulti, How big youare, but you still talk like a child! v [B]become, consider childiŁh. Mugl-al giyud ang bata basta labiban sa parayig, A child will stay immature as long as he is spoiled. 
	2 
	·
	· 

	alalay (not without l) none who helps or supports s.o. in doing s.t. (slang). Di siya mahadluk mamarig/a kay dagban-1!'ag alalay, He is not afraid to maul anybody without provocation because he has plenty of supporters. v [A; b(l)] help s.o. (slang). Alplayan ta ka sa pag-iksplikar, I'll help you explain.
	*a.lam (not without l) ka-n knowledge of some special field; specific know-how. Wakuy kaa/am sa pagpanghilut, I have no expertise in massage. kinaadman n 1 general knowledge. Lalum siyag kinaadman, He is deeply learned. 2 special magical knowledge� ma-a know how to [do]. Maalam siya nga mutukar ug pyanu, He knows how to pl,ay the piano. ma-un, manggi-un, maki.Iiaadma-. nun a wise, knowledgeable. Nabibulung ang mga tigulang sa mak inaadmanun nga tubag ni Hisus, The old men were amazed at J esus' wise answe
	alamag n 1 reflected, luminescent light. Angalamag nga imung makita sa tu.big gikan sa suga sa mga mananagat, The light you see in the water is from the fishermen's lamps. 2 may, wal-(/ not dropped) a be informed, uninformed. Wala siyay alamag sa balaud, He is ignorant of the law. b have awareness of a happening. Pagbisita namu sa uspital wala na siyay alamag, When we visited him in the hospital he had no awareness of his surroundings. v (l usually dropped) 1 [AP2S; b2S] gleam, cause to gleam, usually wi
	ay 
	-

	22 alam-alam -alang-alang 
	of its sharpness. Mialamag ang iyang mata sa tumang kalipay, Her eyes gleamed with joy. Ang mga suga nag-a mag ( nag-amag, nagpaamag) sa tubig, The 'Nater reflected the lights. 2 [APB; c] enlighten, make aware.
	of its sharpness. Mialamag ang iyang mata sa tumang kalipay, Her eyes gleamed with joy. Ang mga suga nag-a mag ( nag-amag, nagpaamag) sa tubig, The 'Nater reflected the lights. 2 [APB; c] enlighten, make aware.
	Mialamag sa akung panumduman ang bustung tubag, The correct answer presented itself to my mind. Kun alamagan lang sa Diyus ang Santu Papa, If God would onlyenlighten the Pope. paN-v [A;b5I stay up late in doing s.t. Nangalamag aku pagpanah,: i" stayed up late sewing. (➔) n 1 k.o.toadstool. 2 k.o. fish. amag-amag, amagan n k.o. small fish. 
	glowi
	ng 


	alam-a.lam v [A; c] 1 coax s.o. to do s.t. he does not want to do. A lam-alami siya, Coaxhim. 2 mollify or assuage s.o. by comforting him. ma-un a 1 coaxing. 2 assuaging. 'Dr' 
	bitaw ka naku unsaun,!' maalam-alamun niyang sulti, 'I'm not going to hurt you,' shesaid, mollifying me. 
	bitaw ka naku unsaun,!' maalam-alamun niyang sulti, 'I'm not going to hurt you,' shesaid, mollifying me. 

	alambihid, alambihud = ALABIHID. 
	alambri n wire. -ng pinutus insulated wire. -ng tunukun barbed wire. 
	1 

	alambri = ALAMBRIL YU. 
	alambrifn name given to several ornamental ferns, e.g., Adiantum capillus-veneris.
	yu 

	alambriru (not without/) n the rigger in logging. v [B6; cl] be, make s.o. the cableman in logging. 
	alampad v [A12C; ac] go up alongside, be side by side. Miampad siya sa akung sakayan, He tied up alongside of my boat. Nagkaampad mi ug lingkud sa sini, We happened to sit side by side in the movie. n beingbeside. ka-none who is alongside of one. 
	n intelligence, brilliance of mind. Alampat sa pagbalak, Brilliance in writing poetry.
	alampat 

	a.Ian a having a bitter taste similar to that of half-cooked kamunggay leaves. v [B; b6] be bitterish in taste. Mualan ang kamunggay ug baunun kun dt' pa lutu, Kamunggay leaves become somewhat bitter if you fail to cook them well. 
	alang (not without l) for the sake of. Kini 
	I
	I
	alang kanimu, This is for you. A Zang kana
	-

	ku dili na angayng ikasuku, As far as I'm concerned, that's nothing worth getting angry about. 

	alangaang n for weather to be oppressivelyhot and moist with no wind. Alangaang kaayu; tingali muulan, It is very hot and muggy; maybe it's going �o rain. v 1 [B2S] be muggy. 2 [B2S3 l ache with heat. Mualangaang (maalangaang) ang lmung kamut ug makahikap kag duga sa sili, Your fingers will hurt if you let hot pepper juice get on 
	alangaang n for weather to be oppressivelyhot and moist with no wind. Alangaang kaayu; tingali muulan, It is very hot and muggy; maybe it's going �o rain. v 1 [B2S] be muggy. 2 [B2S3 l ache with heat. Mualangaang (maalangaang) ang lmung kamut ug makahikap kag duga sa sili, Your fingers will hurt if you let hot pepper juice get on 
	them.

	alang-alang a 1 not quite time, unseasonable.Ang-Z:ng na run igikan. Dina ka kaabut, It'sno use going now. You'll never make it. Ang
	�ng iadtu run kay sayu pa, No use going soearly. 2 not quite the right amount. Alangalang pa ning kwartang ilukat sa prinda, This money is insufficient to pay off the mortgage. A ng-ang ning panaptuna para karsunis, This is not enough cloth for a pair of pants. 3 not up to a certain level Ang-angpagkapanday, It was poorly done. Sumbagun ta unta ka, apan ang-ang ka ra naku, I would love to fight you, but you're too small for me. 4 somewhat, but not quite. 
	Ang lami alang-alang nangka, alang-alang pinya, The taste is somewhat like jackfruit, somewhat like pineapple. n 1 it would be silly if, it would be the wrong thing to do if. Ang-ting dili' dawatun. Gihatag man, Itwould be silly not to accept it. It was given to you, wasn't it? Ang-�ng akuy mangbugas nga naa may masugu, Why should Idothe dishes when there's s.o. I can tell to dothem. 2 of course. 'Maligu ka ?' -'Ang-ting. Mau bitaw nay atung gianbi,!' 'Are you going to. swim?' -'Of course, that's what we 
	s.t. poorly, halfway. Ug alang-alangun (alang-alangan, ialang-alang) na nimug buhat, ay na Lang, If you're going to do a poorjob, never mind. 2 do s. t. at an inopportune time. Dili pa ku run mualang-alang ug minyu nga wala kuy salapi, I'm not going to go and get married at this time when Idon't have any money. 3 [B256N; b4(1)] arrive a little too late or early for s. t. Mangang-ang kug larga, I'll leave a bit ahead. 
	· 4 [b4] lacking s.t. Naang-angan ku sa kwar
	ta, I am short of money. 5 [ab2] be put in 
	,
	,

	a difficult situation by s.t. inopportune. !mu
	kung alang-alangug pangutana nga naa may OU put me in a difficult situation asking that question when s.o. else islistening. 6 [A23] have hesitations about doing s.t. Dili giyud aku mualang-alang nimug pangutanag dili pa tinuud, I wouldn't have reservations about asking you if itweren't true. 7 [b61 consider s.t. alangalang. Giang-ifngan aku sa iyang hitsura, Iconsider his looks not up to par. Giangiingan akug bangyu niya, It's a bad time for me to ask him. (-+) = ALANG-ALANG, v, a3. paN-v [A2; c6] eat 
	laing namati, y

	alangiing -alawans 
	meal eaten in place of two.
	meal eaten in place of two.

	alangiing a giving off intense and penetrating heat in the atmosphere. v [B2S] be very hot. Basta ting-init mag-alangiing '!ng adlaw sa palis, During summer the sun gets to be
	alangiing a giving off intense and penetrating heat in the atmosphere. v [B2S] be very hot. Basta ting-init mag-alangiing '!ng adlaw sa palis, During summer the sun gets to be
	· 

	stinging hot in the early afternoon. 
	stinging hot in the early afternoon. 

	alangilan n k.o. medium-to large-sized tree which produces a multitude of fragrant flowers, esp. in May and June: Canangaodorata. The flowers are made into flowernecklaces, and a scented oil is extracted from them which is made into perfume. 
	alangisig = ALINGISI.alangitngit n woody herb of open waste places; used as a poultice: Ebretia micro
	pbylla. 
	pbylla. 

	alangsuhan n a medium-sized fore st tree: Al
	phitonia philippinensis. 
	phitonia philippinensis. 

	alapahap n k.o. fish. 
	alap-alap v [BN16) be in doubt, uncertain of. Nagpangalap-alap (nag-alap-alap) ku nga muanhi pa siya, I doubt if he is still coming. 
	alaap n k.o. fungus skin disease characterized by white splotches on the skin. v [a4]be infected with alap-ap. Giap-ap ang iyang panit, She had ap-ap on her skin. -un(➔) a covered with or infected with alap-ap. 
	p-

	alarma (not without l) n 1 alarm, sound notifying danger. 2 report of danger. May alarma nga naay puga, There was an alarm out that there was a jailbreak. v 1 [A; b6] givean alarm. Alarmahan ta sa gwardiya ug muabut ang. kuntra, The guard will give us a warning when the enemy arrives. 2 [A; c] report danger. Wala pa ialarma sa pulisiya ang tulis, The police has not been given an alarm about the robbery. t 
	alaru (not without l) n arrowroot: Maranta 
	arundinacea. 
	arundinacea. 

	•atas (not without l} -[number] [so-andso] o'clock. Alas dus na ba? ls it two o'clock yet? Alas sayis ang puntariya sa pusil, The sight of his gun is at six o'clock. Ala una, -dus, -tru (in auction) goingonce, going twice, gone! tulin pa sa -kwatru faster than blazes. v [BS; b4(1)] be [soand-so] o'clock. Nialas tris na Zang, wa gibapun, It got to be three and he still did not come. Sa nag-alas dus na, nagsugud na sila, When it was two o'clock, they began. Ug maalas kwatru na, ayaw na lag lakaw, If it
	•atas (not without l} -[number] [so-andso] o'clock. Alas dus na ba? ls it two o'clock yet? Alas sayis ang puntariya sa pusil, The sight of his gun is at six o'clock. Ala una, -dus, -tru (in auction) goingonce, going twice, gone! tulin pa sa -kwatru faster than blazes. v [BS; b4(1)] be [soand-so] o'clock. Nialas tris na Zang, wa gibapun, It got to be three and he still did not come. Sa nag-alas dus na, nagsugud na sila, When it was two o'clock, they began. Ug maalas kwatru na, ayaw na lag lakaw, If it
	1 
	ng 

	ang pagsud, Have jt start at two. ika-at(so-and-so] o'clock. Sa ikaalas singku ang takna, At five o'clock. (At the fifth o'clock hour.)
	gu


	alas(not without l) n ace, a card or die 
	2
	2

	marked with a single spot. v (B23; a12] be an ace, draw angace. Mualas (maalas) gani ning akung mahulbut, pildi ka, If I draw an ace, you lose. 
	· 

	alasan (not without l) n chestnut-colored horse with small white speckles. 
	alas dusi n name given to various ornamental plants, the flowers of which tend to openat noon or midnight. 
	alasiman = ULASIMAN. 
	alasiwsiw = ALISIWSIW.
	alas kwatru = MARABILYAS.
	alas utsu n k.o. ornamental climbing cactus the fragrant flowers of which open around eight in the evening and close within two or three hours: Hylocereus sp. 
	alasuus n k.o. fishg: Sillago sp. 
	alat n big and tall wide-mouthed basket with loose hexagonal mesh weave. v (A] make into an alat.alat(not without l) n cop (slang). alat(not without l) n salted eggs. alatan n k.o. grunt: Plectorhynchus sp. alaut (not without l.!from daut) a unfortunate, wretched. Alaut nga biktima sa bagyu, The unfortunate victims of the typhoon. v (APB12] make, become wretched. alaw (not without l) v (A; a12] 1 watch s.o. from hiding unobserved. Iring nga nag-alaw sa pisu, The cat that is stalking the chick. Alawa ag bat
	.
	2 
	l 
	. 

	s.w. Dugay kung gaalaw-alaw anang pulitikuba arun irikumindar ku, I have been trying for the longest time to run into that politician so he will recommend me. 
	alaw (not without l) not have (slafor wa-
	ng 

	,
	,
	,
	'


	la). Alaw kuy bugas, l don't have anything to eat.
	alawans (not without l) n 1 allowance, amount of money given regularly. 2 leeway,extra space. v [A; c6] 1 give or receive an allowance. Muakiwans akug singku pisus, lwill get an allowance of five pesos. Mua/awans ku nimug singku, l will give you an allowance of five pesos. 2 give allowance, leeway. Mag-alawans kag purgada arun di 
	alawihaw -alig-alig 
	bayan mamaba, Leave an inch allowance so it won't come out too short. 
	bayan mamaba, Leave an inch allowance so it won't come out too short. 
	alawihaw = ALUWIHAW.
	alawiswis (not without!/) n 1 bamboo stem an inch around or less: the top part of a stem or a young stem. 2 the top part of a palm frond. 
	alayun n group of people who work together on jobs on a more or less permanent basis. The person for whom the job is done hasan obligation to repay each worker with anequal amount of time. v 1 [A2C; b5c4]work on the alayun basis. Alayunun (alayunan) natu ang pagpananggi, We'll harvest on the mutual help basis. Alayunan tika karun,!ug impas na, I'll work for you now, and we're all square. 2 [A3; b6(1)] dos.t. as a favor. Nag-alayun siya nakug batud ngadtu, He did me the favor of taking me there. A layuni s
	.


	alayupiyup = ALIYUPYUP. 
	alba n alb, a type of priest's garment. v [A; 
	a] wear an alb, make into an alb. -in-n dressshaped like an alb. v [A; a] wear, make into a dress of this sort. 
	a] wear an alb, make into an alb. -in-n dressshaped like an alb. v [A; a] wear, make into a dress of this sort. 

	albahaka n name given to several herbs with a sweet mint-like aroma used as a condiment, medicinally, and for delousing fowls. 1 Ocimum basilicum. 2 = KALUGUNGKUGUNG.
	albangku clear away from the sides of the billiard table. Albangku, rrga mirun, Spectators, get out of the way. 
	albati = ALuGBATI.
	albinu n albino.
	albularyu = ARBULARYU.
	album n album, scrapbook. v 1 [A; c] put in an album. Albumun ku ning akung mga ritrdtu, I'll collect these pictures in an album. 2 [Al 2] get or obtain an album. 
	algudun n cotton as manufactured, commercial cotton. 
	alguwasil n 1 s.o. employed as a general office boy-janitor combination in offices in Spanish times. 2 constable. v [B6; a] be an alguwasil.
	alhibi n a large water container with a faucet at the bottom. 
	alhu n pestle. v 1 [A12] make into a pestle.2 [a12] hit with a pestle. Albuun tika run, I'll hit you with a pestle. 
	a.Ii v [A; c] block a path, prevent passage, be 
	a barrier. Ang baba nakaali sa amung pagtabuk, The flood prevented us from crossing to the other side. Gialiban ku ang iyang dalan, I blocked his way. Kiring kaban iali sa pultaban, Put this trunk as a barrier behind the door. (-+) n 1 barrier. 2 a gill net set as a barrier to catch stunned fish. 
	a barrier. Ang baba nakaali sa amung pagtabuk, The flood prevented us from crossing to the other side. Gialiban ku ang iyang dalan, I blocked his way. Kiring kaban iali sa pultaban, Put this trunk as a barrier behind the door. (-+) n 1 barrier. 2 a gill net set as a barrier to catch stunned fish. 

	*alibagbag pa-[A; b6] avoid answering or seeming to heed by speaking off the topic, or pretend to be doing s.t. else in order to avoid the embarrassment of a confrontation. Ayaw paalibagbag ug basabasa myintr_as gisultiban ka ndku, Don't sit there reading while I am talking to you. Gialibagbagan (gipaalibagbdgan) ku niyag tubag kay di man He answered me off the topic to avoid admitting it.
	siya muadmitir naku
	,. 

	alibangbang n 1 butterfly. 2a butterfly fish: Cbaetodon sp. 2b by extension, angelfish: Hola.:antbus sp. 3 k.o. seashell. -un butterfly fish. 
	alibangu a bothering others by being noisy. v[Bl; b6] bother s.o. by being noisy. Gialibanguban ku sa imung pangyawyaw, I find your grumbling bothersome. 
	alibayn excuse for failing to do s.t. v [A; c]give an excuse. lalibay nga namatyan kag Lula, Give the excuse that your grandmother died.
	1 

	alibhat v [A; b5] head s.o. off. MualibhatLang ta sa parid, Let's catch up to the parade by heading it off. Alibhati (alibbata) siya. Didtu dgi sa luyu, Head him off by going around the other way. 
	alt'bi = ALHIBI.
	alibusbus n k.o. winged large red house ants that come in swarms, esp. during rainy days,and hover around bright lights. 
	alibwag v [AB3( 1); aPc] disperse, scatter inall directions, scatter s. t. Mialibwag ang·bahu sa kasuuksuukan, The smell spread to every corner. Kinsay nag-alibwag sa duldul? Who scattered the kapok all over the place?Alibwagun ang punduk sa tirgas, The tear gas will disperse the crowd. 
	alibyu n 1 alleviation, improvement of an affliction. 2 improvement. Walay alibyu angamung kabimtang, Our financial condition is no better. v [APB; b3c5] get better, make 
	s.t. get better in health. Ang biks mualibyu(mupaalibyu) sa sip-un, Vicks alleviates a cold Mialibyu ang akung ubu, My cold got better.
	alid-an, alid-i see AULi. 
	alig-alig v lAP; b(l)] 1 do s.t. which is not one's ordinary duty, take s.t. on oneself. Ngdnung gialig-aligan man na nimug tdud nga wa pa man mabuman ug pintal? Why 
	n -aliluya 
	aligasi
	yu

	did you go and put it up when we hadn't finished painting it? 2 undenake a task which one is not up to doing. Bisag di kamau mudrayib, mualig-alig na siyag manihu, He doesn't know how to drive, but he takes it on himself to do so. 
	did you go and put it up when we hadn't finished painting it? 2 undenake a task which one is not up to doing. Bisag di kamau mudrayib, mualig-alig na siyag manihu, He doesn't know how to drive, but he takes it on himself to do so. 

	aligasiyun n allegation. aligatu n fiery particles carried off from afire by the updraft. v [A; b6] give off flaming panicles. Piligru ug aligatuhan ang atup nga nipa, It's dangerous if flying embers hitthe roof because it is palm thatch. 
	aligaya v [A; b6] take a nap. Nag-aligaya siya sa duyan, He is taking his nap in the hammock .!. 
	aligi n the yellow fat of crabs. v [A13; b4] 1 for crabs to have fat in abundant quantities� Kasag nga gialigihan, Crabs with plenty of fat. 2 for dirt to-be present in thick rolls like fat on a crab. Nag-aligi ang buling sa imung liug, You have deep rolls of dirt on your neck. 
	alig-ig v [A; a] 1 separate coarse and fine grains by shaking them on a tray. A jerking motion is made in one direction so that the heavier grains collect at one end of the tray. Alig-iga ang ginaling, Shake out the ground corn. 2 rock vigorously from side to side. Makusug nga linug nga mialig-ig sa Manila, A strong eanhquake that rocked Manila. Pastilan niyang nakaalig-ig sa samput dihang hapit na, My, how she moved her buttocks from side to side when she was .about to come. 3 shake up personnel. Kinsay g
	alii a lively, gay. Aligri ang ilang piging, The� party was gay. Aligring ikuyug si Pingping� Pingping would be fun to take along. v [B; a] be or become gay or lively. aligrihun _a of a lively type. 
	gr

	aliguriya n parable, allegory. v [A2; cl] speak byway of allegory. 
	aligutgutn a prayer imploring the saving of a soul recited or sung in recitation-responsestyle at the end of a novena. 
	1 

	aiitgut n rancor, deep abiding anger. v [B; b3] fee? rancor, bitterness, or hatred. Gialigutgutan niya si Pidru, He feels rancor towards Pedro. Ang imung pagbutar sa prkasmauy iyang gikaaligu.tgutan pag-ayu, Whatembittered him most is that you voted for the other side. ka-n = AUGUTGUT•
	gu
	2

	alihid v [B; c16] lean to one side. Nag-:alibid 
	ang balay sa kadaan, The house is leaning to one side from age. Nagkaalihid ang linaktan sa tawung nagdalag bug-at, The man is walking leaning to one side because of theburden he's carrying. 
	aliid v [A2S; a12] stagger under a heavy load� Nag-aliid ang bata ug pas-an sa taru, Thechild is staggering under the weight of the can of water. Nag-aliid siya sa tumang kawad-un, He was staggering under the burden of his poveny. 
	alikabu = ABUG•alikasi a nervously restless. v [B; b6] pe nervous and restless. Mualikasi (maalikasi) kug maduul na ang ting-iksam, I get nervous when exams approach. 
	1

	alikati n long-nosed pliers. v [a12] do with a long-nosed pliers. Gialikati ang paglarut sa akung ngipun, My tooth was extracted using a long-nosed pliers. 
	alikati sa murus n k.o. herb of waste places, growing to 2', widely used as a poultice for wounds. It has alternate·!ovate leaves with dentate margins; decreasing in size toward the ends of the branches and multiple branching, with a branch growing in the axils of the larger leaves. Flowers are in axillary spikes, colored green, with small, tri-segmented fruit in the calyx, bearing tiny rounded seeds. 
	· 

	alikumu (from kumu) n k.o. sea crab with roundish bulging body, 2" i,n length, yellowish green, with fat stubby claws and append
	ages for paddling. Not usually eaten. 
	. 

	alikun n k.o. fish. 
	alikway n l shoots of the taro (gabi) beforethey develop leaves. 2 k.o. vegetable eaten un. 
	by the Suban
	-:-

	allli v [AC; ac2] swap, exchange. Kinsay mualilig kabayu sa akung kabaw? Who will swap a horse for my carabao? Nagkaalili kami sa amung pawntinpin, We took each other's pens by mistake. Alilihun ta ning siya ug kulumpiyu, Let's put the chair where the rocking chair � and put the rocking chair here where the chair is. 
	· 
	· 

	allling n k.o. ant, slightly bigger than the red arit (um{gas), dark orange, somewhat translucent. It does not bite and is found swarming in all directions over sugar. 
	ah1is = ALILI.
	aliluya n 1 alleluia, song in the church. 2 thename given to the child playing the role of 
	·
	·

	the angel in the pageant performed onEaster . Sunday dawn depicting the meeting of Mary and the Lord Jesus (sugat).The child is suspended-from an arch which is placed in the spot where Mary and Jesus 
	_

	· 
	· 
	. 

	aliluyuk -alimungawung 
	are to 1neet after their separate processions from the cathedral. 3 name of this pageant.
	are to 1neet after their separate processions from the cathedral. 3 name of this pageant.
	aliluk n whirlpool. v [B46; b(l)] form a whirlpool. Mualiluyuk ang suba ug magbaba, The river forms a whirlpool when itfloods.
	yu

	alimv [APB2S] heal, make s.t. heal.Mualim (maalim) ning akung samad, My wound will heal Kining tambala mualim (mupaalim) sa imung nuka, This medicine will heal your sore. Pana bun ray makaalim ( makapaalim) sa imung kaguul, Only time will assuage your sorrow. pa-v [A; a] allow s.t. to· heal. 
	alim= ALUM. 
	2 

	alima (from Lima) v [A; b] take care of s.o. by administering to his needs. Alimabi ang imung mangbud, Take good care of your younger brother. n hand (dialectal). 
	alimadmad = ALIMATMAT.
	aliman n German.
	alimangu n k.o. edible crab of tidal swamps, black on the back, but lighter on the insiŁe and on claws. It has large meaty claws, is round in shape, thick-shelled, without spikes and occasionally reaches 1 O" in diameter.alimanguhun a having large lower arms and small biceps like a crab. 
	Alimanya n Germany. 
	alimasa v [A; a] wash the body, esp. the lower limbs. Akuy mualimdsa (mag,ilimasa) sa mga bata, I'll wash the children. paNv LA] wash oneself.
	alimasag n k.o. edible crab.
	alimatmat v [Al2; b8] 1 regain consciousness. Diha na ku makaalimatmat ug buut sa uspital, l was in the hospital when I regained consciousness. 2 have earliest awareness of life. Sukad ku makaalimatmat ug buut wa pa ku bibunali, I have not been spanked since the earliest time I can remember. 
	alimatuk n leech. v [a4b4) be infested with leeches. ka-v [A13] covered with leeches. -an(➔) n place infested with leeches. 
	alimbril= ALAMBRIL YU. 
	yu 

	alimbukad (from bukad) v [A2S] 1 expand in an upward direction, well upwards. Miaril, The smoke welled up as the oil in the barrel burned. 2 for feelings to well up. Mialimbukad sa iyang kabiladman ang kabinam, A feeling of eager expectations welled up inside him. 3 pull in the cheeks andstick out the lips slightly in an expression of distaste. n an underwater source of a lake from which water rushes into the lake. 
	limbui?.ad ang asu pagkasunug sa asiti sa ba

	alimgas n tobacco seed. -an(➔) n tobacco 
	seed conta.iner. alimgat = ALINGGAT.
	alimpatakan n l the mind as the seat of thinking processes. I silsil pag-ayu sa inyung alimpatakan arun di giyud ninyu bikalimtan, Imprint it indelibly in your mind so you don't forget it ever. 2 cranium. Dakdakan ku nang imung alimpatakan, I'll kncck you on your skull .
	.alimpulu n 1 crown, part of the skull in the back where the hair forms a whorl. 2 topmost part of a mountain. 3 = ALIMPULUS.alimpuluhan n place where the crown is or place!analogous to it. Nakatungtung siya sa 
	· 
	alimpuban sa dak ung batu, He was perched on the topmost part of the rock. kinaalimpuluhan n the very spot .at the center of the back of the head, 

	alimpulus n small whirlwind. v [B346; a4b4] for there to be a whirlwind. Naukab ang amung atup nga nipa dibang mialimpus, Ourthatched roof was blown away when there was a small whirlwind. 
	alimpuyang = LUY-ALUY-A. see LUY-A.alimpuyas n k.o. plant similar to luy-aluy-a,the rhizomes of which are used medicinally: 
	Curcuma zedoaria. 
	Curcuma zedoaria. 

	alimpuying = LUY-ALUY-A. see LUY-A.alimugmug = LIMUGMUG.
	alimukaw n 1 state of semiconsciousness just . Ang iyang gisulti bunga Lang sa iyang alimukaw, 
	alimukaw n 1 state of semiconsciousness just . Ang iyang gisulti bunga Lang sa iyang alimukaw, 
	before falling asleep or awakeni
	ng

	What he said was the product of his semiconsciousness. 2 action of the sort performed by fully conscious persons performed in one's sleep. Wa ka naku tuyuag igu. Alimukaw Zang kadtu, I didn't mean to strikeyou. I did it in my sleep. v [b4] do s.t. in one's sleep of the sort one normally does awake. Nanaug siya tungang gabii. Gialimu
	·
	kawan diay, He went downstairs in the middle of his sleep. 

	alimukun n k.o. wild dove with white ears and light brown feat hers speckled with black: Phapitreron leucotis. 
	alimungaw (from bungaw) = ALIMUKAW.
	alimungawung n s.t. faintly similar to s.t. else in appearance. Alimungawung ang bitsura sa plurdilis sa abitu, The zinnia is faintly like a marigold in appearance. v 1 [BCl3; b6] come to resem�le faintly. Mialimungawung (naalimungawung) ang batang sinagup kanila, The adopted child came to look like them. 2 [A12; b8) faintly discern a resemblance. Nakaalimungawung ku nimu kaymay-ungmay-vng ka sa imung igsuun, I recognized you because you look like yo�r brother. Hing-alimungawungan siya sa ban
	-

	alimusan -alingisngis 
	tay nga mauy nangawat sa kwarta, Theguard faintly recognized him as the one who stole the money. 
	tay nga mauy nangawat sa kwarta, Theguard faintly recognized him as the one who stole the money. 

	alimusan n k.o. fish raised in fishponds: Pa
	raplotosus albilabris. 
	raplotosus albilabris. 

	alimuut (from puut) a confining, oppressive so as to make people feel uncomfortablyhot. Alimuut nang naylung isul-ub, Nylonis oppressively hot to wear. Alimuut sa Magalyanis, way hangin, It's oppressively hot downtown. There's no wind .. -ug nawung 1 sour-faced. 2 be so ugly as not to have one redeeming feature in one's face. v [B;b3] be oppressively warm. Mualimuut (maalimuut) ang kwartu ug mabdpun, It gets hot (might get hot) in the room in the afternoon. Gialimuutan (gialimut-an) ka? Do you feel hot? 
	alimyun n sweet smell, fragrance. Angalim-.yun sa mga bulak, The fragrance of theflowers. paN-v [A; b(l)] smell sweet, give off fragrance. Nangalimyun ang mga dalaga nga nagpadung sa bayli, The girls that were headed for the dance smelled sweet. 
	alindahaw n drizzle. v [A; b4] drizzle. alindanaw (from danaw) n dragonfly.alindanga a hot and sticky. v [B; b4] become
	hot and sticky. Hukasun ku ning akung switir kay gialindangdhan ku, I'll take my sweater off because I feel hot and sticky. 
	hot and sticky. Hukasun ku ning akung switir kay gialindangdhan ku, I'll take my sweater off because I feel hot and sticky. 

	alindany a slightly feverish, uneasyin the 
	alindany a slightly feverish, uneasyin the 
	ga

	· 

	body because of a slight fever. Di ku mutarbdhu run kay mu rag alinddngay ang akung lawas, I won't work today because my body is somewhat feverish. v [B; a4] have a slight fever, be restless. Nag-alindangay ang bata kay gihilantan, The child is restless because he has a fever. 
	body because of a slight fever. Di ku mutarbdhu run kay mu rag alinddngay ang akung lawas, I won't work today because my body is somewhat feverish. v [B; a4] have a slight fever, be restless. Nag-alindangay ang bata kay gihilantan, The child is restless because he has a fever. 
	.


	alindasay v [B46] uneasy, restless in placeone is lying. Nag-alindasay ang bdtang taas kaayug hilanat, The child was restless because of his high fever. 
	alinv [A; bS] give one's attention to, carefor. Wala siya mag-alinga sa daghang tawur,g nagpaabut kaniya, He paid no atten-.tion to the people waiting for him. A lingaha (alingahi)g maayu ang mga bata samtang wa ku dinhi, Watch the children carefully while I'm not here. 
	ga 

	alinbnb v [B; b6cl] for s.t. to be wide 
	ga
	ga

	open.Mualingabngab (maalingabngab) nang imung samad ug di tabiun, If you don't stitch that wound, it will gape. Nag-alingabngab ang imung pitaka, wa kasirhi, Yourbag is wide open. You didn't close it. Ayawalingabngaba (ialingabngab) ang imung baba 
	open.Mualingabngab (maalingabngab) nang imung samad ug di tabiun, If you don't stitch that wound, it will gape. Nag-alingabngab ang imung pitaka, wa kasirhi, Yourbag is wide open. You didn't close it. Ayawalingabngaba (ialingabngab) ang imung baba 

	. 
	. 
	arun di rrzasudlag langaw, If you open your mouth wide like that, flies will get in it. 

	alingng n upper part of throat and back ·part of oral cavity, including the soft palate. -an(�) n the general area where the alingagngag 1s. 
	ga
	ga

	alingasaaannoyingly noisy. Alingasa ang bata, The child is annoyingly noisy. Alingasa ang iyang pandungug, His ears are full of adisturbing din. v [B1;. a2] be nojsy. kan noise.
	l 

	alingasa· a feeling hot and humid. Alingasa
	2
	2

	kining sininaang isul-ub, This shirt is hot to wear. v [B; b6] be hot. Ug maalingasa (mualingasa) ang panahun, mulupad ta sa Bag-yu, When it gets hot, we fly to Baguio. n = KA-. ka-n heat. 
	. 

	alingasu (from asu) a·smoky. v [B; b6] get filled with smoke. Ug magsugba ka dinhi, mualingasu (maalingdsu) ang kwartu, If you broil food here, the room will get filledwith smoke. n smokiness. Ang alingdsu mauy nakalagum sa pintal, Smoke tarnished.the paint. alinsuhun a of "-somewhat smoky sort. 
	.
	ga

	*alinwngawpa-v [A; b6] hear or see or know about s.t. one knowsvery well about. Mipaalingawngaw siyag basabasa labun siging pasiplat, She pretended to be absorbed in her reading, but she kept on.peeping out from the corner of her eyes.
	ga
	1 
	prete.nd not to 

	Mipaalingawngaw angmangingilad daku nga 
	· 
	· 
	· 
	wa siya makautang naku sa maung kantidad, The swindler denied k!lowing anything about the money he owed me. 


	alinwngawn a k.o. very small gnats that swarm over leftover foods. v [a4] have alingawngaw swarming over it. Gialingawngaw ang kan-un, The food had gnats all over!.it. 
	ga
	2 

	alingganay = LINGG.A.NAY. 
	alint v [A12; b8] be aware, take notice of 
	gga

	s.t. Nakaalinggat ka ba nga niwangniwang na run si Tasya? · Have you noticed that Tasia is a little thinner now? Hialinggatanndku nga wa na ang tawu, I noticed that the man was gone.
	alingiing = ALANGIING. 
	alingisi a making a piercing, screeching noise. 
	Alingisi siyag tiShe has a piercingvoice. v [B; a2] be noisy. Naalingisi ang tingug sa kutsi sa gibrikan, The car screeched as the brakes were put on. 
	ngug, 

	alingisig = ALINGISI. 
	alingisngis a making very high-pitched and drawn out piercing noise. Ayaw ug ikagis ang.imung kuku sa pisara kay alingisngis, 
	Don't run your fingernails over the blackboard because it's screechy .. v [B; cl] be high-pitched and screeching .. Nag-alingisngisang sin nga giguyud, The iron sheeting they 
	alingit -alirdyik 
	are dragging is making a screeching sound. 
	are dragging is making a screeching sound. 

	alingit a short-tempered, irritable. v [B; ab3] be irritable. Pakatulga nang bata ug udtu arun dili mualingit (maalingit), Have the child take an afternoon nap so he won't be irritable later. Mauy ialingit (alingitan) niya ug bilabtan ang iyang gamit, If you touchhis things it will make him mad. 
	alingiting -n intense dry heat, greater than alangiing. v [B; b6] be exceedingly hot. Angadlaw mag-alingiting lang, basta kwarisma,The sun is scorching during Lent. 
	alingkawas = LINGKAWAS. 
	alingugngug a noisy in a constant drumming way. Alingugngug kadyu ang tingug sa tambul, The drum made an annoying sound. v [BJ be annoyingly noisy. n constant noise which drums in the ears. 
	alinsuub a warm, moist and stuffy withoutwind. Alinsuub ang panabun. Kauwanun tingdli, The weather is hot and stuffy. It's probably going to rain. v [B; b6] be hotand airless. Nag-alinsuub Zang ang barungbdrung, The shanty is cramped and poorly ventilated. 
	alintabu v [B; cl} turn over, producing aloud turmoil. Nagkaalintabu ang mga balud, The waves churned more and more vigorously. Nag-alintabu sa bilabihang kayugut ang dkung kahiladman, I was in complete turmoil within myself because of my great anger. Alintabubun (ialintabu) ku ning mgagamit natu ug dili ka musugut, I'll turn this ho
	.

	use upside down if you don't agreŁ. n noise produced by things turned upside down with a crash. 
	use upside down if you don't agreŁ. n noise produced by things turned upside down with a crash. 

	alinupung (from tupung) v [A3; a} 1 for vertical things to be almost the same height, esp. for children to be so close together they are almost the same height. Ug alinupungun ninyu ang inyung anak, magsangkiig mu, If you have your children one after another, you '11 reel under the burden. 2 coming one after another (figurative). Nag-alinupung nga suliran, Problems that come one after another. 
	alipadnu n k.o. edible fresh-water limpet of dark olive green to grey color, oblong, growing to 1 ". It clings to stones. 
	alipadsay v [B; cl} 1 for good-sized things tobe scattered. Ang imung mga butang nagkaalipadsay lang sa kwartu, Your things are scattered all over the room. Alipadsayun (ialipadsay) ang mga papilis sa hangin, Thepapers will be scattered by the wind. 2 for s.t. to be consumed rapidly as if scattered.Kadali rang mualipadsay ang kwarta karun, How quickly money vanishes these days. 
	Gialipadsay lag kausa ang mga pagkdung giaray sa lamisa, The food that was heaped on the table vanished in one fell swoop.
	alipanti = ILIP ANTI. 
	alipasa v [B46; b4] for a child lying in bed to be restless due to discomfort, worry, etc. Ang butud sa tiyan mauy makaalipasa (makapaalipasa) sa bdta, Gas pa-ins can cause achild to become restless. 
	alipata, alipata n k.o. medium-sized tree of the seashore, the ashes of which are used for soap making. Ingredient for a broth to counter barang: Excoecaria agallocba.
	alipatpat a for vision to be blurred. v [BN]become blurred or bleary. Mialipatpat (nangalipatpat) ang akung panan-aw sa dugay ndkung binasa, My vision became blurred from reading too long.
	alip-ipn 1 person's back reaching from the shoulders as far as the waist. 2 waist, parton the side directly beneath the lower rib. 
	1 

	alip-ipv [AP] 1 hide bymaking oneself as small as possible behind s.t. Mialip-ip (mipaalip-ip) ang kawatan sa bungbung, Therobber pressed himself against the wall so he couldn't be seen. 2 peer or look furtively from behind s.t. Ang sanlahun mialip-ip (mipaalip-ip) lang ug tan-aw sa luyu sa bintcina, The leper peered furtively from behind the windows. 
	2 

	alipulu = ALIMPULU. 
	alipulung v [b4] feel dizzy. Alipudngan ku ug gutmun ku, I feel dizzy when I'm hungry. 
	alipun, alipunga n 1 eczema caused by allergy. 2 athlete's foot. v [a4] get a rash or athlete's foot. Alipungabun ku ug maligu kug sayu sa buntag, I get a rash when I bathe early in the morning. 
	ga

	alipuna having difficulty in breathing. V [BN; a4b4] have difficulty in breathing.Nangalipunga ang ak ung gininhawa kay gibutdan aku, I had a hard time breathing because of the gas in my stomach. 
	ga
	l 

	alipungaa noisily bothersome. Alipunga ning bataa, siging hilak, The child is very bothersome. He keeps crying. v [BN; b6]be noisily bothersome. 
	2 

	aliputu, aliputu a short tempered because of s.t. which is weighing on the mind. Aliputurun na siya kay napildi sa sugal, He is in anirritable mood because he lost in gambling. v [B; a2c5] get to be in a bad mood. Gialiputu na sad ku niya sa iyang mga binuang, He irritated me with his foolishness. 
	aliraw = LIRAW. 
	alirdyik a 1 allergic. 2 tendito react to s.t. nice more than usual (humorous). Alirdyik kus mga gwapa, Good-looking girls turn me 
	ng 

	allrung -alkansi 
	on. v [812; a.4b3(1)) be allergic. Ug mutuu kang alirdyik,maalirdyik ka nuun, If you think you 're allergic to s. t. you will be allergic. Gia.lirdyik kug pasayan, I'm allergic to shrimps. Unsay lmung kaalirdyikan? Whatcaused your allergy? t 
	on. v [812; a.4b3(1)) be allergic. Ug mutuu kang alirdyik,maalirdyik ka nuun, If you think you 're allergic to s. t. you will be allergic. Gia.lirdyik kug pasayan, I'm allergic to shrimps. Unsay lmung kaalirdyikan? Whatcaused your allergy? t 
	. 

	aHrungv [AB3(1); c) gather around s.t. Nagalirung ang mga tawu sa sugalan, The people stood around the gambling table. Nagalirung siya sa silya sa lamisa, He put the chairs around the table. n 1 people gathered around. 2 the surroundings, the space around. Ang mga gangis lamay nagtingug sa alirung, Only the crickets were chirping in the area. 

	alisbu n bad smell permeating the air. Angalisbu sa patayng iru, The stench of the dead dog. v [BN46; b4(1)) give off a bad smell. Naalisbuhan ku sa bahu sa ihi, Thestench of the urine reached me. 
	alisbung = ALISBU. 
	alisdan, alisdi = ILISDAN/-1.
	alisiwsiw n k.o. grasshopper about 25 to 30 mm. long, abounding in open grasslands, light yellow-green dorsal side and yellowish dirty gray underside, not glossy. Not migratory or destructive to crops.
	. 

	alisngaw v [A; b6] 1 evaporate, give off steam.Mualisngaw ang alkuhul, The alcohol 
	I
	I
	will evaporate. Init pa dia.y ang tubig kay 
	nag-alisngaw man, The water is still hot, 

	. then, because it's giving off steam. 2 for anger to vent itself. MuaJisngaw na ning akung kasuku, I'm going to blow up in a minute. n steam or evaporation given off. paN-v [A; b6) give off a smell. Nangalisngaw angtanglad, The lemon grass gave off a pleasant smell. -in-n 1 thing given off as steam or evaporation. 2 shadow, small portion of a .character trait which is exuded. Ug daghan may natuntu niya, inalisngaw Lang tu sa iyang kamalditu, He cheated lots of people, but that was just a fraction of hi
	.

	alistu a la energetic. Alistu siyang mutrabahu, He works energetically. b agile. Alistu siyang milikay, He dodgedagily. 2 . shrewd,clever. Alistu siyang musabut, He _understands things readily. Alistu, apuntin, puygu, Ready, aim, fire! 3 do s.t. well. Alistusiyang mulutu, She cooks well. v 1 [82] be energetic, agile. Mualistu (maalistu) ka man Lang ug makakita ug kwarta, You only move if you see money. 2 [Bl] be clever, smart. Ug makig-uban ka sa mga abtik maalistu ka giyud, If you go around with shrewd
	. 
	.

	pie, you'll become shrewd, too. Alistu ka Lang kay itug-an tikang Papa, Better watch out because I'll tell Father on you. 3 [b4 (1)] be outsmarted. Naglagut ku kay naalistuhan kung Husi, I'm mad because Jose 
	pie, you'll become shrewd, too. Alistu ka Lang kay itug-an tikang Papa, Better watch out because I'll tell Father on you. 3 [b4 (1)] be outsmarted. Naglagut ku kay naalistuhan kung Husi, I'm mad because Jose 
	put one over on me. 
	.


	alisuksuk = SALUKSUK. 
	2

	alitundan n k.o. banana with light yellow skin, which grows to six)inches. One of the mo·st important commercial bananas, it is eaten uncooked. 
	aliwalang = ALii;,ING. 
	aliwarus v [Al 3] be restless in expectation of s. t. Nag-aliwarus siyang nagpaabut sa _iyang tratu, She nervously awaited her sweetheart. 
	· aliwarus a nuisance, annoyance caused by noise and motion. Ang daghang pidikab mauy nakaaliquirus (nakapaaliwarus) sa karsada, The large number of pedicabs are anuisance in the streets. Maaliwarus lang ang balay kun magdagandagan ang mga bata, Thehouse will just be in commotion if the children keep running about. aliwas n large monkey, ape. -un a ape-like . . aliwasa, aliwasa v [B2S; a4b34l restless because of discomfort or worry. Nag-aliwasa siya kay nagabin-an ang iyang bata, She
	-

	.
	.

	was restless because -her!child came home 
	-

	late .!
	. 

	aliyupyup n shrub of clearings: Pseuderantheum bicolor. The leaves are used for uterine bleeding and roots and trunk for stomach ache. 
	alkabala n fee charged for the use of a space to vend. v [A; c] charge a fee for that. AlOU will be charged twenty centavos for a place in the market. 
	kabalahan kag bayinti, y

	alkaldi n mayor. v [B126] be mayor. 
	alkampur n 1 camphor wood; 2 name of a folk dance. -adu, asayti -adu, di-. camphorated oil 
	alkansi a losing, without gain or advantage. 
	Alkansi kaayu kug singkwintay ibayad mu, I lose a lot if you pay fifty. Alkansi aku niya sa pagkaun, l lose on his food. Alkansiaku niya sa babin, l lose out the way it-isdivided. n 1 loss. Daku silag alkansi sa ilangnigusyu, They incurred a. big loss in their business. 2lacking in amount. Dus mitrus al-,kansi sa sukud para sa usa kaparis karsunis, 
	Two ,meters is not enough material for a pair of pants. Alkansi ning imung gihatag sa pagpangumpra, You haven't given me enough shopping money. v [B; c] 1 incur a loss. Alkansihan aku n{mug diyutay, Youwill take a small loss on me. 2 cause to take a loss. Alkansihun aku 'nimug singkwinta 
	alkansiya -alpirisiya 
	ray imung ibatag, You \viii 1nake me take a loss if you only give me fifty pesos. 3 [AP; 
	ray imung ibatag, You \viii 1nake me take a loss if you only give me fifty pesos. 3 [AP; 
	a] cause to get insufficient return from an investment. Ug siyay zrr1unt suluguun, magalkansi fang siya sa ka1111, If he is your servant, you lose out on his food. -sa lutaw v [APB] cause to have a small amount of freeboard, have less freeboard. Ang karga mualkansi sa lutaw sa sakayan, 'fhe cargolessens the amount of frccboard which the boat has. 

	alkansiya n container for saving coins, piggy bank. v [A; a2c] make, obtain, put in a piggy bank. Ialkansiya ang kwartang imung hikit-an, Put the money you found into y.bank. 
	the pi
	gg

	alkaydi n = ALKALDI.
	alkila = ARKI LA. 
	alkitran n mixture of tar and creosote painted on wood to preserve it. v [AN; alb] apply, make into tar of this sort. 
	alkuba n 1 ceiling. Amakan ang alkuba sa ilang balay, The ceiling of their house is made of woven bamboo. 2 space between the ceiling and roof, attic. Tsang-at sa alkuba angmga ginamit nga kabun, Put the used boxes in the attic. 3 canopy of a bed. v [A;b6(1)] put a ceiling. 
	alkuhiris n mosaic disease that affects abaca and bananas. v (a4] get mosaic disease. alkuhul n alcohol. -{ra n alcohol container with a pouring spout.
	' 
	' 

	alkumbra n 1 rug. 2 k.o. tall ornamental ginger plant with soft velvety leaves: Costus speciosus.
	-

	alkuntra ns.t. put behind s.t. else which is to be hammered in order to absorb the blow, acting as a counterpoise. v 1 [a] make into a counterpoise. Alkuntrdbig pintul dinhing pikasa ug paknga ug martilyu sa pikas, Puta piece of wood on this side to absorb the blow and strike it with a hammer on the other side. 2 [A; cl] react in opposition to s.t. Ang pagkagastadur sa asdwa gia.lkuntrd
	. 
	. 
	ban (gialkuntra) sa katibik sa bdna, The husband's tightfistedncss acted as a counterpoise (was used as a counterpoise) to the wife's spending. 

	almagri n powder put on materials to dye 
	.
	.
	them red or brown prior to applying finish,
	.

	,
	v [A; b6] apply alrnagri powder. A tung almagrihan ang simintu arun mapula, We'lldye the cement so that it gets red. 
	-


	almamatir n Alma Mater. 
	almanaki n almanac. v 1 [a12] do by means of an almanac. Ug lisdan kag bunabunag ngalan, almanakibun na Jang natu, If you have a hard time thinking of a name, let's 
	almanaki n almanac. v 1 [a12] do by means of an almanac. Ug lisdan kag bunabunag ngalan, almanakibun na Jang natu, If you have a hard time thinking of a name, let's 
	find one 1n the almanac. 2 [Al 2] obtain an almanac. 

	almasin almaciga, a large fore st tree producing lumber, balaw, and the dammar resin important in trade since prehistoric times: 
	ga 

	Agatbis pbilippinensis. v [A; al2) make 
	s.t. of almaciga wood. 
	almasin n 1dry goods store. Sapian siya kaydakug almasin, He is rich because he has a big store. 2 a k.o. thick cloth with large prints, not locally woven, formerly sold in stores. Ang panaptung alma sin nausu sa mga mil nuybi sintus bayinti, The almasin cloth was widely used in the twenties. 
	·

	almindras n almonds. almiranti n admiral. v [B156; a12) be an ad
	-

	miral. 
	almiris n a small mortar used in cooking or pharn1aceutical work. v [a12) make into asmall mortar. 
	almirul n prepared starch used for clothing. v 
	,
	,

	1 [AN; b] starch clothes. Imu na bang gial
	-

	mirulan ang karsunis? Have you starched the pants yet? 2 [al2] make into starch. 
	almismutyimpu occupying a certain positionconcurrently. Prisidinti siya, almismutyimpu tisuriru, He's president and at the same time treasurer. 
	almuhada n uterus of female animals. almuhadun n cushion. V [al make into a cushion. 
	almundigas n dish consisting of meat balls with plain sauce. v [Al!;cl] make this dish. almunida n bargain sale. V [A; c] sell at acheap price. Gialmunidahan aku ug balay, I was offered a house for sale at a low price. 
	almuranas n hemorrhoids. v [a4l be afflicted with hemorrhoids. Kana kunung bingaug s{li lagmit almuranasun, They say people who eat hot ·peppers tend to get hemorrhoids. 
	alpa n harp. v [Al; al 2) make a harp. paN[A; b6] play the harp . 
	alpabitayis v [A; a121 alphabetize. Alpabi-.tayisa kunu ring Lista sa mga ngalan, Pleasealphabetize this Ii$. 
	alpaka n alpaca cloth. 
	al pal pa n alfalfa. alpalpahan n alfalfa field. alpilir n safety pin. v [A; b6J put a safety pin 
	,
	,

	in s. t. lmu Jang alpiliran ang karsunis kay 
	wa nay butunis, Just put a.safety pin in the trousers because they have no buttons. paNv [A] pin oneself up with a safety pin. Mangalpilir ku arun di mabushus ang akung saya, I'll use a safety pin so my skirt won't slip down. -dinagum = DIN.AGUM. see DAGUM.
	alpiril, alpirin = ALPILIR.alpirisiya n k.o. children's disease. 
	alpumbra -alum 
	alpumbra n rug, carpet. v fb6] put or spread a carpet on. 
	alpunsinu n style of haircut where the hair is short at the side, but enough is left on the top to part in the middle ( the style wornby King Alfonso of Spain). v [a12] cut the hair in the alpunsinu style.
	alput n prostitute (euphemism for puta). v [B16;al2] become, make into a prostitute. alsa v 1 [A; a12] lift s.t. from underneath. Alsabun natu ning lamisa, Let's lift the table. 2 [A2] rise in rebellion. Mialsa ang mga Pilipinu batuk sa Katsila, The Filipinos rose against the Spaniards. 3 [A] for dough to rise in baking. Ug mualsa na gani ang min&� sa, When the dough rises. 4 [A6; b4] -ang kabuhifor the kabubi to rise out of its place from fright. Gialsahan ku sa kabuhi sa pagbutu, I had a severe case of 
	Alsadu ra pud nimug kabubi', kasfkas ra tu sadabun, How jittery you are. It was only the rustling of leaves. v [B 12] get to be easily frightened. Naalsadu ang akung kabuhi' sukad ku makatunub ug bitin, Ever since I stepped on a snake, I have been jittery. -ug kamut quick to lift the hand in anger. v [B12] be quick to lift the hand in anger. -myintu n uprising, revolt. Ang alsamyintu batuk sa Katsila, The uprising against the Spaniards. v [A; al 2] rise up. Dili ni madala ug kumpirinsiya, alsamyintuhun Zan
	Alsadu ra pud nimug kabubi', kasfkas ra tu sadabun, How jittery you are. It was only the rustling of leaves. v [B 12] get to be easily frightened. Naalsadu ang akung kabuhi' sukad ku makatunub ug bitin, Ever since I stepped on a snake, I have been jittery. -ug kamut quick to lift the hand in anger. v [B12] be quick to lift the hand in anger. -myintu n uprising, revolt. Ang alsamyintu batuk sa Katsila, The uprising against the Spaniards. v [A; al 2] rise up. Dili ni madala ug kumpirinsiya, alsamyintuhun Zan

	*alta -prisyun n high blood pressure. v [B12; a4] have high blood pressure. Ayawghingarig kaug tambuk kay alta prisyunun (maalta prisyun) ka, Don't keep eating fatbecause you will get (might get) high blood pressure. -susyidad high society. di-n dignitaries. Ang prisidinti gitagbu sa mga dialta, The president was met by the dignitaries. a suitable for high society. di-mar a highclass, luxurious. 
	altar n altar. 
	altu v [A3P; b(l)] halt. Mialtu siya pagkabat� sa mandar, He halted on hearing the command. Gialtuhan usag kadiyut· ang tra-babu karun sa mlna, The work in the mine 
	.

	has come to a stop for the moment. -
	has come to a stop for the moment. -

	altun alto voice, part, or instrument. v [A;
	f
	f

	b6 play or sing the alto part. Altubi ang 
	OU sing the alto to our song. 
	atung &wit, y

	*alu (not without l) alualu v [A; a12] tease. 
	Ug mag-alualu kas iru, paakan' ka, If you tease the dog, you will get bitten. Ayaw alualuha ang bungi: Don't tease the harelip. nact of teasing. alualuhan a fond of teasing. v [B12] get to be fond of teasing. maalualuhun a of a teasing nature. aloha.nay n game of tag where everybody chases everybody else. v [C; c3] play tag. 
	a.Iii n channel in tidal flats. 
	alubihid = ALABIHID. 
	alud-ud n 1 s.t. which has the chewing quality of soft bones: the tender part of a stem, the husk of young coconuts near the bud, bone cartilage. Nahfwi ang iyang ilung kay napislat ang alud-ud, His nose got crooked because the cartilage was squashed. 2' tophalf of the coconut bud which is soft and edible with a somewhat bitter taste. -un ahaving the quality of alud-ud. 
	· 

	alug v [A; a] go down to get water. Mag-alugang taga bukid ug tu.big, The mountaineers will be going down to get water .!
	.
	.

	alugbati n k.o. vine, the leaves of which are widely used as a vegetable. Wild and cultivated, it has cordate leaves which come in green and purple-tinged varieties, slightly mucilagenous when cooked: Basilia rubra. 
	. .
	. .

	v [Al; b6] cook alugbdti.
	alug-ug v [A; c] shake in short jerky motions. Gialug-ug niya sa butilya ang tu.big, Hesloshed the water around in the bottle. 
	aluhanay see •ALU. 
	aluhipan = ULAHIP AN. 
	alukaba n eggshell. alukabhang n 1 shell of eggs, sea shell,-cartridge shell. 2 housing, skeletal structure of 
	s.t. Maayung pagkahimulbuL Alukabhang na lay nabibilin, It was completely stripped down. The only thing that remained of thecar was the frame of the body. 
	· 

	. 
	. 

	alula (not without /) n cylindrical basket made of coconut leaves, holding about two bushels, container for bulaban. v 1 [A; a] make an alula. 2 [A; bcl] put s.t. into an alula. Alulahun (ialula) natu ning buwaban arun itumud, We will put the lanzones in the alula to bring them to market. 
	alum nmole. -an a having a mole. (�) n snappers which have dorsal moles on the side just in front of the tail: Lutianus sp. -un ahaving lots of moles. 
	. 
	. 
	. 
	·


	alum n k.o. small tree, ,vith itchy!1eaveswhich are used as a poultice: Melanolepis 
	aluminum -aluyuk 
	multiglandulosa. 
	multiglandulosa. 

	aluminum (not without /) n aluminum metal. -rapir n aluminum foil. 
	aluminus (not without/) [so-and-so] (which is not desirable) is better than for s. t. else to happen. ,Pangayuun, pangayuun. Aluminus bulaman nga dili iuli, If you want it, ask for it. Better than borrowing s. t. without giving it back. Puwis palitan ta ka. Aluminus magbasul ka, All right, I'll buy you some.. Better than you bothering me all the time. 
	alumnus (not without /) n breed of large, meaty pig with a short snout, broad face, and roundish body. 
	alumnus (not without /) n breed of large, meaty pig with a short snout, broad face, and roundish body. 

	alum-um a for the sky to be overcast. v 1 [B]become overcast. Mia/um-um ang buwan, The moon became covered with a thin veilof clouds. 2 [b7cl] dim s.t. Alum-umi(alum-uma, ialum-um) ang siga sa pulawan, 
	Turn the night lamp down. 3 [b] be surpassed, put into the shadow by s. t. better. 
	Turn the night lamp down. 3 [b] be surpassed, put into the shadow by s. t. better. 
	Gwapa siya apan naalum-uman siya ni Tidang, She is beautiful, but she is overshadowed by Tidang. 

	alun n long rolling wave, swell. v [B46; a4] for there to be big waves. Mialun sa dagat pagbuyup sa amihan, The sea had big waves when the northwind blew. Manday dinba na mi sa piliw gialun hinuun mi, Just as wereached the shallow waters we were buffeted by big waves. 
	alundris (not without/) n sewing thread. v 1[b6] thread a needle. A.kung gialundrisan ang mak ina, I threaded the machine. 2 [al] make into sewing thread. 
	alundris n wild vine with a disagreeable odor, rte berries of which are edible: Passi
	flora foetida. 
	flora foetida. 

	alung v [A; b6] cast a shadow over s.t. Ang
	I , , ,
	I , , ,
	taas kahuy nag-alung sa akung gardin, The
	tall tree casts a shadow over my garden. 
	Ang iyang panganduy alungan sa kahadluk, 
	His hopes are overshadowed by fear. n placethat is overshadowed. Muayun sa awungang kapi, Coffee plants do best in the shade. 

	alungv [A2; b6] be attracted to go near s. t. 
	2 

	Ang dinagkutan nga kandila gialungan sa mga anunugba, The moths were attracted to the lighted candle. n fish attracted to the light in fishing that uses lights. Mga tugnusang mga alung naku, The fish attracted to my light were sardines. alung-alung v [ANP; bS] secretly keep watch on s.o. in hopes of getting a chance to see him. Ang lalaking nangulitawu niya pirming muawung-awung (mangawung-awung, mupaawung-awung) ni..ya sa dalan, The man who is courting her 
	Ang dinagkutan nga kandila gialungan sa mga anunugba, The moths were attracted to the lighted candle. n fish attracted to the light in fishing that uses lights. Mga tugnusang mga alung naku, The fish attracted to my light were sardines. alung-alung v [ANP; bS] secretly keep watch on s.o. in hopes of getting a chance to see him. Ang lalaking nangulitawu niya pirming muawung-awung (mangawung-awung, mupaawung-awung) ni..ya sa dalan, The man who is courting her 
	Ang dinagkutan nga kandila gialungan sa mga anunugba, The moths were attracted to the lighted candle. n fish attracted to the light in fishing that uses lights. Mga tugnusang mga alung naku, The fish attracted to my light were sardines. alung-alung v [ANP; bS] secretly keep watch on s.o. in hopes of getting a chance to see him. Ang lalaking nangulitawu niya pirming muawung-awung (mangawung-awung, mupaawung-awung) ni..ya sa dalan, The man who is courting her 
	keeps waiting in the street for a chance to talk with her. 


	alungaing n jaw, mandible. -un a having a prominent jawbone.
	alungaug a having a heavy feeling in the head from lack of sleep, hangover, blow, etc. v [BN] for head to be heavy. Mialungaug (naalungaug, nangalungaug) ang akung ulu sa iyang kusug nga sumbag, I got a headache after she smacked me one. 
	alungnan = VNLAN. see ULUN. 
	alup v [BJ 1 for light, sense of sight to become dim. Nag-alup man nang imung kalayu, Your fire is low. Nagkaalup na ang iyangpanan-aw, His sight is getting dim now. 2 for sounds to dim. Sa nagkalayu siya, nagkaalup pud ang iyang tingug, As she gotfurther away, her voice grew fainter. (� a dim. Alup ang suga, The light is dim. 
	alupaup = ALuP, J. 
	alupi (from lupi) n k.o. tidbit made from grated young corn, optionally with milk or coconut milk, wrapped in corn husks andboiled. v (A; a12] make into an alupi.
	,
	,

	alup-up, alupuup = ALUP, 1. 
	•alus pa-v [A; b5] stretch one.
	's patience, control oneself when provoked or distressed. Di ku makapaalus sa mga tawung gagu, I can't tolerate morons. Paalusa (paalusi) Lang nang imung bana ug masuku kay dagban mag prublima, Just be patient with your husband when he gets angr_y because he is beset with many problems. 
	. 
	. 
	,


	alus1man = ULASJMAN. 
	alut v [AC2; b( 1)] 1 shave the head. 2 cut hair. Aluti ku, Cut my hair. 3 [A;b7] eat a portion of food intended for s.o. else. Ubang mid muawut sa litsi sa bata, Therearemaids that help themselves to the baby's milk. n 1 shaved bald. 2 haircut. Wa kay alut, You need a haircut. pa-v [Al; b(l)] get a haircut, have s.o. get a haircut. Magpaalut ku, I'll get a haircut. Paa/utan ku si Pidru, I'll have Pedro get a haircut. 
	·

	aluwihaw n k.o. tree of second growth forest bearing small, depressed, globular yellow fruit, edible but acidic. 
	aluy(not witpout /) -subjunctive passive verb [so-and-so] almost happened. Aluy siya biligsi, He was almost run over. 
	1 

	aluyn k.o. large mackerel or tuna. 
	2 

	aluy ( n(!t without /) n money (slang).
	aluyan ;l AYAYAN. see AYAY. 
	aluyuk (not without l) n part of the skull where the hair forms a whorl. -an a havinga whorl on the head. Gwapu si Pidru kay aluyukan sa buna, Pedro is handsome because he has a whorl on the front of his 
	alyadu -amang-amang 
	head. kina-an\➔) n topmost or innermost part of s. t. Ang mga Magahat tua magpuyu sa kinaaluyukan sa lasang, The Magahats live in the very center of the forest. see UYUK. 
	head. kina-an\➔) n topmost or innermost part of s. t. Ang mga Magahat tua magpuyu sa kinaaluyukan sa lasang, The Magahats live in the very center of the forest. see UYUK. 
	alyadu n 1 ally. 2 employee (humorous). Alyddu siya ndku sa upisina, He's an employee of mine in the office. v 1 [AC; b5] ally with, to become an ally with. Maayungalyaduhun (alyaduhan) ang Pilipinas, It is good to make an ally of (ally oneself with) the Philippines. 2 [A; cl] have an employee.

	alyadus = AL y ADU. 
	alyansa n .alliance. v [C2; b( 1)] have an alliance. Ang A mirika gialyansahan sa Pilipinas, The Philippines had an alliance wit� America. 
	alyas n alias. v [Bl!;c] give, have an yasan ka ug Ruhas, You'll be given the name Roxas as an alias. alyin n aliens (euphemism for Chinese). 
	alias.Al

	•ama -namu n the Lord's Prayer. shortform: manamu. paN-v [A; b5] go to s.o. as if he were one's father to ask for help. Kinsay inyung gipangama (gipangamahan) sa pagkasud sa inyung bata sa trabahu? Whodid you approach to get a job for your son? amaama n stepfather. amaama sa buti n thefirst single eruption of smallpox before spreading. amahan n father. -namu n the Lord's Prayer. v [Al] act as, have a father. Dimalas nga nakaamahan kag mangtas, It is unfortunate that you have a beast for a father. pangamah
	He was the only one left to act as a father to the orphaned children. 2 [A2; b(l)] sponsor. Ang balaudun gipangamahan ni Briyunis, The bill was sponsored by Briones. 3 = PAN GAMA. amaun n godfather in any ceremony. 
	He was the only one left to act as a father to the orphaned children. 2 [A2; b(l)] sponsor. Ang balaudun gipangamahan ni Briyunis, The bill was sponsored by Briones. 3 = PAN GAMA. amaun n godfather in any ceremony. 

	ama (from ama) expression uttered when frightened: help! Amal Naay sawa! Help!There's a snake! 
	, . 
	, . 

	a.mag = ALAMAG, v, nl. 
	amaga n for est tree: Diospyros sp.
	amag-amag (from alamag) n k.o. fish that stays near the shore and glows. 
	,
	,

	amagan see ALAMAG. 
	amagus n small,black,fresh-water shrimp thathas a small white stripe on the back. ablack-complexioned .!
	. 
	. 

	amas n k.o. shrub bearing juicy dark red berries, 1 cm. in diameter with a nauseous taste: Homonoia riparia. 
	gu


	arnahan see •AMA. 
	arnahan see •AMA. 
	amahung n k.o. bivalve of sea, greenish brown in color, oblong, 2" in length, with 
	orange meat. Found clinging to rocks. Popularly eaten preserved in salt. 
	orange meat. Found clinging to rocks. Popularly eaten preserved in salt. 

	amakan n bamboo matting woven with a k.o. twill weave, commonly used for walling. The weft is passed over two and under two warp pieces. The successive weft is passed over two and under two warp pieces again; but such that the second weft passes over one and under one of the warp pieces that the first weft had passed over, and over one and under one of the warp pieces that thefirst weft had passed under. v [A; a12] weave amakan. -in-n s. t. woven like amakan. 
	am-am v [B1256] 1 be open-mouthed from having eaten s.t. spicy. Naam-am (nabaamam) ang dkung baba sa siling kulikut, Iopened my mouth wide when Iate the hot peppers. 2 feel stung by words of derogation which are true. Nahaam-am (naam-am) ku pag-ingun niya nga tapu.lan kaayu ku, Igot stung by her words that I was very lazy. hi-Iha-= AM-AM. 
	, ,
	, ,

	am-am = ALAM-ALAM. 
	amamahung = AMAHUNG. 
	amamakul n k.o. edible mushroom that grows on decayed banana stalks. It has a slender stem, thin skin, and is dark grey in color. 
	amamaliw (from baliw) n s.o. incestuouswho gets struck by a thunderbolt as divine punishment. v [B126) become an amamaliw. amamangkas n k.o. thick-bodied and thick-
	sheiled, edible, fresh-water crab growing to 3 ", found in rivers and rice paddies. They are so called because they climb on water lilies and ride them (angkas) to the sea. 
	amamangluy n insect similar to the katydid. It makes a chirping sound in the evening.amamangpang n k.o. fish of shallow waters.
	amamaylan = BAYLAN. 
	amang a 1 mute. Unsaun pagtubag ni Pidru ug amang siya? How can Pedro answer ifhe is mute? 2 silent. Ang bungbung ray amang nga saksi sa ilang gibuhat, The walls were the mute witnesses to their deeds. v[B123(1)] become mute, struck speechless. Naamang si Pidru sa pagkadungug sa balitaPeter was struckspeechless upon hearing the news. -in-n pantomime, in sign language.
	. 
	., 

	amang-amang v [A; b(l)] have the nerve to do s.t. which an ordinary person wouldn't dare do. Mu ra nay imung abilidad, unya mag-amang-amang kag pangulitawu sa anak sa fmung manidyir? You are a nobody, but you dare propose to your manager's daughter? 
	amangtan -ambihas 
	amangtan n k.o. fish ot shallow waters. 
	amangtan n k.o. fish ot shallow waters. 
	•amanti prinsipi -Prince Charming.
	amanus a equal, even stevens. Pi/di kug diyis, pi/di sad kag diyis, di amanus na ta;-I lost ten pesos and you lost ten pesos, so that makes us even. v 1 [B1C; cl] make things come out even. Amanusun (iamanus) ku Jang ang imung utang sa utang ni Mama kanimu, You owe me the same amount my mother owes you, so I'll call it even. 2 [C;
	cl] call it quits, declare a tie. Amanusun(iamanus) ta ningatung tsis, LŁt's call our chess game quits.
	. 


	amapidun n blood clots in the womb after delivery. v [b4) have blood clots in the womb after delivery. Giamapunan ku mau nga misakit ang akung tiyan, I had blood clots in my womb so I had stomach pains. 
	amapung n wild vine with round leaves and bell-shaped white axillary flowers. The leaves are Łooked as a vegetable.
	,
	,

	amargusu = PALIY A. 
	amarilyu a yellow. v [B; a] be, color s.t. yellow. Ug dulaw ipulug, maamarilyu ang buluk, If you dye it with tumeric, it will come out yellow. 
	amaspas n sawfish. 
	amasuna n amazon. 
	amat a bad, ugly, poor in quality. Amat ang klasi ning panaptuna, This cloth is of poor quality. Amat siyag batasan, She has bad ways about her. v [B; a2] be poor in quality, bad, ugly. Ayawg amata na pagbuhat, Don't do it untidily.
	amat n sweet potato sprout, esp. those which come from potatoes missed in the harvest. paN-v [A2; b(l)] dig out the left-over sweet potatoes that have sprouted. Nangamat silag kamuting ilang isugba, They looked for leftover sweet potatoes to broil. 
	amatung n method of catching crabs by using shredded coconut as bait. v [A; a] catch land crabs by strewing coconut around. amatyur n 1 singing contest for amateurs. Muapil ka sa amatyur sa diway-arsi? Willyou take part in the singing contest over DYRC? 2 amateur singer, athlete, etc. v[Al;b(l)] hold an amateur contest. 
	,
	,

	amaun see AMA. 
	amaw n feeble-minded. Ang amaw maglisud ug sabut sa mga tu gun, The feebleminded person has a hard time understandinginstructions. v [B12) be, become feebleminded. -un a of a feeble-minded sort. 
	amay n 1 marrow of the bones. 2 outermost layer of the timber next to the bark. v [c1]make s.t. out of this material. 
	amayunga gloomy, lightly overcast. v [B] be 
	or become gloomy, lightly overcast. Muamayunggan,' hipusa ang binulad nga humay, 
	If it gets overcast, gather the rice grains. amba v [A; b3] low, moo. Nag-amba ang baka, The cow is lowing.
	ambahan v [A; h( 1)) go s.w. ma large group. 
	Nag-ambahan ang mga tawung nanagbu sa bag-ung kardinal, The people trooped in togreet the new cardinal. n large moving group.
	ambak v [A; c] jump down to a lower place. 
	1'
	1'

	Ang tubig nga nag-ambak sa ,naw g l' ikan sa 
	humayan, The water that falls into the poŁl comes from the ricefield. Giambakan ku sa ungguy, The monkey jumpect down on me.Iambak nang pisi didtu, Throw that rope down there. ambak-ambak v [A; b(l)] jump up and down. t 
	ambakn headhunters in N egros of for mer times who killed strangers to bury with their dead. 
	2 

	ambak-ambak n k.o. fish. 
	ambalang nk.o. edible seaweed found in tidal flats. It is green, soft, and has short straight branches similar to corals.
	ambang = AMBALANG.
	ambangul = UMBANGUL.
	ambas a equal in some way. Ambas si Pidru ug Husi ug abilidad, Pedro and Jose are equal in ability. v [BC3; b] be equal in quality or ability. Muambas ang tingug mu sa kang Husi, Your voice is just like Jose's. Dili kaambasan kining pintura, This paint job cannot be matched. t 
	ambaw n a k.o. small mouse. 
	am_,i 1 give it to me. Ambi ra gud ang butilya, Let me have the bottle. 2 particle used in making a request or asking permission. 
	Ambi, tugtuga kunu tung 'Sa Kabukiran', Here, play 'In the Mountains'. Ambi, pasimhuta kunu ta, Here, let me take a whiff. 3 here, let's give it a try. Ambi, atung basabun aring pahinaha. Dia tingali, Here, let me take a look at this page. It's probably here. 4 particle expressing a concession for the sake of argument. A mbi, ug wala pa ka dinhi, di ta ka hikit-an, All right, if you were not here, nobody could have seenyou, right? 
	ambid, ambig = AMGID.
	ambihas, ambihas a two things parallel or face to face but one slightly behind or to the side. Ambihas ang duha kagawang, Thetwo doors are opposite but not face to face. v 1 [B56; a12] for things to be parallel but not face to face or in line. Ug muambihas ang paglatid muhiwi ang bungbung, If the measurements are out of line, 
	ambilay -amgid 
	the wall will turn out crooked. A mtJtbasa pagbutang ang duha ka silya arun makakita ang maglingkud sa luyu, Stagger the twochairs so that whoever is at the back can see. 2 (CJ pass each other while travelling in opposite directions along the parallel routes. Ang duha ka trin Łagkaamb{bas, The two trains passed each other. 
	the wall will turn out crooked. A mtJtbasa pagbutang ang duha ka silya arun makakita ang maglingkud sa luyu, Stagger the twochairs so that whoever is at the back can see. 2 (CJ pass each other while travelling in opposite directions along the parallel routes. Ang duha ka trin Łagkaamb{bas, The two trains passed each other. 

	ambilay v [A; cl) carry s.t. with a strap slungover the shoulder. Nag-ambilay siya sa iyang kamira, He is carrying his camera slung over his shoulder. Iambilay nang ripli, Carry your rifle slung over your shoulder. 
	ambir = ABIR. 
	ambisiyun ·n ambition, aspiration. Mu ray iyang ambisiyun ang pagkamaistru, Being a teacher is his only ambition. v [AlN) as
	-

	,.
	,.
	pire. Nag-ambisiyun (nangambisiyun) siyag
	palit ug awtu, He has ambitions of buying a car. t 

	ambisyusu a ambitious. Kining buang nga ambisyusu kaayu nangulitawu sa prinsisa, This ambitious fool is courting the princess. v [B12] become ambitious. 
	ambit v 1 [A; a2b7] get a share. Kiri rang usa ka kliu akung ambltun, I'll take only this one kilogram as my share. Ambitan tag duha ka gantang ning imung bumay, I'll take six quarts as my portion of your rice. Ambiti kug gamay, Let me have a small share. 
	· -sa kasubu, kalipay share in one's sorrow, happiness. 2 [A2; a2] get in on gossip. Diin na pud ka makaambit anang tabia? Wheredid you hear that gossip? 
	ambu v [AN; acP] overlook, look from a high point, tower over; Ambua tung tawu sa silung, Look down at the man downstairs. Ang gamayng balay giambuan sa dakungbalay, The large house towered over the small one. 
	ambug v 1 [Ab2; ac) go, bring down from the mountains to the lowlands. Unsay imung ambugun? What are you going down to get? Iambug ning kamuti arun ibaligya, Bring these sweet potatoes down to sell them. 2 [A13) looking over. Ang kabuy nag-ambug sa ngilit sa pangpang, The tree is overlooking the edge of the cliff. pa-v[a) build s.t. so it overlooks. Gipaambug ku ang amung payag sa ngilit sa pangpang, lbuilt my hut looking over the edge of the.cliff.
	ambuhut V [Al belch forth smoke. Nag-ambuhut ang asu, Smoke is billowing up. pa-v[A; b(l)] blow smoke from cigarette. Gipaambuhutan niya ang ak ung nawung, Heblew smoke into my face. -an n whale. 
	ambulansiya n ambulance. v 1 [Al 3; al2] go 
	by ambulance. Ambulansiyabun natu _angangul, Let'stake the injured person in an ambulance. 2 [al 2) make into an ambulance. 
	. 

	. *ambung -an a beautiful, handsome. A mbuOU are veryhandsome in that shirt. v [B12) becomebeautiful, handsome. ka-n beauty, handsomeness. Ang kaambung ni'Mariya walay ingun, Mary'_s beauty is unequalled. 
	ngan kaJyu ka anang sininaa, y

	•ambung-an a giving the illusion of bigness or bulk. Ambungan kang tan-awun anangOU look impressively big in that dress, but you don't look good in it. v [B2] look impressively big and bulky. Nagkaambungan ang labadura nga akung giburnu, The batter that Iam baking is beginning to rise. 
	2 
	sininaa, piru wa ka muangay, y

	ambus v 1 [AN; b(l)) ambush, waylay. 2[A2] go meet a girl at her place of work or study toŁompany her home. Nia na pud si Pidru nangambus sa iyang giulitawban, 
	Here comes Pedro to meet his girl friend and take her home. 3 join a group with food or other provisions to avail oneself of them (colloquial). Nangambus Zang ku sailang balun, ljustjoined them and got some of their picnic food. Makaambus ku sa imung habul? Can I use part of your blanket?
	ambut I don't know. Ambut ug kinsa nang bayhana, I don't know who that woman is. -[gen.) it's up to [gen.). Ambut nimug pilay ibatag, It's up to you how much we should give. -sa lanw, lagung, kang Idon't know and I don't care (it's up to the 
	ambut I don't know. Ambut ug kinsa nang bayhana, I don't know who that woman is. -[gen.) it's up to [gen.). Ambut nimug pilay ibatag, It's up to you how much we should give. -sa lanw, lagung, kang Idon't know and I don't care (it's up to the 
	ambut I don't know. Ambut ug kinsa nang bayhana, I don't know who that woman is. -[gen.) it's up to [gen.). Ambut nimug pilay ibatag, It's up to you how much we should give. -sa lanw, lagung, kang Idon't know and I don't care (it's up to the 
	ga
	ga

	· 

	fly, crab). Ambut sa langaw ug muanhi, Idon't know if he's coming, and f don't care. paN-v [A] say 'I don't know'. Ugpangutan-un, mangambut lang, If you ask him� he just says he doesn't know. 

	ambuy n a nickname of Pablo. a 1 a slow
	I
	I

	witted person. Ambuy kci man diay, nganung imu nang gikaun? What did you eat that for, you fool? 2 penniless. Ayaw na sugta, ambuy na, Don't ma.try him. He doesn't have a penny. v 1 [AB; a] be, be-· come slow-witted, make a fool of s.o. Anggugma mauy nakaampuy (nakapaambuy) sa akung anak, Love has dulled my son's wits. 2 [B12; al] be short of cash, penniless. 
	ambuyn a style of men's sport shirt the lower end of which extends below the level of the buttocks and with two tapering slits on the sides, close-fitting around the waist. v 1 [A] wear this sort of shirt. 2 [cl]" tailor in to this sort of shirt. 
	2 

	amgid a similar. v 1 [BC; aclc3) be similar. 
	amgu -ampara 
	Miamgid (naamgid) ang istatuwa sa mud{lu,
	Miamgid (naamgid) ang istatuwa sa mud{lu,
	The statue grew to be more and more like the model Nganung nagkaamgid ang inyung tubag? Why were your answers similar? lamgid (amgira) Lang ang imung sinulat sa aku, Make your composition like mine. 2 [A2;b] imitate. Ang mga Insik maayung muamgid sa mga bubat sa Hapun, The Chinese imitate the Japanese products well. Giamgiran (giamgiran) sa arkitiktu ang dibuhu sa katidral, The architect imitated the sketch of the cathedral. 3 [A; ac] compare. Amgira sila kung bdin ang maanyag, Comparethem to judge whi
	n one's double. Akung kaluha nang akung 
	amgid, The fell ow that looks just like me is 
	my twin brother. ig-, ka-= AMGID, n. 

	amgu v [Al2; b8] be aware of s.t. Mauydkung naamguhan nga dinhay miabli sa bintdna, All I was aware of was that s.o. opened the window. paghi-, pagka-upon reaching consciousness. Paghiamgu (pagkaamgu) nrya, diba na siya sa uspital, When he regained consciousness, he was in the hospital. 
	amiga n l close friend (female). 2 girl friend (circumlocution to avoid saying trdtu 'fiancee'). miga (vocative) friend. 
	,
	,
	,
	,


	amtgas = HUIMIGAS. 
	amigu n l close friend. 2 boy friend (circumlocution). v l [C; a12] be friends.Mag-amigu ta, Let's be friends! A miguha siya kay makatabang natu, Befriend him, because he can help us. 2 [A123S] get as a frien� Nakaamikug tagaadwdna, l managed tomake friends with s.o. in the customs. paNv [A23] become friends. Ayaw pangamigug buguy, Do not become friends with those 
	gu 

	I
	I
	no-goods. migu (vocative) friend. Asa ka, 
	migu? Where are you going, friend? 

	amihan n wind from the north. paN-v [A23]blow from the north. Kun Nubimbri mangamihan, The northwind blows in November. n northeast monsoon time. Uktubri hangtud sa Disyimbri mauy pangamihan, It's the 
	· northeast monsoon from October to December. -an(➔) n north, northern. Mila/insila sa Amihanang Lusun, They moved to Northern Luzon. 
	amimihid, amimihig (from bibig) n fiddlercrab, k.o. small crab of tidal flats with one large red claw bigger than the other which moves in a fiddling-like motion. 
	amimislun n kidney of animals. 
	amimitas (from bitas) n k.o. large biting black and red ants with long pincers, foundin rotten wood. 
	amin amen. v 1 [A; b(l)] kiss the hand or take a hand to the fore head. A mini si Tiyumu, Kiss your uncle's hand. 2 [A3; b(l)] give in, concede, surrender. Human sa dmung panagbungul miamin siya kanak u, 
	After we had not been on speaking terms,he gave in to me. Ang mayur Zang kunuy iyang aminan, He says he will surrender only to the mayor. amin-amin n fopd pre.pared for the last day of the novena (slang).v [A13; b] prep·are some food for the guests on the last day of a novena. Mutambung ta sa katapusan ug mag-amin-dmin sila, We will attend the last day of the novena if they prepare s.t. pa-V [A; a] have s.o. kiss the hand. Paaminun tikaw &ring kinumu! I'lllet you kiss my fist (i.e. smack you one). t 
	.

	amindar v [A; a) 1 amend. Muamindar sabalaud ang Kungrisu, Congress will amend the law. Nag-amindar ang hunta sa mga lagda niini, The board is amending its policies. 2 make amends for. Nakaamindar giyud siyas iyang mga sala,· He was able to make amends for his offenses. 3 restore good feelings. Giamindar niya ang naguba ntlang panagbigalaay, He patched their broken friendship up. 
	Amirika n America. 
	Amirikana short forms: Amirkana, Mirkana. 
	n 1 American woman. 2 sport or suit jacket. v [A; a] wear, make into, get a jacket. Magamirkdna ka ba sa bayli? Will you wear a jacket to the dance? 
	amirikanayis a Americanized. v [B12] become Americanized. Nagkaamirikanayis angininglisan ni Prid, Fred's way of speaking English is becoming Americanized. 
	Amirikanu short forms: Amirkanu; Mirkanu. 
	n American. -in-v [A.; cl] speak English. amirul = AIMIRUL. 
	amistad n amnesty.
	amitu n amice. ampa v [AC2; b6] want to have just as much work· and not a bit more than the others. 
	un di paalkansi. Gustu giyung makig-ampa sa trababu, Helpers insist on a fair deal They argue about who has the most work. Unsang trabahua nang inyung giampdban? What work are you bickering about? ampaampa = AMP A. 
	Ang mga sul
	ugu

	ampad = ALAMPAD. 
	ampahan n k.o. good-sized carangoid fish that fetches a high price. 
	ampalaya = PALIYA. 
	I • 
	I • 
	I


	ampapangig = APAPANGIG. 
	ampara v [A; a12] interrupt a weddirig ceremony by objecting. Wa makaampara sa ka
	ampara v [A; a12] interrupt a weddirig ceremony by objecting. Wa makaampara sa ka
	.

	sal ang puyupuyu, The common-law wife!
	ampaw -amung 
	couldn't interrupt the wedding.
	couldn't interrupt the wedding.

	ampaw n delicacy consisting of puffed ricecoated with caramel and stuck into bricks. v [Al; a12] make ampaw. 
	ampay a 1 favorite. Ampay ku ang mangga, Mangoes are my favorite. 2 much to one'sliking. A mpa_y kaayu niya nga tawgun siyaug lulu, He likes it very much if they call him '!anddad'. 
	gr

	ampayir n umpire. Si Pidru bay ampayir sa buksing? Is ·Pedro the umpire in boxing? v [A; b(l)] be the umpire. Ampayiri ring du"/a, Umpire this game. 
	amping v [A; b(l)] trea� s.t. with care, be careful with s.t. Mag-amping ka arun dili ka masamad, Be careful so you don't get hurt. Ampingi nang makinilya, Be careful with that typewriter. ma-un, ma-in-un a careful.Maampingun (mainampingun) siyang nanaug sa dakung kahuy, He was careful in going down the big tree. t 
	_

	ampityatru n amphitheater. v [Al] make an amphitheater. -in-a an amphitheater. v [B 1456; a12) be constructed into an amphitheater. 
	ampiyun n opium. v [A12; a12]..., obtain opium, tnake opium. Ang lisu mauy ampiyunun, They make opium from the seeds. paN-v [A2; b(l)] smoke opium. Kasagaran sa mangampiyun Insik, It's usually Chinese who smoke opium. -irun opium addict. v[B126] be, become an opium addict. 
	• 

	ampiyunn a small tree that bears large yellow flowers and large black pods reaching 40 cm. The pulp found in the pod is used tocure stomach pains: Cassia sp. 
	2 

	ampli n short for amplipayir. 
	amplipayir n amplifier, public address system. v [Al] use a public address system. -an n possessing, having a public address system.
	ampu v [A; c] 1 pray, worship. Dili mu ampuan ang mga diyusdiyus, Don't worship false gods. Birhin Mariya, ig-ampu mu kami, Virgin Mary, pray for us. Giampu ku ang imung,kalampusan, I pray for your success. 2 adore. Giampuan ku ang imung kaanyag, I worship your beauty. 3 [A2; b6] surrender, turn oneself in to the authorities. Mqmatay ku usa.ku muampu, I'll diebefore I will turn myself in. 3a admit one was wrong or ask for forgiveness in order to make up. Dr' ku muampu nimu kay wa kuy sa"/a, I won't tak
	ampu v [A; c] 1 pray, worship. Dili mu ampuan ang mga diyusdiyus, Don't worship false gods. Birhin Mariya, ig-ampu mu kami, Virgin Mary, pray for us. Giampu ku ang imung,kalampusan, I pray for your success. 2 adore. Giampuan ku ang imung kaanyag, I worship your beauty. 3 [A2; b6] surrender, turn oneself in to the authorities. Mqmatay ku usa.ku muampu, I'll diebefore I will turn myself in. 3a admit one was wrong or ask for forgiveness in order to make up. Dr' ku muampu nimu kay wa kuy sa"/a, I won't tak
	-

	prays on behalf of another. Ang mga santus mauy mag-alampu (mag-aampu), Thesaints are the intercessors. 

	ampungul n head of octopus or squid (including the tentacles of the squid). 
	amu = MAU (dialectal). 
	a.mu vocative short form: mu n master, employer. Makagawi' ba ta sa imung tilipunu, mu? May I use your phone, boss? v [A123S] happen to have a master, employer. Lisud_!ning makaamu tag istriktu, It's difficult if you happen to have a strict employer. paN-v [A2] have s.o. as an employer. Nakapangamu na ku ug Katsil�, I have already experienced having a Spaniard as employer. maistru -n one who oversees thepreparation of s. t., e.g. the head chef on aboat or the quality controller in a factory. 
	amu n monkey, ape. Pubri pa sa amu, Poorerthan a monkey (which has what looks like two one-centavo coins in its buttocks). inulug -waxing gibbous moon. v [B126; b6] get broke (get to be like a monkey that has only two centavos) (colloquial). a broke. -ay(�) n Mr. Monkey. Si Amuay nangawat sa saging ni Bauhay, Mr. Monkey stole Mr. Turtle's bananas. -I-an(�) n place infested with monkeys. t 
	, ' 
	amu see KAMI.
	amul a for a blade to be very dull. Amul ang sun dang, The machete is dull. v [B12; al2]become dull -an, -un a of dull kind. 
	amuma v [A; b5) take care of s.o. and guide him. Giamuma (giamumahan) siya sa inaina sama sa kaugalingung anak; Her stepmother took care of her like her own child. 
	*amumun -lumban sa dat n sundials, k.o.sea shell. 
	ga

	amumung v [a4] lqse one's way under spell of evil spirit. Kun amumungun ka baliha Zang ang imung sinlna arun makatultul kag balik, If you lose your way, put your clothes on inside out, and you'll find your way back. 
	. amumunggut = TIBALAS. amumungpung n k.o .. edible top shell reaching an inch, pyramid-shaped. amumuntag n k'.o. octopus which _tends to!•come out when the moon rises. amung v [A; cl] drag s.t. to perdition, bring 
	s.t. to ruin together with it. Ang mga latang kamatis makaamung sa ·uban, The rotten tomatoes can ruin the others that are packed together with them. Ayaw ku iamung (amunga) sa inyung kabuang, Do not involve me in your foolishness. Sa pinusilay naamung ang inusinting bata, During the gunfight an innocent child was hit in the crossfire. paN-v [A2] 1 exert bad influence. 2 try 
	amunistal --an
	I 

	s.t. on a long shot. Nangamung siyag pangulitawu, basig sugtun, He tried his luck at courting her in hopes of succeeding. amungamung v (A; b( 1)] 1 inflict malicious, needless harm. Ang mga tulisan nag-amungamung pa giyud niya, The bandits rapedher as well. Giamung-amungan tingali ang masitira sa iru kay nangabuak man, Thedogs probably messed up the flower pots, because they are broken. 2 tease maliciously. Giamung-amungan nila ang iru paghikut ug lata, They teased the dog by tyinga can to it. amun�mu
	s.t. on a long shot. Nangamung siyag pangulitawu, basig sugtun, He tried his luck at courting her in hopes of succeeding. amungamung v (A; b( 1)] 1 inflict malicious, needless harm. Ang mga tulisan nag-amungamung pa giyud niya, The bandits rapedher as well. Giamung-amungan tingali ang masitira sa iru kay nangabuak man, Thedogs probably messed up the flower pots, because they are broken. 2 tease maliciously. Giamung-amungan nila ang iru paghikut ug lata, They teased the dog by tyinga can to it. amun�mu
	amunistal v [A; c6] register for marriage inthe church. n payment for church services in marriage. Mahal ang amunistal sa kasal nga ispisyal, The payment for the church services in a special marriage is dear. 

	amur n liking. Wa gidkuy amur sa dayuk, I cannot brimyself to like salted fish innards. Gitugkan siyag amur kang Birtu, Shedeveloped a liking for Bert. -prupiyu amor prop10.amunidu n k.o. red, thick, sweet banana, eaten raw. It is starchier than the yellow bananas usually sold commercially in the States.amural v [A; al2] 1 speak one's love to. Giamural niya si Mariya, piru wa sugta, Heproposed to Maria, but she turned him down. 2 speak out one's purpose asking for 
	·
	yu
	ng 

	s.t. Nag-amu,al kung Tiyu para sa akung karsunis, l am asking my uncle for money to buy a pair of pants.
	s.t. Nag-amu,al kung Tiyu para sa akung karsunis, l am asking my uncle for money to buy a pair of pants.

	amur sikritu n bleeding heart, k.o. ornamen-
	.
	.
	.
	tal vine with heart-shaped flowers: Clero

	dendrum tbomponae. 

	amursiku n k.o. crab grass with long towering stems bearing barbed spike lets which adhere to the clothes:Andropogon aciculatus. ka-v [Al 3] be full of _amorseco spikes. Nagkaamursiku ang akung sinina, My dress has amorseco all over it. 
	amurtisasiyun n amortization. v 1 [Al] beamortized. Ang akung utang nag-amurtisasiyun ug dusyintus matag bulan, The amortization on my debt is two hundred every month. 2 [ac] pay off an amortization. Amurtisasyunan k u ang utang ug katunga, I'11 amortize half of my debt. 
	amurusu n delinquency in paying off an obligation. Upat ka buwan ang akung amurusu sa bangku, I'm four months delinquent in my payments to the bank. v [B1256] be delinquent in paying off an obligation. 
	amut n contribution. Pilay amut sa salusalu kada usa? How much is each person's con
	-

	tribution to the party? v [A; c] 1 contribute. Daghan siyag ikaamut sa kauswagan sa nasud, He has much to contribute to the development of the country. 2 contribute to increase the intensity or quality. Ang kaigang nakaamut sa iyang kapungut, Theheat contributed to making his anger worse. -I-an, -I-an(➔) n contribution. Pagkadaghagalamutan (alamutan) sa iskuylahan, makapubri! You can go broke with all the contributions you have to make in school. 
	tribution to the party? v [A; c] 1 contribute. Daghan siyag ikaamut sa kauswagan sa nasud, He has much to contribute to the development of the country. 2 contribute to increase the intensity or quality. Ang kaigang nakaamut sa iyang kapungut, Theheat contributed to making his anger worse. -I-an, -I-an(➔) n contribution. Pagkadaghagalamutan (alamutan) sa iskuylahan, makapubri! You can go broke with all the contributions you have to make in school. 
	. ,
	, 


	amut1 = KAMUTI. 
	amuy n 1 icon. 2 the name of God used in 
	1
	1
	speaking to small children. Ayaw pangaway 
	kay masuku ang amuy, Don't quarrel be

	cause God will get angry. amuyn term of address f,or very old men of respectability. Kana si Amuy Militun kapitan sa panahun sa Katsila, Amoy Meliton was a village head during the Spanish times. v [a12] call s.o. Amoy. 
	2 

	amyun v [BN] emit a sweet fragrance.Miamyun (nangamyun) ang kahumut sa mga bulak, The flowers emitted a sweet fragrance. 
	ka-n sweet smell. -anlocal passive verb affix, future. (past gian; subjunctive -i. Potential forms: past naan; future ma-an or, alternatively, ka-an; subjunctive ma-i or, alternatively, ka-i.) Not all verbs occur with this affix, and those that do may occur with only one or two or all of the meanings. 1 [do) for, at, on, in. Palitan ku siyag kik, I will buy him cake (orbuy cake from him). Gipalitan ku siya, I bought some for (from) him. Wa ku siyapaliti, I didn't buy any for (from) him. Mapalitan (k,apal
	1 
	ulu, y

	-an-an.ad 
	2

	[do] because of, due to. Unsay gihilakan mu? What is it you are crying about? Dili na angayng kabalak-an, That isnot worth getting worried over. 6 do in [such-andsuch a manner]. Usaan na nakug alsa, I will lift that with one (hand). Datadataban ku nag bayad, l will pay for that in installments. 7 work off a debt, pay for by [doJing. Mahimu nimung trabahuan ang imung' utang naku, You may work off your debt to me. Buk-an kug lubi kining bugas, I'll pay for this rice by splitting coconuts. 
	[do] because of, due to. Unsay gihilakan mu? What is it you are crying about? Dili na angayng kabalak-an, That isnot worth getting worried over. 6 do in [such-andsuch a manner]. Usaan na nakug alsa, I will lift that with one (hand). Datadataban ku nag bayad, l will pay for that in installments. 7 work off a debt, pay for by [doJing. Mahimu nimung trabahuan ang imung' utang naku, You may work off your debt to me. Buk-an kug lubi kining bugas, I'll pay for this rice by splitting coconuts. 
	· 


	-ansuffix forming verb bases to which the prefixes mag-, tig-and pag-may be added. The verb with these affixes always Jias stress on the final syllable and means ' [do]
	2 

	s.t. at a certain place habitually'. Mag-anbian siya dinhig maduminggu, He comes here on Sundays. Siyay tig-anhian dinbi, He comes.here often. Sa imung pag-adtuan didtu, nakailaila kag usa ka Mang Tiryu? Inthe times you've been going to that place, did you ever meet a certain Mang Terio? 
	s.t. at a certain place habitually'. Mag-anbian siya dinhig maduminggu, He comes here on Sundays. Siyay tig-anhian dinbi, He comes.here often. Sa imung pag-adtuan didtu, nakailaila kag usa ka Mang Tiryu? Inthe times you've been going to that place, did you ever meet a certain Mang Terio? 

	-an noun forming affix. 1 forming nounswhich refer to a place where s. t. is found,done, held, located. Humayan, Rice field. Tubaan, Place where toddy is sold. Baskitbulan, Place basketball is played. Habagatan, West (place from which the babagat'west wind' blows). Bairan, Sharpener (thing on which one sharpens). Tindaban, Store(place one sells). 2 forming nouns which refer to a person possessed of a certain power. Nouns of this sort always have long penults. Tambalan, Folk doctor. Hilu.tan, Doctor specia
	3 

	-anadjective forming affix. 1 forming adjectives which mean 'characterized by being [so-and-so)'. Words of this sort have the stress on the final syllable. Langasan, Of a 
	4 

	·
	·
	noisy type. Talawan, Cowardly. Gabian, Ofa hard sort. 2 added to nouns to form adjectives which mean 'having [so-and-so]'. Utukan, Brainy. Kwartaban, Moneyed.

	-an(➔) short for hi-an(➔). 
	-an-infix optionally added to all forms with the prefixes nag-, mag-, pag-, indicating that affixed forms refer to more than one person. Nanagsabut sila, They made (plurally)an agreement. Duba ka managsuun, Twobrothers. Ang ilang panagsabut, Their (ph.iral) agreement with each other. 
	ani 1 expression of surprise. a at s.t. pleasant. Anh, kanindut sa imung ariyus, Ohwhat beautiful earrings rou have! b at s. t. which causes worry. Ana! Nabuak, Oh-Oh!It broke. 2 expression chiding s.o. Anii! 
	Nagpabuyag man ka! My! You're making
	Nagpabuyag man ka! My! You're making
	a nuisance of yourself. 
	'\

	'\ 
	, 
	, ' 

	ana = NIANA. see KANA. 
	anaa short fotm: naa. 1 be there (near you). 
	Nda ba diba ang yawi? Do youhave(is
	. 
	. 

	there) the key? la be employed at, work 
	at. Naa siya sa Atlas, He works for Atlas.
	Naa ra siya sa bay, He is always at home. 
	2 there is. Naay suwat para nimu, There is 
	a letter for you. 3a -dat. [dat.] has. Naa
	kaniya ang yawi, He has the k;ey. 3b it de
	pends upon [dat. ].. Naa ra nimug muadtu 
	ta, It's up to you if Łe should go. 3c be 
	menstruating. Dili muduul ang bana ug naa 
	sa asawa, A husband cannot have inter
	course with his wife when she is menstru
	ating. 4 unsa may -niana, sa [nounl? 
	what does that, [noun] have to do with it? 
	Unsa ba guy naa sa idad? And what does 
	Unsa ba guy naa sa idad? And what does 

	age have to do with it? pagka-n the state 
	of being there. Ang iyang pagkaanaa sa ba
	lay, His presence in the house. paka-v [Al 
	3; a12] strive to have s.t: Imu kung pakaa
	-

	naabun bisan wa kuy nabut, You try to get 
	s.t.from me even though I haven't anything. anaahun a well-to-do.
	.

	a.nab (from bana) n husband (slang). 
	anabu n k.o. shrub or small tree which pro
	duces strong bark fiber of commercial im-
	.

	portance: Abroma augusta. anabyung = HINAGDUNG. anad v 1 [B23( 1); b( 1)] take to, become 
	fond of. Pakugus ang bata nga nakaanad na 
	nimu, A child that has become fond of you 
	will want you to carry him. 2 [B2S; b8) 
	get accustomed, get in the habit of doing 
	s.t. Mutinad (maanad) siyag pangbilabut sa akung butang, He will (might) get used to touching my things. Naandan na niya ang pamakak, She is accustomed to lying. Ang
	s.t. Mutinad (maanad) siyag pangbilabut sa akung butang, He will (might) get used to touching my things. Naandan na niya ang pamakak, She is accustomed to lying. Ang
	.

	naandan nga paagi, Th� usual way. ia [b8]treat s.o. too familiarly. Hiandan ka Zang;. abi nila maayu ka man, They're just abusing you; they think you're nice. Naandanka niya ug kumidiya, He has gotten in the habit of joking with you (when he should not have). (� a 1 accustomed to, familiar with s.t. Anad kaayu ku ug byabi, I amaccustomed to travelling. 2 tame. Anad ang langgam, The bird is tame. Kaant;id nga bataa bisan kinsa makakugus niya, That child is not afraid of people. Anybody can hold him. v [B12
	· 

	When you get used to the work, you won'tfind it hard. anaran a having a special ap-peal to animals, children, etc. so that they feel immediately at home. 
	. 

	,
	,

	anaga-anam 
	a.nag v [A; al2b(l)] broil crops to eat. Anaga ang mais nga humuk, Broil the soft corn. -in-n broiled crop. -un(� n young corn. Gitanuk nila ang anagun, They boiled the young corn. v [B3] for corn to be at an ediown stage. Nag-anagun na ang mais. Hapit na ang sanggi, Thecorn is growing ears. Harvest time is near. anagunan n field of corn with young ears. 
	ble but not yet full
	-gr

	, . ,
	, . ,

	anagas1 = ALAGASI. 
	anagu, anan hazy, unclear image. Ang anagu sa da/an gibantayan pag-ayu sa draybir, The driver paid close attention to theblurred outline of the road. v [B2S] appear hazily. Nag-anagu ang ba/ay sa bungtud tungud sa gabun, The house on the hill was hazy because of the mist. 
	gu 

	anaha n k.o. small ant with a light tan color and with a black spot on the body and which takes to sugar. It inflicts a mild bite. v [B125!; a4] be infested with anaha ants. Sus, nagkaanaba (gianaha) ang asukar! Heavens! The sugar is swarming with ants. 
	anahaw n k.o. palm with fan-shaped leaves: 
	Livistona rotundifolia. The leaves are used for mats, hats, etc. Potted andhaw are widely used for ornamental purposes. -lagwis = ANAHAW. -mubu ornamental palm similar in appearance to anabaw: Licuala spi
	Livistona rotundifolia. The leaves are used for mats, hats, etc. Potted andhaw are widely used for ornamental purposes. -lagwis = ANAHAW. -mubu ornamental palm similar in appearance to anabaw: Licuala spi
	nosa. 

	anak n son, daughter. -sa buhat 1 laborer. 2accustomed to hard work. Way bali kana, kay anak man aku sa buhat, l don't mind that, because I'm used to hard work. 3 poor people. lisud ang panginabuhi sa mga anak sa bu.hat, Life for the poor is very difficult nowadays. -sa bunyag godson or daughter at baptism. -sa gawas illegitimate child. -sa hulaw short person (son of the dry,lean times). -sa kang exclamation of discomfiture: My! Anak sa kagang! Nganu nga nai/ad ka man! My heavens! Why
	ga

	_
	_
	did you let them cheat you! -sa sapi childthat has been adopted by purchase. v 1 [AN; cN] 1 give birth. Diana muanak (manganak) na si Kurdapya kay gu/ang na, Cordapia will not have any more children because she's old; Nag-anak siyag kaluha, Shehad twins. Ang banig nga gianakan (giangkan, gipanganakan), The mat she gave birth on. Diin ka ianak ( ipanganak)? Where were you born? 2 [Al 2] happen to. have for a child. Nakaanak si Pidru ug abilidaran, Pedro had a genius for a son. (�) n in prayers: 
	,
	Son of God. Sa nga/an sa Amahan, sa Anak, 
	sa lspiritu Santu ... In the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost ..!pa-v 1 [A; a2] assist in childbirth, cause 
	• 


	s.t. to be born. Mananabang ang nagpaanak kanaku, A folk-midwife assisted me in childbirth. Paangka siya sa matirniti, Let her have her baby in the clinic. 2 [A; b(l))make pregnant. Ang mutsatsa gipaangkan sa kutsiru, The rig driver got the maid pregnant. palaangkanan n delivery table. pinaangkan n l illegitimate child. 2 one who gave birth out of wedlock. (Cf. paangkanvl, below.) paN-v 1 = ANAK, v. 2 [Al sponsor in a baptism. Aku ang nanganak ni Bibi sa bunyag, l was Baby's godfather in herbaptism. paN
	-

	Cadio is just an adopted child because the couple is childless. 2 in a child's ga.me, the pretend child. angkan a having given birth. 
	Yaya ug lawas ni si Kurdapya mu rag angkan, Cordapia's body is flabby like a woman that has just given birth. A ngkan na siyang daku pagkaminyu nila, It was welknown that she had had a child before t�ey got married. paangkan v [Al 3) make s.o. pregnant. Kinsa may nagpaangkan sa labandira? Who made the laundry woman pregnant? pinaangkan n one who gave birth toan illegitimate child. angkanun a for peopleto be prolific in childbirth. Angkanun (palaanak) kaayu si Mariya. Manganak kada tuig, Maria is prol
	Ł
	, 

	·
	·

	give birth. -:_un(+) 1 = INANAK. 2 = PAGUMANGKUN. pala-(+) a l for people or animals to be prolific in childbirth. Palaanak ang akung anay, My'pig is very prolific. 2 prolific in outpu� see also PAG-UMANGKUN,
	MANTIANAK, TAGUANGKAN. t 
	anam v l [A; cl) take care of s.t. as fast orbefore the next comes around. A namun (ianam) ku nig hakut sa taas, I will take these upstairs as fast as they arrive. 2 [A23]become gradually. Samtang sila· nag-inum, 
	-anan-andam 
	1 

	nag-anam kapula ang iyang nawung, As they were drin�ing, his face gradually got redder and 'redder. pa-[A) waste time. Di ku paanam sa uras, I won't waste time. 
	nag-anam kapula ang iyang nawung, As they were drin�ing, his face gradually got redder and 'redder. pa-[A) waste time. Di ku paanam sa uras, I won't waste time. 

	-ananaffix added to verbs to form nouns which have meanings analogous to the meanings of the local passive verbs. Cf. -AN-1
	1 

	.
	.
	place or person for whom s. t. is done. Palitanan sa bugas, Place one buys rice. Lingkuranan, Seat. Hataganan sa limus, Persons towhom the alms are given. 2 thing to which 
	s.t. 1s to be done. Labbanan, Wash to be done. Handumanan, Keepsake (thing which one thinks back on). 

	-anan(➔)' alternant of -anused with roots that have a short penultimate vowel that is dropped on suffixation. Maghagkanan sa tiil sa birhin, They kiss the feet of the Virgin. 
	2
	Ł 

	an-an n k.o. small tree of thickets: Buchanama arborescens. 
	ananaklaw (from saklaw) n k.o. tiny house spider that jumps on its prey. 
	anan4kyud (from sakyud) n k.o. bird of the seasŁore that moves its buttocks up and down.
	ananamsi n k.o. small timber tree. 
	anananggal nk.o. unglu who, when under his supernatural spell, detaches the portion ofhis 'body above the waist from the lower portion and flies away with trailing intestines in search of his prey, leaving the lower portion. This detachment occurs only at night, and the anananggal dies if the sun strikes any portion of the separated body. He <:an also be killed by putting salt on thelower portion. see also TANGGAL.
	ananangkil (from sangkil) n k.o. small hawk wit1black and brown speckles on a light
	' 
	' 
	brown and white background.

	anapug n 1 k.o. soft shale. 2 soft coral rock. -an n· place where there is shale or coral rock.. ·:-un a full of shale, coral rock. 
	anas :-v :[B; c1] landslide. Muanas ( maanas) gani-'!kanang bukid, malubung giyud mung buhi, If there is a landslide on that mountain, you'll be buried alive. Kun mukusug ang ulan, ianas kanang imung haul, If it rains hard, your field will be washed down. 
	anawv [A; a12] determine truth by careful deliberation. A nawa ang tahu usa ipublikar, Verify the report before publishing it. 
	1 

	anaw n area of the surface of the sea which 
	2
	2
	has a different textµre from the surrounding area, usually visible when the sea is calm�

	anawnsir n 1 announcer. 2 dispatcher of buses and-jeeps (slang). v [A13; a12] be, make 
	anawnsir n 1 announcer. 2 dispatcher of buses and-jeeps (slang). v [A13; a12] be, make 
	into an announcer. 

	anay(from ina) n 1 sow. 2 woman that is a mother. Dili ka angay nga mag-istiwardiskay a nay ka na, You are not fit to be astewardess because you are a Łother now. -un, -un(Ł )· n pig raised to bear a litter. v[A; a12] raise to be a sow. Anayunun ni natung baktin, Let's use this piglet for a sow. -l•un(Ł), ·unun(+-) a for a woman that 
	1 
	_

	·
	·

	is nursing to be thinlike a sow that has been 
	nursing her litter. 
	anay (from ina) exclamation uttered in fear.
	2
	2

	Anay! Naay ibu! Help! Sharks! 
	anay n termite. v [a4b4] be infested with terilites. Gianayan (gianay) ang balay, Thehouse was infested with termites. 
	anay = UNA (dialectal}. paN-n 1 first born.
	2
	2

	Mu ni si Bingbing amung panganay, This is Bingbing, our eldest child. 2 one who bears a child for the first time. Panganay ka ra ba ayaw paghdrig katulug, This is your first time to pear a child. Don't sleep too much .!.
	•anay alternant of -ayf 
	anay-anay n k.o. small fish of shallow water belonging to the family Blennidae.
	l givt: me. Anda ug supas bi kay gigutum ku, Give me some cookies because I'm hungry.
	anda

	andabe gone! leave! (Biblical usage). Anda, Samuel sa paglakat, Be gone, Samuel. Be on your way. 
	2 

	andadur n walker on rollers for a baby to learn to walk on. v [Al; a12] obtain, make into, use a walker. Makalakaw na siya apan mag-andadur, He can walk, but only with awalker.
	*andak paN-v [A] boast that one can do s.t. Nagpangandak siya nga musuk ul siya nimu bisan anus-a, He was boasting that he would stand up to you any time. n boasting that one can do s.t. -an(� a boastful about things one can do. v [B12] get to be boastful. Nagkaandakan siya samtang nagkasubitu sa pag-ayu sa makina, He got so he claimed he could do more and more as hegrew better at fixing engines. mapaN-un, maN-un a over-confident. Mapangandakung tinguha, Over-ambitious in one's aims. 
	andam a prepared. Andam ka na sa pagtubag? Are you prepared to answer? Andam na ang tanan, Everything is ready. v [A; cl] prepare s.t. Kinsay muandam sa pagkaun? Who will prepare the food? Mag-andam ka sa kamatayun, Prepare for death. n preparation for a banquet. Dili dak u ang andam nila sa kumbira, They did not make big preparations for the banquet. paN· v [A} 1 prepare. 2 get ready f <;>r, be on guard. 
	_
	·

	andamyu -ang 
	Pangandam sa banhiBe ready for an attack. n preparation. mapaN-un a watchful. andamyu n gangplank. v [A1;a) make into, 
	Pangandam sa banhiBe ready for an attack. n preparation. mapaN-un a watchful. andamyu n gangplank. v [A1;a) make into, 
	g. 

	put a gangplank to s.t. 

	andana n 1 storey. 2 deck of a multi--decked ship. v [b6) construct a house in storeys.andar v 1 [A) for s.t. mechanical to run. Dilimuandar ang a:wtu, The car won't start. 2 [A2) for a peculiar trait to show i�self. Miandar na pug iyang pagkahinugsdg, His fondness for teasing is making its appearance again. 3 [A2; b2] make trouble. Giandaran niya ang tindira, He made trouble for the salesgirl n the way an engine runs. Maayuug andar ang akung. makina, My machineruns well. hiN-. a fond of making trouble. 
	andarul n 1 k.o. chair for an infant suspended from a springpole or from springs in which the baby can bounce around. 2 = ANDADUR.
	andas n a stretcher-like contraption used to carry a corpse. v [A12] mŁe into, carry ina stretcher-like contraption. Andasun nila ang minatay, They will carry the body in a stretcher.
	•andaw tuli -circumcized naturally from birth, born with the glans penis exposed 
	andayag n medicine of snake feces, herbs, bark for stomach complaints. 
	andayun = UNDA YUN. 
	anding n title for an older female to whom one is related. 
	andir a 1short for andir dibunal, baky� sayabe dominated, subjugated to one's wife. 2 subordinate to. Andir ku ni Kapitan Santus, Captain Santos is my superior. 3 be a student of. Andir ku ni Lupis sa m_at, Istudied math with Lopez. 4 under the net in tennis, volleyb�l, etc. v 1 [A; a12] dominate. Di giyud k u maandir, I will not!behenpecked. 2 [B1256) get to be under s.o.,student of s.o. 3 [B12S6] for the ball to be under the net. 4 in phrases: -dibakya,bunal, saya = ANDIR, 1. -ditibul n s. t. given und
	andir a 1short for andir dibunal, baky� sayabe dominated, subjugated to one's wife. 2 subordinate to. Andir ku ni Kapitan Santus, Captain Santos is my superior. 3 be a student of. Andir ku ni Lupis sa m_at, Istudied math with Lopez. 4 under the net in tennis, volleyb�l, etc. v 1 [A; a12] dominate. Di giyud k u maandir, I will not!behenpecked. 2 [B1256) get to be under s.o.,student of s.o. 3 [B12S6] for the ball to be under the net. 4 in phrases: -dibakya,bunal, saya = ANDIR, 1. -ditibul n s. t. given und
	.

	nimu iandir gul dayun, When I pass you the ball, shoot from directly beneath the basket. -ids underage. v [B12S6] be underage. -kubir n unctercover agent. v [B156]be an undercover agent . .:.... pas n underpass. -tayim undertime in job. v [B6; b) do undertime. t 

	andu, andu v 1 [Al; a12] expect to realize 
	·
	·

	s.t. out ol s.t. Mag-andu kag hangin anang pangitaa, You will get exactly nothing fro_mthat sort of livelihood. Unsay maandu mu anang pagpunay ug katulug? What do youexpect to get out of sleeping all the time? 2 [A; a] sum up, make an account of. Nagandu siya sa mga butang nga .wa gani n.iya mahimu, She is counting up things for credit to get credit for them, when she hasn.'t even done them. Ayaw k ug paningli, kay ug andubun natu ag akung nagastu nimu, di ka kabayad, Do not try to collect what Ioweyou, b
	didn't want to. Padatudatu siya. Pag-andu pa, pubri kaayu, He pretended to be.rich.But when it came to the test, he turned outto be poor. n way -not certain. Wa payandu ug maghikay ba mi sa pyista, We'reundecided as yet whether to prepare for the fiesta. anduhay n confro_ntation. v [CJ have a confrontation. Mag-andubay ta arun mabusay ang tanan, Let's have it out.to settle everything. anduhunun n matter to be decided. Anduhunun pa ning akung pagpaiskuyla nimug midisina, I'm not sure whether we will send 
	andun k.o. tall wild tuber the corm ofwhich is eaten in times of famine: Amorpbopballus campanulatus. 
	2 

	' 
	' 

	and'u = ANGOU.andufuaw = AGUMAA.anduhay see ANDU. 
	ang short form: ng 1 subject marker. Nawala -ang libru, The book is lost. 2 marker for definite predicate. Ang iyang libru mauy nawala, It was his book that was lost. 3 following a formmeaning including, together with. Sitinta ang &bang, apil ang tubiThe rent is seventy pesos including the water. 4 
	· 
	g. 

	preceding f onns ref erring to quantity or measurement: each. Ang a bang. sitinta ang 
	ga
	ga
	an
	1 

	bulan, The rent is seventy a month. anga n the fry of some kinds of goby.
	1 
	,

	anga:= ANGAL 
	2 ,
	,

	angaang = ALANGAANG,
	angal v [B; b3] find s.t. to complain about. 
	Unsa may angalan nimu sa trababu ug sayun man galing? What is there to complain about when the job is so easy? -an a givento complaints. t 

	angalaskalas n k.o. green crab with splotches of dirty yellow between, 2½"-3" in diameter, commonly found on wharves. 
	angan-anv [A; bScl] delay awhile. Muangan-angan ku ug pila ka minutu, I will wait for a few minutes more. Angan-angana (angan-afZgdni, iangan-angan) ang imung paglarga, Put off your departure. 
	gan 

	anirang n 1 steps of stairs, ladder. 2 grade or year of a course. Naa pa siya sa ikaduhang ang-ang sa abugaslya, He is still in the second year of his law course. v [A3;al] put steps into, make into steps. A ng-angan lang nimug tulu ang bagdan, Just put three steps in the stairs. -an(➔) n = ANG-ANG. 
	angat n teeth marks. Angat sa pinaakan sa 
	, 1
	, 1
	ha/as, Teeth marks of a snake. 

	•�ngat-sa as [such-and-such] approaches. /nit ang kampanya angat sa iliksyun, Thecampaign went into high gear as elections approached. v [B145) for an event to approach. Nag-angat na ang pista, Fiesta timeis approaching. 
	2 

	ant v [A; ac] go, bring up a hill or place in the hills. A ngatun sa mga turista ang bulkan sa Mayun, The tourists are going to climb Mount Mayon. langat ni natu sa biid, We will bring this up the hill. paN-n tool for: mountain-climbing. antun a steep to climb. 
	ga
	ga

	,
	,

	anpy ought to. Angay kang magtuun arun makapasar ka, You ought to study if you want to pass. Di na angay nimu ikabalaka, Y ou should not worry about that. a 1 fitting, proper, right time or situation. Angay ni nimung kulura, This color suits you. 2 evenly cut, equally spaced. Angayng pagkaputul ang mga panid, The pages are evenly 
	·
	-
	-

	. ,
	. ,
	cut. A ngayng pagkatisuk ang mga pasuk, The stakes are evenly spaced. v la [B3S6; b8] be appropriate. Miangay ang imung ilung sa lmung nawung, Your nose goes well with your face. lb [A23S] like s.t., consider 
	s.t. suitable to one's taste. Dlli ku mudayanang tuba nga initlugan, I don't like toddy mixed with eggs. 2a [A; a] make s.t. equal, even. A ngaya ang kdyu, Make the flame even. 2b [A; a12] tune a musical instrument. Angayun ta ning pyanu, Let's tune 
	ng
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	this piano. 2c [C; a12] treat each other 
	this piano. 2c [C; a12] treat each other 
	equally, do s.t. equally to several people. 
	Mag-angay mig _kaun sa amu. Way pinihig, 
	We all eat the same food at home. Nobody gets anything special. A ngayun ta mug dukduk sa ulu, l will knock you all on your heads. 2d. [C; b] be in agreement. Nagangay ang ilang mga disisyun, They were in agreement in their decisions. (�) walay (�) a unbecoming, ugly. v [B12) be unbecoming, ugly. Mawala kay angay ug itum isul-ub, It will not become you if youwear black. pa-, pahi-v [A; c] 1 put, place carefully in order. G#paangay (gipahiangay) niya ang bulak sa bukag, He placed the flowers carefully in 
	-
	· 


	s.t. even. Paangayi ang linung-ag, Let thefood get cooked evenly. -an(-+) a for a person to be becoming, proper. v [BJ get to be becoming. Nagkaangayan ka sa imunguban, Your grey hairs become you moreand more. ka-an n just, equal treatment. ma-un n just, equal. Maangayung pagbabin sa kabilin, A just divi�ion of the inheritance. maki-un a tending to be on equal terms with everyone.
	angdu v [A; a12) consent. Dili siya muandu anang paagiha kay kingan, He won't consent to doing it that way because it's too slow. Anduun ka Lang ug dili siya mubuhat 
	angdu v [A; a12) consent. Dili siya muandu anang paagiha kay kingan, He won't consent to doing it that way because it's too slow. Anduun ka Lang ug dili siya mubuhat 
	angdu v [A; a12) consent. Dili siya muandu anang paagiha kay kingan, He won't consent to doing it that way because it's too slow. Anduun ka Lang ug dili siya mubuhat 
	.

	sa gisugu, He will just say yes to you andthen won't do what you told him to. maun a readily giving one's consent. 

	angga n nickname. Si Bituy ang akung angga, My nickname is Bitoy. v [A; c] give a nickname. Gianggaan siya ug paka, They nicknamed him 'frog'. 
	anggal n 1 birds thŁt have their fulJ feathers 
	·
	·

	but cannot fly yet. 2 for children to be nearly grown up. Ayaw paghulat nga hungitun ka sa irnung inahan, anggalka na, Don't wait for your mother to feed yoµ. You're grown-up now. a grown-up and_ still unable to speak properly. 
	anggid = AMGID. 
	angguy n familiar term of address. for boy orman much younger than speaker: Łonny,lad. Purbida, angguy, lisud na kung masuku, 
	• If he gets angry, lari, he is-hard to control. v [A13; a12) call s.o. angguy. 
	anghal v [B] become ajar. pa-v [bS) keep 
	s.t. ajar. Paanghdla (paangbali) ang pultaban arun 1nakita sila, Keep the door ajar so we can see them. 
	anghaw = ANGHAL.
	anghil n 1 angel. 2 short for -n-zagbalantay. 
	anghilika -angsu 
	Gibyaan siya sa iyang anghil, Her guardian angel left her. v [Al2; b2] save s.o. like a guardian angel. Ang paghut sa iru nakaangŁ bil kay nakamata ku, The dog's parking saved me in the nick of time because I woke up. -magbalantay n guardian angel
	Gibyaan siya sa iyang anghil, Her guardian angel left her. v [Al2; b2] save s.o. like a guardian angel. Ang paghut sa iru nakaangŁ bil kay nakamata ku, The dog's parking saved me in the nick of time because I woke up. -magbalantay n guardian angel
	anghilika n k.o ... flowering herb, cultivated and wild, which has large succulent, ovoid, undulating leaves from which new plants sprout: Bryophyllum pinnatum. 

	anghinghu = AHINGHU.
	anghit a smell bad like the body, rancid meat, milk, goats, cows. v [B; b6] get to smell bad. Muangbit ang ripridyintur ug butangan ug karni sa kanding, The refrigerator will smell if you put goat meat into it. ka-n foul smell. Ang kaangbit sa litsi dili kaayuisug, Milk does not have a terribly strong smell. 
	anghit a smell bad like the body, rancid meat, milk, goats, cows. v [B; b6] get to smell bad. Muangbit ang ripridyintur ug butangan ug karni sa kanding, The refrigerator will smell if you put goat meat into it. ka-n foul smell. Ang kaangbit sa litsi dili kaayuisug, Milk does not have a terribly strong smell. 
	,. ,

	angtmg = ALANGIING. 
	angilan = ALANGILAN.
	angin v [A; cl] bring s.t. to ruin together with it. Ang inum nakaangin sa akung pagtuun, Drinking brought my studies to ruination. Daghang kinabubing naangin pagkabulug sa trdk, Many pJ:!ople lost their lives when the bus fell. 
	angitngit = ALANGITNGIT.
	angka v l [B4] for s.t. to get loose, give way. Muangka dayun ang tikud sa sapdtus, Theheels of the shoes will come off right away. Miangka ang silya tungud sa {yang kabug-at, The chair gave way because she was too heavy. 2 [cl] remove s.t. to leave a gap. Ayaw iangka (angkaha) ang tabun sa kaldiru, Do not lift the cover off the pot. 3 [A23;b3] quit doing s.t., a job. Muangka ka na nga wa pay uras? You're quitting now,when it hasn't even been an hour? Hapit na mamatay, piru wa gibapun muangka ang ugis, The
	angkab v LA; ab7] take a big bite. Angkabun(angkaban) ku ug kausa ning imung mansanas, May I take one big bite from your apple? n bite, result of the bite. Dakug angkab ang!·iru, The dog has a big bite.
	angkas v 1 [A; b] ride mounted on s.t. Batang nag-angkas ug kdbaw, A child mounted on a water buffalo. 2 [AC; c] ride double on a cycle or horse. Nag-angkas sila sa mu-tur, They rode one behind the other on the motorcycle. /angkas ta ka sa bisiklita, I'lltake you on the back of my bicycle. -anan n carrier at the back part of the bicycle. 
	angkat v [A; a12] take s.t. for resale oncredit. Angkatun sa run naku an'g isda kay wala kuy puhunan, I'll take the fish on 
	credit this time because I have no capital. namount for which s.t. is taken on credit. Dini ik,abaligya ug tris kay kwatru ang angkat ani, I can't let you have it for three becauseI had to pay four for it. maN-1-. maN-Ł n one who obtains things for sale on credit.
	angkla n l anchor. 2 anchor-type contraption used for fishing for squid. v [A12; al2)obtain, make into an anchor. 
	angkub n a covering over the opening of a small boat, the analogue of a deck on large boats. v l [AN; bS) make, put a cover for 
	I
	I

	a boat. Jiang angkubun (angkuban) ang sa-· 
	kayan ug playwud, They will make a plywood cover for the boat. 2 rAN; ac] fill s. t.in to cover up a deficiency. Angkuba ra ang lab-ang sa imung pinintalan, Fill in the spots you missed painting. A ngk ubi ang kuwangun, Make up the balance of my tuition fees. Iangkub kining usa ka gantang humay arun mabustung usa ka bakid,
	sa dkung twi
	sy

	Add this one ganta of rice to make it one cavan. a l for boats to be covered, having an angk ub. 2 complete, nothing lacking. Angkub ang imung pagbdtag kanamu sa diriksiyun, You gave complete directions. 
	angkun v [A; a12] claim as one's own, admit authorship of an act. Di siya muangkun nga siyay may sala, Hewill not admit that 
	·!he is wrong. Kinsay nag-angkun nga iyaba ning libru? Who is claiming that this book is his? 2 [A2; a12) acquire, get as one's portion, share or luck. Mau niy palad akung naangk un, This is my lot in life. 2a [A23] be in a certain situation. Dili siya gustung 
	muangkun sa kinabuhing pinubri, He does not want to lead the life of a poor man. 3 [A3; al2] take as one's share of contributions or responsibility. Akuy muangkun sa ilimnun, I'll take care of the drinks. Angkunun ku ang pangbugas sa platu, I'll take 
	·
	·

	care of washing the plates. n share claimed, 
	turn being claimed. Akung angkun ning lu-
	,
	,

	tiba, This lot is my share. Akung angkun sa pag-adurnu sa simbaban ugma, It's my turn to decorate the church tomorrow. maN-r-none who lays claim to!things that are not his. hiN-, -iru a fond of claiming as one's own. 
	.

	anglit n small earthen pot. A nglit ray lung-agi kay duha ra ta, Just cook in the small earthen pot because there is only two of us., v[Al 2; al 2] get, make into a small earthen pot.
	angsu a smelling of urine. Angsu ang ilang kasilyas, Their toilet smells. v [BN; b6] be
	-

	· 
	· 

	come smelly. ka-n foulness. angsuhan n l
	k.o. small ash-grey shark that has an odor 
	angsud -ania 
	. ,.
	. ,.
	. 

	like unnc. 2 = ALANGSUHAN.

	angsud a 1 having body odor. Kaligu na kay angsud ka na kaayu, Take a bath. You have awful b.o. 2 = ANGSU. v [BN] have b.o. 
	angtad a be in line of sight. A ngtad ra sa bintana ang tib� yOU can watch TV through the window. Maigu giyud na siya kay angtad kaayu siya sa akung punting, I can hit him because he is in my line of fire. v [B;
	cl] be where one can see it. Naangtad (miangtad) sa akung mga mata ang ugdu sa iyang dug ban, Her bulging breasts were right inmy line of sight. Ug imung ibutang ang 
	cl] be where one can see it. Naangtad (miangtad) sa akung mga mata ang ugdu sa iyang dug ban, Her bulging breasts were right inmy line of sight. Ug imung ibutang ang 
	· 
	samin dinhi muangtad (maangtad) sa sila-rp sa adlaw, If you put the mirror here, the sun's rays will be reflected directly off of it. pa-v [A; ac] put s.t. in the line of sight. 
	Ang nawung baya sa nagpaangtad, mu ra uggwapa, Some nerve of her to make herself the center of attention, as if she were beautiful

	angtud a having the smell of burnt hair, cloth, or flesh without fat. v [BN; b6] smellof burnt hair. Naay nangangtud kay nagsunug siya sa balhibu, S. t. smells bad because he is burning f ea the rs. angturun a smelling somewhat of burnt feathers. 
	anguangu v [a4] be senile. Gianguangu ka na, You're getting senile. anguanguhun asomewhat senile. 
	angul, anl v [B126] be injured to the point of incapacity. Tulu ang naal sa aksidinti,
	gu
	ngu

	.
	.
	Three people were injured in the accident. (� n injured and incapacitated persons oranimals. Ang mga angul giihaw, The injured animals were slaughtered. A ngu.l nga bitiranu, Incapacitated vet�ran. angul-angul v[A13; a12] satisfy only partly. Angul-angulun man ku nimu sa diyutay nga pagkaun, 

	Iwon't get full with just a little food. angulunkulun n k.o. large black hornet, the dwelling of which looks like a clay pot 
	(kulun). 
	(kulun). 

	angus = ANGSU. 
	angut, ana disfigured by pockmarks or 
	gu

	1
	1
	t

	large scars. v [B2] be disfigured by thick pockmarks or large scars. 

	antv [A2; cl) 1 last loŁg. Makaangutkaba nang nagpinal bangtud matigum ang tanang anak? Can the dying man last until all his children get here? langut (anguta) angginamus bangtud tapus bulan, Make the salted fish last until the end of the month. 2 persevere, have. strength to endure. Dinaku makaangut ug saka sa bagdan, l don't have the strength to climb the stairs. 
	gu
	2 

	anha there, far from the first person, · near .the second person; or near s.t. remote in 
	time but just referred to. A nba ibutang ang mga mangga, Put. the mangoes down near you. Anba ra bitaw na, You'll get it (lit. itwill be there) in good time. -pa that's the only time [so-and-so] will happen. A nha pa ku makaawtu ug makadaug ku sa swipstik, 
	I could get a car only if I were to win the sweepstakes. -ku I bet on. Anba ku sa puti, I will bet on the white cock. v 1 [A2;blc] go there. Muanba ku diba, I will go there. 2 [A13; a2] go get s.t. Kinsa may nag-anba nimu diba gahapun? Who went to get you yesterday? Anhaunku na rung bapun, I will go to your place for it this afternoon. anhaan v [A13] habitually go s.w. hi-Iha-v [B1256; b8] happen to go, bebrought. Nabaanba sa inyu ang librung ipaari unta naku, The book whichwas supposed to be sent to me
	-, 
	· 

	anhi 1 here, in this place. A nbi ibutang angsiya,Put the chair here. 2 let's get to [such
	.

	.and-such] a matter. Karun anbi kita babin sa tubig nga gawiun sa panimalay, Now let's 
	get to the matter of water for household use. v 1 [A2; b3c] come, bring here. Muanbi ka ba ugma? .Will you come here tomorrow? lanbi na dinbi, Bring it here. 2 [A13; a2] come to get s.t. Nag-anbi ku salibru, I came for the book. Anbiun ta karung bapun, I'll come here to get you this afternoon. anhian v [A13] habitually go s.w. hi-Iha-v [B1256; b8] happen to come, be brought here. Nabianbi lang mi dinbi sa 
	. amng libutlibut, In our wandering, wewound up heŁe. kaanhiun a feel like coming here.
	.
	J'

	anhin, anhing the late. Si anbing Uy, The late Uy. v [B1256; al2] be, become dead, kill. 
	Anhingun ta ka run ug magbinuang ka naku, I will kill you if you make a fool of me. 
	.

	· anhuy a smell of boiled starchy foods which have been burnt. v [BN; a2] for boiled starchy foods to smell burnt. Ang kamuti maanl3uy ug pabubsan, The sweet potatoes will get a burnt odor if you let the water boil away. ani v [A; a12] 1 harvest (usually rice, but by extension,gother crops). 2 get benefit from 
	· 

	s.t. Way maani sa imung pagsugal, You can get no benefit from your gambling. n harvest. Daku mig ani nga bumay rung tuiga, We had a big rice harvest this year. -in-n harvested rice or millet. 
	ania short form: nia is here, where you and I are. Ania si Pidru sa Sibu, Pedro is here inCebu; Aniay dus pisus,· Here is two pesos. Mau kanay nia sa akung bunahuna, That is 
	aniag -aninikad 
	what is (here) in my mind. -kanaku 1 I have. 2 I'm menstruating. 
	what is (here) in my mind. -kanaku 1 I have. 2 I'm menstruating. 
	aniag = TANIAG. 
	anibn l chapter in a book. 2 a span of time in one's life. Ang panabun sa gubat mauyusa ka maitum nga anib SQ akung kinabubi, 
	1 

	The war period was a dark chapter in mylife. 
	•anibka-allies.Angmga buk kaanib SQ mga kumunista, The Huks are allies of the Communists. v [ C2; c] be allies. 
	2 

	anlbal n syrup. 'Z1 [A; al] make, have syrup. 
	anibirsaryu n anniversary. v [A; b6] celebrate one's anniversary. AnibirSQryuban giyud nila ang pitsa sa kasal, They will celebrate their wedding anniversary. 
	anibung n fishtail palm: Caryota spp. It is found in forests and used as flooring. 

	anig-ig v (846) for a stream to flow slowly and gently. Nag-anig-ig ang sapa kay taudtaud na mang way ulan, The brook is flowing slowly and gently because it has not rained for some time. 
	am(from sihag) v 1 [A; cl] peer or look 
	ag
	ag
	n

	through s.t. transparent. Dibay mianibag (nag-anibag) sa bildung takup, S.o. peeredthrough the glass shutter. 2 [B26] be clearly visible through s.t. transparent. MuanibagOU can see the fish clearly when the water is clear. 
	ang mga isda k un tin-aw ang tu big, 
	y

	Maanibag ang iyang lawas sa nipis nga sini
	na, Her body showed through her flimsy dress. 3 (BJ . become clear or transparent. 
	Muanihag (maanibag) ang bildu kun trapuban, The glass will become transparent if you wipe it. 4 [B4N] become bright and clear. Mianihag (nanganibag) na ang kadaugan sa kandidatu, The candidate's victory is already clear. Nagkaanibag na ang lait,The sky is getting clearer. 11 crystal ball. 
	ng


	aJili n shade tree: Erytbrina fusca. anikad = ANINIKAD. 
	anilaw n name given to trees of the genera Columbia and Grewia. The anilaw are small trees or shrubs found in second growth forests. 
	anilyu n 1 game in which a number of oneinch rattan or metal rings with ribbons are suspended at a height within reach of a player riding a bicycle. The contestants speed towards them holding a dan, trying to hook a ring with it. 2 the ring used in such a game. v [A13; b6] play anilyu.
	animal n vile, brutal person. Buhii ku, animal! Let me go, you beast! v [B] become a vile person. 
	animar v [A; bS] encourage. Ikaw giyuy nag-
	animar nila sa binuan$, You encouraged them to be naughty. Aku siyang gianimar (gianimaban) sa pagpaninda, l encouragedher to open a small store. 
	animas a 1 for a person to be emaciated and ugly in appearance. Pagkasakit niya sa tisis, daut siya kaayu daw animas, When he got sick with TB he became thin, like a skeleton. 2 term of reproach: You beast! Pabawa diba animasa ka' Get out of there, youbeast, you! paN-v [A2; b6(1)] say a prayer for the dead when the church bells ring at eight o'clock in the evening. 
	animasin n animation. 
	yu

	animik, animiku n anemic. v [BJ become anemic. 
	animu n consciousness, awarene�. Nawad�nsiya sa animu, She lost consciousness. Wala intawuy animu ang bana sa gibubat sa asawa, The husband has no idea of what his wife is doing. 
	animya n anemiŁ. v [a4] get anemia. Kaunug atay arun dili ka animyahun, Eat liver so you won't get anemia. 
	aninag v [BN; b6] become visible. Mianinag ang usa ka banap nga pahiyum sa iyang mgangabil, A faint smile appeared on her lips.Wa pa manganinag ang adlaw, The sun had not yet appeared. Ang iyang nawung naaninagan sa ispat, Her face appeared in the rays of the flashlight. 
	aninaw v 1 [A; a12) observe carefully. Giani
	naw niya kun natulug na ba ang tanan una manaug, She looked carefully to see, listened carefully to hear, if everybody was asleep before going out. 2 [A 12; a3] come to sense s. t. Samtang natagpilaw siya, naka� aninaw siyag kasikas sa pikas lawak, As he was dozing off to sleep, he noticed a rustling sound in the next room. Naaninaw ku nga buntag na diay, I became aware that it was already morning. n observation. Sa akung aninaw wa siyay gustu nimu, l notice that she doesn't like you. 
	anindut short form: nindut a nice, beautiful. Nindut imung bistidu, You have a beautiful dress on. Kanindut sa pagkaun, What nice food! -nimu a sarcastic expression of disapproval. Nindut nimu a, imung gilingkuran ang akung kalu! How nice of you to sit on my hat! v [APB; a2) become, make s.t. beautiful Kinsay munindut (mupanindut) sa intabladu? Who will beautify the stage? Ninduta ang imung diskursu, Make your talk fancy. ma-a nice, beautiful. 
	aninikad (from sikad) n k.o. edible small conch which moves forward with a kickin
	g-

	aniningsing -anti47· 
	gu 

	like motion. 
	like motion. 

	aniningsing (fŁom singsing) n ring finger. 
	aniniput (from kiput) n firefly. Makaiksplikar ka nganung mus,:a ang aniniput? Can you explain why the kita ug -see stars_. Suntuk nga nakapakakita na-kug aniniput, A blow that made me see · stars. paN-v [A23] see stars.Nanganiniput 
	firefly lights.up? 
	· 

	· akung panan�w_ sa nasumbagan k u niya, I saw stars (lit. fireflies formed in my sight) when he struck me. aninu n shadow. daku ug-important, prom
	·
	·
	inent person. v [A; a2] cast a shŁdow on. Muaninu ang kahuy sa tanaman, The tree will cast a shadow _on the garden. paN· v[A2] reflect a certain feeling, for a feeling to reflect itself. Nanganinu ang kamatayun sa iyang panagway (sa kamatayun ang iyang panagway ), Her face showedthat she was
	. 

	.
	. .

	a dying woma. anipay n k.o. vine producing oval pods cov·ered with irritating hairs: Muc,ma nigricans. 
	n

	.
	.

	anis n fennel. v [B6] cook s.t. with fennel -adu n flavored with fennel v [a12] flavor 
	·
	·
	s:t. with fennel. 
	him the whip. anisay v [A13] play without areferee, agreeing to call the points honestly. Mag-anisay lang ta kay wa may muripiri, We'll just play honestly since there's no referee. n playing without referee. 
	·· · 

	· 

	anis-is a immaculately white and smooth. Anis-is nga pamanit, Smooth,!fair complex
	· ion. Anis-is ang langit, The sky is smooth and white. V [B] become, make smooth and white. Muanis-is ang histing putig labhag Tayid, White clothing becomes immac-
	· ion. Anis-is ang langit, The sky is smooth and white. V [B] become, make smooth and white. Muanis-is ang histing putig labhag Tayid, White clothing becomes immac-
	·
	·
	ulate if you wash it with Tide. 

	. 

	anislag n k.o. shrub Łr small tree used for 
	·
	·
	firewood: Securinaga flexuosa. t 

	anistisya n anesthesia. v [A; a12] anesthe
	.
	.
	tize. Parabir ka upirahan, anistisyahun.!usa
	·
	ka, Before you are operated, you will beanesthetized.

	&nit n leather. Ang bag nga anit mas lig-un kay sa plastik, A bag made of _ leather ·is
	·

	.
	.
	much stronger than one of plastic. v [A; b] remove the skin,!peels.t

	.anitu n supernatural beings which do not show themselves and do good to people. 
	Ang mga anitu mag-uban kanimu sa inyung 
	Ang mga anitu mag-uban kanimu sa inyung 
	panaw, May the good spiritsaccompany
	.

	you in your trip! aniyu n the short rope passed through the 
	· 

	nose of a carabao to which the tether roeis joined. v [A; b] put art aniyu, use as an 
	p

	,
	,

	an,yu.
	anlit n = ANGLIT.
	ansir n answer.v [A; c] answer a letter, quesŁ
	·!tion, problem. An-siran ku na ba nang sulat?Shall I answer that letter? Unsay akung ian-
	·
	·
	·
	sir? What an_swer shall I give? 


	•ansiyanu n -sa siinbahan church elderŁ!
	. 

	. .. 
	. .. 

	ansu· = ANGSU. ansuy v [A123P; b4] get infected. Ang hugaw nga tubig ma_uy nakaansuy (nakapaansuy) sa iyang samad, The dirty water caused his wound to get infected. A nsuyan ang samad, The wound will get infected. t 
	antad = ANGTAD.
	. . 
	. . 

	antagunismu n_ antagonism. ·Ang antagunisŁmu taU · sa duba ka tribu, · The antagonism between the two tribes. 
	antahay· v [A3P-; bi] ·hesitate, ha.ve second thoughts about doing s. t. Ang malditung anak di muantabay sa sukul bisag ginikanan,!.The naughty child doesn't hesitate· to talk
	.
	.

	back to his own!parents. Wa na nakft antahayig palit, l had no hesit!ltions about buy
	-

	· 
	· 
	· 
	'
	. . .
	. 

	.
	. ,

	anis, anist a 1 honest. 2 in earnest; Anis ka, 
	-
	-
	one's foot. AyawDon't stamp your foot at antaki!
	.

	way klasi? You're not kidding me, are you? There's no classes today? v [B12] be hon
	.:. 

	·
	·
	est. Maanist man lang na siya: 

	ug a,ayan ugbunal, He is honest only when they· show 

	antak v (A; b3'6] stamp
	,kug antaki sa tiil
	,kug antaki sa tiil
	,.-
	,.-


	me: Ayaw ug
	stainp on the cardboard Łox.
	. 
	. 
	ang 
	· 
	kartun, Don't 
	. 

	_ 
	. 

	antaw a for things at a dista.rice to be visible. Ang Buhul ant aw sa Talisay, Bohol: is visible from Talisay. 11 [B156) be· visible. Sa un&-...ban_ ang {yang balay nag-antaw, His house'is 
	-
	-

	visible in the distance� pa· v 1 [A; b6l be :ata d1stance� Gipaantawan!·nila ang n_ainuhi-ugdinamita, They kept their distance from the dynamiters. 2 [Ai3J look.at s.t. ·from a distat, detached_ point of view'. Magpaantaw 
	n

	. . , .,. ,. . . .
	. . , .,. ,. . . .
	. 
	. 
	.


	lang s,ya sa mga katarungan ug dilt muaptl sa lantugi, He just takes Ł detached viŁ ofthe reasons ·and doesn't 'get iŁto the :a.rgu.:mentŁ 3 [Ai3] bealoof. Sa mga tim si
	· 

	gu
	gu

	Lulit magpaantaw_ ug dili muapil sa kiiluka
	bildu, At' parties Lolette would keep to her
	-' 

	self and not join i�-any of the con�ersa
	tions. anti: n k.o. erect bŁnched weed: the leaveŁ 
	I . . .
	I . . .

	of which have a peppery taste and are ŁŁd 
	as a vegetable: Solanu"m nigrum·. · · ·.. 
	anti-anti-. Anti-Amirikanu, ŁntiŁAmetican. 
	2 

	�n 1aunt, parent's or grandparent's sis
	ti
	3 
	· 

	·
	·

	ters or their female cusins of any degree. 
	o

	2 title given to such a relation� antibayutiku n antibiotic.anda know how to. Di'k u antlng mupa
	gu 
	gu

	sipala, I don't know how ·1:0.harm others. 
	·
	:

	v· [B123; b8] know how to'do s.t. Mak'aan
	·
	-

	anttnay -antus 
	tlgu ka ba nga mukuskus ug sista? Do you know how to play the guitar? Unsay imungnaantiguhan sa tantu nimung tuuntuun? 
	tlgu ka ba nga mukuskus ug sista? Do you know how to play the guitar? Unsay imungnaantiguhan sa tantu nimung tuuntuun? 
	What have you learned to do after studying so much? -in-(➔) a requiring skill or know-how. Ang pagdala ug awtu sa syudad inantigu, It takes skill to drive a car in the city.
	antiha)' v 1 [A; c) dodge a blow. Wa niya iantihay ang iyang kamut, mau nga naigu, 
	He did not get his hand out of the way in time, so it was hit. 2 [A; b6) avoid a fightbecause of cowardice. Jkaw na lay akung antihayan? Do you think I would avoid a fight with you?

	antikristu n anti-Christ.
	antimanu v 1 [A; bScl) do s.t. early before 
	s.t. else happens. Muantimanu kug lakaw arun d,1i biabtan sa ulan, I will leave early before I get caught in the rain. A ntimanubun (antimanuban) ta si/a ug sulti arun dili biunban, Let's tell them early before s.o. else does. 2a [A3P; a12] kill s.t. with a single blow. Wa nimu maantimanug patay ang babuy, yOU dido 't kill the pig at the first blow. 2b [A3P; b5cl] do s.t. immediately with finality. Iantimanu (antimanubun, antimanuban) giyud ang pagbalibad arun dili na magbalikbalik, You should refuse him
	s.t. else happens. Muantimanu kug lakaw arun d,1i biabtan sa ulan, I will leave early before I get caught in the rain. A ntimanubun (antimanuban) ta si/a ug sulti arun dili biunban, Let's tell them early before s.o. else does. 2a [A3P; a12] kill s.t. with a single blow. Wa nimu maantimanug patay ang babuy, yOU dido 't kill the pig at the first blow. 2b [A3P; b5cl] do s.t. immediately with finality. Iantimanu (antimanubun, antimanuban) giyud ang pagbalibad arun dili na magbalikbalik, You should refuse him

	antfna n antenna, aerial. v [A; a] put, make into an antenna. 
	anting-anting n a charm, amulet. Nagbabak siya ug anting-anting arun di siya madutlan sa bala, He is wearian amulet so that bullets cannot penetrate him. v [Al; a] wear, have, make into an amulet. Gianting-antingan ang igtalari', The cock had a charm tied to it. 
	ng 

	antipara n 1 eyeglasses. 2 qiving goggles. v [AN; a] make into, wear eyeglasses or diving goggles. 
	antipas n mask covering the eyes. v [Al; ac] wear, obtain, make into a mask. Wala giyudmailhi ang kawatan kay nag-antipas man, They could not recognize the thief because he was wearing a mask.
	antipatiku n antagonistic. v [B12; a] be, make s.o. antagonistic. Ayawg adtu sa ila kay giantipatikuhan ka sa iyang ginikanan, Don't go to their house because her parents are antagon1st1c to you. 
	antipulu n k.o. toilet with a Jong hole dug as the receptacle for waste. 
	• I
	• I

	annpun = AWRURA. 
	1

	, .
	, .
	. 


	annpuna n a prayer 1n a novena or rosary, 
	annpuna n a prayer 1n a novena or rosary, 
	read by the leader. 

	antirabis n anti-rabies vaccine. antis before doing s. t. Antis nimu lung-aga na, bugasi usa, Wash it before you cook it. antisiptiku n antiseptic.
	antisfpu n advance payment. Dlay singku nga sabtun antisipu sa imung kabayu, Here is five pesos as down payment for your horse. v [A; c] give down payment. 
	antitirhi n genital organs (derogatory). Pagtarug lingkud arun dili makita ang imung antitirhi, Sit properly so you don't displayyour genitalia to the whole world. 
	antiuhus, antiyuhus n eyeglasses. v [AN2; a) wear, make into, get eyeglasses. Kadtungnag-antiyubus si Pidru, The one wearing eye
	-

	glasses is Pedro. t 
	, .
	, .
	i 


	antu = ANTULU. 
	antuan n medium-sized tree of second growth forests: Pittosporum pentandrum. 
	antubung n k.o. large, branching coral. 
	antud a=ANGTUD. 
	antugv [A; c] 1 toss the coin in a coin-tossing game (hantak). Ayaw ug antugi ning batuba, Don't toss coins on this stone. 2 slam 
	1 

	s.t. down as a coin is slammed down. Iantug ta ka run, I'll throw you on the ground (said to a child one is holding in his arms). 3 shoot the ball in a basketball game. Inigkagunit n{yag bula muantug dayun, The moment he gets hold of the ball, he shoots it right away. n turn to toss the coin. -an(➔)n place on which coins are thrown in bantak. -un(➔) n coins used in bantak. 
	antuga rather heavy to lift. Antug ra kanang malita nimu, That suitcase is too heavy ·
	2 

	for you. Antug nga kabuy, Dense and heavy wood. v [B2) become heavy. 
	antuhuy = ANHUY. 
	antwang (not without /) n k.o. big bivalve,the empty shells of which are used for decorative purposes. 
	antulanga n hibiscus. -nga lut-ud n double or triple petaled hibiscus. -nga asul n a blue hibiscus, cultivated as an ornamental: Hibiscus syriacus. 
	antulihaw n k.o. small yellow-colored bird. -un a having the yellowish color of this bird.
	antulu v [B2] pause in surprise, be takenaback. Miantfi (naantf;) siya sa pultabanpagkadungug sa singgit sa sulud, He paused in surprise at the door when he heard the cry within. 
	antus v [A; al) 1 endure, stand. Mag-antus arun masantus, En�ure if you are to become a saint. Makaantus ka ba sa kababu sa lapuk? Can you stand the stench of the mud? 
	antutu -anut 49 
	· 

	A ntusun k u na lang ang iyang mga pagtamay kanaku, I will just endure his words ofdisparagement. 2 ·suffer. Nag-antus siyagdugay usa mamatay, She suffered for a long time before she died. -1-un a needing endurance, perseverance. Alantusun kaayu ning bataa kay mabilak, This child needs patient handling because he is very sensitive. ma-inun, ma-un a patient, persevering. Ang mainantusun nga kinaiya ni Husi mauy makapalampus niya, Jose's patient nature will make him succeed. 
	A ntusun k u na lang ang iyang mga pagtamay kanaku, I will just endure his words ofdisparagement. 2 ·suffer. Nag-antus siyagdugay usa mamatay, She suffered for a long time before she died. -1-un a needing endurance, perseverance. Alantusun kaayu ning bataa kay mabilak, This child needs patient handling because he is very sensitive. ma-inun, ma-un a patient, persevering. Ang mainantusun nga kinaiya ni Husi mauy makapalampus niya, Jose's patient nature will make him succeed. 

	antutu v [B46; b6] pour forth smoke in quantities. Daku giyung bikaya kay nag-antutu ang kusina, It must be a big feast because their kitchen has been belching forth smoke. 
	,
	,
	,

	antuwanga = ANTULANGA. 
	anu = UNSA (dialectal).
	anud v [AP; cl] for the current to carry s.t. off. Ang baba nag-anud (nagpaanud) sa ilang balay, the flood washed their house away. Wala siya anura (ianud) sa lawud, Hewasn't carried off into the deep. (➔) n l things carried away by floodwater. 2 a person who just drifted s.w. or into s.t. Usalang siya ka anud sa pulitika, He is s.o. who just drifted into politics. 3 =· PA-(➔). pativ [A; cl] allow oneself to go with the current, but with control. Kun kapuyun siya sa paglinanguy mupatidnud lang siya sa s
	tianurun (ipatidnud) namu sa luyu sa sakayan ang bugkus sa kahuy, We will let the bundle of wood be carried along behind the boat. pa-(➔) n drift net which is leftto float in the sea and catches fish by the gills. paNn cloud. kapanganuran n clouds. panganurun n spirits of children that have died unbaptized that are believed to be waftedinthe skies. 
	tianurun (ipatidnud) namu sa luyu sa sakayan ang bugkus sa kahuy, We will let the bundle of wood be carried along behind the boat. pa-(➔) n drift net which is leftto float in the sea and catches fish by the gills. paNn cloud. kapanganuran n clouds. panganurun n spirits of children that have died unbaptized that are believed to be waftedinthe skies. 
	. 


	anugas n k.o. small tree which is a violent contact poison: Semecarpus cuneif ormis. 
	anun short form: nun (from binugun) what a pity, it is a waste. A nun sa imung nawung, I expected more of you. (Lit. Your nice face is just being wasted.) Anun nga wala siya dinbi, What a pity he's not here! v [B1256; b6] consider s.t. a waste. Naanu
	gu
	gu
	gu
	gu

	n na · Zang ang kwarta, The money just 
	n na · Zang ang kwarta, The money just 
	gu
	went to waste. Gianugnan ku sa mga patatas nga gipanglabay, I considered it a waste that the potatoes should be thrown away. paN· v [A12] feel bad about s.t. wasted. Nanganun ku sa kwart�ng giusikan, I feel bad about the money that went to waste. 
	gu


	anugut n torch made from dried coconut 
	blossom sheaths. anuhus = ANUUS. 
	•anuk, •anuk pa--v [A3; b(l)J keep cookedfood over the embers so that it will be evenly cooked. Ayaw bauna inighubas, paanuki usa, Don't remove the pot when the water evaporates. Let it stay over the fire.anular v (A; a121 annul, void. Anulabun ang kuntrdtu kay walay pirma, TJ:ie contntctwill be annulled because it has no signature. 
	.

	anumaliya n anomaly, usually said euphemistically of fraudulent transactions. 
	-anun adjective forming affix added to roots which are nouns and whi,ch usually occur in the alternant -nun, with the a of the penult dropped. 1 having the characteristics of [noun]. Harianun nga balay, A palatial(lit. kingly) house. Yawan-ung bunabuna, Devilish thoughts. 2 being from [such-andsuch] a place or like s.t. from that place. Dagatnun nga mga binubat, Creatures ofthe sea. Bul-anun, One from Bohol. Bukidnun,A mountaineer. 
	an-un = UNSAUN (dialectal). see UNSA. 
	anunangn name given to sharks that look 
	1
	1

	like sawfishes and guitarfishes.
	anunangn k.o. small tree with a yellowwhite fruit like a cherry, round and with .asingle pit: Cordia dicbotoma. The fruit is mucilaginous and is used for paste. A stickysap in the inner portion of the bark is scraped off for poultices. 
	2 

	anunas n ·k.o. heart-shaped fruit similar to
	atis: Anona reticulata. 
	anunimus n anonymous person. Anunimus .ang nagpadala sa sulat, The person who sent the letter remained anonymous. 
	anunsiyu n announcement. v' [A; c] announce. Ianunsiyu sa r_adyu, Announce it over the radio. 
	anunugba (from sugba) n moth that gathers around a light at night. v [B1256] be, become a moth. 
	anunugbu (from sugbu) n k.o. brown edible fresh-water crab reaching 3" in diameter,usually used as bait in bantak fishing.
	anupug = ANAPUG. 
	anup-up = ALUP. 
	anur a an honor student. v [B1236], makethe honor roll Nakaanur (naanur) ku kas-a, I made the honor roll once. -rul honorroll. v = ANUR. 
	anus-a when? (future). Anus-a nimu dad-a? When will you bring it? Anus-a pa gud ku mutuu! I certainly would not believe that! (Lit. When would I ever believe that?) 
	anut n second growth. v [B13(1)6; b4] become a second-growth forest. Ang kaingin 
	. ,
	so anutas1yun -apas 
	kaniadtu hapit na pud maanut, What was once a clearing is now practically a jungle
	kaniadtu hapit na pud maanut, What was once a clearing is now practically a jungle
	.
	again.
	. .

	anutastyun n annotation. anuus n soot. anak sa -a very dark-complexioned person. v [A23!; b(1)) give off soot. 
	Ug muanuus ang suga, pagamyi ang pab,1u,
	Ug muanuus ang suga, pagamyi ang pab,1u,
	If the lamp gives off soot, shorten the wick.

	anuwal n a school yearbook. v [Al] publish, get a yearbook. 
	anyag a for s.t. in nature or women to be beautiful. v [AB2; bS) become, make beautiful. Naanyag si Mariya human siya mamulbus, Maria became beautiful after she powdered herself. ka-n beauty. Ang kaanyag sa palibut, The beauty of the surroundings. ma-a beautiful. 
	anyil n bluing for wash. v [A; b6] put bluingin wash.t 
	anyu n 1 a certain year. Unsang anyuha ka matawu? What year were you born? 2[such-and-such) a grade, year in school. Ang akung bata sigundu anyu na sa bayskul, My son is already a sophomore!inhigh school. -nuybu New Ycar. v 1 [AN)celebrate New Year's. Manganyu nuybu (mag-anyu nuybu) ku dinb� I will celebrate New Year's here. 2 [B256] get to be New Year's 
	· 

	anyus following a number of Spanish origin: [Łand-so) many years. Bayinti anyus na ku dinbi, I have been here for twenty years.
	apau= APIA 
	apa n thin pastry of the sort used as ice cream cones or wrappers of egg rolls. la ice cream cone. lb by extension, crackers. v [Al; al2) make, make into thin pastry.
	apahap = ALAPAHAP.
	apali n k.o. oval-sha pcd, smooth-textured yam, cultivated and growing wild: Dioscorea esculenta. 
	apan but, on the contrary. n defect in a person.1 Tawu nga walay apan, A person without defect. v [A12] constitute the defect in s.o. or s.t. Maayu ang lawlaw. Ang nakaapan bukugun, Salted sardines arc good; the only thing wrong with them is that they are honey. apan-apan v [A13; b6) keep saying 'but' to avoid doing s.t. Lakawna, way apan�pan, Get going, no hut's about it. Mag-apan-<:ipan siyag suguun, Hekeeps saying 'but' when you tell him to do s.t. 
	apanapan-apan = ALISIWSIW. 
	2' 

	apan-apann dish prepared from the young stems of kangkung cut into strips, cookedwith spices and vinegar. v [A; cl] prepare a pan-a pan. 
	2 

	ap-andawun n the situation in a game of 
	'!
	'!

	mahjong where to obtain mahjong (go out) the player needs to complete only a single straight (sequences of three pieces in numerical order) such that either the lower number of the higher number will complete the sequence. E.g., if a player is complete for mahjong except for one straight for which he needs either seven or four _to make the straight complete and get mahjong, and thus he is in the ap-andawun situation. 
	he has only the pieces five and si
	x, 

	ap-ap = ALAP-AP. 
	apapangig n jaws. v [a12] hit in the jaw. -un a have prominent jaws. v [B1246] get a prominent jaw. 
	aparadur n wardrobe, cupboard. lbutang angsud-an sa aparadur, Put. the food in the cupboard. v [a12] make into cupboard, wardrobe. 
	aparatu n apparatus.aparisyun n apparition.
	apartmin, apartmint n apartment. v [Al;a2]get, make, make into apartments. 
	av 1 [A2; a12b2] follow and catch upwith. Muapas nrya ang ,yang asawa sa Ruma, His wife will join him in Rome. 2 [A;a12] go after s.o. to bring him home. Apasa siya sa iskuylaban, Go get him at school. 3 [A; a12] go as high as [such-and-such] an amount in buying S.t. Drli ku muapas (muapas) ug bayinti sa imung babuy, I will not go as high as twenty for ·your pig. n 1 amount offered in bargaining after an original offer was made. Kwatru ni. D,mabrmugtris. Pilay imung apas? This costs four pesos. Three is
	pas 
	' 

	,
	,

	reminder. Apas pahinumdum, A reminderas he is leaving. 3 -sumpay n sequel Ang'Fili' n-i Risal apas sumpay sa iyang 'Noli',
	Rizal's 'Fili' is a sequel to his 'Noli'. (➔)1 = MAS, 3. 2 [Al2; b(l)] catch up, overtake. Di k u makaapas nimu sa Zumba, I can not overtake you in a foot race. Hiapsan ku sa ulan, l will be caught in the rain. 3 [Al2; a3] get meaning of. Dili naku maapas ang iyang gisult� I cannot get what he's talking about. 4 [Al2; a2] keep up with work. DiIi siya makaapas ug utaw sa akung paglaba, 
	.

	He cannot keep ironing as fast as I wash. Apasun ku ning trababl will keep up with the work. 5 effect s.t. D,1i maapas sa tambal, The medicine cannot help. 6 [A13; a12] be after s.t. Nag-apas ka lang sa iyang sapi, You're only after her money. apas• apas v [A] keep doing one after another. Nag-apas-apas ug abut ang mga bisita, The 
	u, 
	·!

	apata-apilu 
	visitors kept coming, one after another. apas-apas .v [A; a12) run after. Giapas-apassiya sa iyang trdtu, Her boyfriend ran after her. pa-= PAAGPAS. see AGPAS. apsunun,aJapsunun a requiring instant attenti_on. A
	visitors kept coming, one after another. apas-apas .v [A; a12) run after. Giapas-apassiya sa iyang trdtu, Her boyfriend ran after her. pa-= PAAGPAS. see AGPAS. apsunun,aJapsunun a requiring instant attenti_on. A
	yaw kug /angana kay apsunun ning traba
	hu, Don't delay me because this work needsinstant attŁhtion. 

	apat [so-and-so) would be, would have been better. Apat magtuun ka kay sa magdula, You'd do better to study than to play. Apat pag imung gipalit ug baktin, Youwould have done better to buy a pig with the money. -kay the situation was fine except s. t. happened to make it bad. A pat kay wa ta tu maghi/ak, imung gihi/abtan, 
	. 

	He wasn't crying. What did you have to mess with him for? Apat kay di ku muuban, gipugus. Naapil ku sa kasaba, I didn't want to go with you, but you forced me. Now l got in trouble along with you. n action of saying 'apat'. Walay apat nga maguna, The apat ('it would have been better') always comes afterwards. 
	He wasn't crying. What did you have to mess with him for? Apat kay di ku muuban, gipugus. Naapil ku sa kasaba, I didn't want to go with you, but you forced me. Now l got in trouble along with you. n action of saying 'apat'. Walay apat nga maguna, The apat ('it would have been better') always comes afterwards. 

	apaw v [B23(1); b(l)) for the surface level of water to rise above s.t. Wa -maapaw ang tubig sa bugas, The water was not enoughto submerge the rice. Muapaw ang baha sa taytayan ug mukusug ang u/an, · The flood will rise above the bridge if there is a downpour. Giapawan sa sabaw ang salad, Thesalad was submerged in the sauce. 
	apay n salad made of sweet potato tops. v
	I
	I
	[A; a) prepare a salad of sweet potato tops. 

	apaya pale-complexioned. Apay siya kay animik, He is pale because he is anemic. v[B2N; b3) become pale. Miapay (naapay) siya sa kahadluk, She grew pale in fright. 
	2 

	apayud n fan. v [A; b) 1 fan s. t. Ikay muapayud sa kalayu, yOU fan the fire. Apayuri ra ang· mga bisita, Fan the visitors. 2 makeinto a fan. paN-v [Al3) fan oneself. Nangapdyud siya kay giinitan, She fanned herself because she felt hot.
	apdu n 1gall, bile. 2 s.t. bitter to endure. Apdu sa kamatuuran, The bitter truth. ispisu ug -brave.
	apidv [A; cl) arrange things·of approximately the same size in a neat stack. Ak uy muapid sa mga pinalantsa arun di malum-it, • lwill stack the ironed clothes neatly so that they do not get crumpled. apid-apid.1 be stacked. 2 numerous. Apid-apid na ang ,yang utang, He has debts to the ceiling. v[A; cl) 1 stack. 2 be numerous. Giapidapid man gud n,ya ang ,yang tratu, He has numerous sweethearts (lit. stacked them up). 
	. apidabit n affidavit.mayng ba/ay para kanamung tanan, A small house is inadequate for all of us. 2 be in a tight financial position. 3 having little time. Apiki ang panabung itwas sa trababu, Therewasn't enough time to finish the!job. 4homely to the point that one is hard put to find any redeeming feature. Apikig nawung tanan iyang mga bdta, His children are allhomely. S too near s. t. · Apik.i sa karsada ang ba/ay, The house is too near the street. 6 near. Apiki sa simbahan ang amu, We live near the chur
	apiki a 1 inadequate in space. Apiki ang ga
	-. 
	. 
	. 
	a
	· 
	.

	· to a higher court .!. Kurti ·diapilasyunis 11 
	Court of Appeals.
	apilu v [A2; b(l)) take sides with s.o. Nganung muapilu ka man niya nga sayup man niya? Why do you take his side when he is 
	apilyidu -apud 
	at fault? 
	at fault? 

	apilyidu n surname. v [Al; c) have, give[such-and-such) a surname. Unahun pagtawag ang nag-apilyidug Abad, Those who are named Abad will be called first. Giapilyiduhan siyag Krus gikuha gikan sa nagkugus sabunyag, He was surnamed Cruz, after his sponsor in baptism. 
	apindiks n the appendix in the body.tapindisaytis n appendicitis. v [A123P; a4) cause, be afflicted with appendicitis. 
	aping n 1 cheek. 2 surface (metaphorical).
	Ang sakayan mitadlas sa aping sa dagat, 
	Ang sakayan mitadlas sa aping sa dagat, 
	The boat traversed the surface of the sea. paN-v [A2) for the cheeks to fill out. Uykatambuk na ni Lari. Nangaping na, Larryhas gained weight. His cheeks have filled out. ka-an n the cheeks. 

	apinig v [A2; b( 1)) side with. Apinigan natu si Magsaysay karung iliksiyun, We'll support Magsaysay this coming election. 
	apir n social affair.
	OT apir baks upper box in a theater, boxing ring. 2 short for apir kat upper cut in boxing. v [A2) hit with an upper cut. Pagbantay kun muapir si Balug, Watch out when Balug hits you with an upper cut. 
	apir n 1 short f

	apir baks n upper box of a theater or boxing 
	.
	.
	ring.

	apir kat n upper cut in boxing. v [A; a12) 
	,
	,
	hit with an uppercut. Apir katun bitaw siya 
	ug sagunsun, plat lagi, He was hit repeatedly with an uppercut, and so he fell flat. 

	apirman1>u a affirmative. 
	apisiyun n 1 craze for s. t. May apisiyun siya sa dyas, She is crazy about jazz. 2 have a knack for doing s.t. Wa kuy apisiyun sa panggansilyu, I have no great ability at crocheting. -ada, -adu n having a passion for s.t. Apisyunadu siya sa baksing, He is a boxing fan. v [B 12) develop a passion for 
	s.t. Naapisyunada siya sa bayli human makatilaw kas-a, She became passionate over dancing after she tried it once. 
	s.t. Naapisyunada siya sa bayli human makatilaw kas-a, She became passionate over dancing after she tried it once. 

	apitung n name given to three species of primary forest trees, source of timber and balaw resin: Dipterocarpus spp. 
	apla a 1 = APLUD. 2 having a flat, insipidtaste like tahuri beans. v [B; b6) becomeapla in taste. 
	aplay v 1 [A; b6) apply for a job. Giaplayanba nimu ang trababu? Did you apply for the job? la try one's hand at courting agirl (humorous). Ug wa pa kay tratu, muaplay ku, If you have no boy friend, I'd like to apply. 2 [AN; b6} apply cosmetics. Di 
	ka ba muaplay (mangaplay) ug mik-ap? 
	Aren't you going to put make-up on? 
	ap lay upsy-daisy. fyang giaswat ang bata ugmiingun 'ap lay', He lifted the child and said 'upsy-daisy'. 
	aplikasiyun n application. 
	aplud a having an insipid to slightly bitter taste with an astringent effect, such. as unripe bananas. v [B; b6) get to have an aplud taste and texture. Ang tungug mauy makaaplud (makapaaplud) sa tuba, Mangrove bark is what gives the palm toddy its astringent taste. 
	Aprika n Africa. -na n African woman. -nu nAfrican man. 
	aprindis, aprintis n apprentice. v [B136; a2J be, make into an apprentice. 
	aprita v [A; a2b2) 1 force s.o. to do s.t. by pressuring him. Hing-apritaban siya pagpatug-an, He was pressured into revealing the information. 2 [A; a12} hurry up, rush doing s.t. Mag-aprita tag lakaw kay umuulan, Let's walk fast because it's about to rain. -du a pesteringly insistent. 
	apritada (from pritu) n dish made of sauteed meat, peppers, peas, and potatoes or bananas. v [A; b2} make apritada.
	aprubar v [A; b(l)) approve a request. Aprubaban ku Jang ning bangyu, I'll just approvethis request. aprubadu a 1 approved. 2 be in favor of s.t. Hain may imung gustu? Aprubadu ka ining planuba? Which do you like?Are you in favor of this plan? 3 proven to be good. Ang Linimintu Sluwan aprubadu nga maayu sa panakit sa kalawasan, Sloan'sliniment is proven the best for body pains. v ("B1256) get to be approved. Ug maaprubddu ang akung lun, If my loan is approved. 
	aptan see ATUP. 
	apu n grandchild. paN-v [AZ} have grandchildren. Unsang idara ka nangapu? At
	· 
	· 

	what age did you have grandchildren? apuhan n grandparent. -sa sungkud, tuhud, matag bagul, Great, great-great, great-greatgreat grandchild, respectively. 
	apu v [APB2S; clP) pierce into or go into a hole as far as it will go, cause s.t. to do so. Siyay miapu (mipaapu) sa Lansang, He drove the nail all .the way in. Nag-apu ang gasulinadur ug kusug ang dagan, The accelerator was all the way down and it went fast. Nagkaapu na ang tawu sa lungag nga iyang gir kubkub, The man is getting hidden beneath the hole he is digging. a gone all the wayinto a hole. 
	apud = APLUD. 
	apud v 1 [A; b5c] give each. Apu"'n (apu
	-

	, . ,
	apug-apuya 
	1 
	53 

	ran) ta mu ug tagurha ka libru, l will giveeach of you two books. 2 [B15) to have [so-and-so-many] each. Nag-apud silag pusil, They each have a rifle. 3 [A12) be enough for each to have a share. Kining pru.tas diH makaapud kanatu, These fruits are
	ran) ta mu ug tagurha ka libru, l will giveeach of you two books. 2 [B15) to have [so-and-so-many] each. Nag-apud silag pusil, They each have a rifle. 3 [A12) be enough for each to have a share. Kining pru.tas diH makaapud kanatu, These fruits are
	· not enough for all!of us. maN-n cost one 
	.
	centavo each. Ang dulsi mangapud, The candies are one centavo each. pang-n distribution. Gipadayunan ang pang-apud sa humstid, They continued giving out homestead 
	sites. apud-apud v [AN; c] distribute, divide among. Ang pusta giapud-apud sa daghang tawu, The bet was divided up among many people. 
	.

	apug n lime made from burnt seashells. v 
	, ,
	[ A; al 2 ]make lime. Mag-apug ta para mam
	I
	-

	un, Let's make lime for our betel chewing. -I-an n 1 lime container for tobacco orbetel chewers. 2 lime factory. 
	apug'no win' in a kind of lottery where a black piece of paper, indicating no win, may be drawn. Wala pay nakadaug, pulus apug ang nabulbutan, No one has won because all the numbers drawn turned out to be apug. v 1 [B1256; a12] turn out to be apug. 2 [B12) for a business to fail. Nagkaapug ang iyang nigusyu tungud sa iyang pagkasugarul, His business is failing becauseof his gambling.
	2 


	apuln coagulated blood. Dinbay daghang apul namilit sa sundang, A lot of coagulated blood was sticking to the bolo. v [B3(1); b6) for blood to coagulate. Dili makaapul(maapul) ang dugu kay atimanun ug trapu sa nars, The blood cannot coagulate because the nurse keeps wiping it away. 
	l 

	apu1n apple.
	2 

	apung v 1 [A; b6] keep watch, wake over s. t.Miapung siya sa masakitun, She kept watch over the patient. Nag-apung ang purman sa nagtrababu, The foreman was watching the workers. Giapungan nila ang minatay, Theykept wake over the body. 2 lA13; b6J stand around looking at s. t. Nag-apung siya ni Mariyang wa mutingug niya, He was standing by, watching Maria, but she didn't say anything. 3 [A3] be s.w. without doinganything, hang around a place. Nia ka na sad mag-apung sa tubaan, Here you are again, hanging ar
	apung v [A2; b(l)) for fish to gather in a mass. Suga nga giapungan sa mgabulinaw,Light that the anchovies were attracted to. n mass of fish. 
	. 

	apuntadur n prompter in a drama. v [B156) be the prompter. 
	apuntasiyun n prompting in a drama. 
	apunti v [A; c] record, list s.t. down. Akuymuapunti sa imung gikuba, I'll write down the amount you borrowed. 
	.

	•apuntin Alistu, -, puygu, Ready, aim, fire! 
	apupa a in the path of s.t. that comes from ageneral direction: rain, wind, smell, etc. Ang S ibu apupa sa bagyu, Cebu is in the path of the storm. A pupa ang akung gilingkuran sa bahu, The place I'm sitting is right 
	·
	·
	in the path of the smell. v 1 [B1256] getinto the path of. 2 [cP] put in the path of. 
	Ayaw iapupa (ipaapupa) ang bat� diha. Banlasan namu ang salug, Don't put the child 
	in the way of the water we are going to 
	splash over the floor. pa-v 1 lA; ale] go into the path of. 2 [A; b6) place oneself in full view of s.o. Nagpaapupa si Kurdaping sa mga laldki samtang naligu,-The fairystood where the boys could lok at him while he was bathing. 
	.
	o


	apura v [A; clb2] hurry s.o., s.t. up. Magapura kug tuun, I'll study quickly. Ayawapuraha ang draybir ka:y piligru tag mabangga, yOU must not tell th� driver tohurry because we might have an accident. 
	Apuraba (iapura) ang panihapun. Gigutum na ku, Hurry the dinner up. I'm hungry. -du(�) a wanting things done in a hurry. A
	puradu kaayusiya kay gustu siya nga mabuman dayun, He always rushes people up because he wants things done right away. v[B1256) wanting to do things in a hurry. 
	apuru n facing, piece of cloth added to a material to allow for a hem or any turning. v[A; a2] add, make into facing. 
	apus n string for spinning a top. v [a12] hit 
	s.t. with, n1ake into the string for a top. 
	s.t. with, n1ake into the string for a top. 

	Apsun (apusun) nimu ang kasing arun magsigi ug ugung, yOU hit the top with the string so that it will continue to spin.
	apustrupi n apostrophe.
	apustuln apostle.
	1 

	apustuln k.o. paddy rice with elongatedwhite grains. v [A; a2] plant apustul. Apustulun namu amung basakan, We will plant our paddy to apustul. 
	2 

	apustulis n 1 apostle. 2 persons who take part in a tableau of the Last Supper presented on Holy Thursday. 
	apuwintmint n 1 appointment to a job or office. 2 date, appointment to meet with s.o. apuy n boil which goes deep into the flesh 
	·
	·

	and develops slowly, esp.around the knees. 
	apuya n pulpy, fibrous material left after extracting the juice of s.t. Apuya sa amirul nga balanghuy, The pulpy material left after starch has been extracted from the cassava. Apuya sa kapi, Coffee grounds. V 
	apuyus -•arasti 
	(b6] consider pulpy. Giapuyaban na kuning nilugdwa kay wa na may lanut, Thisporridge is all pulp because there is no water. 
	(b6] consider pulpy. Giapuyaban na kuning nilugdwa kay wa na may lanut, Thisporridge is all pulp because there is no water. 

	apuyus n maggots. v (a4] be maggotty. Angkusabus giapuyus kay dili maayung pagkabulad, The jerked meat is full of maggots because it was not well-dried. 
	apyu n variety of celery with a thin body and light green leaves. 
	apyug n 1 general debility brought about as a result of sickness or malnutrition. Human sa tak ig gitaptan siya sa apyug, After his malaria a general debility settled over him. 2 weakling. v (a4] get to be weak. -un(➔) aweak, debilitated. v (B12) get to be weak, debilitated. 
	ara = ANAA (dialectal). 
	arab v (AB; cl) burn s.t. with a rapid bright 
	1
	1
	flame and then die down. Ang kaldyu miarab sa kakugnan, The fire burned the cogon grass. (�) a burning readily.!Kining tabakua 
	·
	barut kay arab, This is a pqor k.o. tobacco because it burns fast. 

	arabv [AP; b5P] cut s.t. without hesit_atingor caring much about the result. Kinsaynag-arab sa ak ung karsunisun? Nadaut na, 
	2

	Who did such a sloppy job of cutting my trousers? Now, they are ruined. Giardban(giarab) Jang nimu ang dkung bubuk, You cut my hair too short and in a careless way. 
	Who did such a sloppy job of cutting my trousers? Now, they are ruined. Giardban(giarab) Jang nimu ang dkung bubuk, You cut my hair too short and in a careless way. 

	arabi n tall breed of horse with a white coat and slender body. 
	arabun n k.o. special sticky rice used for the preparation of confections. arabya = GWAYABANU. 
	aradur n full-grown male carabao. 
	arag V [BN] for leaves to fall off. Mangaragang ddbun sa arbul ug ting-init, The poinciana loses its leaves in the hot season. 
	arang 1 possible and fitting. A�ang bimuung upisina kining baldya, This is a good house to make into an office. Wa kuy arang ikabayad, l don't have enough to pay the debt. Di ta na arang isulti nlya, That is not a fitting thing to say to him. Kinsay arang mugdmit mini? Who has the right to use this? 2 walay, kinsay -no one has, who has more right and power. Kinsay arang sa Diyus? Who is more powerful than God? 
	,
	,
	Walay arang naku dinbi Aku ning tanan, 
	No one has more rights around here than I have. All this belongs to me. 3followed by exclamation: My, how! Arang paita! My! How bitter it is! v [B256) fit, be accomodated. Muarang ning pirnuba anang bangag? Will this bolt get into that hole? Maarang ba tang tanan sa dyip? Can all of 
	No one has more rights around here than I have. All this belongs to me. 3followed by exclamation: My, how! Arang paita! My! How bitter it is! v [B256) fit, be accomodated. Muarang ning pirnuba anang bangag? Will this bolt get into that hole? Maarang ba tang tanan sa dyip? Can all of 
	us get into the j�ep? kun ma-please. Kun maarang ayaw ug saba, Please don't make any noise. (+-) = ARANG, J. -an a presentable, all right. A rang an ta siyag hitsura apan tagabukid, She looks all right, but she's a mountain girl. arang-arang, maarang-arang a a bit better. A rang-arang ( maarang-arang) ning akung sapatus Sll imuba, My shoes are a bit better than yours. v [BJ get better. 


	Miarang-arang (naarang-arang) na ang akung pamati, I'm feeling a bit better now. Nagkaarang-arang na ang ilang kahimtang, Theirfinancial situation is improving. ka-an n being well-off financially. 
	arang v [Al 3; al 2) call off a game. A rangun ta ning dama kay sigi ku nimung limbungan, We'll call off this checker game because you keep cheating. 
	arangka v [A; b(l)] speak seriously in order to contince. Arangkdbi si Tasing, bdsig musugut, Speak seriously to Tasing. She might accept.
	arangka, arangkir v [A; al2] 1 force s.t. open, by prying s.t. off. Ug way yawi di arangkabun! If there's no key, then force it open! 2 disassemble a machine. Siyay nagarangkar sa makina, He was the one who disassembled the engine. 
	3

	aransil n 1 church fees. 2 schedule posting church fees. 
	aranya, aranyas n 1 chandelier. 2 teardropshaped pieces of crystal th�t hang on a chandelier. 3 earring with a pendant shaped like a teardrop. 4 k.o. hanging fancy hibiscus: Hibiscus scbizopetalus. S = TAHURI(so called because the tahuri is teardropshaped).
	arapal (from ddpal) n a cactus similar to theprickly pear, but thornless: Nopalea cocbinellifera. v [A.l3] appear in distinct rounded lumps like a cactus. Nag-arapal nga pa-· nganud, Billowing clouds. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	araru = ALARU. 
	arasn coins used in a marriage ceremony. arasn tars produced by burning s. t. v [Al 3] form, produce tar. Ang kwaku kusug muaras, The pipe collects lots of tars. -un aproducing tar. Ang byatilis arasung kabuya, The ipil-ipil is a tree that forms lots of tars. 
	1 
	2 

	, 
	,

	aras= KARAS
	3 
	.
	-
	-


	• arasti paN-v [A2; b6( 1)] 1 venture to do 
	s.t. which one is incapable of doing satisfactorily. Nangarasti kag guba niana, ug karun unsa, di na ka makauli? You took it on yourself to take that thing apart, and now you can't get it back together again? 2 take a long chance on s. t. Pangarastibi Jang siyag banu. Basig musugut, Try and ask her. 
	-
	gy

	arastri -aribada 
	She might just agree. 
	She might just agree. 

	arastri n loading, unloading, transshipping service of goods shipped from abroad. 
	a.rat a 1for throat to be sore. 2 for citrus to 
	have an acrid taste. v 1 [B3N; a2b4] for the 
	have an acrid taste. v 1 [B3N; a2b4] for the 
	. 
	.

	throat to be sore. Nangarat ang akung tu-
	·!tunl.an sa!. pagsinyagit, My throat became sore from shouting. Aratan ka gani sa tutunl.an ubbun ka, If your throat becomes sore, you are going to catch cold. 2 [B; b6] turn out to have an acrid taste. 

	aratn actions to impress others. Bidag arat ning tawbana, My, how that man puts on. pa-v [Al; b(l)] do s.t. to impress s.o. Di 
	2 

	ku kapaardtan niya. Wa siyay ik.apaarat naku, He can't impress me. There's nothing he can do that will impress me. 
	ku kapaardtan niya. Wa siyay ik.apaarat naku, He can't impress me. There's nothing he can do that will impress me. 

	arawkarya n k.o. ornamental tree similar to a fir but with bright green needles and with fewer branches. 
	aray= AGAY. 
	1 

	arayv [Al>; cP] set s.t. out before s.o.Gia
	2 

	_
	_
	rayan (gipaarayan) ku siya ug tulu ka butilya,ug mikanta dayun, I put three bottles 
	· 
	in front of him, and he sang at once. Pagkaun nga giaray (gipaaray) kanila, The food that was set before them. 

	arayis n skipper of small boats. v [B 156] become, make into skipper. 
	arbulv [AN; b5] join s.o. in s.t. they have to eat, drink, ask for a smoke. Mangarbul (muarbul) na sad nig sigarilyu, He'll probably come over to get a cigarette from us. 
	1 

	arbuln the royal poinciana tree: Delonix 
	2 

	regia.t 
	regia.t 

	arbuJaryu n a folk doctor who deals with plants. v [B156) be, become an arbularyu.pa-v [Al; b6(1)] have s.o. treated by an 
	arbulau. Paarbularyubi na Zang na, kay di mada sa duktur, Let an arbularyu treat it because a regular doctor can do nothing. 
	arbulau. Paarbularyubi na Zang na, kay di mada sa duktur, Let an arbularyu treat it because a regular doctor can do nothing. 
	ry


	argabyadu = AGRABY ADU. argabyu ;: AGRABYU. arprdulsi -LIMUNSITU. 
	argh word use.d in writing to represent sound of coughing. 
	argulya n 1 metal ring. 2 k.o. merry-go-round consisting of a wheel mounted on a pole from which metal chains with rings at the end dangle. To operate this contrivance the child holds on to a ring and runs around generating momentum until he can swing around holding on to the ring. Other children can ride by holding rings suspended from the other chains. 
	argumintu n _ l arguments for or against s. t. 2 argument, discussion. v [C; al2] argue with 
	s.o. about s.t. Nagkaargumintu mi mabitu
	s.o. about s.t. Nagkaargumintu mi mabitu

	_ngud sa bayad, We had an argument aboutthe payment. Argumintubun natu ni ug dili ta magkauyun, We will argue this out if we can't make each other see eye to eye. ari 1 here (near speaker but not near person spoken to). Ari ibutang ang lamisa, Put.thetable over here. Ari na mi, We're on our way (lit. will be over here) now. 2 let's go over to the following point. Karun ari ta .sa ikadubang anib sa libru, Now,:let's t_urn to the second chapter of the book. v 1 [A2;
	_

	c] come over here, bring here, Makaari ka sa lunis? Can you Iari naku ang bata kay akuy bantay, Bringthe child over here and I'll watch (him). 2 
	come over·.on Monday? 

	. .
	. .
	. 

	[A13; a2] come to get. Kinsamay mag-ari 
	·


	4iri sa libru?-_ Who is going to tome here to ·
	get the book_? Ariadiri ang libru, kay di ku makabatud, Come here to get the book, bemarika come here (said by superiors to inferiors). _Marika _ra_gud Pidung, Come here, Pedong. (�)= ARI. hi-Iha-v ,[B1256; .b6]-wind up here. arian v [A13] always come here. ariunun, alariun n things one has to come here to get .
	·
	cause I have no time to deliver it. umari k
	a,
	1 

	.
	, 
	. 
	, 

	ar1 = NORI. see KIRI.
	ari6�n a percentage deducted by the operator of a gambling game from the proceedsof·the winner. Bayri usa ang ariba arun makitag pilay limpiyu, Pay. the. rake-off first so we can determine the net winnings. v [A;b6(l)] pay the owner his rake-off. Aribaban usa natu ang bulangan una babina ang daug, We'll pay!.the arena's percentage first before we divide the winnings. -dur(-+) 1 one who rents out gambling devices for a percentage of the winnings. 2 one who gambles with s.o. 's gambling equipment!. and pay
	1 
	-
	,

	an'bav [A; cl] hoist, lift. Wa maŁaaribapagdungan ang mga nanaglalung sa balay, The persons who were moving the house didn't lift it together. Iariba (aribaba) ang layag, Hoist the sail
	2 

	an�av [A; b] block the way. Kuhaa nang nakaaribang bat1', Rem9ve that stone blocking the way. Giaribal:Jan naku ang aw.tu, lblocked_ the path of the car. 
	3 
	·

	aribada v [A2;_c). go, put s.w. for refuge or safekeeping. Did tu mi nakaaribada sa simbaban pagbagyu, We took refuge in thechurch duringthe typhoon. Ug dunay Hapun iaribada· S(l /angub ang mga babayi, _Hidethe women in the cave when the Japanese 
	· 

	arjglada -ariya
	1 
	1 
	soldiers come. 
	ariglada = ARIGLADU, 1. 
	a 1 neat, orderly. Arigladu siyang mamisti, She dresses neatly. Arigladu na ang imung kwartu, Your room is in order now. 2 prepared, ready. Arigladu na ang papilis para sa imung byabi, The papers for your trip are all in order. Arigladu na ang panihapun, Dinner is ready now. 3 in agreement. Arigladu na. Adtu ta ugma, It's all arranged. We'll go tomorrow. 3a for a quarrel to be settled. A rigladu na ang ilang away, T:1eir fight is settled now. 3b surely; it's all right. Makagawi ku sa imung tilipunu? Ari
	arigladu 

	ariglar v [A; al2] 1 arrange, put in good order. Tabangi ku pag-ariglar sa akung bubuk, Help me fix my hair. Nakaariglar ka na ba sa akung katri? Have you made my bed yet? 2a attend to, take care of. Wa ku kapanglaba kay nag-ariglar k u sa mga bata, Iwasn't able to do the washing because I waslooking after the children. 2b [A3; a12]take charge of, assume responsibility for. 
	Ariglahun ku ang mga gastus sa imung ,pagiskuyla, I will take charge of your school expenses. 3 [A; a12] settle a case, quarrelAriglaha na lang ang inyung away, Settle your dispute. 4a [a12) beat s.o. up (lit. put him in order). Ariglahun ta ning limbungan, Let's beat this cheater up. 4b do away with s.o. Giingunnga ariglahun si Bituy sa mga

	· buguy, The thugs said they would liquidate Bi toy. 5· [AN; al 2] treat an illness with ariglar. n treatment in folk medicine with special water made magic by having had apiece of paper with a magic fonnula (u1'asiyun) put into it. The water is either drunk or applied directly over the diseased part, and the persdn under this treatment is prohibited from uttering curse words. paN-v[A2] groom oneself nicely. Nangariglar na siya kay mamisita man ni Tiba, He is grooming himself carefully because he is goi
	arikmitik = ARITMITIK. 
	arimadur n the one who brings the fighting cocks into the arena when they are ready. arimar v [A; bS] enliven, help cheer up. Angkumidiyanti mauy mag-arimar sa dula, The 
	comedian brings a note of comedy to the play. Arimaba (arimabi) ang subu nimunginaban, Cheer up your mother because she is sad. 
	,
	,
	I

	anna = HARINA. 
	arindu n lease on land or s.t. that produces an income. Ang arindu sa imung yuta mulungtad ug Lima katuig, The lease on yourland will last for five years. Mil pisus ra ang arindu sa dkung yuta para lima ka tuig, Thelease on my land is a thousand pesos for five years. v [A; b(l)] lease. Giarinditban ku ang ilang panagat, I leased their fishing equipment.
	· 

	aringkil n clattering sound. Ang aringkil sa mga taru, The clattering of the cans. v [A] clatter, clink. Miaringkil ang mga butilya dibang gipamakling sa iring, The bottles clattered when the cat knocked them over. 
	arinula n chamber pot. v [b6] provide with a chamber pot. 
	*arisgar paN-v [A; b6] try s.t. regardless of the consequences. Mangarisgar kug panagat bisag daku ang balud, I will venture out to sea even though there are big waves. Nagpangarisgar siyag tindug bisag luya pa ang lawas, He's trying bravely to get!_ up even though his body is weak. arisgadu a daring,bold. Ug arisgadu ka pa, mulatay ka sa usa ka bulus kawayan, If you are daring, youwill cross over on a bamboo pole. v [B12) become daring. 
	aristar v [A; a12] put under arrest. Aristabun ta ka, I'll put you under arrest. aristadu be under arrest. Aristadu ka. Ayawg libuk, You're under arrest. Don't move. v [B1256] be arrested Kun maaristadu ka gan,: ayaw giyud pagsukul, If you are ever arrested, don't resist. 
	*aristu mandamyintu di-warrant of arrest. aristukrata a snooty, snobbish in behavior. v[B12; b6] become condescending, snooty. 
	arit (from tira) v [AC; a2b2] have sexual intercourse (slang). Kuyugkuyug pa sa imung tratu ug magabii bing-aritan unya ka, Keepgoing with that boy at night, and you're going to wind up in bed with him. t 
	antis = ARIYUS. 
	aritmitik n· arithmetic. v [A2; a12] firethings out. Maayung muaritmitik ning batana, switung way Santa Klawus, This childfires things out fast. He knows there is no Santa Claus. 
	gu
	gu

	aritmitika, aritmitiku = ARITMITIK. aritus = ARIYUS. 
	ariyav 1 [A; b7cl] lower. Ariyabi ang pisi 
	J
	J

	ug upa, Pay out a fathom of rope. Iarfya 
	ar1ya-arn 
	2 

	(ariyaha) na ang layag, Lower the sail 2[A; c] 2a unload cargo. Iariya na ang mgakargang humay, The rice cargo will be unloaded now. 2b throw overboard. Iariya tanang mga karga arun masalbar ta, Throwthe cargo overboard so that we may be saved. 3 [a2] come out, be released. Miariya na ang tumatub, The bag of waters has broken. 4 [A; c] dispose of s.t. by sale. Iariya dayun ang abut inigprisyu, Sell the produce at once when the price rises. 5[A; c) move from one place to another. 
	(ariyaha) na ang layag, Lower the sail 2[A; c] 2a unload cargo. Iariya na ang mgakargang humay, The rice cargo will be unloaded now. 2b throw overboard. Iariya tanang mga karga arun masalbar ta, Throwthe cargo overboard so that we may be saved. 3 [a2] come out, be released. Miariya na ang tumatub, The bag of waters has broken. 4 [A; c] dispose of s.t. by sale. Iariya dayun ang abut inigprisyu, Sell the produce at once when the price rises. 5[A; c) move from one place to another. 
	Muariya mi ining baloya kay mahal ug abang, We will move from this house because the rent •is too high.t 

	ariyav [A; b(l)] beat up thoroughly or rape. Giariyahan ang impurmir sa mga ismaglir, The smugglers mauled the informer.
	2 

	ariyadu timber (the tree is falling)!ariyus n 1 earrings. 2 seal made of metal fastened to s.t. with wire which locks it. v [A;
	a] 1 put on, make into earrings. Kinsaynag-ariyus sa bata? Who put earrings on the child? 2 put a seal on s. t. Di mahilabtanang kuntadur kay giariyusan, Nobody can tamper with the meter because it has a seal on it. paN-v [A2] wear earrings. Ang lalaki karun mangariyus na, Men are wearing earrings these days. 
	a] 1 put on, make into earrings. Kinsaynag-ariyus sa bata? Who put earrings on the child? 2 put a seal on s. t. Di mahilabtanang kuntadur kay giariyusan, Nobody can tamper with the meter because it has a seal on it. paN-v [A2] wear earrings. Ang lalaki karun mangariyus na, Men are wearing earrings these days. 

	ark word used in writing to represent sound ofinfliction of pain. 
	arka·n 1 Noah's ark. 2 ark of the covenant. v[A; a] make, make into the ark. 
	arkabala = ALKABALA.
	arkanghil n archangel. Si San Migil Arkanghil, St. Michael the Archangel. 
	arkaydi = ALKALDI. 
	arkila v [AN; b] rent. Inarkilahan Zang kining balaya, We're just renting this house;n amount of rent. Pilay arkila sa dyip? Howmuch is the rent for the jeep? 
	arkitiktu n architect. v [B 156;a 12] become, ma.Ke into an architect. -ra n architecture cour,se, subject. 
	arku n 1 arch placed over a thoroughfare to commemorate s.t. 2 arc. v [A13; a12b(l)] 1 make, put an arch s.w. 2 [A) form an arc. Miarku ang agi sa kwitis, The fireworksformed an arch. 
	arkuhul = ALKUHUL arkus = ARXU.armada n armada. 
	armadu armed. Usa ka grupung armadu ang mitulis sa balu, An armed group robbed the widow. v [B1256] be, become armed. 
	armamintu n armament. Lumba sa armamin
	-

	tu, Armament race. armar v [A; c] set up s.t. folded or in pieces, 
	or set s.t. in its proper place so it may be operated. Nag-armar siya sa ulutawan, He is setting up the ironing board. Nag-armar mig mga kanyun libut sa planta, We emplaced cannons around the plant. Ang bumba satubig iarmar duul sa kanal, Emplace the water pump near the canal. 
	or set s.t. in its proper place so it may be operated. Nag-armar siya sa ulutawan, He is setting up the ironing board. Nag-armar mig mga kanyun libut sa planta, We emplaced cannons around the plant. Ang bumba satubig iarmar duul sa kanal, Emplace the water pump near the canal. 

	armas n 1 arms, weapon. 2 penis (humorous euphemism). -dimanu bladed weapons. -dipuygu firearms. 
	armatyur n armature of an electric motor or generator. v [b(l)] put the armature. on a motor. 
	arm1 n army.
	•

	armikat n crew cut. pa-v [A13] get a crew cut. Magpaarmikat k u kay mag-ar-utisi mi ugma, I will get a crew cut because we have ROTC tomorrow. 
	armirul = AIMIRUL.
	armistisyu n armistice. v [Al; b(l)] have an armistice. Mag-armistisyu sila sa Bitnam, They will have an armistice in Viet Nam. armunyum, armunyun n harmonium. v [ANl3] play the harmonium. 
	amfbal = ANIBAL 
	amikan = ANGHILIKA.
	l 

	arnikaarnica. tintura -tincture of arnica. 
	2 

	amis v 1 [A; b(l)] throw s.o. off balance by tripping or shoving. Ug imung arnisan ang imung kadu'/a mapawul ka, It's a foul if you trip your fellow player. 2 [C; c3] fence using sticks. n fencing with sticks. 
	arpa = ALPA.
	arpilir, arpiril = ALPIUR. 
	arsa = ALSA.
	arsii n RCA, abbreviation for the Philippine Government Rice and Corn Administration. Bugas arsii, Rice from the RCA. 
	arsubispu n archbishop. v [B16; a12] be, make into an archbishop. arsubispadu n archbishopric.
	art. n abbreviation for artikulu.
	artal = ALTAR.
	arti n art. A rti sa pamalak, Art of poetry.may, walay -be (not be) artistic. May arti siyang mukanta, She sings artfully. a 1 affecte,4. Arti kaayu nga manulti ning buanga, mu rag unsay nakamauhan, The fool speaks in an affected way. You'd think he knew 
	s.t. 2 affected in dress. Pastilang _artihang mami-sti ning bayhana, My! That woman sure does overdress. v [B3N; a2] 1 for speech or behavior to be affected. 2 overdress, ·have too much make-up on. 3 [A23]put on an act. Maayu muarti, makalingaw sa naguul, He puts on a good act which could entertain people who are sad. artiarti v [A; b6] do s.t. unessential a.nd unneces
	-

	artikulu -ar-utisi 
	sary just to put on a big show. TubŁ muaŁ tiarti pa na siyag pamalayi bisag dugay na nilang puyu, Phooey, he puts on a show of asking for the girPs hand, as if they hadn't already been living together for a long time. n action of doing unnecessary things just for show. Ug naay mangasawa naku, minyu dayun sa way dagbang artiarti, If s.o. asks me to marry him, rn say yes, without fuss and bother. pa· v [A; b6] make a show of doing s.t. Magpaarti silag bulga nimu, piruayawg tagda, They will put a big show of t
	sary just to put on a big show. TubŁ muaŁ tiarti pa na siyag pamalayi bisag dugay na nilang puyu, Phooey, he puts on a show of asking for the girPs hand, as if they hadn't already been living together for a long time. n action of doing unnecessary things just for show. Ug naay mangasawa naku, minyu dayun sa way dagbang artiarti, If s.o. asks me to marry him, rn say yes, without fuss and bother. pa· v [A; b6] make a show of doing s.t. Magpaarti silag bulga nimu, piruayawg tagda, They will put a big show of t
	artikulu n 1 article, a piece published. 2 article of a law. artiliyiriya n artillery.
	artipisyal a 1 artificial, affected and not natural. Dalagang syudadnun nga pulus artipisyalang panglibuk, City girls that always put on. 2 not naturally occurring, contrived.
	Angkangibit sa bumay artipisyal dil,' tungudsa bulaw, The scarcity of rice is artificial and not due to the drought. v [B; a12] become, make artificial 
	artista n actor, actress. v [ B 15 ;a 12] be, become an actor. Gustu siyang mag-artista sa Haliwud, She wants to become an actress in Hollood. -in-v [A; al] put on an act. Nag-inartista siyag bangyu, He's putting on an act while he is asking for it. 
	yw

	•artisyanu 
	•artisyanu 
	•artisyanu 
	pusu -artesian well. 

	•aru 
	•aru 
	ka-v [Al 3] be in varied profusion. Nagkaaru ang mga pagkaun nga giaray, Food was set before them in lavish profusion. pav 1 [A; c] ask for s.t. to one's heart's desire. Nagpaaru na sad siya sa mga pabindik, She is asking for cosmetics to her heart's desire. 2 [A; cl] lavish on s.o. to his heart's content. Gipaaruan na lang siyag unsay gustu, They gave him whatever he wanted to his heart's content. 


	aruk n money (slang). -an a havimoney(slang).
	ng 


	arul v 1 [A3; b6l shave the hair off the head Giarulan ang binilanggung patyunun, The condemned prisoner had his hair shaved off. 2 (BN; b6] lose hair, feathers. Muarul(mangarul) ang manuk ibas ug mating-init, Wild chickens shed their feathers in the hot season. 
	ar6ma n spiny shrub or small tree similar to ipil-ipil, used for firewood. Said to be the plant from which Christ's crown of thorns 
	was made: Acacia farnesiana. 
	was made: Acacia farnesiana. 

	arunnin order to. Mupauli siya a"'n pag
	1
	1
	utaw (nga mangutaw), She is going home to iron. kay -in order to, so that. m ku kay arun makapalit kug awtu, I will save so that I can buy a car. -inun in order to be said, to be mistaken for. Nagpulupangutana siya arun ingnun wala masayud, He keeps asking questions so they will think he does not know. pa-, paka-inun v [A13] make false pretenses. Adtu siya magpakaarun-ingnun (magpaarun-ingnun) nga dakung tawu, There he goes making pretensesn· that he is an important person. paarun-arunv [Al 3] do s.t. un
	Magti
	gu
	gn
	gn


	arun(from karun) 1 particle calling s.o. 's attention when he is beispoken to. A run, Pidru, gitawag ka, Hey, Pedro! S.o. is calliyou! 2 particle introducing a new subj ect. Arun, muadtu ka sa Amirika? Now,are you going to ·America? 
	2 
	ng 
	ng 

	arun see KARUN. 
	arunsa v 1 [A; c] move, move s.t. over. Iarunsa ngari ang kabun, Move the box this way. 2 [B] advance, progress. Muarunsa ang tawu ug magk ug� A person who works hard will prosper. 3 [b7cl] advance, move s.t. ahead in time. Arunsdbun (iarunsa, arunsaban) natu angadlaw sa kasal, Let us advance the date of the marriage. 4 [B] become more and more. Nag-arunsa siya pagkaabusada, sfte is getting more and more abusive. S· [APB; b7cl] raise, rise. Muabut na ang bag-u mitung istak, mag-arunsa ( magpaarunsa) ta
	arus v [A; a] cut a growth short: hair, grass, hedge; strip the leaves, fruits, or flowers from a plant. Kinsay miarus sa mga rusas? Who pick'ed all of the roses? Naarus ang iyang kilay dibang mikalit pagsilaub ang kalayu, Her eyebrow was singed off when 
	·the flame suddenly flared up. Giarusan ku siya kay gikutu, I cut her hair short because she has lice. 
	•arus-ala balinsiyana n Arroz a la Valenciana. -kaldu n rice porridge with chicken. -ku� kamaru� n rice with shrimp. v [A]prepare a rice dish. 
	2 

	at'-utisi n ROTC. v [A] . hold, attend ROTC. 
	Dili ku muar-utisi rung bapun kay sakit 
	aruwaka -asi 
	akung tiil, I will not attend ROTC drill thisafternoon because my foot hurts. Mag-arutisi ba ta ugma? Will we have ROTC tomorrow?
	akung tiil, I will not attend ROTC drill thisafternoon because my foot hurts. Mag-arutisi ba ta ugma? Will we have ROTC tomorrow?

	aruwill n k.o. ornamental plant with flowers that bloom at midnight. 2 prostitute. v [B;b6] become a prostitute. 
	aruy = AGAY. arya = ARIYA. 
	aryat a for women to be vain, choosy, affected, and coquettish. v [BlN; b6] be aryat.Nangaryat na sad ang byuda, The widow isputting on airs. -in-v [B4; a] act in a vain,affected way. Kuntra ku giyud nang maginaryat ug sinultihan, How I hate those women that are affected in their speech. 
	aryindu = ARINDU. 
	asa v [A3; b6] pay attention to, take s.o.'s word or behavior seriously. Ayawg ashi (asahi) ang sulti sa hubug, Don't take a drunk's words seriously. 
	I 
	I 

	asa 1 where? (future). Asa ka muiskuyla? wbere will you go to school? la going
	I
	I
	where? Asa ka? Where are you going? 2 
	I
	which (of several) will .•. Asa kang siniha mutan-aw? Which movie will you go to see? 3 -[verb] how could [so-and-so] ever happen? Asa gud siya mutuu nimu? How could she ever believe you? 4 (short 
	I
	for mahi-) What ever happened to .•. ? Asa na man tung akung bulpin? Now, where did my pen go to? S such-and-sucha thing is likely to be there in due time. Asa man nangbisiklitag madaku ka, It'll be time e
	,
	•
	-

	nough to get a bicycle when you get big.(Lit. Where will your bicycle be when you
	I
	I
	I

	grow up.) Ayaw pangulitawu. Asa ra man na ug matituladu ka, Don't propose yet. She'll still be there (lit. where will she be) 
	,
	after you have graduated. Asa ka ra man unya. Magkita ra ta, You'll be right there (where I can get you). We'll meet again some day. i-what can you do with, of whatuse will it be? I asa man na nimung mgadaang papiJ? What good are those old papers to you? 'Gustu ka?' -'Iasa.a' 'Do you want it? ' 'No. What good is it to me? ' ma1 = ASA, 5. 2 = MAHI-. hi-Iha-v [B1256]where did/will it wind up at. Bisag mahiasa ku, mabuhi, Wherever I wind up, I can 
	-

	.
	survive.

	•v [A; bS] keep doing s.t.Inay gipahilum 
	i
	i
	muisa hinuun, We told her to stop crying, but she kept on. Wa kay bu.hat nga mahfmu ug mag-dsa kag hinuktuk, You won't accomplish anything if you keep brooding. 
	Asahan (asahun) bitaw namu ug tan-aw, miduku lagi, We kept staring at her until 

	she finally bowed her head. 
	asav [ab(l)] hope. Makaasa ba mi sa imungpagbalik? Can we hope for your return? Si Dun Magnu ang ilang giasahan nga muluwas kanila, They hoped Don Magno would save them. 
	3

	asadu a roasted, broiled rare. v [B1256; a12] roast, broil rare. Ayawg lutua, asaduha lang, Don't cook it through. Just broil it rare. 
	asal v [A; a] roast over hot coals (not said of sea food). Kinsay nag-asal ini nga kagubkub man? Who roasted this pig that it is so crisp? aslunun, alaslun n a pig of the size right for roasting. -in-n roast pig. 
	asambliya n the assembly, .the lawmaking body of the Philippine Commonwealth. 
	as-as a for leaves to be very dry. v [B2;al2P] for leaves to become very dry. Nagkaas-as ang patayng dahun nga nabulad, The leaves are getting dried out well under the sun. asawa n wife. -sa banig good-for-nothing wife (lit. good only in bed). v [Al23S;a3] happen to get for a wife, can marry. Nakaasawa siyag iridira, He got an heiress for a wife. Maasawa ku siya, I can marry her.paN-v [Al; al2] for men to get married. Di ku siya pangasaw-un, I refuse to marry her. pa-, papaN-v [c4] be married off to. 
	Ipaasawa (ipapangasawa) ba gud siya naku anang bubug? Would I allow her to marry that drunk? maN-1-n bridegroom-to-be.igpaN-r-{ � n 1 s. t. used for marriage. Angkang Lulit ang gugma igpapangasawa, Asfar as Lolet was concerned love (i.e. sex) was s.t. reserved for marriage. Igpapangasawa ning babuy, This pig is to be slaughtered at his wedding. 2 desirous of getting married. Igpapangasawa na kaaang akung ginhawa, I am very ready to get married. pangasaw-unun, pangalasaw-un wife-to-be. t
	yu 

	asayti n lubricating oil v [Al; b] apply lubricating oil. Asaytihig diyutay arun dili muft, Apply a little lubricating oil so that it won't squeak. -. dibakalaw cod liver oil. -dikastur castor oil. -diulibu olive oil. 
	gu

	asbistus n asbestos. v [b(l)] put asbestos sheets on s. t. 
	asdang v [A; a] move forward to attack, face in battle. ,'1 sdangun tŁ ang mga Ha pun, Wewill attack the Japanese. n advance, attack. asgad a very salty. v [B; a] beeorne salty. Ugasin sa lawlaw iasgad, mudugang sa Jami ug muasgad gihapun ang sabaw, If you salt the soup with fish salt, the soup will become more delicious and get salty atthe-same 
	· 
	· 

	time. -in-n salt pork.
	asi 1 expression needling a person for pre-
	,
	,

	tending. Asi, patulugtulug. Bakun na diha, 
	asidu -asitun 
	Ha, pretending to sleep, are you? Get up!
	Ha, pretending to sleep, are you? Get up!
	,
	Asi, pad if idii,: apan gustu uruy, Ha, you pre
	-

	tend you don't want any, but you do. 2chiding a person jokingly for s. t. one notices 
	,
	for the first time. Asi, bag-u ta run ug sapa
	-

	tus, My! I see we have new shoes today. 
	,
	Asi, kuyug man fagi ka, Ah, I see you are 
	going out with him! 3 chid�g a person foracting beyond his station. Asi, pasugusugu pa man siya naku! Hey! Where do you get off ordering me around!! asiasi v [A; bS] 1 rush in to do s.t. without thought. Di' ni maayung asiasibung (asiasibang) trababua, This isn't the sort of thing you should rush in todo without thinking. 2 presume to do s. t., taking a person for granted. Nag-asiasi ka fang ug kuba sa cikung mangga sa way pupanangbid naku, You presumed to take a mango without bothering to ask my permiss
	Nag-asiasi (nagpaasiasi) ka mang mag-istrungkar ining makinifya. Na karun, iuf� 
	You presumed to take the typewriter apart. Now let's see you put it back together. 
	manggiasiasihun, I"'aasiasihun, asiasihun a
	presumptuous, taking for granted. 

	asidu n acid. Kining tambala makafinis sa asidu, This medicine can dissolve the acid. v[b(l)] apply acid to s.t. Asidubi ang labcibu, Apply acid to the wash bowl. 
	asikasu v [A; al 2) 1 pay attention to. Wa na fang asikasubi niya ang mga biaybiay, Hejust paid no attention to the words of derision. 2 attend to. Wa siya mag-asikasu sa iyang pamisti, She didn't pay attention to her appearance. Di ku makaasikasu sa cikung papilis, I cannot attend to my papers. Asikasuba ang mga bislta, Tend to the visitors. 3 make an issue out of s.t. Ug mag-asikasu ka anang diyutayng tab,: If you make an issue out of that small gossip. 
	asilada n a girl student who works for her board and lodging in a dormitory run by nuns. v [B16; a12] be an asilada. Nakaiskuyla ku kay nag-asilada man ku, I was able to study because I had a job in a dormitory.
	asi1u n asylum for orphans, destitute people. 
	,
	,
	,
	r


	asiman = ULASIMAN. 
	asin n salt. walay -without substance, unbelievable. Walay asin ang iyang mga pufung, His words cannot be believed. v 1[A) form salt. Muasin ang tubig sa dagat ug itusun, Sea water forms salt if you boil 
	asin n salt. walay -without substance, unbelievable. Walay asin ang iyang mga pufung, His words cannot be believed. v 1[A) form salt. Muasin ang tubig sa dagat ug itusun, Sea water forms salt if you boil 
	it. 2 [A; b(l)] make salt. Nag-asin siya, He's making salt. 3 [A; a12] preserve food with salt. Asinun ta ning karni, Let's preserve this meat with salt. 4 [A; b(l)] seasonwith salt. Asini ang sabaw, Put salt in the soup. -in-n food preserved in salt. -I-an(�) n salt factory. panan(+) n salt beds. 
	g-


	asin-asin n rice or corn cooked to a mushy consistency. v [A; a] boil rice or corn gritssoft, but not watery. Asin-asina ang sampuradubun, Cook the rice and chocolate into a pudding. 
	asinda n plantation. asindiru n plantation
	owner. v [B56] become a plantation owner.t asinsiyun n Ascension Day. asinsu v [A; al2] improve economically. Dili 
	ka makaasinsu anang panginabubia, Youcan not better yourself financially in that line of work. n improvement in economic situation. WaLay asinsu kining fungsura, Thistown hasn't shown any improvement. 
	•as-ip pa-v [Al; b(l)] pretend to be what one is not. Magpaas-ip baya siyang datu unya pubri diay, She is pretending to be welloff although she is poor. 
	asir v 1 [A2] come out successfully. SulayiLang ning tambciLa bcisig muasir, Just trythis medicine. It might be effective. 2 [AN;cl] assert. KinabangLan giyud nga mangasir ka sa imung katungud sa pagkaasawa, 
	You've got to assert your rights as a wife. pa· [A; c) prove s.t. by making it come out. 
	Ipaasir sab ang imung pagkaduktur, diLi kay dukturduktur Lang, Prove to them that you are a genuine doctor, not just a quack.
	asiras n sidewalk. v [Al!; b(l)] put a sidewalk. Maayung asirasan ang kiLid sa kalyi, It'd be good to put a sidewalk at the side of the street. 
	asirawu a for a steel to be mild-tempered, soft. Asi1-awu nang kutsifyuba kay dali rang mababuL, That knife is mild-tempered because it easily gets dull. v [B12; al2] forsteel to come out mild-tempered.t 
	asiru n 1 steel. 2 steel wire leader off ishlines. v [A13; b(l)] attach a steel wire leader. asistinsiya n financial assistance given in so
	cial or civic programs.
	asistir v [A; c] 1 give aid in doing work. Muasistir sifa sa pagtuk ud sa balay, They will help build the house. 2 assist at a mass. t 
	asiti = ASA YTI. 
	asitira n oil can. v [a12] make into an oil can.
	asitun n acetone. v [b(l)] put or apply acetone. Asitunan lag diyutay ug mabuswa ang kutiks, Just apply a little acetone on it, and the nail polish will come off. 
	aslay -asusinas 
	aslay v [A3P; b6] splash up, for grains to bounce up. Ayawg ibundak ang baldi kaymuaslay ang tubig, Don't bang the pail down because the water will splash out. Ang bumay nag-aslay tungud sa imung linubkan, The way you are pounding it ismaking the rice fly up.
	aslum a 1 sour. 2 cross, sour in facial expression. v 1 [B; a12] be, become sour. Waykalak i ang tuba nga nag-aslum Lang, Thepalm toddy is no good because it is sour. Aslumun natu ang kabilada, Let's make the lemonade good and sour. 2 [BN; a12] be sour-faced. Mangas/um dayun iyang nawung ug badlungun siya, Her face gets a sour expression if she is told to stop doing s.t. 
	asnat v [A; al] lift s.t. heavy. Asnata ang lamisa arun di magasgas ang salug, Lift the table when you carry it so you don't scratch the floor. 
	asnu n ass. 
	aspaltu n asphalt. v [A; al 2] apply asphalt. Aspaltubun ang baskitbulan, The basketball court will be asphalted. aspaltadu apaved with asphalt. 
	asparagus n asparagus. -irmusu ornamentalherb with leaves like asparagus. 
	aspira ultima n = MANSANILyA.
	aspiranti n aspirant for a position. v [B] become an aspirant. Di ku mag-aspiranti sa pagkaprisidinti kay bikuntraban ta, l don't want to be a candidate for president because I will make enemies. 
	aspirasiyun n aspiration. v [b(l)] aspire. Ang pagkaduktur mauy {yang giaspirasyunan, Heaspired to be a doctor. 
	,
	,
	. . . 


	asp11'111, aspttma n asp1r1n.
	asta = BASTA. 
	astri n ash tray. v [a12] make into an ash tray.
	astrunawta n astronaut. 
	r
	r

	utrunu1D1ya n astronomy. 
	utrunumu n astronomer. v [B12S6; a12) be, become an astronomer. 
	astrunut n astronaut. v [B 12S6; al 2] be, become an astronaut. 
	asu n 1 smoke. Way asu nga makumkum, You can't hide smoke in your fist. (No!secret can be kept for long.) 2 fumes. v 1 [A)give off smoke, fumes. Nganung nag-asu man ang dapug? Why is the hearfh giving off smoke? 2 [b4) be in path of smoke. Ayawgdaub diba kay maasuban mi diri, Don'tbuild a fire there because we're right in the path of the smoke. 3 [B1246] go up in smoke, be for naught. Ang kwartang gigugulnimu naasu Lang, The money you invested was for naught. pa-v [A; b6] fumigate, 
	asu n 1 smoke. Way asu nga makumkum, You can't hide smoke in your fist. (No!secret can be kept for long.) 2 fumes. v 1 [A)give off smoke, fumes. Nganung nag-asu man ang dapug? Why is the hearfh giving off smoke? 2 [b4) be in path of smoke. Ayawgdaub diba kay maasuban mi diri, Don'tbuild a fire there because we're right in the path of the smoke. 3 [B1246] go up in smoke, be for naught. Ang kwartang gigugulnimu naasu Lang, The money you invested was for naught. pa-v [A; b6] fumigate, 
	apply smoke to plants to make them bear.Paasubi ang mangga arun mamuwak, Smoke the mango tree so it will bloom. asuasu v 1[A) give off smoke continuously. 2 [A3;b(l)] come fast and thick, in rapid succession. Miasuasu ang iyang kumu, The blows from his fists came fast and furiously. alasuhan a exposed to smoke. n chimney. 

	asud v 1 [A2C; ac] for two or more people to pound cereal in mortar together and in synchronization. Asura (iasud) ang.mga lubuk, Do your pounding alternately -when · one lifts, the other comes down. 2 [A13; b(l)) come one after another in rapid succession, like several people pounding rice on one pestle. Nag-asud ang pangutana sa mga piryudista, The newspapermen's questions came in rapid succession. Giasuran ug baluk ang bata sa mga dalaga, The girls smothered the baby with kisses. asud-asudv [A13; b(l)
	asugi n head of a match.
	asukal = ASUKAR. 
	asukar n refined sugar. v 1 [A13B23] make into, become sugar. Ang sintral nag-asukar sa tubu, The mill is making refined sugar. Ug muasukar na ang binukal nga duga, Whenthe boiled juice forms sugar. 2 [c] put sugar into s. t. Giasukaran ba ntmu ang kapi? Have you put sugar in the coffee? asukarira n sugar container for table use. 
	asul a blue. -marina, marinu navy blue. v[BN; al] be blue. Nag-asul ang lawud, Thedeep part of the sea looks blue. 
	asunting n k.o. erect branching shrub, wild but occasionally planted as ornamental. The leaves are used in treating skin fungi: Cassia alata. 
	-

	asuntu n 1 court case. 2 matter, concern to be reckoned with. Asu_ntu sa kasingkasing, A matter of the heart. v [C2!; a12) have a court case. Asuntubun pa ba natu kini nga gamay ra man? Shall we make a court case out of this small matter? 
	asupli n sulphur. v [b6] put sulphur on s.tAsupliban kunu nang nuka, Put sulphur on the sores. 
	· 

	asupr1= ASUPLI. asus = HISUS, 2. 
	• 

	. . . .
	. . . .
	. 


	asusas1yun n assoc1at1on, organ1zat10Q. asuslluy n k.o. black and white songbird, the magpie robin: Copsycbus saularis. 
	,
	,

	= ASUSINAS, ·1. 
	asusma
	r 

	asusinas rz 1 k.o. bulbous ornamental plant with spikes of fragrant white flowers, borne in pairs: Poliantbes tuberosa. 2 k.o. dried banana blossoms used as a spice. v [b6] spice with banana blossoms. 
	. ,
	asuSISyun -ataman 
	asusisyun = ASUSASIYUN. 
	asusisyun = ASUSASIYUN. 
	asusyit v [A2C12; b(l)) associate with people. Maayu na siyang datua kay muasusyit (makig-asusyit) sa mga pubri, That ric-h man is a fine man because he associates with the poor. n associate. -iditur associate editor. 

	asutiya n open porch. Adtu mi manglingkud sa asutiya ug walay ulan, We sit on the porch when it doesn't rain. v [Al 3; b6) construct, attach an open porch. 
	I 
	I 
	,

	asuus = ALASUUS. 
	asuy v [A; cl) tell, relate. Lisud asuyun (iasuy) ang akung kaagi, lt is hard to relate my experiences. Pamat,: asuyan ta kag isturya, Listen, l 'll tell you a story. Ang naasuy nga tigulang, The old man I mentioned just now. n story, narration. hiN-n conversation. Ang ilang hingasuy milungtad sagabii, Their conversation lasted into the night. v [Al; b61 engage in story-telling. Naghingasuy siya sa kaagi niya sa gwa, He was telling stories about his experiences in the war. -1-un a be a long story. 
	aswang = UNGLU.
	aswas (from asawa) wife (slang). 
	aswat v 1 [A; al) lift s.t. heavy. Aswata ang maUta, Pick up the suitcase. 2 [Al2; a12] lift part of one's body. Aswata imung tiil bi, Please lift your foot. 
	Asya n Asia. 
	asyinda n 1 plantation. 2 department of finance in government. v [a12) make into a plantation. Asyindahun ug tubu ang y_uta, Turn the land into a sugar plantation. 
	asy1n = ASA YTI. 
	,
	. 

	asyus a finicky, fussy. Asyus kaayu siya. Di mukaun ug munggus, di muhigdag salug, magsingarig ilis, He's terribly finicky: hedoesn't eat beans, won't sleep on the floor, and keeps changing clothes. paN-v 1 [A) be overly finicky. 2 [A2] dress up. Nangasyus man ta run, nda bay ,namisita? We are all dressed up today, aren't we? Is s.o. coming over? 
	asyusa = ASYUSU, (female). 
	asyusu a 1 = ASYUS. 2 choosy about whom one is friendly with. Asyusu kaayu. Di!na mutagad namu, He's very hoity-toity. He doesn't notice us any more. v rs12; b6] become finicky or choosy. 
	asyutis n k.o. small tree, the seeds of which produce a reddish-brown dye: Bixa orellana. 
	,
	at!= ALAT. 
	ata n ink of squids and similar creatures. wa nay -be out of semen (lit. ink). Magminyu pa giyud ang tiguwang bisag wa nay ata, The old man is going to marry again, even 
	though his semen is all dried up. v [B14S6]be black as ink. Nag-ata ang kagabbrun, Thenight was pitch-dark. v ka-[A13) get ink from the squid all over oneself. Nagkaata ang imung dintru, You got ink from the squid all over your shirt. 
	atab v [A13) for the mouth to move vigorously in eating or talking. Nag-atab ang imung baba ug usap sa mani, Your mouth is moving vigorously chewing peanuts. pav [A 1 ;b( 1)] engage in idle talk. Nagpaatab siya ug tabi nga ikaw pinaangkan, He spread the word around that you are an illegitimate child. Ug paataban ka gani sa iyang pagkadatu, If he gives you big talk about his being rich. pasi-, pasi-(➔)v [A; c] boast. Nagpasiatab siyang daghang tratu, He is boasting that he has lots of girl friends. 
	atab(from bata) n girl friend (slang). v [A
	2 

	12) get a.girl friend. Makaatab kaha ning hitsura ku? Do you think s.o. with my face can get a girl friend? 
	atabay n open well. v [A3S; b6] dig a well. 
	atad v [A 13; b( 1)] be spread in profuse disarray. Wa maktta ang yuta nga giataran sa mga dahun, You couldn't see the ground for all the leaves scattered over it. 
	atadu = ATARU. atahu = MUHUN. 
	atak v 1 [APB3(1); a) for s.t. which is of some weight and attached to s.t. to fall off. 
	Ug muatak (mupaatak) kug bunga, bantayig asa tugdun, If I knock one down, watch where it lands. Naatak sa kainit ang mgatuytuy, The buds fell off the tree because of the heat. 2 [B12; b8] for the eyes tobulge out, a symptom of a fatal disease caused by sorcery. Namatay siya. Naatakan man sa mata, He died because he got the bulging eye disease. 
	atakar v [A2; a12) 1 for a sickness to attack one. 2 dare to approach s.o. Unya na atakara ug bali kun maayug buut, Approach him for a cash advance later when he's in a good mood. 
	ataki v 1 [A; a12] attack, assault. Atakihunndtu ang Hapun, We will attack the Japanese. 2 [A; a12b2] attack s.o. personally. 
	Ug manuburnu ka atakibun ka sa mga piryudista, If you give bribes, the newspapers will attack you. 3 [a12] be attacked by a sickness. Giataki sa kasingkasing si Papa, Dad had a heart attack. n 1 attack, assault on s. t. 2 attack of a disease. -silibrar ncerebral thrombosis. 
	ataman v [A; a3] manage to keep up with a large quantity. Di na maataman ang dagbang asayinmint, I can't keep up with all 
	atang -athag 
	the assignments. 
	the assignments. 
	atang v 1 [A; b(l)] watch, but not carefully, keep an eye on. Atngi (atangi) ang linungag arun dili muawas, Keep an eye on the rice so it won't boil over. 2 [A; b(l)] watchfor s.t. or s.o. to pass. /mutang atngan ang 
	, 

	trak arun makasakay ta, You should watch for the bus so that we can get on. (+-)[A;b(l)] ambush. Ang mga girilya nag-atang sa mga Hapun, The guerillas are ambushingthe Japanese. 3 [A2N] meet one's girl friend at her place of work or study to accompany her. Tua siya nangatang sa iyang tratu, There he is, waiting for his girl friend to bring her home. n ambush. 
	1 

	atangn shelf set next to a stove at the same height with it to hold the pots and pans. Hauna ang tinula ug ibutang sa dtang, Takethe fish stew off the stove and put it on the sideboard. v [A13; a12b(1)] put a sideboard next to a stove. 
	2 

	ataru v [A; a2] make s.t. into portions for sale. Ataruha sa tagdus pisus ang babuy, Cut the pork into pieces and put them together into portions worth two pesos each. n a portion for sale. Ang tabaku tagdiyis ang ataru, The tobacco leaves are ten cents a bundle. 
	atas v 1 [B126] be sickly, retarded in growth after being made to do s. t. before reachingthe proper age. Maatas ang baktin kun sayung lutasun, The piglet will be stunted if you wean it prematurely. 2 [A; al2] wear out a razor blade. ( � a worn out dull. v[BJ get worn out. Muatas ang labaha, The razor will get dull. 
	at-atv 1 [A; a] make an opening by pushing 
	1
	two sides apart. Midaku ang lungag sa kural kay iya mang giat-at ang alambri, There is a big hole in the fence because he pushedthe wire strands apart. 2 [A; cl] bring s.t.to public knowledge by telling the whole story. At-atun (iat-at) ku nang tanang libuk nimu ngadtu ni Tatay, I'll tell Father everything you did. 3 [AB12; a] find out in complete detail, be found out. Ang ditiktibsa hinungdan sa sunug, The detective investigated in detail the cause of the fire. Nagkaat-at na ang mistiryu sa iyang pagka
	miat:.at 

	at-at = AK-AK.
	ataŁu = HANTATALU. 
	atay n 1 liver. 2 liver as the seat of emotions. makapakitbi, makapakulu sa -makes the blood curdle. makapadaku sa -make s.t. go to one's head. 3 baba sa -n pit of the stomach. v [al] hit in the liver. Giatay siya 
	atay n 1 liver. 2 liver as the seat of emotions. makapakitbi, makapakulu sa -makes the blood curdle. makapadaku sa -make s.t. go to one's head. 3 baba sa -n pit of the stomach. v [al] hit in the liver. Giatay siya 
	pagdungg_ab, He was stabbed in the liver. atay-atay n 1 pit of the stomach. 2 the hollow or fleshy part of the palm and .its analue in the foot. Natunuk siya sa atay-atay saiyang tiil, He got a thorn in the!. archof his sole. 3 k.o. ornamental shrub with mottled red or green elliptic leaves and smooth margins: Graptopbyllum piaum. v [A3;a12] be hit on the solar plexus or on the fleshy part of the palm or sole of thefoot.t 
	og



	atay n illness of chicken. v [a12] 1 be affected with chicken cholera. Wala ba!ataya ang inyung manuk? Are not your chickens affected with chicken cholera? Atayun ka unta, Why don't you drop dead? 2 [a4lbe, act in a way that arouses annoyance and disapproval. Giatay nang baybana. Miapas na pud, That damn woman. She followed me again. 2a gi-Damn! Giatay, mabdus na sad ku! Damn, I'm pregnant again! -1-un, -unun a susceptible to chicken cholera.
	.

	atbang (from atubang) across, opposite. Angila atbang sa dmu, Their place is across from ours. -sa hangin where one can get the full benefit of the breeze. v [C; ac] 1 be in the place across. Mag�atbang ang ilang balay, Their houses are across from each other. Atbangun ta silag lingkud, Let's have them sit opposite each other. 2 be opponents. Atbangan ta ka bisag unsay partidu mu, I'll be your opponent whatever your party is. pa-.v [A; b(t)] go to a place opposite s.o. so he can see you. Gipaatbangan niKu
	atbu v [A; b6P] 1 for emotions to surge up and burst forth. Miatbu ang akung kalipay, My heart leaped with happinessŁ Bantay. Hiatbuban ka unya sa dkung kasuku, Watchout. I'll blow up in anger at you. 2 for very fine particles to fly up and be scattered in the air. Nag-atbu ang duldul sa ·unlan, Thekapok flew out of the pillow. Giatbuban(gipaatbuban) Zang ku niya $a asu. Wa giyud mutubag, He just blew smoke in my face.He didn't. reply at all. 
	atbugv [A; b(l)] 1fly up in thick quantities. Miatbug ang langaw pag-itsa naku sa basura, The flies rose in a swarm when I threw out the garbage. 2 for emotions to burst forth.
	ath= KULANGKULANG. see KULANG. 
	ag 

	atibas -atras 
	atibas = TIBALAS. 
	atik (from bulatik) a show-off, boastful. v [AP; b6] get s.t. from s.o. by flattery or other verbal chicanery. Kahfbawu siyangmuatik (mupaatik) ni Lula, He's good at getting things out of Grandma. Ayawg hatag kay giatikan ka Lang, Don't give him any. He's just putting you on to get s.t. from you. n 1 s.t. said to get s.t. from s.o. 2 pocket money (slang). atik-atik = ATIK. V. pa-v 1 = ATIK. 2 [A; c] show off. Ipaatik niya ang bag-u niyang kutsi, He will show off his new car. 
	atiman v [A; a12] 1 give s.t. the attention that it requires. Di siya makaatiman sa mgabata, She cannot look after the children.Atimana ang imung pagtuun, Tend to your studies. 2 keep up doing s.t. Di' ku maatiman ning labbanan, daghan kaayu, I can't keep up with all this laundry. 
	atimuya n k.o. large fruit similar to the guayabana, but with yellowish flesh and a flat taste: Anona sp. 
	atin v [A2; b( 1)] attend classes or a meeting. Di ku muatin sa klasi, I won't attend classes.
	atindan, atindant n hospital attendant. v(B16; b(l)] be a hospital attendant. atindida = ATINDIDU (female).
	atindidu a 1 attentive, courteous. Atindidusiya sa iyang pamisti, He dresses carefully. Atindidu siya sa mga bisita, She attends to the visitors courteously. 2 paying attention to things that are not one's business. Atindidu kaayu na siya sa sayup sa uban, He is very observant of other peoples' mistakes. 
	atindir v 1 [A2; b61 attend classes or a meeting. Kumpirinsyang akung giatindiran (giatindihan), The conference I attended. 2 [A; bS] give one's attention to s.t. Duna kuy asuntu nga atindiban (atindibun), I have a court case to attend to. Atindibi (atindiha) ang mga bisita, Attend to the visitors.
	atinsin 1 attention, special care. Nagkinabanglan ug atinsiyun ang masakitun, Thepatient needs special attention. 2 attention! Atinsiyun mga sinyuris, Attention, Ladies and Gentlemen! 
	yun 

	atip v [A; cl] 1 join pieces by sewing, welding, or pasting. Maatip pa kaba nang maayu mang pagkagidlay? Do you think it can still be put back together in one piece? Itis completely torn up. 2 put a crazy person in a kapok tree stock to cure him. Atipa ang buang sa duldul, Put the crazy man inthe stocks. 
	atipu, atipulu n name given to several large wild trees of the breadfruit family which 
	have small to medium fruits, the seeds of which are eaten: Artocarpus spp. 
	atis n 1 sugar apple, a widely planted sweet fruit with numerous black seeds: Anona squamosa. 2 bruise, cussing out, or anything unpleasant that can be inflicted on one (slang). Unsa bay sigig tagawtaw diba. Mangdyu ka bag atis? What are you grumbling about. You want me to box you? SiNanit binuun wala kaayu makatilaw ug atis, Nanette, however, escaped the cussing-out. 
	atlita n athlete.
	atmuspira n atmosphere surrounding the earth.
	atnga, atttgal n 1 teat, nipple. Gisakitan siya sa atngal human magpasusu, Her nipples hurt after she suckled the baby. 2 the lower right-angled comer of a sack or one of the four corners of a pillow. Ug mag-aswat mug saku usa ninyu maggunit sa atngal, If youlift a sack, one of you hold the lower corner. 
	atngaw = ATNGAL.
	atraka v [A; a12] 1 get close to s.t. not easy to approach. Murag diU muatraka sa kalayu ang mga bumbiru, It looks as though the firemen will not get close to the fire. Dik u kaatraka niya kay datu, I feel ashamed to approach her because she is rich. 2 attack a job with dispatch. Ug diH ka muatraka sa trabahu, wa kay umintu, If you don't do your work with dispatch, you won't make progress. Atrakaba fang siya pagpaningil, Get in there and press her to pay you. 3 [A2; a12) hold one's own in a conversation. B
	. .
	. .

	sat1on going.
	atraksiyun n attraction, s.t. that appeals. AngLunita usa sa mga atraksiyun sa Manila, TheLuneta park is one of the attractions in Manila. Bisag unsaug arti, wa giyud kay atraksiyun, No matter how much you put on, you still don't have sex-appeal.
	atrakn"bu a attractive. v [B12) become attractive. 
	atras n 1 rear wheel. Nabyusan mi sa atras, We had a flat tire in the rear. 2 rear part of vehicles. Adtu ikarga sa atras, Load it in the back. 3 reverse gear. Angkambiyu dili musulud sa atras, The gear won't shift into reverse. -abanti a sewing machine capable of forward and backward movement. v [A]1 back up a vehicle. Iatras ang trak, Backthe truck up. 2 back out of an agreement. Di' ku muatras sa atung sabut, I will not back out of our agreement. 3 give way, back off from. Di ta ka atrasan, I won't 
	atrasadu -a tub 
	1 

	give ground to you.t 
	give ground to you.t 

	atrasadu a late, not on time. Alas nuybi na,, It's nine o'clock now. You're very late. v [B123(1)6; a2b3] be, late. Atrasadubun natu ang atung paglarga, Let's start late. 
	atrasadu ka kaa
	yu
	'

	atrasar v [AP; a2b3] delay s.t. Ayawg atrasara ang akung paniudtu, Don't delay my lunch. Unsa kabay naatrasaban ni Pipi? What could have delayed Pepe? 
	atrasawu = ATRASADU. 
	atrasu v [AP; al2P] 1 = ATRASAR. 2 cause 
	s.t. to become delayed or get behindhand in fulfilling an obligation. Ug maatrasu ta ug duha ka rullaw, daku ang multa, There is a big fine if you are two days delinquent. 3a [Al2] have done a wrong to s.o. which requires retribution. Nakaatrasu ka naku,panimaslan ta ka, You have done me a wrong. I'll get revenge. 3b have a debt which one has failed to pay. n la delay. Ang atrasu nakapaalkansi namug daku, The delay caused us great loss. lb fine imposed for a delay. 2 wrong done to s.o. Unsay atrasu naku ni
	s.t. to become delayed or get behindhand in fulfilling an obligation. Ug maatrasu ta ug duha ka rullaw, daku ang multa, There is a big fine if you are two days delinquent. 3a [Al2] have done a wrong to s.o. which requires retribution. Nakaatrasu ka naku,panimaslan ta ka, You have done me a wrong. I'll get revenge. 3b have a debt which one has failed to pay. n la delay. Ang atrasu nakapaalkansi namug daku, The delay caused us great loss. lb fine imposed for a delay. 2 wrong done to s.o. Unsay atrasu naku ni

	atribidu see ATRIBIR. 
	atribir v [A3] do s.t. one has no business doing. Kinsay nag-atribir ug arangka niini? Who went and took this apart? paN-v touch s. t. one has no business touching, mix into things not of one's business. Nangatribir ka pud sa akung butang, ha? So you dared to touch my things, did you? atribidu a doing things one has no business doing. Atribidu ka bisagdili kamau, You take it on yourself even if you don't know how. Atribidu ka sa mga away bisag wa kay /abut, You mix into quarrels that are none of your bu
	atriln music stand, lectern. v [A; cl] use,use for a music stand, lectern. Muatril ka pa nga namimurya na man nimu ang pisa? Will you use a music stand even if you've memorized the piece? 
	1 

	atrilv [B46; al2] for dust, dirt to be thick. Miatril ang abug paglabay sa trak, Dust filled the air when the bus passed. Nag-atril OU have thick dirt on your nape. 
	2 
	ang buling sa imung tangkugu, 
	y

	atripisyu, atripisyun n s.t. one is occupied with temporarily or one's work. Pagpanagat mauy iyang atripisyu, Fishing is his occupation. 
	atsa n axe, hatchet. v 1 [A23; al2] hit, chop 
	s.t. with an ax. Aku lay muatsa anang irua ug mabuang na, I will hit that dog with an axe if it has distemper. 2 [a12] make into an axe.t 
	s.t. with an ax. Aku lay muatsa anang irua ug mabuang na, I will hit that dog with an axe if it has distemper. 2 [a12] make into an axe.t 

	atsaatsa v [Bl] be hard pressed doing s.t. because of its being more than one can handle. Nagkaatsaatsa kug pangttag ikabayad sa akung mga utang, I am going crazy trying to look for money to pay my debts. 
	atsal n 1 pickles made of shredded green papaya and various other vegetables cut in slivers. 2 name given to various varieties of large peppers, e.g., sweet pepper, long hot pepper: Capsicum annuum. v 1 [A; al2]make papaya pickles. 2 [Al; b6] cook sweet pepper, put sweet peppers into s.t. 
	atsar = ATSAL. 
	atsara = ATSAL, 1. 
	atsayn l kept woman, paramour ( coarse). 2 maid of all work, .servant (coarse). v l [Al2B; a2] become a mistress, manage to get a mistress. Nakaatsay na kug mistisa, Dung, Let me tell you, son, I have already had a mistress of Spanish blood. Giatsayanka Lang naku. Tinuud kung asawa, arnn ka masayud, You think I'm your mistress? Well, in case you didn't know, I'm your wife. 2 [A3; a2] be paid female help. Nakaatsay na ku sa tagasinyur .istap, I've already tasted what it's like to be a helper to the Senior 
	1 

	•atsaygi-euphemism for giatay, an expression of displeasure at s.o. 's behavior. Giatsay ka ba nga natulug ka man diha? What are you doing sleeping there? Are you crazy?
	2 

	atsi n name of letter H. 
	atsin sneeze, act of sneezing. v [A2N; b6] sneeze. Ugmuatsi (mangatsi) ka, panap-ung sa imung baba,' If you sneeze, cover your mouth. 
	1 
	2 

	. ,
	. ,

	atsuyt1s = ASYUTIS. 
	atu v [Al2; al2] keep up doing s.t. to things as they come up. Makaatu ka ba sa mga balayranan sa iskuylaban? Can you keep up with the school fees? Atuhun nimug Laba ang mga bulingun, You should wash the soiled clothes as soon as they get dirty. 
	atu = ADTU. 
	, ' 
	atu see KITA. 
	atua short form: tua is there, far away. Atua(tua) pa ba siya puyu sa Man,1a? Does he still live (there) in Manila? Tua na. Bag-upa siyang milakaw, He's gone (lit. over there). He just left. 
	1
	1

	put s. w. to attract fish and crabs and get them where they can be readily found. 3 pit •with a flimsy top for trapping animals. v 1 [Al; a] construct an atub. 2 "(A2N; al] trap in a pitfall. Nakaatub (nakapangatub) mig babuy ihalas, We trapped a wild pig in 
	66 atub-atumatik 
	2 

	a pitfall.
	a pitfall.
	atubv [A; bS] soak maguey leaves in the sea to soften them. Atuban (atubun) ang magay unya labban, Maguey leaves are soaked and the flesh is washed off. 
	2 


	atubv [A3; b6] fall in great quantities. Miatub ang bumba sa syudad, Bombs rained on the city. Nag-atub ang ulan, The rain was uring down. pa-v [A3] 1 expose oneself to a downpour. 2 exse oneself to danger. Hiilugan ka sa bu"/ag magpaatub ka, They'll get the ball away from you if you just stand there. 
	3 
	po
	po

	atubaog v 1 [A; cl] face towards. Sigi ka "/ang nag-atubang sa ispibu, You're always looking at yourself in (lit. facing) the mirror. Iatubang ang ispihu ngari, Face the mirror this way. 2 [A2; a12] set oneself to doings.t. as it needs to be done. Dagban akung bulubatung atubangun, I have lots of work to do. Atubangun kug bayad ang instulmin, I'll pay the installments as they come up. (+-) v 1 [A3C; c3] be face to face with s.o.Nag-atubang silag lingkud, They were sittingface to face. 2 [A3; a12] receive
	Sa pamalayi ang dakung tawu mauy mangatubang, In arranging a marriage, the intermediary will speak to her parents. pa-towards, in a direction to. v [A; cl) go in a direction to (lit. make oneself face). Nagdagan si Pidru nagpaatubang sa baybay, Peter was running toward the shore. Paatubanga ang barutu sa piliw, Head the boat for the shallows. -ay v [ C] meet face to face in a confrontation. -an n genitalia usually female (euphemism). -an(�) 1 place in front of, in the face of. Wa giyud siya mag-usab 
	Sa pamalayi ang dakung tawu mauy mangatubang, In arranging a marriage, the intermediary will speak to her parents. pa-towards, in a direction to. v [A; cl) go in a direction to (lit. make oneself face). Nagdagan si Pidru nagpaatubang sa baybay, Peter was running toward the shore. Paatubanga ang barutu sa piliw, Head the boat for the shallows. -ay v [ C] meet face to face in a confrontation. -an n genitalia usually female (euphemism). -an(�) 1 place in front of, in the face of. Wa giyud siya mag-usab 
	ng

	NGAN. 

	atud particle showing displeasure (euphe-
	,
	,
	mism for giatay). Atud, nawa man ta, Darn! We are lost. gi-darn! Giatud ka bang nangindiyan ka man, Darn you! You didn't show up for our date. 

	atug n clitoris. taas ug -havia shrill voice 
	atug n clitoris. taas ug -havia shrill voice 
	ng 

	(humorous). 

	atug-atug v [AP; a] presume to take responsibility or present oneself and one's services unasked. Nakaatug-atug (nakapaatug-atug) si Pui pagtabang sa tawu kay naluuy siya, 
	Fely forced her help on the man unasked because she pitied him. 
	atul coincide in time. Ang iyang adlaw atul sa bag-ung tuig, His birthday coincides with New Year's. v 1 [A2C; cl) do s.t. at the same time as s.t. else happens� Di ka muatul ug labang ug dunay awtung muagi, Do not cross at the same time that there's a car coming. Nag-atul mig pamisita sa ka Lusing, We happened to visit Lucin,g at the same time.Atulun (iatul) nilag pangaun ang pamisita, They make their visits coincide with mealtime. 2 [b2] for s.t. to happen to one coincidentally with s.t. else. Hiatlan m
	atuli n 1 earwax. 2 materials like earwax.a yellow paste. b tobacco tars. c yellow, hardened grease sticking in corners of machinery. v [A; acl] make, apply paste to. Nagkayabkayab nang mga druwing sa bungbung. Iatuli (atuliba) ra, The drawings are flapping up and down on the wall Paste them down. �) = ATULI, 2a. paN-v = PANGIBN-. hiN-n instrument for getting earwax out. v [A; b(l)] remove earwax. Akuy mubingatuli sa bata, I will remove the child's earwax. panghiN-v [A2; b(l)] remove one's earwax. Dil
	&tum1l atom. 
	1 

	•atumatum-atum 1 = ATUG-ATUG. 2 [A; a] attach undue imrtance to s.t., pay s.t. heed which is not worth it. Ang muatumatum sa sulti sa gamayng bata buang, Whoever gives importance to everything a child says is a fool Sigiban man kug sungug, nakaatum-atum ku, They teased me mercilessly, so I rose to the bait. 3 = PANGARASTI. see •ARASTI. atum-atumun a tending to give undue importance to s.t. -ay v [A; abS] give s.t. careful and diligent attention. Kinabanglan atumayun ang mga ginikanan sa ilang pagkatig
	2 
	po

	atu.matik n 1 s.t. automatic. Atumatik ning akung kamira, My camera is automatic. 2 
	•atumik -aw-aw 
	automatic pistol. 3 snap fastener for cloth
	automatic pistol. 3 snap fastener for cloth
	ing. v [A; b6(1)] attach, close a snap fastener. Atumatiki ang likud, Put a snap fastener on the back (or snap the back).
	•atumik -barn atom bomb. -ids atomic age.

	atumika n atomic, nuclear. Bumba atumika,Atomic bomb. 
	atung = ATANG. 
	atup n 1 roof. 2 paper covering for a kite. v[A; c) 1 put a roof. Aptan (atpan) tag sin ,mung balay, We'll put a galvanized ironroof on your house. 2 cover a kite. 
	atup-atup n k.o. roundish sea crab around 
	1
	1
	nine square inches with scalloped edges. 

	aturga, aturgar v [AN; bS] take on responsibility, assume work without being asked to. Giaturgar (giaturgaran, giaturgaban) naku ang pagdawat sa urdir, I took on the responsibility of receiving the order. 
	atumi n 1 public attorney, lawyer. 2 shortform: tumi title of address for lawyers. Maayung buntag, turni, Good morning, Attorney. v [B15) be, become an attorney. 
	atutung n blackening of the teeth. v [A123P; a4) get blackened teeth. Ug di ta manipilyu atutungun ta, If you don't brush your teeth, you'll get black spots on them. ka-v[Al3] having black spots on the teeth. Nagkaatutung {yang ngipun, His teeth has black places all over them. 
	aw, aw 1 particle preceding a statement made to correct oneself. Tagdus p,sus, aw, dus singkwinta diay, It's two, I mean, two-fifty. la particle preceding an afterthought. Awkana Jang diay, imu na na, Oh that. You can have that. 2 particle preceding a statement or question meaning 'is that so? ' andshows surprise. Aw, mau diay na? Oh! Isthat so! 3 pause word before starting to speak. Aw, makablmu ba tag gawi sa imung tilipunu? Er, may I use your phone? 4 particle preceding a predetermined answer: 'of cours
	awal n kŁo. fish, the ten-pounder: Elopsbawaiensis. 
	awav 1 [B126; bScl] envy, be jealous. Nganung maawa ka man sa imung igsuun? Whyshould you be jealous of your sister? Ma�kaawa man nang imung kabimtang, Your circumstances inspire envy. Dili man na angay awaun (awaan, iawa), That is not worth envying. 2 [Bl; bScl] be worried. Mag-awa man ka nga wa may nabinabu? Why are you worried when nothing terrible has happened? 
	2 

	awaaw a deserted place. Giatangan sila sa dapit nga awaaw, They were ambushed at the remote and lonely spot. v [B] be, become deserted and lonely. 
	awahi = ULAHL
	awak n continuous vaginal bleeding, severe ·or slight. v [A123P; a4b4] have continuous vaginal bleeding. Giawak (giawakan)ka na ba sukad? Did you ever suffer continuous vaginal bleeding? 
	-

	awangn space between the upper two front teeth. In folk belief, a woman is thought to be oversexed if she has this gap. v [b4] for 
	1 

	s.o. to have a wide gap between the two front teeth. Birgatinya kunu ang babaying awangan, They say that a woman is oversexed if she has a wide gap between her two front teeth. 
	awaŁgn k.o. small fresh-water crab that is edible. 
	2 

	a.was v 1 [A2S; b6] for liquid to boil over, spill over the top of a container. Muawas ang sabaw, The soup will boil over. Nagawas ang tubig sa baldi, The water in the pail is running over. la [b4] have wet dreams. Awasan siytig magab,i, He has wet dreams at night. lb [B256) -sa kalindaryu pass thirty (Lit. go over the number in the calendar -slang). Miawas (naawas) na Jang siya sa kalindaryu, wa pa giyud maminyu, She is past thirty and still hasn't gotten married. 2 [A2S] for blows to miss the mark. Mua
	down spout of a roof gutter. awat, awat v [A; ac] imitate, follow after. 
	, •
	, •
	1 


	Kusugkitang muawat sa muda sa mga kanu, 
	We are quick to imitate American fashions .Awata ang akung linaktan, Imitate my way of walking. Iawat ang imung linibukan sa aku, Make your movements be like mine. 
	. 

	awatv [A; al2] part or disengage persons fighting. Awata sila kay magpatyanay unya, Break them up because they might kill each other. 
	2 

	aw-aw v [A; ab2] bark. Aylag dagan ugawawun (biaw-awan) ka sa iru, Don't run if the dog barks at you. n dish prepared from dog meat (slang). Aw-aw ang ilang gisum
	-

	, ,
	, ,

	away -awug
	1 

	sum, They had dog meat to go with their drinks. 
	sum, They had dog meat to go with their drinks. 
	away v [AC; al2b3] quarrel, fight. Awayunta ka run, I will quarrel with you. ug··di madalag sulti, atu ning awayun, We'll fight it out if we can't talk it out. Unsa may inyunggiawayan? What are you two quarreling abou,t? Ang patag nga ilang gipanag-awayan, The plains where they did battle. Gikaawayku siya, I had a fight with him. n fight,quarrel. -an(➔) n in a game, a piece used tohit off others or used to determine the first performer of the game. ka-n enemy. pala(� a quarrelsome. Di ku makigdu/a nimu k

	awduyun n audition. v [A;al2] audition. 
	awdinou n telephone receiver. 
	awditur n auditor. 
	awdituryum n auditorium. 
	awgid = AMGID. 
	awhag v [A; b5] urge s.o. to do s.t. Miawbagnamu ang pulis sa pagpadagan ug binay, The police urged us to drive slowly. Awbagun (awhagan) ta mu sa pagdaginut, I urge 
	. .
	. .
	you to economize. ma-un a persuasive, urg
	-

	ing. Maawbagung mga pulung, Words of persuasion. t 

	awhu n k.o. barracuda. 
	awinaw = ALUWIHAW. 
	awil v [A; b] paddle a boat to make it stay in place. Awili ang sakayan arun d{li' ta ianud, Paddle the boat in place so we won't be carried away. 
	awit v 1 [A; a] sing. Unsa may iyang awitun? What will she sing? Awitan ta ka, Iwill sing you a song. 2 [A2; b6) sing, squeal (slang). Hibaw-an na mung tanan kay nakaawit na ang dinakpan, You are all known because the suspect has squealed. 3 [A; b6]scold. Hastilang nakaawit ni Nanay mu, nagbapun man Jang, How your mother scolds. It lasts till afternoon. 4 [b] demand a person's possessions (slang). Pagsulud niyas prisu, giawitan dayun ang iyang pulu,As soon as he entered the prison, they demanded his shi
	awla n k.o. fish. 
	•awra -mismu right then and there. Awramismung gipapahawa ang k iriwan nga mutsatsa, They dismissed the maid on the spot because she was a thief. Anus-a ta mulakat? Awra mismu? When shall weleave? Right away?
	.

	awruraan l religious procession held in time of pestilence in the early morning or late 
	awruraan l religious procession held in time of pestilence in the early morning or late 
	1 

	evening hours for the purpose of preventing further pestilence. 2 religious procession held on eight consecutive evenings before the feast day of saints. This procession is held after the novena. v [A; b6] hold a procession of this sort. 

	awruran name given to several k.o. orna
	4 
	-

	mental bulbous plants. 
	Awsttiyanhun n Austrian. awsud n k.o. barracuda. 
	awtburd n outboard motor or motorboat. awting n outing. v [A 1; b6) have or hold an 
	outing. Ang klasi mag-awting sa Talisay ugma, The class will have an outing at Talisay tomorrow.
	awtlit 11 1 drain for liquids. Naglumung ang tubig dinhi kay walay awtlit, Water stagnates here because there is no outlet. 2electric outlet. v 1 [b(l)) supply with a drain for water or electric outlet; make an outlet. 
	awtu n car. v [Al 3; a) go by, get a car. Dili maawtu, You can't go there by car. awtuhan a having an auto. v [B1256] getting tohave a car. 
	awtugrap n autograph book, book of dedications. v [A; b(l)] write in an autograph book. 
	awtumatik, awtumatiku = ATUMATIK. awtumubil = AWTU.
	•
	•

	awtunumiya n autonomy. 
	awtupsi, awtupsiya n autopsy. v [A; bS) perform an autopsy. Awtupsiyabun (awtupsiyaban, awtupsihun) ang minatay antis ilubung, The cadaver will be autopsied before it.is buried. 
	awtur n 1 author of a book. 2 author of an act. 
	awturidad n 1 authority, right to do s.t. Wakay awturidad sa pagpapahawa naku aning yutaa, You have no authority to eject me from this land. 2 governmental authorities. 
	Ang awturidad nag-awhag sa mg11 ta-wu sapagpabayad sa mga buluhisan, The authorities are enjoining the people to pay their taxes. Gipangita siya sa awturid11d, .He is being hunted by the authorities. 3 authority, expen in s.t. Si Manang usa ka awturidad sa madyung, Manang is an authority on mahjong. v [B1256] be an authority on s.t. 
	awturisar v [A; b6) authorize, empower. awturisasyun n authorization. 

	awu-see also ALU-. 
	awu-see also ALU-. 
	awugv [A3; c) furnish s.t. for free or as aprivilege. Giawgan siyag dyip sa gubyirnu, The government furnishes him with a jeep. 
	1 

	Walay bubis ang mga baligyang iawug sa Amirika sa iyang mga sundalu, The goods 
	Figure
	that America furnishes her soldiers are tax
	that America furnishes her soldiers are tax
	frcc. 

	awun rna.ica.l cha.rm hunon fruit and
	1
	2 
	g
	g 

	vegetable plants to protect them fromthieves. This charm may harm the culprit who eats it or give him some illusion whichprevents him from leaving the place until he gets caught. v [A; b] apply a charm of this son. Awgi ang kalbasa arun way mangawat, Hang a charm on the squash so nobody will steal it. -in-an n fruit trees on which a charm has been hung; fruits from such trees. 
	vegetable plants to protect them fromthieves. This charm may harm the culprit who eats it or give him some illusion whichprevents him from leaving the place until he gets caught. v [A; b] apply a charm of this son. Awgi ang kalbasa arun way mangawat, Hang a charm on the squash so nobody will steal it. -in-an n fruit trees on which a charm has been hung; fruits from such trees. 

	awuk = UNGLU.
	.
	.

	awuk-uk .::: UK-UK. 
	awul v [A2; b6] _go awol. Ug dilt' ku tugtan, muawul na l.ang ku, If they don't give me permission,! will go awol. 
	awumbak n dried piece of banana trunk. 
	awuta 1 be out in a ball game. 2 be out of a place, out of stock, etc. -ab bawuns, lak, istak, etc. out of bounds, luck, stock, etc.Awut ab tapic ka, You are out of order, off the subject. v 1 [A3P; a2] make s.o. or 
	1 

	s.t. out in ball games. Nakaawut na ang pitsir ug duba, The pitcher has already struck two batters out. Hiawtan silag duha, They have had two outs. 2 [B56] get to be out of a place, out of luck, stock, etc. Muawut ku ugma, I'll get out of this place tomorrow. Maawut ang hula, The ball will go out of bounds. 
	s.t. out in ball games. Nakaawut na ang pitsir ug duba, The pitcher has already struck two batters out. Hiawtan silag duha, They have had two outs. 2 [B56] get to be out of a place, out of luck, stock, etc. Muawut ku ugma, I'll get out of this place tomorrow. Maawut ang hula, The ball will go out of bounds. 
	,

	awut= ALUT.
	2 

	awutsayid n out of bounds. v [B12; al2] go out of bounds. Ug maawtsayid ang hulaning sirbiha, pildi ta, If the ball goes out of bounds on this serve, we lose. 
	awuy n k.o. shrub that bears umbels of black pellet-sized berries which are edible. The leaves arc used as a fish poison and are applied to wounds to stop bleeding: CaUiocarpa eriocblo'Nl. -agkut k.o. awuy that is hairy: CaUiocarpa formosana. 
	awyan = AVAYAN. see AVAV. 
	ay 1 expression dismissing what follows as u�imponant. Ay kana, ihatag na lang na, Oh that! Just give it away. 2 particle showing exasperation or frustrated helplessness. Ay, Inday. Wa pa giyud ka makat-un? Goodness, my dear. Can't you ever learn? Ay,ulabi ka na, naburut na ug kahalin, Oh you are too late. They're all sold out. Ay, kapait ning kinabubia, My, how difficult life is. 3 paniclc preceding an exclamation of delight. Ay, kanindut sa bulak! Oh, what abeautiful flower. 
	aypanicle following s. t. which calls attention to s.t. Si Pidru ay, Mam. Nanghfwi na
	aypanicle following s. t. which calls attention to s.t. Si Pidru ay, Mam. Nanghfwi na
	2 
	-

	ku, Teacher, Pedro was making faces at me. Pagkabuta nimu. Tua sa isk ina ay, How blind you are! It's right there at the corner! Kining bataana ay. Nagsigi lag dulag ldpuk, My, this child. He keeps playing in the mud. unu, dus, -, tris one, two, three, go!

	ay= AVAW. 
	3 

	ayn a pair of mahjong pieces of the same number and design. In order to get mahjong, a set must contain an ay.
	4 

	-ayaffix forming verbs which refer 1 to reciprocal actions. Naglalisay sila, They argued back and forth .Nagtutukay sila, They.-Naghigugmaay sila, They were in love with one another. 2 tointense actions. Naghilakay sila, They cried and cried. Naghikayay sila kay pista ugma, They were busy preparing because the fiesta was the following day. 
	1 
	. 
	stared at each other

	-ayaffix added to verbs to form nouns referring to manner in which s.t. is done. Maghulin ta, bihagay, Let's play marbles for keeps (in the manner of bihag 'capture'). Magtinis ta, sirbisahay, Let's play tennis. The loser buys beer (lit. in the beer manner). Tagsingkwinta ang gatus, way piliay, They cost fifty a hundred, but no choosing.
	2 

	aya!= WAVA 
	ayaan = IVAAN. see IVA. ayaay n time when water is slack at low tide before rising or at high tide before ebbing. V [B; b4] become slack tide. Maayung ipamukut ug muayaay ang dagat, Agood time to go net fishing is when the water is slack. ayadv [A; b(l)] 1 refuse to go through with s.t., have second thoughts, esp. about buying. Walay makaayad aning prisyung kubus, No one can have second thoughts about buying it at this low price. 2 reject an offer. Ikaw pa lay miayad sa akung panabang, You're the only on
	1 

	·him after he went bankrupt. 4 particle expressing eagerness. 'Mukaun kag mangga?' 
	·him after he went bankrupt. 4 particle expressing eagerness. 'Mukaun kag mangga?' 
	-'Ayad!' 'Do you want to eat mangoes?''Sure thing. (Lit. Would I avoid them?)' inayran n s. t. spurned, avoided. Ina_yran sa katilingban, Spurned by society.

	ayadv [A; a12] repair st. Ayrun naku ang munyika nga natangtangag kamut, I'll fix 
	2 
	.

	, . .
	ayag -ay1S-ay1s 
	Artifact
	the doll that lost one of its arms. 
	the doll that lost one of its arms. 
	ayag v [A; a12] sift, separate die coarse from the fine. Ayagun ang bugas arun malain ang pinu, The rice is sifted so the fine particles can be separated. -an(➔) n sifter, sieve. 
	, 
	,

	ayagak = IV AGAK. 
	ayam v [A; a] 1 for a dog to chase S.t. Hainining irua ang nag-dyam sa manuk? Whichdog chased the chicken? 2 hunt with dogs where the dog keeps track of the spoor. Bakatin ang ilang giayam, They are hunting for wild pigs. paN-v [A] go hunting with dogs. Nangdyam sila sa lasang, They went hunting in the forest. n 1 occupation ofhunting with dogs. 2 s. t. used to hunt. 3 hunting trip. -an(➔) n place one hunts. ig-1( � = PAN-, 3. maN-r-(➔) n hunter. pinaNan n s. t. caught hunting. 
	-


	ayang-ang a in full view, uncovered. v [B] be open to full view. Muayang-ang gani angpultahan, musulud dayun ang iru, If the door is open, the dog will get in. Nag-ayangang ang mga pinalit sa mga bukas nga bukag, The goods they bought were in fullview in the open baskets. pa-v [A; ac2] expose s.t. to full view. Magpaayang-angLang na siya bisan ug daghang tdwu, She sits in such a way that she exposes her crotch, even when there are a lot of people around. Nakapaayang-ang siya sa iyang kasuku, Sheexposed he
	ay-ar payib n k.o. recently-introduced strain of rice. 
	ayaw short form: ay don't do! Ayaw ug sydgit. Ayaw pagsiydgit, Do not shout. Ayaw ug kabaldka, ayaw kabalaka, ayaw pagkabalaka, Don't worry. -lang 1 never mind doing. Ayaw Lang ug sirhi nang pwirta, Don't bother closing the door. 'Gustu ka?' -'Ayaw Jang,!' 'Do you want any?' -'No, thanks.' 2 don't (it's a small thing to ask). Ay Lang ingna dna, Don't do like that! -na stop doing. Ayaw nag hilak, Stop crying. Ayaw na, Tay. Di' na ku muusab, That's enough, Dad. I won't do it again. -na langdon't bother doin
	ayaw short form: ay don't do! Ayaw ug sydgit. Ayaw pagsiydgit, Do not shout. Ayaw ug kabaldka, ayaw kabalaka, ayaw pagkabalaka, Don't worry. -lang 1 never mind doing. Ayaw Lang ug sirhi nang pwirta, Don't bother closing the door. 'Gustu ka?' -'Ayaw Jang,!' 'Do you want any?' -'No, thanks.' 2 don't (it's a small thing to ask). Ay Lang ingna dna, Don't do like that! -na stop doing. Ayaw nag hilak, Stop crying. Ayaw na, Tay. Di' na ku muusab, That's enough, Dad. I won't do it again. -na langdon't bother doin
	me, Cio. I know you too well already. 

	ayaw v [A2; b6] for a child to cry when not allowed to go with s.o. Natural, ang bdtamudyaw sa inahan, It's natural for a child to cry when he's not allowed to go with his mother. 
	ayawan = AWAY AN. see AWAY. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	ayawat = IV AWAT. 
	ayay particle 1 expressing pleasant surprise. 
	Ayay, kanindut! Yippie. How nice!! 2expressing pain. Ayay, kasakit, Ouch. How painful. -an a overly sensitive and easily incapacitated by pain or sickness. Ayayan kaayung bataa maung di magpaindiksiyun, 
	This child is a terrible sissy. She won't let them give her a shot. v [B12) be a big sissy. 
	aybru n 1 eyebrow. 2 eyebrow pencil. v [A;b6] apply eyebrow pencil on s.o. paN-v [A2] apply eyebrow pencil on oneself. 
	ayda n kerosene pressure lantern (so called from the brand name). 
	aydi n identification card. 
	ayha V [A; ac] talk s.o. into doing s.t., esp. 
	'--,! ' 
	'--,! ' 
	i 
	'


	buying. Ay,""un k ·u siya sa amu, I' 11 per
	-

	suade her to stay at our place. Singsing nga kindwat ang giayba sa tdwu, They offered the man a stolen ring. 
	ayhabefore [so-and-so] happens. Mikdunsiya ayba mulakaw, He ate before he leftthe house. -na only then will, does [soand-so] happen. Ayha na ka bayri ug maintrigu mu angrisibu, You get paid only when you hand over the receipt. -pa only then did [so-and-so] happen. Hapit na mahurut ayha pa ku tagdi, I wasn't given any until they were almost all gone. 
	2 

	•ayhab v [a4] menstruate (euphemism). Giaybab ka? Are you menstruating? 
	ayis n ice. -bag n ice bag. v [b6] apply an ice bag to. -baks n refrigerator. -drap npopsicle. v [A!; a12] make, make into a popsicle. -kap = AVIS BAG. -kindi nice candy. -krim n ice cream. v [Al3; al2] make, make into ice cream. -kiyub n ice cubes. -pile n ice pick. v [al] use an icepick on, stab with an ice pick. v 1 [a] make ice. Maayu muayis ang ripridiyiritur, Therefrigerator makes ice well. 2 [B3; clP]freeze. Dali rang muayis (maayis, mag-ayis) ang ayis kindi kun ibutang sa prisrr, Theice candy will f
	ayis-ayis v 1 [AC; al] flirt with the eyes.Maistra man diay tung dkung giayis-aysan, Ijust found out that the lady I was making eyes at was a teacher. 2 [A; b5] eye s.o. 
	ayrit-ayuda 
	or s.t. for a purpose. Nakaayis-ayis ku nianang sininaa, I have been eyeing that dress. n flirtation with the eyes.
	or s.t. for a purpose. Nakaayis-ayis ku nianang sininaa, I have been eyeing that dress. n flirtation with the eyes.
	.

	ayri n air that gets into s.o. 's body causing disorder. Kuyaw sa ayri nang pasagad lag indiksiyun, If you're careless in giving shots, there is danger of air getting into the body. v 1 [B246;b4] for air to get into the body.
	Ayawg pabangin bumag kaligu kay ayribanka, Don't expose yourself to the wind after you bathe, for air might get into you. 2[A; b6] admit air into a kerosene pressure lamp. Ayribag binay arun dilt' musilaub, Letair into it slowly so it won't flare up. 3 [A2; 
	c] get on a bicycle by stepping on the pedalwhich is inan up position, so that the wheel is propelled as one steps on the pedal. Iayriang bisiklita inigsakay nimu, Pump the pedal as you get on the bike. 4 [A; b6] mount a woman (slang). Nindut ayriban nang baybana, It'd be nice to have intercourse withthat woman. 

	ayrup.lanu n airplane. -nga bayut n lightplane. v [A13!; a12) go by, ride a plane.Ayn1planubun ta Lang ang Manila, Let's go to Manila by airplane. 
	aysyid n eye shadow. v [A; b6] apply eye shadow on s.o. Aysiran kang manang mu,Big sister will apply eye shadow on you. paN-v [A2] apply eye shadow on oneself. 
	_

	ayta n Aeta, the Negritoes. 
	aytashort form for tagai ta 'give me'. Aytaduba kabuuk bi, Let me have two, please. av la [A13; a12] do s.t. well. Ayuba nig limpiyu, Clean this carefully. Gitan-aw niya pag-ayu ang sulud, He looked carefully into the insides. 1 b do s. t. to an intense degree. Giayu siya ug kastl, He was severely punished. Nasuku siya pag-ayu, He got veryangry. 2 [A3] do well in a given situation. 
	Ł 
	yu 
	gu

	Muayu ang mais dinbi kay bustu sa ulan, 
	Muayu ang mais dinbi kay bustu sa ulan, 
	Corn will do well here because there is enough rain. 3 [A; a12] repair, restore into working order. Ikay muayu sa awtu kay ikay nakadaut, You repair the car because you ruined it. Ayuba ning akung mutur, Repair my motorcycle. 4 [B12) get better. Naana ku. Wa na ku bil.anti, I am well now. I don't have a fever any more. -ang buut v [B4] be in a good mood. Muayu ang iyang buut ug bisitahan siya ni Piduy, She gets in a good mood when Pedoy visits her. Giayuban siya sa buut, She is in a goodmood. S [A23; b6] t
	yu 


	[c] be on good terms with one another. Nagkaayu na ha mung duba? Have you two gotten to be on good terms yet? ma-ashort forms: maay, mayu 1 nice, good, well.. Maayu ning libruba, This book is good. Maayu siyang magk inatsila, He speaks Spanish well. 2 -ng buntag, hapun, etc. Good morning, afternoon, etc. �ng Pasku Merry Christmas. 2a greeting upon arriving at s.o.'s premises (short for maayung buntag, etc.). Maayu. Uy wa may tawu, Hello! Oh, there's nobody home. 3a -nga bati beautiful. Maayung bata ang iy
	gu
	gu

	ayu (from kayu) a asking for trouble. V [Al
	3] ask for trouble. Nag-ayu ka ug kasab-an? Are you asking for a scolding? 
	ayuda v [A; b] 1 help. Ayudabi kug alsa ari, Help me lift this. 2 give s.t. as a help. Angmga Layuns nag-ayuda ug k inabun nga Sardinas, The Lions gave boxes of sardines as 
	ayudi!-ba 
	aid. n aid, help given. -dikampu aide-decamp. -nti n 1 helper. Ayudanti sa imprinta, A helper in the printing press. 2 aide-decam p. v [B; al2] be, become a helper, aidede-camp.
	aid. n aid, help given. -dikampu aide-decamp. -nti n 1 helper. Ayudanti sa imprinta, A helper in the printing press. 2 aide-decam p. v [B; al2] be, become a helper, aidede-camp.

	ayudi n intra-uterine device (I. U.D.) pa-v 
	[A] have an LU.D. installed. 
	[A] have an LU.D. installed. 

	ayum v [APB3(1); a12] 1 for a wound to be healed or cured. Dali rang miayum (naayum) ang samad, It took only a short timeforthe wound to heal. 2 free from troubles, grief, evil habits. Ang panabun muayum (mupaayum) sa kaguul, Time will make us forget our sorrows. 3 [A; a12] repair, mend, fix. Muayum siyag sapatus guba, Herepairs torn shoes. Ayuma ang imung sinina kay hugut da, Fix your dress because it's too tight. ayum-ayum v 1 [A 1 ; c 1] fix s. t. up quickly in a makeshift way. Nag-ayumayum siya sa kun
	Kini makaayum-ayum sa imung kagutum, 
	Kini makaayum-ayum sa imung kagutum, 
	This will alleviate your hunger temporarily. 
	Ayum-ayuma (iayum-ayum) lang nang hiwi sa bukag, Just straighten out the crooked basket quickly. 2 [AP; b6P] make do with s.t. Maayu siyang muayum-ayum (mupaayum-ayum) sa tinabas sa pagtahi ug bistidu, She is good in making do with remnants in sewing her dresses. 3 [AP; bP] put up with s.t. temporarily. Ayum-ayumi (paayum-ayumi) Jang ang iyang kasaba, Tutal, 

	ha 1 question marker used in questions with no interrogative. Muanbi ka ba ugma? Willyou come here tomorrow? la with indirectquestions: whether. Pangutan-a si Husi ugnabinumdum ba siya, Ask Jose if he remembers it. lb was it [so-and-so] ? Pisus ba tu imung gihatag naku? Was it a peso yougave me? 2 di, dfli -2a isn't that the case? Muliku ta sa tuu, di ba? We turn right, don't we? 2b [so-and-so] is surely going to be the conseque!nce. Hilabti nang makini/ya. Di ba latigubun tika, Just touch thattypewriter.
	ha 1 question marker used in questions with no interrogative. Muanbi ka ba ugma? Willyou come here tomorrow? la with indirectquestions: whether. Pangutan-a si Husi ugnabinumdum ba siya, Ask Jose if he remembers it. lb was it [so-and-so] ? Pisus ba tu imung gihatag naku? Was it a peso yougave me? 2 di, dfli -2a isn't that the case? Muliku ta sa tuu, di ba? We turn right, don't we? 2b [so-and-so] is surely going to be the conseque!nce. Hilabti nang makini/ya. Di ba latigubun tika, Just touch thattypewriter.
	agi man Jang na, Try to put up with her scolding. Anyway, it won't last. 

	ayun moving dragged along with s.t. Midagan ang barutu ayun sa sug, The boat is travelling along with the current. v 1 [B2]go with, for s. t. to harmonize with s.t. else. 
	Kining dintruba muayun sa imung karsunis, 
	This shirt goes -well with your . pants. 2 [A2C3; b(l)] like, come to like. Ug dkung kaayunan ang buluk, dkung palitun ang panaptun, If I like the color, I will buy thecloth. Wa magkaayun ang magtiayun, maung nagkabulag, The couple couldn't getalong very well so they separated. pa-= PAHi-. pahi-v 1 [A2; c6] m�e s. t. fit with, conform to s. t. else. Ang balay gipahiayun sa ilang gustu, The house was built exactly according to their wishes. 2 [A; b6] put up with s. t., adjust oneself to s. t. Pabiayunan k
	, 
	,

	ayun = ALA YUN. 
	•ayup pa-v [A13; b(l)] let s.t. cook over low heat before taking it off the stove. Paayupi ang linung-ag kadiyut usa bauna, Let ;the rice stay on the fire awhile before you take it off. 
	,
	,

	ayup-up = ALUP, 1. 
	ayus v [A; b(l)] refuse to have intercourse with one's new husband. Ang bana nga giayusan sa asawa, The husband whose wife refused to sleep with him. 
	B 
	B 

	it now? unsa -what do you say? how about it? Unsa ba, palitun ndtu tung awtu? How about it? Shall we buy that car? -gud particle indicating disbelief. Mangawatba gud ku? Do you think I would steal? 4 shall we say? Muanhi ka ug sayu ugma, mga alas sa_yis ba, Come here early tomorrow, shall we say, six o'clock? S X -Y either X or Y. ,\-fuanbi ka dayun. Pagkaugma ba, sa sunud adlaw ba, Come here as soon as possible. Either the next day or the dayafter that. 6 particle asking if the hearerunderstands. Si Mist
	-
	-

	ba-babaw 
	mixed. 7 in exclamations: 7a how unbe
	mixed. 7 in exclamations: 7a how unbe
	lievable that it is that way! Pagkabuang ba 
	gayud naku, How could I be so foolish! 7b
	though. Itusmaw sa init nga tubig? Pagka
	makaluluuy ba sab, Throw it into boiling 
	water? How pitiful! laliman ka -can you 
	beat that! Laliman ka ba niana! Bayran 
	ang tulu ka awtu ug kas! Can you beat 
	that! Paying cash for the three cars! tiaw
	mu -Just imagine. Traw mu bay latiguhun 
	sa publiku! Imagine! Being whipped in 

	public! ra -see RA.ba 1 = BALI, 2 (dialectal). 2= BALA· 
	2

	•ba (from saba) -diha it is not true, despite what you say. Ba diha! Gustu lagi ku nimu, Oh, come on. I do so like you! Ba diha uy. Wa ka man lagi manghuwat, Oh, shut up! You did not wait for me. 
	baag v [APB; cl] 1 make, become embers. 
	1 , ,
	1 , ,
	Nagbaag (nagpabaag) akug igpaplantsa, I'm
	making embers for the iron. Nabaag na angtibuuk balangay una mabiabut ang bumbiru, The whole village was already in embersbefore the firemen arrived. 2 heat s. t., become hot. Nagkabaag ang kafnit sa mga tawu nga nagkaduul ang iliksyun, The people are becoming more and more heated up asthe election approaches. Baaga (ibaag) ra ning gatas, Please heat this milk. n heat. Angbaag sa adlaw mauy nakaitum kanaku, Theheat of the sun has made me black. (�
	' 
	baagbaag v [B; c] for actions to become incoherent, aimless. Nabaagbaag (nabaag) ang iyang diklarasiyun, His declaration became senseless and incoherent. Nagkabaagbaag siyag panghangyu ug pakitabang, She went around everywhere asking for help. baagbaagun a of an incoherent sort. 

	baang, baangv 1 [B3; c] plug up a hole. 
	1
	1
	Sagbut ang nakabaang sa imburnal, Garbage
	has!choked up the sewer. 2 [A; c] stuffs. t. 
	.

	into the mouth. Pakit-ag kan-unun di ba
	mubdang dayun, Show him s. t. to eat and 
	he'll shove it into his mouth instantly. n 
	action of opening the mouth to shove food

	into it.tbaangv [A; a] extract starch from the buri 
	2 

	palm. (➔) n buri starch. baat = BA�T.bah = BABHIR.baba, baba = BALA.baba n 1 mouth. 2 any mouth-like opening. 
	2

	Baba sa langub, Mouth of the cave. Baba sa 
	Baba sa langub, Mouth of the cave. Baba sa 
	butilya, Mouth of the bottle. -sa atay pit
	of the stomach. v 1 [A12; al2] hit in the 
	mouth. Babaun (babaun) ku siyag pdtid, I'll
	kick him in the mouth. 2 [A; b6(1)] put a 
	mouth-like opening. Babaan ku ang alkansi-

	ya, I'll saw a slit on the piggy bank. 3 [b2] utter a truth without even knowing that one is doing so. Hibabaan ndku siya nga nangawat, I hit on him as the thief without even knowing it. paN-v 1 [Al; b6] rant at or scold s.o. in a loud voice. Nagpamaba nasad ang maldtta niyang asawa, His termagantwife is ranting at him again. 2 [A23] say words glibly. Maayu siya mamaba mau ngadaghang tratu, He is glib. That is why he has many girl friends. 3 [A2; b6(1)] say special prayers to ward off evil. Managan giyud a
	The evil spirits will run away from me if I utter special prayers against them. n 1 ranting. 2 gift of gab. 3 prayers to ward off evil -in-n oral Nahagbung ku sa pasulit nga binaba, I failed in the oral examination. -an, -un a tending to rant in a loud voice. tigpaNn spokesman, press relations officer. Angtigpamaba sa wilgista abugadu, The strikers have a lawyer as their spokesman.t 
	babad v [A; cl] 1 turn around on its axis. Wamakababad ang pala sa pambut kay nagapus sa samu, The boat propeller would not turn because seaweeds were entangled in it. Ibabad (babara) ang imung kayril, Twirl yourkey chain. 2 brandish. Nagbabad ang pildirung kadway sa bandirang puti: The defeated enemy waved the white flag. 
	babad v 1 [A; cl] make a torch by binding Jry strips of coconut leaves, coconut sheaths, or similar materials together. 2 [cl]swing a torch made in this way to cause it to flare up. Ibabad (babara) ang s� arun mudaku ang siga, Swing the torch to fan up the light. 
	babadv [A; c] immerse or soak in liquid. Di ku mubabad sa tubig kay dali ra k ung tugnawun, l won't immerse myself in the water because I easify catch chills. Gibabadang karni sa tuyu, The meat was soaked in 
	2 

	•
	•

	soy sauce.
	bab= BALA.BAG, vl, 2, 3, nl, 3. 
	ag
	1 

	baba for meals to be irregular and scanty. v 1 [A] eat meals on an irregular and scanty basis. Mahibalu baya gud k u mubabag ug kaun, I know how to make do with irregular and scanty meals. 2 [B] for meals tobecome irregular and scanty. Nababag angUang kaun sa nasakit ang amahan, Theirmeals got to be irregular and scanty when their fat her got sick. 
	ag
	2 

	babaw n place up s.w. hiN-/haN·(�), hiN-/ haN-v [BS] get to be almost full. Muhimabaw ( muhimabaw) na gani ang baldi, sir hi ang gripu, When the pail is almost full, close the faucet. i-, i-('r) n 1 place high up. Si 
	babay -bad-ay 
	Guryu tua sa ibabaw nangahuy, Goryo is in the hills gathering firewood. 2 place on top of s.t. Ibabaw (ibdbaw) sa lamisa, On top of the table. Ibabaw sa patay kung lawas, Over my dead body. i-a high. Ibabaw ra ang inyu sa amu, Your place is higher than ours.Ibabawng baiay balauranan, Senate. -paniana in addition to that. v [b6P] 1 put s. t.on top of s.t. else. Giibabwan (gipaibabwan) ku sa dkung sinina ang imung libru, I placed my clothes on top of your book. 2 put s. t. higher. Ibabwi (paibabwi) lag diyut
	Guryu tua sa ibabaw nangahuy, Goryo is in the hills gathering firewood. 2 place on top of s.t. Ibabaw (ibdbaw) sa lamisa, On top of the table. Ibabaw sa patay kung lawas, Over my dead body. i-a high. Ibabaw ra ang inyu sa amu, Your place is higher than ours.Ibabawng baiay balauranan, Senate. -paniana in addition to that. v [b6P] 1 put s. t.on top of s.t. else. Giibabwan (gipaibabwan) ku sa dkung sinina ang imung libru, I placed my clothes on top of your book. 2 put s. t. higher. Ibabwi (paibabwi) lag diyut
	paibabaw ang uwak nga gilutus sa banug, 
	The crow soared up because it was pursuedby the hawk. 2 [B125) be the part on top. 
	Ang nawung sa panaptun mauy maibabaw, 
	The right side of the cloth should be on the outside. ti-(�) v [A23P; b6P] 1 go to surface. Mitigbabaw (mipatigbabaw) ang submarinu sa ddgat, The submarine surfaced inthe sea. 2 came out distinctly. Mitigbdbaw(mipatigbabaw) giyud ang iyang tingug bisan sa kasdba, His voice came out distinctly despite the noise. 3 prevail. Sa katapusan mutigbdbaw (mupatigbdbaw) gayud ang katarungan, In the end justice prevails. Ang gibati niya kang Tuni gitigbabdwan (gipatigbabawan) sa gibati niya kang Prid, Her feelin
	g

	lpatigbdbaw ang inyung pasalamat ngadtu kang Hiyuba, Offer your prayers of thanksgiving to Jehovah. 

	babay bye-bye. v [A; b6] for a child to say bye-bye. hiN-a fond of waving bye-bye. babayi see BA YI. 
	babaylan = BAYLAN.
	babha n slash. v [B;b5] have a wide slash in it. Nagbabha ang iyang kilid, H.is side wasslashed wide open. 
	babhir a bobbed hairstyle. v 1 [A; c] bob hair. 2 [A13] wear one's hair bobbed. 
	babil a be bothered with s.t. s.o. is carrying. 
	Ayaw pagdalag mga bdta kay babil ka unya kaayu, Don't take the children. They'll be a nuisance. (Ł), babil v [A; a] be a burden.
	Ayaw pagdalag mga bdta kay babil ka unya kaayu, Don't take the children. They'll be a nuisance. (Ł), babil v [A; a] be a burden.
	Nakababil (nakababil) sa akung paghigda kining pistula sa akung luyu, This pistol in my hip pocket bothered me as I lay down to sleep. ka-(�) v [A13} 1 have difficulty in carrying more than one can. Nagkababil kug daia sa rnga kartun, I was having a hard time carrying all the different cartons. 2 be in 
	�rcat disorder. Nagkabdbi/ ang kwartu kay i.:.,y 11i1nghipus, The room was in great disorJer because no one picked it up. 

	babitn heavy metal or stone used by a deepsea diver to weigh him down. v [A; c6] use a weight in diving. Ang mga mananawum ug pirlas magbdbit inigsawum nila, Thepearl divers use a weight when they dive. 
	1 

	babitn female sex organ (slang). 
	2 

	babul gam n bubble gum. v 1 [Al] chew,get bubble gum. 2 [Al 3; b6] put bubble gum s.w.
	babung, babung a good-looking girl (slang). 
	babuy v [a4] have an epileptic fit. Mibuwaiyang baba dihang gibabuy siya, He was frothing when he had an epileptic seizure. -un n epileptic. 
	babuyn pig, pork. Mahal ang_ babuy karun, Pork is high now. -ihalas, sulup wild pig. v 1 [Al 2) obtain a pig. Nakababuy aku ug tulu ka buuk sa pagbatun ku sa iyang anay, 
	1 

	I got three pigs for taking care of his sow. 2 [AP; a2] a corner, pin down. Nakababuy (nakapababuy) ang mga Pisi sa mga Murus sa pulu, The P.C. blockaded the Moros on the island. Nabdbuy kami tungud sa dakung baha, We were blocked in because of the great flood. b checkmate (in chess). Babuyun naku ang imung piyun, I'm going to checkmate your pawn. c [AP; cl] tie up capital. Ang akung kwarta nababuy sa nigusyu, My money is tied up in business. a piggish, dirty. -ug balatian swinish, having no moral qualms
	babuyn bulge in a muscle which results from a blow. v [B246) have a muscle bulge. Mibdbuy akung buktun, My arm got a charley horse. 
	2 

	babuybabuy n 1 k.o. louse which hides in crannies and lives in damp places. 2 k.o.cowrie. v [a4] infested with wood lice. Gibabuybabuy ang hugasan, The sink is infested with wood lice. 3 = BABUY. 
	2

	bad-ay v 1 [B 1] be placed transversely across. Nagbad-ay ang buktun sa bana sa tiyan sa iyang asdwa, The husband's arm lay across his wife's stomach. 2 [AN] appearprominently in a bulge along the surface. Mibad-ay (namad-ay) sa yz'tta ang gamut sa akasya, The roots of the monkeypod tree stick out along the ground. Barikus nga namad-ay (mibad-ay) sa bitiis, Varicose veins 
	badaybadayv-badyu 
	appearing prominently on the legs. paN-v[A23] be strewn about. Pagkahti.g sa trak namad-ay ang daghang patay, When the truck fell, dead bodies were strewn all about. 
	appearing prominently on the legs. paN-v[A23] be strewn about. Pagkahti.g sa trak namad-ay ang daghang patay, When the truck fell, dead bodies were strewn all about. 

	badaybaday = BARAYBARAV. 
	badbadvv l [AB 123; a] untie, get untied. 
	1 

	Nakabadbad ang babuy sa iyang gihigtan, 
	Nakabadbad ang babuy sa iyang gihigtan, 
	The pig got loose from where he was tied.Badbara na ang bindahi, Undo the bandage. 2 [A; a] liquidate a debt. Badbarun (badbarun) k u an� akung utang, l will pay offmy debts. 3 [A; a] solve a problem. Badbarun ra natu ang prublima, We'll solve the problem. 4 [A; a] translate. Ang ubra ni Linin wa pa mabadbad sa Binisaya, Theworks of Lenin have not been translated into Visayan. a resolved, paid off. badbaran nskein holder, a device to hold a skein of thread as it is being reeled. 

	badbadn k.o. thorny tree. 
	2 

	badird nbodyguard. v [B; b] 1 be, become a bodyguard. 2 watch over. Gibadigaran si Tasyug maayu sa asawa kay himabayi, Tacio's wife watched him closely because he is fond of women.t 
	ga

	badingding n term of endearment to a baby. 
	Kumusta ang akung badingding? How is n1y little darling? a very dear. Badingdingkaayu ning akung anak, This baby is very dear to me. v [A23!;a12] make s.o. his little darli!)g.
	Kumusta ang akung badingding? How is n1y little darling? a very dear. Badingdingkaayu ning akung anak, This baby is very dear to me. v [A23!;a12] make s.o. his little darli!)g.

	badlipanis a l badly punished in boxing. 
	.
	.
	Badlipanis siya sa siks rawun, He was badly punished in the sixth round. 2 have undergone sexual intercourse. v [AP;a12] 1maul s.o. in boxing. 2 have heavy sexual activity with a Woman. Nabadlipanis siya sa iyang bana, Her hushand gave her a good sexual 
	going over. 

	badlis v 1 [AB3; a] draw a line, for a line to show itself. M ibadlis sa iyang agtang ang dagkung ugat, His foreheadwas prominently lined with veins. Mibadlis sa iyang nawung ang kahadluk, Fear was written all over his face. Kinsay nagbadlis sa atung bungbung? Who drew a line on our wall? la cross out the mark made by a bettor in cockfighting as an indication that the bet is taken on. Misulud aku sa galyira ug gibadlisan ku ang naglugrug tris-idus, I went into the arena and I took on the bet of three to tw
	.

	Badlisan ku ning tawhana ka_y nagdaban ang batasan, l will put a stop to this guy because he's getting worse and worse. n 1 linesin the skin. la -sa pa.lad, kinabuhi n fate.
	Badlisan ku ning tawhana ka_y nagdaban ang batasan, l will put a stop to this guy because he's getting worse and worse. n 1 linesin the skin. la -sa pa.lad, kinabuhi n fate.
	Mau tingali giyuy badlis sa iyang palad nga 

	maminyu siyag kriminal, Perhaps it was herfate to marry a criminal. 2 line drawn. 3 Ash Wednesday. -Myirkulis, ting-= BADLIS, 3. -an a 1 having lines. 2 name given to 
	k.o. danggit and sapsap that have light vertical lines on the upper sides. 
	badlit = KADLIT. 
	badlun n name given to various k.o. crevalles and pompanos: Caranx compressus, stellates; Gnathanodon speciosus, etc. 
	badlung v [A; a12] tells.o. to stop doing s.t., admonish. Ang kanaway mubadlung sa timug, The west wind makes the east wind stop blowing. Badlungun nimu ang himabayi nimung bana, You should admonish your husband because he chases after women. nadmonishment not to do s.t. pa· v [A; ac)1 allow s.o. to admonish one. Di giyud na siya pabadlung, He won't obey (allow anyone to tell him to stop). 2 act in such a wayas to cause admonishment. Nagpabadlung na pud ka, You're making a nuisance ofyourself again. -un(
	badmintun n badminton. v [A; a] play bad
	-

	minton. 
	baduduy n children's word for genitalia. 
	bad-un = BALAD-UN. see BALAn
	-

	.
	.

	badung n k.o. long sword made by Muslims. badut = BARUT.
	badutu = BARUTU.
	badyangn k.o. tuberous plant with arrowshaped leaves reaching 4' and more. Edible but itchy root, grown as ornamental and wild: Alocasia macrorrhiza. 
	1 

	I
	I

	badyang= BAYANG.
	2 
	1

	badyangun n k.o. fish, a small bulgan. badyi = BAVI.
	badyibadyi = BA. VINGBA YING. 
	badyikdyik a for a girl to be sexy (slang). Badyikdyik kaayu, She's very sexy. n· s.o.'s mistress. v 1 [82; b6] become sexy. 2 [a12]make into one's mistress. -an a keeping. a . woman. Badyikdyikan siya kay kwartahan, He keeps a woman because he's got lots of dough.
	badyitn budget. Ang badyit sa Pilipinas mi
	1
	1

	kabat nag duba ka bilyun, The budget of 
	the Philippines has reached two billion. v
	[A] budget, allocate money. Kamau ka bang mubadyit sa imung kita? . Do youknow how to budget your income? 
	badyit= KADLIT.
	2 

	badyu a for sweet potatoes to have a rotten, sour taste. Badyu ang lami' sa kamuti nga giulud, Sweet potatoes that are infested with 
	badyung -bagal
	2 

	worms taste rotten. v [a4] get infested with rot. Gibadyu ang tanan nilang mga kamuti, Their sweet potatoes are all infested with rot. -un a of a rotten and sour quality. 
	worms taste rotten. v [a4] get infested with rot. Gibadyu ang tanan nilang mga kamuti, Their sweet potatoes are all infested with rot. -un a of a rotten and sour quality. 

	badyung n prolonged humming, droning,buzzing sound. v 1 (A] make a droning sound. Magdali ta kay mibadyung nang ayruplanu, Let's hurry because the airplane has started to drone. 2 [A; b6] strike close to s.t. so as to cause a whizzing sound without actually hitting it. Badyungan ku sa akung kumu ang imung nawung, I'll make your face feel the whizzing sound of my fists. 
	bag word used in writing to indicate the sound of a blow. 
	bag n 1 bag, pocketbook. 2 kitty in a mahjong game. 3 = INDIBAG. v [A) have, obtain a bag. Babaying nagbag ug puti, A lady with a white bag. t 
	ban embers. mukaug -be a tough character (eat live embers). v 1 [AB; a2] make, become embers. Nabaga (mibdga) ang uling, The charcoal turned into embers. Bagahaang uling kay mangutaw k u, Make embers because I'm going to iron. 2 [A2S] glow. Nagbaga ang plantsa, The iron is glowing. (➔) v [A; b56] broil small dried fish by putting them in a plate with embers and shaking them. Bagaba (bagahi) ang bulinaw, Broil the anchovies. (➔) n k.o. red fish. bagaban 1 name given to various k.o.fish with bright red scale
	ga 
	ga 

	baga a 1 thick in dimension. Ang dmung lamisa hinimu sa baga nga tabla, Our t_able ismade of thick wood. 2 dense. Raga kaayu ang duut sa tdwu, A dense crowd of people.3 rich (from -ug bulsa 'fat walleted'). -ug buang misbehaving in an unusual way. 
	Raga ug buang si Linu kay nanglili samtang naligu ang iyang maistra, Lino is very naughty because he peeped while his teacher was taking a bath. -ug gwatsi making subtle pranks which are not easily seen through. -ug nawung brazen. Raga ug nawung ning tawbdna. Bisan ug wa gustubi mangulitawulang gibapun, This man sure has a lot of nerve. Even though she does not like him, he still continues to court her. v [B; a] 1 thicken. Undangi ug mubaga (mabaga) na ang pintal, Stop when the paint thickens. 2 become den
	Raga ug buang si Linu kay nanglili samtang naligu ang iyang maistra, Lino is very naughty because he peeped while his teacher was taking a bath. -ug gwatsi making subtle pranks which are not easily seen through. -ug nawung brazen. Raga ug nawung ning tawbdna. Bisan ug wa gustubi mangulitawulang gibapun, This man sure has a lot of nerve. Even though she does not like him, he still continues to court her. v [B; a] 1 thicken. Undangi ug mubaga (mabaga) na ang pintal, Stop when the paint thickens. 2 become den
	Raga ug buang si Linu kay nanglili samtang naligu ang iyang maistra, Lino is very naughty because he peeped while his teacher was taking a bath. -ug gwatsi making subtle pranks which are not easily seen through. -ug nawung brazen. Raga ug nawung ning tawbdna. Bisan ug wa gustubi mangulitawulang gibapun, This man sure has a lot of nerve. Even though she does not like him, he still continues to court her. v [B; a] 1 thicken. Undangi ug mubaga (mabaga) na ang pintal, Stop when the paint thickens. 2 become den
	pulitika, He became rich when he entered politics. 4 -ang buang misbehave seriously. Mubaga ang iyang buang kun mahubug, He misbehaves seriously when he is drunk. 5-ang nawung be completely brazen. Nagbaga Lang ang nawung dnang baybana. Bisag dili kaila pangayuan, That woman iscompletely shameless. She asks for things from complete strangers. pa·(�), pa-sa nawung v [A; c] do s.t. despite the shame it might bring. Nagpabaga Zang siya ug hangyu nga papangasdwa, She swallowed her pride and begged him to m


	baga n lungs.
	bagaang v [B156] be burdened, loaded with a heavy responsibility. Aku ang nagbagaang ug gastu sa imung pagtuun ug pagbuguybuguy hinuuy imung ibalus? I bore the burden of your schooling, but how do you repay me? You bum around. Ikaw ang nabagaang sa tanang mga buluhatun, All the household responsibilities are shoved onto you.
	bagaang v [Bl 256] 1 feel a burning pain upon eating hot, spicy food. Nabagaang k u sa sili pagkdun ndkug salad, When I ate the salad I felt the hot sting of the peppers. 2 be stung by insulting words which are true. Nabagaang ku sa insultu sa maistru, I wasstung by the teacher's insulting remarks. bagaba n edible seaweed found clinging tooffshore rocks, roughly cylindrical, branching and hard as bone cartilage. paN-v [A2;
	b] gather this seaweed. 
	bagakay n k.o. thin bamboo with long internodes in yellow and green varieties, used for baskets, flutes, etc.!: Scbizostacbyum Lima and some other non-climbing species. -un a 1 having a yellowish color. 2 long and thin like bagakay. 3= BUGAWISAN. 
	bagalv, bal a 1 lumpy. Bagal kaayu ang The soil was very lumpy when they plowed the field. 2 have s.t. protruding in a lump. Bagal ang iyang kilid kaydiha may pistula, There was s.t. protrudingon his side because he had a pistol. 3= BAGUL, a. n impacted, chunky earth. Dagku kadyu ang bagal sa yuta sa daruhan, Thelumps of earth in the fields are very big. v [BJ 1 become lumpy. 2 be protruding. 3 = BAGUL, v. balbal v [BJ become lumpy. Ang kapi mibagalbagal kay ang tubig wapaman mubukal, The powdered coffee 
	ga
	yutl pagdarŁ nila
	> 
	ga
	ga

	bal, baln shell of eggs, cartridges, and 
	ga
	2
	ga
	2 

	bagalnga -bagduk 
	all shellfish but shrimps. Bagal sa mga kinhasun, Shells from the sea animals. Bag al sa blastingkap, Empty shells of a dynamite cap. (�), -an(�) n k.o. shrimp of tidal swamps, growing to 3" with a thick transparent shell. 
	all shellfish but shrimps. Bagal sa mga kinhasun, Shells from the sea animals. Bag al sa blastingkap, Empty shells of a dynamite cap. (�), -an(�) n k.o. shrimp of tidal swamps, growing to 3" with a thick transparent shell. 
	blasti.qg. 


	balnga n small tree of thickets: Melia azedarach. 
	ga

	bamundu a 1 vagrant. 2 a variation of the game kulilisi in which two groups, each with their own leader, complete in verse, the one group trying to gain the privilege of being admitted to the wake where they can join the other group in the game. v 1 [B16) become a vagabond. Nabagamundu si Uskar kay way pirmaninting pinuy-anan, Oscarbecame a vagabond because he has no permanent place to stay. 2 [A; b6] play the game bagamundu. 
	ga

	ban =AMAUARA UG (dialectal). see MAU.
	ga

	baganaw n pool of water left after rain or after water has been washed over a dry area. v [B; c] become a pool of water. Ang kusug nga ulan nakapabaganaw (nakabaganaw) sa tubig, The heavy rain has turned the puddle into pools. 
	bagang n 1 k.o. beetle found on coconuts. 2
	k.o. brown beetle commonly found in the Australian pine (aguhu). 
	k.o. brown beetle commonly found in the Australian pine (aguhu). 

	bag-ang n molars.Mikagut ang iyang bag-ang sa labihang kalagut, He gritted his teeth in extreme anger. v 1 [a12] hit in the molars. 2 [a3] be hit by the truth of a statement that hurts. Nabag-ang siya sa akung sulti kay hingmatud-an, My words hit him in a vital spot because they happened to be true. -an a 1 having molars. 2 be completelyoutstanding because of some possessions.Siya mauy bag-angang datu sa amu, He is well-known for his wealth in our town. v[B12] become rich, powerful. 
	bag-ann n 1 spotted eagle ray: Aetobatusnarinari. 2 k.o. red and black porgy: Lethrinius rbodopterus. 
	ga

	bansiya n vagrancy. v [a3] charged with vagrancy. Nabagansiya si Rus kay nasakpan nga namampam, Rose was charged with vagrancy because she was caught engaging in prostitution. bag-as v [B12) 1 for animal tissue to decay and dry up. Ug mabag-as, dili na bahu, Onceit has decayed and dried, it doesn't smell. 2for tough guys to die (slang). Nabag-as na ang ma tun, The tough guy kicked off. bagasi, bagasu n bagasse, dried pulp of the sugar cane. bagasiru n employee in a sugar mill who gathers the pulp. v [B6; a2
	ga

	bat v 1 (AC; ac] meet, esp. on the sea. Nagbagat ang duha ka barku, The two ships met on the sea. Adtu nila ikabagat ang matahum nilang kaugmaun, There they will meet their rosy future. 2 [AC; ac2] barter products (from the notion that one goes tomeet a fisherman and exchanges s. t. for his 
	ga

	I
	I

	fish). Atung bagatun ang isig natu kaabut,We will exchange our products with each other. Bagatan (ibdgat) ku ning akung bumay ug isda, I will barter my rice for fish. 
	batungul = BALBANGAAN.bawas if (dialectal). baw= BAGAL
	ga
	ga
	1 
	ga
	2 

	bag-aw v [B12561 be kept waiting. Nabagaw man Jang kug pinaabut nimu, You kept me waiting for a long time. 
	bay a 1 befitting, becoming. Bagay kaasa iyang nawung ang antipara, His glasses are very becoming on his face. 2 for instruments to be in tune. Bagay na nang imung sista, '!Your guitar is tuned now.' 2a for voices to be blended. Bagay kadyu ang ilang mga tingug, Their voices are well blended. v 1 [B2C] harmonize with, match. Mibagay sa kurti sa iyang lawas ang iyang sinina, 
	ga
	yu

	Her dress is very good for her sort of body. Nagbagay ang iyang bag ug sapatus, Herbag and shoes match. 2 [A; a] tune musical instruments. Mubagay pa ku sa sista, I'lltune!the!guitarfirst. 3 [B2;!alc3] for words to rhyme. Ang pulung 'ulud' dili mubagay sa 'pa/ad', The word 'worm' doesn't rhyme with 'palm'. paN-n rhyming, verse-mak-
	.
	.
	1ng. 
	,,


	bagaybay n fat in a fish that develops into eggs. v [B34; b4] develop bagaybay. Mau rung panahuna ang bangrus mubagaybay, 
	This is the time the milkfish develops eggfat. -un a 1 having bagaybay. 2 big-stomached. Bagaybdyun ug tiyan ang mga tawung tambuk, Obese people have big stomachs. 
	•bagbag pati-= ALIBAGBAG.
	bagdal a for a face to be t90 chubby to be pretty. v [BN] be, become too chubby. 
	· 

	Mubagdal nang imung nawung ug manambuk ka, Your face will be too chubby if you grow stout. Ang iyang nawung namagdal sa hupung, Her face swelled with endema.
	bagduk v 1 [A; b5] puncture, make a smallhole in. May mibagduk tingali sa ligid kay mihiyus man, S. t. must have purictured thetire because it is flat. 2 [AB] for s.t. with a pointed tip to pierce and. stick' into s.t., cause it to do so. Ang tumuy sa k utsilyu nga nabulug mibagduk sa yuta, The knife felland the tip stuck into the ground. n 1 punc
	-

	*bagduy -bagrung 
	ture. 2 s. t. pierced into s. t. 
	ture. 2 s. t. pierced into s. t. 
	*bagduy tawwtg -one who roams about without purpose. bagduybagduy v [A; bl]roam around purposelessly instead of doing what one is supposed to do. Nagbagduybagduy Jang na siya. Wa giyud na siyay nahimu, 
	He just roams about. He hasn't done anything. -an a fond of roaming about. 

	baghak n k.o. medium-sized grouper. baghas= HASHAS, 1.baghasa having offensive, rude manners. v[B2; b6] get to be crude, offensive. Nagkabaghas siya sukad muintrag inum, He has become cruder since he took to drinking.
	1 
	2 

	baghud a tough, hard in feelings, character. Ang iyang pahiyum mudani bisan kinsa nga bagbud ug balatian, Her smile wins over the hardest of hearts. 
	baghut v 1 [A; b6] prompt s.o. to think ill about s.t. Kinsay nibagbut sa atung amu nga ipabalhin ku? Who talked against me to have prompted the boss to transfer me? 2 [A; b3c] rant loudly in anger or complaint.Pangutana una unsay hinungdan. Dili kay mubagbut ka Jang diha dayun, Find outwhat the matter is before you go ranting and raving right away. n s.t. said to s.o. against s.o. else to influence him. 
	bagioi v [A; b6] talk foolishly, rant often with no one present. Nagbagibi si Mariya kay wala pa gihapun ang iyang bdna, Maryis ranting because her husband still isn't home. -an(➔) n given to ranting and raving. v [B1256] become a ranter. 
	bag-id v [AB46; ac] rub back and forth against. Mibag-id ang bdbuy sa batu kay gikatlan, The pig brushed itself against the stone because it itched. Kamau ka bang mubag-id ug kawdyan arun mukayu? Do you know how to rub two sticks together to make fire? Nabag-iran ang dkung dyip, Some car grazed my jeep. Gibag-id niya ang iyang aping sa aku, He rubbed his cheek against mine. n sticks to make fire. 
	baging v [A; al2] work out with a punching bag. Bagingun ta ning imung pansing bag, I'll have a workout on your punching bag. bagisa 1 be completely careless of all rules siya kay magtiniil Jang ug musimba, He is a hippy because he goes to church barefooted. 2 be grossly misbehaved in general. 3bea tough, ruffian. v [B 12] get to be grosslymisbehaved. -in-v 1 [A; a2] appear unkempt. Bisan ug makabinagis ka ug kausa itsapuyrahun ka, If you appear unkempt just once you will get kicked out. 2 [A] act as if o
	1 
	of decorum, esp. proper dress. Bagis kaa
	yu

	aku diay binagisan niya, hilatiguban giyud, 
	If he misbehaves toward me, I'll give him a beating.
	bagis= BADLIS. 
	2 

	bagit v 1 [Al 3] invite or provoke a bad outcome. Nagbagit ka giyud sa imung kadautan, You are certainly courting disaster for yourself. 2 [AP] cause to be aroused or stimulated. Kining pamisti nimu nagbagit (nagpabagit) sa yawan-ung hunabuna sa 1nga lalaki, The way you dress arouses devilish passions in a man. bagitbagit v [Al3; a12] provoke s.o. into action. Nagbagitbagit ka giyud sa imung bana nianang imung pagkasabaan, You're provoking your husband to anger with your nagging. mabagitbagitun aprovocat
	bagiyus n loud hissing or whizzing sound. v [A; b6] whizz loudly. Mibagiyus ang bangin tungud sa bagyu, The wind whizzed because of the typhoon. Nagbagiyus ang trak nga kusug kaayung nagdagan, The truck roared as it moved rapidly. 
	baglis = BADLIS. bagnas = BAGNUS. 
	bagnid v [A; cl] shred papaya, cassava, and things of similar consistency. Bagnira (ibagnid) na ang kapayas kay atung kilawun, Shred the papaya because we are going to pickle it. 
	bagnud v [A; b6(1)] rub s.t. solid against s.t. hard and even. Kinsay nagbagnud ug plurwaks sa sawug? Who applied wax to the floor?
	bagnus v [A; c] rub s.t. on s.t. with force. Nagbagnus mi ug kandila sa plantsa arun diii tay-an, We rub a candle against the iron so it won't get rusty. Ayawg bagnusi ang akung bukubuku, paghiri Jang, Don't rub my back hard, just wipe it on gently.
	bagnut v [A; a] pull out by the roots with great force. Nagbangut siya sa dakung kahuy, He pulled a big tree out by the roots. n weeds. Adtu ang mga manuk mangitlug sa tag-as nga mga bagnut, The chickens lay their eggs in the tall weeds. a 1 weedy. 2 of no use, a para$ite. Bagnut siya sa ilang pamilya. Dili siya mutabang sa bulubatun, Heis a parasite in their family. He doesn't help with the chores. -un(➔) a 1 weedy. 2 untidy. Bagnutun kaayu ang iyang hitsura.Walay sudlay ang bubuk, Her appearance is ver
	bagransiya = BAGANSIY A. 
	hagrung n racing sound of engines, wind. v 
	[A] ung ang awtu, The carroared. Nagbagrung ang hangin mu rag bag
	roar. Mib
	agr
	-

	bagsak-bag-u 
	1 

	yu, The wind is roaring like a storm. 
	yu, The wind is roaring like a storm. 
	bagsakv [B; c] 1 fall heavily on the ground.Mibagsak ang lubi sa akung tungud, A coconut fell in front of me. Ibagsak ku ning akung gidala sa imung tiil, l will drop this thing I'm carrying on your feet. Nabagsakang dyit sa lasang, The jet plane crashed in the forest. 2 fail in school. Nabagsak siya kay way tuuntuun, He failed because he did not study. 
	1 

	bagsakv [A; c] give a bribe. Bagsaki Zang ang supirbisur arun ka masulud, Just give the supervisor a bribe so you can get a job. n s.t. given as a bribe. hiN-a fond of givingbribes.
	2 


	bagsakn scare lines in fishing gear to drive the fish back into the net. 
	3 

	bagsang = BALAGSANG.
	bagtak n calf of the leg. -un a having prominent calves. 
	bagtas= BAKTAS.
	1 

	bagtasn part of the beach with a broad strip of sand usually not reached by thetide.-un = BAGTAS
	2 

	z
	z

	bagti a bone-dry. Ang bagtt' nga kabuy maayung isugnud kay sigaun, Bone-dry wood is good for fuel because it burns easily. v [BN] become very dried out because of heat. Namagtt' (mibagti') ang yuta sa kafnit, The earth is cracking with heat. -an n placewhere earthenware is fired for final seasonmg.
	bagtik a hard because of being full. v [B; a] get hard. Bagtikun natu ang bu/,a, arun kusug muuntul, Let's pump the ball hard so that it bounces well. n 1 hardened sap of the pili tree (Canarium luzonicum) used for caulking in the walling of small boats. 2 ;:: BALAW, 1. -an a of a hard sort. 
	bagting n ringing noise. Ang bagting· sa rilu nakapukaw naku, l was awakened by the alarm clock. di kadungug, kabati ug-easily insulted, quick to take offense. Di na siya kabati ug bagting, dayun siyag kasuku, Hecan't take it. He gets angry if he hears s.t. he doesn't like. -sa kampana, langit point in childbirth where the baby crowns and the mother feels the most intense pain. v 1 [APB; a] ring, make s.t. ring. Akuy mubagting (mupabagting) sa kampana sa tingpamubi� I ring the bell for dismissal. Mubagti
	bagtuk a hardened, crystallized. v [APBN)become, make hard. Namagtuk (mibagtuk) ang lapuk, The mud hardened. Ang tu.big bugnaw mubagtuk (mupabagtuk) sa anibal, 
	Cold water will make the syrup crystallize. -un n a k.o. corn in which the young grainsharden instead of developing.t 
	Cold water will make the syrup crystallize. -un n a k.o. corn in which the young grainsharden instead of developing.t 

	bagtus n small children. Duba na ka bagtus ang akung pakan-un, I have two children to feed.
	han small wild tree the leaves of which are used as a vegetable: Gnetum gns.mon. 
	gu 

	bagu n disease characterized by general de
	I
	I
	bility, swelling in the region of the stomach, and yellowish skin. It commonly occurs in swampy areas ·and is thought to be caused by snails or mosquitoes. v [a4] get bagu.

	hagunresponsiblity,lookout. Ulhi ka man, wa nay pagkaun. /mu nang bagu, Youare late and the food is gone. That's yourproblem. Daku kug bagi, sa bangku, I owe a lot of money to the bank. 
	2 
	, 
	Ł
	, 
	Ł

	hag-u a 1 new. -ng TugunNew Testament. 2 modern. Ang mga batan-un sa bag-ung panabun agrisibu, The youth nowadays is aggressive. -ng tu.bu the modern generation. -ng tuig New Year. 3 recently, just now. Bag-u siyang abut, He is a new arrival here. Bag-u pa siyang milakaw, He just left. Bag-u pang gabii!. pagsaka sa kawatan, Itwas early evening when the thief entered. karung -recently, of late. Gidugu siya karung bag-u, She recently menstruated. v· 1[B2] be, become new. Mubag-u (mabag-u) nga tan-awun ang 
	Shoes will look new if you clean them. 2 [APlBl; a] change s.t. for the bet�er, become better. Di ka gdni magbag-u, If you dont reform. Nagbag-u sila sa ilang panagway, They made th�ir faces over anew. 3[Al2; c] obtain s.t. new. Nakabag-u siyag awtu pagkadaug sa swipstik, He..got a new car when he won the sweepstakes. Bag-uban (�agbuan) kug ligid ang akung dyip, I'H buynew tires for my jeep. Unsa mang gumaba ang imung ibag-u? What brand of tires are you going to replace them with? 4 [b4] feel strange, una
	,

	c) celebrate New Year's. Didtu mi sa Hungkung mamag-ung tuig, We celebrated New Year's in H. K. -in-a modern; Ang binagung paagi sa panguma, The modern way of farming. v [B15] change. Nagbinag-u nga nadatit,. He changed when he became rich. mabinag-uhun a fond of modern things. bauhay a short while ago. Bag-uhay paLang giyud tung nilakaw si Rainun, Ramonleft just a while ago.t 
	c) celebrate New Year's. Didtu mi sa Hungkung mamag-ung tuig, We celebrated New Year's in H. K. -in-a modern; Ang binagung paagi sa panguma, The modern way of farming. v [B15] change. Nagbinag-u nga nadatit,. He changed when he became rich. mabinag-uhun a fond of modern things. bauhay a short while ago. Bag-uhay paLang giyud tung nilakaw si Rainun, Ramonleft just a while ago.t 
	g-


	bagubhu -bagyu 
	bagubhu n dep, hollow sound produced by rapping s.t. v [B46] make a deep, hollow sound. Mibabhu ang akung bukubuku nga iyang gipukpuk, He pounded me on my back with a thump. 
	bagubhu n dep, hollow sound produced by rapping s.t. v [B46] make a deep, hollow sound. Mibabhu ang akung bukubuku nga iyang gipukpuk, He pounded me on my back with a thump. 
	e
	gu

	Bagubu, Bagubu, Bagubu n Bagobo tribe of Davao and their language. 
	bagudlus n a roaring sound of the sea or wind. v 1 [A] roar. Inighurus sa timug,magbagudlus ang bangin, When the east wind blows, the wind roars. 2 [Al] run fast. Nagbagudlus kug dagan sa dihang gigukud kug irung buang, I ran fast when the mad dog chased me. 
	bagukbuk n k.o. weevil that eats lumber and secretes round and very fine waste matter. baguln 1 coconut shell. 2 head (slang). Gal, Use your head. a uncomfortable to have weigh on one or put one's weight on because of things which protrude. Ang lantay bagul higdaan, It is uncomfortable to lie on bamboo slats. v (B] become uncomfortable. Ug butanganllukduhun,
	1 
	mita ang imung ba
	gu
	nimug kamuti ang saku muba
	gu

	If you put sweet potatoes into the sack, it will become uncomfortable to carry. (+-) n a child's game played with coconut shells or slippers where one child puts his shell on the ground and the other child ( under various impediments) throws his own shell and tries to hit the first child's. v (AC; ac] play bal. bagulbagul n skull. Buk-un ku ang balbal nimu, I'll crack your skull ka-an n place where there are many scattered coconut shells. sam-( �)n = BA.CUL 
	gu
	gu
	gu

	balbul v [A; b3cS] grumble, complain about a grievance. Nganung magbagulbul ka man nga giangay ta man mug batag? Whyare you grumbling when I gave you all the same amount? n grumbling.Angmga bagulbul sa katawban nakapabalisa sa pamunu, 
	gu

	The grumbling of the people had the President worried. -an(➔) a given to grumbli.
	ng

	bmbayan n snack made of old bread, sugared and fried. 
	agu

	bagun n 1 wheelbarrow. 2 railroad freight car. Tulu ka bagung tubu, Three freight cars full of sugar cane. v [cl] transport in a wheelbarrow, freight car. Bagunun (ibagun) ta lang ning balas, Let's carry this sand in the wheelbarrow. 
	bagun = BALA.GUN. 
	bagunbun a for containers to be bulging. v[B46] become bulging with content. Nagbanbun ang iyang bursa sa kwarta, Hispocket is bulging with money. 
	gu

	bagunbimun n k.o. grey and brown coloration of chicken feathers, cock having that 

	color feat hers. bagung= BAGUN, 2.
	1 

	*bagungpa-v [A13] fail to show reaction to s.t., stay put and be unmoved. Bisan ug unsaun nakug bunal ang kabayu, nagpaba
	2 

	ng na lang, No matter how much I struck 
	ng na lang, No matter how much I struck 

	gu
	the horse, it just stayed put. bag-ung = BALAG-UNG.
	bagungun, bagungun n k.o. small edible cerith shell of swamps. v [A12] obtain bagungun. paN-v [A2) get this shellfish. 
	nulang karsada kay wala mapisun, The road is not smooth because it hasn't been rolled. v [B] become lumpy. 
	bagunul a for a surface to be lumpy. Ba
	gu

	bagurus = BAGUDLUS.
	bas!v [A; b(l)] smooth a piece of wood 
	gu

	1
	1

	with a knife. Bagusan ku ang kawayan sakurta, I'll smooth the bamboo with the knife. -in-, -in-an n s. t. smoothed. 
	basn 1 tong, protection money. 2 onewho dodges or evades the payment of s.t.Bagus na siya. Wa mubayad ug buhis, He is a tax evader. He did not pay taxes. v 1 [A 12N; b6cl] get money by extortion. Angs sa tindahang Insik, The police extorts protection money from the Chinese stores. 2 [A12N; a] avoid payment, s (nakapamagus) siya sa trak kay pulis man, Hedidn't have to pay bus fare because he is apoliceman. paN-v 1, 2 = BA.GUS, v. 3 [A2]play truant. Nabagbung siya kay pirming mamas, He flunked because he is
	gu
	2 
	pulis mama
	gu
	e])joy s.t. without paying. Nakaba
	gu
	gu

	bagutbut v [A; b3cS] mumble under one's 
	,
	,

	breath in complaint. Igu ra siyang makabagutbut. Di man siya makaaku sa pagtubag, All he could do was grumble under hisbreath. He didn't dare answer. n mumbling. -an(Ł a tending to grumble under one's breath.
	-

	baguud v [B12S46] be heavily burdened. 
	ud siya sa usa ka a/at nga mangga, 
	Nagba
	gu

	She was staggering under the load of a basud ku sa mga uta·ng, I'm staggering under the burden of my debts. 
	ketful of mangoes. Nagba
	gu

	baguung n salted and fermented fish paste.bagwisan n k.o. fish.bagyang = BADY ANG .. bagyu n typhoon. v [A; a4] for there to be a 
	typhoon. Nagbagyu run sa Batanis, There's a typhoon now in the Batanes Islands. Bagyubun gani ta, manglupad giyud ang atung nipang atup, If a typhoon hits us, our
	·thatched roof will surely be blown off. talib, bumab, balhun n about 
	agyu
	agyu
	agyu

	bagyu bins -bahar 
	to have a typhoon.t bagyu bins n green and wax beans, the pods of which are eaten: Pbaseolus vulgaris. 
	•t>aha kamara -Lower House of Congress.
	•t>aha kamara -Lower House of Congress.
	baha n flood. v [B46;b4] 1 flow in a flood, flood over. Mibaba ang sapa sa kakusug sa ulan, The river flooded over because of the heavy rain. Gibabaan (gibahaan) ang amung silung, The lower portion of our house was flooded. 2 come in great quantity, experience in great intensity. Mubaba ang sapi karung iliksiyun, Money will flow this coming election. Gibahaan ang akung galamban sa tumang kalipay, I was overwhelmed with joy. 3 [a4] sneeze. Babaun (babun) ka ugmutan-aw kas ad/aw, You will sneeze if you look

	ha.had v [A; be] 1 threaten to do s.t. Nagbabad siyang ikiha ka, He was threatening to sue you. 2 make up one's mind to do s.t. one is really not in a position to do. Dugayna nakung gibaharan nang awtubang palitun, I have been threatening to buy that car for the longest time. n 1 threat. 2 mutualagreement to meet s.w. for a fight or contest. May babad silang magsumbagay sa plasa, They have an agreement to have a fight in the plaza. mabaharun a threatening.
	·

	bahada a 1 downhill grade. 2 for a price to be low. Babada ang prisyu sa mais run, Theprice of corn is low now. v 1 [A) go downhill on a road. Kusug kaayu ning dyipa kun magbabada, This jeep runs fast when it goes.downhill. 2 [B] go down in price. 
	bahadu a 1 below normal, low. May bagyung umalabut. Babadu ang baramitru, A typhoon is coming. The barometer is below normal. Babadu ang prisyu sa k upras, Theprice of copra is low. 2 in a bad mood. Pagbantay mu. Bahadu baya ang &tung maistra run, Better be careful. Our teacher is in abad mood today. v [B2] be in a bad mood, go down below normal. 
	bahag n G-string. Di masaghirag bahag baybana, That woman is terribly fertile. (Lit. You can't brush a g-string against her without her getting pregnant.) ii [A; a] wear, make a g-string. Gibabag ntya ang iyang kamisin, He made a g-string out of his undershirt. -ang ikug v [B] 1 tuck the tail between legs.Mabahag ang tkug sa iru basta daug, A defeated dog tucks his tail between his legs. 2 run away in cowardice. Mibabag
	• 
	• 

	ang {yang fkuggnga gigukud sa iyangkaaway, 
	He turned tail when his enemy pursued him. bahagbahag n harmless k.o. long thin jellyfish, semi-transparent, resembling a snake. Used in sorcery called sampal. 
	·

	bahaha n bleat of sheep and goats. v [A; b6]bleat. 
	bahak 1 = BALAHAK. 2t. 
	bahakhak v [A] laugh boisterously. n boisterous laugl:tter. 
	bahal n palm toddy one or two days old. v[A1PB26; a2] make, become babal. Ibaligya ta ning tanan kay babalan unya ta, Let'ssell all of this, otherwise, our toddy will turn into babal on us. a for palm toddy to be aged two or three days. -nga syiti bir-
	. ,
	. ,

	DIS= S111 BIRNIS. see BIRNIS. 
	bahala n in charge of, responsible for. Akunay bahala sa tanan, I'll take care of everything. -na Idon't care what happens, come what may. Baba/a nag unsay mahitabu basta makabawus Zang ku, I don't care whathappens as long as I can get even. paN-v [A2] 1 say one doesn't care. Aku siyang giingnan ayaw pagminyu, namahala Lang, When I told him not to get married, he just said he didn't care. 2 assume responsibility for. Akuy mamabala sa balayranan, I'll take charge of the payments. 
	bahalina n coconut toddy aged for several months. v [Al; a12] make aged palm toddy. Babalinaun ta ning tubaa, Let's have this palm toddy age. 
	bahan n 1 team of militia workers.. Tulu ka baban sa pisi, Three teams of constabulary men. 2 type of net fishing with a large group of people. v [A; a12] tie in a row, large groups. Jtangag ang pukut didtu sa bukung ug bunut. Unya babanun, Put the net on top of the shells and husks; then tie them in a row to the net. bahanbahan v [CJ gang around. Nagbahanbaban na pud ang mgabatan-un sa atung baryu, The youngsters are running around in gangs in our neighborhood. Dfli ku mutugut nga makigbahanbahan ka sa m
	bahandi n wealth, treasure. maN-, maN-r-n treasurer. Mamabandi ( mamamahandi) sa lungsud, The treasurer of the town. -anun a wealthy. Kun di ka babandianun, di ka mapil,: Ifyou are not wealthy, you will not get elected. 
	bahar a be low-priced at a certain season. Bahar ang mangga ug maabril, In April the price of mangoes is low. v [BJ go down in price. pa· v [ab7] lower the price. Pababa
	-

	82 bahas -bahin 
	ran ang prisyu unya, The price will go down 
	ran ang prisyu unya, The price will go down 
	after a while. 
	bahas = BAHASBAHAS. bahasbahas v [A3; cP] go back and forth over an area rapidly. Ang dyit mibahasbabas sa nahagsaan, Thejet flew back and forth swiftly over the crash site. Dili ka makakita sa tubag ug imuLang ibabasbabas (ipababasbdbas) ang tinanawan sa panid, You will never find the answer if you just let your eyes roam over the page.
	bahas v [A; cl] 1 put an end to. Away ang nagbabas sa bayli, A quarrel ended the dance early. Sila ang nakababas sa pagkaun sa wala pa muabut ang mga bisita, Theyconsumed all the food before the visitors arrived. 2 cancel. Mubabas giyud siya sa imung lisinsiya, He will cancel your license. Ibabas (babdsun) ang mga byabi kun magbagyu, They cancel the flights if there is a storm. 

	bahaulu = BAHUULU. 
	bahaw v [A; cl] put food out to eat. Pagba
	-

	1 
	1 
	,

	haw na, Serve the dinner now. Ibabaw (ba
	-

	bawa) ang kan-un sa panay, Put the rice on the clay plate. -an(➔) n l plate for an individual serving. 2 home plate in tubigtubig game, the area behind the last guarded lineor pair of squares. v [Al; c] use s.t. as a plate.

	bahawa l left over from before and not quite fresh. Ayaw ak usirbihig babawng pan, Don't serve me old bread. Alisdi kanang tubig kay babaw, Change this water. It's left over from before. 2 old, stale news. B�baw na nang balitaa, That's old news. 3 fightingcock set out to fight a second time within a day or two after having fought. Bahaw na nang manuka. Lagmit bun-un na, That cock is stale. Most likely he'll be defeated. v [Al; a2b4] reserve food for some later time. Babawun ta ning bibingka, Let's put the
	2 

	k.o. small insects that swarm over leftover food or garbage. v [a4] be infested withthis sort of insect. 
	k.o. small insects that swarm over leftover food or garbage. v [a4] be infested withthis sort of insect. 

	bahay a rice which got wet before having 
	I 
	I 
	I 
	, ' ,

	been threshed. Babay nga gilung-ag busa dt
	-

	OU cooked slightly spoiled rice, 
	lt' mutubu, y

	so it won't rise. v [B2; a] become spoiled 

	through getting wet. 
	bahayn k.o. forest tree, the tuberous roots of which are eaten in times of famine. 
	2 

	bahayan n 1 rope sewn to the edge of a net to make it stiff and as a place to attachfloats. 2longline in longline fishing (palangri) to which several leaders with hooks are attached. v [A3; cl] put rope on edge of net.
	bahi n l the hard portion of a palm trunk. 2cane or club made of a palm trunk. 
	bahig v [A; al2] sort, separate according to different classes or sizes. Bahigun natu ang lubi sa tulu ka grupu, We will sort the coconut into three groups. 
	bahiit a flirtatious, trying to attract aman's attention. Babignit kaayu. Mangunag kablit, She's flirtatious. She nudges men to get their attention. n term of endearment of infants. 
	gn

	bahihi. bahihi, bahihi n 1 neighing of a horse, bleating of a sheep or goat. 2 sound likeneighing. v [A; cl] neigh, bleat. 
	bahikhik v [A; b3] high-pitched, somewhat restrained laughter. Mibabikbik sila nga namati sa malaw-ay nga isturya, They snickered as they listened to the dirty stories. 
	bahilya n complete set of dishes. 
	bahin v l [A; ac] divide into shares. Bahinun ta ni sa upat, Let's divide this into four pieces. Gibahinan ku niyag upat ka isda, Heshared four fish with me. 2 [A3S] get ashare. Makabahin kag daghang isda ug magbuntag ka, You get a larger share of fish if 
	,
	,

	you stay until morning. n l share. Atung
	biwaun sa upat ka babin, Let's cut it into four shares. 2 section, portion. Dunay bahin nga binisaya ang Priman, The Freeman has a Visayan section. Babin sa tulumanun, Sec
	-

	,
	,

	tion in the program. 3 turn. Akung babin 
	nga pakantahun, My turn to sing. 4 role in a play. Kumidiyanti ang akung bahin sa drama, My role in the play is that of a comedian. 5 regarding. Unsay imung ikasulti bahin niana? What do you have to say concerning that? sa akung -for my part. Saakung babin wa kuy ikasulti niana, As for me, I have nothing to say about that. sa laing (luyung) -on the other hand. Mupatuusiya apan sa laing (luyung) bahin magpadayun sa pagluib, He makes you believe he is loyal, but behind your back he continues his treache
	bahirig -baid 
	kasakit, You share my happiness and sorrows with me. 2 = BABIN, 5. ka-anan n inheritance. Ang pinaangkan may katungud sa kababinanan sa ilang ginikanan, Illegitimate children have a right to an inheritance from their parents. 
	kasakit, You share my happiness and sorrows with me. 2 = BABIN, 5. ka-anan n inheritance. Ang pinaangkan may katungud sa kababinanan sa ilang ginikanan, Illegitimate children have a right to an inheritance from their parents. 

	bahirig a tilted, leaning to one side. v [B; cl] lean to one side. Nagbabirig ang mga tanum tungud sa kusug nga bangin, The plants are leaning because of the strong wind. Ayawibabirig (babiriga) pagtdud ang baLigi, Don'tinstall the post in a leaning position. 
	bahis v [A2] go back and forth. Nagbabis ang mga pulis � dalan nga nangita sa mgatulisan, The policemen are going back and forth over the streets looking for the bandits.(�) v [A13] go back and forth withoutregard to anyone or anything else. Nagbahis na ang buaya;waLa siyay gikabadlukan, Thecrocodile went about where he chose. Hefeared no one. 
	bahista n bass fiddle, guitar player. v [A] be a bass player. 
	bahin bay. Ang babiya sa Manila, ManilaBay.
	ya 

	bahuno wonder, it is not surprising considering that [subject] is what it is. Babu ningtapulan, diyutay rag dgi, No wonder thisfellow doesn't accomplish anything. He's so lazy.
	1 

	bahun 1 bass singer. 2 bass instrument. v
	2
	2

	[A; b6(1)] play, sing bass. bahusee AB.ABU. 
	3 

	bahu, bahu = BAW-U. 
	4

	bahu a 1 odorous, ill-smelling. Limpiyuhi ang kasiLyas kay bahu kadyu, Clean the toilet because it stinks. 2 having been 'it' in a game for a long time. (�) n smell, odor. Ang bdbu sa Litsun abut sa amu, The smell of the roast pig reaches our place. -nga smell of. Ba.bung singut, Smell of sweat. -nga paryinti having some sort of distant tie of kinship. Wala miy bdbu nga paryinti. Nagkapariba Lang ang dmung ap'ilyidu, We are notrelated. We just happen to have the same name. v 1 [B; a2] be, become smelly.
	.

	The mat will become smelly because the child urinated on it. 2 [A12] a smell. Nakababu ka ba atung bumut nga rusas? Didyou smell the fragrance of the roses? b = PANIN-, 3. 3 (➔) 1 [Bl 2; a] for meat and fruits to rot, spoil. Nababu ang karni kay wala nimu maLutu gabapun, The meat became spoiled because you did not cook it yesterday. 2 [a12] cause coconut milk to ferment in making oil. Babua usa ang tu.nit unya Lanaba, yOU first ferment the coco
	The mat will become smelly because the child urinated on it. 2 [A12] a smell. Nakababu ka ba atung bumut nga rusas? Didyou smell the fragrance of the roses? b = PANIN-, 3. 3 (➔) 1 [Bl 2; a] for meat and fruits to rot, spoil. Nababu ang karni kay wala nimu maLutu gabapun, The meat became spoiled because you did not cook it yesterday. 2 [a12] cause coconut milk to ferment in making oil. Babua usa ang tu.nit unya Lanaba, yOU first ferment the coco
	-


	nut milk, then make it into oil. tiN-v [A
	12; b8] perceive odor. Nakatimahu ka ba 
	12; b8] perceive odor. Nakatimahu ka ba 

	ug patay nga ilaga? Do you smell a dead 
	rat? paniN·(�) v 1 [A23] emit odor. Nani
	mabu kang nangka, You smell of jackfruit. 
	la -ng kandila death is near (lit. the odor 
	la -ng kandila death is near (lit. the odor 

	of candles is being emitted -facetious
	usage). Luya na kadyu ang masakitun. Na
	nimdbu nang kandiLa, The patient is weak. 
	You can smell the funereal candles. 2 [A]
	.-Middgan ang lagsaw 
	smell, perceive odor

	dibang nakapanimahu ug tdwu, The deer 
	ran when it perceived the odor of man. 3 
	[A2] find out, get wind of. Nanimcihu ug 
	[A2] find out, get wind of. Nanimcihu ug 

	unsang kumbiraha maayu niyang suhutan, 
	He's finding out what party is good to at
	tend. Ag tun tu nakapanimahu ( nakabahu) 
	sa aŁung mga pLdnu, The fool got wind of 
	our plans. ig-(Ł) n -nga paryinti be in
	any way a relative of. Dili ka igbdhu nga
	paryinti ni Tita. Makaminyu mu, yOU are
	in no way related to Tita. You two can get 
	married. ka-n stench. Ang k abahu sa yci
	nang dili maagwanta, l can't endure the 
	stench of the pool of mud.t bahud v [B2] for wounds to swell and redden. Mibabud ang iyang nuka kay hiinitan man, His wound-became swollen because it was exposed to the sun: Ug musud kag min-;;iryu mubabud ang imung kababung, If yougo into a cemetery your wound might swell and redden. 
	bahug v [A; c] 1 put liquid or fat into the 
	-
	-

	staple food. Mubabug Lang siyag mantika 
	kay di mukaun ug utan, He mixes lard with 
	his corn because he doesn't eat vegetables. 
	2 feed leftovers to. Ibabug na Jang ang pan 
	ngadtu sa itik, Toss the bread to the ducks. 
	-in-, -in-an n food mixed with soup, lard, or 
	water. Ang iyang binahug (binabugan) gika
	un sa iru, The dog ate his food mixed with 
	soup. bahugbahug v [A; b] 1 do s.t. in large 
	amounts. Nagbabugbabug kamig katawa sa 
	ila, We had a barrel of laughs at their house.
	2 have a free-for-all fight. n 1 s. t. done in 
	-

	plentiful quantities. Babugbdhug ang inum 
	sa kasal, There was drinking done on a large 
	scale at the wedding. 2 free-for-all fight. bahidu = BAHUULU. bahun see BAHA, v3. bahut a boastful, talking about one's accom
	plishments or abilities in too obvious a man
	ner. Kadagban ku nang nabati kanang ha
	but nimung isturya, How many times have I 
	already heard your boastful stories! v [B
	12] become boastful. bahuulu n k.o. crevally: Caranx melampygus. baid v [A3P; a] 1 rubs.t. on s.t. else to sharp
	-

	baiid -bak-ap 
	en it to make it shiny. Bairun ku ang sanggut, I'll sharpen the scythe. Ibaid sa simintu ang batu arun masinaw, Rub the stone on the cement floor so that it will get shiny.2 perfect s. t. Nagbaid siya sa mananayaw sa bustung panlibuk, He helped the dancer perfect her steps. Ang diksiyunaryu mauy nakabaid (nakapabaid) sa akung ininglis, Thedictionary sharpened my English. bairan n 
	en it to make it shiny. Bairun ku ang sanggut, I'll sharpen the scythe. Ibaid sa simintu ang batu arun masinaw, Rub the stone on the cement floor so that it will get shiny.2 perfect s. t. Nagbaid siya sa mananayaw sa bustung panlibuk, He helped the dancer perfect her steps. Ang diksiyunaryu mauy nakabaid (nakapabaid) sa akung ininglis, Thedictionary sharpened my English. bairan n 
	s.t. to sharpen s.t. baidbaid v [Al3C; c]brush or rub s.t. against s.t. lightly as if sharpening. Nagbaidbaid siya sa iyang mga kamut, He rubbed his palms together. 

	bafid v [A; cl] brush one's body or part of the body lightly against s.t. Gibaiiran ku sa akung iring, My pet cat rubbed itself on me. bail a for fruit or root crops to be hardened due to exposure to heat or mishandling. Bail ang kamuti kay nabuwad sa init, The sweet potatoes are hard because they were left in the sun. v [B2; b6] get hardened. -ugnawung a shameless. Bail ug nawung baybana kay di Lang mubali ug insultu, Thatwoman certainly is shameless because she doesn't mind insults. pa-, pa-(�) v [A; b6
	cl] do s.t. despite the shame it brings. Nagpabail (nagpabail) siyag pangayug binabang kay way kadangpan, He swallowed his prideto ask for help because he has no one to turn to. 
	cl] do s.t. despite the shame it brings. Nagpabail (nagpabail) siyag pangayug binabang kay way kadangpan, He swallowed his prideto ask for help because he has no one to turn to. 

	bais n k.o. large, edible fresh-water eel ofbrown color, growing to 4' and more: Anguilla sp. 
	bafwas v [C3] for two persons to fail to meet because one had left when the other arrived. Nagkabaiwas ta kay pag-abut nak u mu say paglakaw nimu, We missed eachother because when I arrived, you had left. 
	baka v [A; b(l)] bleach clothing under the sun. Gibakban (gibakaban) niya ang mga habul, She spread the sheets under the sun to bleach. 
	beef. -ng turu bull bakahan ncattle ranch. -(ng) litsira n 1 source of financial support. Ang iy�n kung sapian mauy baka litsira sa akung pagtuun, My rich aunt supported me in my studies. 2 one who constantly gives money to s.o. who is playing him for a sucker. v [B1256] become a provider or be played for a sucker. baka1 it doesn't matter, never mind if. Baka mu lang ug pilay magastu mu sa uspital basta maayu ka Lang, It doesn't matter how much you will spend for your hospitalization, as long as you ar
	baka n cow
	I 
	2 

	BALAKA.
	baka v [A13] walk with the ls apart. baka
	eg
	eg

	V [Al walk with the legs apart. 
	baka 

	bakaang v [BJ walk with legs spread apart. Nagbakaang siya tungud sa bubag, He walked with his legs spread apart because of his boil. a having legs spread apart in walking. 
	bakabakaa= KINALABAW, 1. see KABAW. bakag = BAKLAG. bakagan n k.o. bony, reddish, flat fish, as wide as the palm and about 1' in length. v [B2] become thin and bony. Nabakagan siya sa pagkapilian sa pagkaun, She is thin and bony because she is choosy in her food. 
	bakak a be a lie, false. Bakak kaayu nang iyang diklarasiyun, His allegation is a big lie. v [A; c] tell a lie. Di ku mubakak nimu, Iwon't tell you a lie. Ang mga numiru dili mamakak, Figures don't lie. panghiN-v [A; b15] deny, show s.t. to be false. Mapanghimakak (kapangbimakakan) naku ang imung tab,: I can prove your gossip false. -un(�) aliar. 
	bakalaw n codfish. panimahung -v [A23]smell bad. Nanimahu kang bakalaw, Yousmell terrible. 
	bakaling n k.o. ring-like contrivance used tosteady round-bottomed pots when put s.w. . Bakalingun nimu ang saku arun katungtungan sa kulun, We'll fix this sack so that you can put the round-bottomed pot on it. 
	v [Al 3; a] make into a steadying ri
	ng

	bakan n k.o. fish. bakanbakan n k.o. goatfish. bakan n k.o. tree important for driving away the unglu: Litsea sp. 
	bakanan = BALAKANAN. 
	bakang a 1 bowlegged. 2 deprecatory term for the Japanese. v [B] become bowlegged. Mabakang (mubakang) ang bata kun punayan ug tambid, A child becomes bowlegged if he is always carried astride.(+-) v [B125) get tired out from looking for s.t. Diin kaba nga nabakang man kug pinangita nimu? Where have you been? I've gotten so tired (lit. become bowlegged) looking for you. 
	bakanti n 1 vacancy. Wa na mi manawat ug bag-ung kawani kay way bakanti, We're not accepting new employees because there's no vacancy. 2 vacant place. Nangita mig bakanting lingkuranan, We were looking for a vacant seat. 3 piece of land left to lie fallow. v 1 [B126; b(l)] for a vacancy to open up, leave s.t. vacant. Maguba ang balay nga bakantihag dugay, A house that is left vacant for a long time will go to pieces. 2 [B126)for a piece of land to lie fallow. 
	bak-ap v [A; b5] shoulder expenses. Bakapan (bak-apun) ku ang tanang balayran, I'll 
	bakas -bakid 
	take care of all the expenses. 
	take care of all the expenses. 
	bakas n one who contributes capital to a venture. Ang akung bakas dakug gipuhunan sa amung nigusyu, My partner has chipped in a sizeable capital to our partnership. v [C;ac] be partners. Dili na sila magkumpitinsiya. Bakasun ntla ang ilang nigusyu, Theywill join their businesses in a partnership. Kanang imu usa ka libu ibakas na lang sa atung pubunan, Add your one thousand to our capital. ka-= BAKAS, n.
	bakasi = BALAKASI.
	bakasiyun n vacation. v [A; b6] take, spend vacation. Adtu ku sa Hungkung bakasiyun, Iwill spetld my vacation in H. K. -ista n onewho is taking a vacation. Ang Bagyu nagsugwak sa mga bakasyunista, Baguio is crowded with vacationers. 
	bakat n k.o. hamper, a woven containerabout 2' high with a top. -in-k.o. large,round, smooth tomato. 
	bakatin n wild pig. 
	bakatya v [A; al] 1 subject s.o. to hard, severe treatment. K usug mubakatyag sugu nang agaluna, That master drives (his servants) to work very hard. Gibakatya siyag bukbuk sa mga buguy, Ae was severely mauled by the roughnecks. 2 discipline s.o. wild, unruly. Mabuutan ang iru ug dunay makabakatya ini, A dog will become meek if s.o. disciplines it. 

	bakawan = BAKHAW" 
	I

	bakay v [A2; c] 1 move the line from which one starts, shoots, puts, etc. in a game. Mubakay siya kay ang iyang dyulin simpig man sa bungbung, He moved his shooting line because his marble was right against the wall. Ibakay lang niya ang hula sa gulp kay natambug man sa linaw, He will just move his golf ball because it landed in a pond. 2 move, move s.t. from its place. Mibakay siya dihang dibay miagi, He moved to make room when s.o. passed by. Layusilag gibakayan ug puyu, The place they have moved to now
	bakaybakay n k.o. dark brown and brittle starfish with narrow rays.
	bakbak n frog, toad. 
	bakbakn path of hardened dirt. v [B1256]harden from being trod upon. Nabakbak ang tugkaran sa imung pagbinalikbalik, The yard got all trampled down the way you kept going back and forth through it. 
	Ł 

	bakbakn abaca hemp made from the outer stalks.of the abaca. 
	3 

	bakbakn 1 piece of metal or precious stone used to ornament a surface, usually acomb. 2 sole of footgear. Panit ang bakbak 
	bakbakn 1 piece of metal or precious stone used to ornament a surface, usually acomb. 2 sole of footgear. Panit ang bakbak 
	4 

	sa iyang sapatus, His shoes have leather soles. v [A; b] 1 inlay with precious metal, stones. Sudlayng binakbakan ug sinubung, A comb plated with gold. 2 put soles on footgear.

	bakbak= BALAKBAK. 
	s 

	bakawun n 1 background, past experience,origin. Sutaa unang iyang bakgrawun una sugta, Verify his background first before you accept his proposal. Wa kaayu siyay bakawun. Di siya makaapas sa liksiyun, He doesn't have a very good background. He cannot catch on to the lesson. 2 background of painting or picture. 3 one who isstaying out of the limelight. 4 one who assists in a performance in a lesser role. Masawun kay sa istar, The background sings better than the star. S attendant on a public performer, man
	gr
	gr
	·
	maayung mukanta ang bak
	gr
	buksiadur ug tualya sa iyang bak
	gr

	•,
	•,
	fire cover for another. v [A; bl] be the 
	background in performing, attending a public performer, support s.o. in a fight. Bakawnan ta kag mukanta ka, I'll accompany 

	grawni aku inigtabuk naku, Cover me when I cross over to the 
	you if you sing. Bak
	gr

	other side of the street. pa-v [A] stay out of the limelight. Pabakrawun lang siya kay maulaw siya nila, He will just stay in the background because he is shy.t 
	other side of the street. pa-v [A] stay out of the limelight. Pabakrawun lang siya kay maulaw siya nila, He will just stay in the background because he is shy.t 

	bakgut v [A; b5c] cut s.t. off with a motion in the direction of the agent, usually with a sickle. Di ka makabakgut sa bulig sa saging, You cannot cut the bunch of bananas down. Bakgutan (bakgutun) ku nang liug sa iru, I will slit that dog's neck. n stroke, action of cutting.
	bakhad v [Bl; b6] for s.t. tied to get undone. Mabakbad ang higut ug di nimu ayuhun ug bangan, The string will get undone if you don't tie it tight. 
	bakhaw n mangrove tree: Rbizophora spp. 
	1 .
	1 .

	bakhawn k.o. dish made of blanched greens or raw meat or fish garnished with onions, tomatoes, and vinegar. v [A; a] make bakhaw. -in-= BAKHAW.
	2 
	2

	bakhu v [A; b36] sob. Gibakbuan ku niya saiyang mga kaguul, She . sobbingly poured out her sorrows to me. n sob. ma-un a fullof sobs. Sa mabakhuung tingug, In a sobbing voice. 
	bakhuy n doll of cloth or plastic. 
	baki n frog. t . 
	!

	bakid n cavan, a measure for grain equivalent to 25 gantas (approximately three bushels). 
	bakig -baksiwa 
	bakig a very thin, emaciated. v [B] becomeemaciated. 
	bakig a very thin, emaciated. v [B] becomeemaciated. 
	bakik joking euphemism for BAKAK. 
	bakikaw a awkward, graceless. Ang walhun bakikaw tan-awun nga manahi, A lefthanded person looks graceless when he sews. v [Bl; a] become clumsy, do s.t. clumsily, awkwardly. Bakikawun gdni nimug kugus ang bdta mabulug giyud na,
	You'll drop the child if you carry it in such a clumsy way. 
	bakiki = BALAKIKI. 
	bakilid a steeply sloping. Bakilid kadyu ang dmung gitungas, We're climbing a very steep slope. n slope. kabakildan n slopes. 
	bakingn backing, material put in back of 
	1 

	s.t. to give it support. v [A; a] provide with a backing. 
	bakingv [A; c) back up, put a vehicle in reverse. /baking ang dyip, Back the jeep up. 
	2 

	bakintul v [B] miss one's step, walk with a limp because s.t. is wrong with one's shoe or the path one is traversing. Mibakintul ku kay nakatunub kug gamayng batu, I missed my step because I stepped on a small rock. 
	Nagbakintul kug lakaw kay nawala ang pikas kung tikud, I walk unevenly because one of my heels got lost. Culu-v [Al] walk unevenly.
	bakir n backer in an application, financial undertaking. Bakir siya ndku sa dkung nigusyu, He is my backer in my business. v (B6; b( 1)] become a backer, back s.t. 
	bakiru v [A; b61 pasture. Gibakiruhan naku sa uma ang kanding, I pastured the goat in the fields. n shepherd, cowherd. 
	bakita n plunger of a child's toy as, for example, of a popgun. bakiya n young fem ale carabao or cow ready to reproduce. 
	bak.la a homosexual. v [BJ be a homosexual. 
	Ug makig-uban-uban kag mga bakla, mabakla sad ka, If you pal around with fairies,you'll become one, too. paN-v [A23) engage in male prostitution. 
	baklag a having a putrid odor of rotten food or decayed flesh. v [B2] become putrid. 
	Nabaklag na lang ang ilaga wa gayud nila ilubung, They did not bury the rat even though it has become putrid.
	baklarit n stew made from dog's meat, spices, and vegetables. v [A; a) make, obtain dog stew. Baklaritun ta nang inyung iru, Let's butcher your dog and make him into stew. 
	baklaw n bracelet. v [A; a) wear, make into, get a bracelet. 
	baklay v [A; ac) go on foot. Baklayun ta 
	Lang ang piyir, Let's just walk to the pier. 

	bakliad, bakliad v [B; cl] bend one's bodyfar backward. Mubaklia.d gani ang bata hayan mahulug, If the baby bends too far back, it is likely to fall. Ibakliad (bakliara) ugmaayu ang imung lawas, Bend your body far back. 
	baklid v [A; al2] pin s.o.'s hand behind his back. Siyay mibaklid sa dkung kamut samtang gikulata ku sa iyang mga.kauban, Hepinned my arms behind me while his companions pummelled me. panghiN-, paniN-= -IN-, v 1. -in-a folded behind the back. Milakaw siya binaklid ang iyang mga kamut, 
	He walked away with his hands folded behind his back. v 1 [A] fold one's hands behind one's back. Mibinaklid (nanghimaklid, nanimaklid) siyang nagpasupasu sa hawanan, He paced the courtyard with his hands folded behind his back. 2 [a12] = BAKLID. 
	He walked away with his hands folded behind his back. v 1 [A] fold one's hands behind one's back. Mibinaklid (nanghimaklid, nanimaklid) siyang nagpasupasu sa hawanan, He paced the courtyard with his hands folded behind his back. 2 [a12] = BAKLID. 

	baknal a 1 too big for the thing it was put in. 
	Baknal kadyu ang pistula sa hdwak, Thereis no room for the pistol in the waist. 2 be too big for the situation. Baknal ang kaniyun nga gigamit didtu sa Bitnam, The cannons they use in Viet Nam are too big for the job they have to do. v 1 [AB; a2] bulge out, make s.t. bulge out. Unsa man nang nagbaknal sa imung bulsa? What is making your pocket bulge? 2 [A; c] put s.t. ,vhich juts up on a road to block it or cause pas
	Baknal kadyu ang pistula sa hdwak, Thereis no room for the pistol in the waist. 2 be too big for the situation. Baknal ang kaniyun nga gigamit didtu sa Bitnam, The cannons they use in Viet Nam are too big for the job they have to do. v 1 [AB; a2] bulge out, make s.t. bulge out. Unsa man nang nagbaknal sa imung bulsa? What is making your pocket bulge? 2 [A; c] put s.t. ,vhich juts up on a road to block it or cause pas
	-

	, 
	,
	sers-by to stumble. A tung baknalan ang agi
	-

	anan ug dakung batu, We'll block the road with a huge stone. 3 [b6] consider s.t. too big. n s.t. bulging or which prevents e.asy passage. -an = BAKAL, a2. 

	baknit n k.o. wild, thorny vine with yellowish, inedible berries. ka-an n thicket. v [B 12] become a thicket. Nakabaknitan ang uma nga gibyaan, Our abandoned farm grew into a thicket. 
	bakpi n back pay. v [A12] collect one's back pay.
	bakrayid v [A; c] ride at the back of a bicycle or motorcycle. Gibakrdyid niya ang iyang anak, He carried his son on the back of his bicycle. t 
	baksan see BAKUS. 
	baksidur n boxer. v [B16; a12] become aboxer. Magbaksidur ka gani k inabanglan ligun kag tuhud, If you want to become a boxer, you must have strong legs. 
	baksing n boxing. v 1 [A; b6] have a boxingmatch. 2 [a12] box s.o. Baksingun ta ka run, I'll box you one now. -an n boxing ring.
	baksir = BAKSIDUR. 
	baksiwa a contrary, nonconforming. Baksiwa 
	baktas -bakunawa 
	nga pagkabata, A contrary child. v [AC;
	nga pagkabata, A contrary child. v [AC;
	cl] 1 be contrary to, be not in conformity.
	Mubaksiwa giyud na siya sa gustu sa amunginahan, She always does s.t. contrary to our mother's wishes. Nagkabaksiwa ang ilang pangatarungan, Their reasons did not tally. Baksiwaun (ibaksiwa) man gud nimug sabut ang akung su/ti, You always place a wrong meaning on what I say. 2 put in a head to toe arrangement. Nagbaksiwa sila paghigda, They lay down beside each other with their heads on opposite ends. Ibaksiwa (baksiwaun) naku ang pagpahimutang sa kahuy, l will arrange the wood so that the bigger ends are

	baktas v [A; a2] 1 traverse on foot. Taas pa ang dkung bak tdsun arun matuman ku ang akung ginadamgu, l still have a long road to traverse if my dreams are to be realized. 2 cut across. Gibaktasan ku ang daruhan, ltook a short cut across the plowed field. -ay(➔) n walkathon. Siyay nakadaug sa baktasay, He won the walkathon. v [CJ have a walkathon. 
	baktin n 1 piglet. v [A12) obtain piglet. Na
	-

	1 
	1 
	,

	kabaktin kug duha pagbatun ku sa tyang 
	anay, l got myself two piglets for rearing his sow. 2 children, kids (familiar usage).Nag-iskuyla na ang akung mga baktin, Mykids go to school now. -ay v [C] bet withpiglets. Baktinay ta, kinsay mudaug, Let'sbet piglets as to who will win. 

	baktini v [B46;b6] get a charley horse. Namakttn (mibaktin) akung buktun, My arms got a charley horse. baktinbaktin n bulgingpart of the calf or biceps. 
	baktia n bacteria. 
	ry

	baku a stoop-shouldered. v [B; a] become hunched. Makabaku (makapabaku) nimu ang magsfgig duku nga magsulat, You'll become stoop-shouldered if you bend like that when you write. 
	bakud v [AC2; cl) run in a gallop. Mibakud ang kabayu, The horse galloped away. Nakigbakud siya sa mga bata, He ran around with the children.
	bakudl v [AB25; act] 1 get up from lying position, make s.t. lying erect. Mib"akud siyag sayu, He got up early. Di ku kabdkud sahaligi, l cannot raise the post .!.Bakurun sa nars ang masakitun, The nurse will make the patient get up. Wa ku ibakud (bakura) 
	bakudl v [AB25; act] 1 get up from lying position, make s.t. lying erect. Mib"akud siyag sayu, He got up early. Di ku kabdkud sahaligi, l cannot raise the post .!.Bakurun sa nars ang masakitun, The nurse will make the patient get up. Wa ku ibakud (bakura) 
	ang haligi, l did not raise the post. 2 -ugnigusyu v [A; c1] start a business. Di' ta makabdkud ug nigusyu ug way puhunan, We cannot start a business if we don't have capital. 3 [AP; a12] save one's name or honorfrom public humiliation. Kamung mga anak mau na lay mubakud (mupabakud) sa atung apilyidu nga gihugawhugawan ug maayu sa inyung amahan, Only you, the children, can save our family name which your father has sullied. 

	bakudv [A; cl] tie s.t. together, fasten to 
	2 

	s.t. Nakabakud na siya sa mga kahuy, Shehas tied the firewood into bundles. Gibakud siya sa haligi, He was tied to the post. Bakura (ibakud) ang mga papil, Tie the papers in bundles. ( ➔) n bond, fetters. 
	bakudbakud n k.o. wrasse. 
	bakukang n 1 k.o. large rhinoceros beetle, found in coconut trees. 2 name given to small brown beetles or to june bugs ( = DAGING). 3 -sa ulu have difficulty in understanding. Bakukang ang sulud sa imung u/u kay dt' ka kasabut, Your head is full of beetles because you can't understand. v [a4]beinfested with beetles. 
	· 

	bakuku n k.o. fish. 
	bakukun v [AB; cl] coil, roll into a loop.Mibakukun akug lukay arun duna kitay ikasulu, l coiled up some palm fronds to give us s.t. to use as a torch. Mibakukun ang baksan, The python coiled itself up. n coil. bakul a crippled in the leg. v (�) [B126] become crippled. bakul n belt buckle. v [A; b] put a buckle on s.t. 
	bakulan n k.o. mullet with small scales. 
	bakulaw n ugly-faced supernatural being said to abduct small children and hide them from their parents. Ayaw pagsdba kay tingalig dad-un ka sa baku/aw, Be quiet or the bak ulaw will get you. 
	bakulkul n trap to catch wild fowl with a noose. paN-v [A2] catch chickens and birds with a bakulkul. 
	bakulud n rounded stone found in the sea and exposed at low tide. 
	bakulung n a loop, usually made of cloth, put under things carried on the head. v [A;a] make into a buffer, put a buffer on the 
	·head. 
	bakun = BAKUD• 
	1

	bakuna V [A;b] vaccinate. Akuy mubakuna sa mga bata, I will vaccinate the children. nvaccination. -dur(➔) n one who administers vaccine. v [B 156) be the one who innoculates. 
	bakuruiwa n a monster that is said to swallow 
	bakung-bala 
	I 

	I 
	I 
	the sun or moon during an eclipse. The bakunawa is said to be disturbed by noise andwill release the sun or moon if noise is made. 
	bakungnk.o. common rice with white grains of average length. bakung= PAGIYUN. 
	1 
	2 

	bakungan n k.o. sea cucumber (balat).
	bakungun n k.o. talisayun-colored cock with dark green feathers interspersed with yellow feathers on the wings, sides, and breast. 
	bakus n l belt. 2 champion's title in sports like boxing. Upat ka tuig niyang kuput sa bakus pagkakampiyun, He held the championship title for fuur years. -sa amu n abelt believed to be worn by female monkeys during pregnancy and shed after delivery. A woman who happens to find it should wear it during pregnancy to give her an easy delivery. hugut sa -v [A1C12; cl]take measures to meet a difficult situation, tighten the belt in the face of financial difficulties. Hugtun (ibugut) natu ang atung bakus, ka

	bakus n small rope used to prevent a yoke from slippil)g. It is tied to both ends of the yoke and runs under the neck. 
	bakut = GIPAKAINGUN (dialectal). see 1
	-

	NGUN 
	NGUN 
	-

	.

	bakutut v [B46] 1 stagger under a load thatis too heavy. Makabakutut (makapabakutut) man sad ang kabug-at niining baskita, The weight of this basket can make one stagger. 2 stagger under the burden of debts. 
	bakwi v [A2; a12] take back what one said. Bakwia ang imung gisulti, Take back what you said. n retraction. Ang bakwi ni Risa/mabitungud sa tinubuan, Rizal's retraction of what he said about religion. 
	bakwit v [A; b2c) flee s.w. in war time. Didtu mi mubakwit sa bukid, We evacuated to the mountains. n war refugee. Napunu sa bakwit ang kampu, The camp is full of war refugees.
	bakya n l k.o. slipper with wooden sole. 2
	k.o. boxfish. v l [A; a] wear, make into wooden slippers. Nagbakya siya ngadtu sa tyanggiban, She wore wooden slippers to the market. Kir.ing kabuya maayung bakyaun, This wood is good for bakyas. 2 [A; 
	k.o. boxfish. v l [A; a] wear, make into wooden slippers. Nagbakya siya ngadtu sa tyanggiban, She wore wooden slippers to the market. Kir.ing kabuya maayung bakyaun, This wood is good for bakyas. 2 [A; 

	a12) beat with a wooden slipper. Bakyaunsiya sa asawa ug mabubug, His wife beats him with wooden slipper when he's drunk. 
	bakyaa appealing to the bakya crowd ( the proletariat). Bakya kaayung salidaba, Amovie very appealing to the proletariat v[B 12; b6) get to be appealing to the proletariate. -krawud n proletariat (those wearing bakya).
	2 

	bakyanu a skillful, adept. Bakyanu nang bataa sa pamakak, That child fibs pretty well. v [Bl) be skillful, adept. Magbakyanu ka sa pagmakinilya arun makaimpliyar ka dayun, Get adept at typing so you can find ajob right away. 
	bakyaw v [A; c] swing the arm to strike ablow. 
	bala, bala (not without /) n l bullet. 2 Sta-
	l
	l

	pies. 3 money. v [A; c) 1 load gun, stapler. 
	Maayu Jang kang ibala sa kaniyun, You are just good for cannon fodder. 2a put s.t. in 
	s.t. to make it appear bigger or weightier. Ang kupras balabag balas, The copra wasmixed with sand. 2b mix!s.t. in with s.t. else to hide it. Ang pinaldung panaptun gibalabag sigarilyu, The bales of cloth had cigarettes hidden inside of them. balahan aloaded. Pagbantay kay balaban nang pistula, Be careful. That pistol is loaded. 
	_

	balav [A; a12] carry s.t on the back, not tied. Akuy mubala nimu inigtabuk sa sapa,I'll carry you piggy-back when we cross the river. Balaba (balba) kanang saku, Carrythat sack on your back. gi-gilukdu full of happiness, mischief, worries, and other emotions (lit. carried on the back and on the head). Ang gwatsi anang tawbana giba gilukdu, That man is chock-full of mischief. 
	2 

	bala (not without l) v [A; a12) find out in
	-

	1
	1

	formation about an event that has happen
	-

	ed (who stole s.t., where s.t. stolen or lost is, who committed a crime, etc.) by means of an egg. The egg is made to stand on its end on the edge of a tumbler. Then a yesno question is put to it. If the answer is yes,the egg remains upright. If the answer is no,the egg falls. Balaun ang babuy kay sigurung gikawat tu, We'll divine information about the pig, because it surely was stolen. balad-un n omen, a sign which prophesizes 
	s.t. Ang kumita mauy usa ka bad-un nga may umaabut nga kagubut, A comet is a sign of a forthcoming war. tiking balad-un phrase used to address the gecko (house lizard) in asking him to foretell whether s.t. will happen. The question is put to the gecko before he sounds. After he sounds the question is repeated. If the gecko sounds 
	bala.-balak 
	2 

	an odd number of times the answer is affirmative. If even, the answer is negative. Tikingba/ad-un, muulan ugma? Prophet gecko, 
	an odd number of times the answer is affirmative. If even, the answer is negative. Tikingba/ad-un, muulan ugma? Prophet gecko, 
	'
	will it rain tomorrow? 
	baia= BAL.ALA. 
	2 

	bala (not without /) v [A; c] warn so as to prohibit certain actions. Gibalaan na man mu, You have been warned and prohibited. Usa ka mamusil sa hayup ibala usa, Beforeyou start shooting stray animals, make a warning prohibiting it. n warning that prohibits.

	balaan a holy, sacred. Ga hum sa mga balaan, Power of the saints. paka-v [a12] considered sacred. Gipakabalaan sa mga bumbayang baka, The Hindus considered the cow a sacred animal. -un saintly. Balaanun ang akung tinguba kanimu, I have noble intentions toward you. 
	balaat v [A; a] tie ,s.t. around s.t. Baatun ta ning sugnud, Let's bundle the firewood. Baati iyang baba arun di kasyagit, Gag her mouth so she can't shout. n s. t. tied around s.t.
	balabag v [AA2S; cl] 1 lie across a path.
	Balabagun (ibabag) natu pagbutang ang kabuy, Let's put the tree across the road. Gibabagan ang agianan sa mga batu, The path was blocked by rocks. 2 block s.o.'s way. Ikaw ray nakababag sa akung kalipay, You are the only one who stands in the way of my happiness. 3 for a fetus to be in a transverse position. Naglisud siya pag-anak kaynagbalabag (nagbalabag) ang bata, She had a hard labor because the child was in a transverse position. n 1 a piece of wood or metal which lies across s.t. Ang balabag mauy 
	Balabagun (ibabag) natu pagbutang ang kabuy, Let's put the tree across the road. Gibabagan ang agianan sa mga batu, The path was blocked by rocks. 2 block s.o.'s way. Ikaw ray nakababag sa akung kalipay, You are the only one who stands in the way of my happiness. 3 for a fetus to be in a transverse position. Naglisud siya pag-anak kaynagbalabag (nagbalabag) ang bata, She had a hard labor because the child was in a transverse position. n 1 a piece of wood or metal which lies across s.t. Ang balabag mauy 

	balabala n a children's game played by hitting a ball one tosses himself with a stick. If another player catches the ball, he comes up 
	to bat. v [Al] play this game. 
	to bat. v [Al] play this game. 

	= BALARAW.
	ba)adaw 

	d = BADBAD•
	baladba
	1

	baladin (not without /) n wooden container for palm toddy in the shape of a tapered cylinder. v [A13; a12] make a wooden container for palm toddy. 
	balad-un see BALA• 
	1

	balv 1 [A123S; b8] find s.t. by runningacross. Nakabalag silag mga ismaglir sa lawud, They ran into some smugglers on the high seas. 2 [AC; a] go meet s.o. Balaga siya didtu sa piyir, Go meet him at the pier. balagbalag v [A13] go around everywhere looking for s.o. or s.t. Nagbagbag ang inaban ug pangitag kwarta, The mother went around everywhere looking for money. hiv [A2C; ac] encounter, meet s.o. Nabibalagku na gayud siya, At last I found him. Maghibalag ra gayud ta, We will certainly meet. 
	ag 

	balaghuy a lanky, ungracefully tall and thin. v [BJ be lanky. Nagbalaghuy ang ldwas sa tin-idyir; Teen-agers have lanky bodies. 
	in a row to lack pieces, having pieces missing. Balagsang angmais kay pagawpaw ang gitamnan, The ears of corn lacked grains because t.he land was infertile. v [BN] for pieces in a row to fall out, come out having pieces missing. Kanang baratuhung klasi sa sudlay dali rang mamagsang, It doesn't take long for the teeth to fall out of cheap combs. -un( ➔) acharacterized by having members missing. 
	balagsang a for like thiri
	gs 

	balagtasan (not without l) n contest of reasoning between two men consisting of spoken dialogue in high-flown language. v [AC2] hold such a contest.
	balagtuk n rat. 
	balagula, balagulan (not without /) n three quarters of a coconut shell used as container for water to wash the vagina. 
	balan n vine. v [B2S46] grow like a vine. 
	gu

	balag-ung n animal trap that clasps, snares, 01encloses the animal. v [A; ab2] 1 catch 
	,
	,

	with, set a balag-ung. Akung gi.balag-ungan 
	ang sawa, piru wa mabalag-ung, I set a trap for the snake, but I did not catch it. 2 entrap s.o. into doing s.t. Bantay kay_ balagun ka sa pagpatug-an, Watch out! You'll 
	ngu

	be trapped into revealing it. 3 [a12] make 
	s.t. into a balag-ung.
	balahak n deep festering sore, bigger thari a kabahung. v [B12; a4] get to be, get a large sore. Nababak ang iyang samad, His wound became a festering sore. Gibahak siya kay wa niya tambali ang iyang samad, He developed a festering sore because he left his wound unattended.
	balahala n gods and goddesses (poetic).
	bŁahibu = BALHIBU.
	balak V [A; cl] recite verses. Ba.lakun (ibalak) ndku ang ultimu adiyus ni Risal, I am going to recite Rizal's 'Last Farewell'. npoem. paN-v [A23] write poetry. n poetry.mag-r-n poet. -nun a poetic. v [612) become poetic. 
	balaka -balangubang 
	balaka v [B1256; b3c5] be concerned, worried. Ayaw kabalaka kay akuy mabibalu sa tanan, Don't worry because I'll take care of everything. Unsa may imung gikabalak-an? What are you worrying about? mabalak-un, mabalakhun a characterized by concern, worry. Mabalakbung tingug, Worried voice. -ku, ka what do I care. Ba/aka kug mabaklag siya. Dili giyud aku muapas niya, I don't care if she rots. I won't run after her. 
	balaka v [B1256; b3c5] be concerned, worried. Ayaw kabalaka kay akuy mabibalu sa tanan, Don't worry because I'll take care of everything. Unsa may imung gikabalak-an? What are you worrying about? mabalak-un, mabalakhun a characterized by concern, worry. Mabalakbung tingug, Worried voice. -ku, ka what do I care. Ba/aka kug mabaklag siya. Dili giyud aku muapas niya, I don't care if she rots. I won't run after her. 
	balakanan n doorsill. 
	balak-ang n = BALAT-ANG. v [B; cl] stand, squat with the thighs apart. Nagbalak-ang ang tindira ug mani sa iyang paglingkud, The peanut vendor squatted with her legsapart. 
	Ł

	balakasi n k.o. small eel. Husi balakasi, tadtarun muliksi. Tadtarun mukubul, paryintis tubul, Jose is an eel, strike him with a knife and he will jump. If you strike him and he tautens up, he's akin to hard feces. (Teasing rhyme said to children named Jose, in reference to the actions of the balakasi when struck.) 
	balakbak n 1 cloth or similar material to lie, walk, sit on. D'!,'guun ang bakbak nga giangkan, The sheets on which she lay when shegave birth are all bloody. 2 diaper. v 1 [A; 
	a] put material under s.o. to be on. Gibakbdkan ug puting panaptun ang tumbanan sabag-ungkinasal, The newly-weds had a white cloth spread for them to walk over. 2 underlay, be the thing in which s.t. is rooted. Angiyang panaad gibakbakan ug mga pasalig, 
	His promises were backed up by assurances. 
	Luba ug singut ang gibakbak sa akung paglampus, My success is rooted in sweat and tears. 3 put a diaper on. Bakbaki ang bata, Put a diaper on the baby. 
	balakiki n a chicken colored black with white speckles, and sometimes with other colors. balakikihun n fish colored black with speckles (sharks, rays, et al.) 
	balala a 1 slow to comprehend. Bala kaayusiya sa klasi, He is very dull in class. 2 veryinferior in quality, roughly or hurriedly done. (�) v 1 [B2j become dull. Muha/ala(mabalala) kag di ka magtuun, You'll become dull if you do not study. 2 [Bl] get to be inferior in quality. Nagkabala ang iyang tinabian nga nagkadagban ang iyang to be more and more inferior in quality since she started to get lots of customers. t 
	suki, Her sewing is getti
	ng 

	balalanti n small tree, the leaves of which have a medicinal use. The wood is of magical importance, esp. in sorcery. If food cooked by its fire is stolen, the thief suffers. 

	balalatuk n k.o. woodpecker.
	balalaw (not without [) n stiff loop or hoop.v [A; al2] make, make into, put a loop.
	balana n crack in s.t. that has absolutely no give. Wala na nay data ang ihi kay may balana, That axle is useless because it has a crack. V [B] get a crack in it.Mubalana (maba/ana) ang basu basta butangan ug init tubig, The glass will crack if you put hot water in it. -un a having a crack. 
	balanak n general name for large mullets: 
	Mugilidae. -un a flat-headed, like a mullet: 
	Mugilidae. -un a flat-headed, like a mullet: 
	term for fishes, snakes, people. 

	balanban n k.o. half beak: Hemirbampbus
	1 
	1 
	spp.

	balanbann a branching reed, the main stem of which is split and used in weaving and in sewinipa shingles: Donnax cannaeformis. 
	2 
	ng 

	balandra (not without /) n 1 barrel with rounded sides. 2 large, flat-bottomed boat mainly useŁ for carrying logs or rocks. 3 fat woman shaped like a barrel. 4 woodenslippers (bakya) which are poorly made and clumsy to wear. Balandra man nang imung bakya, Your slippers are like a boat. v [BN]become fat like a boat or barrel. 
	bal-ang = LAB-ANG. 
	balangas n mange, skin disease of dogs. v [a4] have mange. -un(➔) a mangy. v [B125]become mangy. Mabalangasun ang iru ug pakan-un ug alukabhang sa kasag, The dog 
	·
	·
	will become mangy if you feed it crab shells. 

	balangaw (from dangaw) n rainbow. v [AN;b6] for there to be a rainbow. Dilt' na magulan basta mamangaw (mubangaw), It will not rain any more if there's a rainbow. -an n 1 k.o. leech with a rainbow-like stripe on its back. 2 bu/inaw (anchovy) with a stripe through the middle. 
	balangay (not without l) n 1 barrio, the smallest unit of selfovernment. 2 k.o. large boat. -nun n pertaining to the barrio. tagi-n resident of a barrio. katagi-n fell owresident of a barrio. 
	-g

	balangbalang (not without /) v [A; al2]pummel by several persons. Gibalangbalang sa rriga silingan ang kawatan, The neighbors pummelled the thief. 
	balangbalang n a child's game played by two groups whereby they try to capture each other by a process of guessing. 
	balanghitaw n small crocodile. 
	balanghutan n k.o. lizard fish, family Synodontidae. 
	balanghuy = BULANGHUY. 
	balangubang n k.o. medium-sized soft wood tree, the bark of which is used for walling: Sborea negrosensis. 
	balangus -balaw 
	balans (not without l) v [A; c] eat vora
	balans (not without l) v [A; c] eat vora
	gu

	ciously.Ayaw ibalangus ang imung pagkaun arun dili ka bituk-an, Do not gobble your food or you '11 choke. 

	balani n 1 trunk of a banana or abaca plant.
	. 1
	. 1
	2 pieces of the banana trunk. 

	baLiniseeBATU" 
	i

	z
	z

	balans1 (not without I) n 1 accounting. 2 balance. Nawad-an siyag balansi, He lost his balance. v 1 [A; a2] make an accounting of. Balansiban ta ka sa imung utang, I'll make an accounting to you of your debts. 2 [A) 2a maintain one's balance. 2b sway from side to side in keeping in an upright position. Nagbalansi ang barku sa dakung balud, The ship rocked back and forth in the high waves. 
	balansikul n k.o. small tuna. 
	balantak n a small woven fish or eel trap with inwardly slanting tines to allow entrance but no exit. v 1 [Al2; a12) catch with a balantak. 2 [A; a12] make into such a trap. 3 [ c] put out a balantak. paN-v [A
	2) fish with a balantak. Namantak sila sa sapa, They are trapping fish in the river. 
	2) fish with a balantak. Namantak sila sa sapa, They are trapping fish in the river. 

	balanti = BALALANTi. 
	balantin n k.o. bird. 
	gu

	balantiyung n varieties of climbing squashes, long, sausage-shaped or jar-shaped: varieties of Lagenaria leucantha. 
	balanus (not without /) v 1 [A13; b(l))i:nourn. Kaming mababilin magbalanus,Those of us who are left behind will grieve. 2 [Al) repent. Magbalanus ka sa kaulabian,You will repent in the end. n 1 grief, mourning. 2 repentance. 
	balaraw n k.o. dagger. v [a12) make into, strike with a dagger. 
	balas n sand. v 1 [A3; b6) put sand s.w. 2 [B3(1)) form sand-like particles. Mubalasang dugu ug dugayun sa kayu, Blood stew forms grains if you leave it over the fire too long. ka·(-E-) v [A13] have sand all over it. 
	balasbas v 1 [AN; cP] go along parallel to 
	s.t. Ibalasbas (ipabalasbas) pagdala ang kabuy sa asrras, Go along the sidewalk when you carry the wood. 2 [A; cl] put s.t. in a row parallel to s.t. Ibalasbas (balasbasa) ug tanum ang kapayas sa lmung kural, Plant papayas along your fence. n ornamental planted along walks ( = ATAY-ATAY. see ATAY.) 
	s.t. Ibalasbas (ipabalasbas) pagdala ang kabuy sa asrras, Go along the sidewalk when you carry the wood. 2 [A; cl] put s.t. in a row parallel to s.t. Ibalasbas (balasbasa) ug tanum ang kapayas sa lmung kural, Plant papayas along your fence. n ornamental planted along walks ( = ATAY-ATAY. see ATAY.) 

	balaslukun a naughty, mischievous. Balaslukun kaayu ning bataa. K usug kaayung mupabilak sa iyang mga manghud, The naughty child enjoys making his younger brothers and sisters cry. v [B12) be, become naughty. balasii.bas (not without /) n one who avoids 
	meeting his obligations. Balasubas kaayusiyang muswildu. Utsu ang sabut, dus ray bayad, He is immoral in the way he pays wages. He promises eight pesos, but two is all you get. v [B12) be a person who avoids meeting obligations. 
	meeting his obligations. Balasubas kaayusiyang muswildu. Utsu ang sabut, dus ray bayad, He is immoral in the way he pays wages. He promises eight pesos, but two is all you get. v [B12) be a person who avoids meeting obligations. 

	balat n 1 sea cucumber. 2 one considered not to count for anything. Nganung wa man ku nimu bahfni? Unsa ku, balat Jang? Whydidn't you give me any? Don't I count for anything? -hanginan k.o. sea cucumber that shrinks up when taken out of the water so much that it seems to disappear. -uwak n k.o. black -sea cucumber edible when dried. 
	balat-ang n the hips and pelvic region. v [a4]have pains in the pelvic region. Balat-:-angunsiya ug magrigla, She has pains in the pelvic region when she menstruates. -un a having prominent hips. 
	baLitikan trap consisting of a trip rope which 
	1
	1

	releases a spear. v 1 [A; ab2] catch with, set a balatik. Hingbalatikan ang iru, The dog got speared in the trap. 2 [A; b6] set a balatik. Balatikan naku ag maisan, l will put a trap in the cornfield. 3 [al 2) make a 
	balatik. 
	balatikn name of a constellation having three stars in a row. 
	2 

	balatung n k.o. string bean, reaching more than a foot and less than an inch around. The most commonly grown string bean: 
	Visesquipedialis. sintas -n a variety longer than ordinary balatung. batungba·tung n k.o. wild vine with a bean similar to the balatung, but inedible. -in-(➔) n k.o. banana the fruit of which is light yellowish green, long and thin, eaten raw when ripe. 
	gna 

	balatwanun n k.o. small sea fishn: Gerres sp.
	balaud v [A; c] 1 issue an order. Gibalaurankung Tatay sa dili na pagtabaku, Father ordered me not to smoke. 2 give a warning. Gibalauran tang may bagyung taliabut, We have been warned that there's a typhoon coming. n 1 (not without /) law, rules and regulations. Ayaw supaka ang balaud, Do not break the law. 2 warning. batakang constitution. balauranan n place where laws are passed. Ubus, ibabaw balauranan, Lower, upper house. mag-r-(➔) n lawmaker,-un(➔), balaurun, balaudnun n bill, future law. 
	-

	balaun= BULUUNGUN. 
	gun 

	balaw (.not without I) n 1 a resinous preparation used to caulk and waterproof a boat, obtained from the sap of the apitung and almasiga. 2 k.o. timber tree, light species of trees called apitung. 3 reddish-brown color 
	balaw -balda 
	in feathers of fowls. v [A; c] waterproof a boat with balaw. Balawan nimu ang tibuuk kilid, Caulk the seams and put resin all over the sides. 
	in feathers of fowls. v [A; c] waterproof a boat with balaw. Balawan nimu ang tibuuk kilid, Caulk the seams and put resin all over the sides. 

	ha.law v 1 [B12] get tired of doing s.t. which takes a long time. Nabalaw kug pinaabut nimu, l got tired of waiting for you. 2 [B 1] be satisfied to the point of not desiring any more, do as much as one wants to. Magbalaw akug bayli karung gabii, l will dance to my heart's content this evening. Nabalawna kug kinaug karni, l got tired of eating meat. ka-an, ka·un(➔) n ending up by being completely satiated. Walay kabalawan ang iyang kagutum, There is no satisfying hishunger.
	balawbaw v 1 [A; c] put s.t. over s.t. else. 
	Ang kik gibawbawan ug aysing, The cakewas topped with icing. lbawbaw ang bahaw sa bag-ung kan-un, Put the leftover rice on top of the newly-cooked rice. 2 [A; a) skim off the topmost portion of s.t. Bawbawun ku ang ispuma sa sabaw, I'll skim offthe foam from the soup. 
	Ang kik gibawbawan ug aysing, The cakewas topped with icing. lbawbaw ang bahaw sa bag-ung kan-un, Put the leftover rice on top of the newly-cooked rice. 2 [A; a) skim off the topmost portion of s.t. Bawbawun ku ang ispuma sa sabaw, I'll skim offthe foam from the soup. 

	balay n 1 house. -alampuanan house of worship. -sa lawalawa spiderweb. -sa ligwan, putyukan beehive, hornet's nest. -lungsud city hall. -patigayun business firm. 2 home base in games. v [A; b] build a house. Nagbalay siya daplin sa baybayun, He built a house near the shore. Balayan kung imung luti, I'll build a house on your lot.(�) v [A; a) form a thought, compose a song. Mubalay kug balak, I'll compose a poem. Balayaang imung tubag sa imung hunahuna, Work your answer outcarefully in your mind. -an n 
	· 
	-

	wa mauy hara sa panimalay, The wife is the queen of the home. tag-, tag·(Ł) n owner of the house. tig-un(Ł) n 1 framework of a house. Hapit na mabuman ang tigbayun saakung balay, The framework of my house is almost finished. 2 framework of one's thoughts. Natumpag ang tigbayun sa ak ung mga damgu, The framework of my dreams 
	,
	,

	collapsed. gam·(Ł) see GAMBALA Y. pa
	-

	,
	,

	num-see TUNGBALA y. t 
	balaybay V [A; cl] put in a row. Balaybayun (ibalaybay) natu ang misitira sa agianan, 
	Let's put a row of flower tubs along the walk. n things put in a row. paN-v [A2;b6] go in, along a certain line: Namalaybaysila sa asiras, They walked on the sidewalk. 
	balang n large hardwood tree with a short trunk and long branches. The wood is deep, dark cordovan and is very hard and highly resistant to deterioration. 
	yu

	balbag v [A3P; a12] break into pieces due toan impact. Nabalbag ang bagul nga gimartilyu, The coconut shell got smashed when I hammered it. 
	balbakuwa n dish composed of beef or carabao legs, tails, ears, and skin, stewed withbones and with spices and peas. v [A; a] make beef, carabao stew. 
	balbal n k.o. possessed person (unglu) thathas a need to go after sick people's blood or livers. paN-v [A2] for the balbal to go out and perpetrate his evil deeds. 
	balbangaan a for fruits to be in the stage where they are just about to ripen but still hard. v [BJ reach the ripening stage. 
	balbas n 1 beard. 2 instrument for shaving. v1 [A; b6(1)] shave s.o. Balbasan ta nang imung biguti, Let's shave your mustache off. 2 [A12] shave oneself. Makabalbas kag way sami_nsamin? Can you shave without a mirror? paN-, panghiN-v [A2] shave oneself. Wa pa ku mamalbas (manghimalbas), l haven't shaved yet. 
	balbiru = BARBIRU. balbula = BARBULA. 
	balda v [A; a] 1 disable, maim. Baldaha ang tiil arun di kadagan, Break his legs so he can't run away. Gibaldahan ang tawu nga misukul sa pulis, The man who resisted the .policeman was maimed. 2 disturb, prevent 
	s.o. from doing s.t. properly. Ang mga tinidyir mubaldag apil-apil sa sayaw, The teenagers that get into the act keep us from dancing properly. Baldabun ku sa makadiyut ang inyung panagsulti, May I disturb your conversation a minute? n s. t. that disturbs. -du a crippled, maimed. Pagkatawu ntya, baldadu na siyag kamut, He was 
	balcli -bali 
	born with a crippled hand. v [Bl2; a] get 
	born with a crippled hand. v [Bl2; a] get 
	maimed, maim. Baldadubun ta ka run, I'm

	going to cripple you, you damn ...baldi n 1 pail. v [A; b6] fetch water in a pail. 
	Magbaldi ak u didtu ug tubig, I'll go there
	Magbaldi ak u didtu ug tubig, I'll go there
	to fetch a pail of water. 2 storm signal con
	sisting 9f a cone made of canvas raised by 

	day in combination with a ball. baldiyu v [A; b6] flood with water for the purpose of cleaning. Nagbaldiyu mi sa kuslna, We flushed water over the kitchen. baldusa n tile. v [al 2] make s. t. of tile. Bal
	dusabun ta ning atung salug, Let's have a
	dusabun ta ning atung salug, Let's have a
	tile floor. t 
	.

	balhas n 1 perspiration. 2 prickly heat. v [B
	24; a4] perspire. Mubalbas ku ug mulampa
	24; a4] perspire. Mubalbas ku ug mulampa
	su sa sawug, I'll perspire if I scrub the floor. 
	Gibalbas ku human pag-inum sa aspirin, I

	sweated after taking aspirin. balhibu n hair on the body, but not pubic 
	hairs, hair of animals, feathers. Baga ang
	hairs, hair of animals, feathers. Baga ang
	balhibu sa {yang {luk, He has thick hair in 
	his armpits. Ramis ug balhibu ang iring, The
	cat has soft fur. Puti ang balh{bu sa akung
	hiniktan, My fighting cock has white fea
	thers. samag, parihug -similar in traits. 
	Ang mga tawung susamag balhibu magkauyungiyud, Birds of a feather flock together. (➔) v [A12; b8] la better in feather coloration. Ang tubaung parisag buyugun makabalbibu, Toddy-colored feathers win oover honey-colored ones. lb beat invariably in a competition. Nabalhibuan mung mga tagabaryu namung mga tagasyudad, 
	We city people can outdo you country people. 2 overawe, impress s.o. to the extent that he gets flustered or completely eats out of one's hands. Nabalbibuan ku nianang baybana. Dili ku makabungat sa akung tuyu, I was overawed by that woman. I couldn't say what I wanted to. 3 for one's heart to soften to one. Nabalhibuan ku anang tihika. Aku ray makapangayu niyag kwarta. Way lain, That old skinflint has a soft spot in his heart for me. I can ask him for money, but no one else can. paN-v [A2] la select fi
	We city people can outdo you country people. 2 overawe, impress s.o. to the extent that he gets flustered or completely eats out of one's hands. Nabalbibuan ku nianang baybana. Dili ku makabungat sa akung tuyu, I was overawed by that woman. I couldn't say what I wanted to. 3 for one's heart to soften to one. Nabalhibuan ku anang tihika. Aku ray makapangayu niyag kwarta. Way lain, That old skinflint has a soft spot in his heart for me. I can ask him for money, but no one else can. paN-v [A2] la select fi
	cock against a toddy-colored one because you lose just from the color combination. balhibuun a hairy. -un ug dila tending to backbite. -un ug kamut tending to swipe things.


	balhin (from ha/in) v 1 [A; cl] la move s.t. from one place to another. Balblnun ( ibalhin) ta kini didtu sa kusina, Let's transfer this to the kitchen. lb move domestic.animals to the shade, to a new grazing area. Talina, ang kabaw balhina (ibalhin), Movethe carabao, Talina. 2 [AP] move, emitefrom one place to another. Mibalhin kami sa dakbayan, We moved to the city. 3 [BJ become changed. Nabalbin (mibalbin) angiyang taras sa nagkadaku siya, His character changed as he grew older. ka-an n change.May kaba
	gra

	k.o. movable fish corral. 
	balhug v 1 [A; c] insert s.t. long in a place under s.t. or between s.t. Akuy mibalhug nianang linipak ngadtu sa bin.ugkus, I inserted those bamboo slats into the bundle. Ibalbug ilawum sa katri ang malita, Slip the valise under the bed. 2 [A3P; a] put into an enclosure. Akuy mibalhug sa manuk satangkal, I put the chicken in the cage. Gibalhug siya sa karsil, He was thrown in jail. 
	balhun n 1 rope tied from one end of the yoke to the other end, passing below the neck, so the yoke won't slip off. 2 bellyband of harness. v [A; b] apply, use as bellyband or yoke rope. 
	bali a reversed, backwards. Bali angpagkasul
	-

	1 
	1 
	1 
	I I


	ub nang imung sapatus, You put your shoes 
	on backwards. v 1 [A; a12) turn s.t. over. Balihun natung sinugbang isda, Let's turn the fish we're broiling over. 2 [A; al2] plow the field the second time to turn the clods over (in place of harrowing -pagkaras). Magbali ta run arun kapugas ta ugma, 
	Let's plow the field the second time so we can plant tomorrow. 3 [A2] for wind tochange direction, switch party loyalty. Mibali ang bangin, Thewind changed direction. Kun wa ku makabali sa Libiral, pildi kit, If I hadn't changed to the Liberal Party, I would have lost. 4 [al2] be reversed, wrong side out, backwards. Di na mabali ang akung hukum, My decision cannot be reversed. Nabali na ang k.alibutan kay ang babayi mau nay mangulitawu, The worldhas turned upside down because it's the women who court the 
	. 

	bali -balibud
	2 

	ba nimu ang punda? Have you turned the pillow cases inside out? 5 [A23] -ug pangutana respond to a question with another question instead of answering it. 6 [C; a] be placed in opposite directions from each other. Nagbdli silag bigda, They were lying head to foot. Balibun ndtu pagbutang ang sapatus sa kartun, Let's put the shoes tip to toe in the box. paN-v 1 [A23] put clothes on wrong side out or shoes backwards. Namali ka man sa imung sinina, You have your clothes on inside out. 2 turn cloth wrong side 
	ba nimu ang punda? Have you turned the pillow cases inside out? 5 [A23] -ug pangutana respond to a question with another question instead of answering it. 6 [C; a] be placed in opposite directions from each other. Nagbdli silag bigda, They were lying head to foot. Balibun ndtu pagbutang ang sapatus sa kartun, Let's put the shoes tip to toe in the box. paN-v 1 [A23] put clothes on wrong side out or shoes backwards. Namali ka man sa imung sinina, You have your clothes on inside out. 2 turn cloth wrong side 
	Ang iyang amaban mauy mibalibalig sagpa niya, Her father slapped her on both cheeks. Gibalibali niyag pas-an ang sag-ub, As hecarried the water container he kept shifting it from shoulder to shoulder. -ug kasabascold severely. Balibalihun bitaw siyag kasaba wa katingug, He never said a wordwhen he was scolded severely. a reversible. Ang akung dyakit balibdli, l have a reversible jacket. -in-v [A; a] speak in secret code, way. A ncigu ka ba nga mubinali? Doyou know how to speak Hog Latin? t

	ha.Ii a 1 be \\'Orth it (not used negatively). Pisus ang palit nimu sa isda? Bali sad, Youpaid a peso for the fish. It was worth it. -wala unimportant, worth ignoring. 2serves one right. Nadagma ang bata. Bali, Thechild fell. Serves him right. 3 -ug worth,in the amount, quantity, duration of. Baligpisus nga bugas, One peso's worth of rice. Pabukdlag balig tunga sa takna, Boil it for half an hour. 4 -nga with excla'l1Jlltion: how very much! Baling budnga nimu, How very naughty of you. mas -nga it would bebe
	May bali kung trayinta pisus sa akung dmu, 
	May bali kung trayinta pisus sa akung dmu, 
	I had an advance of thirty pesos from my 

	boss. t 
	bali V [A; a] break S.t. long. Mibali siyag sanga, He broke off a twig. Nabali ang akung buktun, I broke my arm. Tuhud lay ibali dna, Break it off with your knee. -ang sungay put s.o. in his place. Balian ku siya sa iyang sungay arun dilt' na mag-abusar, I'll put her in her place so she won't be so abusive any more. ( ➔) a 1 for an elongated thing to be broken. 2 s.o. who is new at s.t., ignorant. Bali ka pang mumanihu, You're still just learning how to drive. Bali siyag linaktan, He carries himself li
	baliad a in a motion with the back bent. Baliad na run akung daybing, Now I will do a back dive. v [B3; cl] bend one's body backward with a rapid motion, do s.t. on one's back. Nagbaliad siya paglanguy, Hewas swimming on his back. 
	baliala (not without /) n the Malaysian fantail, a small bird that moves its tail up and down while perched: Rbipidura jawnica. -un a characterized by constant movingaround or changing positions, fidgety. 
	baHbad v 1 [A2S; c] refuse s.o. or s.t. Balibaran gani ku nimu, patyun ta ka, If you turn me down, I'll kill you. 2 [AN2] give an excuse for not doing s.t. Mibalibad (namalibad) siyang di musulti kay pagaw siya, Hegot out of giving the speech with the excuse that he was hoarse. n 1 refusal. Angimung balibad way kapuslanan kun tiunankag pusil, No use trying to refuse when s.o. points a gun at you. 2 excuse. Nakadawat mig balibad niya nga di �iya makaanhi, Wealready received his excuse that he couldn't com
	balibag v [A; c] throw s.t. away, get rid of, throw. Ayaw nag ibalibag. Magamit pa man, Don't throw it away. We can still use it. 
	balibay = BALIBAG. 
	balibud v [A3P; ab16(1)] wind s.t. Łround 
	s.t. IbŁUbud (balibura) ang hilu sa kahuyarun di magubut, Wind the thread aroundthe stick so it will not get tangled up. 
	baUbudv [A; c] scatter grains, small solids over an area. Baliburig sibuyas ang sabaw,Sprinkle onions on the soup. Jbalibud ning 
	2 

	balibul -balik 
	pulbus sa salug, Sprinkle this powder on the floor. 
	pulbus sa salug, Sprinkle this powder on the floor. 

	balibul n l volleyball. 2 volleyball style of playing billiards: the table is divided into two territories, and each player must make a carom inside his territory. v [A; b6] play volleyball. -an n volleyball court. t
	balibung v [A; c] cover the space between the upper edges of the roof at the ridge.Sin ang maayung ibalibung sa atup, Galvanizediron is a good material to put over the ridge of the roof. -an n l ridge of the roof. 2 thematerial which covers the ridge.
	balidbid v [A; b6] trickle down in drops, clinging to s.t. /yang gipahiran ang Luba nga mibalidbid sa iyang aping, She wiped the tears that trickled down her cheeks.
	,

	balidikturyan n l valedictorian. 2 one who excels in s. t. Basta mahitungud na gani sa babayi, balidikturyan siya dnang buhdta, 
	He's an expert when it comes to women. v[B3; al2] become the valedictorian. 
	He's an expert when it comes to women. v[B3; al2] become the valedictorian. 

	balighu n different from the expected. Dakung balighu, gipusil siya apan wa dutli, 
	How strange! He was shot but was not hurt. Siya ray anak nga balighu sa ginikanan, He is the parent's problem child. 
	How strange! He was shot but was not hurt. Siya ray anak nga balighu sa ginikanan, He is the parent's problem child. 

	balighut n bow, loop, that can be easily untied by pulling one end of the string. v [A;b6(1)] tie a knot on s.t. Akuy mubalighut sa listun sa bdta, I'll tie the child's shoelace. Balighuti ang kumingking arun di malimut,
	Tie a string around his little finger so he won't forget. 
	Tie a string around his little finger so he won't forget. 

	baligkawang = BALAT-ANG. baligkus = BAUGHUT.baligsala = BALINSALA.
	baligtad a l wrong side out, up. Baligtad nang pagkatahi' kay nailawum ang karaygan, 
	It was sewed with the wrong side out because the material that was meant to face is on the inside. 2 contrary to what is expected. Baligtad ang nahitabu kay inay siZ.utan,gigantihan na hinuun, Just the opposite happened: instead of being punished, he was rewarded. v [A; cl] put wrong side up or out. Nagbaligtad ang kahun ay, basig mahuhu ang sulud, The box is upside down. The contents might fall out.Ayaw ibaligtad (baligtara) pagladlad ang mga magasin, Donot display the magazines upside down. 
	It was sewed with the wrong side out because the material that was meant to face is on the inside. 2 contrary to what is expected. Baligtad ang nahitabu kay inay siZ.utan,gigantihan na hinuun, Just the opposite happened: instead of being punished, he was rewarded. v [A; cl] put wrong side up or out. Nagbaligtad ang kahun ay, basig mahuhu ang sulud, The box is upside down. The contents might fall out.Ayaw ibaligtad (baligtara) pagladlad ang mga magasin, Donot display the magazines upside down. 

	baligtus n l tight knot th�t won't come undone. 2 thumb-sized bundle of sorted ahaca fiber for weaving, knotted at one end. v1 [A; cl] tie in a knot. Baligtusa (ibaligtus) makaduha arun masiguru, Tie the knot twice to make it secure. 2 [A; a12] tie abaca fi-
	her into a bundle as thick as one's thumb by knotting the end. Baligtusa ang sinudlay 
	·
	·

	nga iskuhidu, Bundle the sorted!fine abaca fiber.
	baligwat v l [A13; c6] use s.t. as a crowbarto move s.t. else. Ayaw ug ibaligwat ang payung sa rihas, Don't use the umbrella as a crowbar to move the grill 2 [a12] break one's arm or leg by moving it accidentally after it has been wedged tight �n place (i.e. having it act like a crowbar). Nabali {yangtiil kay nabaligwat sa pagkabulasut n{ya sabangag, He broke his leg when he stepped into the hole because when he fell, his legwas wedged on the edge of the hole. n 
	·
	·
	·
	crowbar.


	baligya v [A; c] sell Gibaligyaan ku niyag sigarilyu, He sold me some cigarettes. n merchandize, wares for sale. Nagpatad ang daga sa asiras, The sidewalks are teeming with things for sale. Dili kini balig-
	hang bali
	gy

	,
	,

	ya. Aku ni, This is not for sale. It's mine. 
	palit -buying and selling. Nanginabuhi k u sa palit balia, I make my living by buying and selling. maN-ay, maN-r-n one who sellsfor a living. 
	gy

	balik v 1 [A2; b5] go, come back, come back to get s.t. Kanus-a ka man mubalik? When will you come back? Balikun (balikan) naku ang akung nahikalimtan, I'll comeback for the things I forgot. la [Al 3; c]put, give s.t. back. Jbdlik ra ni ngadtu, Putthis back. 2 [B23; b6] return to his former 
	.
	.

	state. Mihalik (nabalik) na ang kangaya!sa iyang panagway, Her happy expression returned to her face. Balikan ang yuta sa iyang katambuk kun abunuhan, The soil will regain its fertility if you add f enilizer. 3 [b4] have a relapse. Gibalikan siya sa iyang sakit kay nang�lsag bug-at, He had a relapse because he carried s.t. too heavy for him. 4 [A; bSc] [do] again. Baliki (balika) nig tahi, Sew this over again. Balikun ku ikaw ug pangutana, I will ask you again. Mau/aw ku ug ibalik nag pangutana, I would b
	·
	g

	balikas -baling 
	balikas n curses. v [A; ale] curse. Mubalikas giyud ak u nimu ug mahitabu, I'll curse you if it happens. Ayawg balikasa (balikasa) angmga binatunan, Don't curse the ..servants.-an(➔) a foul-mouthed, fond of uttering indccen t words. v [B126] become foulmouthed.
	balikas n curses. v [A; ale] curse. Mubalikas giyud ak u nimu ug mahitabu, I'll curse you if it happens. Ayawg balikasa (balikasa) angmga binatunan, Don't curse the ..servants.-an(➔) a foul-mouthed, fond of uttering indccen t words. v [B126] become foulmouthed.
	balikawang = RALAT-ANG. 

	balikhaw n collarbone. v [BN2] have prominent collarbones. Namalik haw siya pagguwa niya sa uspital, You could see his collarbones when he got out of the hospital.
	balikid = BALILIKID. 
	balikig 1 euphemism for BALIKUG, 2 ( = 
	' ' 
	' ' 
	BALIKU, 2). 2 = BALIKU. 

	balikis v [A; c] coil, put around s.t. else. Mibalikis ang baksan sa babuy, The pythoncoiled around the pig's body. Nakabalikis ang iyang kamut sa akung hawak, He managed to put his arm around my waist. Ayawug ibalikis ang pisi sa haligi, Don't coil that rope around the post. n k.o. itchy and fastspreading skin disease which spreads around the body in the area of the hips. 
	baliktad = BALI GT AD. 
	baliktus v 1 = BALIGTUS. 2 [BJ be wrapped around, coil oneself around. Mibaliktus (nabaliktus) ang balas sa sanga, The snake was coiled around a branch. Ang iyang mga bukturz nagbaliktus sa liug sa kawatan, Hewrapped his arms around the thief's neck. n bundle. Paliti akug usa ka baliktus kahuy, Buy me a bundle of wood. 
	baliku a 1 crooked, not straight. 2 crooked, dishonest. Balikung pulitiku, Crooked politician. v [AB; a12] be, make s.t. crooked. Balikuun ta ning tubu, Let's bend this water pipe. -nga lyabi n wrench with a socket head to fit over a bolt. 
	balikud v [A3; b6cl] coil, make a circular loop of. Jbalikud (balikura) ang alambri, Coil the wire up. 
	balikug = BALIKU.
	balikugkug a for wires or string-like things to be curled or twisted inwards at the end. Balikugkug ang udlut sa paku, The fern frond is curled at its tip. v [APB; a] curl or twist 
	s.t. at the tip with a general direction pointing to the base, be curled or twisted at its end. A1iba/ikugkug (nabalikugkug) ang dabun sa tz,mang kainit sa ad/aw, The leavescurled in the intense heat of the sun. 
	s.t. at the tip with a general direction pointing to the base, be curled or twisted at its end. A1iba/ikugkug (nabalikugkug) ang dabun sa tz,mang kainit sa ad/aw, The leavescurled in the intense heat of the sun. 

	balikus = BALIKIS. 
	balikutkut v [AB3; a] bunch, fold, curl up in an irregular way, cause s. t. to do so. Angitlud nga gihikap mibalikutkut, The worm curled up when s.o. touched it. Ayaw balikutkuta ang pisi. Jbalibud ug kabuy, Don't 
	balikutkut v [AB3; a] bunch, fold, curl up in an irregular way, cause s. t. to do so. Angitlud nga gihikap mibalikutkut, The worm curled up when s.o. touched it. Ayaw balikutkuta ang pisi. Jbalibud ug kabuy, Don't 
	just bunch up the rope. Wind it around a stick. a folded up in an irregular way. Di ku mupalit nianang balikutkut nga sin, I won't buy that wrinkled galvanized iron sheet. 

	balikutsa n candy made of the hardened syrup obtained from coconut milk and sugar. v [A; a2] make balikutsa. 
	balikwaut a lacking in grace, balance, euphony. Balikwaut paminawun ang litiral kaayungpagkahubad, A literal translation lackseuphony. v [B6; a2J be awkward. Mibalikwaut (nabalikwaut) ang linaktan sa dalaganggitihulan sa kalakin-an, The girl walked awkwardly when the boys whistled at her. Balikwautun ku pagtagik unya ban-ayagmaayu, I'll compose it in a rough way, then rearrange it well. 
	balikwit = BAKWIT.
	balila n wolf herring: Chirocent"'s dorab. 
	balfli n general name for grasses that do not grow tall. -tsina k.o. purple ornamental grass grown popularly in hanging pots. kabalilinhan n grassy area. 
	balilikid, balilikid v [A; b5] 1 turn around, look back. Gibalilikid (gibalilikdan) naku ang tawung mitawag nak u, I turned back to the man who was calling me. 2 look back to one's past or people behind, below in rank. Vg masapian ka na, dili ka na mubalilikid sa imung gigikanan, When you become rich, you won't turn back to where you came from. 
	balimbugay n k.o. bivalve. 
	balimbing = BALINGBING.
	baling n large fish net operated by several people. v 1 [AN; a] catch fish with a large net. Makuha ang bansikul ug balingun, Mackerel can be caught with a net. 2 [A12; b8] catch in a police dragnet. Sa katapusan nabalingan ra gayud ang tulisan, At last therobbers were caught in the dragnet. 3 [A2N3PC; al] trap, capture by stratagem. Angimung sinultihan mauy makabaling (makapabaling) kanimu, Your speech will entrap you. 3a [A3SN; a12] for two parties to make a secret agreement in gambling in order to bilk
	balingag -bal-is 
	ug away, himaling (mamamaling) tuhu, She looks for trouble. She likes to ensnare people. n 1 fish caught with nets. 2 s. t. captured by stratagem. 
	ug away, himaling (mamamaling) tuhu, She looks for trouble. She likes to ensnare people. n 1 fish caught with nets. 2 s. t. captured by stratagem. 

	balingag a careless, inattentive to what one is about. Balingag ka man gud, mu nang naka-limtan nimu ang malita, You 're careless. That's why you forgot the suitcase. v [Bl]1 be careless and forget s.t. 2 mistake s.o. for s.o. else. Nabalingag ku nimu kang Husi, maung gisampit ta ka, I mistook you forJose. That's why I called you. 
	. 

	balingay v [A; bcl] hook s.t. at the back of the shoulder, esp. the bamboo palm-toddy container (kawit). Balingaya (ibalingay) ang kawit, Carry the toddy tube hooked on your shoulder. 
	balingbing n carambola, a small cultivated tree with oblong fruit having longitudinal angular lobes. The fruit is fleshy and acid and consumed fresh or pickled: Averrhoa carambola.
	balingit = TUKAW.
	balingkagas v [B2; b6] become skinny because of overindulgence in vice. Makabalingkagas (makapabalingkagas) nang pagsilabig pamutakal, Overindulgence in women can make one skinny. 
	balingkawang = BALAT-ANG.
	balingkut a hard to please. Pagkabalingk ut bayang tawhana. Dilt' madalag paayun-ayun, How stubborn he is. No matter how hard you try, you can't persuade him. v [BJ become hard to please. 
	balingug = BALINGAG.
	balinsala, balinsala n k.o. small edible bivalve clam.
	balinsay n k.o. game of tossing a handful of small objects, usually cowries, to be caughtby the back of the hand, and then tossed again caught on the palm. The pieces that fall to the floor are paired off. In each pairone is made to hit the other by flicking it. If the player misses or hits more than one piece, he's burnt (pasu) and loses his turn. The object is to get rid of the pieces without losing one's turn. v 1 [C2; ac] play balinsay. 2 [A] toss things in the air as if playing balinsay. Di balinsayu
	balinsayaw = SAY AW. 
	balinsiyana n 1 Arroz a la Valenciana. 2 type of stitch whereby the seam is sewn twice in such a way that it won't frazzle and is invisible. v [A; a) 1 make into Arroz a la Valenciana. 2 sew with a double stitch. 
	balinsuguan see SUGU. 
	balinsungag v [B 1; cl] be placed with the ends in a random disorderly way. Ayaw balinsungaga ( ibalinsungag) pagbutang ang mga sugnud arun dilt' nzuilug ug lugar, Don't stack the firewood in any old way so it won't occupy too much room. ka-v [Al3)be completely topsy-turvy. Nagkabalinsungag ang mga patayng sundalu sa nataran sa panggubatan, The soldiers were lying about in every which way on the battlefield. balintang = BALINTUNG. 
	2

	balintawak n l a woman's dress consisting of a blouse with puffed butterfly sleeves, a long striped skirt, and a piece of cloth overlaid. v [A; a] wear, make into a balintawak. 2 = LINAMBID. see LAMBID.
	balintayins n one's Valentine on Valentine's day. -di n Valentine's Day. -kard Valentine's greeting card. -parti Valentine's party. v [Al; c6] hold a Valentine's party. 
	balintungn k.o. mackerel or tuna. 
	1 

	balintungv [AlB2; cl] get knocked down� fall down from a standing position with force. Mibalintung (nabalintung) siyang naigu sa dkung kumu, He came down with a crash when I hit him with my fist. Kinsaynagbalintung sa mga siya? Who knocked the chairs down? Culu-v [Al3] 1 turn over writhing. Unsa bay nakaun mung nagbulubalintung ka man diha? What did you eat that makes you writhe? 2 somersault.
	2 

	balintuwad v [B] 1 fall headlong on the face. Pagkasangit sa akung tiil sa bagun, nabalintuwad ku, My foot tripped on a vine, and I tumbled forward. 2 [a] pick s.o�_up by the feet and hold him upside down. Musukulka gani balintuwarun ta ka, If you defy me, 1'11 turn you upside down. 
	balirungn fishing trap of tidal flats consist
	1
	1

	ing of stones piled waist-high arranged in a large rectangle, with a hole for entrance but no easy exist, such that when the tide goesout the fish are bunched in the tidal pools. v [A; a) make a balirung. paN-v [A; bl]catch fish with the balirung.
	balirungv [A; ac] throw a stick such that it spins in flight. Ug dili nimu maabut ang bunga, balirunga lang, If you cannot reach the fruit, throw a stick at it to get it down. Jbalirung kining putput sa irit, Throw this stick at the dog. n stick used for throwing at s. t. 
	2 

	balirusu a stubborn, not open to advice and reproach. v [B12; b6] become stubborn; consider s.o. as such. Nabalirusu nang bataa kay way disiplina, That child became wilful because of lack of discipline.
	bal-is n hand tool used to strip abaca. v (A,;
	cl] make an abaca stripper. 
	balisa -balitang 
	balisa v [B 126; b3 ( 1 )cS] anxious, apprehensive. Ang wa niya pag-uli nakabalisa ( nakapabalisa) naku, His failure to come home worried me. 
	balisada, balisala = BALINSAI.A.
	•balisbis -an n 1 eaves, overhanging portion of a roof. 2 place beneath the eaves where rain drops to. Kanali ang balisbisan, Makea canal beneath the eaves where rain drops to. 3 narrow yard close to the house. paNv [A12] walk along the sides of a house. 
	•balisbis -an n 1 eaves, overhanging portion of a roof. 2 place beneath the eaves where rain drops to. Kanali ang balisbisan, Makea canal beneath the eaves where rain drops to. 3 narrow yard close to the house. paNv [A12] walk along the sides of a house. 
	Mamalisbis Zang ta arun dili mahumud sa ulan, Let's walk along the sides of the houses so we won't get wet. paN-an = PAN-. t

	balising v [A; cl] 1 transfer an activity elsewhere. Ibalising (balisingun) ni natung dtung inum, Let us move our drinking spree s. w.else. 2 move a piece in a game of marblesfrom an obstructed place to s. w. else the same distance from the goal 3 [A; b4(1)] have s.o. take a base in baseball. Nagbalising ba ang ampdyir sa batir? Did the umpire tell the batter to take a base? Nabalisingan ang ilang pitsir ug upat ka batir, Thatpitcher had four batters take a base on him. 4 [A2; b6] for a husband to tum h
	baliskad v (A; al] 1 turn inside out. Akuymibaliskad sa linabhan, l turned the wash inside out. Binaliskad ang baraba, Cards,face up on the table. 2 undo a knot. Baliskara ang bigut, Untie the knot. 
	baliskug v [B2] become curled up, rolled. Ang init ang nakabaliskug (nakapabaliskug) sa plaka, The heat has caused the record to curl.
	balista v 1 [B26; a] flip over backward. Mibalista siya pagkaigu sa dkung kumu, Hefell over backward when he got the full force of my blows. Balistdba siya, makabimu ka ha, Flip him over backward if you can do it. 2 [A; cl] turn s.t. inside out. Bisag balistdbun (ibalista) pa ning akung bulsa, wa giyuy taya, You may tum my pocket inside out, but you won't find a penny. t balisung a exactly the contrary. Balisung kana sa &kung nadungug, That is just the opposite of what I heard. Balisung ang ilang pag
	-

	round. Kun mubalisung ang iyang buut, di siya muanhi, If he changes his mind, he won't come. Mubalisung ang daut sa nagpadala niini, The sorcery will boomerang on the person who sent it. Ayaw balisunga (ibalisung) ang bunus sa lamisa, Don't put the drawer in the table backwards. 
	balisung n jackknife. v [a] make into a jackkniie, stab with a jackknife. Gibalisung siya sa iyang a saw a, His wife stabbed him with a jackknife. 
	balita n 1 news. 2 bad omen, esp. portending death. 2a oath: it is true (lit. may it be a bad omen). daku nga -sensational news. v 1 [A; c] tell news. lkaguul rhu kining dkung ibalita, You will feel sad about the news that I'm going to tell you. la [A12] receive news. Nakabalita ka nga minyu na ku? Have you heard that I'm married now? 2[A13; b(l)] appear as a bad omen. Nagbalita si Pidru kay sa wala pa mi masayud saiyang kamatayun dihay nagpat-akpat-ak nga dugu sa salug, Pedro appeared to us with a bad ome
	balit-ad a inside out, belly-side up, front-side back. Ba/it-ad pagkasul-ub ang imung kamisin, You have your undershirt on backwards (or inside out). v [ABN; a] be, make wrongside up, out. Ang biwing pulitiku mubalitad sa tinuud, The crooked politician twists the truth. Mibalit-ad (nabalit-ad, namalitad) ang atup sa kusug nga bangin, The wind turned the roof upside down. 
	balitang n 1 short piece of wood or metal. Also the name given to pieces of wood which serve a purpose. la whippletree of a plow. lb wood used in stripping abaca, around which the end -of the abaca is wound and which is pulled to force the abaca through the stripper. le wood used in fishing with a net that is pulled: the people who pull the net hold on to the balitangand hold it in a vertical position so that the top edge is directly above the bottom edge of the net. 2 piece of bone, vein, or tendonsuppos
	balitang -balu 
	net. 
	net. 
	balitang n female sexual organ. 
	balltaw a 1 an improvised courtship song consisting of stanzas sung alternately by a boy and the girl he is asking the hand of (in practice by their spokesmen). The stanza consists of four rhymed lines, in any rhyme scheme, with the last two repeated. Each line ideally consists of twelve syllables, though this number is often not strictly adhered to. In modern times the balltaw is not used in courtship, b_ut for social occasions where people show their skill at improvisation. 2 = .BiTAW. v [A; a] sing a b
	baliti = DALAKIT. 
	balituk v [A; b6] 1 do a back somersault, flip over backwards. Maayung mubalituk ang sirkadur, An acrobat flips over backwards with ease. 2 go back on a promise. Mibalituk siya sa lyang saad, He took back his promise. 3 switch party loyalty.Ang Nasyunalista mauy lyang balitukan, He'll defect from (or defect to) the Nacionalista Party. 4 [B26] for a contribution to be returned to the author. Mibalituk ang iyang tampu,His article was rejected. 

	balitutu a very tightly tied. Bugtua na lang kay balitutu pagkabaligtus, Just cut it because it is knotted tight. v [A; cl] make a knot very tight. -in-n knot tied in such a way that it is hard to undo. 
	baliug (from llug) v [A; �] wear s.t. around the neck. Nagbaliug siyag panyu, He wore a handkerchief around his neck. n band around the neck. 
	balius v [Cl 3 ; c3] pass one another going in different directions. Nagkaballus mi kay pag-abut naku mu say lyang paglakaw, We missed each other because when I arrived, he had just left. 
	baliw n 1 k.o. tall pandanus, the leaves of which are used for coarse mats and baskets: Pandanus copelandii. 2 mat made from this panda nus. 
	baliw n divine punishment, usually for incest,consisting of being struck by lightning and turned into stone. Balnv imung maanig pahimuslan mung lmung anak, You '11 earn divine wrath if you make love with your daughter. v [a4] 1 be struck with lightningand turned into stone. 2 be hit by lightning. Gibaliw .ing lubi, The coconut was hit by lightning. 3 be crazy. Wa ka balfwa. Tiguwang ka na makigminyug diyisisayis? Are 
	• you out of your mind? At your age you want to marry a sixteen-year-old? baliwag, baliwag a inverted, inverse, in the 
	opposite direction, not straight. Baliwagman kag tinan-awan, You are shifty-eyed .nv [AB; cl] shift, tum to opposite direction, be shifted. Nagbalnvag ang lyang tubag sa amung gipanagsultlban, Her answer was far from the subject of what we were talking about. Baliwagun (ibaliwag) ta ning layag, Let us shift the sails. 
	opposite direction, not straight. Baliwagman kag tinan-awan, You are shifty-eyed .nv [AB; cl] shift, tum to opposite direction, be shifted. Nagbalnvag ang lyang tubag sa amung gipanagsultlban, Her answer was far from the subject of what we were talking about. Baliwagun (ibaliwag) ta ning layag, Let us shift the sails. 
	. 


	baliwas = BALIUS. 
	baliwliw v [AB3; acl] turn around on itself in the air, cause s.t. to do so. Mibalnvliw(nabaliwliw) ang ayruplanu sa bangin sa pagkamatay sa makina nilni, The plane spun in the air when its engine stopped. Ibaliwliw (baliwliwa) nang kabuy, Throw that stick so that it whirls. Baliwliwun tika, I will throw a stick at you. n stick thrown in a ga111e of satung. 
	baliyuga crooked, not straight. v [Bl; a2] be, become crooked, not straight. Nagkabaliyug na ang punuan sa lubi samtang nagkataas, The coconut tree trunk is getting more and more crooked as it grows taller. 
	l 

	baliyugn necklace (coined word). v 1 [A; b6(1)] wear a necklace. 2 [al2] make into a necklace. 
	2 

	balkun n front porch. v [A; b6] put a front porch to s. t. 
	balkunahi = BALKUN. 
	balkuni n balcony in a moviehouse. 
	balsa n 1 sled consisting of a shaft hitched to a draft animal and a platform dragged along the ground. 2 raft. v 1 [A; acl] bring s. t. with a sled or raft. Balsaha ang mabdus sa lungsud, Let the pregnant woŁan ride the sled to town. !balsa (balsaba) ang lubi satabuk, Send the coconuts across on a raft (or by tying them together into a raft). 2 
	[A] do work with a sled or raft. 3 [Al; a] go s.w. on a sled, raft. Mabalsa ba ang tabuk? Can you reach the other side with a raft? 4 [A; a] carry or lift a load. Makabalsagiyug dagbang makaun si Tatay basta makadaug sa buwang, Father brings home a load of goodies when he wins at the cockfights. Gibalsa sa bana ang asawa ug gibundak sa katri, The husband lifted his wife and threw her on the bed. 
	halsamu n ointment for the muscles of the type sold through SE Asia under the brand 'Tiger Balm'. 
	balsi n waltz. v [A; a] waltz. 
	halu I don't know. Balu lag hain siya, I don't know where he is. v = HI-/HA-. hi-Iha-v 1 [B1236; b] know s.t., how to do s.t. Kabibalu ka bang mulanguy? Do you know how to swim? Nakahibawu ku nga nagdaut ka, I found out you were sick. Di ku gus
	-

	Figure
	tung bibaw-an (bibal-an) ang tinaguan, Idon't want the secret to be known. 2 [B1236) take care of a problem. Akuy mabibalu sa tanan, I'll take care of everything.hibal-anay, hiba�anay v [c 3] know s. t.about each other. Nagbibaw-anay kami sa amung sikritu, We know each other's secrets. pahi-v [A; ac] inform, announce. n announcement. May pabibalu nga walay klasi, There's an announcement that there'll be no classes. kahi-n knowledge. May kahibalul have knowledge about engines. manggihibaluun a learned. 
	tung bibaw-an (bibal-an) ang tinaguan, Idon't want the secret to be known. 2 [B1236) take care of a problem. Akuy mabibalu sa tanan, I'll take care of everything.hibal-anay, hiba�anay v [c 3] know s. t.about each other. Nagbibaw-anay kami sa amung sikritu, We know each other's secrets. pahi-v [A; ac] inform, announce. n announcement. May pabibalu nga walay klasi, There's an announcement that there'll be no classes. kahi-n knowledge. May kahibalul have knowledge about engines. manggihibaluun a learned. 
	aku sa makina
	> 


	balu n widow, widower. v [B126) lose one's
	1
	1
	spouse. manggibaluhan a widow or widower 
	that tends to lose her or his spouse. 

	balu, balu l' baluv [Al 2] feel shame andhurt from not being givens. t. Nabalu ku kay aku ray wa tagai, You hurt me because you gave some to everybody but me. ka-feeling of shame and hurt for not being given s.t. 
	2
	l 

	balun garfish with upper and lower beaks of approximately the same size: Ablennis bums, Tylosurus crocodilus. 
	2 

	balu n a knot that easily comes undone bypulfing at one end of the string. v [A] tie into a slip knot. Baluun kug bigut ang listun, I'll tie the lace in a slip knot. 
	baluv [A; al] for supernatural beings, or persons acting like such to appear suddenly to frighten people. Baw-un natu siya sa may dakit, Let's scare him near the banyan tree.
	2 

	baluarti = BALWARTI.
	balubalu 1 [so-an�so] seemed unlikely, butthat is what happened. Maayu natung libak niya. Balubalu dinha ra sa atung luyu, We were talking about him. We didn't expect it, but there he was in back of us. 2 actually, when in fact, the truth is otherwise. Pasukusuku kaayu, balubalu nahigugma diay, She pretends to be angry when in fact she's in love. Kusug kaayung manulti, balubalu talawan, He talks big, but actually he is a coward. 3 despite the fact. Balubalung daOU might be highly-educated, but you are i
	k ug gradu way batasan, y

	balubalu, balubalu = BALUBALU, 3. 
	balud n waves. a curved, curled in a single upward curve. Balud siyag piluk, She hascurly eyelashes. v 1 [a] be struck by waves.Malunud nang sakayanag balurun ug kusug, That boat will sink if it is struck by bigwaves. 2 [A; a) curi s. t. upwards. Balura ang imung kamut, Make your fingers bend upwards. �) a having high waves. Balud runkay dunay bagyu, There's a huge surf because there's a storm. v 1 [B; b6] for there 
	balud n waves. a curved, curled in a single upward curve. Balud siyag piluk, She hascurly eyelashes. v 1 [a] be struck by waves.Malunud nang sakayanag balurun ug kusug, That boat will sink if it is struck by bigwaves. 2 [A; a) curi s. t. upwards. Balura ang imung kamut, Make your fingers bend upwards. �) a having high waves. Balud runkay dunay bagyu, There's a huge surf because there's a storm. v 1 [B; b6] for there 
	to be huge waves. Magbalud kag maglinaw managat giyud siya, He goes to sea, whether there are huge waves or whether it is calm.2 [a4] be caught in high seas. Gibalud kami didtu sa kinalawran, We were overtaken byhigh seas far out from shore. 

	balud n k.o. cream-colored wild pigeon: Du
	cula bicolor. 
	balug a s. t. elongated that is bent or curved. 
	Bawug kanang tubuha, That water pipe is bent. Ang balug mung piluk, Your curly eyelashes. n s. t. that is characteristically bent: a bow, the crosspiece of a kite, spring for a trap. (�) v 1 [AB3(1); a] bend into a curve, be bent. Magbawug ku ug uway, I'llbend some rattan. Mubawug (mabawug) ang kabuy basta bibug-atan sa bunga, The treebecomes bent if the fruits on it are too heavy. 2 [A; a] make, use a bow or crosspiece of a kite, spring for a trap. 
	balugbug n k.o. small tree bearing pods with three to six marble-sized and shaped seeds. v [BNS] be like marbles in size. Namawugbug ang iyang singut sa pagtinarbabu, Hewas sweating marbles from working so hard.
	baluk n 1 layer of fluffy fibrous material that sticks to the lower end of the palm frond, used as a compress for open wounds or tinder. 2 tinder consisting of this material and charred coconut husks. v [b(l)] put baluk on s. t.
	balukag n 1 bristle from plants or animals. 
	Balukag sa babuy, Pig's bristle. 2 pubic hair 
	(vulgar). 3 corncobs. 
	balukanad n k.o. forest tree. 
	balukat v 1 = LUKAT, V. 2 [AN; a12] dig into one's past. Dili ku gustung mubalukat (mamalukat) sa imung mapait nga kagabapun, l do not liketo dig into your bitter
	· 
	· 

	past.
	balukbaluk n k.o. shade tree of the seashore.balukbukv [A; b] dig up the soil around 
	1
	1

	the lower portions of a small plant. Bukbuki ang rusas, Dig up the soil around the roses. n soil dug up around a plant. 
	balukbukv 1 °[A; a) pound s.t. into a very fine particles or powder. Bukbukun ku ning bugas nga iamirul, I'll pound the rice for starch. 2 [A; alb2] maul, rain blows on 
	i 

	s.o. Hibukbukan siya sa mamarigla, Thehoodlums mauled him.
	balukbukn 1 k.o. weevil that bores in grains, hke corn. 2 k.o. worm that bores into root crops. v [A123P; a42] be infested with these insects. •un of a type infested with these insects. v [B 126] become infested with balukbuk. 
	Ł 

	balukbukn 1 finishing touches. Balukbuk 
	4 
	4 

	baluktut -balus 
	na lang ning atu kay human na ang trababu,
	na lang ning atu kay human na ang trababu,
	All we have to do is the finishing touchesbecause the work is done. 2 seasoning for foods. Mulami ang sud-an bisan way balukbuk kun maayu kang mulutu, Food tastes good even without seasoning if you are a good cook. v 1 [A3; b(l)] do finishing touches. 2 [A3; b(l)] add a little to s. t. to enrich it or season it. Balukbukan tag balas ang simintu kay humuk da, Let's add sand to the cement because it's too watery. 

	baluktut a hunchbacked. v [Bl; a2] 1 make,become hunchbacked.!2 be overly burdened. Nabuktut akug pinangita ug inyu rang inumun, 1 have been staggering under theburden of earning money, and all you do is drink it up. 
	· 

	,
	,
	,
	,


	balukun = BAKUKUN.
	balukut v [A3P; b6] 1 wrap up in a blanket, mat, or the like. Nagbukut kug babul kay tugnaw, 1 wrapped myself in a blanket b� cause it was cold. Balukuti ug bakbak ang bat a, Wrap the child in a diaper. 2 for darkness, silence, and the like to surround or cover one entirely. Gibukutan sa kahilum ang sam-ang, The cemetery was enveloped in silence. 
	balulang (not without l) n breed of fightingcock which runs away when wounded. a one who quits when hurt. Balulang nang baksidura kay muundang ug masamad, Thatboxer is chicken because he quits when he is hurt. misdsu -ugly person of mixed blood.
	balun(not without /) n 1 balloon. 2 wide bicycle tire of American type bicycles. -tayir = BALUN, 2.
	1 

	balunn pad of paper. 
	2 

	balun n food, money to take along on a trip. Ma, ambi na ang balun, bi, Mom, can I havemy spending money for school? v 1 [A; 
	a] take along food or money. Mubalun ku sa trababu, 1 bring my lunch to work. 2 [A1; a] harbor emotions. Balunun ku sa lubnganan ang atung gugma, I'll carry our love to the gr�ve. pa-v [A; ac) 1 gives. t. to s.o. to take along. 2 give s. t. in addition to s. t. else which was already sufficient. Humagsagpagipabalunan pag kasaba, Not only washe slapped, he was �dministered a sound scolding as well. n 1 thing given to s.o. who leaves, or to a retiring employee. Ang pabalun sa tigulang bayinti mil pisus, The
	a] take along food or money. Mubalun ku sa trababu, 1 bring my lunch to work. 2 [A1; a] harbor emotions. Balunun ku sa lubnganan ang atung gugma, I'll carry our love to the gr�ve. pa-v [A; ac) 1 gives. t. to s.o. to take along. 2 give s. t. in addition to s. t. else which was already sufficient. Humagsagpagipabalunan pag kasaba, Not only washe slapped, he was �dministered a sound scolding as well. n 1 thing given to s.o. who leaves, or to a retiring employee. Ang pabalun sa tigulang bayinti mil pisus, The
	a] take along food or money. Mubalun ku sa trababu, 1 bring my lunch to work. 2 [A1; a] harbor emotions. Balunun ku sa lubnganan ang atung gugma, I'll carry our love to the gr�ve. pa-v [A; ac) 1 gives. t. to s.o. to take along. 2 give s. t. in addition to s. t. else which was already sufficient. Humagsagpagipabalunan pag kasaba, Not only washe slapped, he was �dministered a sound scolding as well. n 1 thing given to s.o. who leaves, or to a retiring employee. Ang pabalun sa tigulang bayinti mil pisus, The
	the use of the departed soul. balunbalun = PA-AN. -anan(➔), -anan n lunch box, picnic basket. r--an, pa-an, -anan(➔) n 1 sides ofthe monkey's mouth where food to be chewed later is stored, crop off owls. 2 stomach (slang). balunbalunan n Ada�•s apple.t 


	balunabid n k.o. dwarf herring: Dussumieri sp.
	balunas v [A; c] clean s. t.by flushing water on it and scrubbing it. Akung gibalunasan ang banig nga giihian, l washed the mat that the child wet.
	,

	balunbalunan see BALUN.
	balungag n hunk of s.t. paN-v [A2; c6] 
	mouth a large hunk of food. A! lpamungag 
	man Jang nimu ang karni! My! You sure eat your meat in large hunks. balungan n k. o. banana similar in flavor to the bangan but longer and green when ripe: 
	Musa sapientum var. suaveolens. 
	balungbalung n shanty, roughly built wooden house. v [Al; a] build a shanty. Nagbalungbalung sila daplin sa dalan, They built a shanty at the edge of the street. 
	baluns n pubic hairs. kuskus -see KUSKUS1. -un a adult, big enough to have pubic hair.
	gu

	balunus n 1 k. o. fore st liana, the bark of which is used as shampoo: Entada pbaseolides. 2 name also given to other vines which have bark containing saponin. 
	balur n value. Pilay balur ning singsinga? How much is this ring worth? v [A) beworth [so-and-so] much. pa-v [A; c] showoff. Ipabalur dayun nang iyang pagkaabyadur, He boasts about his ability as an aviator. t
	balus v 1 [A3S; blc] do back to s.o. what he did to the agent. Mibalus akug pabiyum, lsmiled back at her. Wa pa ku makabalus (makabalus) sa imung suwat, l haven't had the chance to answer your letter. Balusan(baslan) ku ang imung kaayu, I'will repay your goodness. Balusan (baslan) ku ikaw, Iwill repay you. Pagka walay igabalus mu, How ungrateful (repaying nothing) you are! 2 [A; a] for s.t. to happen one way andthen the opposite way. Balusa pagtabi ang kilid, Sew the seams twice: once inverted and then the 
	balusbus -banag 
	ang kamatayun sa akung igsuun, I'll avenge my brother's death. n revenge. pamalusbalus v [A23S; c] return a favor, repay a moral obligation. balaslan, baslanan, pamaslan n 1 things to be done to repay a debt. 2 days owing in the alayun. -in-an n plaid in design. paN-n hind toe of a fowl which is bent backwards. Ang langgam nga way pamalus di makabatug, A bird that has no hind toe cannot perch. 
	ang kamatayun sa akung igsuun, I'll avenge my brother's death. n revenge. pamalusbalus v [A23S; c] return a favor, repay a moral obligation. balaslan, baslanan, pamaslan n 1 things to be done to repay a debt. 2 days owing in the alayun. -in-an n plaid in design. paN-n hind toe of a fowl which is bent backwards. Ang langgam nga way pamalus di makabatug, A bird that has no hind toe cannot perch. 
	balusbus v [A3P; cl] rip, slit s.t. open. Nabusbus ang saku kay gidasuk ang sulud, Thesack burst open because it had been stuffed too full. Busbusi ang saku, gilit ang ibusbus, Slit the sack with a blade. n place s. t. has been ripped open. 
	baluskag v 1 [A; a] unravel, loosens. t. Kinsa ang__ mibaluskag niining putus? Who untied this bundle? Nagbaluskag mi ug midiyas arun gamitun ug usab ang bilu, We unraveled socks to use the thread again. Baluskagun natu ang iyang bakus, Let's loosen her girdle. 2 [8] for flowers to blossom forth. 
	balut (not without!/) n duck eggs that have been allowed to develop, but not hatch, and then cooked. v [Al; a] cook, make into balut. 
	baluta n ballot for election, contest. 
	balutu (not without/)!= BARUTU. 
	baluybuy n general name for olive shells. 

	baluyut n bag made of straw (buli or tikug).v [a] make jnto a straw bag. 
	balwarti n 1 political stronghold, place where a politician gets most of the votes. 2 territory of a gang, turf. Balwarti sa mga buguy, Territory belonging to the ruffians. 
	balyakag n wild vine with a tuberous, edibleroot, in the same genus as apali, said to be the food of supernatural people that inhabit the forest: Dioscorea esculenta. paN-v[A2] gather balyakag. Ang mamalyakag magbilum, When you gather balyakag keepsilent.
	balyina n whale. 
	= BAYLU. 
	bal
	yu 

	barn n bomb. atumik, haydrudyin, kubalt atomic, hydrogen, cobalt bomb. 
	-

	bamba a for women to be fat. Bamba kaayu na siya kay way tibik tibik nga mukaun, Sheis very stout because she eats without restraint. v [82; b6] for a woman to become very stout. 
	bamban = BANBAN 
	l 
	2·

	bambu n bamboo, one of the suits in mah
	-

	1
	1
	jong that has a design consisting of two 
	bamboo nodes, colored green. 

	bam-i n k.o. dish made of fine noodles, 
	chicken, shrimps, and spices. v (A; a] make 
	chicken, shrimps, and spices. v (A; a] make 
	bam-i. 

	barning v [A; ab2] rain blows on s.o. Bamingun natu ang kawatan, Let's rain blows on the thief. 
	barnir n one whose position in a volleyball game is to spike the ball. v [81256;c6] be the spiker. 
	1 

	bamirn bomber. a for a woman to be extremely obese like a bomber (humorous). Bamir kaayu ang iyang tratu, His sweetheart is extremely obese. v (82) be, become extremely obese. 
	2 

	bampir n bumper of a motor vehicle. v [A]
	make into, put a bumper.bampira n vampire. v (8156) become a vampire.
	bamus come on, let's go. Bamus mga bata,adtu ta sa simbaban, Come on, children. Let us go to church. 
	bana n husband. v [A123S; a12] get, take for a husband. Si Dina nakabana ug Nigru, Dina was married to a Negro. Usa ka bingpit nga lalaki ang akung banabun, If I get married, it will have to be a complete gentleman. paN-v [A23S; a] for women to get married. Uy Pilar, mamana ka na, Pilar, you should get married now! pamanhunun nhusband-to-be. banabana n common-lawhusband. v [Al2; cl] have, take a commonlaw husband. 
	*banaka-, paka-v [Al 3; c) dili, wala -fail to pay attention, remain unconcerned. Wala siya magkabana (magpakabana) sa akung mga prublima, He did not pay any attention to my problems. Wala giyud niya ikabana (ipakabana) ang nabitabu naku, He remained unconcerned about what happened to me. banabana n estimation. Sa imung banabana, maayu ha siyang tawu? Do you size him up as a good man? v [A; a12] make an estimate. Banabanaa kun pi/a, Estimate how much it will cost. t 
	l 

	bana= BALANA. 
	2 

	banaag n ray of light. Ang banaag sa ad/aw., The sun's rays. v [A2S; c) give a bright light. Sulit ang gibanaag niya sa dalan, Helighted the way with a torch. a bright. Banaag kaayu ang siga sa pitrumaks, The petromax gave off a bright light. 
	banaba n medium-sized tree of the secondary forest, also planted for its lilac or pink flowers. The leaves are commonly used as a tea for kidney and stomach disorders: Lagerstroemia speciosa. 
	banag n k.o. woody, spiked vine found in thickets, the tips and fruit of which areused medicinally: Smilax bracteata. 
	banagan -bandiha 
	banagan n lobster. paN-v (A2] catch lobsters. 
	banagan n lobster. paN-v (A2] catch lobsters. 
	banbann daybreak. v (AN] 1 daybreak.
	ag
	ag 

	Mibanagbanag (namanagbanag) nang kabun
	tfzn, The day broke. 2 for a solution to dawn upon one. Mibanagbanag (namanagbanag) nang kasulbaran sa akung suliran, 
	gu

	The solution of the problem dawned on me. 
	banahaw = ANAflAW. 

	banahfan n 1 entrails of a human. 2 human genitalia ( coarse term).
	banak = BAL.ANAK. 
	banak = BAL.ANAK. 
	banal a hardened, pressed solid. Banal na ang dalan nga kanunayng agiagiag sakyanan, The road tha.t the vehicles keep passing over has been pressed down hard. v [B; a2] be hardened, pressed solid and firm. Banala ang imung lawas sa bug-at nga trabahu, Harden your body by heavy work. 

	banasay n k.o. small, brightly-colored fish. 
	banata n 1 section, flat piece cut from a whole. Nanglatas kami sa lagpad nga banata sa pilapilan, We traversed the wide sections of the rice field. 2 division in a cabinet or room. Sa kinaubsang banata sa aparadur, On the lowest shelf of the cabinet. Ang banata nakapangitngit sa kwartu, The partition made the room dark. 3 sheet of woven cloth, a fathom wide. v [A; cl] 1 divide into sections, partition. Arun way samuk ibanata (banataba) ang yuta, So there will be no disagreement, divide the land. 2 do s
	banaw v 1 [APB; c] for liquids to be spread over an area, spread liquids. Dagbang duguang mibanaw sa kalsada, The road was streaming with blood. Kinsay nagbanaw (nagpabanaw) sa tubig sa salug? Who pou� ed the water over the floor? -an(➔) n container of water for fowl to drink or bathe 
	.
	.
	m. 

	banawug, banawug n k.o. coral that looks like a leafless sh�b. The body is spongelike in consistency and tough. The color varies: black, red, orange, dark brown. 
	banawugn 1 strand of hair that grows byitself in a place where there is no other hair. 2 a similar characteristic of chickens, a wirelike feather that is said to give a cock special fighting abilities. 3 the vine of the balyakag which climbs up bamboos and other tall plants. banawgan possessia banawug.
	2 
	a 
	ng 

	banayn tassel of plants. paN-V (A] grow
	-

	. 
	. 
	. 
	itassels. Namanay na ang mais, The corn is growing tassels now. 
	ng 



	bann 1 immediate family consisting of parents and their children. 2·ofamily consisting of ascendants, descendants, and lateral relations as well. ka-n one who is related byblood. ka-an n group of people related by blood. 
	ay
	2 

	ban= UBANAY. see UBAN. banban= BALANBANbanbanuha 1 a white and Drown striped col
	ay
	3 
	1 2 
	1 
	2•
	1 

	or of cats. 2 cats tending to steal food. 3 persons going to parties and taking as much food as they can get at. Banbanun sad nimug simud! Wa may pistang palabyun, You sure are greedy! You don't mi� a fiesta. 4 be greedy for women. Banbanun sad nanglakiha. B{san kinsa man Zang, What a sex maniac he is. Anyone will do. 
	or of cats. 2 cats tending to steal food. 3 persons going to parties and taking as much food as they can get at. Banbanun sad nimug simud! Wa may pistang palabyun, You sure are greedy! You don't mi� a fiesta. 4 be greedy for women. Banbanun sad nanglakiha. B{san kinsa man Zang, What a sex maniac he is. Anyone will do. 

	banbanunn k. o. centipede with a light green body. 
	2 

	bandav [B3(1); cl] for s.t. heato strike and bounce off s.t. Nabanda (mtbanda) ang batu sa bungbung, The stone bounced off the wall tris bandas n shot in billiards in which the ball bounces three times against the edges of the table before hitting the ball aimed at. bandabanda v [Bl] bounce back and forth, reverberate. Nagbandabanda ang iyang tingug sa dapit nga mamingaw, His voice reverberated in the lonely place. 
	1 
	Ł 

	bandan band of musicians. v [a2] make a band. 
	2 

	bandan band, strip of cloth. 1 cloth worn diagonally in front of one as a mark of having obtained a certain honor or rank. 2 band wound around a sack filled with s. t. v [A; c] put a band-on s.t. binandahan n banded sack full of copra. 
	3 

	bandala (not without l) n similar items stacked neatly, usually in· staggered fashion. v [A; a12c] stack into neat piles. Ibandalaning tabakua didtu sa iskina, Stack this tobacco up at the corner. 
	bandana n bandana or scarf worn over the head as a protection. v [A; a] wear, make into a bandana. 
	banday = BANGDAY. 
	bandi n large, closely woven bamboo hamper with or without a cover for clothes or farm produce. v [a12) make into a hamper. 
	bandida = BANDIDU (female). 
	bandidu n bandit, highwayman. v [B; a12] be, become a bandit. 
	_bandJna n 1 food or drinks brought to a party. Magdaia giyud kag bandiba sa pagpa
	-

	bandi klak -bangal
	l 
	l 
	ngunggu, You must bring food when you go to ask for a woman's hand. 2food given to the leader of prayers by the family sponsoring the prayers. 3 = BANDIHADU. .v [A; c] 
	·
	contribute food to a feast, give food to a prayer leader. P{kas sa babuy ang i7ang gibandiba sa katapusan, They brought half of a pig to the feast concluding the novena.-du large platter, large shallow serving dish. 
	-wu n 1 precious stone, oval in shape (like a 
	platter). Bandibawu ang iyang singsing brilyanti, The diamond in her ring is shaped like a platter. 2 one who receives the food offering after leading prayers for a family. Bandibawu giyud ang mananabtan, The person who leads a novena receives some gifts.

	bandi klak n time clock. bandila = BANDIRA
	bandilyu v [A; c] cry out an announcement. 
	Nagbandilyu ang pisi nga kurpyu alas nuy
	Nagbandilyu ang pisi nga kurpyu alas nuy
	bi, The P.C. announced that the curfew was at nine. n public announcement. 

	bandira n 1 flag, banner. 2 s. t. flapping like a flag, visible for all to see. Bitara ang imung kamisun kay nagdayag ang imung bandira, 
	You pull your slip up because it (lit. flag) shows. v 1 [a] make into a flag, put a flag on. 2 [AB6; c] put s. t. in view; brandish a weapon, be in full view. Bandiraban ku bitaw sa pinuti, dagan Jagi, He ran aay when I brandished my sword at him. /mu mang gibandira ang imung kadautan, You are brandishing-your wickedness for all to see. 2a [B6] be very much above, ahead of everyone else. Labiban siyang namandira (mibandira) sa indigay, She was very muchin the lead in the contest. 
	You pull your slip up because it (lit. flag) shows. v 1 [a] make into a flag, put a flag on. 2 [AB6; c] put s. t. in view; brandish a weapon, be in full view. Bandiraban ku bitaw sa pinuti, dagan Jagi, He ran aay when I brandished my sword at him. /mu mang gibandira ang imung kadautan, You are brandishing-your wickedness for all to see. 2a [B6] be very much above, ahead of everyone else. Labiban siyang namandira (mibandira) sa indigay, She was very muchin the lead in the contest. 
	Ł


	bandira ispanyula n ornamental tuberous plant, name given to species of sagingsaging(Canna spp.) which have large orange, red, or white flowers. 
	bandi= BANDYU. 
	yu 

	bandmidyurit n band majorette. v [B; a12] become a band majorette. 
	bandu v [A; ac] spin a top, throw a spinning top. Łyaw banduba ang akung kumagku, Don't throw the top on my toe. 
	bandu.,n group of people united for a common purpose. t 
	2

	bandul n bundle of things tied together. Tagpila ang bandul sa rilip? How much does a bundle of second-hand clothing cost? v [A; a] tie in a bundle. Bandulun tang sugnud, Let's bundle the firewood. -in-n bank roll. bandungn large boat to bring the net and 
	1
	1
	fishermen out to the fishing· grounds, consisting of a pair of smaller boats or a wide.boat so made that a platform can be placed 

	across 1t. 
	bandungn k. o. spotted sea eel. bandurin = BANDURIY A. 
	2 

	banduriya, bandurya n 1 stringed instrument with 4 to 8 pairs of strings, played with a plectrum, with a long neck, a round steelrimmed sound box covered with skin, and with a wooden resonator. 2 k.o. fish. v [A;
	a] play a banduriya. banduryahun n k.o.shark that resembles a bandurya whenviewed from above. 
	banduy = BAGDUY. 
	bandyu n musical instrument similar to the banjo, but with 6double strings and a shorter neck, about 10'' long. v [A] play this instrument. bandyubandyu n k.o. fish with long spines and a roundish body that resembles a banjo: Argyrops spinifer. 
	bang n word used in writing to indicate the sound of an explosion.
	banga a boring. v [B1246; a4b4] becomebored, be fed up. Makabanga ning bubat nga mau ra gihapun adlaw-adlaw, Doing the same thing day after day makes one bored. 
	Gibanga (gibangban) na kaayu kug kinaun niining isda sa tibuuk simana, I am fed up eating this same fish the whole week long.ka-n boredom, weariness. 
	bangaa 1 slow in comprehension, incompe
	1
	1

	tent. 2 poor in quality. Banga ning awtuba, This car is no good. v [B; b6] be of poor quality. Nganung mibanga (nabanga) man ang iyang inawayan karun? Why is his style of fighting lousy today? 
	bangan k.o. water jar with an obovate body and a narrow neck. 
	2 

	bangaag v [A2S] cry loudly with the mouth ang ha.ta nga giindiksyunan, The child howled when he was given a shot. 
	wide open. Mibanga
	ag 

	bangag v [AB2; a] make a hole, have a hole in it. Nabangag (mibangag) ang iyang ngipun kay sigig kaug karmilitus, He got lots ofholes in his teeth because he keeps eating hard candies. Mibangag ang ilaga sa bungbung, The rat made a hole in the wall. (➔) n 1 hole into s. t. or through s. t. 2 woman's genitalia (coarse). -sa imung ina, ubu,Damn you! (Lit. You are your mother's cunt.)-un a having holes. 
	bangalv [A12; b8] come across s.t. in the 
	1 

	•
	•

	sea. Hibangalan ang mga pasabtru sa bar-kung nalunud, They came across the survivors of the ship that sunk. paN-v [A2] go to the sea to look for s. t. Namangal silag lubi human sa baha, They went to the sea to look for coconuts after the flood. Mamangal tag sud-anun, Let's meet the fishermen 
	bangal-banggud 10S
	2 

	.
	.
	to buy s. t. for dinner (lit. look for s. t. on
	the sea for dinner).

	bangalv [A; c] shove s. t. big into the mouth. Ibangal Jang niya ang usa ka buuk kamutŁ He will just shove a whole sweet potato into his mouth. 
	2 

	bangalga = BAGALNGA
	banv [A; a] 1 tie a bunch of long things together. Banganun natu ang lipak arun sayun pas-anun, Let's tie a string around the bamboo slats to rnake them easy to carry. Bangani ang imung bubuk kay bangin, Tie 
	gan 
	1

	s.t. around your hair because it's windy. 2 tie s.t. around s.t. long. n long things tied together. Tagpila ang bangan sa kabuy?How much does a bundle of wood cost? (➔) string used to tie around s. t. Ang bangan nga imung gibugkus nabugtu, Thestring you tied it with snapped. bangnanan n makeshift roofed shed into which small boats are placed.
	s.t. around your hair because it's windy. 2 tie s.t. around s.t. long. n long things tied together. Tagpila ang bangan sa kabuy?How much does a bundle of wood cost? (➔) string used to tie around s. t. Ang bangan nga imung gibugkus nabugtu, Thestring you tied it with snapped. bangnanan n makeshift roofed shed into which small boats are placed.

	bangan n k. o. sweet yellow banana, longer than a1itundan, very much like those sold in the States. It is eaten raw and more difficult to digest than the alitundan: Musa sapientum var. lacatan.
	·

	banganga v [Al; cl] open one's mouth wide. n distance the mouth opens. Daku siyag banganga kun mangbuy-ab, He opens hismouth wide when he yawns. 
	bangas n hair on the chest, arms, and cheeks. v [a4J' get hair on these parts. -un a hairy.
	1 interjection directed at s.o. who does s. t. disgusting or annoying, said goodnaturedly. Bangas ka! Nasc:kpan na hinuun ta niini da! Darn! Now we're caught. 2good-natured expression of disbelief. Bangaska! Ikaw na lay mupasar sa bar? What!The likes of you pass the bar exam? 
	ban
	gas
	2 

	bangati n k.o. wild tree. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	bangaw= BALANGAW.
	l 

	bangawn party with lot� of food. v 1 [AN; a2] attend a feast. Asa man ka mamangaw (mubangaw) inigpista? What parties are you goito during the fiesta? 2 [Al]hold a feast. -an(➔) n place or house where a feast is held. 
	2 
	Ł
	ng 

	bangawug n a small valley with an easy slope, a low, flat area between hills. v [B1256] be at a valley.
	v [Al3; b(l)] dilly-dally, workslowly and lazily. Daghan ang mga bulubatun unya bangaybangayun pa, There is somuch work to do, but you are only dillydallying. -an(➔), -un(➔) a slow and lazy.
	bangayban
	gay 

	bangbang v [A2; al2) 1 control s.t. Dili na mabangbang ang iyang kabimabayi, His fondness for women cannot be controlled. 
	.

	2 come face to face with s. t. in hopes of overcoming it. Mubangbang giyud siya sa kasuku sa iyang amaban, He'll stand up to his father's anger. Bangbangun ba ninyu ang bagyu? Will you go out in the storm? 
	.

	bang�y v [AB] be placed, place s. t. transversely across s. t. or pile up in criss-crossingfashion. Inig-abut niya mubanday dayun siya sa katri, As soon as she arrives she throws herself across the bed. Nagbanday siya sa iyang tiil sa silya, He is putting his foot across the chair. bangdaybangday n snack consisting of fried sliced bananas (kardaba or sab-a) laid one over the other with a thick dough. v 1 [A; a] make bangdaybang� day. 2 be criss-crossing. t 
	bangga n 1 contest of any sort for a winner. Akuy midaug sa bangga sa awit, I wort the singing contest. 2 crash of vehicles bumping into each other. Dubay patay sa bangga diha sa iskina, Two people died in the crashon the corner. v 1 [C; a] hold a contest. 2[AC; ab2] bump into s.t. with force. Mibangga ang bata niya, The child bumped into her. Ang barku nakabangga ug bu.ya, The ship crashed into a buoy. 3 [AN2; a2] meet goods before they reach the market to get them cheaper. Adtu ta sa paradaban kay maman
	banggi v [A3; a) break s. t. off with a snap.Mibanggi siyag sanga, He broke a branch. Nabanggi ang iyang lapis,. His pencil broke in two.
	banggiitan a 1 notorious. Banggiitang magdadaut sa mga panagat, A notorious destroyer of fishing traps. 2 well-known for some skill. Banggiitang abugadu, Well-known lawyer. v [B12; b6] become notorious, wellknown for a skill. 
	banggira n projection in the window which holds the eating utensils in daily use. v [Al;
	a] make, provide with a banggira. banggirahan = BANGGIRA. 
	-

	banggis v [A; b] scrape, scrub s. t. off a surface. Kutsilyu ang iyang ibanggis sa bugawsa lamisa, She'll use a table knife to scrape 
	. 

	·
	·

	the dirt off the table.
	banggud v [A; a] rub s. t. with pressure against s. t. else causing it to get chafed, shredded, grated. Ak uy mubanggud sa mais, Iwill shred the com. Nabanggud ang akung abaga pagkasalibay naku sa mutur, Myshoulder got chafed when I was thrown off my motorcycle. bangguran, bangguran n shredder. 
	Figure
	banggunn k.o. blight that infests banana 
	1
	1
	and cacao fruits. The fruit gets hardened with brown spots all over, rendering it unfit for consumption. v [a4] be infested with this blight. -un a banggun-inf ested. 

	bangguna idiotic. 
	2

	banggus v 1 [A; cl] rub s.t. against a rough surface, but not with great pressure. Magbanggus ku sa kapayas nga salarun, I'll shred the papayas to make into a salad. Nabanggus ang akung tubud sa akung pagkadagma, 
	My knee got chafed when ! stumbled. 2[A; b6(1)] scrub to clean. Akung gibanggusan ug lugud ang buling sa iyang likud, lscrubbed the dirt off his back with a stone. banghag v 1 [A; a12b2] snap ats.o.!Mamangbag nang irua ug duulun, That dog will snapif you approach it. 2 [A; bS) snap, speak sharply andcurtly. Ayaw siyag duulag may trababu kay bangban (bangbagan) ka, 
	· 
	gu

	Don't go near him when he's doing s.t. be
	Don't go near him when he's doing s.t. be
	cause he'll snap at you. t 

	banghat = HANGBAT. 
	banghaw a having the sour smell which develops in cooking starches which are waterlogged, e.g., corn which has been ground without being fully dried, yams which got waterlogged in rain-soaked ground, etc. v [B; a2] have this sour smell Mibanghaw(nabangbaw) ang kamuti kay nahumul ug tulu ka adlaw, The sweet potatoes developed a rotten smell because they soaked for three days. 
	banghilibanghilig a sloping (sharply or not sharply). Lugsanay makasaka ang trak kung bangbilig, The truck hardly can make it up a slope. v [B; cl] be sloping. Nagkabangbiligang amunggibaktasan, The place where we hiked slopes gradually.
	g, 

	banghitaw n = BALANGHITAW. banghutin, banghuting = BALANGHUTAN. bangi v [AC; abc3) be on bad terms with each other. Nagbai mi mabitungud sa kwarta, We had a misunderstanding about money. �an n reason for bad feelings.bangig = sANGi. bangil v 1 [A; bSc] put s.t. beneath or next to s.t. to keep it from jiggling, rolli, sliding, etc. Bangili (bangua) ang ligid sa trak,Put a block against the wheels of the truck. 2 [a] eat s. t. before a drinking bout (propup one's s�omach). Unsay imung gibangiluna muinum? Wha
	ng
	ng

	faster. 5 [A; b] trip a player while running or jumping. (➔)· n 1 s. t. placed beneath to keep a thing steady or in position. Butangigbangil ang silya arun mupundu, Put a prop beneath the chair so it will be steady. 2food to stave off hunger. 2a food taken before drinks (slang). 2b -sa tinggutum food eaten in place of rice or corn in f amine times. 3 charm for gambling or business. 4 s.t. given as an inducement to goad 
	s.o. into action. paN-v [A2] use a charm in gambling or in business. 'bangilbangil v [A; b] support, fill in the gaps. Ang kamuti ibangilbangil sa pagkaun, Sweet potatoes aren't the principal food. They are s. t. extra to fill in when there isn't enough other food. n s.t. that supports. Bangilbangil na siya naku sa trababu, He is my helper in my job. 
	bangilid = BAKIUD. 
	bangin [so-anŁso] might just happen. Ayawpaglibuk bangin!mabughat ka, Don't move.You might have a relapse. 
	.

	bangingi a nagging, scolding repeatedly. v
	[B] nag, keep making the same complaints.
	Mubangingi dayun siyag bigabbian kug pau
	lŁ She starts nagging the moment I arrive home late. 
	bangingi v [A2; a12] turn back to bite orfight with s.o. Mubangingig paak ang iring ug gunitan sa ikug, The cat will tum its head to fight if you hold it by the tail. A yaw Lang na siya pabununga arun di ka bangingibun ug away, Don't try to stop her or she'll turn on you, too. 
	bangis a fierce. v [B2; b4] become fierce. 
	Mubangis ( mabangis) ang iru ug higtan, Adog becomes fierce if it is kept tied. -un a of a fierce sort. ma-a very fierce. v [B14S6]be fierce. Nagmabangis ang kapalaran kaniya, Fate was very cruel to him. 
	bangitaw = BALANGHITAW. 
	bangka v 1 [A; c] treat, pay the bill for entertainment or food consumed in entertainment. Bangkaban ta mu ug panibapun, I'll treat you to dinner. 2 [A; a] deal cards,throw dice, or act as a banker in a gamblinggame. Bangkaba ang baraha, Deal the cards. n banker or dealer in a gambling game. -dur(➔) n = BANGKA, n. 
	bangka n banca, a one-piece dug-out between S to 15 meters optionally with one or twomasts and/or a motor, and/or outriggers. v[Al 3; acl] 1 ride a banca. Bangkaa langang Liti, Just take a banca: to Leyte. Bangkaa (ibangka) ang karga, Take the cargo inthe banca. 
	hi-an/Łan n 1 knowledge about 
	•bangkaag 

	bangkal -bangug
	1 
	1 
	a certain field or skill. Wa kuy hibangkaagan (kabangkaagan) sa radiyu, I have no understanding of radios. 2 awareness. Wakuy hibangkaagan sa sunug gabii, I have no knowledge about the fire last night. hi-an v[B1256] be learned, found out about. Wa
	siyay nahibangkaagan sa iyang tulu ka tuig nga paglangyaw, He didn't learn a thing from his three years abroad. 

	bangk1l n large tree of the secondary forest, hollow in the lower portion of the trunk: 
	Nauclea orientalis. 
	Nauclea orientalis. 

	bangkarutaa bankrupt. v [B12;a2] be bankrupt. Nabangkaruta siya pag-intra sa pulitika, He became bankrupt when he enteredpolitics.
	bangkaruti = BANGKARUTA.
	bangkat = BAKA T. 
	bangkaw n 1 spear which is thrown. 2 piece 
	1
	1
	in mahjong with the image of a dagger. v [A; alb2] throw, thrust a spear at. Ba·ngkawun ta ang usa, I'll throw a spear at the deer. Hibangkawan ang kawatan, The thief was hit with a spear. paN-v [A2] hunt with a spear. 

	bangkaw = BANGKAL.
	bangkaw6angkaw n end of the spinal column. v [A12; a12] hit s.o. at the end of the spinal column. 
	bangkay n corpse (slang). Bangkay na dihang nakit-an si Pidru, Pedro was a corpse by thetime they found him.
	bangkbuk n bankbook. 
	bangkil n canine tooth, fangs. -an a withprominent fangs. Bangkilan na ang babuy nga amung giihaw, The pig that we slaughtered had long fangs. 
	bangkiling n k.o. small, deciduous, cultivated tree which has a rounded, light green fruit, fleshy and sour, used as a flavoring for vinegarized dishes or eaten pickled: Cicca acida.
	bangkilyŁn percentage of the amount won,given to the owner of a gambling place or equipment after each game. v [A; b6(1)] give the owner of a gambling equipment a percentage of the winnings for each game.
	1 

	bangkilyan helper, assistant in doing s.t. v [A; cl] serve as helper, assistant in s.o.'s work. Bangkilyahun (ibangkilya) tikaw sa pag-asal ug babuy, You will be my assistant in roasting the pig.
	2 

	bangkiru n 1 = BANGKA. n. 2 banker. Mgabangkiru ang naghuput sa puhunan sa nigusyu, The bankers hold the capital in business. v [B16) be a banker. 
	1 

	bangkirun one who operates a banca. v [B16) be a banca operator. 
	2 

	bangkiti n banquet. v [AC12; b6(1)] hold a 
	banquet. paN-v [A2; b6] go to a banquet. bangkitu n stool. v [a12] make into a stool. bangkiwa n stem of a boŁt. 
	bangkiwag a awkward. Bangkiwag nga linihukan, Awkward movement. v l [B; cl] be awkward. 2 [AN3PB; a] put things s.w. awkwardly such that they stick out or are in s.o.'s way; be awkwardly put s.w. Nagbangkiwag ang mga palitu pagkahulug, Thetoothpicks fell so that they were sticking out every which way. 
	bangkiyu n 1 toilet seat. 2 toilet seat for children to sit on or to put on a toilet. v [al2]make into a toilet seat.
	bangkiyud (from kiyud) = BALIALA.bangk.rap = BANGKARUTA.
	bangku n bank. papil di-bank notes, paper money. v [cl] deposit money in the bank. 
	Ibangku (bangkuhun) ku ning akung pinangitaan, I' 11 deposit my earnings in the bank. paN-n banking activities. t
	bangku n bench, three-, four-legged stool. v 1 [a12] make into a bench. 2 [A; cl] keep a player on the bench. Bangkuun (ibangku) lang siya kanunay kay di man pirs payib, He's always kept on the bench because he is not one of the top five players. 
	bangkulisan n k. o. fish. 
	bangkuliya n despondency over love. v [A12 3P; a4] be despondent over love. Gibangkuliya ang babaying wa makasulay ug tratu,
	The woman became despondent because shehad never had a lover. 
	bangkung v [A; cl] dry, thinly sliced bananas, sweet potatoes, cassava, and other root crops. -in-n sun-dried slices of banana and root crops. 
	•bangkungv [a4] gone crazy. Muiskuylakang Duminggu karun, gibangkung ka? 
	2 

	Have you gone crazy? Going to school when it's a Sunday! 
	bangrus = BANGUS.
	bangs n bangs. v [Al; c] wear, form into bangs. A ngayan kang magbangs, You look 
	·
	·

	beautiful with bangs.!
	bangsi n general name for various k .
	. o. flying 
	. o. flying 

	fish. paN-v [A2] go fishing for flying fish. bangu = BANGA.
	bangubang = BALANGUBANG.
	banguga 1 groggy, drunk. Bangug pa ang 
	l 
	,

	. 
	. 
	. 
	'


	buksiyadur sa kasttgung nadawat, The boxer 
	is groggy from the punishment he received. 2 stupid, unable to understand, no matter how carefully explained to. v [B2; a12] get groggy, drunk. Nabangug (mibangug) ang isda sa butu sa dinamita, The fish got groggy from the dynamite explosion. Gustu ba 
	108 hangug-banidad 
	2 

	k u ninyung bangugun niining tuba? Do youwant to make me groggy with this toddy? 
	k u ninyung bangugun niining tuba? Do youwant to make me groggy with this toddy? 

	bangug n 1 hog cholera, an infectious disease of swine. 2 epithet or curse word. Bangug ! Unsa ba nil Damn! What is this! v[al2] 1 suffer from hog cholera. Gibangug nang babuya, That pig is suffering from hog cholera. 2 [a12] damn you! Bangugun ka pa until, I hope you go to hell. 
	bang-ug a foul smell of liquids that have stagnated or food that has spoiled because it has not been freely exposed to air. v [B;b6) 1 become smelly due to stagnation. Mabang-ug ang kik ug dugay nga gitakluban, 
	Cake which has been left covered tight too long develops a bad smell. Nagbang-ug ang tubig sa akwaryum, The water in the aquarium is stagnant and smelly. 2 be pent up too long and thus get rotten. Nabang-ug na Jang ang iyang pagbati kay wa niya ikapabayag. She kept her feelings bottled up inside too long (lit. till they rotted). 
	Cake which has been left covered tight too long develops a bad smell. Nagbang-ug ang tubig sa akwaryum, The water in the aquarium is stagnant and smelly. 2 be pent up too long and thus get rotten. Nabang-ug na Jang ang iyang pagbati kay wa niya ikapabayag. She kept her feelings bottled up inside too long (lit. till they rotted). 

	bangunn k.o. ubi.
	1 

	bangunn main floor beams of a house to which the joists (busaug) are nailed. 
	2 

	v 1 [A2; b2] get up from a lying position. Mubangun kug sayu, I'll get up early. Hibangunan ta gani ka, bunal giyud, Assoon as I can get up I'll spank you. 2 [AP; 
	ban
	gun 

	cl] make s.t. lying erect. Mabugbat kag mubangun (mupabangun) ka ana, You'llhave a relapse if you lift that. 3 redeem one's honor. Banguna (ibangun) ang kanbing kadungganan sa atung kaliwat, Redeem the former honor of our race. 4 [a12) revive the name of a deceased relative by naming 
	cl] make s.t. lying erect. Mabugbat kag mubangun (mupabangun) ka ana, You'llhave a relapse if you lift that. 3 redeem one's honor. Banguna (ibangun) ang kanbing kadungganan sa atung kaliwat, Redeem the former honor of our race. 4 [a12) revive the name of a deceased relative by naming 
	s.o. after him. Bangunun ku ang ngalan ni anbing lulu pinaagi sa akung anak, I will bring grandfather's name to life againthrough my son. (➔)v [A; cl] put a boat on a small elevated platform or wedges when it is beached to prevent it from getting rotten or infested with shipworms. n wedgeused to put a boat on. 
	3 


	bangungut n a nightmare which is said to frighten its victim to death. v [a4] have anattack of bangungut.
	bangus n milkfish: Cbanos cbanos. 
	bangut v [A; b6(1)) tie up s.o. or s.t.'s mouth or the lower part of the face. Bangutan kuang kabaw arun dili makakaun sa mais, I'lltie up the carabao's mouth so it can't get at the corn. (➔) n muzzle, rope tied around an animal's mouth, gag. 2 face covering. 
	Ayaw siya kubai sa bangut arun dili makasinggit (mailban), Don't take off her gag (mask) so she cannot shout (be recognized). -an(�) v [A13] be in mourning. Nagbangu-
	Ayaw siya kubai sa bangut arun dili makasinggit (mailban), Don't take off her gag (mask) so she cannot shout (be recognized). -an(�) v [A13] be in mourning. Nagbangu-
	Ayaw siya kubai sa bangut arun dili makasinggit (mailban), Don't take off her gag (mask) so she cannot shout (be recognized). -an(�) v [A13] be in mourning. Nagbangu-
	tan ang banay sa namatay, The family of the deceased was in mourning.


	bangyaw v [A; c] spread information, publicize s.t. Siya ang nagbangyaw nga si Linda gilugus, She told the whole world that Linda was raped. Gibangyawan nila ang mga paganu mabitungud sa Ginuu, They preac& ed about God to the pagans. 
	bangyaw n sound made by children in war games to imitate the sound of bullets. 
	banha 1 noisy in a loud way. 2 exclamationtelling s.o. to shut up or to stop making noise. Banba! Di ni mirkadu, Be quiet! This is not the market, you know. Banba!Wa kay labut, Shut up! It's none of your business. v 1 [Al;a2] make noise, consider 
	s.t. noisy. Di ta magbanba sulud sa simbuban, Let's not make noise inside the church. 2 [A3;c] divulge s. t. Wa ku magbanba ning sikrituba sa uban, I never said a word about this secret to anyone. n loud voice. ka-n = 
	' 
	' 

	BANHA, n. 
	banhal n a k.o. machete about 20" long with a blade, the top and bottom of which curve together into apoint. On the top edge about three-quarters of the way toward theend there is a hook.
	banhaw v [A3;a2] bring back to life. Kanangawita mibanbaw sa akung kabatan-un, Thatsong brings me back to my youth. Si Kristu ang nagbanbaw ni Lasarus, Christ resurrected Lazarus. 
	banhig v [A; b6] 1 lie in wait to kill or maul. 
	Ug Bitkung ang makabanbig way mabubi,
	When the Vietcong ambush, no one survives. 2 waylay s.o. bringing produce to the market to buy from him directly. Way mulapus mangga dinbi basta bibanbigan sa babaw, Nomangoes reach here if s.o. buys them on the way. 3 lay in wait for one's girl to take her home. 4 ask to join ·s.o. in his food or 
	s.t. else he has bought s. w. 
	banhud a numb from loss of circulation or anesthesia. v [BN; a4b4] become numb, for limbs to fall asleep. Mibanbud (nabanbud,namanbud, gibanbud) akung samput pagliningkud, My buttocks became numb fromsitting too long. Nagbanbud pa akung lagus, My gums are still anesthetized. Gibanburanku, Part of me is numb. 
	banhutin, banhuting = BALANGHUTAN. 
	. ,
	. ,
	. ,
	,
	b



	am = BALANI . 
	I
	I

	ban-id n band-aid. v [c] put a band-aid on.
	banidad n 1 indulgement in personal vanity, 
	usually in a conceited manner. Subra ra ang banidad anang baybana bisag pubri, magpakadatu, That girl puts on too much. She pretends to be rich though she's poor. 2 a 
	banig -bansay 
	woman's self-respect. banig n woven straw sleeping mat. higda, ligid sa -be bedridden (lit. lie on the mat). 
	Dugay na si Ilisabit Tilur nga nagligid sa banig, Elizabeth Taylor has been bedridden for along time. v 1 [A; ac] spread, make a mat. Maayung banigun ang tikug, Tikug is good for making mats. Gibanigan ang bata, Thechild had a mat spread for him. 2 [BJ form alayer, spread profusely over an area. Mibanig sa yuta ang dabung laya, The leaves formed a layer on the ground. 
	Dugay na si Ilisabit Tilur nga nagligid sa banig, Elizabeth Taylor has been bedridden for along time. v 1 [A; ac] spread, make a mat. Maayung banigun ang tikug, Tikug is good for making mats. Gibanigan ang bata, Thechild had a mat spread for him. 2 [BJ form alayer, spread profusely over an area. Mibanig sa yuta ang dabung laya, The leaves formed a layer on the ground. 


	banika n 1 area suited for dry farming, not for wet rice cultivation. 2 rural region. v[Al; al 2) engage in dry farming, cultivate into a farm. Banikabun niya ang bakilid, He will cultivate the slope. banikanhun arural, from the country. kabanikahan n fields.
	banika n 1 area suited for dry farming, not for wet rice cultivation. 2 rural region. v[Al; al 2) engage in dry farming, cultivate into a farm. Banikabun niya ang bakilid, He will cultivate the slope. banikanhun arural, from the country. kabanikahan n fields.
	baniku (from abaniku) n 1 a sailboat, usually used for fishing, the sail of which is rolled and unfurled like a fan. 2 a boat like a landing barge, one end of which opens and closes like a fan. v [b( 1 )c 1] make a boat of the baniku type.
	banilad n k. o. large tree. 
	banilya n vanilla. v [c] put, use vanilla. bani dung n k. o. hardwood tree. 
	baniug a very much of public knowledge. Baniug kaayu ang pag-adtu nila sa buwan, 
	Their trip to the moon is very well known. v [AlPB; c] become, make s.t. of public knowledge. Ang tabi mubaniug ( mabaniug) sa tibuuk lungsud, The gossip has become known throughout the town. Wa ikabaniug din bi ang imung kaminyuun, Your marriage was not made public here. see also TIUG.
	Their trip to the moon is very well known. v [AlPB; c] become, make s.t. of public knowledge. Ang tabi mubaniug ( mabaniug) sa tibuuk lungsud, The gossip has become known throughout the town. Wa ikabaniug din bi ang imung kaminyuun, Your marriage was not made public here. see also TIUG.

	bankil = BANGKILbankiyu = BANGKIYU.
	banlag n small but for temporary shelter or rest. v [A; cl] build a rest hut. 
	banlas v [A3P; c16] 1 for water to carry s.t. 
	Kusug babaa kay nakabanlas (nakapabanlas) ug payag, It was a bad flood. It washed a hut away. 2 wash away (figuratively). 
	Kusug babaa kay nakabanlas (nakapabanlas) ug payag, It was a bad flood. It washed a hut away. 2 wash away (figuratively). 
	Banlasun (ibanlas) nianang awita ang akung kaguul, That song will wash away my grief. n s.t. washed up. Kining mga batuba banlas kini sa ibabaw, These rocks have been washed down from above. 

	banlaw v [A; b] rinse, clean with water. Nakabanlaw na ku sa kusina, I have rinsed the kitchen floor. Banlawun ku na ang linadlad, I will rinse the clothes which have been bleached. panghiN-v [A2; b7] rinse oneself off with water. Humag kaligu mangbimanlflw ka, After bathing, rinse yourself off.Imung tubig akung gipangbimanlawan, I 
	took some of your water to rinse myself off. -an(➔) n vessel used for rinsing clothes in. 
	-anan(➔), -unun(➔) n things to be rinsed. 
	banlud v [A3P; c] 1 put, toss s. t. into an enclosed space. Ak uy nagbanlud sa kargamintu sa raning burd, I dumped the baggage into the space under the floor boards. 2 put s.o. into a difficult situation or condition.
	Ang kapalabubug mauy nagbanlud ( nagpabanlud) niya sa kadaut, His alcoholism got him into trouble. 
	banlun n 1 ban-lon. 2 shirt made of ban-lon. v [A] wear, get a ban-Ion shirt. 
	banlus V [A; ac] rub s.t. on or against s.t. 
	Kinsay nagbanlus ug batu sa· bildu nga nagaras man? Who rubbed a stone against the glass? There's a scratch on it. Biks ang gibanlus niya sa dugban sa bata, He rubbedVick's ointment on the child's chest. lbanlus (banlusa) nang buling sa lamisa ug hasang panaptun, Get the dirt off the table by rubbing it with a wet cloth. n rubbing oil, ointment 
	banlut v 1 [A; b] clean the skin of a dressed chicken of prickles or slimy substance. Asin ang ibanlut nianang manuka, Use salt to clean the chicken's skin. 2 [a4] have the sickness banlut. n k.o. skin disease where a white crust is formed which peels off, exposing red skin and leaving a scar, commonly affecting the feet and hands. 
	bansan k.o. half beak (fish). 
	1 

	bansa, bansa n a territorial unit, state. V[a12J be a state. Sukad mabansa ang Haway, Ever since Hawaii became a state. Tinipung -n United States. 
	z

	bansag n name. Kanda/aw ang bansag sa amung baryu kaniadtu, Our village was formerly named Kandalaw. v [A3; c] call s. t. or s.o. with a certain name. Gibansagan siyag baki, He was nicknamed 'frog'. ka-nhaving the same family name. Markus ang iyang ngalan, kabansag sa amung pangulu, 
	Marcos is his name, the same name as the President's. v [c3] be of the same family name. -un n family name. v [A; cl] have the surname. Nagbansan siyag Riyis, His family name is Reyes. 
	gu

	bansalan (not without l) n rudder of a boat. bansay askillful, proficient. Bansay kaayu siyang mudulag abidris, He plays chess expertly. v 1 [AP; a] train s.o. Akuy mubansay sa buksidur, I'll train the boxer. 2 [A; a] practice, rehearse. Nagbansay siya sa awit, She is practicing the song. paka-v [A13] make oneself adept at s. t. Nagpakabansay siya sa karati tungud sa trababu niyang kuyaw, She made herself an expert in karate 
	bans{kul -bantilis 
	because of her dangerous job. bansaybansay n annual military training. ma-in-un ain an expert way. 
	because of her dangerous job. bansaybansay n annual military training. ma-in-un ain an expert way. 
	,

	bansikul = BALANSIKUL 
	bansil n gold cap on a tooth. v [A; a] put, 
	make into agold cap on a tooth.bansili v [C; ac] swap, barter. Magbansili ta. fmu ring lapis, aku ang bulpin, Let's swap. Take the pencil and give me the ball-pointpen. Ayaw ipunang atung biraminta arundili magkabansili, Don't put our tools together so they won't get mixed up. Bansiliban nakug mais ang isda, I'll barter corn for fish. 2 put s. t. in the place of s. t. else. Ibansili ning lamisa adiung pasistur, Let's putthis table where the small table is. 
	make into agold cap on a tooth.bansili v [C; ac] swap, barter. Magbansili ta. fmu ring lapis, aku ang bulpin, Let's swap. Take the pencil and give me the ball-pointpen. Ayaw ipunang atung biraminta arundili magkabansili, Don't put our tools together so they won't get mixed up. Bansiliban nakug mais ang isda, I'll barter corn for fish. 2 put s. t. in the place of s. t. else. Ibansili ning lamisa adiung pasistur, Let's putthis table where the small table is. 

	bansiwag v [B346; cl] for long things tostick out prominently. Mibansiwag ang baraw sa iyang bulsa, The knife stuck out prominently from his pocket. Ayaw bansiwaga (ibansiwag) imung siku iniglayat nimu, Don't stick out your elbows when you 
	.
	.
	Ump.
	J


	banta v [A3P; a] 1 warn s.o. not to do s.t. 
	Ang pabibalung 'pagbantay sa iru' mauy mubanta sa mga tawu, The notice 'beware of dogs' will warn the people off. 2 [A; b4]plan to do harm to s. t. Gibantaan nga sunugun ang lungsud sa mga Huks, The Huks are planning to bum the town. bantabanta v[A; a12] make an estimate of a quantity. Bantabantaun kug makaganansiya ba ku, Iwill make an estimate of whether I'll make a profit or not. n estimate, calculation. 
	Ang pabibalung 'pagbantay sa iru' mauy mubanta sa mga tawu, The notice 'beware of dogs' will warn the people off. 2 [A; b4]plan to do harm to s. t. Gibantaan nga sunugun ang lungsud sa mga Huks, The Huks are planning to bum the town. bantabanta v[A; a12] make an estimate of a quantity. Bantabantaun kug makaganansiya ba ku, Iwill make an estimate of whether I'll make a profit or not. n estimate, calculation. 

	bantaaw a be situated in clear view from the distance. Bantaaw kaayu ang syudad didtu sa bukid Manunggal, yOU get a good view of the city from Mount Manunggal. v [B3]be, become clear in view from the distance. 
	Ibigut ang kabaw nianang nagbantaaw nga lubi, Tie the carabao to the coconut tree which we can see clearly from here. n the clear view of it. from a distance. Sa bantaaw Lang sa liyun mabadluk aku, Just the sight of a lion from the distance scares me. 
	Ibigut ang kabaw nianang nagbantaaw nga lubi, Tie the carabao to the coconut tree which we can see clearly from here. n the clear view of it. from a distance. Sa bantaaw Lang sa liyun mabadluk aku, Just the sight of a lion from the distance scares me. 

	bantak = BALANTAK.
	bantal V [A; a] bundle s. t. Banta/a ang mga bulingun, Bundle the dirty clothes. Pisingliun ang ibantal sa magasin, Use a strong string to bundle the magazine. n bundle. 
	g-

	bantam a bantam, compact car. v [b6) consider a car a bantam. 
	bantam wit n bantamweight. 
	bantang a in plain view and recognizable. v[B3; cl) come into view. Kablitang gatu ug mubantang (mabantang) ang langgam, 
	Pull the trigger when the bird comes into clear view. .Nagbantang ang paa sa babayi, 
	Pull the trigger when the bird comes into clear view. .Nagbantang ang paa sa babayi, 

	The woman's thighs are in full view. n bear
	ing. Gidayig ku ang bantang sa iyang binig
	tan, I admire the bearing of his fighting
	cock.bantawan n stage or platform. bantay v [A; b(l)] 1 watch s.t., keep watch 
	over. Wa siyay agi, nagbantay lang sa_ uras,
	He doesn't work. He just watches the clock. 
	Pag-iskapu sa binilanggu kinsay nagbantay? 
	When the prisoner escaped, who was on 
	guard? Dili siya kasiyut ug dagban ug akuy 
	makabantay, He can't shoot the ball if I
	guard him. Bantayi ang linung-ag, Watch
	the rice. la take care of plant�, esp. coco
	nuts. Nagbantay sila sa kalubiban, They
	were tending their coconut plantation. 2 
	notice, be aware of s. t. impending. Nadung
	gaban siya kay wala siya makabantay sa usa 
	ka bandus, He got stabbed because he was 
	not aware of the thrust. 3 watch out for,
	beware of. Pagbantay sa mangunguut, Watch
	out for pickpockets. Bantayi ni nga dili 
	maumgan, Take care so it won't get wet. 4
	watch for s. t. to pass. Ibantay kug taksi, 
	Watch for a cab for me. n guard. Namuga
	ang mga prisu kay natulug ang bantay, The
	prisoners escaped because the guard fell 
	asleep. bantaybantay, -sa balutbut, tali
	kud various species of colorful fish that lurk 
	in the reefs and snap at prey: e.g. Diplo
	prium bifascatium. -I-an n guardhouse, guard 
	post. Butangig bantay kanunay ang balan
	tayan (bantayan), Always keep a guard in 
	the guardhouse. -I-an, -anan a needful of 
	careful watching. Ang batang bag-u pang 
	mulakaw bantayanan kaayu, A child who 
	is still starting to walk needs careful watch
	ing. hiN-un a minding other people's busi
	ness. rna-in-un, ma-un a watchful. Ang ma
	binantayung ( mabantayung) mata sa Diyus, 
	The watchful eyes of God. mag-r-, mag-I-n1 one who watches over s. t. Magbalantay sa tindaban, Storekeeper. Magbalantay sa samang, Cemetery caretaker. 2 sergeant-at-arms.anghil -see ANGHIL -sa.kalinaw guardian of peace. 
	bantayan = BAT.A.YAN.
	bantag n monument. v [b] put a monu
	yu

	ment s.w. banti = BALALANri. bantigi n good-luck charm. v [A; cl] use a 
	good-luck charm. Ang singin nga lisu sa 
	nangka mabantigi sa paninda, Twin seeds 
	from jackfruits can be used as a good-luck 
	charm when one sells things. bantilis n hard, fine-grained stone with a 
	smooth surface, gray in color and spots of 
	white. Bantilis kag kasingkizsing, You have 
	ban ting -ban-ug 
	a hea·n of granite. 
	a hea·n of granite. 

	banting n 1 rope or chain tied to s. t. to steady it, hold it down. Hugti ang banting sa ·balay kay talibagyu, Tighten the rope holding the house because a typhoon is coming. 2 fetterplaced on the feet of prisoners. v [A; ac] secure or steady s. t. by fastening s.t. to it; make into a fastening rope. Ug nakabanting ka pa sa bungsud, dili unta maanud, 
	Had you secured the fish corral, it wouldn't have been washed away. Lambu ang ibanting sa tabanug, Use a string to balance the kite. t
	Had you secured the fish corral, it wouldn't have been washed away. Lambu ang ibanting sa tabanug, Use a string to balance the kite. t

	bantingbanting v [A; a12] for boats to rock from side to side, rock like a boat. Magbantingbanting siyag lakaw kun bubug, Hewalks with a rocking gait when he is drunk. 
	bantiyung n 1 oval-shaped squash, a varietyof Lagenaria leucantbea. 2 = BALANTIYUNG. -un a have sagging breasts like ovalshaped squash.
	bantug a famous, notorious. Bantug kaayung ngalan sa natad sa pulitika ang Usminya, 
	Osmefia is a well-known name in the field of politics. -ra no wonder [such-and-such] a particular thing happened. Bantug rang dili kasulti kay amang diay, No wonder he couldn't talk: He's a deaf-mute. -na man just because. Bantug na mang nagkinabanglan kug kwarta patas-an nimug tantu, Justbecause I need money you increase the interest v [B 12; c 1] become famous, notorious. pui-v [A; c] boast about one's ability, skill. Maulaw ku magpasibantug sa ak.ung kadatu, I'm ashamed to brag about my wealth. n bra
	The rice field hardened because of the long drought. Bantukun natu ang nataran kay bimuung baylihan, Let's tramp the yar4 down so we can use it as a dance floor. 2 
	The rice field hardened because of the long drought. Bantukun natu ang nataran kay bimuung baylihan, Let's tramp the yar4 down so we can use it as a dance floor. 2 

	inure, get inured to s. t. Nagbantuk na ning akung nawung sa mga biaybiay, I have become hardened to their taunts. Nagkabantuk na ang akung dugban sa kaguul, My
	· 

	·
	·

	heart has become hardened to grief. t
	bantuln k.o. small, excellent eating fish with poisonous spines, not deadly but very painful, and a frog-like face. 
	1 

	•bantul!' gi-has [subject] gone crazy! Gibantulla ba diha? Have you gone crazy? 
	bantulay v [A; b6] pound buri palm strips in a wooden trough-like mortar to get the starch out. -an(➔) n a trough in which strips of buri palm are laid lengthwise and pounded.
	bantulinaw a 1 daytime weather conditions where there is a light cloud cover: the sun shines but its heat is mitigated. 2 for the sea to be rippling slightly, but on the whole calm. v [B; b6] 1 be, become lightly overcast. Nagkabantulinaw na man, maayu nang iduwa, Now that it is gradually clouding over lightly, it is a good time to play. 2 forthe sea to be rippling slightly. 
	· 

	bantulinaw n k.o. shiny black or greyishblack olive shell, or a species with jet-black speckles.
	ban tut n light thudding sound of afalling object. v [826] 1 make alight thudding sound infalling. Nabulug nga putut tung mibantut, That "thudding sound was a coconut bud that fell. 2 for top to fail to spin. 3 [ 82;
	-
	a 

	cl] for a business to fail. Ang sugal makapabantut sa nigusyu, Gambling can cause abusiness to fail -un(+-) a 1 having tendency not to spin well. Bantutun ang kasing gaan, Light tops tend not to spin well. 2 having a tendency to fail in business. 
	banu v [B126] for work or an undertaking to come out good. Na�anu tingali ang iyang pagpaninda kay midaku man ang iyang tindaban, Her· business must have been successful because she has enlarged her store. banug n k.o. large hawk with chocolatebrown feathers and a white-colored breast. v [b6] consider a hawk. (�) call to drive 
	· 

	· 
	· 

	away chickens. -un n 1 brown and whitecombination · of chicken feathers. 2 namegiven to rays with wide wing-like extensions ofthe body which flap as they move _throughthe water, esp. the eagle ray: Aetobatus narinari. banugbanug, tala-(�) n kite. v [A2SN:a2) fly, make into a kite. Magbanugbanug(magtalabanug) ta sa plasLet's fly a kite in the plaza. 
	a, 

	banug, ban-ug a for fruits to be-bruised. V [A82; a] 1 soften fruits, for fruits to getbruised. Muban-ug (maban-ug) ang kapayas 
	112 ban-uk-bara 
	I 

	ug sigihag hikap, The papaya will get bruised if you keep touching it. 2 bruise by pounding. n giyud nang tulisag hisakpan, They will beat up that robber if they catch him. 
	ug sigihag hikap, The papaya will get bruised if you keep touching it. 2 bruise by pounding. n giyud nang tulisag hisakpan, They will beat up that robber if they catch him. 
	Ban-u
	gu


	ban-uk n sickness caused by a spirit of the woodJ (banwaanun) which intrudes sand, feathers, and hairs into the body. The sickness results from bathing in streams or bathing anywhere on Tuesdays and Fridays or may be on the instigation of a sorcerer. The symptoms are stomach pain followed V [A; a4b4] cause to get ban-uk. Ban-ukun 
	by intense itchy rashes. The cure is 
	tuub. 

	ban-uka 1 lush, plentiful in growth. Ban-ukkaayu ang sagbut sa akung pilapilan, Weeds are growing lush in my rice field. 2 for a mass to be well-packed. Pwirting ban-uka sa baraha sa kahun. Maglisud ta paghulbut tightly packed into the box. We'll have a hard time taking one. v 1 [ B26; c 1] get packed in tight. 2 [ B;aPb) become lush. Nagkaban-uk ang buhuk ni Bal nga nagkadaku, Bat's hair is becoming thicker as he is growing bigger. 
	2 
	ug usa, 
	The cards are ve
	ry 

	banusa implanted close to each other. v [B2; c16] for standing things to be implanted close to each other. Mibanus (nabanus) ang humayan nga giabunuban, The field which was fertilized grew densely. Banusun ( ibanus) gani pagtanum ang mga lubi dili mubunga, Coconut trees planted too close to each other will not bear fruit. 
	1 

	ban us , banus v 1 [ A2; a2] for s. t. to happen after s. t. else happened. M ibanus ang kainit human muulan, The sun shone after the rain shower. Bansun gani ang timug, mukalma ang bagyu, The typhoon abates when the east wind lets up. 2 [A; a12] take over after s.o. Bansi ku dinbi sa kusina kay gikapuy ku, Take my place in the kitchen because I'm tired. 3 [AN; bS] put on or wear s. t. which belongs to s.o. else. Mamanus ku sa imung trahi kay wa kuy ikapata
	2

	hi, I'll wear your suit because I don't have money to have one made. Maluag ang midiyas ug bansan (bansun) sa dakug tiil, The socks will loosen if s.o. with big feet wears them first. banusbanus v 1 [C; bS] take turns in doing s. t. Magbanusbanus tag dala sa baskit, Let's take turns in carrying the basket. Banusbanusi (banusbanusa) ninyug pas-an ang kawayan, Take turns in carryingthe bamboo on your shoulders. 2 [A3] occur repeatedly one after the other. Magbanusbanus ang kalipay ug kasakit, Joys and sorr
	hi, I'll wear your suit because I don't have money to have one made. Maluag ang midiyas ug bansan (bansun) sa dakug tiil, The socks will loosen if s.o. with big feet wears them first. banusbanus v 1 [C; bS] take turns in doing s. t. Magbanusbanus tag dala sa baskit, Let's take turns in carrying the basket. Banusbanusi (banusbanusa) ninyug pas-an ang kawayan, Take turns in carryingthe bamboo on your shoulders. 2 [A3] occur repeatedly one after the other. Magbanusbanus ang kalipay ug kasakit, Joys and sorr

	banuut n sheath of a coconut blossom. 
	banwa n thicket. Adtu ta maggapud ug igsulugn'lid sa banwa, Let's cut firewood in the woods. v [AlPB; a2] become a thicket, let 
	s.t. revert to the forest. Nagbanwa ( nagpabanwa) kug usa ka iktarya, I purposely allowed a hectare of my farm to revert to thicket. banwaanun 1 from the forest. Banwaanung sunuy, Wild rooster. 2 = TAGA· BANWA. taga-, tagi�, banwaanun n supernatural beings which inhabit woodlands, victimize people by rendering them invisible, and are capable of inflicting diseases. Sometimes they show themselves and even · make love to women. 
	banwan 1 fatherland. Pilipinas ang ngan sa amung banwa, Our country is called the Philippines, 2 town, village. Ang banwa sa Mandawi mauswan; The town of Manda
	2 
	gu
	-

	. .
	. .

	we is progreSSive.
	banwag v [A; b6(1)] 1 illuminate a place. Banwagan kung agianan sa sulu, I'll light the way with a torch. 2 enlighten s.o. Angimung tambag mu ray makabanwag sa iyang kaisipan, Only your counsel can enlighten his mind. n illumination. t 
	banwagi n k.o. tree. 
	banwas = BALUNAS. 
	banyaga n rascal, scoundrel. Pangitau,n kungbaga nga nag-ilad naku, I'll look for the rascal who swindled me. v [B2; b6] be a scoundrel. 
	any

	banyak v [A; b6(1)] kick or shove with the sole of a foot. Banyaka (banyaki) ug kusug ang bisiklita, Pedal the bicycle hard. 
	banyira n tub or big basin for children to take a bath in or for washing clothes. v [al
	2) make into a tub or big basin. banyu n bathroom. v [A; a] construct, add a 
	bathroom. -publiku n public bath. banyumariya n double boiler. banyus n medicine rubbed on one. v [A; b6 
	(1)] rub medicinal materials on s.o. paN-v [A2] rub medicinal materials on oneself. bapul, bapuls n baffle in a loudspeaker. 
	bapur n steamship or any large ship propel-· . v [Al; b4] take a boat. Nagbapur ku padulung sa Sibu, I took a boat in going to Cebu. -digira n battleship. -mirkantil n merchaQt ship. bapurbapur v 1 [Al;cl] smoke cigars. 2 [C] have sexual intercourse (riding on each other like on a boat) (humorous). 
	led by machine
	ry

	barn bar examination for would-be lawyers. .
	1 

	v LA] take the bar examination. 
	barn. the B.A.R., Browning automatic rifle. 
	2 

	barn cocktail lounge, usually of the sort which have bar-girls of ill-repute. 
	3 

	barav 1 [A; a2J put a boat in d-dock. 2 
	1 
	ry

	bara -barat1na 
	[B12; a2] run round. Nabara sa piliw ang barku, The boat ran aground in shallow waters. -dim n be in dry dock. v [A3P; cl) put a boat in dry dock. baradiruhan n dry dock. 
	[B12; a2] run round. Nabara sa piliw ang barku, The boat ran aground in shallow waters. -dim n be in dry dock. v [A3P; cl) put a boat in dry dock. baradiruhan n dry dock. 
	ag


	bara n 1 steel bar, rod. -dikabra crowbar. 2frame of a bicycle. 3 measurement, the span from the shoulder to the tip of the opposite hand with the arm extended. 4-i -eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth. 
	Pamaslan tikaw bara i bara sa imung gibubat kanaku, Iwill repay you eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth for what you have done to me. 4a punishment sent to a phi· landerer that his daughter falls victim to a philanderer. Bara na nlya nga gipaangkan ang iyang anak kay himabayi man, It's his punishment for being a philanderer that his daughter was made pregnant. v 1 [A13;a12) make into a bar. 2 [b4] for a girl to suffer at the hands of a philanderer as a punishment to her father. Baraban ang atung anak ug 
	Pamaslan tikaw bara i bara sa imung gibubat kanaku, Iwill repay you eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth for what you have done to me. 4a punishment sent to a phi· landerer that his daughter falls victim to a philanderer. Bara na nlya nga gipaangkan ang iyang anak kay himabayi man, It's his punishment for being a philanderer that his daughter was made pregnant. v 1 [A13;a12) make into a bar. 2 [b4] for a girl to suffer at the hands of a philanderer as a punishment to her father. Baraban ang atung anak ug 
	A son and daughter of the Corteses' married a son and daughter of the Sanchezes'. barabara n shaft for a horse carrie. v [a) make into a shaft for a carrie, put a shaft on. barabara n shaft in a pressurized kerosene lantern which holds the needle controling the width of the orifice through which the vaporized kerosene passes. barahan n 1 yard-· stick. 2 criterion for measuring s.t. -in-(➔) n k.o. cloth of cheap quality with big, checkered prints. v [A; b6) wear this sort of cloth. t 
	ag
	ag


	baradiru n see BARAA. 
	barag v [B256; atiPJ lose one's footi,stagger from a blow or drunkenness. Mibarag (nabarag) siya pagsumbag naku, He staggered when I boxed him. Baran (pabaragun) ta ka nilning usa ka basung tuba, I'llmake you stagger with this glass of palm toddy.
	ng
	gu

	baragbarag v [Al pace back and forth in front of s.o., usually with a purpose. Mubaragbarag ang amahan ug pamisitahan ang iyang dalaga, When s.o. visits the daughter, the father paces back and forth conspicuously in front of them.
	baraha n playing card. bistu ang -it is clear what you (he, etc.) has up his sleeve. -nga dunut highly improbable excuse for doing 
	s.t. Ayaw kug sugali anang imung baraha nga dunut, Don't hand n,e those phoney 
	s.t. Ayaw kug sugali anang imung baraha nga dunut, Don't hand n,e those phoney 

	excuses. la mahjong piece. v [AC2; al]play cards. Nakigbaraha naku ang duha ka sugarul, The two gamblers asked me to playcards with them. Manu ta. Barahaun, Let'sdecide who will be first with cards. -dur(➔) n dealer in cards. v 1 [B16; a12] be the dealer. 2 [A12) hire, have as a card dealer. 
	barak n leg muscles. barak n barracks. v [a2] make into barracks.
	baraka n a room added to a house as an extension. v [Al; b6(1)] construct an extension to a house. -in-n hip roof with sloping ends and sloping sides. v [c1] construct ahip roof. 
	barandilya, barandilyas n fence or balustrademade of rails and posts. v [Al; cl] put, make into a railing. 
	ha.rang n 1 k.o. sorcery whereby insects are introduced into the intended victim. 2 insect, usually a mutant specimen, with which barang sorcery is performed. v [A; a12] practice barang on s. o. Barangun siya ni Danllu, Danilo will inflict his sorcery on him. -an(➔) n sorcerer.
	baranggay n 1 a unit of government of the pre-Spanish Filipinos, the titular head of whom was the datu or sultan. 2 = BALA.NGA Y. 3 a nightly. rosary held by turns in the houses in a certain neighborhood. Atu rung turnu sa baranggay, Tonight, the nightlyrosary ofthe baranggay will be held in our house. v 1 [A2C23] hold a baranggay. 2[Al3] go to one's girl friend's house, as the members of a prayer group go to s.o.'s house for the baranggay (colluial).
	oq

	barasbaras = BARABARA. see BARA
	barasu = BRASU. 
	barat a 1 cheap, petty: refusing to pay areasonable price and heeding matters not worth one's attention. 2 cheap, vulgar. Barat na kaayu nang baybana, bisan kinsa lang ang ubanan, That woman is very cheap. Anybody can have her. v 1 [B; b6] for a person to become cheap. Mauy ibarat nlmu ug .lmu siyang asban, You will come to be vulgar if you attach importance to what she says. 2 [B; cl) for things to be of little value, inferior, make s. t. in an inferior way. Mibarat (nabarat) ang pisu, The peso has beco
	s.t. cheap. -ira a fond of bargaining prices down too much. v [B12] be a haggler. Makabastus ang labihang pagkabaratlra, It isdegrading to bargain too hard. -iru = BARATIRA (male).
	baraana n piece ofwood about 1" thick, 2" 
	baratilyu -barinis 
	wide and anywhere from one foot up in length, usually used for flooring. v [ a] make into floorboards. 
	wide and anywhere from one foot up in length, usually used for flooring. v [ a] make into floorboards. 
	baratilyu n bargain sale. v [Al; cl] ·-hold a bargain sale. Baratilyubun (ibaratilyu) nila ang ilang uld istak, Their old stock is going to be on sale. paN-v [A2; b(l)] buy s.t. on sale. Mamaratilyu kug sapatus, I'll buy shoes that are on sale. 
	baratiru see BARAT. 
	baratua low price. Baratu kaayu ang palali
	1
	tun ug sirbisyu sa Hungkung, Goods and services are very cheap in H. K. v 1 [B; a2]become, be cheap. Mubaratu (mabaratu) ang bugas kun ting-an� Rice gets to be cheap during harvest time. 2 [AP; b6] cheapen, make contemptible. Ang babaying muk uyug ug lak i bisan asa nagbaratu ( nagpabaratu) sa iyang kaugalingun, A woman who goes just anywhere with a man cheapens herself. bararuhun a of a cheap sort. Sininang baratuhun, A ·cheap shirt. 

	baratun cut from one's winnings. Tagai kug baratu sa daug nimu sa bulang, Give me a cut from your winnings in the cockpit. v [A; c] give s.o. a cut from one's winnings. ha.raw, barawv [A; a12b2) interrupt the 
	2 

	.
	.
	tossing of the coin in gambling to annul that particular toss. Barawa nang antugun kunsuspitsadu ka sa inantugan, Interrupt the toss if you are suspicious about the way the coins are being tossed. (➔) expression used to squelch a friendly request for s. t. 
	'Daugan ka man. Paliti kug sapatus, ha?' 'Baraw. Pila ,a guy daug. ' 'You won in gambling. How about buying me a pair of shoes?' -'Just hold your horses there. That much I didn't win.' 
	-


	barawv l [ C) for fighting cocks to hit each other with their gaffs while in the air. baraw = BALARAW. 
	2 
	3 

	barawan n k.o. large squid.(nukus). baraybaray v 1 [A; al2] pile s.t. up. Baray
	-

	baraya ang mga kahun simpig sa bungbung, 
	baraya ang mga kahun simpig sa bungbung, 
	Pile the boxes against the wall 2 [AB36;
	cl] fall, put in line. Mibaraybaray sila atubangan sa maist"', They lined up before the teacher. 

	barbahan n wooden container for coconut palm toddy in the shape of a rectangle 3' by 4'. 
	barbas v [A; be] wash infected skin with boiieJ leaves of medicinal herbs. Mu rag nagamay ang kababung nga nabarbasan, The ulcer seemed to get smaller after it was cleaned and washed. n the water and boiled leaves of medicinal herbs used in washing sores, ulcers, and other skin diseases. 
	barbasv= BALBAS. 
	,?
	,?

	barbikin food barbecued on a stick. v [A; a] barbecue s.t. 
	yu 

	barbil n bar bell. v [A; al 2] exercise with a, make into a bar bell -adu, -awu a having a well-developed physique of-the sort that results from exercising with a bar bell. v [B126] become well-built. 
	barbir n barber. -siyap = BARBIRIY A. -iya n barbershop. 
	barbiru n barb-er. v .[B 16 ; a 12] become, make into· a barber. barbiruhan n barbershop;barbityurits n barbiturates. 
	barbula n valve in a pipe or tire. 
	barbun v [Al2; b(l)] go to a banquet only for the sake of eating. v [A2N; b(l)] go to a banquet only for the sake of eating. Mamarbun si Isku sa bunyag sa anak ni Uduy,lsko will certainly be there for the food when Odoy's son is baptized. n act of attending a banquet for eating alone. Kungpamarbun na gani ang hisgutan way katupung ni Alu, Talking of going to partiesjust for the food, no one can beat Alo. -iru a attending banquets for the sake of food alone. 
	barda = BALDA. 
	bardadu n = BALD.ADU. see BALDA. 
	bardsn barg·e. v 1 [Al; a12] take a -barge. 2 [A2; a12] make into a barge. bardut a prostitute (slang). v [B126; b6] be, become a prostitute. paN-v [A2; b6] pa
	1 
	-

	. .
	. .

	tron1ze a prostitute. 
	bargas n k.o. · plow made of steel (so called after the brand name Vargas). 
	b8:(i n a k.o. sickle for cutting long and thick grass, with thet. blade at the outside edge, and fastened to a wooden handle about 3' long. v [A; a] cut grass with a ban. 
	barikus n varicose veins. v [a4b4] have varicose veins. Barikusun (barikusan) kag magbaybil ka, You'll get varicose veins if you wear high heels. 
	bariln barreŁ drum. 
	1 

	barilv [A; ab2] shoot s.o. or s.t. with a gun. Si R isal diba barila sa L uni ta, Rizal was executed at the Luneta. 
	2 

	barilisn k.o. blue-finned tuna which grows to 3'. 
	1 

	barilisn metal drums for oil. 
	2 

	barina n screw auger for making holes. -dimanu n a screw auger with no brace, gimlet V [A; b] bore a hole with a drill. Barinahiang kabuy usa tw'irkahi, Drill a hole in the wood before you put in the screw. 
	barinis n water container made of an internodal section of bamboo. v [A13; a12] make, make into a water container of this sort. 
	barinugan -barug 
	barin6a stubborn, refusing to yield or comply. Barinugan kaayung igsuuna kay diIi mupatuu sa akung tambag, He is a stubborn brother because he refuses to heed my advice. v [B12; b6) be, become stubborn. 
	gan 

	barinuhan = BARINUGAN.
	barit n · barrette for holding the hair in place.v make into a barrette.
	[A; a) wear
	,' 

	barita n bar of soap, chocolate, etc. Tagsingkwinta na ang barita sa sabun, Soap costs fifty cents a bar now. v [A; al form, make into a bar. Baritabun ta ning tsukulit, Let'sform this chocolate into bars. 
	baritun n 1 = BARITUNU. 2 baritone musical instrument. 2a brass wind instrument: thebaritone. 2b baritone saxophone. 
	baritunu n a baritone voice or s.o. with a baritone voice. v [B; al be a baritone; sing in the baritone. Mubaritunu (mabaritunu) tingali ning akung tingug ug maulitawu na ku, l will probably have a baritone voice when I reach adolescence. Magbaritunu ku kay kulang sila, I'll sing with the baritones because there's not enough of them. Baritunubi nang iyang kanta, Sing the baritone part to the song. 
	barkada n people one goes around with. Giimbitar kung akung mga barkada sa akung adlaw, I invited my cronies to my birthday party. v [Cl; alc3) go around together. Way kalaki ning magbarkada, It's no good to go around with a gang. matt n people who are gang mates. Nadabig siya sa imbistigasiyun kay magbarkada man sila sa nakapatay, He was also investigated because he was in the same gang as the murderer. kagang mate. barkadur a fond ofgoing around with one's gang. 
	barkilyus n baked sweet made from flour, eggs, sugar and rolled into crisp hollow tubes. v [A; a) make barquillos. 
	barkilyus n baked sweet made from flour, eggs, sugar and rolled into crisp hollow tubes. v [A; a) make barquillos. 
	barku n large ship. hibyaan sa -1 not catch the boat. 2 failed· to get married. wala kuy -I'm poor. v [Al;al take a ship. 
	bamati v 1 [A; al2) drive s.o. to work very hard. Gibarnati pagpaguna ang sinubulan, The hired laborer was made to work hard weeding. 2 [B 16) become skilled in s. t. after constant, strenuous training. Ang pagtrababu· niya sa talyir nakabarnati (nakapabarnati) niya sa makina, His work in the shop made him skilled with machines. 
	barnis n varnish. v [A; b6(1)] vam_ish s.t. Barnisan kung imung sungkud, I'll varnish your cane. 

	barpin n an ornamental pin with a clasp. v [A; cl] wear an ornamental pin. 
	bartiha n 1 plank, board. Gilugkat ang usa 
	ka bartiba sa bungbung, One plank was torn offthe wall 2 parcel, block of land. Babinun sa tulu ka bartiha ang ilang yuta, Their land will be divided into three parcels. 3 share. v 1 [A; al) make, or cut into planks or boards. 2 [A; b6(1)] put a board betweentwo things. Bartihai ang kanal arun makalabang ang k utsi, Place some planks over thecanal so the car can pass over it. 3 [A; a]divide, cut up into pieces or sections. Hu
	ka bartiba sa bungbung, One plank was torn offthe wall 2 parcel, block of land. Babinun sa tulu ka bartiha ang ilang yuta, Their land will be divided into three parcels. 3 share. v 1 [A; al) make, or cut into planks or boards. 2 [A; b6(1)] put a board betweentwo things. Bartihai ang kanal arun makalabang ang k utsi, Place some planks over thecanal so the car can pass over it. 3 [A; a]divide, cut up into pieces or sections. Hu
	kum ang mubartiba (magbartiha) sa yuta nga iapud-apud sa mga anak, A judge will apportion the land that will be distributed among the children. Bartibaa ang kik sa walu ka bata, Divide the cake among the eight children. 3a [A] get a share or a part of. Nakabartiba siyag duha ka gatus sa usa ka byahi, His share in one trip was two hundred pesos.

	bartindir n bartender, one who acts as a bartender. v [B36; a) be the one who mixes the drinks. 
	bartulina n cell for the solitary confinement of a prisoner. V [A; cl] place in solitary. 
	Ayaw pangulata arun di ka bartulinabun(ibartulina), Don't fight with anybody or you will get put in solitary. 
	bartuniku n k.o. fish, the climbing perch: 
	Anabas testudines. 
	baru, baru n large cylindrical water or rice container made from tin plate or an empty petroleum can, having a capacity of around 5-6 gallons. v [al2] make into such a container.
	barug v 1 [APB36; clP] stand, stand up, cause to do so. Mubarug kita inigtugtug sanasudnung &wit, Let us stand when thenational anthem is played. Mibarug ang iya pagbasa niya ug librung law-ay, He got a bone on (lit. his stood up) when he read the dirty book. Nagbarug (nagpabarug) siya sa masakitun, He helped the sick man get to his feet. la [B3(1)46; cl] for a building to stand, be built. Sa katapusan nagbarug nang balay nga akung gitukud, At last the house I constructed was built. 2 [A2; c2] stand up for 
	.

	Makabarug ra giyud sa katapusan ang matuud, Truth prevails in the end. Barugi (ibarug) ang katinuud sa imung gipanultiStand up for the truth of your statement. 3 [A;
	1 

	·
	·

	b6] stand for, act as proxyfor s.o., guarantee for s.o.'s obligations or rights. Akuyn_agbarug sa iyang utang sa bangku, l stood as guarantor for his debts to the bank. Gibarugan ku ni tiyu pagpamalayi naku kay wa si Tatay, My uncle stood for my fatherwhen I made the formal marriage propos'al. 
	barumbada -bua 
	4 [B12; clP] get standing in a community. 
	4 [B12; clP] get standing in a community. 

	Ang makabarug (makapabarug) sa tawu ang iyang prupisyun, A man's profession gives him dignity. S [B2] look good in s.t., for s.t. to become one. Di ka mubarug sa mini kay tag-as kag tul-an, You don't look good in a mini because you have long legs. n 1 height Mubu ug barug, Of a shon height. 2 bearing and features. Ang iyang barug daw istadista, His bearing is statesman-like. paN-n 1 stature and/or features of a person. A mbungang pamarug, Handsome f eatures. 2 one's standing in a profession or any group. 
	Nagbarumbada Jang ka sa imung kabilin, 
	Nagbarumbada Jang ka sa imung kabilin, 
	You are squandering your inheritance. lba
	rumbada lang niyang iyang nindut nga sinina, gihimung pambay, She wastes her beautiful dress, using it around the house. 

	barumbadu a 1 ill-mannered. Barumbadunang anaka kay di mangayug kataburan saiyang katiguwangan, That child is ill-mannered because he doesn't greet his folks. 2careless in dress; wearing clothing untidily or in such a way as to destroy it. Barumbadu siyang mamisti. Lupig pay buguy, Hedresses terribly, worse than a tramp. 3 vagabond, vagrant. v 1 [B2; b6] become illmannered. 2 [B3 ( 1)6; c] become careless of one's dress, treat clothes carelessly. Ayawibarumbadu kanang imung pulung puti satubaan, Don't r
	barumitir, barumitru n barometer. v [b6(1)] measure s. t. with a barometer. 
	barung n fancy, embroidered shin with long sleeves used for formal wear. It slips over the head and is worn outside of the trousers. -pulu, shon-sleeved version of the barongwith buttons all the way down. -Tagalug, Pilipinu Ł BARUNG. v [A; a] wear, make into barong. 
	barungbanmg = BALUNGBM.UNG.
	gu
	barut n tobacco that is of the lowest class. 1baJigyag kinilu ang barut, The cheapest k.o. tobacco is sold by the kilogram. a 1 inferiorin quality. Dali rang mulubad ang panaptung barut, A cloth which is inferior in quality easily fades. 2 ugly to look at. v [B; 
	-

	a] be, become inferior in quality or ugly. 
	a] be, become inferior in quality or ugly. 

	Mibarut (nabarut) ang Jami sa tabakung wa maputus, The tobacco lost its flavor because it hadn't been wrapped. Nagkabarut ang atung dapit kay midagsang ang iskwatir, This place is turning into an eyesore because of the proliferation of the squatters. 
	ha.rut n the inedible pulp of the jackfruit which surrounds the edible flesh. 
	barutu n small boat with a dug-out bottom, plank or sawali sidings, and usually withoutriggers. v [A13; cl] ride a small boat. Magbarutu ta paingun sa Samar, Let's take a boat to Samar. Barutuba (ibarutu) ang masakitun sa pikas pulu, Transport the patient to the other island on a boat. paN-v[A2Cl2; b6(1)] go boating. Nakigpamarutu naku ang akung tratu, My boy friend asked me to go boating with him. 
	babli a changeable, fickle. Ning tyimpung baryabli ang datu mapubri, ang pubri maadunahan, In these uncertain times the richbecome poor and the poor, rich. v [B2] be variable. Ang bili sa paJalitun kanunayng mubaryabli (mabaryabli), Retail prices are constantly fluctuating. 
	ary

	baryu n 1 barrio, the smallest territorial unit of government. 2 the country as opposed to the city or town. Laay ang kinabuhi sa baryu, Life in the country is boring. v [APB26; a12] be, become, make into a barrio. Kining urdinansaha ang mibaryu (mipabaryu) sa Pasil, This ordinance made Pasil a barrio. -nga way kaldiru, ktn n a barrio without pots, a humorous allusion to the place where a person heads after death. -kapitan n captain of the barrio, the barrio chief. -kawunsil n barrio council, the lawma
	i

	If you want to do iton your own, then we'll do ours on our own, too. baryuhanun n 1 resident of rural areas. Kadaghanan sa baryuhanun dinbi magbabaul, Most of the barrio folk here are farmers. tagi-n residentof a barrio. katagi-n barrio-mate. 
	bu = BALAS. 
	basa v [A3S; ab2] 1 read. DiJi ku makabasa, I cannot read. Wa ku kabasa ana, I haven't 
	basa -basdak 
	had a chance to read that. Basaha ang Bi
	had a chance to read that. Basaha ang Bi
	bliya, Read the Bible. Basahi siya, Read to 
	him. Hibasaban gani ni Tatay ang sulat sa 
	imung tratu, If Father reads your boy 
	friend's love letter. 2 interpret signs, omens. 
	Inighuman ug urasiyun sa basu, basahun da
	yun sa tambalan ang imung mga sakit, Af
	ter the shaman says the magic words into a 
	glass, he will read your sickness in it. 3 
	[a3] understand, get the meaning. Nabasa 
	ku sa imung mata nga gihigugma mu siya 
	gihapun, I can read in your eyes that you 
	still love him. hiN·(➔) a fond of reading. 
	kabasahun a feel very much like reading. 
	balasahun n reading matter. mag·r-/1·(➔), 
	um-r-/1-(➔) n the readers of a certain publi
	cation. tig-a in-the habit of reading. t 

	basa a 1 wet. 2 watery, soft. Di ku gustug kan-un nga basa ang pagkalutu, I don't likerice with too much water in it. 3 -ang papil ruined reputation. Walay musugut niya kay basa na ang iyang papil sa pagkapalikl
	ru, Nobody has accepted his marriage proposals because he has a bad reputation as a philanderer. 4 -ang ting raspy voiced. v 1 [APB12; bS] wet s.t., become wet. Angulan mauy mubasa (mupabasa) sa pilapilan, The rain will wet the ricefields. Bas-i (bas-a) kanang imung tubud, Wet your knee a little. Mabasa Lang na siya kun maligu, He doesn'thave intercourse. (Lit. He only gets wet when he takes a bath.) 2 [A; bS] wash s. t. Si Pitra mubasa aning hugawng lamisa, Petra will wash this dirty table. 3 [a) cook, u
	ru, Nobody has accepted his marriage proposals because he has a bad reputation as a philanderer. 4 -ang ting raspy voiced. v 1 [APB12; bS] wet s.t., become wet. Angulan mauy mubasa (mupabasa) sa pilapilan, The rain will wet the ricefields. Bas-i (bas-a) kanang imung tubud, Wet your knee a little. Mabasa Lang na siya kun maligu, He doesn'thave intercourse. (Lit. He only gets wet when he takes a bath.) 2 [A; bS] wash s. t. Si Pitra mubasa aning hugawng lamisa, Petra will wash this dirty table. 3 [a) cook, u
	gu
	_g


	basag n large, rectangular bamboo hamper 
	for storing dirty clothes. v [al] make into 
	for storing dirty clothes. v [al] make into 
	1

	this k.o. hamper. 

	basagv 1 [AB126; al] for s.t. not thick to split or shatter, split or shatter s.t. Kinsaynagbasag sa pinggan? Who broke the plate? Nabasag ang sista, The guitar cracked. ,2[B12) for the voice to crack. Mabasag angtingug kun bayungbayung na, When youreach adolescence, your voice cracks. (➔) a1 cracked, shattered. Ayaw gamita nang 
	basagv 1 [AB126; al] for s.t. not thick to split or shatter, split or shatter s.t. Kinsaynagbasag sa pinggan? Who broke the plate? Nabasag ang sista, The guitar cracked. ,2[B12) for the voice to crack. Mabasag angtingug kun bayungbayung na, When youreach adolescence, your voice cracks. (➔) a1 cracked, shattered. Ayaw gamita nang 
	2 

	sag-uba kay basag na, Don't use that bamboo container because it is cracked. 2 cracked in voice. 

	basagbasag n k. o. garfish. 
	basagbasag n glabella, the part of the frontal bone between the two eyebrows, extending a little above and below.
	basak n field of wet-cultivated rice. v [A; al] cultivate a rice field. Basakun ku nang usa ka iktariya, I will make that one hectare into a rice field. -an n rice field. 
	basal v [A; a] bang on s.t. to produce noise. Basalun namung taru ug may iskilipsi, We'llbeat the kerosene cans when there's aneclipse. n anything used in banging. Basalsa bumbu, The drumstick. 
	s n vassal. v [a12] make into a vassal. 
	basalyu, basal
	yu
	-
	1 

	basalyusn loyal circle of followers ( colloquial). Ang basalyus sa pulitiku, The inner circle of the politician's followers. v [B126)be, become loyal followers of ...
	2 

	ga a toothless mouth that is wide open. v 1 [B56; cl] for a toothless mouth to be wide open, as in laughing. 2 [B2] for the gum to lose a row of teeth leaving a large gap. Nabasangag iyang lagus, There was a big gap in his gums. 
	basangag, basan
	ga

	basar n a shop or department store that sells various kinds of goods. v [a12b6] make into a bazaar. 
	basas, basas v [A12; b(l)] have the upperhand, be on the winning end. Wa kay basasan anang bayhana, yOU have no chance ofgetting the upper hand with that woman. 
	basbasv [A; b] chop off nodes, lumps, etc. in wood or bamboo. Gibasbasan nlya ang mga lipak para sa ilang sawug, He cleaned and smoothed the bamboo strips for the flooring. -in-n chips, particles removed from wood that has been cleaned. -in-an a1 carefully smoothed wood. 2 carefully selected words. Binasbasan ang {yang mga pulung, His words are carefully selected. 
	1 
	_ 

	basbasv [A; b] husk corn. Basbasi ang mais, Husk the corn. n husks of corn.
	2 

	basbasv [A; al2] train with constant repetition. Akuy mibasbas niyas inum, l taughthim to drink. Nabasbas ku sa trababu human mamatay si Papa, I learned how to work after Papa died. Gibasbas nlya ang iru pagsayaw, He trained the dog to dance. 
	3 

	basbas= BALASBAS.
	4 

	basdak v [B6; ac] be tight and bulging due to fullness, esp. the stomach. Basdakun tang atung tiyan, Let's fill our stomachs chock-full. Ginabas ang atung ibasdak sapansing bag, Let's fill the punching bag full 
	bashuy -basta 
	ofsawdust. 
	ofsawdust. 

	bashuy = BAS-UY, 1. 
	basi n 1 rice wine. 2 wine made from sugar ca;e. v [a 1] make in to rice or sugar cane wine. 
	basin military base. -nabal naval base. v[A2; a2b6] establish a military base. 
	2 

	basi v [A; c1] base a conclusion or course of action on s. t. Ang maayu mauy basihi sa imung kinabubi, Base your life on what is good. A_yaw giyud ibasi (basiha ang imung pagbukum sa iyang sulti, Don't base your decision on what she says. n basis. 
	3 

	basibasi = BASIN.
	4

	' 
	' 

	basibas v [AN2] daybreak. Mib«sibas (naman, Morning was breaking.
	sibas) nang kabunta
	gu

	basilika n basilica. 
	basilin n vase line. v [b6( 1)] rub vaseline on. basin 1 [so-and-so] might happen but I hope 
	not, lest [so-and-so] happen. Pagdala ug payung, basig muulan, Take along an umbrella. It might rain. Buhata dayun, basin ug malimut ka, Do it the first thing. You might forget to do it. 2 I hope [so-and-so] . Basin pag manwildu sila run, I hope they will give us our salary today. Basin ug mabulug ta ka anang kabuy, l hope you fall out of that tree. paN-v 1 [A2: b6] tone's luck. Pamasini ug paningil, mubayad tingali siya, 
	not, lest [so-and-so] happen. Pagdala ug payung, basig muulan, Take along an umbrella. It might rain. Buhata dayun, basin ug malimut ka, Do it the first thing. You might forget to do it. 2 I hope [so-and-so] . Basin pag manwildu sila run, I hope they will give us our salary today. Basin ug mabulug ta ka anang kabuy, l hope you fall out of that tree. paN-v 1 [A2: b6] tone's luck. Pamasini ug paningil, mubayad tingali siya, 
	ry 


	Try your luck collecting from him. He might just pay up. 2 [A2; b8] pin one'shopes on s. o. Mamasin ku sa akung kamangburan nga maduktur, I am pinning my hopes on my youngest child's becoming adoctor. panghiN-v [A2; b8] hope for s.t. to happen. Nangbimasin Jang ku nga dili ulurun ang 1nais, I am just hoping that mycom won't get infested with worms. pamasinbasin v [A; b6] try one's luck with pretty slender chances of success. Mamasinbasin Lang ta. Pilabay ug swirtibun, Let's trya long shot. Who knows, w
	basi, basin 1 empty container. la empty cartridge shell. 2 empty plate to eat offof. Pangbatagig basiyu ang mga bisita, Givethe visitors empty plates. v 1 [82; a12] for containers to be empty. 2 [AN; c] set the table. Pamasiyu na, Set the table now. Ang platung bag-u mauy ibasiyu, Set the new plates on the table. 3 for machinery (gears,propellers, etc.) not to engage. Mubasiyuang kadina sa bisiklita, The bicycle chain fails to engage. Ug mubasiyu ang pala sa bangka muusab ang inandaran, When the 
	yu
	yu 

	propeller of the boat gets out of the water, the noise of the motor changes in quality. 
	baska a for corn or rice to be cooked dry and \oose. v [86; a12b6] for rice to becooked dry and loose. Mubaska (mabaska) ang linung-ag nga mais kun kulang ug tubig, 
	The corn grits will be dif they lack water. baskav [APB; c 1] for things not liquid to fill s. t. to capacity, be filled. Undangi pagtakus sa bugas kung mabaska (mubaska) na ang saku, Stop pouring the rice into the sack if it is already filled to capacity. Nagbaska ning akung tiyan, My stomach is full to capacity. n chock-full, bulging due to fullness. 
	ry 
	2 

	baskad = BUSKAG. 
	. 

	baskag = BUSKAG. 
	baskit n 1 basket. 2= BASKIT BUL: v [Al; a] 1 °'ake into a basket. 2 [A; c6] a intercept correspondence before it reaches its destination. Gibaskit sa inahan ang suwat sa iyang anak, The mother intercepted the letter for her daughter (and threw it away). b throw away correspondence. Gibaskit Zang intawun ang akung aplikasyun, My application was just consigned to the circular file. baskit bul n basketball game. v [AC; b6] play basketball. -an n basketball court. t 
	baskug a strong and healthy, vigorous in movement. Baskug kaayu siyang manglibuklibuk kay batan-un pa, He is full of pep because he is still young. v 1 [B2; a] be strong and healthy. Ang gatas makabaskug (makapabaskug) sa Zawas, Milk makes you strong. 2 [A; b7cl] do in a brisk and vigorous manner. Baskuga (ibaskug, baskugi) ang pagsikad sa bisiklita, Pedal the bicycle more briskly. 3 -ang kabuhi v (83(1)) for the pit of the stomach to palpitate rapidly in pain due to kabubi. Mabaskug akung kabuhi bast
	baskula n scales for weighing, where the fulcrum is not in the middle, e.g., steelyard. 
	baslan see BALUS. 
	basngag v [A; bSc] utter sharp words!. in anger or impatience. Mamasngag siyag samuksamukun kun magtrababu, He snaps at people when he is disturbed while working. 
	basnig n a haul seine net, round in shape, for catching fish which run in schools and can be attracted by light. paN-v [A2; b] fish with the basnig. 
	basta 1 provided that, if and only if. Ibatagku ning risibu basta bayran ku nimu, I will give you the receipt provided that you pay me. Bisag magabin-an ka, basta na Zang man, Even if it takes half 
	dala akung gitu
	gu
	'!

	bastanti -basul 119 
	1 

	the night, so long as you do what you were told to do. 2 [so-and-so) is the case, no matter what anyone says. Na, basta, naa lagi, Well, that's the way it is. There is, believe it or not. 3with commands reminding a person to keep bis promise: don't forget! Basta ayaw giyud ug pakita dinhig usab, Markthis, don't ever show your face here again. Basta ha? Muuban ku, Don't forget now .Iwant to go along. -nga, kay -to make the story short, suffice it to say that. Basta nga (-kay basta) pagpanganti niya, nanga
	the night, so long as you do what you were told to do. 2 [so-and-so) is the case, no matter what anyone says. Na, basta, naa lagi, Well, that's the way it is. There is, believe it or not. 3with commands reminding a person to keep bis promise: don't forget! Basta ayaw giyud ug pakita dinhig usab, Markthis, don't ever show your face here again. Basta ha? Muuban ku, Don't forget now .Iwant to go along. -nga, kay -to make the story short, suffice it to say that. Basta nga (-kay basta) pagpanganti niya, nanga
	.
	·

	If you do it any old way, we will lose money. dili -not just ordinary. Dili bastabasta tung kasala, That was no ordinary wedding. 

	bastanti sufficient in amount for a certain 
	I
	I
	need. 'Igu ning lima? ' -'Bastanti.!' 'Will
	these five do?' -'Yes. They're just enough.' v [B126) be sufficient. Ang diklarasyun satistis mauy nakabastanti (nakapabastanti) sa ibidinsiya, The declaration of the witness was enough to make the evidence sufficient. 
	gu


	bastar v [A2; cS] be enough, sufficient. Dilimakabastar ( ikabastar) nang kwartaba sa akung kinabanglanun, That money is not enough for my needs. 
	bastardavv 1 [B; cl] set, be placed across 
	1
	1
	s.t. diagonally. Nagbastarda ang hubug sa dalan, The drunk was lying diagonally across the road. Bastardaba (ibastarda) pagtaud sa rayna ang banda, Put the band diagonally across the queen. 2 [B; c 1] be crooked, not straight. Nagbastarda ang linya sa mga kaditi, The cadets' line is crooked. 

	•bastardaiha di-illegitimate daughter. 
	2 

	_
	bastardua for ·a course or direction to beoff to the side and not directly into. v [B56;al] be off to one side. Nagbastardu amung agi tungud sa sulug, Our course was· off to one side because of the current. 
	1 

	*bastarduihu di-illegitimate child. 
	2 

	bastid a 1 for a bulb to be burnt ·out. 2 be out in blackjack. v 1 [A;a12] spurn a suitor (slang). Gibastid si Husi sa iyang gipangulitawhan, The girl Jose is courting spurned him. 2 [B126) for a bulb to burn out. 3 [B
	·

	126) go over twenty-one in blackjack. Wa ka ba mabastid? Didn't you go over twentyone? 
	126) go over twenty-one in blackjack. Wa ka ba mabastid? Didn't you go over twentyone? 

	bastidur= BIRSUbastidurn rounded frame for use in embroidery. v [Al; a] use, make into an embroi
	1
	t"
	2 
	-

	dery frame. 
	dery frame. 

	bastika n the hard core of thick abaca rope which remains when the rope is worn out. 
	Ayaw ilabay ang p,si. Magamit pa ang bastika niini, Don't throw the rope away. The hard core can still be used. 
	bastipul = BUSTIPUL. 
	bastiyan n I .man's name. 2 euphemism for bastus. 
	bastruk v [A; al] strike s.o. with the .butt of a gun. Bastrukun ku siya ning karbin, l'llstrike him with the butt of this carbine. 
	bastun n 1 walking stick, usually polished s. 2 package, bar, long li�e a cane. Usa ka bastungsabun, A long bar of soap. Usa ka bastung sigarilyu, A carton of cigarettes. -di San Husi -KIL.ALA. v 1 [A; a] use, make into a cane. 2 [A2; a] hit with a can�. 3 [A; a12] make into long bar-shaped cakes or packages. -iru n jailer. v [Al;a12] be a jailer.bastus a acting in a morally reprehensible 
	and sometimes with carved desi
	gn

	1 
	1 
	,

	way. Kabastus, mangtlad ug buta, How rep
	-

	rehensible ! Cheating a blind m·an ! Nagkalingaw ug isturyag bastus, They were arnusingthemselves telling dirty stories. [B2; b6] to be morally reprehensible. paka-v [Al,3; a12] act in a reprehensible way, treat, regard s.o. as reprehensible. Nagpakabastus ka anang imung pangitsura, The way you're dressed, you lo_ok reprehensible. 
	bastusn clubs in the Spanish cards. v [B12;
	z
	z

	b4(1)J for a club to be drawn. Hibastusan ang akung karta, l drew a club, or My cards were beaten by a club. 
	basu n 1 drinking glass. v [a12] make into a drinking glass. 2 the Virgin Mary (Biblical). Basung ispirituhanun, The Spiritualvessel
	· 
	· 

	(of God's grace). binasuan n dance with glasses on the hands and head. v [A3] dance the glass dance. 
	bas-ug v [A; c] heave a load onto the shoulders. Siya ra ang mibas-ug sa dakung bukag, He heaved the large basket on to his shoulders by himself. 
	basuka n bazooka. v [A; a] fire a bazooka at. basul v 1 [A2; bc3] blame s.o. for a fault. 
	Mubasul aku nimu, I will blame you. Angdraybir ang gibasul (gibasulan) sa aksidinti, 
	1

	The driver was blamed. for the accident. U�
	sa may ikabasul nimu naku nga nagtumJn man ku? What are you blaming me for, since I did what you said? 2 [Al3;b3) repent, regret having done s. t. Nagbasul kungwala mupad.ayun pagtu,un, l regretted that I did not continue my studies. Wa kuy kabasulan sa akung gibuhat, l did nothing I regret. pag-n repentance. 
	120 basul
	120 basul
	2 


	basul n k.o. hairy caterpillar with hair that proluces an itchy prick. v [a4b4] have basul on it, be pricked by a basul. Gibasul ang bayabas, The guava tree has caterpillars on it. Hibasulan ku, l was pricked by a basul. 
	baml n whitlow, an inflammation at theedgeof the finger-or toenails. v [ B 126; a4b4) become, have a whitlow. Mabasul na ug dfli tambalan, That will turn into a whitlow if you don't put medicine on it. Di ku makatayip kay gibasul (gibasulan) ang akungtudlu, l can't type because l have an inflammation on my finger.
	3

	basun = BASIN.
	buuni n 1 thorn lodged in the flesh. 2 s. t. which causes a sharp emotional pain. Basuni sa akung dugban ang imung pag-ayad, It was a thorn in my heart that you spurned my love. v [B3(1)6] for a thorn to be lodged in the flesh. Mubasuni ang tunuk sa tuyum sa imung tiil, The sea urchin's thorn will lodge in your foot. Nabasuni sa lawas ·angbala, The bullet was lodged in the body. 
	buura n 1 garbage. 2 one's dirty secrets, kept from the public. Nangahukad ang ilang mga basura, They washed their dirty linen inpublic. v [al2] 1 make into a garbage container. 2 [A; c] throw!s. t. into the garbage. buurahan n receptacle for garbage. 
	buuriru n garbage collector. v [B156; a2b]be, make into a garbage collector. 
	has-uy n 1 simple stew made of pork flesh and innards, fried in spices and thrown in boiling water, usually prepared at feasts to be given to the helpers. 2 stew made from banancl.S or tubers boiled in water and sweetened. v [A; a2) make bas-uy.
	buwat v [A; a] lift or carry s. t. heavy, usuallyby holding the bottom. Gibaswat sa nubyu ang nubya padung sa nagbulat nga awtu, The bridegroom carried the bride to the waiting automobile. 
	basyaw v [B26] for a depressed area to gather water. Mubasyaw (mabasyaw) ang natad inig-ulan, The yard becomes a pool when it rains. n standing water that gathers on a depressed area. 
	bat n baseball bat. v [A; al] bat a ball. 
	htn buof a gun. v [Al; a] make a butt. 
	Ł
	1 
	Ł 

	hat= BA TIR
	2 
	-

	.
	.

	bat= BALAT. 
	3 

	hata v [A; a] divide into equal groups or poliions for sale. Bataba sa dusi ka bugkus ang kamunggay, Divide the vegetables into twelve equal bundles. n portion for sale. hatabata v [A; al2] estimate the quantity of s. t. Batabataba ang iyang pangidarun, Estimate how old she is. 
	-bad 
	bata n woman's nightgown. -dihanyubatfirobe. v [A; a] wear, make into a nightgown. Di siya mubata ug nipis, She won't wear a flimsy nightgown. 
	bad n 1 child. 2 son or daughter. 3 mistress,concubine. 4 bodyguard, protege of s.o. of high rank. Nag-abusar abi bata man sa prisidinti, He's abusi� because he's the president's protege. -nga linti tough, ruffian. kanay -attaboy, that's the way you should be. a 1 young, in the early period of life or growth. Bakang bata, Young cow, heifer, Matul-id nimung biwing kabuy kun bata pa,
	You can straighten a crooked tree while it's young. Bata siya1_1g tan-awun, She looks very young. 2 a novice in the field. Bata pa iyang pagkaduktur, He's still a novice at practicing medicine. 3 for the hour to be early. Bata pa ang kagabbiun, The night is still young. v 1 [B2; a] get to be young-looking. Mibata kang tan-awun nianang sininaa, yOU lookyoung in that dress. 2 [Al2; al2] make s.o.his mistress or protegee. Nakabata kug mistisa, l had a mistress with a Spanish blood. Matun iyang gibata, He m
	gu 

	When we reminisce about our youth. 2 state of being young. -ut(➔) n naughtychild, usually used as a term of address. Uybataut ka, Hey, you naughty boy! a child
	-

	Bataan -bawan 
	ish in behavior. Dalaga ka na piru bataut gibapun, You're grown-up, but you act li�e achild v [B12) become childish. 
	ish in behavior. Dalaga ka na piru bataut gibapun, You're grown-up, but you act li�e achild v [B12) become childish. 
	Bataan n Bataan, a province in Southwestern Luzon. -di n Bataan Day.batad n sorghum, k. o. coarse grass used for forage: Andropogon sorghum. batadbatad n the space between the anus and the genitalia. 
	batak v 1 [AB12; a] split s.t. long or break 
	s. t. open; be· split, broken open. Nagbatak siyag kawayan, H� is splitting bamboo. Ayaw bataka ang nangka kay bilaw pa, Don'tsplit the jackfruit open because it is still unripe. Palakul ang ibatak sa kabuy, Split the wood lengthwise with an axe. 2 [b(1)) payoff debts by splitting coconuts or bamboo .!(➔) a cracked, broken. Batak ang dakungkaldiru, The large kettle is cracked. -an(➔). n board where s. t. is sliced, esp. in circumcisions. I-an(➔) n 1 clumps of bamboo from which -bamboo stems are usually t
	.

	batakan n 1 measuring stick, ruler. 2 principle by·which judgment of s. t. is gauged. Angpulung sa Diyus mauy batakan sa kinabubi,
	Our lives are based on the word of God. -nga balaud n basic law, the Constitution. batakbatak n 1 k.o. frog that croaks very loudly. 2 loquacious person.
	batal n hardened part on an otherwise soft or medium-soft surface. Dunay batal sa abukadu, There was a hard spot in the avocado. Dunay batal sa kutsun, There was a hard lump in the mattress. Mga batal sa samad,Clots of blood in the wound. v [B6] 1 be 
	s.t. hard in an otherwise soft area. Mibatalang pistula sa iyang bulsa, One could feel a hard place in his pocket where his pistol was. 2 be, become brazen. Mibatal (nabatal) na ning nawung kug siging pangutang, Ihave bec·ome shameless from constantly borrowing money. -ang nawung a shameless, hardened to insults. pa-v [A; b6(1)] stay put, r.efuse to move or budge from aposition. Nagpabatal lang siya sa iyang gilingkuran bisag gipasibug, He did not budge from his seat even when he was asked to move a littl

	· back of the kitchen, used for storing water jars, and washing. It usually has steps going down. v [A; cl] make, add a batalan. 
	bataliyun = BATALYUN. 
	bataliyun = BATALYUN. 
	batalya n 1 battle. la fight (humorous usage). 2 soldiers arrayed for battle. 3 any large group of persons going s. w. or grouped to
	-

	gether. v [A 13] have a fight, conflict, orbattle. Kasayu ninyung nagbatalya ganina,How early you were at it this morning!-dur(➔) a one who fights for principles, causes, etc. Batalyadur kaayu nang baybana, That wom.a.n is a great fighter.

	ba�yun n battalion. v [a2] make into a battalion. 
	*batanas way -ill-bred, no manners (euphemism for way batasan). 
	. ,
	. ,

	batangn = APALL 
	1 

	batang, batangv [A; c] lie prostrate. Nagbatang na ang masakitun ug pila ka bulan sa banig, The patient has been bed-ridden forseveral months. Ibatang ang imung lawas sa baybayun, Lie down on the beach. v 1 [A; cl] keep still without moving. lpabatang (pabatanga) imung tuu, suntuk sa wala, 
	2
	l 

	Keep your right arin in place and hit with your left. 2 stay in a place permanently. 
	Keep your right arin in place and hit with your left. 2 stay in a place permanently. 
	Pabatangun ku nimu dinbi bangtud sa bangtud? Will you make me stay in this place forever? 3 stick around s. w. without doing anything. Nagpabatang ka diba nga dagban man tag trababu? Why are you sitting around there doing nothing when there is so much to do? pa•(�) n k.o. longline fishing, usually for sharks. 
	.


	batangn log. tulud -se_e 1ULUD. 
	2 

	bat-ang = BALAT·ANG. batangbatang n hook of an earring. batanggas n things that originate in the prov
	-

	ince of Batangas. 1 jackknife. 2 a breed of chicken popularly used in cockfighting because of its remarkable strength and fierceness. v [Al; b6] stab with, make into a jackknife. 
	ince of Batangas. 1 jackknife. 2 a breed of chicken popularly used in cockfighting because of its remarkable strength and fierceness. v [Al; b6] stab with, make into a jackknife. 

	batanggi.nya n native of the province of Batangas (female). v [Bl26] be, become a Batanguena.
	batas v [A; a] 1 cut down bamboo poles. 2 split bamboo poles. 3 [b(l)] pay off a d_ebt 
	. 
	. 
	,

	by splitting or cutting down bamboos. Aku
	Zang batasan ning akung. utang nimu, I'.llpay off my debt to you by cutting bamboos down. 

	batasan n 1 custom. usual way of acting. Batasan namung mangadyi una mangaun, It'sour custom to pray before eating. 2 one's manners, way of dealing with s.o. Maayungbatasan, Good way of dealing with pe9ple. Way batasan, Having no manners. v [A23; cl] make doing s.t. a habit. Nabatasan na sa mga kutsiru ang pagp"ili sa tlang sakay, 
	The rig drivers have gotten into the habit of choosing their passengers. Ibatasan (batasanun) ku sa akung mga anak ang kamatinaburun, I will train my children to be res
	-

	bataw -batiis 
	pectfuL paN-n proper behavior, the social conventions. Pamatasan sa mga militar ang pagsaludar, Saluting is a part of military courtesy. n set of customs. 
	pectfuL paN-n proper behavior, the social conventions. Pamatasan sa mga militar ang pagsaludar, Saluting is a part of military courtesy. n set of customs. 
	bataw = BULAY. 

	batayan n a bird trap made of bamboo with a bait or bird decoy. The bird is caught when it alights on the trigger mechanism which snaps a noose as the bird perches on it. v [a) make into a batayan. paN-v [A2;
	a) catch birds with a batayan. t 
	a) catch birds with a batayan. t 

	batbat v [A; cl] relate or describe an event in detail. Batbata (ibatbat) sa hukmanan ang imung nasaksihan, Explain to the court what you saw. 
	bathala n 1 God. Makagagahum ang (si) Bathala, God is all powerful 2 a god. Ang salapi nabimung bathala alang kaniya, Moneybecame his god. v [cl] worship like a god.
	Ikaw ang akung batbalaun (ibathala) bangtud '"Sa bangtud, I will worship you like a god forever. paka-v [A13; a12] act like a 
	Ikaw ang akung batbalaun (ibathala) bangtud '"Sa bangtud, I will worship you like a god forever. paka-v [A13; a12] act like a 
	god, treat like a god. Angay nga pakabatba
	-

	laun ang bana sa asawa, It is only right thata wife treat her husband like a god. Culu-nfalse gods, idols. v [A; a] worship false gods.

	bathay v [B3(1)46N; b6] s.t. which appears prominently on part of one's body. Mibatbay ( namatbay) ang ugat sa iyang agtang, 
	Veins stood out prominently on his forehead. 
	Veins stood out prominently on his forehead. 

	bati a 1 inferior in quality. Ayaw pagpalit ug sininang bafi, Don't buy clothes which are inferior in quality. 2 ugly (derisive). Batigdagway, Ugly in face. v 1 [B; a2] for s.t. to get to be of poor quality. Mabati ang lami sa tinulang isdag kaugmaan, Fish stew develops a bad flavor if you keep it till the following day. 2 [B; al] get to be ugly. Mauynakabati (nakapabati) sa atung syudad ning mga balungbalung, These shacks are what makes our city ugly. 
	bati v 1 [A23;a12] feels.t., have symptoms 
	1
	1
	of a sickness. Di ka mubatig kasakit ining daguma, You won't feel anything from this needle. Gibati ba nimu ang kabapdus? Didyou feel the pain? 2a [a4] feel s.t. that affects the whole body. Gibati siya ug katugnaw, She felt cold. 2b be sensitive to, emotionally disturbed by. Batiun kug kamingaw, I feel lonely. 3 [A123S; a2b2) hear. Di siya makabati kay bungul, He cannot hear because he is deaf. Nabati niya ang dabunug sa liti, He heard the rumbling sound of the thunder. Hingb_atian kung ;lang panagsult�
	of a sickness. Di ka mubatig kasakit ining daguma, You won't feel anything from this needle. Gibati ba nimu ang kabapdus? Didyou feel the pain? 2a [a4] feel s.t. that affects the whole body. Gibati siya ug katugnaw, She felt cold. 2b be sensitive to, emotionally disturbed by. Batiun kug kamingaw, I feel lonely. 3 [A123S; a2b2) hear. Di siya makabati kay bungul, He cannot hear because he is deaf. Nabati niya ang dabunug sa liti, He heard the rumbling sound of the thunder. Hingb_atian kung ;lang panagsult�
	. 

	imung kalisud ang imung kadugu, Your kin will sympathize with you in your hardship. a audible. Bati kaayu sa amu ang imung katawa, We can clearly hear your laughter from our house. (�) v [A13; a12) be in labor. Nagbati na siya. Dad-a sa matirniti, She's in labor. Bring her to the clinic. Hinaut nga Zaki nang iyang gibati, I hope it's a boy she is in labor with. paN-v 1 [al] perceive s .. t. through physical sensation. Pamatia ang akung pulsu, Feel my pulse. 2 [A2S; 


	a] listen. Wa ka ba mamati sa akung sulti? Weren't you listening to my story? Pamatiun ta ning plakaba, Let's listen to this record. n 1 feeling, state of the body. Lain ang 
	, , ' 
	, , ' 
	.


	akung pamatt karun, I feel rather unwell 
	today. 2 opinion. Unsay pamati mu babin niana? What is your opinion about that? paniN-= PAN-, 2. pabanoati v 1 [A; ac] say 
	s.t. bad within s.o.'s earshot. Pabatibatiunku niyag mga pulung nga pabiubus, He says hurting words within my hearing. 2 say or ask for s.t. by hints with indirection. Mu
	.
	.

	pabatibatisiya nimu kay nakagustu siya sa imung rilu, He will give you hints (lit. letyou overhear) because he likes your watch. -in-n a beloved person. Binati nga asawa, Beloved wife. -I-an n 1 feelings, sensitivities. Gisamaran mung akung balatian, yOU hurt my feelings. 2 sickness. Balatian nga tisis, The sickness of T.B. ma-in-un a sympathetic, showing one's sufferings. pag-n feelingstoward s.o. t 
	batin 1 hog cholera, a deadly disease affecting pigs. l by extension, fowl cholera. v [a4) be infected with hog cholera. 
	2 

	batibati v [A; a2) dos. t. severely and repeatedly to s.o. Akuy nagbatibati ug kulata sa kawatan, I rained blows on the thief. Pastilan niyang nakabatibati ug kasaba, My! How mercilessly she scolded them! Gibatibatisilag dril, They were drilled mercilessly. 
	batid a skilled, having specialized training. 
	Batid kaayu siya sa makina, He's an expert 
	-
	-

	on engines. v [AB12; a2] get to be an expert or a specialist. Akuy mibatid (mipabatid) niya sa pangisda, I made him an expert in fishing. paka-v [Al 3] make oneself expert in. Nagpakabatid ku sa pyanu, I made myself expert in piano playing. 
	batiis n 1 leg, esp. the lower leg. 2 legs of pants. v [A; cl] make a leg for toys, trousers, etc. Kining bulpin ang batiisun (ibatiis) sa munyika, Make these ballpoint pens into the legs for your doll. hiN-v [A; b) wash s.o.'s legs. Himatiisi ang bata, Washthe child's legs. pangbiN-v [Al; b] wash one's ls. Mangbimatiis ku una matulug, 
	eg
	eg

	batikan -batu
	1 

	I'll wash my legs before I go to bed. -un ahaving good strong legs. 
	I'll wash my legs before I go to bed. -un ahaving good strong legs. 

	batikan, batikan a for a person to be famous. 
	Ang batikang aktur sa mga Ulas dramatik, 
	Ang batikang aktur sa mga Ulas dramatik, 
	The famous movie actor. v [B2; cl] become famous.

	Batikanu n Vatican.batikubra n k. o. snake. 
	batikula n crupper, part of saddle or harness which goes around the tail. v [A; cl] put on, make into a crupper. 
	batikulun n 1 gizzard, the second stomach of a bird. 2 stomach (humorous usage). Dimusakit ang batikulun kug musugut kag sa 
	dil� It won't bother my stomach (lit. gizzard) whether you accept me or not. 
	dil� It won't bother my stomach (lit. gizzard) whether you accept me or not. 

	batiln full-bodied cargo boat without outriers. It moves by means of a sail or an engine.
	1 
	gg

	batil!v [A; a] beat or whip es, cream, etc. 
	gg

	2.
	2.
	Batila ang sikwati usa isal, Whip up the chocolate before mixing it in. Tubag batilan sa tungug, sa ulu namu makahungug, 
	gu

	Toddy with mangrove bark mixed into it goes to the head. n utensil for beating. 

	batimbatim = BATINBATIN· 
	2

	batin n k.o. hide and seek played by teams. v [At2C2; b6] play batin. batinbatin= 
	l 

	_
	_
	BATIN . 

	batint [A; ac2] call a pig. Batina ang habuy arun kalawgan, Call the pigs so I can feed them. n the call or summons for a pig. -an, -an(➔) n s.t. beaten to call pigs. 
	2 

	batinbatinn fruit of fruiting trees or vegetables in the early stages of formation. Dagban nang mga batinbatin ang mangga, Thereare lots of young fruits on ,the mango tree. v [A; b6] grow into young fruits. Mibatinbatin na ang mga bunga sa tsikus, The sapodilla fruits have made their appearance now. 
	2 

	bating V [Al;a] go swimming. Magba'ting ta sa Talisay, Let's go bathing in Talisay. -sut, siyut n bathing suit. san -v [Al!; b6]take a sun bath. 
	batingaw n k.o. mousetrap with a trigger mechanism that snaps. v 1 [A; a] catch with a mousetrap. 2 [A2; cl] make into a mousetrap.
	batinggilan = BATINGGULAN. see BATING· GUL.
	batinggul a headstrong, stubborn, not listening to advice. -ana = BATINGGUL. v [B12;·b
	6) get to be stubborn. ka-an n stubbornneŁ.batir n l baseball bat. 2 one at bat. 3 one's 
	I
	I
	turn in batting. v [A; al] strike with a bat. 

	batirn butter. v [A3; c] put butter on. batin, batiriya n battery. v [A; a] use a battery, put a battery in. 
	;? 

	batilay urkids n k.o. orchid. 
	rp

	batirul n tall pot made of clay or metal for cooking chocolate. v [A; b6] cook in the chocolate pot. -in-v [A; cl] put one's hands on the hips like the handle of a chocolate pot. Nagbinatirul siyag bantay sa nagtrabahu, She stood with her hands on herhips while she watched the workers. n·medium-sized fish corral in the shape of achocolate pot, put in 1 to 3 fathoms of water.
	batis n batiste, a fine, thin linen or muslin. 
	batiwtiw n tailor bird, the song of which ispopularly said to be, 'Dakug putus', 'Havingalarge penis': Ortbotomus atrogularis. 
	·
	·

	batiya n ashallow and wide basin usually with a crumpled side for laundry. v [al]make this sort of wash basin. 
	batsi n potholes in streets. v [B2; cl] forroads to have potholes, make potholes. Mubatsi (mabatsi) ang kalsadag siging lunupan, 
	A road that gets flooded will get full of potholes. batsihun a full of potholes. 
	batsi(slang, from sibat) v l [A2;c] get outof s. t., .run away. Mibatsi si Titu sa iyang buluhatun, Tito bugged out of the chores. Nakabatsi ang mamumunu sa prisuhan, Theprisoner escaped from the jail _Batsihan pa na nimung imung asaw�, If you just run away from your wife. Akung ibatsi ang akung tratu, I will run away with my girl friend. 2 [A; acl] steal, get s.t. by foul or illegal means. Si Pilu ang mubatsi sa ilimnun, Pilo will steal the drinks. 
	2 

	batsihi n k.o. edible marine nerite snails. batsilyir n 1 B.A. degree. 2 one who holds the B.A. batu n rock, stone, pebble. 2 precious stone, 
	. 1
	. 1

	kidney stone. 3 s. t. that has hardened. Batu
	na ang kukakula, The coca-cola has frozen solid now. 4 piece used in a game of checkers, chess, sungka, or any game that uses pieces. 5 flint in a lighter. 6 -ng bu.hi n k.o. stone which is heavy, compact, hard, whitish, and which pops when heated. v 1 [B;alP] harden into stone. Ayaw paulani ang simintu kay mubatu na; Don't expose thecement to the rain because it will harden. Batuhun pagpagahi ang balikutsa, ·Let the coconut candy harden like stone. 2 [AP; a2P] a stand stock-still like a stone. Mubatu (m
	stone in jewelry. Upal ang ibatu sa singsing, 
	Use opal for a stone in your ring. 4 [A; b] 
	Figure
	put as an anchor or sinker. Batubi ug daku, Use a big stone for sinker. 5 [b6(1)] put a flint in a lighter. -balani n magnet, lodestone. v [B12; al] become a magnet, impart magnetic force to s. t. batubalanihun amagnetizing. Batubalanibung pabiyum, Amagnetic smile. (�) v 1 [A; b5] to throw stones at. Batuun (batuan) natu ang irung buang, Let's stone the mad dog. 2 [A; a]line, pave s. t. with stones. Batubi ang karsada, Pave the road with stones. n the action of stoning. paN-n 1 anchor1-sinker. 2 anchor 
	put as an anchor or sinker. Batubi ug daku, Use a big stone for sinker. 5 [b6(1)] put a flint in a lighter. -balani n magnet, lodestone. v [B12; al] become a magnet, impart magnetic force to s. t. batubalanihun amagnetizing. Batubalanibung pabiyum, Amagnetic smile. (�) v 1 [A; b5] to throw stones at. Batuun (batuan) natu ang irung buang, Let's stone the mad dog. 2 [A; a]line, pave s. t. with stones. Batubi ang karsada, Pave the road with stones. n the action of stoning. paN-n 1 anchor1-sinker. 2 anchor 

	batuv [A; a2] borrow money, buy s.t .• usually basic commodities, on credit. Mubatukug duba ka gantang bugas, I'll buy two gantas of rice o� credit. Magbatu kug kinyintus kang Dun Pakitu kay magbay ku, I'llborrow five hundred pesos from Don Paquito to build my house. 
	2 

	batuan n good-sized basket of any shape, but shallow, usually loosely woven, with no cover, used as a container for farm produce. v [Al2; al] make or use a batuan. 
	batubara n boom, a spar extendialong the bottom of the sail attached to the mast. v [A; acl] make into, attach a boom of this sort.
	ng 

	batud n k.o. fish. 
	batud n grub of a coconut beetle (bakukang).V [a41 1 be inf c:sted with batud. 2 be crazy. Gibatud ka diba? Are you crazy? 
	batug v [A2S; b6] 1 perch on s.t., alight to perc6. Mibatug ang tulabung sa bukubuku sa kab(l'U), The heron landed on the carabao's back. Ang panan-aw ni Husi did.tu magbatug sa gwapang babayi, Joseph let his gaze rest on the beautiful woman. Tabuning pagkaun arun di batugan sa langaw, Coverthe food or the flies will get on it. 2 for children to go home at supper time. Uy! 
	Pamatug na mu! Urasiyun na, Hey! You 
	Pamatug na mu! Urasiyun na, Hey! You 

	kids go home now. It's time for prayers. batug= BAT-UG. bat-ug n k. o. barracuda. 
	2 

	batuk 1 against, versus. Ang away ni Balug batu� Di Liyun, The fight of Balug versus De Leon. Tambal batuk sa sip-un, A medicine against colds. v [A23Cl2; b(l)) oppose. Di aku mubatuk sa akung mga labaw,I will not oppose my superiors. Ayaw batuki ang pagbuut sa imung ginikanan, Don't oppose ·the wishes of your parents. 2 [A; 
	b] respond to a hurt by being cold or silent to the perpetrator. Dili maayung magbatuk sa ginikanan kun kasab-an, It's no good to feel resentment against your parents if they scold you. ma-in-un a resentful, tending to respond to slights by coldness. 
	batukn a small area different in color or texture from the background. Ang iru dunay itum nga batuk sa masigkakilid, Thedog has a black spot on either side. v [A;
	2 

	a] dye!s. t. 
	batuk= BALALATUK. 
	3 

	batul a1 for smooth or soft surfaces to have harJ spots. 2 hard, brazen in character. v 1[B4] get to have rough spots. Nagkabatul man ning manggaba, This mango is full of hard spots. 2 [B3N] get to be hard or brazen in character. Mibatul ang iyang nawung, She got to be shameless. Nagkabatul na ang kasingkasing niya, Her heart is becominghardened.
	batuln k.o. seaweed. 
	2 

	batuln 1 = BA 1UD. 2 = BASUL. 3 slow
	l 
	2
	-

	,
	,

	moving or slow-witted person. v = BATUD,
	v. 
	batulv [a4] 1 for everything to go wrong at once. Gibatul ning akung pagkabutang. Nabutban ku ug nabutdan pug gasulina, Everything has been going haywire. I got aflat and ran out of gasoline. 2 be crazy. Gibatul ka nga sagulan nimug tuba ang kapi? Have you gone crazy mixing palm toddy into the coffee? 
	2 

	bat-ul n hard lumps found in fleshy fruits. v[a4] for fruits to get lumps in them. Gibatul ang saging, The bananas have lumps inthem. ka-v (Al 3] be full of lumps. Nagkabat-ul ang mangga, The mangoes-are full of lumps.
	batulang = BATU AN. 
	batunav 1 [Al; b(l)] have or possess s.t. 
	1
	1

	Nagbatun siya ug dakung bibalu, He is deeply learned. Ayaw batuni ang pagdumut, Do not nurse your hatred. 2 [A; b(l)] have a servant. Nakabatun kamig kiriwan kaayu, We had a thieving servant. 3 [A; b(l)] take 
	batun-haul 
	2 

	care of s. t. Kin say mibatun sa bata pagka· piang niini? Who was looking after the child when he broke his leg? Batuni kinig maayu kay bandumanan ni natu, Take good care of this because it is a souvenir. 4 [AN;b(l)] raise and take care of s.o. else's do·mesticated animal for a consideration, usually for half the offspring. Siyay namatun sa akung anay, He raised my sow for half the litter. -in-an n servant. v [B1256] become a servant. binatnan n 1 animal raised for s.o. 2 foster child.
	care of s. t. Kin say mibatun sa bata pagka· piang niini? Who was looking after the child when he broke his leg? Batuni kinig maayu kay bandumanan ni natu, Take good care of this because it is a souvenir. 4 [AN;b(l)] raise and take care of s.o. else's do·mesticated animal for a consideration, usually for half the offspring. Siyay namatun sa akung anay, He raised my sow for half the litter. -in-an n servant. v [B1256] become a servant. binatnan n 1 animal raised for s.o. 2 foster child.

	batunn baton. v [A; b] 1 conduct an orchestra, choir, etc. lnig-awit ninyu, akungbatunan, When you sing, I'll conduct. 2 [A; 
	2 

	a] make into a baton. 
	a] make into a baton. 

	batung n net used for trapping animals by placing it across the path or dropping it over the animal. (Ł)Ł batung v 1 [Al; ab2]trap animals with a-net. Batunga ninyu ang bakatin, Catch the wild pig in a trap. 2 [A;ab2] make into a net trap. 
	batung = BALJ\11.JNG.batunis = BUTUNIS.
	batus n 1 claquer, a person or group of persons hired to clap or root. Mga batus kadtung namakpak niya, Those who applaudedfor him were paid claquers. 2 follower, person who defends s.o. or is on his side. Wa diba ang tanang batus sa bagis, Not all the ruffian's followers were there. 3 underlings, protege of a politician. Batus siya sa mayu1·, He is one of the mayor's boys. v 1 [B56;a12] be, make into claquer, defender, protege of a politician.
	bat-us n stomach discomfort due to overeating. v [A3P] 1 cause stomach discomfort. 2 [a4] suffer froni over-satiation. Kun gibat-us ka ligdan ug gantang, If you feel discomfort from overeating, roll a quart jar over your stomach.
	batuta n 1 baton. 2 policeman's billy. 3 penis (slang). v 1 [A; b] conduct an orchestra. 2 [al2] make into, strike with a nightstick or baton. 
	·

	, 
	, 
	,


	batuwang n BA11JAN.
	batuytuy n k.o. conch. 
	batwan n k.o. small tree of the secondary
	forest.
	forest.

	batwanun!::. BALATWJ\NUN. batya = BA TIY A. 
	batyag v 1 [A; b8] notice, be aware of s.t. 
	Wa ku makabatyag sa ulan kay nahinanuk aku, I didn't notice the rain because I was sound asleep. Nabatyagan ku siya nga milabay dinbi, I noticed him passing by here. 2 [A3P] make s.o. aware. Ang paghut sa iru nakabatyag (nakapabatyag) kanaku nga din-
	Wa ku makabatyag sa ulan kay nahinanuk aku, I didn't notice the rain because I was sound asleep. Nabatyagan ku siya nga milabay dinbi, I noticed him passing by here. 2 [A3P] make s.o. aware. Ang paghut sa iru nakabatyag (nakapabatyag) kanaku nga din-

	bay misulud, The dog's barking made me aware that s.o. had come in. 3 [A2N; a12N b2] have physical sensations. Mubatyag ka gani sa kutukutu mu, risulta na na sa inum, 
	If you feel pain in the pit of your stomach, it's the result of drinking. Pamatyagun (bat
	. 
	. 

	yagun) nimu ang kasakit unya, You willfeel the pain later. n feeling, sensation. Pamatyag sa kaluud; A sensation of vomiting. 
	bau n land or fresh-water turtle. paN-v [A2;b6] catch turtles. Mamau ta sa humayan, Let's catch turtles in the rice fields. bauhay, bauay Mr. Turtle (in stories). 
	baubau n k.o. bug infesting squash, bright red in color, about a centimeter long. 
	baud = sALAuo.
	baugv [A; al] spank, whip to discipline. 
	1
	1

	Gibaug sa kutsiru ang kabayu, The rig driver beat the horse.!
	· 

	bauga 1 for eggs to be addled or old. 2 fora house to be no good. Baug nga balay, Aramshackle house. 3 sterile, incapable of offspring. v 1 [B; b6] for eggs to get old and addled. Ayawg ug-uga ang itlug. Mabaug unya, Don't shake the eggs. They'll get addled. 2 [B16; b4] be, become incapable of producing offspring.(�) v 1 [B126)for an infection to putrify. }vabaug ang iyang hubag, His boil putrified. 2 ::.BUUG. 
	2 
	produci
	ng 

	baugv [B6; a4] be constipated. Mabaug(mubaug) ang bata ug bidaghanag painum ug sikwati, A child will get constipated if it drinks too much chocolate. Gibaug aku, I'mconstipated.
	2 

	haul n cultivated dry field. Gidaru naku ang 
	I
	I

	baul, I plowed the field. v [Al; a2] engage 
	in farming, cultivate a field. Baulun naku ang patag, I'll cultivate the plain. binal-an, -in-an n 1 parcel of land cultivated for farming. Kakugnan na karun ang binal-an (binaulan) niya kanhi, Thick cogon grass is growing in what used to be his farmland. 2 prod.:.ucts from one's farm. 3 way of farming.kabal-anan n farmlands. mag-r-(�) n farmer. paN-, paniN-n farming. Angpamaul (pani-maul) mauy kasagarang pangita dinbi, Mostof the people here live by farming. 
	bauln trunk. -mundu n trunk with an arched top. 
	.2 

	baul, haul a 1 out of shape, porlY proportioned. Baul ug nawung. Having an ill-proportioned face. 2 not resonant in sound. Baul nang, sistabag tingugThat guitar has a poor sound. v [Bl; b6] become ill-proportioned or of poor resonance. Nabaul ang lamisang iyang gihimu, dakug tiil, The table he made turned out ugly. It had such_ biglegs. see also PAMAUL. 
	3
	?
	., 

	baulu -bawut 
	baulu = BAHUULU.baung n drinking cup made of a half of a coconut shell. v [a12] make a baung. baunn, baungun = BULUUNGUN.
	baulu = BAHUULU.baung n drinking cup made of a half of a coconut shell. v [a12] make a baung. baunn, baungun = BULUUNGUN.
	gu

	baus n severe inflammation of the lph
	ym
	nodes in the groin. v [b6] have a severe groin inflammation of this sort. baut v [A; a12] keep s.o. beaten in a game without allowing him a chance to win back. 
	Bautun tikaw sa tsis arun mutagam ka, l
	won't let you win a single chess game so you'll learn your lesson. 
	baut v [B123) get satisfaction, convinced. wafa ku mubaut sa iyang pangatarungan, Iwas unconvinced by his reasoning. Dili' ku mabaut bangtud makabunal ku niya, I willnot be satisfied until I can give him a beating.

	bautif only [such-and-such] a thing had happened. Baut mibalik pa, dila ra untay way labud, If only he had come back. Hewould have gotten it. (Lit. The only thing that would have escaped my pummeling would have been his tongue.) Baut pag napalit naku tung yutaa, datu na ta ku, If onlyI had bought that land, I would be rich now. 
	2 

	baut= GIPAKAINGUN (dialectal). see 1NGUN . 
	3 
	-

	,
	,

	bauu = BAU. 
	l 

	bawang n 1 k.o. red onion, the size of a marble used medicinally and as a spice. 2 garlic bulb. 3 triangular-shaped firecracker, of greater intensity than the ordinary firecracker.
	bawas a [b7c] deduct s.t. from s.t. Bawasinang tubig sa taru, Remove some of the water in the can. 
	bawbaw = BALAWBAW, 2. v [cl] place the 
	I
	I
	gaff higher on a fighting cock so as to give the opponent an advantage. -sa tuu fighting with a special gaff on the right to give the opponent an advantage. 

	bawbaw= BALBALbawbu n k. o. tree. bawhag a 1 doing things unthinkingly. Baw
	2 

	baga niyang milabang sa dalan way lingilingi, How careless of her to cross the street without looking to the right or left. 2 unthinking in speech. Bawhaga nimu, magpalumaluma ka mag saad, You talk too much. You make promises you can't possibly fulfill Bawbaga nimu. Nabungat tu nimu nga wa ta tu siya kabibalu, How careless of you. You let it slip out when he wouldn't haveeven known about it. v [BJ be unthinking in what one does. 
	baga niyang milabang sa dalan way lingilingi, How careless of her to cross the street without looking to the right or left. 2 unthinking in speech. Bawhaga nimu, magpalumaluma ka mag saad, You talk too much. You make promises you can't possibly fulfill Bawbaga nimu. Nabungat tu nimu nga wa ta tu siya kabibalu, How careless of you. You let it slip out when he wouldn't haveeven known about it. v [BJ be unthinking in what one does. 

	bawhinya n orchid trees, small or ornamental trees of the genus baubinia, bearing flowers 
	resembling orchids. 
	bawi v [A; a2] 1 take back!s. t. lent or given.Ug di ka mubawi sa imung gisulti, If you don't take back what you said. Di!na mabawi kay binayran, You can't get it back because it's been paid for. Gibawian ang saup sa iyang uma, The tenant had his land repossessed on him. ·2 save, deliver (Biblical).Bawiun mu kami sa mga panulay, Deliverus from evil. (➔) v 1 [A2; a12] recoup one's losses, recover one's investment. 2 [A;ac] recompense, make up for s. t. Way makabawi sa imung sala kanaku, Nothing can!
	bawi v [A; a2] 1 take back!s. t. lent or given.Ug di ka mubawi sa imung gisulti, If you don't take back what you said. Di!na mabawi kay binayran, You can't get it back because it's been paid for. Gibawian ang saup sa iyang uma, The tenant had his land repossessed on him. ·2 save, deliver (Biblical).Bawiun mu kami sa mga panulay, Deliverus from evil. (➔) v 1 [A2; a12] recoup one's losses, recover one's investment. 2 [A;ac] recompense, make up for s. t. Way makabawi sa imung sala kanaku, Nothing can!
	· 

	make up for the wrong you have done me.
	Bawia ang imung kalaksut pinaagi_ sa kabuutan, Compensate for your ugliness by being nice. Kining kwarta ibawi sa imung giantus, This money is to compensate for your sufferings. 3 [AB236; cl] bring s.t. back onto course by pulling it in the opposite direction; get back on course. Aku ang mibawi sa manubila, I turned the steering wheel to the opposite direction to get the car on course. Ug dili mubawi ang baru tu, If the boat doesn't right itself. Inigkiling sa sakayan ibawi (bawia) sa tuu, Whenthe bo
	bawis n k.o. fish. 
	,
	,

	bawkag = BALUKAG.
	bawnsir n bouncer. v [B136; al] be, make into a bouncer. 
	,
	,

	bawnus = BALUNUS.
	bawtismu n baptism. v [A;b6] baptize s.o. 
	bawu = BALU· 
	2 3

	baw-u n dish ma'de of stewed lean meat cooked dry in a pan over fire and constantly stirred so that _it comes out like pieces of string in a bunch. v [A;a] make baw-u.
	0

	bawud = BALUD.
	bawug = BALUG. bawugbawug n piece ofpliant bamboo used as lever for a bucket used to draw water. v [A; b6) make into a bamboo lever of this sort, put such a lever on a well. 
	bawugbug = BALUGBUG.
	bawuk = BALUK.
	bawukbawuk = B.ALUK.
	bawun = BAWN. 
	,
	,

	bawunas =!.BALUNAS.
	bawund v [A;al) bind s.t. into a book. 
	bawungbawung = BALUNGB.ALUNG. 
	bawungkut n k.o. brown turban shell, rhe delpbinula snail 
	bawunu n k.o. mango tree: Mangifera caesia.
	bawunus ...: BALUNUS.
	bawut a evenly matched. v [C2] be evenly matched. Bawut kaayu ang duha ka intranti sa bangga, The two contestants 
	bay -bayang
	1 

	were very evenly matched. walay -unevenly matched. Walay bawut ug kana iparang sa aku, They're poorly matched if you set that one off against mine. 
	were very evenly matched. walay -unevenly matched. Walay bawut ug kana iparang sa aku, They're poorly matched if you set that one off against mine. 

	bay n see ABAv. bay = BALAY.
	baya 1 particle giving an admonitary tone. a with an imperative: make sure that, better do. Hinumdumi baya, You'd better remember. Sigurua baya ha, Make sure you do it! bwith a statement: watch out. Mamaak haya na, Watch out! He bites. Ikaw baya ang nanghilabut, ayaw pamasangil, You touched it. Don't try to make excuses. c = BAVA.AV.2 particle with a statement or exclamation: [so-an�so) is different than it should be. Tiawtiaw ka baya, You're joking, though YOU shouldn't be. Baya, nagbinata ka diha, Hmm, 
	;
	'
	-

	bayav [A;c6) leave s.t. exposed. Mga babaying bigaun nga mubaya sa ilang lawas sa kadaghanan, Lewd women who expose theirbodies in public. Kinsa may nagbaya {ning asukar sa lamisa? Who left the sugar uncovered on the table? pa-v [B46; b4(1)) pay
	2

	s.t. no mind. Mupabaya gani ka sa imung nigusyu, maalkansi ka giyud, If you neglectyour business, you will surely lose. Pabay-ina Lang ang ilang insultu, Don't pay their insults any mind. 
	s.t. no mind. Mupabaya gani ka sa imung nigusyu, maalkansi ka giyud, If you neglectyour business, you will surely lose. Pabay-ina Lang ang ilang insultu, Don't pay their insults any mind. 

	bayabu n guava: Psidium guajava. paN-v 1[A2; be) gather guava fruit. Adtu ta sa sapa mamayabas, Let's gather guavas near the river. 2 [A2 3 C12; c) have sexual intercourse (humorous). lpamayabas ku ning akung tratu arun di makabuwag naku, I'll 
	bayabu n guava: Psidium guajava. paN-v 1[A2; be) gather guava fruit. Adtu ta sa sapa mamayabas, Let's gather guavas near the river. 2 [A2 3 C12; c) have sexual intercourse (humorous). lpamayabas ku ning akung tratu arun di makabuwag naku, I'll 
	have sexual intercourse with my girl!so she won't break off with me. 3 [A23) monkey around instead of doing s. t. seriously. Mamayabas ning bataa ug suguun, This child plays around when he is told to do· s.t. -an n place where guava trees abound. -in-pidgin, broken language. v [A; cl] speak orwrite a language this way. 

	bayad v 1 [A2S3S; bl] pay for s. t. Nagbayadmig kinyintus kada bulan, We paid five hundred a month. Bayran ku Lang ug pisus ang gantang, I'll just pay one peso for a ganta. Bayran ku ra siya, I'll pay him. Pilay ibayad? How much shall we pay? 2[A13S; bl] pay a moral debt. Magbayadka sa imung pag-insultu naku, You'll pay for your insults to me. n 1 fee, charge. Waybayad ang gamayng bata, There is no· charge for small children. 2 amount which serves as payment. Pilay bayad sa bibingka? Howmuch do we owe for 
	g-
	ay

	bayamban = BALANBAN
	l 
	2·

	bayanan = BALAYANAN. see BALAY. 
	bayang v [AB; be] go, put s. t. where it is exposJd to view or to the elements. Mibayang na siya sa iyang baraha, He has already spread his cards open for everyone to see. Nagbayang sa ulan ang mga bata, The children were exposed to the rain. Gibayang sa lamisa ang inasal, The roasted pig was placed on the table where everyone could see it.Mabayang sa katilingban ang pulitiku, A .politician's life is exposed to public view. 
	· 

	bayang-bayi 
	2 

	Pagtarug lingkud. Ayaw pagpabayang, Sitproperly. Don't expose yourself to public view. (Ł) v [A; bS] set food on the table. 
	Pagtarug lingkud. Ayaw pagpabayang, Sitproperly. Don't expose yourself to public view. (Ł) v [A; bS] set food on the table. 
	1
	Gibayangan (gibayang) na ang lamisa, The

	table has been set.bayangn k.o. marine fish, wide as it is tall. bayangn the flag-raising ceremony (so 
	2 

	called from the Tagalog words of the Philippine national antnem: Bayang Magili-w 'Berai�1ng ceremony. 
	called from the Tagalog words of the Philippine national antnem: Bayang Magili-w 'Berai�1ng ceremony. 
	loved Country'.) v [A13] hold the fl
	ag-


	bay-ang n k.o. tree.
	bayang-ang v [A; b6c 1] be displayed, exposed to others' eyes. Dili maang tan-awun ang dalaga ug mubayang-ang lang paglingkud, dili manapu, It's unbecoming for a young lady to sit down carelessly without covering her front. Bayang-lznga (ibayangang) ang im11ng tinda, Lay out all the items for sale. 
	yu

	bayangbayang n k.o. small round-shaped marine fish. 
	bayani n hero. v [B16; b6] be a hero. bayanihun a heroic.
	bay-ansil n small-scale business of buying and reselling, usually elsewhere, with a profit. v[A) engage in this business. 
	bayas n 1bias, a cut diagonal to the cloth. 2 piece of cloth cut diagonally about 1½"wide to be used as facing. -tip a prepared cloth tape for facing necklines, armholes,or hems. v [A; a] cut cloth diagonally, cut a bias tape. Bayasa ang kwilyu sa akung sinina, Cut the collar of my dress diagona]Jy. 
	bayat a 1worn-out, dilapidated, esp. clothes. 2 poor in quality. 3 slovenly in dress. Bayatangakung pamisti run kay magtrababu man ku sa uma, I'm slovenly dressed because Iam going to work in the field. 4 mentallynganakat-un, How dull he is. It took him forever to catch on. S sluggish, slow-moving.6 poor in doing things. Bayat kaanangmusiyat, He is a poor shot. (�) v [B2; b6] 1 for things to get worn out and dilapidated. Nabayat (mibayat) na lang ning akung saplztus sa pagkanunayng ginawi, My
	slow, stupid. Kabayat. Dugay kaa
	yu 
	yu 

	shoes have become ragged and wom-ou t from constant use. Nagkabayat na ang ilang payag, Their shack is gradually falling into ruin. 2 be poor in quality. Mabayat(mubayat) giyud nang imung trababug i1nung kiatan, Your work will turn out shoddy if you go about it carelessly. 3 be slovenly. 4 get to be dull, stupid. S get to be sluggish, slow-moving. 6 get to be unskilled in doing things. kabayatbayatv [A13] be hard put to do s.t. because of the large number 
	shoes have become ragged and wom-ou t from constant use. Nagkabayat na ang ilang payag, Their shack is gradually falling into ruin. 2 be poor in quality. Mabayat(mubayat) giyud nang imung trababug i1nung kiatan, Your work will turn out shoddy if you go about it carelessly. 3 be slovenly. 4 get to be dull, stupid. S get to be sluggish, slow-moving. 6 get to be unskilled in doing things. kabayatbayatv [A13] be hard put to do s.t. because of the large number 
	shoes have become ragged and wom-ou t from constant use. Nagkabayat na ang ilang payag, Their shack is gradually falling into ruin. 2 be poor in quality. Mabayat(mubayat) giyud nang imung trababug i1nung kiatan, Your work will turn out shoddy if you go about it carelessly. 3 be slovenly. 4 get to be dull, stupid. S get to be sluggish, slow-moving. 6 get to be unskilled in doing things. kabayatbayatv [A13] be hard put to do s.t. because of the large number 
	-

	of things that have to be done at once. Nagkabayatbayat mig panghipus sa wa pa muabut ang mga bisita, We were in a dithertrying to clean up before the visitors arrived.


	bayaw n brother-, sister-in-law. " 1 [Al 21 get for a brother-or sister-in-law. 2 [c] bebrothers-and sisters-in-law. Di ku gustungmakigbayaw niya kay palabubug siya, don't want to have him as a brother-in-law because he's a drunkard [a12] make s.o. a brother-or sister-in-law. 
	bayaw v [APB236; cl] raise, rise into the air. Ang banging kusug mauy nagbayaw (nagpabayaw) sa papil, The strong wind blew the papers into the air. Di makabayaw dayun ning tabanuga, This kite won't soar up right away. Ang pagbayaw ni Kristu, The ascension of Christ. Ibayaw (bayawa) ang tuung kamut sa baksir, Raise the boxer'sright hand. n elevation of the host in the mass.
	bayayat a 1 slovenly in dress or appearance. 2 dilapidated, worn-out. Balay nga bayayat, A dilapidated house. v [B; b6] 1 get slovenly in dress. Nagkabayayat na karun angiyang pamisti nga naminyu na siya, She has become slovenly in her manner of dressing now that she's married. 2 get worn-out or dilapidated. Mubayayat (mabayayat) ang sapatus ug sigihag sul-ub, The shoes will get all worn-out if you keep wearing them. 
	baybay n beach. paN-v [A2; b6] 1 go alongthe biach. Namaybay ug lawig ang bapur, The boat sailed close to the shore. 2 = PAMALAYBAY. see BALAYBAY. -un = BAYBAY. kabaybayunan n seashores. 
	·

	baybay=BA.BAY. 
	2 

	bayhun n 1 carriage, bearing of a person. Gikaibgan kung ambungan niyang bayhun, ladmire his handsome posture. 2 gait in walking. 3 outline, appearance of s. t. Makita gikan sa lungsud ang baybun sa payag ibabaw sa bungtud, The outline of the shack on the top of the hill is visible from the town. 4 having the form of (Biblical usage).Ang llzwas ug dugu ni K ristu sa bay bun sa pan ug binu, The flesh and blood of Christ in the form of bread and wine. v [AN;c6] swing the arms in walking. Jbaybun imung pagl
	-

	bayibayi-bayu
	l 
	l 

	cies is described as bayi whereas the thornier or smaller variety is called laki 'male'.Kudyapa nga bayi, The smooth kudyapa (Amarantbus viridis) as opposed to the kudyapa nga laki, the armed kudyapa (Amartmtbus spinosus). (�) human female. Bayiakung anak, My baby is a girl. bayhana particular, exclamatory woman. Patyun ta ka bayhana (babayhana) ka, I'll kill you, you woman. Kinsang bayhana (babayhana)? Which woman? v (81256; cl] turn out to 
	cies is described as bayi whereas the thornier or smaller variety is called laki 'male'.Kudyapa nga bayi, The smooth kudyapa (Amarantbus viridis) as opposed to the kudyapa nga laki, the armed kudyapa (Amartmtbus spinosus). (�) human female. Bayiakung anak, My baby is a girl. bayhana particular, exclamatory woman. Patyun ta ka bayhana (babayhana) ka, I'll kill you, you woman. Kinsang bayhana (babayhana)? Which woman? v (81256; cl] turn out to 
	• 
	I
	be a girl Ug mabayi, atu siyang nganlag Ana, If she turns out to be a girl, we'll call her Anna. babayi n 1 woman. 2 = BA YI. babayhana = BAYHANA. ·ng buhat a woman of proper deportment. Dili mulaag angbabaying buhat, Alady doesn't roam about. 3 mistress. Gipusil sa asawa ang babayi saiyang bana, The wife shot her husband's mistress. v 1 = BA.YI. v. 2 [A12; a12] have, make into a mistress. paba��) v [Al] fool around with women. parna-v [A2] take a mistress. Gastusu kining mamabayi ta, It's expensive to kee
	-

	13] 
	13] 
	13] 
	chase after women. binabayi, binabayi a 1 effeminate. Binabayi siyag panlihuk, He is effeminate in his motions. 2 -nga ulan lingering drizzle. 3 cock with hen-· like feathers. 4 adapted for a woman's use. Bisiklitang binabayi, A woman's bicycle. v[A; cl] do s.t. like a worpan. Nagkabayu ug binabayi, Riding sidesddle. Binabayha(ibinabayi) imung tingug, Make your voice sound like a woman's. makiba-(�) = HIMA-, 
	a


	a. 
	a. 
	babayin-un a= BINABA_YI, 1, 2. bayin-an, babayin-an, tagbayin-an, tagbabayin-an, tagbayi n people on a bride's side in a marriage. kababayin-an n women as a group. Di makabutar ang kababayin-an, The women cannot vote. balayi n parents of one's children-in-law. v [C] be in the balayi relation, parents of children that married eachother. binalayi n daughter-in-law. v [Al2; al2] make, get as daughter-in-law. pamalayi v [A2; b] ask a girl's hand from her parents. Kinsa may dakung tawu sa imung pamalayi? 



	bayibiyil n BA YINGBA YING. 
	bayibayin shin. v [a12] hit in the shins. 
	Ł 

	Nahitak,ngking siya kay akung gibayibayi pagpatid, He hopped in pain when I kicked him in the shins. 
	Nahitak,ngking siya kay akung gibayibayi pagpatid, He hopped in pain when I kicked him in the shins. 

	bayin v [A; a] bind a book. bayingbaying n praying mantis. 
	bayinti number twenty. v see TRIS for conjugation. bayintihun n 1 twenty-centavo 
	· 
	· 

	coin, twenty-peso bill. dya-n twenty-pesobill. -unu, dus, tris, etc. n twenty-one, two, three, etc. bayinti dus n twenty-two rifle. bayntisingkuhun n twenty-five cent coin. bayinti utsu a lacking in intelligence (like 
	. the month of February which has fewer days than other months. People who -reborn in February are thought -to have atendency to act foolishly.) 
	a

	· baykarb n sodium.bicarbonate. baykawun, baykawunt n the Viscount aircraft. v [A13P; b6] take a Viscount baylakag = BAL Y J\KAG.baylan n a person supposed to have close and friendly. relationships with supeqiatural beings, evil or good, such that he can deal with them on behalf of other people: he can ask them to bring illness or cure illnesses of any sort, natural or supernatural in cause. He officiates at offerings (diwata)and at folk weddings and other ceremonies in relation to supernatural beings. v
	s.o. else. Ang baylu mung kwarta naku wa nimu ilisdi, You did not repay the money you borrowed from me. bayluay, bayluayv [C] exchange with one another. 
	bayna n· the sheath of a gaff. v [A; c] 1 sheath the gaff. 2 [a12] make into a sheath. 
	baytamins n vitamins. 
	, bav 1 [A; ab6] beat to a pulp or powder. 2 [.Ł; alb2] rain blows on s.o. Ba
	ba
	yu
	yu
	l 
	-

	yubun takag ilaron ku nimu, I'll rain blowson you if you swindle me. -in-(➔) n homemade dynamite consisting of a wick, fuse, and gunpowder pounded compactly inside a can or bottle. 
	yubun takag ilaron ku nimu, I'll rain blowson you if you swindle me. -in-(➔) n homemade dynamite consisting of a wick, fuse, and gunpowder pounded compactly inside a can or bottle. 

	bayun a coat coloration of horses: lightyellowish tan to a deep reddish brown. 
	2 

	bayubayu (from kabayu) name given to various fish with a diagonal posture in the water or horse-like appearance, esp. pipe fishes. 
	bad a discolored, bruised, esp. fruit. v [B;
	yu

	a] for fruit or other crops to become discolored or bruised. Nabad ang kamuti nga gibyaan sa init, The sweet potatoes became discolored because they were left exposed to the sun. Nagkabayud ang akung lawas sa binunalan, My body has become black and blue from being beaten. 
	a] for fruit or other crops to become discolored or bruised. Nabad ang kamuti nga gibyaan sa init, The sweet potatoes became discolored because they were left exposed to the sun. Nagkabayud ang akung lawas sa binunalan, My body has become black and blue from being beaten. 
	yu


	bayudang = BAYURANG. 
	bay-ug v [AB; a] 1 shake, rock s. t. Mubayug siya sa duyan, magdung-ag pa, She rocks the cradle and still has to do the cooking. 
	Nabay-ug ang tibuuk Batanggas pagbutu sa Taal, The whole province of Batangas shook when Taal erupted. 2 shake out of complacency, break the peace and quiet. Nabayug ang tibuuk balangay sa balita, The whole village was shaken up by the news. 3 [B12;al] get bruised, rattled by being rocked or bumped into s.t. Nagkabay-ug ang babuy sa kataas sa amung byabi, The pig was all bruised and shaken after our long journey. Ayawg bay-uga nang mga mangga, Do not bruise the mangoes. 
	Nabay-ug ang tibuuk Batanggas pagbutu sa Taal, The whole province of Batangas shook when Taal erupted. 2 shake out of complacency, break the peace and quiet. Nabayug ang tibuuk balangay sa balita, The whole village was shaken up by the news. 3 [B12;al] get bruised, rattled by being rocked or bumped into s.t. Nagkabay-ug ang babuy sa kataas sa amung byabi, The pig was all bruised and shaken after our long journey. Ayawg bay-uga nang mga mangga, Do not bruise the mangoes. 

	bayugbayug = BALUKBALUK. bagbug = BALUGBUG. bakawi n k.o. smooth climbing bamboo 
	yu
	yu

	of the forest, woven into baskets: Dinocbloa scandens. 
	of the forest, woven into baskets: Dinocbloa scandens. 
	bayukbak =-BALUKBALUK. 
	yu 

	bayukbuk n natural fertilizer composed ofdead leaves and manure. v 1 [A; b] apply compost. 2 [a12] make into compost. 
	bayukut = ALULA 
	balin n violin. v [A; a2] olay, play on the violin. -ista n violinist. v [Bl; a12] become, make into a violinist. 
	yu

	bayulit n violet in color. v [B2; c 1] be, make violet in color. 
	bayumbu n movable screen, room divider. v [A; a] put, make into a divider. BayumbuI'll make a divider for my kitchen. 
	ban kung akung kusin
	a, 

	bayung n 1 adolescent cock. 2 adolescent boy. v [B25; b6] 1 get to be a cockerel 2 get to be an adolescent boy. bagbag n a pre-adolescent boy. 
	yun
	yun

	,

	bayung= DA YUNG. 
	2 

	bayungad a 1 for s.t. long to be bent or sagging. 2 protruding upper lip. v [B] 1 be sagging, bent. Nagbayungad ang bukubuku sa kabayu sa kabug-at sa karga, The horse's back is sagging under the heavy load. Nabayungad ang atup tungud sa kabug-at sa sin, The roof is sagging under the weight of the iron sheet. 2 for the upper lip to be protruding in an ungainly way. 
	bayunita n bayonet. v [A; ab2] stab with a bayonet. -in-n hunting knife shaped like a bayonet.
	bayupsi v [A; b5) take a biopsy. 
	bayurang n 1 a k.o. bolo about 22" long having a straight blade with a straight back which curves down to the blade near the tip. 2 a k.o. bolo around 18" long with ashallow convex curve two-thirds way to the top edge and upward curve on the bottom edge meeting the top edge in a point. 
	bat n 1 sissy. Bayut ka. Nabiulluk ug lawalawa, You're a sissy because you're afraid of spiders. 2 male homosexual. Bat ang akung kusturira, My dressmaker is a homosexual. 3 small light plane. v [B 126 ; b6]become sissy or homosexual paN-v [A2; b6] hire oneself out to a male homosexual. -un(➔) a sissyish, effeminate. Bayutun siyang manglibuklibuk, He acts in an effeminate manner. -i 1 = -UN(➔). 2 nagging,complaining sort. v [B126; b6] be a whining grumbler. 
	yu
	yu

	bayuuk, bayuuk n mumps. v [a4b4] be affected with mumps. Di mabukang akung baba kay gibayuuk ku, l can not open my mouth because I have mumps. Gibayuukanang wala kung aping, l have mumps in theleft cheek. 
	bayous n 1 bud from which a fruit or flower develops. 2 a girl who is about to blossom into full womanhood. v [B] grow buds. Katabum sa buwak nga mubayuus na, Howlovely the budding flower is. 
	baywantikwan n a k.o. bargain sale in which a buyer gets free an extra item of the sameclass as the thing he buys. v [Al 3; c6] hold a buy-one-take-one sale. Ibaywantikwan nila ang uld-istak. aron madispatsar, They are selling their old stock on a buy-one-takeone basis in order to dispose of it. 
	bi1 = AMBL 2 particle coming at the end 
	.
	.
	1

	of sentences expressing a request, meaning 'please' a in requesting an action to be done in direction of the speaker. ltudlus ra nang butilya, bi, Hand me that bottle, please. Dad-a ngari bi, Please bring it over here. Diku bi, Yes, please (Lit. I don't want ·any, 
	bi-bidlak 131 
	2 

	let me have it). b in requesting an action to be done for the benefit of the speaker when the speaker is situated close to the person requested. Imakinilya ku ari, bi, Please type this up for me.
	let me have it). b in requesting an action to be done for the benefit of the speaker when the speaker is situated close to the person requested. Imakinilya ku ari, bi, Please type this up for me.

	bin letter B.
	2 

	bi 1 (from bibi) expression of teasing to a child to heighten its' embarassment (paghibi). Bi, di ka tagaag kindi, Nab, nana nahna, you're not going to get any candy. 2 expression used in calling �oats. 
	bias n water container made of one internode of a bamboo tube. v r a12] make into a bias.
	biaw v [B; b6] 1 for water to gather s.w. Gibiawan amung silung pagbaba,. Our ground floor was filled with water when it flooded. 2 for tears to well up in the eyes. Mga luba nga nabiaw sa iyang mga mata, Tears that welled up in her eyes. (➔) n large, loosely woven basket where farm produce is gathered. -an(➔) n container for holding a supply of water. Biawan sa tubig balaan, The font of the holy water. 
	biaybiay v [A; al) deride s.o., say s.t. to humiliate s.o. Ayaw siya biaybiaya tungud sa iyang pagkabakul, Don't humiliate him just because he is hunchbacked. Ibiaybiay niya ang mabugaw niyang kagabapun, Derideher with her evil past. n derision. Giantusni Kristu ang tanang biaybiay sa mga Hudiyu, Christ suffered the derision of the Jews. ma-un a derisive. Mabiaybiayun nga mgapangutana, Humiliating questions. 
	biaypi n V.l.P.
	biba 1 cheerful and jolly in a talkative way.2 particle: Long live! Biba si Usminya! Biba ang Pilipinas! Long live Osmena! Longlive the Philippines! v [B26; cl] be, become cheerful. Mubiba (mabiba) ang iyang kinaiya ug may kwarta, He gets a cheerful disposition when he gets money. bibahut aendeari.ngly cheerful, jolly. ka-n endearing cheerfulness. Di ku maulaw muadtu sa ilatungud sa ilang kabibabut, I'm not afraid to go to their house because they are so warm and friendly. 
	bibi n small duck with colored feathers. v [b6] raise ducks. bibihan n duck farm. 
	bibin k.o. lucine clam. 
	2 

	bibin 1 baby. 2 nickname for a girl. v [A; a12] nickname a child 'baby'. 
	3 

	bibingka n 1 rice cake made from finely ground rice mixed with coconut milk, sugar, and sometimes with other ingredients as flavoring. 2 woman's genitalia (humorous usage). -nga usay liki n woman's genitalia (lit rice cake with a single crack). -nga hilaw n woman's genitalia. v 1 [A; a2] make 
	bibingka n 1 rice cake made from finely ground rice mixed with coconut milk, sugar, and sometimes with other ingredients as flavoring. 2 woman's genitalia (humorous usage). -nga usay liki n woman's genitalia (lit rice cake with a single crack). -nga hilaw n woman's genitalia. v 1 [A; a2] make 
	rice cakes. 2 [A123P; al2] put between the devil and the deep blue sea (from the idea that the bibingka is baked in between twofires). Ug mupauli ku kasab-an. Ug dili, kasab-an sad. Nabibingka ku, If I go home, I'll be cussed out. If not, I'll be cussed out, too. l' m between the devil and the deep blue sea. 

	bibirun n 1 baby's feeding bottle. 2 woman'sbreast (humorous). v [AB16; al) 1 feedwith a bottle, take the bottle. Nagbibirun ka ba sa imung bata? Are you bottle-feeding your baby? Magbibirun lang gihapun ning bat.aa, This child still drinks from abottle. 2 [A; cl] make into, use as a feeding bottle. t 
	bibisitir v [B6] take care of s. o.' s child, usually in contexts talking about the States. 
	Dad-a ku sa istits, aku lay mubibisitir sa imung anak, Take me to the States and I will be your child's nursemaid. 
	bibliya, bibliya n the Holy Bible. biblitika, bibliyutika n library. v [Al 3; a2] make into a library.
	yu

	bibu a for a place to be lively, full of fun. 
	Bibu kaayung syudad kun mapasku, Thecity is full of life at Christmastime. v [B2;
	a] get to be lively. t 
	bibut n 1 an endearing term for a baby. 2girl (slang). 3one's!girl(slang). v [A12;!a12] have, make s.o. his girl. lnsik ang iyang gibibut, He took a Chinese girl for his girlfriend.
	bidan 1 adventure, experiences of a personin his lifetime. 2 role in a drama. Kinsaynagda sa bida ni Mariya Klara? Who plays the role of Maria Clara? . 3 one who plays the leading role. Muintra ku basta akuy bida, I'll participate as long as I am the leading lady. v 1 [AC; a] tell one's experiences, adventures. 2 [B2356; a2] be the leading player, make the leading player. 
	1 

	hidashort for PURBIDA. 
	7 

	bidb1d n 1 k.o. small sprat or herring. 2 net used to catch the bidbid. paN-v [A2; b6)catch bidbid. n fishing for bidbid.
	bidingn bead-like embroidery on cloth. -nga makina n machine for doing beading. v[A; b6(1)] do beading on cloth. 
	1 

	biding, bid4tgs n mattress, sheets, etc. to sleep on. v 1 [Al; b6] put bedding s.w. 2[c 1] use as, make into bedding. Bid{nga ( ibiding) ning mga habul, Use these sheets foryour bedding. 
	2

	bidiyu = BIDYU.
	bidlak v [A; a] tear; rip apart with force. Nabidlak ang iyang sinina nga nasangit sa alam-bri, Her dress got ripped when it got caught 
	· 

	132 bidli -bigsa 
	on the wire.
	on the wire.

	bidli n feeling of nausea or heartburn due to 
	·
	·
	eating heavy foods. v [B146; a4] develop such a feeling. Magbidli ang akung gink_awaan ug mukaun kug tambuk, I get nauseated when I eat pork fat. Gibidli aku pagkaun nakug kamuti, I felt heartburn after I ate sweet potatoes. 

	bidlisiw n rays of the sun. v 1 [A2; b6] for the rays of the sun to shine. Mibidlisiw nang adlaw pagbangun naku, The sun was shining when I woke up. 2 [A2S] for a liquid to spurt continuously. Nagbidlisiw ang_tubig sa liki sa tubu, The water is spurting out of the crack in the water pipe. 
	bidsit, bidsiyit n sheet or blanket used as a cover. v [A; cl] put, make into a bed cover. biduk = BntUK
	1 
	2• 

	bidyu n 1 spear: the size of a coconut midnl>, used as a probe for crabs and other slow-moving things. 2 spear of this size, shot like an arrow for small fish. crabs, etc. v [A; 
	a] shoot or stab s. t. with a bidyu. paN-V [A; a] catch things with the bidyu.
	a] shoot or stab s. t. with a bidyu. paN-V [A; a] catch things with the bidyu.

	biga n plant cultivated for its edible corms, me:nber of the Araceae family, similar in appearance to the bagyang (Alocasia macrorrbi'.l,Q ), but smaller and growing in dry fields. 
	bigan great sexual desire. Tiguwang piru may biga gibapun, He may be old, but he still has strong sexual urges. v [A123P; b4]stimulate one's sexual desire!; have sexual desire. Makabiga (makapabiga) ang sibuyas bumbay, Onions can increase one's sexual desire. Gibigaan ka diba nga mangbaluk ka man? Why are you kissing me? Are you possessed of an uncontrollable sexual desire? paN-v 1 [A2; b6] have sexual desires. Namiga nang akung anay, Mysow is displaying sexual desire. 2 [A23] go find sexuar adventures. A
	2 
	yu

	bipl n 1 sow, mother pig. 2 a woman who has given birth (humorous usage). Bigal siya apan dili asawa, She is a mother (lit. sow) but not a wife. v [a2] make into a sow. Bigalun ku ning babuya, I'll raise this pig into a sow. -1-un(�) n pig intended to be raised into a sow. 
	bigamya n bigamy. v [B 126; a3 I be a bigamist, be charged with bigamy. Ang sum bung imbis adultiriya, nabigamya, The charge was 
	changed from adultery to bigamy. Nabigamya siya kay kaduba magpakasal, �e was convicted of bigamy because he contracted two mamages. 
	bigatla humorous euphemism for BIGATLUN. 
	, , .
	, , .

	bigatlun = BIGAUN. see BIGA· 
	2

	bigay v [A; c] 1 give s:t. which has been extorted. Ug di ka mubigay, di ka kapa�ar, Ifyou don't give a bribe, you won't pass. Bigyan giyud ang mga dispatsir, You have topay protection money to the dispatchers. 2 deliver a blow to s.o. Bigyan ta kag imukung ilarun, I'll hit you one if you swindle me. 3 allow s.o. to make sexual advances (slang). M ubigay na siyag iya'!g uyab ang kasayaw, She will give herself freely if her boyfriend is her dancing partner. 4 [Al2; b6] have sexual intercourse with (slang).
	, 

	bigiw v [A2; b3] run fast for a reason. Mibigiw ug dagan ang ilaga nga nakakita sa iring, The rat ran away fast on seeing the cat. Nakabigiw kug dagan sa pagkahibalu nakung naligsan siya, I ran as fast as I could when I found out she was run over. n k.o. small canoe designed for getting s.w. fast. It consists of a single piece with outriggers, sloping upwards sharply in the front and the back. bigiwbigiw = BIGIW, n. 
	bigkas v 1 [A1B26; a12b2] for string, rope, cloth, etc. to snap apart under tension, make s. t. snap. Wala may nagbigkas ana. Nabigkas lag iya, Nobody broke it. It snapped by itself. 2 [A2B26; bS) rip stitches apart. Gibigkas (gibigkasan) sa sastri ang bawakan, The tailor took it apart at the waist. 
	bigking = BIKING. 
	bigni v [A12C; b3] 1 for animals to fight with lots of noise but little action. Gibignian sa mga baktin ang lawug, The piglets fought over!the slop. 2 have petty quarrels (derogatory usage).
	.

	bigsa a 1 with high spirits, tending to be noisy and uninhibited in speech and man
	-

	' 
	' 

	ner. Aligri na siyag makainum kay bigsa, Heis fun when he is tipsy because he is lively. 2flirtatious, not passive or reserved towards men. v [B] get to be in high spirits or flirtatious. Mubigsa (mabigsa) nang baybana basta naay mga laki, That woman gets c
	o-

	bigsyat -bihun 
	quettish when there are men around. bigsyat n big shot (slang). v [B126; a2) get to be a big shot. 
	bigtas v [AB2; cl] for stitches or bonds which hold things together to snap; cause them to do so. Kinsay nagbigtas sa kawu sa bag? Who made the handle of the bag come off? Nabigtas (mibigtas)g_ang tahi sa saku sa paghasuk sa kupras, The seams on the sides of the sack came open when the copra was pounded to stuff it full. 
	bigting v [A; b] strike an animal in the leg to disable it, usually in preparation for butchering it. Nagsaguyud ang tarian sa manuk ingun kini ·sa bibigtingan, The cock's fighting leg is dragging, as if it got slashed. 
	bik v [Ala; a] cheat out of, steal s.t. Kinsay nagbik sa kuliksiyun? Who pocketed the coUection? 
	gu
	gu

	binya n begonias, k.o. ornamental annual flowers: Begoniaceae spp. -dibumbilyahairy species of begonia with white flowers and small reddish leaves. -dikalbasa ahairy species of begonia with large squashlike leaves. -dikurasun k.o. begonia with heart-shaped flowers. 
	gu

	bitn s.o. having ugly, knotted scars at the neck. v [B126) for the neck to be uglywith knotted scars. Nabigut ang iyang liug sa lamparunis, His neck was all scarred with skin eruptions. 
	gu
	1 

	bit, bitv 1 [A; bS] sew s. t. with large, rough stitches. Gibit (gibitan) langgining tapulan ang iyang muskitirung nagisi, Thelazy girl just sewed her tom mosquito netwith large stitches. 2 [A; be) fasten s.t. with a pin. Ibigut ang ribun sa imung pulu, Pin the ribbon on your shirt. (➔) n s. t. that has been pinned or stitched with large stitches. 
	gu
	2
	gu
	1 
	gu
	gu

	bita for a woman's or child's body to be compact and well-rounded. Angayan ang batingsut sa mabit niyang lawas, She is well-built, and a bathing suit looks good on her. 
	gu
	2 
	gu

	biguti n mustache. v [Al) wear a mustache .!pa-v [Al] grow a mustache. bigutihun a 1have a mustache. 2 descriptive name givento various k.o. fish with barbels. -lyu nsmall thin mustache. v [Al!;b6] have, wear such a mustache. t 
	. 

	bigwisv [B46) have loose bowel movements, light diarrhea. Mubigwis ka gyud ug magpataka kag kaun, yOU will get loose bowel movements if you eat just anything. 
	1 

	bigwis n offspring. Dagban silang bigwis, ThereŁs a lot of kids in their family. paN-v [A2) bear young. Mamigwis na sad ang 
	·

	iring, The cat is going to have a litter again.bihag v [A; a12) la bring into captivity. Mga 
	-
	-
	murus ang mibihag sa mga Bisaya, Muslims
	who captured and carried away Visayan
	people. 1 b attract the attention. Makabihag
	sa atung pagtagad, Can attract our atten
	tion. Bihan ku ang imung kasingkasing, 
	gu

	I'll captivate your heart. 2 for fowls to at
	tract another fowl not belonging to the 
	flock. Nabihag akung sunuy sa ilang bimu
	ngaan, My rooster was attracted to stay at 
	their place by their hen. 3 [A 3 P; b4) def eat 
	in a contest such that the loser is given to
	the winner, most commonly in cockfight
	ing. Gibihagan mig duba, We lost (had de
	feated on us) two cocks. (➔) n 1 person
	captured. 2·fowls attracted to another flock. 
	3 s. t. lost in a contest where the winner 

	takes the loser, esp. the defeated cock. bi
	hagay v [C; al2] for keeps, such that the 
	winner gets the loser's thing. Nagbihagay 
	silag hulin, They are playing marbles for 
	keeps. maka-r-, ma-un a attractive, captivat
	ing. maN-r-n s. t. that is a steady winner, and 
	wins over the loser. Mahal kining sunuya 
	kay mamimibag, This is a valuable cock be
	cause it is a steady winner. bihi n k. o. small univalve. bihibihi, bihihi = BAHIHi. bihikulu n motor vehicle. bihilya n a day of abstinence from meat. v
	[Al) observe abstinence from meat. bihis v [A; b] wipe off the dirt from s.o.'sbody with a damp cloth. Bibisi ang bata una pakatulga, Wipe the child's body with a wet cloth before putting him to sleep. paNv [A2; b] wipe oneself or s.o. with a damp cloth. bihu a adept, skillful. Bibu kaasiyang ma
	yu 

	makak, She's very good at lying. v [B12)
	get to be skillful, adept. Nabibu ku sa pag
	pangindiksiyun, I became adept in giving 
	shots. bihud n 1 roe. 2 one's children (humorous). 
	Pila nay bibud mu karun? How many children do you have now? paN-v 1 [A2] have roe. Namihud nang bansikul nga akung nakuha, The mackerels I caught were full of roe. 2 [A23] become pregnant (humorous). Namihud ka fang nga way banabana?. Youbecame pregnant without a husband?!bidban n 1 fish having roe. 2 pregnant woman (humorous). tingpamihud n spawn1nseason. 
	° 
	Ł 

	bihuku = UWAY. 
	bihun n k.o. Chinese noodle, -translucent, 
	coarser than the miswa but finer than tan
	t

	bun. v [A1C12; b6] prepare a dish with 
	134 bii -biku 
	1 
	1 
	bibun.

	bii short for Maang gabii, Good evening. 
	yu

	bika n 1 potsherd. 2 s. t. worth as much as asherd. Unsa man ang sapi ku, bika, nga di mu dawatun? Is my money worthless that you don't accept it? 
	bikabika n k.o. fish. 
	bikag v [AB126; a12] prod, urge s.o. to do 
	s.t. Bisag giunsag bikag, dili giyud siya mukuyug, No matter how much we prod him,he won't go. Ang iyang tratu mauy nagbikag niya pagbimug dautan, Her lover prodded her to do!s. t. bad. (➔) a having the urge to do things in imitation of theirs. Bikagnga pagkatawu. Unsay bubatun sa uban iyang sundun, He is a copycat. Whatever 
	s.t. Bisag giunsag bikag, dili giyud siya mukuyug, No matter how much we prod him,he won't go. Ang iyang tratu mauy nagbikag niya pagbimug dautan, Her lover prodded her to do!s. t. bad. (➔) a having the urge to do things in imitation of theirs. Bikagnga pagkatawu. Unsay bubatun sa uban iyang sundun, He is a copycat. Whatever 
	ants to do, too. 
	.
	other 
	people 
	do he w


	bikaka= BIKANGKANG.
	1 

	bikaka n k.o. hopscotch played on a recre divided into two rows, each row of which contains four frames. v [A;b(l)) play this k.o. hopscotch. 
	tangufar fi
	gu

	bikanga 1 busy, preoccupied because of too 
	1
	1
	many things to do at once. 2 encumbering, causing extra work. v [B12) get encumbered, too busy with many things. Makabikang(makapabikang) ning mga silya sa akung paglampasu, These chairs make it all the harder to get the floor scrubbed. Nagkabikang ku sa trababu nga nagkadaghan na ning mga tawu dinbi, I have so much work now that there are so many people staying here. 

	bikang , bikang a having the feet spread apart, Tront to back or sideways. Bikang iyang linaktan, He walked with his feet spread apart. v 1 [A2; c 1] take a stride, take a long step. Di siya makabikang kay guut iyang palda, She cannot take big steps because she has a tight skirt on. 2 [cl] set one's feet apart. Napukling kay wala man mabikang ang mga tiil, He fell because he had not set his feet well apart. n large stride. -in-a for the legs to be widely spread apart. bikangkang v [A; cl) spread one's leg
	Ug di ka mubikangkang, dugay kang kabimugsuan, If you don't spread your legs, you'll have a hard time giving birth. 
	Ug di ka mubikangkang, dugay kang kabimugsuan, If you don't spread your legs, you'll have a hard time giving birth. 

	bikarbunatu n sodium bicarbonate. tbikaryu n officer of the church. 
	bikil v 1 [A; cl] nudge, move s.t. out of its position. Kin say nagbikil sa kwadru nga nabarag man? Who moved the picture,that it is tilting? lbikil (bikila) ang tupad mung natulug, Nudge the fellow beside you. Hefell asleep. 2 [B; c 1] a protrude, stick out. 
	Kun magtanum ug kamuting kabuy ibikil (bikila) ang pikas tumuy sa yuta, When you plant cassava stems, let one end stick out of 
	Kun magtanum ug kamuting kabuy ibikil (bikila) ang pikas tumuy sa yuta, When you plant cassava stems, let one end stick out of 

	the ground. b encumber by protruding Mu
	bikil ang bata sa iyang tiyan iglakaw niya, 
	The child in her stomach sticks out and 
	makes it hard for her to walk. 2c [A; ab2] 
	trip s.o. Nabikil ku sa tuud, I tripped over 
	the stump. 3 [B126) suddenly twisted so
	as to get sprained. Nagtakiang siyang nagla
	kaw kay nabikil ang iyang tiil, He walked 
	with a limp because his foot got twisted. 4 
	[AC3; ac3] a be contrary, opposed. Ang
	[AC3; ac3] a be contrary, opposed. Ang

	iyang anak mauy nakabikil sa iyang pag
	minyu ug usab, Her child made it difficult 
	for her to remarry. Nagbikil ang ilang mga 
	hunabuna, Their opinions differed. b pro
	voke a quarrel, annoy s.o. with the purpose 
	of angering hi1n. Bisag unsa na lay ilang bu
	batun nga ibikil sa bata, They never run out 
	of ways to make the child cry. a contrary,
	adverse. Bikil kaayu ning bataa. Bisag unsay 
	atung isulti, lalisun giyud, This child is very 
	contrary. He gives back talk to whatever we 
	say. (➔) n quarrel, provocation to a fight. 
	Wa pa mahilut ang ilang bikil, Their quarrel 
	hasn't been settled. biklunun, biklunun, bi
	kilunun a 1 needing prodding. Biklunung
	bataa mabawu kag paayun-ayun una muli
	buk, The child needs to be prodded. You go 
	wild trying to get him to do s. t. 2 very sen
	sitive, easily disturbed. Biklunun si Pidru.
	Sabdan lag gamay, masuku dayun, Pedro is 
	sensitive. Just nudge him, and he gets an
	gry right away. bikingv [A; al2] carry s. t. hanging down in 
	1
	1

	the hands. Nagb{king ug baskit, Carrying a
	basket. Ayaw bikinga ang bata, Don't carry 
	the child by the arms.biking, -pawdir n baking powder. bikini n bikini. v [Al; cl) wear, make into a
	2

	bikini.bikiri n bakery. v [A12; al 2) get, make into a bakery. 
	biks!n Vicks, brand name for mentholated 
	1
	1

	medicines. -inhllir n Vicks inhaler: 
	biks7 = BIKUi"
	biknma n victim of foul play. v [a12] be 
	made a victim. Nabiktima ku sa mamarigla, 
	I was a victim of the thugs. bikturi n the money used after the war, so
	called because of the legend 'victory' on the 
	billbikturya v [Al 2) win the love of s.o. Di' kana angay mangabugbu sa daang tratu sa imunga bana. Tutal, ikaw may nakabikturya niya, You shouldn't be jealous of your husband's former girl friend. Anyway, you were the one who landed him. 
	bikturyusu a victorious.biku!n hopscotch. v [AC; b6] play hop
	-

	1 
	1 

	biku-bilangkat 
	2 

	scotch. bikubiku = BIKU. 
	scotch. bikubiku = BIKU. 

	biku n sweet made of sticky rice cooked wit� coconut milk and sweetened, popularly eaten between meals. v [A; a2] make biku. 
	bikug v [APB26; al] move s.t. fastened, bend s.t. firm out of place, be moved, bent. Di ni mabikug kay gilansang, You can't budge it because it's nailed. Ang /yang disisin dili mubikug (mabikug), His decision cannot be changed. Bikuga siya sa /yang gilingkuran, Dislodge him from where he is sitting. 
	yu

	bikugn cramp in the muscles. v 1 [BN246;b4) get a cramp. Mibikug (namikug, nabikugan) akung bitiis, l have a cramp in mylegs. 2 [b(l)) cause cramps. 
	1 

	bikugn a coconut or nipa midrib. silhig nga -n broom made of coconut or nipa midribs. (➔) v [A; ab2] beat s�o. with a coconut or nipa midrib. 
	2 

	bikul n variety of white rice, recently introduced because of its high yield. *bikusbikus ka-v [Al3) be miserably poor and hard up. 
	bikwad a bent backwards, flat on its back, twisted askew. Tukuri nang pusti. Bikwad man, Straighten out the post. It is leaning over backwards. v [AB; ab2) lean back'Wards, be bent askew!; cause s. t. to do so.Mibikwad siya arun dili biig-an ang iyangnawung, She ducked backwards so that herface would not be hit. Nagkabikwad ang tiil sa lamisa, The legs of the table are getting all bent out of shape. 
	-

	bikwang v [A; al2) cause s.t. to fall or turn over by pulling the feet or some appendage upwards. Bikwanga Lang ang batiya arun mayabu ang ·tubig, Tum the basin over to OUt. Bikwanga ang babuy dayun gapusa, Pick the pig up by the legs and bind it. 
	spill the water 

	bikwing = BIKI!CJ G. 
	bila v [A; blcl) spread the legs apart to the sides. Nganung mubila ka mang maglingkud? Why do you spread your legs when you sit? bilahan n crotch. bilabila n name given to grasses which have tassels consisting of three or more spikes growing in at greater than 90angles from each other (like legs spread apart), e.g. Eleusine indica. 
	° 

	bila, bilaan n ethnic group in Southern Mindanao. ka-n Bilaan region in Southern Mindanao. 
	bilad v [AB; cl) widen, spread out, spread s.t. out. Ang bulad nukus mubilad kun ibumul sa tubig, Dried squid will spread out when soaked. Nagbilad sila sa baling arun 
	mauga, They are spreading the net to dry it.Gipamutul niya ang mga tanum arun mabilad ang agianan, He cut the trees down to widen the path. n width, spread. Hiktin ang bilad sa banig, The mat is narrow across. awide, broad. Bilad kaayu ang ilang uma, Their farm stretches over a broad area. biladbilad = BALI.ALA. 
	biladan program of musical and literary numbers, usually held in the evening. v [Al!;
	1 

	a) hold such a program. 
	biladan extension of a room or of a house. v [A; cl) make an extension, add an extension to a room. 
	2 

	bilag-ung = BALAG-UNG. 
	bilakavv [Al;cl) sit squat with legs crossed. 
	_

	1
	1

	Nagbilaka siyang naglingkud daw Budba, 
	He is squatting with legs-crossed like Bud
	dha. 
	bilakan a variety of dwarf coconut, so short that sometimes its fruit touch the ground, with a trunk as big as the ordinary variety of tree, but with slightly biggerfruit. 
	2 

	bilang v [A2; cl) consider, treat s.o. as. Di
	ku mubilangnimung igsuun tungud sa paka
	uwaw nga imung gipatik sa atung ngalan, 
	I won't recognize you as a sister because of 
	the disgrace you brought upon our name. 
	Gibilang kung inaban ang akung gikasiraban, I consider my landlady a mother. n inthe capacity of. Bilang mananambal sultian tikaw sa makadaut nimu, As a doctor I'll tell you what is harmful for you.
	bilangbilang n k.o. cactus-like plant of the strand, the stems and leaves of which are used as a condiment and vegetable: Sesuvium portulacastrum. 
	bilangga n infection affecting the vaginal lips, characterized by reddening and intense itching. ,v [a4b4] for vaginal lips to become reddish and itchy. Malagmit bilanggaun (bilanggaan) kag dili ka mangbugas sa imung binday, You'll get an infection in your vagina if you don't wash it. 
	bilanggu v [A3P; cl] imprison. Bilangguun(ibilanggu) ka sa imung lawak, yOU will be confined to your room. -in-n prisoner. -an ( ➔) n prison.
	bilanggutanan expression of surprise or discomfort, mild euphemism for bi/at sa iyang ina. Bilanggutanan, bikalimtan kung akung yaw� Damn! I forgot my keys. v [al 2] say bilanggutanan to s.o. 
	bilangkad, bilangkat v [A; c1] have the legs spread wide apart. Nagbuy-ud siya nga nagbilangkat sa katri, She was sprawled on the bed with her legs apart. -ra!n broad, woman 
	136 bilar -bill k 
	who is cooperative in sexual matters. 
	who is cooperative in sexual matters. 
	bilar n vigil, esp. one of the dead. Dunay bilar basta dunay mamatyan, A vigil is always held if the dead person has relatives. � 1 [A; 
	b] keep a wake. Gibilaran nila ang minatay, They kept vigil over the corpse. 2 (A; b] dos. t. late into the night. Magbilar kug tuun rung gabii, I will stay up late studying tonight. 2a [B156] stay up late. Nabilar ku gabii kay bilabibang pagsakit sa bata, Istayed up late last night because the baby was very sick. 

	bilas n the husband or wife of one's husband's or wife's sibling. v [C; a12] be bilas.Magbilas na ta kay gipakaslan kung igsuun sa imung asawa, We're bilas now because I married your wife's sister. 
	bilas n eye infection, conjunctivitis. v [Al 23 P; a4] have sore eyes. Gibilas akung mata, Ihave conjunctivitis. 
	bilasun n k. o. fish, the name given to the broad species of Caesio, esp. Caesio ery
	tbrogaster.
	tbrogaster.

	bilat n 1 cunt of a person or animal (coarse). 2 profane exclamation. a expression indi-
	,
	,
	eating disbelief. Bilat! Asa man ku mutuu adtu, Hell! You think I'd ever believe that. b expression indicating exasperation at s.t.which happened contrary to one's desires. Bi/at! Nasipyat pa giyud da, Shit! I missed again. -sa imung (iyang) ina, inahan 1profane exclamation used upon experienciannoya11;ce. Ikawng bilat sa imung inaba
	ng
	ka, You son of a bitch, you. Gikaun sa bilat sa ,yang ina, The son of a bitch ate it. 2 watchamacallit, a filler word. Ag kadtung unsa gud tung bi/at sa iyang inaba tu -iyang ibi, That -um, what was that son of a bitch there called, the axle. bilatbilat v [B1245; al2) have more work to do than one can manage (coarse word). Nagkabilatbilat ku sa trababu dinbi, I'm swamped with work here. Akuy imung bilatbilatun· ug pabayad ning utanga? yOU trying to drive me crazy paying these debts. -ra n broad, a derogat

	bilaug n k.o. fair-sized, edible clam. 
	bilay n hanging screen. (�) v (A; a} hang a protective screen. Gibilayan ku ang bataarun di mainitan, I hung a screen up for the child so it wouldn't be in the sun. bilaybilayv (A; a] hang a temporary walling for a temporary shelter. Magbilaybilay ta samtangwala pa tay balay, We'll put up a screen as a temporary shelter as long as we haveno house. 
	bilbatum n bell-bottom pants. 
	bilbaw see suRisu. 
	bilbign k.o. white,edible clam,growing to 2". 
	bilbiki = MIUBIKL 
	bilbil v [A123P; a12] make, be overly obese. 
	Ang imung kadakug kaun mauy nakabilbil (nakapabilbil) nimu, Your voracious appetite made you overly obese. -un a overly
	obese. 
	bilding n building. v. [b6] erect a buŁding. 
	bildu n glass. Bildu sa bintana, Glass in the window. v [A; b6(1)] fit s.t. with glass. Bilduban tag bag-u ang lmung antiyubus, Let'sfit your glasses with new lenses. 
	bildura n vegetables, root crops cooked in. stews and soups with meat. v (A; b6(1)]cook vegetables with soup orstew. 
	. 

	bildyun n k.o. bread in loaf, around 6" longwith a fine, soft texture. 
	bilgas n Belgian nuns. Ang kulibiyu sa Santa Tirisa gipadagan sa mga bilgas, _St. Theresa's School is run by Belgian sisters. 
	bilhad v [A; a12] pull two vertical things apart. Bilbara ang birba arun makalusut ta, Pull the railings apart so we can get through. 
	bill n 1 price. Ang bili sa palalitun, The price of commodities. 2 worth. Wa nay bili ang kinabubi ug mawala ka, Life is worthless without you. hatag ug -V [A; b(l)] not value s. t. Ang akung tambag dili batagan ug bili, He does not value my advice. v 1 [A23] cost. Mibili nag pisus ang gantang sa mais, A ganta of corn costs one peso. la cost s.o. s.t., result in. Kanang imung binuang mubili , Your foolishness will cost you a spanking. 2 [b6] quote a price to s.o. Bilban ta kag singku, I will offer it to you
	nimug kasti
	gu

	bilib be impressed by s.o. Bilib k� nimu da, antigiyud kang mukanta, I'm impressedby you. You sure know how to sing. v [B2 3 ( 1)46;b 3] be impressed. Mibilib ang habaying sapian siya kay dunay awtu, The woman was impressed, thinking he was rich, because he had a car. Ang biliban naku anang buksidura ang iyang lipbuk, What impressed me about that boxer is his left hook. pa-v [A; a12] put on an act to impress s.o. Nagpabilib na sad ang bambugiru, The braggart is tryito impress us again.
	gu 
	ng 

	bilibidŁ BALIBUD
	1 
	2 
	1 
	2

	bilibid' n national penitentiary. v [B126) be put in Bilibid Prison. pa•" [A; c] be put in Bilibid. t 
	3a

	biUbudaŁLI
	1
	,2 
	= 
	BUD
	1,2
	. 

	biUhul = BULIBUY.
	biligya = BALIGYA.
	bfilk v 1 [AB2S6; a) turn on its axis, spin s.t. Mubilik nang!.manubilag iya ra, That steer: iwheel turns by itself. Siyay mib,lik sa 
	ng 
	bilikis -binag 
	timun, He turned the steering wheel of the boat. 2 [A; al2] twist individual strands to be made into rope. Dili nimu bilikun anglugway ug hugut arun dili mukulus, Don'ttwist the strand tight so that it won't kink. n turning. -an n device for twisting strands into rope. 
	timun, He turned the steering wheel of the boat. 2 [A; al2] twist individual strands to be made into rope. Dili nimu bilikun anglugway ug hugut arun dili mukulus, Don'ttwist the strand tight so that it won't kink. n turning. -an n device for twisting strands into rope. 

	bilikis = BALIKIS.
	bilin n nativity scene depicted in a creche. v[A13; b6) make, put a creche s.w. 
	bilin v 1 [A; c] leave s. t. behind. Kin say nagbilin ning baskit din hi? Who left this basket here? Bin/an ta kag bugas, I'll leave you some rice. I bilin ang bata, Leave the child behind .. 2 [b6] for a wife to be left pregnant when her husband dies. Gibinlan siya pagkamatay sa iyang bana, She was pregnant (lit. had s. t. left in her) when her husband died. 3 -ug pulung, sulti [A) leave word. Nagbilin siyag sulti nga ipatiwas ang imung trababu, He left word for you to finish your work. n 1 one's turn
	-

	,
	,
	hind. Akung bilin run, It's my turn te -:ay 
	behind this time. 2 words, orders left by s.o.Ang bilin ni Tatay una mamatay, Father'slast words before he died. 3 s.o. who stays behind. Akuy bilin sa balay, I'll stay in the house. pa-v [A) 1 stay behind. Akuy magpabilin, I'll remain behind. 2 remain in the same way. Nagpabilin silang malipayun, They remained happy. Di makapabilin ugdugay ang babu ning agwaha, The smell of this perfume won't remain long. hi-Iha-(➔) v [B1256; b4) 1 be left behind. Nabibilink u paglarga sa barku, Iwas left behind when the 
	goodbye visits before she emi
	gr


	bil-is n k.o. tall, slender, ornamental palm with pinnate leaves, the fruit of which are similar to the Areca and may also be chewed: Heterospatbe elata. 
	bilin n billion. v [A23] reach the billion mark. -in-a by the billions. 
	yu

	hilt-inan built-in cabinet and shelves. v [A; a] 
	construct, put built-in furniture s.w. 
	biltubil n fight which endures the entire round -from the opening bell to the closing bell. Ang biltubil nilang away, Theirfight which lasted from bell to bell. bilu n veil. v [A; a] 1 wear, make into, puton a veil. 2 [A; b6] be a veil sponsor in a wedding ceremony, the one who puts the veil over the shoulders of the couple in the course of the ceremony. 
	bilug, bilug n matchsticks. 
	bilungbilung n moonfish: Mene maculata. 
	bilus n k.o. outriggered sailboat, reaching 20' in length. dus -n two-masted sailboat. v [Al; b6] ride this sort of sailboat. 
	bilwa v [B 16; c 1] for the legs to be spread in falling. Nabilwa ang iyang tiil pagkahilg maung nalisa, He fell down with his feet stretched apart, and they were dislocated. 
	bilyan belt buckle. v [A; ac] pµt a buckle 
	1
	1

	on s.o., make into a belt buckle. 
	bilyan k.o. game of marbles where the marbles are shot into four holes arranged in a square.
	2 

	bilyan villa, suburban mansion. v [Al; b6]make a villa. 
	3 

	bilyaka = mLYAKU (female). 
	bilyaku a pranking, mischievous, but not of amalicious sort. Gisuling sa bilyaku ang maistra, The naughty boy peeped up the teacher's dress. v [B 126 ; b6] be, become mischievous. -in-(➔) v [A13; cl] act in a mischievous way. 
	bilyanu n tossing coins, heads or tails. v [AC;
	c 3] toss coins. 
	bilyar n billiards. v [AC; c3] play billiards
	bilyiti n 1 a note, a short letter. 2 love letter. 
	bilyu n strands of fiber twisted together into a string. v [A; cl] twine hand-twisted strands into a thin rope (pisi). bilhan,bilyuhanan n device for twining strands into rope. 
	yu

	bilyun a crazy, doing crazy, foolish things. v[B126; b6] go crazy. Culu-a somewhat crazy. -in-n crazy antics. -aryu n billionaire.
	bimul n flat in music. v [AB26;b6cl] 1 play a diminished chord, for a chord to be diminished. Siyay nagbimul sa katapusang bahin sa kanta, He played the finale with a diminished chord. 2 play a note too low,flat in pitch. Mibimul (mabimul) ang tunu, mau nga ius-us ang imung tudlu, The notes are flat, so lower your fingers. 
	binag v [A; c] set s.t. aside to give it away or donate it. Kada adlaw sa minatay magbinag giyud kug kwarta para ipamisa, EveryAll Souls' Day, I set aside a small amount for the mass. Ibinag natu nila ring ubang bu
	-

	binagri -bingwit
	l 

	may, We will set aside the rest of t.his rice for them 
	may, We will set aside the rest of t.his rice for them 

	binagri n sour vinegar from pineapple, apples. v [A; al 2) make vinegar. 
	(from usa) n any outriggered sin
	binagsaan 
	-

	r canoe. binakhawan = BAAW, n.binalatung see BALAnJNG.
	gle-seate
	Ł
	2

	binangkal n delicacy made of leftover bread or cookies with sugar made into a ball, covered with sesame seeds and fried.
	binaw n deer.
	bindahi n bandage. v [A; a] 1 bandage s. t Bindabian tang imung hubag, Let's bandageyour boil 2 [A; a] make into a bandage. 
	binday n child's talk for female genitalia. 
	bindisiyun n 1 blessing, benediction. Bindisiyun sa pari, The priest's benediction. Bindisiyun sa mga ginikanan, Parental blessing. Ang ilang pagdaug mag-agad sa bindisiyun sa prisidinti, Their victory depends upon having the president's blessings. 2 approval.
	May bindisiyun na ba sa mayur ang imung papilis? Do your papers bear the mayor's approval? v [A; bl] 1 give a benediction. 2give approval to s. t. 
	May bindisiyun na ba sa mayur ang imung papilis? Do your papers bear the mayor's approval? v [A; bl] 1 give a benediction. 2give approval to s. t. 

	bindita n holy water. agwa -holy water. -sa lukay Palm Sunday. v [A; b(l)] sprinkle holy water on. binditahanan 1 place where holy water is kept. 2 thing to be blessed. -du n s. t. that has been blessed by a priest. 
	binditu v [A; c6] clasp the hands on the breast as in prayer. 
	binga, binga, bingag n k.o. baler (volute) shell, used to crush cocoa seeds. 
	bingal n a slit or opening in a garment made for convenience in putting it on. v [A; b6 (1)) put a slit in a garment Bingali ang luyu sa imung blusa, Put a slit in the back of the blouse. 
	bintv [A; a] 1 widen the angle of opening. 
	ga

	Mibingat siya sa balisung, He opened his jackknife. Bingatag maayu ang tiiltiil sa kamira, Spread out the camera tripod. 2 stretch the sides of a hole, pull an elastic string. Ayaw bingata imung baba, Don'tstretch your mouth at the sides. Gibingatanku bitaw siyag tiradur, midagan lagi, As soon as I stretched my slingshot, aiming at him, he ran away. 
	Mibingat siya sa balisung, He opened his jackknife. Bingatag maayu ang tiiltiil sa kamira, Spread out the camera tripod. 2 stretch the sides of a hole, pull an elastic string. Ayaw bingata imung baba, Don'tstretch your mouth at the sides. Gibingatanku bitaw siyag tiradur, midagan lagi, As soon as I stretched my slingshot, aiming at him, he ran away. 
	· 


	bingaw = BINGAL
	bingbing v [A; al 2b2] tweak a part of thebody with the thumb and forefinger, usuallythe ears. Akuy mubingbing ninyu ug magsaba mu, I'll tweak your ears if you make 
	.
	.
	noise.

	(slang form) v [A2; b] 1 go ahead and dos. t. involving danger. Bingga. Sukli, Come 
	bing
	ga 

	on, fight him. Ug banggatun ka binggabi, Ifhe threatens, go ahead, get into it 2 comeon, step on it. Bingga. Maapsan ta, Step on it. They're about to overtake us. 3 maul 
	s.o. Gibinggahan aku sa mga bagis, Thetoughs mauled me. 
	binggadura a 1 saying bad things about others with malicious intent. 2 vengeful. v [B
	12] be a malicious gossip. Nabinggadura siya kay gustung mangamung, She became malicious in her talk because she wants other people to suffer her fate. 
	binggala n sparkler, k.o. fireworks that emit sparks.binggansa n vengeance of a severely harmful 
	•
	•

	sort
	binggar v 1 [A2; a12] harm others by speaking ill of them. Naminggar kay nasina, Sheis saying evil things because she is envious. 2 [A; b(l)] beat up (slang). Gibinggaranang tigulang, The old man was mauled. n s. t. bad said of s.o. designed to harm him. 
	binggu n bingo. v 1 [A; b6] play bingo. 2 [A
	23] get bingo. Kaduba ku makabinggu gabii, I got bingo twice last night. 3 [B26; b6] for a card to go bingo. Hapit na mubinggu ang akung kard, My card is about to go bingo.
	bingit n throat infection. v [a4b4] have a sore throat. Gibingit (gibingitan) ku, I got a sore throat. 
	bingka = BIBINGKA.
	bingkas v [AB; a] rip stitches apart, for stitches to get ripped apart. Kinsay nagbingkas niining sininaa? Who ripped this dress apart at the stitches? Ayaw inata arun dili mabingkas ang tab,: Do not pull at it or the stitches will get undone. 
	bingkil v [C; b3] small quarrel, misunderstanding. Natural sa mga bata nga magbingkil sa mga dulaan, It's only natural for children to fight about toys. ka-an n difference, reason for misunderstanding.
	bingkung n tool resembling a small pick or axe with blade placed at an angle to the handle, used to dig up the soil shallowly, hollow out dugouts, trim logs, etc. v 1 [A; a12] work on s.t. with this instrument. 2[Al 3; al 2]_ make into this instrument. paN· an n name given to the hammerhead shark, so called because its flattened head with its oculonarial expansions is positioned to the body as the blade of a pick is to its handle.
	bingwitv 1 [AlN; a12b2] catch fish in shallow waters with a hook and line, usually using also a fishing rod. 2 [A12; a12] trap s.o. into marriage. Nakabingwit si Tikla ug 
	1 

	Figure
	sapiang Insik, Tecla snared a rich Chinese. bingwit= BINGIT.
	J 

	binhanun n youngest man or boy in a group of men or boys. 
	binhi n seed. Migitib nang binbi nga gipugas ku sa imung sabakan, The seed which I planted on your womb is now beginning to grow. v [c16] 1 use as a seed for seedlings. 
	Binhia (ibinhi) ang lisu nianang kapayasa kaydumadagku, Use the seeds of that papaya for seedlings because it is a large vari·ety. 2 implant in one's mind. Binbia (ibinbi) sa iyang kaisipan ang kabuutan, Instill honesty in his mind. 
	Binhia (ibinhi) ang lisu nianang kapayasa kaydumadagku, Use the seeds of that papaya for seedlings because it is a large vari·ety. 2 implant in one's mind. Binbia (ibinbi) sa iyang kaisipan ang kabuutan, Instill honesty in his mind. 

	binhud = BANHUD. 
	binibuy n homosexual man. 
	binignit n k.o. sweet soup eaten as a snack, made of root crops and bananas cooked in coconut milk together with various other starchy ingredients, jackfruit, and flavoring. v [A; a2] make, make into binignit. 
	binipisyu n 1 activity held to raise money for charity. 2 charity, pecuniary help. Nangayuang alkaldig binipisyu sa mga nasunugan, 
	The mayor asked for charity for the fire victims. v [Al;b6] hold a benefit, etc. Magbinipisyu ta arun makasapi ang pangilin,
	The mayor asked for charity for the fire victims. v [Al;b6] hold a benefit, etc. Magbinipisyu ta arun makasapi ang pangilin,
	Let's hold a benefit ball to raise money for the fiesta. 

	binit v [A; al] cai;ry s.t. heavy by holding it at the top or at one end and letting it dangle. Ayaw binita ang bulsita kay mabusbus, Don't carry the paper bag by the top because the bottom will give way. 
	binlad = BINULAD. see BULAD.
	binl.angan n container for holding food or water for animals. v [Al; a2] make s.t. intoa feeding container. 
	binlud n 1 finely ground corn grits. 2 smallchild who is allowed to participate in a game just to humor it. 
	binrubyum n k.o. orchid. binsul n stinger of a ray fish.binta n sale of s.t. Kusug ang binta sa karmi-
	' 
	' 
	1

	l,tus kun duul sa tulunghaan, Candy sells 
	fast near a school. v [A2; c] offer s. t. forsale. Ang ilang pinalit sa Sandakan ibinta sa Hulu, The things they buy in Sandakan they sell in J olo. t 

	bintan advantage given in a game or contest. v 1 [A2; c] give s.o. an advantage. Pilaka puntus ang ibinta mu naku? How many points will you give me as advantage? 2 [Al23; b8) get an advantage. Ug makabinta kag duha ka puntus, di na siya kaapas, 
	2 

	If you get two points advantage, he won't be able to catch up. 
	If you get two points advantage, he won't be able to catch up. 

	bintan vinta, k.o. speedy sailboat used by 
	3 

	Muslims, with colorful sails and with one or two outriers. v [Al;al 2] take, make into a vinta. 
	Muslims, with colorful sails and with one or two outriers. v [Al;al 2] take, make into a vinta. 
	gg


	bintaha n 1 advantage in competition. Bintaba kaayu nga may titulu ta, It is a great advantage to have a degree. 2 for a conditionto be somewhat better. Bintaba run kay bubaratu ang baligya, �onditions are better now because food is cheaper. Bintaba run ang {yang hilanat, His fever isbetter now. v 1 = BINTA. 2 wala -[C3] be evenly matched, such that no one has an advantage. Wa magbintaba ug daku ang inyung dubang lawas, Your two bodies are evenly matched. 3 [B246] for conditions to improve.(➔)= BINTAHA
	2

	Namintaba ang magulang pagbabin sa kindi, 
	The oldest child took advantage of the others when the candy was divided. bintahadur, bintahusu a one who takes advantage of weaker people. v [B 126; b6] become a 
	· 
	· 

	person of the· sort that takes advantage. 
	bintana n window. v [A; cl] make, add a window. paN-v 1 [A2; b] sit by or look out of the window. Pamintanai ang nagtawag nimu, Look out of the window at the man calling you. 2 [A2] show as if appearing in a window. Namintana {yang pikuy, His penis peeped out. 
	bintangn 1 distance between. Duba ka dupa Lang ang bintang sa.duha ka balay, The two houses are only two fathoms apart from each other. 2 advantage, edge in a race or contest. Kun ikaw lay makiglumba naku tagaan ta pa kag bintang, I'll give you an advantage if it's just you that's going to race with me. v ahead of s.o. Nagbintang sila pagpanglingkud, They sat far from each other. Ibintang(bintanga,bintanga) pagbutang ang mga kaang, Place the flower pots far apart fromeach other. 2 give an edge in a cont
	1 
	[AC; cl] 1 be at a distance,.be
	.

	bintangv [AN; b6(1)] accuse, lay the blame on s.o. Dili maayu nga mubintang (mamŁntang) ·ta ug sala kun dili kita siguru, We must not lay blame on s.o. if we are llOt sure about it. Akuy nabintangan sa sayup,I was blamed for the mistake. 
	2 

	bintanilya n small window, e.g. a porthole. v [b6] put a small window in. 
	bintarug n male genitalia. (humorous euphemism). Kadaku niya ug bintarug, How big his penis is!
	binti = BAYINTI.
	bin ti n mixer, soft drink or water to dilute 
	1 
	1 

	binti-birbina 
	2 

	liquor. v [A; ac] mix drinks. Bintiun niyaang lambanug ug sibin-up, He will mix the seven-up and the nipa palm toddy together. 
	liquor. v [A; ac] mix drinks. Bintiun niyaang lambanug ug sibin-up, He will mix the seven-up and the nipa palm toddy together. 

	bintiv [BN] for the veins to be, becomeprominent. Mibintt' ang ugat sa iyang nawung sa kasuku, The veins in his forehead stood out in his anger.
	2 
	·

	bintiladur n electric fan. v [Al 3) 1 use anelectric fan. 2 [A; b] install an electric fan. 
	bintiluyun n ventilation.
	bintul n k.o. large fish corral made of bamboo �lats placed in a circle. A light placed in the middle attracts fish which are then caught with a net. v [AC12; b6(1)] 1 fish with a bintul. 2 [A; cl] make into a bintulcorral. 
	hintulawu a ungainly or awkward-looking because of poor proportioning. Bintulawu siyang tan-awun kay gamayg ulu, He looks ungainly with his small head. Bintulawu nang balaya kay babug piro gamay, Thathouse looks unbalanced because it is tallbut very small. 
	bintus n mahjong pieces which represent the winds. Occasionally, the pieces which rresent the grasses, daggers, and mirrors also are called bintus. v [Al2; b(l)] have, draw bintus in mahjong. Ug di ku bintusan (bintusan) mapu"' ang akung karta, If I don'tdraw any bintus, my cards will be all of one kind. 
	ep

	bintusa n method of relieving muscular aches by placing aglass on the skin and burninga wick in it to create a vacuum and draw the flesh into the glass. v [A; b6] administer dry cupping. Iyang gibintusaan dayun ang iyang pamaul, He applied dry cupping to his sore muscles. 
	· 

	binu n wine or hard liquor. v [a2] make into wine. -tintu red table wine. 
	binug n wet spongy ground. Di muayun angmais dinbi kay binug, Com won't do well here because it is swampy. v [B12) become boggy. Nagkabinug ang nataran sa sigingulan, The yard is becoming all swampy because of.the continuous rain. -un a of a boggy quality. t 
	hinulabid = BALUNABID. 
	binunga n k.o. small tree of secondary forest, the sap of which is used as glue for musicalinstruments: Macaranga tanarius. 
	hinyal n venial sin. Ang salang binyal mapasaylu, Venial sins are forgiveable. -pa expression used in swearing, that one will do 
	s.t. Magbag-u na ku, binyal p_a, I'll change my ways, may I commit a venial sin if I don't. 
	s.t. Magbag-u na ku, binyal p_a, I'll change my ways, may I commit a venial sin if I don't. 

	hipiay n acronym for the BPI, Bureau of 
	Plant Industry. bip-istik n a k.o. dish consisting of thinly 
	sliced beef fried with spices and soy sauce. 
	v [A; a2] make, make into this dish. birn beer.
	1 

	bir= ABIR. 
	2 

	bira v 1 [AC2; cl] pull, tug at s.t. while 
	I
	I

	standing still. Nagbira sila sa pis,: They are 
	having a tug-of-war with the rope. Biraba
	(ibira) na sa wala, Pull it to the left. 2 [A3; 
	al2b2] attach property to repay a debt. 
	Bayri imung utang aron di birabun imung 
	yuta, Pay your debts so your land won't be 
	foreclosed. 3 [A2; b6] make an extension
	to a structure (pull on the dimensions). Bi
	rabi ang kusinag duba _ka mitrus sa luyu, 
	Add two meters to the kitchen in the back. 4 -ang kawit [a12) for a winner to treat to a drink of toddy. Nakadaug lagi ka, sigi biraba ang kawit, Since you won, you treat (lit. grab for the palm toddy container). S -sa kunut [al2) be wrinkled due to age (humorous). Gibira na siya sa kunut piro maminyug usab, She is old but she's going to marry again. 6 [A; a2] strip fiber from abaca. n 1 the extent or length of action of pullings. t. Gimab-an naku ang pasul ug tuluka bira, I shortened the fishing line by th
	Makabirada tag daghang pasabiru kay tabu, 
	We can haul lots of passengers because it's 
	market day. birav [A2; b) punch, beat up s.o. (slang).
	2
	2

	Birabun naku nang bubug, I'll beat up that drunk. 
	biradur n 1 screwdriver. 2 one who strips 
	abaca fiber. biranda n veranda. v [A; cl) make, make 
	in to a veranda. hiranu n summer time (March, April, May). 
	v [A; b(l)] spend one's summer vacation. birbal n verbal, not written. Kuntratung birbal, Verbal contract. v [al2] make an agreement verbal. 
	birbiki = BIRIBIKI.birbina n name given to numerous genera of
	ornamental and wild herbaceous mem hers 
	of the Verbenacea11. 
	birbu!-biru 
	141 

	birbu n 1 verb. 2 word, logos (Biblical). Ugang birbu nabimung unud, And the word became flesh. v [A; c16] conjugate a verb. 
	birdadiru a real, genuine. Birdadiru nga batu, Real precious gems. 
	birdi a 1 green. 2 dirty, off-color story. 3 name given to a mahjong piece with a green grass design: green dragon. -budlya bottle green. -mansanas apple green. v [B; cl] 1be, become green in color. 2 be off-color. Gibirdihan siya nianang isturyaba, He considers that story to be off-color. 3 [A12B 1256; b8] draw a greln dragon in mahjong. Ug makabirdi ku, makakang giyud ku, If I get a green ,dragon, I'll get a set of four. 
	birds-ay n bird's-eye, brand of cloth used for diapers, napkins, etc. 
	bird uh paradayis n bird of paradise, an ornamental banana-like plant: Strelitsia reginae and Heliconia latispatba. · · 
	birdun executioner. v lal 2] make into an executioner. 
	gu 

	' ' ,,
	' ' ,,
	. , 


	btrgansusa = KIPIKIPL see KIPI. 
	birgat a for a woman to act so as to attractmen's attention and give them to underatagkinataw-an. Nagdalag kambir, What a flirtatious laughter, full of come-on's. v [B; b6]be, become a flirt. 
	stand that she is easy to approach. Bi
	rg

	birgatinya = mRGAT.
	' ' 
	,
	'

	birgum karum = KIPIKIPI. see KIPI. 
	birha n grating, grillwork over an opening to avoid entry or exit. v [A; cl] install, make into a grille. 
	birhin n 1 Viin Mary. 2 statue of the Virgin Mary. 3 a woman who has not had sexual intercourse. v [b6) consider a woman a virgin. 
	rg

	biribiki n brace, a carpenter's tool for holding auger bits. 
	biribiri, biribiri n a sickness, beri-beri. v-[A123P; a4) be affected with beri-beri 
	birig v [A2; b6] 1 for a male fowl to perform the courtship dance with the female. Gibirigan sa sunuy ang bimungaan, Therooster courted the hen. 2 for a man to make a pass at a woman. Bisag sitinta anyus na mubirig pa gayud, He's seventy years old, but he still makes passes. -ay v [A13) for fowls or people to prance about preparatory to attacking each other in a fight. Nagbirigay ang duba ka baksidur, The two boxers were prancing around. birigbirig v [A; b3) hang around s.o. to get s.t. from him. Nagbirig
	biriking n automatic drill. 
	hiring n bearings of a machine. v [b6(1)] put bearings in s. t. 
	birisbiris = WIRISWIRIS. 
	birlina n automobile having an enclosed compartment in the back and the driver's seatopen. v [A 1] take such a car. 
	birmudan Bermuda shorts. v [A; a) wear, 
	1 

	make into Bermuda shorts. birmudan Bermuda grass. bimz.kular, bimakyular n vernacular. 
	2 

	bimis n Friday. v 1 [B2S6; b4] be Friday. 
	Nagbirnis (mibirnis) na lang wa gibapun siya muabut, It is (got to be) Friday and he has not arrived yet. Hibirnisan kug uli tungud sa bagyu, It was already Friday when Iarrived because of the typhoon. 2 [B1256) do things on Fridays. Mabirnis ray iyang ianhi, He'll come only on Fridays. bimisbimis every Friday. Birnisbirnis ang tinglfmus sa simbaban, They beg at the church on Fridays. -Santu n Good Friday. nawung ug -long faced. v 1 (ANl] spend Good Friday. 2 [B]!. get a long face. Nagbirnis ang iyang 
	Nagbirnis (mibirnis) na lang wa gibapun siya muabut, It is (got to be) Friday and he has not arrived yet. Hibirnisan kug uli tungud sa bagyu, It was already Friday when Iarrived because of the typhoon. 2 [B1256) do things on Fridays. Mabirnis ray iyang ianhi, He'll come only on Fridays. bimisbimis every Friday. Birnisbirnis ang tinglfmus sa simbaban, They beg at the church on Fridays. -Santu n Good Friday. nawung ug -long faced. v 1 (ANl] spend Good Friday. 2 [B]!. get a long face. Nagbirnis ang iyang 

	birsikulu n verse in the Holy Bible. 
	birsiyun n version, particular variation of s. t. birsun k.o. detonating device used former
	-

	1
	1
	ly to set off loud explosions during gala or religious festivities. 

	birsun metrical verses. v [A23C; cl] debate in verse. Nagbirsu sila sa kuli/.isi, They had a debate in verse at the wake. 
	2 

	birsus versus. Si Ilurdi birsus di Liyun, Elorde versus de Leon. 
	birta = BWILTA. 
	birtdi n birthday of a living person. v [Al;bc(l)) celebrate one's birthday. Birtdibankung akung kamagulangan, l'll give a birthday party for my eldest child. paN· v (A23] attend s.o.'s birthday party. -parti n birth
	-

	day party. -kik n birthday cake. 
	birdbra n vertebra. 
	birtikal n vertical. v [c16] make s.t. vertical.birtkuntrul n birth control. v [Al 3) practice 
	birth control. 
	birtud n 1 special, often magical powers of 
	s.t. Duna siyay birtud kay sugtun dagbabayi, He has special powers because he is irresistible to women. Tawu nga may birtud sa usa, Man that has the swiftness of a deer. 2 virtuous deed. Ang kabuutan mauy birtud nga angayang sundun, Honesty is a virtue that is worth emulating. 
	yu

	birtusu n virtuoso. v [B26] become a.virtuoso.biru v [B12; abc] be worried, concerned 
	biruk -bisiklita 
	1 
	1 
	abouts. t. Unsa na say imung gibiru sa imung inaban? What did you bother your"motherwith again? Ang inadLaw nga gaLastuban mauy akung nabiruan, The money to meet daily expenses is what is worrying me.
	binik na penetrating, deeply nauseous body odoi. v [A123P; a] have B.O. Gibiruk siya kay bugawan, He has B.O. because he'sdirty. -un n person with BO. 
	. 


	birukn 1sterile male. 2 male with only one 
	2
	2
	testicle. -un a of a sterile type. 

	bis n base in baseball. v 1 [A12] reach a bk. Wa makabis ang unang mibapak, Thefirst batter never reached first base. 2 [A 12) succeed in the first step of anything. Di makabfs kanang dagway mung bati nianang baybana, With your face you won't get to first base with her. 
	bisa n visa. 
	bisagak = BUSAGAK.
	n hinges. v [A; cl] install, use as a hinge. Bisagraban nakung puLtaban, I'll put ·
	bisagra 

	hinges onthe door. 
	hinges onthe door. 

	bisan, bisan la even, including. Ang tanan nalisang, bisan aku, Everyone was terrified.Even me. Bisan sa bata pa, kusgan na, Even as a child he was strong. Wa k u tagai bisan usa, He didn't give me any, not even one. lb even [s�and-so] is all right. Bisan pubri, basta dili dawu, It doesn't matter if he is poor, so long as he is not greedy. Bisan gamay, dawatun ku, I'll accept it, even if it is small 2a no matter if, even though, nevertheless. Bisan · pubri, manggibatan gihapun, Even if he is poor, he is 
	gu
	n

	bisap n bishop in chess. 
	bisaya n 1 Visayan. Bantugan siyang bisaya, 
	He is a famous Visayan. TambaL nga bisaya, Visayan medicines. 2 a smaller, ordinarymongrel variety of s. t., esp. domestic animals or cultivated plants. Manuk bisaya, Mongrel chicken. Sibuyas bisaya, Small,green onions. Sabun bisaya, Laundry soap in bars. •in-1 the Visayan way. Panambalnga binisaya, Visaya:n type of folk healing. 2 Visayan language. Binisayang putuput, tuganus, Pure Visayan with no admixture of foreign words. v 1 [A; cl) speak Visayan. Binisay-i Jang ku, Just speak to me in Visayan. 2 [A;
	bisbis = msiBIS. 
	bisbul n baseball game. v [A; b6) play baseball. -ista n baseball player. v [B156; a12) be, make into a baseball player. 
	bisgu v [B; b6] for children to be fussy and troublesome. Mubisgu ang bata ug dunay sakit nga batiun, A child will be fussy if it is not feeling well. 
	bisi n the vice-or lieutenant governor, may
	-

	1 .
	1 .

	or, president, consu l, etc. Kun mamatay ang 
	pamunu puliban kini sa iyang bisi, When a president dies the vice-president will take over. v [B36;cl] be s.o.'s lieutenant. Siyaang bisihi, Run as his vice-mayor. 
	bisia 1 busy with activity. Bisi kaarung
	yu 

	2
	2

	mga piliunun kay hapit nang piliay, The candidates are very busy now because it's election year. 2 a busy telephone. Bisigihapunang tilipunu, The telephone is still busy. v[B26] for the telephone to be busy. 
	bisibis v [AN; cl sprinkle water on s. t. Bisibisi ang lub-angun, Water the seedlings. paNv [A23) for it to sprinkle. lgu Lang namisibis ang ula,:z, Itjust sprinkled. 
	,


	bisiklita n bicycle. v 1 [A; a] ride a bicycle. 
	bisiklita n bicycle. v 1 [A; a] ride a bicycle. 
	Di ku mubisiklita ug guba, I won't ride a broken bicle. Magbisiklita ku padulung sa syudad, I will ride a bicle to the city. Di makabisiklita ang bakul, The cripple can not ride a bicycle. Bisiklitaba Jang ang Talisay, Take a bicycle to Talisay. Lisud ning agiananang bisiklitaban, This path is difficult to ride a bike over. 2 [A; cl] take s.t. 
	cy
	cy

	s.w. by bicycle. Bisiklitaba (ibi�iklita) ang utanun ngadtu sa mirkadu, Take the vegetables to the market on a bicycle. 3 [A12] get a bicycle. Nakabisiklita ku sa bangga, I won a bicycle in the contest. 4 [A; a] make into a bicycle. Kanang imung wisir bisiklitabun na Lang kay dilt4tang makina, Make yourmotor-bike into a bicycle because the m� 
	bisis -bitad 
	tor is shot. S [A] exercise lying flat on theback and kicking the feet, as if riding a bicycle. -nga tuluy ligid n tricycle. -nga binabayi, sa babayi n girl's bicycle. 
	tor is shot. S [A] exercise lying flat on theback and kicking the feet, as if riding a bicycle. -nga tuluy ligid n tricycle. -nga binabayi, sa babayi n girl's bicycle. 

	bisis n times, instances of an event. Daghannang blsis nga bikit-an ta kamung nagkuyug, 
	There were many instances when I saw you going together. Duba ka bisis (dus bisis) aku niya binuangi, He fooled me twice.
	There were many instances when I saw you going together. Duba ka bisis (dus bisis) aku niya binuangi, He fooled me twice.

	bisita n 1 visitor, guest. Abiabiba ang atung mga bisita, Entertain our visitors. 2 monthly menstruation (slang). Gitungba ka na sa bisita mu karung bulana? Has your 'visitor' arrived this month? v 1 [A3N; b5] go visit 
	s.o. Bisitabi (bisitaba) siya, Visit him. 2[b4) for the menstruation to come (slang). Gibisitaban tingali siya kay pungtanun, Shemust be on the rag because she is in a bad mood. -iglisya n walking to the different churches in a town and praying in the evening of Maundy Thursday. v [A; b6) perform the church visit. 
	s.o. Bisitabi (bisitaba) siya, Visit him. 2[b4) for the menstruation to come (slang). Gibisitaban tingali siya kay pungtanun, Shemust be on the rag because she is in a bad mood. -iglisya n walking to the different churches in a town and praying in the evening of Maundy Thursday. v [A; b6) perform the church visit. 

	bisku = BISGU.biskundi n viscount.
	biskutsu n stale bread that is toasted with a little sugar sprinkled on it. v [A; a2] make 
	a biskutsu.
	a biskutsu.

	biskwit n biscuit. v [A; a2) make, make into biscuits.
	bisrlis n 1 business. Bay-ansil ang bisnis niya karun, He is engaged in the business of buying and selling. 2 prostitute (euphemism). -manidyir n business manager. -wuman = BISNIS, 2. v [B16; c] engage in prostitution. Nagbisnis na si Rus, Rose is 'in busi:· ness' now. 
	bispiras n evening or day before an event. 
	Bispiras sa Pasku, Christmas Eve. Bispiras sa tabu, The day before market day. v 1[B56 ; b4) be an evening or day before an event or holiday. Mibispiras (nabispiras, nagbispiras) na Jang sa pista wa gihapun siya muabut, It's already the eve of the fiesta, and he has not arrived yet. 2 [B1256] do things on the eve of an event or holiday. Mabispiras sa Pasku ray iyang ipauli, Hereturns home only on Christmas Eve. 3 [Al)spend the eve of a holiday. 
	Bispiras sa Pasku, Christmas Eve. Bispiras sa tabu, The day before market day. v 1[B56 ; b4) be an evening or day before an event or holiday. Mibispiras (nabispiras, nagbispiras) na Jang sa pista wa gihapun siya muabut, It's already the eve of the fiesta, and he has not arrived yet. 2 [B1256] do things on the eve of an event or holiday. Mabispiras sa Pasku ray iyang ipauli, Hereturns home only on Christmas Eve. 3 [Al)spend the eve of a holiday. 

	bista n hearing or trial in court. Giabsuwiltusiyaniadtung bistaba, He was acquitted inthat trial. v [A; a2) hear a case. Bistabunkarun ang sumbung kuntra nimu, The case against you will be heard today. 
	1 

	bista= PURBISTA.
	2 

	bisti n clothing. Dunut nga bistŁ Raggedclothes. v 1 [AN; c) wear, put on clothes. Unsay ibisti nimu sa imung kasal? Whatwill you wear to your wedding? 2 [A] put 
	bisti n clothing. Dunut nga bistŁ Raggedclothes. v 1 [AN; c) wear, put on clothes. Unsay ibisti nimu sa imung kasal? Whatwill you wear to your wedding? 2 [A] put 
	clothes on s.o. 3 [AP; cP] provide with clothes. ·Pabistihan (bistihan) ka namu ug ·swilduban pa, We will provide you with clothing and a salary. t 

	bistida, bistidu n woman's dress of one piece.v [A; a) wear, make into a dress. bistidahun n dress material. Maang bistidahun ang lis, Lace is good as dress material. 
	yu

	bistig = mP-ISTIK.bistipul = BUSTIPUL
	bistu a 1 visible. Bistu kaayu ang Kanlaun gikan din hi, You can clearly see Mt. Canlaon from here. 2 for a secret to be very muchof public knowledge. B"istu kaayung pagkapalikiru nimu, Your philandering is an open secret. v 1 [B1256) get to be visible. Mabistu sa karsadag ibilin dinhi, If you leave it here, it will be visible from the street. 2 [AB126; c16] make s.t. open knowledge, for 
	s.t. to become open knowledge. Ikaw bay nagbistu nga minyu ku? Were you the onewho let out the secret that I'm married? Nabistu ang imung kcilaki, Your doings are bulitin = 
	now an open secret. -ang hara.h
	a, 

	BISTU, v2.
	•bisug pakig-v [A23;b(l)] 1 struggle against in order to attain s. t. Makigbisug ku sa mga kalisdanan sa kinabuhi, I will struggle against life's difficulties. pangin-, pangim-v [A2;b(l)] strive against obstacles. Nangimbisugang bubakun ug ginhawa, The asthma victim struggled to get a breath. 
	bisukut = PISUKUT.
	bisul n yautia, k.o. arum, the roots of w.hich are branching tubers and the lateral branches of which are eaten: Xanthosoma violaceum. 
	bisung n woman's genitalia. hiN-(Ł) v [B46]
	_
	_

	for women to blossom forth and be robust (humorous). Makapanghimisung diay ning gugma, Love makes a w.oman blossom forth. 
	bisyu n 1 vice. Bisyu sa babayi, The vice of chasing women. 2 mau ra gihapun nga it's the same prQcess, the same words as had been explained before. Ihumul sa tubig, butangag asin, kutilun, basta mau gihapung bisyuba, Soak it, add salt, stir, and so forth. v 1 [Al; c16] indulge in vice. Ayaw bisyuha (ibisyu) ang pagtabaku, Don't make smoking a vice. 2 [Al;c16] do s.t. always. Nagbisyu siyag kantakanta, He has the habit of singing. -sa, -su(�) a fond of indulging in vice. v [B12; b6] become full of vices.
	-

	bitad v (A; al) pull, usually in the direction of a stationary agent. Bitara nang katri diri, Pull that bed over this way. -ug habul 
	144 bitaki -bitik 
	Artifact
	(A12; c6] afford a scanty amount of noul'ishment (provide just enough strength to pull a blanket over oneself). Ang paniha-· pun nga akung gikaun ;gu ra giyung ib;tadug babuL, I had a very scanty supper. paN(�) v [A23] be at the tail end in a race or contest. Namitad siya sa Lumba, Hefinished last in the race. 
	(A12; c6] afford a scanty amount of noul'ishment (provide just enough strength to pull a blanket over oneself). Ang paniha-· pun nga akung gikaun ;gu ra giyung ib;tadug babuL, I had a very scanty supper. paN(�) v [A23] be at the tail end in a race or contest. Namitad siya sa Lumba, Hefinished last in the race. 

	bitaki n Vitamin K.
	bitamin, bitamina n vitamins.bitan-ag n k.o. tree of wet areas. 
	bitang n bench. Palingkura sa bitang ang atung bisita, Give our visitor a seat on the bench. v [A; a] make into, install a bench. 
	bitang n bench. Palingkura sa bitang ang atung bisita, Give our visitor a seat on the bench. v [A; a] make into, install a bench. 

	bitas v [A; a] lacerate, rip. Ang Lansang mauy nakabitas sa akung sinina, The nail ripped my dress. Ayaw bitasa ang kurtina, Don'trip the curtain in two. Bitasi ang kinatawu niya arun katawban dayun, Make a laceration in her vagina to 'facilitate the birth.(-+) n 1 rip, slash, tear. 2 unmarried young woman who has had sexual experience. 
	bitaug n k.o. tree of strand: Calopbyllum inopbyUum. 
	bitaug n k.o. tree of strand: Calopbyllum inopbyUum. 

	bitaw 1 particle affirming interlocutor's remark. 'Mahal ra kaa.' -'Bitaw,!' 'It's too expensive.' -'It sure is.' 'Di ha tu ikaw si Usting?'-'Aku bitaw,!' 'Aren't you Osting?' -'Yes, I am.' 'Tugnaw kaayu run.!' -'Nagswitir bitaw ku,!' 'It sure is cold.' -'Yes, it is. Why do you think I'm wearing a sweater?' 2 particle giving assurance. 2a [so-andso] is the case anyway. Ayaw pagbilak. Muabut na bitaw si Mama nimu, Don't cry. Your mother is coming anyway. 2b stopcomplaining because [so-and-so] happened, 
	yu

	Ayaw pagbiLak. Aku bitaw, wa ku tagai, 
	Ayaw pagbiLak. Aku bitaw, wa ku tagai, 
	Don't cry. I didn't get any either, so there. 2d don't worry about it. I'm just joking. 
	A mbi na bi. Ayaw bitaw. Nagkumidiya Zang bitaw ku, Give that to me. Don't really. I'mjust joking. 2e seriously now, please do [� and-so]. Sigi bitaw. Adtu na ta, OK. OK, let's go now. Ayaw bitaw ku d_ad-a sa lawum, Oh, stop now. Don't pull me into the deep water. Usa pa bftaw. Unsa tuy ;mung tuyu pag-anhi? Seriously, though, what did 
	A mbi na bi. Ayaw bitaw. Nagkumidiya Zang bitaw ku, Give that to me. Don't really. I'mjust joking. 2e seriously now, please do [� and-so]. Sigi bitaw. Adtu na ta, OK. OK, let's go now. Ayaw bitaw ku d_ad-a sa lawum, Oh, stop now. Don't pull me into the deep water. Usa pa bftaw. Unsa tuy ;mung tuyu pag-anhi? Seriously, though, what did 
	you have in mind in coming here? 3 see, [so-and-so] had to happen. 'Sakit akung ulu.!' -'Bitaw. Giingnan ta bitaw kang di magsigig inum,!' 'I have a headache.' -'See, I told you not to drink so much.' A ligri man ta tu silang duba. Naabtan bitaw nas amaban, They were just having fun, but would not you know it, their father caught them. 


	bitaw = BITAW (before a pause). 
	bitay v [AB12S; cl] 1 hang s.t. up suspended, be hanging. K insay nagbitay sa parul?Who hung the lantern up? Ang imung ranggu nagbitay sa usa ka lugas lanut, Your rank is hanging by a single thread (i.e. you are in imminent danger of demotion). Bitaya (ibitay) sa bintana ang bandira, Hang the flag in the window. 2 [A; cl] execute. Bitaya(ibitay) siya sa silya iliktrika, Execute him in the electric chair. 3 [Al 23P; a3] 3a be beneath the other cock when fighting on the wi. Nab;bag ang akung manuk kay nabi
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	ng 
	hanging part of dangli
	ng 

	,
	,
	KULUMBITAY.

	bitbit v [A; a] carry or hold s. t. in the hand.!· Bitbita ang baskit, Carry the basket. 
	biti n 1 snapping, popping sound. 2 popcorn. 3 white speck on the iris. v 1 [A2) make a rather soft, snapping sound. Mibiti ang iyang tiil pagkabali, His foot snapped when it broke. 2 [A; cl] make popcorn. 3 [A2B; b4] get a speck on the eyeball. Gibit-an ang akung mata, My eyes got a white speck on them.
	bitiis = BATIIS.
	bitik v 1 [A; a] catch with a noose or lasso. 
	Bitika (bitka, bik ta) nang iru, Catch that 
	bitikbitik -bituun 
	dog with a lasso. 2 [A123P; a123J become entangled or caught in. Nabitik akung tiil sa bagun, Myfeet got entangled in the vine. 3 [A; a2] trap a person into saying._s.t. Maanang abugaduha mamitik ug bakakungsaksi, That lawyer is good in tripping up lying witnesses. 4 [al 2) become a victim of s.o.'s clever manipulation. Nabitik ku sa matam-is niyang saad, I was entrapped by his sweet promises. -sa hunsuy v [A13]do s. t. else rather than engage in s. t. useless. 
	dog with a lasso. 2 [A123P; a123J become entangled or caught in. Nabitik akung tiil sa bagun, Myfeet got entangled in the vine. 3 [A; a2] trap a person into saying._s.t. Maanang abugaduha mamitik ug bakakungsaksi, That lawyer is good in tripping up lying witnesses. 4 [al 2) become a victim of s.o.'s clever manipulation. Nabitik ku sa matam-is niyang saad, I was entrapped by his sweet promises. -sa hunsuy v [A13]do s. t. else rather than engage in s. t. useless. 
	yu 

	Magbitik na lang ku sa hunsuy ug magnigusyu kug alkansi, I'll do better to trap my pipe than go into business and lose. -sa utut v [A13; a12] do s.t. impossible (humorous). Bitkun kung akung utut ug kadama ka niya, I'll eat my hat (lit. trap my fart) if youcan make it with her. n any flexible device for trapping animals that-snaps shut tightly when stepped on or jiggled. 

	bitikbitik v [A2N; b6] give a hint as to what one is about to do. Wa man ka magbitikbitik (mamitikbitik) namung magminyu ka, 
	You never gave us a hint that you were getting married. 
	You never gave us a hint that you were getting married. 

	bitin n snake. v [a4] be bitten by a snake. 
	Mura ka mag gibitin (gibitin) kun musyagit, 
	Mura ka mag gibitin (gibitin) kun musyagit, 
	You scream as if you had been bitten by a snake. -an n infested with snakes. Bitinankanang languba, That cave is infested with snakes.

	bitin = BIKING.
	bitiranu n 1 war veteran. 2 having long experience in s. t. Bitiranu kaayu siyang pan day,He's a veteran carpenter. Bitiranu kaayu ning baraw ku sa dinunggabay, This knife of mine is veteran of many knife fights. v[B2] bec�me experienced in s.t. Nagkabitiranu ku sa inum, I am becoming a veterandrinker. t
	.

	bitirinaryu n veterinarian. v [B16; a12] become, make into a veterinarian. 
	bitli 11 tiny growths on the face, like pimples, cysts. paN-v [A2] for shoots, buds, leaves to sprout. Namitli na giyud ang mga saba sa saging, At last my banana shoots havesprouted.
	bitlig = BITLI.
	bitsn beets. 
	1 

	bitsn bates, k.o. plain, finely woven cotton cloth.
	2

	bitsikumu = PITSIKURNU.
	bitsin n monosodium glutamate food seasoning. v [A; be] flavor with monosodium glutamate.
	bitsubitsu n delicacy consisti-ng of shredded sweet potatoes, fried and sugared. v [A; a] make bitsubitsu. · 
	bitsukuy n k.o. pancake consisting of flour, sugar, and eggs, deep fried and sprinkled with sugar. v [A13; a12] prepare, make into this k.o. pancake. 
	bitsuylas n = HABITSUYLAS.
	bitu n a cave with a small opening but with a very large and spacious interior. Dunay bitu sa tiilan nianang bungtura, There is a cave at the foot of that mountain. v 1 [AB126; a] dig a hole, become a cave or deep pit. Mubitu ang sundalu ug way kapasalipdan, Soldiers dig a hole if they have no place to stay. 2 [A; c] throw in a hole. /bi�tu ang mga sagbut, Dump the garbage in the pit. 
	•
	•

	bitudbitud n tiny lumps formed when s. t. is 
	mixed into s. t. else and the mixing is not well done. v [B; a] be, become lumpy. Mubitudbitud ang pisi ug dili angay nga pagkalubag, The rope will turn out lumpy if you don't twist it evenly. Ayaw bitudbitura angimung pagtimpla sa litsi, Don't mix the milk so that it comes out lumpy. 
	bitugul = TIBUGUL
	bituk n roundworm in the digestive tract. May bituk nang bataa kay dakug tiyan, Thatchild has worms because he has a big belly. v [A123P; a4] have worms. -un a havingroundworms. bitukbituk n k.o. children's game played by two teams. Each team is formed into aline and the team that reaches the goal first wins. v [AC; b6] play this game. bitukbituk n name given to pipefishes of worm-like size and appearance. 
	bitulbitul v [A; b6] form lumps. Mubitulbitul ang litsi ug madugayan, Milk will curdle if you let it stand. Ang inagian sa iniksiyun nagbitulbitul, The place they injected me is all full of lumps. 
	bituls n 1 The Beatles singing group. 2 Beatles' hairstyle. v [c 16] arrange the hair inthe Beatles style. Bitula (ibitul) ang buhuk mu, Let your hair grow long like the Beatles. pa-v [A 13] get a Beatie hairdo. 
	bitun n shoe polish in solidified form. v [A;
	c] apply shoe polish. Bituni (bitni) ang sapatus, Apply shoe polish to the shoes. 
	bitut n female genital organ (humorous euphemism).
	bituun n 1 star. 2 star in a movie. 3 starshaped Christmas lantern. 4 k. o. tree ofstrand, the star-shaped fruits of which are used as fish poison: Barringtonia asiatica. s -sa dagat starfish. V [A; cl) star in amovie production. Ang salidang iyang gibituunan, The picture he starred in. (➔) = 
	,
	,

	BITUUN 4. paN-v [A2] 1 for stars to be 
	out. Mamituun gani, lagmit dt' muulan, 
	biu -blaking 
	When there are stars, it is not likely to rain. 
	When there are stars, it is not likely to rain. 
	2 for oily spots to form on the surface of a 
	liquid. Mamituun ang sabaw basta tambuk 
	ang lutuun, The soup sparkles with fat if 

	you cook fat in it. t biu n body odor. Babuang biu nimu uy, Jesus, what strong B.O. you've got. v [B126} have B.O. Mabiu (biubun) ka ug di ka mali
	·gu, You'll have B.O. if you don't take abath. biuhun a having strong B.O. biuung n female genitalia (euphemism for bi
	sung).biya v 1 [A; b(l)} leave a place, s.t. behind. 
	Nganung mibiya ka man dinbi? Why didyou leave? Kinsay nagbiya ning libru diri? Who left this book here? Di ku makabiya sa akung bubat, I can't leave my work. Byaiang pagtabaku, Quit your smoking habit. Hibyaan siya sa trin, She missed the train (i.e., failed to get married). Gibyaan na na 11aku sa buut, I have already forgotten that insignificant matter. Ang imung pamisti bibyaan na sa urug, Your clothes are way out of style (have been left behind by thestyles). 2 [A; b(l )] abandon, desert. Mibiya ang ban
	Nganung mibiya ka man dinbi? Why didyou leave? Kinsay nagbiya ning libru diri? Who left this book here? Di ku makabiya sa akung bubat, I can't leave my work. Byaiang pagtabaku, Quit your smoking habit. Hibyaan siya sa trin, She missed the train (i.e., failed to get married). Gibyaan na na 11aku sa buut, I have already forgotten that insignificant matter. Ang imung pamisti bibyaan na sa urug, Your clothes are way out of style (have been left behind by thestyles). 2 [A; b(l )] abandon, desert. Mibiya ang ban
	,
	off. Atung ibatag ang biya nga sinina sa mga pubri, We'll give our old clothes to the poor. 2c by-products. Ang biya sa pamanday magamit nga sugnud, The leftovers from carpentry work can be used as fuel. 3 the underdog in a fight. Ug parangan ang bisaya ug tiksas, biya ang bisaya, If a Visayan cock is matched with a Texas, the Visayanis the underdog. 4 homely. Biyag nawung, Homely looking. S poor in quality. Biyangpanaptun, Poor quality cloth. 6 s.o. who behaves in a bad way. Biya ug batasan. Isipan, He 
	off. Atung ibatag ang biya nga sinina sa mga pubri, We'll give our old clothes to the poor. 2c by-products. Ang biya sa pamanday magamit nga sugnud, The leftovers from carpentry work can be used as fuel. 3 the underdog in a fight. Ug parangan ang bisaya ug tiksas, biya ang bisaya, If a Visayan cock is matched with a Texas, the Visayanis the underdog. 4 homely. Biyag nawung, Homely looking. S poor in quality. Biyangpanaptun, Poor quality cloth. 6 s.o. who behaves in a bad way. Biya ug batasan. Isipan, He 
	in quality. Nagkabiya ang iyang agi nadugayng sinuwat, His penmanship got worse and worse the longer he wrote. pa-v 1 [A; bl allow oneself or s. t. to be left behind.Di ku magpabiya-sa iyang buut, I won't allow her to forget me (to be left out of her thoughts). 2 [Al bet on the underdog. Ugpabiya ta, daku tag daug, If we bet on the underdog, we will win more. -um-�(➔) agiven to deserting one's family.


	biyaw n k.o. small shiny beetle found in trees. 
	biyin expression denoting approval of s. t. done which is necessary for the next thing to do. Btyin, sunud imu nang lat-an bangtud mabumuk, Fine. Next, boil it until it becomes tender. u -or else. Nanglampasu ta ka u biyin nanglaba ba, You should have polished the floor ·or else washed the clothes. 
	bfv 1 [AB; cl} twirl or whirl on its axis, cause s.t. to do so. Nagbfyu nga luu, Awhirling whirlpool. 2 [AB; c] go around an area. Ibiyu ang sakyanan sa syudad, Takethe car around the city. 3 [C; ac3] have a contest spinning tops. Byubun natu, kun kinsay mauna, Let's have a top-spinning con test to see who goes first. 
	yu 

	biag n word used in writing to represent 
	a thudding sound. blak-anwayit n black and white shoes. blak-awut n blackout in wartime. v [B6;cl]
	,
	,

	have, cause a blackout. Atung iblak·awut 
	(blak-awtun) ang tanang suga sa syudad, Wewill black out all the lights in the city. 
	blak-ay n black eye. v [AB26; alb2] give, have a black eye. Miblak-ay (nablak-ay) iyang mata, He got a black eye.
	blakbins n name given to salted black beans (tahusyu) sold in cans. v 1 [Al3] eat salted black beans with the staple food. 2 [b61cook with salted black beans. 
	blakbur, blakburd n blackboard. v [cl6)make into a blackboard. blakbuting n block voting. v [Al; cl] engage in block voting. 
	blakdyak n 1 game of blackjack. 2 blackjackin cards. v 1 [A23 ; a] play blackjack. 2[A12] get blackjack. Nakablakdyak ku, I got a blackjack. 3 [B26) for cards to be blackjack.
	blakhart n spades in cards. Ilabay ang blak· hart nga alas, Discard the ace of spades. 
	blaking v [A; b6(1)] 1 blocking in games. Diku makablaking sa iyang kumu kay hilabi· hang kusuga, I couldn't block his blows because they were so fast. 2 block the progress of s.t. Giblakingan ang akung apuyintmint 
	blakmarkit -brik
	3 

	sa mayur, The mayor blocked my appointment. 
	sa mayur, The mayor blocked my appointment. 

	blakmarkit n black market. v [ c6] sell s. t. on the black market. 
	blakmil, blakmlling n blackmail. v [A; al] blackmail s.o. blak plin n a carpenter's plane for cutting across the grain on board ends. 
	blakrami n way of playing rummy in which one can meld all the sets of cards at once. v [A2; cl] go 'block rummy'.
	blaktin n the combination of an ace and ten in blackjack, sometimes given higher value than other combinations totalling twenty-
	one. v [A2; a2b2] make an ace-ten combination. 
	one. v [A2; a2b2] make an ace-ten combination. 
	-


	blangku a blank, empty. Daghan kag bLangku. 
	MaLagmit kang mahagbung, You left lots of blanks. You'll probably fail. Blangkug nawung, Blank-faced. Butangi ang bLangku sa hustung tubag, Put the right answer in the blank. v [A2; b6] leave a blank. BLangkuhi Lang ang pangutanang wa nimu hikamahui, 
	MaLagmit kang mahagbung, You left lots of blanks. You'll probably fail. Blangkug nawung, Blank-faced. Butangi ang bLangku sa hustung tubag, Put the right answer in the blank. v [A2; b6] leave a blank. BLangkuhi Lang ang pangutanang wa nimu hikamahui, 
	Leave the questions you don't know blank. 

	blap n s. t. false said to make s.o. act in a desired way. Ang bunus nga gitahu bLap Lang, The bonus he kept talking about was all a hoax. v [A; a2] make s.o. believe s.t. to obtain compliance. BLapun natu siyang wa tay kwarta, Let's hoax her into thinking that we don't have any more money.
	blatir n 1 blotting paper. 2 a police blotter. 
	blatir n 1 blotting paper. 2 a police blotter. 
	Naintra na sa bLatir ang imung kasu, Your case has been entered in the police blotter. v 1 [A; c) enter in the police blotter. IbLatir naku ang inyung mga ngalan, I'll enter your names into the police blotter. 2 [b6(1)) blotos. t. 
	blawus = BLUSA. 
	blid v [A) bleed Gab/id akung samad, Mywound is bleeqing. -ing(�) v [A13] have bleeding after an operation or delivery. Nagbliding ang iyang upirasyun sa pagLlhuk niya, He bled where he had been operated when he moved. 
	blid n razor blade. blits v [A; cl] bleach one's skin or hair. blu a blue in color. v [AB; bcl] become, 
	make s. t. blue. 
	bluawut v [A; b6(1)) give a party with substantial food and drinks in celebration of s. t. Magbluawut kug makapasar ku sa bar, I'll give a big party if I pass the bar. 

	blubuk n booklet with a blue cover for answers to examinations. 
	bluki n 1 large solid piece of ice with a flat surface. 2 town or city block. 3 market stall 4 .political block, faction. v [c16] 
	bluki n 1 large solid piece of ice with a flat surface. 2 town or city block. 3 market stall 4 .political block, faction. v [c16] 
	form,divide into blocks. Blukiha (ibLuki) 
	.
	nang yilu, Form the ice into blocks. 

	blumir n bloomers. v [A; a] wear, make into bloomers. 
	blusa n blouse. v [A; cl] wear, make, make into a blouse. 
	blusil n 1 American smuggled cigarettes (named from their blue seal). 2 American or European person (slang). Nakaasawa siyag blusil, He married a blue seal (American). bluwir n blower, ventilating fan. v [b(l)] in
	stall a blower. bra n bra. v [A; c] wear a bra. brad n 1 intimate term of address to a man.
	Mangaun ta, brad, Come over here and eat with me, friend. 2 term of address to a brother. 
	Mangaun ta, brad, Come over here and eat with me, friend. 2 term of address to a brother. 

	bradir n brother in a fraternity. brandi n brandy. 
	brandilya, brandilyas = BARANDILY A. 
	bras, bras n brush. v [A; b6(1)] brush s.t. 
	Brasi ang makinilya, Clean the typewriter with a brush. 
	Brasi ang makinilya, Clean the typewriter with a brush. 

	brasa, brasas n measurement the length of an arm. Usa ka brasa (brasas), One arm-length. Kwatru brasas, Four arm-lengths. 
	brasu n biceps. brasuhun a having well-developed biceps. 
	•brasus -dimirsidis n k.o. dessert made from cake baked in a thin layer, rolled up and filled with a sweet mixture of egg yolk and condensed milk. 
	brawun a brown in color. v [AB; cl] dye s.t. into, become brown. 
	brayids mid n bridesmaid. 
	brayit a mentally quick, clever. Purus mga brayit na sila, They are all intelligent. v [B2; b6] become mentally quick, clever. 
	brid v [A; c6] breed animals. Nagbrid kug m'ga manuk dirasa, I'm breeding importedfighting cocks. Ibrid ang manuk mung bisaya ug Lighurn, Breed your native chickens with leghorns. 
	•brid .amirikan -n bread baked in a boxshape like what is usually packaged in the States. 
	brids n bridge of teeth, a device for securing artificial crowns where teeth are missing, by anchoring it to the natural teeth. v [A] putin a bridge.
	brik n ice-cream brick. 
	brikn break from work. v [A] take a break. brik n brakes of a vehicle. v [A; b6(1)] 1 apply the brakes. Bnki ang awtu, kay duL
	1 

	.
	.

	hugun, Brakes! We're going down on a steep incline. 2 stop a vehicle. brikv 1 [A123PC; c3] break off a relationship between two lovers. Briki nang imung 
	3 

	Figure
	tratu, Break up with your sweetheart. 
	tratu, Break up with your sweetheart. 

	brikv [A; al2] separate two boxers. Kunmaggakus ang buksidur, brikun, When boxers clench each other, they are separated. brikn in bowling, the action of downing the ten pins on the third throw. v [Al2; cl6] make a break. Kinabanglang brikun (ibrik) nimu kining labaya arun ka makaigwalis, 
	4 
	5 

	You must make a break on this throw if 
	You must make a break on this throw if 
	you want to even up the score. 

	brikdawun v [B2; c16] have a breakdown. Nalangan mi kay nabrikdawun ang trak, We were delayed because the truck had a breakdown. nirbus -nervous breakdown. 
	brilyanti n diamond polished to a high brilliance. 
	brilyantin n brilliantine. 
	briln brilliance, sparkle of precious stones. v [A; b] be glittering, sparkling. Brilyubi ang sapatus mu, Make your shoes shine with brightness. 
	yu 

	brinda n bridle.v [A; b6] put a bridle on a horse. bringhawus n food given to a guest at a party, feast, etc. to bring home. v [A; cl] for a guest to take food home. Bringbawsan ta kag inasal sa pista, I'll bring you some roast pig home from the fiesta. 
	brip n brief or panty underwear. v [A) wear briefs. Nagbrip lang kung naligu, I went swimming in my briefs. 
	bribris n brace. v 1 [A; b) brace. Makalakaw lang siyag magbris, She cannot wal}{ without her brace. Gibrisan nakung mga siya, I strengthened the chairs with braces. 2 [A; a] make into a brace. 
	s, 

	briskas = BURISKAS. 
	brislit n bracelet.v [A; a) wear, make into a bracelet. britsis n short pants. v [Al; a) wear, make into short pants. 
	brudw v [A; c6) 1 broadcast a radio program.Gibrudkas sa radiyung mibutung Hibukbibuk, It was broadcast over the radio that Mt. Hibokhibok erupted 2 spread information, gossip. Ayaw ibrudkas sa mga silmgan ang mga nabitabu, Don't broadcast what happened here to the neighbors. 
	brudklut n broadcloth. 
	brunda n veil worn by women to church. v 1 [A; a) wear, make into a veil. 2 [Al2] geta veil. 
	brungkitis n bronchitis. v [B26; a4) become bronchitis, get bronchitis. Patambali nang ubu sa di pa na mabrungkitis, Treat your cough before it turns into bronchitis. Gibrungkitis ku, I got bronchitis. brungkurab n Broncho Rub, trade name for 
	a medicated rub. 
	brunsi n bronze. -dulsi n bronze that is reddish in color. -pina n bronze that is goldenyellow in color. 
	brutsa n brush. Brutsa sa pagpintal, sapatus, Paint, shoe brush. v 1 [A; b) brush s.t. Gibrutsaban niya ang sapatus, He brushed the shoes.2 [A; bS) lick a woman's sexual parts to induce excitement. Di mubulag ang babayi basta brutsabun (bibrutsaban), As long as you lick a girl, she'll never break off from you. 3 [a12] make into a brush. paNv [A2; b) brush one's hair. Mambrutsa ku, I will brush my hair. 
	brutu a like a brute, cruel andgross in behavior. Gibagkan ku dibadiba sa brutu, The brute kissed me then and there. 
	·

	bruwa, bruwas n spongy cooky, ladyfingers. v [A; a2] make ladyfingers. 
	bu v [A; bS] boo. Gibu (gibuban) sa mga tJwu ang disisyun sa kuymi, The crowd booed the umpire's decision. n booing. 
	bu= BULUe• 
	2 

	1
	1

	buad a bulging, stretched outward in fulness. Tawung buad, Man with his stomach sticking out. Ang pana buad, A bow is bent forward. v [B; cl] bulge, bend, curv.e outward in fullness. Mubuad (mabuad) ang sakung punu, A sack that's full will bulge.Hangin ang nakabuad (nakapabuad) sa la-· yag, The wind caused the sail to balloon. pabuadbuad V [Al] walk, sit with the stomach sticking out. Nagpabuadbuad ang mabdus sa iyang linakwan, The pregnant woman is walking with her stomach sticking out. 
	buav [A2S; b6] flow profusely. Nagbuagas ang tubig, Water is flowing profusely. buagsa, buagsa v [B26; b2] for several things to fall and be scattered in every direction. 
	gas 

	Pagkabuak sa alkansiya, nab1,4agsa ang kwarta, When the piggy bank broke, the money fell all over the place. a scattered because of falling or having been dropped. 
	buagya a be scattered all over the place. Buagya ang mga butang sa imung kwartu, The things in your room are strewn all over the place. v [AB; a] scatter, be scattered all over the place. Way lain nga mubuagya nianang balita, si Sita ra, No one but ,Zita would broadcast that news. Wa na ganiy inahan magbuagya ( mabuagya) na giyud ang mga anak, If the mother is gone, the children will scatter. ti-see TIBUAGY A. buak v [A3; a) 1 break s.t. open, to pieces; for-s. t. to break Nakabuak siya sa alkansiya, He 
	12) break the silence. Usa ka singgit mibu
	-

	buang -buaya 
	ak sa kabllum, A shout broke the silence. 3
	ak sa kabllum, A shout broke the silence. 3
	,
	(A; a12] change money. Atung buakun (buk-un) ning diyisun, Let's break this tenspot. 4 [A; a12] break in a virgin. S [B2] for the voice to bi:eak. Mibuak ang iyang tlngug sa tantu nlyang sinyagit, His voice broke after shouting so much. a 1 brokenopen, with a piece broken off. Di maayung gamitun ang saming buak, It's no go·od to use a broken mirror. babayi nga -a woman who is no longer a virgin. 2 broken in voice. buak, (�) v [A1C12; a] split coconuts to make copra. Buk-an tung akung utang, I will repay m
	The crash caused the car's window to break. 

	buang-a 1 insane, crazy. Gigaugau sa kabataan ang buang, The children are making fun of the insane person. /rung buang, A rabid dog. 2 lacking sense. Buang nimung mubayad kag diyis, You must be crazy to pay ten pesos! Ayaw ku tudlui Di ku buang, yOUdon't have to show me. I'm not stupid. 3 naughty, pranking. Buang kaayung bat-ana kay manglili, What a naughty child! Hepeeps at people. 4 the one who is 'it' in games. 5· defective coconut with no water and no meat v 1 [B126; b3] go crazy. Hapit ku mabuang di
	bugsik.an, 

	yaw kug buanga kay nasayud ku sa nabitabu, Don't try to fool me because I knowwhat happened. Gibuangan ka ha naku? Do you take me for a fool? 3 [B12; b3(1)] go crazy about s.t Nabuang siya sa _sugal,He's crazy over gambling. Babaying iyang gikabuangan, The woman he was crazyabout. 4 [B125; a12] have a hard time doings.t. for which one has little time. Nagkabuang kug pinangita nlmu, I was going crazy looking for you. 5 [B1245] do s.t. inan irrational, crazy way. Nagkabuang ang mga tawug dagan pagbutu, The 
	yaw kug buanga kay nasayud ku sa nabitabu, Don't try to fool me because I knowwhat happened. Gibuangan ka ha naku? Do you take me for a fool? 3 [B12; b3(1)] go crazy about s.t Nabuang siya sa _sugal,He's crazy over gambling. Babaying iyang gikabuangan, The woman he was crazyabout. 4 [B125; a12] have a hard time doings.t. for which one has little time. Nagkabuang kug pinangita nlmu, I was going crazy looking for you. 5 [B1245] do s.t. inan irrational, crazy way. Nagkabuang ang mga tawug dagan pagbutu, The 
	yaw kug buanga kay nasayud ku sa nabitabu, Don't try to fool me because I knowwhat happened. Gibuangan ka ha naku? Do you take me for a fool? 3 [B12; b3(1)] go crazy about s.t Nabuang siya sa _sugal,He's crazy over gambling. Babaying iyang gikabuangan, The woman he was crazyabout. 4 [B125; a12] have a hard time doings.t. for which one has little time. Nagkabuang kug pinangita nlmu, I was going crazy looking for you. 5 [B1245] do s.t. inan irrational, crazy way. Nagkabuang ang mga tawug dagan pagbutu, The 
	mi tang imung ulu, Don't act like a fool. Use your head. -in-n 1 stupidity, unreasonable foolishness. Usa ka binuang ang pagpakamatay tungud sa gugma, It's stupid to kill oneself for love. 2 foolish prank. Binuang sa mga iskuyla kining pagsuwat sa bungbung, This writing on the wall is just one of the children's pranks. v [A; b(l)] do foolish mischief. Way mubinuang nimu dinhi samtang nia ku, No one will do you any mischief as long as I am here. Ayaw kug binuangi, ha, Don't try any foolishness on me, 


	buaw v [BN] for the eyes to get swollen. Mibuaw (namuaw) iyang mata ug kinatitlug, 
	Her eyes got swollen from sleeping too much.
	buaw v [B126) for a part of the body to swell after being struck. Nabuaw ang kumagku niyang natudturan sa martilyu, Heaccidentally struck his thumb with a hammer, and it swelled. particle: magical expression used to qualify a statement which praises s.o., said for the purpose of avoiding harm to the person praised. Maayu buaw kang mulutu, yOU cook well, evil spirits beware. Gwapu buaw kag anak, yOU have 'a beautiful child, evil spirits beware. 
	buaya n 1 crocodile. 2 lend or gamble in such a way that there is no chance of getting any but huge returns. Buaya na siyang mupabulag kwarta. Dqkug garantiya. Dakug patung, He is a real crocodile in his money-lending. H·e demands a huge security and huge interest. Buaya nga mupukir, He plays poker ruthlessly. 3 hogginggtheball in basketball 4 = DISPATSIR. v [B12;b6] get to be greedy in lending, gambling, or with the ball. paN-v 1 [A2; b6(1)] catch crocodiles. 2 [A2; a12] for s.o. to entrap 
	· 

	s.o. into playing against him by pretending not to know how. Gipamuaya kug ahidris niya, He trapped me into playing chess with him. 3 = DISPATSIR, v. buayahun ahaving a configuration in the lines of the palm resembling a crocodile and which signifies that the bearer will never have living children and further his brothers and sisters will not live to maturity. This configuration can be changed by magical means. 
	buba -budlay 
	buba n = BUBU (female).
	buba n = BUBU (female).

	bubhu v [A; b� 1 wash the hair. Bubbuig bawnus ang akung bubuk, Shampoo my hair with gogo. 2 puts. t. in the hair as dressing. n 1 s. t. to wash hair with. 2 hair dressing. paN-v [A2; b6] wash, dress one's hair. Mamubbu kug lub� I will rinse my hair with coconut juice. 
	bubhuan = ABUBHUAN. see •ABUBHU.
	bubu a deeply stupid, idiotic. Bubu ang iyang anak. Di gani makasulti, Her child is amoron. It cannot even talk. v (B2; al2b6] tum out to be an idiot. 
	bubu, bubu n box-like trap woven from bamboo slats allowing entrance but no egress, used to catch fish or monkeys. v 1[A; a] make, make into such a trap. 2 (A2 N; a] catch things with the bubu. Bubuun (bububun) natu ang ungguy arun bubing dakpan, Let's trap the monkey with a bubuso he can be taken alive. Kining sapaa maayung bubuan, This river is a good place to set a fish trap. 
	2

	bubu v 1 (A; c] pour s.t. out, into s.t. Namayur siya kay mibubu mag kwarta, He became mayor because he poured money out for it. Bubui ang lub-angun, Pour water on the seedlings. Ibubu ang tubig sa akwaryum, Pour the water into the aquarium. Ibubuku kanimu ang tanan kung pagmabal, I will shower all my affection on you. Ibubu ku sa trababu ang tanan kung kabudlay, I will pour my every effort into the job. 2 [b(l)] flush a land crab out by pouring water in itshole. n action of watering. Kuwag bubu ang rusas
	bubud = BUDBUD. bubun = HUBUN. 
	bubung ri 1 covering at the ridge of the roof. 2 household unit living under one roof. Paamutun natung kada bubung ug singku pisus, Every household shall contribute five pesos. 3 house, home. Nag-ipun mig puyu sulud sa usa ka bubung, We live together under one roof. v (A; c] cover the space between the upper edges of the roof, at the ridge. -an n = BUBUNG, n 1, 2.
	bud=BVLuo.
	1 

	bud= BA roo, n.
	2 

	buda n formal gown. Daw rayna siyang tan-
	awun sa iyang buda, She looks like a queenin her wedding dress. -diplata silver wedding anniversary, or silver jubilee in the priesthood. -diuru golden wedding anniversary or golden jubilee in the priesthood. v [A; cl] wear, make into a wedding dress. 
	budabil n 1 vaudeville. 2 combination ofmahjong pieces consisting of dagger; mirror, and grass pieces. -ay v (C] play with extra money on the budabil combination.
	budas diuru, plata golden, silver wedding anniversary or jubilee in the priesthood. 
	budbud v 1 (A; c] wind string, wire, strips,etc. around s. t. or into a ball Budburi nagbandids ang imung samad, Wind a bandage around your wound. Ibudbud ang lubid sa lapis, Wind the rope around the pencil. 2[A; cl] make a stick of dynamite out of. 3 [A; a2] make the delicacy budbud. n 1coil, spoolful Usa ka budbud hilu, A spool
	budbud v 1 (A; c] wind string, wire, strips,etc. around s. t. or into a ball Budburi nagbandids ang imung samad, Wind a bandage around your wound. Ibudbud ang lubid sa lapis, Wind the rope around the pencil. 2[A; cl] make a stick of dynamite out of. 3 [A; a2] make the delicacy budbud. n 1coil, spoolful Usa ka budbud hilu, A spool
	budbud v 1 (A; c] wind string, wire, strips,etc. around s. t. or into a ball Budburi nagbandids ang imung samad, Wind a bandage around your wound. Ibudbud ang lubid sa lapis, Wind the rope around the pencil. 2[A; cl] make a stick of dynamite out of. 3 [A; a2] make the delicacy budbud. n 1coil, spoolful Usa ka budbud hilu, A spool
	-

	.

	ful of thread. 2 stick of dynamite. 3 sweet prepared from crushed ingredients (rice, com, pili nut, millet, etc.) formed into sticks, wrapped in banana leaves, and steamed. budburan n reel, spool. budburun n k.o.small cylindrical mackerel. 

	budhi v [A; b] betray a faith or trust. Patyun ta kag budbian ku nimu, I'll kill you if you betray me. ma-un a 1 traitorous. 2 unfaithful.
	budhiv (B46] for s.t. to be not thoroughly cooked in the center. 
	2 

	budiding = BURIRING.
	budiga n 1warehouse for holding heavy materials. 2 place in the hold of a ship for cargo, often open. 3 cargo compartment of a plane, truck, car, etc. 4 stomach of a person (slang). Dakug budiga kay dakug kaun,He has a big stomach because he eats a lot. v 1 (al 2) make into a warehouse. Budigabun kung katunga ning bildinga, I'll makethe other half of this building into a warehouse. 2 [b] make a cargo compartment in 
	·

	s.t. budigiru n one who works in a warehouse. budigus n earthen jug with a long slender neck and a small opening. 
	budlat a bulging eyes. v [BN6; b6] for the eyes to bulge. Mibudlat iyang mata sa kasuku, His eyes bulged in anger. -an· n namegiven to fishes with bulging eyes, e.g. k.o. slipmouth (palutput) with this appearance: a bulging eyes. 
	Gassa minuta. -un(➔) 
	havi
	ng 

	budlay a tiring, tiresome. Budlay kaaningmagguna sa init, It's tiring to cut· grass in the sun. Budlay kaaang magpaabut, It'stiresome to wait. v [A; a2b3] la be inconvenienced, put to great effort. Mibudlay gi
	yu 
	yu 
	-

	budlis -bugang 1S1 
	yudku pag-anhi, I took the trouble of coming here. Ayaw kug budlaya sa imung mga prublima, Don't trouble me with your problems. lb toil. Nagbudlay siya arun mabuhi, He toils in order to live. 2 [A; a12] tire. Ayaw budlaya ang masakitun, Don't tire the patient. 3 [b6] consider s.t. tiresome. 
	yudku pag-anhi, I took the trouble of coming here. Ayaw kug budlaya sa imung mga prublima, Don't trouble me with your problems. lb toil. Nagbudlay siya arun mabuhi, He toils in order to live. 2 [A; a12] tire. Ayaw budlaya ang masakitun, Don't tire the patient. 3 [b6] consider s.t. tiresome. 
	Gitilipunuhan ta ka kay gibudlaya� kung muanha, I phoned you because it's easier than going to your house. ka-n effort exerted to get s.t. done. Nasalbar siya tungud sakabudlay sa duktur, The doctor's efforts saved him. -in-an, kina-an n s.t. earned by labor. hiN-, haN-v [ANP; b6] take a rest.
	A nha ku ·sa landung sa mangga manghimudlay (muhimudlay, magpahimu'1lay), I'll rest under the mango tree. tinghiN-n rest period. 

	budlis n long, thin mark,�stripe, smear. Lamit bulawan ang dag nga budlis sa batu, Theyellow streaks in the stone are probably gold. v [A3P; b6(1)] mark with streaks or stripes. Ayaw budlisi ug uling ang salug, Don't streak charcoal on the floor. -an nname given to fishes with streaks. 
	g

	budlisiw = BIDLISIW. 
	budlung v [A; a12] dig out plants with deep-
	running roots. Kinabanglan budlungun gan kay lawum ug dulut, yOUhave to really dig out the cogon grass, because it runs deep. n heavy metal bar for digging out weeds with deep roots. 
	running roots. Kinabanglan budlungun gan kay lawum ug dulut, yOUhave to really dig out the cogon grass, because it runs deep. n heavy metal bar for digging out weeds with deep roots. 
	1
	-
	yud ang ku
	gu


	budlungnsweet made of cornstarch (tiktik), brown sugar, shredded coconut meat, wrapped in banana leaves to form a stick and steamed. 
	2 

	budlut a sticking out, protruding. Budlut ug simud, Lips that stick out. v [B46N; b(l) c16P] bulge, protrude. Mibudlut (namudlut) iyang kaunuran pag-alsa niya sa barbil, 
	His flesh bulged when he lifted the barbell. Nagbudlut ang iyang mata, His eyes bulge. budluy n k. o. mackerel scad or round scad: 
	Decapterus macrosoma. 
	Decapterus macrosoma. 

	budu = BURU!. 
	1

	. 
	. 

	budyas = BUGYAS. 
	budyung n 1 helmet shells, conchs, or any large univalve with a pointed caudal apex. 2horn for signaling made from the budyungor one similar in appearance made from a carabao horn. 3 horn or whistle blown as a signal. Wa ku makabati sa budyung sa alas sitŁ I .didn't hear the seven o'clock whistle. v [A; a] sound a budyung or any warning device. -kamwa n tuns. -lungga n trueconchs. -sa lubut•sa anay n frog shells, so called from their openings which resemble a pig's anus. -tambuli n helmet shells. -
	tangali .n tritons.
	tangali .n tritons.

	bug= BULUG. 
	1 
	z 
	3 
	4

	buga v 1 [A; cJe'mit s.t. with force or in great quantity. Ang adlaw mibuga sa iyang naglagiting nga kainit, The sun emitted its stinging rays. Nagbuga ug ata ang kugita, The octopus spewed out his ink. Tugtug nga gibuga sa amplipayir, The song which the amplifier blared out. 2 [A; a} treat an illness by expectorating chewed medicinal herbs on a sore spot or at the person. Naayu ang nagsakit nga tiyan ngagibugahan, His stomach ailment got better after the herbalist spat on it. 3a [A; b] do s.t. with force
	'
	' 
	nig trabahu, human da
	yu

	buga n side arm (slang). v [al] shoot s.o. with a side arm. 
	bugaguy n stupid, having little or no judgment or common sense. Ang mga bugaguy nagtanga Lang. Maung nakaiskapu ang dinakpan, The idiots were so careless, so the prisoner escaped. v [B2; a2] be, become a person with little common sense. Mubugaguy (mabugaguy) nang imung anak kun di tagaag rispunsibilidad, Your child will never develop common sense if he is never given ku niya nga mukatlrwa lag walay sinugdanan, Iconsider her a fool because she laughs for no reason whatsoever. 
	responsibilities. Gibugaguyan kaa
	yu 

	bugais n k.o. ringworm, k.o. skin disease marked by circular scaly patches. v [B 1246 ;a4bS] infect with ringworm. Gibugais (gibugaisan) ang akung bugan, My groin got infected with ringworm: 
	bugal a braggart, boastful. Ang tawung bugalmagdayig sa iyang kaugalingun, A braggart extols himself. v [B2; b6] get to be a braggart. -un a braggart in one's ways. bugalbugal, bugalbugal n ridicule, a comment about 
	s.o. that is humorous and disrespectful. v [A; bS] deride, make s.o. the object of contemptuous laughter. Bugalbugalan aku sa usa ka bungi? Me, be ridiculed by a harelip? ma-un, -un a fond of ridiculing. 
	bugan (from bulug) n groin. (-">) v [a12] hit 
	s.o. in the groin. Bugana siya pagpatid, Kickhim in the groin.
	bugang n name given to various tall tufted grasses and reeds (tangbu, talahib, et al.). -ina pidgin. v [A; cl] speak a language brokenly. Nagbinugang siya pag-ininglis, He spoke bamboo English. 
	bugarak -bugha 
	v sh, flow out_ with arush. Mibugarak ang tubig sa sandayung, The water shed out of the spout. n shing, rushing flow. Bugarak sa baba, The onrush of the flood. 
	v sh, flow out_ with arush. Mibugarak ang tubig sa sandayung, The water shed out of the spout. n shing, rushing flow. Bugarak sa baba, The onrush of the flood. 
	bugarak 
	[B46; c) 
	gu
	gu
	gu


	bugarut a giving an impression of weight or ponderousness, having thick heavy features. Bugarut ug nawung, mu rag aliwas, He hascoarse features, like an ape. n k. o. fish that looks ugly.
	bugas n 1 husked rice or corn. 2 pimple,cyst. Di makaun ning babuya kay may bugas, You can't eat this pig because it is infested with cysts. v 1 [A; a] husk rice or com. Pinu kaang mubugas ning galingana, This mill produces fine grains. 2 [Bl 2 46; a4] get pimples, cysts. Gibugas iyang nawung, She has pimples on her face. -mais corn grits. -humay husked rice. ·an(�) n 1 container for husked rice or com. 2 rice or com mill -anan n rice or com mill. -iru n one who engages in the buying and selling of husk
	yu

	I
	I
	husked rice or corn. Igu ra gayung ikapa
	-

	mugas ning sapia, This money is just enough to buy husked rice (or corn). -un a pimply.t

	bu�at a 1 heavy. 2 difficult to accomplish, onerous. Bug-at nga tariya, Difficult task. Bug-at nga kaakuban, Heavy responsibility. 3 heavy punishment, sorrows. Bug-at nga silut, Heavy punishment. 4 grave, serious accusation. Bug-at ang pasangil nga gipabamtang kanimu, A grave accusation has been leveled against you. S for the muscles to be fatied. Bug-at ning akung buktun pagkinus nimu, My arms are exhausted from holding you. 6 -ang balatian dislike 
	gu
	gu

	s.t. strongly. Bug-at ang balatian naku anang nanlitawu sa akung anak, l dislike the man that is courting my daughter very 
	s.t. strongly. Bug-at ang balatian naku anang nanlitawu sa akung anak, l dislike the man that is courting my daughter very 
	gu

	much. 7 -ang buut 7a = -ANG BALATIAN. 7b be against one's will. Gitugtan ku niya bisan bug-at sa iyang buut, He allowedme to do it even if it was against his will. -ang dughan be heavy-hearted, depressed. -ang dugu = -ANG BALA TIAN. -ang kumupack a heavy punch. -nga masugu givescommands in such a way that they mustbe accomplished rapidly and well. -ang nawung long-faced, unsmiling. v [B; b6] 1 become heavy, onerous, grave. 2 -angbalatian, buut, dughan, dugu, nawung be sted, against one's wishes, get a heavy
	much. 7 -ang buut 7a = -ANG BALATIAN. 7b be against one's will. Gitugtan ku niya bisan bug-at sa iyang buut, He allowedme to do it even if it was against his will. -ang dughan be heavy-hearted, depressed. -ang dugu = -ANG BALA TIAN. -ang kumupack a heavy punch. -nga masugu givescommands in such a way that they mustbe accomplished rapidly and well. -ang nawung long-faced, unsmiling. v [B; b6] 1 become heavy, onerous, grave. 2 -angbalatian, buut, dughan, dugu, nawung be sted, against one's wishes, get a heavy
	-
	dis
	gu

	ang akung asawa mubug-at ang iyang dugu magtan-aw naku, When my wife is in the early stages of pregnancy, she can't stand to look at me. Mubug-at iyang nawung ugsuguun, She gets a long face when I tell her to do s.t. paN-v [A2] 1 lift heavy things. Nabugbat siya kay namug-at man, He had a relapse because he lifted heavy things. 2 tostiffen in order to become heavier.Lis-udkang sakwatun kay mamug-at ka, You arehard to lift because you make yourself rigid.panghiN· v = PAN-, 2. pahiN-1= PAN•, 2. 2[A; b6] load 
	· 



	The work was loaded on the maid, so she returned hoftle. pa-n weighi to weigh s.t. down. ka-un(➔), gi-un(� n 1 weight. 2 importance, influence. Ayawg tagaig gibugatun tung kasabaa, Don't give his reprimands any importance. see also TUMUY.
	bug-atan n k.o. cockles. 
	bugaud n k. o. fish of the type called nggung: Tberapon sp.bugaung n k.o. fish, the jarbua: Tberapon jarbua. -un resembling the bugaung. 1 k.o.Lalage nia. 2 fishresembling the bugaung.
	gu
	bird, a cuckoo shrike: 
	gr

	Ang musika makabugaw sa kalaay, Musiccan drive away boredom. Bugawa ang isda ngadtu sa pukut, Drive the fish into the net. Bugawi ku sa langaw, Drive the flies away from me. 2 [AN; b] act as a pimp. (➔) v = BUGAW, 2. n 1 s.t. used to drive s. t. away.2 pimp. ka-n one who assists s.o. in driving away animals or birds. 
	bu
	ga
	w v [A; a] drive s.t. 
	s.w., drive away. 

	bugawisan n k.o. large salt-water fish. 
	bugay n bride price!;gift originally given to 
	1
	1

	the bride's family, but now often to the bride. v [A; c] give a bride price. Bugayan man gan_i unta kadtu siyag duba ka gatus, 
	She could have gotten a dowry of two hun
	dred pesos. 
	buy= BUGUY (female).
	ga
	2 

	bugbug = BALUGBUG.
	bugdu a bulging, full and round. Ang bugdu niyang dugban, Her full and round breasts. v [B; cl] be, become bulging. Nagbugdu ang iyang likud kay buktut man, His back bulges because he is a hunchback.
	bugha v 1 [A; a] split, chop wood lengthwise. Mubugba kug kabuyng igsusugnud, I'llsplit some wood for firewood. 2 [B12) for 
	s.t. long to break. Nagkabugba ang sakayan nga gibampak sa balud, The boat was gradually breaking apart as it was being beaten by the waves. 3 [al2] hit with a piece of firewood. n piece of firewood. 
	bughat -bugnu 
	bughat n k. o. sickness which results from leaving a sickbed or rising from childbirth too early, or from the return of a disease. v [B12; al] have a relapse (bughat). Nabughat siya kay nagkaug danggit, He had a relapse because he ate danggit fish. Bughatunku nimugpatrabahu? You want me to have a relapse with all the work you're making me do? paN-, hiN-, taliN-n medicine for bughat.
	bughaw a 1 faded, pale in color. Bughaw nga itum, A faded black color. 2 light blue in color. Pinintalag bughaw, Painted light blue. v [B; c 1) •for colors to fade, get to be dull. Nabughaw ang iyang sinina kay gihayhay sainit, Her dress faded because she hung it in the sun. 
	bughuan = ABUBHUAN. see •ABUBHU.
	bugi n boogie. v [AC; cl] dance the boogie. bugi n k.o. skin disease characterized by intense itching and development of scales. v1 [B1246; a4] get infected with scabies. 
	-

	Bugiun ka ug makighagwa ka anang iru ngapulgasun, You will be infected with scabies if you frolic with that flea-infested dog. 2 [a4) light curse expressing irritation. Gibugi man �ing trabahua, wa magkadimau, 
	Bugiun ka ug makighagwa ka anang iru ngapulgasun, You will be infected with scabies if you frolic with that flea-infested dog. 2 [a4) light curse expressing irritation. Gibugi man �ing trabahua, wa magkadimau, 
	·!

	Damn this work. It's done all wrong. 

	bugimbilya, buginbilya = BUMmL.
	buging n small ear of corn. 
	bugirit a boastful, putting on airs (euphemism for hambugiru). v [B; b6] become boastful.
	bugkas = BUGTAS.
	bugkusv [A; al) tie a piece of string or s.t. similar around s. t. long, usually to tie it together with s.t. else. Bugkusa ang mga lipak, Tie the bamboo slats into a bundle. Bugkusiug panyu ang imung samad, Tie a handkerchief around your wound. n 1 s. t. used to tie around s. t. Alambri ang gamitang bugkus, Use wire to tie it up. 2 bundle. Tagtrayinta ang bugkus sa kahuy, Each bundle of firewood costs thirty centavos. -in-n s. t.tied into a bundle. 
	1 

	bugkusa slender around the stomach. v[B12) be, become slim in the abdominal region. Ug sigi kang ibirsisyu, mabugkus imung tiyan, If you keep exercising, your stomach will get trimmed down. 
	2 
	· 

	bugkut v 1 [A; c] tie s. t. around s. t. to secure it. Bugkuta nang sugung dinba arun dimatumb·a, Tie s.t. around that bamboo tube container so that it won't fall over. 2 [A; a12b2] for supernatural beings to kidnap a person rendering him invisible. This is usually done in the thickets, rocks, etc. where these spirits are thought to dwell. n s.t. tied 
	bugkut v 1 [A; c] tie s. t. around s. t. to secure it. Bugkuta nang sugung dinba arun dimatumb·a, Tie s.t. around that bamboo tube container so that it won't fall over. 2 [A; a12b2] for supernatural beings to kidnap a person rendering him invisible. This is usually done in the thickets, rocks, etc. where these spirits are thought to dwell. n s.t. tied 
	around s.t.-to secure it. 

	bugna n Book of Revelations. Ang bugna usa 
	1 ,
	1 ,

	ka basabun sa Bag-ung Tugun nga nagsaysay sa umalabutThe Book of Revelations is a book in the New Testament that reveals s.t. about things to come. hiN• see MUGNA.
	-, 

	bugnav [A; cl] rub bark scrapings into a fishing line to strengthen it. Bugnaa (ibugna) nang pasula arun malig-un, Dyethat fishing line to make it strong. 
	2 

	bugnaw a 1 cold or cool to the touch. Bugnaw nga imnun, Cool if you drink it. Bugnaw. nga panabun, Weather that makes you feel cool. 2 gentle, low in sound, not loud or harsh. Bugnaw kaayung tingug nang magaawita, That singer has a mellow voice. 3 cool in temper. Ang tawung bugnaw ug bunabuna dugayng masuku, Acool-tempered person doesn't get angry easily. 4 cool, indifferent. Bugnaw kaasiyag tin_agdan sa iyang inaina, She is cold toward· her stepmother. -ug mantika lazy (humorous). -ug simud widower (l
	yu 

	a] cool s. t., be, become cold. Ida/it ang salad ug mubugnaw (mabugnaw, mamugnaw) na, Serve the salad when it cools .. la [b8] be exposed to cold, draft. Hibugnawan gani ku, ubbun dayun, Whenever I'm exposed to thecold, I readily come down with a cough. 2 [A3P; al] dampen one's enthusiasm for going ahead with s. t. Di ka makabugnaw (makapabugnaw) naku pagminyu, yOU can not discourage me from getting married. 3[B2; b6] for a sound to become soft. 4 [A P; al2] cool s.o. down, pacify his anger. 
	Ang mga asawa mau!giyuy mubugnaw (rnupabugnaw) sa kasuku sa ilang mga bana, 
	.
	.

	Wives are the ones who know how to calm their husbands down ..pa· v [A; c] 1 cool oneself, s.t. off. 2 take refreshments. n s. t. taken for refreshments. Dalitig pabugnaw ang mga bisita, Serve the visitors some refreshments. pa-an, pa-anan n refreshment parlor. paN-v [B2346) have the chills, be chilled all over. May bilanat ka kay namugnaw man, You (must) have a fever because you have the chills. Namugnaw ku sa kabadluk, l felt cold due to (my) fright. maun a calm, cool-headed. 
	bugnay n k.o. small tree: Antidesma bunius. bugnu v [AN; ab3] 1 fight at close quarters. 
	Walay kukalisang ang irung mibugnu (namugnu) sa bitin, The dog fought the snake bravely. Bugnuun ka naku, l will fight with you. 2 struggle with. Ang masakitun nakigbugnu sa kamatan, The sick man is struggling against death. n 1 fight at close quar
	yu
	-

	bugnusun -bugtung 
	ters. Duun kaaang bugnu sa duba karislir, The fight between the two wrestlers is so bloody. 2 a struggle. 3 contest. Kinsaymidaug sa bugnu tali niMarkus ug Usminya? 
	ters. Duun kaaang bugnu sa duba karislir, The fight between the two wrestlers is so bloody. 2 a struggle. 3 contest. Kinsaymidaug sa bugnu tali niMarkus ug Usminya? 
	gu
	yu 

	Who won in the contest between Marcos 

	and Osmefia? maN•r-n fighter. bugnusun n rope attached to a sail to raise it. bugnut v 1 [A; al2) pulls. t. with a hard jerk. 
	Ikaw bay nagbugnut sa bubuk ni Pilang? 
	Ikaw bay nagbugnut sa bubuk ni Pilang? 
	Were you the one who pulled Pilang's hair? fmung bugnutun (bugnutun) ug kalit ang laang arun dili makalikay ang manuk, Youpull the noose all of a sudden so the chicken cannot escape. 2 [A; b8] hastily impress
	s.o. to run an errand. Akuy bibugnutan niyag sugu kay aku ra may didtu, I got trapped into running the errand because I was the only one there. 

	bugsay n oar, paddle. v 1 [AN; b] row, paddle. Mibugsay (namugsay) siya padulung sa lawud, He paddled toward the open sea. 2 [A; a] make into a paddle, oar. -an(�) nthe place in the boat where the one who paddles sits. maN-r-/1-n one who does the paddling.
	bugsu v 1 [A; c] drive s.t. long into the 
	1 
	1 
	'

	ground or some other surface. Ibugsu ang mga lipak, Drive the stakes into the ground.2 throw s. t. down with force, as if to ram it into the ground. Ibugsu ta kag ilarun ku nimu, I'll ram you into the ground if youcheat me. 2a [B1256; b6] fall headlong, landing hard. Nabali iyang liug dibang nabugsu siya sa yuta, He broke his neck when he fell headlong to the ground. n piece of wood or metal used as a stake. Bugsu sa bungsud, The stakes of the fish corral. 

	bugsuv [A23; b26] appear, show up suddenly or unexpectedly. Mibugsu siyag pamisita namu, He appeared unexpectedly to pay us a visit. hiN• see HIMUGSU. 
	2 

	bugsuk = BUGSU . pa-v (A3] dive with a straight body witb either head or feet first. 
	Nagpabugsuk siyang miambak sa swiming pul, He dove into the swimming pool headlo. tali-, ta-n stakes. 
	Nagpabugsuk siyang miambak sa swiming pul, He dove into the swimming pool headlo. tali-, ta-n stakes. 
	ng
	2 


	bugtai n k.o. small tree of waste places. 
	bugtak v [B; a2] 1 for clothes to be drooping or loose as if wet or because of s. t. damp sticking to them. Nagbugtak ang iyang sapatus kay namilit ang lapuk, His shoes looked heavy on his feet because of the mud that stuck to them. 2 look untidy because of loose clothing. Nagbugtak siya sa iyang karsunis nga daku niya, He looks a mess in the pants that are too big for him. -un a wearing ill-fitting clothes. 
	bugtas v [B126; a] for string or stitches to 
	snap, break suddenly. Nabugtas ang baat sa pakiti, The string of the package snapped. Bugtasa ang tinabian, Rip the stitches apart. 
	bugtaw V [A; al] chase, run after. Bugtawaang kabaw nga nakabubi, Chase the carabao that got loose. 
	bugtawv [A; a] call out to s.o. at night.
	2 

	Bugtawa lang unya kug mangadtu na ta. Just call me when it's time to go. n calling out to s.o. at night.
	bugtawv [A; b(l)] keep vigil over s.t. at night. Nagbugtaw kug bantay sa nanganak namung babuy, I kept awake watching over my pig that was giving birth. n vigil, keeping watch over. 
	3 

	bugtawa for muscles to be numb from faning akung kamut sa pagsinuwat, My hands are numb from writing so much. v [BN; al2) be numb fromfatigue. Mibugtaw (namugtaw, nabugtaw). s sa bata, My arms grew numb from carrying the baby. 
	4 
	tigue. Bugtaw kaa
	yu 
	akung buktun ug kinu
	gu

	bugti v [AC; c] swap, barter on a one-to-one basis. Bugtii ug kabayu ang akung awtu, Give me a horse for my car. Wa kuy ikabugti sa imung kaayu, I have nothing to give you in return for your goodness. n thinggiven in exchange for s. t. else. Kini bugti unya sa akung baka, I will take this in return for my cow. 
	bugtik v 1 t 2 [B46) for the stomach to bedistended. Bitukun tingali nang bataa kay nagbugtik man ang tiyan, That child must have intestinal worms because his stomach is distended. 
	bugtu v [AB12; a] 1 for stri, rope, wire, etc. to break with a snap, make a strisnap. Nakabugtu ang iru sa bigut, The dog broke the tether. Mabugtu ang lastiku ug imung inatun, The rubber band will break if you stretch it. 2 -ang ginhawa [ B 12; b4]stop breathing (die). Nabugtu na ang gininbawa sa masakitun, The patient has died. 3 [A3PC; cl] cut off ties or relationship. Diliaku ang makabugtu (makapabugtu) sa atung panagbigala, I cannot break up our friendship. Bugtuun tang atung kasal, Let's not go thr
	ng
	ng 

	bugtuk n k.o. disease that infects the fruit of bananas and cacao whereby the fruit getshard spots. v [a4] be infected with thisdisease. 
	bugtung n sole, lone. Pinangga ku kaayungbugtung kung anak, I love my only child very much. -lubi n a coconut which grows 
	bugtus -bugway 
	all alone and not in a bunch. The oil of such a coconut is said to be highly medicinal. v = -IN-. -in-v [AlC; a12] do s.t.alone, single-handedly, do s.t. with another n) ku nigdarung umaba, I'll plow this field singlehandedly. -an n lone scale encircling a lega chicken. If a cock has such a mark it is believed to be a sign that it is to be a likely winner. 
	all alone and not in a bunch. The oil of such a coconut is said to be highly medicinal. v = -IN-. -in-v [AlC; a12] do s.t.alone, single-handedly, do s.t. with another n) ku nigdarung umaba, I'll plow this field singlehandedly. -an n lone scale encircling a lega chicken. If a cock has such a mark it is believed to be a sign that it is to be a likely winner. 
	in singles. Binugtungun (binugtun
	gu


	bugtus n sweet potatoes produced from the first harvest. 
	n k.o. tree.
	bu
	gu 

	bugu a 1 slow in comprehension, dull. 2 pooŁ in doing things. Bugu kaayu ku anang sayaw, I'm a poor dancer. v [Bl;a2] 1 be,become dull. 2 be poor in doing things. 
	Nagkabugu ka na man run. Dina man kang kasiyat sa hula, You're gŁtting poorer and poorer. You can't even shoot the ball. 
	Nagkabugu ka na man run. Dina man kang kasiyat sa hula, You're gŁtting poorer and poorer. You can't even shoot the ball. 

	bugun k.o. fish. 1 name given to various 
	2
	2

	k.o. gobies. 2 name given to snakeheads. buk , -in-a 1 for an egg to be rotten. 2 rot
	gu
	-

	1 ' 
	1 ' 
	1 ' 
	, 

	'
	/


	ten in character. Dt maantigung ma uuy ang 
	k ug kasingkasing, A manwith a rotten heart doesn't know pity. v[B2; b6] for eggs to fail to hatch, addle. 
	tawung binu
	gu


	*buk·i_n· n youneschild (humorous). buguk, buk= BUGU' 
	gu
	2 
	¥
	Ł 
	3
	gu
	1 
	I

	bitkv [A; cl] take a mouthful of liquid to gargle, rinse out the mouth. Makabukba kug duba ka lab-uk sa imung tuba? CanI get a mouthful of your toddy to rinse out k) ning tambala, Gargle with this mouthwash. 
	gu
	2 
	gu
	my mouth? Buguka (ibu
	gu

	la 1 rounded and full, in a lump.
	bugul, bit
	gu

	l nlmung aping, Your fuU and rounded cheeks. Makaiibug tan-awun ang bul mung dugban, Your full breasts areentrancing to look at. v [BN; b6] 1 be,_ become full and rounded like a lump. n lump. l sa agtang mu, Apply ice to the lump on your fore head. Bul sa kan-un, A lump of rice. ka-�) n 1fullness, roundness. 
	l nlmung aping, Your fuU and rounded cheeks. Makaiibug tan-awun ang bul mung dugban, Your full breasts areentrancing to look at. v [BN; b6] 1 be,_ become full and rounded like a lump. n lump. l sa agtang mu, Apply ice to the lump on your fore head. Bul sa kan-un, A lump of rice. ka-�) n 1fullness, roundness. 
	Ang bu
	gu
	gu
	Butangig yilu ang bu
	gu
	gu


	bun n 1 lump. Bugun sa yuta, Clods of earth. Bugun sa kan-un, Lumps of rice. Bun sa kalayu, Balls of fire. 2 cyst or any lump growing in the body. Naingun kagtawung nakalamuyg hula nang imung bun, You look like a man who has swallowed a ball with that goiter of yours. v [B3(1);
	gu
	gu
	gu

	cl] n (mabugun) ang gatas kun mababaw, Milk gets curdled when it is sour. -an n having a goiter, cyst. 
	cl] n (mabugun) ang gatas kun mababaw, Milk gets curdled when it is sour. -an n having a goiter, cyst. 
	get full of lumps. Mubu
	gu


	bugung a very quick and fast in going. v [A23P; a12] move in a hurry. Mibugungng) ug dagan ang awtu, The car 
	bugung a very quick and fast in going. v [A23P; a12] move in a hurry. Mibugungng) ug dagan ang awtu, The car 
	(mipabu
	gu

	sped away. 

	bug-us a 1 final, resolute. Bug-us na baning imung hukum? ls this decision of yours final? 2 given with entirety, nothing held back. Higugmaa ang Diyus sa bug-us mungkasingkasing, Love God with all your heart. v [A123P; a12) 1 resolve with finality. 2 make s.t. complete. Ihatag ang imung lawasgma, Give your body to make our love complete. 3 [A;al2] be a godparent to a child both in baJ>tism and confirmation or wedding. Suuds sa iyang bata, We are close friends. In fact I sponsored his child in baptism and
	arun mabug-us ang atung 
	gu
	kaayu mi Aku gani nagbug-us ug ku
	gu

	bug-usv [a4) for s.o. to be taken by asupemarural being to its unearthly abode and havŁ substituted for his body a banana trunk which takes the appearance of his dead body. Wa tu siya mamatay. Gibug-us diay, He wasn't dead but was taken by a supernatural being. 
	2 

	buy n 1 hoodlum, hooligan. Buy angnagkulata niya, He was mauled by a hoodlum. 2 a loafer, idler. Gagmay $iyag nuta y mang pagkatinun-an, His grades are low because he's a bum student. v [B;a2) be, become a bum. -in-v (A; b6] act, look like a hoodlum. Ug dili siya atngan, y sa iyang pagtuun, If we don't keep an eye on him, he'U start bummingaround instead of s.tudying. 
	gu
	gu
	kay bu
	gu
	magbinu
	gu

	bugwad.= BUGWAL._
	bugwak v 1 [AN;b6(1)] spit, blow s.t. out of the mouth. Ayaw ibugwak ang tambal, Do riot spit the medicine out. 2 [AN; bl]gush forth, spew out. Namugwak ug kalayu 
	_

	· ang bulk an, The volcano sp¢wed fire. n s.t.spewed, puffed out. Nagkalidadis ang buluksa bugwak sa tubig sa pawntin, The fountain emitted a multicolored stream of water. Mai/.ban nakung klasi sa sigarilyu sa·usa Zangka bugwak, I can tell the br�nd of cigarette 
	· 
	· 
	· 
	'


	by just .one puff t
	bugwal v [A;a] turn over the earth, usually with a bar; to prepare the ground for cultivation. Bugwalun ku ang b.-,ul, I'll dig the field up. Bugwalan ku ang akung utang nimu, I'll pay off my debt by digging your field up. 
	·
	.

	bugway n 1 spike of flowers or fruit that 
	bugyas -buhi
	156 
	l 

	Artifact
	branches out. 2 s.t. plaited together in a string or garland to make a unit for sale.Palit ug usa ka bugway ahus, Buy a string of garlic. 3 anything long resembling s. t, plaited into a strand. Bugway nga asu, A column of smoke. Bugway sa kahayag, A shaft of light. v 1 [Al flower or fruit in spikes. 2 [A; a2] plait s. t. into a string to form a unit. 
	branches out. 2 s.t. plaited together in a string or garland to make a unit for sale.Palit ug usa ka bugway ahus, Buy a string of garlic. 3 anything long resembling s. t, plaited into a strand. Bugway nga asu, A column of smoke. Bugway sa kahayag, A shaft of light. v 1 [Al flower or fruit in spikes. 2 [A; a2] plait s. t. into a string to form a unit. 

	bugyas n k. o. small square-bottomed basket made of bamboo or rattan strips, woven into asquare mesh. v 1 [A; cl] make this sort of basket. 2 [c16] put s.t. in such a basket. Bugyasun (ibugyas) ku ning mga pisupagdala, I'll carry these chicks in a small basket 
	bugyung = BUDYUNG.
	buha n sleeve bearing for wheels. v [A; a2] attach, make into, use a sleeve bearing. 
	buhagay v [A2S; b6] pour forth in large quantities. Pagkabuak sa sakayan mibuhagay angtubig sa sulud, When the boat broke, the water rushed into it. Mibuhagay ang kahayag sa kwartu, Light flooded the room. Nagbuhagay ang pasi sa buslut sa saku, Thegrains poured out of the rip in the sack. nprofuse flowing of s. t. 
	buhaha, buhaha a 1 talking or laughing loudly. 2a loud-mouthed, talking boastfully. 2t blabber-mouthed, unable to keep secrets. Pataka lag tabi nang buhabaa, That blabbermouth just prattles on without discretion.v 1 [A; b3] break into loud laughter. Mibubaha lag katawa ang bi.tang, The maniac burst into wild laughter. 2 [B2; b6) a getto be a loud-mouthed braggart. b get to be a blabber-mouth. 
	buhakhak = BAHAKHAK. 
	buhalhal v [B6; cl] left open, unbuttoned, unfaste�ed. Nabubalbal ang iyang sinina, Her dress was unbuttoned. Nagbuhalbal nga ba$Urahan, An uncovered garbage can. Saakung pagdinali nagbubalbal na Zang ning akung sapatus, In my hurry I left my shoes unlaced. Ayaw bubalbala (ibubalbal) ang imung nuka, Don't leave your sore exposed. 
	buhalhal= BUHJ\IIA.. buhang = BUUIANG. buhanghang = BUHALHAL 
	2 

	buhat v 1 [A; a2) do s.t, do work. Di ka
	1
	1
	pakan-un din bi ug di ka mububat, If you do not work, you don't get anything to eat here. Bubata ang tanan arun aku mabub� Do everything in your power so that I may live. Nganung bubatan man ku nimu niini? Why do you do this to me? 2 [AC12; a) make, construct. Bubatun kung tangkal kining kawayana, I'll make this bamboo into a cage. 3 [A; a12] create. Wa pay nakabu-

	bat ug tambal pagpugung sa katigulangun, 
	.

	No one has created a drug to prevent aging. 
	I
	I

	Gibubat sa Ginuu si Iba, God created Eve. 
	V [A; bl perform the bubat ceremony (bubat, n 5). Kinabanglan nang bubatan arun mamaa, We have to perform a bubat ceremony for him so he will get better. n 1 s. t. made, make. Angradyu bubat sa Hapun,
	yu
	.

	· 
	· 

	The radio set is of Japanese make. 2 work.A nad ku sa bubat, I am accustomed towork. 3 job. Unya na pagminyug may bubat ka na, Don't get married until you have job. 4 deed. Ipakita sa buhat ang gugma mu, Show your love by deeds. 5 ceremonyof offering s.t. cooked with no salt to spirits to insure harvest, give thanks, diagnose an illness. The one who performs this ceremony is the·diwataban. anak sa -n laborer. babaying -n lady, a female acting in a wayappropriate to her role as a woman. lalakittg -n man a
	buhatv [A; al] lift. Bubata ring kahun ug itungtung .sa lamisa, Lift this box, and put it on the table. 
	2 

	buhawi, buhawi n waterspout, heavy squall, cloudburst.buhay v [A13;al2) be permitted to live and 
	·thrive. Dili magbubay sa dagat ang kasili,Fresh-water eels will not survive in the sea. buhi a 1 alive, living. Kun buhi pa si Tatay, If Dad were only alive: Rubi pa ang akung paglaum, My hopes have not died. 2 vivid. 
	buhi-buhis 
	2 

	Buhi pa sa akung panumduman, Vivid in my memories. Buhi kung pagtuu nga wa pa siya mamatay, I firmly believe he is still alive. -ang bulan phase of the moon the first day after the new moon. Bub,' ang buIan ugma, The moon will enter the first quarter tomorrow. -nga dugu blood that has freshly issued from a wound. -ug dugu active, not phlegmatic. Buhi siyag dugu. Listung suguun, She is an energetic personand follows orders in a lively way. v 1 [B126) live, come to life. Nabubi si Kristu sa Duminggu di Glury
	kinabuhi, A body without life. 2 life span. Taas ug kinabubi, Long-lived. 3 mode of life. Lisud nga kinabubi, A difficult life. manggi-an a good at raising things. manggiun a growing well. maN-r-(+), maN-r-none who raises things. -1-un n 1 animals to beraised. 2 family to support. Dagban kug bulubiun, l have a big family to support. paN(�) n occupation of raising animals. Makasapi ta sa pamubig manuk, We can,get money by raising chickens. t 
	,

	buhiv 1 [AB12346; b6(1)] set free, get free. Kinsaynagbubi nimu? Who freed you? Nakabuhi ang bigal sa tangkal, The sow escaped from t�e pen. Buhii (buy-i) ang kan.ding, Set the goat free. Wa pa buhii ang klasi, The class has not been dismissed. 2 [AN; b6] release one's hold on. Maayusiyang mubisiklita kay mamuhi (manimubi), He rides a bicycle well because he can let go. Buhii (buy-i) ang akung bag, Let go of my bag. 3 [b] 3a release one's emotions. Gibuhian niya ang iyang pagbilak, She let herself go!. cry
	2 
	. 
	-

	n fisherman who uses dynamite. paN-n dismissal of a group. tingpaN· n dismissal time. 
	. 

	buhilaman n civilization. 
	buhimyu a philanderer, chasing after women. Daghan ang gipaangkan sa buhimyung daku, The philanderer has made lots of girls pregnant. v [Bl; a2] be, become, make into a philanderer. 
	-

	buhis n 1 taxes, license fee. 2 = PAN-. v 1 [A; 
	b] pay taxes, tribute. Gibuhisan na ba nimu ang imung balay? Have you paid taxes on your house? Wala niya buhisi ang hari,He did not pay his tribute to the king. 2[A; c]. offer as tribute (poetic). lbubis ku 
	buhi-bukagkag 
	yas 

	ang akung kinabubi sa inaban kung yuta, 
	ang akung kinabubi sa inaban kung yuta, 
	I'll offer my life as tribute to my motherland. -I-an(�), I-an n taxes levied. mag-�(�) n taxpayer. paN· n system of taxation. 

	buhiyas n watts, volts. Pila ka bubiyas nang bumbilyaba? How many watts is that bulb? Ang linya dinbi dus syintus bayinti buhiyas, The current here is 220 volts. 
	buhu v. [A) do s.t. in one's own way, do one'Ł own thing. Magbubu man gid kag imu bisag nak11bibawu ka na sa bustu, You insist on doing things your own way even if you know the right way. Ayaw mug buhug inyu ug dapitun mu, When you're called to join us don't go off and do your own thing. 
	yu

	buhu , buhia v [A; b6) dig, bore a hole. Nagbubl sillubngan sa iru, They dug a hole to bury the dog in. Bubui ang kawayan, Bore a hole in the bamboo.t(➔) n hole. Bubu sa bungbung, A hole in the wall. Buhu sa yuta, A hole in the ground. binuhm, binuhuan n hole made s. w. 
	ag 

	buhuk n hair on the head. buhukbuhuk n s.t. like hair. Bubukbubuk sa mais, Corn tassel. -an a having hair. v [B1256; al2) get to have hair on it. -anŁ) n name given to fishes having filament-like ventral and/or dorsal growths. Buhul n the island of Bohol. Bul-anun n one from Bohol v [Bl26) become a Boholano. v [A; cl) do, speak like the Boholanos. 
	buhunbuhun v [C; c3) go in a group or gang. Nagbubunbubun sila sa simbahan, They went to church as a group. n going around together in a group. Nakaundang siyag iskuyla tungud sa bubunbubun, He quit school because he spent his time runningaround with his cronies. ka-n member of one's gang. 
	buhung a provided in abundance. Bubung sa kalipay ang amung kaminyuun, Our marrie had an abundance of happiness. v 1 [A3P; al) supply s.t. in abundance. Makabubung ( makapabubung) nga panibapun, A sumptuous meal. Bubungun ta ka sa gugma,I'll shower love on you. 2 [b4) be surfeited to the point of losing desire. Gibunghan na kug kinaug babuy, I'm fed up with eating pork. ka-n having things in abundance, affluence. Larawan sa kabuhung ang tawung adunahan, A rich man is a picture of affluence. 
	ag

	buhus, buhusv [A; c] 1 pour s.t. out. lbubus ang pasi ngadtu sa bularan, Pour the grain out into the drying bin. 2 pour one's feelings out on s.o, Hibubusan aku sa iyang kalat, He poured his anger out on me. 3 [A; b(l)) for rain to pour. Mibubus ang u-
	buhus, buhusv [A; c] 1 pour s.t. out. lbubus ang pasi ngadtu sa bularan, Pour the grain out into the drying bin. 2 pour one's feelings out on s.o, Hibubusan aku sa iyang kalat, He poured his anger out on me. 3 [A; b(l)) for rain to pour. Mibubus ang u-
	gu

	Ian, It poured. 

	buhut = BUI.HUT, 1, 2, 3. 
	bub 11 1 [APB3(1); bcl] for the eyes or mouth to open, cause them to do so. Angkalisud mauy mibuka (mipabuka) sa iyang mga mata sa sap nga iyang nahimu, Hardship opened his eyes to the error of his ways. Nakabuka na bang mga mata sa ituy? Arc the puppies' eyes opened yet? Bukha (ibuka) ang baba sa punaw, Open the mouth of the clam. la for the earth to crack open,as in an earthquake. 2 [A; b] add width to space. Bukbi (bukabi) ang balay, Widen the house. n opening, aperture. Buka sa pultaban, The. amount t
	yu

	buka n muzzle of a firearm. -insindiyu n 1 fire hydrant. 2 verbal attacks. Nagpungasi ang mga buka insindiyu sa duba ka partidu sa pulitika, The two political parties rained verbal abuse on each other. -abyirta = BUKABYIRT A. 
	bukabularyu n vocabulary.
	bukabyirta a prone to revealing secrets. v [B 1] tend to reveal secrets. 
	bukabyirtu = BUKABYIRTA (male). 
	bukad v [AB3(1)6; cl] 1 = BUKHAD. 2 for an infection to grow in area. Mibukad ang nuka, The infection spread out. -ang atay for one's pride to swell Mibukad ang atay niyang gidayig, His pride swelled · from all the praise. 3 [B3(1)] for grains or beans to expand and crack open when cooked. a 1 = BUKHAD. 2 spread out. Bukad ang sayal nf ya, She has a flaring skirt. -ug ngabil thicklipped. 
	bukad v [A; a2) get the fish from a trap.
	,1 
	,1 
	'


	Bukara nang mga isda sa bungsud, Gather the fish caught in the fish corrals. 
	bukadv [A3S; ab2] dig up s.t. from under the ground. Nagbukad kug ubi, I am digging for yams. 
	2 

	bukaduan bit put in a horse's mouth. 
	1 

	bukag n general term for baskets with a large mesh. v [A; a] make, make into a basket with a large mesh. mag-t"· n maker of bukag's.
	bukag n corncob. v [A;cl6] use corncobs for fuel Magbukag lang mi ug wa nay laing sugnud, We just use corncobs if we have no other fuel. 
	bukagay, bukaghay a for grains to be loose so that they do not adhere. Ang sabaw ampay sa kan-ung bukagbay, Soup goes well with rice cooked dry. v [B6; al2] for grains not to adhere because of dryness. -un a of a dry sort. Yutang bukaghan, Sandy soil. bukagkagv [A;cl] brcaks.t. lumpy into fine 
	yu

	bukill -bukiki 
	Artifact
	particles and give it a uniform consistency. 
	particles and give it a uniform consistency. 
	Bukagkaga (ibukagkag) ang harina usa taksa, Break up lumps of flour before measuring lt.

	bukaka v 1, 2 = BUKIKI. 3 t.
	bukal n member of the board of councilors ofthe province. v [A; al 2) make s.o. a provincial board member. 
	bukal v 1 [APB2S3(1); a2P) boil s.t., for 
	s.t. t� boil. Nagbukal (nagpabukal) kug tubig, I boiled some water. Nagbukal nga arnibal, Boiling syrup. 2 [B2S46) be agitated.Ang nagbukal nga dagat, The seething waters. 3 -ang dugu a [B2S46; al2) seethe with anger. Mubukal ang akung dugu ugmakakita ku sa tawung nag-ilug sa amung humstid, I seethe with anger when r see the man who stole our homestead. b [Al2)feel a strange attitude of kinship for a stranger who turns out to be a relative. Bantugra nga mibukal ang akung dugu pagkakita nlmu.Paryinti man
	s.t. t� boil. Nagbukal (nagpabukal) kug tubig, I boiled some water. Nagbukal nga arnibal, Boiling syrup. 2 [B2S46) be agitated.Ang nagbukal nga dagat, The seething waters. 3 -ang dugu a [B2S46; al2) seethe with anger. Mubukal ang akung dugu ugmakakita ku sa tawung nag-ilug sa amung humstid, I seethe with anger when r see the man who stole our homestead. b [Al2)feel a strange attitude of kinship for a stranger who turns out to be a relative. Bantugra nga mibukal ang akung dugu pagkakita nlmu.Paryinti man
	.
	I felt close to you when I saw you. You arerelated to me. -sa dugu sa kasingkasing c [b4) suffer a fatal heart attack. Kalit angkamatayun· sa tawung bukalan sa dugu sa kasingkasing, Death from a fatal heart attack is instantaneous. -in-, pina· n s. t. boiled or boiling. 

	bukaln k.o. tall, tufted grass of open wasteplaces: RottboeUia exaltata. 
	2 

	bukana n area where the waters of a river merge with the open sea.
	bukarilyu n k.o. sweet made from young shredded coconut meat, sugar; and flavoringboiled with a syrup and hardened. v [A;b6cl) make bukarilyu. 
	bukas v [AB13(1); b) open s.t., be opened. 
	Ang �usug nga hangin mibukas sa iyang sayal, The strong wind made her skirt fly up. Nagbukas ang pwirta, The door is standingopen. Buksi ang sulat, Open the letter. a open. -ang pultahan always welcome, the door is always open. Bukas kanunay ang amung pultaban alang kanimu, Our door isalways open to you. 
	Ang �usug nga hangin mibukas sa iyang sayal, The strong wind made her skirt fly up. Nagbukas ang pwirta, The door is standingopen. Buksi ang sulat, Open the letter. a open. -ang pultahan always welcome, the door is always open. Bukas kanunay ang amung pultaban alang kanimu, Our door isalways open to you. 

	bukas, bukas = BUKLAS.
	2

	bukasyun n vocation.
	bukasyunal n vocational training course. v[a12) make into a vocational school. bukatutaa ugly in face. v [B; cl) be, be
	1
	1
	come ugly-faced. 

	bukatutn term used to refer to animals that eat crops as a means of avoiding reference to the animal itself. It is believed that pests are raised by supernatural beings and referring to them by name will cause them to multiply. 
	2 

	Sect
	Artifact

	bukawl = BUKAL.
	•

	bukawn k.o. owl: Ninox philippensis. bukawbukaw n name given to flat-bodied fishes with large owl-like eyes. 
	2 

	bukawi = 
	BAYUK.A.WI.

	bukay = ABUKAY.bukayu = BUKHAYU.
	bukbuk = BALUKBUK, bukdu = BUGDU.
	1
	2, 
	3, 4_ 

	bukgay n k.o. edible fresh-water shell similar to the nerite shell but with sharp projections, dark gray to whitish gray in color. bukhad v [AB3(1)6; cl) spread out, unfold 
	s.t. which is rolled or folded up, for s.t. to open up. Mibukhad na kug banig para nimu, I've already spread a mat for you. Mibukhad (nabukhad) nang bulak, The flower has opened. Ang nagbukhad niyang palad,His open hand. Bukhara (ibukhad) ang papil nga nalukut, Unfold the roll of paper. aopened up and spread out. -ug pal.ad generous (lit. open-palmed).
	bukhayu n candy made from shredded coconut cooked with brown sugar. v [A; a2) make, make into coconut candy.
	buki n 1 bouquet of flowers. 2 set of four consecutive mahjong pieces of the flower design (bulak, 2a). v [A; cl) make, make into a bouquet. 
	buki = BUKiKI.
	buki digira n warship. 
	bukid n mountain. Taas kaayu nga bukid, High mountain. a deep in the mountains. Bukid kaayu tung amu, Our place is high in the mountains. -sa buut, hunahuna 1 be far from one's thoughts. Bukid sa buut niya ang pagsungkip sa atup, He never thought of fixing the roof. 2 against one's will. Gi
	pugus siya pagminyu nga bukid sa iyang buut, She was forced to marry against her will. v [cS) 1 be far from one's thoughts. 2 against one's will. Gikabukid ba sa imungbuut ang pagpasaylu naku? Is it against your will (have you not thought) to forgive me? pa-(➔) v [A; c) go, bring to the mountains. Nagpabukid sila a"'n pagtagu, They went to the mountains to hide. bukiran n 1 mountain range. 2 farm. kabukiran, kabukidan, kabukilan n the mountains. tagan mountaineer. bukirun a mountainous. bu·kidnun a from
	bukiki v [A; al) 1 push things apart, esp. those which offer a certain amount of resistance. Mibukiki ku sa /yang pitakag may kwarta ha, I looked in his wallet to see ifthere was any money. Nagbuk,kt ka ba sa mga pinusu? Have you pushed the husks 
	bukilya -bukug 
	of the ears aside to examine the grains? 
	of the ears aside to examine the grains? 
	Bukikia ang iyang bubuk kung naa bay ku
	tu, Look in her hair if there arc any lice. 
	Ayaw ibukiki ang imung kamut sa kugun, 
	Don't push the cogon grass apart with your hands. 2 reopen a subject no longer discussed. Gibukiki ang iyang kagahapun sa kaatbang niya sa pulitika, His political rival brought up his past. 
	bukilya n 1 spout, nozzle, small opening through which liquids are poured. 2 mouthpiece of a brass instrument. 
	buking a euphemism for buku• 
	buking upis n booking office. 
	1

	bukinggan n annual ornamental flowers similar to but smaller than bachelor's buttons: 
	Gompbrena globosa. 

	bukiskisa 1 ignorant, unfamiliar with things. Giasinan sa bukiskis ang kapi, The ignorant girl put salt in the coffee. v [B12; b6] be ignorant, unfamiliar with things.
	1 

	bukiskisn k.o. skin disease, usually of the legs, characterized by whitish splotches. v [B1246; a4] get this skin disease. -un a having the splotches of this disease. 
	2 

	bukisyunal = BUKASYUNAL.
	' ' 
	' ' 

	bukitkit = BUKIKI. 
	bukidao 1 [A; al] opens.t. flexible by pushing the sides apart. Human nimug biwa sa bat, bukitlaa ug iniwniw sa dagat, After you have cut the sea cucumber open, pull it apart at the sides and rinse it in the water. Gibukitla. ku ang iyang mata kung maypuling ba, I pushed her eyelids apart to see if there was s.t. in her eyes. 2 =BUKIKI. 
	buklad v 1 [A; cl] spread s.t. out flat MubuklaJ na ku ug banig kay matiJug na ku, I will spread the mat because I am going to sleep. lbuklad (buklara) ning saku didtu sa init arun mamala, Spread this sack out in the sun to dry. 2a for a girl to grow to maidenhood (poetic). 2b for a blossom to open. M ingbuklad na ang· mga rusas, The roses arc starting to open. tingpaN-n year(lit. season of blooming) (poetic). Dalaganga napulug pitu ka tingpamuklad, A girlof seventeen summers. 
	•bukladtap-euphemism for TAGABUKID, 'mountaineer'. see BUKID. 
	2 

	bukla v [AN; a12] take the wash in. Buklasa ang linadlad, Take in the laundry you have left out to bleach. 
	buklat v [A; cl] 1 pry s.t. open that has a slit in it. Buklata (ibuklat) ang imbaw, Pry the clam open. 2 [B3(1)] for the eyes to open.
	bukni n k.o. edible white mushroom (blackwhen dried).buknul n 1 lump, s. t. bulging. Unsa ning buk
	-

	nul sa imung bulsa? What is this bulging in your pocket? 2 bunch of fibrous materials. 
	Gisagulan ug dili iskuhidu ang buknul sa lanut, The bunch of abaca fibers has lots of second-class fibers mixed in withvit. v 1 [B] bulge, be lumpy. Ang unlan nagbuknul kay dagbang panit sa duldul, The pillow is lumpy because it has a lot of kapok peels .. 2 [A; 
	·

	cl] tie into a bunch. lbuknul (buknula) imung bubuk, Tie your hair into a bunch. 
	buksidur = BAKSIDUR. buksing = BAKSING. buksiyadur = BAKSIDUR. 
	bukm n k.o. biting sand flea, orange with black spots. 
	buktun n 1 arms, esp. the lower arms. Angtaknaan sa iyang buktun, The watch on his wrist (arm). 2 sleeves. Sininang way buktun, Sleeveless dress. v [A; c] add sleeves to a garment -in-an n garment with sleeves. buktut 1 = BALUKTUT. 2 name given to humpbacked fish, e.g., the Philippine jack: Hynnis momsa. 3 k.o. humpbacked shrimp. buku v [A; al] reveal s.o.'s character, true 
	I
	I

	identity, be found out. Bukhun ta ka nga minyu ka, I will reveal that you are married. Nabuku siyang mangingilad, It was revealed that he was a swindler. 
	bukun node of a stem. Mal,su pay buku sa kawayan, Impossible. (Lit. A bamboo node would sooner get twisted.) v [al2] chop 
	Ł 

	s.t. at the node. Dugay kang makaputul nang kabuyag bukbun mu pagtigbas, It'll take you a long time to cut that tree if you hack it on its node. bukubuku n the back ofa person or animal. v [a12] hit s.t. in the back. 
	bukubar n popsicle made of young coconut. v [A; cl] make, eat bukubar. 
	bukubuku n k.o. small cuttlefish. 
	bukud a plump, round due to fullness. Bukud ug aping, Round-cheeked. v [Al3PB2; a2] be plump and full, make s.t. full. _Kinsaynagbukud (nagpabukud) sa saku? Who filled the sack until it was round? Mabukud ang mga ubas sa ting-ulan, The grapes will become round and full during the rainy season. 
	bukug n 1 bone. 2 gun, usually sidearm (slang). v [B126; b3] for a bone to stick in the throat Dili makabukug aŁg ginamus, The small grates of salted f15h can't chokŁ you. Nabukug ku, I got a bone in my throat. Unsang isdaa ang nabukgan nimu? What 
	k.o. fish did you choke on? -sa buut, kabubut-un a contrary to one's principles. Tawu nga bukug kaayu sa akung buut, A person completely repulsive to me. -ug panit 
	bukul -bulad 
	nskin and bones -i.e., thin. walay -without anything getting in the way. Way hukug ang iyang diskursu, His speech was fluently delivered.Musyat pirmi Jang way hukug, Heshoots cleanly (his shots never touch the basket). walay -ang dila speaking unrestrainedly without any consideration. hiNv [b(l)] take the fish grates out. Himukugiang isda una kan-a, Remove the fish grates before you eat it. ka·an n bones. Nanakitakung kahukugan sa pagtinarhahu, Mybones ache from too much work. 
	nskin and bones -i.e., thin. walay -without anything getting in the way. Way hukug ang iyang diskursu, His speech was fluently delivered.Musyat pirmi Jang way hukug, Heshoots cleanly (his shots never touch the basket). walay -ang dila speaking unrestrainedly without any consideration. hiNv [b(l)] take the fish grates out. Himukugiang isda una kan-a, Remove the fish grates before you eat it. ka·an n bones. Nanakitakung kahukugan sa pagtinarhahu, Mybones ache from too much work. 

	bukul, bukul n 1protruding lump. Unsa nang hukul sa imung ulu? What's that lump on your head? 2 lump, clump. Bukul sa kanun, Lump of rice. Bukul sa yuta, Lumps of soil. v [B26; aP] 1 get a lump. Mihukul ang ulu nga nahunalan, His head swelled where I had struck him. 2 form lumps. hukulhukul v [B14) be full of lumps. Dautan ninglitsi kay naghukulhukul man, This milk is no good because it is full of lumps. paN-v[A2; b6] for the breasts to develop in adolescence. Unsa? Manaratu ka na nga wa pa kagani pamukl
	hukung n husk and shell of a coconut split 
	• . 
	• . 
	h
	lengthwise without t e meat. 

	hukungn freeloader, one who gets s.t. for free, either by mooching or by not paying the bill, buyinga ticket, etc. Naglahi ang hukung sa pasablru ning traka, There's more freeloaders than passengers on this bus. paN-v [A2; b6] freeload. Mamukung ta nimug sigarilyu, May I mooch a cigarette offof you? Namukung ku sa sini, amimannaku ang takilylra, I got in the movie forfree because the ticket seller is a friend of 
	i 
	_ 
	gu 

	.
	.
	mine. 

	bukut n swarm of black wasps that build nests in trees. v [b6]. have a hornet's nest built in it. Gihukutan ang santul, The santol tree has a hornet's nest in it. 
	bukut = BALUKUT. 
	bukwas = BUKLAS. 
	bukway v [B; cl] 1 for long, thin things to stretch out: tendrils, flowers, sunrays, etc. Naghukway na ang mga banay sa mais, Thecorn tassels are spreading out now. Wa pamakabukway ang sllaw sa adlaw ug nakaligu na siya, He took his bath before the sun had spread its rays. 2 for the arms, tentacles to spread out and wave or wiggle. Mihukway ang mga gaway sa kug,ta pagkakitag kaaway, The octopus spread his tentacles in all directions when he spotted an enemy. 3 [B1256] in a game of takyan, to 
	bukway v [B; cl] 1 for long, thin things to stretch out: tendrils, flowers, sunrays, etc. Naghukway na ang mga banay sa mais, Thecorn tassels are spreading out now. Wa pamakabukway ang sllaw sa adlaw ug nakaligu na siya, He took his bath before the sun had spread its rays. 2 for the arms, tentacles to spread out and wave or wiggle. Mihukway ang mga gaway sa kug,ta pagkakitag kaaway, The octopus spread his tentacles in all directions when he spotted an enemy. 3 [B1256] in a game of takyan, to 
	fail to hit the shuttlecock squarely and thus lose one's tum to be served. n 1 taro shoots before they develop leaves. 2 failure to return the serve in takyan.

	hukya n k.o. white, transparent jellyfish, round, growing to 9" in diameter, with tentacles that inflict a slight sting. 
	bukyabukya = BUKY A. hw n mason jar, used as a measure for toddy.hula(not without /) n 1 ball. 2 game of ball. -· dimanu n cue ball in billiards. v 1 [A;c 1] form s. t. into a ball. 2 [A26; b6] play a ball game. hulahula v [A; cl] 1 makemeat balls. 2 be bounced around like a ball. Ang sakayan gihulahula sa dagkung balud, The boat was tossed about like a ball in the high seas. 3 for several persons to maul s.o. bouncing him around among themselves. n1dish consisting of little meat balls. 2 plimsoll line, in
	1 
	2 
	2
	3 
	3
	4 

	hulad v[A; cl] 1 stay out in the sun. Naghulad siya paghantayg trak, He waited for thebus in the sun. Ayawg hulara (ibulad) nanghata sa init, Don't expose the child ·to the heat of the sun. 2 dry s.t. in the sun. Bula-ra (ihulad) ang kuprasDry the copra. 3 [A13; cl] be, put out under the moon. Nagbulad siya sa hulan nga nagdaru, He stayed out plowing under the moon. 4 [A; cl] expose one's body brazenly. Lawas nga gibulad sa kadaghanan, A body exposed to public view. S [Al; cl] lay down an open card, 
	f 

	bulada-buWu 
	162 
	1 
	1 

	esp. the starting card in a game. Nakabulad na ang naglibud, The dealer has opened. n1 dried fish. Bulad lay amung isuwa, Theonly thing we have for lunch is dried fish. 2 card laid open, esp. the starting card. binlad, -in-n unhusked rice or corn set out to dry under the sun. Naningaun ang manuk sa binlad, The chicken is feedion the rice you have left out to dry. 
	esp. the starting card in a game. Nakabulad na ang naglibud, The dealer has opened. n1 dried fish. Bulad lay amung isuwa, Theonly thing we have for lunch is dried fish. 2 card laid open, esp. the starting card. binlad, -in-n unhusked rice or corn set out to dry under the sun. Naningaun ang manuk sa binlad, The chicken is feedion the rice you have left out to dry. 
	ng 


	bulada (not without l) n the portion of aroof �hich projects beyond the wall. v [A;b6(1)] provide a building with an overhanging roof. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	bulada= BULA.
	2 
	3 
	2 
	4

	' , ' 
	' , ' 

	buladur see BULA
	l

	bulv 1 [A2B2; bcf separate from, get sep· arated. Adtu ku mubulag nimu sa iskina, Iwill leave you at the corner. Mibulag ang ulu sa iyang lawas, His head got cut off (separated from his body). Dili siya bulagan ug basahun, She is never without s.t. to read (lit. left by reading matter). lbulag ang anak sa inaban, Separate the child from the mother. 2 [A2; b(l)] desist, cease doing s.t. Wa siya mubulag paglili, He didn't take his eye off the peephole. Bulagi nang bisyuba, Cease that vice of yours. �)v [A1
	ag 

	a] separate from each other, cause to separate. Nagbulag ang managtratu, The engaged couple separated. Bulaga ang hilawg binug, Separate the unripe and the ripeones. haN-/hiN-v [a3) 1 get separated from involuntarily. Nabimuwag siya sa grupu, He got separated from the group. 2 [b8) have s.o. close die (be left involuntarily). 
	a] separate from each other, cause to separate. Nagbulag ang managtratu, The engaged couple separated. Bulaga ang hilawg binug, Separate the unripe and the ripeones. haN-/hiN-v [a3) 1 get separated from involuntarily. Nabimuwag siya sa grupu, He got separated from the group. 2 [b8) have s.o. close die (be left involuntarily). 
	Nabimulagan kami sa usa ka buuk anak, 
	One of our children died. 

	bulagaw a hair lighter in color than black, ranging from blond to reddish brown. v [B;b6cl] be, become this color. Mubulagaw ang imung bubuk ug hingari kag salum, 
	Your hair will get reddish brown if you in the sea. 
	Your hair will get reddish brown if you in the sea. 
	keep divi
	ng 


	1 
	1 
	,

	mga babayi nga tanan, Blessed art thou 
	above all women. Bulaban ka kay datu ka, You are fortunate because you are wealthy. 2 in order to, so that. Musulud tag sayu bulaban makaundang ug sayu, Let's go to work early so we can quit early. v 1 [B126) be fortunate, blessed. Ang akung anak ang mabulahan ning akung kasapian, My child will be benefited from my wealth. ka-an n welfare. 

	bulahann = LANSUNIS. 
	2 

	bulahug v [B1256; b8) step inadvertently into a hole. Nabuwabug ku sa bangag sa sa-
	lug kay ngitngit, I inadvertently stepped into a hole in the floor because it was dark. 
	bwak n 1 flower, blossom. la woman (metaphor). lkaw ang bulak nga akung gipangita, You are the maid (lit. flower) I have been looking for. 2 suit of cards. 2a suit in mahjong composed of eight pieces which have pictures of flowers on them. v 1 [B234SN; b6] flower. Mibulak (namulak) nang rusas, The rose plant is flowering. 2 [A; b) put a on s.t. 3 [B236N; b6] get moldy. Namulak ang kan-un, The rice is all moldy. ka-v [Al 3] be bestrewn with flowers. bulakbulak n 1 sweet things in life. Bulakbulak sa kina
	flowery desi
	gn 

	bulakaw n 1 k.o. harmful supernatural being that takes the form of a ball of fire, with trailing sparks. If it brushes or gets close enough to smell the skin, it makes a permanent white spot. 2 ball of fire used as transportation for unglus.
	bulakbul (not without l) a 1 slow in comprehension, dull. Nabagbung ang tinun-ang bulak bul, The dull student flunked. 2 loafing, truant. Bulakbul kaayu sa trababu, A slacker on the job. v 1 [B; a2] be dull. 2 [A; b] loaf, play truant. 
	bulalakaw v [B46; a4] for the juice squeezed from coconuts to be in a condition such that it yields very little oil when boiled, but instead turns to foam. Way nalana sa tunu kay gibulalakaw (mibulalakaw), We didn't extract any oil from the coconut milk. It just foamed. 
	bulalakaw (not without l) n shooting star. 
	bulalhug = BULAHUG. 
	bulalu, bulilu n 1 general term for goodsized or largecowries. 2 unit of measure 2afor a rice cake (bibingka). Tagbayinti ang 
	1 

	bulalu-bulanit 
	2 

	bulalu sa bibingka. The bibingka are twenty cents each. 2b a small-sized ball of cotton sewing thread. v [al 21 make into the size of the bulalu measure, sell by the bulalu.bulalu(not without l) a 1 stupid, dull. Bulalu ka kay dugay nga makasabut, You'restupid. It takes you long to catch on. 2poor, unskillful in doing or executing things. 
	2 

	Bulalu siya nga musyat. Pirming musipyat, 
	Bulalu siya nga musyat. Pirming musipyat, 
	He is a lousy shot. He always misses. v [B12; b6] be stupid or poor in doing things. 

	butalung (not without l) = BULALU.
	2

	bulan n 1 moon. 2 month. phases of the moon: patay, lunud ang!-new moon. bagu, bag-ung subang ang -, buhi ang -, buthut sa punuan, primfrusubang first day of the waxing crescent. subangsub, ikawaxing crescent. udtu nga -half moon, usually of the waxing moon. lakad second quarter (lit. going toward the noon position -so called because the moon is in the east when darkness falls). dail, daktul, takdul ang -full moon. primiru, ikaduhang piluk, dulum nga -first and second days of the third quarter. udtun
	ng 
	ang
	duhang (ikatulung) sub
	ang 
	yung 
	-

	, 
	, 
	, 
	' 

	v [A; cl] do on a monthly basis. Aku lang
	binulanun (ibinulan) ang lmung swildu, I'll pay your salary once a month. -in-an(� nhousehold help. -una 1 moonlight .. 2 having weak vision (as iflooking at things by moonlight). bulanbulan 1 every month. Pila i-
	binulanun (ibinulan) ang lmung swildu, I'll pay your salary once a month. -in-an(� nhousehold help. -una 1 moonlight .. 2 having weak vision (as iflooking at things by moonlight). bulanbulan 1 every month. Pila i-
	mung dawatun bulanbulan? How much do you receive every month? 2 k.o. tarpon: Megalops cyprinoides. 3 k.o. moon shell with edible flesh. 


	bul-an n corn at the stage where it is almostbut not quite mature and where the kernels are no longer soft. Maanag pa ang mais ngabul-an, Corn at the bul-an stage can still be roasted. v [B1 J for corn to reach the nearly mature stage. 
	bulandus v [APB12; c] push s.t. into goingforward, slip and fall down with feet forward. Nabulandus siya kay nakatunub ug panit sa saging, He slipped and fell because he stepped on a banana peel. Ibulandus ang kaban ilalum sa hagdan, Shove the trunk underneath the stairs. 
	bulang n event (fiesta or market) at which a cockfight is held. v [A; b] hold a cockfight. Magbulang dinbi ug tabu, They hold cockfights here on market day. (-+) n gaff on a gamecock. paN-v l [A2; b6(1)] attend a cockfight and bet. 2 [A2; b6( 1)] for a cock to win in a fight. Pwirting pamuwang sa akung manuk, My cock wins wherever he fights. 2a for a man to win several wives in succession after his previous wife died (humorous). Giayran ang byudu. Pwirti nang pagpamuwang, The widower has gotten himself a
	·
	-

	bulangv 1 [AC; ac] smash a hard object against s.t. hard. Ang bubug mauy mibulang sa basu diba sa sawug, The drunk smashed the glass on the floor. Nagbulang ang duba ka trak, The two trucks smashed into each other. Bulangun ku ang inyung mga ulu, I'llknock your heads together. 2 [Al2C; a] for two people to have a contest of hitting two examples of s. t. against each other, each person hitting his against the other person's in turn, to see who can break the other person's. Makigbulang ku nimug lubi, I wW en
	2 
	ng 

	bulanghug = BULAHUG: 
	bulanghuy (not without I) n general term for all varieties of cassava: Manibot e.fculenta. bulanglang n dish of various vegetables and in Tagalog regions. 
	meat originati
	ng 

	bulangsud = BULANDUS. 
	bulanit, bulanit v [A; a12] pull s.t: out or 
	bulansud -bulhay 
	away from s.t. fmung gibulanit ang habul sa imung pagkatulug, You pulled the blanket away from me in your sleep. 
	away from s.t. fmung gibulanit ang habul sa imung pagkatulug, You pulled the blanket away from me in your sleep. 
	bulaosud = BULANDUS. 

	bulanti (not without /) n 1 flywheel of a machine. 2 business not set in one place. tindahan nga -small mobile store on wheels. bulanting n color combination of red, black, 
	brown, and white in chickens. 
	brown, and white in chickens. 

	bulantis (not without [) n printed advertisements scattered from the air. uhas -= BULANTIS.
	bularat n k.o. soldier fish. 
	bu.las (not without /) n white odorous accumulation found under the foreskin. hiN-v[A; b6] remove this accumulation. panghiNv [A2; b6] remove this accumulation from one's penis. 
	bulasut v [B126; b8] accidentally step into ahole. Nabulasut ang ligid sa trak sa gawang sa taytayan, The wheels of the truck ran into a rut on the bridge. 
	bulatik (not without /) v [A; b6] flatter s.o. n flattery.
	bulatsira a female habitual drunkard. v [Bl;b6] for a woman to become a habitual drunkard. Ug magbulatsira ka, hala sawum sa tuba, If you want to be a sot, all right, swim in the toddy! 
	bulatsiru =BULATSIRA (male).
	bulaus, bulaus a boastful, braggart. Mutuuka niya nga bulaus kaayu? Would you believe him when he is such a braggart? -ii)(➔) a in a boasting manner. v [A13] act in aboastimanner. Nagbinulaus siya atubangan sa mga babayi, He is showing off infront of the women. 
	ng 

	bulaw abronze color of pigs, brownish green color of army blankets or cloth of similar color. -an(�) n gold. Mahalun nga batu ang bulawan, Gold is a precious stone. v [B12S6] become gold. paN·an�) v [A23] be like gold. -anun a 1 golden in color. 2 noble,golden in value. Bulawanun ang akung tinguha nimu, l have only noble intentions toward you. 
	bulawis (not without /) n k.o. danggit fish: 
	Teutbis jm,a. 
	Teutbis jm,a. 

	bulay n 1 k.o. cultivated bean, the seeds and young pods of which are eaten: Dolicbos lablab. 2 = PATANi. 11 [A; b(l)] cookbulay or s.t. with bulay.
	2

	bulay-ug (not without /) n k.o. small bird found in bunches in bushes: Dicaeum bicolor. a 1 small and frail like this bird, weakling. 2 poor in doing things.· Bulay-ug nga sinayawan, Dancing in a poor way. 
	bulbug n k.o. jellyfish with a brown color 
	and blueish spots. a sluggish, slow-moving. 
	v [B 12; b6] get to be sluggish. 
	bulbul n 1 pubic hair. 2 name given to the green dragon piece in mahjong. 11 [a4] grow pubic hairs. Gibulbul ku pag-idad kug kinsi, I grew pubic hairs when I was fifteen. hiN-v [A; b7] 1 dress fowl or birds by the feathers. 2 clean s.o. out, ta�e all his money. Ang iyang asawa mauy mihimulbul sa iyang pitaka, His wife cleaned his wallet out. Gihimulbulan (gihimulbulan) siya sa iyang babayi, His mistress milked him dry. 2a -ang swildu for a salary to be the sole source for a large number of expenditures. 
	plucki
	ng 
	· 

	buldu = BURDU.
	buldug n bulldog. a 1 big and stout in comparison to one's age group. 2 fat like a bulldog. 3 having the ugly face of a bulld. v. 
	og
	(BJ get to be fat or ugly like a bulld
	og

	buldusir n bulldozer. v [A; a12] work on s.t. with a bulldozer, bulldoze s.t. Gibuldusir ang mga payag sa iskuwatirs, The squattershanties were bulldozed. 
	buldyak v [A2; ac] throw s.t. at a downthe hand over the head. Buldyaka tung iyang gipatiruban, Throw your marble at the marble he aimed at. n a throw executed in this manner. 
	wards angle by raisi
	ng 

	hulgan n k.o. fish with bulging eyes. 
	bula 1 secret which has become publicknowledge, an open secret. Bulgar na kaayu ang ilang panagbigugmaay, Their love affair is public knowledge. 2 vulgar, coarse. (-+) v [A3P; c16] reveal a secret. Ayaw bulgara (ibulgar) nang tabia, Don't bring that gossipto public knowledge.
	gar 

	bulhang v [AB6; bl burst open with a great gaping hole, make a great opening in s. t. Gilunupan ang dapit dibang mibulbang ang diki, The area was flooded when the dike burst. Bulbangi ang lubut sa taru, Make awide hole in the bottom of the ,can.
	bulhay a for s.t. packed in a solid to be loose and dry so that it could crumble easily. Buibay kaayu ang bay sa umigas, The ant hill is very dry and loose. v [B; b6] become dryand loose so as to crumble easily. Nagkabul
	-

	bulhug -buliru 
	-

	bay ang yuta nga wa maulani, The soil became dry and loose after it hadn't rained for a long time. 
	bay ang yuta nga wa maulani, The soil became dry and loose after it hadn't rained for a long time. 

	bulhug n 1 blinded because of cataracts. 2partially blinded. v 1 [B12; al) get cataracts. 2 [ B 126 ;a1) get to be, make s. o. partially blind. Nabulbug siya dibang hibuthan sa dinamita, He became partially blind when a dynamite charge exploded on him. 
	bulhun n = ALAYUN.
	bulhut v 1 [A; ac) blow s.t. out of s.t. Bulbuta ang kandila, Blow out the candle. Gibulhutan aku niyag tubig, He spurted water at me from his mouth. Ibulhut nang asu, Puff out the smoke. 2 [A2; bl] for the wind to blow. Mibulhut ang amihan, The northeast wind blew. 3 [A; b] treat a sickness, usually of stomach, by blowing cigar smoke on the affected area. Bulhutan sa mananambal ang nagbutud kung tiyan, The folk doctor will blow smoke on my stomach because I have gas. 4 [A; c6P) move at great speed. B
	buli n buri palm: Corypba elata. The fibers from the unopened leaves are used in weaving hats, baskets, etc. It is also a source of toddy (guhang), vinegar, and sugar. Theshoots are used as a vegetable and the trunk is a source of starch. 
	bull n 1 penis of man or animal. 2 exclamation expressing contempt or disgust. Buli,ay kug patuuha ana, Hmm, don't try to make me believe that. 3 -mu, sa imung irked statement of denial. Buli mu! Mahimu pa giyud ni! What do you mean! Thisis st_ill in good shape. Baratu sa imung buli! Trayinta pisus ni, Cheap my foot! This costs thirty pesos. buUbuli v [B125; al2)be hard-pressed to do s. t. because of thelarge amount it is. Nagkabulibuli kug bayadsa akung mga utang, I'm going crazy trying to pay my various
	-

	bulibard n boulevard. 
	bulibud= BALIBUD.
	1 
	1 
	2

	2
	2

	bulibul =' BALIBUL buh1>ul = BULIBUY.
	buh1>uy n 1 cowlick. 2 person's temper (said to be indicated by the presence of a cowlick). Mangulata siyag mulibuk iyang bulibuy, When his temper is provoked, he'll maul people. -an n a person with a cowlick. 
	buligv [A; b] help. Buligi ku, Help me. kan helper. 
	bulign bunch of large fruit, coconuts, or bananas. v [B12346N) form a bunch offruit. panghiN-v [A2] grow forth in bunches. Nangbimulig (namulig) nang saging, Thebanana tree has a bunch of fruit on it hiNa producing lots and lots of bunches. 
	2 

	bulikat v [A; a] 1 spread the labia of the vagina apart with the fingers. 2 = BUKITLA. 3
	' ' 
	' ' 

	= BUKIKI.
	bulilis nweed of medicinal value: Biopbytum
	sensitivum.
	bulilit a small child, small and short person. 
	v [B126; b6] become small and short. bulils n bowling pin. 
	yu

	bulimanu = BULA DIMANU. see BULA, 1.
	bulinaw n k.o. anchovy commonly eaten in Cebu: various Engraulidae, esp. Stokpborus indicus. utuk ug -n bird-brained, stupid.
	buling n 1 dirt on clothes, face, etc. 2a smear on one's reputation. Way buling ang akung kadungganan, M,y reputation is spotless. v 1[AB12; bS) dirty s.t., become dirty. Nagkabuling iyang karsunis, His pants got covered with dirt. Aya� bulingi (bulinga) akung sinina, Don't get my dress dirty. 2 [A; b6 (1)) smear one's reputation. Gibulingan ang iyang dungug, His reputation was sullied. -un n 1 s. t dirty, esp. clothes ready for washing. 2 dirty deeds of the past. Ang mga pulitiku isig yagyag sa ilang mga
	The politicians are washing their dirty linen in the public. -it, -ut a covered with dirt, dirty in appearance. v [B; a2] get covered with dirt. 
	biding nbowling. v [AC; b6) go bowling. -an (➔) n a bowling alley.bulinga n female egg or egg cell. 
	bulinggit n stye in the eye. v [A123P; a4) have a sty. Gibulinggit Łkung mata, I have a sty in my eye. 
	bulingit see BUUNG.
	bulingut see BOLING.= BULUNIYU.bulintang = BALINTUNG.
	bulini
	yu 
	2

	buliraw v [B12] be hazy, not clear about s.t. 
	Nabuliraw ku ug unsay angay kung bubatunning akung prublima, 1 am confused as to what to do about this problem. Ang imung katin-awan nakabuliraw nakug samu.t, Yourexplanation has gotten me all the more confused. a hazy, blurred; Buliraw akun,: panan-aw, I see only hazily. 
	bullring = BURIRING.
	buliru n 1 bolero music. 2 bolero vest. v 1 [Al2; c16] set the rythm of a song to the tempo di bolero. 2 [A; cl] wear, make into a bolero vest. 
	166 bulls -bulug
	4 
	4 
	bulis n k.o. mackerel.
	buliskad = BAUSKAD.

	bulit v 1 [A; a] caulk, plug up a hole or crack with viscose substances. Buliti ug simintu ang liki, Fill up the crack with cement. 2 [A; b6(1)] put paste on s.t. Buliti ang likud sa kalindaryu, Put paste on the reverse side of the calendar. (➔) n 1 s. t. used to plug up holes or caulk s. t. 2 paste. bulitv [al 2) 1 cover over completely with 
	1

	2
	2
	s.t. Nabulit ang iyang nawung sa kinawrarasan, His face was covered with scratches. Gibulit ku siya sa bawuk, l covered her with kisses. 2 burden with problems, debts, etc. Nabulit mi sa mga utang, We are burdened with debts. 

	bulitas n ball bearings. v [b(l)] put ball bearings on s.t. 
	bulitik n k.o. pitch used for caulking. bulitin n dice. bistu ang -be on to s.o.'s tricks, evil doings. -upŁal official bulletin. 
	bulitsi n k.o. raffle with Spanish cards. Oneset of cards is spread out on the table for the bettors to place their bets on. Another set of the same cards are rolled up individually and inserted into a small metal cylinder. The cylinders are placed in a large metal drum, jumbled about, and one cylinder is drawn. The card in the cylinder drawn is the winner. There are variations using balls with numbers to replace the cards inthe cylinders. Usually the dealer sings out verses while rolling the drum and wa
	bulis n k. o. flying fish. 
	yu

	bulkan n 1 volcano. 2 fifty-peso bill (slang). 
	bulkas = BUKLAS.
	bulpin n ballpoint pen. v [Al] use a ballpoint pen. 
	bulsa n 1 pocket. Rilu dibulsa, Pocket watch.2 cavity in a fishing net which holds the fish. 3 an external pocket-like cavity s.w. on one's person (said to bring good fortune to the possessor). 4 isulud sa -fool 
	s.o. into doing s.t. Tuntuba du. Dili na ku nimu masulud sa bulsa, Don't try to fool me, boy. You can't pull anything on me. v 1 [A; cl] put a pocket, make into a pocket. 2 [A; c16] pocket dishonestly. Ug ibulsa (bulsabun) nimu ang ganansiya, sigurung ikiha ka, If you pocket the profit, you surely will be brought to court. bulsahan a having a pocket-like cavity on any part of the body. Such a person is believed likely to become rich. 
	s.o. into doing s.t. Tuntuba du. Dili na ku nimu masulud sa bulsa, Don't try to fool me, boy. You can't pull anything on me. v 1 [A; cl] put a pocket, make into a pocket. 2 [A; c16] pocket dishonestly. Ug ibulsa (bulsabun) nimu ang ganansiya, sigurung ikiha ka, If you pocket the profit, you surely will be brought to court. bulsahan a having a pocket-like cavity on any part of the body. Such a person is believed likely to become rich. 

	bul�ay n bull's-eye. v [Al2; a12] make a direct hit. 
	bulsita n small bag. Pagpalit ug usa ka bulsita nga pan, Buy a bagful of bread. V [A; a] make, make into paper bag. 
	bolt n bolt. -tridir n bolt threader.
	bultahi n voltage. 
	bultimitru n voltmeter. 
	bultu n 1 large and bulging. Bultu kaayug dugban, Having large breasts. n mass of s. t. that has been put together or is in onepiece. Bultu sa paldu, The mass of a bale. v [B46) be, become bulgy. Mibultu sa iyang kilid ang pistula, The pistol is bulging onhis hips. -in-in bulk, great volume. v [Al 2; cl6] do s. t. by bulk. Binultuba (ibinultu) pagpalit arun baratu, Buy them in bulk so it will be cheaper. 
	bwu!n k.o. Indian wrestling, where the el
	1
	1

	bows are placed on a table and the opposipartners try to force each other's arms to bend. v [Al2C; b6] engage in Indian wrestling.
	ng 

	bwu, bwu n heavy weeding knife with a blunt rectingular end. -bataliyun n group of volunteer guards without firearms. 
	2

	bulu n k.o. unarmed, thin-walled bamboowitfstraight smooth stems: Scbizostacbyum lumampao. 
	i 

	bulubud = BUDBUD, vl, 2; nl, 2. 
	bulu v [A; b6] begin bubbling. bulubulu v
	[A] bubble. Ugmubulubulu ang tinula, bauna, Take the stew off when it simmers. Nagbulubulu ang tubig sa tubud, The water at the spriis bubbling. 
	ng 

	bulud n low hill. v [B1256; a12) be, become a hill. Burun man kunu na arun gamitun sasyuting, They will make a hill there for shooting films. 
	bulugn groin. v [al2] pinch s.o. or hit him in the groin. Bulgun ta ka ug buk-un nimu nang basu, I'll hit you in the groin if you break that glass. paN-n an infection of the lymph gland in the groin. v [a4b4] have an infection of the lymph gland in the groin. -an, -an(Ł) = BUWG .
	1 

	bulug(not without b v [A; al2b2] cheat, fool. Kinsay nagbulug nimu ining kwartang mini? Who cheated you with this counterfeit money? Gibulug ang agawun sa impliyadu nga pista upisyal run, The employee hoodwinked his boss into believing it was a holiday today. n s. t. used to fool, cheat s.o. bulugn whitish growth on the eyes which 
	2 

	3
	3

	eventually causes blindness. v [b4] get such 
	a growth.
	bulug4 n a k.o. bolo around 20" long with aflatend and curved blade having a pronounced concave bend on both top and bottom edges two-thirds of the way from the end 
	bul-ug -buluy 
	Artifact
	bul-ug v [A; b] 1 for water to rush in a flood. Naanud ang balay dibang hingbulugan sa tubig sa baha, The house was washed away when it was caught in the onrush of the floodwaters. 2 for emotions, masses of things to surge forth. n 1 rush of water in a flood. 2 rush of emotions, masses of things. Bul-ug sa kaluuy, A surge of pity. Bul-ug sa mga kaaway, The onrush of the ng luha, Rushing tears.
	bul-ug v [A; b] 1 for water to rush in a flood. Naanud ang balay dibang hingbulugan sa tubig sa baha, The house was washed away when it was caught in the onrush of the floodwaters. 2 for emotions, masses of things to surge forth. n 1 rush of water in a flood. 2 rush of emotions, masses of things. Bul-ug sa kaluuy, A surge of pity. Bul-ug sa mga kaaway, The onrush of the ng luha, Rushing tears.
	enemy. ma-un a onrushing. Mabul-u
	gu


	bulugan = BUWG!.
	buluk a 1 slow Łn comprehension, dull. v 
	1
	1
	[B; a2] be, become dull. Mubuluk (mabuluk) kag di ka mutuun, You'll become dullif you don't study. 2 being hard to understand. Kabuk d nimu. Gantba uu, karun dtli. Di kung kasabut, How hard it is to understand you. First you say yes, then no. I don't understand. 
	-
	gu


	buluk(not without /) a rotten. v [B2] rot, decompose. Giaysan ang isda arun di mabuluk, They put the fish on ice so this would not rot.
	2 

	bulukn a young coconut bud that can be
	3
	3
	tapped for toddy. v [AN; b6] for coconuts to put forth or develop buds. 

	buluk, bwuk n 1 color. Puti ang paburitu kung buluk, White is my favorite color. 2quality, tone of voice. v 1 [b] dye cloth red. Gibugkan ang iyang sininag pula, Herdress was dyed red. 2 [B6; clP] for the voice to cpange in quality. Nagbuluk ang akung trngug kay giubu ku, My voice changed because I caught cold. 
	4

	bulukbuluk v [A3P; c] for liquid to bubble continuously due to presence of gas, make a bubbling sound. Nagbulukbuluk ang tubig nga ,yang gitidluman, The water was bubbling where he was swimming under the water. 
	butukut = sALuKUT.
	bulung, bulung. v [A; b6(1)] treat with medicine. Bulnga ang samad, Treat the wound. n medicine. mag-r-(➔) n s.o. who treats illnesses. 
	b6lungv [A; a] look for, search. Nagbulung ku sa kwarta kung nawala, I'm looking for the money I lost. 
	2 

	•bwunghi-v [8126; b3(1)c5] be surprised, 
	3
	3
	perplexed at s.t. Nahibulung siyag nganung napildi sa piliay, He wondered why he had lost the elections. Gikabibudngan kung ilang panag-away, Their fighting surprisedme. ka-n wonderment at s.t. one cannot understand. kahibudngan, kahibudnganun, kahi-an n surprising, bewildering. Kahibudnganung nabitabu, A perplexing thing that 
	perplexed at s.t. Nahibulung siyag nganung napildi sa piliay, He wondered why he had lost the elections. Gikabibudngan kung ilang panag-away, Their fighting surprisedme. ka-n wonderment at s.t. one cannot understand. kahibudngan, kahibudnganun, kahi-an n surprising, bewildering. Kahibudnganung nabitabu, A perplexing thing that 
	happened. mahibudnganun 1 = KAHIBULUNGAN. 2 full of bewilderment. Mabibudnganun nga tinan-awan, A bewildered look. 

	Artifact

	bulungv [B 126 ; a2] get tired of s. t. par
	4
	4

	taken or done with monotonous regularity or frequency. Nabulung na ku sa iyang bitsura, I'm sick of Seeing him. Nabulung naku sa buwad, I'm tired of dried fish. Gibulungan na kug paminaw sa isturiya, I'm sick of listening to her talk. 
	bulungv [B1256] have a difficult time doing s.t. Nabulung kug pangita sa inyung bay kay wa may numiru, I had a hard time looking for your house. It had no number. 
	5 

	bulungan n k.o. sweet banana with a green peel, similar in flavor to tye type sold inthe U.S.: Musa sapientum var. suaveolens. 
	(not without!/) n long wooden device with a lacerated tip for stirring the chocolate in the choco]ate pot (batirul). v[c16] use as a chocolate stirrer. 
	buluni
	yu 

	buluntad (notwithout/) n voluntary act. Buluntad kining akung gibubat, What I'm doing is a voluntary act. v [A2; c6] volunteer, present oneself voluntarily. Mibuluntad siyag tubag sa pangutana, He vol1Jnteered to answer the question. 
	buluntir (not without /) = BULUNTAD, v. -yu n 1 volunteer, esp. the civilian soldiervolunteers during the Japanese occupation. 2 voluntary act. Ang pagpirma ku sa kuntratu buluntaryu, My signing of the contractis a voluntary act. v 1 = BULUNTAD. 2 [Al;
	b] hold a work bee with work contributed on a voluntary basis. Gibuluntaryuban sasa plasa, The people of the town had a work bee to clean the plaza.
	lungsud ang paglimpi
	yu 

	bulundr (not without l) = BULUNTAD, v.bulusn bamboo or sugar stem. 
	1 

	bulus(not without l) a a great burden. Bulus kaayu kining dagbang anak, It's a burden to have so many children. v [B16; a12] overly burden oneself. Nganung magbulus kag lutu nga duna kay kusinira? Why do you burden yourself with cooking when you have a cook? Nganung buslun siya nimug anbi? Why do you make him trouble himself to come here?
	2 

	bulut n the shiny black crown of thorns which covers the tubers of the Dioscorea esculenta (apali), esp. the wild varieties (balyakag).
	buluungun n pomelo, a k.o. widely grown citrus bearing large spherical or irregularlyshaped fruits,larger, drier, and sweeter than the grapefruit: Citrus grandis. 
	buluy n k.o. halfbeak. 
	-bundak
	bulwang

	168 
	168 
	1 


	bulwang a for s. t. enclosing an area or an enclose� area to be wide. Bulwang ra ning say ala niya, This skirt is too wide for her. v1 [B6; c 1] be wide in space. Ang pagkawalay mwiblis mauy nakabulwang (nakapabulwang) sa bawanan, The absence of furnituremade the room appear wider. 2 [be1] addto the width of s. t. n = KA-. ka-n widthof an enclosed space or s.t. enclosing an area. 
	bulwangn strong rush of water. Ang bulwang sa tubig mauy nakaanud niya, Therush of the water carried her away. v [A2] for a liquid to rush out forcefully. 
	2 

	bulm n 1 volume of sound. 2 volume of a set of books. v [b(l)P] increase the volume of sound 
	yu

	bum n boom of a ship. 
	bumba n 1 bomb. Bu1nba atumika, Atomicbomb: 2 spike or a hard drive downwards in a volleyball, pingpong, and like games. 3 blows. 4 vicious personal attack on s.o. in public. v 1 [A; b6(1)] bomb s. t. 2 [A; 
	cl] spike a ball. 3 [A; b6(1)] hit s.o. with hard blows. 4 [A; b6(1)] lambast s.o. before the public. Ang mga Amirkanu kanunay niyang bumbaban .sa iyang lindug, Heconstantly lambasts the Americans in his column. maN-r-n bomber. ig-r-n thing for which s.o. can be lambasted in public. 
	cl] spike a ball. 3 [A; b6(1)] hit s.o. with hard blows. 4 [A; b6(1)] lambast s.o. before the public. Ang mga Amirkanu kanunay niyang bumbaban .sa iyang lindug, Heconstantly lambasts the Americans in his column. maN-r-n bomber. ig-r-n thing for which s.o. can be lambasted in public. 

	bumban pump. Pagkubag tubig sa bumba, Go get water at the pump. A mbi ang bumba kay dagbang lamuk, Give me the spray gun. There's lots of mosquitoes. Bumba sa pitrumaks, The air pressure mechanism of alamp. 2 erotic show. v 1 [A; cl) pump. Bumbaba (ibumba) ang pusu, Pump the well. 2 [A; b] engage in sexual intercourse (slang). di-, ripling di-n air rifle. bumbira n actress tnat appears n erotic shows. bumbiru n 1 fireman, fire depa�ent. 2= BUMBIRA (male). v [B1S6; a\2] be, become a fireman. bumbiruhan n 
	2 
	1

	bumbardiyu n bombardment. v [A; c] bombard. Pastilan nakabumbardiniyag pangutana sa saksi, My! How he bombarded the wimess with questions. Gibumbardiyuban usang baybayun, First the beach was shelled. 
	yu 

	bumbay n 1 Indian, Hindu. 2 k.o. large goat with a long beard and curved horns. 3 sibuyas -le onions. -in-v [A; cl) speak the 
	arg
	arg
	Indian language.

	bumbil n bougainvillea.
	bumbilya n light bulb. v [b6(1)] install a light bulb. 
	bumbu n 1 drum. 2 pregnant woman (humorous). Bumbu nang akung asawa, My wife is 
	bumbu n 1 drum. 2 pregnant woman (humorous). Bumbu nang akung asawa, My wife is 
	already pregnant. v 1 [A] beat a drum. 2 [A; cl] make into a drum. 

	buna n 1 forehead. 2 analogous structure in the body above the genitalia. bunabuna = BUNA, 2. 
	bun-ag v [A; c] for s.t. in a container to bethrown out and scattered in a downward motion. Bun-agi ug· tubig ang kayu, Throw
	· 
	· 

	water on the fire. lbun-ag ang mga sinakung kupras sa budiga, Empty the sacks of copra into the warehouse. 
	bunak v [A2; b 1] wash clothes. Bunaki angmga bulingun, Wash the dirty clothes. -an (➔), -un(➔) n laundry.
	bunal v 1 [AN; b6(1)] strike with a club or whip. Ayaw ku bunali, Don't beat me. 2[A; b(l)] for a fighting cock to deliver a blow with its legs. 3 [B126) for a person to fall heavily with a thud. Nabunal ku sa bagdan, I fell with a thud down the stairs. andir di-a henpecked. (➔) n 1 club, whip. 2blows of a fighting cock. 3 penis (slang).
	bunaw = BUNAL 
	bunas a shapeless figure. v [B; a2) for the body or dress to be lacking in curves and full shape. Mubunayus ang tutuy basta way bra, The. breasts sag if you don't wear a bra. Sayun rang tabiun ang mga sinina karun kay bunayusun man lang, It's easy to sew dresses nowadays because they are just cut straight.
	yu

	bunbun n fine sand. v [B124 5] be filled with, covered with sand. paN-v [A23] bedefeated, lose overwhelmingly in a race or contest.
	bun buyids n bon voyage. 
	bundak v 1 [A; .c] let s.t. fall with force.
	Nganung nabuak ang kulun? Kinsay nagbundak niini? Why is the clay pot broken? Who threw it down? Ayaw ibundak angtilipunu, Don't bang the telephone receiver down. la-sa sala lay the blame on s.o. Gibundakan siya sa sala nga dili iya, Theyblamed him for s.t. that was not his fault. 
	2 [A; cl] stomp one's feet. Ayaw bundaka
	( ibundak) ang tiil mug manaug ka sa bagdan, Don't stomp your feet as you go downstairs. 3a [B346; b2] for the rain to fall heavily. Mibundak ang ulan, The rain came down in sheets. 3b for s.t. heavy to come down by itself. Mibundak ang gawang sa garabi, The garage door came down with a bang. 4 [A; b6(1)) 4a speak with agruff voice. Pinabundak ang tingug, mitawag siya sa iyang suluguun, He called his servant in a sharp voice. 4b call.!s.o. by name with no title of respect. Ayaw ibundak ang ngalan sa imun
	-

	bundu -bungdu 
	nang, Don't just call your elder sister by name. Give her the title manang. n 1 crashing down of s. t., stomping of feet. 2 downpour.
	nang, Don't just call your elder sister by name. Give her the title manang. n 1 crashing down of s. t., stomping of feet. 2 downpour.

	bundu= BUNGDU.bundu BUNGDUL.bung = BULUNG
	/ 
	2 
	1 
	2
	' 
	1 
	2 3• 

	bungan 1 fruit. 2 result, outgrowth. Bunga sa kabakug, The result of your greed. -sa katulug s. t. trivial. Ang pulung nga bunga sa. katulug angay kalimtan, Trivial words should be forgotten. 3 -ug singut prickly heat. 4 -ng kahuy fruit tree. v 1 [A2N; b2c]bear fruit. Mibunga _!(namunga) nang bayabas, Theguava tree has borne fruit. Gagmaykaaang ibunga ining klasiha sa ukban, 
	l 
	yu 

	This k.o. tangerine bears small fruit. 2 [A2 N; b6(1)] produce results. Gibungahan ug duha ka buuk anak· ang ilang panagtipun, 
	This k.o. tangerine bears small fruit. 2 [A2 N; b6(1)] produce results. Gibungahan ug duha ka buuk anak· ang ilang panagtipun, 
	Their life together was blessed with two children. hiN-n mother hen. v [Al 3; al 2)raise into a hen. himunga, himungaun, himungahun a bearing fruit proliferously. v[B12) get to bear proliferously. mabungahun a fruitful, producing good results. Mabungahun nga paningkamut, Striving which produced good results. ting-(➔) n season a plant bears fruit. Tingbunga sa mangga, The mango season. 

	bunn 1 betel nut palm: Areca catecbu. 
	ga
	2 

	Name also given to other palms of similar appearance. -di Tsfna n ornamental palm which is similar in appearance to the bunga:
	Name also given to other palms of similar appearance. -di Tsfna n ornamental palm which is similar in appearance to the bunga:
	Adonidia merrillii. 

	bungabung, bungabung n the long feathers around the neck of male fowl, often used as lures in fishing. Pulang bungabung nga mu ragkwintas tan-awun, Red hackles that look like a necklace. v 1 [B4S6N] grow feathers around the neck. Magbungabung na gani ning manuka, hiktan ku na ni, Wh·en thiscock starts to grow his hackles I'll tie him up. 2 [b6) pluck the neck feathers off. 
	bungabunga v [B 124S ; b( 1)] stammer. Nagkabungabunga siyang mitubag kay hisakpang namakak, He stammered his answer because they caught him in a lie. 
	t,ungad v [B 126; c6] stumble headlong onto the face. Ayaw ibungad imung nawung sasimintu, Don't fall on your face on the concrete floor. 
	bungag = BALUNGAG.bungahuy n fruit tree. 
	bungalun n k.o. creeping reed of rice paddies, used for horse feed. 
	bungan = BULUNGAN.
	bunganga v (83;cl] for s.t. to be open wideor ajar. Nabunganga iyang baba sa dakung 
	katingala, His mouth came open with great surprise. Nagbunganga nga pultaban. Doorthat is ajar. Pagtarug lingkud. Ayaw ibunganga (bungangaha) imung atubangan, Sitwith your legs together. Don't expose your genitalia.
	bungarul = PY API. 
	buntv [A; b6(1)] state, express s.t. Bungati siyd sa imung gugma, Express your love to him. lbungat unsay imung gustu, Statewhat you want. n price quoted by a buyer or seller. 
	ga

	bungatngat v [A; cl] open s.t. wide by pushing the sides away. Bungatngata (ibungatngat) ang bag arun isud r� Open the pocketbook wide and put this in it. Bungatngata ang sagbut kay muagi ku, Move the weeds out of the way so I can get by.
	bungatud n small hill, hillock. 
	bungaw (from abungaw) a absent-minded,forgetful, esp. due to old age. v [Bl;a4] be absent-minded. Nabungaw tang ku sa panukli, My mind was elsewhere when I gave her the change. Gibungaw ka man tingali. Gidad-an mu akug baskit nga baldi man ang 
	akunggisugu, yOU must be getting old. y OUbrought me a basket when I sent you to get a pail. n absent-mindedness, forgetfulness.
	bung-aw n chasm, narrow gorge� Natumpawak siya sa bung-aw sa kasakit, She underwent a eat emotional crisis. (Lit. She fell 
	gr

	headlong into the chasm of sorrow.) 
	bungawu n k. o. fish. 
	bungawuy = PY API. 
	buny= BUNGLAY.
	ga

	bungbung n 1 wall of a building. 2 side covers of aJy box-like thing. v [A; cl] 1 en
	bungbung n 1 wall of a building. 2 side covers of aJy box-like thing. v [A; cl] 1 en
	bungbung n 1 wall of a building. 2 side covers of aJy box-like thing. v [A; cl] 1 en
	·

	close with, make into a wall. Bungbungi ang parul ug papil hapun, Put tissue paper on the sides of the lantern. 2 for adverse weather or some otlier barrier to confine people s.w. Ang baha nga mibungbung namu sa tabuk, The flood that confined us to the opposite bank. Nabungbung si/,a sa isla tungud sa hangin, They were confined to the island because of the wind. paN-n cut of meat underneath the short ribs, the plate. 
	.


	*bungbung-kawayan = BULU· 
	2 
	2

	bungdu n 1 pile or a heap of s. t., a mound. Bungd1 sa yuta, Pile of dirt. Ang bungdu sa sinsilyu sa lamisa, The pile of money on the table. 2ave. Marmul ang bungdu ni Risal, Rizal's grave is of marble. 3 woman's genitalia (humorous slang). v(83(1); al for s.t. to pile up or form a mound. Nagbungdu ang dugban, She has bulging breasts. Di makabungdu ang labhanan ug amnun, Thelaundry can't pile up if you take care of it 
	·!
	gr
	·

	bungdu-bungkas 
	2 

	as 1t comes along. -un a bulging outward. 
	as 1t comes along. -un a bulging outward. 
	bungduv [A; c) make s.t. hit againsts.t. with a big impact. Kinsay nakabundu sa dyip sa pusti? Who bumped the jeep into the post? Nabundu ang akung samput sa simintu, I hit the cement with my rump. 
	2 
	, 

	bungdul v [A; ab2c) 1 strike s.t. stationary by poking s.t. at it. Bungdula ang bunga ug dili nimu masaka, Poke at the fruit if you can't climb up to get it. Ibungdul ang imung sungkud sa kisami a"'n sila mubilum, Knockyour cane against the ceiling so they will shut up. 2 for a vehicle to crash into s.t. not fixed in place. Nibungdul ang taksi sa ka"'mata, The taxi crashed into the cart. 3 [A; a2b2) have sexual intercourse with (slang). n l instrument to poke s.t. 2 action of poking s.t.
	bunggalu n bungalow. v [A12; cl] construct a bungalow.
	bunggu n bongo drum. v [A; a] play the bongo, make into a bongo. 
	bunggu v l [A3P; a) break offs. t. rigid with pressure. Hangin ang mibunggu sa mga sanga sa kabuy, The wind broke the branches off of the tree. 2 [A; a12] reveal s.t. which 
	s.o. had kept secret for a purpose. Bungguun ta kang duna kaylaing tratu ug ang akung ig-agaw angimung pangulitawban, I'll reveal that you already have a girl friend if you try 
	. . . .
	to v1ct1m1ze my cousin. 

	bunghan see BUHUNG.bunghayag a voluntary aid or service. Sal4mat sa inyung bungbayag nga kuntribusiyun, Thank you for your voluntary contribution. v [A; c) offer help, services voluntarily. Ibungbayag niya ang iyang sirbisyu sa simbaban, He will offer his services to thechurch.
	-

	bunghug v [A; b6(1)) tell malicious things about s.o. to s.o. else with a purpose. Maynagbungbug!nakung gipamabayi mu kunung imung subul, S.o. is trying to get me mad at you bytellime that you're spending your salary on women. n malicious things told about s.p. for a purpose. 
	ng 

	bungi a 1 harelip. 2 for a bottle or jar to have a_ chip in the mouth. 3 for s.t. projecting to be broken off. (�) v [A3P; a] 1 make s.o. into a harelip. 2 make a break in a mouthlike opening or dent in the front of s.t. Siyay mibungi (nagbungi) sa awtu kay gidasmag sa pust� He was the one who dented the front of the car when he smashed it against thepost. 3 break s. t. projecting off. 
	· 
	· 
	Ang inggranabi gibungiag tangu, The gear 
	had a tooth broken off it. 

	bungingi v [A; b4) for s.t. to have an abun
	-

	dance of s.t. on it or in it. Mangga nga nagbungingi sa bunga,A mango tree, laden with fruit. Namungingi ang mga isda sa pukut, The net was full of fish. Saninang gipamungingibag mga adurnu, A dress laden with decorations.
	dance of s.t. on it or in it. Mangga nga nagbungingi sa bunga,A mango tree, laden with fruit. Namungingi ang mga isda sa pukut, The net was full of fish. Saninang gipamungingibag mga adurnu, A dress laden with decorations.

	bungingi v [A) 1 for a surface to develop a crack and curl at the edges. Ang nangka nakabungingi na sa kahinug, The jackfruit broke open when it got overripe. 2 = BU
	-

	,
	,
	NGINGI. 

	bungisngis n supernatural being, tall and hairy with a wide mouth, said to be grinning literally from ear to ear or laughing boisterously. v [A; cl) grin ·widely, laugh like a bungisngis. Mibungisngis iyang dagway, His face burst into a wide grin. 
	bungiut, bungiut v [A; ct) for the face to assume a frowning, disapproving expression. 
	Saputun gani siya mubungiut iyang nawung, 
	His face frowns when h,e is not in a goodmood. 2 for the sky to get heavily overcast (metaphorical). Nagbungiut ang kalibutan,The sky is heavily overcast. a frowningface.
	bungkag v [A; a] 1 take s.t. apart, break s.t. up into its constituent parts. Kinsay nagbungkag sa rilu? Who took the watch apart? Bungkaga ring pisus, Change this peso bill. 2 break up a group, disarrange s.t. in a group. Kinsay nagbungkag sa akung sinina? Whodisarranged my clothes that had been stacked nicely? Nakabungkag si Magsaysay sa mga Huks, Magsaysay broke up the Huk rebellion. Nabungkag ang tim pag-ulan, broke up when it rained. 3 break up a relationship. Ikay nakabungkag OU broke up our home. 4
	gu
	The gatheri
	ng 
	sa amung pagpuyu, y

	bungkal v 1 [A; ab2) dig up the surface of the earth. Dili kinabanglan bungkalun ning yutaa kay bumuk, This soil need not be broken up because it is soft. Hibungkalan niya ang usa ka dakung kabun sa nagda"' si,He turned up a big box as he was plowing.
	ya

	bungkaliw = BUNGKAWIL
	bungkas v [A3P; ab7] undo s.t. sewn. Nabungkas ang tahi sa akung karsunis, Mypants came apart at the seams. Bungkasiang sakug usa ka dangaw, Open the sack a 
	bungkawil -bunhuk 171 
	couple of inches where it was sewn. iyang dunggan, He has pus coming out of bungkawil n k.o. edible shell: the bubble his ears. -un a having a pussy infection. conch. bungul a 1 deaf. buta -blind and deaf. Ta
	Artifact

	bungkig n the amount by which s. t. exceeds wung buta bunguZ, A deaf and blind man. a certain set. Ug angan natug bahin ang 2 for a musical instrument or money not to karmilitus, duhay bungkig, If we divide be resonant. v 1 [816; a] be, become deaf. these candies up evenly, there will be two 2 wa maka-' be not able to hear (joking useleft over. v [B126; a12] become uneven in for makadungug). Wa ku makabungul sa number, not in complete sets. Ayawg bungimung gisulti, I didn't hear what you were kiga ang pZat
	1
	yu
	saying. 3 
	[Bl;b6] for instruments or mon
	not 
	produce 
	it.(Ł) 
	birds. 

	bungkul n 1 place where the bones bulge in the knuckles, ankles, etc. 2 knot in a tree. bunguln unopened flower bud of a coco.,, 3 cyst. 4 = BUKUL v 1 [a12] hit in the annut. Ang duga sa bunguZ mauy himuung tukle bone, knuckles. 2 [B1256; b6] turn inba, The sap of the coconut bud is what is to a cyst. made into palm toddy. paN-v [A; b6] for 
	terms.
	2 

	bungkut v [A; b12] suck money from s.o. coconuts to develop flower buds. Bungkutan Zang nang byudaha sa {yang babunguln k.o. shark (pating)�nang batan-'un, The young husband is just going to suck money out of the widow. 
	3 
	bungulan, 
	bungulan = BULUNGAN.
	bungun n space 
	directly underneath the 

	by using house or tree. Ang kanding tua gihukt sabungun, The goat is tethered under the sagbut, I'll remove the weeds with a bolo. house. or place s. t. under s. t:used to remove weeds. else. Gibun ba nimu ug tanum ang mga (out. saging sa mga Zubi? Did you plant the ba
	bunglay 
	v [A; a2] 
	remove weeds 
	a 
	l!
	bolo 
	square at the 
	end. BungZayun ku nang 
	v [
	c6] 
	put 
	n blunt-ended 
	bolo 
	ngu
	-un
	➔) n weeds to be cleared 

	nanas under the coconut trees?
	bungsi = BUSNGI. 

	bungsud n general term for fish corrals. v 1 t n 2 hairs[Al; cl] make, make into a fish corral. 2 [A; a12] catch in a fish corral. 3 [A; c] a beard have pubic hairs drive s. t. elongated into the ground, dash magbinata gihapun, You already have pubic hairs, but you are!.acting like children. 2[c] put a beard on s.t. pa-v [Al]!. allow one's beard, mustache to grow. hiN-v [A;you bother me. bungsuran b6] pluck or shave a beard or mustache. panghiN-v [A2] pluck or shave one's beard, rals are built. binungsuran 
	bun
	gu
	1 beard, mustache. 
	pubic 
	(euphemism). 3 = 
	BULBUL, 
	2. v 1 [a4] for 
	to grow on one. 
	la 
	(euphemism). Gibungut na Zang mu piru 
	s.t. 
	straight to the ground. Ang yutang gi
	bungsuran 
	nlya sa taZibugsuk, The soil where 
	he 
	drove the stakes 
	into. lbungsud ta 
	kag i
	mu 
	kung samukun, I'll smash you into the 
	ground if 
	n fish 
	corral 
	bungsuranan n place where fis!"i cor
	mustache. bungutbungut n 
	1 wooly, hairy 
	a 
	fish 
	corral. 
	bungtud n 1 hill. 2 anthill. hiN-v 
	[B236; b8] 
	gu
	tbun
	gu
	2
	n 
	pp
	filamentous 
	ran n hills. 

	gutan n name given to goat fish (timbungan)Makabungug nga butu, Deafening explosion. n Mabungug kag maigu ka sa akung kumu, tache. -un a 1 bearded. 2 goon. M udagsang [B1246] stunning because of size or the ang amount, usually said of food. Makabungug are goons in droves during elections. v [Blstunning propor456) be a goon. bungutbuntun a hairy.tions. Paa nga makabuThighs that bunguy = BUNGUL . their size. (➔) n yellowbunhayag = BUNGHX YAG. ish secretion from an infected ear. v [a4] have this yellowish se
	bun
	g v 1 [8126) 
	be deafened, stunned. 
	with long barbels on the face. hiN-
	s. t. 
	used 
	to pluck 
	or shave the beard or mus
	You'll 
	be stunned if my fist hits you. 2 
	mga bungutun panahun sa 
	piZiay, There 
	nga 
	bangkiti, A banquet of 
	gu
	ngug, 
	bowl 
	you over by 
	bunhuk n 
	mites infesting fowl. 
	v [a124] for 
	fowl to be infested with lice.
	-un( ➔) a in
	-


	buni -buntug
	l 
	l 
	fested with fowl mites. babaying -un(➔) nprostitute, esp. one infected with venereal disease.

	buni v [A3P; ac] 1 fill a hole to the top. Nabuni ang bangag sa lapuk, The mud filled the hole. 2 obliterate the traces of s.t. Angpanabu_n mubuni sa kaguul, Time heals the wounds of sorrow. 
	bun-i!n ringworm. v [B1246; a4] be affected with ringworm.
	bunita = BUNITU (female). bunitu afor a man or boy to be good-looking.v [B12; alb6] be, become handsome. see 
	also NINYU. 
	also NINYU. 

	bunkawil = BUNGKAWIL.bunkul = BUNGKUL
	bunlaw v [AN] rin5e. Akuy mibunlaw (namunlaw) sa lapukung salug, I rinsed the muddy floor off. Kinsay nagbunlaw sa sinabunan? Who rinsed the soapy clothes? Bunlawi ang kulun una lutui, Rinse out the pot before you use it. n s.t. to rinse with. 
	bunlay = BUNGLAY.bunlud = BA TUD, n.
	bunlut v [A; a2] pull wiŁh force. Gibunlutniya ang akung bubuk, She pulled my hair.n act of pulling with force. -ay sa tukug ndrawing lots by sticks. Whoever gets the longest is 'it'. v [C2] draw lots by sticks. 
	bunsaka, bunsika a for hair, spines, and the like to be spreading wide. Ngil-ad tan-awun ang bunsika nga bubuk, Hair that is spread out in all directions is ugly to look at. v[B3(1); b6] spread out in all directions. Wapa makabunsika ang dabun sa pugas, Theleaves of the corn seedlings have not spread out yet. 
	bunsalu (not without l)= AGUTING, n 2.
	bunsu v [A; c6] throw s.t. forcefully downwards. Gibunsu siya sa matun sa asiras, Theruffian smashed him down to the ground. 
	bunsud = BUNGSUD.bunsudbunsud (from bungsud) n murexshells.buntag n morning. v 1 [BS] be morning. Ha
	pit na mubuntag (mabuntag) kay mituktugauk nang manuk, It is almost morning because the cock crowed. Musimba siyag mabuntag, She goes to church in the morning. la [a12) do s.t. in the morning. Buntaga angkasal, Have the marriage performed in the morning. 2 [Al 3; b(l)] dos. t. until morning. Nagbuntag kug basa, l read until morning. Gibuntagan nakug bayli, l danced until morning. 3 [b4) be overtaken by morning. Nabuntagan mi didtu sa lawud, Morningfound us in the open sea. pa-, paka• v [Al 3; b(l)] sta
	pit na mubuntag (mabuntag) kay mituktugauk nang manuk, It is almost morning because the cock crowed. Musimba siyag mabuntag, She goes to church in the morning. la [a12) do s.t. in the morning. Buntaga angkasal, Have the marriage performed in the morning. 2 [Al 3; b(l)] dos. t. until morning. Nagbuntag kug basa, l read until morning. Gibuntagan nakug bayli, l danced until morning. 3 [b4) be overtaken by morning. Nabuntagan mi didtu sa lawud, Morningfound us in the open sea. pa-, paka• v [Al 3; b(l)] sta
	pit na mubuntag (mabuntag) kay mituktugauk nang manuk, It is almost morning because the cock crowed. Musimba siyag mabuntag, She goes to church in the morning. la [a12) do s.t. in the morning. Buntaga angkasal, Have the marriage performed in the morning. 2 [Al 3; b(l)] dos. t. until morning. Nagbuntag kug basa, l read until morning. Gibuntagan nakug bayli, l danced until morning. 3 [b4) be overtaken by morning. Nabuntagan mi didtu sa lawud, Morningfound us in the open sea. pa-, paka• v [Al 3; b(l)] sta
	tag ta sa barku, Let's stay in the boat untilmorning. Pakabuntagi ang kinutil nga itlug usa imna, Let the beaten eggs set until morning before you eat them. buntagbuntag, Culu-mornings. Maligu siya buntagbuntag, She takes a bath every morning. ka-un n 


	· morning viewed as a phase of the day. Anginit sa kabuntagun, The morning heat. -un (➔) n 1 being in the morning. Buntagung mantalaan, Morning paper. 2 palm toddygathered in the morning. 
	buntal n 1 fine, white fiber obtained from the stalks of unopened buri palm leaves, used for making hats. 2 hat made from buntal. v [Al; a] wear, make into a buntal hat.
	buntas a famished, half-starved. v [B12; a4] get to be famished. Nabuntas siya kay wa may kaun gabii, She is half-starved because she didn't have anything to eat last night.Mu ra man na siya ug gibuntas nimu, Hemust be famished for the sight of you.
	buntaug a towering, looming huge. v [A3] 1 loom. Dakung bukid nga nagbuntaug sa unaban, A huge mountain that loomed in the distance. 2 for silence to reign. Kabilum nga nagbuntaug sa lawud, Silence that reigned over the seas. 
	buntaw v [A; c] toss, throw s.t. lightly. Nabuak ang platu kay gibuntaw man Zang, Theplate was smashed because he just threw it. down. 2 address an older person without his usual title of respect. Ayaw ibuntaw iyang ngalan. Tawga siyag manang, Don't just call her by her name. Call her 'big sister'. paN-v[A2; b6] go hook and line fishing, usually in the shallow part of the sea. n hook and line fishing. 
	buntay a heavy in weight, weighty. Buntayang akung dala kay sa iya, The thing I carried was heavier than-his. v [AlPB; a2] weigh s. t. down. Ang usa ka pirasung· puthaw ang nagbuntay (nagpabuntay) sa putus, The piece of iron made the pacKage heavy. Nagbuntay ang mga bunga, The fruits are weighing down (the branches of the tree). 
	buntisn pregnant woman. v 1 [B26; b6] be, become pregnant. 2 [c] be carried in the womb. Ang gibuntis ni Inday karun ikaunum niyang anak, Inday is pregnant with her sixth child. 
	1 

	buntisn k.o. tiny fish. 
	2 

	buntud = BUNGTIJD.
	buntug v [A; al] 1 overcome s. t. Makabun
	-

	1 
	1 
	, 
	,


	tug ka ba nianang dakung trusu? Can you lift the large log? Buntun ku ang mga kal-anan, I'll overcome my sorrows. 2 [A; 
	gu

	gu
	c) throw s.t. into the water to sink it. Gibuntug sa kriminal ang pistula sa dagat, The 
	buntug-bun:ut
	2 
	2 
	killer threw the pistol into the sea. hiN-v [B1256; b8] be set s.w. Ang ilang balay didtu mabimuntug sa patag, Their house was located on the plain. Ang arka did tu mabimuntug sa Ararat, The ark was set down on Mt. Ararat. -un n 1 anchor made of a forked stick with a stone tied in the fork. 2 k.o. wrasse found in reefs. 

	buntugn quail. paN-v [A2; b6(1)] catch quails. -un(➔) a quail-like in appearance. v [B12; b6] get to be small and round like a quail. 
	2 

	buntugn general name for gobies. 
	3 

	buntugun see _BUNTUG. 
	•

	buntuln 1 small hill. 2 top of a hill. 
	1 

	buntul= BUNGDUL. 
	2 

	buntulv [b6] =PA-. pa-v [A; b6(1)] take liquids, usually spirits t9 follow or wash down food. Nagpabuntul silag bir sa ilang gikaung baklarit, Thdrank beer to go with their dog stew. n liquor to take with food. 
	3 
	ey 

	bun tunga= BUTUNG. bunu v [AC; ab24] kill. Nagbunu sila, Theykille� each other. Nakabunu ang akung manuk, My cock killed its opponent. Hibunan kug duba ka manuk, I lost two roosters. (f.) n a fight to the death. -an(�) place in fish corral where the fish is trapped and taken. mamumunu n killer, murderer. palaN-�),talaN·(�), taliN-(�) killer cock. bunuv [A; al] throw s.t. at s.t. Bun-un ka
	2

	2
	2
	nakug batu, I will throw a rock at you. n 
	action of throwing. 

	bun-u n fat of fowls. paN-v [A2] for fowl to have lots of fat. Namun-u ang manuk nga akung giihaw, The chicken I slaughteredhad lots of fat. 
	bunug n general name give� to small, somewhat slender-bodied fishes with extensive dorsal and ventral spines and tail fms in one piece: gudgeons and gobies. bunugbunug n general name for snakeheads. 
	bun-ug n 1 bruise. 2 expenses, loss of money (sl:). Pilay bun-ug nimu sa bangka gabii? How much did you spend when you treated us? a 1 bruised. 2 for a woman's chastity to be ruined. 3 s.t. which has been repeated till it bores. Bun-ug nga awit, A tired tune. 4 misused, over-used. Bun-ug nga plaka, A worn-out record. Bun-ug na ang bata sa hinawuk, The baby was smothered with kisses. v [A; alb2] 1 inflict bruises on. Ayaw bun-uga ang kamatis, Don't bruise the tomatoes. 2 ruin a girl's chastity. Gibunug ni
	bun-ug n 1 bruise. 2 expenses, loss of money (sl:). Pilay bun-ug nimu sa bangka gabii? How much did you spend when you treated us? a 1 bruised. 2 for a woman's chastity to be ruined. 3 s.t. which has been repeated till it bores. Bun-ug nga awit, A tired tune. 4 misused, over-used. Bun-ug nga plaka, A worn-out record. Bun-ug na ang bata sa hinawuk, The baby was smothered with kisses. v [A; alb2] 1 inflict bruises on. Ayaw bun-uga ang kamatis, Don't bruise the tomatoes. 2 ruin a girl's chastity. Gibunug ni
	ng


	Gibun-ug aku nilag daku, They made µie spend a heck qf a lot. 4 [ B 126] over-use, misuse. Dili giyud undangag gamit ang makinilya hangtud dili mabun-ug, He won't stop using the typewriter until it gets completely broken. S -ang hilanat v [B12; a12] for fever to recur a number of times after partial recovery. Mabun.:ug ang bilanat nga dili idiskansu, If you do not rest, your fever will recur. 6 -ang tulug v [B12; a12] for one's sleep to get interrupted a number of times. Nabun-ug ang akung tulug sa paghi
	-

	bun-ug= BUL-UG. 
	2 

	bunuk v [B; b2] for rain to fall in torrents. n the torrential falling of the rain. 
	bunul v [A; a] 1 bruise s.t: Ayaw bunula ang kamatis, Don't bruise the tomatoes. Nabunul na ang ,yang lawas, His body is badly bruised. 2 make soil, clay, firm and compact. Nabunul na ang daruban nga inyung giag,ankanunay, The field you keep walking over has become hard. ( ➔) n infected SU bcutaneous injury due to a blow. v 1 [B26] for a bruise to become infected. Nabunul ang akung bun-ug, My bruise turned into· a boil. 2 [a4b4] get an infected bruise. Gibunul(gibunulan) akung palad, The palm of my hand
	bunulun a for draft animals to be sluggish. 
	Bunulun kaayu ning kabawa nga idaru, This carabao is too sluggish to use for plowing. v [B12; b6] be, become sluggish. 
	bunus v [A; al2] tie fibers end to end to forma continuous strand. Bunusun sa nimu ang abaka parabir hablunun, Tie the abaca 
	1

	fibers into long strands before weaving it. -an(Ł n a shallow woven· tray or basket where the strands, joined end to end are . 
	· 
	kept coiled before weavi
	ng

	bimusn bonus. v 1 [A; b] give a bonus. 2 
	i 

	[A12J get a bonus. 
	[A12J get a bonus. 
	,

	b,unus= BALUNUS. 
	3 

	bunut n coconut husk and shell. Nusnusig bunut ang salug, Scrub the floor with a coconut husk. v 1 [A; b6(1)] husk a coconut. 2 [A; b] scrub the floor with a coconut husk. Bunuti ang salug. Scrub the floor with a coconut husk. 3 [A; b] punish or maul one 
	,
	,

	severely. llang gibuntan ang kawatan, They
	mauled the thief (lit. husked him).
	bunut v 1 [A; ab2] pull s.t. that is in between s.t.Hinayag bunut ang bunus, Pull the 
	, 
	, 
	,


	drawers out slowly. Akung bunutun ang 
	madyungan, I'll draw a piece from the mahjong set. 2 [A; a] pull out s.t.rooted, stuck. 
	· 

	bunyaga-burgahuy 
	Artifact
	in s.t. Bunuta ang lansang, Pull out the nail. 2a [A; cl] pull s.t. out as if uprootingweeds. Ayaw ibunut (bunuta) pagkuha ang igtalanum, Don't just rip out the· seedlings. 3 [AC12; a] draw a weapon. Makigbunut ku nimug pistulabay, I'll duel you with pistols. n action of drawing. -labay n actionof drawing and discarding what was drawn in a game in order to allow the game to conout. -madyung in mahjong, the action of getting a piece which enables one to go mah jong. -paningit see SINGIT. -supu n 1 manner o
	in s.t. Bunuta ang lansang, Pull out the nail. 2a [A; cl] pull s.t. out as if uprootingweeds. Ayaw ibunut (bunuta) pagkuha ang igtalanum, Don't just rip out the· seedlings. 3 [AC12; a] draw a weapon. Makigbunut ku nimug pistulabay, I'll duel you with pistols. n action of drawing. -labay n actionof drawing and discarding what was drawn in a game in order to allow the game to conout. -madyung in mahjong, the action of getting a piece which enables one to go mah jong. -paningit see SINGIT. -supu n 1 manner o
	tinue without anyone's droppi
	ng 


	bunyag v 1 [A; b6] baptize. Ugma bunyagi akung anak, My child will be christened tomorrow. la ackn9wledge s.o. 's new clothing or hair style by hitting or knocking the new thi. 2 [A3; c] name s.t. Mga katsila angmibunyag sa atung nasud ug Pilipinas, It was the Spaniards who called our country the Philippines. n baptism. Way bunyag, Unbapti::;ed. Inanak sa bunyag, Godchild inbaptism. -an n baptismal font. -an(-)>) n garment worn by a child when baptized. -in-an n 1 christian, baptized person. 2christian nam
	ng

	bunyun n a protrusion of the bone outwards at the base of the big toe. 
	bupanda = PUP ANDA. 
	bupiti n law offices. v [Al; a2] establish, make into a law office. 
	burabuga short and pudgy. Ba tang burabug, Apudgy child. v [B; a] be, become pudgy. 
	l 

	burabuga extraordinarily tall. Burabug nga manuk, A chicken taller than ordinary chickens. Burabug 11ga tawu, Man taller than ordinary men. Burabug nga balay,House taller than ordinary houses. 
	2 

	buradur 11 1 draft, rough draft. 2eraser.burak rz fleshy back part of the lbelow the
	eg,esp. when it is overlyprominent. 
	eg,esp. when it is overlyprominent. 
	knee, the calf of the l
	eg


	burakburak = BULUKBULUK. 
	burara a indiscreet, tactless in one's ways. v 1 [B; b6] do s.t. indiscreetly or tactleŁly. 
	Akuy 11aulaw diha11g miburara siya atubangan sa bisita, I was embarrassed when she talked tactlessly in front of the visitors. Nakita iyang pa11ti kay nagb�rara siyag lingkud, You could see her panties because shesat in an indiscreet way. 
	Akuy 11aulaw diha11g miburara siya atubangan sa bisita, I was embarrassed when she talked tactlessly in front of the visitors. Nakita iyang pa11ti kay nagb�rara siyag lingkud, You could see her panties because shesat in an indiscreet way. 

	buruka a abundant, available in limitless 
	Sect
	Artifact

	quantity. v [Al3B; c] be present in limitless quantities, do s.t. in plenteous quantities. Maburaska (muburaska) ang bunga sa mangga kun paasuhan, The mango tree willbear huge quantities of fruit if you fumigate it. Magburaska tas kaun, Let's eat plenty. Nagburaska ang_ kan-unun sa ila, They have food in limitless quantities. 
	buraw a stupid, having no sense. v [B12; b6]be, become stupid. 
	burayburay .n k.o. coral fishes (Pomecentridae), similar to ipus-ipus. 
	burd v [A; b6] board in s.o.'s house. -ir n boaŁder. burding hawus n boarding house. burdn board examination. v [A] take a 
	2 

	board examination. 
	burda v [A; b6(1)] embroider, put a laceedge. n embroidery, lace edging. -in-s.t.written or drawn with embroidery. binurdahan 11 1 embroidered cloth. 2 a face with smallpox scars (humorous). -du a embroidered. Burdadu11g (binurdang) dibuhu, Embroidered design. Burdadung (binurdabang) panyu, Embroidered handkerchief. -dur(➔) instrument for embroidery. -dira n womanwho embroiders. 
	burdag = BULDUG (female). 
	burdahi v [A; b6] travel in a certain direction. Hain man tu siya miburdabi? Wheredid he head for? Culu-v 1 [Al] travelbackand forth. Kanunay siyang magbuburdahi sa Manila kay nigusyanti, He travels back and forth to Manila because he is a buisnessman. 2 [Al 3) pace back and forth. May P"'blima siya kay nagbuluburdahi man sa sala, 
	He must have a problem because he is pac
	ing in the living room. 
	burd pit n board feet. v [al2] measure in board feet. Burdpita nang yakal, Measurethat lumber in board feet. 
	burdu v [A; cl] 1 go s.w. in a roundabout, not direct way. Muburdu ta a"'n di ta masagata sa mga buguy, Let's go round about so we don't run into the ruffians. Iburdu (burdubun) ang p"'sisyun sa tibuuk lungsud, They will take the procession around the whole town. la for a sailboat to go at a zigzag or diagonal course to ride against the wind. 2 roam, walk about. Nagburdu silag pana11gku, They went out to steal palm toddy. Iburdu ning mga tinda, Go around to sell these goods. 
	burdug = BULDUG. 
	burdun n striin a string instrument which has fine magnetic copper wire wound . burgabuy a wanderi, bumming around, esp.
	ng 
	around it. v [A;c] put in such a bass stri
	ng
	ng

	in a shiftless careftee way. v [ B 1] wander, 
	burgis -bu.rut 
	usually in a shiftless, carefree way. Nagbur-. gahuy Lang siya kay nawad-an sa trabahu,
	usually in a shiftless, carefree way. Nagbur-. gahuy Lang siya kay nawad-an sa trabahu,
	He is just roaming about because he lost his job. Nagburgahuy akung hunahuna. Wa ku kapamati sa liksiyun, My thoughts were wandering. I didn't listen to the lesson. 
	Magkaburgahuy ning bataag patuyangan sa gustu, This child is going to get more shiftless if he gets whatever he wants. 

	burgis n tough, thug. Mga burgis ang gipanuhulan sa pulitiku, The politician hired ths. v [Bl2; b6] be) become a tough. 
	ug

	buridu = ABURIDU. 
	burilyuŁ n bowling pin. 
	buringug a dumb, stupid. Buringug ka tingali kdugay mang makasabut, yOU must be dumb because you can't understand easily. v [Bl; b6) be, becpme dumb, stupid. 
	ay 

	buringut a for the face to be ugly. v [ B2; b6] be ugly. Nagkaburingut iyang dagway sa nagkalagas srya, She is getting uglier as she gets older. 
	buriring n general name for puffer fishes. 
	buriskas n k.o. card .game similar to whist,but played by any number of people and in which the deck is dealt out bit at a time rather than all at once. v [A2C2; a2] play 
	buriskas. 
	buriskas. 

	burlta braggart, offensively boastful. v [ B 12 ; b6] be, become offensively boastful. 
	burlas n artificial tassel. v 1 [A; a12] make into a tassel. 2 [A; b6(1)) ornament with tassels. Giburlasan niya ang bandira, He ornamented the flwith tassels. 
	ag 

	burlis n burlesque. v 1 [ A 1 ; b6] do burlesque. 2 [Al] be naked. Nagburlis siyang naligu, She took a bath naked. 
	bumay n k.o. edible, small white venus clam. ismayling -grinning stupidly (so called be.cause the burnay are often slightly open even when alive). Unsa ka gud diha nga nagngisi ka man. Mu ra ka lag ismayling burnay, 
	Why are you grinning there like an oaf (with a smile that looks like a clam)? 
	Why are you grinning there like an oaf (with a smile that looks like a clam)? 

	bumir n burner of a stove, lamp, etc. bumiyu = BULUNIYU. bunaA= BUŁA. 
	bursigi n army boots. v [A; a] wear, make into army boots. 
	buruv 1 [A; bS] cover s.t. all over with salt, sugar, flour, etc. Buruha (buruhi) sa asin ang karni, Put a lot of salt on the meat. 2 [Al;b(l)] serve, eat fish with lots of salt. n small dried fish with more salt than the ordinary. -in-= BURU, n. t 
	1 

	burun bureau, governmental department. burud n k.o. fresh-water fish. 
	2 

	buruka n 1 court case. 2 trouble, argument. 
	Unsay imung gilahuglahug dinhi. Buruka? 
	Unsay imung gilahuglahug dinhi. Buruka? 

	What are you roving around here for? You want trouble? v [C; a2b3] 1 have, make a court case. Ayaw burukaha ang inyung disgustu, Don't make your quarrel into a court case. 2 make a fuss about s.t. Para kindi, inyu pa giyung burukahan? Are you going to make a federal case out of the candy? 3 [A; a3] bring out some wrong-doing. Miburuka ang bata nga naghilabut ang mutsatsa, 
	The child informed us that the maid had been touching our things. 
	burukburuk = BULUKBULUK. 
	burukinta = BURUKINTU (female). 
	burukintu a quarrelsome, quick to take offense. v [B2; b6) be, become quarrdsome, troublesome. burula 1 dull, not sharp. 2 dull, stupid. v [B 
	-

	1
	1
	12; a2] for an instrument to become dull. 

	n round-tipped, dull"bladed knife for weed
	-

	.
	.

	1ng.
	burul , burul v [A13; bS] shave the hair on the fie ad off. Burulun (burulan) natu ang imung ulu, Let's shave your head. (➔)o·a bald, devoid of growth. Ang tawung burul way bubuk, A bald-headed man has no hair. Burul na ang kabukiran nga gisigihag kaingin, The mountains have been denuded byslash and burn agriculture. 
	·

	burunda = BRUNDA. 
	burung a 1 shy and introverted. 2 ignorant of the ways of the world. Tungud sa kaburung giilad siya, He was swindled because he was so ignorant. 3 stupid. v [B; b6] 1 be shy. Nagburung ka Lang di ka kamaung makigatubang ug tawu, You 're nothif;>u t a wallflower. You don't know how t� face people. 2 be ignorant. 3 be stupid. 
	ng 

	buruni= BULUNIYU. 
	yu 

	burus a 1 pregnant. 2 for rice to form grains in the panicle. 3 for borrowed things to have been kept too long. Burus na ang librungimung gihuwaman, You've kept the book you borrowed till it got pregnant. v 1 [B;b6] be, become pregnant. Patakaling anay arun muburus (maburus), Mate the sow so she will become pregnant. la -sa pasalig be fooled by assurances. Daghan na ang miburus sa pasalig nianang pulitiku, Lots of people have been fooled by the promises of that politician. 2 [Al; c) have in one's womb. 3 
	.a

	burut v 1 [B2S3] inflate, swell, esp. into a rounded shape. Miburut ang layag sa sakayan, The sail of the boat billowed out. Pistula nang nagburut sa iyang kilid, That is a 
	buruwas -busikad 
	pistol that is bulging at his side. Butangig yilu ang bun-ug a"'n di makabu"'t, Put ice on the bruise so it won't swell. 2 [B246) be, become pregnant (slang). Miburut nang akung asawa, My wife is pregnant. 3 [B46] be, become rich (slang). Muburut kag dalig mag-ismaglir ka, You'll soon get rich if you engage in smuggling. pa-v [A; ac] 1 blows.t. up, make s.t. swell. 2 flatter, inflate 
	pistol that is bulging at his side. Butangig yilu ang bun-ug a"'n di makabu"'t, Put ice on the bruise so it won't swell. 2 [B246) be, become pregnant (slang). Miburut nang akung asawa, My wife is pregnant. 3 [B46] be, become rich (slang). Muburut kag dalig mag-ismaglir ka, You'll soon get rich if you engage in smuggling. pa-v [A; ac] 1 blows.t. up, make s.t. swell. 2 flatter, inflate 
	s.o. 's pride. Nagpabu"'t na sad siya sa iyang kaugalingun, He is blowing himself up again. n balloon. burutburut n crevalles with a pronounced curve outward on the ventral portion: Caranx mnostetboides. 
	gy


	buruwas = BRUWA.
	buruy n 1 k.o. purple jellyfish,hemispherical in shape,reaching 8" in diameter. 2 general name for jellyfish. 
	busn bus. v [A; a12) take a bus. 
	1 

	busn 1 boss (slang). Si Mama muy bus sa amu, Mother is the boss in our family. 2familiar term of address. v 1 [A3; a12] call 
	z 

	s.o. boss. 2[Al2; a12) have a boss. Pait kaaning makabus tag daugdaugan, It's awful to have a mean boss.
	s.o. boss. 2[Al2; a12) have a boss. Pait kaaning makabus tag daugdaugan, It's awful to have a mean boss.
	yu 


	bus3, bus n 1 exclamation used to drive awaypigs. 2 exclamation used to drive s.o. away (joking or derogatory). v [a12] say bus todrive away. 
	bus= BULUS .I , , ' f ti
	2 

	busa, busa there ore, consequen y. Mama-tay ka. Busa, pag-ampu, You are going to die. So pray.
	· 
	· 

	busagak, busagak n 1 sound of liquid flowi. 2 flowing liquid. v 1 [A; c16) for liquids to flow with noise. Nagbusagak ang sandayung, The gutter is making a rushing sound. 2 flow in plentiful amounts, spoutingly or continuously. Mibusagak ang dugu sa kilid sa gidunggab, Blood flowed from the side of the man that was st�bbed. 
	ng

	busak a be all over s.t., abundant in quantity. Busak sa isda ning dagata, Fish abound in these seas. Ang amung yuta busak sa lubi, All of our land is planted with coconuts. v 1 [A; al] fill s.t. to capacity or cover s.t. all over with s.t. Gibusak namug kamuti ang saku, We filled the sack with sweet potatoes. 2 [B; b6) for s. t. to grow in abundance. Mibusak (nabusak) ang sagbut tundsa ulan, The weeds grow lushly because of the rain. (f-) V [BJ be abundant. Nagbusak "'n ang mais busa baratu, Corn is ab
	gu
	-

	tilized. n time when plants bear the most, height of the harvest season. 
	busal n muzzle. v [A; b6] apply a muzzle.
	Busali ang kabaw a"'n di kakaun sa mais, 
	Put a muzzle on the carabao so it can't eat the corn. busaug n floor joist. v [A; cl] put, make into a floor joist. 
	busaw aglutton. v [B 12; b6] become a glutton. 1tvabusaw siya human makatilawg gutum, He became a glutton after having experienced hunger. 
	busawv [A; a12] do s.t. to make a magical trick fail Dunay nagbusaw sa madyik kay wa man makwarta ang papil, S. o. is spoiling the magic act because the paper didn't tum into money. 
	2 

	bu�aw n co'1dition of frequent, urgent urination btsmall quantities. v [A123P; a4) 
	· getthis� .idition. Sagad bus-awun ang mabdus, Pregnant women tend to have frequent urination.
	busawus = ous.Łus. 
	busay n waterfall.
	busbus = BALUSBUS. paN• v [A2; b6] defecate (slang). Iplas ang kasilyas bumag pamusbus, Flush the toilet after using it.
	busbus= ALIBUSBUS. 
	2 

	busdak = PUSDAK. 
	busdik v 1 [A; bS] break open a sack or the like that is filled. Nabusdik ang balun, Theballoon burst. Busdiki ang saku. Tan-awa kun unsay klasi sa bumay, Punch a hole in the sack and see what k.o. rice it is. 2 [b12 
	6] be filled to satiety. Makabusdik giyud ang inyung gidalit, You served a most filling dinner. a full. to bursting after eating.
	busdu = PUSDU.
	busi v [B1256] survive, last to be of some value. Dili mabusi ang kaminyuung way pagsinab tanay, A marriage without understandicannot survive. Usa ray nabusi sa mga 
	ng
	baktin, Only one piglet survived. Way mabusi sa iyang swildu kay gastadur, Nothingis left of his salary because he is a spendthrift. Dili mabusi ang trababung biyabiyaan, Work that you don't keep after will not result in anything.
	busiad,!busikadv [B23(1)4) fors.t. to spread open and out leaving a gap. Mibusikad iyang sinina kay buut ug nakita iyang pusud, H�sshirt was half open in the front because ,it was too tight, and you could see his navel. Haunangpapkurn ug makabusikad na, Takethe popcorn off the fire when it has burst open. Mibusikad ang sumbuban sa paltik pagbutu, The barrel of the rifle burst when it was fired. (➔) n small grass bearing several 
	busilak -busug
	1 
	1 
	spread out spikelets: Cyperus spp. The
	spikelets are used as medicine for fever. 

	buS11ak v [A2S] radiate light, esp. the sun. Mata na kay mibusilak na ang adlaw, Wake up because the sun is shining brightly. Nagbusilak sa kalipay ang iyang nawung, Hisface was beaming with happiness. n lightradiated, sun's rays. 
	busina n 1 auto horn. 2 sound produced bysuch a horn. v [A;c] honk the horn. lbusina ug kusug arun mabati sa imung ikasugat, 
	Blow the horn loud so anyone coming your way will hear it.*busing na-, gi-be out of one's mind. Gibusing (na/Jusing) ka diba? Are you out of your mind?
	Blow the horn loud so anyone coming your way will hear it.*busing na-, gi-be out of one's mind. Gibusing (na/Jusing) ka diba? Are you out of your mind?

	busin�ut a having a long face. n sour expression on the face. v [B346; cl] have a long face because of displeasure. Ayaw businguta (ibusing-ut) nang bitsura mug makigatubang naku. Get that frown off your face when you talk to me. 
	,
	,
	,
	.


	bus1ru see BUSU.
	busisi v 1 (A; a] make a laceration, esp. in a surface that is tight due to fullness. Busisiun sa duk tur imung bu bag, The doctor willslit your boil. Busisia ang saku arun muagasang humay, Slit the sack so the rice willspill. 2 lay out in the open some malicious gossip that has long lain buried. Gibusisi niya ang hugawng kagahapun sa iyang kaaway, He dug out the dirty secrets of his enemy's past. 3 [A; al2] pressure s.o. to speed up work. Busisia siya arun mahuman, Hurry her up so it will get done. busi
	buskadv = BUKHAD. -ug ngabil thicklipped. -ira a given to spreading gossip. v(B1251 get to be a gossip. 
	1 

	buskad= BUSKAG.
	2 

	buskv 1 [AB26; a] undo, untie s. t., esp. so that the contents spread; for s.t. wrappedor tied up to open. Mibuskag ang takung ugmigimaw ang mga bungul sa lub� The coconut sheath opened and its buds spread out beneath. Nabuskag ang iyang balun, Hislunch broke open allowing the contents to spread out. Makabuskag ka ba sa balitutu? Can you untie the knot? 2 for hair neatly groomed to get dishevelled. Nabuskag iyang hinapay sa hangin, Her hair got all dishevelled in the wind. 3 [A; a12] expose s.o.'s secret.
	ag 
	-

	,
	,
	senion. Aku siyang gibusla (gibuslaban) a-. 
	run matin-aw ang tanan, I confronted her so that everything would be cleared. buslahay v [C] confront each· other to disclaim what each said. 

	buslung v [A2; ab5] look at s.t. squarely 
	,
	,
	without hiding that one is looking. Si Ana 
	ra giyuy nakabuslung kay nag-antipara mag dikulur, Ana was the only one who was able to get a good look because she was wearing dark glasses. Buslungi ( buslunga) arun makabibalu mug unsay riaksiyun niya, 
	Look at him square in the face so you will 

	see what his reaction is. 
	buslut v 1 [A3P; b5] make a hole. Ayaw busluta ang puyu, Don't punch a hole in the paper bag. Busluti ang lata sa gatas, Punch a hole on the milk can. la knock down bowling pins in a row, thus making a hole in the set-up. 2 [A123P; a12] -sa buls"a make one flat broke. Buslutun nimu angakung bulsa? yOU want to drive me to the poorhouse? 3 [A] break in a virgin. n 1 hole through s.t. Dakug buslut ang akung midyas, My socks have a big hole in them. 2 knocking down of pins in a row in bowling. -sa iyang ina e
	_

	.4 failing to catch, return a ball, failing to strike the _mark. paN-n instrument forpunching holes. 
	· 
	. 

	busngal v [A; a12] cut short s.o. talking by asserting the contrary, often in an impertinent way. Pataka ka Zang dibag pamusngal, How dare you interrupt like that? Busnga
	.
	.

	lun natu ang iyang ham bug, Let's cuthis big 
	talk short. 
	busngi a buck-toothed. v [Bl;b6] get buck teeth. Ang pagsinupsup sa kumagku mauynakabusngi (nakapabusngi) sa bata, Thumbsucking made the child buck-toothed. 
	bustipul n pith helmet. v [A; c] wear a pith helmet.
	bustu n bust. v [c16] make a representation 
	in bust. 
	busu v 1 [A; a] dive, esp. using diving paraphernalia. Busubun nila ang nawalang kaba diyiru, They will dive for the steel safe that · sunk. 2 [Al 3; a2] be a diver in net fishing.
	3 [AN; a2] peep to get sexual pleasure. n 1.
	·!
	·!

	paraphernalia for diving. 2 = BUSIRU. busi
	paraphernalia for diving. 2 = BUSIRU. busi
	. 

	ru n 1 person in net fishing operations who dives to keep the net repaired and collect the catch. v [AN; c 1) be, become the busiru.
	busug a full, sated. Busug na ku. Di na ku 
	1 
	1 
	,


	layhang mukaun, I am full, I don't feel like 
	busug-butalu 
	2 

	, . , 
	, . , 

	v [A2; b6] flood out strongly. Mibuswangang tubig sa pagkaguba sa dakung tangki, 
	ka kay bag-ung giswilduan, His wallet is full now because he has just received his salary. v [Bl; a] fill oneself to satisfy. Magbusug ku kay lam,· ang sud-an, I'll eat my fill because the food is tasty. Busgun kung ak.ung mga mata pagtan-aw sa imung katabum, I'll let my eyes have their fill in gazing at your beauty. way ka-un, kabulusgunwithout ever getting satiated. 
	ka kay bag-ung giswilduan, His wallet is full now because he has just received his salary. v [Bl; a] fill oneself to satisfy. Magbusug ku kay lam,· ang sud-an, I'll eat my fill because the food is tasty. Busgun kung ak.ung mga mata pagtan-aw sa imung katabum, I'll let my eyes have their fill in gazing at your beauty. way ka-un, kabulusgunwithout ever getting satiated. 

	busugv [A; al2] fluff up cotton or kapok in preparation for further use. -an n 1 fluffer of cotton or kapok fibers. 2a bow for shooting arrows (so called from the cotton fluffer which is a small bow) 2b a tube with a tie at the end which propels a spear in spear fishing. 
	2 

	busug n downward movement of the babyduring labor. i,, [A] for the baby to move downwards during labor. Nagbusug na ang bata. Dad-a siya sa uspital, The baby is struggling to come out. Bring her to the hospital
	buŁuk a 1 compact, dense of flesh. Bus-ukug brasu, With firm muscles. 2 for rice or com to be cooked into hard clumps from lack of water. v [B6; cl] 1 be compact, full 2for rice or com to be cooked into clumps. ka-n 1 firmness, compactness. 2 old variety of paddy rice producing white, round grains. 3 variety of round ubi with white and firm flesh. 
	busun n mailbox into which mail is dropped for collection. v [A; c6] drop a letter in a mailbox. Gibusun nakung sulat, l dropped the letter in the mailbox. 
	busung n the punishment inflicted by God on s. o. for misusing the blessings bestowed on him. The punishment usually consists of deprivation of the thing which had been bestowed by God. v [A123P; a4] 1 earn God's punishment for being wasteful Busungun ka sa Diyus sa imung kausikan, God will punish you for being wasteful 2 getstomach pains from overeating. Busungunkag magpalabi kag kaun, You will have stomach pains if you overeat. 
	buswak v 1 [B46] for the pod containing grains to open prior to the development of the grains. 2 [B236] burst forth, show itself from a place where it was covered. Inigbuswak sa adlaw gikan sa luyung bungtud, When the sun comes out from behind the mountain. Mibuswak sa iyang mga ngabil ang kalit nga pahiyum, A sudden smile flashed onto her lips. 3 for a girl to grow to full womanhood. 
	buswang n strong and sudden rush of water. 
	The water rushed out when the tank broke. buswat v [A; al] lift s.t. heavy by putting the anns underneath it. Duba ka tawu angnagbuswat sa sama"'n, Two men lifted the 
	, 
	, 
	( ,

	wounded person. Aku siyang buswatun pclg
	-

	tabuk sa sapa, I'll carry her across thŁ river. 
	busyad a sticking-out stomach. v [B; cl] for the stomach to stick out. Ayaw busyara (ibusyad) ang imung tiyan, Don't let your stomach stick .out. busyu n goiter.v [A123P; a4b4] have a goiter. Gibusyuban (gibusyu) siya, She has a goiter. 
	but2= BALYAKAG. 
	buta v [AP; b] blind. Gibutaan sa gugma, Blinded by love. (➔) a blind. (➔) bungul blind and deaf. paka-v [A 13 ; b( 1)] pay no heed to s.t. Ayaw pakabutabunguli ang akung tambag, Do not disregard my advice. -in-(➔) a in a blind manner. butabuta k.o. small swift commonly nesting in buildings and caves, producing edible nests: CoUocalia troglodytes. butabuta 1 k.o. tree of open waste places with milky sap which causes blindness. 2 k.o. sorcery which causes the victim to go blind. 2a k. o. seashell used in
	butad = siT AD. 
	butakan chaise lounge. v [a12] make into a chaise lounge. 
	1 

	butakal n 1 male pig. 2 man with a voracious sex appetite. 3 -sa gubimu man who will have sex with any woman at all. v 1 [Al; al2) raise a male pig for breeding. 2 [B12) run after women voraciously. paN-n action of being a philanderer. -in-, hiN-(Ł) n pigletgiven to the owner of a stud as his share. 
	butalhaga-onewho can't see things under his nose. Naa ay! Kabutalbag nimu, There it is! You must be blind. v [Bl2] unable to find things right in front of the eyes. 
	butalid n k.o. sea cucumber (balat).
	butalid v [B6; b(l)] fall down flat, be lying flat after falling. Mibutalid (nabutalid) ang kuntra, The opponent was knocked down. Hubug nga nagbutalid sa karsada, A drunk lying in the street. 
	butaltal v [A) for s.t. bulky to be lying in an ungainly way. Mibutaltal si Tambuk sa katri, Fatso is sprawled on the bed. Kubaa ang kaban nga nagbutaltal sa bawanan, Get rid of this trunk sitting in the middle of the room. 
	butalu (not withoute/) a poor shot. Butalu siya. Di makaigu bisag duul, He's a poor shot. 
	butang-butbut
	1 
	1 

	He can't hit a target even if it's near. v (82;
	He can't hit a target even if it's near. v (82;

	b6 J get to be a poor shot. butangv [A; c] 1 put down, in, on. Ikaw
	1 

	bay mubutang sa akung lip-istik? Will you 
	bay mubutang sa akung lip-istik? Will you 
	put my lipstick on me? Butangan natug ut
	lanan ang atung pagkaam{gu; Let's set limits 
	to our friendship. Sukang gibutangag lamas,
	Vinegar with spices put in it. Ibutang na,
	Put that down. Ibutang sa lista ang akung 
	utang, Put my debts in the list. Wala ikabu
	tang si Lina sa bayli, Lena could not sit 
	down at the dance. 2 pay for s. t. in advance. 
	Arun dili ibaligyag lain gibutangan kug diyis, I put ten down so that he wouldn't sell it to anyone else. 2a put up money or goodsfor the harvest or anything else produced. Magbutang kug panaptun para sa panuig, I put up cloth to be repaid from the harvest. 2b put up capital, money for a bond. Usa ka libu akung gibutang sa tindahan, I invested one thousand in the store. 3 ibutang ta, natu supposing it's like this way. Ibutang tag kinyintus, palitun ba nlmu? Let's say it's S00 pesos. Will you buy it? 4 ibu
	I won't be in peace until I finiŁh my work. 
	pahiN-/pahaN·(Ł) v [A; c] 1 put s.t. s.w. 
	carefully. Gipahimutang ang mga pagkaun 
	sa pridyidir, The food was put. away care
	fully in the frigidaire. 2 place s.o. in a job. 
	Gipahimtltang siya sa munisipyu, He was 
	given a job in City hall. pahamtang v 1 [A;
	c] impose a punishment. Pahamtangan kag bug-at nga silut, Heavy punishment will be imposed on you. 2 [b] spend money on s.t. 
	Unsay lmung gipahamtangan sa lmung sapi? 
	What did you spend your money on? 3 [A; 
	b6(1)] make charges or accusations, usually 

	maliciously. n 1 punishment imposed. 2 malicious accusation made against s. o. Angilang mga pahamtang kanaku walay kapasikaran, Their charges against me are without basis. butangiru n ruffian, toughie. ka• = PAGKA-2, 3. kahimtang n 1 way things are, situation. Pait ang kahimtang sa amu human sa bagyu, Very difficult conditions obtained in our town after the typhoon. 2 circumstances. Ang kahimtang sa kasu, The circumstances surrounding the case. pagkan 1 way s.t. is situated. 2 financial situation. Lisu
	butangn thing. Usa ra ka butang ang kuwang: kwarta, Only one thing is lacking: money. usa ka -.sexual action (euphe
	2 

	· 
	· 

	mism). Ampingi giyud ang usa ka butang, Be very careful with sex. kabtang, kabtangan n possessions, property. v [A12] acquire property. pagka-= KABTANGAN. 
	butanika n botany
	butaniku n botanist. v [81S6; al2] become 
	a botanist. 
	hutanti n voter. v (8126) become a voter. 
	butar v [A; b(l)] cast a vote, ballot for. t 
	butasn boot. V [A; a] wear, make into boots. limpiyan-n bootblack. 
	l 

	butasn ceremony similar to the diwata where unsalted food is offered to the spirits to insure good hai;vest, give thanks, or diag:.. nose an illness. It differs from the diwata in that the participation of the people affected is part of the ceremony. v [A; b] performthis ceremony.
	2 

	butasin n vote, act of voting. v [c16] put to a vote. Ug butasyunun (ibutasiyun) ni sigurung di mahinayun, If it is put to a vote,it won't go through. 
	yu

	butayn stalk to which coconuts attach. hutayn bow tie. v [A; ac] make, wear a bow tie. 
	1 
	2 

	bu tay-ad v [86;c 1] be lyiflat on the back. 
	ng 

	Butay-ara (ibutay-ad) paghigda ang bata, 
	Lay the baby on its back. 
	butbutn lie, boast of s.t. untrue (coarse). -pula a glaring lie (so called from the homonymy with butbut ). Miuk-uk ang back out from a lie (lit. for the hemorrhoids to recede). Miuk-uk ang butbut pagdumili niya sa pagkanta, He was proven a braggart when he refused to sing. v [c] tell a lie. paNv [A2; b6(1)] tell a lie. Ayaw kug pamutbuti (butbuti), Don't lie to me. -un(➔) a liar. 
	1 
	-

	butbut-butsi 
	2 

	butbutn 1 the red flesh of the rectum which comes out in childbirth or when one has constipation. 2 = BUWAi· 3 sea anemone, black with red center. v 1 [A123P;a4] suffer from butbut. 2 [B1236] defecate. Nakabutbut siya sa iyang karsunis, He defecated in his pants. Nagbutbut siya sa kasilyas, He's defecating in the bathroom. 
	2 

	butbut= BALUSBUS.
	3 

	budlu v [A23; b6] 1 appear from nowhere. Mura kag gibutbuag (gibutbuag) kalag, Youlook as if you saw a ghost. 2 have one's monthly period. 
	buti n 1 smallpox. 2 k.o. contagious swine disease characterized by high fever and tiny eruptions at the base of the tongue exuding a sticky fluid. v [A123P; a4] 1 get smallpox. 2 get swine disease. 3 [a4b4] be covered with s. t. like smallpox scars. Mau nay datu nimu nga gibuti sa utang? Do you call him rich when he has debts left and right? Langit nga gibuti sa mga bituun, Skies full of stars. butihun a having lots of pockmarks in the face. 
	buti n rowboat. v [Al;al2] take a rowboat 
	1 ,
	1 ,
	, 
	' 

	s.w. Ang mga pasabirung wa makabuti nangalumus, The passengers who couldn't get into the lifeboats drowned. 
	-


	butimaybe, probably. Muanhi buti si lnsi,Maybe Auntie will come. 
	2 

	budbut v [A; b6] sprinkle powder on s.t. with the thumb and forefinger. Butibutig sulpa ang samad, Sprinkle sulfa on your wound. 
	butig= BUTLIG. butig= BISUL
	1 
	i 

	buds n tiny, white bivalve, triangular in shape with longitudinal striae. 
	gi

	budka n drug store. v [A; cl] establish, makeinto a drug store. butikaryu n pharmacist. v [B16; al2] be, make into a druggist.
	butikug = BURDUNG. 
	butikul n 1 k.o. com disease characterized by rust-like spores on the kernels, rendering the grain powdery. 2 tiny grains that growin the intestines of pigs, hampering their growth. v [a4] be afflicted with com rot, intestinal tumors. -un a of a type having com rot, intestinal tumors. v [B126] be, become corn or a pig of this sort. 
	butil a full, sated in eating (coarse). v [Bl; a 
	2) fill oneself up, be full. Magbutil kug maayu arun di ku gutmun dayun, I'll fill myself up so that I won't feel hungry early. Wa paka mabutil, ganiha ka pang kumaun, You are not satisfied yet? You have been eating for sometime now. pagka-, ka-un(➔) n satia
	2) fill oneself up, be full. Magbutil kug maayu arun di ku gutmun dayun, I'll fill myself up so that I won't feel hungry early. Wa paka mabutil, ganiha ka pang kumaun, You are not satisfied yet? You have been eating for sometime now. pagka-, ka-un(➔) n satia
	2) fill oneself up, be full. Magbutil kug maayu arun di ku gutmun dayun, I'll fill myself up so that I won't feel hungry early. Wa paka mabutil, ganiha ka pang kumaun, You are not satisfied yet? You have been eating for sometime now. pagka-, ka-un(➔) n satia
	-

	tion. Mu!ra siyag way kabutilun (pagkabutil) kay sigi lag kaun, He never seems to get satisfied. He just eats and eats. 


	butilus adoing things poorly. Di ka giyud makaigu sa imung targit? Butilus gud nimu! 
	Can't you ever hit your target? What a poor shot you are! 
	butilya n bottle. v [A; al2] puts. t. in bottles. -in-n 1 s. t. bottled, esp. alcoholic drinks. 2 name of plants that are bottle-shaped. 
	buting v [Al2C2; b6] go boating. n boating for leisure. 
	butingting a for rice sheaths to be enlarged prior to blossoming. paN-v [A] for rice sheaths to swell prior to blossoming. 
	budrik a having an expanded stomach. Butirik kaayu siyag tiyan kay dakug kaun, Hehas a big stomach because he eats too much. v [B6] 1 for the stomach to be expanded.
	Mibutirik man si Kurding. Kinsa kabay nakapaburus? Cording's stomach is stickingout. Who got her pregnant? 2 grow rich. 
	Kay nakapangawkaw sa surplas, mibutirik dayun, Because he got his hands on some army surplus he grew rich. 
	butirus a bulging of stomach. Butirus ug tiyan ang bata nga bitukun, A child with intestinal parasites has a bulging stomach. v[B;b6] for the stomach to become distended or bulge. Mibutirus (nabutirus) na ang tiyan niya unya di pa giyud na mabdus? Herstomach is already sticking out and still youinsist that she isn't pregnant? 
	budti n general name for pufferfishes. paNv [A] for rice sheaths to swell prior to blossoming.
	bu tku = BUKTU .. butkun = BUKTIJN. 
	butlig n small cyst-like skin eruption. v [a4]get cysts on skin. 
	butlug n swelling, small bulge. v [B46N]form a small bulge. Mibutlug (namutlug) ang iyang buktun human sumbaga, A bulge appeared in his arm after it was hit. Singutnga namutlug sa agtang, Sweat that formed beads on his forehead. 
	butsaka term used in playing pool for a certain agreed-to score, where part of the score is made by drawing a numbered marble. n container used for the numbered marbles. aeven in score in this k. o. pool. Way daug, way pildi namu, butsaka ra mi, Neither •of us lost; we came out even; v 1 [A2N] get even in this k.o. pool. 2 [A2) draw a marblefrom the container. 2a [c6] return the marble back into the container.
	butsi n k.o. sweet made of flour, filled with mongo beans, sweetened coconut meat, et 
	butsing -butul 
	al· and optionally other ingredients, fried brown. v [A; a) make butsi.
	al· and optionally other ingredients, fried brown. v [A; a) make butsi.

	butsing '."" BAKSING.
	butsir n voucher asking for payment. v [A;b(l)) make a voucher. 
	butsu n s.t. used for dry scrubbing the floor. v 1 [A; b6(1)) scrub the floor when it is dry. 2 [A; cl) make a coconut husk for scrubbing the floor. 
	butsukuy a philanderer. Bisag kinsa lay parzgulitawhan. Butsukuy kaayu, He courts any girl he meets. What a philanderer! 
	butu n 1 explosion. 2 blister. v 1 [B246; b4) explode. Mibutu ang bulkan nga Taal, Taal Velcano erupted. Ug buthan kag ligidmay ikarisirba ka? In case you have a blowout, do you have a spare tire? 2 [A23) for 
	1 

	s.t. to swell and rupture. Mibutu ang iyang bubag, His boil burst. Wa pa mubutu ang tumatub, Her bag of waters hasn't broke yet. 3 [A2 3) fall or hit s.t. with a bang. Ar.g libru mibutu sa salug, The book fell tothe floor with a bang. Mubutu ka rug suntukun ka naku, I'll bang you one when I hit you. 4 [b4) g�t blisters. Nabuthan akung palad pagbinugba, I got blisters on my palms from chopping wood. S [B246) flunk an exam, esp. board or bar. Mibutu siya sabar, He failed the bar. 6 [A2) give birth(humorous).
	s.t. to swell and rupture. Mibutu ang iyang bubag, His boil burst. Wa pa mubutu ang tumatub, Her bag of waters hasn't broke yet. 3 [A2 3) fall or hit s.t. with a bang. Ar.g libru mibutu sa salug, The book fell tothe floor with a bang. Mubutu ka rug suntukun ka naku, I'll bang you one when I hit you. 4 [b4) g�t blisters. Nabuthan akung palad pagbinugba, I got blisters on my palms from chopping wood. S [B246) flunk an exam, esp. board or bar. Mibutu siya sabar, He failed the bar. 6 [A2) give birth(humorous).

	butun hair that looks lighter than the surrounding hair. Butu na dili uban, Those are light-colored strands, not gray hairs� v [B2
	2 

	46) for strands of hair to look lighter in color than the rest. Mubutu ang mga lugas sa buhuk basta sapirun nga basa, Hair gets a light look if you braid it when it is wet. 
	46) for strands of hair to look lighter in color than the rest. Mubutu ang mga lugas sa buhuk basta sapirun nga basa, Hair gets a light look if you braid it when it is wet. 

	butu n vote. V [A; b] cast vote _for. Butuhi si
	Usminya, Vote for Osmefta. 
	Usminya, Vote for Osmefta. 

	butu n 1 female genitalia. 2 testicles. siip, supsup-n ass kisser (coarse).g(Ł) n 1 maleof the species, esp. animals. 2 castrated male pig raised for meat purposes. v [Al; cl) raise a castrated male pig. hi-, hiN-v [A;b6) castrate animals. Hibut-an (bimut-an, bimutuan) ku run ang babuy, I'll castrate 
	butu n 1 female genitalia. 2 testicles. siip, supsup-n ass kisser (coarse).g(Ł) n 1 maleof the species, esp. animals. 2 castrated male pig raised for meat purposes. v [Al; cl) raise a castrated male pig. hi-, hiN-v [A;b6) castrate animals. Hibut-an (bimut-an, bimutuan) ku run ang babuy, I'll castrate 
	ps
	· 

	the pig now. butubutu n 1 clapper of _a bell. 2 bob· of a plumb line. 

	butubutu n k.o. black biting ant living in theearth.
	butud v[B123) swell with water or gas. Mubutud ang balun, The balloon filled with air. Mibutud ang patay nga gidagsa, Thebody that was washed ashore was bloated. (➔) n 1 gas pains. 2·= Burin. v [B146; b4)suffer gas in the stomach. Nagpurhisyu ang bata kay gibutdan, The baby is crying because he h3:s gas pains. butdanun n colicky. 
	butuk v [A; a) make bundles of rice seedlings.1 Butuka (butka) ang lawngun nga igtalanum, Bind the seedlings to transplant into bundles. n sizeable bundle of rice seedlings for transplanting. 
	butuk v [A; a12] cut down bamboos. Butkun fug hurut ang kawayar., I am going to cut down all the bamboos. n bamboo pole.Usa ka butuk kawayan, A ba_mboo pole. butukbutuk v [A; a] cut bamboo or timber into several pieces.
	butuk v [B2346] 1 for ,a burn to form a blister. Mibutuk ang akung panit nga nalaswa-
	. an sa nagbuka/. nga mantika, My skin was blistered when the boiling fat splashed on
	·
	·

	it. 2 for rice or corn or pork to swell in cooking or for dough to rise. 3 [A] for rice or corn to boil gently with a low simmering sound when the water is practically gone. 4 [B2] for the grains of rice or corn to get soft after cooking. Wala pa makabutuk ug maayu ang mais, maung aduna pa kiniy lisu,
	The corn grits didn't get soft and so they still have uncooked grains in the middle. butukbutuk v [A] make a throbbing, bubbling sound. Nagbutukbutuk ang linung-ag nga_hapit nq, mabubas, The rice made a popping sound as it was about to evaporate. n = -IN-. -in-n throbbing, bubbling sound. Binutukbutuk sa kasingkasing, Throbbing of the heart.
	· 

	but-ukv [b8] be choked and coughing fromswallowing s.t. the wrong way. Hibut-ukan ku pag-inum naku sa manyan, I choked when I. drank the liquor. hiN-see MUT-UK. 
	1 

	·
	·

	but-ukv [B46;cl] bulge, swell. Mibut-ukang imung kinusian, The skin swelled where you pinched it. Unsay sulud nianang bulsanga nagbut-uk man? What is inside your pocket that it is bulging? 
	2 

	buŁI a slow, unintelligent, poor in doing this. Butul kaayu, dugayng makasabut, He is stupid. It takes him forever to understand. Butul nga musiyat, He's a terrible shot. Butul nga kabayu kay gamay rag agi, Aslow horse because it hardly accomplishes 
	ng
	-

	182 butun-buut 
	anything. v [B12; b6] be slow and inefficient, unskillful or unintelligent.
	anything. v [B12; b6] be slow and inefficient, unskillful or unintelligent.

	bunm n button of a switch. v [A; cl] push the button of a switch. butung n 1 young coconut at a stage where
	1 .
	1 .
	the meat has JU St begun to form. 2 other 
	young nuts that are soft and sweet. 3 young fiber-bearing parts of plants. Abaka nga butung pag tugdan, Abaca with immature stems. v 1 [B236; b6] develop into the butung stage. 2 [b6] mix with young coconut. 3 [A12] get some young coconut. paN-v[A2] eat young coconut. 

	butungn k.o. thick, straight, and smooth bamboo: Gigantocbloa levis. 
	2 

	butunis n buttons. v 1 [AN; b6] button!s.t. 2 [AN; b6(1)] sew buttons on. 3 [al2] make into a button. Culu-k.o. grass of waste places: KyUinga spp. 
	butuy v [B2S3(1)4; b4] for flesh to swell. 

	Mibutuy ang pinaakan sa buyug, The bee sting swelled. Gibutuyan ang agtang kay napakung, He bumped his head causing his forehead to swell. n swelling. 
	Mibutuy ang pinaakan sa buyug, The bee sting swelled. Gibutuyan ang agtang kay napakung, He bumped his head causing his forehead to swell. n swelling. 
	Mibutuy ang pinaakan sa buyug, The bee sting swelled. Gibutuyan ang agtang kay napakung, He bumped his head causing his forehead to swell. n swelling. 

	butyag v [A; c6] make s.t. known that. was not known before. Nianbi si San Huwan Bawtista amn pagbutyag sa maayung pulung, John the Baptist was sent to reveal the good news. Ayaw ibutyag ang akung tinaguan, Don'.t reveal my secret. 
	buud v [A; b6] sulk, be sullen. buuran aprone to sulking. 
	buug v [A13] 1 be confined and become foul Nagbuug ang bangin sulud sa kwartu, The air in the room is stagnant and foul. 2forwounds to rot in the absence of air. Nagbuug ang samad nga wala kuhai sa bindabi, 
	The wound is rotting because the bandage hadn't been taken off. 3 = BUUG, n, v.(➔) n an infection characterized by a smelly yellow pus. v [a4] get this infection. -un (➔) a having this sort of infection. 
	The wound is rotting because the bandage hadn't been taken off. 3 = BUUG, n, v.(➔) n an infection characterized by a smelly yellow pus. v [a4] get this infection. -un (➔) a having this sort of infection. 
	buuk n piece, single one. Usa ka buuk saging, Abanana. Upat kabuuk bata, Four children. Tutu ka buuk bay, Three houses. -an a ofimposing size. Ang tawung buukan katabaan, A person of imposing size is held in respect. v [Bl 2] be imposingly big. 
	buulbuul n 1 anklebone. 2 adam's apple or any bulge in the area of the neck. 
	buun n k.o. white dove. 
	buung v [A13] commit suicide. Ug di ku nimu sugtun magbuung ku, I'll kill myself if you don't marry me. 
	buung v 1 [A3P; cl] break glass or masonry to pieces. Buungun (ibuung) na naku ang tanang mga platu, I'll break all the plates topieces. 2 ruin s.o.'s reputation. Nabuung na 

	ang iyang pagkababayi, Her chastity has 
	been destroyed. -in-an half a coconut split 
	lengthwise without the meat. buun, buun= BULUUNGUN.buus n storehouse for farm produce. v [A; c] 
	gun
	gun 

	keep in a storehouse. buut want, would like to. Buut siyang makig
	isturya nimu, He wishes to talk to you. Un
	say buut niyang isulti? What does he wish 
	to say? Di siya buut sa liyliguy, He does 
	gu

	not care for this messing around. n 1 one's
	desires. Kuntra sa akung buut, It is against
	my will. kaping -strings attached, ulterior 
	motives. lhatag ku kini W4Y kaping buut, I
	give you this with no strings attached. la 
	wala sa -not meaning to do s. t. Wala tu sa 
	·
	·

	akung buut pagsultiba, I really didn't mean tosay that. 2 thoughts, mind. Linaw na ang akung buut kay nasulbad na, My mind is at rest now, because it is solved. Bukid saakung buut, Far from my thoughts (it never occurred to me). Wad-un ta sa buut ang atung kabingkilan, Let's forget our quarrels. 2a consciousness, awareness. Didtu siya sa uspital makamatnn ug buut, She regained consciousness in the hospital. Sukad sa pagkatim-an niyag buut, From the time he reached the age of awareness. 2b walay 2bl unaware
	gu
	-
	. 

	buut!-buyag 
	unfavorable. Mubuut kug way kaunkaun.Anad kug puasa, I don't care if I miss meal. I'm used to doing without food. 2 [A23; a12] accept a marriage proposal. Wala pa siya but-a niMariya, Maria has not accepted him yet Ł) v [AP] do s. t. freely without restraint, to one's heart's content. Nagbuut (nagpabuut) ang batag kundat kay wa didtu siMama, The child had a ball playing aroundbecause Mother wasn't there. buutbuut v 1[Al] impose one's will where one doesn't have the right. 2 [Al!;b] take it on oneselfto do s
	unfavorable. Mubuut kug way kaunkaun.Anad kug puasa, I don't care if I miss meal. I'm used to doing without food. 2 [A23; a12] accept a marriage proposal. Wala pa siya but-a niMariya, Maria has not accepted him yet Ł) v [AP] do s. t. freely without restraint, to one's heart's content. Nagbuut (nagpabuut) ang batag kundat kay wa didtu siMama, The child had a ball playing aroundbecause Mother wasn't there. buutbuut v 1[Al] impose one's will where one doesn't have the right. 2 [Al!;b] take it on oneselfto do s
	Mangingisda nga magpakabuut (magpabuut) pagpabutug dinamita, Fishermen who allow themselves to do as much dynamite fishing as they like. Gipabut-an nila ang mga batag kaun ug dulsi, They allowed the children to eat as many sweets as they liked. pasi-v [b]allow s.o. to decide. Gipasibut-an lang siya sa kursung iyang kuhaun, He was left to decide·what course he would take. hiN-/haN" [B126; b3(1)cS] be pleased. Nahimuut siyang nagtan-aw sa {yang anak, He tookpleasure in observing his daughter. Wa n{ya ikahi
	He wasn't pleased with what you did. kahiN· n pleasure. kahimut-anan n s.t. at which one can take pleasure, be amused. mahimutun, mahimut-anun, maham-utun a feelireason, _sense. But-an ba siya u buang? Is he sane or mad? 2 = -AN(�. -an(-E-) good, wellbehaved. Buutang bata, A good child. Angbuuta,:z niyang asawa, His good wife. v [ B 12; b6] get to be well-behaved. -in-an in a wellbehaved-way. v [Al] act in a well-behaved way. ka-(�) 1 intelligence, ability to perceive. 2 consideration for one's fellowm
	ng
	great pleasure. but-an a possessi
	ng 

	s.t. utang kabubut-un debt of gratitude to be repaid. ma-(�) a 1 havia requisite amount of intelligence. 2 thoughtful, considerate of one's fellowmen. Ang mga mabuut nga tawu dili mangdinamita, Civic-minded 
	s.t. utang kabubut-un debt of gratitude to be repaid. ma-(�) a 1 havia requisite amount of intelligence. 2 thoughtful, considerate of one's fellowmen. Ang mga mabuut nga tawu dili mangdinamita, Civic-minded 
	ng 

	people don't d.ynamite fish. mag-r-(-f-) n onewho has the say. pag-will. Pagbuut Ł Diyus, God's will. paniN*) n 1 consciousness, awareness. 2 degree of intelligence. Ang ;.yang panimuut sama sa batang tris anyus, 


	His mental age is like a three-year-old child's.
	buut v [A; bS] confine in a narrow place so that no air can get in or out. Napan-us ang biku nga gibuut (gibuutan), The sticky rice spoiled because it was wrapped up too tightly. -in-n fruit placed in a tight container to hasten ripening. 
	buutan!see BUUT. 
	1 

	_,
	_,

	buutan= AMBUHUTAN. see AM BUHUT. 
	buuti = BUTI.
	2

	buwa expression said in driving away pigs: scram! v [A; al2] drive away pigs by saying buwa.
	buwa-see also BWA-and BULA· ..
	buwan spongy growth inside a coconut shell which is produced prior to sprouting. It is good to eat. 
	l 

	buwan prolapsed uterus. v fA123P; a4] suffer a prolapsed uterus. buwabuwa = BUT· BUTn, 3.
	2 
	2 

	buwan lying boast. -un a braggart.
	3 

	buwal n voile.
	buwangv [B24] cease to bear fruits. 
	1 

	buwang, buwang = BULWANG. 
	2

	buway = BOLAY.
	buyn male servant, helper to another employee. Buy ku sa bikiri, I am a helper in the bakery. pa-v [A3] hire out as a helper or servant.
	1 

	buy= BuLuv.
	2 

	buyan 1 float, buoy. v [A;a] make, make
	·

	1
	1

	into, mark with, use as a buoy.
	buya n agreement between parents to beor unborn children. v [A;ac] betroth unborn or young children. Buyahun natu ans mga bata, Let us betroth our children. A tung ibuya ang imung gisabak sa ilang masusu, We will betroth the child you are carryito their infant. 
	trotfi their you
	ng 
	ng 

	buyag v [AN2; a12] 1 make a comment on 
	s.t. Kusug siyang mamuyag ug gwapa, Hemakes lots of comments when he sees a good-looking girl. Wa kay katungud sa pagbuyag sa akung pamisti, You have no right to comment on the way I dress. 2 call one's attention to a fault. Buyaga siya kay nangurtlna, Tell her her slip isshowing. 3 admonish 
	s.o. to stop doing s.t. Buyaga ang mga batang nagsaba, Tell those noisy kids to be quiet. 4 [ b8] be affected by buyag. n 1 disease afflictiaperson or his possessions brought 
	ng 

	buyagan -buyud 
	on by a compliment given by a buyagan orby a supernatural being. 2 -sa tubig k.o.skin eczema. interjection!PUYRA!-. puyra -magical formula uttered to ward off the disease buyag said where a compliment has been made or is about to be made. p.-v 1 [A3] do s. t. to make s.o. admonish one. 2 allow s. o. to tell one to stop. -an(➔) n 1 s. o. with an inherent supernatural power which causes any living thing he compliments to become ill. 2 sorcerer who can cure buyag.-1-un(�) a requiring admonishment. 
	on by a compliment given by a buyagan orby a supernatural being. 2 -sa tubig k.o.skin eczema. interjection!PUYRA!-. puyra -magical formula uttered to ward off the disease buyag said where a compliment has been made or is about to be made. p.-v 1 [A3] do s. t. to make s.o. admonish one. 2 allow s. o. to tell one to stop. -an(➔) n 1 s. o. with an inherent supernatural power which causes any living thing he compliments to become ill. 2 sorcerer who can cure buyag.-1-un(�) a requiring admonishment. 
	= 


	buyagan n = BUNSUDBUNSUD. 
	buyang n k.o. bright-colored paper umbrella, in vogue before World War II. 
	buyang-ang a 1 wide open. Buyang-ang ngapultaban, Wide open door. 2 for s.t. to be open to view in a brazen or ungainly way. 
	Ang nangaligu nagbuyang-ang ( nagpabuyang-ang) sa ilang la'{l!as, The bathers are exposing their bodies. Ayaw buyang-anga(pabuyang-anga, ibuyang-ang) imung balunan, Don't let everyone see your lunch box. 
	Ang nangaligu nagbuyang-ang ( nagpabuyang-ang) sa ilang la'{l!as, The bathers are exposing their bodies. Ayaw buyang-anga(pabuyang-anga, ibuyang-ang) imung balunan, Don't let everyone see your lunch box. 

	buyangyangv= AGUYANGYANG. 
	2

	buyasyas a dressed sloppily in such a way that s.t. is exposed. v [Al 3) be sloppily cov-· ered so that s.t. is exposed. Nagbuyasyas Jang siya nga natulugKita ang paa, Shedidn't cover herself well when she slept. You could see her thigh. Buyasyas Jang angimung pulu, Your shirt is half-open. 
	. 

	buybuy v [AN; bS] count favors one has done to s.o. Gibuybuy ku niya sa {yang gibatag naku, He kept mentioning the things he had given me. n action of counting favors. paN-= BUYBUY, n. -an(➔) a tending to count favors. 
	buyinggit = BULINGGIT. 
	buykutiyu n boycott. v [A; b(l)] boycott. 
	•buylas hi-, hiN-v [C3;c3] pass by and miss 
	seeing each other. Huwata lang siya kay magbibuylas ( magbimuylas) unya mu sa 
	seeing each other. Huwata lang siya kay magbibuylas ( magbimuylas) unya mu sa 
	dtin, Just wait for him here because you might miss seeing each other on the way. 

	buylu n momentum. v 1 [A2] gain momentum, �ccelerate. Mibuylu ang dyip sa pagsubula, The jeep accelerated on the upgrade. 2 [A12) move with freedom and ease. Dita makabuylu sa mga tim nga purmal, Wecannot move with ease in formal gatherings. tina-see TINABUYLU. 
	gu

	buylug ii (A; b7) speed, rush forward. Mibuylug ang tubig pagkaguba sa liptung, The water gushed out when the dam broke. Buylugi (pabuylugi) arun makaapas ta nila, Giveit more speed so we can catch upwith them. n fast, onrushing forward speed. v [C2; c3]do s. t. together in a group. S igi silang mag
	-

	·!
	·!

	buylug bisan asa paingun, They are always together, wherever they go. hi-/ha-v (812 6) be included in s.o.'s misfortunes. Ang tibuuk niyang banay nahibuylug sa kadaut,
	His whole family suffered from the misf ortun�. ta-see TABUYLUG. 
	•buyna-m811U n 1 first sale of the day, thought to stimulate further sales. The price is usually reduced to push the buyna manu sale through. Sigi lang, kay buyna manu ni, All right, I accept your offer, since this is the first sale of the day. 2 a person who buys the first sale. Napalit ndkug baratu kay buyna manu man ku, I managed to get it cheap be.cause I was the first customer. nutsi -see NUTSL 
	1 

	buynas a lucky, fortunate. v [A123S; a12] be lucky. Mangabir ku, basig buynasun, I'lltake a try. Perhaps I'll be lucky. -diyas, nutsis Good day, night, said to people whoare thought to be Spanish-speaking. di-= BUYNAS. 
	buynu 1particle conceding a situation: 'well'.Buynu, ug di ka, ay na lang, Well, if youdon't want to, you don't have to. 2 particleterminating a conversation: 'well, all right now'. Buynu, mau na lang tu. Dad-a dinbi ugma, Well, that's all. Bring it here tomorrow. Buynu, sanggia ang mais ugma, Allright. Harvest the corn tomorrow. 2 particle in a story preceding a summary of the situation. Buynu, kay nakapangasawa saprinsisa, siyay nabimung manununud, Allright, since he married the princess, he became the
	Łyprind n boy friend. 
	buysit n bad luck that is permanently associated with-a person or thing. Kanang imung nawung mau rag mauy nagdala sa buysit, Your face brings bad luck with it. a having bad luck associated .with it. Buysit kining balaya. Pirming kamatyan, This house brings us bad luck. Lots of people have died here.interjection Buysit! Gikuutan ku, Damned!S.o. picked my pocket. v [B 12) be constantly beset by bad luck. Nabuysit akung panagat human naku mapatay ang ibung put,: My fishing was beset by misfortune after I ki
	, buyia v [A; al 2) win over, entice s.o. to do s. t. Buyubun ta ka pagtrababu sa amu, I'll entice you to work for us. Ayaw p(lbuyu sa iyang mga saad, Don't let yourself be hooked by his promises. n enticement. 
	bu
	yu

	buyia n betel pepper, a cultivated and wild vine, the leaves of which are used together with bungaas a chew: Piper betle. 
	2 

	bud v (812; a12] be, become dizzy. Na
	yu
	--

	.
	.

	buy•ud -byanggas 
	18S 

	bud siya tungud sa· kagutum, H.e is dizzy 
	bud siya tungud sa· kagutum, H.e is dizzy 
	yu

	from hunger. 
	buy-ud v [A; b6] be prostate and motionless, with arms parallel to the body. Minatay ang nagbuy-ud sa aslras, A corpse lying on the sidewalk. 
	buyug n l k.o. solitary bluish-black wasp comiion near the house, nesting in the soil. 2 k.o. solitary bee, colored black with reddish overtones. •un n feather coloration of cocks which is black with reddish overtones. 
	buyugv [A23P; c] leave or depart instantly, in a hurry. g ug lakaw nga way_panangbid, It's not good to leave instantly without permission. gug dagan ang bula ni Dnr, Don't run away with Junior's ball. 
	2 
	Dili maayungmubu
	yu
	Ayawg ibu
	yu
	yu
	yu

	buk v [A; b6] cook cereals by pouring into -irater boiled befor�hand (the manner of cooking corn grits or large quantities of rice which otherwise would take long to cook). Buyuka paglung-ag ang mais, Cook the grits by throwing them into boiling water. •an(➔) n pot with boiling water for cooking in this manner. ·in-n corn or rice cooked in this manner. 
	yu

	bukv [ B 126; a4] feel nauseous, dizzy 
	yu
	2 


	• and weak, almost to the point of fainti�.k) siya kun mudungaw ug lawum, She feels dizzy and weak when she looks down from heights. buy-uk = BA YUUK. buyun n k.o. shrub of thickets: Mussaenda pbilippica. bun v [C; c] be situated beside and, usually, in line. n ang mga balay sa suba, The houses are in a line along the river. Man siyag bigda naku, She wants to sleep beside me. n next to. Ang amung kun ra sa balay, Our kitchen-is located next to (or right in back of) the house. buy-un n fat on the stomach
	6
	Buyukun ( mabu
	yu
	yu
	Nagbu
	yu
	kigbu
	yu
	sina bu
	yu
	yu 
	yu
	yu
	Atung bu
	yu

	, 
	, 
	,


	buyung = BUYUD. hut = BALuvuT. 
	yu
	,

	bwabuwa = LANSUNIS. 
	bwagas v [A] for liquids or fine things to flow out profusely fromo· a container. Mibwagas ang tubig sa pagkabuslut sa banga, 
	The water flowed out rapidly when the jargot a hole on it. Di makabwagas ang bugas sa saku ug sap-ungan ang lu.ngag ug papil, 
	The water flowed out rapidly when the jargot a hole on it. Di makabwagas ang bugas sa saku ug sap-ungan ang lu.ngag ug papil, 
	The rice will not flow out if you cover the hole with paper. 

	bwahan = LANSUNIS. 
	bwahat v [A2S; c] open one's eyes wide. Mibwabat ang iyang mata sa katingala, Her eyes opened wide in surprise. 
	bwanbuwan (from bulan) n moles on the face appearing in large numbers, so called because they are believed to become darker when the moon is full. 
	bwaus = BUI.AUS. bwi-see also BUY-. 
	bwilta v 1 [A; bSc] come, go back, go back 
	,
	,
	to get s.t. Aku pang bwiltahun (bwiltaban) si Mm, I still have to go back for Mary. 1bwilta ni ngadtu, Take this back to them. 2 
	-

	[cl] repeat, do again. Bwiltahun (ibwilta) ta nig pangutana, Let's ask that again. bwiltabwilta v [A; bS] go back and forth. Mubwiltabwilta ka giyud kay dili makas-a nag dala, You have to g9 back and forth because you cannot take all of that at once. Nganung nagbwiltabwilta ka man, unsay suliran mu? 
	· 

	Why are you pacingback and forth? What's your problem? ida-n round trip. Milukatku ug tikit sa barku nga idabwilta, I bought a round trip boat ticket. 
	·

	bwinggit -BULINGGIT. byabas = BAYABAS. 
	byahi n 1 trip, journey. Balud tung byahia uy! That was a rough trip. 2 trip, single run 
	·
	·
	of a vehicle between two points. Alasdusi ang katapusang byabi, The last trip is at twelve. v 1 [A; b6] take a trip. Nagbyabi sila sa A mirika, They took a trip to America. 2 [A; c] for a public conveyance to make its run. Ayaw ibyahi ang dyip ug di pa punu, Don't dispatch the jeep before it is full. byahian v [A13] take a run s.w. regularly. byahidur n one who travels often. t 

	byakrusis n way of the cross. v [AC12; b6] do the way of the cross. Magbiyakrusis ku inigmabal nga adlaw, I'll do the way of the cross during the Holy Week .o. 
	byamban = BALANBAN .
	byanggas n mange. v [A\23P; al2] be afflicted with mange. -un(� a mangy. Kinsa man nang byanggasun nga iru? Who does that mangy dog belong to? 
	. 
	. 

	' ,
	byannv-daan 
	byanti n k.o. smooth shrub occasionallyplanted as ornamental which exudes a milkysap irritating to the skin: Homalantbus populneus.
	byanti n k.o. smooth shrub occasionallyplanted as ornamental which exudes a milkysap irritating to the skin: Homalantbus populneus.
	byuung n k.o. yellow lemon-shaped citrus of pungent odor and somewhat sour, used as a hair rinse or for flavoring salted fish. 

	byata = BYATU (female).byatiku n Holy Communion given to a dying person. v [A; b6] give the viaticum to s.o. byatilis n k.o. small rapidly growing tree of
	waste places or cultivated, extensively usedfor firewood. The leaves are used as animal feed and medicinally. It bears beJns also used medicinally: Leucaena glauca. 
	waste places or cultivated, extensively usedfor firewood. The leaves are used as animal feed and medicinally. It bears beJns also used medicinally: Leucaena glauca. 

	byatu a pious, devout man. v [B; b6] becomepious, devout. 
	byinbinida n welcome party. v [A; b6] hold a welcoming party. Magbiyinbin{da mi pasidungug sa imung pag-abut, We'll hold a welcome party when you arrive. -parti = 
	,
	,
	BYINBINIDA.
	byinis person's things. Gibaligya iyang mga byinis ibadbad sa utang, He sold h� property to pay off his debts. 

	byinrus = BINTUS. 
	byirnis = BIRNIS. 
	byirnis = BIRNIS. 
	D 

	da 1 = ADA. 2 = RA. 3-man = MAU RA (dialectal).
	DALA. 
	da= 

	da 1particle at end of a clause: la used uponnoticing s. t. new, remembering s. t. one had forgotten. Mu ra kug gitugnaw da, I feelcold! Grabi ning bata da, I notice the child is in serious condition. Lamian tung imungsud-an da! Your food was delicious! lbparticle of apology for doing s.t. poorly, that one was pressed into doing: don'tblame me if things don't work out right. Di ra ba ku kamau nga mubayli da, I don't know how to dance. 2 initial in a clause: there, I told you so! Da, nasamad ka binuun, Ther
	di= DA, 2.
	daabdaab v [Al crackle in flames. Magdaabdaab ang mga dabung laya basta dauban, Dry leaves crackle when burned. 
	daan a 1 old, not new. Daang $inina, An old dress. -Nga TuOld Testament 2 the one before, previous. Ang daan nilang gika
	gun 
	-

	byu n 1 view, scenery. 2 way -have lost itsnice look. Wa nay byu akung sapatus kay nagkalapuk, My shoes look awful because they're all muddy. v [B126) get to be poorlooking. pa-v [A; b6] make oneself con
	-

	.
	.

	sp1cuous s. w. 
	byuda n widow. -nga buhi a wife who has been separated from a husband still living. v [B26; a2] become a widow. t Nabyuda siyang bubi sukad mamabayi ang bana, Shebecame a widow of a live man after her husband started taking up with women. 
	byudu n widower. -ng buhi husband separated from his wife. v [B26; a2b6] be, become a widower. 
	byugul, byugul a 1 dull, slow in comprehen
	sion. Nabagbung siya kay byugul man, Heflunked because he's dull. 2 five-centavocoin. v [B; b6] become slow in comprehending.
	. 

	byulin n violin. v (A; cl] play, make a violin.byulita n low perennial flowering ornamental 
	with violet flowers: Barleria cristata.byumbu = BAYUMBU.byuti parlur n beauty parlor.byuuk = BAYUUK. 
	byuus = BAvuus. 
	kasabutan, Their previous agreement. 3 already, beforehand. Didtu na siyang daan pag-abut ku, He was already there when Iarrived. Daan na siyang natabap nga nagluib siya, He had already suspected before that she was being unfaithful. bag•ung s.t. one has for the first time but not new. 
	-

	I 
	I 
	I 
	I


	Akung kutsing bag-ung daan, My new car which is old. -pa [subject] just as [sulrject] thought. Nagminyu sila. Daan pa lagi ku, They got married, just as I suspectedthey would. Gidakup siya sa pulis. Daan pa giyud kung puga siya, He was arrested bythe police. He was an escaped convict, just as I thought. v [B2; b6] become old. Dalimudaan (madaan) ang balay nga way limpiyu, A house gets old easily if it is not taken care of. p�i-(➔) v [A; c] forwarn, caution. 
	lpasidaan kaniya nga dugay tang muabut, 
	Forewam him that we will arrive late. nwarning. ka-n state of being old. Milubad na sa kadaan, It faded when it was old. karaan a 1 olden times. Sa karaan dili maa
	-

	daana -dagang 
	yung maligu ug hapun, In the olden times they thought it wasn't good to bathe in the afternoon. 2 very old, leftover from an olden time. Karaan kining galingan, gigamit pa sa akung apuhan, This spinning wheel is very old. My grandmother used it. -nga gantang aold-fashioned. b old maid. Nabyaan sa trinang karaan nga gantang, The old maid missed the boat (in getting married). -nga kansiyun an old song, s. t. so often repeated it can no longer be believ�d. kinaraan a old-f ashioned. Sinayawang kinaraan, Dan
	yung maligu ug hapun, In the olden times they thought it wasn't good to bathe in the afternoon. 2 very old, leftover from an olden time. Karaan kining galingan, gigamit pa sa akung apuhan, This spinning wheel is very old. My grandmother used it. -nga gantang aold-fashioned. b old maid. Nabyaan sa trinang karaan nga gantang, The old maid missed the boat (in getting married). -nga kansiyun an old song, s. t. so often repeated it can no longer be believ�d. kinaraan a old-f ashioned. Sinayawang kinaraan, Dan

	daana= NI.ANA. see KANA• 
	1

	daani a root crops that are fibrous and lacking moisture because they have been left in the ground too long. v [BJ get to be fibrous and lacking moisture. Ug dugayng kalutun ang kamuti mudaani (madaani), Ifsweet potatoes are left in the ground too long, they become fibrous and dry. 
	daat n k.o. grass with a square-shaped,sharpedged stem having saw-edged leaves. The shoots mixed with grains of mung, com, andrice are given for teething or measles. 
	daay = DIAY (humorous slang). 
	daba n wide-mouthed clay pot used for stew
	ing vegetables. dabahan n = DA.BA. dabdab v [Al; b] set fire to s. t. with a torch.Nagdabdab siya sa kakugnan, He burned the saw grass field Gidabdaban ku ang gagmayng balbibu sa manuk, I singed the fine feathers off of the chicken. -un a burningeasily, esp. tobacco. Ang tabakung dabdabun daling maburut, Tobacco that burnseasily gets used up quickly.
	dabudabu, dabudabu n successive blows. Nalunud ang barku gumikan sa dabudabu sa kaaway, The battleship sunk from the enemy bombardment. v [A; bS] 1 bombard,rain blows upon. Dabudabuha (dabudabubi) siyag patid, Bombard him with kicks. 2 for the chest to throb. Nagdabudabu ang iyangdugban sa kakulba, His breast throbbed in fear. 
	dabuk v [A; a] 1 make a fire. Pagdabuk diha kdy magdigamu ta, Make a fire because we're going to fix dinner. 2fumigate an area. Dabukan ta ang mangga arun mudaghan ang bunga, Let's subject the mango tree to smoke so that there will be lots of fruit. (➔)n 1 fire in an open place. 2 place where anopen fire is built. Duul ra sa balay ang dabuk (dabukan), They built the fire too close to the house. -an(➔) = DABUK, 2. 
	dabukv [A; a] crush by pounding. Dabuka ang mani para sa kaykay, Pound the peanu ts for the cookies. (➔) n crushed to fine bits, crumbled. Dabuk sa pan, Bread crumbs. 
	2

	dabul bid n double bed. v [Al] use a double bed. 
	dabung a 1 young, immature. Malimut pa siya sa kamatayun sa iyang inaban kay dabung pa ang iyang kaisipan, He will forgethis mother's death because his mind is stillyoung. 2 unripe fruits and vegetables. Dabung mangga, Green mangoes. 3 metal tempered in such a way that it is too soft. Daling nagibang ang sundang kay dabung pagkapanday, The machete knicks easily because it has not been tempered long enough. n bamboo shoots. v [b6] cook s.t. with bamboo shoots. 
	dadi title for a father. v [A; al 2] call s.o. 
	'Daddy'.
	dagan dagger. pun ta -= DAGA. 
	1 
	1

	dag= DALAGA• 
	8i 
	1 
	2

	daga = 1LAGA.
	dagaang n 1 heat, warmth_ given off, usually by s.t. solid. Ang dagaang sa ilang duha ka lawas, The warmth given off by their two bodies. Ang dagaang sa nasunug nga balay,The heat from the burning house. 2 warmth of emotion. Ang dagaang sa ilang pagbati, The warmth of their love. v [B25] 1 become warm. 'Midagaang na ba ang plantsa? Is the iron hot yet? 2 shimmer in the heat. 
	. ,
	. ,

	·Ill· n = DAGAANG. 
	dagabdab n 1 disease of tobacco where the leaf turns rough and stiff and gets white spots all over it. 2 k.o. skin ailment characterized by rough and discolored spots. v 1 [a4] for tobacco to get this disease. 2 [B14 6; a4] for skin to get this ailment. -un(➔)aof a diseased sort. 
	dagahay n noise made by· the stomach when the digestive system is disturbed .. v [Al] for the stomach to make a rumbling sound. 
	dagami n stalk that is left after grain or sugar has been harvested. 
	dagan = DAL.AGAN. 
	daganas n prolonged sound of water or wind. Daganas sa busay, The sound of the waterfall. v [B2�4] make such a sound. Nagdaganas nga dagkung balud, The thundering waves. 
	dagandang = DALAGANGDANG. 
	dagang n ring made of corncobs or similar material to set a pot on when it is off the stove so that it will not tilt. v l [Al 3; cl] make a pot rest. 2 [A; b5cl] use a pot rest. -an n = DAGANG.
	dagang n 1 the long feathers on the wings of 
	dagangdang -daginut 
	•fowls that enable them to fly. 2 pen for writing literature (poetic usage). mag-r-n writer of fine literature.
	n 1 k.o. snapper. 2 = DALAGANGDANG.
	dapngdang 

	Pagkur6ada sa mutursiklu midagasdas (nadagasdas) kin� The motorcycle skidded on the curve. 
	Pagkur6ada sa mutursiklu midagasdas (nadagasdas) kin� The motorcycle skidded on the curve. 

	d-.gasdasl v [A3;b6] force one's way into a crowd. Midagasdas siya padulung sa taliwala sa dakung tim, She forced her way into the center of the crowd. 
	gu

	dat n 1 sea. 2 sea water. v [Al23P; a4]feel sick.to one's stomach, seasick. Makadagat (makapadagat) paminawun ang iyang mga bambug, It's sickening to listen to his boasting. Gidagat ang bata tungud kay mabalud, The child felt seasick because it was wavy. (➔) v [Al3] for sugar, salt, or dried fish to become damp. Magdagat ang kamayug bitun-ugan, If you let the sugar get exposed to the damp, it will get sticky. paN" 1 [A2; a] fish .in the sea, catch fish. Dilisila makapanagat, They cannot go out fishing.
	ga

	Napanagat na giyud sa pulis ang ibidinsiya, 
	Napanagat na giyud sa pulis ang ibidinsiya, 
	The police finally fished the evidence out. -in-, -in-(➔) n fish dried with sea water as the only preservative. maN-r-(�) n fishermanin the sea. paN-n 1 way of fishing. 2 equipment for fishing in the sea. pinaN-an n fish caught in the sea. -um• see DUMAGAT. -un ( ➔) a prone to seasickness. -nun a pertaining to the sea. Dagatnung mananap, Marine creatures. t 

	dagaw n thoughts which come to the mind. v [a4] be daydreaming, absent-minded. Gi
	dagaw ka man tingali. Lain man ang-imung gitubag sa akung pangutana, You must be daydreaming! You gave me a funny answer to my question. -in-a absent-minded. Mitangdu siya sa dinagaw nga pagtangdu, Henodded an absent-minded assent.
	dagaw ka man tingali. Lain man ang-imung gitubag sa akung pangutana, You must be daydreaming! You gave me a funny answer to my question. -in-a absent-minded. Mitangdu siya sa dinagaw nga pagtangdu, Henodded an absent-minded assent.

	•dagiya ka-n abundance. Magpasalamat tasa Ginuu tungud sa kadagaya nga atung nadawat, Let us thank the Lord for the abundance we have received. pa-v [Al;cJ provide in abundance. Mga kaanga gipadagaya sa Dis, The blessings the Lord has bestowed upon us. 
	yu 
	yu

	dagayday v [A; bS] flow in trickles or little rivulets. M idagayday ang mga luba sa iyang mga aping, Tears trickled down her cheeks. n trickling. Ang dagayday sa tubig dili maatu ug pabid, We cannot wipe the water 
	dagayday v [A; bS] flow in trickles or little rivulets. M idagayday ang mga luba sa iyang mga aping, Tears trickled down her cheeks. n trickling. Ang dagayday sa tubig dili maatu ug pabid, We cannot wipe the water 
	away fast enough as it streams down. 

	dagdag v 1 [B12; cl) fall, make s.t. fall from the place where it is growing. Uyuga ang punuan arun madagdag ug burut ang bunga, Shake the tree so that all the fruit will fall. Idagdag (dagdaga) ang bunga sa kayimitu, Shake the fruit from the star-apple tree. la [BN4) for hair to fall. Ayawg gamit ug tayid arun dili mudagdag ( managdag, mangdagdag) ang imung bubuk, Don't wash your hair with detergent or it will fall out. 2 [A;
	cl] pick coconuts. 3 [A2] for coconut trees to yield. Ang iyang kalubiban mudagdag basta tagdiyis mil kada saka, His farm yielded as many as 10,000 nuts per harvest. n yield of coconuts. ting-n season when a particular tree loses its leaves. 
	dagban a much, many. Dagbang mga batanun karun nga walay trababu, There are lots of young people today who are out of work. v [B; a] become, make plentiful. Midagban(nadagban) ang akung nuka, My sores increased greatly in number. Di ta na lang ni dagbanun ug sulti, Let's not say much about this. -an a very many. gi-un(➔) n quantity.ka-an, karagbanan a 1 owned by many people. Kining yutaa diz,· mabaligya kay sa kadagbanan, This land cannot be sold becauseit is titled to many people. 2 public. Mau/awta sa
	daghung n groan. v [B3; a2] groan. Midagbung ang masakitun sa kasakit, The patient groaned in pain. 
	dagil v 1 ,[A; a) cut a little bit off of s. t. Dagili rag gamay ning akung patilya, Removea little from my sideburns. 2 [A; b6(1)] cook a little extra staple for s.o. not prepared for. Idagil ang anglit ug dalidali kay diay akung kug, Cook a small potful of extra rice because I have a visitor. 3 [Al;
	yu

	c] string an extra small string along the bass string of the guitar pitched to the same note. n guitar string of this sort. 4 [A; b6( 1)) puta small magical amulet on s. t. esp. a cock. n amulet. 
	dagin.g n k. o. June bug. 
	daginut v [A; a) 1 use sparingly. Daginuta ang bu gas a"'n mubangtud, Use the rice sparingly so it will last. 2 use the last bit of s. t. M udaginut kug mga tinabas, I will use up the remnants. 3 save money, be econom
	-

	dagir -dagpi 
	189 

	ical. Makadaginu t ka kun mupalit kag dinusina, You can save if you buy by the dozen. 4heed things not wonh heeding. Daginutun pa giyud na niyang pitsipitsi? Does she really care about those worthless things? 4& heed and spread small details of gossip not worth heeding. S [A12S3S) masturbate, save money by self-gratification (humorous slang). -an(➔) a thrifty, frugal. -an ug sultitending to gossip about things not wonh gossiping about. -in-a done slowly, usually to make s.t. last to put it off. Dinaglnut a
	ical. Makadaginu t ka kun mupalit kag dinusina, You can save if you buy by the dozen. 4heed things not wonh heeding. Daginutun pa giyud na niyang pitsipitsi? Does she really care about those worthless things? 4& heed and spread small details of gossip not worth heeding. S [A12S3S) masturbate, save money by self-gratification (humorous slang). -an(➔) a thrifty, frugal. -an ug sultitending to gossip about things not wonh gossiping about. -in-a done slowly, usually to make s.t. last to put it off. Dinaglnut a
	.
	in quantity, intensity. Daginutun ang kabayag sa ispat kay gastadu na ang batiriya, Theflashlight gave off a weak light because the batteries were down. -un(➔) ang bu.Isa have 
	-

	little money. a thrifty, frugal. 

	dagir n 1 dagger. 2 name given to the red dragon (dran) piece in mahjong. v [ab2)stab with a dagger. 
	gu

	dagit v [A; a] 1 swoop down and seize a prey.g.2 kidnap, abduct. maN-r-(➔) n kidnapper. pin• n a shon fuse used in dynamite fishing so that the explQsion will be near the surface.
	dagitab n 1 electric current. 2 stimulation as if by electricity. Ang dagltab sa iyang kamadanibun nakapakurug sa akung tibuuk nga lawas, Her electric charm made mywhole body tremble. -nun a electric. Sugangdagitabnun, Electric lights. 
	dagkut v (A; b6(1)) 1 light a flame, lamp, fire, etc. Dagkuti ang sigarilyu, Light the ciarette. Unsay akung idagkut sa parul? Whatshall I light the lantern with? 2 (AN; cN)light a candle as an offering to a saint and pray to him to do s. t. good or bad or give thanks. ldagkut (ipanagkut) tikag di ku nimu pakaslan, I'll light a candle to a saint to curse you if you don't marry me. -ay a for 
	g

	s.t. lighted to be burning. Dagkutay pa ang lampara pag-abut namu, The lamp was stilllighted when we arrived. -um-I-, um-r-n one who lights candles as an offering. 
	s.t. lighted to be burning. Dagkutay pa ang lampara pag-abut namu, The lamp was stilllighted when we arrived. -um-I-, um-r-n one who lights candles as an offering. 

	dagma v (8126) stumble and fall. Ayaw pagdagan kay madagma ka unya, Don't run, you might fall. 
	dagmal v (A; b) 1 maltreat, treat cruelly. Gidagmalan niya ang iyang asawa, He maltreated his wife. 2 cause suffering. Dakunggutum ang midagmal sa mga mag-uuma, A 
	great famine tortured the farmers. n maltreatment. -an(+), m•un a cruel. 
	great famine tortured the farmers. n maltreatment. -an(+), m•un a cruel. 

	dagmuk v [A; c] throw s.t. anywhtre in adisorderly way.Si/a ang mudagmuk sa basura ngadtu sa bayban, They dumped the 
	dagmuk v [A; c] throw s.t. anywhtre in adisorderly way.Si/a ang mudagmuk sa basura ngadtu sa bayban, They dumped the 
	yu

	· 

	garbage on the seashore. Ayaw idagmuk sakarsada ang mga kabuy, Don't just dump the wood on the street. n garbage. 
	dagnay n nickname. v [A; c] give a nickname. 
	Gidagnayan kug Inday ni Mama, Mothernicknamed me 'Inday'. 
	dagpak v 1 [A; ab2] slap hard enough to make a noise. Oagpaka siya kay nagdaban, Give him a spanking because he is gettingto be too naughty. 2 [A;c] cover a hole in any sort of material by laying s. t. over it and attaching it. Kinsay nagdagpak sa kisi sa akung karsunis? Who patched up the tear· inmy pants? Playwud ang idagpak sa bubu sabungbung, Patch the hole in the wall with plywood. 3 [A; ac] join two flat pieces t
	o-

	. /
	. /

	gether by making two of their edges overlap. Nagdagpak ku sa duba ka babul, I joined two blankets together. 4 (8126; b8] -sa pamilya marry into a family. Nadagpaksiya sa mga pamilyang way nabut, She married into a family poor as church mice. n 1ranking. 2 = DAGPAK. (➔) n 1 piece used in covering up a hole. 2 -sa pamilya onewho has become pan of a family by virtue of marrying into it. 
	-

	dagpalV [A; c] plug, caulk. Ang bata mauy midagpal ug lapuk sa gripu, The child was the· one who plugged the mud into the faucet. Ang panday nagdagpal ug simintu sa mga liki sa paril, The carpenter patched the cracks of the wall with cement. 
	l 

	dagpa1v (-1,; a12b2] slap with the palm of the hand. /yang gidagpal ang bukubuku sa kabayu, He slapped the back of the horse. 
	2 

	dagpas v [A; a] swat s.t. to remove s. t. from it. n broom made out of coconut midribs. -sa abug duster made of chicken feathers. n 1 s. t. used to brush s. t. away. a broommade of coconut midribs. b feather duster. c fly swatter. 2 action of swatting to remove 
	s.t. Wa mapapba ang bugaw sa usa ka dagpas, He didn't get rid of the dirt with one swat. 
	dagpi (from dapi) v 1 [AN; ab2] slap with the palm of the hand. May kamut nga midagpi (nanagpi) sa akung aping, A hand 
	·
	·

	slapped my cheek. 2 [b6) whip with woman's hair to relieve the skin disease called 
	ugabip. Ang ugabip maayu kun dagpian sa bubuk, The kind of sores called ugabip getbetter if you whip them with hair. 3 = DAGPAK 2, 3. n 1 slap. 2 a k.o. sorcerywhereby a sorcerer inflicts harm by tapping the victim. The victim counteracts the sorcery by tapping the sorcerer back. 3 appli
	-

	dagsa -ruigut 
	cation for skin diseases consisting of herbscooked in banana leaves over live coals. The cause of the disease is thought to appear in the compress after it has been applied. -timu a small in size or quantity (humorous).
	cation for skin diseases consisting of herbscooked in banana leaves over live coals. The cause of the disease is thought to appear in the compress after it has been applied. -timu a small in size or quantity (humorous).
	d tu nimug piging nga dagpi timu ra man ang pagkaun? Could you call that a banquet when only a small amount of food was served? -in-n k. o. pancake made from ground starch. maN-r-n sorcerers who practice the sorcery called dagpi.
	Matawag ba 
	gu 


	dagsa v [B2; c) wash to the shore. Midagsaangdakung isda, The big fish drifted ashore. Didtu siya idagsa, He was washed ashore in that place. n 1 s. t. washed ashore s. w. 2 one who happens to be in a place. Namana siyag usa ka dagsa, She married a person who happened to be in that place by chance. -um-I-= DAGSA, n 2. -um· n name of wind that hits Cebu from the Northeast. 
	dagsang v [BN3(1)) become abundant. Nanagsang (nagdagsangJ ang mga ilaga sa Kutabatu, Cotabato is being overrun with rats. Kinabanglan sumpuun ang krimin una makadagsang, Crime should be stopped before it becomes rampant. pa-v [A; cl) propagate, raise in plentiful quantities. Padagsanga (ipadagsang) ang saging sa inyung yuta, 
	Propagate bananas on your land. dagsay n cymbals.dagtum a dark grey, gloomy. Ang dagtum sa 
	langit nagtilimad-un ug ulan, Dark skies are a sign of rain. v [B) be, become dark. Mi
	langit nagtilimad-un ug ulan, Dark skies are a sign of rain. v [B) be, become dark. Mi
	dagtum ang iyang nawung pagkadung sanutisya, pagbinulad, His face became gloomy when he heard the news; his face got tanned dark from being in the sun. Nagdagtum ang iyang karsunis sa buling, His trousers were black with dirt. 
	gu


	dagubdub n k.o. gudgeon. daguhub n hollow, rumbling sound. Ang dagubub sa ayruplanu, The roar of the air
	plane. a loud in a hollow, rumbling way. Danang imung pagtambul, Yourdrumming is very loud. v [A; b6) make hollow, rumbling sounds. 
	plane. a loud in a hollow, rumbling way. Danang imung pagtambul, Yourdrumming is very loud. v [A; b6) make hollow, rumbling sounds. 
	gubub kaa
	yu 


	daguhung n howling sound of the wind. v[B4; b6l make howling sound. Nagdagubung ang bangin sa bagyu, The wind howled in the storm. 
	dagukduk(from dukduk) n hammering,
	1
	1
	knocking sound. v [B4) make hammering, knocking sound. Ug mudagukduk ang makina naay dipiktu, There's s. t. wrong with the machine if it knocks. 2 [b(l)) go fishing in shallow waters with a· hook and line at night using a tingkarul lamp (so called because the fish are attracted by knocking the 
	knocking sound. v [B4) make hammering, knocking sound. Ug mudagukduk ang makina naay dipiktu, There's s. t. wrong with the machine if it knocks. 2 [b(l)) go fishing in shallow waters with a· hook and line at night using a tingkarul lamp (so called because the fish are attracted by knocking the 
	side of the boat with the paddle). paN· v[A2) go hook and line fishing in shallowwaters using a tingkarul lamp. -an n thelamp used in this k.o. fishing (= TINGKARUL).


	dagul a 1 close cut or cropped or shaven head.2 for soil to have nothing growing on it. v 1 [A; a) cut hair closely, shave the hair off the head. Dagulun ta lang ning imung alut, Let's make your haircut a crew cut. 2 (B; b6) for land to become unproductive. Nadagul ang yuta kay dugayng wa ulana, Theland became barren because it hadn't r� ceived rain for a long time. 
	dam n needle. Dam para tabi, Sewingneedle. Dam para indiksiyun, Hypodermic needle. -in-n 1 pin. Ang mga papil gialm, The papers were fastened together with a pin. 2 needle-like thorns on plants. alpilir -in-= -IN-1.
	gu
	gu
	gu
	piliran ug dina
	gu

	dag-um n rain cloud. v (ABN3; b6] 1 cloud over. lvfudag-um (manag-um) na gani ang langit, If the sky clouds over. Gidag-uman anglangit, The sky was covered with clouds. 2 make s.o. feel gloomy. Midag-um diba sa iyang kabiladman ang dakung kasakit, Agreat pain made him feel gloomy. 3 -anglangit v [B3(1)4; b4) be on the verge of tears. Hunua na ang inyung sulugsulug sa dalaga kay midag-um na ang langit, Stopteasing the poor girl because she's on the verge of tears. dagun n amulet, charm for good luck or den
	ng
	fense. v [A; c) attach a charm to. Gida
	gu 

	dagundan v [B; a12l come or happen one ndan ang mga bagyu rung panabuna, We've been having tyndaguna ang imung prublima sa pagsingarig pangutang, Don't let your problems pile up by incurring so many debts. 
	gu
	after another. Nagda
	gu
	gu
	phoons one after another. Ayawg da
	gu

	dagunduna 1 half-hard, half-soft, lumpytexture of raw bananas, sweet potatoes. 2 deep rumbling of distant thunder, distant motor with insufficient muffling. 
	1 

	dagundunn drinks to go with food. v [A;ndunanniyag tuba ang kinilaw, He washed the raw fish down with toddy. 
	2 
	b6) take drinks with food. Gida
	gu

	dandung, dangdung v [B6N; b6] be thick with leaves, fruit. Midandung (nanandung) ang kabuy sa dabun, The treeis thick with leaves. Ang kabuy gidandungan sa bunga, The tree is full of fruits. t 
	gu
	gu
	gu
	gu
	gu

	dat a 1 completely removed, used up. Dat na ang mga kabuy sa bakilid, Every sin-
	gu

	gu
	daguuk -dahinggay 
	gle piece of wood has been removed from the slope. 2 completely rotten so that it cannot rot any further. Dagut nang sinina, dili na mapunit, A dress so rotten that you can't even pick it up. Dat nga nangka, A completely rotten jackfruit. v 1 [A; a] use to the last grain, bit; take away every bit of 
	gle piece of wood has been removed from the slope. 2 completely rotten so that it cannot rot any further. Dagut nang sinina, dili na mapunit, A dress so rotten that you can't even pick it up. Dat nga nangka, A completely rotten jackfruit. v 1 [A; a] use to the last grain, bit; take away every bit of 
	gu

	s.t. Kining pan mauy idagut sa dyam nga namilit sa butilya, Use this bread to wipe up the last bit of jam sticking to the jar. 2[Bl2] rot completely to the point that it will not hold together. Nadat ang papil sa libru, The paper in the book has turned completely to dust. 
	gu


	daguuk n steady roaring sound made by the rushing of water, machines in a distance, roar of a crowd, the sound of an empty stomach. v (A2S; b4) make a roaring sound. Midaguuk ang akung tiyan sa kagutum, Mystomach is rumbling from hunger. Nagdaguuk ang ulan nga bapit na muabut, Therainstorm made a roaring noise as it drew 
	. 
	. 
	,

	near. -10-= DAGUUK, n. 

	dagway n 1 face. 2 appearance, looks. Angnamiyabuk niyang aping dagway sa kagutum, Her sunken cheeks portray h.unger, 2a -tawu human form. Nawala ang ilang dagway tawu ug nabimu silang iru, They shed their human form and turned themselves into dogs. 3 perhaps, probably. Muulan dagway karon, It probably will rain now. 3a -ug it looks as though. Dagwayg muulan, Itlooks as though it's going to rain. -an a pretty, handsome. ka-n similar in appearance to s.o. else. Kadagway mu siya, He looks like you. paN-n
	dagyaw n day's work done by a group without pay for landlord or for a communal project (usually on a Monday). Dagyaw ang pagtukud sa iskuylaban, The school was built by communal work. v [A; bS] do communal work. 
	dahan v 1 [B4; b4] for s.t. bad to persist, get worse. Nidaban ang iyang kabuang sa madiyung, Her madness for mah jong got worse. Gidabanan siya sa bilanat, His fever is persisting. 2 [Al2; a12] keep up with. Dili ku madahan ang trababu sa balay, I cannot keep up with the work in the house. manga it is ridiculous, incredibly stupid that [so-and-so] happened. Madaban ba gud nimu nga gidisdisan siyang way anistisya, Imagine! They operated on him without anesthesia. ma-ug it would have been ridiculous if
	di ka mutambung sa kasal sa imung anak, 
	You surely could not fail to attend your son's wedding! pa• v [cl] allow s.t. to persist, get worse. Dili maayung padabanun (ipadaban) ang iyang batasan, It's not advisable to allow this behavior of his to go on. 
	dahay n sighs, bewailing of misfortune. v [A; b3] moan, bewail one's misfortune. Midabay siya sa dautan niyang gidangatan, Shesighed mournfully over her misfortune. Dili angayang dabayan ang imung kakabus, It'snot right to bewail your poverty. 2 [A13] behave for no good reason in an unusually jolly, high-spirited manner, laughing gailyand easily. Such behavior is believed to portendgs. t. bad for whoever engages in-it. Nganung nagdabay man mu bisag nagngiub ning kalibutan? Why are you boisterously mirth
	dahig = DALAHIG. dahik = DALAHIK. 
	dahil v 1 [A; b] iron s.t. over quickly to OU t. Dabili usa kanang sininaa kay gigamit na man nfmu, Iron out the creases in that shirt because you wore it once. 2 [A; a] iron a few things. Mu ra niy imung dabilun, This is all you are to iron_. 
	smooth it 

	dahili n k. o. dwarf coconut, not more than 10' tall, with thin-husked nuts the size of a grapefruit. -humay n k.o. small-grained rice with white husk and grains, considered desirable for consumption as staple. 
	dahfli v [B2S3g;c] 1 for solids in small pieces (grains, small rocks, etc.) to slip, slide down touching a surface; or for liquids to move. 
	Singut nga midabili sa iyang kalawasan, Sweat that rolled down his body. Nagdabiliang graba, The gravel was slowlyfalling out of the truck. 2 for solids in small pieces to be abundant. MagdabiJi ang mangga sa Sibu sa ting-init, Mangoes are abundant in Cebu in the summer. Gidabilian ang Sibu ug kwarta ni Markus, Marcos flooded Cebu with money. 
	· 

	dahilug n small venomous snake-like creature, shiny black in color, 3" Jong. 
	dahilug v [BS; b6] slip off downwards, slide down. Midabilug Jang ang kasili gikan sa akung kamut, The eel just slipped out of my hand. Nagdabilug sa bakilid ang mgatrusu, The logs slid down the steep slope. 
	dahilus v [BS; c] for things in one piece to slide over a surface having continuous contact with it. Dali kaayu kung nakadabilus sa lubi, I slid down the coconut .tree fast. Maamang dabilusan ang sinaw ninyungsalug, What fun to slide on your shiny floor. 
	yu 
	.

	dahinggay v [AN; b6] for liquid to flow 
	dahiraw -dail 
	downwards without leaving the surface over which it is flowing. Nagdabinggay ang imungsip-un, Your nose is running. Ang kamisin ngagidabinggayan sa singut, A shirt that had sweat flow down into it. 
	downwards without leaving the surface over which it is flowing. Nagdabinggay ang imungsip-un, Your nose is running. Ang kamisin ngagidabinggayan sa singut, A shirt that had sweat flow down into it. 
	dahiraw = DAWIRAW. 
	dahis v [A; b6(1)] press clothes hastily and without much care. Kadali ra ug akuy mudahis sa mga ig-uluran, It won't take long to iron clothes to wear around the house. 
	dahug v [A; bS] urge s.o. to do s.t. not to his advantage. Siya ang midabug sa duba ka bata arun magsinumbagay, He was the one who egged the children into having a fistfight. Gidahugan (gidahug) siya sa pagsulud sa util, She was talked into going to a hotel. n incitement to do s. t. disadvantageous. -un a urging people to act against their best interest. 
	dahugv 1 [A; b6(1)] play a practical joke on 
	s.o. 2 (A3; b4) for an evil spirit to work his power (through an intermediate sorcerer or not). Miburut ang iyang lawas kay gidan natu, His body is swelling with an affliction sent by a supernatural being. n affliction suffered by s.o. through the workis of a supernatural being or his agent. Dabug ang namatyan ni Kulas, Kolas died of a disease inflicted by a supernatural being. -an(➔) a 1 one who is fond of making practical jokes. 2 one who inflicts diseases of supernatural origin. 
	bugan sa mga dili in
	gu 
	ng


	dahul a 1 coarse-grained, for thread to be coarse.Dabul ra kining biluba para sa akung sinina, This thread is too coarse for my dress. 2 coarse in manners. v [ B; c 1] become coarse, grind s.t. coarsely. Dabulun (idabul) ku paggaling ang kapi, I will grind the coffee coarsee. dahuldahul v [B23(1); a2] be, become bier. Makadabuldabul pa ning prutasa ug wa pa pupua, This fruit would have grown bigger if it had not been picked so quickly.Dabuldahulun ku ang imung pabat, I'll give you a bigger share. a bigger
	gg

	dahulug = DALHUG. 
	dahum v [Al3; a12] expect, hope for s.t. to happen.Wa ku magdahum nga magluib ka, I didn't dream you would stab me in the back. Ayaw damha nga mubalik pa ku, Don't expect me to come back. paN-n expectation, supposition. Sa akung panabum tigulang siya, piru batan-un diay, I expectedhim to be an old man, but it turned out he was actually quite young. 
	dahun n leaf.v [A] grow leaves. Kusug mudahun ang agbati, Agbati tends to grow lots of leaves. -ug lagpad v [AN; cS] improve financially (lit. grow wide leaves).Mudahun 
	(manahun) tag lagpad ug magkugi, We will improve financially if we work hard. -tubu, -sa, ug tubu n k.o. lothin flat fish with green bones and fins all round the body. (➔) 1 leaf of a book. 2cured tobacco. paN-v [A] sprout leaves. n leaf arrangement.Ang panahun sa kahuy nga tagiluyluy nag-atbang, The ipil-ipil tree has bipinnate leaves. dahundahun n any insect that looks like a leaf. v [B6; a4) be more thick with leaves than fruits or grains. Mudabundahun (dabundabunun) ang bumay basta lutabun ra ang y
	ng 

	dahunug n continuous rumbli. roaringsound.Ang dabunug sa mga dagkung trak, Loud rumbling sounds of the trucks. v [A2S3] make rumblisound.Midabunug ang makusug nga silbatu sa barku, The loud blowiof the foghorn resounded. 
	ng
	ng 
	ng 

	dahup v [A; a12] 1 close the mouth of a bag or net by pullia drawstring run through a casiin the edge. 2 haul in a fishinet. by pulling the edges together in a bunch. Kada dahup daghang makuba, Each time you pull in the net, you get a lot of fish. 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 

	dahut a 1 close-fisted to an intense degree. n, A stingy person is not generous. 2 completely poverty-stricken. v [ B2; b6) 1 be, become stingy or miserly. 2 be, become poor or penniless. Mudabut (madahut) ka kun magpunay ug sugal, If you keep on with your gambling, you'll wind up in the poorhouse. 
	Ang tawung dabut dili manggibata
	gu

	dahuyag a nonsense word used to fill out a line in rhymes. Dayun, dayun, dabuyagl Walay makagsanta ug makagbabagl Ning palasyu namung payag, Com�in, come-in dabuyag, No one can bar your way, Into this palace of a hut. 
	daig v [A; b] 1 set s.t. on fire. Unya na Lang daigi ang mga layang dabun, Set these dried leaves on fire later on. 2 light s.t. Tagai kugidaigsa akung sigarilyu, Give me s.t. to lightmy cigaret with. n (➔) fire in the open. Wagiyud mapalung ang amung daig sa ulan, 
	The rain did not put our fire out. daikv [A; b6(1)] start s.t. burniby putting 
	ng 

	s.t.glowito it. Gidaikan naku ang sigarilyu, I lighted the cigarette. 
	ng 

	dail n full moon. Inigsawup sa adlaw mau say isubang sa dail, The full moon rises as soon as the sun sets. v [B; b6] for the moon to become full. -un a moon that is full. 
	dailus -daku 
	dafiusv 1 [A; b6] move, slide or trickle slowly across or down on a surface. Inigsaylu sa balud mudailus pud pagbalus ang sakayan,
	dafiusv 1 [A; b6] move, slide or trickle slowly across or down on a surface. Inigsaylu sa balud mudailus pud pagbalus ang sakayan,
	When the wave passes by, the boat in turn moves slowly down. Inanay ang tubig nga nagdailus sa bungbung, Water is trickling slowly down the wall. 2 [AP; b6] move, let oneself slide s.w. Kun wala magtan-aw ang dalaga mudailus (mupadailus) pud si Pidru sa duul, When the girl wasn't looking, Peter would slide closer. 3 [A; ab3c] come from the village to town. Dai/us na mu sa lungsud sa pista, Come to the town during the fiesta. 
	dait v [Cl] have good personal relationships. 
	Makigdait kita sa atung silingan, We should have good relations with our neighbors. maun, makiun a in a manner inspiring good personal relationships. panag-, panag-ay( ➔) n good relations. 
	g-


	daitul, daitul v [A; c] touch a small part of 
	s.t. against s.t. else. Midaitul siya sa iyang ngabil sa akua, She pressed her lips against mine. Gidaitlan niyag binagang put haw ang pinaakan sa halas, fie touched red-hot iron to the snake bite. /yang gidaitul ang-tilipunu sa /yang dalunggan, She pressed the telephone receiver to her ears. 
	s.t. against s.t. else. Midaitul siya sa iyang ngabil sa akua, She pressed her lips against mine. Gidaitlan niyag binagang put haw ang pinaakan sa halas, fie touched red-hot iron to the snake bite. /yang gidaitul ang-tilipunu sa /yang dalunggan, She pressed the telephone receiver to her ears. 

	*daiya ka-v [A13] varied, of all different kinds. Nagkadaiya ang amung balun, We took along all kinds of food. 
	dak n Doc, nickname for a doctor. dakaldakal n things which make a road 
	rough. -un a rough road. 
	rough. -un a rough road. 

	dakan = ARUN (dialectical). ay n large building, house. 
	dakbal

	dakbayan n city. pa-v [A) go to, live in the city. ka-an(-f-) n cities. -un(Ł) a having to do with the city. · 
	dakbut n k.o. · amphibious boat, boat that can go on land. 
	dakdak " 1 [B12; b8] fall down with a bang. 
	Pisti ning palut sa sag,ng, mau niy nakadakdak (nakapadakdak) naku, Damn this banana peeling. That is what made me fall. 2 [ANB12; c] throw s.t. down with force that is heavy; fall down with a bang on the rump. Nadalispang ug nadakdak, He slipped and fell on his rear end. Ayaw ug idakdak ang lubi .sa asiras. Hidakdakan unya ang imung tiil, Don't smash the coconut on to the sidewalk. It might hit your foot. 3 [AN; 
	Pisti ning palut sa sag,ng, mau niy nakadakdak (nakapadakdak) naku, Damn this banana peeling. That is what made me fall. 2 [ANB12; c] throw s.t. down with force that is heavy; fall down with a bang on the rump. Nadalispang ug nadakdak, He slipped and fell on his rear end. Ayaw ug idakdak ang lubi .sa asiras. Hidakdakan unya ang imung tiil, Don't smash the coconut on to the sidewalk. It might hit your foot. 3 [AN; 
	b] wash clothing by hitting it against a flat surface. Dakdaki ang babul ug maayu arun malimpiyu, Beat the blanket thoroughly so it will become clean. 3a [A; b6(1)] knock s.o. on the head. Dakdakan ta ka ning kabu, I'll knock you on the head with this dipper. 

	4 [A; c] spend a large amount to win an election. Pila kaha ang idakdak ni Markusdinhi? How much money do you think Marcos will pour here? 5 [A2; b4] -ulan for a rainstorm to break. 6 [AN; c] heapblame, abuse, etc. on s.o. Gidakdakan aku niya ug dagban kaang trababu, He heaped a huge amount of work on me. Pait nga panimalus ang ,yang idakdak kanimu, He will wreak bitter revee on you. -an(-:,) n a piece ·of flat stone or anything where one beats_ his laundry on in washing. t 
	yu
	ng

	dakdakan n k.o. branching edible seaweed, dark-green in color, soft and spongy in texture, and about ¼" thick. It tends to be flat on both sides. 
	dakinas, dakin-as v [B2] slip and fall. Paghinay, madanlug. Madakin-as ka unya, Be careful. It's very slippery. You might fall. 
	dakit = DALAKIT. 
	daklap = DAPLAK. 
	daklit (from kalit) a for a very short time. Daklit nga panagkita, A momentary meeting. Nakadisidir siya sa daklit, He made uphis mind in an instant. v [A2; bSc] do s.t. for a second. Daklitan (daklitun) kug tanaw ang libru, I'll look at the book for a second. Mahimu ning idaklit nimug hatud? Can you take out a second to deliver it? 
	dakrun n dacron fiber. 
	daktil n hair style for women in which the hair about 2" below the nape is cut like a duck's tail. v [A; c16] cut hair into a ducktail style, wear hair in this style.o· 
	daktul a full moon. Hayag karun kay daktul ang bu/an, It's bright tonight because there's a full moon. -ug nawung round-faced. v [B3; b4] for the moon to get to be full. Gidaktulan na lang sila sa bulan wa pa gihapun kahumag daru, The full moori was upon them before they had finished plowing. -um-r-n moon about to be full. 
	daku a l big, great. Daku n� ang /yang anak, Her child is grown up now. -ug aninu prominent person. Gamay tuung tawu si Rumulu piru dakug aninu, Romulo may be small in stature, but he is a very important man. -ug baba havitendency to tell se-crets. -ang dat be high tide. -nkabaw be already grown up, but still doing things inappropriate to adults. Kadaku na nimung kabaw magduwa ka pa gihapug dyulin, yOU still play marbles at your age! -nga mamsa bigwig. -ntawu a important person. b spokesman in askia woman'
	ng 
	. 
	ga
	ga 
	ga 
	ng 
	ga 
	much (modifyi
	ng 
	-

	194 dakul -dala 
	Artifact
	sawa siya nimu bisan buhi pang daku ang iyang asawa. M inyu na siyang daku, He will marry you even though his wife is very much alive. He is very mucli a ,.iarried ·man. 
	sawa siya nimu bisan buhi pang daku ang iyang asawa. M inyu na siyang daku, He will marry you even though his wife is very much alive. He is very mucli a ,.iarried ·man. 
	Di na na siya kapasar kay daku na kaayu ug palta, She cannot pass because she has been absent many times. Dakung masakitun ang iyang asawa, His wife is gravely ill. Gikalipay kug daku ang nabitabu, I am very happy about what happened. Magu!ting siJag daku naku, He is much older than I am. adlaw nga -broad-daylight. -ang hunahuna be anxious to do s.t. Daku kaayu ang akung bunabuna pag-adtu sa Kanada, I'vebeen thinkivery much about going to Canada. -ang tinguha be intent on doing
	'
	ng 


	s.t. Daku ang akung tinguba pagtabang nimu, I'm moving heaven and earth to help you. 3 usa ka -one centavo coin (so called because formerly it was a large coin). 4 -nga [word referring to an action] it's highly improbable [such-and-such] an action would be done. Dakung palit naku ana nga naa may baratu, You think I'd buy thatwhen there are so many inexpensive ones available? Dakung batag niya natu nga daOU think that greedy guy would give us any? v [B; a] become, make big. Nagdaku siyang walay inaban, He
	wu man na siya? y

	Turn the light up, please. 3 [al2] allow s.t. to grow big. Padak-a (padakua) ang kamuti, Let the sweet potatoes grow big. dakudaku n chief, head, foreman. Kinsay dakudaku niining upisina? Who is the head of this office? -an(�), -ay(�) a very great. Dakuan (dakuay) uyamut ang iyang kaulaw, Hershame was indeed great. -g-a big (plural). Pulus dagku ang iyang gipalit, He only bought big ones. paN-g-v [A) become great. Nanagku ang ilang mga mata, Theybecame wide-eyed. ka-g-an n higher officers,authorities. Puru
	Turn the light up, please. 3 [al2] allow s.t. to grow big. Padak-a (padakua) ang kamuti, Let the sweet potatoes grow big. dakudaku n chief, head, foreman. Kinsay dakudaku niining upisina? Who is the head of this office? -an(�), -ay(�) a very great. Dakuan (dakuay) uyamut ang iyang kaulaw, Hershame was indeed great. -g-a big (plural). Pulus dagku ang iyang gipalit, He only bought big ones. paN-g-v [A) become great. Nanagku ang ilang mga mata, Theybecame wide-eyed. ka-g-an n higher officers,authorities. Puru
	on a large scale. Ang dinagku nga pagpamalit baratu, It is cheap to buy wholesale. dumalagku, dumalagkuun a variety of a plant or animal that tends to be bigger. 

	Sect
	Artifact

	Dumalagkuung maisa piru gagmayg pusu, 
	The corn is of a large variety, but the ears are small. gidak-un n size. kadak-an n livingroom, largest room in the house. kinadakan n 1 biggest. 2 the whole world. Ang nabitabu gisibya sa kinadak-an, The event wasbroadcast to the whole world. maN-(� ), tag-(�), tagmaN-((.) n costing one centavo. 
	Manaku (tagdaku, tagmanaku) ang tundan, 
	Small bananas cost one centavo each. 
	dakul v [AN; b5] rap s.o. on the head with s.t. Dakla (dakula, dakli) siya kay nagdaban, Rap him on the head because he is acting up too much. n rapping. dakuldakul v [A;
	a] rap s.t. to make noise. Dakuldakuli angmaya, Rap empty cans to chase away thebirds. 
	dakun = KANA.KU (dialectal). see AKU. 
	dakung = DAKUL. 
	dakup v [A; ab2) 1 catch. Nadakup fbingdakpan) na ba ang kabayu nga nakaguwa sa kural? Did you manage to catch the horse that broke out of the enclosure? 2 apprehend, arrest. Dakpun ka ug mamuhi kag dinamita, You will be arrested if you go dynamite fishi. 3 [A2; al 2] catch fire. Dakpun ang kayu sa gasulina, The gasoline will catch fire. (�) n period of time that arrests are being made. Dakup run sa mga draybir nga walay lisinsiya, They're arresting drivers without licenses these days. -in-,dinakpan 
	ng
	ay 

	dakung v [A23] stay put meekly, usually with the head bowed. Mudakuyung dayun ang amung iru basta sutsutan, Our dog staysput meekly when you hiss at him. 
	yu

	dakyup v [A; b6] 1 for things that fly to swarm, fly around close to s.t. Ang anunugba mudakyup sa suga, The moths will fly around the lamp. 2 appear suddenly. Gidakyupan ang akung panumduman sa imung hulagway, Your picture appeared suddenly to my thoughts. 3 envelop with an atmosphere. Mga mabagang dag-um nagdakyup sa kabungturan, Dark clouds enveloped the hills. Kun dakyupan ka sa kamingaw, Whenloneliness envelopes you. 
	dal n 1 doll. 2 term of endearment for a small child. 
	dala v 1 [A; a2] take, bring, carry. Magdaia 
	Figure
	ba kug rigalu ngadtu? Shall I bring presents there? Bug-at na kaang dad-un (dalbun, dal-un) ang taru, The can is too heavy to carry. la for an illness to take. Dad-un ka unta sa kulira, Drop dead! (Lit. I hope cholera takes you!) 2 [A; al2] play a role. 
	ba kug rigalu ngadtu? Shall I bring presents there? Bug-at na kaang dad-un (dalbun, dal-un) ang taru, The can is too heavy to carry. la for an illness to take. Dad-un ka unta sa kulira, Drop dead! (Lit. I hope cholera takes you!) 2 [A; al2] play a role. 
	yu 

	Ang papil ni Husi Risa/ anggidala ni Rumiyu, Romeo played the role of Jose Rizal. 2a sing a certain voice in choral groups, play an instrument in an ensemble. Akuy mudala sa babu, ikay kanta sa tu.nu, I'll sing the bass while you sing the melody. 2b -ug hilas [A23] fake s.t. without showing it. Maayu siyang mudag hilas kay di muusab ang iyang dagway ug mamutbut, He can really fake it, because when he tells a lie his face remains unchanged. 3 [A; al2] drive avehicle, make s.t. go. Maadiay kang mudalag 
	yu 

	,
	al2] treat, manage s.t. or s.o. Ang tawu 
	ng mudala sa iyang mga kawani, The man who manages the office treats his employees well. S [Al 2; a3] endure, bear. Madala pa sa kabaw ang kainit sa adlaw, The carabao can bear the heat of the sun. 6 [Al2; a3] be of some help. Ang imung gradu dili na madala ug inat. Hagbung ka giyud, Stretching your grade won't be of any help. You failed, · period. 7 [Al3;a2] include with, be to
	nga nagdala sa upisina maa
	yu 

	.
	gether with, accompany. Ang iyang tingug 
	nagdala ug kabadluk, There was fear in her
	voice. 8 [A] carry clothes, personal belong
	ings well, poorly. Maayu siyang mudala ug 
	bisti, She carries her clothes well. n s.t.
	brought, carried, taken along as a load. Nag
	sangk iig aku sa akung dala, l staggered un
	der my load. a 1 together with. Mikalagiw 
	ang inaban dala ang gamay niyang bata, 
	The mother fled together with her small child. 2 carried along with, influenced by. Dala sa akung kalagut nakabilak aku, Influenced by my anger, I burst out crying. 3 the accompaniment of. Kining akung biianat dala sa akung bubak, My fever came on with my asthma. 3a -sapagkatawu inborn. Ang /yang pagkabuta dala sa iyang pagkatawu, He is blind from birth .4 in
	.cluded. Ang singkuwintang pliti dala na ang tubig, Water is included in the fifty pesos rent. (�) v [B12S] be influenced by, carried along. Nadala aku sa ,yang kakugi, l was influenced by her industriousness. daladala v [A; al2] bring repeatedly, whereever one goes. Kining imung pagkasaksi mauy mudaladala kanimu sa pagpaatubang sa 

	husgadu, If you are a witness it will keep bringing you back to court. Daladalaun gayud naku kining bataa, I will surely take the child with me wherever I go. Hapit na mutuig ang pagdaladala n{ya sa iyang sakit,
	He has been going around with his sickness
	for almost a year. n female genitalia (hu
	morous). pa-v [A; c] send. Ipadala niya
	ang imung urdir kun padad-an mu siyag 
	kwarta, He will send the order if you send 
	him money. -um·(Ł) v [A; a2] manage.
	Nagdumala siya sa usa ka bangku dinbi, He
	managed one of the banks here. kadumala
	han, dumalahan n management. Ang Ur
	muk ubus gihapun sa iyang kadumalaban, 
	Ormoc is also under his administration. -in
	a = DALA, a 1, 2. n 1 male genitalia (hu
	morous). 2 children of a former marriage 
	brought into a new marriage. 3 idiosyncra
	sies a woman may experience during con
	ception. Ayaw tagda ang kapungtanun sa 
	imung asawang burus kay dinala na; Don't
	mind your wife's irritability. That's part of 
	her pregnancy. dinad-an, dinalhan n treat
	ment. Ang ngil-ad nga dinad-an sa iyang 
	bana, The bad treatment her husband gives 
	her. dalad-unun, dad-unun, dalhunun n 
	things to be brought. a needing care be
	cause of sickness or needing tact because of 
	touchiness.dalaga light yellow. Dalag ang ib.i, Urine is 
	1 

	yellow. n yellowed or brown fallen leaves. 
	Dalag sa lumbuy bimuun ug /{kin, Yellowed
	lumbuy leaves are made into cigars. v [BN;
	a] 1 become, make s.t. yellow. 2 for the voice to get off pitch. Nadalag (midalag) ang iyang tingug ·tungud sa bilabibang kahadluk, She was so frightened her voice went out of key. 3 [Al] wear s.t. yellow.ma· a yellow. v [Al3] he yellow. Nagamadalag ang panganud sa matabum buluk sabulawan, The clouds were yellow with beautiful hues. ofgold.
	dalag= HALUAN.
	2 

	dalan 1 unmarried woman. Anak sa pagkadalaga, A child born to an unmarried woman. Dalagang lagas, An old maid. 2young girl who has reached maturity. Sus!Dalaga ka na kaayung tan-awun, My! Youlook very much a young lady. v [B12S] 1 for a girl to grow up, act like a grown-up. Ang imung inaban ug aku dungan nga nadalaga, Your mother and I grew up at the same time. la [B126] reach womanhood by virtue of menstruating. Nadalaga ku sa idad nga katursi, l had my first menstruation atfourteen. paN-v [A2!;a2] get 
	ga 

	•dalag-dalamba 
	Ł 

	ka ka"'ng gabii, I'll sneak into your bed tonight. hiN(➔)v[B145) grow into full womanhood. Nanindut ang iyang lawas dibang nagbinalaga na, She developed a beautifulbody as she grew to maturity. kadal•gahan n maidens. Ang mga kadalagaban atua sa sayawan, The girls are at the dance. -um-nfemale animal just about ready for reproduction, esp. chickens. v [B12Sl 1 be old enough to reproduce. lgiyung nagdu
	ka ka"'ng gabii, I'll sneak into your bed tonight. hiN(➔)v[B145) grow into full womanhood. Nanindut ang iyang lawas dibang nagbinalaga na, She developed a beautifulbody as she grew to maturity. kadal•gahan n maidens. Ang mga kadalagaban atua sa sayawan, The girls are at the dance. -um-nfemale animal just about ready for reproduction, esp. chickens. v [B12Sl 1 be old enough to reproduce. lgiyung nagdu
	gu
	malaga na, gidunguy ang tanan kung ma
	nuk, My chickens got diseased just as they were about to start laying. 2 for a girl that is too young to act like a teen-ager. Nagdumalaga ka nag pulupanglipstik, You think you're grown-up already wearing lipstick. dalagfta n a girl close to maturity but not yet mature (ten to thirteen years old). Dalaglta na giyud si Grita kay gipamukulan na,g. Greta has indeed reached puberty because her breasts are binnito develop. v [BS] become a yougirl. nterm for endearment for a smridwan na akung dalagingding, My 
	eg
	ng 
	ng 
	dalaginding 
	all girl. G
	li
	ng 


	•daJagatudlu -n k.o. banana, eaten as is 
	2
	2
	when ripe, growing 6" long, tapering and narrow. The peel is light green and the meat white when ripe.

	dalagan v 1 [A2S; ab3c] for a person to run. Midagan siya kay nabadluk, He ran awaybecause he was afraid. Kinsa tung nagdagan diba? Who is that runniover there? Di na ku kadagan kay gikutasan ku, I can run no further because I am out of breath. Dagana ang tawu kay wa pa siya kabayad, Runafter the man. He didn't pay. Unsay imung gidaganan? What are you running away from? Bantayi kanang karni, kay idagan sa iru, Watch the meat because the dog will run away with it. 2 [A2Sl for a machine to run, function. Di 
	ng 

	r, He ran for mayor three times. 4 [A2;
	r, He ran for mayor three times. 4 [A2;
	yu

	b8} run for help. Wa siyay laing kadaganan. He has no one else to turn to. S [A2] extend a certain time or distance. Angpilikula mudagan ug tulu ka uras. Thesho� lasts for three hours. Gikan dinbi ang karsada mudagan ngadtu sa suba, From here the road runs toward the river. Usa ka bariJ. nga aspaltu mudagan ug unsi mitrus, Abarrel of asphalt lasts eleven meters. n 1 speed,velocity. Singkuwinta milyas kada uras ang dagan sa awtu, The car is traveling at fifty , functionicondition. Maapa ang dagan sa awtu, 
	· 
	miles per hour. 2 runni
	ng
	ng 
	yu 

	car is still in good running condition. 3 
	·
	·

	time elapsed during which s.t. happened.Pila ka uras ang dagansa idru ngadtu? Howmany hours is the trip there by plane? 3apassiof time. Wa ku makaalinggat sa dagan sa panabun, I failed to notice the passiof the time. 4 circulation. Kusug ang dagan sa dugu sa bayblarun, A person with high blood pressure has rapid blood circulation. 4a -sa hitabu flow of events. ( � v [A; ac] go hurriedly s. w. for a purpose. Dagna (dagana, dagana) ang imungigsuun, Run and get your brother. Jdagan (idagan) ni ngadtu, Run
	· 
	ng 
	ng 

	dalagangdang n k.o. shrub of waste places \\Tith alternate bipinnate leaves, used as a local medicine: Acacia sp.
	dalahigv 1 [A; cl] implicate in a bad action, be influenced. Ayaw dabiga (idabig) ang akung inaban sa atung panaglalis, Don'tbring my mother into our quarrel. 2 [cl!]be brought to ruin, embarrassment by what 
	s.o. else did. 
	dalahik v [A; c1] 1 drag s. t. that slides alothe ground, usually said of boats. ldabik(dabika) ang sakayan sa bayban, Dragthe boat onto the beach. 2 drag oneself along on the buttocks. Kanunayng mabugaw ang lubut sa bata kay nagdahik na man pud, The child's buttocks are always dirty because he drags himself around 
	ng
	yu

	dalakit n name given to various species of Ficus which start as epiphytes and strangle their host, assuming tree form. They are much feared as being haunts of various supernatural beings. 
	dalam (not without l) n Congress. 
	dalamba n scaffolding. 
	dalan -dalikdik 
	197 
	197 
	dalan n 1 street, road, way. Giaspaltu ang tanang dlzlan, All the streets are paved. Nagbulag silag dalan, They parted ways. 2 way, means. Ang pagbasa dalan sa kinaadman, Readiis a way to knowledge. 3 the way one acts, lives. Giamplngan ang lmung dalan, Your behavior is being observed. 4 hatagug -give a hint of the answer. Gitagaanka nag dalan di gihapun ka katubag? Youwere given ahint and you still can't answer? sin-(➔) v [A; b5cl) 1 do s.t. else while walking. Sindalanun (sindalanan, isindalan) natug 
	ng 
	ng

	dalangin!see PANALANGIN. 

	daln k.o. measles with eczema, affectithe eyes. v [a4] have measles. dalapugan n k.o. sea fish growing to a foot in length and neal 
	ap 
	ng

	dalaput n k.o. small tree, the leaves of which have medicinal use. 
	dalar n dollar. 
	dalaura n k.o. shrub with dark green leaves,wild and cultivated, the leaves of which produce a red dye. v [Al 3; b6] dye with 
	dalaura.
	dalaura.

	dalayig v [A; a) 1 admire, praise. Gidayig sa tanan ang /yang katabum, Everyone admired her beauty. la gi-for a child to do 
	s.t. all the more when he is told to stop, as a way to get attention. Manday gibuyag, misiaw. Gidayig, We told him to stop and he did it all the more. He's asking for attention. p� v [A) show off, ask for praise. mag-� admirer, fan. daygun Christmas carols. v [a]sing carols about s. t. paN-v [A2) go caroling. n caroling. dinaygunan proceeds from caroling. mananaygun carolers. 
	s.t. all the more when he is told to stop, as a way to get attention. Manday gibuyag, misiaw. Gidayig, We told him to stop and he did it all the more. He's asking for attention. p� v [A) show off, ask for praise. mag-� admirer, fan. daygun Christmas carols. v [a]sing carols about s. t. paN-v [A2) go caroling. n caroling. dinaygunan proceeds from caroling. mananaygun carolers. 

	daldag = DAGDAG. 
	daldal v 1 [A; a12] influence s.o. to do s.t. objectionable. Ayaw siyag daldala sa sugal, Don't initiate him into the vice of gambling. 2 [A; c] reveal a secret in idle gossip. Nag-away sila kay gidaldalan na usab ang asawa, They're quarrelling because s.o. probably told the wife about it. n idle gossip. -ira, -iru aspreading gossip, repeating idle rumors about others. 
	dalhv [A; b6] move with intermittent sudden pushes of the body. Midalbap siya sa ballg� He shimmied up the post. Nagdalbap na ang akung apu, My grandchild is already on the crawling stage. 
	ap 

	dalhig = DAI.HUG. 
	dalhug (from hulug) v [APB2; clP] slide 
	down, bring down by sliding. Midalbug lang sa bakilid ang palwa nga akung gisakyan, 
	down, bring down by sliding. Midalbug lang sa bakilid ang palwa nga akung gisakyan, 
	The coconut frond I rode on just slid down the slope. Akuy nagdalbug (nagpadalbug) sa kargamintu diha sa andam, I brought the cargo down by sliding it on the gangplank. Nalingaw ang batang nagpadalbug sa bakilid, The child had fun sliding down the slope.
	yu


	dali v [AN; bS] deceive s.o., take one in. 
	Hapit ku madali sa kwartang mini, I was almost taken in by the fake money. Ayawkug dalihi (daliha) sa imung pangatarungan, 
	Hapit ku madali sa kwartang mini, I was almost taken in by the fake money. Ayawkug dalihi (daliha) sa imung pangatarungan, 
	Don't try to fool me with your excuses. 

	dalia 1 easy. Dali ra kaayu kanang bubatun, 
	l
	l

	It 1s very easy to do that. 2 quick, immediate. Dali nga kabuwasan, Quick relief. v 1[B14] be in a hurry. Di ku kabuwat kay nagdali ku, I can't wait because I am in a hurry. 2 [A2; cl] do s.t. quickly. Gidaltpagpahid ni Duris ang iyang luba, Dorisquickly wiped her tears. dalidali v [A; a] 1 do s.t. hastily. Ayaw siyag dalidalia pagbangyu, Don't ask her hastily. DaluJ.alii lang siyag sulat, Just write him hastily. 2 [a12] bethe first person to whom s. t. is likely to happen. Aku ra giyuy madalidalig tawa
	sag dalidaliun na siyag bangyu, musugut lang,
	Even if you ask him without preparing him beforehand, he'll go along with it. 2 [a12] be overcome readily. Dili siya madalidali kay bansay man sa dyudu, You can't overcome him just like that because he is good in judo. hiN-�(+-)·!a happening on the spur of the moment, suddenly. Hinanali ra kaaang iyang kamatayun, His death was so sudden. -in-an a urgent, in a hurry. Dinalian ang akung sulat kaniya, My letter to him is urgent. n k.o. short term rice which ripens in three months. ka-for a moment. Gustuku ma
	yu 
	• 

	dalicome here! Dali ra, Please come here! dalid n large root which is flat and projects above the ground.dalidali n name given to some species of flat fishes (flounders, soles, brills). 
	2 

	daligdig v [A; b6] trickle slowly. Midaligdig ang mga singut sa /yang agtang, Sweat trickled down his forehead. n trickling.
	dalikdik n rolls, blobs of dirt on the body, esp. in the folds of the skin. v [a4] have folds of dirt. 
	dalikyat -dal-us 
	dalikyat v [A; bSc] do s.t. for a short time, go s. w. for a short time. Mudalikyat ku sa ila, l will stop in to see them for a moment.Dalikyatun (dalikyatan, idalikyat) ni natu pagbisgut, Let's take out a second to talk this over. Idalikyat ra ni sa ila, Drop this off for a second to their house. 
	dalilang n k.o. supernatural being, a small 
	w bite woman that does no harm. dalin-as = DAKIN-AS.
	dalinuan n = KARBALY AS. 
	dalinug n soft, whitish,oily substance on the surface of the meat of a mature coconut which is formibuwa (the sponge-like growth which precedes the sprout). 
	ng 

	dalipanus, dalipanus v [B2;c] slip by sliding. 
	Midalipanus Lang ang ubud sa akung kamut, The eel just slipped from my hand. Gidalipanus naku ang akung kamut sa bawak sa babayi, I slid my hand down the woman's hips.
	Midalipanus Lang ang ubud sa akung kamut, The eel just slipped from my hand. Gidalipanus naku ang akung kamut sa bawak sa babayi, I slid my hand down the woman's hips.

	dalipsang = DALI SP ANG. 
	dalipsu v [B26; clP] slide. Midalipsu ang has, The child I was carrying slipped out of my arms. Nadalipsu ang dyip sa danlug nga karsada, The jeep skidded on the slippery highway. Nagkalingawang mga batag padalipsu sa bakilid, Thechildren amused themselves sliding down the hill.
	tang akung giku
	gu 

	dalipsu t sihi = smi
	dalipunga, dalipunga = ALIPUNGA.
	dalisay a 1 pure and unmixed, esp. coconut juice. 2 for emotions to be pure. Dalisaygma, Unsullied love. 
	nga 
	gu

	dalispang v [B26; b6) 1 slip, lose one•s footing. Midalispang siya sa palut sa saging, Heslipped on the banana peel. 2 lose one's honor, fall into disrepute. Nadalispang siya ng saad, She lost her honor because of reassuring promises. 3 [A; b6]for wind or water to brush against s.t. Angdagat midalispang sa kilid sa barutu, The sea slid off the edge of the boat. Gidalispangan ang akung nawung sa buyubuy, Abreeze brushed against my face. 
	sa mapasali
	gu

	dalispu = DALIPSU. 
	dalit v [A; c] 1 offer food, refreshments, expressions of good feeling to guests. Mudalitgiyud na silag pagkaun human sa pangadyi,
	They will surely serve food after the novena. m, Greet her with a smile. la offer for entertainment. Kiningprugramaba gidalit ninyu sa .!.. , This program has been presented to you by . . . 2offer food to spirits in the bubat ceremonies. n 1 s. t. offered to visitors. 2 food offered in the bubat ceremonies. 
	They will surely serve food after the novena. m, Greet her with a smile. la offer for entertainment. Kiningprugramaba gidalit ninyu sa .!.. , This program has been presented to you by . . . 2offer food to spirits in the bubat ceremonies. n 1 s. t. offered to visitors. 2 food offered in the bubat ceremonies. 
	Daliti usab siyag pabi
	yu


	dalitik = HANDILITIK. 
	daliuŁus = DAUS-US. 
	dalu a 1 selfish, disliking to give things. Dawuna siya kay di man mubatag bisag gamay, 
	He's selfish, he won't even give a little bit. 2 eagerly desirous to do s. t., esp. eating. Dawu kug mangga, I'm crazy about mangoes. Dawu siyag bayli, She is fond of dancing. v [B14; b6] become selfish. (f-) v1 [A; c] begrudge giving s. t. Kun naa layaku di giyud ku mudawu nimu, If I only had any, I wouldn't begrudge you any. Nganung gidawuan mu man ang kaugalingun mung anak? Why do you have to begrudge your own child? 2 [A; a] tease by offering 
	s.t. and then taking it away. Ayaw akug dalua. Ug ibatag, ibatag, Don't take away what you have given me. If you're going to give it, O.K. kadaludalu v [A13] be overly fond of. Nagkadawudawu ku sa lab-as isda kay tagsa ra ku kakaun, l like fresh fish too much because I rarely get it. 
	daludalu n k.o. slate-gray, edible cerith shell, about 1 ½". common in saltwater marshes. 
	dalugdug n thunder. v [ANJ thunder. Mudalugdug (manalugdug) na gani buklasa ang mga binaybay, If it thunders, take in the wash. 
	daluk-an v [b8) be caught unaware. Hidaluk-an sila nga nangawat, They were caught stealing.
	dalum (not without/) a beneath, below. Dagbang sagbut sa dalum sa ilang balay, Thereis lots of rubbish beneath their house. 
	dalundalun v [A] for the fish to go in 
	schools. 
	dalundun = DAGUDUN. 
	Ł
	2

	dalungdung = GUNU. 
	dalunggan see DUNGUG. 
	dalupang n k.o. shrub, the leaves of which are used topically for rashes and stomach ailments: Urena lobata. -ginting varietywith palmately-lobed leaves, considered the best for medicinal use. -kukhan n varietywith serrate but not lobed leaves, shaped like a fingernail 
	dah1papa n k.o. squid with a body growing to a foot in length. pugan = 
	,

	dalu DALAPUGAN. 
	, 

	dal-us v [APB; clP] 1 dror slide slowly in a downward direction. Ang iyang nigusyu nagkadal-us sa kaputu, His business gradually slipped into bankruptcy. Idal-us (dalusa, padal-usa, ipadal-'us) na lang ang saku sa kupras pagkanaug, Just put the sacks ofcopra off by letting them slide. 2 moveforward slowly (figurative usage). Ang sakayan midal-us sa linawng dagat, The boat 
	dal-us v [APB; clP] 1 dror slide slowly in a downward direction. Ang iyang nigusyu nagkadal-us sa kaputu, His business gradually slipped into bankruptcy. Idal-us (dalusa, padal-usa, ipadal-'us) na lang ang saku sa kupras pagkanaug, Just put the sacks ofcopra off by letting them slide. 2 moveforward slowly (figurative usage). Ang sakayan midal-us sa linawng dagat, The boat 
	ag 

	daluŁus 

	moved slowly over the calm sea. 3 [APB; clP] move the eyes down over s.t. Midal-us ang iyang pagtan-aw gikan sa liug ngadtu sa bitiis, He let .his gaze move over her from her neck to her legs. -an(➔), -anan(➔) n slide. 
	moved slowly over the calm sea. 3 [APB; clP] move the eyes down over s.t. Midal-us ang iyang pagtan-aw gikan sa liug ngadtu sa bitiis, He let .his gaze move over her from her neck to her legs. -an(➔), -anan(➔) n slide. 

	dalu�us v [APB; clP] slide down. Mahadluksiyang mudalus-us ( mupadalus-us) sa gabayan sa hagdanan, He's afraid to siide down the bannister. Kinsay nagdalus-us (nagpadalus-us) sa saku sa harina? Who slid the sack of flour down? -an(➔) n slide, children's playground equipment. 
	daluyduy v [B4; a4] 1 cough hard continuously, have such a cough. Nagdaluyduy ang ubu sa bata, The child's cough was hard andcontinuous. 2 for tears to come fast and furious. Nagdaluyduy ang iyang mga Luba, Her tears flowed copiously.
	dalwak n hernia in the groin. v [A123P; b4] have, cause hernia in the groin. 
	dalyang v [A; cl] for s.t. solid to be in such large quantities it hangs out beyond its area.Midalyang ang iyang tiyan, His stomachhangs out over his belt. Nagdalyang Lang ang pagkaun sa lamisa, The food on the table is in overflowing quantities. 
	dam!n dam. 
	dama n demijohn. -hwana = DAMA . V [B2S6/b6] be a demijohn full. Wa ra ni mudama (madama) ang tuba nga nahurut namu, The toddy we drank wasn't even a demijohn. damahan = DAMA.
	1

	daman 1 lady-in-waiting. 2 runner-ups in abeauty contest who attend the winner in the coronation. 
	2 

	daman 1 game of checkers. 2 king in checkers. 3 a furrow which crosses the main furrows (tudling). After harrowing (pagsudlay ), a furrow is made for the seeds (pagtudling), after which a cross furrow is made (pagdama) to mark where to put the seeds. v 1[AC; a2] play checkers. Ug gustu kang tigpaabilidaray, damahun Lang natu, If you want to have a contest, let's have it out playing checkers. 2 [B23; a12] become a king in checkers. Bantay kay tulu nay nakadama sa akung batu, Watch out because three of m
	3 

	b] plow a field across the main furrow tomark where the seeds are to be placed. (➔) v [A12] 1 get to first base with a woman. 
	b] plow a field across the main furrow tomark where the seeds are to be placed. (➔) v [A12] 1 get to first base with a woman. 
	Naglangan ka Lang kay di giyud ka makadama kang Mariya, You' re wasting your time because you can't get to first base with Mary. 2 convince, have an effect on. Ang mga bulga dili giyud makadama kanaku, 
	Threats can have no effect on me. dama-

	-damas 
	199 

	han n checker board. 
	dama dinuts1 n aclimbing ornamental shrub bearing numerous, slender, scented, yellowgreen flowers which open at night: Cestrum nocternum.
	damagv I [A; a12] for ghosts to molest people causing them to get sick or disturbed. 
	1 

	Kalag nga wa kabinditahi ang midamag ni
	ya, An unblessed soul haunted him. 2 gi-
	· are you crazy, doing s. t. unthinkable. Gi
	damag ka diba nga nangulitawu ka mag minyu? Are you crazy (lit. molested by a ghost) courting a married woman? 
	damag= DAMLAG.
	2 

	dam-ag v 1 [BCl; b6] crash, bump into. Nadam-ag ku sa lamisa kay ngitngit, In the darkness I bumped into the table. Nagkadam-ag mi, We crashed into each other. 2[AN2; b6] lunge at, attack. Gidam-agandan sa asawa ang kirida sa iyang bana, 
	yu

	The wife lunged at her husband's paramour. 3 [A23] do s.t. impulsively without muchthought. Mahal ra niyang pagkapalita kay midam-ag man dayun, She paiq too high a price because she rushed into buying it. 
	damagank.o. rudderfish: Kyphosus spp. damagann beautiful woman (slang). damahwana = D.AMA!. 
	1 
	2 

	. l
	. l

	damak a careless in attending to small, trivial 
	things. Damak. Way panudlay, way pamatunis, He's careless. He d.oesn't comb his hair, he doesn't button his pants. Damak,bisagasa biyai ang bunsuy, He's careless. He leaves his pipe any old place. Damak. Hugaw kaayug agi, He's very careless. His handwriting is untidy. v [Bl] be, become careless.
	damanv 1 [B14; a4] talk, walk in one's sleep. Unsa nang imung gipanulti? Nagdaman ka man tingali, What are you saying? You· must be talking in your sleep. Kanunaysiyang damnun run. Unsa may nakasamuk niya? What's bothering him that he always walks in his sleep? 2 [A; a] dream. Unsayimung gidaman? What did you dream? nwalking, talking, crying in sleep. damandaman v 1 = PADAMANDAMAN. 2 [BN; bSc 
	1 

	•
	•

	1) appear vaguely to one's senses. Damandamanun (damandamanan) ku sa mananuy niyang tikada gabii, Her sweet voice comes back vaguely to me every evening. 
	ngug 

	Nganung idamandaman (damandamanun) nimu pagpakita? Why don't you show it clearly? n I pretense of walking, talking in ,sleep. 2 vague sense of s.t. padamandaman v [A; b6] pretend to walk or talk in sleep. 
	daman= MAU RA (dialectal). see MAU. 
	2 

	_
	_

	<lamas n small, narrow dug-out boat which 
	200 dambaa-dan 
	may or may not have outriggers. damput= DAMPUG.
	2 

	' 
	' 
	' 

	= dampuug n large amount of s.t. piled up. 
	damba 
	DALAMBA. 

	dambil n dumbbell. a stupid. v [Bl2; b6] be Dampuug sa basura, Large heap of garbage. dull and stupid. Gidambilan kaayu kung v [A; ac] pile up, form a heap. Nagdampunagtan-aw sa imung mid, Your maid seems ug na ang atung mga bulingun, The laundry to me to be a terrible dumbbell. is piled up now. 
	damgu n dream. Akung mga damgu nga ma-damu = DAGHAN,DAGHAN, v (dialectal). 
	amu = KANAMU. see 
	a (dialectal). (Ł) v 
	a (dialectal). (Ł) v 
	= 
	duktur ku, My dreams of becoming a doc
	KAMI.
	tor. v [Al; al2] dream. Damgubun ku ikaw, I'll dream of you. madamguhun a dreamy, dreamily. 

	dam-ug v [A; b(l)] sprinkle water on s.t. to moisten it. Dam-ugan ta ug dagat ang kupras, Let's sprinkle sea water on the copra.2spurting water from the mount on a fighting cock in order to strengthen it. It is also 
	massaged at the same time. 
	dam-uk = DAN-UK. 
	v [Bl4; a4b4] be sleepy. Kanunaymagdambuy sa klasi, He's always 
	damhuy 
	siyang

	sleepy in class. Katiig na, kay gidambuy (gidambuyan) ka na man, Go to sleep because
	sleepy in class. Katiig na, kay gidambuy (gidambuyan) ka na man, Go to sleep because
	you 're sleepy. 

	damids n expense in a treat, compulsory con). Ang damids 
	tribution, and the like (sla
	ng

	I
	I

	damulmug, damulug = DALINUG. 
	damung v [A23; bS] for s.t. to persist and intensify despite attempts made against it. 
	Midamung ang patay sa dihang nangusug ug kampanya ang kapulisan, The killings are 
	on the rise despite the intensified police campaign. Damungan (damungun) ka nuug bilak sa bata ug imung pahilumun, The baby 
	sa ikskursiyun tris kada tawu, The damages for the excursion are three pesos a person.How
	sa ikskursiyun tris kada tawu, The damages for the excursion are three pesos a person.How
	Pilay imung damids sa blu-awut? 

	much did you spend for your party?damŁ n smŁ amount of food eaten with 
	staple. v [A; cl] eat a small, simple side dish together with the staple. As-in lay ilang 
	staple. v [A; cl] eat a small, simple side dish together with the staple. As-in lay ilang 
	gidamig, The only thithey had to go with their rice was salt. 
	ng 


	damika, damika v [Al; b3] sit around doingnothing. Nagdamika ( nagdamika) Jang mi
	kay way bulubatun, We are just sittia
	kay way bulubatun, We are just sittia
	ng 

	round because we have nothing to do. t 

	damili a dirty and sticky. v [B; b6] get, become dirty. Nagdamili ang lamisa kay gitra
	puban ug bugaw, The table issticky because it was wiped with a diny cloth. 
	puban ug bugaw, The table issticky because it was wiped with a diny cloth. 

	will persist in cryiif you hush him up. 
	ng 

	damurhaw v [B1456] be blank in the mind, 
	unthinking about what one is doing. Nagdamurhaw Jang nang bataa. Di katunung, 
	That boy doesn't pay attention to what he's doi. He never does it right. 
	ng

	damming = DUMISING. 
	dam-ut v [Al; b] wash around the mouth. paN-v [A2] wash one's mouth off. Panamut diha. Nagkamulitsing ang imung baba, 
	Wash your mouth; it's covered with dirt. 
	damyang v [A; c] spread s.t. out, usually grains or small objects. ldamyang ang bas sa natad, Spread the sand over the front yard. Gidamyangan sa abinti ang salug sa iyang mga gibaligyang duwaan, The sales
	damlag n 1future. Wa siya magbunahuna kun unsay damlag, He is not thinking about his
	future. 2 day after tomorrow. Ugma di, apan sa damlag, Not tomorrow, but on the . Dina langta manggikan karun kay bapun na. Damlag 
	future. 2 day after tomorrow. Ugma di, apan sa damlag, Not tomorrow, but on the . Dina langta manggikan karun kay bapun na. Damlag 
	next day. 3 tomorrow morni
	ng

	na lang, Let's not leave today because it's late. Let's leave tomorrow morning. ugma 
	-
	1 in the future. Mahimu siyang abugadu 

	man spread the toys on the floor. pa-v [A;ac] 1 have s.o. spread s.t. out. 2 lie spread out. Nagpadamyang giyud siyag higda mu 
	rag nagpauga, She is lying with her arms and legs spread out like laundry spread out 
	ugma damlag, He will become a lawyer in . Mula ku ugma damlag, I'll leave tomorrow, 
	ugma damlag, He will become a lawyer in . Mula ku ugma damlag, I'll leave tomorrow, 
	the future. 2 tomorrow, God willi
	ng
	arg

	God willing.
	DAMPIYAS. 

	to dry. 
	damyu = ANDAMYU. 
	dan particle which warns the interlocutor that what is going to be said is connected with what immediately follows it. 1 preceding a statem·ent wbicb describes the reason 
	dampilu = 
	v [A2; b6] for a bladed instrument e off. Pastilan ug dampiyasan gani 
	dampiyu 
	to glanc

	sa sundang nang imung tiil, ikaw lang, Goodness, if the bolo glances off onto your feet, 
	sa sundang nang imung tiil, ikaw lang, Goodness, if the bolo glances off onto your feet, 
	don't say I didn't warn you. 

	for what follows: so ... Dan, kay wala ma11 siya mutuun, nahagbung, So, since he didn't 
	v [A; c] put s.t. s.w. carelessly. 1g lang sa daplin ang bidingun, Justthrow the dirty clothes to the side. 
	dampug 
	-
	dampu

	damput= 
	1 

	DANGPUT. 
	DANGPUT. 

	study, he failed. Dan, nia kami arun pagbisita ninyu, Well, we came here to visit you. 2 preceding a question with a condition: so
	then, if [so-and-so] is the case, what willhappen? Dan, ug wala ka dinhi, kinsa may 
	dan-dant 201 
	ga

	mubikay sa pagkaun? So then, if you're not here, who will prepare the meals? 3particle to bold a narration together: nowthen. Adlaw tung Duminggu. Dan, sa sunud adlaw, Lunis kadtu, It was Sunday. Then,the next day, it was Monday. 
	mubikay sa pagkaun? So then, if you're not here, who will prepare the meals? 3particle to bold a narration together: nowthen. Adlaw tung Duminggu. Dan, sa sunud adlaw, Lunis kadtu, It was Sunday. Then,the next day, it was Monday. 
	,
	d,an= DALAN.
	danag a half-conscious. Danag na Jang ang tinan-awan sa tawu nga bubug kaayu, Thatdrunkard looked at us as if he were only half-aware of what was going on. v [B45)be half conscious. Nagdanag na lang ang pamlnaw sa himatyun, The dying man is only dimly aware of what is going on. t 

	dan-ag n light given off. Dan-ag sa daktul, Light of the full moon. a 1 bright. 2 wellilluminated. Dan-ag ang baylihanan, Thedance floor is well-illuminated. v [A; c] give off light. Gidan-agan ang iyang nawung sahayag sa ispat, His face was illuminated by the light from the flashlight. 
	danakit = DALAKIT . 
	...1.!-
	GANAS.

	u.auas = 
	, 

	danasdanas v [Al; c6] use a vehicle or wear clothes going through a place it might get damaged. Kinsay nagdanasdanas sa bisklita nga nagkagarasgaras man? Who treated the bicycle so rough? There are scratches on it. Kining maung idanasdanas sa kakugnan, Wear the denim in going through the saw grass.
	danaw v [A; b6] form a pool in, flood. Magdanaw (danawan) ang natad basta muulan, The yard gets flooded when it rains. Nagdanaw ang tu big sa natad, The water is forming a pool in the yard. (➔) v = DANAW. npool ofwater.
	danay it is likely to happen. Danay man ta hibyaan sa dyip ning imung pagkalanganlanganun, We are likely to miss the jeep because of your dillydallying. 
	danga v [A2; b4] for a failure to do s.t. tolead to misfortune. Nakadanga ang imung pagkatabian. Naapil. ka sa kasamuk, Yourbigmouth got you into trouble. Now you're involved in the quarrel. Gidangaban ka saimung pagkagahig ulu, What happened toyou is the result of your stubbor.r:iness. 
	dangadanga v [A; h6] approaching. Nagdangadanga na si Mama. Tabangi sa ,yang dala. Mother is approaching. Help her carry her things.!(�) v [A; b6] approach for help.OU can not approach him for help because he is tight. 
	Di siya madangadangaan kay kunp-ut, y

	dangag = DANGHAG.
	dangan n 1 any pest that destroys crops. 
	, ,
	, ,
	l 

	Ang mga tanum nadaut sa dangan, The 

	plants were destroyed by the pests. 2 destruction caused by pests. Tungud sa dangan sa ilaga gamay mig ani, Because of the destruction wrought by the rats, we had asmall harvest. a destructive. Dangan kaayung bataana. Manggisi sa balasahun, What a destructive child. He rips up the magazines. v[A; bS] for pests or s.t. comparable to destroy. Ang sugal ug inum makadangan Sa pagpuyu, Gambling and drinking are destructive to family life. Gidanganan (gidangan) ang amung humayan, Our ricefield was destroyed
	dangann k.o. palutput fish.
	2 

	dangarag v l [B46; b(l)] be careless, heedless, heedless of detail. Ug magdangarag kang mulabang sa karsada, maligsan ka giyud, If you are careless in crossing the street, you will get run over. Ayawg dangaragi nang inyung buhat arun dili magkasayup, Don't be careless with your work so that you won't make mistakes. 2 [A3] come suddenly s.w.for a reason.Mudangarag dayun na siya dinhi kun may kasuk-an sa ila, She runs here if anything goes wrong at horn�. a careless.
	dangarang v [A3; b6] 1 approach. Maungnaglain ang panahun kay naa may nagdangarang nga bagyu, The weather is rather bad because a storm is approaching. 2 come into view. Ang nagdangarang nga bapur, Theboat coming into view. 
	dangasa having a receding hairline. v [BJ
	1
	1

	have a receding hairline. Mudangas (madangas) ang imung agtang ug magsigi kag kaOU will get bald on your fore head if you keep wearing a hat. 
	lu, y

	dangasv [Bl; cl] be inattentive to what 
	2
	2

	one is supposed to be doing. Nagdangas sijang nanaug. Nahulug hinuun, She wasn't paying attention when she went down the stairs, so she fell. 
	dangas, dangas = DANGLAS.
	dangat v 1 [A2; b] reach, arrive at a place. Midangat mi sa amung distinu, We arrived at our destination. Wala pa ku dangati ug kwarta, No money has reached me yet. 2 [A23; bS) happen to s.o. Ayaw giyud ku basula kun may mudangat nimu, Don't ever blame me if s.t. happens to you. Mu nay imung gidangat (gidangatan), That's what happened to you. 3 [A2; b4] for time to elapse. Wa makadangat ang tulu ka ad/aw namatay ang pasyinti, The patient died before three days had elapsed. Gidangtan sila ug tulu ka bulan s
	dangaw -dangput 
	mamayi, Let's go to their house to makethe marriage proposal. pa-v 1 [A; c] state s.t. by letter, cable, etc. lpadangat ang imung urdir sa amung upisina, Send your order to our office. 2 [A; al2] cause to get s.w. 3 [al2] wait for s.t. to happen. Padangatun ang takdul una itari ang manuk, 
	mamayi, Let's go to their house to makethe marriage proposal. pa-v 1 [A; c] state s.t. by letter, cable, etc. lpadangat ang imung urdir sa amung upisina, Send your order to our office. 2 [A; al2] cause to get s.w. 3 [al2] wait for s.t. to happen. Padangatun ang takdul una itari ang manuk, 
	Wait for the full moon before you allow your cock to fight. r-an n what happens to one. Dautan ang imung dadangatan, Youwill come to grief.

	dangaw n measurement, the distance from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the middle finger extended. v [A; al2] measure s.t. indangaw's. dangawdangaw n k.o. inchworm, caterpillar that m<?ves by lifting the center of its body, about 2". It turns into a butterfly. t' [ a4} be infested with this sort of inchworm.
	dangay n 1 = DANGLAY. 2 dried palutput fish.
	dangay = DANGLA Y. 
	dangdang v [A; cl] heat s.t. slightly near fire or under the sun. Idangdang (dangdanga) ang tubig sa init, Leave the water in the sunto heat it. 
	dangga a for a child to be spoiled to the 
	I
	I
	point of being abusive. v (B] be spoiled, be abusive from being spoiled. Mudangga (madangga) siyag patumanan sa iyang gutus, He will become spoiled if his every wish isgranted.

	dangga= ANGGA.
	2 

	danggas a 1 running a slight fever. 2 warm.Danggas pa ang plantsa, The iron is still warm. v [B; a4] have a slight fever. Wala man gani danggasa (magdanggas) ang bata, 
	The child doesn't even have a fever. 
	The child doesn't even have a fever. 

	danggit n small, smooth-skinned and flat fishwith thirteen poisonous dorsal spines. 1name given to the species of Teutbis whichhave dots. 2 by extension, name given to other small fishes that are species of Teutbis. -in-a move toward s.t. sideways or do s. t. with the side facing the goal of the action. Dinanggit ang iyang initsaban sa bula, Heshoots the ball with his side facing the basket. v [A; cl] do, move with the side towards the goal of the action. t
	danghag a inattentive to what one is doing. 
	Dangbag siya nga naglakaw, mau na nga nabulasut, He wasn't paying attention to whathe was doing, so he stepped into a hole. v [B146) fail to pay attention. Nagdangbag ka tingali pagpanukli maung naalkansi ta, 
	Dangbag siya nga naglakaw, mau na nga nabulasut, He wasn't paying attention to whathe was doing, so he stepped into a hole. v [B146) fail to pay attention. Nagdangbag ka tingali pagpanukli maung naalkansi ta, 
	You were probably careless in making change. That is why we arc short now. Nagdangbag nang imung nawung, You 're look
	-


	ing everywhere but where you are supposed to be. 
	danghal a lacking alertness and attention. Dangbal nga iksplikaban. Dili manimati, Shehas a dopey expression on her face when you explain s.t. to her. She doesn't listen. v(B] be dopey, unalert. -an(Ł) a of a dopey sort.
	danghili n fish similar to and of same generaas danggit (and loosely also called danggit)but which have a mosaic pattern: Teutbis spp. 
	dangilag n kindling. v [A; c) set a fire with kindling. S inipilya ang idangilag pagbaling,Set the fire by using wood shavings. 
	dangili = DANGHILI.
	dangka v [A; cl] warm s.t. gently by placing near a fire, usually in order to dry it. 1dangka (dangkaba) ang mga basang sinina, Put the wet dresses near the fire. 
	-

	dangkalan n k.o. edible jellyfish, to 20" in diameter, dome-shaped, violet, fading toward the edges, with short tentacles that inflict a mild sting. 
	dangkit = LANGKIT.
	dangkulus v 1 [A; b5] jump playfully on 
	s.o. Gidangkulusan (gidangkulus) sa dakungiru ang ituy, The big dog leaps about playfully on the puppy. 2 [C2; c3] frolic with physical intimacy. Lain tan-awun ang babayingmakigdangkulus ug mga lalaki, It looks terrible for a woman to engage in horseplay with men. 
	danglas v 1 [A; a] clamber over, climb up on 
	s.t. vertical. Dili madanglas ang paril kay dangug, You can't climb up that wall because it's slippery. Danglasan aku sa mga bata ig-abut naku, The children clamber all over me when I get home. 2 [B2; c] run boats onto the beach. Midangas (midangas, midanglas) ang sakayan sa lapyaban, Theboat was beached on the shore. a for one's forehead to be wide and sloping due to a receding hairline. 
	danglay n k.o. large slipmouth with a protracted mouth: Leiognatbus equulus. 
	danglug a slippery from being wet or having 
	s.t. slimy on it. v [B; b6] become, make slippery. Mudangug (madangug) ang kalsada kun muulan, The road will become slippery when it rains. n slime emitted bysnails. pa-o [A;c] 1 make s.t. slippery. Tuba ang atung ipadangug aring litsun, We'll wash the roast pig down (lit. make it slippery) with toddy. 2 bribe. Magpadtngug siya usa mulibuk, He waits for a bribe before he gets moving. n grease money. 
	dangput n room partition. v [A; cl] make a 
	dangs -dapat 
	room partition. 
	room partition. 

	dangs n fairy, homosexual that acts effemi
	-

	nate.
	nate.

	dangug, dangug = DANGLUG.
	dangulngul = DANGUYNGUY.
	dangup v [A2; c] 1 go s.w. for safety. Angmga tulisan midangup sa bukid, The banditstook refuge in the mountain. 2 resort to 
	s.t. Midangup sila sa hukmanan, They resorted to the courts. 3 go, turn to s.o. for help. Wala siyay laing kadangpan, He has no one else to turn to. Ayaw ug idangup ang imung prublima diri naku, Don't bring your troubles to me . 
	s.t. Midangup sila sa hukmanan, They resorted to the courts. 3 go, turn to s.o. for help. Wala siyay laing kadangpan, He has no one else to turn to. Ayaw ug idangup ang imung prublima diri naku, Don't bring your troubles to me . 
	•

	danguynguy v [A;b3cl] wail; cry with deepsorrow. Gidanguynguyan niya ang amung panagbulag, She wept profusely because we broke our engagemenŁ. n crying, wailing. 
	dani v 1 [A; a2] persuade, win over, convince. Rasun nga dili makadani (makapadani) naku, Reasons that cannot convince me. Dili madani ang mga Murus sa atung tinuuban, You can't convert the Muslims to our religion. 2 [A; al2] induce s.o. to do s.t. along with s.o. Mudani aku niya sa pagpangaligu, I'll invite her to go swimming. 3[A2; al2] captivate, allure. Pahiyum nga makadani, An alluring smile. madanihun a1 convincing. Madanibung pangatarungan, Persuasive reasoning. 2 alluring. Madanihung tingug, An
	danlak n rupture immediately above a man's genitals such that the intestines or bladder descend into the scrotal sack. v [Al23P;al b4] have rupture of this type. 
	danlug =-DANGLUG.
	dansbul n dodge ball game. v [Al 3; a2] play dodge ball. dansir n dancer in a nightclub, dancer on stage. v [Bl S6] be a dancer. 
	dansuy n k.o. boy's shirt similar to the Tshirt in form, but with an opening partway down the front, made of calico or other cheap woven material. v [A; a] make, wear a dansuy.
	danug = BAN·UG.
	dan-uk v [Al 3 ;c] 1 dump s. t. s. w. carelessly. Ayaw idan-uk sa suuk ang inyung mga buli1:1gun, Don't just dump your dirty clothes in the corner. 2 dump blame on s.o.Aku ang gidan-ukan sa pagbasul, They put the blame on my shoulders. 
	dans n damages awarded by court in a lawsuit. -piruhisyus n punitive damages in a court case. 
	yu

	dap= DALAP.
	dapan storage place (hut or large box) for corn and rice. 
	1 

	dapav [A; c] lie on the stomach. Gidapa sa mga mungha ang ilang lawas atubangan sa Santu Kristu, The monks lay prostrate before the crucifix. 
	2 

	dapa.n shoes (slang). way -name given to the guerillas during the Japanese occupation because they were mostly barefoot. 
	3 

	dap-ag n k.o. poisonous sea urchin, similar to tuyum but with white spots on the spines. dapak v [A2] for a top to fail to spin. 
	dapak n k.o. fish similar to a spotted snapper in shape, but much smaller. 
	dapal n measurement equal to the width ofthe palm with the fingers outstretched and together reckoned from the middle of thethumb to the base .of the little finger. (➔) v 1 [A; al 2b2] strike with the palm of the hand. Dapalun ku ang imung ulu, I'll slapyour head. 2 [A; ale] put s.t. in the mouth with the palm of the hand. Ayaw idapal ug burut ang kik, Don't shove all of the cake in your mouth at once. n flat-footed. dapaldapal n person who is unusually short. 
	· 

	dap-asv [A; a2] climb up s.t. using both hands and feet. Dap-asun Zang niya ang lubi ug way hakbak, He'll shin up the coconut tree if there are no steps. 
	1 

	dap-as= DAPLAS. -sa kapayas = KALAT· 
	2 

	,
	,

	KAT SA KAPAYAS. see KALATKAT.
	<la.pat v 1 [A2SC; ac] bring s.t. into contact with .s.t. else. Nagdapat sa yuta, Touchingthe ground. Dapatun ta ang duba ta ka kamut, Let's let our hands touch each other. Idapat ang imung tiil sa sanga, Let your feet touch the branch. 2 [A; c] administer medicine. Nahikatulug siya human kadapatig tambal, He fell asleep after the medicine had been administered to him. 3 [A; b(l)] lay hands on one, hit. A nad giyud na siyang 
	·
	·

	mudapat sa iyang asawa, He is used tohitting his wife. 4 [A; c] use in building s.t. Di ku mudapat ug lawaan sa salug, I won't use lauan wood for the floor. Ang balaygidapatan ug kawayan, The house was built of bamboo. S [c] money spent on. Unsayimung gidapatan sa imung kwarta? What 
	mudapat sa iyang asawa, He is used tohitting his wife. 4 [A; c] use in building s.t. Di ku mudapat ug lawaan sa salug, I won't use lauan wood for the floor. Ang balaygidapatan ug kawayan, The house was built of bamboo. S [c] money spent on. Unsayimung gidapatan sa imung kwarta? What 
	· 

	have you done with your money? a suitable, fitting (used by sp�akers influenced by Tagalog). Di dapat kanang kulura nimu,That is not a good color for you.'-Dhi na· 
	.

	.
	.
	.
	, , 
	. . 


	.

	dapat pagabuhatun, You shouldn't do that. 
	walay -useless, inapplicable. Way dapat nang kahuya kay gabuk, That wood is useless because it's rotten. (➔) n material used!• to make s. t., usually a house. L ig-un ug dapat kining balaya, This house is made of strong materials. a flat-footed. v [B2) be-. come flat-footed. ig-r-(➔)= DAPAT, n. 
	. 

	dapaw -daplin 
	Artifact
	dapawn 1 hair on plants that causes itchiness. 2 rash resulting from contact with plants that have itchy hair. v [b4] be affected with dapaw. dapawdapaw n k.o. sea urchin with fine, whitish needles. -un a covered with itchy hair-like growths. 
	1 

	dapawa 1 boastful, egotistic. 2 prone to tattling and gossiping. v [B12; ab6] beboastful, egotistic. Madapaw man ka lagi ug iatubang ug daga, You become boastful when you are with a young lady. 
	2 

	dapay = DAPAL, V 1.
	dapdap n k.o. small tree of the seashore, widely planted as an ornamental for its numerous bright red flowers!: Erytbrina va
	riegata. 
	riegata. 

	dapi v [A; ab2] slap with the open palm or 
	s.t. flat. Bantay kay bidapian unya ka, Watch out, or you'll get slapped. Kining rulira akung idapi sa imung samput, I'll spank you with this ruler. dapidapi n top part of the buttocks. 
	s.t. flat. Bantay kay bidapian unya ka, Watch out, or you'll get slapped. Kining rulira akung idapi sa imung samput, I'll spank you with this ruler. dapidapi n top part of the buttocks. 

	dapig v [AZ; b6] take sides in a quarrel. Midapig kami kaniya kay bustu siya, We tooksides with him because heis right. Wala akuy gidapigan, l am not taking sides with anyone. ka-, -um-r-(➔),um-1-(➔) n political supporter.
	dap-ig = DIP-IG.
	dapigas v [B26; b8] loose one's footing, slip off its footing. Midapigas ( nadapigas) ang iyang tiil sa ang-ang, His foot slipped off the step. Nadapigas ang tiil sa lamisa sa bangil, The leg of the table slipped off the edge.
	dapilus, dapilus v [BP] slide straight downward. Nadapilus ang bata sa iyang kamut, The child slid out of his hands. Nagdapilus siya sa tubu, He slid down the pole.
	dapit v [A; a] 1 attract s.o. or s. t. to go s.w.
	Angbudyung!makadapit sa mga baka sa pagtim, The call from the horn will make the cows gather. Dapitun ku ikaw sa amu, I'llinvite you to our place. Suga nga ikadapit ug isda, A light to attract the fish. 2 attractnotice, attention. Ang iyang kaanyag makadapit sa ilang pagtagad, Her beauty drew their attention. 3 divert water s.w. Unsaunku pagdapit sa tubig sa busay? How shall I divert the water from the spring? n 1place. Ang dapit niyang natawban, Theplace where she was born. la position, relative standin
	Angbudyung!makadapit sa mga baka sa pagtim, The call from the horn will make the cows gather. Dapitun ku ikaw sa amu, I'llinvite you to our place. Suga nga ikadapit ug isda, A light to attract the fish. 2 attractnotice, attention. Ang iyang kaanyag makadapit sa ilang pagtagad, Her beauty drew their attention. 3 divert water s.w. Unsaunku pagdapit sa tubig sa busay? How shall I divert the water from the spring? n 1place. Ang dapit niyang natawban, Theplace where she was born. la position, relative standin
	Angbudyung!makadapit sa mga baka sa pagtim, The call from the horn will make the cows gather. Dapitun ku ikaw sa amu, I'llinvite you to our place. Suga nga ikadapit ug isda, A light to attract the fish. 2 attractnotice, attention. Ang iyang kaanyag makadapit sa ilang pagtagad, Her beauty drew their attention. 3 divert water s.w. Unsaunku pagdapit sa tubig sa busay? How shall I divert the water from the spring? n 1place. Ang dapit niyang natawban, Theplace where she was born. la position, relative standin
	gu
	vicinity of. Dapit sa bayba
	yu

	of the procession. lpadapit ang mga bibi sa tubig, Have the ducks stay near the water.hiN-a fond of inviting people s. w. -in-n guests. mag-r-(➔), maN-r-(➔) n host.

	Artifact

	dapiyas v [B126; b6] slip suddenly over or downwards. Nadapiyas akung tiil sa kanal, My foot slipped into the ditch. 
	dapfyu v [AN; alb2] slap or strike s.o. heavily on the face or head. Hidapyuban ta mankag di ka mubilum, I might slap you if you don't shut up. n slapping, a heavy slap or strike.
	dapla v 1 [A3P; clP] press s.t. arched out flat on a surface. Kinabanglan giyung idapla (daplaun, ipadapla, padaplaun) ang tmungpad sa sawug kung magpus-ap ka, You have to place your palms flat on the floor if you do push-ups. 2 [ B; b6] be, become flatfooted. Mudapla (madapla) kunu ang tiil basta tapulan, They say laziness makes you flat-footed. a 1 for s.t. arched to be pressed flat against a surface. 2 flat-footed. 
	daplak v [A) 1 cover s.t. over by putting s.t. flat on top of it. Siyay nagdaplak sa playwud diba sa lungag sa bungbung, He is the one who covered the hole on the wall with a piece of plywood. Idaplak ku karing kik sa imung nawung, I'll throw this cake into your face. Maung ang idaplak sa gisi sa iyangkarsunis, Patch the tear in his pants with denim. 2 dump, throw s. t. in one heave. Daplaki ug balas ang lungag sa yuta, Dumpsand into the hole in the ground. IdaplakJang ang mga papil diba, Just dump the pa
	daplas v [A; b6] clamber over s.t. Ayaw pag· d�plas diba anang mga tinapuk nga batu, Don't go clambering over that pile of rocks. Nagkalapuk ku kay gidaplasan ku sa iru, Ihave mud all over me because the dog clambered over me. 
	daplay v [A1PB3; cl] hang down loosely over an edge, make s.t. hang without being fixed. Sudlaya nang bubuk mung nagdaplay sa nawung, Comb that hair of yours. It is hanging down over your face. Kinsay nagdaplay ( nagpadaplay) sa babul sa bintana? Who hung the blanket over the window sill?
	daplin n 1 side, edge. Sa daplin sa suba, Onthe river bank. 2beside. Daplin giyud sa karsada, Right next to the road. 3 walay laing -there is no other alternative. Wa giyud tay laing daplin kun di pag-upira, We have no other choice than to operate. 4 get out of the way! (short for padaplin). pa-v 1 [A; 
	daplus -das-ag 
	Artifact
	ac] move, put to the side. Padaplina ang mga tawu, Have the people move to the side. Ipadaplin ang mga bangku, Move the benches to the side. 2 [A3; c] move to the background Nagpadaplin lang ku kay wa man kuy /abut adtung ilang away, I just stayed in the background because I didn't have anything to do with their quarrel t daplus v [A2PB23; aPcl] slip, move slowly down, make s. t. slip down. M udaplus ang pisi kay wala maayung pagkabukut sa pusti, 
	The rope will slip slowly down because it's not well tied to the post. Kinsay nagdaplus (nagpadaplus) sa balayan? Who moved the clothesline down?
	The rope will slip slowly down because it's not well tied to the post. Kinsay nagdaplus (nagpadaplus) sa balayan? Who moved the clothesline down?

	dapsut v [A2; a3] slip from the grasp, hold. 
	Ug makadapsut nang isdang imung naguni
	Ug makadapsut nang isdang imung naguni
	tan, di na gyud na nimu bidakpan ug usab, 
	If the fish you're holding slips from your grasp, you'll never catch it again. Ang tasang nadapsut sa akung kamut, nasinsi, The cup slipped from my hand and broke into 
	yu

	.
	pieces.

	dapu, dapu V [A; a] touch s. t. lightly with the hand. Dapua ang ulug gibilantan pa ba, Touch him on the head to see if he is still feverish. Dapua ang duba nimu ka kamut, Place your hands together, palm to palm. (�) v [A; c] 1 treat a supernaturally caused skin affliction by putting a bundle of herbs wrapped in leaves which has been heated on the afflicted area. 2 touch s. t. lightly with the hands. Idapu ang imung kamut sa utaw, Touch the iron with your hands. 3[A; b] for animals to be attracted s.w. Mud
	dapugn place in the kitchen where the cooking fire is built. -an(Ł) = DAPUG•
	J 
	1

	v [A; ac] strike, usually the head, with s. t. bulky. Dapuga siya ining batu, Strike him with this stone. Idapug ku ning lib"' sa imung ulu, I'm going to slam this book on your head. 
	dapug
	2 

	dapug v [A; cl] pile things of the same kind in an orderly fashion. Dapuga (idapug) ang mga pinusu, Pile the ears of corn up in an orderly way. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	dapugan = DALAPUGAN.
	dapul n holdup man (slang). paN-v [A23] hold up. Nangdapul ang mga matun sa draybir, The ruffians held the driver up. -iru n holdup man. 
	dapwas (from pulas) v 1 [A; c] rub the 
	2

	hand lightly, usually over the face, occa
	hand lightly, usually over the face, occa
	-

	sionally, also over other parts of the body. 
	Kinsay nagdapuwas ug lapuk sa imung nawung? Who spread mud on your face? Dapulasa ang singut sa imung agtang, Brushthe sweat off your brow. 2 [A; c] eat s.t.with utmost speed as if just rubbing the hand over the mouth. Gidapulas Lang niya ang usa ka platung pansit, He wolfed down a whole plate of noodles. 

	dapya v [AB23(1); c] splash, be splashed. 
	Ang balud midapya sa baybayun, The waves splashed onto the shore. Kinsay nagdapya ug tubig sa bintana? Who splashed water through the wind.ow? Nakadapya ang tuba kay punu ang sudlanan, Some of the toddy splashed out because the container was filled to the brim. 
	Ang balud midapya sa baybayun, The waves splashed onto the shore. Kinsay nagdapya ug tubig sa bintana? Who splashed water through the wind.ow? Nakadapya ang tuba kay punu ang sudlanan, Some of the toddy splashed out because the container was filled to the brim. 

	dapyas v [A2; b6] glance off, graze off s.t. 
	Midapyas Lang ang bala sa iyang ulu, The
	bullet just grazed his head.
	bullet just grazed his head.

	darami n piece of meat sliced off by the butcher of an animal without the owner'sknowledge. v [A; a] for a butcher to steal the owner's meat .in this way,
	dariyut = DIRIYUT. see DIYUT.
	darling n1darling. 2having Lesbian relations. 
	Darling na sila si Lita ug si Pina, Lita and Pina are going steady. v [A; al 2] call s.o. 'darling'.
	daru v 1 [A; a] plow. Unsay itanum ninyu sa inyung gidaruban? What will you plant in the area you are plowing? 2 [A; al2] have sexual relations (somewhat coarse). Gidaru aku sa akung banagabii, My husband had relations with me last night. 3 [B126] fall. down and scrape the ground. Pagkasukamud niya nadaru ang iyang nawung saasiras, When he stumbled, his face scraped the sidewalk. n plow. (➔) n young water buffalo, just big enough to use for plowing. mag-r-(➔) n farmer. daruhan n field that is planted with 
	.

	darudaru n k.o. olive shell. 
	das n· dash, hyphen. v [b6] put a dash. 
	dasa v [B46] become spoiled due to overindulgence. Pitula ang bata arun di magdasa, Discipline the child so he won't get spoiled.
	dasagv [A; c] thrust a mass forcefully against 
	s.t. else. Siyay nagdasag naku sa bungbung, He pushed me hard against the wall. 
	das-ag a 1 abounding, swarming around. 2scattered, spread. 3 wandering, roaming aimlessly. n stranger, wanderer. v la [B; bS] swarm, crowd around. Gidas-ag (gidas-agan) ang artista sa mga tawu, The people swarm
	-

	206 dasdas -data 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	ed around the movie star. lb [B; a] abound. 
	ed around the movie star. lb [B; a] abound. 
	Nadas-ag ang mga tatlung sa ilang uma,
	There were snails all over their field. 2 [A B; c 1] scatter, be scattered. Piligrung madas-ag ang kayu, It would be dangerous if n ( idas-ag) ku ning mga binhi, I will scatter these seeds. 3 [B3; b6] wander aimlessly about. Sa lasang nakadas-ag (nadas-ag) mig dakung langub, In our wanderings in the forest we came across a large cave. 
	the fire were to spread. Das-a
	gu


	dasdas v [A; a12b2] advance to attack. Midasdas ang mga sundalu sa ilang kaaway, 
	The soldiers advanced toward their ene-
	The soldiers advanced toward their ene-
	.
	mies.

	dasig a lively, full of action. Dasig pamatiun ang mga kanta sa Bituls, The Beatles' songs are lively to hear. Dasig kaayu siyang manlibuk, She is lively in her movements. v [AP; a] 1 make s.t. lively. Ang kumparsa nakadasig sa pista, The string band made thefiesta lively. 2 encourage, inspire s.o. to do 
	s.t. Ang imung mga pulung midasig (mipadasig) kaniya pagtuun, Your words encouraged him to study. Nadasig siya sa pagsulat ug balak, He was encouraged to write poetry. mag-r-none who inspires. ka-n enthusiasm. ma-un a 1 lively. 2 inspiring, arousing enthusiasm. dasigdasig v [Al; b5c2) diven s.o.'s attention by being lively. Dili giyud kini mamiliti. Dasigdasigan lang niya ang kuliktur ug binab� He never pays. He just divens the conductor with his stories. 
	s.t. Ang imung mga pulung midasig (mipadasig) kaniya pagtuun, Your words encouraged him to study. Nadasig siya sa pagsulat ug balak, He was encouraged to write poetry. mag-r-none who inspires. ka-n enthusiasm. ma-un a 1 lively. 2 inspiring, arousing enthusiasm. dasigdasig v [Al; b5c2) diven s.o.'s attention by being lively. Dili giyud kini mamiliti. Dasigdasigan lang niya ang kuliktur ug binab� He never pays. He just divens the conductor with his stories. 

	dasmag v 1 [B26C; b6] bump into, crash into. Ang awtu didtu mudasmag (madasmag) sa lub� The auto crashed into the coconut tree. Nagkadasmag ang duba ka trak, The two trucks collided with each other. 2 [AN; b6] lunge at, rush in to attack. Kun mudasmag (manasmag) siya, di ku giyud siya sibugan, If he lunges at me, I'll not move an inch. 3 [A23] rush into doing s.t. Mabangyu ta tu, apan midasmag ka man dayun gud, We could have gotten the price!-down, but you had to rush into it! 4 [B12] fall down. Nadasma
	damgag a careless, inattentive to what one is doing. v [B46; a] be careless and inattententive to one's work. Subra ang imung gisukli kay nagdasngag ka man, You gave him too much change. You sure are careless. dasngagv (A2N; bScl] push s.o.'s face into 
	damgag a careless, inattentive to what one is doing. v [B46; a] be careless and inattententive to one's work. Subra ang imung gisukli kay nagdasngag ka man, You gave him too much change. You sure are careless. dasngagv (A2N; bScl] push s.o.'s face into 
	1
	2 

	s.t. or s.t. into s.o.'s face, bump the face. 
	Nganung gidasngagan (gidasngag) ka man sa iyang kumu? Why did he thrust his fist at 
	I
	you? A ngay giyud kang idasngag, You de
	-

	serve to have your face pushed against s.t. 

	daspan n dustpan. v [A; a] pick up din with a dustpan. 
	dastir n 1 duster, loose house dress. 2 dusterto clean with. v [A; a] wear, make into a duster.
	das-ug v 1 (AB; cl) move over, downward,cause s.t. to do so. Ug mudas-ug mug diyutay makalingkud pa ang usa, If you move over a bit, one more can sit down. Nadas-ugsiya sa kawad-un, He slipped down into poverty. 2 advance, make progress, flourish. M idas-ug ang iyang kaalam, His knowledge increased. n 1 movement to s.w. 2 advance, progress.
	dasuk a compressed, compact. Dasuk kaayu ang ginamus sa taru, The can was stuffed full with salted fish preserves. Dasuk angkatubban, The sugar cane field was thickly planted. v 1 [A; ac) compress, push into a tight place. 2 [A3P; c] shove s.t. into a place forcefully. Nadasuk siya sa suuk dibang akung gitulud, He was shoved into the corner when I pushed him. (t-) v 1 [C]crowd, squeeze a place. Nagdasuk ang balay sa Pasil, The houses in Pasil are jammed together. 2 [Bl] be chock-full with s.t. Nagdasuk s
	dasun v 1 [A2; c] say s. t. immediately after 
	s.o. else says s.t. Gidasunan ku niyag tubag tana, Heanswered me immediately before I finished asking the question. 2 [A2; a2] follow an action immediately with another action. Nakadasun pa siyag patid human makapatama ug sumbag, After he inflicted a cruel blow, he followed it up with a kick. Dasunun nimug silhig ang ginqbas arun dili magkatu ang bugaw, Sweep up the sawdust right away so the dirt won't pile up. 3 [A; b(l)] approve of, endorse a plan or idea. Gidasunan dayun nila ang gabin para S(1 unipur
	sa wa pa ku makatiwas ug pan
	gu

	They at once approved the allocation for uniforms. dasundasun v [A; bSJ happen in rapid succession, one after another. 
	dataV [A; blc] pay off panially. Wa naku bayri tanan. Gidataban ku Jang, I did not pay it all off. I just paid a pan. la [A; b(l)]for men to have sexual intercourse with s.o. on a regular basis (humorous). Databan niya ang iyang babayi kada Sabadu, He h� intercourse with his mistress every Saturday.2 pay off a debt panially or entirely with goods. Databan nakug lubi ang kulang, I'llpay off what's lacking by giving you coco
	l 

	• nuts. n 1 installment. 2 s. t. given in lieu of money to pay off a debt entirely or pa.nially. datadatav [A; blc] pay for s.t. in install
	·
	-

	*da-daug 
	Ł 

	ments, buy on an installment basis. Mudatadata kug pridyidir, I will buy a frigidaire on installment. n l installment basis. 2 = 
	ments, buy on an installment basis. Mudatadata kug pridyidir, I will buy a frigidaire on installment. n l installment basis. 2 = 
	,
	DATA, n1. 

	*datawalay -no good. Walay datang panaptuna,kay humuk mulubad, The cloth is no good. It fades quickly. 
	i 

	datag a level land. ka•an n plains.
	dati n k.o. small blister with water inside,often accompanied by fever. dating v [A2; b6(1)] not be shy to speak a language one doesn't know well or recite 
	s.t. memorized. Gidating naku ang amural nga aku11g bag-ung hingkat-unan sa akung giulitawhan, I tried out the line I memorized on my girl friend. Datingi sa _imung pila ka lugas nga ininglis ang Murmun, Talk to the Mormon with the few English words you know. 
	s.t. memorized. Gidating naku ang amural nga aku11g bag-ung hingkat-unan sa akung giulitawhan, I tried out the line I memorized on my girl friend. Datingi sa _imung pila ka lugas nga ininglis ang Murmun, Talk to the Mormon with the few English words you know. 

	datslan n buffet. v [Al; cl] hold a buffet dinner. 
	datu = DATU. 
	2

	datua rich, wealthy. v [Bl; a2] be, become rich, wealthy. t 
	1 

	datun title of a chief, now said only to Muslim leaders. tudlu -n l k.o. long, slender banana. 2 jackknife clams, k.o. long, slender clams. ·in· v [A; a] sit with the buttocks flat on the ground and the ankles .crossed, tucked in under the body (like thedatu in the presence of his subjects). Nagdinatu siya sa lantay, nagdulag baraha, He sat on his buttocks on the bed, playing cards. 
	2 

	dat·ug v [A; c] 1 put s.t. on s.t. to weigh it down. Aku ang nagdat-ug ug batu sa papil, I laid a stone on top of the paper. Namatayang tawu nga nadat-ugan sa trusu, The man died because he was pinned down by the log. 2 put the blame on s.o. Dat-ugan unya aku sa pagbasul, The blame will be put on me. n weight put on s.t. 
	dat-ul v [A; c] 1 put s.t. on top of s.t. to strike or work on it. Kwanggul ang nagdatul ug sulat aning libru, Whoever wrote on top of this book must be a fool. A yaw idatul ang kahuy sa ang-ang ug magbugba ka, 
	Don't lay the wood on the stairs when you split it. � put s.t. on top of s.t. else for a second. !yangang iyang samad ug init nga dahun, He put hot leaves on his wound. 3 put blame on s.o. Siya ang nagdat-ul naku ning salaa, He put the blame on me. n block on which s.t. to be struck is laid. •an(-+)o= DAT-UL, "· 
	Don't lay the wood on the stairs when you split it. � put s.t. on top of s.t. else for a second. !yangang iyang samad ug init nga dahun, He put hot leaves on his wound. 3 put blame on s.o. Siya ang nagdat-ul naku ning salaa, He put the blame on me. n block on which s.t. to be struck is laid. •an(-+)o= DAT-UL, "· 
	gidat-ul.an


	datum v [A2; c] 1 for s.t. pointed to be driven into, penetrate. Mula.tum ang punyal sa dughan, The dagger penetrated into the breast. Dagum nga idatum sa b'uktun, A 
	datum v [A2; c] 1 for s.t. pointed to be driven into, penetrate. Mula.tum ang punyal sa dughan, The dagger penetrated into the breast. Dagum nga idatum sa b'uktun, A 
	needle to inject into the arm. 2 [A; a4p4] for an emotion to penetrate into one's inmost being. Gugma nga nakadatum na, A deeply-rooted love. 

	datung v [A; a] give s.o. a gift to get a favor from fiim. Gidatungan sa insik arig inahan sa 
	·,yang gipangulitawban, -The Chinaman gave presents to the mother of the girl he was courting. n gift given to win a favor. 
	,
	,

	datungsee TUNGBALAY. datus n data. facts. dau n k.o. large hardwood tree. 
	2 

	daub v [A; b(l)] 1 burn, set s.t. on fire in the open. Di ta makadaub run sa a.tung kaingin,We cannot burn our clearing. 2 smudge. Dauban ta ang mangga arun mudaghan ang bunga, Let's smudge the mango tree so that the fruits will become plentiful. n 1 open fire. 2 place where an open fire is usually· built. (-t) = DAUB, n 1. -anan = DAUB, n 2. 
	daug v 1 [A2; al2] outdo, overcome s.o. Di giyud ka makadaug niya, You can never beat him. Gidaug ku sa kaikug, I was overcome by my shame. la [al2] give way, yield under weight or pressurer Ang salnting gidaug sa atup, The rafters gave way under the weight of the roof. Madaug sa hangin ang talabanug nga bumuk ug bawug, A. 
	agu

	kite with a weak crosspiece will give wayunder the force of the wind. lb [A; c] place a weight on s. t. to hold it in place. Wa ilupad sa hangin ang papu kay gidaugan, The paper wasn�t blown away because a weight was put on it. lbl dump blame on s.o. lkawunyay daugan sa mga pagbasul, They'lldump the blame on you. le dag-un pa it is better for [so-and-so] to happen and get some benefit (than to miss out on the benefit). Sigi lang, ibaligya, dag-un pag may kwarta, Go on, sell it. It's better to have money 
	(than perhaps to lose it and not have money). Sagdi lag muuban siya, dag-un pag may!kuyug, Let him come with you.oIt's better 
	.

	· 
	· 

	to have s.o. with you (than not to). 2 [Al2; a3] be able to carry, lift, or move s.t.heavy. Madaug ba ni nimung lamisa? Can you lift this table? 2a for one's body to manage. 
	Madaug pa sa akung lawas kining trabahua, 
	Mybody can still manage this work. 2b suppon one's studies, existence. Di na naku madaug ug gastu ang mga bata, I can't afford to suppon the children. 3 [A2; ab3] win money, prize. Dag-un giyud natu ni kay dak1' ang pusta, We must win in this bet because we have big stakes. Pilay ilang gidaug nimu? How much did they win out of you? 
	a 1 defeated, bested. Nahisama siya sa irung daug nga mibahag ang ikug, He went off like 
	208 daul -daut 
	a defeated dog with its tail tucked between its legs. 2 be unable to stand up to s.o. Daug siya sa iyang asawa, He is henpecked by his wife. 3 -pa be more than [subject] (lit. [subject] is bested by). Daug pa nimuy buguy, You're worse than a tramp. n 1 winnings. Pila may imung daug sa swipstik? How much did you win in the lottery? 2weight put on s.t. (f-) v 1 [C] have it out as to who wins. Magdaug ang duba ka sunuy. Ang usa mutung ug ang usa manalaw, Thetwo cocks will have it out. One will be the winner
	a defeated dog with its tail tucked between its legs. 2 be unable to stand up to s.o. Daug siya sa iyang asawa, He is henpecked by his wife. 3 -pa be more than [subject] (lit. [subject] is bested by). Daug pa nimuy buguy, You're worse than a tramp. n 1 winnings. Pila may imung daug sa swipstik? How much did you win in the lottery? 2weight put on s.t. (f-) v 1 [C] have it out as to who wins. Magdaug ang duba ka sunuy. Ang usa mutung ug ang usa manalaw, Thetwo cocks will have it out. One will be the winner
	. 
	ng 

	tulug nga nagdaup sa iyang_ kamut, Sleeping with her hands over the breast. 
	daura = DALAURA 

	daurus v [AP2; b(l)] sfide down an incline. 
	Midaurus siya sa ubus dibang nabug sa bangbilig, He slid down when he fell on the slope. Nindutang mudaurus (mupadaurus) sa bata sa islayid, The child enjoys sliding down the slide. 
	daus-us v [APB; cl] climb down, move 
	down, bris. t. down. Gikan sa apir baks 
	ng 

	nidaus-us siya tupad kanaku sa luwir baks, 
	From the upper box he climbed down and
	sat beside me in the lower box. Aku na Zang 
	ang mudaus-us niana, I'll bring it down my
	self. Daus-usun (idaus-us) natu pagbinay ang 
	baldi, We'll lower the pail carefully. daut v 1 [A; al2] destroy, make inoperative. 
	Nadaut angmakina kay wa kabutangig asiti, 
	The machine was ruined because it wasn't 
	oiled. 2 [A; al2] harm, have bad effects on. 
	Kining sabuna makadaut sa kamut, This 
	soap can harm your hands. Nadaut ang kar
	ni kay wa ayuba pagbipus, The meat spoiled 
	because it wasn't properly stored. 2a [Al2]
	ang -what's wrowith it. Ang nakadaut 
	ng 

	nimu, wa kay kaligu, What's wrong with 
	you is that you don't bathe. Ang nakadaut 
	niining kutsiba kay dakug kunsumu, What's 
	wrong with this car is that it takes too much
	gas. 3 [Al2; a3] get s.o. into trouble. Ayaw
	ug sultig ingun kay madaut ta ana, Don't 
	say that because we can get into trouble on 
	account of it. 4 [AB16] be in bad health,
	cause bad health. Ang pagsigig basa mudaut 
	sa imung mata, If you keep reading it will
	ruin your eyes. Nagdaut akung tiyan, I have 
	stomach trouble. 4a [B146) -ang buut be 
	in a had mood. Nagdaut akung buut kay 
	kulang sa katulug, I'm in a bad mood be
	cause I didn't get enough sleep. 4b [A12]
	give s.o. venereal disease. Kanang baybana 
	makadaut, That woman will give you vene
	real disease. 4c [A; al2] harm s.o. witft 
	sorcery. Gidaut siya sa barangan, The sor
	cerer inflicted illness on him. 4d [A; b(l)]
	to inflict an illnesŁ. 
	for a supernatural bei
	ng 

	Gidautan siya sa ingkantu, kay gitaga man
	niya ang dakit, The supernatural being in
	flicted illness on him because he chopped 
	the banyan tree down. S [A3; al2] speak 
	ill of s.o. Siguru ka giyung dautun sa mga 
	tabian, The gossipers will surely speak ill of 
	you. 6 [B14) for the weather to get bad. 
	Ug magdaut ang panabun, ayaw usag byabi, 
	If the weather is bad, don't travel for the while. panday -one whose handiwork is full of defects. Panday daut ang nagbimu niini kay dagbang dipiktu, A poor carpenter made this. There are so many defects. (➔) a 1 sickly, thin. Daut ka man. May sakit ka? 
	daw2-day 
	209 

	Artifact
	You're thin. Are you sick? 2 for an engine, appliance, etc. to be in bad condition. Angdaut mung dyip, Your beat-up jeep. n defects. King mga tububa walay liki, ug walay daut, These tubes have no cracks and np defects. v 1 [BS] be, become sick, thinlooking. Mudaut kag di ka mukaug tarung, You'll get sick if you don't eat properly. 2 [B1456] be menstruating (euphemism). Paggamit ug pasadur ug magdaut ka, Use a Kotex when you menstruate. dautdaut v 1 (A13) keep malfunctioning. 2 [A3) keep getting sick. 3 fo
	You're thin. Are you sick? 2 for an engine, appliance, etc. to be in bad condition. Angdaut mung dyip, Your beat-up jeep. n defects. King mga tububa walay liki, ug walay daut, These tubes have no cracks and np defects. v 1 [BS] be, become sick, thinlooking. Mudaut kag di ka mukaug tarung, You'll get sick if you don't eat properly. 2 [B1456] be menstruating (euphemism). Paggamit ug pasadur ug magdaut ka, Use a Kotex when you menstruate. dautdaut v 1 (A13) keep malfunctioning. 2 [A3) keep getting sick. 3 fo
	•HIN.A.UT. 

	-maliciously. Ang magdadaut dayag nga nasina, Clearly the one who destroyed yourthingsmaliciously was envious. pangdaut n
	. 
	s.t. used to harm s.t. panday pang· = ·oPAN
	-

	DAY DAUT. see p ANDAY. 

	daw 1 seem, like. Daw subu siyang nanamilit, He seemed sad to bid goodbye. Daw kasaba tung ,yang tambag, His advice was like a scolding. 2 -[adjective, verb) be rather [adjective, verb). Daw nalibug siya dibang nakadawat sa sulat, He was rather confused upon receiving_ the letter. 3 go ahead, do [so-and-so). Abir sumbaga daw ku! Go ahead, try striking me. Tilawi daw ug lami ba, Go on, try it. See if it's good. 4 he, she said. Magbikug daw siya, He said he was go· ing to kill himself. 
	dawa n millet: Setaria italica. Widely cultivated, it is most commonly made into budbud. dawadawa n k.o. tall grass bearing spikessimilar to millet in appearance: Ecbinocbloa crusgalli. 
	dawal v [A) stick out of an opening, hang out. Nagdawal ang pistula sa bulsa, The pistol stuck out of his pocket. Padawala ang dila, Stick your tongue out. 
	dawat v 1 [A3S; al] receive, accept. Mudawat ba na siyag suburnu? Does he accept bribes? Mudawat mig kasira, We accept boarders. Mudawat siyag labada, She takes 
	dawat v 1 [A3S; al] receive, accept. Mudawat ba na siyag suburnu? Does he accept bribes? Mudawat mig kasira, We accept boarders. Mudawat siyag labada, She takes 
	in laund. Dili aku makadawat niana, Sor, I cannot accept that. Nakadawat ka ha sa akung suwat? Have you received my let· ter? 2 take, receive s.t. conveyed. Dawataning akung itunul nimu, Take this thing I'm going to hand you. 3 take hold of the hand that delivers a blow or fend it off. Dawataang iyang kamut ug musukmag, Fend off his arm if he delivers a blow. 4 [A3SN; a2]gather palm toddy. Wala siya kapanawat karun, He hasn't gathered toddy today. n amount the lender gives for s. t. pawned. Trayinta pisus
	ry
	ry
	morning was ve
	ry 


	Sect
	Artifact

	dawdawv [A; a12) tinker with s.t. without any definite purpose. Dawdawa ang plan· sang guba basin pa ug makumpunir nimu, 
	1 

	Ttinkering around with this broken iron. Maybe you can fix it. 
	ry 

	dawdawv [A2N; a2) gather leftovers, the last remaining things. Wa pay makadawdaw sa nasunugan, Nobody can salvage the leftovers from the fire. Wa diyuy madawdawbisag bukug, There's nothing to get, not even bones. 
	2 

	dawhug = DALHUG. 
	dawi v [A2; b6] for a fish to bite on bait. Gidawihan siyag mamsa, A large crevally bit his line. n fish that bit. (➔) = DA.WI, n. 
	dawin n a single banana. Mikuha siyag lima ka dawin nga tinanuk, He took five boiled bananas. v [A; al] separate bananas into pieces. ·in· n bananas sold by the piece. 
	dawiraw v [B2S; c16] 1 grope about, as in the dark. Magdawiraw ang buta ug mulakaw, A blind man gropes about when walkin. 2 for the mind to wander without concentration. Wa kung kasabut sa liksiyun kay nagdawiraw lang akung bunahuna, I didn't get the lesson because my mind was wandering. 
	g

	dawpang = DALUPANG. 
	dawu-see also DALU· dawun a be knocked down in boxing. v [A; a12) •knock one's opponent down 1n box1ng.
	i 
	-

	dawunn down payment. v [A; c] make a down payment. 
	2 

	dawuntawun n 1 downtown. 2 a light passen· ger vehicle which plies a certain route and picks up passengers. -ikspris = DAWUN· TAWUN, 2. 
	day see . INDA Y. 
	day-a -dayhag 
	day-a v [R; b6] for s.t. to hang out from a place in which it is contained. M iday-a ang iyang tinai, His guts were hanging out. Prutas nga nagday-a sa baskit, Fruits hanging out of the basket. a sticking, bulging out from the place that contains it. Day-a na nang imung tiyan, Your stomach is hanging out. 
	dayabitis n diabetes. v [a4] have diabetes. dayag a clearly visible, obvious. l)ayag dinbi ang Bubul, Bohol is visible from here. Dayag ang iyang gugma nimu, His love for you is obvious. Dayag na ang iyang kadaugan, His victory is clear now. -na lang of course. 
	Dayag na lang nga mulaban ku kay igsuun ku siya, Naturally, rn take his side. He is my brother. v 1 [B] be visible, seen. Nagdayag ang imung kamisun, Your slip is showing. 2 [c] tell s.o. frankly. Daygan ku siya nga wa ku siya bigugmaa, I'll tell him frankly that I don't love him. pasun·(�) v [A; c]exhibit, show before an audience. Nagpasundayag ang siniban ug malaw-ay nga salida, The movie house showed pornographicmovies. Kadasig nga iyang gipasu�dayag, The enthusiasm he showed. n presentation. pasun-
	Dayag na lang nga mulaban ku kay igsuun ku siya, Naturally, rn take his side. He is my brother. v 1 [B] be visible, seen. Nagdayag ang imung kamisun, Your slip is showing. 2 [c] tell s.o. frankly. Daygan ku siya nga wa ku siya bigugmaa, I'll tell him frankly that I don't love him. pasun·(�) v [A; c]exhibit, show before an audience. Nagpasundayag ang siniban ug malaw-ay nga salida, The movie house showed pornographicmovies. Kadasig nga iyang gipasu�dayag, The enthusiasm he showed. n presentation. pasun-
	dayagnus v [A; b6] for a doctor to diagnose a sickness. n diagnosis. 
	dayagram n diagram, sketch. v [A; cl] diagram, make a diagram. 
	dayak v 1 [A; b6] engage in a group activity with clamorous merriment. Magdayak ang mga bata panabun sa pisikal, The children revel during the physical education period. 
	Tu baan nga gidayakan sa mga palainum, 
	The toddy stand where the drinkers are making merry. 2 [B6] be in extravagantquantities. Magdayak ang pagkaun sa ilabasta pista, There's all kinds of food at their place during fiestas. 
	dayal n dial of a watch, telephone. v [A; a2]dial Unsang numiruba ang imung gidayal? What number did you dial? 
	dayal tun n dial tone. v [A23] give a dial tone. Midayal tun ba? Was there a dial tone? 
	dayalug n 1 dialogue. 2 dialogue between opposing parties. v 1 [A; c16] act s.t. out in a dialogue form. 2 [C] have a dialogue.
	Wa magkadayalug ang administrasiyun ugang istudiyanti, The administrat�on and students didn't get together in a dialogue. 
	dayalugu = DAY ALUG, n 1. 

	dayamanti = DIV AM.ANTI. 
	dayamitru n diameter. 
	dayamun n 1 baseball diamond. 2 diamondsin playing cards. 
	dayan v [A; b] be a decoration, adorn. Angkurtina nagdayan sa ilang balay, The curtains add beauty to their house. dayandayan V [A; b] decorate, adorn. Ang kuruna gidayandayanan ug bulawan, The crownwas adorned with gold. n decoration, adornment. 
	dayana n noise made early in the morning of a gala celebration to wake the people. v [A1; b(l)] make noise on the morning of thecelebration. Tulu ka banda ang nagdayana sa amung pista, Three bands played to wakthe ·people during our town fiesta. 
	dayang n title given to a Muslim princess.
	dayap n k.o. small citrus tree producingsmall spherical, yellow fruits, juicy and sharply acid: Citms aurantifolia. 
	dayapir n diaper. v [A; a] make into a diaper, put a diaper on. 
	-

	dayari n diary. v [A] keep a diary. 
	dayariya n diarrhea. v [a4] have diarrhea. 
	day-as a foreign to a place. Kalibukan ngaday-as sa kinabubing Pilipinbu n, Ways which are so foreign to the Filipino way of life. v[AN23P; c] go to live in a far place, bringto a far place. Manay-as siya pag-ani, Hegoes to other places to help with the harvest. /day-as na Zang ang panaptun sa prubinsiya kay di mabalin dinbi, Bring the cloth to the province because it won't sell here. 
	dayaw v [A; a12b3) praise, comment favorably on. Wa si Nanay makadayaw niadtung imung gihubat, Mother did not comment favorably about what you did. Wa tay dayawan anang imung trababu, There's nothing to praise in your work. n praise. 
	dayban n divan. 
	dayday v [A; b6(1)) put a landmark along a boundary line. Gidaydayan kug nangka ang utlanan, I marked the boundary with jackfruit trees. n landmarks planted along aboundary. pa-v [A] travel along the edge of s. t.: alongside landmarks, fields, rivers, etc. Wa siya musulud, nagpadayday (nanayday) lang sa utlanan, He wasn't tresspassi.He was just walkialothe boundary.paN-v [A2] = PADAYDAY. -an(➔), -an nthe top rim of the side of a boat. daygun see DAL.A VIG. 
	ng
	ng 
	ng 

	dayhag a 1 sloping downward. Gikan dinbi daybag na pulus ang dalan, From here onout the trail will all be downhill. 2 be wide and sloping at an angle. Mutulu ang ilang balay kay daybag kaayu ang atup, Their 
	dayhard -dayung 
	Artifact
	roof leaks because the roof slants. v [B; cl] be sloping downward, place s. t. in a slantingposition. Daybaga (idaybag) pagsandig ang bisiklita, Lean the bicycle in a slanting position. -an(➔) n top of a slope, place where a downward slope begins. -un( ➔) n slopinggradually.
	roof leaks because the roof slants. v [B; cl] be sloping downward, place s. t. in a slantingposition. Daybaga (idaybag) pagsandig ang bisiklita, Lean the bicycle in a slanting position. -an(➔) n top of a slope, place where a downward slope begins. -un( ➔) n slopinggradually.
	dayhard a diehard follower of a politician orcertain party. Dayhard nga Usminyista, Adiehard follower of Osmefia. 
	dayib n diving. v [A2; ac] dive. Didtu siya mudayib sa hugawng tubig, He dove into the dirty water. Idayib ning sungsung sa iZawum ug isap-ung sa bangag, Dive down with this plug, and plug up the hole with it.
	dayig = DAL.A VIG. 
	dayik n dike. v [A; a2] build a dike. 
	dayis n 1 dice. 2 a game played with a dice. 2a turn to throw the dice. 3 s.t. tricked out of s.o. else. 4 profit from sales (slang). v 1 [AlC; c3] throw dice. Kinsang dayis run? Whose turn is it to throw the dice? Magdayis Zang ta, Let's play a game with dice. 2[A; b] get s. t. by cheating or tricks (slang). Nakadayis mi ug tris sa tiguwang, We tricked the old man for three pesos. 3 [Al] masturbate (slang). -ir n one who throws the dice or plays a dice game. v [A2] be the one to throw the dice. 

	dayis-ul v [Al3] throw the dice to determine who will be the one to throw in a mahjong game. n action of throwing the dice to determine the deal. 
	dayit n diet. v [A] be on diet. 
	daylang = DAL·Y ANG. 
	daynamu n dynamo. 
	daynamu n dynamo. 
	daysik v [A; a] dissect in a laboratory. 

	day-u n foreigner, from another place. Batasang day-u, Foreign customs. v [AN23; b6] 1 migrate to. Manay-u ( muday-u) siya sa Mindanaw, He will migrate to Mindanao. 2visit a distant place. Daghan ang mga turista nga muday-u (manay-u) dinhi� Manytourists come here for a visit. 
	dayugdug v [AP3; cl] go straight s.w. without paying any heed to one's surroundings. Nanaug siya sa balay ug midayugdug (mipadayugdug) paingun sa Zungsud, He went out of the house and walked straight toward town without looking left or right. 
	dayuk n preserved ·salted fish intestines. v[A; a2] make dayuk, put dayuk into s.t. 
	dayuk n preserved ·salted fish intestines. v[A; a2] make dayuk, put dayuk into s.t. 

	dayun 1 immediately, at once. MiZakaw siya dayun, He immediately walked away. Waladayun ntya himatikdi ang uZitawu, She did not notice the young man at ·once. Karundayun, This very instant. putung -= -IN-, 2.2 do as the next thing. Mikaun siyag maayu, 
	dayun 1 immediately, at once. MiZakaw siya dayun, He immediately walked away. Waladayun ntya himatikdi ang uZitawu, She did not notice the young man at ·once. Karundayun, This very instant. putung -= -IN-, 2.2 do as the next thing. Mikaun siyag maayu, 
	dayun natulug, He ate a good dinner and!.then went to sleep. 2a sa -[gen.]nga [verbbase] [gen.] was (will be) about to [do]. (Sa) dayun ku nang kaun miabut siZa, As I was about to eat they arrived. I sal ang tunu sa dayun na nimung haurr;-Mix in the coconut milk just before you take it off the stove. 3 eternity. Ang dayung pa bu lay, E tern al rest. v 1 [A23] do s.t. immediately. 
	gu 


	Sect
	Artifact
	Nganung mudayun ka man Zang ug kasuku? 
	Why do you flare up immediately? la [a2] be killed at the first cockfight. Kanang tubu nianang baya di giyud na dayunun, Thecocks that are raised at that house will not be killed in the first cockfight. 2 [B36] remain as it is for long. Hinaut nga magdayun ang iyang kabuutan, I hope his good behavior will remain unchanged. 3 [al 2] get possession of s. t. borrowed by keeping it for
	-

	,

	ever. /ya na giyung gidayun ang iyang gibulamang sapatus naku, He took over the shoes that he borrowed from me. 4 [ C; al 2]e. Nagkadayun siZa, They got married. 5, 6 = DA YUN, 1, 2. (-+)1 [a3b4] for s. t. · bad to come into being, be pushed through to reality. Ayaw pagdunggabdunggab naku kay madayun (madayunan) unya na, Don't pretend to stab me, because you might just end up doing it. 2 [B23!;cl] proceed to carry s.t. out. Diku mudayun (madayun) pagZarga kay hapun na, I will not proceed to leave because
	-
	push through in marri
	ag

	dang v 1 [A3SC; bc3] for two or more people to accomplish s.t. together, most commonly carrying. Dayungi Zang na ninyu 
	yu

	dayungyung -dibaldi 
	kay bug-at, Carry that together because itis heavy. Dayungan Jang nilag bugsay ang surambawan, The fishermen just row theirlarge fishing boat together. 2 [A2C2; bc3]share joys and sorrows. Magdang gayud ta sa kalipay ug kasakit, We will share our happiness and sorrows with each other. 3 -ugtuigv [C3] for siblings (not twins) to be born in the same year. Nagdang mig tuig sa akung mangbud, My younger brother and I were both born in the same year. -an(➔) nstick or pole used for carrying s. t. hanging by holdin
	kay bug-at, Carry that together because itis heavy. Dayungan Jang nilag bugsay ang surambawan, The fishermen just row theirlarge fishing boat together. 2 [A2C2; bc3]share joys and sorrows. Magdang gayud ta sa kalipay ug kasakit, We will share our happiness and sorrows with each other. 3 -ugtuigv [C3] for siblings (not twins) to be born in the same year. Nagdang mig tuig sa akung mangbud, My younger brother and I were both born in the same year. -an(➔) nstick or pole used for carrying s. t. hanging by holdin
	yu
	yu


	dayungyung v [86; c 1] be hanging downloosely over the face. Gipadayungyung niya ang iyang bubuk, kalu, She let her hair (hat) cover her face. 
	dga. abbreviation for DAIAGA, unmarried 
	woman.di n letter D.di= DILL di-prefix, usually followed by nouns of
	Spanish origin. 1 having a [noun] where it 
	Spanish origin. 1 having a [noun] where it 
	is s.t. special to have one. Puru dikutsi ang 
	amung silingan, Our neighbors all have cars.
	Diamirkana pa ba diay muadtug upisina? 
	You mean to say they wear jackets to the office? Diayskrim giyud ang amung pabugnaw, We had refreshments with ice cream. 2characterized by having being made of [noun]!. Sapatus diguma, Rubber shoes. Kisu dibula, Cheese shaped like balls. Dialtailang mga ami, Their friends are high � ciety. Manuk dirasa, Special breed of chicken. 3 having [noun] as a source of motion.Plantsa dikuryinti, Electric iron. Makina dimanu, dipiyi, Hand-, foot-operated machine. Dinutang pagtukar, Playing from the notes. Ripling 
	gu


	dia= ADIA. 
	diadtu 1 = DIDTU. 2 = NIADTU. see KADnJ
	(dialectal).dialta see ALTA. dialtamar see ALTA.
	' ' ' 
	' ' ' 
	, 


	di= DDIA. = NIANA. see KANAI
	, 
	' 

	ana 1 2
	ana 1 2
	(dialectal). 

	diani = NIANI. see KINI .
	speaker has received new information. la making a statement of new information a question: 'so,[such-and-such] is the case. is it? Mau diay nay bitsu1a sa salikan, So, is that what a hammerhead shark looks like? Litu diay imung ngalan, Oh, so your name is Lito, is it? Diay? Musukul ka diay, So you want to rebel, do you? lb I see that, ... as it turns out ... Namatikdan aku n{ya kay diay wa matulug, He noticed me as he wasn't asleep after all. Maayu ka man diay nga mulu tu, I see you cook well. le You m
	diay 1 particle indicatl
	ng 
	gu

	,
	,

	curiosity. Asa man diay ka, Nang? Where are you going, Ma'am? 2b if it isn't [predicate], what, (where, etc.) is it then? UgdiIi kin� unsa man diay? Which one is it then if it is not this one? 2c of course, what else (where else, who else, etc.) could it be? 
	Unsa man diay ug dili asukar mauy ibutang sa kapi, Of course, what else do you put in coffee except sugar? 3 particle indicating that the speaker realizes s.t. about which he was previously unaware or pointing out s.t. to the interlocutor. Kana giyud diay akungdad-un, Oh, yes, that I will take along for sure. Aku diay, wa ku tagai, What about me? You didn't give me any. Unsay way sapatus? Ag lmung puti diay? What do you mean you don't have shoes? How about your white ones? isa, usa pa -excuse me (bringing u
	dJ'bal a in utter disarray, noisy confusion. Dibal kaaang akung bunabuna, Mythoughts are all in disarray. v [APB4; b6]be in utter disarray, confusion. Mudibal ang tibuuk syudad sa tungang gabii sa Bag-ung Tuig. The whole city is noisily chaotic atmidnight, New Year's Eve. Nagkadibal na ang kwartu, dugayng way limpiyu, The room is in complete chaos because it hasn't been cleaned in ages. 
	yu 

	dil>aldi v [A; c16] fail to compensate s.o. for his services or efforts. Wa naku dibaldŁ ha (idibaldi) ang imung kabagu kay gibay:. 
	di"ban -di
	ga 
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	ran tikaw, I gave you s.t. for your effort. Ipaid you. 
	ran tikaw, I gave you s.t. for your effort. Ipaid you. 

	di"ban n divan. 
	dibad n debate, argument. v [AC; ab3] debate, argue about s.t. Di!ni natu kinahanglang dibatihun (dibatihan), It's not necessary for us to make an argument out of this (argue about this). -sta debater. v [B16; a]be, make into a debater. 
	dibaydibay v [A) 1 do division. 2 divide s. t. up. Dibaydibaya ninyu kining kik, Dividethis cake among yourselves. n inheritance(sla). Maayu siyang pangasaw-un kay daku nag dibaydibay, Marry her because she is going to come into a large inheritance. dibaydir n 1 room divider. 2 an instrument 
	ng

	for dividing s.t. dibayid = DIBAYDIBA Y. dibidind n dividend. 
	dibidindu n 1 dividend. 2 one's children (humorous). 
	dibilv 1 [A; cl] develop a picture from a negative. 2 [B26; aP] for love to develop. 3[A; a] compose an essay. Padibilapun mig tim, We have been told to write themes. 4[B12; a12] develop, grow big. Wa pa madibilap ang Mak tan, Mactan hasn't grown very much yet. 
	ap 

	dibilapir n 1 real estate developer. 2 chemical developer for photographs. 
	dibilup = DIBiLAP. 
	dibirsiyun n diversion, recreation. v [A] have some recreation. 
	dibisiyun n 1 division, branch of government or business. 2 partition, compartment. 3division in an Army. v [A; b6(1)] put up a partition or division. t 
	dibisyun n division in mathematics. v [A)do division. 
	dibitir n debater.
	dibu n debut in high society. v [Al; b6]have, give a debut.dibuhu v [A; a] draw, make a design. n
	drawing, design. dibuhista n artist, designer. dibultu = RIBUL1U.
	dibumba see BUMBA. 
	2

	dibursiyaddibursiyadu n divorced person. dibuniyu n divorce. v [C; b 1] divorce, get a 
	a, 

	divorce. 
	divorce. 

	dibusiyun n devotion to a saint. 'P [Alg; b6]have a devotion to a saint. Magdibusiyun ku kang San Hudas Tadlyu arun ku mamin
	yu, I'll have a devotion to St. Jude so that I can get married. 
	yu, I'll have a devotion to St. Jude so that I can get married. 

	dibutand n debutante. 
	dibutu, dibutus 1 = DIBUSIYUN. 2 religiousdevotee. Sa Byirnis mangalawat ang mga dibutu sa Mahal nga Birhin, On Friday the 
	devotees of the Blessed Virgin will take 
	.
	.

	communion. 
	dibuynu = BUYNAS. 
	didak v [AN; b6] deduct from a salary or grade. Gididakan imung swildu, gradu, Theydeducted some from your salary, grade. 
	didaksiyun n amount deducted from grades or salary. v [A; b6] make a deduction.
	didal n thimble. v [A; c] use a thimble. 
	didbul n 1 dead ball, when the ball in a ballgame is not in play or when the game is at a stop due to a referee's call. 2 killed violently, dead (slang). Didbul ka na, matuna ka, Now you're dead, you thug, you. v 1[Bl6; a12] be a dead ball. 2 [B126; al] be a goner, dead. 
	di'di v [A; a2] suckle the breast (children's talk). Mudldi na si Dyingdying, Jingjingwants to take the titty now. 
	didi v [A; b6] cut a slit in s.t. Gididian niyang saku arun makakuha siyag bugas, He cut a slit in the sack so he could get some rice. Dtaii lang ang hubag ug gamay, Cut a small incision into the boil. 
	didikisyun n dedication of a song or other entertainment to s.o. v [A; b6] dedicate 
	s.t. to s.o. 
	didikit v 1 [A; c] dedicate a song, poem, entertainment to s.o. Kining awita amung ididikit sa atung halangdun bisita, We dedicate this song to our honored guest. 2 [A; b6) masturbate (humorous slang). Nahugu siya sa hinubra niyang pagdidikit, He got thin from masturbating too much (makitoomany dedications). 
	ng 

	didiyut = DIRIYUT. see DIYUT. didlayin n deadline. v [b6] set a deadline to to s.t. 
	didtu 1 there (far from speaker, far from addressee).Didtu ibutang, Put it over there. Didtu niya ibutang, She put it there. Ugdid tu siya, nagpaabut ni Mariya, And therehe was waiting for Mary. la nga [noun -a] in that [noun] as opposed to other places. Didtung balaya siya mamatay, He died in that house. 2 there (at a point in time in the past). Didtu ku makat-un sa paghigugma niya, It was then I learned to love him.3 -y there was, there were. Didtuy tawu sa asiras, There was s.o. there on the sidewalk. 
	diduksiyun = DIDAKSIYUN.
	didusu = DUDUSU. see DUDA.
	div [A; b6) 1 ask for a definite answer to a proposal. Digahan ku siya sa amung sabut, I'm going to ask for his final answer to our agreement. 2 speak to a woman about love. Gidigahan sa tigulang ang dalaga, Theold man declared his love to the girl. 3 [A2; 
	ga 

	214 dig-ab -dihug 
	Artifact
	cl] lay one's cards (mahjong pieces) open to determine who wins. Digaban tikaw. Duba kuy king, I'll see you. I've got two kings. n action of askifor an answer, laying open the cards. 
	cl] lay one's cards (mahjong pieces) open to determine who wins. Digaban tikaw. Duba kuy king, I'll see you. I've got two kings. n action of askifor an answer, laying open the cards. 
	ng 


	dig-ab = DUG-AB. 
	digamu -v [A; ac2] prepare a meal. Akuy digamu sa pamabaw, I'll prepare breakfast.-in-n prepared food. 
	digasa n stiff cotton gauze fabric out of which butterfly-sleeve kamisa's and panyulitu's are made. 
	digastu a 1 for one's personal, not business, use. Digastu ning dyipa, dili dipasabiru Thisers. 2 one who fails to get married and stays home doing chores (reserved for family use) (humorous). v [B126; c16] become an old maid around the house. 
	jeep is for family use, not for passe
	ng

	digkit = DIKIT.
	digmi v = mGNi. 
	diidad n dignity. 
	gn

	digu v 1 [A; a] bathe s.o. Nakadigu ka na ba sa iru? Have you bathed the dog? Diguun ku siya sa akung mga baluk, I willbathehim with my kisses. 2 [a3] be bathed in sweat, blood, etc. Nadigu siya sa singut, Heis bathed in sweat. (➔) n 1 way -not havihad a bath. Way digu ning bataa, pan
	.

	ng
	ng
	us, This child smells. He hasn't had a bath. 2 medicinal preparation with which one bathes. 2a one's favorite drink (slang). 'Muinum kag tuba?' -'lnum? ·Mauy akung digu,!' 'Do you drink coconut palm toddy?' -'Do I drink toddy? I bathe in it.' -un n 1impurities on a newborn baby which are washed off by bathing. 2 convalescing patient about to take his first bath.
	dim n colored black all over. 
	gu

	digwa v [A3!; c6] retch, vomit a small amount. Midigwa aku sa kababu, I retched due to the foul odor. 
	digwat = LIGWAT. 

	digyas = DUY AS. digyu a small in size. Diu nga bata, A small child. v 1 [ B; b6] become small. Ang ayu samtang nagkalayu, The plane got smaller as it got further and funher away. 2 [A; al] break s.t. up into small pieces. Gidiu niya ang kik alang sa iiyang mga anak, She divided the cake up into small portions among her children. -uma tending to run small. Dumiu silag kaliwat, Their family tends to be small in stature. digyut see DIYUT. diha la there (near addressee, far from speaker). Diha ibutang, P
	gy
	rupla11u nagkadi
	gy
	gy
	gy

	Diba tu nimu, You had it. (It was there.) lb there (not far and not near). Unsa man ang naa diba sa unaban? What is that up there ahead? le there (at a place just referred to in a narration). Ug ang baka mi· luksu sa bulan, nag-unsa man siya diba? Ifthe cow jumped over the moon what was she doing there? Id kumusta ka -How are you? saba -a Shut up! b Stop your kidding. Ba diba .!.Kumidya ka man da,Come on, you're kidding. le -nga [noun
	-

	a] in this part of the [noun] (as contrastedwith other places). Dibang dapita siya ilubung, He is buried in that place. 2 -y there was. Dibay tawu nangita nimu, S.o. was looking for you. -ka lang, ra you stay there. 3 then (at a point not far the past). 
	Nag-ipun kami, ug diba ku mabibalu kun 
	unsay kalipay, We lived together, and that's 
	when I learned what happiness was. Diba pa 
	siya makaamgu nga . . . Only at that point 
	did he realize that ... -nga plus [clause] 
	when [so-and-so] happened. Sa dihang mi
	abut ang amaban,nangabilum sila, When the 
	father arrived, they became quiet. dihadiha 
	1 instant, ready at all times. Ang linabban 
	1 instant, ready at all times. Ang linabban 

	malimpyu sa dibadihang gabum sa Tayid, 
	The instant power of Tide will clean the wash. 2 right then and there. Dihadiha dayun, Right then and there. v [Al2; a12] do 
	s.t. right then and there. Dili ka makadihadiba ug dawat sa bayad, yOU cannot receive your payment right then and there. 
	dihadu 1 negligent, careless of one's things. 
	Dihadu siya sa iyang mga butang. Bisag asa 
	Jang byai, He is very negligent with his 
	things. He leaves them anywhere at all. Di
	hadu siya nga magbqntay sa bata, mau nga 
	magkabulugbulug, He is negligent in watch
	ing the child. That's why it keeps falling. 2
	less-favored bet. Ang dibadung tikit mauy 
	nakadaug, The least-favored tick{!t won. 2a
	unpopular, not much bought. Ang simintu 
	nga gikan sa Danaw dibadu karun, Danao
	·
	·

	produced cement is notpopular now. 3guitar accompaniment to extemporaneous in a set pattern, wherebeats are left out at the points where thewords don't fit the music exactly. Dibadung duyug nga gawia ug magbalitaw, Use a free accompaniment for the balitaw. v 1 (BJ get to be negligent, less favored. 2 [A;
	folk songs, su
	ng 

	cl] play a guitar in a dibadu style.
	dihin guli needia bath (slang -word play on pidgin Tagalog bindi l{gu). Nanimabu siya, dibin guli man gud, He smells because he needs a bath. 
	ng 

	dihug v 1 [A; c] rub, spread s.t. over an 
	diin-dilaab 
	1 
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	area. Liug nga dibugan ug agwa, Neck with perfume applied to it. lspirma ang idihug sa plansa, Rub wax over the iron. 2 annoint. -in-n s.o. annointed to assume a God-orpained position. 
	area. Liug nga dibugan ug agwa, Neck with perfume applied to it. lspirma ang idihug sa plansa, Rub wax over the iron. 2 annoint. -in-n s.o. annointed to assume a God-orpained position. 
	·g

	diin 1 where (past)? Diin man nimu ibutang ag lkung kalu? Where did you put my hat? -nga [noun-a] in which [noun] of several. Diing siniha sila manan-aw? Which movie did they go to? 2 which one of the several places or this. Diin man ining duha iyang gipili? Which of these two did he select? 3where (relative). Mau na ang lungs-ud diin misurindir ang mga sundalu, That is the town where the soldiers surrendered. diindiin v [B125; a12] be at, go or travel to several places. Nad,iindiin (nahadiindiin) ku ug la
	ng
	-
	ng


	I've been everywhere looking for you.
	. 

	Where were you? 
	Where were you? 

	diinn the end of a movie, interview, steplay. Layu pa ba ang diin niini? ls it still long to the end? v [B2] come to the end.
	2 
	ag

	diini = NIINI. see KINI.
	ch'k n word used to call pigs. v [A; a12] call 
	.
	.
	a pig.

	dikabra see BARA.
	dikakaw n variety of croton (kalipay). 
	dikampana n 1 bell-:bottom pants. 2 bell-shaped sleeves. v [A; al2] wear, make bellbottom pants, bell-shaped sleeves. 
	. 

	dikanu n dean. 
	•diki, *diki walay -a easy to please, not tending to have objection. Way diking agalun, An employer who is.easy to please. Wakuy diki kun kinsay iyang pangasaw-un, Iwon't raise any objections to whoever he chooses for his wife. dikidiki, dikidiki v[AP; b6] put up a pretense of not liking 
	s.t. Nagdikidiki (nagpadikidiki) uruy, balubalu gustu, He pretends he doesn't want to,when actually he does. 
	s.t. Nagdikidiki (nagpadikidiki) uruy, balubalu gustu, He pretends he doesn't want to,when actually he does. 

	diki n dike.
	dikit n .1 hip of a roof. 2 the material which covers the hip. -an = DIKIT. v [A; c] cover thespace between the upper edges of a roof and the hip. 
	. 
	<h1at v (A2C; cl] be close so as to touch, put s.t. close to touch it. Nagdikit ang masig ka aping nila samtang nagsayaw, Theircheeks touched while they were dancing.Dikita (idikit) pagpahiluna ang mga silya, Place the chairs so that they are close to 
	each other. dildamar v [A; cl] declaim. dildamasiyun n declamation. diklarar v [A; c] make a formal statement:
	declare, testify. Midiklarar ang saksi nga kita giyud niya, The witness testified that he saw it. Wa pa idiklarar nga pista upisyal, Ithasn't been declared as a public holiday. 
	declare, testify. Midiklarar ang saksi nga kita giyud niya, The witness testified that he saw it. Wa pa idiklarar nga pista upisyal, Ithasn't been declared as a public holiday. 

	diklarasiylin n 1 declaration, formal statement. Diklarasiyun sa tistigus, The witness's testimony. Diklarasiyun sa gira, o·eclarationof war. 2 tax declaration on land. Wa ku kabayri ang akung diklarasiyun, I haven'tpaid m/ land tax yet. 
	diklim = DIKLAMAR. 
	diklimir n declaimer. 
	diklimisyun = DIKLAMASIYUN. 
	dikstrus n dextrose. v [A; b5] administer dextrose to s.o. Kinahanglang dikstrusun (dikstrusan), Dextrose must be administered to him. 
	diksinaryu n dictionary. v [Al; a12] make a dictionary. 
	yu

	d.ikta = DIKTAR . 
	diktadur n dictator. v [Bl] be, become a 
	dictator. -iya n dictatorship. 
	diktadura = DIKTADUR (female). 
	diktir v [A; er 1 dictate for transcription. 2dictate, impose one's will on. Wa kay katungud sa pagdiktar kinsay piliun; You have no right to dictate who to choose .
	dikuluris n word of greetiamopeoplewho have gone through the kursilyu, as a 
	ng 
	ng 

	sign of peace. 
	dikun n deacon. v [816; a2] be, become a deacon. 
	dikurar v [A; b6(1)] decorate. Gidikurahan namu ang karu para sa prusisiyun, We decorated the carrie for the religious procession. dikurasiyun n decoration. v = DIKURAR.
	ag

	dikuriryun = DIKURASIYVN. se� DIKURAR. dila. n 1 tongue. Dila ra ang way labud, Thoroughly whipped (lit. only the tongue escaped welts}. balhibuun ug -being a gossiper. itumun ug -having a black spot on the tongue as a sign of beia buj,agan (aperson whose praises inflict illness). 2language. -nga kalayu n Holy Spirit in the form of tongues of fire. -sa iru = DILADI· IA SA IRU. diladila n 1 recd of a wind musical instrument. 2 diladi1a sa sapatus tongueof th� shoes. diladila sa iru name given tog
	ng 

	· 
	· 

	two species of hairy herbs with medicinal 
	uses: Elephantopus mollis and spicatus._ 
	dilaab v [A2S; b6] 1 for a fire to be blazing. Atup nga gidilaaban sa kayu, Roof that was licked by the flames that flared up. 2 for 
	dilabari -dilihinsiya 
	emotions to become intense. Nagdilaab ang mata ni Lasarus sa kapungut, Lazarus' eyes flamed with anger. n flaring of fire, emotions.
	emotions to become intense. Nagdilaab ang mata ni Lasarus sa kapungut, Lazarus' eyes flamed with anger. n flaring of fire, emotions.

	n k.o. syrup used to rub against the f a teething baby (from the brand named Delabarre). 
	diJabari 
	gum o

	dilamita = DIN.AMITA.
	dilana n wool, woolen. v r A] wear woolen
	clothing.
	clothing.

	dilantadu = ADILANTAf>U.dilantar = ADILANTU.
	v [A; cl] pay in advance, make partial amount. n advance or initial payment. 
	dilantawu 
	an initial

	a 1 toward the front of s. t. 2 havingage on a place where people pass. 
	dilantira 
	a front

	Ang ilang balay dilantira kaayu sa kalsada, 
	Ang ilang balay dilantira kaayu sa kalsada, 
	Their house has a good frontage on the road. v [B1256] get to have frontage, move toward the front. pa-v [A; c) take a place at the front. Padilantiraba (ipadilantira) siyag lingkud, Let her sit to the front. 

	dilant:u = ADILANnJ.
	v [A2; b6] for fire to catch on to s.t. ilapan sa suga ang akung kilay, Theflames from the lamp singed my eyebrows. 
	dil
	ap 
	Nad

	dilatar v [A13P; be] delay. Ayaw idilatar ang pagbayad, Don't delay payment. 
	dili short form: di 1 no, not (negates predicates with heads consisting of future verbs, nouns, adjectives, numerals, pronouns). Diliku muadtu, I won't go. Dili si Hwan, siya, It wasn't John, him. Dili pula, It's not red. Dili ingun natu, Supernatural being (lit. not like us). la with second person pronoun and verb with mag-actioe affix or pag-plus passive form: don't ever do. Dili mu pagbilabtan, Don't ever, ever touch it. Di ka maglakaw, Don't you leave. lb don't want, like. Di ka ba ani? Don't you li
	s.t. offered. (Lit. I don't want any, please let me have some.) 'Gustu kag kik?' � 'Di ku bi', 'You want any cake?' -'No thanks, please.' le -ha tag question: Isn't it so? Dili ba human na man ni? Wasn't this aldi ba? You're goinaren't you? ld -ba or, alternatively[so-and-so) is the case. Manini ta, di ba mangnayit klab, Let's go to the movies or to a night club. Pabu, di ba itik ang akung ibatag. I'll give him either a turkey or a duck. (see also dili ba under dili, 3) 2afol
	s.t. offered. (Lit. I don't want any, please let me have some.) 'Gustu kag kik?' � 'Di ku bi', 'You want any cake?' -'No thanks, please.' le -ha tag question: Isn't it so? Dili ba human na man ni? Wasn't this aldi ba? You're goinaren't you? ld -ba or, alternatively[so-and-so) is the case. Manini ta, di ba mangnayit klab, Let's go to the movies or to a night club. Pabu, di ba itik ang akung ibatag. I'll give him either a turkey or a duck. (see also dili ba under dili, 3) 2afol
	ready done? Muadtu k
	a, 
	g, 
	-

	,
	lowing an interrogatiae plus pa: if not. Asa pa man na bipusa di anba diba sa paradur, 
	Where the hell are you going to put it if not in the cabinet. Kinsa pa man diay di ikaw? 

	Who else if not you? 2b kun -= oiLi, 2a. 2c -kay ... kun -not just ... but ... DiZang kay inum-inum kun dili inum giyud, Not just a drink, it was a spree. Di kay ikaw Zang, kun dili si Husi pud, Not just you,Jose did, too. (Also without kay and/or kundili: Dili lang inum-1num kun dili inum giyud. or Dili lang inum-inum, inum giyud.) 3 therefore, [so-and-so) was inescapable. Namugus man, dili gihatag lang naku, He insisted, so of course, I gave it to him. -badon't you think the consequence will be.Sigi hi
	· 

	Kusug manunglu, did-an ug siyay mamatay, 
	He sure likes to curse. I wish he were dead. 
	'Pauli kung Mama.!' -'Did-an ka?' 'I'm go
	ing home to Mother.' -'Who's stopping
	you?' padilidili v [A; b6] pretend to re
	fuse. Nagpadilidili uru.y, labun gustu, She's
	putting on a show of refusing but she wants 
	some. -um-v [A2S; c] 1 = oiLi. 2 object to 
	doing s.t. Nagdumili na ang mga tawu pag
	bayad sa tantung kamahal, Tht people ob
	ject to paying such an outrageous price. dilibir v [A; c) deliver, bring s. t. s. w.dilibiri buy n delivery boy. diligadu n delegate to a convention. v [ B 12
	56] be a delegate.diligar v [A; c) delegate work, responsibility 
	(on or to). Gidiligaban ka sa pagŁatiman sa 
	mga bat a, You 're entrusted with taking care 
	of the children. diliguiyu14 diligisyun n delegation.dilihinsiya n protection money demanded to 
	avoid harm. v [A; b6] 1 collect protection 
	money. Hinay pag pamasahfru duna pay 
	mudilibinsya natu, We get only a few pas
	sengers, and to make matters worse, there 
	dilikada -dimul 
	are people who mulct us. 2 ask money from parents (slang). Mudilibinsya pa kung Papa para ipanini, I'll ask Father for some money to go to the movies. 
	are people who mulct us. 2 ask money from parents (slang). Mudilibinsya pa kung Papa para ipanini, I'll ask Father for some money to go to the movies. 

	dilikada = DILIKADU (female).
	dilikadisa n good sense of propriety. Way dilikadisa. Nagdiguma Jang sa simbaban, Hehas no sense of propriety. He just wears rubber shoes to church. 
	dilikadu a 1 perilous, in danger. Duikadu angiyang kabimtang. Hayan mamatay, His condition is serious. He will probably die. 2 needing careful handling. DiJikadu ang sud ining kartun, The contents of this cardboard box are fragile. Dilikadu kaaang kasu nga imung giatubang, The case you are involved in is a delicate one. 3 finnicky, choosy about one's things or what one has about him. DiJikadu ku sa pagkaun, pamisti, ug sa akung mga butang, I'm choosy about my food, how I dress myself, about my things. v [8
	yu 

	dilikinti a touchy, likely to take offense easily. DiJikinti. Di makaagwanta ug kumidiya, He's touchy. He can't take jokes. v [812)be touchy.
	dilinyadur n draftsman, instrument for drafting. v [8156; a12) be a draftsman. 
	dilinyanti n draftsman. 
	dilir n 1 trader, dealer in goods. 2 dealer incard games or mahjong. v (81) get to be a dealer, the dealer.
	diliryu n delirium. v [8146 ; a4] be in delirium. Nagdiliryu (gidiliryu) siya, He was in a delirium. 
	dilitayim n daily time record. -rilmrd = D1
	-

	UTAYIM.
	UTAYIM.

	dilitu n evidence of a crime. v [A; c6) present as evidence. 
	dilutu a diligent in what one is doing. DiJi siya diJutu sa iyang pagtuun, He is not diligent in his studies. v [A; bet] engage ins. t. diligently and religiously. Dilutubi ang patigayun arun muuswag, Run the business with industry so that it will prosper. 
	dilyabi n k. o. garfish. 
	dim a dim. v [AB; cl] for lights to become dim.
	dimalas (not without J) n bad luck. a unlucky. Dimalas kaayu nang tawbana, That man is very unlucky. -lang too bad, tough luck. Dimalas ka lang. Wa giyuy musugutnimu, Tough luck. Nobody accepted you. v(812; a4S] be unlucky. Nadimalas Jang ang akung kwana nga niabay kug pusta nimu, I had bad luck with my money when I joined in your bet. Gidimalas giyud ku run, I am very unlucky. -un(�) a bringing bad 
	I 
	I 

	Artifact
	luck.
	luck.

	dimanda v [:A2; c6] 1 sue s.o. in court. Gidimanda siya kay wa mubayad, She was sued because she wouldn't pay. 2 [A; a] make a demand. Gidimandaban ang lsrail sa pagsibug, They demanded that Israel withdraw. n demands. Ang dimanda sa mga radikaJ, The demands of the radicals. 
	dimangga n variety of crotons (kalipay) withmango-like leaves, lanceolate green to yellowish blotches and a red midrib. 
	dimanuv [A2; c] turn right. Mudimanu ta pag-abut sa iskina, We turn right when we reach the corner. 
	1 

	mmanugn powered by hand machine. 
	2 

	dimasg= RIMAS.
	*dimau wala, dili magka--be all wrong, incorrect. Wa magkadimau imung agi, Your work is all wrong. Ug dili magkadimaung pagkatahiatung ipausab, If she sewed it all wrong, we will have her do it again. 
	dimdim v 1 [A2; a2] experience a certain feeling for the first time. Gustu kung mudimdim sa katam-is sa imung_ ngabiJ, I would like to taste the sweetness of your lips. 2 [A; a] taste a liquid. Dimdimi ring tuba, Take a taste of this toddy. 
	dimirit n demerit in military training. v 1 [A; b(l)] give demerits. Mudimirit ang kumandanti ug walay tupi ang kaditi, The com� mandant gives demerits to cadets who need a haircut. 2 [A12] get a demerit.
	dimisiyun n resignation from a position. Angdimisiyun sa mga mimbru sa gabiniti; Theresignation of the cabinet members. 
	· dimitir ve[A; c2] resign, quit a job. Mudimi
	_
	_

	tir (magdimitir) ku pagkamaistra, l will re
	sign from my teaching job.
	dimitudu n s. t. done by s.o. according to the book; methodical. Kanang iyang sinayawandimitudu gayud, He dances by the numbers. 
	dimudu so, there£ ore. Giingnan kang diJi magsaba. Dimudu maghilum ka, yOU weretold not to make noise. So, keep quiet. 
	dimulaasya n democracy. 
	dimulaaei. n democrat. a a believer of the principles of democracy. b a member of the former Democratic Party of the Philippines. v [856) be a member of the Democratic Party.
	dimulaatika =. DIMUKRATl:tro (female).dimukratilm a democratic, allowing peoplefreedom of action. dimul v 1 [A; c6] have a little taste of s.t. (slang). Mudimul kug gamay anang imung .
	-

	tuba, Let me have a taste of your palm toddy. 2 [A; a2] obtain s.t. from s.o. (slang). Mudimul kung Nanay ug pisus ipanini, I'm 
	-

	Sect
	Artifact

	218 dimul -dinhi
	2 
	2 

	going to get one peso from Mother for the movies. 3 = DIMUL, 2.dimuln bad luck (slang). v [B12; a] bring bad luck to s.o., be unlucky. 
	2 

	di.muln in music, a change from one key to another or from a major chord to the minor chord. Lisud duyugang kantaba dagbang dimul, The accompaniment of the song isdifficult, it has so many changes in chords. v [Ai3; cl] change the key or from major to minor chords in musical accompaniment. Diba sa kurus idimul, Change chords at the refrain of the song. 
	3 

	dimul v 1 [A; cl] play a musical instrument siya mukaskas ug mudimul usab, He strums chords well and plays notes as well. 2 [A; cl] swipe, steal (slang). Kinsay midimul sa akung bu/pin? Who swiped my ball point pen? Gidimul ang tanan, basta ang karsunis dunut, Everything was stolen, even his worn out pants. 
	with the fingers. Maa
	yu 

	dimungkug n 1 expression of disgust or dismay: dam! (euphemism for dimunyu). Dimungkug! Niay bisitag wa tay sud-an, Dam!We don't have a thing to eat, and here we have visitors! 2 term of address u·sed as a mild reprimand with affectionate overtones. Dimungkug nimu uy. Namiya ka man lang! You little devil! You just left me at the party! v [A; a] say dimungkug to s.o. 
	di.munstradur n demonstrators, panicipants in a public show of opinion. v [B16) be a demonstrator. 
	dimflnstrasiyun n 1 display of athletics or gymnastics. 2 strike, public show of opinion. 3 demonstration, display of how s. t. is done or works. v [Al; b3] demonstrate, give ashow of opinion. Nagdimunstrasin na sad sa iskuylaban. Unsa na puy gidimunstrasiyunan run? They are having a demonstration again at the school. What are they demonstrating about this time? dimunstrit v = DIMUNSTRASIYUN, v. di.muntris = DIMUNGKUG. dimunyu n 1 demon, devil. Unsang dimunyuba ang nasulud sa imung ulu? What son ofdevil
	yu

	,
	,
	at s. o. Dimun. Imu na sang gibali na, Damn you! You broke it again! v [B126; b6) be, become a devil in one's looks or manners, etc. 
	yu

	dimvwim11s v [A; ab2] shower s.o. or s.t. with kisses. Midimusdimus siyag baluk saiyang anak, She showered kisses on her 


	child.
	child.
	dinagum see DAGUM.
	dinamita n dynamite. v [A; a] dynamite s.t. dinamitiru n one who uses dynamite, most commonly a dynamite fisherman. dinamitahan n fish caught by dynamite. 
	dinv [Bl; b6] be carelessly inattentive in doing s.t. Nagdingag ka lang nga nagbantay sa tindaban. Mau nga gikawatan, yOUwere .not watching the store carefully. That's why you were robbed. -un a carelessly inattentive.
	gag 

	dina 1 careless, not keeping one's mind on what one is doing. Dingas kaasiyangmilabang. Diriyut biligsi, She wasn't watching what she was doing when she crossed the street. She was nearly run over. 2 natural phenomena which makes its appearance at an unusual time (poetic usage). Usa kadingas nga ulan, An unseasonable rainshower.
	gas 
	yu 

	dint, dinw v [A; cl] look all around in restlessness, curiosity. Mudingat lang angnawung sa bukidnun inigbilugsung sa syudad, The mountaineers look everywhere in wonderment when they come to the city. Dili magdingat sa nawung sa simbaban, Don't keep looking around when you are in church� (➔) a inattentive and looking inevery direction. 
	ga
	ga

	dingdingn 1 wall. 2 side covers of any box
	1
	1

	like thing. v [Al; cl] enclose, make into a 
	wall.
	dingdinga for a woman to be delicately refined. Sama kadingding sa usa ka bulak, Asdelicate as a flower. v [B] be, become delicately refined. 
	z 

	dinghal v [A3P; c16} let one's tongue hang out, esp. whenpanting. Nagdingbal ang irutungud sa kainit, The dog's tongue is hanging out because of the heat. a always having the tonguehanging out. Dingbal nga kulangu, An idiot with his tongue lianging out.
	· 
	. 

	dingili = DANGHILI.
	dinguldingul, dinguldingul v [AP; b(l)] pretend not to notice, hear. Magpadinguldingul ( magdinguldingul) kun suguun, Shepretends not to hear when we tell her to do s.t. 
	dinha= omA. 
	dinhi 1 here (near speaker and' hearer). Dinbita magtindu& Let's stand here. Dinbi siya bigda, He slept here. Nia ba siya dinbi? lshe here? -nga [noun] in this pan of the [noun] (as contrasted with others). Dinbingbungtura matupa ang ayruplanu, It was on this hill that the plane crashed. 2 -y therewas (were) here. Dinbiy tawu nangita niya, 
	diniru -dipirinsiya 
	There was s.o. here looking for him. 3 sa -in former times. Sa dinbi, sa datu pa na sila, .. .
	There was s.o. here looking for him. 3 sa -in former times. Sa dinbi, sa datu pa na sila, .. .
	In former times, when they were rich, .. 

	diniru n 1 money, s.t. to be spent. Dagban siyag diniru, He's got lots of money. 2 full payment in cash. mutsu -having lots of money.Mutsu diniru ku run, I'm rich today. v 1 [Al2; a12] get hold of money. Makadiniru ta ana, We can get money from that. Unsay atung dinirubun, wa man kuy pangita? What money could I have when I have no job? 2 [A; bcl] pay cash. Ug imung idiniru (dinirubun), bubaratugiyud, Ifyou pay cash, it's cheaper. 
	dintist, dindsta n dentist. v [ B16; a] become, make into a dentist. 
	dintistri n dentistry.
	dintru = KAMISA DINTRU.
	dinuminasin n 1 denomination of money. 2 denomination of a religious sect. 
	yu

	dip n dip in ballroom dancing. v [A2; c] execute a dip. 
	dipalita a 1 affording a square hit. Ang lagsaw dipalita kaayu diri naki,, The deer is where I can hit it squarely. 2 be hit squarely. Ang Manila dipalitang pagkaigu sa bagyu, Manila was hit squarely by the storm. 3 enormous in quantity or intensity. Dipalitaang kaun sa pis ta sa ila, The food was available in huge quantities at their house during the fiesta. v 1 [a12] be hit squarely. Ugmadipalita gani kag kaigu, mamatay ka, If you are hit squarely, you'll die. 2 [B126;
	cl] get to be enormous in quantity. 
	cl] get to be enormous in quantity. 

	dipapil n 1 doing things in a pedantic way, strictly according to what is written. 2 notorious in some vice. Palabubug nga dipapil, Aprofessional drunk. v [A; a] do s.t. strictly according to what is written. Kining kantaba dipapila giyud, ayg riduba, Sing this strictly according to the notes. Don;t go 
	. . .
	. . .
	s1ng1ng your own version. 

	dipara, diparal, diparar v 1 [Al2; b8] notice, become aware of s.t. Hidiparaban ku siyang nangilu nlmu, I noticed him winking at you. [A; al2] 2 pay attention to, mind. Wala ku magdiparar sa iyang mga bagulbul, I did not pay attention to his grumblings. 3 watch over, take care. Diparaba ang bin/ad nga dili kan-un sa manuk, Watch the corn that thechickens don't eat it. 4 focus one's attention on (literary usage). Gidiparal ku angbag-u kung kalibutan, I put my attention to this world that was new to me. 
	dipartamintu n department, division of an office.
	dipasit = DIPUSITU, v 1, 2, 3, 4; n 4.
	dipdip v [A; a] cut s.t. close to the base. Dip-
	dipi ang tingkuy, Cut the hair at the nape short. Ug dipdipun ang sagbut bayan mamt1,tay, Ifyou cut the grass short, it will die. 
	dipi = DIPYi. see PYi.
	dip-ig v [AC; c] put s.t. with some height close to s.t. else so that it is touching ornearly touching. Ayaw kug dip-igig lingkud, Don't take a seat right next to me. Idip-igang lamisa sa bungbung, Move the table against the wall. 
	dipiktadu = DIPIKTUSU. see DIPIKTU.
	dipiktu n defect. v [A12] the thing that's wrong. Ang nakadipiktu nlmu kay mugibap ka Zang dayun, What's wrong with you is that you give up right away. -su a defective, have s.t. wrong with it. v [Bl2; a] be, become defective. Laina ang dunut ngamangga kay madipiktusu unya ang ubang maayu, Separate the rotten mangoes because they might spoil the good ones. 
	dipindi it depends on whether [so-and-so] is the case. Dipindi ug di muulan, muadtu ta, It depends. If it doesn't rain we will go.
	dipindli-v [A; c] 1 take sides in an argument,
	1
	1

	def end in a court case. DikampaniZya giyud ang mudipindtr naku, A first-rate lawyer will defend me. Wa kuy dipindiban anang awaya, I won't take sides in this quarrel. 2 uphold one's honor. Dipindibi ang imung pagkababayi., ·Defend your chastity. 3 defend, protect. Kining pistula akung idipindir sa akung kinabuhi, I'll defend my life with this pistol. 
	dipindirv [A; b6] depend on s.o. for main
	2
	2

	tenance or support. Kun maminyu na, di na mudipindir sa mga ginikanan, When one is married, he mustn't depend on his parents for support. Mauy akung gidipindiban ang iyang saad sa pagtabang, I was depending on the help he had promised.
	dipinsa n 1 instrument for defending. 2 barrier that serves to protect a structure. Dipinsa sa awtu, Bumper of the car. 2a pilingsagainst a wharf. 3 argument prepared in defense. v 1 [A; b] defend, protect. Gidipinsaban ku Zang ang akung anak, I was protecting my child. 2 [b] provide with a protective structure. 3 [A; b] defen:d with an argument. Abugadu nga midipinsa niya, The
	lawyer that def ended him. 
	dipirinsiya a different from what is expected. 
	Dipirinsiya na run ang iyang panlibuk, Her ways are very different nowadays. n 1 difference. Dipirinsiya ug dus pisus ang prisyu dinhi kay sa didtu, The price here is two pesos more than there. 2 quarrel. Husayaang inyung dipirinsiya, Settle your quarrels. 3 defect. Unsa may dipirinsiya nga di mud a
	-

	dipisit -dirikta 
	gan? What's wrong with it that it won'trun? v 1 [BJ be, become different. Wa na magdipirinsiya ang pamisti sa babayi ug lalaki karun, Women's and men's clothing don't differ any more. 2 [C; b3] 1 have a . Magkadipirinsiya giyud usabay ang magtiayun, A marriedcouple will always have petty quarrels at times. 3 [B] become defective. t 
	gan? What's wrong with it that it won'trun? v 1 [BJ be, become different. Wa na magdipirinsiya ang pamisti sa babayi ug lalaki karun, Women's and men's clothing don't differ any more. 2 [C; b3] 1 have a . Magkadipirinsiya giyud usabay ang magtiayun, A marriedcouple will always have petty quarrels at times. 3 [B] become defective. t 
	quarrel, misunderstandi
	ng


	dipisit n deficit, shortage of money. v [B2]have a deficit or shortage of money. dip-it = DIP·IG.
	dipiyi see PIYI.
	diploma n 1 diploma. 2 one's child (slŁng). v [Al 2] 1 get a diploma. 2 have offspring (slang).
	diplumasiya, diplumasya n 1 diplomacy. 2 knack of saying s.t. tactful to smooth personal relations. 
	diplumatiku n diplomat.dipluy v [A2; b6] for troops to deploy.
	diprimira see PRIMIRA. 
	diprinsiya = DIPIRINSIY A. diprisisiyun n depreciation 1n value. Wala
	Zang diay diprisisiyun? You mean you're not giving an allowance for depreciation? v 
	Zang diay diprisisiyun? You mean you're not giving an allowance for depreciation? v 
	[b] give s.t. a lower rate. 

	dipudata = ALIPJ\TA. dipudipu = LIPULIPU. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	dipung = GIPUNG.
	dipurt V [A; c] deport. ldipurt unya ka ug di ka kabayad sa bubis, You will be deport
	-

	•
	•
	ed if you don't pay your taxes. -as1yun, -isyun n deporting of s.o. 

	dipusit = DIPUSITU, vl, 2, 3 4; n4. 
	,
	,

	dipusitu n 1 place of depositing s. t. Di maabli ang dipusitu ug di uras, You can't open the vault at any odd time. 2 storage tank for water. Dunay kaugalingung dipusitu ning baiaya, This house has its own water tank. 3 stomach (humorous usage). 4 amount deposited in a bank. 5 deposit on s.t. to be returned. v [A; c] 1 deposit money in the bank. 2 turn over for safekeeping. Gidipusitu niya ang aiabas sa kaba di yiru, Hedeposited the jewelry in the safe. 2a store 
	s.w. ldipusitu ang mais sa kamarin, Storethe com in the corncrib. 2b deposit goods, not paid for in full with the loan company when payments cannot be met. Idipusituna Jang naku ang rilu bangtud makabakpiku, l will return my watch to the store until such time as I get my back pay. 3 put down a partial payment. Pilay imung gidipusitu sa makina? How much of a down payment did you make on the sewing machine? 4 make a deposit on s.t. to be returned. 2 defecate (slang). Tua pa sa kasilyas nagdipusitu. 
	s.w. ldipusitu ang mais sa kamarin, Storethe com in the corncrib. 2b deposit goods, not paid for in full with the loan company when payments cannot be met. Idipusituna Jang naku ang rilu bangtud makabakpiku, l will return my watch to the store until such time as I get my back pay. 3 put down a partial payment. Pilay imung gidipusitu sa makina? How much of a down payment did you make on the sewing machine? 4 make a deposit on s.t. to be returned. 2 defecate (slang). Tua pa sa kasilyas nagdipusitu. 

	He's still in the bathroom making his deposit. dipusituhanan n 1 = DIPUSITU, 1. 2. 3comfort room (slang).
	diputadu n congressman. v [B 156; a] beressman. 
	come, make s.o. a co
	ng

	dipwat = LJGWAT.dira = NIJ\NA, DINH.A (dialectal}. see KANA,
	' 
	' 

	DIHA.
	2

	dirami n 1 leftover food. 2 grains spilled out of a sack at the place where sacks of grain are transported. 3 action of making things in sacks spill out so as to steal them. v 1 [Al2: a3] obtain leftover food, be left over. Nakadirami mig igu namung gikaun, We obtained enough leftovers for our dinner. Ugmadirami na na, dalt' rang mapan-us, If it is left over, it will get spoiled quickly. 2 [A2; al2) get clothes cast off. Ug makadirami mi sa imung histing biya, If we can get your castoff clothing. 3 [A; a] 
	Kusug mudirami sa kupras ang ubang kargadur, Some longshoremen steal plenty of copra. 4 [A; al2] steal part of revenues or goods being moved in trade. Dagban kaayu ang tinda nga gidirami nianang tindira, Thatstorekeeper stole lots of things. 
	diri 1 here, nearer speaker than interlocutor. 
	D[a siya diri, He is over here, by me. Dirilingkud, Sit over here. Diri siya lingkud gaover here a while ago. -nga [noun]-a in this [nounJ here, as opposed to others. Diri kung dapita maigu, I was hit in this place. 2 -y there was over here.Diriy duba ka buuk ganiha, There were two of them here a minute ago. 
	nina, He was sitti
	ng 

	dirin command given to a carabao to make him tum to the left. v [A; bScl] command the carabao to turn left. 
	2 

	dirihir v [A; b6(1)] 1 direct a business, tell 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	how to do s.t. Kumpaniya nga gidiribian sa usa ka A mirikanu, Company directed by an American. Pilikula nga gidiribian ni Bargas, A movie directed by Vargas. 2 tell 

	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	how to get s.w. 


	diriksiyun n 1 direction, management. Kumpaniya ubus sa diriksiyun s,,,, usa ka Amirikanu, Company under the management of an American. 2 instructions for doing s.t., to get to the place. Tumana giyud ang diriksiyun, Follow the directions. 3 direction to a place. Unsay diriksiyun sa sakayan pagkasugat ninyu? What direction did the boat take when you met? 4 address. Ang diriksiyun sa suwat, The address on the letter. v[A;c] 1 give directions to a place, to do s.t. 2 address a letter s.w. 
	dirikta a 1 frank, speaking to the point. 2 be 
	diriktiba -disgwapu 
	Artifact
	directly from, go directly to. Radiyu nga ismagul dirikta gikan sa Hapun, Radios, smuggled directly from Japan. v 1 [A; b5c] gostraight to the point, be frank. Diriktaba (diriktabi) siyag sulti nga wa ka mabigugma niya, Tell her frankly that you don't love her. 2 [A; ac] go, take s.w. directly.oMudirikta kug adtu sa iskuylaban, l will go directly to school. ldirikta na siya sa util,Take her directly to a hotel. 3 [A; c] direct 
	directly from, go directly to. Radiyu nga ismagul dirikta gikan sa Hapun, Radios, smuggled directly from Japan. v 1 [A; b5c] gostraight to the point, be frank. Diriktaba (diriktabi) siyag sulti nga wa ka mabigugma niya, Tell her frankly that you don't love her. 2 [A; ac] go, take s.w. directly.oMudirikta kug adtu sa iskuylaban, l will go directly to school. ldirikta na siya sa util,Take her directly to a hotel. 3 [A; c] direct 
	s.o. s.w. Kinsay nagdirikta ninyu nganbi? Who directed you here? 3a [A; b] direct traffic. Gidiriktaban sa mga buy iskawut ang trapik, The boy scouts directed the traffic. -minti 1 directly, outright. Sultibiku diriktaminti, Tell me frankly. Gidili sa usa ka langyaw ang pagkampanya diriktaminti u indirikgtaminti, It is forbidden for foreigners to campaign directly or indirectly. 

	dirikuoa n 1 board of directors, the governing body of s.t. 2 directive, general instructions. hunta -n = DIRIKTIBA. 
	diriktu = DIRIKT A. 
	diriktur n 1 director of a department. 2 director of a play. v [B16; a2] be, become director of a company or play. 
	dirikturi, dirikturyu n telephone directory. diris = TUBLI. 
	diris n strong, offensive odor of a singgawung (k.o. civet). 
	dir-is n one's monthly period. v [a4] be menstruating. Gidir-is siya maung gisaput, She is having her period. That's why she is moody.
	diritsu 1 directly, straight. Diritsu ngadtu sa syudad, Going directly to the city. 2 directly after s.t. else. Gikan sa trababu, diritsu siyag kaligu, From work he takes a bath directly. hitsu -clothipurchased with the cost of the tailoriincluded in the · price. v 1 [A; b5) do s.t. immediately. Midi-ritsu siyag tindug, He got up immediately. 2 [A; ac] go, bring s.t. directly s.w. Diritsuba nag kuba, Go get that directly. ldiritsu siyag pauli, Briher home directly. 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 

	dirusas v (A12] the only thithat is wrong (humorous euphemism).Mau nay nakadirusas nimu. Masuku dayun ka, That's what's wrong with you. You get angry right away. 
	ng 

	Dis. n an abbreviation for Disyimbri 'December'. 
	dis n fixed desk of the type used in elementary schools, composed of a table top and a folding seat attached to the front. 
	dis-a = DIIN . 
	disiyu v [t; cl) fight a duel with a sword. 
	ap

	n duel. 
	n duel. 

	dis-arma v [A; b] disarm. 
	disbar v [A;·al] 1 not allow s.o. to take the bar examination. Nadisbar siya kay nakapaanak, He was not allowed to take the bar because he made a girl pregnanto. 2 disbar a lawyer.
	disdi from [such-and-such] a time on. Disdi pa niadtu, From that time on. 
	disdis = oioi. 
	disgayis n disguise. pa-v [A; ac] disguise oneself, s.o. Nagpadisgayis siyang pari, He disguised himself as a priest. 
	disgrasya n 1 accident, unfortunate in result. 
	Disgrasya ang iyang namatyan, He died in an accident. Disgrasya tung akung paglakaw kay nakabibalag ku ug isnatsir, I had bad luck when I took my walk because I ran in-to a purse-snatcher. 2 unexpected, unintended. Disgrasya tung pagkadauga naku, My winniwas completely unexpected. -nga malingin very much unexpected, for s.t. to have happened which had a very remote chance of happeni. Nakagurdu kug primiru primyu sa swip-istik. Disgrasyang malingin! l won the first prize in the sweepstakes. How very une
	ng 
	.
	ng

	s.t. to turn out unhappily. lb [B126] get lost. Nadisgrasya ang tanan niyang swildu sa sugal, He lost all his money in gambling. 2 [a3b2] have s.t. happen to one unexpectedly. Palit ug tikit basig disgrasyaban kag gurdu, Buy a ticket, you might just win. 3 [A12; a3] bring a woman into disgrace by making her pregnant. -da n woman who has been disgraced by havia child out of wedlock. v [B126] get disgraced. -du a accidentprone. v [B12] get to be accident-prone.
	ng 

	disgustadu a 1 disliking s.o. Disgustadu ku sa imung naasawa, I dislike the person you married. 2 be fed up with a situation. Disgustadu ku niining kinabubia, I'm fed up with this life. 
	disgustawu a doing s.t. one dislikes doing. 
	Miadtu ku piru disgustawu tung pagkaad
	tua, l went, but I didn't want to. 
	disgustu n ill will between two or more persons. Ang ilang disgustu mabitungud sa yuta misangku sa hukmanan, Their quarrel over the land ended in court. v [Cl; b3) be on bad terms. 
	disgwapa, disgwapu V [B126] spoil one's 
	goo·d looks (humorous slang). Nadisgwapana Jang binuun nang artistabun mung nawung sa pagpamaligyag uling, It's a shame that a person with theface of a movie ac
	· 
	-

	disi -diskansu 
	charcoal. It makes you look so ugly. 
	charcoal. It makes you look so ugly. 
	treŁ should be selli
	ng 


	disi v [B 146; b6] be greasy such as to make one's appetite disappear. Nagdisi ang platung gibugasag way sabunsabun, The plates are all greasy because they were washed without soap. Nagdisi nga samad, A wound which makes one lose one's appetite. 
	disi v [A23] resist efforts vehemently. Bisaggiunsa namug guyud ang babuy, mudisi gid dui musunud, No matter how much we pulled the pig, it resisted and would not follow. 
	yu

	disibi = RISIBI. 
	disididu a determined, bent on doing s.t. Disididu na giyud siyang mangasawa, He is really determined· to get married. v [B12;b6] get to be determined to do s.t. 
	disidir v [A2; b( 1)] make up one's mind to do s. t. Disidibi kanag palit, Make up your mind to buy it. 
	disil n Diesel. 
	disilya v [A; c] turn left. n left direction. 
	disimal n decimal point. v [A; b6] place or put a decimal point. 
	Disimbri 11 December. v see Abril. 
	disimitru, disimitrus 11 decimeter. v [B256;
	cl] be a decimeter in dimension. dis-impikta, disimpiktir v [A; bScl] disin
	-

	fect a place. 
	fect a place. 

	Disimri = DISIMBRI. disimuladu = DISMULAR. 
	dis-inpikta = DIS-IMPIKT A. -nti n disinf ectant.
	disinti a respectable, conformito social standards. Disi11ting pamisti, Decent dress. Disinti11g balay, A presentable house. Disinting ristawrant, A decent restaurant. Disinting trabahu, A respectable job. v [Al; cl] respectable in one's behavior. 
	ng 

	disintiriya n dysentery. v [A23P; al] have dysentery.
	disintralisaayun, disintralisisyun n decentral-
	. .
	. .
	1zat1on.

	disinuybi n nineteen. v see DISIUTSU.
	n design of s.t. constructed. 
	yu 

	disiplina n discipline. v [A; a12] discipline, punish. Disiplinaha nang imung ulitawu kay tingalig makurnir unya, Discipline your son before he is forced into a marriage. -da = DISIPLINADU (female). -du a well-disciplined. v [B12; b6] become well-disciplined. -iyan a be a strict disciplinarian. v [B12]get to be strict. 
	disipulu n disciple of Christ. v [B1256; a12] become a disciple of Christ. 
	dis-iridar v [A; bScl] disinherit. 
	disirt n dessert. v (Al!;cl] have dessert. 
	disisayis n sixteen. v see DISWTSU. -karm mahjong game with sixteen pieces (instead of the usual thirteen). 
	disispiradu = DISPIRADU.
	disisyiti n seventeen. v see DISWTSU.disisyun n decision.disiutsu n eighteen. v 1 [BS; c16] do s.t. on 
	the eighteenth (of the month), reach the age of eighteen. Mudisiutsu (madisiutsu) ku rung pitsa trayinta sa Uktubri, I will beeighteen on the 30th of October. Dibuhanta ka ug magdisiutsu ka na, I will give you a debut on your eighteenth (birthday). Nagkadisiutsu ka na lang wa pa giyud ka gibapuy buut, You are turnieighteen but still you are irresponsible. Disiutsubun (idisiutsu) na lang natu ang atung parti, Let'shave our party on the eighteenth (of the month). 2 [Al2; acl] acquire or give eighteen (pes
	ng 

	dinyu n plan which one intends to carry out. 
	Wa kuy dising magnigusyu ug sakyanan, 
	yu

	I do not have plans to invest in transportation.
	disk!= ois. 
	diskansir =DISKANSU, v2, 2a, b, c. diskansadu, diskansawu a 1 rested, having rest. Diskansadu kaaku human sa katulug, Iam very well rested after my sleep. 2 relieved, free of pain, worry, suffering. Diskansadu na ang masakitun kay nakatumar na ug tambal, The patient is relieved because hehas taken his medicine. v [B126] 1 get rested. 2 get respite. 
	yu 

	diskansu n 1 front porch. Adtu ta magpabayabay sa diskansu, Let's get a breathe of fresh air on the front porch. 2 rest. v 1 [b6] add a front porch to a house. 2 · (A] rest. 
	Mudiskansu kug kadiyut kay gibangakan ku, 
	I will rest for a while because I'm out ofbreath. 2a [AB; c2] give s.o. or s.t. a rest. Nagdiskansu ku a.ring kabayu, I'm giving my horse a rest. 2b [Al2] be free of, have arespite from pain or suffering.!Makadiskansu lang siyas bun-ug ug wa dinbi ang bana, She
	won't get any respite from her beatings as long as her husband is around. 2c -sa dan [A2] die (lit. rest forever). Pasaylua siya samtang di pa siya mudiskansu sa dayun, 
	yu

	Forgive him before he goes to his eternal 
	diskarga -disku wintu 
	rest. diskansuhanan, diskansuhan n restingn cemetery (lit. final resting place). 
	rest. diskansuhanan, diskansuhan n restingn cemetery (lit. final resting place). 
	place. diskan.ahanan sa da
	yu


	diskarp v 1 [A; cl] unload, take out of avehicle. ldiskarga (diskargaba) ang mga malita gikan sa awtu, Take the suitcases out ofthe car. la defecate (slang). Tua siya sa kasilyas nagdiskarga, He's in the bathroom,defecating. lb [A; b(l)) have sexual intercourse (humorous). Didtu ku sa pampamanmagdiskarga, I was in the red-light district, unloading. 2 [B23(1); cl] for a battery to become discharged. Di musiga ang mga suga ug makadiskarga ang batiriya, The lights won't shine if the battery loses its charge
	diskaril v 1 [Al 3 B 26; c 16] derail, be derailed. Mga tulisan ang nagdiskari/, sa trin,The bandits derailed the train. Mudiskaril(madiskaril) ang trin, The train will be derailed. 2 [B126; b3(1)] faint (colloquial). Nadiskaril siya pagkakita sa kalag, She fainted when she saw the ghost. 
	diskami v 1 [A; a] butcher an animal, slaughter it and cut it up. 2 kill s.o. with a bladed weapon. Madiskarni tikaw rung trayduraka, I'll slaughter you, you traitor. 3 eat all of s.t. (colloquial). Gidiskarni sa mga bata ang kik nga nabibilin, The children ate up all of the leftover cake. 4 rape a woman (slang).
	diskas = n1sKAs1.
	-

	diskasiv [AC; bSc3] engage in a discussionabout a particular topic. Gidiskasi ku siya babin sa rilibiyun, I discussed religion with him.
	1 

	diskasi v 1 [A2C; c16] call off, take back a bet. J3iskasi (diskasihun) nila ang ilang pusta kay di mabinayun ang lumba, They will call off their bets because the race will notbe held. 2 [Al; c16] stop any activity forthe while or call it quits. Diskasihun (id� kasi) us'a natu ang atung pagguna, Let'stake a break from our weeding. 
	diskasyun n discussion. v [CJ hold a discussion. Nagdiskasyun mi sa klasi mabitungud sa liksiyun, We held a discussion in class about the lesson. 
	diskitar v [A12; b28] find out s.t. by accident. Nadiskitahan nga nawala ang singsing, It was discovered that the ring was stolen. 2 (A; al 2) check up on s.o. to see if he is doing anything wrong. Diskitahu n ku ang akung mga anak ug duna bay mga minald
	diskitar v [A12; b28] find out s.t. by accident. Nadiskitahan nga nawala ang singsing, It was discovered that the ring was stolen. 2 (A; al 2) check up on s.o. to see if he is doing anything wrong. Diskitahu n ku ang akung mga anak ug duna bay mga minald
	i-

	tu, I check up on my children to see if theyare naughty. 

	diskrayib, diskribir v [A; cl] describe. Diskrayba (idiskrayib) ang langgam nga imung nakita, Describe the bird you saw. 
	diskubri v [A; a12b2] discover, find s.t. Wa pay nakadiskubrig tambal sa kansir, No onehas found a cure for cancer yet. Nadiskubri (bidiskubrihan) ang asawa nga may lalaki, 
	The wife was discovered with another man. 
	diskumpiyar v [A2] be suspicious, distrusting. Ug mudiskumpiyar ka naku, tagaan ta kag risibu, I'll give you a receipt if you distrust me. diskumpiyada = . DISKUMPIYADU(female) diskumpiyadu asuspicious and distrustful. Diskumpiyadu ku anang timbangana, I don't trust those scales. Diskumpiyadu siya sa pagbahin sa kabilin, He questions the division of the inheritance. v [B12; b3] get to be suspicious and distrustful.
	diskuntintu a discontented. Diskuntintu ku ining kinabuhia, I'm discontented with this life. Diskuntintu ku sa imung ag� I'm dissatisfied with your work. v [.812; b3] be, become discontented, desiring for more. 
	diskursu n speech. v [A; b(l)) deliver a speech. 2 [A; c) give a scolding in such a way that the public can hear it. A, nagdiskursu na pud nang tiguwanga, Oh, the old woman is giving a speech (cussing out) again. Ug magkasaba ka ayaw idiskursu, Ifyou give a scolding, don't do it so everyone can hear. 
	diskusyun = DISKASYUN. 
	diskutik n 1 discoteque. 2 private party in which the ·house is made to look like a discoteque. V [Al; cl) hold a discoteque party.
	diskutir v [AC; b3 SJ discuss or argue with 
	s.o. over a certain point. Ang tima nga amung gidiskutir, gidiskutihan, The subject we discussed.
	diskuwalipayid v [A; al2] disqulllify s.o. from participating in a sport, election, etc. Nadiskuwalipayid siya kay hugaw siyang miduwa, He was disqualified because heplayed dirty. Diskuwalipayid nang kandidatu kay a'ndir ids, The candidate was disqualified because he was underage. 
	diskuwintu n discount. v 1 [A; b7] give adiscount. Diskuwintuhan naku nig gamay kay suki man ta, I'll give a little discount on this b�cause you are a good customer. 2[Al; c] get a discount. Diskuwintuhan (makadiskuwintu) ka basta daghang palitun, You get a discount if you buy in quantities. 3 [bl) credit a certain amount owings.o. to a debt he has. Diskuwintuhan ang 
	dismayar -dispuga 
	imung utang sa imung sukli, Your change 
	imung utang sa imung sukli, Your change 
	will be credited to your debt. 

	dismayar v 1 = DISMAYU. 2 [B126] get discouraged. Wa siya madismayar bisag gitabangan sa mga sapian ang iyang kaparang, He wasn't discouraged even though his opponent was heldby wealthy people. 
	pe

	dismayu v [B 126] faint, lose consciousness. Nadismayu siya kay naigu sa kutukutu, She fainted because she was hit in the pit of the stomach. 
	dismis v 1 [A; bcl] dismiss a class. Dugaynggidismisan ang mga bata, The children werelet out late. 2 [A; cl] dismiss a case in court. ldismis (dismisun) unya kining kasuba kay kuwang sa ibidinsiya, This case willbe dismissed because there is insufficient evidence. 3 [A; cl] dismiss from an office. liktag tung, The policeman was fired for collecting protection money. 
	Gidismis ang pulis kay nan
	gu

	dismisal n honorable dismissal issued by aschool to an outgoing student, indicating he is clear of all obligations, financial or other
	-

	.
	.
	wise. 

	dismular v [A; a) hide s.t. by drawing attention away from it. Mikatawa siya arun pagdismular sa iyang kauwaw, She laughed to hide her embarrassment. lpaibabaw ang mga maayu arun madismular ang mga lata, Putthe good ones on the top so that the rotten ones will be concealed. dismuladu s. t. done in such a way that the truth is concealed. Dismuladu ang iyang pagpaningil kay nagpasangil siyang mangayug tanum, He hid his attempts to collect by pretending to ask for plants. 
	dispalku v [A; a2] embezzle. Gidispalkuban niya ang kubransa, He embezzled some of the money he collected. n amount embezzled. dispalkadur n embezzler. v [B156; b6]become an embezzler. dialkadura = DISPALKADUR (female).
	sp

	dispanta = ISPANTA.dispasir v [A; a] manage to do s.t. not easyto do. Kining akung kita dili makadispasir sa imung pagtuun, With my salary I can't afford to pay for your tuition. Di na madispasir sa akung lawas ang tanang trababu sa balay, I don't have the strength to do all the household chores. dispatsadur = DISPATSIR. dispa"sac:h'11�a n salesgirl in a bazaar or department store. v [B156;a2) be, become a salesgirldispatsir v [A; cl] 1 get rid of s.t. Dispatsaba (idispatsar) kining mga bata. Samuk kaa
	-

	sance. 2 discharge from a job. Maayung dispatsahun ang impliyadu nga dili kamaung mutrababu, Better get rid of an employee that doesn't know how to work. 3 kill, liquidate. Gidispatsar ug burut ang tistis,The witnesses were all liquidated. 4 sell s.t., esp. s.t. one must get rid of. Jdispatsar na lang natit ang yuta kay umaw na, Let's getrid of that piece of land because it has lost its fertility. t 
	gu

	diatsir n 1 dispatcher of public transportation. Dispatsir sa trak, The dispatcher at the bus station. 2 person who goes on a boat and takes over all the sleeping places and sells them to the passengers. Pagpa,risirbag tibiras sa dispatsir, Have the dispatcher get you a cot beforehand. v [B16; b(l)) be. become a dispatcher of a public utility vehicle. 
	sp

	diatsu = DISPATSAR. t diidirv [A; b6) bid farewell. Mudispidir ku 
	sp
	sp

	sa akung mga amiga sa di pa ku mularga, I'llbid goodbye to my friends before I leave. dispidida n a farewell party. v [A 1; b( 1)) hold a farewell party. Atu siyang dispididaban iniglarga niya, We'll give him a farewell party when he leaves. 
	diinsan pantry, storeroom for foods. v[Al2;b6] make a pantry. 
	sp
	1 

	diinsavn 1 forgiveness, excuse. Dispinsa
	sp

	2.
	2.

	Jang usa, Wa kuy ikabatag, Forgive me. I have nothing to give you. Nangayu siyag dispinsag milakaw, He asked to be excused and left. 2 dispensation in the church. 
	dispinsaryu n dispensary, place for treating 
	small sicknesses, wounds. 
	diinsasiyun n dispensation in the church. diinsiŁn = DISPINSASIYUN. dŁirada = DISPIRADU (female). 
	sp
	sp

	dispiradu a in despair. Dispiradu siya kay dugay nang way trababu, He is desperate because he has been without a jot:? for a long time. v [B12]get to be in despair. 
	dispiras = BISPIRAS.
	rinsiya = DIPIRINSIY �diisiyar v [A; al2) despise, scorn. Angay 
	dispirinsiya, di
	sp
	sp

	d sa kakabus? Should a person be despised on account of poverty? 
	bang dispisyaban ang tawu tun
	gu

	diras n mask for a masquerade or as part of a costume. v 1 [A; b6] wear a mask. 2 [AC12; cl] hold a masked party. 
	sp

	dispuga n k.o. stitch where the thread is pulled back under itself, used in hemming, making buttonholes, and wherever a sturdy stitch is desired. v [A; bS] sew a hem. -dira n one who sews a hem. v [B156; a2) be a hemmer. 
	diunir -ditalyi 
	sp
	225 

	dispunir v [A; b] take care of s.o.'s financial obligations for him. Wa kuy gidang kwarta,Dispunihi ku usa tni, I didn't bring any money. Please take care of this for me. 
	n n decision, judgment of what to do. Unsay imung dispusisiyun bahin sayuta? What do you think we should do about the land? Wa kuy dispusisiyun nga aku. Mag-agad ra ku sa akung bana, I don't make any decisions. I leave everything up to my husband. v [A; b] take a decision on 
	dispusisi
	yu

	s.t. Ug imu ning dispusisyunan karun, ikaw na, If you make a decision on this, it is your responsibility. 
	s.t. Ug imu ning dispusisyunan karun, ikaw na, If you make a decision on this, it is your responsibility. 

	dispuwis the next thing after that. Hugasi,Dispuwis lat-i, Clean it. Then stew it. t 
	distansiya n distance. Ang distansiya sa ilang balay gikan sa karsada, The distance of their house from the street. may -be somewhat far from s.t. May distansiya ang amu sa lungsud, Our place is located at somewhat of a distance from the town. v [BC;acP] be at a distance, at a distance from each other. Sa nakadistansiya na siyag duha ka kilumitrus, When he had gotten two kilometers away. Distansyahun natu ang duha ka balay pagtukud, Let's build the two houses at a distance apart. Idistansiya (ipadistans
	distiliriya n distillery.
	distinadu a destined by fate to s. t. Distinadusiya sa pagkapubri, She is destined to be pooŁ
	distinasiyun n destination. Asa imung distinasin. Sini u simbaban? What is yourdestination. The movies or church? 
	yu

	distinu n destination, place one is headed for. 
	,
	,
	Asa man ang imung dist{nu run, simbaban u sini? What is your destination? The movies or church? paga, pagadiru -n s.o. who rides s. w. with the passage to be paid on arrival. v [A; c] assign s.o. s.w. for employment. Tua ku madistinu sa Lutupan, I'massigned to work in Lutopan. 

	distiyiru v [A; ac] exile. Gidistiyiru si Risa/ sa Dapitan, Rizal was exiled to Dapitan. 
	distribuwir v [A; c] distribute, divide and give out in shares. Wapa namu idistribuwir ang mga rasyun, We have not distributed the rations yet.
	distribyutur n agent who sells a certain product in a place. Distribyutur sa mga bulad,A dried fish wholesaler. Distribyutur sa mga traktura, Distributor of tractors. v [B 16; a2b6] be, become a distributor. 
	distritu n congressional or school district. v [B126) become a congressional district. 
	distrusar v [A; al] destroy, cause physicaldestruction: Ang sunug mauy midistrusar sa tibuuk syudad, Fire destroyed the whole city.
	distrusu n physical destruction. 
	distsards v 1 [A; c] remove s.o. from hisposition. Nadistsards ang maistra kay hingabsin, The teacher was discharged because she was always absent. 2 [B13!; cl]for a battery to get discharged. 3 [A; c] discharge from a hospital, armed forces. Nadistsards na ba siya sa uspital? Has he been discharged from the hospital? 4 [A13] have discharge prior to labor. n 1 discharge papers. 2 vaginal discharge prior to labor. t
	disturbh v [AN; a12] bother, disturb. Ayawkug disturbaba kay natulug ku, Don't bother me. I'm sleeping. 
	disturbu v [B6P; a) n nuisance, s.t. that disturbs. Disturbu kaayu kining pagsigig ihi, Itis a nuisance to have to urinate all the time. 
	Nadisturbu ang ilang panimuyu tungud sa ,yang pinaangkan, T.he tranquility of their home was disturbed on account of her illegitimate child. 
	distumilyadur n screwdriver. 
	distursin n electrical device which gives a grating effect to the sound of the electric guitar.
	yu

	dis-ug v [AB3; c] 1 move over, upward, or ahead; cause s.t. to do so. Midis-ug (nadisug) siya sa ngilit sa katri samtang natulug, He moved to the edge of the bed as he
	.slept. 2 improve, reach a higher level. Dakusiyag tinguba nga mudis-ug ang ,yang kahimtang, He had a strong desire to improve hissituation.
	dis-uras a very late at night, too late to be proper. Dis-uras na kaasa pagpangharana sa mga ulitawu, It was already very late when the young men serenaded. v [B5) bevery late at night. 
	yu 

	diswildu a spending a lot, as if one had a 
	salary.
	Disyimbri = DISIMBRI.
	disyirtu n desert. 
	dit. n an abbreviation for ditiktib 'detective'.
	dit n date with a girl. v [AC; c] have a datewith. Makigd,t ku nlmu, I'd like to ask youfor a date. B,sag kinsay iyang id,t, She will date anyone. 
	dita n k.o. big tree with a light wood used for making wooden slippers, the bark of which is medicine against malaria: Alstoniascbolaris.
	ditalyi n details of an incident, etc. /yang g
	i-

	butyag ang tanang ditalyi sa ilang rumansa, 
	She related the complete details of their 
	ditiktib -ding 
	yu

	love-maki. 
	love-maki. 
	ng


	ditiktib n detective. -aksiyun n detectivemovie. v (B156; a2b6) become a detective. 
	ditirminasiyun n determination. Ditirminasiyun pagtapus sa ,yang pagtuun, Determination to finish his studies. 
	ditsu n extemporaneous verse recited in the kulilisi, consisting of stanzas of four lines, at least two of which are rhymed, in a free meter. The participants in the kulilisi recite one or more stanzas and each person's recitation is so fashioned as to be a witty response to the preceding recitation and a chal. The subject is usually courtship. v (A; c) recite 
	lenge to the recitation followi
	ng

	ditsu's. 
	ditsu's. 

	diwa n 1 mind,soul.Natulugangakungmata, apan nagmata ang akung diwa, My eyes are asleep, but my mind is awake. 2 spirit that pervades s.t. Ang diwa sa Pasku, Christmasspirit. Ang diwa sa iyang tugtug, The spirit of his song. diwanhun a pertainito thesoul. Diwanbun nga kauhaw, Spiritual thirst. 
	ng 

	diwal = DIWALWAL. 
	diwalwal v [APB3(1)6;clP) for the tongueto stick way out, cause it to do so. Mudiwalwal ang dila sa buang, An idiot's tongue hangs out. ldiwalwal (diwalwala) imung dila, Stick out your tongue. 
	diwanag (word coined from d{wa plus sanag) n inspiration, the light that animates the soul. 
	diwata n 1 k.o. supernatural beings that areassociated with certain places, esp. trees. 2 ceremony of offering food cooked with no salt to spirits to insure harvest, give thanks, diagnose an illness. v [A; b(l)) perform a diwata ceremopy. Diwatahi ang Lugar unatarukig balay, Make an offering before you construct the house. Sakit nga gidiwataban, A sickness for which the diwata ceremonywasperformed. diwatahan n 1 medium who performs the diwata ceremony. 2 one who believes in diwata and the diwata ceremony.di
	diwindi n 1 k.o. small supernatural people, most commonly thought to live in the space between the roof and the ceiling. They do good to those to whom they show themselves, but are also said to play practical jokes. 2 a dwarfed person. 
	diwit n k.o. cutlass fish!: Tricbiurus spp. diwitdiwit = DIWIT.
	diya n 1 day (length of time). Un diya aku didtu, I was there one day. Dus d,yas, Twodays.Midiya diya ang trababu run, We work only half-day today. 2 pay tor the day's work. Wala kay diya madawat karun kay 
	diya n 1 day (length of time). Un diya aku didtu, I was there one day. Dus d,yas, Twodays.Midiya diya ang trababu run, We work only half-day today. 2 pay tor the day's work. Wala kay diya madawat karun kay 
	wala ka mutrababu, You won't receive any pay today because you did not report to work. v [A3S; bl earn a certain amount for a day's work. Mudiya kug utsu pisus, I earn eight pesos a day. 

	diyabitis = DA v ABins. 
	diyablu n 1 devil. Usa ka diyablu mipakita niya, A devil appeared to him. 2 devil, said as a mild curse to s.o. Kiat mung mga diyabluba mu, You're being naughty, you little devils! 
	diyakunu n 1 ceremony with three priestsofficiating. Diyakunung misa, Special mass. 2 priest that assists a high-rankipriest who says mass. 3 a layman elected by the congregation to help the minister in Protestant churches. v [B16; a2] become a deacon who aids in the mass or a deacon in a Protestant church. 
	ng 

	diyamanti n diamond, not as fine in quality as the brilyanti. 
	diyamitru = DAY AMITRU. 
	diyana = oAvANA. 
	diyaryuvn daily paper. 
	1 

	diyaryun diary.
	2 

	diyaryua for ordinary, casual wear. Dunasiyay a/ahas para diyaryu ug lain sab tung para ispisyal, She has jewelfor daily wear and other jewelry for special occasions. v (A2; cl) wear, use s.t. for daily, casual wear. 
	3 
	ry 

	diyas = oivA, n 1 (plural). 
	diyatilis = BYATIUS.
	diyita n diet. v [A] go on a diet. diyu n a half centavo. a 1 small in amount. Diyu nga suka, A little vinegar. 2 small in size. Diyung bata, A small child. v (B12; a 
	2) be little, make s. t. little. Ug madiyu na ang tubig, When there is little water left.Diyua pag-asin, Just put a little salt in it. diyudiyu = DIYUTDIYUT. see DIYUT. pakav (A13; a12] humble oneself before s.o., consider s.t. little. Nagpakadiyu aku sa iyang atubangan, I humbled (lit. lowered) myself before him. Gipakadiyu ba na nimung usa ka galun? Do you consider a gallon little? -g-see DIGYU. diriyu, dariyu = DIRIYUT. see DIYUT. maka-, ka-just a second. Migawas siyag kadiyu, He went outfor a seco
	=
	=

	half a centavo. tag-(Ł), tagiTAGIDIYUT. see DIYUT. 
	-, 
	tinagi-

	diyung v [A3P; cl) close the eyes to a slit.Midiyung ang iyang mga mata sa kasulaw, His eyes squinted in the light. 2 (B] for a light to be, become dim. Midiyung (madiyung) ang suga kay wa nay gas, The light grew dim because the kerosene was all gone. 
	diyus -drapir 
	2a for the sky to get overcast during the 
	2a for the sky to get overcast during the 
	day. Nidryung ang kalangitan, The sky be

	came overcast. diyus n God. Anak sa Diyus, Son of God. pur-see PUR-. way -1 atheist, nonbeliever. 2 godless, full of sin. v [B1256] become very successful in a certain endeavor. Nadiyus siya sa nigusyu, He became very successful in business. disdiyus n false gods. -int honest, accordito God's precepts. 2 earnestly with honest effort. Diniyus ang ,yang pagtuun, She studied with complete seriousness. v [A; b6] 1 do s.t. honestly. 
	yu
	ng 

	Gamay kag ginansiya ug magdiniyus kag 
	Gamay kag ginansiya ug magdiniyus kag 
	nigusyu, You won't have a good profit if 
	you do business honestly. 2 do s.t. with 
	complete earnestness. Dinyusi (dinyusa) 
	pagsag-ulu ang liksiyun, Memorize the les
	·
	son earnestly. maki-a God-loving, fond of 
	worshipping God. -nun a 1 pious, living ac
	cording to God's precepts. 2 divine. Batang
	diyusnun, The Holy Infant. v [B 12] get to 
	be pious. padiy\lSdiyusnun v [Al 3] pretend 

	piety.diyusa n goddess.diyusisis n diocese. diyut n small in size. Diyut nga bata, A tiny
	child. n half-centavo coin. way -penniless. 
	child. n half-centavo coin. way -penniless. 
	makariyut 1 to be done for a 
	makadiyut, 

	short time.Makadiyut lang ku ngadtu, I will 
	just go there. 2 was done for a short time. 
	Makadiyut lang kung niadtu, I just went 
	there for a short time. ka-, kariyut 1 = MA
	KADIYUT. 2 done a second ago. Kadiyut 
	(kariyut) lang siya nga nanaug, He just left 
	a second ago. naka•, nakarit = MAKADI
	yu

	YUT, 2. (Ł) = DIYUT. n tag-(Ł), maN-(Ł),
	coin worth half a centavo. diyutdiyut v [A
	13; b(l)) do s.t. many times at small inter
	vals. Nagdiyutdiyut siyag pangihi, He keeps 
	urinatievery few minutes. Gidiyutdiyutan 
	ng 

	ku niyag pangayug amut, He kept asking 
	me for a contribution every few days. -ay 
	(Ł) a l few, small in amount. Diyutayng 
	kwarta, Little money. 2 small in size. Diyu
	tayng bata, A small child. v [B12; a2) get 
	to be little, make s.t. little. Diyutaya ang 
	asin, Just use a little salt. Nagkadiyutay na 
	ang tubig, The water is getting to be less 
	and less. paka-ay(Ł) v [a12) consider s.t. 
	little in amount. Gipakadiyutay ba nimu 
	ang usa ka galun? Do you consider a gallon
	to be a small amount? diriyut, darit [sub
	yu

	junctive verb) 1 [so-and-so] alinost happen
	ed. Diriyut ku hiligsi, I was almost run over. 
	2 s.t. of little importance. Diriyut lang tung 
	ilang gikaawayan, They quarrelled over 
	nothing. tagdiyutay = TAGIDIYUT. -g-a 

	ut nga bula,Form it into small balls. v [A; a) divide s.t. into small shares. -um-g-, dumaligyut a tendut (dumaliut)ang ilang kaliwat, Their family tends to be small in stature. tagi-a in small amounts at a time. v [A; abc) [ do] a little at a time. Tagidiyutag palit, Buy it little at a time. Tagidiyuti ug sabud ang mga manuk, Feed the chickens a little at a time. Itagidiyut kini ugtimpla, Mix it in a little at a time. tinagi-= 
	small (plural). 
	Umula sa di
	gy
	ing to run small. 
	Dumi
	gy
	gy

	TAGIDIYUT. 
	diyuy n a half-centavo copper coin. maN·(Ł)
	priced at half centavo. 
	Dr. n abbreviation for duktur. Dra. n abbreviation for duktura. dran l dragon. 2 name of one of the 
	gon 

	suits in mah jong. It consists of three sets of four identical pieces, each set a different color: red (dagir), green (bulbul), and white (ispihu). -is dragons (plural). 
	dram n drum, a percussion instrument. v [A; b(l)] play the drum. 
	dram , dram n drum, a container for oil, gasoline, etc. Lima ka dram nga gasulina, Five barrels of gasoline. 
	drama v l [A; a] put on a play or stage a broadcast. Gidrama ni1a ang kamatayun ni Risal, They dramatized Rizal's death. 2 [A;c] put on an act, pretend s.t. to mislead. 
	Ayaw kug dramahi anang imung paghilakhilak, Don't put on an act pretending to cryin front of me. n l drama on stage, radio or TV broadcast. 2 act put on to fool s.o. 
	dramatik a dramatic, full of emotional action. Dramatik nga panagkita, An emotional meeting. Dramatik nga lilas, A dramatic film. -intrans a dramatic entrance. v [A]make a dramatic entrance. 
	dramaturga = DRAMATIJRGU (female). 
	dramaturgu n 1 actor on stage or in a radio or TV drama. 2 playwright. v [B16; a12] be, become an actor, playwright. 
	dramir n drummer. v [B16; a2] be, become a drummer. 
	drams n set of drums. 
	drap v [A; cl] 1 drop a course. Pila ka libru ang lmung drapun (idrap )? How many courses are you planning to drop? 2 kick 
	, 
	, 
	\ , I

	s.o. out of a course. Aku na lang idrap (dra-pun) nang palaabsin, I'm just going to kick that habitual absentee out of my course. 
	drap-awut n drop-outsfromschool.v [A; b4] drop out from school. Gidrap-awtan mig ubay-ubay, Quite a number of students dropped out on us. 
	drapir n medicine dropper. v [cl] use a medicine dropper. 
	drayib -dubli 
	drayib v 1 [A; b(l)] drive a motor vehicle. 2 [A; cl] drive a ball in tennis or pingpong. ldrayib (drayba) ug kusug ang pingpung, Slam the pingpong ball. 3 [A; b6(1)] drive a basketball 4 [A; b6] be the active partner in sex play (slang). Lami ba ug ang babayi mauy mudrayib? Is it fun if the woman is on top? n 1 drive in tennis, pingpong. 2 action of driving a tennis, basketball. drbir n 1 driver, chauffeur. 2 the sexual panner who is on top (slang). v 1 [A12]have as a driver. 2 [B; al2] be a driver. 
	ay

	driyir 71 dryer for hair, copra, etc. v [c16]dry by machine. Drayira (idrayir) ang kupras ug ti71g-uwan, Dry the copra in the machine during the rai�y season. 
	driyir 71 dryer for hair, copra, etc. v [c16]dry by machine. Drayira (idrayir) ang kupras ug ti71g-uwan, Dry the copra in the machine during the rai�y season. 
	dri shon for DIRI
	1 
	i
	· 

	dribul v [A; cl] onbble a ball. n action of dribbling.
	dril n drill, repetitive exercise in school, in atfiletics, etc. v [A; ab2] do a drill. drlln a coarse linen or cotton cloth with adiagonal weave, used for work clothes, etc. dripwud 71 driftwood used for ornamental purposes.drising rum n dressing room. drisir n dressing table with a mirror. drismiking n dressmaking, course or business of making dresses. drisrihirsal n a final rehearsal of s. t. to be performed. Dris ribirsal sa pii, Final rehearsal of the P.E. performance. v [Al2; cl] hold a final rehears
	2 
	yu


	duas a exposed to everybody's view, to the elements. v [Bl be exposed to public view, to the elements. Nagduas ang dugban sa baylanna, The dancer's breasts were bare.Naduas ang mga tanum sa kainit sa adlaw, Theplants lay exposed under the heat of the sun. t 
	duaw v 1 [A; a2b2] pay a visit. Duawun nimu ang imung tratu? Are you going to see n v [A12;al 2) fall asleep (literary). Wa siya duawa sa katulun, He did not fall asleep. 2 [A; a12b2] go s.w. and see how things are. Duawa ang kabaw ug nainitan ba, Take a look at the carabao to see if it is in the sun. -umr-/1-n visitor. 
	your girl friend? -ang katulu
	gu
	gu

	duay = DUL-AV.
	duay-ay v [B3(1); b6cl] for the head to hang limp. Nagduay-ay ang ulu sa manuk pagkaigu sa bulang, The cock's head hung limp after it was struck with the gaff. 
	dubdub v [A; b6(1)] burn s.t. by putting a torch to it. Dubduban ang panit sa kanding arun makuba ang balbibu, They singe the goat's skin to get the hair off. Dubduban natu ang mga ubut, Let's bum off the rice stalks. 
	'""
	'""

	SUl.cession or simultaneously to a recipient; fortwo agents to do the same thing in succession to a recipient. Midubla kug suntuk sa patid, I boxed him and then kicked him. Nagdubla mig tiru sa liyun, We both fired at the lion. Human na siya kasab-i. Ayaw idubla ang imu, He has gotten his scolding. Don't you do it, too. 2 toll the church bell for the dead, done with two bells in a set rhythm, or toll the bells in the same way at eight P.M. n tolling of the church bells at eight P.M.dubli a double, twice as
	dubla v [AC; c] do two things in rapid 
	babin, y

	dubudubu -dugang 
	Artifact
	job.
	job.

	dubudubu v [B24C3] be about the same in capacity, condition, age. Mudubudubu mig n kay nagdungan man mi pagkapuwit, We could be of the same age because we were in first grade together. Magdubudubu lang ningamung kinitaan, We have about the same income. ka-n people of about the same age. 
	panui
	gu

	dubuk a 1 for fish not to be fresh. 2 tendingto get sick easily. Dubuk kaayu kug lawas. Di ku kaagwantas tun-ug, I am susceptible to illnesses. I can't take drafts. v 1 (B] get old or spoiled. Nadubuk kay wa aysi, It did not keep liecause it wasn't put on ice. 2 [B1256) for the body to be badly bruised due 
	bruised. 
	bruised. 

	dubul n 1 sleeping equipment good for two. Magla/a kug banig nga dubul, I'll weave a double-bed-sized mat. 2 doubles, a game with two persons on a side. v [C; c3] be s.o.'s partner in doubles. Makigdubul aku nimu sa t{nis, I'll be your tennis partner for doubles. 3 in phrases: -ha.di n a k.o. tongue-shaped cookie consisting of two cookies with a filling. b a pregnant woman (humorous). -bid double bed. double ... -dayis a method of determining the dealer in mahjong with two dice. v [A; c16] determine mahjo
	-

	,
	,
	ing. v [A; c] park double. Aku lang usa idubul parking, I'll just park double for the while. 
	-


	du bun a very dark in hue; almost black. Gwapa unta siya apan dubun lang kaasa kai .. tum, She is pretty, only she is very dark. v [AB12; a] darken or blacken. Ayaw dubuna pag-anyil ang linabhan, Don't put too much bluing in the clothes. 
	yu 

	duda v [A; be] 1 doubt. Nagduda kung muulan, I doubt it will rain. 2 suspect. Gidudahan ku siya nga mauy nangawat, I suspecthim to be the one who stole it. n 1 doubt. 
	Daku ang akung duda nga makapasar ku, I very much doubt that I can pass. 2 suspi
	Daku ang akung duda nga makapasar ku, I very much doubt that I can pass. 2 suspi
	cion. Daku ang akung duda nga nagluib ka, 
	I am very suspicious that you are unfaithful. dudusu a suspicious, doubting. Dudusu man 

	gud siya sa iyang katak us, He was doubtful of his ability. Dudusu ku anang tawung ganiba rang naglabaylabay sa bay, I am suspicious of that man. He's been going back and forth in front of the house. v [B12) be susp1c1ous.
	dudhu v 1 [A; c] thrust s.t. at s.o. that he doesn't want, give s.o. s.t., imposing it on him. Nganung nagdudbu ka pa man nakug tuba nga wa kuy gustu? Why do you thrust toddy at me when I don't want any? Gidudhu ang bungi ngadtu sa dalaga, She tried to force the hairlipped boy on the girl. 2 [A3P] push s.o. into a bad situation. Angimung pagkapalabubug mauy makadudbu (makapadudbu) nimu sa kaparutan, Your drunkenness has thrust you into your mis
	to severe maulings. Gitabangan siya hangtud nadubuk ang lawas, They ganged up on him and mauled him until his body was badly 
	to severe maulings. Gitabangan siya hangtud nadubuk ang lawas, They ganged up on him and mauled him until his body was badly 

	dudu v [A; c] 1 press s.t. hard over s.t. Idudu sa linugaw ang asin nga binatu, Press the chunk of salt onto the porridge. 2 force s. t. on s.o. Duduig bibirun ang bata, Press a bottle to the child's lip-s. Idudu giyud ang kwarta ug dili siya mudawat, Force the money on him if he refuses to accept it. 3 dip, dunk. Idudu ang kaling sa suka, Dunk the dried anchovies into the vinegar. 
	dudung short form: dung 1 term of address for a male of the same age or younger than the speaker. 2 nickname popular for boys. v [A; a12] call s.o. dudung.
	dudusu see DUDA 
	ddg= DULUG. 
	duga, duga n 1 juice, sap from a plant, juice coming from inside meat. Duga sa agridulsi, Calomondin juice. Ang duga sa alipata makabuta, The sap from the alipata tree can blind you. Karning nalutu sa iyang duga,Meat cooked in its own juices. 2 oozings from infections. 3 semen (humorous euphemism). Wa nay dugang tigulang, An old man with no more sperm. 4 a man's children (humorous). Kinsay mububi sa lmung duga kun patay ka na? Who will raise your children when you are gone? v [A3P] exude sap or juice. Na
	. .
	. .

	aJUICY. dug-ab v (AN; cl] belch. Nakadug-ab na ba ang bata? Has the baby burped? n belch. 
	·
	·

	dugamis (coined from duga and t
	r<-rs) 
	n

	. 
	. 
	, 
	. 


	mangga, Sweet juice of me mango. v [Al 2 
	S3] drip with sweer juice. Kansang ngabil
	nga nagdugamis sa kabatan-un, Whose lips 
	are dripping with.che honey of youth.dugang v [AB2S4; c] add to s.t., increase in 
	amount. Magdugang ba tag palit? Shall we 
	dugap -dugkal 
	buy more? Nagdugang (nagkadugang) ang kasakit, Her illness is getting worse. Dugangiang akung babin, Add to my share, please. Pilay idugang? How many shall we add? n 
	buy more? Nagdugang (nagkadugang) ang kasakit, Her illness is getting worse. Dugangiang akung babin, Add to my share, please. Pilay idugang? How many shall we add? n 
	s.t. given in addition. Dugang kasayuran, Additional information. 2 -sa in addition to. Dugang pa niana, pubri siya, Funhermore, he is very poor. paki-, paki·(�) v [A
	13) ask for more. Nagpakidugang (nagpakidugang) pa siyag kan-un kay gigutum pa, He asked for more food because he was still hungry. i�, ig-1-n s.t. to add to s.t. Balasnga igdudugang sa abunu, Sand to be added to the filler. Nagdugang ang kabuang sa 
	g-


	dugap v 1 [A; b6] intervene, take part in others' affairs uninvited. Midaku ang away kay gidugapan sa ugangan, The quarrel got worse because the mother-in-law joined in. 2 [A2; c] do s.t., usually unnecessary, as a sideline to one's main business. Gidugapanniyag panlabada ang subul sa iyang bana, 
	She took in wash as an addition to her husband's salary.
	She took in wash as an addition to her husband's salary.

	duy 1 taking a long time. Dugay nga inti� biyu, A lengthy interview. Dugay ang kaayubun sa sangla, It takes long for leprosy to heal. Dugay siyang nag-ilis (mag-ilis), It took ( takes) her long to change. 2 late. Dugay ang amung paniudtu, Our lunch was late. Dugayming natulug, We went to sleep late. 3 -na long ago. Dugay na na, That was long ago. Dugay nang nalutu ang sud-an, dugay nang pagkalutu sa sud-an, The food has been ready for sometime. v 1 [B3(1); b3cl) take a long time. Di siya madugayng pirma, H
	ga
	nmc. 
	CIJ 
	g
	. 
	ga
	ga

	tending to take long to do things. Dugayansiyang suguun, He takes long to do things he is told to do. p-un(➔), ka-un(�) n length of time. hiN-it's been long enough now. 
	Hinugay na nianang imung pagbilakbilak, 
	You've been crying long enough now. (Stop it.) v [A13; bl keep doing s.t. too long and too much. Ayaw ug binugayi ug lisulisu angsiradura, Don't keep turning that lock. ka-
	, , ' 
	, , ' 

	an the long run. Sa kadugayan maayu ra na,
	In the long run it will surely get better. 
	dugbak a for s. t. firm to be thoroughly rotten. Dugbak nga kabuy, A piece of wood completely rotted. Dugbak na kaayu ang patay, The body was in an advanced state of decomposition. v [ B 12; b6] rot. 
	dugdug = DALUGDUG. 
	dughan n 1 chest, breast. Ipabigda ang bat a sa iyang dugban, Lay the child on its chest. Bugdu nga dugban, A full bosom. 2 breast, as seat of emotions. Mikuba ang akung dugban, My bean beat rapidly. 2a sakit angnbe deeply worried about some situation. 
	Nagsakit ang akung dugban anang bataa kay di magtuun, I'm worried about that child because he doesn't study. 3 pan around the chest of a garment. Guut ang dugban sa akung sinina, My dress is narrow around the chest. v [A; a12] hit in the breast. -un a full-breasted, buxom. -un ug tiyan a potbellied (humorous). 
	dughang = DUGSAK. 
	dughit v [A; a) poke at things high up to dislodge them. Dugbita na lang ang bunga, ayawg sak-a, Knock the fruits down with a pole, don't climb up after them. (�) n pole to poke things down. 
	dughuv 1 [A; a) poke at s. t. that is up high
	.
	.

	with a pole. Dugbua ang kisami arun mubilum ang tagataas, Thump on the ceiling so the people upstairs will quiet down. Dugbui kug tambis, Knock some fruits down for me. 2 [A123P; a12) get infested with bedbugs. Dugbuun ka (ang atung silya) kun adtu ka manini sa baratu, You (our chairs) will get infested with bedbugs if you go to cheap moviehouses. n 1 pole to poke with. 2 bedbugs, lice in furniture (so-called from their propensity to bite (from beneath). -un a infested with bedbugs. 
	dughu n k.o. small black poisonous snake. dug;;J-v 1 [A; a) dig up the eanh with a pole or bar and, by extension, with a spade. Dugkalun ang yuta nga di madaru, They dig the eanh up with a pole where they can't plow. 2 [A; al] thrust at, strike with a long 
	duak -dugtung 
	gm

	pointed instrument. Gidugkal niya sa sun
	pointed instrument. Gidugkal niya sa sun
	dang ang punuan sa kabuy, He thrust a ma
	chete into the tree trunk. n pole to pry the 
	earth up with. 

	dugmak v [A; ab2] stab. Punyal tung gidugmak naku, It was a knife that I was stabbed with. -in-an(➔) n stab wounds. 
	duil v 1 [AB; cl] roll, wallow in dirt, sand, sugar and the like, cause s. t. to do so. Nagdugmil ang anay sa lapuk, The sow wallowed in the mud. Nadugmil sila sa sala, They wallowed in sin. Idugmil ang saging sa asukar, Roll the banana fritters in the sugar. 2 [A; b6] for an animal to gather stuff to give birth on. Nagdugmil ang anay kay talianak na, The sow is gathering material because she is going to deliver. 3 [A; a12] crumple, rough s.t. up vigorously to the point of mangling it. Hastang nakadugmil 
	gm

	duuv [B126; b6] fall forwards with the knees hitting the ground first. Nadugmu ku sa nagbansiwag nga gamut, l tripped and fell on the root that was sticking out. 
	gm
	1 

	duuv [ANC; bS] wrestle, fht with grap, Gidugmu (gidugmuan) sa asawa ang babayi sa iyang bana, The wife fought with her husband's mistress. 
	gm
	2 
	ig
	pli
	ng

	duuk v [A; a] 1 crush into small pieces or powder. Nadugmuk ang supas sa garapun, The crackers in the jar got all broken to pieces. Dugmuka ang pasayan usa isagul,Crush the shrimps before you put them in. 2 change a bill. Dugmuka nang dyasingku, Please change this fiver. n 1 s. t. crushed into bits. 2 the little pieces of bread and pastry left over when baked goods have been cut for sale. suiting -statement not worth giving credence. Ayaw tubui kanang mga tabi. Puru na suiting dugmuk, Don't believe that go
	gm
	gm
	-

	nas) na gani ang dabun sa ubi, kana panglibun na, When the leaves of the yam die out, it means the tubers are ready for gathering.
	dug payit n dogfight between fighter planes. v [C; c3] engage in a dogfight. 
	dugsak v [A; a12] thrust s.t. long at s.t. with force. Dugsaka ang balu sa bangag, Thrust a pole at the monitor lizard in the hole. 1dugsak ang isi sa ihu, Thrust the harpoon into the shark. n thrust with s.t. long. Di pamadutlan sa usa ka dugsak, You can't pierce it with one thrust. 
	-

	dugsang = DUGSAK. 
	dugsib v [A; b6(1)] set fire to s.t. with a burning torch. Dugsibi ang ilang balay, Set fire to their house. 
	dugsu n k.o. fish. 
	dugta a worn out to shreds, rotten and badlydecomposed, completely decayed. banig, A mat worn to shreds. Dugtang lawas sa patay, Completely decayed body of the corpse. Dugtang balay, A house that is rotted through. v [B12; b3] get completely rotten, or worn out. Gidugtaan siyag tulu ka buuk karsunis, wa gibapun kaswildubi,
	Dugta.ng

	He has worn three pairs of pants to shreds,and he still hasn't received his pay.
	dugtung v 1 [A; ac] join end to end. Dugtunga ang duha ka kadina, Join the two chains together. Dugtunga ang duba ka lamisa arun duna kay kabigdaan, Put two tables end to end so you have s.t. to sleep on. Idugtungring tabla niana, Join this piece of wood to the end of that one. la [A13; a12] hnk with a structure or opening. May pultaban nga nagdugtung sa duba ka lawak, There is a door connecting the two adjacent rooms. 
	·

	Ang duba ka linaw dugtungun sa usa ka kanal, The two ponds will be linked together by a canal. lb [A12; a12] unite, link together. Ang kaminyuun sa duruba nagdugtung sa duba ka bantugang banay, The marriage of the two joins the two famous-families. 2 [A] say s.t. after s.o. else has spoken. 
	Ang iyang kasaba gidugtungan niyag maymay, He added a piece of advice after he scolded me. 3 [A23C23] overlap into the succeeding period, season. Ang amung mais mudugtung sa sunud sanggi, Ou.r corn will last into the next harvest. Ang duha ka sanggi magdugtung, The product from one harvest lasts to the next. 3a [ C] -ang hunahuna have similar opinions on s. t. Nagdugtung ang amung bunabuna babin niana, Our opinions coincide on that point. 3b -angdalan v [c13] for people estranged to be reconciled. Nagb
	-

	232 dugu -
	232 dugu -
	dugtung ang ilang dalan, They separated and each went his separate way. n 1 a piece that joins another piece. Hain man ag dugtung aning kayril? Where is the other piece of this watch chain? 2 the continuation of 
	s.t. foregoi. Kadtung awaya dug-tung sa ilang lalis, That fight is the continuation of their quarrel. 3 installment of s.t. that appears in a series. A tangi ang dugtung, Read the next installment. 4 the knot which joins two ends of a rope or chain. Ang dugtung lig-un, The knot is stro. -ug pusudn siblis. Ayaw mu pag-away kay dugtung ra mug pusud, Don't quarrel.aYou are brothers (of the same umbilical cord). -ug tinai one's husband or wife (humorous). Nia na ang imung dugtung ug tinai, Your wife is here.
	ng
	ng
	ng


	dugia n 1 blood. May dugu siyang Kats�a, He has Spanish blood. 2 blood from menstruation. Kusug kug dugu human kakubai, I have been having profusae menstruation since my miscarriage. 3 -sa laki semen (euphemism). 4 the part of one's being that supplies aggressiveness and vitality.Misurukakung dugu, My blood boiled. -sa -one's offspri. -ng puti a semen (euphemism). b white discharge after menstruation. c people of the white race. batan-un nga -a youpeople. b having youthful drive and aggressiveness. Ang b
	ng
	ng 
	Artifact
	-
	ng 
	ng 
	yu
	-

	•Iabe dee.ply-touched by s.t. sad. b have hurt feelings. 4 [a4b6) 
	•Iabe dee.ply-touched by s.t. sad. b have hurt feelings. 4 [a4b6) 
	balatiu,. k•singkaisiqg 

	menstruate. Gidugi, siya, maung s/lUljJ'tUn,
	She is memtruating; that is why she is easilyangered. Labbi ang dinug-an, Wash the clothes you got menstrual blood on.a(Ł) v (A3) have heavy bleeding. Magdi,gu kag makubaan ka, You will bleed heavily if you 
	Artifact

	duha 
	have a miscarriage. -in-(�) 11 [A13) = DUGU. ka-(�) " [A13) get blood all over one. dugudugu, -in-an n dish prepared from th� blood and the innards of a pig. 11 [A; a12] prepare, eat blood dish. ka-(�) n 1 blood re:lative. 2 compatriot. Daghan sa atung kadugu ang nam,tay sa gira, Many of our compatriots died in the war. ma-(�) a place that emits blood profusely when cut. Madugu ang ltug ug mauy masamad, The neck bleeds profusely if it is wounded. san-(�) see SAN· DUGU. taliN-see TAUNUGU. -un having a lo
	tle. 
	duguka" [A; bS] go, be attracted to a speci-· fie thi, most often in great numbers. Muduk ka sa kumbira bisag wala imbitaha? 
	ng
	gu

	Will you attend the banquet even if you're not invited? Way taga Rid Krus nga miduguk sa nasunugan, No one from the Red Cross visited the burnt-out area. Dugukun (dugukan) ang ,yang tindahan sa mga tawu, People flock to his store. Giduguk (gidupkan) ang artitta sa iyang mga pans, The fans crowded around the actor. pa-" [A; ac) attract people to come to a specific thi. n 
	ng

	s.t. to attract s.t. s.w. Paduk sa isda, S.t. to brithe fish near. Bara-tug baligya agig paduguk, Goods sold cheap as a loss leader. -an n l loitudinal spar which serves as the centerpiece or main member �o which crosspieces are attached. Dugukan sa talabanug, Centerpiece of the kite. Dugiikan sa bawganan, Post to which sticks ar� attached for fowls to perch on. la chassis for a vehicle. 2 backbone.i3 plot of a story, main subject of an article. -1-un� attractive, drawing s.t. to come to it. Buwak nga dri
	gu
	ng 
	·a
	ng

	I
	dugung n dugo, k.o. sea cow. 
	ng

	dugus n 1 honey, nectar. Dugus sa gugma, The sweetn� of love. v (A; b6] put honey on s.t. ka-(�) v [A13] get honey all over it. dugusdugus k.o. mealy b, covered with whitish substance, which infests plants, so called becaqse it exudes a nectar-like substance. dun a honey-like. 
	ug

	dopa = DIGWA. 
	dugwat = UGWAT. 
	duhanumeral two. v 1 see TULU. -y nawung
	• 
	• 

	= DUBLI KARA. duruha n two. tagurha two 
	at a time. Tagurbay sulud aning mga kabuna, Each of thŁe boxes has two in it. igtagurhaone's second cousin. magtagurha be second cousins. tinag.irha by two's. v [A) do by 
	dhhaduha -duktur 
	two's. Magtinagurha silag linya, They will line up in two's. ika-n second. walay ikaduha without equal. Bakakun nga walay ikaduha, A liar without peer. kaluha see KALU· HA. kaluhaan, kaluwaan, kawhaan twenty.t 
	two's. Magtinagurha silag linya, They will line up in two's. ika-n second. walay ikaduha without equal. Bakakun nga walay ikaduha, A liar without peer. kaluha see KALU· HA. kaluhaan, kaluwaan, kawhaan twenty.t 

	duhaduha a 1 doubtful, unlikely. Duhaduha nga muabut siya, It's unlikely that he will arrive. 2 suspicion. 3 hesitation. v [A; bc3] 1 doubt. Nagduhaduha silang mabuhi siya, They doubt he will live. 2 suspect. Mau na siyay akung giduhadubaan (giduhaduhaan) nga kawatan, That is the man I suspect of beia thief. 3 hesitate, not do s.t. because of doubts.Ayaw na pagduhaduha. Palita da· yun, Do not hesitate. Buy it immediately. maduhaduhaun, maduhaduhaun a full of doubts, suspicions.
	ng 

	duhal a 1 somewhat mentally retarded. 2 not careful in doing things. v 1 [B12] become mentally retarded. 2 [A13; b(l)] be care· less. Ug duhalan mug dala nang kwartab·a, hayan mawala, If you carry that money around carelessly, you're likely to lose it. duhalduhal v [A; b(l)] treat s.o. without proper care or without respect. Gidubalduhalan lang niya ang akung sugu, She didn't take my orders seriously. 
	duhawit (coined from duha andawit) n duet,in singing. v [AlC] sia duet. 
	ng 

	duhig v [A; c] apply liquid or viscous substances to a surface. Duhigig Zana ang agtang, Rub the forehead with coconut oil. 2 [A; a3] smear one's reputation. N aduhig k u sa kaulaw sa imung gibubat, I am besmirch· ed with shame for what you have done.n(�) n 1 s.t. applied. 2 applicator.
	duhiras v [A3P] do, attend to many things with haste under pressure. Magdubiras mig silbi kun daghang mangaun, We will be rushing about serving when there are lots of customers in the restaurant. duhiraw v 1 [A13] grope, walk uncertainly.Nagduhiraw siya sa dalan tungud sa kangitngit, He groped his way because it was dark. 2 [B4] be, become delirious. Magduhiraw siya kun hilantan, She becomes delirious when she has a high fever. a having wander· ing thoughts. Ang mga duhiraw wa makakat-un, The scatterbra
	dukandukan v [B16] totter, move with uncertain faltering steps. Ang duka mauy nakadukandukan (nakapadukandukan) sa akung linaktan, I was so sleepy I was totteriinstead of walking. 
	ng 

	dukduk v 1 [A;ab2] pound s.t. repeatedly. 
	Dukduka ang ahus usa isal, Pound the garlic before you put it in. Ayaw idukduk nang imung kumu sa lamisa, Don't pound your fist on the table. 2 [A; be] for males to masturbate (sla). n s.t. to pound with. 
	gu
	ng

	dukdukn fowl cholera. v [a4] be affected 
	2 

	with fowl cholera. duki n duke. v [Bl6; a2] become a duke; dukiduki, dukiduki v [AN; al2] 1 ransack 
	s.t. in search of s.t. Nanukiduki ang makililimus sa mga basura kun unsay makit-an, 
	The beggar ransacked the garbage can to see what he could find. la investigate, question in detail. Ang syinsiya nagdukiduki sa makaingun sa kansir, Science is searchifor the cause of cancer. Gidukiduki siya sa pulis, The police questioned him in detail. 2 tinker with. Akung dukidukiun ning rilu basig muandar, I'll tinker with this watch in hopes that I can get it to run. 3 [A; b(l)] putter around, do small odds and ends, unimportant things. Unsay iyang gidukidukian sa kusina? What is she puttering arou
	ng 

	dukiruk a 1 gate crasher, attending affairs uninvited, horning in on gettithingswhere one has no right to them. 2 playing around with women. Dukiruk na siya kaayu. Hayan di mangasawa, He just plays a· round. It's unlikely he will get married. v [B12; b6] play around with women. paN· v [A2; b6] attend uninvited, horn in on some distribution one has no right to. Nanukiruk siya sa panghatag rilip, He horned in on the distribution of relief clothi. 
	ng 
	ng

	dukisa n duchess. v [ B 16; a2] become a duchess. dukla, dukla v [Al2; b6] come upon, catch 
	s.o. unaware. Naduklahan sila nga naghaluk, They were caught kissing. 
	duklap v [B146] be slow, lethargic. Nagduklap ang buta nga naglakaw, The blind man walked slowly with hesitation. Nagduklap ang nigusyu run, Business is slow these days. 
	duktrina n doctrine. -Kristiyana n rudi· ments of the Roman Catholic religion. 
	duktur n 1 doctor, physician. 2 title of a physician. 3 -laway a folk healer that treats by application of saliva. 4 -rural rural doctor. v 1 [Bl6; a2P] be, become a doctor. Maduktur kag magtuun ka, You 
	duktura -dula 
	will become a doctor if you study.Magduktur siya damag, He hopes to be a doctor. Ang daku niyang hilig sa pagpanambal muy nakaduktur (nakapaduktur) niya, His greatinclination to treat sick people made him a doctor. Dukturun (padukturun) ku ang akung panganay, I'll have my eldest child become a doctor.!Mau nang uspitala ang iyang gidukturan, That is the hospital where he works as a doctor. 2 [A; b] doctor information. Dukturan natu ang mga ansir arun makahandrid ka, We'll doctor the answers so you get a 
	will become a doctor if you study.Magduktur siya damag, He hopes to be a doctor. Ang daku niyang hilig sa pagpanambal muy nakaduktur (nakapaduktur) niya, His greatinclination to treat sick people made him a doctor. Dukturun (padukturun) ku ang akung panganay, I'll have my eldest child become a doctor.!Mau nang uspitala ang iyang gidukturan, That is the hospital where he works as a doctor. 2 [A; b] doctor information. Dukturan natu ang mga ansir arun makahandrid ka, We'll doctor the answers so you get a 

	duktura = DUKTUR (female). 
	duku v 1 [A; clP] bow the head, bend over. Muduku Zang siyag kasab-an, He just bows his head if they cuss him out. Iduku (dukua, ipaduku, padukua) ang imung ulu arun makaagi ka, Bend over so you can pass. la[A23] -ug paalut submissive, allowingpeople to do whatever they want to one without complaint. 2 [A] for plants to bend. Sanga nga nagduku tungud sa daghang bunga, A branch weighted down with fruit. Nagduku na ang humay, The rice is nearly ripe now (lit. the stems are bent with grains). (t-) v [A; b3] 
	dukul v = DAKUL. n stone used in fashioning clay pots. The stone is knocked on the inside at the same time as the outside is knocked with a paddle. 
	dukumintu n written document in proof of 
	s.t. Way dukumintu ang pagpalit ku sa yuta, There was no document made when Ibought the land. -sa palit n deed of sale. v[A; b(l)] prepare a document for s.t. dukumintadu a documented. 
	s.t. Way dukumintu ang pagpalit ku sa yuta, There was no document made when Ibought the land. -sa palit n deed of sale. v[A; b(l)] prepare a document for s.t. dukumintadu a documented. 

	dukung = DAKUL .!
	. 

	dukut v 1 [B2; b6] get stuck in <'r to s.t. Midukut (nadukut) ang trak sa lapuk, Thetruck got mired in the mud. Ang tikug humuk duktan ug pulug� Dye sticks readily tothat kind of reed. 2 [A2] not move from a place, stick to a job. Nganung midukut ka anang palahubug? Bulagi, Why do you stick to that drunkard? Break off fromhim. Pastilan nakadukut niya sa iyang trabahu! My, how he concentrated on his work! 3 [B4; b6] for starchy foods to form a crust at the pot. Midukut na ang nilung-ag, The rice has form
	dula a for animals to be shy and not allow anyone to approach them. Lisud dakpun ang sunuy nga dula kaayu, It's hard to catch a rooster that is very shy. v [Bl; b6] beshy. Nagkadula ang mga ungguy sukad napusilan ug usa, The monkeys are becoming shier now that one of them was shot. 
	dula v 1 [AC; abc] play, play a game. Angbata nagduwa sa ,yang tai, The child is playing with its feces. Makigdula aku nimug tinis, I'll play a game of tennis with you. Dulaun natu .ang Pii run, Let's make our P.E. 
	,
	,

	class into a play session. Asa man dulaa ang inyung baskit? Where will you hold your basketball game? Ayawg dulai nang makinilya, Don't play with that machine. Dugaynang wa sila natu igdula, We haven't played against them in a long time. 2 [A; cl] stage a performance. Makbit ang sunud nuang duwaun (iduwa), The next thing they will put on is 'Macbeth'. 3 [A] gambling, esp. inatable game. Tua siya sa madyungan nagdula, She is in the mahjong den, gambling. 4 [Cl3; b6] pull s.t. on s.o. Nagkadula giyud ang i
	dulamug -dulun 
	Drama of life. -an n 1 toy. 2 musical instrument. -arum n 1, 2 = -AN. 3 playground. 4 gambling den. ka-1 playmate. 2 one whom one plays a game with.
	Drama of life. -an n 1 toy. 2 musical instrument. -arum n 1, 2 = -AN. 3 playground. 4 gambling den. ka-1 playmate. 2 one whom one plays a game with.
	dulamug = DALiNUG.
	dulang n 1 round wash basin dug out from a single piece of wood. 2 depression in the ground which fills with water when it rains like a dulang. v 1 [A; a12] make into a dulang. 2 [Bl; bS] become, make a depression which fills •.vith water.
	dular = DU,
	RAf½

	dular, dular = DULIYAR.
	Ł

	dulaw n tufIIleric, an herb resembling ginger, the rootstock of which is used as a yellowcolored spice for stews: Curcuma longa. *dulaw gi-know s.t. about s.t. Wa kuy gidulaw babin sa makinilyfl, I don't know anything about typing. Way gidulaw ang ginikanan nga nakigtaban ang ilang anak, Theparents had no idea their children eloped.

	dul-ay v [A; c] spit up, for a baby to. vomitup excess food taken in. Ug iug-ug ang bata, mudul-ay nya, If you shake the baby, hewill spit up. ldul-ay niya ang kinaun, Shespits up what she had eaten. n material spit up by a baby. -un(Ł) a tending to spit up. 
	duldug v [A; cl] squash and mash into fine pieces. lduldug (dulduga) ang patatas, Mash the potatoes. -in-n 1 dish of squash cooked in coconut. 2 any food which was squashed or mashed. 3 sweet soup made of any starchy food cooked in coconut milk. 
	duldul n kapok fiber or tree: Ceiba pentandra. The pods produce a cotton-like fiber which is used as furniture stuffing. There is a belief that insanity can be cured by shackling a person's ankles to a stock made of a kapok log. The person imprisoned with akapok log may sit or lie down, but cannot stand or move, and often may be kept that way for years. Duldul na lay kuwang nimu, The only thing that can help you is a kapok stock. (I.e., you're crazy.)
	dulhug v [A; acP] go, bring s.t. downwards. Sukad dinbi nagdulbug ang dalan, Fromhere on the road goes downhill. Duna kuydulhun sa syudad, I have s. t. to go downto get in the city. ldulhug (ipadulhug) ang mga pruduktu sa mirkadu, Bring the cropsdown to the market. Gidulhug (gipadulhug) niya ang /yang panan-aw gikan sa ulu ngadtu sa tiil, He let his gaze move over her from her head to her feet.
	gu

	duling a cross-eyed. v [Bi 26 ;b6] get to be cross-eyed.
	dulipanus = DALIP ANUS. 
	dul-it v [A; ac] touch the tip or end of s.t. to 
	s.t. Dihay midul-it (nagdul-it) ug baraw sa iyang likud, S.o. poked a dagger in his back. Dul-itun ta niduha ka lamisa, Let's join the two tables at their ends. 
	s.t. Dihay midul-it (nagdul-it) ug baraw sa iyang likud, S.o. poked a dagger in his back. Dul-itun ta niduha ka lamisa, Let's join the two tables at their ends. 
	ng 


	duliyar n dollar.
	dulsi n candy, sweets, fruit preserves. Dulsing nangka, Jackfruit preserves. v [A; a26)make sweets, fruit preserves. -ra n candydish.
	dul-u v [Al3; c] deliver, take s.w. ldul-u ni ngadtu, Brithis there. dulug v [A2C; ac] sleep together with s.o. 
	ng 

	Duluga ang mga bata, Have the children sleep together. Dulgi siya karung gabii, 
	Duluga ang mga bata, Have the children sleep together. Dulgi siya karung gabii, 
	·
	Sleep with her tonight. Ayaw idulugang inyung bata, Don't have your baby sleep in the same bed with you. ka-(.,_) nbedmate.

	dul-ug v [A; b6(1)] help s.o. lift a load tocarry it on his head or shoulders. Kinsaynagdul-ug nimu sa usa ka sakung bugas, Who
	helped you lift the sack of rice to carry on 
	helped you lift the sack of rice to carry on 
	your back? 

	duluk v [AC12; b6] make a clearing and burn it off for agricultural pt1rposes. Nagduluk ku sa baul nga tamnan sa mais, Imade a clearing for the field to plant corn. 
	dulum a 1 for a night to be dark nd moonless. Dulum ang gabii kay patay ang buwan, The night is dark because there's no moon. 2 for the atmosphere to be gloomy, dark. Dulum ang kaugmaun sa tawung tapulan, Alazy man has a gloomy future. 3 for the vision to be failing. 4 the moon of the third quarter. Primirung dulum, Thefirst day of 
	a

	· 
	· 

	the third quarter. v [B; b4] 1 get dark, 
	·!gloomy. Buklasa ang hinaybay kay nadulum na ang langit, Bring the wash in because it has gotten overcast. Nadulman mi sa dalan, Darkness overtook· us on the way. 2for the eyesight to fail. 3 -ang pangisip, hunahuna get to be blind with rage, sorrow. 
	Nadulum (gidu/man) ang iyang pangisip pagkabibawu niya, He became blinded with rage (sorrow) when he found out. 
	dulun n choking because of inability to swallow, difficulty in swallowing. Ang dulun makamatay sa bata, A child can die if he eats s. t. he cannot swallow. a difficult to swallow. Dulung kan-un ang amuti, Sweet potatoes are hard to get down. v 1 [Al 23P; b4] get choked from inability to swallow. 2 [B146] for the throat to get choked up. Magdulurt kug mutan-aw ku sa iyang litratu, I get all choked up if I look at her picture.
	dulun n locust. v 1 [a4] be attacked by locusts. 2 [A; bS] swarm s.w. like locusts. 
	duluna -dumdum 
	Dulunun (dulunan) sa mga tawu ang maung salida, People will flock to that particular show.
	Dulunun (dulunan) sa mga tawu ang maung salida, People will flock to that particular show.

	duluna (not without /) n boundary. Kinabanglang may duluna ang atung pagkaamigu, There must be limits to our friendship. v [C; c3] for pieces of land to be adjacent. Nagkaduluna mig yuta, Our lands are adjacent to each other. 
	dulung n 1 front end of a vehicle. Ang dulung sa kuts� sakayan, The front part of the car, boat. 2 s.t. analogous to the front end of a vehicle, e.g. the anterior end of bamboo tie beams in a house. (➔) v [B14;bS] go near. Nagkadulung ang pista, Thefiesta is approaching. Ang bukid nga iyang gidulngan (gidulung), The mountain that he was approaching. pa-, pa·(➔) go to. Padulung ba ni sa Labug? Does this go to Lahug? v [A; c] go to. paN-n bow of a ship. dul-ung v 1 [A; b6) go up to a place. Nagdul-ung ang
	s.t. to a place. Harbur paylut muy mudulung sa barku sa pantalan, The harbor pilot steers the boat to the dock. Idul-ung ning suwat sa ila, Bring this letter to their house. hi-/ha-v [B1256] reach a place. Pagbidulung ku sa balay nagd ilaab na, When I reached the house, it was in flames. 
	s.t. to a place. Harbur paylut muy mudulung sa barku sa pantalan, The harbor pilot steers the boat to the dock. Idul-ung ning suwat sa ila, Bring this letter to their house. hi-/ha-v [B1256] reach a place. Pagbidulung ku sa balay nagd ilaab na, When I reached the house, it was in flames. 

	dulurusa = DULURUSU (female). matir the Virgin Mary after the death of Christ. v[Al) have a devotion to the Mater Dolorosa. Magdulurusa ku ug magtuman ka sa imung gustu, If you do as you like, I will take up a devotion to the Mater Dolorosa you). t 
	-
	(in hopes of savi
	ng 

	dulurusu a sad, sorrowful. mistiryu -theSorrowful Mystery, one of the Mysteries of the Rosary. v [B;b6] become sad. 
	dulut v [A2; b6] 1 cut or pierce deeply. Baraw nga midulut sa kasingkasing, A knife that penetrated his heart. Gidutlan ang abaga ug bala, A bullet penetrated into the shoulder. 2 penetrate. Midulut ang tugnaw sa iyang kaunuran, The cold penetrated his body. Ang Kinatsila dili mudulut sa akung ulu, Spanish won't penetrate into my head. 3 affect s.o.'s emotions. Kinsang kasingkasing dili dutlan sa iyang pakiluuy? Whose heart wouldn't be moved by his pleas for pity? 4 [Al2] have the stomach to eat s.t. Di 
	dulut v [A2; b6] 1 cut or pierce deeply. Baraw nga midulut sa kasingkasing, A knife that penetrated his heart. Gidutlan ang abaga ug bala, A bullet penetrated into the shoulder. 2 penetrate. Midulut ang tugnaw sa iyang kaunuran, The cold penetrated his body. Ang Kinatsila dili mudulut sa akung ulu, Spanish won't penetrate into my head. 3 affect s.o.'s emotions. Kinsang kasingkasing dili dutlan sa iyang pakiluuy? Whose heart wouldn't be moved by his pleas for pity? 4 [Al2] have the stomach to eat s.t. Di 
	ng 

	lasting effect). 2 have more to it than what is visible on the surface. Lalum ugdulut nga mga pulung, Words which have more to them than is at first apparent. -sa bukugdeep-rooted, penetrating the bones. Dulutsa bukug nga kayugut kang Krus, Anger atCruz felt to the depths of his bones. Dulut sa bukug nga Nasnalista, Dyed-in-thewool Nationalist. Dulut sa bukug nga mananart, A rabid cockfighter. -sa kasingkasing coming from the heart. 
	yu


	dulut v [A; c] 1 serve food to visitors. Tag/akin-an ang magdulut sa bangkiti, The relatives of the bridegroom will serve the visitors at the wedding banquet. la make an offering of food in the dfwata ceremony or on All Souls' Day. 2 bring happiness orsadness. Gidulutan niyag usa ka matam-is m ang ulitawu, She gave the young boy a sweet smile. Kagul-anan Zang ang idulut mu sa imung mga ginikanan, Youonly give worries to your parents. n 1 food offered in the diwata ceremony. 2 food offered at a tomb duri
	nga pabi
	yu

	dulm n k.o. tun shell of deep seas, edible and large in size. 
	yu

	dum= DULUM.
	duma = LAGUTMUN. see LAGUTUM.
	dumat n 1 water from the bag of waters. 2 material that is inside a baby when it is born. v [A13; b6] for the bag of waters to break. Nagdumagat (gidumagatan) na siya.Dina madugay magbusug, Her bag of waters has ruptured. She'll go into labor shortly. 
	ga

	dumagsa see DAGSA.
	dumala see DALA.
	dumalaga see .
	DAL.A.GA 

	1
	1

	dumalig = DANGILAG.
	dumaligyut see DIYUT.
	dumanu n k.o. dwarf coconut. 
	dumar v [A2; al 2) keep s.o. disciplined. Maang mudumar ang akung bana sa amung mga anak, My husband keeps our children well under control. 
	yu

	dumay a worn-out, but not badly so. v (B126; b6] get worn. Gidumayan ka man kaha ning sininaa, aku na lang ni, If you consider this dress old, how about giving it to me? 
	dumbay = LUMBA Y (dialectal).
	dumbul v 1 = BUNGDUL. 2 [A2C; b6(1)] play billiards or pool (slang). 
	dumdum v 1 [A; al 2) go to a specific place for a purpose. Nagdumdum ku sa maisan ugnaunsa na, I went to the cornfield to see 
	I 
	I 
	I

	what became of it. Atung taguan ug dum
	-

	dumun natu unya, We'll hide it and come back for it later. 2 [A3] go to a usual place. 
	dumili -•dundi 
	Ang manuk mudumdum sa batuganan, Thechicken finds its way to the roost. Ang akung labad sa ulu mudumdum kada palis, 
	Ang manuk mudumdum sa batuganan, Thechicken finds its way to the roost. Ang akung labad sa ulu mudumdum kada palis, 
	My headache sets in every afternoon. 2a 
	. [Al2; al2b2] know how to go s.w., locate 
	s.t. Nakadumdum ka ba sa amu? Do you know your way to our house? Dumdumun natu ang utlanan, Let's locate the boundary. Di naku madumduman, Icannot locate it. 2b [A3; b(l)] show s.o. the way. Dumdumi siya dinbi, Show him how to get here. 3 [Al2] remember to do s.t. Nakadumdum siyag batag naku, He remembered to give me some. 4 [Al2; al2] think s.t. would happen. Nakug kumidiya tu. Wa ku magdumdum nga tinud-un niya, l thought he was joking. I didn't think he was really going to do it. hiN-/haN-v [B1236; b(l
	c] remind. Pabinumdumi siya, Remind bim. n reminder. ma-un a not forgetting easily, not needing reminders. paN-an n mind. Wasa akung panumduman ang imung gisulti kanaku, I did not implant your words in my mind. -1-un( ➔) n 1 thanksgiving celebration in the form of a nine-day prayer during the planting and harvesting season. 2 any regularly observed religious celebration. Dumn sa akung inahan, We regularly observe the anniversary of my mother's death with religious services. 
	dumun namu ang kamata
	yu


	dumili see DILi.
	duminar v [A; al 2) dominate, hold control over. Wa siya kaduminar sa iyang anak, Shewas unable to exercise control over her son. 
	Duminggu n Sunday. Sa Duminggu na aku mubisita nimu, I will visit you on Sunday. -diramus n Palm Sunday. -diglurya n Easter Sunday. v see BIRNIS.
	duminu n 1domino. la game of dominoes. 2doinino costume for masquerades. v 1 [A2C; b(l)] pby dominoes. la [A13; a12] make a domino set. lb [A12] get a domino set. 2 wear a domino costume. 
	dumising v [A; a] get s.t. dirty by bespattering or besmearing it. Nakadumising na kug pulbus sa akung nawung, l smeared powder over my face. ka-v get dirt all over it. Nagkadumising ang bata sa nilugaw, The child got porridge all over him. 
	dumistik sayans n domestic science, home economics course. 
	dumpaugv [B146; b6] stumble as one walks, as from drunkenness. Daw bubug nga nagdumpaug ang linaktan, He walked like a drunkard tottering. 
	dumpil n k.o. fish corral that is set perma
	-

	nently in the sea.
	dumpu, dumpul = PUNGDUL. 
	dumugv 1 [AC; a] wrestle to the ground. 
	1
	1

	Nagkadumug ang duha ka kabaw, The two carabaos were engaged in combat trying to knock each other over. Dumugun ku siya. Mabuntug giyud siya naku, I'll wrestle him. Ican get him down. 2 [AC; c] perform coital activity (humorous). 3 = DAM-AG, 1, 2. pa-n k.o. net into which the fish are driven
	Łch that they snag their gills. 
	dumugn dish made ofripe cooking bananas boiled in banana leaves with sugar and shredded coconut. v [A; cl] make dumug. ·in
	2 
	-

	= DUMUG, n.dum-ug = DAM-AG, 1, 2. 
	dumul v [AC; c] put s.t. near the face or the face near s.t. Nagkadumul ang ilang duha ka ngabil, They brought their lips to eachother. Ayaw idumul ang butilya sa baba, Don't put the bottle to your mouth. 
	dumut v 1 [AC3;b3(1)] hate s.t. enough to do s.t. against it. Nagdumut ang duba ka pamilya, The two families are feuding. Angtawu nga akung gikadumtan, The person I hate with a vengeance. 2 [A; b6.] have one's mind set on doing or having s.t. Naay sapatus nga akung gidumtan. Karun na Lang swildu, There's a pair of shoes I want very much.I'll have it on payday. n hatred.(�) n hatred felt-. by people for each other. madinumtanun, madulumtun a full ofvengeful hatred. 
	dumyang = DAMY ANG. dun title before Christian names, used to ad<lress or refer to rich gentlemen, esp. those of Spanish blood. n rich landowner. Mga dun nga walay kaluuy sa saup, Richlandowners that have no pity for their tenants. v [A; al2] call s.o. 'don'. 
	dun= KARUN.
	2

	dun!= DULUN.
	duna = ADUNA.
	dun-ag= LUNG-AG.
	1 

	dun-ag= BUN-AG.
	2 

	dunar v [A; b6( 1)] donate. Midunar ug luna 
	I
	I

	si Dun Ansilmu para sa simbaban, Don An
	-

	selmo donated a lot for the church. 
	dunarv [A23] exist, remain for sc;,me time or forever. Ang tawu di mudunar sa kalibutan, Man will not exist on earth forever.
	2 

	dunasiyun n donation. 
	dunat n doughnut. v [A; a2b6] have, make doughnuts.
	dunat intir n a one-way street. 
	*dundi used only in the phrase: Nupuydi katabuk dundi gabaha, Can't have intercourse because the wife is menstruating. (Lit. You can't cross because the river is flooding.) 
	dundun
	dundun
	238 
	1 

	dundun a for a surface to offer a braking effect fo s.o. tryito walk over it. Dundun kaayung laktan sa baybayun, It is very difficult to walk on sand. 
	ng 

	dundun= DAGUNDUN. dundunay = ALISIWSIW. 
	2 
	2

	I
	dung see DUDUNG. 
	,
	i
	d

	ung = DULUNG. 
	dungaga= DUGANG. 
	dung-ag = LUNG-AG. 

	dungalig = DANGiLAG. 
	dungan a done or happening at the same time. Dungan kaayu ang pag-alsa sa ilangmga tiiJ, They lifted their feet very well in unison. Dalugdug dungan sa pagkilat, Thunder together with lightni. v [A2C; cl] do s. t. together or at the same time. Mudunganku nimug kaun, I'll eat (together) with you. Magdungan ang salida sa Risal ug Madyistik, 
	ng

	The show will be played simultaneously at the Rizal and Majestic theaters. Ayaw dungana pagdala dinb� Don't bring them both at the same time. (➔) n 1person about the same age as one (mostly used in expressions of anger). Nagbagsa ka Jang naku. Di ku nimu dungan, You used my name without a title. You're not my age, you know. 2 -sa together at the same time. Dungan ka naku sa pagkaun, ha, Eat together with me. ka-n one who was together with s.o. at a certain time. Kadungan mi paggraduwar, We graduated at t
	The show will be played simultaneously at the Rizal and Majestic theaters. Ayaw dungana pagdala dinb� Don't bring them both at the same time. (➔) n 1person about the same age as one (mostly used in expressions of anger). Nagbagsa ka Jang naku. Di ku nimu dungan, You used my name without a title. You're not my age, you know. 2 -sa together at the same time. Dungan ka naku sa pagkaun, ha, Eat together with me. ka-n one who was together with s.o. at a certain time. Kadungan mi paggraduwar, We graduated at t
	NGAN.

	dungandungan n temples. 
	dungas= DUAS.
	duaw v 1 [A2SP; ab2b3] direct one's sight downwards. Dungawa intawun ning nag-umbangul sa kasakit, Look out of the window at the wretch moaniand suffering. 2 [A; a2) scan reading matter to find 
	og
	ng 

	s.t. Gidungaw naku ang lista. Wa didtu ang iyang ngalan, I checked the list, and his name wasn't there. 3 = DUNG-AW. 3a v [b(1)) be much shorter than s.o. (lit. be looked down on). Dungawan na ku sa akung anak, My son towers over me. 
	s.t. Gidungaw naku ang lista. Wa didtu ang iyang ngalan, I checked the list, and his name wasn't there. 3 = DUNG-AW. 3a v [b(1)) be much shorter than s.o. (lit. be looked down on). Dungawan na ku sa akung anak, My son towers over me. 

	dung-aw v [A; b6] 1 be taller or higher up than s.t. else. Pangpang nga nagdung-aw sa suba, A cliff that towers over the river. 2lookidown on from an elevation.
	ng 

	dungiwug v [C3] be of the same age. Magdungawug mi kay dungan mi pag-iskuyla, We are of the same age since we went to school together. ka-n s.o. of the same age with another. 
	dungdungn head covering of cloth or anyflexible material. v [A; b6( 1)) cover the head with s. t. flexible, Dungdungi ang b!zta 
	1 

	-dungluy 
	arun dili mainitan, Cover the child's head with a piece of cloth to protect it from the sun. 
	dungdunga for the sky to be overcast and gloomy. Ayaw ibaybay ang linabban ug mudungdung (madungdung), Don't hang the laundry out if the sky gets overcast. 
	2 

	dunggŁ v [A; al] stab. Dunggabun ku angbuld-apir, I will stab the hold-up man. n 1 action of stabbing. 2 = DAGIR, 2. -in-an(Ł)n stab wound. 
	dunggan see DUNGUG. 
	dunggu v 1 [A2; ac] for a boat to come to shore, wharf. Unsay inyung dungguun didtu? What are you pulling in to shore for? 
	,
	,

	Didtu nila idunggu ang barku sa Upun, Theydocked the ship in Opon. 2 [A2) -ang bisita for menstruation to set in (slang). dunggudunggu v [Bl) go here and there insearch of s.t. Nagkadunggudunggu kugpangbulam, l went all over the place looking for money to borrow. -an(➔) v [A13] for a boat to go to some port habitually. -anan n place a boat docks. 
	tool havia short, curved blade, the outer edge of which is sharp. It is attached to a pole and used to clear dried leaves off of banana and abaca plants. v [A;
	dunggut n cutti
	ng 
	ng 

	a] cut away the dried leaves of abaca and banana trees. 
	dunghay v [A; a2] 1 for hair to be hanging down over s.t. Nagdungbay ang lambu.ngay sa kabayu, The horse's mane hung down over his back. 2 for sweat to flow down like hair. Nawung nga gidunghayan sa singut, A face streaming with sweat. 
	dungilu v [B46; c16] halimp from its base. Nagdungilu na Jang ang iya human sa ikatulung rawun, His penis is all drooping after the third time. 
	ng 

	dungkav [A; b6(1)] light a lamp, cigarette and the like by putting fire to it. Dungkai na ang parul, Light the lantern.
	1 
	• 

	dungkav [A; b8] arrive at a door, dock Nagdungka na sa pantalan ang barku, Theship was moving into port. Mauy hingdungkaan ku sa pulta ang makalilisang talanawun, I came upon a gruesome sight at the door. 
	2 

	dungkul a person who doesn't give a tip (slang).
	dungluy v 1 [B46; cl] droop. Midungbly ang mga dabun sa mga mais tungud sa init,The leaves of the corn plants are drooping from the heat. Karsunis nga nagdungluy sa onthe line. Kun dungluyun (idungluy) mu ang imung ulu mu ra kag subu tan-awun, When 
	baybayan, The trousers that are hangi
	ng 

	dungpul -dunsilya 
	you let your head droop you will look sad. 2 [a4] for fowls to have. the disease called dungluy. n sickness of fowl characterized bya drooping head and a hunched up body. (➔) a drooping.
	you let your head droop you will look sad. 2 [a4] for fowls to have. the disease called dungluy. n sickness of fowl characterized bya drooping head and a hunched up body. (➔) a drooping.

	dungpul = PUNGDUL
	dungsul n k.o. sea cucumber wi�h a hard outer edge, the waste of which (lukut) is eaten and which emits a purple-colored liquid when touched. It is used in a k.o. sorcery which makes persons bleed. nawung ug very ugly.
	-

	dungu v 1 [A; clP] bow the head. Namatisiya sa kasaba pinadungu ang ulu, He listened to the scolding with his head b0wed. 2
	[A] for plants to bend. Nagdungu ang mga bumay human sa hangin, The rice plants were bent over after the wind storm. 
	[A] for plants to bend. Nagdungu ang mga bumay human sa hangin, The rice plants were bent over after the wind storm. 

	dung v 1 [A12; a3b2] hear. Nakadungug ka sa kasaba? Did you hear the noise? Wanaku madungug ang iyang tawag, l didn't hear him calling. Ayawg saba. Hidunggan ta unya, Don't make any noise. S.o. will hear us. Hidunggan n�ku ang ilang hunghung, l overheard what they were whispering about. 2 [A23; al 2) listen. Dungga ragud ku usa, Hear me out. 2a heed one's requests. Gidungug ang akung pangalyupu, He heard my prayers. 2b di na mudungug tawgun be distantly related (won't heed if you call on them). Paryinti 
	gu
	gu
	ng 

	· from for a long time. 4 ig-, dungga, wala [suc�and-such] a case has never been. Waigdungug (dungga) nga may mamumunu sa ilang pamilya, There has never been a mu� dererin their family. dinungginay v [CJ forsiblings or ·close kin not to communicate directly but rather to hear from each other through letters or from other people eitherbecause of distance or because of bad personal relations. Nakigdinungganay mi sa amung igsuung bintahusu, We broke off rela
	· from for a long time. 4 ig-, dungga, wala [suc�and-such] a case has never been. Waigdungug (dungga) nga may mamumunu sa ilang pamilya, There has never been a mu� dererin their family. dinungginay v [CJ forsiblings or ·close kin not to communicate directly but rather to hear from each other through letters or from other people eitherbecause of distance or because of bad personal relations. Nakigdinungganay mi sa amung igsuung bintahusu, We broke off rela
	-
	-

	tions with our brother who took advantage of us. padungugdimg v [A; a12) say s.t. in s.o.'s earshot to embaHass him or give him a hint. Nagpadungugdungug siyagpinas-kuhan, He talked about Christmas presents where I could hear him. Gipadungugdungug ku niya nga kawatan ku, He let me overhear him calling me a thief. paka-v 1 [A13) hearmany things. 2 [A12) cause s.o. to hear. Duktur nga nakapakadungug ug bungul, Adoctor that enabled a deaf person to hear. pas� v [A; b6) honor s.o. for an accomplishment. Gipas
	gu


	dunk v [A; b(l)J do, devote one's entire attention to s.t., do s.t. intently. Nagdunguk siyag tuun kay iksamin na, She studied intently because it was exams time. Gidungukan niyag usa ka adlaw ang pagpanglaba, Shedevoted an entire day to washing clothes. 
	gu

	duuy = DUNGLUY.
	ng

	dunluk n k.o. acute chicken cholera. v [A
	. 

	.
	.
	.
	1


	123P; a4] be afflicted with chicken cholera. 
	dunlukn heavy, continuous rain. v [A;b(l)] for there to be a heavy, continuous rain. Kadunlukun run kay ngitngit man, Itlooks like we're going to get a heavy rain because it is so dark. 
	2 

	dunsal v [A; ac] thrust the end or tip of s.t. at s.t. or strike with it. Lubut sa awtu ang midunsal sa pusti, It was the hind end of the car that struck the post. 
	dunsilya a 1 virgin. Sa taga Sibu pisu ray dunsilya, The only virgins in Cebu are baby chicks. 2 too small in opening (like the vagina of a virgin). Dunsilyag liab ning sininaa, 
	.
	.

	The neck openiin this shirt is much too small. v 1 [B1256] tum out to be a virgin. 2 [A12; a3] get oneself a virgin for inte� course. 3 [b6] consider an opening small. 4 [A12] break in a virgin. Aku ang nakadun-silya anang bayhana, I broke in that woman. 
	ng 
	· 

	dunsul -duruk 
	I 

	dunsul = DUNGSUL 
	, 
	, 
	,


	dunul = TUNUL.
	dunut v 1 (AB12; a2] wear s.t. out, become worn out. Di ka makadunut aning sininaasa usa ka tuig kay lig-un, yOU can't wear this dress out in one year because it's strong 
	Nadunutan kug upat ka par nga sapatus sa usa ka tuig, I've had four pairs of shoes wear out on me in one year. 2 (B12; b6] spoil, rot slightly. Nagkadunut na ang mangga, The mangoes are going bad. (� a 1 worn-out. 2 somewhat rotten, spoiled. 3lousy in situation. Dunut ang akung kapalaran, I have alousy fate in life. 4 for manners or personality to be evil, wicked. Dunut nga kinaiya, Bad in character. S -nga baraha Sa lousy cards. Sb unbelievable excuse.
	Nadunutan kug upat ka par nga sapatus sa usa ka tuig, I've had four pairs of shoes wear out on me in one year. 2 (B12; b6] spoil, rot slightly. Nagkadunut na ang mangga, The mangoes are going bad. (� a 1 worn-out. 2 somewhat rotten, spoiled. 3lousy in situation. Dunut ang akung kapalaran, I have alousy fate in life. 4 for manners or personality to be evil, wicked. Dunut nga kinaiya, Bad in character. S -nga baraha Sa lousy cards. Sb unbelievable excuse.
	Ayaw ku patuhua anang imung dunut ngabaraha, Don't try to make me believe your improbable excuses. 

	dunya 1 title before Christian names for rich ladies, esp. those of Spanish blood. 2 names given to varieties of the ornamental plant, buyun. -awrura white flower. -imildapink flower. -lilang pink and white flower. -lus dark pink flower. -trining red flower. 
	·
	·

	dunyang = DAMY ANG. 
	dupa v 1 [A; c16] extend the arms out sideways. Si Hisus nagdupa sa krus, Jesus isnailed to the cross with his arms extended sideways. 2 [A; b6] bar the way with outstretched arms. Nganung imu mang giduphan ang pultaban? Why are you barring the way with your arms outstretched? 2a [A12;b8] prevent an occurrence. Di maduphan ang palit sa iliksiyun, You can't stop votebuying in the election. 3 [A; b) take over all of s.t. Gidupban sa mga insik ang pamaliag asukar, The Chinese have taken control over the 
	gy

	c) pay, take out [so-and-sp) many fathoms. Duphi kini ug upat, Take out four fathoms from the rope. pa-v [A; al 2} punish s.o. by making him extend his arms. Paduphun natu ang pilyu, We'll make the naughty boy stand with his arms stretched out. n fathom, the length from the finger tips of one hand to the finger tips of the other, measured with the arms outstretched.
	c) pay, take out [so-and-sp) many fathoms. Duphi kini ug upat, Take out four fathoms from the rope. pa-v [A; al 2} punish s.o. by making him extend his arms. Paduphun natu ang pilyu, We'll make the naughty boy stand with his arms stretched out. n fathom, the length from the finger tips of one hand to the finger tips of the other, measured with the arms outstretched.

	dup-adikadope!addict.v [B126) be, becomea drug addict. 
	dupang n hives, itchy swellings caused by allergy. v [A123P; a4) get hives. 
	duplikadu n duplicate, replica. 
	duplikit n duplicate key. 
	dupung n k.o. short-bodied and very venomous snake. 
	duput a working assiduously, with constantand careful attention. v [A2; b(l)] work diligently with attention. Ug makaduput siya sa iyang pagtahi, hikalimtan ang kaun,
	When he is concentrated on his tailoring, heforgets to eat. 
	durabli a durable. v [B2; cl] be, make durable. Durabliha paghimu ang baskit, Makethe basket durable. 
	duradu n k.o. fish. 
	duranti a 1 durable, long-lasting. Ang maung mas duranti kay sa sida, Denim is more durable than silk. -sa during the time that. 
	Duranti sa gubat duitu ra mi sa bukiran, 
	We stayed in the mountains for the duration of the war. durar v [A2; b4] last, remain for some time. 
	Mudurar pa ning sapatusa ug duh aka bulan,
	These shoes will last for two more months. Ang gira di na makadurar ug du gay, Thewar cannot last much longer. Giduraban sila sa ilang mga binatunan, Their maids stayed with them for some time. 
	durarv [A; a] plated with metal. duradu aplated. Duradug plata, Silver plated. 
	2 

	duraw = DULDUL. 
	durbil n doorbell. 
	durmiluna n style of round earrings, single or bunched, that doesn't hang but hugs the lobe of the ear. 
	durmituryana n a girl that stays in a dormitory or lodging house for women. 
	durmituryu n dormitory or rooming house for students. v (A; a] make, put up a dormitory.
	*duru -nga [root referring to an action] dovery hard Duru niya (siya)ng kaug mangga, My! How he ate the mangoes. Duru nfya (siya)ng kawut! My! How he scratched. v [A23; al2] do [verb] all the more. Miduru hinuun siyag katawa human buyaga, He laughed all the more when he was admonished.Duruha ang imung tingug kay di mabati, Speak louder. I can't hear you. 
	duru= DULDUL. 
	2 

	durug v 1 [B12] break up, crumble intosmall pieces. Lami ang ginamus kung madurug na, Salted fish that has fermented and broken up into fine pieces tastes good. Nagkadurug na ang lawas sa patay, The corpse has started to decompose. 2 = DULDUG. -in= DINULDUG. see DULDUG. 
	duruha see DUBA. 
	durukav [A; b2cl] immerse, soak s.t. in a 
	1 
	1 

	duruk-dusul 
	2 

	liquid. Duruka (iduruk) na ang linilas ngabuli sa tina, Immerse the buri strips into the dye now. 
	liquid. Duruka (iduruk) na ang linilas ngabuli sa tina, Immerse the buri strips into the dye now. 

	durukn variety of pig that yields lean meat. 
	2 

	durul = DULDUL. 
	duryan n durian. It is not grown except in Southern Mindanao and Jolo and not widely known. 
	dus number two. -pur -n two by two board. see TRIS for verb forms. 
	dusaus, dusahus, dusawus v [A23 ;b6] for ababy to have its head crown in childbirth. Mityabaw ang babaying gidusawusan, The woman s.creamed with pain as the baby started coming out. 
	dusdus v 1 [A; ab2] strike repeatedly with 
	s.
	s.
	s.
	s.
	t. using a forward thrusting motion, usually said of a knife or s.t. small. Nagdusdus ang kusinira sa dukut sa kaldiru, The cook is scraping off the rice crust in the pot. Dusdusa ang taya sa plantsa, Scrape off the rust on the iron. 2 [A3; ac] shove, push 

	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	close towards or against s.t. Dusdusa ang duba ka katri, Push the two beds together. ldusdus ang sulu sa balay sa putyukan, Shove the torch against the beehive. 2a [A2] push one's way. Midusdus ang mga tawu pag-abut ni lmilda, The people pushed their way forward when Imelda arrived. 3 [A3;c] hand thrust s.t. at s.o. to force him to take it. Midusdus siyag singku pisus, apan wa naku dawata, He tried to force the five pesos on me but I didn't take them. n1 blunt-ended instrument for removing weeds with a th



	dusi number or numeral twelve. Dusi pisus, Twelve pesos. Dusi ka apustulis, Twelveapostles. -paris 1 the Douzepers of Charlemagne. 2 elite organization of self-defense named after the Douzepers. v see TRIS. 
	dusib v [A; b6(1)] put a live ember or s.t. aflame to s.t. to set it afire or singe it. Naugdaw ang balay nga iyang gidusiban, Thehouse that he set ablaze was burnt to the 
	I
	I
	ground. /yang gidusiban ang pinung balbi-bu sa manuk, He singed the fine feathers off of the slaughtered chicken. 

	dusil v [A; c] set s.t. burning to s.t. Dusilanku nang baba mu ug mamalikas ka, I'll put a firebrand to your mouth if you cuss. 
	dusina n dozen. Duba ka dusinang itlug, Twodozen eggs. v 1 [B26; b6] be a dozen. 2[c16] buy s.t. by the dozen. 
	•dusingut see SINGUT. 
	dusipil n 1 the devil, Lucifer. 2 s.o. wicked or malicious like Lucifer. 
	duslak v [A; ab2) 1 stab s.t. light and long 
	at s. t. Duslaka nang iru arun mupabawa,Poke the dog so he'll move. 2 for a feeling to stab one. Uding sa kamingaw ang miduslak sa iyang dugban, The arrow of loneliness stabbed his breast. n a thrust with s.t. long.
	yu 

	duslib = DUS LIT. 1. 
	·
	·

	duslit v [A; b] 1 set s.t. ablaze. Dusliti ang mga sagbut nga akung gitapuk, Set the trash I piled up on fire. Dus/.iti ang ribintadur,Set off the firecrackers. 2 light s.t. Mudus
	lit ku aring akung sigarilyu, I'll light my cigarette. 3 = DUSIL. 
	duslug a glutton, esp. one who never misses a fiesta. Duslug kaayu nang tawbana kay bai gani tung kumbira, tua, That man is a glutton because wherever there is a feast:, he is sure to be there. 
	dusmu v 1 [B1256] fall flat on one's face. 
	Nadusmu siya sa simintu, He fell flat on his face on the cement. 2 [B1256; c6] crash or ram head-on against. Nadusmu ang dyip sa pusti, The jeep rammed into a post. 
	dusmug v [A; ab2c] bump, crash into, usually in a horizontal direction. Gidusmug siya sa kanding, The goat butted him. Ayaw idusmug nang dyip sa pusti, Don't ram that 
	. .
	Jeep into a post. 
	dusu v [A; c2] 1 push. Idusu (dus-i) ang paradur sa wala, Push the cabinet to the left.la stab. Dus-an tika run aning ayispik, I'llstab you with this ice-pick. 2 endorse, pass papers forward to a superior for approval. 
	Wa pa idusu ang akung apuwintmin ngadtu sa supirbaysur, My appointment hasn't been endorsed to the supervisor yet. 3 hand over 
	s.t. in payment of a large debt. Kini Jang babuy akung idusu para sa akung utang, I will turn over this pig in payment of my debt. 4 haul in a truck. Mudusu ka rug balas? Are you going to haul sand now? n action of pushing, endorsing, paying, or hauling. Pilaka dusu nga balas ang imung gipabatud? 
	How many trucks full of sand did you have 
	delivered? 
	dusud = DUSU ( dialectal). 
	dus-ug v [A; c] shove s.t. heavy over. Idusug niya ang makina tapad sa lamisa, She'llshove the sewing machine next to the table. Ayaw ku idus-ug kay wa nay Lugar diri, Donot push me. There is no more room here. dusul v [A; b6] bulge, stick out with a bulge underneath. M idusul na sa lagus ang ngipun sa bata, The· teeth in the child's gums are about to push through. Nagdusul ang ribulbir sa ilawum sa irnung sinina, Your revolver is bulging under your shirt. Yuta nga g� dusulan sa kamuti, Soil bulging with
	duta-duun 
	242 

	potatoes. 
	potatoes. 
	,
	,

	dut = DULUT, DUWT. 
	duta = YUTA (dialectal). 
	wtdut v 1 [A; a12] move close in throughobstacles. M udutdut ta ngadtu sa intabladu,Let's push our way forward near the stage. la for troops to close in. Gidutdut mi sa mga Hapun, The J aps were closing in on us. 2 [A2C; ac] crowd close to s.o.; put, be crowded together. Lisud basabun kay nagdutdut ang mga litra, It is difficult to read because the letters are crowded together. Ayawg dutduta ang tawung masuku, Don't gotoo close to a person who is ary. Ayawdutduta pagbutang ang lingkuranan, Don'tput the cha
	ng
	into an openi
	ng

	clutu n porcupine fish: Diodon spp.
	dut-uy v [A; c] press s.t. to s.t. else to leave a mark. Nakadut-uy ka na sa mga papilis? Have you thumbmarked the documents? Ayawg idut-uy ang. imung kamut sa basa nga simintu, Don't leave a hand mark in the wet concrete. 
	duug = DUl.rUG. 
	duugcluug v [B6] feel giddy, usually from a hang-over or nausea. Nagduugduug ang iyang iIkay naigu gabii, He feels light-headed because he was very drunk last night. n feeling of light-headedness. 
	duuk, duuk v [A; c] dunk, press s.t. under the water. Plangganang akung giduukan sa mga bulingun, The basin in which I squashed the dirty clothes. lduuk ku nang ulu mu sa baril, I'll dunk your head!in that barrel. 
	· 
	· 

	duul v 1 [A; ac] go, put where s.t. is. Ayawsiyaduula ug masuku, Don't go to him if he is angry. lduul diri nang asin bi, Please passme the salt (put the salt here). la [A; b6] approach, come near. Ang isda dili maduul ru"l, You can't get near (pay the price of) fish these days. Langgam nga giduulan sairing, A bird that the cat was coming near to. lb [C; ac] be, put close together. Nagduul ang ilang lingkuranan, Their chairs are close together. le [C; cl] be close in personal relationships. Ang maayung ma
	1 
	-

	cult person to approach. I'm ashamed to go ask him. Ang akung iduul niya? Mangbangyu Jang ku sa uban, I would never approach her to ask for it. I will just ask s.o. else. 3 [A; al2] have sexual intercourse (most frequently used euphemism). Ang bana dili paduulun sa '1S'1Wa basta riglabun, A husband is not allowed to have relations with his wife when she menstruates. 4 [A23; b6] for a child to let himself be approached by s.o. Muduul nya siya nimu ugmaanad na, He will let you pick him up once he gets use
	duuln 1 the air ('breathing') roots of the pagatpat tree. 2 cork, so called because it is similar in substance to the air roots of the pagatpat. v [cl] stop up with a cork. 
	2 

	cluum v [A; c] 1 put s.t. in the mouth and eat it hastily. Giduum sa bata ang tanang kindi arun di makapangbatag, The child tossed all the candy in her mouth so she would not have to share it. 2 eat s.t. which usually accompanies s. t. else to eat or drink all alone. Nagduum Lang mi sa kisu kay way pan, We ate the cheese alone because we didn't have any bread. Ayaw iduum nangpulhus litsi Kutawa, Don't eat the powdered milk, just like that .!Mix it with water. 3 bribe. Ila Zang dum-an ang mga dagkung mamsa
	.

	cluun v [A; c6] press, bear down heavily.Kinsay nagduun pagsulat sa pawntinpin? Nadaut binuun, Who wrote bearing down on this fountain pen? Now it's broken. lduun 
	duung-duyug 
	Artifact
	giyud ang kumagku arun klaru ang tama,
	giyud ang kumagku arun klaru ang tama,
	Press the thumb hard enough to get a clearfingerprint.

	duung 1 = DUNGGU. 2= DUvUNG. duung-
	' ' '
	' ' '
	duung = DUNGGUDUNGGU. see DUNGGU. 
	-um-r-n a transient s.w. 

	duut v [A; c] 1 put, push on to s.t. Jduutang imung dungg�n sa bungbung, Put your ears to the wall. /mu kung giduut sa bungbung, You pushed me against the wall! 2 press down on s.t. lduut ang lapis pagsuwat, Bear down on the pencil when you write. Jduut ang timbri, Press the bell. 3 press s.o. to do s.t. Ug di siya nimu iduut, asa manna siya mubayad? If you don't press him, do you think he'll pay? 4 [A) for fish to bein large schools, birds or insects to be in huge swarms. Nagduut ang mga dulun, Thelocusts
	du wa-see also DULA-.duwahug = BULAHUG. 
	duwahut v [A; c] fasten s.t. with a pin or s.t. similar. Duwabutig tukug ang papil nga giputus, Fasten the wrapping paper with a twig.
	duwal v 1 [A; a] drive with both the front and rear wheels. Duwala arun makakawas ang trak, Put it into dual drive so the truck can get out. 2 [A; cl] push or pull avehicleover an obstacle or elevation. Dili makadaug nga muduwal ang karabaw sa karumata kay bug-at ang karga, The carabao can't pull the cart over the elevation because it has a heavy load. n having front and rear-wheel drive.
	duwilu n duel. v [C; b3c] have a duel. duwit n duet. v [A2C; cl] sing or play a duet. 
	duy short for uduy or unduy.
	duy v [Al 3; a4] for s.t. to happen at a very inopportune time. Magduy sag pangayu ning anak kug wa kuy kwarta, My child asks nman sag dimalas ning atung tindaban inay panggamay ra tag pubunan, My! Our store is beset with bad luck at the very time that we have very little capital. 
	money from me when I am broke. Du
	yu

	duya v [B46) be nauseated. Muduya ang akung ginbawaan ug makakaun kug ngilngig, I feel nauseated when I eat greasy foods.
	duyan n hammock. Ayaw kug ihasa. Una ku 
	nimu sa duyan, Don't try to fool me. I was 
	nimu sa duyan, Don't try to fool me. I was 
	not born yesterday. (I was in the cradle before you.) -sa dughan bra ( colloquial). vla [AB16; a] rock s.o., oneself in a hammock. Nagduyan siya sa bata, She rocked the baby in the hammock. Nagduyan ug kusug ang bata, The child rocked back and forth hard. Duyana siya, Rock him. b [A; 

	c] put in a hammock. 2 [A; a] swing back and forth. Muduyan sa bangin ang mga bulak, The flowers wave back and forth in the breeze. 2a [A; a] for an emotion to sway one. Duyanun dan siya sa di matukib nga pagbati, He will be swayed by an incomprehensible feeling. 3 [A; a] make a hammock. 
	yu

	duyas v 1 [B2] slip, lose one's footing. Miduyas (naduyas) ang akung tiil mau nga nabulasut ku, I lost my footing. That's why Istepped into a hole. 2 [B6; b6] for s.t. to slip loose from the place it was put over or across. Jlansang nang tablakay nagduyas na 
	_sa nahimutangan; Nail ·that board because it has slipped down from t\le place where it was put. 3 [B26; a] glance off and strike 
	_sa nahimutangan; Nail ·that board because it has slipped down from t\le place where it was put. 3 [B26; a] glance off and strike 

	s.t. else. Miduyas (naduyas) ang sundang pagtigbas ku sa kabuy, The bolo glancedoffthe wood as I was cuttidown the tree. 4 [B26) for words one didn't rea�ly mean to say to slip out of the mouth. Naduyasku pagsulti. Sikritu man unta tu, I let it out ina.dvertently. It was supposed to be a secret.
	ng 

	duyduy = DULDUL.
	duyduy v [All; b6] go from place to placeto look for s.o. or s.t. very much needed. Nagduyduy kug pangita ug kwarta, I went from place to place to look for money. 2 [Al; b6] roam around aimlessly. Nagduyduylang ku nganbi, I'm just roaming around here aimlessly. 
	g n musical accompaniment. v 1 [AC; 
	du
	yu

	b] accompany s.o. with a musical instrument. Duyugi ku kay mukanta ku, Accompany me. I'm going to sing now. la accompany, as if music. Nagduyug ang bagurus sa bangin ug ang ulan, The rain and howling wind acco!mpanied each other. 2 share, sym
	_
	_

	pathize with s.o.is feelings, for two feelings to be in harmony. Nagkaduyug ang duba ka kwanggul, The two fools hit it off. An� kasubu .nga giduyugan sa tanang katilingban, 
	Sorrow which the whole community participated in. Pag-antus dinuyugan sa hinulsul,Suffering accompanied by repentance. 2a participate in an action and thus share thesame feeling. Muduyug ku sa pag-ampu, I will join in the prayers. Muduyug ku sa imung trabahu, I will share your suffering and work with you. 3 [A; a] tune an instru
	-

	m -*dyiniral 
	du
	yu

	ment. Duyuga ang sista, Tune the guitar. 
	ment. Duyuga ang sista, Tune the guitar. 

	m (from dulum) n evening,night (dialectal). v [Bl 25; bS] be, become evening or night. 
	duyum, du
	yu

	, 
	, 
	,


	duyung = DUGUNG. 
	dwindi = DIWINDI. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	dwttu = DUWIT.
	dy-for words with dy-see also y-.
	dya-dyasingku n five-peso bill. dyabayinti n 
	twenty-peso bill. 
	twenty-peso bill. 

	dya = UNYA (dialectal).
	dyab v [A; b6(1)] jab, punch in boxing. n 
	jab.
	jab.

	dyaba n variety of cassava. dyablis n jobless, unemployed. dyads n judge in court, of a contest. v (A]
	be a judge. 
	be a judge. 

	dyadyis = DY ADS (plural).dyag v [A; b6] jog, run at a jog. 
	dyag-aw v [A3; al 2) to talk loud in a bad mood. Nabuak ang basu maung midyag-aw si Mama, The glass broke, and that's whyMama is ranting. Nagdyag-aw siya kay nawa ang singsing, He is ranting and raving because he lost his ring. -an(➔)a having atend·ency to talk loud in a bad mood. 
	dyaging = DY AG. 
	dyak n 1 jack, knave in playing cards. 2 jack to raise s.t. v [A; b] 1 raise s.t. with a jack. Dyaki (dyaki) ang kutsi, Lift the car with a jack. 2 strike with an upward thrust of the knee. Gidyakan siya sa suwang, He was kicked with the knee in the jaw. 3 [A12]draw a jack. 
	dyaki n briefs. v [A; a] wear briefs. dyakimpuy, dyakinpuy = PIK. 
	dyakit n 1 jacket. 2jacket of a book. v [A; a] wear, make into a jacket. 
	dyakpat n jackpot, huge prize. a being financially very rewarding for the effort put into nang trababua ntmu, yOUgot yourself a soft job with a huge salary. v1 [Al2; b8] hit the jackpot, strike it lucky. 
	it. Dyakpat kaa
	yu 

	Nakadyakpat didtug baratu kaayung radiyu, 
	Nakadyakpat didtug baratu kaayung radiyu, 
	I hit the jackpot by getting a very cheap radio. 2 [A2N; ab2] make a good marrie.
	ag

	Midyakpat (nanyakpat) siyag byudang sapian, He managed to get a rich widow for himself. 

	dyakstun n 1 game of jacks. 2 jack, jackstone used for playing jacks. v [AC; b6( 1)]play jacks. 
	dyalusi n jalousies. v [A; a] make jalousies. dyam n jam, marmalade. v [A; a] make jam. dyambul v [A2C; cl] jump ball in basket
	-

	ball. n action of tossing a jump ball.dyamburi n boy scout jamboree. v [Al; b(l)] have a jamboree. 
	dyaming = DY AMSISYUN. dyamp daspayin = DY AMP DISPAYIN. 
	ayin n children's game of jumping over obstacles. v [AlC; a2] play jumpthe-spine.
	dyamp di
	sp

	dyampingkuy = PIK.
	dyampir n a sleevelŁss dress for wearing over a blouse or sweater. v [A;cl] wear, make 
	. .
	into a Jumper. 
	dyamsisyun n informal get-together, usually in the afternoon, with dancing and refreshments. v [A12C2; cl] have an informal dance party. 
	dyamu = Y AMU. dyamuntris = DIMUNGKUG. dyana = KANA.l (dialectal).
	dyandi n rare ability, sparkle of genius. Maydyandi siya sa pag-awit, She has a rare talent for singing. 
	dyangk v [A; c] drop a political candidate from a ticket. Gidyangk si Ispina ni Sirbing pabur kang Buris, Serging junked Espina in favor of Borres.
	dyangkimpuy = PIK. 
	dyanitur n janitor. v [B16; a2] become a janitor.
	*dyapan dyapandyapan, dyapanis = GINA· 
	MUSGINAMUS. see GAMUS. 
	dyapinis = BY ATILIS. 
	dyar n jar. Usa ka dyar nga pinat batir, A jar of peanut butter. 
	dyas n jazz. v [A; cl] play jazz, play s.t. innga idyas (dyasun). Dahil sa Iyo played in jazz time. 
	jazz time. Ang Dabil sa I
	yu 

	dyaski a mild, half-affectionate oath used to curse s.o. Nagkadungan pa ang mga dyaski. The devils arrived at the same time. 
	dyatilis = BYATILIS.
	dy[d n jade. v [Al;a] wear jade. dyikni n k.o. jitney transortation used before the war, light passenger trucks plyingcenain routes taking passengers for five centavos anywhere along the route. v [A; al 2] take a dyikni, make s.t. into a dyikni.
	p

	dyiktin = HIKTIN.
	dyili n jelly. v 1 [A; a2] cook, make into a jelly. 2 (➔) [A; b6(1)] eat jelly. Di ku mudyili kay gidili naku ang tam-is, I will not eat jellybecause I am not allowed to eat sweets. 
	· 

	dyilirul n jellyroll. v [A; cl] make jellyrolls. 
	dyilusi = DY ALUSI. 
	dyim n gym, gymnasium. 
	dyimnastiks n gymnastics. v [Al; b(l)] do gymnastics.
	dyimnasyum n gymnasium. v [al 2] make into a gymnasium. 
	*dyiniral -admin,-manidyir, -Maka
	syu
	r-

	dyins dyuy rayding 
	-

	tur general admission, manager, MacArthur, et al
	tur general admission, manager, MacArthur, et al
	dyins n thick long trousers for women. v [A;
	a] wear jeans, make into jeans. 
	dyintul man a gentlemanly, for a man to be courteous. v [B 1 ; b6] be, become gentlemanly in behavior. 
	dyinuwin a genuine. Lami ang tuba kun dyinuwin nga tungug ang gamitun, The toddy tastes nice if genuine mangrove bark is used. v [b6] consider genuine.

	dyip n 1 jeep. 2 = DYIPNI. v [A; a) take a 
	. .
	. .
	Jeep or Jeepney s.w. 

	dyipni n jeep made into a passenger vehicle. v {Al; a2) ride a jeepney. Makadyipni tangadtu, We can get there by jeep. 
	dyip-ut= GIP-UT.
	dyirk n dance called 'the jerk'. v [AC; cl] dance the jerk.
	dyirman kat n crew cut, haircut with the sides shaved clean and only a little hair left onthe top. v [a12) cut hair in the crew cut style.
	dyirsi n jersey, a k.o. cloth of an elastic weave. v [A; b(l)] wear jersey. 
	dyiru n zero. v 1 {AN; b5] give a zero in school, not let an opponent get more thanzero in games. Nangdyi"' ang taga Yubi namu, We got zero in our game against U.V. (Lit. The U.V. team gave us a zero.) Nadyiru(nadyiruban) ku sa mat, I got a zero in Math. 2 [83; cl) for a gauge to reach zero. Ug mudyi"' ang tirmumitru, maayis na ang tubig, Water will freeze when the thermometer reaches zero. 
	dyisnumber ten. see TRIS for usage. 
	1 

	dyisn odds of five to four in betting. v [A3;alc2] give 5to 4 odds in betting. Idyis (dyisan) lang natu ang atung kuntra, We will just give 5 to 4 odds in our bets to our opponent.
	2

	dyisinuybi = DISINUYBI. For words with
	dyist-see DISI-.
	dyist-see DISI-.

	dyismus n tithe. v [A; c] give one's tithe. 
	dyit n jet plane. v [Al; ac] take a jet plane. 
	dyitplin = OVIT.
	dyiwil n 1 jewel of a watch. 2 walay -having no money or no education. Ayg sukul anang way dyiwil, Don't fight with that ig
	-

	noramus.
	noramus.

	dyubus n any powdered dye. 
	dditsu n ju-jitsu.
	yu

	dyudu n judo. v [A; a] apply judo to s.o. 
	I 
	I 
	I


	Aku bitaw siyang gidyudu, hapla lagi, 
	judoed him, and he fell flat. dyudista n one who does judo. v [B16) become a judo expert.
	dyuk= DUKI.
	dyukbaks n juke box. v [Al 2) obtain a juke box.dyukir a 1 fond of making jokes. 2 one who goofed, made aludicrous mistake. Kadyukirnimu. Nganung gikandaduban nimung yawi sa kaban? You goof. Why did you lock the key in the trunk? n 1joker card. 2 situationin mahjong where any one of three different pieces would let the person go mahJ ong. 
	dyulin n 1 marbles. 2 game of marbles. 3expression uttered when making a hole. v l[AC; a] play marbles. 2 [A12; b5] put a marble in a hole. Dyulinun (dyulinan) ku ang sikan, l will shoot for the second hole. 
	Dyun n June. v see DISIMBRI.
	dyunbrayid n June bride. 
	dyunsun n outboard motor, so called after the brand name 'Johnson'. v [Al; a12] takea motorboat. 
	r n 1 son who bears the father's name. 2 member of the Junior class. 3 akung, iyang, etc. -my, his penis (colloquial). v 1[A; a] name a child after the father or call him 'Junior'. 2 [A 12) have a baby boy ( colloquial).
	dyun
	yu

	dyus n fruit or vegetable juice. v [Al] drink 
	JUlCe.
	dyuti v [A; b6] for guards, nurses, or the like to have duty. Akuy nagdyuti dihang gikawatan ang budiga, I was the one on duty when the warehouse was burglarized. none's turn to have duty. hibi -s.t. that can be used for heavy-duty work. 
	dyuwil = DUWILU.
	dyuwit = DUWIT.
	dyuy rayding v [AlC; b6] go for a ride for pleasure. Nagdyuy rayding mi didtu sa riklimisyun, We went for a ride in the reclamation area. n ride. 
	G. abbreviation for Ginuu 'Mister'. G. ug Gng. Purtunatu Buut, Mr. and Mrs. Fortunato Buot. 
	-g-infix added after the vowel of the first syllable of adjectives referring to measurements to pluralize -i.e., form adjective referring to more than one thing. Dagku, Big.Tag-as, Long. Lagpad, Wide. Lagyu, Faraway from each other. 
	gashort for SANGGA. ga-short for NAGA-. 
	l

	, , 
	, , 

	== GALA . 
	ga 

	, 
	, 
	, 
	, 

	' d.
	, 
	(



	ga: GANI 1alectaD. 
	1 

	gashrt for pinalangga, used in address: 
	2 
	Ł

	_
	_
	sweetie pie.
	' 
	.. 

	= GALA. gaab = AGAAB.
	ga 

	gaak v [B146; al2] walk with legs somewhat spread apart. Naggaak siya kay gihubagan sa bugan, He walked with legs spread apart because he had a boil in the groin. a walkingwith legs somewhat spread apart. 
	gaan a 1 light, not heavy in weight. Gaan ka kay kanaku, You're lighter than I am. 2 easy, not strenuous. Gaan nga buhat, Lightjobs. 3 not grave. Gaan ra ang silut, The sentence was too lenient. -ug buut 1 in a good mood, having a light disposition by nature. 2 somewhat mentally deranged. -ang dugu having specially good feelings toward a person. Parinti diay naku maung gaan ang akung dugu niya, l have special feelings for him as he turned out to be a relative of mine. -ug kamut 1 quick to lift a hand whe
	Himuang dibuhista kining bataa kaygaan ug kamut, Make this child an artist because he has creative hands. -ang lawas feel better after an illness. Gaan na ang akung lawas human kaindiksini, I feel better now after the injection. -ug sulti speak in a disorganized way as if mentally deranged. -ugulu have a light-headed feeling from lack of sleep, seasickness, and the like. v [B2;b6] 1 become light. Mugaan kanang imung 
	Himuang dibuhista kining bataa kaygaan ug kamut, Make this child an artist because he has creative hands. -ang lawas feel better after an illness. Gaan na ang akung lawas human kaindiksini, I feel better now after the injection. -ug sulti speak in a disorganized way as if mentally deranged. -ugulu have a light-headed feeling from lack of sleep, seasickness, and the like. v [B2;b6] 1 become light. Mugaan kanang imung 
	yu

	G 
	246 

	katunga, Your load will be lightened if you remove half of it. Gigaanan ku sa trabahu, l consider the work not strenuous. 2 lessen in intensity. Ang pagtug-an makagaan (makapagaan) sa sintinsiya, If you confess, your sentence will be lighter. -ang buut v [B6] 1 get to be in good mood. 2 get somewhat deranged. Nigaan ang iyang buu t pagkamatay sa iyang anak, She went nearly crazy when her son died. -ang la.was v [B2] get recovered from an illness. -ang {du v [B] get lightheaded from lack of sleep, airsi
	gipas-an kun kuha
	ag 

	gaang n 1 large coral rocks, sharp pointed with deep depressions. 2 clod of earth. kaan n 1 place with lots of sharp-pointed rocks. 2 field covered with dried clods of earth. v [B26] for an area to lose its soil such that it becomes stony and infertile. 
	gaay a 1 for wood, twigs, leaves to be light and extremely dry. 2 an old maid. v 1 [B23(1); a] be, become dry. Migaay (nagaay) na ang kupras, The copra is already dry. Sigaun kaayu ang langkay basta makagaay na, 
	The dry coconut frond burns easily once it has become dry. 2 [A23N] become an old maid. ( ➔) a 1 = GA.AV. 2 light, not heavy. v [B2; b6] become light, not heavy. Mugaay (magaay) giyud ang dalag yayungan, 
	A lo·ad gets lighter if several people carry it. 
	gab acronym for Games and Amusement 
	1
	1

	Board. 
	gab= GALAB. 
	gaba n punishment which comes as a natural consequence of some transgression, esp. a moral transgression. Ang iyang sakit mauy gaba nga gibatag sa Ginuu, His sickness is the punishment which theLord imposed on him. puyra -formula for warding off gaba: 'May God not punish me for this.' Puyra gaba, nganung musukul ka man sa imung amahan? God forgive you, why did you rebel against your father? v [Al2; b4]have retribution visited on one. Gabaan ka OU willbe punished for defiling the image. Ayawkug gabai, Don't
	'/-
	· 
	sa imung pagpasipala sa dibultu, y

	gaban -gabii 247 
	Artifact
	done s.t. to s.o. which might bring him gaba, e.g., leaving a host while he is eating). gabagaba n gaba which comes in small installments as the result of a long period of moral transgression. Sugud nang gabagaba,bunga sa iyang pagkapalikiru, Now the punishment he deserves begins, the result of his philanderings -an(➔) n one who has power of causing people to suffer gaba. 
	done s.t. to s.o. which might bring him gaba, e.g., leaving a host while he is eating). gabagaba n gaba which comes in small installments as the result of a long period of moral transgression. Sugud nang gabagaba,bunga sa iyang pagkapalikiru, Now the punishment he deserves begins, the result of his philanderings -an(➔) n one who has power of causing people to suffer gaba. 
	I \

	gaban v (A; a12] 1 have sexual relations. Igu
	ka lang gabanun anang mga la.laking imung g, You will end up having sexual relations with the boys you go around with. 2 swipe, steal (slang). Gigaban ang akung sigarilyu, S.o. stole my cigarettes. 
	ka lang gabanun anang mga la.laking imung g, You will end up having sexual relations with the boys you go around with. 2 swipe, steal (slang). Gigaban ang akung sigarilyu, S.o. stole my cigarettes. 
	gikuyugku
	yu


	gabang n instrument for turning the soil over,consisting of a round, wooden pole with atongue made of a short, rectangular piece of iron attached to one end. v [A; a12b2]strike with a gabang. (Ł) v {A; a] tum thesoil over with agabang. 
	gabardin n gaba.rdine cloth. v [Al) weargabardine.
	gabas v 1 {A; a] saw. Kining parti sa tabla mauang gabsun, Saw this part of the wood. 2 [A2N; b6] take a short cut s.w. Anbi ku dinbi manggabas paingun sa tla, I take a short cut through here to get to their house. n saw. (',) v {Al] do intense sawing. n intense sawiaction. gabasgabas v 1 {A; a2]go back and forth. Gabasgabasun nang kag nganhi ug mailiksiyun, We will keep going back and forth from here to the Capitol during the elections. 2 [A; a] hit a billiard ball so that it eris-crosses. gabsanann sawm
	1
	ng 
	pitul
	yu
	ng

	gabasn old maid, spinster. v {B12; b6] be, become an old maid. 
	2 

	gs.bas v [AC; c] walk side by side with. Mugabas tag lakaw sa mga dalaga, Let's catch up to the girls to walk alongside of them. 
	gs.bat!= KALABAT.
	gabay v [A; b6) hold on to s.t. to keep from sinking. lmung gabyan kining salbabida, Hold on to this life saver. n supports.t. to hold on to. Ang akung mga anak mabimung langun, My children will support me in my old age. (Ł) v {A2S;b6(1)] walk with s.t. to lean on or to hold on to for support. Migabay sa kurdisu pa-
	► 
	gabay sa akung kati
	gu

	Sect
	Artifact

	ingun sa kusina, She walked to the kitchen supporting herself on the window sill. -an n 
	s.t. which one holds on to keep from falling or sinking. 
	s.t. which one holds on to keep from falling or sinking. 

	gabhang n a gaping tear or hole. Tapaki ang dakung gabbang sa imung sinina, Patch the large gaping hole in your dress. v [B26;b6(1)] get a gaping tear or hole in it. Mi
	gabbang (nagabbang) ang atup nga nipa nga nabulugan sa lubi, The thatch roof got a big hole in it where a coconut fell through it. gabhut v [A; b6(1)] tie string around s.t. or over the mouth of a container. Siyay naggabhut sa pakiti nga ipadala sa A mirika, Hebound the package to be sent to the States.
	Uway ang igabbut sa batuang punu sa saging, Use rattan to close the top of the basket of bananas. n string used to tie on s. t. or over the mouth of containers. 
	gabi n taro, a large herb with arrow-shaped leaves, cultivated mainly for its underground corms, which are eaten in sweet stews. They are also eaten boiled or baked in times of famine. The leaves, shoots and petioles are also used as a vegetable: Colocasia esculenta. -sa Amirikanu, Ha way= BISUL gabigabi n name given to various plants which resemble gabl 1 wild plants, Monocboria spp. 2 ornamentals, Caladium spp.
	gabli n 1 night. 2 = KA-. n particular night. Nianang gabhiuna wala mahimutang si Liliya, That night Lily could not rest. v 1 [BS] be night. Mugabii na ang alas singku, It gets to be night at five o'clock. Magkita sila magabii, They see each other at night. 2 [Al3P] dos. t. until night. Maggabii tag tuun, Let's study until night. 3 {b8] be overtaken by night. Nagabbian (nagabin-an) siya sa iyang pagpauli, He wasovertaken by night on his way home. pa(➔), paka·(➔), pa-, paka-v [Al] 1 spend the night. Nagp
	gabhiu.na 
	imung lakaw, piligru kaa
	yu

	·
	·

	hi-v [A23] for it to be almost night. Mangbigabii tingali siya muanhi, He'll get here round about nightfall. Culu-, gabiigabn evenings. Maligu siya gabiigabii, He swims inthe evening. -iri-( ➔)a happening every night. Ginabii ang ilang dula sa bay-alay, Theyplay Jai-Alai every night. ka-last night .Angpulis gipatay kagabii, The policeman was killed last night. kagabhiun n nighttime. 
	. 

	gabing -gahapun 
	gabhiun, gabhianun a taking place at night. Ang gabbiung (gabhianung) tulumanun sarad,yu, The evening program on the radio. t gabing v [A; cl] close up a rip, join two 
	I . •
	I . •
	pieces !Jf cloth together by sewing or pin
	-

	ning. Akung gabingun (igabing) qng duha 
	ka ngi/.it, I'll join the two edges. Akung ga
	bingan ang gisi, I'll close up the tear. n clo
	sure made by sewing two edges together. 
	-in-an n aperture that has been sewed or 

	pinned together. gabiniti n government cabinet. gabling v 1 [A; ac} push or pull to the side. 
	Gigabling sa iskultur ang tabun sa istatuwa, 
	Gigabling sa iskultur ang tabun sa istatuwa, 
	The sculptor pulled the cover off the statue. 2 [A; cl] snatch in a sidewise motion. Migabling siya sa iyang pitaka, He snatched her purse. Gablinga (gablinga, igabling) ang takup sa pultahan, Pull the door shutter to the side. 

	gabnut v [A; a12b2] pull up and uproot s.t. flexible with a jerk. Nagabnut (nagabnutan) ku man pag-apil ang mga bulak nga gitanum, 
	I accidentally pulled out the flowers along
	I accidentally pulled out the flowers along
	,
	with the weeds. Akung gigabnut ang iyang 

	bubuk, I pulled her hair. gabu, gabu v [AN; a] pull out bythe roots. 
	Gabua Jang ang mga balili arun di muturuk 
	Gabua Jang ang mga balili arun di muturuk 
	pag-usab, Just pull out the grass by the 

	roots so it won't grow back. gabuv [AN; b6cl] heat medicinal herbs 
	2
	2
	wrapped in banana leaves over live coals be
	fore applyingthem. Maggabu kug mga sagi
	· bunhun para sa ryuma ni Tatay, I'll warm 

	medicinal herbs for Father's rheumatism. gabuk a 1 for wood and fiber to be weakened rrom decay. Nabugtu ang pisi kay ga
	1

	buk na diay, The rope broke because it was already rotten. 2 not well-founded, unsound. Tinubuang gabuk, Unsound religions. -ug balatian readily persuaded. Kagabuk nimug balatian! Misalig ka man dayun niya, How easily you are persuaded!You believed him right away! -ug lawas tending to get sick easily. -ugtinai having a lousy stomach. v [B2; a4) for wood or fibers to get decayed and weak. Nagkagabuk na kining sawug, This floor is beginng gamitun mau kanang wa pa gabka (gabuka), Thebest wood to use is 
	buk na diay, The rope broke because it was already rotten. 2 not well-founded, unsound. Tinubuang gabuk, Unsound religions. -ug balatian readily persuaded. Kagabuk nimug balatian! Misalig ka man dayun niya, How easily you are persuaded!You believed him right away! -ug lawas tending to get sick easily. -ugtinai having a lousy stomach. v [B2; a4) for wood or fibers to get decayed and weak. Nagkagabuk na kining sawug, This floor is beginng gamitun mau kanang wa pa gabka (gabuka), Thebest wood to use is 
	ning to rot. Ang kahuyng maa
	yu


	gabukn k.o. univalve. 
	2 

	gab-ul n 1 fish prepared by salting, spicing, and partly drying in the sun. 2 smell of rottan fish. v 1 [A; a) prepare gab-ul. Lami gab-ulun ang isdang bangus, Milkfish makes good gab-ul. 2 [B 12; a) come to smell 
	gab-ul n 1 fish prepared by salting, spicing, and partly drying in the sun. 2 smell of rottan fish. v 1 [A; a) prepare gab-ul. Lami gab-ulun ang isdang bangus, Milkfish makes good gab-ul. 2 [B 12; a) come to smell 
	spoiled like rotten fish. Nagab-ul na Jangng gilutu, The fish got spoiled because they didn't cook it right away. 
	ang isda kay dugay kaa
	yu


	gabun= MUUNG.
	l 

	gabun, gabunn k.o. half-woody herb, the leaves of which have medicinal uses: Blumea
	2
	1 

	balsamif era.
	gabunn fog. v [ B46;b6] be covered with fog. Mugabun (gabunan) ang bukid sa sayung kabuntagun, On early mornings the mountains are covered with fog. -un a foggy.gabut v [A; a] pull out plants not in a careful way. Ang lagwirta gigabutan na sa mga sagbut, The weeds in the yard have been pulled out now. -in-n fatty tissue attached to the lining of the pig's abdomen and rib cage which can be removed by simply pulling it off. -un(➔) n s.t. that can be pulledout without digging. Maning gabutun, Avariety of pe
	2 

	the roots. 
	gadim v [A3; al2b2) say god damn. Gadimun ka gig magsurangsurang ka, '11say god damn to you if you pester him.
	yu
	1f

	gadimit expression of annoyance. Gaditrzit
	ning tawhana, Damn that guy. 
	gad.las = GARAS. 
	gaga!= GAGU (feminine).gagmating = GAMATING (plural).gagmatuy = GAMATUY (plural). gagmay = GAMA Y (plural).gagming = GAMING (plural). gagmituy = GAMATUY (plural). 
	gagu a stupid, lacking in sound judgmŁnt. 
	nimu! Nganung wa ka man fnUhangyu? You're a fool. Why didn't you bargain the price down? v [B12; b6]!:be
	Kaga
	gu 
	-

	come stupid. kagaguhan n stupidity. gaguy a doing crazy, improper things (slŁng). 
	Gaguy. Nagbrip lang sa gawas, The i4iot. He goes outside in his briefs. v [B12;/b6]
	become silly or stupid. 
	l

	gahab = GALHAB.
	gahadv [A; a) cut down grass, weeds, young plants. Nagahad kug apil ang mga gagmay nga mangga, I accidentally cut down the small mango trees as well. Dali rang mutubu ang mga sagbut ug gadhun lang, The grass will grow back quickly if you only cut it down. 
	gahapun (from hapun) yesterday. Gahapunku fang siya makita, I only saw her yesterday. ka-n 1 one's past. Ang iyang kagabapun punu ug mga masulub-ung banduma
	nan, Her past is full of sad memories. may -for a woman to have a shady past. 2 = 
	gahas -gahum 
	Artifact
	,
	,
	GAHAPUN.

	gahas, gahasv [A; a] clear an area by cutting down trees and tall plants, but not grass and weeds. Manggabas siya sa pungut usa daubi, He cuts down the second growth jungle before he sets the fire for clearing it.Sila ang unang naggabas sa dalan sa kaalam sa mga lapyu nga kaisipan, They were the ones who paved the way (lit. cleared the road) for the education of young minds. maN-r-n one who lives by slash and burn agriculture.
	1 

	gahas= GJ\S, n1.
	2
	2

	gahi a 1 hard, not soft. Gabi pa ang nilat-ang manuk, Th'e chicken stew is still tough. 2a hard to do s. t. to. Gabi kaang ablibun, Very hard to open. Gabi nga dad-un sa sayaw, Difficult to lead in dancing. 2b hard to get to do s.t. Misugut na ang asawa apan ang bana mauy gabi, The wife has consented but the husband remains adamant. 2c insensitive. Gabig kasingkasing, Stone-hearted.2d slow to do s. t. which one is supposed to do. Gabi kaang mubayad sa utang, Veryslow to pay his debts. 3 slow to adapt, un
	yu
	yu 

	s.t. Nagmagabi si Nuri sa pagpagamit sa iyang yuta, Nory was firmly set against letting anyone farm his land. pagahigahi v [A3;b6] play hard to get, convince. Pagabigahian gani ku nimu di tikaw labusun, If you play hard to get with me, I might just quit. -an(�) a of a stubborn sort. 
	s.t. Nagmagabi si Nuri sa pagpagamit sa iyang yuta, Nory was firmly set against letting anyone farm his land. pagahigahi v [A3;b6] play hard to get, convince. Pagabigahian gani ku nimu di tikaw labusun, If you play hard to get with me, I might just quit. -an(�) a of a stubborn sort. 

	gahid n bamboo or wooden hook attached to a rope and used to pull a fish trap out of the water. v [A; alb2] get a trap out of the 
	,
	,
	water with a hook. Atung gahirun ang bu.
	-


	bu, We'll hook the fish trap and pull it up. 
	gahin v [A; c] set aside a portion. Naggabin siyag usa ka uras pagpakigsulti kanimu, She set aside an hour to talk with you. Gabinanta kag kik, I'll set some cake aside for you. n portion set aside, appropriation. Ang gabin sa badyit alang sa idukasiyun, The appropriation from the budget for education. gahit, gahit v [A; b6(1)] 1 clear a strip surrounding-a clearing which will be burnt to prevent the fire from spreading. Nakakanat ang kayu kay wa ku makagahit sa kaingin; 
	1

	The fire spread because I failed to make a fire-break around the clearing. 2 make atemporary trail in an otherwise unpenetrable thicket. Gabiti ang kalibunan kay di masuut, Make a trail in the thicket because we can't go through it. n 1 fire-break. 2temporary trail. 
	•gahitpaN-v [B146) do harm with energyand eagerness. Nagpanggabit ang asawa nga nakig-away sa babayi sa iyang bana, Thewife was only too eager to get at her husband's mistress. 
	2 

	gahu = nAGu.
	gahub a noisy, tumultuous. Halayu sa gabub nga dakbayan, Far from the noisy· city. nloud, continuous,roaring noise. v [B6; b6] be in uproar, din. Miga.hub (nagabub) angistadim dibang nadawun ang kampiyun, 
	yu

	The stadium was in uproar when the champion hit the deck. ka-, -in-n = GA.HUB, n. -un n of a noisy sort.
	gahuk n a pointed piece of wood about afoot in length used to dig sweet potatoes. 
	gahum n power. Ang gabum sa Tayid, Thepower of Tide. Ang gabum sa bari, The power of the king. Ang anaa sa gabum, Those in power. v 1 [A_l2] gather enough strength. Nakagahum siya pagbutyag sa masulub-ung balita ngadtu kanlya, She gathered enough strength to break the sad news to him. 2 [B2456; b4] overpower, take 
	gahum n power. Ang gabum sa Tayid, Thepower of Tide. Ang gabum sa bari, The power of the king. Ang anaa sa gabum, Those in power. v 1 [A_l2] gather enough strength. Nakagahum siya pagbutyag sa masulub-ung balita ngadtu kanlya, She gathered enough strength to break the sad news to him. 2 [B2456; b4] overpower, take 
	gahum n power. Ang gabum sa Tayid, Thepower of Tide. Ang gabum sa bari, The power of the king. Ang anaa sa gabum, Those in power. v 1 [A_l2] gather enough strength. Nakagahum siya pagbutyag sa masulub-ung balita ngadtu kanlya, She gathered enough strength to break the sad news to him. 2 [B2456; b4] overpower, take 
	.

	power over. Ang kabadluk sa kamatayun migahum kaniya, He was completely overpowered by his fear of death. Taliwala sakalampusan wa/a siya gamhi sa garbu, In the midst of his success he wasn't overcome with pride. gamhanan a powerful, able to effect chance. Ang labing gambanang ingridiyinti sa Tayid, The most powerful ingredient in Tide. gamhanun a dominating. Usaka gamhanung tingug milanug, A dominatiDg voice resounded. galamhan one's inner feelings, inner self. Natay-ug ang iyang galamhan sa tumang ka

	gahung -•ga.Iam 
	government. Kagambanang dimukratiku,Democratic government. makagagahum a 1overpowering all else. Usa ka makagagabum nga unus, An overpowering squall. 2 The Almighty.
	government. Kagambanang dimukratiku,Democratic government. makagagahum a 1overpowering all else. Usa ka makagagabum nga unus, An overpowering squall. 2 The Almighty.

	gahung n pit trap. v 1 [Al;b6(1)] make apit trap. Gahungi nang dapita kay labyanan sa babuy ibalas, Make a pit trap over therebecause that's where wild pigs pass by. 2 [A; a6] trap s.t. in a pit. Gabunga ang babuy ibas, Trap the wild pig in a pit. mangay n one who traps with pits. 
	gahut v [A; c] complain, scold with shouting. Gigabutan kungmama kay nabubug ku, Mother screamed at me because I was drunk. gathanay, gahutay v [c3] shout at each other. 
	gaid v 1 [A; c] lash, tie s.t. against s.t. lgaid nang istatuwa sa pusti arun di matumba, Tie the statue to the post so that it won'ttopple down. la)= GAPUS, v2. 2 (A; alb2]whip soundly. Gairun ku ikaw ug di ka mutuu, ru give you a sound whipping if you don't listen. (➔) n s.t. to tie with. 
	gaka v [A2S3S; a] go up an incline or slope. Human mi makagaka (makagaka) sa bungtud, nakita ang dagat, After we had gone up the hill, we could see the sea. gakahun a on an incline. 
	gak-ang v [A; b(l)] squat, sit on one's heels on top of s.t. Ayaw gak-angi ang bangki,Don't squat on the toilet seat. Sit right on It. 
	yu

	gakit n bamboo or log raft. Ang gakit nga gipunduban mauy silungan sa isda, An anchored raft is used to draw the fish. v 1 [Al 3; al 2) ride on a raft. Maggakit mi paingun sa isla, We are going to take the raft to the island. 2 [a12] make into a raft. -inn lashed together to form a raft. 
	gakud = GAID, 1, la. 
	gakus v [AC; ab2] hug, embrace. Tiggakus siyag alungnag matulug, He usually embraces a pillow when he sleeps. Ang duba ka buksidur naggakus, The two boxers wereclenching. Gigakus niya ang iyang binigugma, She embraced her beloved. n embrace.Hugut nga gakus, A tight embrace. (�) nact of mutual embracing. Kutub ra sa gakus, way baluk, It just went as far as hugging. No kissing. galmsgakus v [a12] hug repetedly. gaksanay v [C] embrace each other. 
	a

	gakut n scars on the skin marked by heavy scar tissue. v [B126) have large, ugly scars.Nagakut ang iyang liug kay mibutu kini, She has large ugly scars on her neck from boils she had. 
	gakut v [A; c] tie s.t. so as to prevent it from 
	being opened or detached. Ang kutsiru mauy migakut sa mga malita sa atup sa tartanilya, The rig driver tied the suitcases on the roof of the rig. (➔) n lashings.
	gala v 1 [Ac; acl play games, play with s.t. Mtigala gibapun kag munyika? Do you still play with dolls? Dili na natu siya igala, Let's not play with her any more. 2 [A; al 2) influence, lure s.o. into doing s. t. heshouldn't. lkaw giy nakag5 kaniya sa binuang, You influenced him to do s.t. foolish. 3 [c] give money for a performance. Gigalaban siya sa mananan-awg diyis pisus ngagiitsa sa intabladu, He got ten pesos from the money which the audience had thrown on the stage. n 1 game. 2 gift of money given
	yu
	-

	gala(not without l) n dress used for festive occasion. v [A; b6] use, wear a gala attire. -nga unipurmi n gala uniform. -primyir n gala premier. v [Al; c6] hold a gala premier. 
	2 

	gala n dry twigs. paN-v [A2; b(l)] gather dry twigs. galab, galab v [A; a) cut with a scythe, sickle. 
	Gigalab niya ang kun, He cut the saw grass with a sickle. (➔) n scythe, sickle. 
	gu

	galam v [A; al 2) 1 take care of, attend to the needs of s.o. Gigam ang mabdus sa duktur, The doctor attended to the pregnant woman. 2 raise, rear. Gigam sil,a sama gayud sa kaugalinn niyang anak, She raised themlike her own children. n care, watchful attention. Way gam, maung nangalaya, Theywithered because no one took care of them. galalmun a delicate, requiring much attention and care. Galalmun kaayu ning buwaka, This flower is very delicate. 
	gu

	•galam hi,,/ha-v [B 126; b6] develop the habit or liking for doing s.t. after having tried it once. Nabigalam na siyag sulugsulug kay di man suklan, He has been encouraged to keep teasing because nobody stands up to him. Makabigalam (makapabigalam) man!ning Lamia, This ta:;te makes one crave for more. 
	galangan -galun
	1 

	Ug mubatag ka kanunay, bigadman kag pangayu, If you always give, he'll be encouraged to ask you for some all the time. 
	Ug mubatag ka kanunay, bigadman kag pangayu, If you always give, he'll be encouraged to ask you for some all the time. 

	galangan n small variety of balingbing (Averrhoa carambola) which is very juicy, sour, and dark orange in color.
	galansiyang n k.o. jet-black, glossy starling: 
	Aplonis panayensis. 
	Aplonis panayensis. 

	galanti (not without l) a swashbuckling and ostentatiously courteous, esp. to ladies. v[B12;b6] act in a swashbuckling and ostentatiously courteous way. Tibik apan nagalanti kay dihay babayi, ug siyay mibayad, He's a cheapskate, but he suddenly got generous because there was a lady in the company, and he paid the bill. 
	galas, galas (not without /) v 1 [A; b] cut through a thicket to make a trail. Maggalastag agianan sa kalibunan, We will cut a trail through the thicket. 2 [A; b] make a clearing along the perimeter of a cultivated area to use as a boundary marker. Gigalasan naku ang matag saup arun way away, I made a clearing as a boundary markerfor each of my tenants to avoid quarrels. 
	.

	galaw n twig, small branches.
	galawgaw n one who is good for nothing and who is only a nuisance in a group activity. Dili giyud kita magkasinabut kun paapilun ta nang galawgaw sa atung panaglantugi, Wewon't be able to reach an agreement if we let kibitzers join our discussion. 
	galay n sweet potato tops used as a green. v[A13; b6] cook sweet potato tops. paN-v[A2] gather sweet potato tops. 
	galbanisadu n galvanized. 
	galgal v [AN; a12] entice s.o. to do s.t. that leads to eventual misfortune. Nanggalgal siya naku pagpangabang, He talked meinto getting a prostitute. -an(➔) a fond of enticing people into doing things bad forthem. •un a tempting, enticing. Nabirada ku sa magalgalun niyang pabiyum, I fell a victim to her seductive smile. 
	galha a warm and airless. v [B; a4b6] be, become warm and airless. Mugalha (magalba) ang kwartu basta dagbang tawu sa sulud,The room will become hot if there are too many people inside. Gigalha ka ba? Do you feel warm? Gigalbaan ka ba aning kwartuha? Do you consider this room hot? 
	galhab v [A; a] make a large, gaping tear or hole. Dinamita ang nakagalhab sa k#id sa dinamitiru, Dynamite explosion made a gaping wound on the fisherman's side. Galhabun ku ang imung sinina kun di nimu hubuun, I'll rip your dress if you don't take it off. n tear, wound. a having a gaping wound 
	galhab v [A; a] make a large, gaping tear or hole. Dinamita ang nakagalhab sa k#id sa dinamitiru, Dynamite explosion made a gaping wound on the fisherman's side. Galhabun ku ang imung sinina kun di nimu hubuun, I'll rip your dress if you don't take it off. n tear, wound. a having a gaping wound 
	or tear. 

	gall= GANI.
	galihira n printer's galley. 
	ga.ling v 1 [A; a2] mill s.t. or grind in a mill. Mugaling sila sa tubu run, They'll mill the sugarcane now. Galinga ang kapi, Grind the coffee. 2 turn a wheel or crank to run some sort of machine. 2a. spin cotton into thread. 2b turn the crank of a cable. 3 [A; al 2) make a motion picture. Ang'Safari' didtu 
	.nila galinga sa Aprika, 'Safari' was filmed in Africa. (Ł) v [A13] do intense milling. 
	.nila galinga sa Aprika, 'Safari' was filmed in Africa. (Ł) v [A13] do intense milling. 

	Naggaling run sa tubu kay madaut ug taudtauran, They are rushing to mill the sugarcane now because it will spoil if the milling is delayed. -an n 1 mill for grinding s.t. 2spinning wheel. galinggaling n another name for the bug called daging, so called because children play with it, tying a string to its waist and letting it fly around in circles. t galing v [A; al] make a post, tree, or any
	-

	1
	1

	thing rooted to the ground face a different
	direction or straighten up without removing it from its foundations or roots by means of ropes. Galingun natu angdakung mangga, Let's straighten up the mango tree. -nang -words uttered while letting a baby stand on one's lap and allowing it to sway back aling v [A; cl] move or rock sidewise s.t. rooted or stuck, usually to loosen it. Gigalinggaling niya ang pusti nga iyang bulbutun, He moved the post that he is going to uproot back and forth. 
	. 
	_
	and forth. galin
	gg

	galing= VG.AI.ING. galiriya n gallery, place for the general public. 
	2 

	galmu a for food to be spoiled or damaged from too much touching. Galmu na ang sud-an nga gipunayag hikap, The dish has become spoiled because they kept touching it. v [B12; a2] become spoiled or damaged by too much touching. 
	galua fool, simpleton. Galu ka giyud kun mutuman ka sa iyang dautang tambag, Youare a fool if you follow his bad advice: v [A;bS] fool, bluff s.o. galugalu v [A; a2] tease, make fun of. Ayaw galugalua ang bungi, Donot make fun of the harelip. 
	l 

	galuv [A; al] shake, roeŁ back and forth. Kinsay mugalu sa lata sa dayis? Who will shake the can with the dice in it? galugalu v [A; a) work s.t. back and forth, shake back and forth. Galugalita nang bugsuk arun masayung ibtun, Work the stake back and forth so it will be easy to pull it out. 
	2 

	galun(not without/) n 1 gallon capacity. 2gallon container. v 1 [B26) be one gallon. Hapit mugalun ang tuba, There is almost a 
	1 

	galun-gambalay 
	2 

	gallon of toddy. 2 [cl) measure out by thegallon. -an(Ł) n gallon container. 
	gallon of toddy. 2 [cl) measure out by thegallon. -an(Ł) n gallon container. 

	galunn epaulet. v [A; c] wear epaulets. galung v [A; b6(1)] 1 attach a rope through the ears or nose ofan animal for control. la
	2 

	attach a controlling string to the kite. 2 puta string over the mouth of a vessel as a handle. Gawngig pisi ang balding nawad-an sakuptanan, Put a rope over the mouth of the pail that lost its handle. 3 [A; b6] keep s.o. in restriction or control. Gigalungan ang mga Katuliku sa paggawi sa pils, The Catholics are restrained from using the pill. n 
	attach a controlling string to the kite. 2 puta string over the mouth of a vessel as a handle. Gawngig pisi ang balding nawad-an sakuptanan, Put a rope over the mouth of the pail that lost its handle. 3 [A; b6] keep s.o. in restriction or control. Gigalungan ang mga Katuliku sa paggawi sa pils, The Catholics are restrained from using the pill. n 
	s.t. that controls or restrains s.t., e.g. rope in the ears or noses of animals, string tied to the main spar of a kite. 

	galusgalus v [A; a12) hug s.o. playfully. Galusgalusa lang imung asawag masuku, Just. 
	hug your wife playfully if she gets ang
	ry

	galut a haughty and giving oneself airs. v [Bli; ab6] haughty. Gigalutan kaayu aku niya kay dili na siya muipun natu, I think she's haughty because she avoids our company.
	galutn k.o. grouper (pugapu): name given to species that are small. 
	z 

	galyirgalyirahan n cockpit, enclosed space for cockfighting. galyita, galyitas n k.o. dry and crisp cracker. 
	a, 

	,
	,

	galyu see MISA
	, ,
	, ,
	1 


	•gam babul -see BABUL GAM. tsuwing 
	-

	= SUWING GAM. 
	= SUWING GAM. 
	,

	gam2= GALAM. 
	gama v 1 [A; a) manufacture, make into. 
	Gam-un ku ning kawayan ug (nga) mga lingkuranan, I will make this bamboo into seats. 2 make into s.t. Gigama ku niyang (ug) suluguun, She turned me into her servant. n 1thing produced. Gama ni sa Inglatira, Thiswas made in England. la thing made orcreated. Kining mga urug lumalabay kay kini gama lang sa tawu, -These fads are just transitobecause they are purely s.o.'s creation. 2 result of. Gama ni sa imung pagsuruyturuy, This is the result of your roaming about. galam-un, gam-unun n 1 materials. 2 th
	Gam-un ku ning kawayan ug (nga) mga lingkuranan, I will make this bamboo into seats. 2 make into s.t. Gigama ku niyang (ug) suluguun, She turned me into her servant. n 1thing produced. Gama ni sa Inglatira, Thiswas made in England. la thing made orcreated. Kining mga urug lumalabay kay kini gama lang sa tawu, -These fads are just transitobecause they are purely s.o.'s creation. 2 result of. Gama ni sa imung pagsuruyturuy, This is the result of your roaming about. galam-un, gam-unun n 1 materials. 2 th
	ry 
	ry


	gama V [A; b(l)] go s.w. secretly, without being detected. Akuy mugama sa kampu kung wa bay gwardiya, I'll try to sneak into the camp to see whether there is a guard.
	gimat v [A; bS) tie s.t. which contains s.t. in such a way as to keep the contents from coming out. Ang naggamat niining kartuna naniguru giyud nga way mawala, Whoevertied this box up made sure that nothing would be lost. n knot made to prevent s. t. 
	from coming out of a container. 
	, . . 
	, . . 
	. 


	gamanng a veteensy, weensy 1n size or a
	ry 
	-

	mount (smaller than gamatuy). -g-teeny
	(plural).gamatuy a tiny in size or amount (smaller than gamay). -g-tiny (plural). gamaw v [A2; b6) 1 come to the surface. Ug
	mugamaw ang isda, If the fish comes to the
	surface. 2 come out partly from behind. Mi
	gamaw ang iyang nawung sa pulta, His face 
	showed from behind the door. n part of s.t. 
	exposed on the surface or from behind s.t. 
	Nagkadaku ang gamaw sa submarinu, More 
	and more of the submarine appeared on the 
	surface. gamay a 1 small in size, amount, number
	'.

	Nganung gamay ka mang pagkatawu? Why
	are you a small person? 2 young person. 
	Gamay ka pang mag-apil-apil sa isturyang
	law-ay, You're too young to listen to lewd 
	stories. 3 one's small child. Wa pa mangburi 
	ang amung gamay, Our little son hasn't got
	ten any younger brothers and sisters yet. v 
	1 [B2S) be, become small, few. Migamay
	·
	·

	(nagamay) siya bu man masakit, He became thin after his illness. Nagkagamay ang klinti sa tikasan nga abugadu, The clients of the crooked lawyer are dwindling. 2 [A; b(l)]make s.t. small. Ang sastri mauy migamay sa akung sinina, The dressmaker reduced the size of my dress. Gamyi ang siga sa suga, Turn the lamp down. 3 [a12] do s.t. in a small way. Gamaya rag pangayu, Ask for only a small amount. (+-) v 1 [B23) be in the process of becoming small. Migamay(nagamay) ang balun nga gibibusan, Theballoon got smal
	ry

	s.t. into small pieces. -g-small (plural). •ing-a little by little. Iginagmay (ginagmaya) ug batag, Give it out, a little at a time. tag-, -in-g-a little each time. -un aof a small type. 
	-u t., -ut(�) small and thin. Daan na siyangsmall. v [B2; b6] become small, thin.Migamayut (nagamayut) ang iyang nawung sa pagkasakit niya, Herface became small and thin after her sickness. ·u tun a of a small type. 
	gamayut, He is born ve
	ry 

	gambalay v [A; a12] 1 compose s.t. poetic. 
	Naggambalay siyag matam-is nga mga ,pu
	lung nga igbubungbung ngadtu niya, He
	composed sweet words to whisper to her. 2 
	gambat -gana 
	,
	,
	-BALAY. see BALAY.

	gambat v [A; a] make s.t. into a network.Naggambat si Tatay sa iyang palapala, Father is making a frame of latticework to port his climbing plant. Gigambat naku pagsursi ang midyas, I fixed the socks by darning them. 
	gaming a very small in size or amount. -gsmall (plural). gaming very small. pminggaming n k.o. small, inedible, black fish which exudes poison from its thorns. 
	gaming a very small in size or amount. -gsmall (plural). gaming very small. pminggaming n k.o. small, inedible, black fish which exudes poison from its thorns. 
	gamit v 1 [A; a] use s.t. Migamit siyag pilduras aron dili manganak, She used pills to prevent prc:gnancy. Gamitun ku ang kutsi, Iwill use the car. 2 [A; al 2) use a woman for sexual pleasure. Kay nagamit na, di na dunsilya, Because s.o. has used her, she is nolonger a virgin. 3 [A2; a) borrow money. Mugamit ku nimug singku pisus, Will you lend me five pesos? (➔) n 1 implement, instrument. Gamit sa pangisda, Fishing equiment. 2 personal effects such as clothes, toilet articles, furniture, and the like. -
	p
	yu

	, 
	,

	ganutuy = GAMATUY.
	gamlu = GAM·UL 
	gamu a 1 fussy, for small children to be annoying because of ill temper. Gamu kaangbataa, mubilak ug ibutang, This child is sofussy. It cries when I put it down. 2 tedious, cumbersome. Tib-a na lag Lista kay kun tagsatagsaun, gamu na kaayu, Put it all under one entry because if you list them one by one, it's tedious work. 3 way -not hard to please, not fussy. Way gamu tawbana kay mukaun bisag unsay idulut, He isn't hard to please because he is not choosy in his food.4 being a hindrance to one's movements.
	yu

	Gamu kaaning magda tag bata sa byabŁ 
	yu 

	It's a lot of trouble to take a child along on a trip. v 1 [B146) be fussy. Naggamu ang bata kay gibut"'1n SQ tiyan, The baby is rest· less because it has gas pains. 2 be tilled with anxiety, worry. Naggamu ang iyang kahilad-
	It's a lot of trouble to take a child along on a trip. v 1 [B146) be fussy. Naggamu ang bata kay gibut"'1n SQ tiyan, The baby is rest· less because it has gas pains. 2 be tilled with anxiety, worry. Naggamu ang iyang kahilad-
	man tungud sa pagkawala sa iyang anak, He wasvery worried about his lost child. 3 [b4]consider s. t. tedious, wearisome. 4 [B46]be a hindrance to one's movements. ka-(Ł) v [Al3] have difficulty managing to carry things. Nagkagamu siya sa iyang gipamalit,Her hands are full with the things she had bought.

	' 

	gamu = GAM-UL.
	gam-ul v [A; a] 1 mix a small amount of salt with fish to preserve it for a short period of time. Naggam-ul ku sa bulinaw arun magamit pa ugma, I am mixing a little salt with the anchovies so we can still use them tomorrow. 2 touch food and ·spoil its appearance or make it so it becomes rancid. Kinsay naggam-ul niining kik, nga nawad-an sahitsura, Who touched this cake; its looks are ruined. 3 [B12] become spoiled. aspoiled food. 
	gamus v [A; a] preserve with salt without drying, most commonly said of small fish or fry. Gamusa ang subrang bulinaw, Preservethe extra anchovies with salt. -in-n 1 s. t. preserved in salt. 2 secret or hidden wrongdoings. Giugkat sa blakmilir ang mga ginamus sa iyang kagahapun, The blackmailer unearthed the putrid secrets of her past. ginamusginamus n k.o. tag played by teams whereby the object is to reach a home base, and the team members try to capture each other in so doing. v [AC; cl] play this game.
	gamusa n 1 suede. 2 shoes made of suede. v[Al] wear suede shoes. 
	gamut n root of plants. -daku primary root. 2 root cause. Ang pangabubbu mauy gamut sa ilang pagbulagay, Jealousy is at the root of their separation. v (·BN23; b6) 1 forplants to take root. Migamut (nanggamut) na ang akung kamuting kabuy, My cassava plant has taken root. Lawum nag gigamutan ang binhi, The seedlings have taken deep roots. 2 stay long in a place. Way manggamut niining trababua, No one lasts long on the job here. 3 be well-founded, established. 
	Migamut ang ilang nigusyu kay maayungpagkadala, Their business took root due to good management. paN-v [A2] gatherroots. Nakapanggamut na aku para sa iyang bilanat, I've gathered roots for her fever. pa-[A; b( 1)] propagate plants by letting cuttings develop roots. Pagamti ang rusas, Take a cutting from the rose bush. 11 method of propagation with cuttings. 
	Migamut ang ilang nigusyu kay maayungpagkadala, Their business took root due to good management. paN-v [A2] gatherroots. Nakapanggamut na aku para sa iyang bilanat, I've gathered roots for her fever. pa-[A; b( 1)] propagate plants by letting cuttings develop roots. Pagamti ang rusas, Take a cutting from the rose bush. 11 method of propagation with cuttings. 

	gin.a n 1 appetite for eating. Kining midisinaba makaasa gana, This medicine helps 
	yu 

	' , .
	254 gana -gangi 
	one's appetite. 2 desire, feel like doing s.t. Wa kuy ganang maligu, I don't feel likebathing. abri-appetizer. sira-s.t. taken after the meal. v 1 (B246; b4] have, help give appetite for eating. Mugana .Jng akung kaun ug du.nay ginamus, My appetite is good when we have salted fish. 2 [b4] have desire, find enjoyment. Giganaban ku sa salida, Ienjoyed the movie. Ganaban siyag mangga, He likes mangoes. 3 [b( 1)] have a crush on one. Ganaban ku anang Riki Bilmunti uy, Ihave a crush on Ricky Belmonte. pa-n 1app
	one's appetite. 2 desire, feel like doing s.t. Wa kuy ganang maligu, I don't feel likebathing. abri-appetizer. sira-s.t. taken after the meal. v 1 (B246; b4] have, help give appetite for eating. Mugana .Jng akung kaun ug du.nay ginamus, My appetite is good when we have salted fish. 2 [b4] have desire, find enjoyment. Giganaban ku sa salida, Ienjoyed the movie. Ganaban siyag mangga, He likes mangoes. 3 [b( 1)] have a crush on one. Ganaban ku anang Riki Bilmunti uy, Ihave a crush on Ricky Belmonte. pa-n 1app
	'
	' 

	gana = GUNA. 
	ganansiya n 1 profit from a transaction. 2one's offspring (humorous slang). v 1 [A2; a2] make profit. Makaganansiya ka kun patas-an nimu ang prisyu, You can make a profit if you raise the price. Pilay ganansiyabu n sa usa ka rim sigarilyu, How much profit do you get from a carton? 2 [Al2]have an advantage over s. t. Nakaganansiyasiya sa kuntra kay dakudaku siya, He has an edge over his opponent because he is muchbigger. pa-v [A; b6] make a profit on s.o. Di ku mupaganansiya nimu ug .daku, I will not make 
	,
	,

	ganas = GALAy.
	ganas n the ceremony of taking the bride from her house to the house of the groom after the banquet in the bride's house. Both families accompany the newly-weds. v [Al;a2] take the bride in the ganas ceremony.Pagbuman ug pangaun, giganas ang babayi ngadtu sa balay sa lalaki, After the wedding reception, the bride was taken to the groom's house. 
	ganay n reverberating sound which echoesand persists for a while. Ang ganay sa kampana muabut sa layu, The reverberating sound of the bell reaches far. v [A23] reverberate with a persisting echo. 
	ganay v [AN; cl] for things to go s.w. in a long line. Miganay (nangganay) na ang mga kamwa. Maayu untag di mababa arun dili maanud, The young crabs are going upstream now. I hope it won't flood so they won't be carried away. Iganay (ganaya) ang mga bata sa pluris, Line up the children to present their flowers. ka-, -an v [Al3] 1 walk in a long file. Nagganayan (nagkaganay) ang mga Subanun nga nanglakat, TheSubanos walk in lone lines. 2 for large num
	ganay v [AN; cl] for things to go s.w. in a long line. Miganay (nangganay) na ang mga kamwa. Maayu untag di mababa arun dili maanud, The young crabs are going upstream now. I hope it won't flood so they won't be carried away. Iganay (ganaya) ang mga bata sa pluris, Line up the children to present their flowers. ka-, -an v [Al3] 1 walk in a long file. Nagganayan (nagkaganay) ang mga Subanun nga nanglakat, TheSubanos walk in lone lines. 2 for large num
	-

	ber to go s.w. Nagganayan (nagkaganay)ang mga tawu pagsugat sa Santu Papa, The people flocked to see the Pope. -an n groupof people going s.w. 

	ganda n k.o. leek: Allium odorum. It is used as spice or for rubbing ailing parts of the body. Sometimes called the onions of the Subanos. 
	gang n 1 gang, a cohesive group of young people having a common name and purpose. 2 band of criminal elements. v [C12] be a member of a gang. Di ta makiggang ug kidyi, We won't have a KJ (killjoy) in our gang. ganggang v [Cl2] go around with one's gang.
	gangad v [B16; b8] bend the end of s.t. up or out with force. Nagangad nang tagaa kay nasangit sa batu, That fish hook is bentbecause it got snagged in a rock. Nagangadang iyang nawung nga giluwir dyu, His head was thrown back after being hit in the lower jaw. a bent up or out. 
	,
	gangan = GALAN GAN. 
	gangay v 1 [A; a] broil peeled bananas over live coals. Gangayun ku ning saginga, I'llbroil this banana. 2 [A; c] put s.t. beside afire to keep it hot. Igangay nang takuri aru n init kanunay ang tu.big, Put the kettle beside the fireplace so the water will remain hot. 
	ganggang v [A; cl] 1 put s.t. over the coals to dry it or heat it. Nagganggang ku sa pan nga giumigas, I am heating the bread which the ants swanned over. Akuy muganggang sa kupras, I'll dry the copra in the drier. 2 broil bananas. Magganggang kug saging ipainit, I'll broil bananas for a snack. -an(➔)n copra drier. 
	,
	,

	ganggang n = BUNSUDBUNSUD. 
	,
	,
	.

	ganggnna = KANGGRINA. 
	gangha v [A; b6] emerge, appear at the door or gate. Mau nang pultaba ang gigangbaan sa ungu, That's the door where the witchappeared. -an(Ł) n door, gate. 
	gangi v [A; al 2] 1 loosen s. t. stuck in the ground by wiggling it back and forth. Waynakagangi sa ugsuk, Not one succeeded inbudging the peg loose. 2 break s. t. off bymoving it back and forth. Nagangi ang buktun sa munyika, The arm of the doll worked itself off. l work s. t. affixed back and forth. Gigangi niya ang kambiyu sa awtu, He moved the gear shift of the car. 
	gangi n dance (slang). v 1 [Al; b(l)] hold a dance. Sa amu na Jang ta maggangi kay luag, Let's hold our dance at my house because there's lots of room. 2 [AC; a] dance the slow drag. 
	. , .
	gangis -gan1 
	Artifact
	gangis n k.o. fish. 
	gangis n k.o. fish. 
	gangis n k.o. cicada. haring -1 the toughestof all, the most astute, gutsy one in the group. 2 political boss. 

	gangkap a complete, whole. Gangkap ang iyang bisti sa kasal, Her wedding ensemble is complete. v 1 [A; b] make s.t. complete. Nagangkap ang usa ka libu, I have one thousand pesos complete. Gangkapi ang kulang, Add to it to make up the lack. 2 [Al2; al] be able to do s.t. to all of s.t. Makagangkap kaba ka sa lmung abangan dinbi? Do you think you _can meet the entire rental payment? Dlli ku magangkap paggakus ang /yang· bawak, I can't manage to get my arms around her waist. 
	gangkay a well dried out, cooked dry. Gangkay ang mga langkay sa lub� The coconut fronds are dry and brittle. v [B2; cl] dried stiff, cooked crisp. Gangkaya (igangkay)pagbulad ang isda arun dlli udlun, Dry the fish completely so it won't get wormy. 
	gangkay a well dried out, cooked dry. Gangkay ang mga langkay sa lub� The coconut fronds are dry and brittle. v [B2; cl] dried stiff, cooked crisp. Gangkaya (igangkay)pagbulad ang isda arun dlli udlun, Dry the fish completely so it won't get wormy. 
	gangking v [B3(1); al2] for soft and moist things to dry hard and get stiff. Ang bagang amirul makagangking (makapagangking) sasinlna, Thick starch makes the clothes very hard. a hardened after drying. 
	. 
	,


	gangnna = KANGGRINA.
	gangsa n goose, gander. 
	gangsa n goose, gander. 

	n anchored raft to which branches have been tied, to which fish are attracted. v [A; cl] put up, make a fishing raft of this sort. 
	gan
	gu 
	1

	gann k.o. large marine fish. 2 a big shot or top brass. Dakung gangu sa pulitika, Apolitical bigwig. 
	gu
	2 

	gangu a 1 loose, not firmly implanted. Gangu na kaaang akung tangu, My tooth is very loose. 2 having a screw loose, acting strange at times. Dipiktadu tingali ang utukkay gangu usabay, He must have some brain defects because he acts strangely at times. v [A; al 2] loosen s. t. by working i,t back and forth. Gangua usa nang usuk una ibta,Work the stake back and forth before you pull it out. gangugangu a wiggling back and forth. n handle of a water pump operated manually. v [A; al2] = GANGU. t 
	gangu a 1 loose, not firmly implanted. Gangu na kaaang akung tangu, My tooth is very loose. 2 having a screw loose, acting strange at times. Dipiktadu tingali ang utukkay gangu usabay, He must have some brain defects because he acts strangely at times. v [A; al 2] loosen s. t. by working i,t back and forth. Gangua usa nang usuk una ibta,Work the stake back and forth before you pull it out. gangugangu a wiggling back and forth. n handle of a water pump operated manually. v [A; al2] = GANGU. t 
	yu 

	gant n thick scar tissue left on the neck after � wound. v [B26; b4] form thick scar tissue on the neck. lnigkaayu sa imung upirasyun sa liug mugant (magangut) unya na, When the wound from your neck operation has healed, it will form a heavy scar. 
	gu
	gu

	tv [A; a] pull out by roots, uproot. Limpiyu na ang kamutiban kay gigangutan na niya, The sweet potato patch is cleared now because he has pulled out the vines. 
	gan
	gu
	i 

	Artifact

	gant v 1 [A; b] close s.t. by tying it. Ganguti ang pultaban kay walay trangka, Tiethe door to because we have no bolt. 2[BN; b4cl] for the jaws to stiffen so that the mouth cannot open. Naggangut (nanggangut) ang iyang baba kay gititanus siya, 
	gu

	His jaws stiffened because hehad tetanus. 3 [A) clutch firmly by sinking the claws in. 
	His jaws stiffened because hehad tetanus. 3 [A) clutch firmly by sinking the claws in. 
	· 


	Ang kuku sa banug migangut sa akung buktun, The hawk dug its claws into my arm. (➔) v 1 [A; cl] lock s.t. lgangut (ganguta) ang kandadu, Secure the padlock. 2 [A; cl] fasten s.t. by tying. Gigangtan niyag lupnis ang iyang kalsuniHe tied a cord around his trousers. 3 [A; cl] tie into a knot. lgangut (ganguta) ang tumuy sa pisi arun di mabakbad, Tie the end of the rope so thefibers won't get undone. 4 [B] get stuck, be impeded from moving. Kun magangut ang angkla sa dakung batu, lisud na kubaun, If the anc
	s, 

	gani 1 even. Wa gani kuy pisu, I don't even have a peso. Manlimbung gani siya sa kaugalingun niyang amaban, He would even cheat his father. la pa -_[so-and-so] cannot, should not happen because it is still ...Sayu pa gani ipauli, It's still too early to go home. M iminatay nga diba pa gani sa bagdanan, She started to wail even while she was on the staircase. 2particle accompanying a statement offered as proof of an allegation: even. Baratu tu, nakapalit man ganiku, It was cheap. I even bought one. Wala
	gu
	yu 

	256 ganid
	256 ganid
	1 
	know, the cook? 4a particle with insistence. Didtu gani ku, lwas so there. Si Pidru gani tu uy. Dili aku, That was Pedro, not me. 4al with commands: particle giving a tone of insistence. Hilum gani, Damn you. I said shut up. Pagtuun gani diba, You getdown to your studies, hear? S sa -a = UNSA -. b s. t. rather like. Sa gani babu sa kandila ang akung nasingu, l smelled s.t. like a burning candle. c [so-and-so) is likely to happen. Sa gani muulan rung adlawa, It is likely to rain today. d [so-and-so) shoul
	·

	getting drunk. 

	ganid v 1 [A3) invite s.o. to go s.w. Imu raning gustu nga muanbi ka. Way nagganid nimu, You came of your own free will. Nobody dragged you here. 2 [A; cl) drag, involve s.o. in s.t. unpleasant. Wa ku damba nga maganid ang akung ngalan niining dakung iskandalu, l never expected that I would be involved in this big scandal. 
	ganid= ABANID.
	2
	2
	niha 1 before, at a previous time. M ilakaw 

	siya ganibang buntag, She left this morning. Dinbi siya ganiha. Karun, wala na, He washere a minute ago. Now he isn't. 2 -rasince a while ago. Ganiba ka ra dinbi? Have you been here for some time? Ga nib a ra nakung pinaabut nimu, ganiba ra kung nagpaabut nimu, l have been waiting for you for some time. ka-= GANIIIA. 
	ga

	nina =GANIHA. ka-= GANIHA.
	ga


	ganir n one in charge of pouring and passing the glass of liquor around in a drinking spree (slang). v [A; cl) be, become the '!nner' in a drinking spree (slang).
	ganir n one in charge of pouring and passing the glass of liquor around in a drinking spree (slang). v [A; cl) be, become the '!nner' in a drinking spree (slang).
	gu
	gu
	'
	' 

	gansa = GANGSA.
	gansal a rough, not smoothŁsurfaced. v [B 1 ; al 2) be, become rough. Gansala pagsimintu ang banyu arun dili ta madalin-as, Put a rough cement flooring in the bathroom soit won't be slippery. gansalgansalun a rough, uneven.
	•nsang gansangnsang v [B16; cl) be rough and uneven. Naggansanggansang nga ngipun, Uneven teeth. -un a uneven, rough. Gansangun siyag nawung, She has lots of pockmarks on her face.
	ga
	ga

	nsilv [A; a) crochet. Kuti gansilyuhun 
	nsilv [A; a) crochet. Kuti gansilyuhun 
	yu 


	kanang mutip, That motif is an intricate one to crochet. n crochet hook. -in-n crocheted material. 
	ga

	,
	,
	,
	.


	ganstyang = GALANSIYANG. gansu n 1 hook attached to sacks to help 
	-ganuy one heave them. 2 crochet hook. 3 large safety pin. 4 hook in wrestling. v 1 [A; b6(1)) put a hook in s.t. to lift it with. Gansubi kun lisud paggunit, Use a hook if it's hard to hold. 2 [b6) fasten s. t. with a safety pin. Gigansuban ku na Zang ang akung karsunis, l just fastened my pants with a safety pin. 3 hook in wrestling. 
	gansung n whippletree of a plow. v 1 [A; b6(1)) put a whippletree. Nabitik ang kabaw sa kasya kay wa gansungi, The trace was looped around the carabao's leg because there was no whippletree fastened to the rope. 2 [a12) make into a whippletree. 
	Artifact

	ganta = GANTANG. 
	•gantaaw paN-v [A2; bl) fish with a spear from a boat at night with a torch or lantern. n method of fishing this way. 
	gantang n 1 a unit of dry measure equivalent to three liters. 2 liquid measure of aboutthe same amount. v [B26; cl] be one gantang. Hapit mugantang ang ilang maburutkada kaun, They use up nearly a gantangevery meal. -an(➔) n vessel used to measure 
	gantang. 
	ganti n 1 reward, prize. 2 natural gift given by God. Ang imung kaanyag ganti sa kabitas-an, Your beauty is a gift of God. v 1 [A3; b6(1)] give a reward, prize. Gigantihag baluk sa musa ang mananaug, The winner got a kiss from the muse. 2 [A13; b6) endow with natural talents or qualities. Ang kinaiyaban nagganti niyag mauintip nga utukan, Nature has endowed him with a keen mind. 3 [A12) win a prize, reward. Na�agantig bakus ang kampiyun, The champion won a belt. 
	ganting n k.o. fish. 
	= GANSIL YU. 
	gantsil
	yu 

	ganrun n bollard, a mooring post on the wharf. 
	ganruung a piled high. Gantuung kaayu angtapuk sa bulingun, The laundry is piled high. v [B; b6) loom tall. Migantuung ang buki digira sa uiwud, The warship loomed 
	Łigh on the ocean. ganuŁa = KANUS·A (dialectal).
	ganut v [A; a) 1 clear weeds or grass in an area. Nagganut sila sa iskuylaban, They are clearing the weeds in the school yard. 2pull a tooth. pa-v [A; ac] have s.o. pull a tooth. Magpaganut kug tangu, l will have a tooth pulled. n weed-pulling session. Wauiyganut rung hapun, There is no yard work this afternoon. -1-un(➔) n weeds to be cleared cff by pulling.
	ganuy v 1 [A; a] drag, pull s.t. s.w. Ganuyaang babuy sa ibawan, Drag the pig to the 
	gap-ak -gara 257 
	slaughterhouse. Giganuy ang akung pangisip sa laing kalibutan, My thoughts were drawn to another world. 2 [A; cl] for s.t.to draw s.o. tenderly to sleep or bring on a pleasant feeling. Ang LSD nga muganuy nimu sa pagbating langitnun, LSD that brings you to a state of heavenly bliss. -an(➔) n
	slaughterhouse. Giganuy ang akung pangisip sa laing kalibutan, My thoughts were drawn to another world. 2 [A; cl] for s.t.to draw s.o. tenderly to sleep or bring on a pleasant feeling. Ang LSD nga muganuy nimu sa pagbating langitnun, LSD that brings you to a state of heavenly bliss. -an(➔) n
	k.o. hauling sled consisting only of a platform mounted on runners.

	gap-ak v [A; a] break up lumps by treading on them. Kabaw ang maggap-ak sa pilapil, The carabao breaks lumps of mud in the rice paddy.
	gapang v [B6] for the big toe to be so deformed as 'to stick outward. Migapang angkumagku sa tiguwangnga wa makatilawgsapatus, The big toes of the old man who has never worn shoes are sticking out sidewise. n big toe sticking out sidewise. Nagsiwil ang gapang niyang kumagku, His deformed big toe is sticking out to the side. n 
	. 

	k.o. mullet. 
	k.o. mullet. 

	gapas n 1 k.o. medium-sized tree which produces cotton. 2 prepared cotton for treatment of wounds. (➔) v 1 [B4] for rice plants to fail to develop grains. Migapas ang amung humay tungud sa huwaw, Our rice plants didn't develop grains due to the drought. 2 [A; a4] for cloth to be worn to the point that lint is showing. Ug mugapas (gapasun) ang panaptun, panahun nang ipalit ug bag-u, If the cloth wears, it's time to buy new clothes. -an(➔) n 1 cotton fields. 2 dart of a blow gun (so called from the piece o
	x

	gapiv [A2Cl2; b6] take sides with s.o. in an argument.
	1 

	gapiv [A; cl] overcome completely. Siyaang nangulu sa naggapi sa mga Huks, H.e led the men who defeated the Huks. 
	2 

	ga.pin v [A; b6] side with, favor s.o. in a controversy or quarrel, etc. Ang kuntistant nga iyang gigapinan, The contestant shefavored. -ay, -in-ay v [C2] take sides with their respective favorites. Pag-away sa magtiayun, nagginapinay ( naggapinay) ang ilangisig ka ginikanan, When the couple quarreled, their parents took sides with them.
	gapnud n flotsam, s.t. drifting in the sea. 
	gapu n 1 driftwood, twigs or bamboo pieces found beside the seashore. 2 weak, easily broken. Hapit na mahugnu ang taytayang gapu, The weak bridge is about to collapse. 3 sickly, weak due to old age, brittle-boned. 
	4 toothless, hornless in old age. v [B2; b6] 1 be weak. Nagapu (migapu) ang silya kaykanunay niyang gihiragan, The chair became weak because he kept leaning back on it. 2 for a body to become sickly. Mugapu ang lawas ug dili ampingan, The body will besickly if not taken care of. paN-v [A; b6] lose one's teeth, horn. Nanggapu na si Lulu,Grandpa is losing his teeth now. Gipanggapuan na ang kabawng landay, The old carabao has lost its horns. 
	gapud a weak, easily broken due to age. Ga
	-

	1 
	1 
	, ,

	pud na ang ngtpun sa tiguwang, The old man's teeth break off easily v [B23(1); b6) be brittle or easily broken due to age. Migapud (nagapud) ang tiil sa daang lamisa, The legs of the old table are weak. Nagkagapud ang dukumintu nga gitipigan, The olddocument is getting brittle. 
	gapudv [A; a) cut firewood in a woody area. Mugapud aku sa banwa, I'll cut firewood in the fore st.
	2 

	gapud, gapud v [A2; b] join in, associate with a group. Mugapud ku sa ilang piknikbisag wa ku imbitaha, I'll go with them on their picnic, even if they don't invite me. 
	3

	Mga pubri hinuuy imung gigapuran nga wa kay mapaabut, You prefer to mix with poor people though there's nothing youcan get from them. 
	gapugapu v [B146; a2] be rough-skinneddue to scars, scales, calluses. Nindut siyag bitiis ugaling kay naggapugapu Zang tungud sa daghang uwat, She has shapely legs, only they are covered with scars. 
	, ,
	gapung = GIPUNG. 
	gapus v 1 [A; al] tie up to restrict motion. 
	Siyay naggapus sa babuy nga ibaligya, Hetied up the pig to be sold. Gapusag maayu ang iyang kamut, Bind his hands securely. 2 [A; a3) tie up with preoccupation. Nagapus siya sa trabahu, He is tied up with his job. 2a enslave with sufferings, difficulties, and the like. Nagapus sila sa kawad-un, They are enslaved by poverty. 2b -ang kwarta v [AP;a3] tie up capital. Magapus ang imung kwarta ug ipalit nimug yuta, Your money will be tied up if you buy land with it. (➔) n s.t.used to tie with. 
	gara v [A2; b6] do s.t. all the more in response to an admonition or flattery. Ug badlungun, mugara hinuun, If you tell him to stop, he does it all the more. Mikaransay pagsamut ang hubug kay migara nga giabibahan, The drunk danced all the more because he was egged on by the applause. garara V[Al] make a display of exaggerated behavior. garagaraun a easily moved to do s.t. in
	ga
	-

	258 garab 
	258 garab 
	appropriate or beyond one's capacity. Garagaraun man /aging mipalawum nga di kamaung mulanguy, He was so foolish as to go into deep water when he didn't know how to swim. 

	garab a bragging, boastful v [A2; c) brag, boast. Migarab si Litu kay nakabandrid, Lito started to brag because he go! one hundred. pa-v [A; c) brag about s.t. I yang gipagarab ang singsing niyang diyamanti, Hebrags of his diamond ring. -un n boastful person. v [B2;b6] be, consider boastful. 
	garaba = GitABA.
	garabi!= GRAHi. 
	garabu n k.o. aromatic herb often used for spicing s. t. roasted. 
	garahi n garage, place for storage or shelter of cars. v 1 [AP; c) put s.t. into the garage. Igarabi ang mutursaykul, Put the motorcycle in the garage. 2 [A2; c6] for public transportation to go in the garage for the night. Mugarabi na ku kay gabii na, I'm going to the garage because it's late. 3 [A2C12] go home, esp. to sleep. Mugarabi na ku kay katulgun na, I'll go in now becauseI'm sleepy. garahian, garahianan = GARAfll, n. 
	garakgarak a rough, uneven surface. v [B;bS6] for a surface to become rough and uneven. Mugarakgarak ang nawung basta mabulit sa bu gas, Your face will become rough if it is covered with acne. Gigarakgarak (gigarakgarakan) lang sa gubyirnu ang karsada kay igu ra dyung gigraba, The government just made it a rough road; they only putgravel on it. -un a rough, uneven in surface. 
	garal a unwittingly stupid. Not doing what others would expect. Garala niya uy. Gisugu ku niya, nalimut pagbatag kwarta, Hesure is a dope. He asks me to get s.t. but forgets to give me the money. ka-state of being foolish. sa imung --you idiot! (said in a friendly way). Limpiyu sa imung kagaral. Kabugaw ini, What do you mean clea.n? It's filthy. 
	garamal v [A; be] bind, tie tightly. Ayubaggaramal ang babuy arun dili makabubi: Tiethe pig well so that it won't get loose. Garamali ang kabun arun dili mangayabu ang sulud, Tie the box securely so the contents won't spill out. 
	garan, garan n garand rifle, . 3 0 caliber M 1. garang, garang n bloated, tight feeling in the stomach. v [B6; a4b4] have gas pains. Garangun (mugarang) ang hnung tiyan ug magOU will get a bloated stomach if you eat too much. Garangan ka sa tiyan, You will get a bloated feeling in 
	palabi kag kaun, y

	-garbu 
	your stomach. 
	garanggarang a rough, uneven in surface. Garanggarang ang akung nawung sa bugas, Myface is all rough with acne. v {B12; c 1] for a surface to be, become rough and uneven. 
	Mugaranggarang ang lamisag tadtaran sa karni, The table will get all scratched up if you cut the meat on top of it. 
	garanil n granary, room or house for storinggrain. v [A13; a2] make into, add a granary. 
	1 

	garani1n marking gauge, a carpenter's tool for drawing a line parallel to the edge of s.t. v 1 [A; b(l)] line s.t. with a marking gauge. 2 [al2] make into a marking gauge. 
	2 

	garantisadu a having the quality that assures satisfaction. Garantisadung rilu, A watch of guaranteed quality. Garantisadung initsaban. Di musipyat, He is a sure-fire shot. He can't miss. v [B126) be dependable in quality or quantity. 
	garantiya n1 collateral on a loan. 2 guarantee 
	s.t. as asserted. Garantiya sa pridyidir, Aguarantee on the refrigerator. v 1 [A; c] guarantee a loan. Igarantiya niya ang iyang yuta sa iyang utang, He will use his lands as collateral on his loan. 2 {A; c] give assurance that s.t. is as asserted. Akuy mugarantiya sa iyang pagkakasaligan, I'll stand as guarantee to his trustworthiness. 
	garapa n small bottle or vial. 
	garapinyira n rotary type ice cream freezer. garapun n glass jar. v 1 [B23(1)6) be a jarful. 
	Hapit mugarapun (magarapun) ang naburutnilang tuba, They consumed almost a jarful of toddy. 2 [A; cl] put in glass jars. Igarapun (garapuna) ang pinyatu, Put the peanut brittle in glass jars. -in-n put in a glass jar. v [cl] do by the jarful. 
	garas v [A; a] scratch lightly, put a thin wound in the surface. Tunuk ang migaras saiyang nawung, It was a thorn that scratched his face. Nagaras ang pintal sa taksi, Thepaint of the taxi got scratched. n light cut.luli naku nimu ang imung pawntin pin nga way garas, I will return your fountain pen to you without a scratch. 
	garay n verse. v [A; c1] write, read a verse.
	Gigarayan sa nangbarana ang sulu sa gitara,
	The serenader recited a verse with a guitar solo as a background. ma-un a £ ond of making verses. 
	garbansus, garbantus n = KARABANSUS. garbu n pride. Misinta siya dibang natandug ang garbu, He flared up when his pride was 
	hurt. Garbu sa mga tawu dinbi ang kalimpiyu sa lungsud, The cleanliness of the town is a source of pride for the people. -sa irun one's foolish pride, said derisively. pa-, 
	.

	gardaba -gaspang 
	pui-v [A; c] display s.t. with pride. Nagpagarbu (nagpasigarbu) siya sa bag-ung kutsi, He is showing off his new car. Wa kuy ngalan nga ikapasigarbu, l don't have a name to boast of. magarbuhun, mapagarbuhun, mapasigarbuhun a 1 full of pride. Magarbubun siyang midawat sa midalya, He received the medal with pride. 2 haughty in ways and appearance. -sa a haughty, stuck up (female). v [B] become haughty.Migarbusa (nagarbusa) siyang nakataak sa A mirika, She becamehaughty after having gone to the States. -
	pui-v [A; c] display s.t. with pride. Nagpagarbu (nagpasigarbu) siya sa bag-ung kutsi, He is showing off his new car. Wa kuy ngalan nga ikapasigarbu, l don't have a name to boast of. magarbuhun, mapagarbuhun, mapasigarbuhun a 1 full of pride. Magarbubun siyang midawat sa midalya, He received the medal with pride. 2 haughty in ways and appearance. -sa a haughty, stuck up (female). v [B] become haughty.Migarbusa (nagarbusa) siyang nakataak sa A mirika, She becamehaughty after having gone to the States. -
	She spoke haughtily to me; she probably looks down on me. -su a haughty (male). 
	gardaba = KARDABA. 
	gardin n flower or vegetable garden. v [A; a] make a garden. -iru n gardener. v [B156;al2] gardener.-ingn 1gardening. 2 a school 
	subject of gardening in the elementary 
	school.

	gardiyan n guardian of a child. v [B1256] become the guardian. Nagardiyan ku niya samtang nilangyaw ang iyang mga ginikanan, lbecame his guardian while his parents were away on a trip. 
	garing n 1 doll. 2 religious statue. v 1 [A]play with a doll. Gustung mugaring ang bata, The child wants to play with a doll. 2 [a]make a doll. Nindut garingun ning panaptuna, This cloth would make a pretty doll. 
	· 

	. 
	. 
	,


	gar1pu = GRIPU. 
	garisun n garrison. v [AC12; b(l)] establish a garr1Son.garmint bag n garment bag. v [c6] put s.t. in a garment bag. 
	garnalda = GIRNALDA. 
	, . . ,
	, . . ,

	garnati= GRANATl. 
	l 
	l

	garnatin variety of balingbing (A verrhoa carambola), sweet and yellow when ripe. 
	2 

	gartir n elastic band, usually strapped on or sewn to s.t. v [A3; b6(1)] put an elastic band on s.t. 
	garu v [A; al2] jile s.t. back and forth. Ayaw garua ang lamisa kay malungi nya ang tiil, Don't jile the table back and forth because the leg might break off. 
	gg
	gg

	garud v [B 126] for a part of the body to get chafed or badly scratched from sliding over a rough surface. Nagarud ang iyang dughan pagdaurus niya sa kabuy, His chest got badly scraped from sliding down the trunk of the tree. 
	garus v [AB2; ab2] scratch lightly. Magarus ang sawug ug imung guyurun ang siya, Thefloor will get scratched if you drag the 
	chair. 
	chair. 

	garuti n 1 wooden cane used for beating. 2 walking stick. v [A; alb2] hit with a cane. Garutiba siya kun magtinuntu, ca·ne him if he does foolishness. 
	gas n 1 kerosene. 2 gas fuel for cooking stoves. -istub, gastub n kind of stove that uses cooking gas or kerosene for fuel. v 1 [A; b6] put in kerosene or gas. Wa magasiang lamparilya maung napalung, They failed to put kerosene in the lamp so it went out. 2 [Al3] use kerosene. Maggas na Lang mi kay ikunumiya, We'll just use kerosene because it's cheaper. paN-n money obtained by prostitutes to pay for the barest necessities. Kanang pagpaabang sa ubang mgapampam para panggas 11a lang, Some prostitutes sel
	gasa V [A; c] give a gift. Unsay akung igasa sa hang kasal? What shall I give them as a wedding present? n gift. present. 
	gasn l gauze. 2 incandescent mantle of pressure lanterns. 
	32 

	gasang v [B6; b6] get whitish salt particles on the body. Mugasang ang akung panit ug di ku mangbinawnaw bumag kaligu sa dagat, My body becomes whitened with saltif I do not rinse myself off after swimming in the sea. -un a covered with salt particles. 
	ga.sang n coral, hard substance made up ofthe skeleton of polyps. ka-an n place wherecorals abound. 
	gasap v [A,; al 2) lop off the branches from a tree that has fallen or been cut down and cut them into pieces. 
	gasbut = HIGASBUT. 
	gasgas v [A; ab2] damage s.t. by scratching it. Nagasgas ang kilid sa pridyidir, The side of the frigidaire got scratched. n scratch. 
	gaskit n gasket. v [b6] put gasket on. 
	gaslin prickly heat. v [A123P; a4] have 
	1
	1

	prickly heat. Ulan ang ikaligu kun gasliun ka, Bathe with rain water if you have prick1yheat. 
	-

	gasli, gasling a stiff and dry through the heat of the sun. v [B2; cl] be stiff dried due to the sun's heat. Ayaw pamad-i nanglinadlad arun dili magasling (mugasling), Do not let the clothes get completely dry so they won't get stiff. Gaslinga (igasling) pagbulad ang karni arun di mababu, Dry the meat till it is stiff so it won't spoil. 
	2

	gas mask ngas mask. v [A 1] wear a gas mask. gaspang a 1having dry and rough skin. 2 generally Uflkempt. 3 coarse in manner. Gas-.pang ang imung pagkasulti, You 're coarse in your speech. v [BN6; b6] be coarse. Nang
	-

	. ,
	gasptn -gatu2 
	Artifact
	gaspang ang iyang palad sa mga kubal, Theskin on his palms is rough from the calluses. 
	gaspang ang iyang palad sa mga kubal, Theskin on his palms is rough from the calluses. 
	ga.spin n kerosene torch made of a slim pieceof bamboo or a bottle. v [A; al] make into a kerosene torch. 
	gastadu a 1 for mechanical moving parts to be worn out. llisan natu ang pistun kay gastadu na, Let's change the pistons because they are all worn out. 2 having one's body worn out from sexual activities. 3 havingone's body worn out from overwork. v[B126; b6] for mechanical parts of the body to get worn out. 
	gastadur a extravagant in spending. v [B12;b6] get to be extravagant in spending. -a (f-) = GASTADUR (female).
	gasti (from tigas) n toughie (slang). gastruintiraytis n gastroenteritis. v [A3P; a4] get gastroenteritis. 
	gastu v 1 [A2; a] spend money. Nakagastusilag daku sa dispidida, They spent a large amount of money for the farewell party. 
	Makakuput gani ug kwarta gastubun dayun, 
	Whenever she lays her hands on money, she spends it right away. la give a banquet on a lavish scale. Gastuban ku giyud ang akung , I'll hold a big dinner for my birthday. 2 [A; b6(1)] spend for some undertaking. Ang kumpaniya mauy naggastu sa iyang pagtuun, The company is paying for his studies. 3 lA!;a] use time, effort for some undertaking. Gastuha ang imung kung katuyuan, Use your strengthfor good purposes. n 1 expenditures. 2 sumptuous feast as entertainment. a requiring great expense. Gastu na kaayu
	kumplian
	yu
	sug sa maa
	yu
	yu 

	' 
	gastub!see GAS. 
	gasulina n 1 gasoline. 2 food or drinks to provide a bit of energy (slang). Magkarga tag gasulina, Let's have s. t. to eat, take a little snort. v 1 [A; b6( 1)] put gasoline into. 2[A13; b6(1)] eat s.t. as a snack, or take 
	gasulina n 1 gasoline. 2 food or drinks to provide a bit of energy (slang). Magkarga tag gasulina, Let's have s. t. to eat, take a little snort. v 1 [A; b6( 1)] put gasoline into. 2[A13; b6(1)] eat s.t. as a snack, or take 
	some liquor for energy. Gasulinabi siya arun mukanta, Give him a little snort so hewill sing. -dur(➔) accelerator on a motorvehicle. gasulinahan n gasoline station. 

	Artifact

	pta n juice squeezed from coconut meat. v [A; b6(1)] cook s.t. with the juice of coconut meat. Gatai ang mangku arun lamian ang sa.baw, Cook the mackerel with coconut juice so we'll have a delicious sauce. ginat-an n 1 s.t. cooked with coconut juice. 2 k.o. sweet soup containing sticky rice, corn, taro, and sweet potatoes cooked incoconut juice. 
	gatal = GATAW, v. 
	gatang, gatang v [A; a] divide into portions. 
	Naggatang kug nangka para ibaligya, I cut a jackfruit into portions to sell. Gatanga ang sibuyas, Apportion the onions into bunches. -in-n cut into portions. Ginatang ang pagbaligyag babuy, They sell the pork by portions. 
	gatas n milk.May gatas ka pa sa baba nga manaratu, You're still too young (lit. you still have milk on your mouth) to have a sweetheart.(➔) v 1 [A) milk an animal. Naggatas siya sa baka, He is milking the cow. v [B3(1)6;b] secrete milk. Wa makagatas ang inaban, The mother didn't lactate. Mamatay ang nati kun di gatasan ang inaban, The calf dies if the mother doesn't lactate. 3 [A; b6(1)) mix milk into s. t. 4 [al2] bottle-feed an infant. Gigatas na Lang nila ang ilang masusu, They bottle-fed their baby.
	gataw v [AN; b6] appear, stick out on a surface. Migataw ang iyang gusuk, His ribs stuck out. n projection, height. Dayag na OU can clearly see the projection of the submarine on the surface of the sea. (➔) n s.t. which gets exposed on the surface. Ang balangbuy nga gataw pait ug makahilu, The cassava root that grows out of the ground is bitter and poisonous. -un a of the type that sticks out. 
	ang gataw sa submarinu sa dagat, y

	gatiln trigger. 
	yu 

	gatu. n vise, mechanical device for holding 
	1
	1

	firmly s.t. being worked. v [b6(1)] fasten with a vise. Gatubi arun sayun paggabas, Fasten it with a vise so it will be easy to saw it. 
	,
	gatu= GATILYU. 
	2 

	gatud-gawas 
	Artifact
	gatud v [A; al2] make s.t. rough by covering it with cuts. Nagatud ang tabla nga gibimung taparan, The board got an uneven surface because it was used as a chopping board. gatudgatud a rough in surface. Gatudgatud na ang punuan sa lubi kay gisigiban man niyag tigbas, The coconut trunk is rough because he always chops at it with his bolo. gatudgaturun = GATUDGATUD. 
	gatud v [A; al2] make s.t. rough by covering it with cuts. Nagatud ang tabla nga gibimung taparan, The board got an uneven surface because it was used as a chopping board. gatudgatud a rough in surface. Gatudgatud na ang punuan sa lubi kay gisigiban man niyag tigbas, The coconut trunk is rough because he always chops at it with his bolo. gatudgaturun = GATUDGATUD. 
	gatung n 1 fuel used for cooking. 2 a big piece of wood used to keep fire or embers burning. v 1 [A; cl] supply fuel to cook s.t. 2 [Al; cl] keep a fire burning to supply embers for future fires. 3 [APN; b] add fuel to an emotional situation. Nganung gatungan pa nimu ang iyang kasuku? Why do you add fuel to his anger? paN· n 1 s.t.used as fuel. 2 s.t. used as drinks. Naa bay maayung paggatung kay muadtu mi sa bayli, Do you have anything good to warm up the group because we're going to a dance. 
	gatus numeral hundred. v see TULU. -an ingroups of a hundred, hundreds. Gatusan ka tawu ang naglaray, People were lined up bythe hundreds. Gatusan ka tuig, A century.maN·(�) amounting to one hundred. Manggatus ang {yang swildu kada simana, Heearns a hundred a week. maN-(f-), -in-doneby the hundreds. Manggatus (ginatus) ang pagbaligya sa mangga, They sell mangoes by the hundred. v [cl] do s.t. by the hundred. tag-(f-) a hundred each. v [a] give out denominations of one hundred. tagmang-, tagin-= MANG-, -I
	gaudn k.o. porgy. gaudgaud = GAUD•
	1
	1

	gaud, gaud v [A; bS] row, propel a boat with an oar at the stern. Makagaud kaba ta bangtud sa daplin? Can we possibly row as far as the shore? Ang linayagan ug way bangin gawrun (gawran) Lang, A sailboat is rowed if there is no wind. (➔) n large oar. gauran n oarlock. 
	2

	gaugau v [A; al2] tease derisively. Gigaugausiyang pisut, He was teased derisively because he was uncircumcised. n derisive teas1ngs.
	-

	gaung a weary-looking. paN-v [A2; b4] have aweary look on the face .• Manggaung ang nawung sa tawung way tulug, A person's face looks haggard if he has no sleep. Gipanggaungan sa dagway ang bag-ung minyu, Thenewly-weds look haggard. 
	gauy v [B6N; a2] for the body or part of the body to get completely fatied. Nanggauy ang akung lawas sa paglinanguy tibuuk adlaw, My body became fatied from swimming the whole day. (➔) a fatigued.
	gu
	gu

	gaw n entrance to a fish trap (bubu) made of 
	woven bamboo, tapering toward the inside like a funnel, such that fish cannot turn around once it has proceeded a certain distance, nor can it get back. v 1 [A; b6(1)]attach agaw. 2 [A; cl] make a gaw.
	•gawadka-n worker, employee. 
	1 

	gawad= HI-/HA-, v 2. hi-/ha-v I [AZ; b5c)deny s.t. to s.o. Mubigawad ka gani sa usa, bigawari (bigawara) na Zang ang tanan, If you deny s.t. to one,deny it to all. Wala giyud kuy ibigawad kanimu, There is nothing Iwould deny you. 2 [B126; b4c5] feel hurt because of a slight. Mabigawad siyag di pasak-un sa atu, She will feel slighted if we don't let her stay here. Higawran kag paryinti kun bakug ka, Your relatives will feel slighted if you are selfish.
	2 

	gawal, gawal v [A; c] stick out from. Naggawal ang dila sa iru nga nagbalbal, The dogispanting, and his tone is hanging out. pa· show off, boast of. Nagpagawal siya sa bagu niyang sapatus, He's showing off his new shoes. n boasting. mapa-un a of a boasting, showing off sort. 
	gu

	gawang n 1 door. 2 hole in flooring or in a wall.Mabulasut ka sa gawang, You will step into the hole in the floor. v [A; b] make an opening in a wall or floor. Gigawangan niya ang bungbung, He made an opening in the wall. 
	gawas v 1 [A2] go out of an enclosure or area. Migawas siya sa balay, He went out of the house. 2 [AlP; c] bring s. t. out. Kinsaynaggawas sa mga silya? Who brought the chairs out? Wa nila ikagawas ang igbabaligya, They weren't able tp display (lit. put out) their goods. n 1 immediate vicinity outside. 2 from a foreign country. Karun, mgabalita gikan sa gawas, And now, news from abroad. 3 state of being free, independent. Yuta nga gawas, A free country. 4 aside from. Gawas nga gwapa, sapian pa giyud, Asid

	gaway -gayun 
	unfettered life. 
	unfettered life. 

	gaway n tentacles. Katul ang gaway sa buk-
	ya, Jellyfish have itchy tentacles. 
	ya, Jellyfish have itchy tentacles. 

	gawaygaway n small tree with alternate pinnate leaves. The bark is used for dyeing and strengthening fishlines. It has a white flower similar to a string bean. The flower andthe young fruit are cooked and eaten as vegetables: Sesbania grandiflora. 
	gawgaw n starch made from cassava, corn, buri. v [A; a2} make starch. 
	gawi V [A; al 21 use s.t. Ambi nang akungbulpin kay gawiun ku, Give e back yball-point pen because I am going to use it. n character, ways. Pilia ang babaying maayug gawi, Choose a girl with good ways about her. ka-an n manner of doing, using s.t, customs. Ang pagsultig kusug supak sa maang kagawian, Talking loud smacks of bad manners. 
	Ł
	Ł
	yu

	' 
	' 

	= ŁLu
	gawu 
	1, 2
	. 

	py = GALAY. 
	gayang n a k.o. bolo about 18" long with a straight blade. The back edge curves slightlyupward forming a crest near the tip, with a flat end that slants outward so that the end and the bottom form a point. 
	gayhab = GALHAB.
	gayi = GANI (colloquial).
	gayid n s.t. that serves as a guide. v 1 [A; b6} guide the way. Gayri mi kay wa mi katultul, Guide us because we don't know the way. 2[B1256) become a guide. Nagayid ku niadtu sa ilang ikspidisiyun, I became their guide in their expedition. 
	gayud short forms: dyud, giyud 1 with adjectives: without doubt. Suku giyud siya nimu, She's sure to be mad at you.2a withverbs: make it a point to [do)!. Uha giyud, Be sure to hit him on the head. 2b [so-andso] will happen for sure, can't help but happen. Ang talawan, bisag ilutan, mudagan gi
	, 

	d, A coward, even if he is agitated, will 
	d, A coward, even if he is agitated, will 
	yu
	be sure to run away. 2c na -[so-and-so] happened at last Salamat, nakapangihi na giyud ku, Thank heavens. At last I've had a chance to urinate. 2d ra -[so-and-so) will happen despite anything. Hingpatyan ku ra giyud nang bastusa, I'll kill that s.o.b. oneof these days for sure. 3a wala -never. Wad ku masad ana, I never knew that. 3b dill -never will [do)!. Digiyud ku magluib nimu, I'll never betray you. sa dill pa certainly before [so-and-so) happens. Bangun sa dili pa gayud mubanagbanag, Be sure to wake 
	gi
	yu
	yu
	-
	-


	out a doubt Siyagiyud ang kinagwapahan, She is the prettiest. 5 with adjectives: it is[adjective) without a doubt. Lami giyudkaayu, It was really delicious, without adoubt. 6 with forms meaning 'there is (are), there always be ... for sure'. Duna giyuy tawung kulukuyun, There always will be foolish people. 7 with numerals: [numeral]for sure. Tulu man giy iyang gikaun, Heate three whole pieces. 8 with words ref erring to aplace: right at the place. Naa giyud mi sa publasin, We are right in town. 9 with inte
	yu
	yu
	-

	yu
	it is when you're poor. You suffer. 
	gayuma = LUMAY. 
	gayun v [A12; a3) get the chance to do s.t. Nakagayun kug haluk niya, I got a chance to kiss her. pa-v [A3] manage, make s.t. not quite suited to the job work, anyway.
	Naglisud ku kay nagpagayun ku aring daut a hard time. I amtrying to make this defective engine run. hiv [A12) have the chance, time to do s.t.Musulat ku nimu kun makahigayun, I'll writeyou when I have the time to. n 1 time, chance. Wa kuy higayun pagtan-aw ug sini,I don't have time to go to the movies. 2chance, opportunity. Lihiru ka man giyud. Tagai sad kug higayun nga makadaug, 
	nga makina, I'm havi
	ng 

	You're so good at it. Give me a chance to win, too. 3 time, instance. Dunay mga higayun nga pangulbaan ku, There are times when I get so anxious. 4 -time, event. Angmaung higayun gitambungan sa mga dagkusa lungsud, The said event was attended by the important people in the town. hi-(t-) v[Bl256] be well-situated in a job, dwelling place, etc. Di na mi mulalin kay nahigayun na mi dinhi, We won't move because we are 
	gayun -gihapun 
	. 
	. 
	well-situated here. pahi-(�), pahi-v [A; c6] 1 arrange to have s.o. put in a job. Ikapahin ka dayug trabahu kay paryinti mu ang bus, It can easily be arranged for you to get ajob because you.are a relative of the boss's. 2 make arrangements for the proper performance of s.t. Ang punirarya ray mupahigayun sa paglubung, The funeral parlor will take charg� of the burial. 3 [b(l)] give s .o.
	ga
	yu

	a chance. Aku unang gipahigayunan siya, apan kun muusab, aku siyang kastiguhun, 
	I'm giving him a chance this time, but if he does it again, I'll punish him. 4 = PA-. kahigayunan .opportunity. Ang kahigayunan kas-a rang mutuktuk sa pultaban, Opportunity knocks only once. ti-, pati-see TIGAYUN. 

	gayun a inferior in quality or workmanship. 
	Gayun kaayung pagkatahi ang imung karsunis, Your pants are very poorly tailored. v [B12; a2] be of inferior quality, do s.t. poorly.
	Gayun kaayung pagkatahi ang imung karsunis, Your pants are very poorly tailored. v [B12; a2] be of inferior quality, do s.t. poorly.

	gayung v [A; al] propel a boat from the stern with a scull. Gayungi ang buti arun muirug tag diyutay, Scull the lifeboat so wemove forward a bit. Gayungun ta lang nang gilay-una, Let's just go that distance by sculling. -nang -words said as one takes a baby in the lap standing and letting him lean back and forth. (➔) n scull. gayunggayung n name of a folk dance. 
	gay-ut a 1 out of shape, wrinkled. Gay-ut na kaayu ang iyang susu, Her breasts were all flabby. 2 not up to par. Gay-ut ang iyang 'dinaganan karun, His running this time was not up to par. 3 tattered, torn to small bits. Ang iyang gay-ut nga sinina gilabay, Shethrew out her tattered dress. v [B; a2] 1 make s.t. out of shape, get out of shape. 
	Bag-u pa gani na nimung gisul-ub nagkagayut na man, You have just put that dress o�, but it is wrinkled and out of shape already. 2 be below par, cause to be below par. 3 tear up until it is no longer usable. 
	Bag-u pa gani na nimung gisul-ub nagkagayut na man, You have just put that dress o�, but it is wrinkled and out of shape already. 2 be below par, cause to be below par. 3 tear up until it is no longer usable. 

	gi, gi= AGI, 1, 1 a, 1 b, 1 c.gi-1 see -un . 2 see i-.
	giak v [A; bŁ stamp \he foot heavily on s.t.Giaki ang uk-uk, Stamp on the cockroach. 
	gi-an see -an.
	-

	gŁan tik n fight characterized by a furiousexchange of blows. v [C2]. have a furiousexchange of blows. Ang duba ka buksidur naggib-antik sa katapusang hugna, The two boxers had a furious exchange of blows inthe last round. 
	gibang v [A; a] nick a saw or blade. Gabi kaayung magibang ang sundang, The machete won't easily break. (➔) n nick on the blade 
	of a sharp instrument, broken serration in a saw.
	gibhang v [A3P; bS] knock a piece off of a whole, make a gap in s.t. Gibhangan (gibbangun) ang kural sa mga buyung, The rustlers will make a hole in the wall (will cause it to have a hole in it). n chip, gap, space left when s.t. has been removed from a single piece. Dakung gibbang sa akung kinabuhi ang iyang pagkawala, His disappearance left a huge gap in my life. ka-= GIBHANG, n
	giblang n distance between two vertical things. Ang giblang sa duba ka pusti, Thedistance between the two poles. a wide,having a great distance between two vertical things in either side. v [B 1; a 12] be, become wide. Magiblang ang kalyi ug magtaga ang laray sa lubi, The street will become wide ifyou cut down the row of coconut trees. 
	gidlak v [A; b6] glitter, sparkle. Wa makagidlak ang mga bituun kay nagdag-um, Thestars did not sparkle in the sky because it was overcast. gidlakgidlak a glittering, sparkling. Gidlakgidlak ang sininang iyang gisulub, She wore a dress that was covered with little sparkling things. v (B3(1)6] glitter, sparkle.
	•gidlay ka-v [A13] 1 for clothing to be in tatters. Nagkagidlay ang saput sa makililimus, The beggar was wearing tattered clothes. 2 be reduced to a miserable condition due to misfortunes, financial set-backs, and the like. Nagkagidlay lagi ku kay gibyaan sa uyab, I'm a miserable wretch since my lover left me. Di ku makabayad kay nagkagidlay pa mi, I can't pay because we are in a desperate financial condition. 3 be battered in a fight or some other undertakings. Nagkagidlay ku sa amung tist, I was ruin
	gtgmmg = GAGMING. see GAMING.
	gigulu a gigolo. v [B26] be a gigolo. 
	gihang = GILHANG.
	gihapun 1 still, as before. Nagpabilin gibapun nga Risalista si lyu Simun, Old Simon still remains a die-hard Rizalist. 2 still, nevertheless. Bisag unsaun, kang Sirbing kami gibapun, No matter what happens, we are still for Serging. 3 still the same thing. Balangbuy gabapun, balanghuy Zang gibapun karun? We had cassava yesterday. Do we still have cassava today? mau -as always. Tigulang na siya apan mau gihapun ambungan, He is old now, but as always, handsome. sa -forever, always, at all times. Main
	·
	-

	ginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. 
	ginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. 

	gihay n 1 petal. Ang gibay sa rusas pula, Rose petals are red. 2 shred, strip, tear off 
	s.t. Usa ka gibay sa iyang sinina nababilin sa alambri, A piece of her dress was left on the wire. v [A; ab4] tear s.t. into strips, shreds. Gibayun niya ang papil, She will tear the paper into strips. ka-(�) v [Al 3] be reduced to shreds. Nagkagibay ang iyang pangatarungan sa abtik nga panuksu, Hisreasoning was reduced to shreds by the intelligent questioning. 
	s.t. Usa ka gibay sa iyang sinina nababilin sa alambri, A piece of her dress was left on the wire. v [A; ab4] tear s.t. into strips, shreds. Gibayun niya ang papil, She will tear the paper into strips. ka-(�) v [Al 3] be reduced to shreds. Nagkagibay ang iyang pangatarungan sa abtik nga panuksu, Hisreasoning was reduced to shreds by the intelligent questioning. 

	gihi v [A; b] 1 slice a portion off a hunk of meat or fish. Gigibian nakug gamay ang gaway sa tabuguk, l cut a small slice from the octopus' tentacles. 2 make an incision in meat or fish. Gibii ang karni nga igsusugba, Make incisions on the meat to be broiled. n slice taken off a hunk of meat or fish. 
	gihu = GISUK.gika-see i-
	gikan 1 fr�m [such-and-such] a place. Miabut siya gikan sa Hapun, He arrived from Japan. 2 from [such-and-such] a time. Natug siya gikan sa buntag, He slept from morning on. 3 having just finished doing or being s. t. Gikan akung naligu, I've just come from my bath. 4 from, against anadversity. Luwasun ku ikaw gikan sa kaulawan, I'll save you from shame. S originating from. Ang tawu kunu glkan sa ungguy, h1an is said to have descended from the apes. -karun from now on, henceforth. Gikan karun, wa nay 
	s.t. Kanang sugaa naggikan sa parula, Thatlight comes from the lighthouse. Ang iyang ,
	s.t. Kanang sugaa naggikan sa parula, Thatlight comes from the lighthouse. Ang iyang ,
	sakit nagagikan sa pagpunayg panigaril
	yu

	His sickness comes from excessive smoking. Halayung dapit ang akung gigikanan, I come from a far place. pa-v [A; cl] see off on a trip. Akuy mupagikan niya sa piyir, I'll seeher off at the wharf. -um-due to. Gumikan sa imung kadangag nawala ang ri/.u, Becauseof your carelessness you lost the watch. v [Al2S3] be due to. Ang baba naggumikan sa pagpuril sa lasang, Floods are due to deforestation. ka-n ancestral origin. Putiunsiya kay katsila ang iyang kagikan, He is white because his ancestors were Spaniards.
	Pride is the root of all sin. 

	gilak n glitter, sparkle. Masulaw ang gilak sa was dazzling. v [A2S] 1 glitter, sparkle. Migilak ang iyang mga mata, Her eyes glittered. 2 shine in popularity, prominence. 
	iyang mga alabas, The glitter of her jewel
	ry

	Si I/bis naggilak gibapun sa iyang kabantug, 
	Elvis still is shining in his popularity. gilakgilak v [B146] have a sparkling brilliance. m�un a sparkling. 
	gilang v [A; bS] make crosswise or diagonal incisions into s.t. Gilanga (gilangi) ang isda una prituba, Make incisions in the fish before you fry it. 
	gil-as a warm. v 1 [B; b4] feel warm. Ug mugil-as ang panabun, pagbukas, arun di ka gilasan, If the weather gets hot, take off your shirt so you won't feel hot. 2 [Al 23P; b4] feel restless, uneasy. G igil-asan ang iyang ginikanan sa dugayng pagpinaabut kaniya, 
	Her parents were restless waiting fdr her. ka-n 1 heat. 2feeling of restlessness. mŁun a ill at ease. Magil-asun siya nga miatubang sa bisita, She was ill at ease as she received her visitor. 
	gilaw n steady flow of light from s. t. glowing, gleaming. v [BN] glow, gleam. Migilaw ang uling nga nagbaga, The red coals glowed. Naggilaw sa kabait ang akung pinuti, Mybolo is gleaming with sharpness. gilawgilawv [A] sparkle. 
	gilay v [A; b6(1)) cut a slit in the ear of an animal for purposes of identification. -in-an a having a slit cut in the ear. 
	gilayun see DA YUN. 
	gilhang (from libang) n fissure, slit, gap where two long things join. Taas ang gilbang sa ilang pangidarun, There is a large differencein their ages. v 1 (84S6; cl] have a narrow gap, slit. Naggilbang lang nang imung ngipun, Your teeth are spaced wide apart. Gilbanga ( igilbang) pagsira ang pultaban arun makalili ta, Don't close the door all the way so we can peep. 2 [A; b6(1)] make a gashon s. t. to have an opening. Gilbangi ang isdang asinanan, Make a gash in the fish we will salt. 
	gilis v [A; a] tear or cut into long straight strips. Ang bangin mauy nakagilis sa dabun sa saging, The strong wind tore the banana leaf into strips. Gigilis sa kusug nga pambutang dagat, The pump boat cut a straight swath into the sea. (➔) n a piece stripped off of s. t. t 
	gilit n razor blade (from the brand name Gillette). v [al2] cut with a razor blade. Di' maputul nang biluba ug di gilitun, Thatstring won't break if you don't cut it with a razor blade. 
	gil-it ginggun 
	-

	gil-it v [A; c6] for a tiny portion of s.t. to stick out from behind or inside s.t. that conceals it. Migil-it na ang adlaw sa subangan, The sun has emerged from the east. Igil-it ang tumuy sa imung dila, Stick out the tip of your tongue.
	gil-ud v [A; bS] break s.o.'s bones. Gil-urun(gil-uran) ta ka run, I'll break your bones. 
	giluk a tickling sensation. Giluk kaayu kun gitikun ta sa iluk, It is very titillating to betickled in the am1pits. v 1 [B6; b4] tickle, feel s.t. tickling. Migiluk ang akung ilung, My nose itched. Pwirting kinatawa kay gigilukan (gigjgkan, gigidkan) siya, She laughed hard because it tickled. 2 [Al 3] -angkamut, tiil have a compulsion to touch s.t. 
	_ or move the feet. Maggiluk ang kamut sa kiriwan, A kleptomaniac has itchy hands. Naggiluk ang akung tiil. Kaayung ibayl� Myfeet itch. How nice it would be to dance.(�) a intense tickling. v [B6; b4] tickle intensely. pa-[A; b] tickle s.o. Kaayu giyud ni1nu pagigkan, How nice it would be to tickle you. gigkanun, ma-un a ticklish, sensitive .to tickling. 
	gim n 1 game, sports competition. Giuswagang gim tungud sa u/an, The game was postponed due to the rain. 2 end of a game according to an agreement. Mangundang ta sa wa pay gim, Let's quit before the end of the game. 2a game of mah jong starting from the deal till the time one of the players goes mahjong. a game, showing spirit and enthusiasm, even under unpropitious conditions. Gim na siya kay bisag way hilig, mukanta kun hangyuun, She is game because she will sing if you ask her to even if she doesn't 
	gimat a ugly, plain. Gimat nang panaptun imur;g gipili, You chose an ugly cloth. v[b12] get to be ugly. ka-(Ł) v (A13] be covered with dirt. Nagkagimat ang nawung sa bata, The child's face was covered with dirt. 
	gimata tattered, in shreds. Gimat ang sinina sa makililimus, The beggar has a tattered dress on. ka-(�) v [Al 3) be in tatters. 
	2 

	gimaw v [A; c6] 1 emerge, for a small portion of s.t. to stick out above a surface or behind a concealment. Migimaw ang simud sa mga isda ibabaw sa tubig, The snout of 
	gimaw v [A; c6] 1 emerge, for a small portion of s.t. to stick out above a surface or behind a concealment. Migimaw ang simud sa mga isda ibabaw sa tubig, The snout of 
	the fish emerged from the surface of the water. Ang mga turuk nanggimaw na, The sprouts are pushing out of the ground now. 2 come to light, be revealed. A-ng kinaiya sa tawu bisan unsaun pagtabun, mugimaw gayud, One's true character will surely come out no matter how carefully it is concealed. 3 [A2P] show oneself in a place. Wa na mugimaw (mupagimaw) nang mangingilad, 

	That swindler never showed himself again. n visible portion of s.t. partially hidden. 
	,
	. 

	gun-aw = GIMAW. 
	giming = GAMING. 
	gimuk v [A2S3] make a slight movement in place. Migimuk ang batang natulug dihang gipaak sa namuk, The sleeping baby stirred when a mosquito bit him. Naggimuk ang mga ulud sa patay nga iru, Worms are wriggling over the dead dog's body. n action of stirring. Way gimuk ang baryu kun magabii, The village is completely quiet at night. 
	gim-ut a 1 barely enough in space. 2 short of time, money. 3 expression of distaste, annoyance on the face. v [B; b6] 1 be barely enough in space. Mugim-ut (magim-ut) ang pasilyu kung hidagbanan sa tawu, The passageway will be congested if there are too many people who pass in it. 2 be short of time or mc,ney. Mugim-ut (magim-ut) ang imung iskidyul ug daghang sabdyiks imung kuhaun, Your schedule will be very tight if you take too heavy a load. Gigim-utan ang kabus sa iyang kahimtang, The poor man is in a 
	· 

	gina-see PAGA-UN. gina-an seePAGA-AN.
	ginabu t see GABUT. 
	ginahapun = GINHAPUN. 
	Ginang n Mrs. Siya si Ginang R iyis, This is Mrs. Reyes. v [A; a12] call s.o. 'Mrs.'. ginansiya = GANANSIY A. 
	. ,
	ginga = GUN GA. 
	' ' 
	. 

	ginga = GINGI, n 1. ginggingv [A; a2b2] tweak the ears or pullthe hair on the side of head upwards with the thumb and forefinger. Ginggingun ku nang imung dunggan ug pabuyag ka, I will tweak your ears if you are naughty. 
	1 

	ginggingpet name given to boys and girls. ginggun ri 1 k.o. cloth of plain weave, usually blue-colored, coarser than the Indianhead cloth, used commonly for ordinary wearbecause of its durability. 2 coloration of horses: a white field sometimes with a tinge 
	2 

	' . . 
	. 

	gmgi -gmnng 
	of grey covered with black speckles. 2a a horse of this coloration. 
	of grey covered with black speckles. 2a a horse of this coloration. 

	gingi n 1 spaces between toes and fingers. 2slits or openings in walls, roofs, and the like. 3 small nooks, corners, crevices, creases in s.t. or parts of a body. Gingi sa bunabuna, Crevices of one's mind. Gingi sa liug, Crease in the neck. 4 part of a brokenbranch, a part of a bunch or hand of fruit. Usa ka ginging ubas, Part of a bunch of grapes. v [A; a] break into parts, asbranches and bunches of fruit. Migingi siyag sanga sa bayabas, He broke a guava 
	' 
	' 
	branch into pieces. gingigingi = GINGI.

	ginhapun usual, normal in behavior, said incontexts referring to the unusualness of certain behavior. Katingad-an kay dili ginbabecauseit's not usual for her to be late. Ginbapun ba siya nga magbubug? ls it normal for him to get drunk? 
	pun nga maulabi siya, It's surprisi
	ng 

	ginhawa n 1 breath. Nabugtuan siya sa ginbawa sa alas tris, He expired at three o'clock. taman sa -as much as one could. Midagan siyag taman sa ginbawa, He ran away as fast as he could. 2appetite for eatsiyag ginbawa maung tambuk, He has a good appetite. That's why he is fat. para sa -for the purposes of food. Mamubi ta para sa atung ginbawa, Let's raise animals for food. subra sa -excess food. Ilawug sa babuy ang subra sa ginbawa, Feedthe leftovers. to the pigs. 3 cookies, small cakes. 4 one's feeling
	ing. Maa
	yu 

	s.t. to heart. Wa ra sa iyang ginbawa bisag kasab-an, She doesn't take it to heart if she is cussed out. v [A2S3S;c] breathe. Daliakay nagginbawa pa, Quick, she is still breathing. Nakabayad na ku sa mga utang. Makaginbawa na ta, I've paid the debts. Now we can breathe. Iginbawa ang dautang bangin gikan sa baga, Breathe out the bad air from the lungs. -ug luag v [A123S] breathe a sigh of relief. Nakaginbawa siyag luag pagkasayud nga apindiks ra diay, He breathed a sigh of relief upon finding out it was j
	s.t. to heart. Wa ra sa iyang ginbawa bisag kasab-an, She doesn't take it to heart if she is cussed out. v [A2S3S;c] breathe. Daliakay nagginbawa pa, Quick, she is still breathing. Nakabayad na ku sa mga utang. Makaginbawa na ta, I've paid the debts. Now we can breathe. Iginbawa ang dautang bangin gikan sa baga, Breathe out the bad air from the lungs. -ug luag v [A123S] breathe a sigh of relief. Nakaginbawa siyag luag pagkasayud nga apindiks ra diay, He breathed a sigh of relief upon finding out it was j
	s.t. to heart. Wa ra sa iyang ginbawa bisag kasab-an, She doesn't take it to heart if she is cussed out. v [A2S3S;c] breathe. Daliakay nagginbawa pa, Quick, she is still breathing. Nakabayad na ku sa mga utang. Makaginbawa na ta, I've paid the debts. Now we can breathe. Iginbawa ang dautang bangin gikan sa baga, Breathe out the bad air from the lungs. -ug luag v [A123S] breathe a sigh of relief. Nakaginbawa siyag luag pagkasayud nga apindiks ra diay, He breathed a sigh of relief upon finding out it was j
	appendicitis. -in-n breathing. ginhawaan, ginhawaan n1entrails. Gidugudugu nila ang ginbawaan sa babuy, They made the entrails of the pig into blood stew. 2 insides. Diba diay nati sa ginbawaan, There was a calf in the stomach. 3 mood, disposition. 


	Nagdaut ang akung ginhawaan kay nag-awaymi, I am in a bad tnood because we had a quarrel. 4 capacity to withstand sickening, nauseaticircumstances. Huyang siyag ginbawaan kay madismayug makakitag dugu, 
	ng 

	She has a weak stomach because she faints 
	when she sees blood. 
	Gining n Miss. Kini si Gining Santus, This is Miss Santos. v [A; a 12] call s.o. '-Miss'. ginit n the cloth-like sheath, growing off the sides of the base of coconut palm fronds,
	.protecting the young frond and the blossom.ginlaw v [B3(1); b6] shine, glitter. Muginlaw ang uru ug mainitan, Gold will glitter in the sun. Nagginlaw ang iyang brilyant� Herdiamond is glitteri. Naginlaw ang sawug sa plurwaks, The floor shone with the floor wax. a glittering, glossy. n glitter, gloss. 
	ng

	ginsud = AGINUD.
	ginta n 1 distance of one point to another ahead or above it. May gintang dyis mitrus ang balay sa karsada, The house is set back ten meters from the road. 2 distance beyond a certain point. Ayaw itupung sa ng�lit. Butangig ginta, Don't build it flush to the edge. Let it overhang. 3 distance givenas an advantage in a race. v [B456; c] 1 overlap or extend beyond s.t. Taas na ang byabas kay miginta na sa atup, The guavatree is tall because it has grown higher thanthe roof. 2 give s.o. an advantage in a race.
	gintang n 1 = GINTA. 2 distance the sun is above the horizon. 3 difference in age. Diyisanyus ang gintang sa magtiayun, The married couple has a ten-year difference in age. v 1 = GINT A. 2 [A; b6) for the sun to travel a certain distance. Udtu na kay taas nag gigintangan ang adlaw, It's late because the sun has risen high. 
	ginting n deep scallops or serrations on the edge of s.t. v [AB46; cl] cut the edge or bordet of s. t. into deep scallops. Naggintingang tapay sa manuk, A cock's comb in serrated. Gigintingan niya ang sidsid sa iyang sinina, She made scallops at the lower edge of her dress. gintingginting n one of a series of V-shaped segments on the outer edge of s.t., usually for decoration. gunting nga pinking shears. v [b6(1)] make av-shaped 
	-

	,,
	. 
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	scallop on the edge of s. t. 
	scallop on the edge of s. t. 

	gin-u n k.o. small shiny cowry with a color combination of yellow and green. 
	ginuk v [A; al2] move, stir. Ayaw ginuka ang bata arun dili magmata, Do not stir the baby so that it won't wake up. 
	gin•ut n 1 stuffy and airless. Gin-ut kaayu dinhi kay daghang tawu, It's stuffy here because there are lots of people. 2 for the nose to be stuffed or chest to be tight. v [B; b4] be stuffy and airless. Gin-utan aku aning simnang naylun, I feel hot in this nylon shirt. 2 for the nose to be stuffed or the chest to feel tight. Nagin-ut ang dughan sa gihubak,The astlimatic had a tight feeling in his chest. 
	ginuu n 1 lord, God. Ginuu ku, unsa kahay akung nalimtan? Oh Lord, what could I have forgotten? 2 term of address for gentleman: Mr., Sir. Ginuu Magsaysay, Mr. Magsaysay. 3 most feared and influential head in a place. Kanang ismaglir mauy ginuu ining baryu, That smuggler is the lord of this barrio. way -Godless. Way ginuu nangtulisana. Dili maluuy nga mupatay sa iyang gitulisan, That robber doesn't fear God. He kills his victims without mercy. 
	gip n gift. -rap v [A; a2] gift-wrap. Giprapun baani? Shall we gift-wrap this? 
	gipak n a piece broken off from a whole. v [AB12] break s.t. into pieces. Naggipak kug kahuy nga isugnud, I am breaking off piecesof wood for firewood. Nagkagipak ang bukid sa gidinamita kini, The mountain gradually got broken up into small chunks as it was dynamited. 
	gipak n a piece broken off from a whole. v [AB12] break s.t. into pieces. Naggipak kug kahuy nga isugnud, I am breaking off piecesof wood for firewood. Nagkagipak ang bukid sa gidinamita kini, The mountain gradually got broken up into small chunks as it was dynamited. 
	gipakig-an see PAKIG-AN. 
	gipang n 1 lump of s.t. Usa ka gipang kanun, A lump of food. 2 s.t. ch(?pped off or broken off from the bunch. Usa ka gfpang kahuy, A piece of wood broken off from the tree. a having a chipped off edge. v [AB; a] get separated, l;>roken off or apart. 
	I 
	I 
	I \ I

	Akung gipangun ang mga saha sa palmira kay itanum, I'll break off the shoots of the potted palm to plant. (�) v [AB126; bS] chip off the edge. Nagipang ang baba sa basu nga napangka, The mouth of the glass chipped when it was bumped against s.t. -imun a s.t. ready to break off, e.g. shoots for replanting. 
	giping v [AB; a] break things in a bunch apart, for things in a bunch to become separated. Si Nanay ang migiping (naggiping) sa saging, Mother was the one who broke off the bunch of bananas. Nagiping na angmga tudlu sa batang nakuha, The baby that was miscarried had its fingers and toes part
	-

	ed. Gipingun ku ning ubas, I'll separate this 
	bunch of grapes. 
	,
	,
	.


	gtprap see GIP. 
	giplud, gipud v [A; a2] 1 break off a tooth or serration. Kinsay nagg,pud· sa gabas?Who broke the teeth of the saw? Nagkagipud ang iyang ngipun, His teeth are breaking off. 2 break s.o.'s bones. Gipluran ta ka sa mga tiil ug mulakaw ka, I'll break your legs if you go out. ( ➔) a for teeth or serration to be broken off. 
	_gipung v [A; cl) take glowing embers and put them together to keep them going. Gipunga (igipung) ang baga arun dili mamatay, Put the embers together so the fire won't burn out. 
	gip-ut = HA-. ha-a 1 narrow in space or passageway. Hagip-ut nga agianan, A narrow passageway. Hagip-ut ang amung kwartu, We have a small, narrow room. 2 tight in financial situation, mode of living. Htigiput kaayu mi run. Dili mi makahatag, We're in a tight situation now. We can't contribute. Hagip-ut na kaayu ang panahun, We have very little time left. 3 for clothes not to be quite enough. Hagip-ut kaayu ning panaptuna, This cloth is tQo narrow. v [B;
	cl] 1 l;>e, become narrow in space or passageway. Muhagip-ut (mahagip-ut) na ning agianan ug imung butangag daghang bangku, The passageway will become narrow if you put lots of benches in it. 2 for a situation to become difficult, for time to get short. 
	gira n 1 war. 2 trivial matters talked about in a conversation that's supposed to be important. lJnsaun pagsugut nga gira may giisturyahan? How could she accept him 
	when they kept talking about the weather instead of what was OII their minds? v 1 [C2; c] be at war. Kun makigg,ra ta sa Tsina, ihian Zang ta, If we wage war against China, they can win just by urinating on us. 2 [a2] go to war over s.t. Maatu lang ang Saba kun girahun, Sabah will be ours only if we go to war.for her. 3 [a2] quarrel with, make war on a member of the family. Gigira siya sa iyang asawa kay dugayng mipauli, 
	· 

	His wife went on the warpath against him because he came home late. -patani n 1 civil war. 2 all-out quarrel among people residing together. Gira patani saMunti, Riot in the Muntinlupa prison. v [A2C; a2] have a civil war. Naggira patani ang managsuun bahin sa kabilin, The brothers and sisters are fighting to the death over the inheritance. di-, bapur di-, barku di-, buki di-n warship. 
	His wife went on the warpath against him because he came home late. -patani n 1 civil war. 2 all-out quarrel among people residing together. Gira patani saMunti, Riot in the Muntinlupa prison. v [A2C; a2] have a civil war. Naggira patani ang managsuun bahin sa kabilin, The brothers and sisters are fighting to the death over the inheritance. di-, bapur di-, barku di-, buki di-n warship. 

	girawut -gitik 
	girawut v 1 [Al; a2) fire s.o. from his job. 
	girawut v 1 [Al; a2) fire s.o. from his job. 
	Gigirawut siya kay tapulan, He was fired because he was lazy. 2 [A2; b3) get out of a place or position due to pressure, threats, and the like. Mugirawut ku sa amu kay kuyaw, I'll leave our place because it's a dangerous place. Unsay imung gigirawtan? Gamayg swildu? Why did you quit? Low pay?

	girdul n girdle. v [A; b6) wear a girdle. 
	girilya n guerilla. v [B1S6; al 2] become aguerilla fighter. Naggirilya ang mga kalakin-an sa panabun sa ukupasiyun, The men became guerillas during the Japanese occupation. girilyiru, girilyista = GIRIL y A, n. 
	giring n ruffle. giringgiring n 1 shallow scallops or serrations, ruffles. 2 slightly crazy.v 1 [A; a] make a shallowly scalloped border. Giringgiringa ang imung paggunting arun arti tan-awun, Scallop the edges so it will look artistic. 2 [BJ look like a scalloped edge. Kabakbawan nga migiringgiring sa ilang luyu, A mangrove swamp that looked like a scalloped edge in back of them. 3[Bl2)become crazy. Nagkagiringgiring siya kay kanunayng mapasmu, He is becoming crazy because he often goes hungry. 
	. ,
	. ,
	. 


	ginpu = GRJPU. girira n heroine, woman warrior. Si Hwana di Arku bantugang girira, Joan of Arc was a famous woman warrior. v [B 1 S6) be awoman warrior. gimalda n wreath, garland. v 1 [a12) make a wreath, garland. Hain man ang mga girnaldabun? Where are the things for the wreath? 2 [A; b] wear or place a wreath. 
	gisa, gisal v [A; a] fry s.t. with little oil and usually together with s.t. else. -du(Ł) a fried.
	gisantis n 1 green peas. 2 dog as food (humorous slang -so called because dog meat is commonly prepared with peas). 
	gisawA= GUSAW. 
	gisi v 1 [A; a) tear s.t Naggisi siyag panaptun arun ibaat sa samad, She tore off a strip of cloth to bandage the wound. Nagisi ang iyang kasingkasing sa ilang panagbulag, It tore her all up when they broke up. 2 [A;b6] make a slight cut or laceration. Gigisian ang inahan sa primwung pagpanganak, The mother had some lacerations during her first delivery. ( ➔) n tear, laceration. May gisi ang imung karsunis, Your pants have a tear in them. gisigisi v [A; a12] tear 
	s.t. to shreds. Gigisigisi niya ang sulat sa blakmilir, She tore the blackmailer's letter into pieces. -un a all ripped up. 
	s.t. to shreds. Gigisigisi niya ang sulat sa blakmilir, She tore the blackmailer's letter into pieces. -un a all ripped up. 
	. . ,

	gising= GISUNG. 
	l 

	,
	,
	,
	. .


	gismg= AGIGISING. gislang n k.o. snapper.
	2 

	gisnga v IBN; b6] for the nose to bleed.
	Nanggisnga (migisnga) ang iyang ilung, His nose bled. Gisngahi nang tawhana sa ilung, Give that man a bloody nose. 
	gist n honored guest at an official function. -ispikir n guest speaker. v [B1256] be a guest speaker. 
	gisu n lime. v 1 [Al; a] make chalk. 2 [A; b] whitewash. Gisuhan natu ang bungbung, Let's whitewash the walls. 
	gisuk nname given to various trees which furnish second-class hardwood. v [Al2] make 
	s. t. of gisuk. Gigisuk namu ang haligi arun lig-un, We used g{suk wood for our posts to make them strong. 
	gisung v 1 [A; al] shake into consciousness. 
	Gisunga ang gwardiya arun magmata, Shakethe guard so he will wake up. 2 shake plants or children on Holy Saturday to assure that they will grow well. n Holy Saturday (the day before Easter), so named from the shaking of growing things done on that day. 
	giswid v 1 [A; cl] stretch the body, move itaround with a wrile. Mibangun siyag migiswid, He got up and stretched. 2 [A2; c6] free oneself of financial problems. Wa kuykwartang ikagiswid naku sa mga utang, Idon't have any money to free myself of my debts.
	·
	gg

	git n gate. -kras v [A2; b6] crash the gate.Gigitkrasan ang amung parti, There were gate crashers at our party. -kruir n gatecrasher. 
	gitara n guitar. v 1 (A] play the guitar. 2[a12] make into a guitar. gitarista n guitarplayer, accompanist. v [B16] become a guitarist.
	gitgitn k.o. swallow: Artamus leucorbynchus. -in-n k.o. kite with a swallow's tail. gitgitn variety of kalipay.
	1 
	2 

	giti n clitoris (coarse). -sa imung (iyang) ina = BILAT SA INA (coarse). see BILAT. V [Al2] the thing that is irksome (coarse said in extreme annoyance). Ang nakagiti nimu mau nga tihik ka, What's wrong with you is that you 're stingy. 
	-

	gitib = GITLIB. 
	gitik v 1 [AN; al] tickle, titillate. Ang naggitik (nanggitik) nakakatawa usab tungudsa inagik-ik sa gigitik, The way she squealed as she was being tickled made the fellow that was tickling her laugh. 2 [al 2) stab s.o. with a slnder pointed instrument (slang). Ang gigitik niya sa ayispik namatay, Theperson he stabbed with the ice pick died. 3 pluck a musical instrument. Ang sista nga i
	e
	-

	gitinggiting -grabi 
	yang gigitik, The guitar he is playing. n tickling. ma-un a titillating. Ang iyang magitikung hu'wapbuwap nakapadasig naku, Hertitillating caresses excited me. gitkanun, giktanun a ticklish, sensitive to tickling. 
	yang gigitik, The guitar he is playing. n tickling. ma-un a titillating. Ang iyang magitikung hu'wapbuwap nakapadasig naku, Hertitillating caresses excited me. gitkanun, giktanun a ticklish, sensitive to tickling. 

	gitinggiting = GINTINGGINTING. see GIN
	TING.
	TING.

	gitli v [A; b6] for a tiny portion of s.t. to come into view before the whole shows itself. Migitli na ang unang bidlisiw sa ad/aw, The first rays of the sun started to peep out. 
	gitlib v [A; b6] start to appear on a surface by showing a tiny portion. Migitib na ang binhi, The seed has started to sprout. Mibubag ang lagus nga gigitiban sa panuuk, The gums swelled where his wisdom tooth was making its appearance. 
	·

	gitpas n ticket allowing one free admission. v 1 [.tn; b] use a gate pass. 2 [Al 2; b] get a gate pass. Nakagitpas ku ganina, lwas able to get a gate pass a while ago. 
	gitugitu = NGITUNGITU. 
	gitung n tang, the small projecting part of a blade that is fitted into the handle. v [A;a2] make a tang, provide with a tang. 
	giuk, giuk v [A; a] remove grain from rice stalks with the feet. Gigiuk nila ang bumay, They threshed the rice. 
	giut a tight with barely enough space because ofcloseness, proximity in distance. Giut ang mga kabuy nianang bungtura, The trees are dense on that hill. v [B; c] squeeze into a narrow space, be closely packed. Mugiutlang ta bisan punu sa mga tawu, We willjust squeeze in even if it's filled with people.Gigiut nila sa lata ang mga papilis, Theysqueezed the papers into the can. 
	giwang n fissure, narrow crack. v [A; b6) make a fissure in. Giwangi ang ilisanan kay manglili ta, Make a slit in the dressing room so we can peep inside. 
	giwanun n fresh-water spring near the seashore, tasting a bit salty. 
	giwatay a badly torn; tattered. v [AB; a] get badly torn, tear s.t. to shreds. Naggiwatayang mga ituy sa linadlad, The puppies tore the laundry into shreds. Nagkagiwatay angiyang bisti, Her dress was all tattered and torn.
	giwit v [Bl2; al] torn into shreds. Nagkagiwit na giyud kaayu ang mga kurtina, Mycurtains are torn to pieces from use. giwitgiwit a badly torn, tattered. Giwitgiwit intawun kaag sinina ang makalilimus, Thebeggar's clothes are in tatters. v [Bl] be,become badly torn. 
	yu

	giya v [A) lead the way, guide s.o. to a place. 
	Ang kumpas mauy maggiya sa barku, The 
	Ang kumpas mauy maggiya sa barku, The 

	compass guides the ship. Gigyaban silag Manubu, They were guided by a Manobo tribesman. n 1 guide. 2a tie rod of the steeringsystem of a motor vehicle. 2b steering cable in a boat which connects the steering wheeland the rudder. 3 a line with a ball of rope on one end and the other attached to the towline of a ship. When the ship docks it is tossed to the wharf so as to bring the boat's towline with it. 
	giyan v [Al23P;a4] crave s.t. one is addicted to. Gigiyan na kug kapi kay naanad na, I'maddicted to coffee because I'm used to it. 
	giyaw n glitter of s.t. dark violet in color, such as some rosary beads.!
	· glab n 1 gloves. 2 boxing gloves. v [A; c)wear gloves.
	gladiyula n gladiola. 
	glu n glue. v [A; b6] glue. Glubi ang librung bawnun, Put glue on the books to be bound. glurya see DUMINGGU.
	gluryusu a glorious, delightful. v [Bl2] become glorious.Magluryusu ang tawu ug way kaguul, A person becomes glorious when he has no worries. -nga mistiryu n the glorious mysteries, one of the three series of mysteries in the Holy Rosary. 
	Gn. abbreviation for Gining, 'Miss'. Gng. abbreviation for Ginang, 'Mrs.'graba n gravel. -du a paved with gravel. v [A; 
	b5] pave with gravel. Grabadubun (grabaduban) sa gubyirnu ang mga karsada, The government will pave the roads with gravel. -dur(➔) none who hauls and shovels gravel. v [B56; a2) work as a gravel hauler. t 
	grabansus = KARABANSUS.
	grabi a 1 in serious condition. Grabi siya, ditingali kaugmaan, He is serious. He might not live till tomorrow. 2 done in too great a degree, being in too great.a degree. Grabi .ranang imung pasiaw, You prank too much. Grabing dimalasa. Gipanitan ku sa madiyung, It's a very unlucky day for me. I lost in mahjong. 3 expression showing one's disgust, dismay over s.o.'s failure to do s.t.which he should have done, or avoid s.t. which he could have avoided doing. Grabisad kag nalimut nga gabapun pa man tu,
	How could you ever fo.rget when it was just yesterday. Grabi! Bisag diyuy wa ka? Goodheavens. You haven't got anything at all? Not even half a centavo? v 1 [B2] become worse. Nagkagrabi ang iyang sakit kay wa tambali, His sickness is getting worse and worse because he didn't treat it. 2 [b8] for s.t. to be overdone. Higrabiban nimug nusnus ang silak, maung napanas, You rubbed the shellac too much, so that it got worn 
	adu -grasya 
	gr

	off. 3 [b8) get s. t. more than any one else. siyay naabiban, He gotthe heaviest punishment of all of them. grabihan a not given to conversation, unsmiling. Mingaw ikauban baybana kay grabiban, It's no fun to go with her because she doesn't respond to people. grabihun a snobbish, refusing to have to do with people deemed inferior. Lisud duulun ang tawung grabibun, It's hard to approach a snobbish person. 
	off. 3 [b8) get s. t. more than any one else. siyay naabiban, He gotthe heaviest punishment of all of them. grabihan a not given to conversation, unsmiling. Mingaw ikauban baybana kay grabiban, It's no fun to go with her because she doesn't respond to people. grabihun a snobbish, refusing to have to do with people deemed inferior. Lisud duulun ang tawung grabibun, It's hard to approach a snobbish person. 
	Sa tanang gikasti
	gu 
	gr


	gradu n 1 rating, grade. Nabagbung siya kay adu, He failed because he got low grades. 2 level or stage of education. Tirsirugradu ra ku kutub, I only went as far as third grade. 3 educational attainment. Wayadu angamungmutsatsa, Our maid has no 
	mabag 
	gr

	gradu imung kibidu? What's the grade of your eyeglasses? v 1 [A; bl) give a grade, rating. Gigraduban siyag ip kay absinti, He was given an F because of his absences. Graduban kug iang maang ripurt, I'll give an A to a good report. 2 [Al2) obtain a grade or adu ( makagradu) ug i, I got an A only once. t 
	gradu imung kibidu? What's the grade of your eyeglasses? v 1 [A; bl) give a grade, rating. Gigraduban siyag ip kay absinti, He was given an F because of his absences. Graduban kug iang maang ripurt, I'll give an A to a good report. 2 [Al2) obtain a grade or adu ( makagradu) ug i, I got an A only once. t 
	schooling at all. 4 grade of a lens. Pilay 
	gr
	yu
	rating. Kas-a pa ku maka
	gr


	graduwar v 1 [A2; b6] graduate. Abugasiya aduwaran, He finished law. 2pass from one particular stage or condition to another. Hapit na siya mugraduwar sa pagkaulitawu kay kaslun ugma, He is about to graduate from his bachelorhood because he will be married tomorrow. 3 [A23) be removed from a basketball game after a number of fouls. Miaduwar siya human saikalimang pawul, He was disqualified after his fifth foul. graduwada = GRADUWADU(female). graduwadu n 1 graduate, esp. college graduates. Graduwadu ray mad
	ang iyang gi
	gr
	gr

	graduwit = GRADUWAR. grahi = GAR.AHi. gramatika n grammar. 
	gramu n gram. v [B256) be one gram. Wa ra amu) ang kuwang sa timbang sa karn� The shortage in the meat didn't even amount to a gram. 
	mugramu (ma
	gr

	gramus = GRMIU (plural). 
	grana V [A; bSl dye. Gianaban nakug asul 
	gr

	ang sayal, I dyed the skirt blue. n dye.granada n 1 pomegrenate. 2 hand grenade. granatiAn deep red color. 
	1 

	,
	,
	, 
	. 


	granatl= GARNATI. 
	2 
	2

	grandi 1= IN-GRANDI. 2 busung -completeand thorough busung (divine punishment) without let-up. Bu.sung grandi, gaba biniral na na kay nagtuman sa gustu, What has happened is the divine punishment they broughton themselves because they had to do justas they pleased.
	granil = GARAND..· 
	1 
	i

	graniti n center punch, a pointed tool, usually with conical tip, used to mark a hole to be drilled. v [A; b6(1)] use a center punch on s.t. 
	granstan n grandstand. pa-v [Al take a seat in the grandstand. paN-v [c) spend for a grandstand ticket. Wa kuy kwarta nga ikapanggranstan, I have no money to buy a grandstand seat. 
	granu n 1 grains. Mas pinu ang granu sa asukar kay sa kamay, Refined sugar has finer grains than brown sugar. 2 texture of a surface. Ang panit sa Hapun pinug granu, Japanese have fine-textured skin. 3grain, texture of wood. 4 -malditu inflamed pimple,usually on the face. Gibil.antan siya kay nabubag ang granu malditu sa iyang nawung, 
	She got a fever because the pimple on her face got infected. 
	grap n graft, wealth obtained dishonestly through political connections. -ug (an) kurapsiGraft and corruption. v [Al] take graft. 
	1 
	yun, 

	grapn graft for a plant. v [A; a] put a graft on a plant. 
	2 

	grap n graph. v [A; cl) make a graph. Grapa figrap) ang lakaw sa iyang bilanat, Make a graph of the course of his fever. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	grapa = GARAPA. 
	. . ,
	. . ,

	grapmytra = GARAPINYIRA. 
	grapupunu n spring operated phonograph. grasa n grease. v 1 [A; b6l grease s.t. Gigrasa-ban niya ang hiring sa ligid, He lubricated the wheel bearings. 2 [ B1245;b8] get grease on it. Hiasaban (nagkaasa) binuun ang akung pulu, My shirt got grease on it (gotgrease all over it). grasahun a greasy, oily. 
	gr
	gr

	grasya n 1 grace or blessing, usually from God. Grasya sa Diyus nabubi ku, Thank God, I survived. 2 a person's trait or act which causes joy or satisfaction to s.o. else. v [b4) receive the grace of God. Giasyaban siya sa Diyus maung nabubi, God showed His grace on him and he lived. pa-v [A; b6] give othrs joy or satisfaction in dealing with them. !yang gipagrasyaban ang usa ka sapian pinaagi sa pagsirbi ug maayu niini, He worked his way into the good graces of a wealthy man by serving him well. 
	gr
	Ł

	graŁada -guba 
	grasyada n female working student in an exclusive girls' school. v [B6] be agrasyada.
	grasyada n female working student in an exclusive girls' school. v [B6] be agrasyada.
	gruyas 1 expression of profound and humble thanks. Grasyas, sinyur, sa imung panabang, Thank you, master, for your help. 3 expression uttered when one belches. Grasyas, -nabusug ku, Thanks be to God. I'm full. paNv [Al 2) give profound thanks. Manggrasyasta sa Diyus sa iyang kadagaya kanatu, Letus give thanks to God for the blessings He has bestowed on us. 
	.

	grasyusaa graceful (female). n k.o. soft white bread with a rather flat taste. v [B25; cl] be gracefµl. 
	grasyusu a graceful (male). n the clown or fool in plays. v [B25; a] 1 be graceful. 2 be the clown in a play.

	gratis a free, gratis. v [cl] be given away free. /gratis (gratisun) nila ang sampul, They are giving the samples away free. t 
	grawundid a short-circuited. v [B1256] become short-circuited. 
	grawundid a short-circuited. v [B1256] become short-circuited. 
	grawun n grounding in electrical wiring. v 1[B26] be short-circuited. Dunay wayir nga way tabun maung migrawun (nagrawun), Some of the wire is not covered so it gotshort-circuited. 2 [b6] connect with the ground so as to make the earth part of the circuit. Grawni arun makusug ang radiyu, Ground it so the radio will come in clear. 
	1 

	grawunn area on which a building is put. Daku ug grawun ang Trid Iskul, The Trade School has a large playground. 
	2 


	grid n grade given in school.
	gridir n road grader. v [a12] go over s.t. with a grader. 
	gridir n road grader. v [a12] go over s.t. with a grader. 

	grin a 1 green color. 2 lewd talk or story. Gilamian ku sa lyang isturyang grin, l liked his n = BULBUL. n2. 'V 1 [BN) turn green. Migrin (nagrln, nanggrin) ang mga layang sagbut nga giuwanan, Thewithered grass turned green after the rain. 2 ·[A; b6] add green color to s.t. Grlnig gamay ang fmung tabuntabun, Put a little green on your eyelids. 3 [A13] wear green clothes.
	green stories. -dra
	go

	grips n grapes. 
	grips n grapes. 
	gripu n faucet. Way tubig ang grlpu, There'sno water (lit. in the faucet). gris, gris n a coarse cotton cloth which isplain woven and with a gray color. v [A13J
	•
	wear gris. 
	grispul a graceful in movement. Grispul siyang misayaw, She dan·ced gracefully. V [B12;cl] be, do s.t. gracefully. 
	grumiti n 1 crew of a ship. 2 member of aship's crew. v [B16; cl) become a member of a ship's crew. 

	grupu n group.·v [AC; ac3] form, be a group. 
	Makiggrupu ta nlla arun madaghan ta, Let's
	Makiggrupu ta nlla arun madaghan ta, Let's
	have them in the group so there will be lots 
	of us. Grupuha ang mga batag pakan-a, 
	Group the kids and feed them. Maayu siyang 
	ikagrupu kay aligrihun, It's good to have 
	him in the group because he isjolly. grupu
	grupu v 1 [ C; a) form into groups. 2 [AC; 
	b(l)] play grupugrupu. n game of hide and 
	seek played by several teams, wherein a 
	whole team is 'it' and all the members of a 
	team must come in free. ka-n fellow group 

	member.grusiri n grocery store. v [A; cl] make, operate a grocery store. 
	grusll'iya = GRUSIRI. grutu n grotto where a saint's statue is placed.
	v [Al3;a2] make a grotto. gu see MARTS. gun green traffic light. -signal n green light 
	in traffic, sign permitting s.o. to proceed 
	in traffic, sign permitting s.o. to proceed 
	doing s. t. Di pa mabaligyag wa pay gu sig
	nal, We can't sell it if we don't get the go
	·
	signal. v [B236] for the go-signal to be 
	given to vehicles. Wa pa gani magu ( mugu) 
	nanglabay na ang mga trak, It isn't even the

	green light yet and the trucks have started. guang n large clod, usually in a plowed field. gub. abbreviation for Gubirnadur 'governor'.gub= GULUB.guba v [b(l)] swarm over s.t. to consume it. 
	Gigubhan sa mga manuk ang binlad, The 
	Gigubhan sa mga manuk ang binlad, The 
	chickens swarmed over the rice being dried. 
	Gigubhan sa mga bislta ang litsun, The vis

	itors swarmed over the roast pig. guba v [A3P; al) 1 destroy, wreck, put out 
	of order, Ang tambuk nagguba sa fmung pi
	of order, Ang tambuk nagguba sa fmung pi

	gura, Fat is ruining your figure. Nagkaguba 
	ang bay nga wa puy-i, The house is getting 
	dilapidated because it hasn't been occupied.
	dilapidated because it hasn't been occupied.

	Gub-a ang payag, Tear the hut down. 2 ruin 
	plans, life, and the like. Naguba ang akung 
	plans, life, and the like. Naguba ang akung 

	planung madatu, My dream to become rich 
	·
	·

	was ruined. 3 -ang nawung [B126) •gri-· mace. N_aguba ang iyang nawung mu rag nakakaug aslum, He grimaced as though he had eaten s.t. sour. 4 [A; al 2] cultivate viin land. Ang akung mga apuhan mauyunang miguba ining yutaa, My a1;1cestors were the first to cultivate this land.' n damage done, mechanical defect. Dakug guba ang kutsi maung giubirhul, The car sustained heavy. damage so it was overhauled. adamaged, broken down, dilapidated. Guba ang tulay, The bridge is out of order. -in-npieces of materials
	rg
	.

	272 baba -gugma 
	gu
	gu

	gubaguba v vase shells, k.o. small univalves with rough, grey exteriors, furnishing edible meat. 
	gubana= GWAYABANU.
	gubat n 1 war. 2 trivial matter talked about in a conversation that is supposed to be important. Unsaun niya pag-amural nga gubatmay giisturyahan, How could he proceed with his courtship when she kept talking about everything but what he was trying to get at. -patani civil war. v 1 [C2; c] be at war. Naggubat ang duha ka nasud, The two nations are at war. 2 [a2] fight over s.t. DiLi kinabanglan gubatun ang Matsug Kimuy, There's no need to go to war over Matsu andQuemoy. maN-r-n warrior, combatant. paNan
	gubhay n 1 a strand of hair. 2 the warp threads in weaving. 
	gubin n encumbrance, annoyance, s.t. thattakes one's attention away from one's purpose. Wa silay gubin kay way anak, Theydon't have problems because they have no children. v [A; a2] be an encumbrance, annoyance. Ayaw dad-a ang bata kay magubin ka unya, Don't take the children because they will encumber you. Wa ku gubini sa lmung pag-istar, I don't consider your visit an annoyance. 
	gubirnadur n governor. v [B156; a2b3] be,make a governor. Siyay atung gubirnadurun ng tawu, We'll make him governor because he's agood man. Pangwarta mauy iyang gigubirnaduran, He ran for governor to make money. -iya n governorship, office of the governor. 
	kay maa
	yu

	gubirnu n government. -militar n military
	government.
	government.

	gubirnur = GUBIRNADUR.
	gubuk n fat of beef or carabao meat. 
	gubul v [A; b3c] grumble, complain under one's breath. Ayawg igubul sa manidyir ang nahitabu, Don't go complaining to the manager about what happened. n grumbling or grumbling sounds. 
	gubut a 1 tangled. Gubut ang iyang bubuk nga gitis, Her hair was all tangled because ithad been teasc-d. 2 disorderly, topsy-turvy. Panghipus kay gubut ang kwartu, Straightenout your room because it's all in disorder. 3 full of trouble and ill feeling. Gubut ang ilang panimuyu kay way pagsinabtanay, Their family life is full of trouble because there's no understanding. -ang hunahuna troubled, confused mind. Di ku mahinultul kay gubut ang akung hunahuna, l don't know what to do because my mind is confused a
	gubut a 1 tangled. Gubut ang iyang bubuk nga gitis, Her hair was all tangled because ithad been teasc-d. 2 disorderly, topsy-turvy. Panghipus kay gubut ang kwartu, Straightenout your room because it's all in disorder. 3 full of trouble and ill feeling. Gubut ang ilang panimuyu kay way pagsinabtanay, Their family life is full of trouble because there's no understanding. -ang hunahuna troubled, confused mind. Di ku mahinultul kay gubut ang akung hunahuna, l don't know what to do because my mind is confused a
	to have her life bothered by too many suitors. (Lit. Having palms with lines crisscrossing each other in a disorderly way.) n trouble, discord. llrun way gubut angayun mug batag, So there won't be any trouble each of you will be given an equal share. v [A3P; al] 1 entangle, be tangled up. Ayawgubta ang iskuhidu kay dugay husayun, Do not tangle up the fine abaca fiber because it takes time to comb it out. 2 put into disorder. Nagubut ang balay kay nagdula angmga bata, The house is in a mess because the ch

	Gubta ·ang ilang miting arun maundang, 
	Make trouble in their meeting so it will break up. Ang pirmi nilang kagubtan mau ang kwarta, Money is what they always quarrel about. Gisalida na ang gikagubtang sini nga law-ay, They are showing the obscene film that was the cause of so much controversy. (t-) v [B145] be in utter confusion. Naggubut ang akung hunabuna tungud sa amung panagbangi, My mind istroubled because of our quarrel. Nagkagubut ang hilu, The thread is completely tangled up. n commotion due to a fight. Nanambu mi arun pagtan-aw sa
	gu

	gubyirnu = GUBIRNU.gudshort for UGUD.
	1
	1

	•gud-syŁt, nayit good shot, good night. 
	2 

	see also MANI. 
	gugma n love. Kras Lang na digugma, That's not love. That's just a crush. Gugma sa inaban, A mother's love. Daku ang gugma niya sa pagpangabayu, He has a great love for horseback riding. hi-Iha-v 1 [B123; a12] love s.o. Makahigugma kaha kag disgrasyada? Can you love a girl that is no longer a virgin? Higugmaun ku ikaw kanunay, I will love you always. 2 like s.t. Mahigugma kung mukaun ug ubas, l love to eat grapes. 3 [a3 b8] learn to love s.o. Sa nadugay nahagugma ra siya naku, As time went on, she learn
	gugua-gula 
	could love that face. higugmaay, h.:.nigugmaay v [C] be in love. -in-n 1 loved one. 2 sweetheart. mahigugmaun a 1 loving, affectionate. 2 fond of. Mahigugmaun siyag sayaw, She is fond of dancing. gugmagugman matters regarding love and courtship. Kungma matigulang 
	could love that face. higugmaay, h.:.nigugmaay v [C] be in love. -in-n 1 loved one. 2 sweetheart. mahigugmaun a 1 loving, affectionate. 2 fond of. Mahigugmaun siyag sayaw, She is fond of dancing. gugmagugman matters regarding love and courtship. Kungma matigulang 
	maglikay ka sa gma
	gu

	gu
	kang dalaga, If you avoid love affairs you'll become an old maid. gugmahanun a pertaining to love. Gisinsur ang gmahanun nilang isina kay hilas, Their love scene was censored because it was obscene. 
	gu

	, 
	,


	gugu = BALUNUS. 
	gugul, gugul v [A; cl] 1 spend money on, appropriate.money. Ug gugulan nang ba_laya ug kinsi mil, gwapu giyud, If you spend fifteen thousand on that house, it will be beautiful. 2 spend time, effort. Wa kuypanabung igul (gugulun) sa binuang, I have no time to spend on foolishness. n amountallotted for s. t. a entailing great expense. 
	1 
	gu

	l kaaning magsunudsunud ta sa muda, It's very expensive to keep going with fashions. ma-un n spendthrift.
	l kaaning magsunudsunud ta sa muda, It's very expensive to keep going with fashions. ma-un n spendthrift.
	Gu
	gu
	yu 


	gugul= GULGUL. gugul, guguls n sunglasses. v [A; a] wear 
	2 
	3

	sunglasses.
	sunglasses.

	guha = Gmi. 
	guhab, guhab = GALHAB. 
	guhang, guhang n toddy made from theburi palm. 
	1

	gubangn hole which penetrates to the back or other side. May dakung hang ang imung sinina, Your dress has a big hole. v [A3P; b6(1)] make a hole. Gigubangan sa ng agian, 
	2
	gu
	mga prisu ang bungbung ug i
	gu

	The prisoners made a hole in the wall bigenough (for them) to pass through. ka-(�) v [A13] full of holes. Nagkaguhang ang atup nga wa libwasi, The roof was full of holes because it never was repaired. 
	The prisoners made a hole in the wall bigenough (for them) to pass through. ka-(�) v [A13] full of holes. Nagkaguhang ang atup nga wa libwasi, The roof was full of holes because it never was repaired. 

	guhay v 1 [A; ab4] tear s.t. into strips or shreds. 2 [A;a] slice a large fish for drying. n 1 strip torn off of s. t. 2 slice from a dried fish .
	. 

	guhit n 1a line on a drawing. 2 design, drawing. v 1 [A; b] line, draw lines on. 2 [A;a]make a design, draw pictures. guhitguhit v[A; a) doodle. n doodle. 
	guhu = GuLnu. 
	guitguit n layers of dirt on the body, teeth. 
	itguit sa iyang liug katamnan ug sibuyas, You could plant onions in the layers of dirt on his neck. v [ BN; b6] become covered with layers of dirt. Ang iyang ngipun giguitguitan (nangguitguit) sa taliti, Histeeth are thick with tartar. 
	itguit sa iyang liug katamnan ug sibuyas, You could plant onions in the layers of dirt on his neck. v [ BN; b6] become covered with layers of dirt. Ang iyang ngipun giguitguitan (nangguitguit) sa taliti, Histeeth are thick with tartar. 
	Ang 
	gu


	gukam a clumsy. Gukam kaasiyang man-
	yu 

	libuklibuk, She moves clumsily. ka-(f-) v[A13] have difficulty in carrying more than one can hold. Nagkagukam siyag dala sa mga libru, She had great difficulty carrying all of the books. 
	gukan v [B46;b4] for the breast to be flowing over with milk. Maggukan ang susu basta subra ug gatas ang inahan, If the mother has too much milk it tends to drip out. Gi
	kanan na ang bag-ung nanganak, The new 
	kanan na ang bag-ung nanganak, The new 

	gu
	mother's milk is already flowing. 
	gukang = GUKAM. 
	guknat v [A] set out to go s.w. Sayu nga miguknat ang magdadaru sa bay arun magdaru, The farmer left the house early to go plowing.
	guku v [B; cl] bent, bowed, crouched. Miku si Tim arun dili masungku, Tim bent 
	gu
	low so he would not bump his head. Naguku ( miku) na siya. sa pagsinulat, He has become stoop-shouldered from too much writing. a hunched, bent over. 
	gu

	gukud, gukud v [A2SC2; al] 1 run after, give chase. May irung naggukud, There's a dog running after us. Gukdun tag patrul ning imung drinayban, A police car will chase us if you keep on drivilike this. 2 pursue s.o. to get revenge; persecute. Gigukud ni Niru ang mga Kristiyanus, Nero persecuted the Christians. Gigukud sa balaudangpagdinamita, Dynamite fishing is illegal. Gigukud si Buy sa n ting, Boy is badly in 
	ng 

	gu.
	gu.

	need of a haircut (being chased by thescissors). Gigukud ka sa sabun; You are badly in need of a bath (soap is chasing you). 3 [Al2; b4(1)] catch up with s.o. after chasing him. Diin ka higukdi? Wheredid they catch up with you? n chase. gukdanay, ginukdanay V [C] chasing one another. magukdanun a persecuting, vindictive. gukdunun n s. t. chased. Daghan siyag uyab kay gukdunun kaayug babayi, He has lots of girl friends because he has a strong appeal to women. 
	.

	guk-ung v [A; b6) be sitting or perched s.w. where one is easily visible. Dakung tawu nga nagguk-ung sa paril, A Łarge man perched on the wall. 
	gul n 1 goal in a game. 2 basketball ring. 3 the opposite area in checkers to which the pieces are moved. v 1 [Al 2) make a goal. Wa mi makagul, We didn't make any goals. 2 [A2] move a checker piece to the opposite side. 
	gula a for food not to be cooked well such that some parts of it are still raw. v [B26; cl] be half-cooked. Naguwa pagkalutu nang bibingka, That rice cake is only half-baked. 
	274 gula -gulang 
	Dagbang sustansya ang atay nga guwabun (iguwa) paglutu, Pork liver cooked rare is nourishing.
	Dagbang sustansya ang atay nga guwabun (iguwa) paglutu, Pork liver cooked rare is nourishing.

	gula v la [A2; a) go out from. 
	Migula-.ku sa 

	kwartu, I went out of the room. Gulaa
	kwartu, I went out of the room. Gulaa
	(gul-a) nang bubug nga nagsaba sa gawas, 
	Go out after that drunk that's making noise outside. lb [B456) be sticking out. Birabinang imung kamisun kay migula, Pull up your slip because it's showing. le [A; c6] bring s.t. out. Kinsay naggula sa bata nga tugnaw run? Who brought the child out? It's chilly. Iguwa ang iru, Take the dog out. 2 [A2; b3) quit a job, position. Dz' ka makagula tungud sa kuntratu, You can't quit because of the contract. Ang kagamay sa swildu mauy akung gigulaan, The small salary made me quit the job. 3 [A2; b4) haveemissio
	Mugula ang ,mung sugilanun sunud gula, 
	Your story will be published in the next issue. 3 outcome, result of s.t. Hipi ang gula nimu ug magpataas ka sa imung bubuk, Ifyou let your hair grow long, a hippie is what will result. 4 role in a play or presentation. Unsa may guwa n,mu sa drama? Whatis your role in the play? sulud -v [A2]keep coming in and out. Huy! Musulud gula ka Lang mu rag tag-,ya, Hey! You justcome in and out as if you were the owner here. pa-v 1 [A; ac] la allow to go out. Pagul-a ang bata arun mang,bi, Let the child go out to u
	Your story will be published in the next issue. 3 outcome, result of s.t. Hipi ang gula nimu ug magpataas ka sa imung bubuk, Ifyou let your hair grow long, a hippie is what will result. 4 role in a play or presentation. Unsa may guwa n,mu sa drama? Whatis your role in the play? sulud -v [A2]keep coming in and out. Huy! Musulud gula ka Lang mu rag tag-,ya, Hey! You justcome in and out as if you were the owner here. pa-v 1 [A; ac] la allow to go out. Pagul-a ang bata arun mang,bi, Let the child go out to u
	makig-away siya, pagul-i siya sa imung dyudu, If he picks a fight with you, try out your judo on him. ld issue a notice, order, etc. Nagpagula ang prisidinti ug kasuguan babin sa piliay, The president issued an order about the elections. Ikapagula ku Lang ang akung bunabuna kun kinabanglanun, Igive out my opinion only when necessary. 2 [A; a12] fire from job, position. Pagulaun ka kun magtinapul ka, You will be fired if you are lazy. -anan(�), gul-anan n exit. kagul-unun a on the verge of going out. tali


	•gula ka-v [B14; b3) be in commotion. 
	Nagkagula ang mga tawu tungud sa sunug,
	The people were in a commotion because of the fire. Gikagwaan sa mga bata ang mga rigalu, The children were all excitedabout the presents.
	gulam a 1 small, esp. when compared to other things like it. Ang bula sa bisbul gulam kay sa bula sa supbul, The ball usedfor baseball is slightly smaller than the ballfor softball. 2 young and small. Gulam pa ku pagbalin ni Lula, I was still small when Grandma died. v [B; a) become reduced in size. gulamgulam = GULAM, 1.
	gulaman, gulaman n 1 agar-agar, an edible gelatinous substance derived from seaweeds. 2 dessert prepared from this gelatin. v [A;a2] make gulaman.
	gulang a 1 old in age .!.Miritayir siya kay gulang na, He retired because he's old. Dalagang gulang, Old maid. 2 mature. Tub-a ang saging kay gulang na, Cut the banana downbecause the fruits are mature. 3 for syrupto be thick enough or stc::el to be properly tempered. v 1 [B2] grow old. Mugulang(magulang) ka ug dali ug bingari kag pangi
	sug, You will grow old fast if you alwaysget angry. -sa hiktanan grow old and still not be married. 2 [B23) for fruit to become mature. Wa makagulang ang kakaw kay gibugtuk, The cacao fruits didn't mature because they were infested with pests. 3 [B23 (1); cl] for iron or sugar to come out with the requisite consistency or hardness. Dugayng nakaguwang ang giitus namung asukal, bidagbanan ra siguru sa tubig, The sugar we were makiinto syrup took a long time to harden. It probably had too much waterin it. 
	ng 

	gulasiman 
	gulasiman 
	dyis anyus, He is ten years older than me. 3 a little more than s.t. compared to. Ang imung tingug magulang lag diyutay sa hagawhaw, Your voice is just a little louder than a whisper. v [82456) get to be a little older, more than. ka-un(➔) n 1 age. 2 consistency of syrup, temper of steel. kama-an,kinama-an n 1 eldest among a given group. 2 first-born. 3 -nga buling the topmost layer of dirt in s.t. that is very dirty. Kuhaalang ang kinamagulangang buling sa habul kay bug-at labban, Just wash out the topm
	Your folks are right, forbidding you to go abroad. v [812) grow old. Kining magkatigulang na ta, magkahanap ang atung pananaw, As we grow old our vision gets dim. hini(➔) v (A] do s.t. in a way that old folks are wont to do. Dia, naghinigulang mig tabi, Here we are, gossiping like a bunch of old folks. pakati-v [Al 3; al 2) act, treat like an old man. pakati-(➔) v [A13] stay s.w. till one's old age. ruluti-(➔) a older than anyone else in a group. Akuy uinaban dinhi sa upisina kay aku ra may tutiguwang di
	.


	gulasiman = ULASIMAN. 
	•gulat see GULPI. ldigir a gold digger, woman who goes out 
	gu

	with men to get money from them. v (816; 
	with men to get money from them. v (816; 

	bl] be, become a gold digger. guldin syawir n small flowering tree: Cassia 
	fistula. 
	fistula. 

	ll v [A; al] cut s.t. with a blade using a back and forth motion. Gulgula nag liug sa manuk, Slash the chicken's throat now. lgulanan n throat of animals or fowl. 
	gu
	gu
	gu

	gulhab= GALHAB. 
	1 

	gulhabn thundering, roaring in voice. Abut
	2
	2
	sa walug ang gulhab niyang tingug, His

	thundering voice reaches the valley. gulhu v [A2; cP6] appear by coming out from, in back of, or inside s.t. Miguhu angbu.wan luyu sa panganud, The moon emerged from behind the clouds. 
	guli (from ligu) n bath (slang). Nanimahu ka lang pan-us sa imung pagkawalay guli, You 
	-lub 
	gu

	smell because you didn't take a bath. v 1 [A; b6(1)] take a bath (slang). Hulata ku kay muguli pa ku, Wait for me; I still have to take my bath. 2 [A; a] bathe s.o. (slang). 
	limuk v [A] 1 wriggle, move incessantly in place, for many things to give the impres-
	gu

	,
	,

	about in place. Amung gi
	sion of movi
	ng 
	-

	lantaw ang mga tawung naggulimuk sa plasa, We looked at the people moving about in the plaza. 2 have a creeping, tingling sensation as if little bugs were crawling over one. Migulimuk ang akung kaunuran, Myflesh tingl�d. 
	gulis v [A; ab2] tear along the grain into long strips. Gigulis niya ang bulad nukus, He tore the dried squid into long pieces. (➔) v [A; ab2] make a long, slender scratch mark. Si Nina ang migulis sa akung nawung, Nena was the one who scratched my face. a shredded into long strips, scratched. Gulis nga sinina, A dress torn to shreds. n 1long strip. 2 long, slender scratch. Dunaygulis ang samin, The mirror has a scratch on it. 
	*aliyang ka-n confusion of ideas, sounds, and motion. v 1 [81456; b3] be in wild confusion. Hurimintadu ang gikaguliyangan sa mga tawu, The people were in a panic because of a man that ran amok. 2 be in great disorder, topsy-turvy. Nagkaguliyanglang ang balay kay way binatunan, Thehouse is in a mess because there's no maid. 
	gu

	lpi a 1 be done in great numbers at one time. Gulpi nang isdaa makuha kay timputimpu man na, That fish is caught in great quantity because it comes in seasonally. 2be done in great force or intensity. Gulpimangasaba ang amung amu, Our boss scolds us very harshly. Gulpi nga pagkaigu ang iyang suwang, His chin was hit very hard. v[A; ab2] 1 do s.t. in large quantity at one time. Ayaw gulpiha pagkuba kay muangal ang tag-iya, Don't take a lot because the owner won't like it. 2 do s.t. with great intensity or
	gu

	l) a boastful, braggart (slang). v [812) become boastful. 
	lub v [A; ab2] slice a piece or part of s.t. with a single motion. Siyay naggulub sa kugun, She ci.lt down the saw grass. Gulubantika sa inasal, I'll slice a piece of the roast pig for you. n a piece or a part cut off of s.t. with a single motion. Duba ka dagkung gulub sa kik ang naburut, They consumed two large slices of cake. pa-v [A; ab] have 
	gu

	gulubgulub -gum-ut 
	s.o. cut s.t. off. Magpagulub siya sa iyang bubuk, She will have her hair cut short. 
	s.o. cut s.t. off. Magpagulub siya sa iyang bubuk, She will have her hair cut short. 

	gulubgulub v [A; cl] mumble words unintelligibly, usually in dissatisfaction. Sukulgibapun nang maggulubgulub ug kasab-an, If you mumble when you are scolded, it is still an act of defiance. 
	gulunggulung n baby's rattle. 
	gulut n 1 crease or long indentation in a su� face. Gulut sa lfug, A crease in the neck. laa portion of bread broken off at an indentation in the crust. Usa ka gulut pan, Ahunk of bread. 2 incision made in meat. 3 a piece, slice, or part of s.t. Usa ka gulut nga isda, A slice of fish. v 1 (ABN; bS) getcreases or become filled with folds. Migulut ang iyang tiyan sa katambuk, His stomach become creased with fat. la become wrinkled. Nalut ang iyang sinina, Her dress got wrinkled. 2 (A;. bSl make an incision 
	gu

	gulwa v (A2; b6] go out, come out in a hesitant or forced manner. Di mugulwa ang kagang ug naay tawu, The land crab won't come out if!there are people around. Dimakalwa ang nana sa bubag ug di pislitun, The pus in the boil will not come out if you don't squeeze it. 
	· 
	gu

	guma n 1 rubber. Punuan sa guma, Rubber tree. 2 rubber tire. Hiyusi ang guma sa awtu, Deflate the tires of the car. 3 stuff,put in cloth to give weight. 4 = DI-. v (A3l 1 = DI-. 2 (A123P; b4) be filled with excitement or eagerness for s.t. Gumaban ang mga bata ug naay bag-ung sinina, The children get filled with excitement over new clothes. Gigumaban kaayu siya pag-adtu sa parti, She was all excited about going to the party. gumaguma v (A3; b6) wear rubber shoes on an inappropriate occasion or place. Gu
	gumbul v (A3; b3c} complain to express dissatisfaction over s. t. Gisusi na kun unsay gigumbu/an sa miaklas, They investigated 
	gumbul v (A3; b3c} complain to express dissatisfaction over s. t. Gisusi na kun unsay gigumbu/an sa miaklas, They investigated 
	the strikers' complaints. n complaint. -an

	• 
	• 

	(➔) a fond of complaining. v (Bl get to be a grumbler. 
	gumu v [A; a] clutch s.t. with the palm of one's hand and squeeze. Gigumu niya ang kwarta, He Łlasped the money tightly in his hand. Gumuun ku nang imung simud kay tabian ka, I'll squeeze your snout with my hand because you talk too much. 2 [A; al crumple. Makagumu kag sin? Can you crumple a sheet of galvanized iron with your hands? 3 hold on tight to money,keep it carefully. Himua siyang tisurira kay maayung mugumu ug kwarta, Make her thetreasurer because she is very careful withmoney. a tight with money. 
	gisul-ub, She was weari
	ng 

	gumudgumud v (A; b3cl grumbling under one's breath. Dili maayung maggumudmud kun kasab-an, Ifs no good to mumble when you are scolded. 
	gu 

	gumuk v [AB126; a12) tale string, thread, etc. up. Ang bakasi mauy naggumuk sa iyang pasul, The small black eel got itself entangled in his line. Magumuk giyud nang alundris ug imung padwaan sa bata, That ball of sewing thread will surely get all taled up if you let the child play with it. (➔) a all tangled up. 
	ng
	ng

	gumun n ball of entangled fiber, hair, and the like. Ang bangag sa lababu nabut-ag gumun sa bubuk, The spout in the wash basin got plugged up with a ball of hair. v 1 [A; 
	a] make a ball of entangled fibers. 2 [B; c]get entangled in sin, intrigues, etc. Ang tawung naggumun sa sugal, A man deeply hooked to gambling. Ang mga mulupyu nagumun sa pulitikanbung intriga, The inhabitants are entangled in the political intrigues. Ayawg igumun ang imung kaugalingun sa utang, Don't let yourself get entangled in debts. 
	gumunhap n difficult problem. Gumunbapsa kinabuhŁ A difficult problem in life. 
	gum-us a 1 wrinkled, crumpled. Gum-us ang sinina, The shirt is wrinkled. 2 for hair to be disorderly, tangled. Gum-us ang iyang bubuk, Shehas tangled hair. 3 for a woman to be unchaste. v (A3P; a] 1 wrinkle, crumple. Ayawg gum-usa ang papil, Don't crumple the paper. 2 disarrange hair. 3 dishonOt" a woman by making love to her. Akuy mu
	· 

	m-us anang istriktang daku, I'll deflower
	m-us anang istriktang daku, I'll deflower

	gu
	that professional virgin. n wrinkle in cloth, 
	paper, and the like. 
	gum-ut a 1 = GUM-US, a 1. 2 sullen in expression. v 1 = GUM�S, v 1. 2 [B46] be 
	,
	,

	guna -guntang 
	sour faced. Maggum-ut dayun nang iyang hitsura kun supakun, He gets a sour expression when s.o. opposes him. n = GUM-US, n.sa• = SAGUM·UT. 
	sour faced. Maggum-ut dayun nang iyang hitsura kun supakun, He gets a sour expression when s.o. opposes him. n = GUM-US, n.sa• = SAGUM·UT. 

	guna v [A; a] weed with a bolo. Gunahanang sagbut sa nataran, Chop out the weeds in the yard. n action of weeding. <➔> nshort dull bolo with a blunt end used for weeding. v [A; a] hit with a bolo. gunahunn weeds to be removed. 
	guna n 1 crack. May guna ang basu, The glass has a crack in it. 2 weak spot in an elastic band.
	gunas n grain texture, surface structure of wood 
	gunat n texture of meat. Pinu ang gunat sa manuk kay sa baka, The texture of chickenmeat is finer than that of beef. 
	gunaw, gunaw v [AB23(1); a] 1 melt, dissolve s.t. Usa ra ka bumba ang migunaw sa is/a, One bomb was enough to obliterate the island. Mugunaw (magunaw) ang kandila kun idangdang mu sa kalayu, A candle will melt if you place it near a fire. Naggunaw siyag tingga nga bimuung pamatu, He melted some lead to make into a sinker. Igunaw (gunawa) sa tubig ang pulbus nga gatas, Dissolve the powdered milk in water. 2 disappear as if melted. U sabay anba ra sa piskaliya magunaw ug mamatay ang kasu, Sometimes the 
	gundya = GANINA (dialectal).
	gunga v [AB2; cl] for the nostrils to spread apart, make them spread apart. Migungaang iyang ilung kay duna siyay natimabuan, His nostrils spread because he smelled s. t. n amount the nostrils are dilated. a for the nostrils to be large. gungahun a having large nostrils. 
	gunggung n grunts (Tberaponidae) similar in 
	1 
	1 
	,

	appearance to the bugaung but very small. ·2 name given to slow-witted persons. 

	gunggungv [A; cl) broil small dried fish by putting them in a dish with embers and shaking the dish back and forth. 
	2 

	gunggungv [B3; b6] for a wound to swell. Di makagunggung ang samad ug tambalag maa, The wound won't swell if it is treated carefully. 
	3 
	yu

	gungi v 1 [A; a] break s.t. off of s.t. Gigungi niya ang mga butunis sa iyang dintru, Hepluc�ed the buttons off his shirt. Gungian ta kag sanga, I'll break a branch off for you.Magungi nang daplin sa kabun ug imung ibundak, The edge of that box will break off ifyou hurl it down. 2 [A13; a] pick s.t. out with a small stick or midrib. Kwarta ang i-
	yang igungi sa akung baruganan, He will use money to pry me loose from my stand. 3 [A; al cut into small slices, segments. n 1small sticks or slivers. 2 midrib of palm. 3 
	s.t. small and pointed that can be broken off like the tooth of a comb. 
	•gungis paN-v [A23] _ have grown old in aplace, position, or job. Suhitu siya kay nanggungis na sa katungdanan, He :knows the ropes because he has been in that job all hislife. -sa hiktanan become a spinster (lit. grow old in the place one is tied up). Nanggungis nang baybana sa biktanan tungud sa kapilian, That woman became a spinster because of her choosiness. 
	gungut v [B;aP] 1 pierce into s.t. and remain immobile there. M igungut ang udiyung sa bukubuku, The dart was stuck firmly into his back. 2 be stuck so that it can't move.
	Nakagungut na ang mga sinumpayan sa si/,ya, The joints in the chair have set. 3 [B2) be fixed, immobile. Ang iyang mga matamigungut sa kisami, His eyes were fixed to the ceiling. 
	gunhub = GUN-UB.· 
	gunit v 1 [A2S3S;bl hold on to s.t. to keep it from falling. Guniti pag-ayu arun di mubilus, Hold it well so it won't slip. la [A12 3S] igu rang -sa dalunggan barely get a 
	gunit v 1 [A2S3S;bl hold on to s.t. to keep it from falling. Guniti pag-ayu arun di mubilus, Hold it well so it won't slip. la [A12 3S] igu rang -sa dalunggan barely get a 
	gunit v 1 [A2S3S;bl hold on to s.t. to keep it from falling. Guniti pag-ayu arun di mubilus, Hold it well so it won't slip. la [A12 3S] igu rang -sa dalunggan barely get a 
	_ 

	passing grade. 2 [C; c] hold hands. Makiggunit giyud siya kun manlakaw mi, She insists on holding hands with me when we go out. 3 [A; bl hold s.t. so as to keep it. Kinsa may naggunit sa atung trupi? Who is holding our trophy? 4 [A12] get to touch. 

	Bisan usa ka daku sa iyang swildu di ku kagunit, I can't get my hands on even one penny of his salary. 5 [A3] handle or play 
	s.t. skillfully. Kamau kang mugunit sa sista? Do you know how to play the guitar? Sa [A; al handle s.t. Maayu siyang mugunit sa iyang nigusyu, He handles his business well. paN-v [A2S; b] 1 hold fast onto s.t. to keep from falling. Panggunit arun di ka mabulug, Hold on tight so you won't fall. 2 _;. sa dalunggan hold on to your hats. 
	Panggunit sa dalunggan. Magpabaybul ta, 
	Hold on to your hats. We're going to put on the gas. 
	guns n goon, hired thugs. 
	gunstabulari (from guns plus kunstabutart) n goons dressed in constabulary uniforms in -rhe pay of politicians during elections. 
	•gunsung = •GANSANG. gunsunggunsung = GANSANGGANSANG. 
	guntang v [A; a] cut or divide meat with a chopping motion. Nagguntang ku sa kanding nga kaldiritabun, I'm cutting the goat 
	•
	•

	guntmg -rutgurut 
	gu

	into pieces tŁ make goat stew. 
	into pieces tŁ make goat stew. 

	gunting n 1 scissors. 2 scissors in game of pik(hammer, scissors, paper). v [A; a] cut with scissors. Guntinga kining kupun, Just cut gikud sa-badly in needof a haircut (chased by the scissors). pa· v[Al; b6] have a haircut. Uy, nagpagunting ang bipi, Hey! The hippie is getting a haircut. -in-n scissors position in sexual intercourse. v [A13] 1 swim, sail at an angle into the waves. Ang lantsa nagginunting sa balud, The launch sailed at an angle into the waves. 2 [A] assume the scissors position.guntudn
	this coupon out. 
	gu 
	gu

	Guntudntud kaayu ang simintu gawas sabungbung, The wall has a rough finish on the outside. v [B; b] for a surface to be ntud ang dalang aspaltubun ug di pa agian sa pisun, An asphalted road is rough and uneven before it has been steamrollered. -un (➔)a= GUNTUDGUNTUD. 
	Guntudntud kaayu ang simintu gawas sabungbung, The wall has a rough finish on the outside. v [B; b] for a surface to be ntud ang dalang aspaltubun ug di pa agian sa pisun, An asphalted road is rough and uneven before it has been steamrollered. -un (➔)a= GUNTUDGUNTUD. 
	gu
	coarsely rough and uneven. Magguntud
	gu


	gunu n 1 small fish with silvery sides of mullet-like appearance: Allanetta forskali and Pranesus duodecimalis. 2 name given to a slow-witted person. 
	gun-uh v [A; a12] 1 make s.t. collapse, come tumbling down on itself. Nagun-ub ang turi paglinug, The tower collapsed when there was an earthquake. 2 ruin one's plan, peacen-ub sa amung panimuyu, The war shattered our peaceful way of life. 
	ful life, and the like. Ang gira mi
	gu

	gunuk v [A; al 2] make a move, stir. Ayawggunuka ang batang natulug, Don't stir the sleeping child. Wa lang maggunuk ang kapulisan. Gibipbipan tingali, The police did not move a muscle. No doubt they were bribed. n walay -1 motionless. 2 completelyunconcerned about some need (failing tomove a muscle). 
	gunung n k.o. small bolo about 12" long with an even outward-curved cutting edge and an equally even outward-curved top edge coming to a point at the tip. nurya n gonorrhea. v [A123P; a4] get gon
	-

	orrhea. 
	gu

	gupaka= GIPAK. 
	gupak = PALAKPALAK. 
	gupang n 1 lump of food or soil. Usa ka gupang kan-un, Alump of food. 2 piece taken off of s.t. v 1 (86] in lumps, become alump. 2 [A; al] break up, cut s.t. into pieces or break a piece off. Kinsay naggupang sa kik? Who broke a piece off the cake? or Who broke the cake into pieces?pang ang lindug sa lubi, The coconut log was cut up into pieces. 
	Gi
	gu

	gupuk v [AB; a12] break into pieces. Makagupuk ug lubi nang iyang pinislitan, His irongrip can crush a coconut shell. Nagupuk ang basu nga akung gilabak, I threw the glass down hard and it broke to pieces. 
	gupun n minor character in folk play whoserole is to provoke laughter. 
	guput v [A; c] tie s. t. around the ends of bamboo, sticks, rattan, and the like which have been woven or fashioned into s. t. in order to hold it together. Gupti ang daplin arun di mabuskad, Wind s.t. around the edges of the winnowing tray so it won't come undone. n s.t. tied around the edgesof s.t. woven of bamboo, rattan, etc. to hold it together. 
	sa ni
	gu 

	gura n a cap with a short visor. v [Al3] wear such a cap. Naggura ang mga biniti, Jockeyswear caps with visors. rami n gourami, a fresh-water food fish: 
	Ospbronemus goramy. 
	gu

	guratsa = KURATSA. 
	gurayan n k.o. small anchovy. 
	guray-ut a 1 dilapidated, worn-down structure, shabby, ragged in dress. Guray-ut nga barungbarung, A dilapidated shanty. Gurayut ug pamisti nga makililimus, A shabbily dressed beggar. 2 exhausted look. Guray-ut ug panagway, Worn-out face. v [Bl; b6] 1 get to be dilapidated, shabby. 2 [B; cl] get an exhausted look on the face. Nganung d nang dagway mu? Gibwagan ka? Why do you look so haggard? Did your girl friend break up with you? -un afrowning, tired-looking face. 
	nagguray-ut 
	gu

	gurdu = DYAKPAT. 
	ruru n irregular, rough wrinkles in theskin. v [B46N] for the face to be deeply wrinkled. Nanggururu ang nawung sa tiguwang, The old woman's face is covered with wrinkles. 
	gu
	gu
	gu

	,
	,
	,
	. . 


	rumttl = GRUMITI. 
	gu

	gurung n large pile of unthreshed rice. 
	gurungrung = GARANGGARANG. 
	gu

	•gurut pa-v [A; b] clean a field of standing, dry grain stalks by cutting them with a machete or similar knife attached to a sledlike device drawn by a water buffalo. Di tamakapagurut ug naa pay mga tuud sa uma, We can't cut the grain stalks with a sled having blades attached to it if there are still tree stumps in the field. n implement fot the pagurut. 
	gurutgurut a rough and covered with fine wrinkles. Gurutgurut kaayu ang akung mga kamut tund sa kadugay nga pagpanglaba, My hands got all wrinkled from washing clothes so long. v [B; b6] get to be rough 
	gu

	,
	,

	guruy -gutang 
	and covered with fine wrinkles. -un a havinga wrinkled face. 
	and covered with fine wrinkles. -un a havinga wrinkled face. 
	, 
	,


	guruy = GUYUD. 
	guryun n k.o. sparrow: Passer montanus. gusa v [B6; b6] have a tight feeling in the 
	stomach from s.t. one ate. Mugusa imung tiyan ug di ka kabilisan, Your stomach will feel tight if you have indigestion. Gigusban ku sa tantung kaun, I got a tight stomachbecause I ate too much. n condition of having a very tight stomach. 
	stomach from s.t. one ate. Mugusa imung tiyan ug di ka kabilisan, Your stomach will feel tight if you have indigestion. Gigusban ku sa tantung kaun, I got a tight stomachbecause I ate too much. n condition of having a very tight stomach. 

	gusa v [B146; b3] for a child to be restless, fussy. Ang kainit mauy nakagusa (nakapaa, The heat caused him to be fussy. 
	gusa) ni
	Y,

	sab, gus-ab = GUŁAP.
	sab, gus-ab = GUŁAP.

	gu
	gusang n delicacy made of ground, roasted corn or rice mixed with sugar and dry coconut pounded in a mortar. v [A; a] make 
	,
	,
	I •
	gusang. -10-= GUSANG, n.

	gusanu n thread of a screw. v [A; b6] thread. 
	Naggusanu ku ug hara para gam-ung pirnu, 
	Naggusanu ku ug hara para gam-ung pirnu, 
	I am threading an iron bar to make into a bolt. Gusanubi ug pinu arun musakar aring twirka, Make a fine thread on it so it will fit this nut. 

	gus-ap v [A; a2b2] chew to pieces. Gus-apunnang haskit sa ituy, The puppy will chew up that basket. 
	gusar v [A; cl] have s.t. for one's benefit and use. Ang giprindaban mauy mugusar sa yuta, The holder of the mortgage enjoys the use of the land. Laing istudiyanti ang naggusar sa librung akung giahangan, Another student made use of the book I rented. 
	gusaw n name given to mullets (Mugilidae) that are less than a foot in length. 
	gusbat v [B12) for soft materials to have a good-sized hole in them. Nagushat ang samput sa iyang karsunis, The seat of his pants gottorn. Nagkagushat ang ilang atup nga nipa, Their thatched roof is getting full of holes. n large tear or hole in soft material. 
	-un a full of holes. 
	-un a full of holes. 
	, " '
	, 

	s1= GISI.

	gu
	gusla v [a4] be very hungry (coarse). Kadtung gigusla habhah na, If you're so damn hungry, go on eat. n strong feeling of hunger (coarse).
	guslab v [A; al 2) destroy things by chewing them to pieces. Giguslah sa iru ang hapin sa hata, The dog chewed the baby's diaper. 
	gusnik n a structure or a pipe shaped like a goose neck. 
	gustu n liking, desire. Matuman ang gustu sa hari, The king's desire will be fulfilled. alike, want. Gustu kug kik, I like cake. Gustu kang mamatay? Do you want to die? Ang gustu niya huhatun, What he wants to 
	do. v [Al2; b8] like, want. Kun nakagustu ka niya, pangulitawhi, If you like her, court her. Gikagustuban (gikagustuan, nagustuban, nagustuan) siya sa ginikanan sa hahayi, The girl's parents liked him. kuntra against one's will. Kuntra gustu ang iyang pagsugut, She agreed to it against her will. stuhay, gustuay v [C13] come to like one 
	-

	gu
	another. Sa pagkadugay nagkagustuhay na sila, After a while they came to like each other. pa-v [Al; b6] let have one's own ways and whims. Nagpagustu silag dit kay layu ang ginikanan, They dated without restraint because their parents are away. Pagustui Lang ang ha.ta, Give the child his way. pasi-v [bS) allow s.o. to have his own choice. Pasistua (pasigustubi) siya kun unsang kursuha kuhaun, Give him the choice on what study to take. kagustuhan n 
	gu

	·
	·

	wishes, desires. Ang akung pagpangasawakagustuban ni Mama, di aku, My marriage is mother's wish, not mine. 
	, 
	,

	gusu see GUSUS. 
	gusu n k.o. edible!.algae with a yellow-greenish color, usually made into a salad. v [Al 3) have gusu. gususu = PUBRING KAHUY. see PUBRI. 
	gu

	gusud v [AN; b( 1)] sprout, come out as ifsproutir,g. Manggusud nag maayu ang mga hugas sa iyang nawung, Pimples are coming out all over her face. Nanggusud ang singut, Beads of perspiration are forining. Nagusuran ang tanum ug mga dahun, The plant is sprouting leaves. 
	gusuk n rib. (➔) v [A; al2] hit in the ribs. -an(➔) n place the rib cage is found. 
	gusus n in a novena recited to ask a favor of a saint, the verses lauding the accomplishments of the saint invoked. v [A; b6] recite this portion of the novena. 
	*!Risu mistiryu -n joyful mystery, one of the mysteries of the Holy Rosary. 
	gu

	,
	gut= GULUT.tab = GUTLAB. 
	gu
	gutad v [A; a] chop s.t. not very hard intopieces using heavy strokes. n piece chopped off of s.t. gutadgutad v [A; a] chop up into pieces. Gutadgutara nang kalbasa, Chopthe squash up into pieces. 
	tangv 1 [B46; a4b4] develop cracks in the calluses of the feet from going barefoot. Gigutang (gigutangan) ang mga bakwit kay wa maanad ug tiniil, The evacuees developed cracks in the soles of their feet because they were not accustomed to going barefoot. 2[A; b5] make a slash, incision in s.t. Gutangun (gutangan) ku unya nang agtang mu, I'll slash your forehead. n 1 cracks in the 
	gu

	, ,
	, ,

	280 gutas -gutut 
	calluses of the feet. 2 a slash, incision. 
	calluses of the feet. 2 a slash, incision. 
	gutas n a bitter, black medicinal liquid takenfor stomach ailments and also used as an 
	,
	abortifacient. -amargas = GUTAS. 
	gutay v 1 [A; cl] tear completely into shreds. Mugutay siyag papil nga iadurnu, She will cut paper into shreds to use as decorations. 2 [AlPB; cl] for cloth or paper to weaken to the point that it falls to pieces, cause it to do so. Mugutay ang papil ug bas·un, The paper will weaken if you wet it. a 1 torn to shreds. 2 weakened to the point of falling apart.

	gutgut v [A; a] 1 cut, mark s.t. with a slicing motion. Put/a ring pisi gutguta lag kutsilyu, Cut this rope with a knife. 2 make a sawing motion on s.t. Kaayu niyang mugutgut sa byulin, He plays the violin very well. n instrument used in using a slicing motion on
	S.t. ' 
	S.t. ' 
	. 


	gun = GUTLI. 
	gun1>a n k.o. seashell. 
	gudab v [A; alb2] 1 cut a long slash into. Nagutlab ang akung karsunis nga nasangit sa Lansang, My pants got a long slash in them because they got caught in the nail. 2 cut s.t. with a single long slashing stroke. Gutlaba na Lang ang baat, You might as well just cut the string. Sa iyang pagsibsib, nagutlaban ang kamatis. As he was sickling, he accidentally cut some tomato plants down. 
	gudi a brittle, breaking off easily. v [AP; b5] break off, piek s. t. tiny or soft with the fingers. Akung gutl{an (gutliun, gutlihun) ang may udlut sa mga tanum, I'll pick off the ends of the young shoots. 
	-

	guding n moment, second, period of time shorter than gutlu.
	gudu n 1 minute of time. 2 -nga luha teardrop. Manaligdig ang pila ka gutlung Luba sa pawikang ibawun, A sea tortoise will shed a few tears when it is about to be slaughtered. 3 lines on the inner parts of the fingers.
	gutlub v [A; a] chop s.t. long down, or into pieces. Gutba ang lubi, Cut down the coconut tree. n a piece cut off of s.t. long. gutlubgudub v [A; b6(1)] chop s.t. long into pieces. Gutlubgutluba ang tanglgi, Cut the Spanish mackerel into pieces. 
	gutu v [A; a] chop s.t. long into pieces. Gutua ang tubu, Chop the sugar cane intosmall pieces. ( ➔) n a piece cut off of s. t.long.
	gutub n k.o. salt-water fish with a silvery hue with � tinge of yellow at the sides and somewhat bluish green back, having a pointed homocercal tail fin and with an even snout, 
	gutub n k.o. salt-water fish with a silvery hue with � tinge of yellow at the sides and somewhat bluish green back, having a pointed homocercal tail fin and with an even snout, 
	growing to 1 O". 

	gutub= GUTLUB. 
	2 

	gut-ub n k.o. owl. 
	gutubgutub= GUTLUBGUTLUB. 
	1 

	gutubgutub(from lagutub) v [A] make a low throbbing, booming sound from the distance. Naggutubgutub ang makina sa pusu sa layu, The water pump was chugging away in the distance. n low, throbbing, chugging sound. Gutubgutub sa kasingkasing, Throbbing of the heart. 
	2 

	gutuk a filled to the point that it is tight. Gutuk na ang akung tiyan, My stomach is filled to bursting. v [B; a] become tight from being too full. Migutuk ang susu sa bag-ungnanganak, The breasts of the new motherbecame turgid. Gutkun (igutuk) pagsulud ang humay, Fill the rice sacks so full that they are tight. gutukgutukv [B14) have hardened portions in it. Naggutukgutuk ang saging kay gitabagnul, The bananas have hard spots because they got infected with fruit rust. 
	1 

	gutukgutukv [BJ make a popping noisesuch as that emitted by food being boiled when the water is nearly gone. Naggutukgutuk na ang linung-ag. Hapit na mububas, The rice is popping. The water is just about gone.
	2 

	gutum n 1 hunger. Namatay siya sa gutum,He died of hunger. 2 famine. Gutum karun busa pagdaginut, We're having a famine, so cut down consumption. a be intensely hungry. Tana kay gutum kaayu, Let's go, I'm starving. patay -so poor as not to have any food. Patay "gUtum na mi. Wa na diyuy malung-ag, We're dead broke. We haven't got a thing for dinner. v 1 [a4) be hungry. Gigutum ka na? Are you hungry yet? 2 [b4(1)) have severe hunger pangs, be overhungered. (➔) v = GUTUM, v. a hungry. Mikaun siya sama sa 
	gutus v [A13] walk some distance. Maggutus na Lang ta kay wa man giyuy sakyanan, We have to walk because there's no transportation. 
	gutut v 1 [A2; cP] for a small portion to be sticking out from behind or beneath s.t.Migutut na ang bata, tawga ang midwayip, Thebaby is coming out. Call the midwife. Iniglanguy igutut lag diyutay ang ulu sa tubig, In swimming raise your head just a little above the water. 2 [A23] show up at an appointed meeting or affair. Way Husi nga migutut sa parti, No Jose showed up at the 
	guud!-gwapu 
	party.
	party.

	guud n 1 lower portion of a mature bamboo stem which is thick, strong, and durable. 2 piece of bamboo from that portion. paN· v[A2; b6] gather thick bamboo stems. guurun a thick and short. Guurun ug tudZu, Having thick, stubby fingers. v [B1256] become thick and stubby. 
	guuk n faton the back of a cow at the hump or, by analogy, fat on the nape of a person's neck. v [AN) develop fat at the lower portion of the nape. Ang tangkugu niyang nangguuk, His neck with a big bulge of fat at the nape.
	guul a provoking sorrow a,:id worry. v [B 126; ab3c5) be worried and sad. Nganung dili siya maguuZ nga bimamayi man ang bana, Why shouldn't she be sad when her husband runs after women. Ang akung gikaguZ-an (gikaguuZ) nga wa siya mananihid, What Iam upset about is that he left without permission. ka-n a sad, worried feeling. M ib� lak sa tumang kaguuZ, She burst into tears in her deep sadness. kagul-anan n deep sorrows combined with worry.Mga kaZ-anan sa kinabubi, The sorrows one counters in life. magul-
	gu 

	guum v 1 [A; cl) force s.o.'s mouth shut. 1
	-

	guum (guuma) ang baba arun di siya kasya
	guum (guuma) ang baba arun di siya kasya
	git, Shut his mouth tight so he can't shout. 2 [A; c16] repress feelings. Iguum (guumun) na Zang naku ang akung kabiubus, I'lljust swallow my feelings of hurt pride. 

	guun v [A; b] withhold s.t. or prevent s.o. from doing s.t. Dili aku makaguun basta makakitag pagkaung Zamian, I cannot ren-an sa SintraZ Bangk ang imung apZikasyun, TheCentral Bank sat on your application. 
	strain myself if I see good food. Gi
	gu

	guut a 1 tight, fitted tight. Guut ang kaZu naku, The hat is too small for me. 2 tight, stuffed. Guut akung ilung, My nose is stuffed up. v [B; cl) 1 become tight.Miguut ang singsing naku, The ring got to be too small for me. 2 get tight and stuffy. Nagut ang akung dugban sa kauZ, My chest tightened with a feeling of sorrow. 
	gu
	gu

	,
	,
	,
	,

	guwa!= GULA.

	guwing n the action of going out for a date 
	,
	,
	or some activity. Asa ang guwing natu nga 
	isputing man ta? Where are you going that you're all dressed up? 
	guyabana, guyabanu = GWAY ABANU. 
	guyam-ut a 1 for lots of things in a small area to be all in disorder, topsy-turvy. Guyam-utining imung kwartu, uy! My, but _your room is in disorder! 2 badly crumpled. Pa-
	sabi nang imung sinina, guyam-ut kaayu, 
	Press your dress. It is all crumpled. 3 for the face to be all distorted because of anger or distaste. v [B; a] 1 for a place to get all disorderly with lots of things. 2 get all crumpled, creased. 3 for the face to get completely distorted. Gisakitan kag tiyan nga nagguyam-ut man nang imung bitsura? 
	Your face is all distorted. Do you have a stomach ache? 

	guy-ang v [A; al] break s.t. into pieces. Naguy-ang ang kik kay natukuran naku, I accidentally leaned on the cake and it fell in
	-

	,
	,
	to pieces. Akung guy-ann ning pZatu ug t ku, I will smash this plate into pieces if I get angry. 
	gu
	magZa
	gu


	guyku a disabled part of the body. v [B12)for the body or a part of the body to be completely disabled. Nagguyku ang iyang buktun kay mituwas ang bukug, His handhung limp because he had a broken arm. 
	guyud n k.o. small white shrimp with one 
	large claw. guyud v 1 [A; al2) draw, tow. Ang bata nagguyud ug traktrak, The child is pulling a toy truck. Guyurun tikaw ug di ka muuban, I'lldrag you if you don't come along. 2 invite a partner _to dancing. ( ➔) n 1 rope used in trawling or towing. 2 runners of a sled. guyuran n sled consisting of a platform without sides mounted on runners. ka-n boats which are pulled along by another large boat. Pulu ming kaguyud anang dakungZantsa, There were ten of us in boats towed by the large launch. sa-v [A2S; c
	guyuguyu n larva of the mosquitoes. 
	guyungguyung n sand bugs up to 2" in length which burrow into the sand beneath shallow waters. They come in white, brown, and gray colors, and are eaten broiled. 
	gwabana = GWAY ABANU. 
	gwantis n gloves with slits for the fingers. v [A; c) wear gloves. 
	gwanu n guano, excrement of cave-dwelling 
	birds and bats used as fertilizer. gwapa a= GWAPU (said of women). gwapita = GWAPITU (female). 
	gwapitu a cute and good-looking little lad. gwapu a 1 handsome, good-looking. Gwapu
	siya, bakZa Zang, He is handsome, only he's a fairy. 2 beautiful, nice to look at ( of things in general). Gwapu ang taZan-awun dinhi, The scenery here is beautiful. 3 of 
	siya, bakZa Zang, He is handsome, only he's a fairy. 2 beautiful, nice to look at ( of things in general). Gwapu ang taZan-awun dinhi, The scenery here is beautiful. 3 of 
	, 

	•gwarda -habagat 
	good quality. Gwapu ang mga din sa Lusun, Luzon has good roads. v [B; al 2] be beautiful, do s.t. in a beautiful way. 
	good quality. Gwapu ang mga din sa Lusun, Luzon has good roads. v [B; al 2] be beautiful, do s.t. in a beautiful way. 
	gwar-kusta coast guard or member thereof. v [B56; a2] be, make s.o. a member of the coast guard. -mun ti n fore st ranger. v [B56;a2] be a forest ranger. 
	•
	da 


	gwardiya n 1 guard. 2 guard position in abasketball game. v [A; b6] guard, keep watch. Ang amu gigwardyahan ug mga iru, Ourhouse is guarded by dogs. -kusta coastguard. -sibil n police militiamen during the Spanish times. -du((-) a well-guarded.Gwardiyadu ang dalaga sa amahan, Thedaughter is well-guarded by her father.
	gwamuiyun (from gwarni) n harness. v [A; 
	b] harness a horse. 
	b] harness a horse. 

	gwami v [A; b(l)] 1 tie a string or rope around s. t. several times, each time at a right angle to the previous time. Gwarnihi ug maaang paldu arun dili mawagwag ang manutus, Tie a rope all around the bale so that the hands of tobacco won't get scattered. 2 
	yu 

	ha 1 particle at end of the sentence. a asking interlocutor if he understands. Dini sabunan, ha? Don't wash this with soap, do you understand? b asking interlocutor for his agreement. Singku na lang, ha? Just let me have it for five pesos, all right? Adtu na lang ku, ha? I'll be going now, 0. K.? Balik unya, ha? Come back later, will ·you?-ba particle asking for interlocutor's agreement in particularly urgent tones. Maliguku, Mami, ha ba? May I take a bath, Mommy, please? O.K.? saJimat -thanks a lot. 2 
	ha-= HI�➔), 1.
	1 

	ha-adjective forming affix added to adjectives referring to degree. It has no meaning other than to give a formal flavor to the 
	ha-adjective forming affix added to adjectives referring to degree. It has no meaning other than to give a formal flavor to the 
	2 

	lock s.o. in one's arms or lock s.o.'s arms to restrain motion. Gigwarnihan ku siya. Wa siya kalibuk, I locked his arms and he couldn't move. n rope or string tied all around s.t. 

	gwatsi n 1 petty lie. Nabuku ang iyang gwatsi kay dihay nakakita, He was exposed because there was a witness. 2 mischievousact or story to arouse laughter. a one who puts up an act, tells stories. Gwatsi bataa pasakitsakit arun atimanun, This child is afaker. He plays sick to get attention. v [Al3; b6] resort to trickery to make s.o. believe s. t. Gwatsibi siyang mangiskwila ta arun makagawas ta, Tell him that we're going to school so we can go out. •nangga = -NANGGU (female). -nanggu n one who tells p
	.

	Anona muricata. 
	,
	,
	,
	.


	gyua!= GIRA. 
	H 
	H 

	style. Hataas, Tall. Halayu, Far. Halapad,Broad.
	ha.a!= HAIN. 
	hab = HAI.AB.
	haba n low-quality corn grits which were sold in times of com shortage in pre-war times. 
	haba v [A; b(l)] take sides with. Gibabaan siya sa iyang bana, Her husband took her side. pa-v [A; b6] 1 run to s.o. for sympathy and ask him to take sides. Tua na pudmagpababa dayun tung Mama niya, Thereshe goes, running to her Mama again. 2 say 
	s.t. exaggerated to get a person to feel acertain way. Nagpababa siyag sulti sa iyang amu nga maayu siyang mutrababu maung giingkrisan, He talked big to his boss to make himthink he worked well and he got a raise. to s.o. for sympathy. 
	n action of runni
	ng 

	habag n 1 round, black to greyish black,smooth stone found on beaches, used for bathing. 2 shore area where such stones are found in abundance.
	habagat n strong wind that hits Cebu from the southwest, common from June to Sep
	-

	habahab -habul
	1 

	tember. v [A; a12] for the babagat to blow. 
	tember. v [A; a12] for the babagat to blow. 
	-an(➔) n southwest. 

	habahab a having a bitter sour taste similar to that of. unripe grapefruit. Hababab kaayu ning buunguna, This shaddock has a very biting and bitter taste. v [B 1 ;b6] get a bitter, rancid taste. Naghababab na ang sud-an, The food tastes rancid. 
	habak, habak v [A; c] wear an amulet. Waydautang mabitabu sa batang gibabakan, Noharm can come co a child with an amulet. n amulet. 
	habak n an area of a farm, usually along its lengt&, that is alloted to s.o. for him to till. Gibahin sa Zima ka habak ang haul, Thefarm was divided into five portions. 
	habal v [AC; b] for animals to mate. Gibabalan ang akung bigal kaduha, My sow has been bred twice. 2 for people to fornicate (derogatory). n act of breeding. pa-[A; b(l)] breed animals. pa-an n male pig for breeding.
	habas n 1 a growth which develops in hor�s' mouths which causes hardship in eating. It is removed by application of heated iron. 2 sores that develop on soft tissue: the tongue, corners of the mouth, palate. v 1 [A123P; a4h4] for horses to develop such a growth. 2 [B2; b4) develop sores on the tongue or in the corners of the mouth. Mibabas (gihabasan) akung dila sa pagkinaug pinya, My tongue got sores on it from eating too much pineapple. 
	habas= HALJ\BAS.
	2 

	habasan n general name for cone shells. 
	habasan n k.o. surgeon fish. 
	hibaw = RABAL. 
	with yellowish or reddishbrown hair and skin. 2 person with a spot of lighter colored hair on the head (humorous).
	habay n pi
	gs 

	hibay = HAIN BAY. see HAIN.
	habhab v 1 [A; a] for pito eat. la for people to eat (derogatory). Gihabhab sa mgabilat sa ilang ina ang a'kung kik, The bastards ate my cake. 2 [Al;ab2] for pigs to snap at one in anger. Ayaw pagduul sa anay kayhihabhaban ka unya, Don't go too close to the sow because she'll bite you. 3 [A3!;bS(l)] take out, eat away portions from, bitby bit. Tubig ang mihabbab sa kilid sa kanal, Water ate away bits from the side of theditch. Balud nga nagbabhab sa pangpang, Waves that are eating away at the cliff. -in
	gs 
	pigs eati
	ng

	ha.bi!n hobby. v [A13; c6] have a hobby. 
	habigtowards the side or direction of. Pagbalabas habig sa wala, Cut down the weeds on the left side. 
	habilhabil v [A; b6] put up a temporary screen for shelter or in an unfinished house. 
	Nagbabilbabil Lang ug mga kartun ang mga nasunugan didtu sa parkŁ The fire victims just put up a temporary screen of empty boxes for shelter in the park. 
	habitsuylas n green or wax beans: Pbaseolus
	vulgaris.
	habluk v [A; a4] crave, yearn intensely for 
	s.t. Gibabluk ku sa amung Lugar, I crave to see my homeland. Hablukun kag isda sa bukid, You will develop an intense craving for fish in the mountains. a having a strong craving or appetite. 
	hablun see HABUL.
	1

	*hablus see HUMABLUS.
	habu = HALBU. 
	habubuyna = HIRBUBUYNA.
	habug a 1 high, lofty. Habug nga pangpang,A tall cliff. 2 lofty in thoughts and aspiraang akung mga damgu alang sa akung mga anak, I have high hopes for my children. v [B; cl) be high or towering, physically or in aspiration. NaghabugJang ang hunahuna pagnigusyu apan way pubunan, He has great ideas of going into business but he doesn't have money. -ug pamarug tall in stature. -manulti talk as if one were s.o. important, of high standing. 
	tions. Habug kaa
	yu 

	Habug kaayung manulti mu rag di kagikag pubri, He talks big as if he weren't from a:' poor family. gi-un(➔), ka-un(➔) n height, 
	altitude.
	habuhabu n light rain showers. v [A] shower. habuk v [A; b) 1 fertilize plants with compost. Gihabukan naku _ang mga tanum, I fer
	-

	· 
	· 

	tilized my plants with humus. 2 do s.t. to make personal relations close (lit .!..nourishyour friendship). (➔) n 1 humus, matter made from a compost pile. 2 area made solid QY a hardened mass of garbage. Magbayka ibabaw sa habuk? Are you going to build a house on the mound of hardenedgarbage?
	habulv [A; a) weave with a hand loom. 
	1 

	Habla ang lanut, Weave the abaca fibers in a hand loom. n =-HABLUN. 1. (Ł)n blanket, 
	1
	1

	sheet, or anything used as covering for sleeping. v [A; b6(1)] 1 cover s.o. with a blanket. Habuli ang bata, Cover the childwith a blanket. 2 envelope, enshroud in an atmospheric condition. Bukid nga gihabulan ug gabun, A mountain enshrouded inmist. 3 drink liquor before going to sleep. 
	Figure
	Maayu niyang pagkatulug kay nagbabul na nag tuba, He slept soundly because he drank toddy before going to bed (lit. took toddy as a blanket). hablun n 1 hand loom. 2 cloth woven in a hand loom. v 1 = HABUL, 
	Maayu niyang pagkatulug kay nagbabul na nag tuba, He slept soundly because he drank toddy before going to bed (lit. took toddy as a blanket). hablun n 1 hand loom. 2 cloth woven in a hand loom. v 1 = HABUL, 
	v. 2 [A; b6) wear hand-woven cloth. halablan, hagbanan, hagbunan, hablunan, babla
	nan, halabulan = HABWN, n 1. habulhabul n 1 thin membrane that separates the skin of the abdomen from the intestines and stomach. 2 thin membrane between the egg white and the shell. 

	habuln seriously injured. v [B12S6] be seriously injured. 
	2 

	habu1z a dull, not sharp. i, [APB; a) make s.t. dull, be dull, not sharp. Mababul ang gunting ug gamitun pagpr,tul ug sin, The scissors will become dull if you use them to cut galvanized iron. (➔) = WUL, a. -an(➔) a of a dull sort. v [B12] be, become dull. Nahabulan na man nuun ning gilit, This safety razor blade has become dull. habun n toilet soap. -ira soap dish, container for toilet soap. 
	habwa, habwas v [A; al 1 remove s.t. from a place, esp. from a container without tipping it. Habwaa ang kargamintu sa trak,Take the cargo out of the truck. Bagul lay ibabwa sa tubig, Use a coconut shell to bail the water out. 2 -ang kinaun v (A2P; cl] cause to vomit (remove what one ate from his stomach). Habwaun (ihabwa) giyud angatung kinaun ug musakay tas barku ug tinghangin, You surely will vomit if you sail in stormy weather. 3 (B124; b2] go awayfrom s.w. in large numbers. Nababwa ming tanan ngadtu s
	habyug" (A; c] cast fishing line. Dili ku makababyug ngadtu sa lalum kay mab:Z akung pasul, I cannot cast out into the deep water because my fishline is short. Ibabg ug kusug imung pasul arunvmuabut sa layu, 'Chrow your line out hard so it will reach far out. paN-v [A2; b6] fish by casting a line. n fishing by casting a line. 
	yu

	hade= HALAD. 
	hadag = HARAG. 
	hadaw= BARAW. 
	hadigi = HAUGL 
	hadiyung n whizzing, whistling, buzzingsound.v [A; b2cP] whistle or whiz by. Hangin nga nagbading, Whistling wind. Naghadiyung ang buThe bee buzzed. Nahadingan akug bala, A bullet just barely 
	hadiyung n whizzing, whistling, buzzingsound.v [A; b2cP] whistle or whiz by. Hangin nga nagbading, Whistling wind. Naghadiyung ang buThe bee buzzed. Nahadingan akug bala, A bullet just barely 
	yu
	yug, 
	yu

	missed me. 

	hadla v [A; al] 1 play with a child to make it laugh or divert it. Hadlaa ang bata arun di mubilak, Amuse the child !-O he won't cry. 2 engage in horseplay. Nagbadla ang mga bata sa sala, The children ran around in the living room. 3 for circumstances to be annoyance, as if teasing. Dagkung balud m� bad/a sa barku, The huge waves played with the ship. 4 [ CJ pet, engage in sexual foreplay.n 1 playful teasings. Wa giyud pabangbang si Turyu sa mga badla sa iyang asawa,
	Toryo's wife failed to overcome his bad mood with her playful teasing. Ang mga badla sa kapalaran, The playful twists of fate.2 foreplay.Ang badla gikinabanglan sa dipa mangbilawas, Foreplay is necessary before the sex act. ma-un a playful.
	hadluk v [AN; al b3( l)c] scare, frighten s.o. Kinsay mibadluk (nanghadluk) nimu? Who frightened you? Hadluka arun mubilum,Scare him to quiet him down. Di ku mahadluk anang irua, I'm not scared of that dog. Ang tawu nga gikabadlukan, A man who is feared.Ibadluk (ipangbadluk) ning bitin ni Manang, Scare Big Sister with this snake. paN-v [A13] be afraid. Nagpangbadluk kung muadtu, I am afraid to go there. n means to frighten s.o. -an(➔) a easily frightened. ma-un a fearful.Mabadlukun siyang musakayg ayrupla
	hadung = HA.RUNG. 
	hadus = HARUS. haga= HALAG. haga v 1 [B; a12] for the body to be gaunt and unhealthy with no energy. Nabaga siya sa pag-utas ug inum, He became gaunt and unhealthy from drinking too much. 2 [ B2; b6) for the eyes to be deep-set with dark circles under them. a having deep-set eyes with dark circles. Haga ug mata ang mga Katsila, Spaniards have deep-set eyes with circles under them. 
	hagabhab a for a garment to be loose. Hagabbab �aaang iyang padyama, Her pajamas ar.e very loose. v [B12; cl) for a garment to be, become loose. 
	yu 

	hagabhabsee HABHAB. 
	2 

	hagad n defective coconut, the meat of which is loosely attached to the shell and which produces little oil. 
	hagadv [AN; a] 1 offer to do s.t. Mibagadku pagbatud niya sa ila, I offered to take her home. 2 invite s.o. to do s.t. Hagdun ta unta kag pamasi, I would like to invite you to go for a walk. n offer to does.t.(Ł)
	2 
	yu
	1

	.
	.

	v 1 [AN; a] challenge s.o. to a fight. Ug 
	hagad-hagdan 
	2 

	bagarun kag sinukmagay, If you are challenged to a fight. 2 [A23; a] make first move, or touch off. Nagbulag mi ug akuy mihagad pagpakig-ul� We separated and I made the first move for reconciliation. A·yaw ihagad sa mga lalaki ang imung pagkababayi, Do not make yourself cheap bymaking approaches to men. n challenge.
	bagarun kag sinukmagay, If you are challenged to a fight. 2 [A23; a] make first move, or touch off. Nagbulag mi ug akuy mihagad pagpakig-ul� We separated and I made the first move for reconciliation. A·yaw ihagad sa mga lalaki ang imung pagkababayi, Do not make yourself cheap bymaking approaches to men. n challenge.

	hagad n highway patrolman. haŁak n loud, boisterous laughter. v [A;b3cl] laugh boisterously. 
	hagal v [8; b6] produce a rasping, guttural sound in the throat or chest in having a cough or breathing through mucous. 
	hagal v [·A2S] pant noisily,making a sound 
	.in the throat. Mihagal siya sa tantung dinagan, She panted from running so much. npanting. 
	.in the throat. Mihagal siya sa tantung dinagan, She panted from running so much. npanting. 
	,

	hagalam see •GALAM. 
	hagalhal a wheezing sound produced in a throat full of mucus when air passes through. v [A; c 1] make a wheezing noisein the throat. Mihagalhal ang bimalatyun pagsulti sa iyang panun, The dying man spoke his final wishes with a wheezing 
	gu

	.
	.
	voice. 

	haganas v [A2S] for water to make a rushing sound. Naghaganas ang busay, The waterfall makes a rushing sound. n rushingsound of water. (➔) = HAG.AHAS, n. -in-ncontinuous rushing sound. Hinaganas sabalud, The swash of the waves. 
	haganhiv [A; bS] do s. t. with reserve, not with full strength. Di ku muhaganhagan pagbunal nimu, I won't hold back in hitting you. Maghaganhagan tag gastu kay layu pang tingswildu, Let's be careful with our money because pay day is still a long way off. Haganhagani (haganhagana) nang binu, kay ••�a, Go slow with that liquor becai.i\_:,.;ts�fwerful stuff. Haganbagana (ha
	gan 

	:
	:
	agpadagan ang kutsi, Drive the car slowly. 
	ganhagani) p


	had n large motorcycle of the type used by the police. v [Al] use this sort of motorcycle.
	gar

	haps v 1 [84) become gaunt and unhealthy. 
	Nagbagas siya kay nag-abusar sa lawas, Hehas become gaunt and sickly because he docs things that are deleterious to hishealth. 2 [a4] for one's livelihood to fail as the result of a curse wished on him, or brought on in retribution for a failure to meet one's obligations. Nalugnas ang atung kamanukan mu ,a tag gihagas, Our poultry business failed, as though we were under a curse. 3 (a12] do s.t. unpleasant to allwithout exception. Gihagas mig latigu 
	Nagbagas siya kay nag-abusar sa lawas, Hehas become gaunt and sickly because he docs things that are deleterious to hishealth. 2 [a4] for one's livelihood to fail as the result of a curse wished on him, or brought on in retribution for a failure to meet one's obligations. Nalugnas ang atung kamanukan mu ,a tag gihagas, Our poultry business failed, as though we were under a curse. 3 (a12] do s.t. unpleasant to allwithout exception. Gihagas mig latigu 
	Nagbagas siya kay nag-abusar sa lawas, Hehas become gaunt and sickly because he docs things that are deleterious to hishealth. 2 [a4] for one's livelihood to fail as the result of a curse wished on him, or brought on in retribution for a failure to meet one's obligations. Nalugnas ang atung kamanukan mu ,a tag gihagas, Our poultry business failed, as though we were under a curse. 3 (a12] do s.t. unpleasant to allwithout exception. Gihagas mig latigu 
	ni Tatay, Father whipped us all. 


	hag-asv [A; a] remove water or s.t .wateryfrom a place for the purpose of cleaning it. Gihag-asan nilag lapuk ang kanal,. They removed the mud from the canal. 
	1 
	. 

	hag-asv (8246] for s.t. to happen for no apparent reason. Mibag-as man Lang kag kagiki? What made you giggle all of a sudden? a done suddenly for no reason. 
	2 

	hashas 1 dry, swishing sound such as that produced by rubbing pieces ofpa-per or by a well-starched dress. 2 for s.t. to be coarse to the touch such that rubbing the hands over it produces a swishing sound. v [A; cl] producing a rustling sound. Mihagasbas ang dabun pag-agi sa bitin, The leaves rustled as the snake passed over them. 
	ag

	hagawhaw v [A; cl] speak in a low, hardly audible voice. Hagawhawa (ihagawbaw) Lang pagsulti arun di. silang kadungug, Say what you want to say very softly, so they can't hear. n s.t. said in a low voice. -in-n soundsof low talking.
	hagba v 1 [826; c] fall heavily with a thud. 
	Nahisalibay siya sa kabayu ug mihagba (nabagba) sa yuta, She was thrown off herhorse and fell to the ground with a thud. Hihagbaan ug tiki ang lamisa, A gecko fell 
	.
	.

	with a thud on the table. 2 [AP826; a] fail a course, cause one to do so. n 1 thudding sound produced by a fall. 2 subject failed. 
	hagbanan see HABUL . 
	, 1
	, 1

	hagbas = HALABAS, 1. 
	hagbay, hagbaya a long time ago, longer than one thinks. Hagbay ra siyang migikan, Oh,he left some time ago. Hagbay na tu siyang
	·
	·
	·

	namatay, He dieda long time ago (not recently).
	hagbunan see HABUL . 
	hagbung v 1 [A82; c]drop, lets. t. heavy fallwith a crash or thud, for s.t. heavy to do so. 
	1 

	Ayaw ihagbung ang saku kay mabungkas, 
	Don't throw the sack down because it will burst open. Nahagbung ang masitas, Theflower pot fell. 2 [A; a2] fail s.o. in school. Hagbunn ta ka, I'll fail you. Pila ka sabdyik imung nahagbungan? How many SU�jects did you fail? n 1 subject failed. Wakuy hagbung uy! 1 didn't fail anything! 2person who failed s.t. Di makag,adwit ang mga bagbung, Failing students cannot graduate. -in-n crashing noise of things falling. hagdan n 1 stairs, ladder. la ladder made of a bamboo pole with projections left at the nodes
	gu

	at 
	hagdaw -h
	agp

	work is the ladder to success. v 1 [Al!; b6(1)] climb a ladder. 2 [A; a) make into, put a stair or ladder s.w. -maya n k.o. tufted grass. -uguwak k.o. small tree with pinnate leaves, bearing foot-long beans. hagdanhagdan a tiered, having a step-like arrangement. Kik nga bagdanbagdan, Atiered cake. v [B 1 ;
	work is the ladder to success. v 1 [Al!; b6(1)] climb a ladder. 2 [A; a) make into, put a stair or ladder s.w. -maya n k.o. tufted grass. -uguwak k.o. small tree with pinnate leaves, bearing foot-long beans. hagdanhagdan a tiered, having a step-like arrangement. Kik nga bagdanbagdan, Atiered cake. v [B 1 ;
	cl) be made in tiers. Nagbagdanbagdan imung tupi kay lubag ka man, Your hair is cut unevenly (like steps) because you kept wiggling about. -an, -an(➔)n stairs. 

	hagdaw v [AN; a2b2) 1 glean the leftovers after corn or rice harvest. Wa na kitay bagdawun, There is nothing left for us to glean. 2 scavenge for leftovers. Ang makililimus nagpangbagdaw intawun ug iyang sarang makaun sa basuraban, The beggar is scavenging for what he can find in the garbage cans. 3 glean information. Impurmasiyung nabagdaw sa piryudiku, lnformation gleaned from the newspapers. -in-an(➔) gleanis. -in-an n place gleaned. 
	ng

	haghag = HALAGHAG.
	hagid = HAGUD, v 2. 
	hagikhik = AGIK-IK. 
	hagilis v [A2) make a high-pitched scream. Mibagilis ang iyang tingug sa tumang kaltsang, Her voice rose to a scream in her terrible fright.
	hagimit n small tree of primary for est with rough leaves: Ficus sp. 
	hagip-ut = GIP-UT. 
	hagis v 1 [ANa2) threaten, terrorize people by making trouble for them. Nagbagis anganak sa pulitiku kay nagsalig na, The politician's son is running around threatening peoplebecause he knows he will escape punishment. Gibagis ang akung anak sa iskuylaban, My son was bullied around at school. 2 [A 2N; b(l)] be the best in a group. Siyaynangbagis sa burd, He was the best in the board exam. a be a big bully. Hagis kaayusa bayliban, Acting like a bully, terrorizieveryone at the dance. 
	I 
	ng

	hagitv 1 [ANC12; bS) challenge to a fight or contest. Nangbagit siya nakug sukmagay, Hechallenged me to a fist fight. 2 [ANC12; c12) invite, tempt one to engage in an unwholesome activity. Gibagit ku niyag inum, He tempted me to join him in a drinkingspree. 3 tempt (literary). Ang manggang binug mibagit sa akung kaibug, The ripe mangoes tempted me. ma-un a 1 provocative, challenging. 2 tempting one to engage in s.t. unwholesome. mahagithagitun a=MA-UN, 1. hagiyung, hagiyung n whizzing, whistling,buzzing s
	· 

	sound produced by a rapidly moving object. Ang bagiyus sa bala, The whizzing of the bullets. v {A; b6] produce a whistling sound with rapid motion. Mibagiyus siyag dagan, He zoomed away. 
	hagkik n hot cakes. v {A; a) make, have hot cakes. 
	hagkut a 1 sticky. Ang latik bagkut, Syrup is sticky. Hagkut ang akung kamut, My hands are all sticky. 2 agreeing to s.t. with reluctance. Di ku siguru adtung iyang saad kay bagkut tu siyag tinubagan, I can't rely on his promise, because he answered with somereluctance. 3 for the air to be humid and cool. v [B; a2) 1 be, make sticky. Mibagkut na ang gwaba dyili, The guava jelly has gotten sticky. 2 be, make reluctant. t
	hagmang n k.o. wild yam having long edible tubers and thorny vines. 
	hangun n large blue-spotted fish similar
	agm

	to the grouper: Plectropomus spp. hun = SAGMUN. 
	agm

	huyu = HASAGMUYU. see SAGMUYU. hagnaw a uneasy feeling of coldness and 
	agm

	emptiness in one's stomach. Paimna kug init kay bagnaw kaayu ning akung tiyan sa pagkawalay kaun, Let me take s.t. hot because my stomach is cold and empty from not having eaten anything. v {B56) get this feeling. Maung dili ku ganaban magswingkay mubagnaw (magbagnaw) lagi nang akung tiyan iniglabyug gikan sa taas, That'swhy I don't like to play on the swing because I get a queasy feeling in the stomach when I swing high. 
	hagnaya n k.o. edible, tiny, reddish fish. 
	hagpa v [APB; b6) for tall and pliant things to fall flat on their base, cause them to do so. Bagyu ang nagbagpa (nagpabagpa) sa bumay, A typhoon flattened the plants.Mibagpa ang mais nga gilanap. 'The.-:eorn 
	•

	was flooded and knocked flat. 
	hagpak v [AB456; ell slam with a loud bang. 
	Kinsa tung nagbagpak sa sira? Nangita tug away? Who slammed the door? Is he looki�g for a fight? Mubagpak ang sira ug bampakun sa bangin, The door slams when the wind blows it. 
	hagpat v (A; a2b2) 1 pick out s.t. from a larger group. Usa ra ang nabagpatan sa mga nagdimunstrit nga kastigubun, They singled out one of the demonstrators for punishment. Hagpata ang mga dikulur nga mga sinina, Separate out the colored dresses. 2 ref!lOVe, separate s.t. useless from the good. 
	Aku nang gibagpatan ang isda sa mga bukug, I have removed the bones from the fish. 3 count ballots. 4 [A; a12) pick out 
	hagpik -hagubhub 
	things from the past to remember and reminisce over (literary). Gitagsatagsa niya pagbagpat ang mga bitabu, He recalled the various events, one at a time, as they happened. n counting of votes. Dagbang maniubra sa katapusang bagpat sa baluta, There was lots of chicanery in the final tally of the ballots. -iru n person in charge of classifying abaca fibers into different grades. v [B 16;a2) be, become a classifier of abaca fibers. 
	things from the past to remember and reminisce over (literary). Gitagsatagsa niya pagbagpat ang mga bitabu, He recalled the various events, one at a time, as they happened. n counting of votes. Dagbang maniubra sa katapusang bagpat sa baluta, There was lots of chicanery in the final tally of the ballots. -iru n person in charge of classifying abaca fibers into different grades. v [B 16;a2) be, become a classifier of abaca fibers. 
	hagpik v [A; al) slap s.o. fairly hard on the shoulders. Ayaw kug bagpika kay dunay pasu akung abaga, Don't slap me on the shoulders because I've got a sunburn. 
	hagpu i, [B26) for a line or rope to breakundertension.Mibagpu ang pasul paglugnut sa dakung subad nga isda, The fishing line broke when the big fish struggled to get free.
	hagsav [B2; cl) 1 fall heavily onto s.t. hard, cause s.t. to do so. Nabagsa ang ayruplanu, The airplane crashed. Kinsay nagbagsa ining mga libru? Who slammed these books down? 2 [A; cl) for a younger person to call an older person by his name without a title of respect. 3 [A; a) fail s.o. in school. n 1 things that have fallen. 2 subject failed. -in-n crashing sound. Hinagsa sa dagkung kabuy, The crashing sound of the falling trees.
	hagsak v [AB2; c) fall down hard, but usually not onto s.t. hard. lhagsak nang mga p;. nusu sa tapuk, Throw the ears of corn onto the pile. 
	hagtak v 1 [A; c) make a cracking or banging sound of objects on colliding or falling, drop s.t. making such a sound. Mibagtakang iyang ulu pagkaigu sa bu/a, His head went bang when the ball hit it. Ayaw ibagtak ang mga kinubang mangga arun di mabuak, Don't bang the maoes we picked so that they won't split open. 2 [B246) spend, lose a big amount in a single instance. Mibagtak ang iyang usa ka libu sa buwang, He lost his one thousand in a single bet in a cockfight.
	ng

	hagtik n sharp clicking sound. Ang bagtik. sa iyang mga tudlu, The clicking sound of his fingers. Ang bagtik sa gatu, The click of the trigger.Ang bagtik sa kandadu, The clicking ofthe lock. a for new paper bills to be crisp. Bag-u pa ning gipagawas kwartaba kay bagtik pa man, This must be a new bill becauseit is still crisp (lit. still clicks). v [A; c16) make a clicking, ticking sound. M ibagtik ang iyang nawung sa akung suntuk, His face made a clicking sound when I hit him. -in-ncontinuous clicking soun
	makinilya, The clicking of the typewriter 
	keys.

	hagtub n loud thumping sound, sound produced by a blow on a hollow object. Angbagtub sa bumbu, The thumping sound of the bass drum. v [A; a) produce a loud thumping sound. Mubagtub ug maayu ang babu sa istiryu, The bass of the stereophonic record player makes a loud thumping sound. Muhagtub ka giyud run diha ug di ka mubilum, You'll get it (lit. you'll go thump) if you don't shut up. 
	hagtuk n loud knocking sound. v [A; cl) 1 produce a loud knocking sound. Nagbagtuk ang urasan katulu, The clock struck three times. 2make loud. footfalls on the stairs. 3 [A23P) spend, release a large amount of money at once. Pag-usa ka uras nibagtuk dayun ang tris sa abangan, At the end of one hour I coughed up three bucks for the rent. 
	hagtus v 1 [AB23(1)] for a line, rope to break under tension, cause it to do so. Mibagtus ang iyang tabanug dihang mikusug ang buyup sa bangin, His kite string broke 
	·
	·
	in the heavygust of wind. Di makabagtus 

	ning barutu sa iyang pundu, This boat can't break away from its moorings. 2 for emotional feelings to give way. Nahagtus na ang tumUJ' sa iyang pailub, His last ounce of patience finally gave way. 
	·

	hagu exclamation of disgust. Hagu, kakapuy ba ning trabahua, My! This work is so tiresome. 
	hagu v 1 [A; a) exert effort. Nagbagu kug limpiyu sa bay, I went to a lot of trouble to clean the house. Ayaw nag bagui pagbasa, Don't bother reading that. 2 [B 16 ;· al 2) .expend one's effort uselessly. Nagbagu Lang kag kupya, lpasiruks man na, You're wasting your effort in copying that. We're going to xerox it. 3 [B126; a12] exhaust s.o. with overwork. Nabagu ku pagpangarga, I got exhausted loadithe cargo. Nabagu binuun kag batud ini da! Thanks! You went to so much trouble to bring this to me. a 1 re
	ng 
	ng 
	-

	SUV. (Ł) a = BAGU. n.walay -failitoput s.t. to good use. Gawia ning sapatus. Diay akung way bagu, Use these shoes. I have some here that I'm not using anyway. ka-1 effort. 2 exhaustion. -in-an n fruits ofone's efforts. 
	. 
	ng 

	hagubhub n prolonged, low, booming sound. Hagubbub ug bahu ang {yang sista, The bass string on his guitar produces a prolonged, 
	hagud -haguyag 
	hollow sound. v [A; b6] make a prolonged, booming sound. Ang nagbabbub nga mgatingug sa pikas kwartu, The booming sound of voices in the next room. 
	hollow sound. v [A; b6] make a prolonged, booming sound. Ang nagbabbub nga mgatingug sa pikas kwartu, The booming sound of voices in the next room. 
	gu 


	hagud v 1 [A; c] rub material onto strings to impart a desired property. Haguri ug kandila ang bilu nga itabi sa sapatus, Rub wax on· to the thread you will repair the shoes with. 2 [Al; ac] make s.t. smooth and pliable by rubbing it over the edge of s.t. Nagbad kug buli arun lalabun, l am softening buri leaves to weave. 2a [B12] for rope or sim· ilar things to get worn out from use. Naba·gud ang bigut sa babuy sa tantung bag-idbag·
	gu

	rubbed so much. 3 [A; a] for males to mastur· bate. (➔) n 1 substance to coat strings and lines to impart a desired property. 2 a mix· forkite stris. hinaguran a possessing the desired property as a result of having been rubbed with s.t. 
	rubbed so much. 3 [A; a] for males to mastur· bate. (➔) n 1 substance to coat strings and lines to impart a desired property. 2 a mix· forkite stris. hinaguran a possessing the desired property as a result of having been rubbed with s.t. 
	id, The pig's rope got worn from bei
	ng 
	ture of pulverized glass used as a coati
	ng 
	ng


	hadila = HAGURILA. 
	gu

	hagugma = HIGUGMA. see GUGMA. 
	hak v [A2S] snore. Mubak ka bang ma· tulug? Do you snore when you sleep? n snores. 
	gu
	gu

	haka a 1 poorly built. Dali rang matumba ang balay nga baguka pagkagama, A poorlybuilt house will quickly collapse. 2 looselybound, fastened, tied, etc. Haguka ang pag· kabikut sa katig, The outrigger of the boat is loosely tied. 3 not firmly packed, flabby. 
	gu

	Hagukang lawas nga nagbiting sa katambuk,
	Hagukang lawas nga nagbiting sa katambuk,
	A flabby body with hanging folds of fat. Haguka rang pag-impaki sa paldu, The bale was not tightly packed. 4 for plans or ideas not to be well thought out. Hagukang mga planu sa pagdibisin sa ilang balay, The lay· out of their house was poorly thought out. S for boiled staple to be cooked very soft. 6 for promises, words to be empty or insin· cere. Dina katubuan ang baguka nga mga Saad sa pulitiku, You can't trust the empty promises of a politician. 7 weak, havilit·tleresist�nce to disease. Kay baguka ka m
	yu
	ng 


	hagulhul n 1 sound of sobbing combined withcrying. 2 sound of barking. v [A; b6] 1 soband cry. 2 make a barking sound. Nakamataku dayun dibang mibagulbul ang iru, I woke up instantly at the first growls of the dog. 
	hamaa = AGUMAA. 
	gu

	hagung, hang n continuous hummi, high· pitched sound. v [A; cl] give out a hum· ming sound. Kusug kaayung mubang ang 
	hagung, hang n continuous hummi, high· pitched sound. v [A; cl] give out a hum· ming sound. Kusug kaayung mubang ang 
	gu
	ng
	gu

	imung tip rikurdir, Your tape recorder makes a loud, buzzing noise. Hagunga (iha·gung) ang pagpatuyuk sa kasing, Make the top spin with a hum. Maayu pag ilabay. angng pa kay sa ipalit a· nang butanga, You'd do better to throw your money away than to buy that, because at least you'il get the benefit of hear·ing it hum. 
	kwarta kay muba
	gu


	hagunub n thundering sound that is loud and prolonged. Ang bagunub sa makina sa barku makabunl, The roar of the ship's en· gine is deafening. v [A] make a thundering sound. Nagbagurrub ang parrun sa dyit nga milabay, The jet planes roared by. 
	gu

	hagunus = HAGURUS. 
	hagunuy n a coarse, herbaceous vine found along tidal streams, the roots, flowers, andleaves of which are put to various medici· nal uses: Wedelia biflora. 
	hapaas n rustling sound produced by s.t.moving through tall grass or similar growths. v [A] produce such a sound. Nagbagupaas ang kamaisan nga gisuutan sa kabaw, The leaves rustled as the water buffalo moved through the field. 
	gu

	hagupit n tree with small coarse leaves: Ficus 
	sp.
	hagurila n pancreas of pigs. 
	hagurub n a low but steady roar, as of a motor. Hagurub sa mutur nga milabay, The roar of a passing motorcycle. v [A] make a stead· y roar. 
	hagurus n wooshing; low, hissing sound of wind, water, vehicles. v [A2S] make a wposhing sound. M ibagurus ang pitrumaks, The lantern made a low hissing sound. Nag·bagurus ang kusug nga bangin, The wind roared. 2 [A; b6} move fast so as to produce a rushisound. Gibagurusan ku sa kuts� The car zoomed by me. -in-n proloed wooshing sound. 
	ng 
	ng

	hagus v [A; bS] polish rough rice or corn grits by pounding.Hagusi (bagusa) ang mais ug tiguma ang tiktik, Polish the corn gritsand save the corn powder. 
	has = BAGUS .
	gu

	1
	1
	1
	,


	hagusahis = AGUSAHIS. 
	hag-ut v 1 (B2; b6] for s.t. to get worn out , esp. said of rope. Nagkabag·ut na ang pisi sa pundu. Lagmit mabugtu na na, The anchor line is getting worn out. One of these days it's going to break. 2 [AN; a) strip the outer part of abaca to get the fibers. 3= HAGUD, n 2. -an n aha·ca stripper. maN-r-n a person who earns his living by stripping abaca. 
	through constant rubbi
	ng

	haguyag = HAGUD, v 2. 
	hagwa -hakhak
	l 

	'
	'
	'

	hagwa = HADLA. 
	,
	,
	,
	,


	hagwasuŁ = AGWASUN.
	hagyung = HADIYUNG.
	ha ha written representation of laughter. 
	hahay n 1 sound uttered when yawning or stretching. Habay, kakapuy ! Ho-hum, how tired I am! 2 sound uttered when sighing in dejection. Habay, kapait ning akung kinabubi,Oh, what a miserable life I lead. 
	, 

	h,
	h,
	.

	a1 = HAIN.
	a1 = HAIN.

	hail a for skin to be hard and rough on the surface and soft on the inside. v [B; b6] come out hard on the surface.Mibail (nahail) ang b�gas sa ibabaw nga wa tabuni, Thetop portion of the rice turned out hard because it wasn't covered. Nanghail ang iyang panit kay gikagid, The skin turned hard andrough because of her skin infection. 
	hain 1 where iare, does? Hain ka magpuyu? Where do you live? 2 where (past or future). Hain ibutang ang libru? Where did they put the book? Hain ka punta?. Whereare you headed to? 3 which of several. Hain sa duruba ang imung palabibun? Whichof the two would you prefer? Bisag bain niini ang akung dad-un, I'll take any one of these. 4 whoever. Hain ang labing makaluluuymauy batagag hinabang, Whoever is the most needy will be given aid. -bay who says [so-and-so] is the case, when it's not at all the case. H
	s, 
	_ 
	-

	bait a 1 sharp-edged. Hait nga kutsilyu, Asharp knife. 2 sharp-pointed. Hait nga mga batu, Sharp-pointed rocks. Hait kaayu ang tumuy sa ayis pik, The ice pick has a sharp point. 3 sharp of intelligence. Hait ug salabutan, Having a quick mind. 4 easily discerning. Hait kaag mga mata, Having sharp eyes. S biting in language. Hait ngamga pulung, Sharp words. Hait nga tinutukan, Piercing stare. 6 shrill, piercing in voice. Hait ug tingug, Shrill-voiced. 7 blinding,glaring ligh�. Hait nga kabayag, Blinding .l
	yu
	. 

	haka v [AC; bl2] 1 for animals to copulate. 
	GihŁkaan ang akung bigal ug Dyirsi, I had 
	GihŁkaan ang akung bigal ug Dyirsi, I had 
	my sow bred to a Jersey boar. 2 for people 

	to fornicate (coarse). 
	haka,a boasting loudly. v [Bl2; b6] become a braggart; consider s.o. as such. Nagkahaka siya human makadaug sa amatyur, He has ever since he won the singing contest.
	2
	been doing nothing but boasti
	ng 

	hakab = ABHAK. hakabhakab v 1 = HAK·ABHAK-AB. 2 [Al; cl] eat s.t. ravenously with great eagerness. Kun gigutum pa na maghakabbakab unta nag kaun, If he were hungry he would have eaten ravenously .!.3 anticipate s.t. with great eagerness. Naghakabhakab ang akung ginhawa pagtan-aw sa akung pinaskuhan, I was very anxious to see what I got for Christmas. 
	hak-ab = ABHAK. hak-abhak-ab v [bScl]take a little food from a variety of dishes. 
	Ayaw hak-abhak-abi (hak-abhak-aba, ihakabhak-ab) kanang mga pagkaun kay wa pa muabut ang bisita, Don't nibble at that food because the visitors haven't arrived. 
	hakad,v [A; c] 1 spread s.t. over s.t. Unsamay hakaran nimu sa pagkaun nga wala may lamisa? What will you put the food onwhen we don't have a table? Tapdasi una ang tihiras una ihakad ang bidsyit, Dust the cot first before you lay the sheet over it. 2 display one's goods to the public. Diha ra ihakad niya sa asiras, natumban lagi hinuus mga tawu, He displayed his wares on the pavement, so the people stepped on them. 
	hakad v [A; ab] take s.t. solid out from in
	-

	,
	,

	side s.t. Atung bakarun ang su/ud kay lim
	-

	piyuhan ang kabun, Let's take the contents out because we are goito clean the box. 
	ng 

	bak-ang v [A; b6(1)] set a vessel over a fire for cooking. Siyay mihak-ang sa kaldiru sa sug-ang, She set the kettle on the stove. 
	hakap = HAKLAP.
	hakayhakay a somewhat relieved� Hakayhakayna ang akung sak it sa tiyan, My stomach-· ache is a bit better now. v [BJ get somewhat alleviated. Mubakaybakay ang pamuyu sa mag-uuma kun ting-ani, ·The farmers the harvest season 
	-
	are not so badly off duri
	ng 

	hakbang v [A; ab2] bite with a quick snapping motion. Gihakbang sa iru ang akung tiil, The dog snapped at my foot. 
	hakgum (from kugum) v [A; al] clasp in 
	1
	1

	one's fist. G ihakgum niya ang kwarta kay nahadluk siyag mawala, He clutched the money because he was afraid it might get lost. Dili na mahakgum ang imung buktun tungud sa kadaku, I cannot get my fingers around your arm any more because it has gotten to be so big. n a fistful of s.t. Usaka bakgum balas, A fistful of sand. 
	hakhakn 1 notches cut into the trunk of a
	1 
	1 

	hakhak-hala 
	2 

	coconut tree. 2 tuba nga way -, way -n ersatz palm toddy (made by mixing water, lime, and coloring). (Lit. Palm toddy gotten without climbing the notches in the ttunk.) v [A; b6(1)] cut notches on coconut trees. Hakbaki ang lubi arun sayun sak-un, Cutnotches in the coconut tree so it will be easy to climb. 
	coconut tree. 2 tuba nga way -, way -n ersatz palm toddy (made by mixing water, lime, and coloring). (Lit. Palm toddy gotten without climbing the notches in the ttunk.) v [A; b6(1)] cut notches on coconut trees. Hakbaki ang lubi arun sayun sak-un, Cutnotches in the coconut tree so it will be easy to climb. 

	hakhakv [A; a2] cat food greedily and in a hasty, unrefined manner. Kusug kaayung mibak bak ang babuy sa lawug, The pig greedily gobbled down the slop. 
	2 

	haldap 11 lAl 3; c] lay out, spread s.t. on top of s. t. Kinsay nagbaklap ug saku aring pabiran? Who laid a sack over the doormat? Dahun sa tabaku ang ibaklap sa hubag, Cover your boil with a tobacco leaf. 
	haklup o [A; c] lay s.t. on s.t. for medicinal purposes. Haklupi ug ayisbag ang imung agtang, Put an icebag on your forehead. Hinalub dabun ang ihaklup sa imung bubag, Apply softened leaves to your boil. n s.t. to lay over s.t. for medicinal purposes.
	hakrnal v [A; b] stuff s.t. into the mouth or . Ang tawu nga makabakmal sa iyang kinumu datuun, A man that can put his fist in his mouth is likely to become rich. Hakmalig kamuti ang baba sa bata, Stuff a sweet potato into the child's mouth. 
	an analogous openi
	ng

	haknut a not slippery, offering hindrance to sliding. Way kalaking bayliban ang sawug haknut kay · di ta makapaanud-anud, Arough floor is no good to dance on becauseyou cannot glide nicely. v [B] offer resistance to slipping. Butangig brilyantin arun di muhaknut pagsulud, Put vaseline on it so that it won't be hard to insert. Gamit ug tisas kun magbaknut na ang taku, Use chalkwhen the cue gets sticky. 
	hakuhaku = HA TIJHA TU. 
	hakug a 1 selfish, greedy, unwilling to share and wanting s.t. for oneself. Hakug siya kay dili mangbatag bisan diyutay, He is selfish because he doesn't give even a little. Hakugkaayu siya kay gustu iyabung tanan, He'svery selfish because he wants everything for himself. 2 overly fond of s.t. Hakug siyag bayl� He is exceedingly fond of dancing.v [B12] be selfish, greedy. Ang kangibit mauy makabakug (makapabakug) sa mga tawu, Scarcity makes people greedy. hakughakug v [Al 3; cl] do s.t. greedily, esp. eati
	ng
	yu

	hakuhak a eating or drinking s.t. greedily, as 
	fast as possible. Hakubak kaayu nang mga
	bataa kay sigig bungit bfsag init, Those
	children are very greedy. They shove the
	food into their mouths, even if it is too hot. 
	v [B12; b6] get to be ravenous. hakup v 1 [A; a] scoop up with one hand. Mibalup kug usa ka kumkum nga mais, Iscooped a handful of corn. 2 [al2l clasp 
	s.t. with one hand. Gihakup nrya ang akung kamut ug gilamanu, He took my hand and shook it. 3 embrace, seize or hold s.t. by encircliit with the arms. Gibakup niya ang batag midagan, He gathered the child in his arms and ran. 4 [A23; bS] be gripped by an emotion or by a condition. Ang katalaw mihakup sa ryang galamban, Cowardice gripped him. Gihakup (gibakpan) ang balangay sa kangitngit, Darkness enveloped the village. n handful of s.t. 
	ng 

	hakup= HAKLUP. hakut n k.o. large,black ant which inflicts a 
	2 

	painful sting, usually found on coconut 
	trees. hakut v [A; a) carry or haul s.t. in several trips. Mubakut siyag tubig sa mga silingan, He fetches water for the neighbors. Dyipmauy nagbakut sa mga tawu sa simbaban, 
	A jeep took the people to the church in 
	several trips. Hakuta nang mga batu ngadtu
	sa gardin, Take those stones to the garden. 
	n 1 amount taken in one haul. 2 action of 
	hauli. Usa ka bakut diyis pisus, It is ten 
	ng

	pesos per truckful or ten pesos each trip. 
	·anan n 1 place where s.t. one hauls is ob
	tained. 2 place where this are hauled. 3 
	ng

	s.t. used in haulithings. -un(Ł), -itnun nthis to be hauled. t 
	ng 
	ng

	hakwata= SAKWAT. 
	hal. n abbreviation for Halangdun, 'Honor
	able'. Ang Hal. Gubimadur, The Hon. Gov
	ernor. hala expression telling s.o. to do s.t. a urging. 
	Hala, kaun na, Come on. Eat now. Hala,
	sumbaga, Come on! Sock him. b acquies
	cing. Na bala, sigi, O.K., go ahead. Hala,
	bayinti na lang, O.K., twenty is O.K. c ur
	ging in a satirical way.Ha/a, sigig bilar, a,un 
	matisis nang imung ubu, Go on, keep on 
	staying up late, so your cough develops into 
	T.B. v [A23] 1 go alowith s.t. unhesitatily. Ug bangyuun, mubala dayun, If you 
	ng 

	ng
	ask him, he agrees to do it right away. l(g bagdun, muhala dayun, If you ask him to join you, he agrees right away. 2 urge s.o. nagbala nimu sa kaminyuun ug ka,un magbasul ka na, Nobody urged you to get married, and now you are sorry. halla 1 expression of helpless
	into immediate action. Wal
	ay 
	-

	hala!-halbu 291 
	ness, upon watching s.t. happen. Halla, natumba, There, it's falling. 2 expression chiding s.o. Halla, kaun, bisag gisakitag tiyan, Go ahead, cat some more even if you got astomach-ache from it.
	ness, upon watching s.t. happen. Halla, natumba, There, it's falling. 2 expression chiding s.o. Halla, kaun, bisag gisakitag tiyan, Go ahead, cat some more even if you got astomach-ache from it.

	hala warning of s.t. unpleasant impending. Ha/a, gibuak na nimung basu, Watch out! You broke that glass. 
	hala v [A; a) gather ears of corn that arematuring ahead of the rest of the crop. Mubala kug mais kay naburut nang bugas, I'llgather ears of corn that are already ripe ahead of the rest of the crop because we have run out of food. 
	halab v [A 13) for the stomach to throb withintense hunger pangs. Ikahumpay ni sa naghalab nimung tiyan, This will appease your hunger pangs. 
	halab v [A13; a12) for a fish to strike atanother fish that is hooked. Mamsa giyuy nagbalab sa imung kuba kay largu giyung pagkaputul, It must have been a large fish that attacked the fish on your hook because he bit it clear through.
	halabas v 1 [A; ab2] cut down s.t. tall with a long swing of a blade. Habasun ku ning mga sagbut, I'll cut down these weeds. 2[A; a12) wipe out of existence. Habasun sa Diyus ang tanang dautan sa kalibutan, 
	God will wipe out all evil on earth. 3 [AN; al 2) win an election with a sweeping victory. Si Iyu Hantuy nanghabas sa iliksyun,Uncle Hantoy won a sweeping victory at the polls. 
	God will wipe out all evil on earth. 3 [AN; al 2) win an election with a sweeping victory. Si Iyu Hantuy nanghabas sa iliksyun,Uncle Hantoy won a sweeping victory at the polls. 

	ha.lad v [A; c) 1 present s.t. as an offering tospirits, the dead. Unsay atung ihalad sa Ad· law sa M inatay? What shall we make as an offering on All Souls' Day? 2 offer, give up s.t. as a sacrifice. A.kung gibalad ang akung panahun ug kahagu alang sa kalampusan ni
	ini, I .offered all my time and effort.for its success. Iha/ad niya ang tibuuk n,yang kinabubi sa pag-alagad sa Diyus, He will off er his life to serving God. 3 offer s.o. his love. Ang babaying iyang gihalaran, The woman he adores. n offering, gift. mag-r-n suitor. hinalaran n woman courted. 
	ini, I .offered all my time and effort.for its success. Iha/ad niya ang tibuuk n,yang kinabubi sa pag-alagad sa Diyus, He will off er his life to serving God. 3 offer s.o. his love. Ang babaying iyang gihalaran, The woman he adores. n offering, gift. mag-r-n suitor. hinalaran n woman courted. 

	halag n line connecting a bamboo fish trap to an anchor which holds it in place. v [Al;b6(1)) attach an anchor line to a fish trap. Gihalagan na ang panggal sa lambay, Ananchor line has been attached to the crab trap.
	halaghag a 1 loosely woven. Halaghag ra kaaang muskitiru. Makasulud na ang lamuk,
	yu 

	The mosquito net has gotten so its fibers are far apart and the mosquitoes can get in.2 for hair or s.t. analogous to be thin. Hag-
	The mosquito net has gotten so its fibers are far apart and the mosquitoes can get in.2 for hair or s.t. analogous to be thin. Hag-
	bag na ang iskuba, The brush has lost lots of its bristles. v [B; a2) for a weave to get to be loose. Ang saguran hagbanpagtuyu,An abaca mat is purposely woven loosely. 
	gu


	halang a la having a hot, biting taste. Halangkaayu ang siling kulikut, Red peppers are very hot. 1 b for the eyes to sting. Halang akung mata sa asu, My eyes are smarting from the smoke. 2 for words to be stinging, hurting. v [ B2S; a] 1get to be hot with a biting taste, for the eyes to smart. 2 (b6] be hurtby stinging words. Gibalangan ku sa iyang mga pasangil, l was stung by her accusations. ka-n 1 stinging sensation. 2 biting quality ofwords.
	halanghag = DANGHAG. 
	halangdun see HANGAD.
	halanggup thin gruel cooked from grains of rice or ground corn. v 1 [A; a) make thin gruel. Hanggupi ang masakitun, Just make a thin gruel for the patient. 2 [A;a] eat gruel. -in-= HALANGGUP. 
	halanguhag = DANGHAG.
	halap a for the eyesight to be weak, blurred. (�) v [B2S; b6) for the eyesight to get weak. Di na ku makabasa ug mga gagmayng titik tungud ning naghalap nakung pananaw, I can no longer read small print because my eyes are so weak. halaphalap n blind man's buff. v [A12C2; b(l)) play blind man's buff. 
	halasn snake. patay ug -1 urinate (slang). 2 for males to masturbate (slang). 
	1 

	*halasi-see Ill.ALAS.
	2
	2

	halawig n k.o. moray eel. 
	halay v [A; c] hang clothes on the line or s.t. analogous. lbalay dayun ning mga basang lampin, Hang these wet diapers out right away. -an(➔) n clothesline. 
	halayhalay v 1 [A; b6] spend leisure time, going out. Di ku makabalaybalay magabii kay mag-ubirtayim ku, I can't go out to relax in the evening because Iwork overtime. 2 [A;b(l)) gallivant about instead of working. Nagbalayhalay ka Zang mu rag way pamilyang gipakaun, You just gallivant around as though you don't have a family to feed. May andirtayim ka kaygibaklybalayan Jang nimu ang trababu, You haven't put in enough hours because you're taking time off from work to gallivant around. 
	.

	halayhay = BALAY.
	halbu a full of quicksand, mire; for a place to be muddy such that the feet get stuck if one tries to walk through it. v 1 [B126 ;b(1)) sink into quicksand; become enmired. Ang kabaw nabalbu sa suba, The carabao got enmired in the creek. 2 [B2; b6] be, 
	halhag -haliphip 
	become a mire. Nagkabalbu na ni dinhi tu· a quag· mire because of the rain. 
	become a mire. Nagkabalbu na ni dinhi tu· a quag· mire because of the rain. 
	ngud sa ulan, This place is becomi
	ng 


	halhag = HALAGHAG. 
	halhal v 1 [B; b6] for clothing to be loose and �versized. Naniwang na giyud diay ku kay nahalhal na man ning akung sinina, Imust have grown thin because my clothes are hanging loose on me now. 2 be scatterbrained, have a dopey expression. Nalimutka sa imung tuyu kay nagbalbal ka man Zang, You forgot what you went there for because you are scatterbrained. Halbalankaaku niyang musult� mu rag way buut, I think she talks like a scatterbrain. Naghal· hal Lang nang nawung mu, You have an idiotic expression on 
	yu 

	halhal v [A] for animals to pant with their moutt open. Nagbalhal ang kabayu nga gikutasan, The horse panted because it wasout of breath. 
	hali = SAU. 
	haligi n 1 post. Ang haligi sa balay, House post. Haligi sa pinsa, Fence post. 2a pillar or strong member of an organization. Usasiya sa mga baligi sa atung partidu, He is one of the mainstays of our political party. 2b head, mainstay on which a group rests. Ang amaban mauy baligi sa panimalay, Thefather is the head of the family. 3 outstand· ing person in a specific field of endeavor. SiAyinstayin usa ka dakung haligi sa syinsiya, Einstein is one of the outstanding men in science. 4 penis (humorous). v [A;
	halihall v [Al; cl] when the same food is served in several dishes, to take a portionfrom more than one of them. Ayaw halibalia (ihalihali) ang mga pagkaun arun di ma· ngil-ad tan-awun, Take food from just one or two of the serving dishes, not all of them, so they won't look like leftovers. 
	halili v [A; c] 1 occupy a place or position just vac.ated. Way makabalili sa usa ka ina· ban, There is nothing that can replace a mother. Ug mutindug ka, balilihan dayun ang imung lingkuranan, If you get up, s.o. will occupy your seat immediately. 2 appear in the place of s.t. else, cause s.t. to do so. Mihalili ang pagdumut sa gugmang inay· ran, Hatred replaced the love which had been spurned. Kwarta ihalili sa primyung wala ikahatag, Money takes the place of the prize they couldn't award. 3 [AC; ac] ex
	halili v [A; c] 1 occupy a place or position just vac.ated. Way makabalili sa usa ka ina· ban, There is nothing that can replace a mother. Ug mutindug ka, balilihan dayun ang imung lingkuranan, If you get up, s.o. will occupy your seat immediately. 2 appear in the place of s.t. else, cause s.t. to do so. Mihalili ang pagdumut sa gugmang inay· ran, Hatred replaced the love which had been spurned. Kwarta ihalili sa primyung wala ikahatag, Money takes the place of the prize they couldn't award. 3 [AC; ac] ex
	s.t. which takes the place of s.t. else. 2 s.t. e. 
	given in excha
	ng


	halimbawa v 1 [A2N] borrow s.t. to relieve a pressing problem. Nangbalimbawa si Pidru nakug diyis pisus ipalit kunug bugas, Pedroborrowed ten pesos from me to buy rice. 2[b3) be relieved from s.t. pressing. Nabalimbawa na akung paminaw, l feel much better now. Karun nga nakatrababu nas Pidru nakabalimbawa na ang banay, Now that Pedro has a job, his family is not so badly pressed. 
	halilib-un = GABUN
	halin v 1 [A2P; b(l)] move away from aplace permanently. Dugay na silang mibalin sa Mindanaw, They moved to Mindanao a lotime ago. 2 [A2] pass away, die. Dugay nang mibalin si Mama, Mother passed away many years ago. n immigrant. Mga balin sila sa Yuta sa mga Saad, They are immigrants to the Land of Promise (Mindanao). halin v 1 [A; ac] sell s.t. at a certain price. 
	ng 

	Ug halinun mug mil, If you sell it for a thousand. 2 [B2] for s.t. to sell. Ang akung yuta mubalin na karun ug labaw pa sa dubli, My lot will sell for more than double the buying price. 3 [a3] for women to be married (humorous). Mabalin dayun iyang anak, He'll have no trouble finding a husband for his da�ghter. 4 [a3] .come to an untimely end. Kun magpadayun ka anang imung pag-inum, mabalin ka, You'llcome to an untimely end if you keep on drinking like that. Mahalin giyud nang platu ug matambug sa simint
	-pa ba in answer to questions about how 
	s.t. is: same as ever. 'Kumusta?' -'Halin pa ba,' 'How are you?' -'Just the same.' (Lit. Can I still be sold?)' 
	halindanaw (from danaw) n dragonfly.haling = HALIN. 
	haling v [A; a) 1 build a fire. Maghaling ku kay mag-init kug tubig, I will build a fire to heat some water. 2 [A) stimulate an emotion. Mga pulung ngat, Words that aroused my anger. (➔) n lighted fire. 
	because I am goi
	ng 
	nakabaling sa akung kala
	gu

	halinub-un see TOBU. 
	haliphip v {A; b) mend holes in woven materials, esp. by reweaving the holes. Maayukaygihalipbipan na ang buyut masudlan nag bumay, Now that the holes in the bag have been mended, we can put rice in it. 
	halithilit -halukhuk
	1 

	halithalit v [A; bScl] do s.t. hurriedly as time permits one to do it. Muhalithalit kug buwad ug humay mintras naay {nit, I'll dry rice as quick as I can while there is sunlight. Halitbalitan (balithalitun, ibalitbalit) kulangpaglutu ang sud-an inigkatulug sa bata, I'll cook the food hurriedly as soon as the baby goes to sleep. 
	halla see BALA.
	halsi n Hulsey, a breed of fighting cock. 
	halu n monitor lizard. a acting nonchalant yet ready to seize every opportunity, no matter who might get hurt (like the monitor liza,rd who stays immobile waiting to seize a prey). Ayawg salig niya kay bawu kaayu na sa babayi, Don't trust him because he is dangerous to women. 
	halu a fitting loosely. v [B; b6] fit looselyin. Nagbalu ang lansang kay daku ang bangag, The nail was loose because the hole was too big. Nagbalu ang sapatus sa ,yang tiil, The shoes fit her feet too loosely. 
	halu v [Al 3; al2] mix things together in aliquid. Halua ang tahup ug kinagud lubi, Mix corn husks and shredded coconut in water. haluhalu n 1 k.o. fruit cocktail made up of grated ice, milk, sugar and several k.o. fruit cut to pieces or grated. 2 be a mixture of several things. Haluhalu ang iyang sinultiban. May lninsik, may Binisaya, mayIninglis, She speaks a mixture of languages all at once: Chinese, Visayan, and English. v[Al3; a12] make, make into balubalu.panghaluhalu v [A23] go s.w. to eat balubalu
	gg

	hal-u = ALBU.
	haluan n snakehead, edible fresh-water fish: Ophiocepahlus spp. -tasik n fish similar to the snakehead but found in the sea.
	halub , halub n a k.o. skin disease characterized by whlte, shiny splotches on the affected area. v [A3P; a4b4] be afflicted with this k.o. skin disease. 
	1

	halub, halubv 1 [A; cl] make leaves pliable by heating them. Magbalub kug dahun sa saging nga pustan sa kan-un, l will soften up a banana leaf to wrap the rice in. 2 [B2;b6] singe, burn slightly. Nahalub ang iyang panit sa adlaw, His skin was scorched by the sun. 2a for the lungs to be destroyed by drinkingtoo much alcohol.!Makabalub (makapahalub) sa bagtl ang binu, Liquor will destroy the lungs. 3 [B; b6] for leaves to yel:low prior to drying up. Mubalub (mabalub) 
	halub, halubv 1 [A; cl] make leaves pliable by heating them. Magbalub kug dahun sa saging nga pustan sa kan-un, l will soften up a banana leaf to wrap the rice in. 2 [B2;b6] singe, burn slightly. Nahalub ang iyang panit sa adlaw, His skin was scorched by the sun. 2a for the lungs to be destroyed by drinkingtoo much alcohol.!Makabalub (makapahalub) sa bagtl ang binu, Liquor will destroy the lungs. 3 [B; b6] for leaves to yel:low prior to drying up. Mubalub (mabalub) 
	2
	2 
	. 

	ang tunum kun ulurun ang gamut, The leaves of plants will yellow when the roots are eaten by worms. 

	halu blak n hollow cement blocks for structures. v [A; cl] make, make into hollow blocks.
	halug v 1 [AC; a2b2] embrace, h. Bulaga ang buksidur ug magbalug, Separate theboxers if they start hugging. Makigbalug siya sa iyang tratu, He wants to embrace his sweetheart. Ug wa pa ku makabalug sa katig.!.. Had I not clung to the outriers ... n hug. 
	ug
	gg

	halughugn drawstring in the waistline of clothing to hold it up. v [A; ac] 1 put a drawstring at the waist. Mubalugbug Zang kug kurdun sa panti, I'll put a drawstring inthe waist of my panties. 2 pass a thread in and out loosely through the edge of cloth 
	1 

	in shirring or basting. Imu pa bitaw nang usbun pagtabi sa makina. Hugbuga Zang na, 
	,

	You're going to sew it anyway on the ma
	chine gain. Just baste it. 
	a

	halughug(not without l) v [AN; al2] search thoroughly. Duna giyuy mibalugbug (nanghalugbug) sa akung kaban. Nangabungkag man ang sulud nitni, S.o. must have ransacked my trunk. The contents are all in disorder. Halughugun natu ang tibuuk plasa arun makit-an ang nawa/ang pitaka, We'llsearch the whole plaza thoroughly to find the lost money. 
	2 

	haluk n kiss, sniff, putting the nose next to the person kissed. v 1 [AC; b] kiss. Nagbaluk sila sa ngitngit, They kissed in the dark. Gihagkan (gibadkan, gibawkan) niya angbata, She kissed the child. Ayawg ibawuk nang bahu nimung baba naku, Don't kiss me with your smelly mouth! 2 [A23] dropby s.w. briefly. Igu ra siyang mibaluk sa a-mu, He dropped by our house for only ashort time. 3 [A2; b] do s.t. on a short and insignificant scale. Gihalukan lang ni Pidru ang sawug. Wala tiwasag lampasu, Pedro just tou
	,

	b] sniff. Naghalukbaluk ang irit sa akung tiil, mu rag akuy iyang amu, The dog sniffedmy feet as if I were his master. 2 [A2; b]do s.t. lightly and intermittently. hagkanann s.t. in a place, traditionally kissed by people who come to the place for the first time. v [Al] go s.w. to kiss s.t. as part of tradition.
	halukhukv [A; c] insert s.t. into s.t. so it istight, wedge into. Wa makahalukhuk sa dagbang tawu ang bata, The child was not ableto squeeze into the crowd. Halukbukan ug 
	1 

	halukhuk-ham-ak 
	z 

	kwarta ang imung bulsa, S.o. will thrust abill into your pocket. lbalukbuk sa sakuban ang sundang, Insert the bolo into its scabbard. a tightly wedged together. 
	kwarta ang imung bulsa, S.o. will thrust abill into your pocket. lbalukbuk sa sakuban ang sundang, Insert the bolo into its scabbard. a tightly wedged together. 

	halukhukn k.o. small biting insects of cornfields which make their appearance at the same time as the corn tassels. v [a4] be beset with these insects. 
	2 

	halum n k.o. herbaceous, ornamental herb bearing dull purplish leaves which are used medicinally and sometimes eaten as vegetables: Amarantbus tricolor. 
	halumhum v 1 [Al2; c6] put solid food into the mouth in a bulk. Gibumbum sa dawunga bata ang pan kay nabadluk man nga dunay mangayu niya, The greedy child stuffed the whole piece of bread into his mouth because he was afraid s.o. would ask him for some. 2 [A; a12] secretly keep s.t. for oneself which is supposed to be shared.Angkurnawu nga limbungan kusug mubumbum sa ganansiya, A dishonest partner keeps part of the profits for himself. 
	halung v [A; b6] reach a door or gate. Sa 
	I ,
	I ,
	, 

	nagbawung pa Lang ku sa natad, pagsugat sa 
	mga iru, The dogs ran toward me as soon as I stepped inside the yard. 

	halung, halung v [A; b(l)] 1 cast shade 
	2

	over plants so as to stunt their growth ..Wamutubu ang rusas kay gibalungan (gibalungan) sa dakung kabuy, The roses didn't grow because they were in the shade of the large tree. 2 overshadow in some desirable trait. Ang kaanyag sa rayna nabawngan sa 
	over plants so as to stunt their growth ..Wamutubu ang rusas kay gibalungan (gibalungan) sa dakung kabuy, The roses didn't grow because they were in the shade of the large tree. 2 overshadow in some desirable trait. Ang kaanyag sa rayna nabawngan sa 
	dama, The beauty queen was far overshad
	owed by the runner-up. 2a sa -beovercome by a feeling of ity when approaching s.o. Wa siya makapadayag sa 
	nadang
	nferiori

	iyang tuyu kay nadaug siya sa bawung, Hecouldn't speak out because he was overcome 

	pusti, Put a tin can over the post. 2 stuff s.t. into s.t. Nabal-upan ang gnpu ug papil, Thefaucet had paper stuffed into it. Ayaw ibalup imung tudlu sa imung ilung, Don't stick your fingers in your nose. 
	halupuwint n bullet shaped like a pointed capsule and hollow inside. 
	halus 1 can barely do s.t. Halus (balus dili) na siya makaginbawa sa kakutas, He couldhardly breathe from sheer exhaustion. Halus (halus dili) na makakita ning akung mga mata, My eyes can hardly see. 2 come close to having s.t. happen, to doing s. t. Halus luparun niya ang ang-ang, He fairly flew downthe stairs. Hcllus ku mamatay, I pretty near died. 3-tanan nearly all. Bag-u balus tanan ang iyang mga ginamitun, Almost all of his equipment is new. 4 -dili =HAWS, 1. 
	halushus v [Al; a] remove the leaflets from a palm frond with a bladed tool. Halusbusi ang langkay sa lukay, Strip the leaflets off the frond. 
	halut = HALWUT. 
	haluthut v [A; a12] 1 eat fast with a slurping sound. Ang anay kusug mubalutbut sa pasaw, The sow gobbles its food. 2 eat s.t. fast (derogatory). Gihaluthut sa way ulaw ang kan-un, The shameless s.o.b. gobbled up the rice. 
	halwa n cage. v 1 [A13; cl] put in a cage. lbalwa (balwahun) ang piriku, Put the par
	rot in a cage. 2 [A; a12] make a cage. halwan = HALU AN. 
	halwut a 1 having great tensil strength, hard to break. Halwut kaayu ang panit sa litsun,
	The pigskin is very tough. Halwut ang lasti
	ku, dili mabugtu, The rubber band is verystrong. It won't break. 2 viscous. sticky. 
	by a feeling of inferiority. 
	by a feeling of inferiority. 

	halung, halunga not burning readily. v [B;b6] burn poorly. Nabawung ang puspuru human kaumgi. The matches got so that they didn't burn well because they got wet. 
	3
	2 

	halup v [A; a] 1 take s.t. by scooping it in the hands. Ayawg balupa ang kan-un, kutsaraba, Don't scoop up the food with your hands. Use a spoon. 2 pick s.t. up with both hands to take it s. w. Gibalup niya ang bata ug gibalbin sa katri, He scooped up the child and moved it to the bed. n amountwhich can be scooped up with the hands. Usa ka balup nga bugas, Amount of rice held in both hands. 
	hal-up v [A; cl 1 fit s.t. over s.t. Dintista ang magbal-up sa uru sa ngipun, The dentist puts gold caps on teeth. Hal-upi ug lata ang 
	Halwut kaayung akung kamut sa arnibaŁ 
	My hands are all sticky with syrup. 3 of amellow, smooth texture without being sog
	gy. Halwut nga kamuti, Smooth-textured
	sweet potatoes. 3a for drinks to be smooth. 4 for music to be sweet and smooth. Nagbayli sila inubanan sa balwut nga sunata, 
	They danced to the mellow music. v [B; a] 1 be, become tough, with great tensil strength. Ayaw balwuta paglutu ang tiratira, Don't cook the taffy so hard. 2be, become viscous and sticky. 3 get a smooth, mellow texture. 
	hamag = HAMLAG. 
	ham-ak v 1 [A; c] put things down in a disorderly way. Nagkayamukat ang akung lamisa kay giham-akan nimu sa imung mga basabun, My desk is a mess because you just threw your books on it. 2 [c] put the blame on s.o. Aku mauy giham-akan sa tanang pa
	-

	hamangpang -hami 
	sail, All the blame was laid on me. like appearance, but bright green and dwellhamangpang n k.o. bush of the seashore, of ing in trees: Draco sp. n liquid drink for the Boraginaceae family. treating asthma which is made from the
	ng

	hamayhamay n estimation of a quantity. Di ashes of this lizard. 
	k d 
	k d 
	madala ug bamayhamay ang rmung su u ,
	We can't just estimate your measurements. 
	v [A; ab] make an estimate. Gihamaybamayan ang tulay nga mukabat sa usa ka milin, It is estimated that the bridge will 
	yu
	come to one million pesos. 

	hamaybamayv [A; bS] do s.t. casually andslowly, with no sense of urgency. Ayawgbamayhamayi (bamaybamaya) ang trabahu kay nag-agpas ta sa panahun, Don't work so slowly l:iecause we are racing against time. 
	2 

	hambabalud n medium-sized treeg: Neonau
	clea spp. 
	clea spp. 

	hambabayaw n a small to medium-sized tree with aromatic and velvety leaves which are 
	used to scent bath water.
	used to scent bath water.

	hambag n handbag, satchel carried in by hand or slung over the shoulder. v 1 [A; c]use a handbag or satchel. Naghambag siyang nagdala sa mga libru, He carried his books in a satchel. 2 [A; a12] make into a satchel. 
	hambat = 
	HANGBAT.
	HANGBAT.

	hambaw v [A; ab2] strike s.o. with s.t. light in a sweeping motion. Hambawa sa siJ.hig angiru, Shoo the dog away with the broom. 
	hambil v [A; c] use s.t. as a temporary cover 
	or pr6tection. hambilhambil v [A; c] util�ize miscellaneous things to cover parts of s.t. open or exposed: Dahun ray naghambilbambil sa lawas ni Iba, Nothing but leaves 
	or pr6tection. hambilhambil v [A; c] util�ize miscellaneous things to cover parts of s.t. open or exposed: Dahun ray naghambilbambil sa lawas ni Iba, Nothing but leaves 
	covered parts of Eve's body. Kartun nga ihambilham bil sa nagkagusbat nilang balungbalung, Cardboard to patch up their dilapidated shanty. n miscellaneous things used 

	as a protective cover. hambilv [A; cl] stack s.t. neatly suŁh that 
	2
	2
	the edges are even. Hambila (ihambil.) ang 
	mga platu sa aparadur, Stack the plates neatly in the cupboard. 

	hambilika = 
	ANGHILIKA. 
	ANGHILIKA. 

	hambubuyna = HIRBUBUYNA. 
	hambug n big talk, most often not quite true. Hambug Zang kadtung mga pasalig. Sapagkatinuud wa siyay pul, Those promises were pure big talk. She actually has no pull. 
	v 1 [A12N; c] engage in big talk. Nanghambug siyang maprumutid iyang bana. Tuu ka? 
	v 1 [A12N; c] engage in big talk. Nanghambug siyang maprumutid iyang bana. Tuu ka? 
	She's bragging her husband is going to be promoted. Do you believe it? Mau nang kagangkaganga imung ipangbambug naku? 
	Is that jalopy the car you 're showing off? 
	a boasting, engaging in big talk. -in-a donein a showy, braggart way. Hinambug nga sinayawan, Dancing in such a way as to show off. V [AN; cl] doing s.t. in a showy way. 
	Nagbinambug siyag pangasaba sa suluguun, 
	She is showing off, cussing out the servants. 
	=
	n things said in bragging. -ira -iRU (female). -iru a given to engaging in big talk, showing off. v [B 12; b6 l become a brag
	gart, show-off. -iruun-iruhun of a sort that tends to show off.
	, 


	hambirit a given to talking big, braggart (euphemism for hambugiru). v [B12; b6] 
	ug

	become a show-off. 
	become a show-off. 

	hambuk v [A; b(l)] loosen or soften soil around the base of plants or put loose soil or fertilizer at the base. Hambukan ta ang mgatanum arun mulipang, We11 loosen the soil around the plants to make them sturdy. 
	,

	hambun a well-rested, fresh from not having 
	been worked. a frisky. Hambun ang kabayu nga dili kulang sa pahuway, A horse thatdoesnt lack rest is frisky. b highly ready for sex after not having indulged for some 
	,

	time. c virgin, land or sea that hasn't beenused much. Hambun pa kaaang kadagatan did tu, The seas there havent been fished very much yet. v [B126; b6] get fresh and rested
	time. c virgin, land or sea that hasn't beenused much. Hambun pa kaaang kadagatan did tu, The seas there havent been fished very much yet. v [B126; b6] get fresh and rested
	yu 
	,


	hambin v 1 [A; a2] carry s.t. by folding up the front part of one's skirt or shirt and putting it in the folds. Namansa ang palda nga gihambinan sa lumbuy, Her skirt gotstains from the lumbuy fruits she carried in it. 2 [Al 3; a2] bear s.t. inside of it. Mgabungang naghambin ug mga lisu, Fruits bearing seeds. Kinabuhi nga iyang gibambin, Thelife she carried within her. 3 [A13; a12] have a feeling, condition within oneself. Kasakit nga akung gihambin, The grief I bear. Duna siyay gihambin nga kagut, She is
	yu

	hambubukag n small flying lizard of dragon-
	hamburdyir n hamburger sandwich. v [Al3;a12] make hamburgers. 
	hambuy v 1 [A2NB; a2] keep the catch submerged so it stays fresh for a period of time. 2 [A; a2] hang fish above the stove or fire to dry. Wala ni ibulad sa adlaw. Gihambuy Jang ni sa abuhan, We did not dry this inthe sun. We just hung it over the fireplace. -in-n 1 fish submerged in water for a period of time. Prisku tan-awun apan hinambuy diay, They look fresh but actually they were submerged in the water. 2 fish dried at the fireplace.
	hami n sores at the corners of the mouth. v 
	hamil -hampil
	2 
	2 
	[Al23P; a4b4] have sores at the corners of the mouth. Gibami ang tawung hinabaku,The man developed sores in the corners of. his mouth because he smoked too much. hamiun a having these sores. 

	hamil v 1 [A; cl] smooth out abaca fibersand sort them into strands preparatory to making rope. Nagbamil siya ug lanut parabimuung pisi, He is sorting out the abaca fibers to make into rope. 2 [B 12; c 1] forplants to be flattened, bent completely at the base. Hamilun (ibamil) sa kusug nga bangin ang kamaisan, Strong winds will bendand flatten the com. (�) v = HAMIL, 2. a smooth, velvety to the touch. Hamil kaayu ang sidang sinina, A silk dress is very smooth. hamilhamil v [A; cl) stroke gently. Hamilbami
	Stroke the pig's stomach gently. 
	Stroke the pig's stomach gently. 

	hamill see PILI. 
	" , '\
	" , '\
	, 


	hamilsing= HAMILi. see PILL 
	l 

	hamir n the hammer of firearms. 
	ha.mis a 1 smooth, velvety to the touch. Hamis nga panit, Smooth skin. Hamis kaayuang balhibu sa kabayu, The horse has velvety hair. 2 even-textured surface. Hamis nga kutis, Skin without a blemish. 3 for the sky to be completely cloudless. n outermost layer of skin. Nalukut ang bamis sa iyang buktun nga nabanggud sa batu, Hesmashed his arm against a rock and the skin was scraped off. v [B2; a) be, become smooth. 
	hamlag v [A12C2; bS) jump playfully on 

	s.o. or on one another. Natumba ang usa ka batang gibamlagan (gibamlag) sa usa, Oneof the children fell when the other jumped on him. (➔) v [A; bS] lunge at in an attack. 
	s.o. or on one another. Natumba ang usa ka batang gibamlagan (gibamlag) sa usa, Oneof the children fell when the other jumped on him. (➔) v [A; bS] lunge at in an attack. 
	s.o. or on one another. Natumba ang usa ka batang gibamlagan (gibamlag) sa usa, Oneof the children fell when the other jumped on him. (➔) v [A; bS] lunge at in an attack. 
	Ug bamlagan (bamlagun) ka sa iru, ayaw ug es at you, don't run. 
	dagan, If a dog lu
	ng


	hamlig,hamluga damp and moist. v 1 [B6; b6] become damp and moist. Nabamug ang panaptun nga gipabuntagan sa gawas, Thecloth that was left outside overnight got wet. 2 [AB; b6( 1) 1 moisten by sprinkling. Angpua ka lugas nga ulan igu Jang mibamug (nagbamug) sa yuta, The few drops of rain just barely moistened the earth. n action of 
	.
	.
	mo1stenng.
	.
	1


	hamluy a 1 smooth and slippery. Hamluy ang balwan, The snakehead is a slippery fish. 2for a variety of s.t. to be esp. smooth and easier to eat or drink than the ordinary. Hamluy kaunun ang mimis, Mimis rice goes down easily. v [A23) pass through easily due to smoothness and slipperiness. Mibamluy lang sa iyang tutunlan ang lisu sa santul, The santol seed just slipped down his throat. 
	hampak v 1 [A; ab2] strike, slam with force making a noisy impact. Natukyas ang atupkay gihampak sa bangin, The roof came off under the batteriof the wind. Kining puthaw mauy ibampak sa ulu sa bitin, Smashthe snake's head with this iron rod. 2-ang(sa) hangin nga itum v [A2; al 2b2) get a stroke, severe illness (thought to be broughtabout by an evil wind). Ayawg bukasbukas tingalig dunay mubampak nimung bangin, 
	ng 

	Don't go about without your shirt. You might suffer astroke. Hampakun ka pa unta sa bangin nga itum, May you get a stroke! n 1 blow. 2 blow of fate, calamity, or the like. Ug mapildi, agwantabun kay bampak na sa katarungan, If you lose, just take it. That's the way it is. (Lit. That is the blow of logic.) Ang bagyu mauy bampak sa kapalaran, The typhoon is what fate has brought us. -in-sa hangin ( usually shortened to -in-) a mild curse to refer to the objectof one's wrath: 'darned'. Ang mga binam pak! Wa g
	.. 

	hampang v 1 [AC; a2] play (dialectal). 2 [A C; abc) have intercourse (euphemism). Kadagban ku na siya ikabampang, I've had intercourse with her so many times. n 1 game. 2 sexual intercourse. 
	hampid v [A; cl] put things of the same size with a flat surface neatly on top of one another. Akuy muhampid sa mga inutaw nga dayapir, I'll pile the ironed diapers neatly. Hampira ( ibampid) nang mga libru sa lamisa, Stack those books neatly on the table. 
	hampilv [Al; c] 1 attach s.t. to s.t. solid as a patch or sign. Kinsa may nagbampil sa lungag sa salug? Who put a cover over the hole in the floor? Hampili nag bandids ang imung samad, Put a bandage on your wound. Ihampil ni sa bungbung arung makit-an sa tanan, Put this up on the wall so that everybody can see it. 2 [A; a] spread s.t. on top of s.t. else or between two objects as a protection. Hampili ug habul ang banig una bigda� Spread a blanket over the mat before you lie on it. n s.t. attached as a 
	1 
	porary structure. a makeshift, made of tern
	.: 

	hampilv [A; cl) pile flat, flexible things neatly in layers, one on top of the other. 
	2 

	Hampila (ibampil) ang mga dahun sa taba
	-

	hampilu -hanap 
	ku una pusta, Pile the tobacco leaves neatlyone on top of the other before you pack them.
	ku una pusta, Pile the tobacco leaves neatlyone on top of the other before you pack them.

	hampilu n 1 saddle blanket. 2 s.t. used tocover a horse's back when riding without a saddle. v [A; a] put a saddle blanket on the back of a horse. 
	hampul v [Al; b6(1)) 'put leaves on s.t. formedicinal purposes. Ang dahun sa atis maayung ihampuJ sa piang, The leaves of the atis make a good compress for sprains. nleaves prepared to lay over an afflicted area. 
	hampuug = DAMPUUG.
	hamtang see PAHAMTANG under BUTANG . hamtung a middle-aged, between forty andsixty years of age. v [B2; b6] be, becomemiddle-aged. Ang kaguuJ makahamtung (makapahamtung) sa panagway sa tawu, Worry causes one to look middle-aged. 
	hamu.= GAM-UL, 1.
	hamug = HAMLUG. 
	,
	,

	hamug = YAMUG, nl, la, v. 
	ham-ug = HAMLUG, 2.
	hamugaway a I large and spacious enough to afford ease of movement. Hamugaway ang kwartu para sa upat, The room is ample for four people. 2 for living conditions to be comfortable; with ample financial r� sources. Hamugaway ang iJang pamuyu kay dakug swildu ang bana, They live comfortably because the. husband earns a good salary. v [B2; b6] 1 get to be wide and spacious. 2 for living conditions to become comfortable.
	hamuk = DAGHAN (dialectal). 
	hamuk n supernatural beings that harass people by frightening them. They usually assume the form of oversized animals if they show themselves or may just indicate their presence without showing themselves. They may be found in any lonely place. v [A3; a
	4) for these spirits to frighten one. Pangadyi arun di ka hamukun, Recite a prayer so the spirits cannot harass you. ·an(➔) n place infested with these spirits. -un(➔) a susceptible to having experiences with bamuk.
	4) for these spirits to frighten one. Pangadyi arun di ka hamukun, Recite a prayer so the spirits cannot harass you. ·an(➔) n place infested with these spirits. -un(➔) a susceptible to having experiences with bamuk.

	hamun Ł ham. v [Al] have, make into ham. 
	•
	•
	•
	1

	-ada n k.o. meat dish, usually beef, cooked by browning in fat and simmering it in a covered pan in its own juice. This is servedwith a sauce. v [AC12; cl] cook bamunada.

	hamunhamun v [A; c] take s.t. big and shove it in one's mouth to eat it. IhamunJang niya ang kik aŁn di siya pangayuan, 
	2' 

	He'll shove the whole piece of cake into hismouth so no one can ask him for any. *hamungwalay -without a stitch on. Wa
	l
	l
	siyay hamung nga nagduJa, He was playing 
	without a stitch on. way hamunghamung = 
	WAYgHAMUNG. 

	hamung= HAMUN.
	2
	2

	hamus a messy and dirty with s.t. wet. Hamus ang batang tan-awun kay nagkasip-un, 
	The child looks messy with his nasal discharge all over him. Hamus ang saJug sa kusina, The kitchen .floor is wet and grimy. v [Bl; b6] get messy and grimy. Nahamus ang {yang nawung kay nagkaun ug mangga, 
	His face got all messy with the mangoes. 
	hamutan = HUMUTAN. see HUMUT.
	hamuy v [A; cl] stick s.t. in the mouth tog• 
	<
	<

	lick it.Ayaw ihamuy (bamuya) imung tudJu 
	1

	kay bugaw, Don't suck your finger because it is dirty. -sa tudlu v [A13] be so poor as to have nothing to eat. Mawad-an gani kag trababu magbamuy na Jang ka sa tudJu, Ifyou lose your job you'll have nothing to eatbut your fingers (lit. you '11 be sucking your fingers). hamuyhamuy n lollipop.
	hamyang v l [A; b6(1)] spread out in the open. Nagbamyang siya sa mga balia diha sa asiras, He is displaying his wares on thesidewalk. Nakahamyang na siya sa humaynga igbubuwad, She has laid out the unhusked rice outside to dry. 2 [Al3; cl throw cloth or anything pliable carelessly s. w. Kinsay nagbamyang aring amirkana sa supa? Who threw this coat on the sofa? IhamyangJang nang mga buJingun sa katri, Just dump those dirty clothes on the bed. 
	gy

	haN· = HIN-, 4.
	hana (from banu na) 1 how about it? how is it now? Hana? Wa ka pa mahubug? Ganina ka ra mang inum. How about it?gAren'tyo1,1 drunk yet? You've been drinking for hours. 2 there, that's what you get. Hana.Di nabulug ka kay wa ka man mamati nga gibuyag, There. Now you fell because you didn't listen when I reprimanded you. 
	· 

	hana v l [A; ci get ready to start doing s.t., make motions to do s.t.!Mihana siyagpatid naku, He made a move to kick me. Dili gani ta makahana ug tindug pangutan-un tagasa ta, We can't even make a move to get.upbefore he asks us where we're going. Ayawihana ang pusil kay mubutu,. Don't aim the gun, because it might go off. 2 [A23] threaten to happen. Mihanag kap!dung ang pitrumaks, The lantern was threatening to go out.
	hanab n k.o. heavy bolo with a pointed tip and curved blade. 12-14" long. 
	hanagdung = HINAGDUNG.
	hanap a l hazy, difficult to discern. Hanapang mga litra, The letters are very faint (orblurred). Hanap ang kahayag sa bituun, The 
	hanas -handalas 
	star gives off a faint light. Hanap nga pabiyum, A faint smile. la for s.t. in relief to beso worn that it can hardly be distinguished. Hanap nga dyis, A worn-out dime. 2 vague, uncertain. Hanap nga kaugmaun, An uncertain future. Hanap nga pagtuu sa Diyus, Anot very strong belief in God. 3 for one's vision to be dim. Hanap akung panan-aw, My eyes are dim. v [B; a] become faint, blurred, do s.t. in a blurred way. Mubanapang agi sa lapis ug dui nimu iduut, The pencil makes a very weak mark if you don't pre
	star gives off a faint light. Hanap nga pabiyum, A faint smile. la for s.t. in relief to beso worn that it can hardly be distinguished. Hanap nga dyis, A worn-out dime. 2 vague, uncertain. Hanap nga kaugmaun, An uncertain future. Hanap nga pagtuu sa Diyus, Anot very strong belief in God. 3 for one's vision to be dim. Hanap akung panan-aw, My eyes are dim. v [B; a] become faint, blurred, do s.t. in a blurred way. Mubanapang agi sa lapis ug dui nimu iduut, The pencil makes a very weak mark if you don't pre

	hanas a proficient, skillful. Hanas na kaayu siyang mugamit su pusil, He handles a gun proficiently now. Hanas siyang musultig Binisaya, He speaks Visayan fluently. v 1 [B 
	2] be, become proficient, skillful. Nagkabanas na siyang mudrayib, He is becoming more skilled in driving. 2 [Al; al2] make oneself proficient. Magbanas ku sa akung panapuy sa sista, I will make myself proficient in playing the guitar. hanashanas v [A1; al2] keep practicito make oneself proficient. ka-n proficiency, skill. 
	2] be, become proficient, skillful. Nagkabanas na siyang mudrayib, He is becoming more skilled in driving. 2 [Al; al2] make oneself proficient. Magbanas ku sa akung panapuy sa sista, I will make myself proficient in playing the guitar. hanashanas v [A1; al2] keep practicito make oneself proficient. ka-n proficiency, skill. 
	ng 


	hanaw v [Bl] disappear, vanish. UnsangtambJia ang nakabanaw (nakapabanaw) saimung bugas? What did you use to make your pimples vanish? Ang akung kasuku kalit rang nabanaw, My anger quickly faded away. -sa mapa for s. t. to be wiped out of existence, disappear from the place one would expect it to be. Humag bumba sa balay nabanaw sa mipa, The house wasbombed and wiped out of existence. 
	hanawn way!-have no awareness of s.t. or notion of how. Wa siyay banaw kun unsay nangbitabu libut kaniya, She has no notion of what's happening around her. Di ku makaayu niana. Wa kuy banaw niana, I can't fix that. I have no notion of that. paN-nknowledge of s. t., awareness. Unsay pangbanaw naku ana? What should I know about that?
	2 

	hanay expression uttered with a warning. Hanay, maigu gani ku, bilatiguban ta giyud ka, 
	Watch out! If you hit me, you'll get it. 
	Watch out! If you hit me, you'll get it. 

	han-ay v [A; a) 1 string the warp threads in the loom. 2a lay out the format of s.t. to be printed. 2b lay out the plot of a story. 3 compose s.t. literary. Si anbing Bin Subiri mauy nagban-ay sa awit Matud Nila, Matud Nila was composed by Ben Zubiri. 4 arrange,put in order. Han-ayang mga libru, Putthe books in order. n 1 warp threads. 2 amount of thread used for the warp. -in-1 threads that have been strung. 2 s. t. ar
	han-ay v [A; a) 1 string the warp threads in the loom. 2a lay out the format of s.t. to be printed. 2b lay out the plot of a story. 3 compose s.t. literary. Si anbing Bin Subiri mauy nagban-ay sa awit Matud Nila, Matud Nila was composed by Ben Zubiri. 4 arrange,put in order. Han-ayang mga libru, Putthe books in order. n 1 warp threads. 2 amount of thread used for the warp. -in-1 threads that have been strung. 2 s. t. ar
	-

	ranged.

	hanayak= HINAYAK.
	hanayhay a rolling land;hilly, but not having a steep angle of elevation. v [BS; b6] be, become rolling. Mubanaybay ang bungtudaning dapita, The countryside becomes rolling at this point. Nagbanaybay nga dalan nga dili kapuyng laktun, A trail that rises slowly and not tiring to walk over. 
	hanayun = HINAYUN, see DAYUN.
	hanbag = HAMBAG.
	handa v 1 [Al3; b6] plan to do s.t. Nagbanda ming mangaligu sa dagat rung Duminggu, 
	on Sunday.Gibandaan ka nga iprumut, You are under consideration for promotion. 2 [A; b4] be about to do s.t., for s.t. almost to happen to 
	We are planning to go swimmi
	ng 

	one.Mau giyuy pagbundak sa ulan sa dibang mibanda na unta ku paglakaw, The rain suddenly started pouring down just as I was about to go out. Kapila na siya handai nga mamatay sa dagat, Several times he came close to dying on the sea. 3 [A; cl) try placing s.t. on s.t. to find out how it fits. Wala pa gani mabuman ang iyang sinina iya nang gibanda, Her dress was not finished yet she already tried putting it on. handahanda n plans for an action. Pulus Jang giyud bandan, It's all plans, no action. 
	handa ang tanan; wa giyuy aksi
	yu

	handag a slanting, leaning. Handag ra kaayu ang imung sinuwatan, Your handwriting slants too much. Handag ang turi sa Pisa, The Tower of Pisa leans to one side. v [A;c 1) for s. t. tall to be leaning to one side. 
	Mibandag siya sa sandiganan sa lingkuranan, 
	She leaned back in the chair with her buttocks forward. Handaga ( ibandag) pagsandig ang bagdan, Set the ladder in a slanting position.
	handalamay, handalamay n small tree: Pipturus arborescens. The white part of its bark is scraped and placed over dislocated bones to prevent swelling. The leaves are applied to eczemas.
	handalanaw = ALINDANAW.
	handalas a steep and slippery. Handalas ang dalan padulung sa walug, The path to the valley is steep and slippery. v 1 [A; b(l))glide swiftly down an incline. Mibandalas ang mga bata sa bakilid, The children slid down the side of the hill. 2 [A23; b(l)] run downwards, half sliding, half running. Mibandalas ang mga batq sa bagdan, The children rushed down the stairs. 3 [Al 3) move out of a place at top speed. Nagbandalas mig panagan pag-ulan, We got out of there as fast as we could when it started to rain.
	handalitik -hangad 
	handalitik = HANDILITIK. handamay = HANDALAMAY. 
	handalitik = HANDILITIK. handamay = HANDALAMAY. 
	, 
	,

	handanaw = ALINDANAW. 
	handay v [A; cl] 1 place s.t. long athwart s.t. long. Akuy mubanday sa imung buktun sa unlan, I'll rest your arm on the pillow. Sanga ang gibandayan sa sumbuban sa pagtumung, He rested the barrel pf the gun on the branch as he took aim. Akung ibanday ang akung mga tiil sa imung paa, Let me rest my legs on your thighs. 2 rest one's upperback on s.t. Mubanday ku sa unlan, I'll restmy back on the pillows. 

	handig v 1 [A; c] lean, cause s.t. to lean against s.t. Gustung mubandig ang masakitun sa unlan, The patient wants to rest his back on the pillows. Ayaw bandigi ang basang pintal, Don't lean on the wet paint. 2[B; b6] get to be steep. Ug mabandig ang karsada, iprimira ang kambyu, When the road gets steep, shift to first gear. a steep,sloping sharply. Kapuyng tangasun nangbungtura kay bandig, It's tiring to climb that hill because it's so steep. ka-n steepness. 
	handilib-un = GABUN. handilika = ANGHILIKA. 
	2

	handilitik n k.o. shrimp around 6", with small claws and of scorpion-like appearance.Edible, but not highly esteemed. 
	handul v [A; al2] 1 handle, take care of a case iri court. 2 teach, handle a class. Pila ka sabdyik imung bandulun? How many subjects are you going to handle? 3 handle, deal with s.o. younger or of lower status. 
	Maayu siyang mubandul sa iyang mga sakup, He handles his tenants well. Di ka kamaung mubandul sa imung mangbud, You don't know how to handle your little brother. 
	Maayu siyang mubandul sa iyang mga sakup, He handles his tenants well. Di ka kamaung mubandul sa imung mangbud, You don't know how to handle your little brother. 

	handulz n handle of a handbag, satchel. v [A; clJ make a handle for s.t. 
	handum v [A; al2) 1 recall and think fondly about s.t. memorable, but forever past. Nagbandum ku sa akung kabatan-un, I remember my youth. Handumun ku ikaw kanunay, I shall always think of you and remember you with fondness. 2 recall and yearn for s. t. Mubandum ang bata sa inaban, A child recalls and yearns for its mother. 
	Nganung nanarutut man ka? Nagbandum kang magdaut? Why are you blowing that horn? Do you long to get sick? 3 [Al3; c] for s.t. to cross one's mind, entertain athought. Wa ku magbandum nga maduktur siya, I never thought that he would become a doctor. Wala kuy ikahandum dautang bunabuna niya, Nothing bad has ever crossedmy mind. 4 [-i] think on it, consider! Han-
	Nganung nanarutut man ka? Nagbandum kang magdaut? Why are you blowing that horn? Do you long to get sick? 3 [Al3; c] for s.t. to cross one's mind, entertain athought. Wa ku magbandum nga maduktur siya, I never thought that he would become a doctor. Wala kuy ikahandum dautang bunabuna niya, Nothing bad has ever crossedmy mind. 4 [-i] think on it, consider! Han-
	Nganung nanarutut man ka? Nagbandum kang magdaut? Why are you blowing that horn? Do you long to get sick? 3 [Al3; c] for s.t. to cross one's mind, entertain athought. Wa ku magbandum nga maduktur siya, I never thought that he would become a doctor. Wala kuy ikahandum dautang bunabuna niya, Nothing bad has ever crossedmy mind. 4 [-i] think on it, consider! Han-
	dumi kun unsay dangatan nimug wa ku dinbi, Consider what will become of you if I am not here. -anan 1 souvenir. Handumananni sa akung pag-adtu sa lspanya, This is a souvenir from my visit to Spain. 2 token, symbol of mutual affection. -in-a word of salutation in letters. Hinandum kung Nina, Dear Nena. -1-un a memorable. v [B12) become memorable. -1-un(➔) n s.t. which is remembered periodically. _4ng Santa Krusbalandumun namu kada tris di Mayu, Weremember to perform the prayers of the Holy Cross every May


	handunguy v [A3P] be weak with the head drooping. Hubug na kaayu siya. Nagbandunguy nang galakaw, He was drunk, and he was all tuckered out, walking with his head drooping.
	handuraw v [A; cl6] picture s.t. in one's mind. Nagbanduraw kug unsay kadangatan sa mga bata, I can just picture what will happen to the children. -an 1 picture formed in the mind. 2 the mind where pictures are formed. 
	handus v [A; c] 1 push, thrust s.t. long forward. Kun kita lang duha di giyud ta makabandus niining awtuba, The two of us cannot push this car. Gibandusan siyag kalit sa usa ka mahait nga kutsilyu, S.o. thrust a sharp knife at him. 2 submit, pass on foraction. Ihandus ang aplikisyun ngadtu sa pangulung buhatan, Forward the application to the head office. 3 carry s. t. sizeable s. w. to deliver it. Asa ninyu ihandus ning graba? Where are you delivering this gravel? 4 send food or drinks to a celebration 
	s.t. contributed to a party. 
	hang short for HILABIHAN NGA how very! 
	Hang lisura ning iksamina! What a difficult 
	examination! 
	hanga= HAI.ANG. 
	hangad v 1 [A; ab2] look up, turn the head up. Di ku kabangad kay mitikig akung liug, I cannot bend my head upwards because I have a stiff neck.Hangda kunu kun naa bay hinug nga bunga, Look up at the tree and see if there are any ripe fruits. 2 [A] depend, rely upon for ·support, help, etc. Niakanaku siya maghangad sa iyang adlaw-adlaw nga mga kinabanglanun, He looks to me for all his daily needs. 3 [B] for s.t. usually level to tilt upwards. Naghangad ang sakayan kay nabug-atan sa ulin, The boat has its
	hangag -hangin 
	the stern. 4 [A; c6] look to God in prayer. 
	the stern. 4 [A; c6] look to God in prayer. 
	Ihangad sa langit ang imung mga suliran, 
	Bring your problems to the Lord in prayer. paN-v [A2] look upward for a mischievous purpose. Tua siya sa silung sa bagdan nangbangad samtang nanaug si Pitra, He's at the foot of the stairs looking up while Petra is coming down. hangdanan n place which one looks through for a mischievous purpose, 
	e.g. a gap in the flooring. tagi-(�) a one who isfond of asking for help when he is in need, but keeps to himself when he is in a position to help. Way binungdan nang mga tawbanang tagihangad kun wala apan tagiduku kun aduna; Those people are no good because they are quick to ask for help when they need it, but otherwise just keep to themselves. halangdun n 1 title of respect: honorable .. ,4ng Halangdung Mayur, The Honorable Mayor. 2 royal, occupying a high office. 

	hangag ::: DANGHAG. 
	hangahang v [Al; b(1)) be ignorant of s.t. important and be unconcerned. Maistra ka apan nagbangabang ka sa balaud, You're a teacher, but you're ignorant of the law. Wabangabangi sa mga istudiyanti ang mga prublima sa gubyirnu, The students are aware of and concerned about the problems of the government.
	hangak v [A2S;a4b6] pant, be out of breath from exertion. Nagbangak siya sa kabug-at sa iyang dala, He was panting because of theweight of what he was carrying. Gihangak(gibangakan) na Jang kug linakaw, I am already out of breath from walking. 
	hangal a inattentive to what one is about. Hangal kagiyud. Unsa man ruy akung gisulti? You are not with it. Now what did Isay? Wa nimu ipha ang sukli. Hangal ka giyung bataa ka, yOU didn't count the change, you stupid child. -in-v [A13] do s.t. in a careless, inattentive way. n s.t. done in a careless, wrong way. ka· carelessness, 
	. .
	. .
	1nattent1veness. 

	hangas = HANGLAS.
	,
	,
	,
	,
	han 
	,


	gawa.= IDNGAWA. 


	hangay, hanyv [A3; b8] do s.t. for no reason, more than is necessary. Mubangay lang siyag kasuku, He just suddenly gets angry for no reason. Nabarus ang twirka kay gikahayngan nimu ug bugut, You stripped the nut because you tightened it much too much. 
	ga

	hangbat v [A; alb2] take a large bite with asnapping action. Gihambat ang akung paa sa ibu, The shark snapped at my leg. ·um-ra tending to bite. ka-un a raring to bite at s.t. 
	hangga n chickenpox. v [A123P; a4] get chickenpox. •un(➔) a having chickenpox. hanggab = HANGGAP. 
	hanggap v [A; a2b2] breathe in, inhale deeply.Nagbanggap siya sa alimyun sa bulak, Sheis breathing in the fragrance of the flowers.Nabanggap naku ang babu sa patayng iru, Igot a deep whiff of the smell of the dead dog. n deep inhalation. 
	hanggat v [A; al2) have s.o. join in an activity. Hanggata siya pagpanihapun sa atu,Bring him home for supper. Hanggata siyag sinumbagay, Challenge him to a fight. 
	hanggaw a be a jerk, without common sense.
	Hanggaw giyung bayhana. Btsag kulatahun sa iyang bana mudukut Jang gibapun, What a stupid fool that woman is. No matter how her husband mistreats her she sticks to him anyway. Gisugal sa banggaw ang kwartang igpapalit ug pan, The jerk gambled away the money he was given to buy bread with. v [B12; b6J get to be a jerk. 
	hanggrinid = HAN·GRINID. 
	hanggupv [A; a] take a hot drink. Mihanggup kug init nga kapi antis kung milakaw, Itook a drink of hot coffee before I went out. 
	1 

	hanggup= HALANGGUP. 
	2 

	hanggus v 1 [B12) for s.t. to be abraded due to friction. Ang lamisang giguruy mauy nakabanggus (nakapahanggus) sa sawug, Thetable scratched the floor because you dragged it. Nabanggus ang akung bittis nga nabwasut sa salug, My foot slipped into an opening on the floor and I suffered abrasions on my leg. 2 [A; blc] smooth a piece of wood, bamboo strip, coconut midrib, or the like by scraping. Hanggusi ang tukug ug gilit, Smooth the coconut midrib with a razor blade. 
	hanghang v 1 [A; a12] for infants to have their mouth open, yearning for food. Naghanghang ang gutum nga pisu, The hungry nestlings have their mouths open. 2 = HA:VHAL. 
	hangin n 1 air. Wa nay bangin ang hasag, Thepressure lantern has no more air. 2 wind,breeze. Mibulbut ang bangin gikan sa dagat, The wind blew in from the sea. 3 breath or air as necessary for the body, stamina. Daling maluya kay kulang sa hangin, He tires easily because he has no stamina. 4 mere talk, idle words. Kargadug bangin ang iyangsinulat, His article is mostly hot air. S force, agency that carries s.t. along or influences s.t. Unsang hanginay nagdala nimu dinbi? What brought you here?· 6= BINTIJS.
	bangir -hangtud 
	person ill when his back is exposed to it, 
	person ill when his back is exposed to it, 
	esp. when perspiring. dautan nga -n an ill 
	wind that carries with it certain evil effects.
	Muburus gani ang dautang bangin, dunay balatian nga muabut, When an ill wind blows, an epidemic will break out. itum nga -illwind that brings serious pestilence or death, pabur sa -for a sail to be square before the wind, so as to catch the full force. Tulinang sakayan kay pabur sa bangin, The boat is moving fast because it is catching the full force of the wind. may -crackpot, full ofcrazy ideas. a windy. Hangin kaarung adlawa, I� is very windy today. v 1 [B; a12] become windy. Mulawud siya bisag maghan
	yu 
	J 
	yu

	k.o. sea cucumber that shrinks greatly when taken out of the water. ka-an n atmosphere,air space. pwirsa sa ka-an n Air Force. -un acrackpot, characterized by silly and impractical ideas. Hanginun kaasiyag mga planu. Anus-a gud na musalir? He's full of bat-. ty ideas. How could that ever succeed? -un( ➔) ug 6tuk a boastful. Labung manulti kayhanginug utuk, He exaggerates because he is boastful. 
	yu 


	hangir n clothes hanger. v [A; cl] put clothes 
	on a hanger. Hangira (ihangir) ang tanang
	on a hanger. Hangira (ihangir) ang tanang
	blawus, Hang all the blouses ·up. Gustu ku 
	sa plastik nga mauy bangiran, I prefer to 

	hang my clothes on plastic hangers. hangit v [B126) get irked or irritated to thepoint of anger. Nabangit ku kadugayan saiyang paggaugau, His derision finally got my goat. a annoying, maddening. Hangit kaata sa bay unya ang uban maglingkudlingkud lang. It is certainly maddening to clean the house while the others just sit around. 
	yu
	ning maglimpi
	yu 

	hangitan n selvage edge of s. t. woven, special 
	weave at edge of s.t. woven to keep it from getting undone. 
	hangkab = ANGKAB.
	hangkuba keen about s.t. much interestede.
	1
	1

	in s.t. Dili kaayu ku hangkub sa mga babayi, I'm not terribly interested in women. v 1 [B 23(1)) be eager to do s.t., enthusiastic about 
	s.t. Muhangkub pa unta sa trababu nang iyang mga anak, If only his sons would interest themselves in the work. 2 [A23P) inspire enthusiasm. Talagsang kadasig paggamit sa bag-u niyang prupyidad nihangkub kaniya, A tremendous desire to use his new acquisition inspired him.
	hangkuba fitting well into s.t. v [B2] fit well into s.t.Muhangkub (mahangkub) ning sapatusa niya kay pariha mag numiru, Theseshoes will fit him well,for they are the right size. Ang luag ku ng ·sinina nagkahangkub na kay mitambuk man ku, My shirt was loose,but it is getting snug on me because I'm gaining weight. 
	2 

	hanglas a very smooth to the point of being slippery. Hanglas .ang salug nga bag.JUng giispirmahan, The floor has just peen waxed and is very smooth and slippery. v [B; a] become slippery. Naghanglas ang akung kamut tungud sa armirul, My hands are slip.: pery because of the starch. .
	Łan-grinid n hand grenadŁ. v [al 2) throw a hand grenade at. Giban-grini4 ang mga tapuk ug daghang namatay, A hand grenade was thrown into the crowd, and many people
	.
	.

	died.hangtud until, up to a point in space or time. 
	Hangtud sa pusti mga bayinti mitrus, It is about twenty meters up to the post. Mutrabahu ku hangtud sa alas dus, I will work upto two o'clock. Gitursi ku iyang kamut hangtud nga. mihilak.siya, I twisted his arm until he cried. 2 -[noun]!, [pronoun] even, including [noun], [pronoun] .·Hangtud ikaw, nawad-an sa pagtahud kanaku? 
	Have you lost your respect for mŁoo? -t kahangturan forever, till the end of time (said of things that · could terminate but will not).Higugmaun ku siya hangtud sa hangtud (hangtud sa kabangturan), I will 
	-sa 

	love here· till the end of time. sa -forever(said of things that cannot terminate). Mipahulay siya sa hangtud, He was i'aid ro .his eternal rest. v [A2; b4] stay, last long.Ang baratung klasi dili muhangtud, The cheap kind_ doesn't last. Di ka bangturan ug mutsatsa ug mauy imung dinad-an, No maid will stay long with you if that's how you handle them. sa kahangturan to eternity. Sa 
	hanguhag -hangyu 
	usa ka butu ang kinabuhi nabanlud sa kabangturan, He was blasted to eternity with one explosion. walay kahangturan endless, eternal.Ang gugma ku nimu walay kabangturan, My love for you is endless. Kas/zbanga way kabangturan, Scoldings without end. 
	usa ka butu ang kinabuhi nabanlud sa kabangturan, He was blasted to eternity with one explosion. walay kahangturan endless, eternal.Ang gugma ku nimu walay kabangturan, My love for you is endless. Kas/zbanga way kabangturan, Scoldings without end. 

	hanhag = DANGHAG. 
	gu

	hangul a 1 be overly desirous of eating s.t. Hangul siyag mangga, He is crazy about mangoes. la fond of an activity. Hangul s;. ya ug baylŁ He is fond of dancing. 2 selfish, greedy. Hangul kaa. Gustu iyabun tanan, He is so greedy. He wants everything for himself. Hangul kaaka, dili mangbatag bisag gamay, You're very selfish. You don't even give a little piece. 3 destitute, needy (Biblical).Ang mga bangul natigayun, The poor were ministered unto. (Ł) v {A; b6( 1)]1 begrudge, not want s.o. to have s.t. one mi
	yu
	yu 

	hangup v 1 [A2C; al 2) embrace or greet with joy, esp. upon arriving. Muhangup ang bata naku iniabu t naku sa balay, The child greets me with joy as soon as I get home. n sila sa ilang panagkita, They immediately rushed into each other's arms when they saw each other. Ayaw ku bangpa kay gisip-un ku, Don't embrace me. I have a cold. 2 [gi-) be affected by the sickness hangup. n ailment brought on by the spirit of a deceased relative whom one failed to remember with a prayer, mass, or the like. a affectionate
	hangup v 1 [A2C; al 2) embrace or greet with joy, esp. upon arriving. Muhangup ang bata naku iniabu t naku sa balay, The child greets me with joy as soon as I get home. n sila sa ilang panagkita, They immediately rushed into each other's arms when they saw each other. Ayaw ku bangpa kay gisip-un ku, Don't embrace me. I have a cold. 2 [gi-) be affected by the sickness hangup. n ailment brought on by the spirit of a deceased relative whom one failed to remember with a prayer, mass, or the like. a affectionate
	g-
	Nagbangup da
	yu
	Kinasingkasing ug hangup ga
	yu

	[B126; cS] be pleased by some action. Nahinangup aku sa iyang gibubat, What he did pleased me. Gikahinangup namu ang imung sulat, Your letter pleased us. kahinangup n pleasure at some action. hinalangpun a welcome.Ang balintayins di mauy usa ka hinalangpun nga higayun, Valentine's Day is a welcome occasion. mahinalangpun, mahinangpanun awith pleasure, enthusiasm. Masiyang miuyun sa planu,
	binalangpun kaa
	yu 


	He agreed to the plan enthusiastically. 
	hans v [A2S3P; a4) breathe heavily or with difficulty. M ingbangus srya, dayun namatay, He labored for breath and died. Nagbangus (gibangus) siyang nagtungas sa baki
	gu

	lid, She was breathing hard and heavily as she climbed the hill. n heavy breathing. 
	hangut v [AN; a12] bite at, chew s.t. rubbery or sinewy. Milugnut ang baktin, nagpanghangut sa laang, The wild pig strueggled, chewing at the noose. Hangtun ang sinilas sa ituy, The puppy will chew the slippers up. (�) v [A2; bSc] endure, put up with. Di mubangut ning sapatusa nimu kay dagku kag tiil, This pair of shoes will not last longwith your big feet. Hangutun (bangutan) kuna lang ning klasihas trababu kay wa kuylaing kapaingnan, I have to endure this kind of work because I have nothing else to turn
	hangwat v 1 [A; a) lift s.t. heavy from the top. Nagbangwat akug baldi nga punu sa kinalut nga yuta, I lifted the pail of soil. la lift s.t. to dispose of it. Gihangwatan ang natad sa mga sagbut, The trash which littered the yard was taken a�ay. 2 [A; cl] gather s.t. to dispose of it. Atung bangwatun kiningmga ta� Let's get rid of all this manure. 
	hangyu (from kayu) v 1 [A; bSc] ask for s.t.,request as a favor. Hangyua lang siyang mubulam kag kwarta, Ask him to let you borrow money.Kin say atu ng hangyuan sa kwarta? Who shall we ask for the money? Dunakuy ihangyu nimu, I have s.t. to request of you. la beseech, plead for. M ibangyu ang inaban nga luwasun ang iyang anak, The mother pleaded for her son's life. 2 [A; ac] hle the price down, ask the seller to let one have s.t. at a lower price. Hangyua ug pisus ang bulig. Offer a peso for the whole bu
	agg

	bani-hantak 
	1 

	to make it into the basket after bouncing off the ring and threatening to miss (as if the ball begged to be allowed in). Mi:untulang hula sa ring unya miligid kini ug misud. M ibangyu pa giyud, The ball bounced off the ring then rolled into the basket. It scored, but only after begging to be let in. n 1 request. 2 •price offered. -lubu see LU· BU. -Iman n person from whom one habitually buys small things on credit. -in-an n s.t. acquired or accomplished in bargaining. Pa
	to make it into the basket after bouncing off the ring and threatening to miss (as if the ball begged to be allowed in). Mi:untulang hula sa ring unya miligid kini ug misud. M ibangyu pa giyud, The ball bounced off the ring then rolled into the basket. It scored, but only after begging to be let in. n 1 request. 2 •price offered. -lubu see LU· BU. -Iman n person from whom one habitually buys small things on credit. -in-an n s.t. acquired or accomplished in bargaining. Pa
	ubsi ug pisus ang prisyu par'a may binangyu
	an ku, Take a peso off the price so I have 
	s.t. to show for my pains in bargaining. -unun nbf one who needs to be approached and talked into giviapproval or favors. Di 
	ng 

	\
	I • I I \
	dan na siya musugut sa imung pangayu,
	yu

	bangyuunun pa, He does not easily grant 
	requests. He needs to be begged. bani 1 = UNSA. 2 exclamation of discomfitu1re upon finding s.t. out. Hani ba wa naman diay kuy kwarta sa akung pitaka, Heavens! I have no more money in my purse. 

	bani n honey, endearing term of address. hani6 v [A; cl] gather things together in a 
	neat pile. Hanwa ang mga papilis nga napa
	neat pile. Hanwa ang mga papilis nga napa
	sapasa, Stack up the papers,that have been 
	scattered. -in-1 s.t. gathered in a neat pile. 2 
	accomplice in doing s.t. Mga binanib ku sa 
	parigla, My accomplices in attacking passers
	by.hanigv 1 [A; c] when s.t. is put on top of s.t. else, put s. t. between the two things as a protection for the thing on top or the thing 
	I 
	\ 
	I I
	on the bottom. U sa nimu plantsaba, ban;. 
	gi ug panaptun, Protect it with a piece of 
	cloth before you iron it. Waks pipar ang 
	ibanig arun dili mupilit, Line the bottom 
	with wax paper so it won't stick. Ug mupa
	buut ka sa ibi, banigig tabla arun way qinuk
	dukan, If you force the shaft in, buffer it 
	with a piece of wood so there won't be any 
	hammer marks. 2 [A; a] take food alo
	ng

	with drinks as a buffer. Hanigi ug adubu ang 
	ram, Eat some pork before you drink-rum. 
	n 1 s.t. put between two things as a protec
	tion. 2 food taken along with drinks to line 
	the stomach. 3 -sa impiyirnu a one who 
	leads s.o. to do wrong, from the notion that 
	when the wrongdoer lands in hell, he will 
	be there first to be, so to speak, the buffer. 
	Ikaw muy banig sa impiyirnu, kay ikaw may 
	nagtudlu niya pagpangawat, You're his buff
	er in hell because you taught him to steal. b 
	matchmaker between illicit lovers who will 
	go to hell first to act as a buffer for the cou
	ple which will end up in hell. v [A123P; cl] 
	be made a buffer in hell. Ang pagtitatita 
	muy makabanig (makapabanig) sa tawu sae
	.
	impiyirnu basta may kabilinggan, Actias a go-between will land you in hell if one of the two is married. 
	ng 


	hanimun n honeymoon. v [A; b6(1)] spend a honeymoon. 
	hanip a 1 neatly arranged in stacks according to size. Ayg bungkaga nang mga inutaw kay banip na na, Don't mess up that clothing because it's been all piled neatly. 2 for a surface to be flat and even. Hanip ganing pagkapintal sa atu pa way bugdubugdu, If it is painted evenly there will be no thick spots. Hanip kaaang pagsimintu basta may palita, If you use a trowel, the cementing will be even and flat. v [A3P; cl] 1 stack s.t. neatly by size. 2 make a surface flat and even. 
	yu 
	-' 

	haniti a skillful, proficient in s.t. Haniti siya sa iskrima, He is expert in fencing. v [B; b6] be, become proficient in some activity. Mabaniti ka na gani niining trabahua, When you become proficient in this job. ka-n proficiency.
	hanlag n floor joists (busaug) made of bam
	-

	boo. 
	boo. 

	hanlas = HANGLAS. 
	hanlilibun = GABUN. 
	2

	hanlilika = ANGHILIKA. 
	hanlilitik = HANDILITIK. 
	hanlulukay n a k.o. harmless garden snake, light yellow-green in color, about a meter long and around 1¼ cm. in diameter. It resembles a coconut palm leaflet (lukay). 
	hansak v {A; c] thrust, drive s.t. into s.t. with force such that it penetrates, using a downward motion. Gibansakan niya ang kaaway sa bayunita, He shoved a bayonet into the enemy. 2 hit with a. strothrust (figuratively). Gibansakan ang iyang kilid ug usa ka makabungug nga kumu. A staggeringblow of the fist hit his side. 3 [A; cl] spike a ball. a put a ball in the basket from above. Di siya makabansak sa hula kay mubu, He can't just put the ball in the basket because he is too small. b spike a volleyball
	ng 

	hantak n gambling game played with three of the old, large one-centavo coins which are tossed down simultaneously on a stone(antugan). The one who tosses bets all heads against s.o. who bets all tails. Bystanders may join in. v [AC; b6] play bantak. -an n stone to throw the coins on. -an(➔) n 1 place where a game of bantak is held. 2 temporary place of abode. Inig-anbi namu sa Sibu butil muy amung bantakan, When 
	hantana -hapag 
	we come to Cebu we stay in a hotel. v 1 [A; b6] hang around a place. Adtu magbantakan ang mga bu guy sa iyang tindaban, The loafers hang around her store. Ang amung nataran mauy gibantakanan sa mgapidikab, The pedicabs park in our yard. 2 [A; c6] stay, put s.w. temporarily. Atu lang ning ibantakan dinbig balikun unya, We'll just leave this here temporarily and come back for it later. -anan(-+) = -AN, 2. -iru n one who plays bantak. 
	we come to Cebu we stay in a hotel. v 1 [A; b6] hang around a place. Adtu magbantakan ang mga bu guy sa iyang tindaban, The loafers hang around her store. Ang amung nataran mauy gibantakanan sa mgapidikab, The pedicabs park in our yard. 2 [A; c6] stay, put s.w. temporarily. Atu lang ning ibantakan dinbig balikun unya, We'll just leave this here temporarily and come back for it later. -anan(-+) = -AN, 2. -iru n one who plays bantak. 

	hantana v [A12C3] confront each other and get rea:dy for a fistfight. Nagbantana na ang duba apan wa mabinan ug sumbagay kay miabut ang pulis, The two were about toexchange blows when the policeman arrived. 
	yu

	hantatalu n k.o. green caterpillar, esp. fond of calladium and taro plants, and also found on citrus, turning into a butterfly. 
	hantatamsi, bantatansi n k.o. large shrub of the secondary forest. 
	hantik = AMIMIT AS. 
	hanting n k.o. pointed, sharp knife 6-7" long, thick at the upper edge. -nayip = HAN·TING. 
	hantuk v 1 [A3N; a2b2] in a game of sungka, to hit the jackpot landing in a hole opposite the hole in which the opponent has a large number of pieces, thus winning all of his pieces. 2 [A 12N; a2] hit the jackpot by marrying s.o. rich. Magminyu ku apan mangba11tuk giyud kug anak ug asyin
	diru, I'll get married, but it'll have to be the jackpot -a planter's daughter. n stonesgotten from the opponent when one hits the jackpot in sungka.
	diru, I'll get married, but it'll have to be the jackpot -a planter's daughter. n stonesgotten from the opponent when one hits the jackpot in sungka.

	hantung = HAMTUNG. 
	hanu 1 exclamation of joy preceding a statement which relates a discovery. Hanu, nakakita kug singsing, Guess what? I found aring. 2 exclamation of reprimand at s.o. who failed to follow orders. Hanu, giingnan tikawngayawg bilabti. Nabuak binuun, See!I told you not to touch it. Now it broke. 3kay -because you know what I mean ...
	Pirmi siyang ubirtayim kay banu, ag iyang mga kabit, He always works overtime be-cause you know, his concubines. Mitumansiya kay banu, ag iyang utang naku, He didas he was told because you know, his debts to me. 4 how are you doing? How is it going? Hanu, nakakita ka na bag trababu? How is it going now? Have you found a job?
	Pirmi siyang ubirtayim kay banu, ag iyang mga kabit, He always works overtime be-cause you know, his concubines. Mitumansiya kay banu, ag iyang utang naku, He didas he was told because you know, his debts to me. 4 how are you doing? How is it going? Hanu, nakakita ka na bag trababu? How is it going now? Have you found a job?

	hanubuy a for trees, legs, and the like to grow smooth and straight. Hanubuy nga kabuy ang ibalig� Get a straight tree for the post. v [b6] consider a tree or leg straight. 
	,
	,

	h ,anugun = HINUGUN. 
	han-uk v 1 [A; cl] dump s.t. into a corner, or in an enclosed space. A yaw ban-u ka (ibanuk) sa daplin ang sinilbig mung sagbut, Donot just dump the trash in the corner. ladump, assign people to a place. Ang iyang dalagang guwang mauy giban-ukan sa mgapag-umangkung n4ngailu, They dumped the orphaned nieces and nephews on their spinster aunt. Iban-uk ang mga maki/.i/,fmus samga asilu, They dump beggars into the poorhouse. lb shower affection on s.o. Hanukan sa pagpangga ang bugtung anak, Anonly child gets
	hanum-u n k.o. shrub. 
	hanunum-u n small tree of secondary forest. 
	hanut v [B1456] for a dying person to begaspihg for breath. Nagbanut siya kay bapit na mamatay, He was gasping because he was about to die. 
	hanutv [A; b] thin out a cluster of fruits, leaves, plants.Hanuti ang mga dawa nga nanu"'k kay baga ra, Thin the sprouting milletbecause it is much too thick. 
	2 

	hanuy, hanuy a smooth, gentle in flow or movement due to the absence of obstacles. ang amung pagbiyab� We had a smooth trip. Hanuy kaayu imnun nang wiski, That whiskey is smooth to drink. v [B2; b6] move or flow easily without obstacle. Nagkabanuy na ang dagan sa awtu na ang dalan, The car is runningmore smoothly now that the road is better. 
	Hanuy kaa
	yu 
	nga maa
	yu 

	hanyag v [A; c] offer s.t. for s.o.'s consideration. Nagbanyag siya nakug yuta, He offered to sell me some land. Gihanyagan ku niyag trababu, He offered me a job.
	hanyu = HANGYU. hjp =HALAi\ 
	hapa v [A; b6(1)] throw oneself onto one's stomach. Mibapa siya sa tiilan sa bari, Heprostrated himself at the king's feet. 
	hapag n 1 a round shallow tray made of woven thin strips of bamboo or rattan used by peddlers of food. 2 flat or only slightly sloping roof of nipa or cogon. v [cl] make a nipa or cogon roofing flat or slightly sloping. 
	hapak -hapit 
	hapak v l [A; alb28) strike s.t. forcefully, with a slapping sound. Hapaka ang bula inigsirbi nimu, Strike the ball hard when youserve. 2 [A2; c) invest most or all of a sum right off on s.t. Hapakan ku giyud nang yutaa sa akung bakpi, l will invest all my back pay on that land. n l forceful slap. Ang 
	.
	.
	bapak sa lapdus sa iyang lawas, The stroke of the whip on his body. 2 bat in a ball game. 3 sound made by forceful striking. 

	hapas = HAPLAS.
	hapathapat v [A; a12] move fast with long strides. Hapathapatun Zang sa tagabukid ang lungsud, Mountain people come to town 
	· just by walking fast.
	· just by walking fast.

	hapaw v [A; a) 1 take the uppermost layer off of s.t. Hapawun ku ang sibu S'f sabaw,I will skim the fat off the soup. /ya nang gihapawan ang kan-un, He took the rice offthe top. 2 pass lightly over the top of s.t. Igu Zang mihapaw ang bala sa iyang ulu, Thebullet just grazed the top of his head. a superficial. Hapaw ang iyang katarungan, Hisreasoning is shallow. -in-n s.t. taken off the top, esp. the top portion of rice or hominy. 
	hapay v 1 [Bl26) for a thick cluster of s.t. long and standing to fall or be bent at its base. Nahapay ang mga humay, The rice plants were bent over. 2 [A;al) comb s.o.'s hair flat to the head. Diay pamada. Hapaya ang iyang buhuk, Here's some pomade.Comb his hair flat. 3 [8126) go bankrupt. syu kay gigastu man basta puhunan, Their business went bankrupt because he spent every penny of it,even the capital. a 1 bent over flat. 2 for aman's hair to be neatly groomed flat on the head. -in-n man's combed hair. 
	Nahapay ang ilang ni
	gu

	hapdus a stinging, burning pain in a wound, pangs of hunger. n stinging pain, gnawing from hunger. Hapdus ang tintura yudu, Iodine stings. 2 for words to be stinging. Kahapdus sa imung mga pulung, Yourwords are so painful to me. v [B; b6) sting, burn. Mibapdus (nahapdus) ang akung samad nga gidapatag tintura yudu, Mywoundstings because iodine was put on it. Ang kagutum makahapdus (makapahapdus) sa atung tiyan, Hunger can make you get a gnawing pain in your stomach. ka· = HAPDUS, n.
	hapi v (B126] for plants to bend flat to the ground. Ang mga mais nahapi sa kusug nga 
	hangin, The corn was bent flat to the ground by the strong wind. 
	hapihapi v [A; b6(1)] engage in merry-making. Diay akung gidang ram. Magbapihapi ta, Here's some rum I brought. Let's have some fun. n merry-making. 
	hapihip v [AB; a] fill a rigid container up to the brim, be full to the brim. Pagsulud ug asin nga igu lang muhapihip sa lata, Fill the can with salt up to the brim. Wa gani mahapihip ang taru. Hapihipa ra gud, The can isn't even filled to the brim. Fill it up. a full to the brim. 
	hapin n 1 s.t. that is laid over or under s.t. 
	Hapin sa lamisa, Tablecloth. Hapin sa bata, Baby's diaper. Hapin sa piryudiku, Themagazine cover. 2 food taken along with drinks as a digestive buffer (slang). Way ulsir basta dunay hapin inig-inum, You won't get ulcers ifyou take in some food before a drinking spree. v 1 [A; b2cl] lay s.t. over 
	s.t. Hapinun (ihapin) ku ning dahun sa saging sa baskit, I \.vill line the bottom of the basket with this banana leaf. Gihapinan naku ang katri ug puti nga habul, I covered the bed with a white sheet. 2 [A; b6(1)]take in food as a buffer. 
	hit v 1 [A2; b6( 1)) drop by, stop in for a short while. Hapit usa mu sa balay, Stopin the house for a while. Ang ayruplanu mihapit usa sa Haway, Their plane made a stopover in Hawaii. 2 [A; ac] get or bring 
	ap

	s.t. on the way. Akuy muhapit niya sa ila, Iwill stop in her house and fetch her on the way. Kinsay maghapit sa libru sa amu? Whowill stop by our place to deliver (or get) the book? Wa bay nakahapit sa libru sa inyu? Hasn't anybody stopped by your place to get (or deliver) the book? Hapitun niya ang bulu pagkanaug, He will pick up the bolo on his way out. Gihapitan aku niyag palit ug buwak, He stopped in s.w. on his way to buy me some flowers. Ihapit kining kwarta pagdipusitu sa bangku, Stop in the bank on 
	ap

	ngan kaayu ang barkung maghapithapit ug dagbang pwirtu, It takes a long time if a boat keeps making stopovers in lots of ports. -anan n place where stopovers are made.
	hapit almost, almost at the point of. Hapitna malutu ang kan-un, The food is almost done. Hapit na siya muhilak, She is on the verge of tears. Hapit na mugikan ang trak, The truck is about to leave. dili -hardly, barely. Dili hapit (Hapit dili) madungug ang iyang tingug, You can barely hear his voice. 
	hapla -hapun 
	Artifact
	-maduy for s.t. expected to be completed later than the expected time (lit. it is almost going to be a long time). Usually used as a reply to a query (humorous). 'Hapit na ba malutu ang kan-un? ' -'Hapit na madugay.!' 'Is the food ready? ' -'It still needs several minutes.
	-maduy for s.t. expected to be completed later than the expected time (lit. it is almost going to be a long time). Usually used as a reply to a query (humorous). 'Hapit na ba malutu ang kan-un? ' -'Hapit na madugay.!' 'Is the food ready? ' -'It still needs several minutes.
	ga


	hapla v [APB; cl] 1 throw oneself down onthe stomach. Midagan siya ug mibapla (m� pabapla) sa katr� She ran out and threw herself flat on the bed. Nabapla (mibapla) siya kay nakatunub ug panit sa saging, Sh,e fell when she stepped on a banana peel. Atungbaplaun (ibapla) pagbutang ang banig sa salug, Let's lay the mat flat on the floor. 2defeat s.t., bring it to its downfall. Gibaplaang indipindinti sa pulitikanbung makinarya, The political machinery defeated the independent candidates. 3 [A; cl] fail s.o
	haplak = HAKLAP.
	haplas v [AN; c] apply a liquid or viscous material with broad strokes. Kinsay naghaplas ug lapuk sa bungbung? Who rubbed mud over the wall? Haplasi ang imung bukubuku ug alkubul, Rub alcohol on your back. n s.t. rubbed onto s.t. 2 medicinalrub. paN-v [A; c] rub s.t. on oneself. Nangbaplas siyag krima sa iyang nawung, Sherubbed crearh on her face. 
	haplu a fit loosely inside of s.t. Haplu ning akung sapatus, These shoes are very loose on me. Haplu nga pagkalansang, Nailed so that the nail wiggles. v 1 [BN] be loose inside of s. t. 2 [c1] for the string of the top to fly off because of not being tied firmly enough. Nabaplu ang apus, The top string came off. 
	haplus (from palus) v 1 [APB12; a] for s.t. which is tied to s.t. or holds it to come off, cause it to do so. Nahaplus ang iyang sapatus pagdinagan, His shoes came off as he ran. Nabaplus akung kamut sa sanga ug nabulug ku, I lost my grip on the branch, andI fell. Nabaplus ang ubud sa akung kamut, The eel slipped out of my hand. 2 [Al2]escape from restraint. Ang babuy nakabaplus sa bukut, The pig got loose from itstether. Haplusa ang pisi sa tiil sa babuy, Slipthe rope off from the pig's feet. 3 [A; al]r
	haplus (from palus) v 1 [APB12; a] for s.t. which is tied to s.t. or holds it to come off, cause it to do so. Nahaplus ang iyang sapatus pagdinagan, His shoes came off as he ran. Nabaplus akung kamut sa sanga ug nabulug ku, I lost my grip on the branch, andI fell. Nabaplus ang ubud sa akung kamut, The eel slipped out of my hand. 2 [Al2]escape from restraint. Ang babuy nakabaplus sa bukut, The pig got loose from itstether. Haplusa ang pisi sa tiil sa babuy, Slipthe rope off from the pig's feet. 3 [A; al]r
	-

	tulgun ka, Run your hand over your face if you feel sleepy. 

	Sect
	Artifact

	haplut =HAPLUS. 
	hapluy v [A; a] rub the flat palm over s.t. Naghapluy siya sa palpag niyang buhuk, Sheis smoothening her dishevelled hair. Hapluya ang imung nawung ug tulgun ka, Runyour hand over your face ifyou feel sleepy. 
	hapnig (from panig) v {A; cl] stack flat things in a neat pile. lhapnig (bapniga) ang inutaw sa aparadur, Stack the ironed clothes in the wardrobe. 
	hapnut 1 = SAPNUT. 2 
	t.

	hapsa = nAcsA.
	hapsay a 1 smooth and without blemish. 
	Hapsay ang panit sa mangga, The mango has smooth and unblemished skin. 2 neatand orderly. Hapsay kaang pagkaariglar ang imung lawak, Your room is orderly. v 1 [APB2; a] be smooth and glossy, make s.t. so. Hapsayun ta ning imung bubuk, Let'smake your hair smooth and glossy. 2 [B12;
	yu 

	a] make, be neatly arranged, make s.t. so. Hapsaya ang imung pamisti, Wear clothingthat is simple and neat. 
	hapslip n half slip. v [A; b6(1)] wear, make into a half slip. 
	hapu v [A; cl] comb the hair straight backward. Hapua (ihapu) ang imung bubuk kaylimpiyung tan-awun, Comb your hairstraight backward because it looks neat. hapu a fatiing. Hapu kaayu ning pagpangarga, The job of a stevedore is very tiring. v [A1PB26; a4b4cl] fatigue, get fatigued. 
	gu

	Kanang sayawa nagbapu ( nagpahapu) sa atung lawas, That dance wears you out completely. Gibapu (gihapuan, nabapu) kug linanguy sa dagat, l am exhausted from swimming in the sea. Ayaw bapua (ibapu) nang imung lawas, Don't tire yourself out too much. (➔) a fatigued. ka-n weariness.
	hapuhap v [A; a12] stroke gently back and forth with little pressure. M ihapuhap siya sa akung bukubuku sa pagbumpay sa kasakit, He stroked my back to relieve the pain.ngentle strokes back and forth. -in-n a gentle stroke back and forth. Ang binapubap sa buyubuy sa iyang bubu nga lawas, Thegentle caresses of the breeze on her nude body.
	hapulas (from pulas) v [A; cl] 1 smear s.t. over a laearea with the hand. Gihapulasanang bungbung ug lapuk, The wall had mudsmeared all over it. 2 eat s.t. fast. Mibapulas Jang siya ug tulu ka platung tsapsuy, Hegobbled down three platefuls of chop suey (as if he was just smearing it on his mouth). 
	rg

	hapun n 1 Japan. 2 Japanese person. 3 fish
	-

	ha.pun -harangl 
	ing line. isda sa -= SULID. papil nga, sa, di-colored tissue paper. hapunanun n J apanese citizen. -in-a 1 in the Japanese way. 2 name given to various methods of fishing introduced by the Japanese. v [A; cl) speak Japanese, do s.t. the Japanese way. -is Japanese (plural). 
	ing line. isda sa -= SULID. papil nga, sa, di-colored tissue paper. hapunanun n J apanese citizen. -in-a 1 in the Japanese way. 2 name given to various methods of fishing introduced by the Japanese. v [A; cl) speak Japanese, do s.t. the Japanese way. -is Japanese (plural). 
	2


	ha.pun n afternoon, early evening. Bag-ung -hapun, Early afternoon. -na it is late (inthe afternoon or early evening). Hapun na kaayu. Adtu na ku, It is already very late. I'm going now. v 1 [BS) get to be afternoon. Nahapun na /ang wa pa siya mauli, It was eyening already and he still hadn't come home. la [12) do s.t. in the afternoon. Hapuna ang bunyag, Have the baptism held in the afternoon. 2 [A13;b(l))do s.t. until afternoon. Magbapun siyag paninda, She is in the store until afternoon. 3 [b8] be ov
	yu
	>

	the afternoon. 2 palm toddy gathered in 
	the afternoon. 
	hapus v [A; bS] 1 strike, usually with s.t. flexible with a long downward stroke. Gibapsan niya sa sundang ang saging, Hestruck the banana tree with his machete. Ihapus ku ning bakus nimu, I will strike youwith this belt. 2 spin a top. n 1 action ofwhipping at. 2 whip. 3 string of a top. 
	hapuy, hapuy = HAPLUY.
	hapuyhapuy = HAPUHAP.
	hapyud v [A; a] 1 massage gently movinghands inone direction. Mitindug siya ug mihapd sa iyang sinina, She stood up and smoothed out her dress. Hapyura ning akung tiil kay gikalambri, Massage my legs because I've got cramps. 2 squeeze s.t. outof s. t. by massaging in one direction. Hapyura ang kulgit arun madaginut, Flatten out the toothpaste to use up every bit of it. 
	yu

	hara n queen. Nahimu siyang hara sa pangilin sa amung balangay, She was made queen of the fiesta in our barrio. -sa panimalay wife as the head of the house. v [B6; a2] become a queen.
	harab = ARAB.
	2

	harabharabv [Al; b5] 1 rush, hurry in doing 
	s.t. Nagbarabharab siyag sugu, sne rushed about giving orders. 2 [A; b(l)] for monkeys to chatter wildly. 3 be aflutter with expectation. Nagharabharab akung ginhawa sa pagpakigkita kaniya, I'm all excited at the thought of seeing her again. 
	·

	hara.bi n k.o. patent medicine used as cough syrup. -ditulu = HARABI.
	harag v [B; c1] 1 for s. t. tall to be leaning to one side. Nagharag ang pusti. Tarunga, The post is leaning. Straighten it out. Naharag ang mga balay human hangina, Thehouses are leaning to one side after the windstorm. 2 lean back to rest on s.t. Di ku makaharag anang siyaha kay guba ug sandiganan, it has a broken backrest. a leaning.
	I cannot recline on that chair becau.se 

	harana n serenade, music made beneath a girl's window by way of courting. v 1 [AN; b6(1)] serenade, go serenading. Dalaga ka na. Gibaranahan (gibaranaan) na ka, yOU are a young lady now. They?re already serenading you. 2 sing under a person's window. Haranaan natu siya ugma sa kaadlawun kay adlaw niya, Let's serenade him tomorrow early in the morning because it's his birthday. paN-n serenading.
	harangn offering of food, smokes, drinks, 
	1
	1

	etc. to supernatural beings during the planting and harvest seasons, or to the departed souls during All Souls Day. v [Al; c] make 
	308 hirang--harina 
	2 

	an offering of the barang. 
	an offering of the barang. 

	harangii 1 [A; b5 J block s.o:s way withhostile purpose. U sa ka bitin ang mibarang sa amung agianan, A snake barred our way. Ang patrulya gibarang (gibarangan) sa mga kaaway, The patrol was ambushed by the enemies. 2 [A2C; al] confront s.t. unpleasant or hostile. Dili ku makabarang samapait nga kamatuuran, I cannot face the hard truth. Nagkabarang ang duba sa usa ka mainitung lantugiay, The two met in hot debate.
	2 

	harasa biting taste which characterizes citrus fruit. v (B46; b6] feel a biting sensation after eating citrus fruit, having such a taste. Nagbaras na ning tutunlan ining buungun nga baras, My throat stings from this sharp pomelo.
	harasharas a 1 done carelessly such that if there is a finished product, it is rough, not well-prepared. Harasbaras nga pagkalutu, way lami, It is carelessly cooked, tasteless. Harasbaras siyang mudrayib. Mu rag pituykinabubi, He drives carelessly as if he had seven lives. 2 coarse in behavior. v (A; a] 1do s.t. without much care. Gibarasbaras niyapagbubat ang lamisa, He did a sloppy job in making the table. 2 fail to behave carefully, without proper circumspection. Nagbarasbaras siya sa taliwala sa suli
	· 
	gu

	harat = KARAS . 
	haraw 1 excla�ation expressing an earnest wish for s.t. to happen, either good or bad. Haraw malunud ang iyang gisakyan, Maythe boat he takes sink. Haraw makadaug ku sa ripa, May I win the raffle. 2 -ka-[root] (confined to verbs of B conjugation) expression of exasperation and fear for the worst consequences of a rash action. Giingnang di padraybun. Haraw kabangga, l told him not to drive .. Watch, he's going to crash. Mitabukd sa baba. Haraw kada sa sug, He crossed when the river was in flood. Watch him 
	gi
	yu

	harayharay = HALAYHALAY. 
	harbas = HAL.ADAS. 
	/

	hardin n 1flower garden. 2 place of beautiful emotions (literary). Sa akung bardin sa gugma ikay rusas, You are the rose in my garden of love. 3 way of playing billiards with numbered pieces set along the sides and in the center of the table, in which the piece hit represents a score and the players are 
	hardin n 1flower garden. 2 place of beautiful emotions (literary). Sa akung bardin sa gugma ikay rusas, You are the rose in my garden of love. 3 way of playing billiards with numbered pieces set along the sides and in the center of the table, in which the piece hit represents a score and the players are 
	obliged to make a certain score as indicatedbya throw of dice. v (Al; a2] have a flower garden. -iru n gardener.

	hardul n 1 hurdle in races. 2track event using hurdles. 
	hardwir n hardware store. 
	hari give me. Hari (ibari) ra na, Let me havethat. Ł = HARi.
	hari, hari v [A13] do s.t. continuously. Wasiyay ag} nagbari lag katulug, He didn't accomplish anything. All he did was sleep. harin 1 king. Ang bari sa lspanya, The king 
	2
	2

	of Spain. 2 the king in cards, chess. 3 master, one who has power over. Hari sa panimalay, The master of the household. 4 head of a coin. 4ajocular expression uttered upon hearing s.t. fall. Dibang nabulug ang basu dibay niingung 'Hari! ' When the glass fell s.o. yelled 'Dropped s.t.! (lit. Heads!)' S one who excels others in s.t. which requires skill or knowledge. Ang akung apuban bari sa iskirima sa iyang panabun, During his time, my grandfather was a master of fencing. -nga gangis big boss, kingpi
	nig bindisi
	yu

	hariv [B 126] fall with the rump or back hitting the ·ground first. Nahari ku sa din nga danglug, l fell on my back on the slippery road. 
	3 

	harun n harem. v [A13; cl] have, maintain a harem.
	harinan flour. -sa mais n corn starch. v 1 [A 1; cl] make flour. 2 [B256; b6] form into 
	harining -haskan 
	flour. 3 [b(l)] put flour into. 
	flour. 3 [b(l)] put flour into. 

	banning n a princess that is a child. 
	harsi = HALSI. 
	harsiya n 1 guy rope or cable tied to s.t. vertical to maintain stability. Harsiya sa palu, Guy ropes holding the mast. 2 cable or a strong rope holding the anchor or the hawser used in tying the boat to the dock. v [A13;al2] attach, make into a hawser or guy. 
	harug n supports for growing plants or s.t. for tbem to climb on. v (A; b5] supportclimbing plants. Gibarug (giharugan) na angagbati ug mga lipak, They used bamboo sticks for the agbati vine to climb on. 
	haruhas :_ HARASHARAS. 
	haruhay a in a comfortable financial situation. v [B23(1); b6] for a way of life to become financially comfortable. Kanang swilduba makabarubay na giyud ning atung pagpuyu, With that salary we can live a life of ease and comfort. 
	harun = ARUN. harung v (A2C; abc 1] come face to face with. Dili siya makigbarung sa mga bisita, She refuses to greet the visitors. Ang sad-an dili makabarung kanakug tan-aw, He's guilty and cannot look at me straight in the eye. Harungan ku siya bisag asa ug bisan anus-a, I'll take him on, any time, any place. Wa kuy nawung ibarung niya kay sad-an ku, I can't bring myself to face him because I'm guilty. Piligru ikabarung ang bari sa dagat, It is dangerous to come face to face with the king of the sea. n a
	harus v 1 [A; a] strip leaves off the stem or stalk. Nagbarus kug kamunggay nga isal sa utan, I'm stripping off kamunggay leaves to use as vegetables. 2 [B12] for a mechanism that engages to get stripped, get so it fails to engage. Naharus ang kambiyu maung di na mukagat, The gears got stripped so that they won't engage. 3 [ c1] involve all in doing s.t. Ibarus (barusa) ug labay sa bintana ang mga butang, Throw everything out of the window. 3a [A; a3] destroy, afflict all practically without exception. An
	harus v 1 [A; a] strip leaves off the stem or stalk. Nagbarus kug kamunggay nga isal sa utan, I'm stripping off kamunggay leaves to use as vegetables. 2 [B12] for a mechanism that engages to get stripped, get so it fails to engage. Naharus ang kambiyu maung di na mukagat, The gears got stripped so that they won't engage. 3 [ c1] involve all in doing s.t. Ibarus (barusa) ug labay sa bintana ang mga butang, Throw everything out of the window. 3a [A; a3] destroy, afflict all practically without exception. An
	gu
	-

	dyak, We all lost to Tinong in blackjack. a for a mechanism to be stripped. Harus ug gusanu ang ruska, The screw has stripped threads. 

	haruyharuy v [Al; b6(1)) go about in a relaxed way for pleasure. Nagbaruybaruy ka na man diba. Tap us ka na ba sa bubat mu? 
	You are strolling about now: Are you
	You are strolling about now: Are you
	through with your chores? 

	hasn= n..iLAsni. 
	2
	. 

	hasag v [A; cj' thrust a mass forcibly against 
	s.t. else. Akuy mubasag nimu sa bubung ug imu kung bakakan, I'll knock your head against the wall if you lie to me. 
	hasag n pressurized kerosene lamp (from the ·· brand name 'Hasag'). v [Al] use a pressurized kerosene lamp. 
	hasah.asa n name given to small andubaw. hasan n k.o. land crab a bit smaller than the kagang, generally not eaten. 
	hasang v [b(l)] vent one's anger on s.o. Bi
	sag kinsang mabiduul ang iyang basngan sa kasuku, He vents his anger on anyone who goes near him. 
	hasang n gills. hasanghasang n an outlet on the side of a ship's hull to let the bilge water out. -an a having gills. 
	hashas v 1 [A; b5c] pound rice a second time to husk the grains that had been missed the first time around. Hasbasi ang bugas arun bamluyng kan-un, Pound the rice a second time so it will be smooth to eat. 2 [Al 3;b 5) go over s.t. written and polish it. Nagbashas ku niining sinulat paras pagpamantala, I am revising the article for publication. -inan n 1 piece that has been well-revised and polished. Pakigpulung nga binasbasan, Highly polished speech. 2 specially chosen. Hinasbasan nga trababanti, Speci
	hasi v 1 [A; al 2) frighten s.o. with threats. Ayaw kug basia kay di ku mahadluk, Do not threaten me because I can not be frightened. Ang lungsud gibasi sa dakung gutum, The city was threatened with a severe f amine. 2 [A; al] trouble, vex. Kinsa na man puy nagbasi sa bata nga nagbilak na man pud ri? Who bothered the child that he is crying again? Gibasi ang mga tanu'm sa ulud, The worms are a pestilence for the plants. 3 [Al; b(l)] for s.t. to be rampant, be on in full swin,g. Nagbasi ang krimin sa piyi
	hasindiru n = ASINDIRU. see ASINDA. 
	haskan 1 -nga [adjective]-a, ka-[adjective], [verb] how very much! Haskang kuyawa 
	hasl-hasul 
	ag 

	naku uy! My, how scared I was! Haskangpangurug naku! My, how I trembled! Haskang nakakaun niya! God! How that child eats. 2 expression of helpless frustration at 
	naku uy! My, how scared I was! Haskangpangurug naku! My, how I trembled! Haskang nakakaun niya! God! How that child eats. 2 expression of helpless frustration at 
	s.t. monotonous or boring. lsda sa Lunis, isda gahapun, isda sa paniudtu, ug karun haskan mau gibapun, Fish last Monday, fish yesterday, fish for lunch, and now, God! The same damn thing. 

	haslag v [B] look bright and pleasant with neatness and cleanliness. Mibaslag ( nabaslag) ang panagway sa tawung bulingut nga nakaligu, The dirty man looked neat and pleasant-looking after he washed himself. Nagbaslag nag iskrin human banwasi, The screen looks clean and bright now that you rinsedit. a look bright and clean. 
	haslir n 1 one who makes his living by petty thievery, swindling, and the like. 2 gold digger. v [Bl) be, become a hustler. 
	haslu a loose in a place inserted. v [B26; a] for �t. to slip out of a place into which it was inserted. Mihaslu (nabaslu) Lang ang singsing sa akung tudlu, The ring just came off my finger. Haslua ang sundang sa sakub, Pull the machete out of the sheath. hasluOU t of, coming loose. Nagbaslubaslu ang akung tiil sa luag nga sapatus, My shoes keep coming off my feet. 
	-
	haslu v [B6; b61 keep slipping 

	haslua stupidly inept, tending to do things wrong. Haslu ka kay naglugaw kag pinatisan, You sure don't know what you're doi,putting soy sauce in the porridge. Haslu nga pagkatupi. Daghang kabang, What an inept haircut. It was very uneven_ly done. v [B14 56; b6] be, become stupidly inept. 
	2 
	ng

	hasluaa taking too much pride in one's possesions. A kahaslu! Namungingi man ang tudlu sa a/ahas, My! She wants to show off so she puts on every ring she has! v [B 12) get to be too proud of possessions. Nahaslusiya sukad nadiswildu, She has started tobecome stuck up and to show off since she got a job. ka-n excessive pride in possessions. Bisag wa nay ihungit nanginstulmin pa giyud ug pridyidir tungud sa ilang kahaslu, Even though they have nothing to eat, they have to buy a refrigerator on installment
	3 

	hasmag v 1 [A; b6(1)] rush, lunge into an obstacle or opposition. Ag iru mihasmag kaniya, The dog rushed at him. Kausa ra hasmagi ang bakilid sa buldusir, natumpag dayun, The bulldozer smashed into the hillside once and the whole thing came crumbling down. 2 [A23; b(l)] for emotions to appear in overwhelming suddenness. Gihasma
	-

	gan aku sa kamingaw, l am overwhelmed with loneliness. n action of lunging into. 
	haspi n k.o. paper used as backing put around the bound edge in book binding. v [A13; b6] use this k.o. paper. 
	hasta followed by a subject: even [the subject] has done it or had it happen to him! Hasta ikaw gitugkag katabap naku ! Haveyou, too, lost faith in me!! Hasta mga bata gipatay, Even the children were put todeath. Hasta pa gani ang mga bata maantigu nang mangilad, Even the little children know how to cheat. -labista good-bye,till we meet again. 
	hastilan = PASTILAN.
	hasuv [A; a2] pump, cock the loading and 
	1
	1

	ejecting mechanism of a rifle. Hasuun nimu OU must pump the shotgun before you can fire. 
	ang iskupita usa ka makatiru, y

	hasu= HASLU . 
	2 

	hasug v [A; elf push s.t. into a container and tamp it down to fill it tight. Hasuga (ihasug) ang kupras sa saku, Shove the copra tight into the sack. 
	hasukv 1 [A; cl] make a hole to sow seeds in. Ang bakilid hasukan kay dili man madaru, They will make holes for the seeds in the hillside because you cannot plow it. 2 [A; 
	1 

	c) insert s.t. into a hole or sheath. Muhasukka gani sa sundang mu sa sakuban ayawg itipas, Be careful when you sheathe your bolo. Anha ihasuk ang haligi sa imung gilungag, 
	Plant the post in the hole which you dug. 3 [A; c] drive the stakes or pegs. Hasuki angmga tanum arun di matumba, Place stakes near the plants so they will not fall over. n la dibble stick. lb hole dibbled in the ground to sow seeds in. le action of making a hole. 2 peg, stake. 
	hasukv [A; cl] pack inside tight by compacting or tamping it down. Ug inyung hasukun (ihasuk) ang kupras maigu ang tanan sa usa ka saku, If you pack the copra down, it will get into one sack. a compressed and well-packed inside a container. 
	2 

	hasul v 1 [A; a] bother, give trouble, inconvenience. Mubasul ku nfmug kadiyut ha? May I bother you for a moment? Gihasulku pag-ayu niining sip-un, l am very much bothered by my cold. 2 [A3; a2] bother to do, take the trouble of doing s.t. Naghasul ka pa mag dala ug saging niay daghan, Y op have taken the trouble of briing bananas when we have so many! 3 [Al 3) for achild to be fussy. Naghasul ang bata kay gibutdag tiyan, The child is fussy because he has an upset stomach. a entailing a lot of annoyance, 
	ng

	• 
	• 

	haswa -hati 311 
	dagbang sakaysakay, It's a lot of trouble to go there because there's no direct transportation. a being a lot of trouble, causing inconvenience. n -sa katursi 1 World War I. 2 causing very much trouble and bother. Hasul sa katursi ning bataa, This child is a terrible nuisance. ka-n trouble, annoyance. ma-un a causing lots of trouble and inconvenience. Mabasulung mga bangyu, Requests that entail a lot of trouble. 
	dagbang sakaysakay, It's a lot of trouble to go there because there's no direct transportation. a being a lot of trouble, causing inconvenience. n -sa katursi 1 World War I. 2 causing very much trouble and bother. Hasul sa katursi ning bataa, This child is a terrible nuisance. ka-n trouble, annoyance. ma-un a causing lots of trouble and inconvenience. Mabasulung mga bangyu, Requests that entail a lot of trouble. 

	haswav [A2PB12; cl) remove s.t. that sticks, getremoved.Maakaayungmubaswa (mupabaswa) sa buling ang Tayid, Tide removes dirt well. Tungud sa kalata nabaswa ang panit, After· the meat got done, the skin came off. Haswaa (ibaswa) ning lapuk nga nitaput sa akung sapatus, Remove the mud that stuck to my shoes. 
	yu 

	hasyinda = ASYINDA.
	hat n 1 music with a hot beat. 2 dance doneto hot music. v [A23; cl] dance to hotmusic. Kasagaran sa mga batan-un maayu mubat, Most young people know how to dance to hot music. 
	hata v [A; c] feint, make a move to strike,kick, give, or the like, without actually intending to do so. Hataa (batai) ug karmilftusang bata, Act like you 're going to give the child some candy. Hataan sa wala, butangansa tuu, Make a feint with the left and hit him with the right. Ihata ug syat ang hula,Feint a shot with the ball. n 1 feinting action. 2 bluffing statement or tp.reat.
	hatag v [A; c] 1 give. Lilas nga mubatag maayung pagtulun-an, A film which teaches a good lesson. Ang adlaw nagbatag kanatug kabayag, The sun gives us light. Wa ku makabatag ( makabatag) sa abangan, l haven'tpaid the rent. Tagaan (batagan) ta kag singku, I'll give you a nickel. Humwurk nga gibatag sa maistra, The homework the teacher gave. Kinabubi nga gibatag alang sa yutangnatawban, A life given for one's country. 2 let s.o. have s.t. for a price. Gibatag lang nig singku, He let me have it for five pe
	hatag v [A; c] 1 give. Lilas nga mubatag maayung pagtulun-an, A film which teaches a good lesson. Ang adlaw nagbatag kanatug kabayag, The sun gives us light. Wa ku makabatag ( makabatag) sa abangan, l haven'tpaid the rent. Tagaan (batagan) ta kag singku, I'll give you a nickel. Humwurk nga gibatag sa maistra, The homework the teacher gave. Kinabubi nga gibatag alang sa yutangnatawban, A life given for one's country. 2 let s.o. have s.t. for a price. Gibatag lang nig singku, He let me have it for five pe
	giving. -I-an(➔), -anan(�) n 1 s.t. one is obliged to give. Singkwinta pisus ·ang akung binulan nga halatagan, l am obliged to give fifty pesos a month. 2 person to whom s. t. is to be given. ig-r-/1-( ➔) n thing to be given. -in-n s.t. which has been given. Dini binatag. Pinalit ni, I didn't get this as a gift. I bought it. -in-an n one to whom given. mag-I-, maN-1-, mag-r-, maN-r-one who gives 

	s.t. out. manggi-un, ma-un a generous. um1-, um-I-(➔) n one who gives (Biblical). -1-un (➔), -unun(➔) = -L-AN(�), 1. 
	s.t. out. manggi-un, ma-un a generous. um1-, um-I-(➔) n one who gives (Biblical). -1-un (➔), -unun(➔) = -L-AN(�), 1. 
	-


	hatak v [A23B126; cl] for s.t. to fall down from a place it was held or attached, cause 
	s.t. to do so. Mubatak (nangbatak) ug lubisi /dung, Edong is knocking those coconuts down. Nahatak sa ubus ang kapayas nga hinug na kaayu, The overripe papaya fell to the ground. 
	hataw 1! 1 [A] appear for a moment on a surface. Igu lang mibataw ang ihu sa dagat, Theshark just appeared for a second on the surface. 2 [A2) appear on a surface. Mihataw ang mga gamut, The roots appeared on the surface. hatawhataw v [A13] for one thing or a small number to be moving in a solitary way over an open area. Aku ra giyuy nagbatawhataw sa awdituryum, l was the only one moving about in the auditorium. Usa ka sakayan nga nagbatawhataw sa kadagatan, A small boat sailing alone in the sea. 
	hatay expression preceding a phrase warning 
	s.o. against doing s.t. foolish: watch out. Hatay ug makit-an kang Tatay nga nagkap saiyang gamitun, Watch out! Father is going to see you touching his tools. Hatay giyud ug mabugbat ka anang imung pagsuruysuruy, Watch out! You're going to have a relapse going about like that. 
	hatay a having a long, l�an body. Hatay anglawas 5a datsun, The dachshund has a long body. n length of the body. v [B2] develop a long body. Kadaku na ba nimu karun! Mibatay (nabatay) ka mag maayu, How bigyou are now. You have grown tall! 2-sabanig v [A3P; cl] be confined to bed for a long time due to a sickness. Mibatay sa banig ang masakitun, The sick man stayed inhis sickbed for a long time. pa-v [A; ac] stretch out to one's full length. Ipabatay nang lawas mu. Tan-awun natug unsay imung gitas-un, Stan
	hatdug n hot dog. v [Al; a12] fix hot dogs, have hot dogs as food. 
	hati v [A; a] hunt with a dog. Maayu muhati nang irua ug usa, That dog is good for hunting deer. 
	hat kik -hawa 
	hat kik = HAGKIK. 
	hatsa a vain and affected in behavior. HatsabayJ niyang maglakaw, mu rag mudilu, Howaffectedly she walks! As if she were a model. 
	hatsan = ATSA
	2 

	hatsit n sumptuous meal (colloquial). Birtdiniya run. Siguru may batsit, It's his birthday today. There is sure to be a good dinner. v 1 [Al; bl] hold a sumptuous meal. Unsay inyung gibatsitan? What did you have your party for? or What did you have for your feast? 2 [AN; a] attend s.t. where a sumptuous meal is served, feast on. Hatsitun na natu ning lit sun, Let's eat the roast pig now. 
	hatsuy (from mutsatsu, the one who is punished in games) n in a game of takyan, onewho serves the takyan. v [B126; a12] be,become the server in a game of takyan.
	hatub = HAG1UB. 
	harud v 1 [A; c] take s. t. s. w. Hatdan ta kag pagkaun, I will bring you some food. Ibatudang bisita sa ila, See the visitors home. -sa panan-aw watch s.o. while he goes s. w. Ibatud siya sa imung panan-aw bangtud musulud, Watch him until he gets inside. 2 [A3P;c6] make s. t. reach a certain distance in time or space.Anus-a kaba ihRtud nganbi sa gubyirnu ang karsada? When will the government ever bring the road here? Gibatudsa kamatayun ang iyang kauyamut, He neverextracted himself from poverty until hi
	g-

	hat.uhatu v [Al; cl) 1 eat greedily or ravenously. Pwirti giyud tingali nimung gutuma kay nagbatubatu ka man giyug kaun, Howfamished you must be judging from the way you are eating so ravenously. 2 take more of s.t. than one can use. Ayawg batubatuag dala nang mga libru, kay di man nimu mabasa nang tanan, Don't take all those books because you can't read all of them. 
	hand v [A; ale] tease unmarried people by 
	,
	,

	pairing them off as if for marriage. Atung
	batulun sila si Pidrug Mariya, Let's match 
	upMaria and Pedro. Ayaw kug ibatul anang 
	byudu, Don't tease me by pairing that wid
	ower off with me! hatum = SATUM. 
	haud n leader, a short length of material used to attach a lure or hook to the end of a fishline. v [A13; a] attach, make into a leader. haum a 1 fitting well. Haum kaayu ang imung sinina sa imung lawas, Your dress fits you well. 2 fitting, in accordance. Tulumanungbaum sa Indipindins Di, Programs appropriate for Independence Day. v [APB3; c]fit into or around s.t., cause s.t. to do so. 
	Ang makabaum niining sapatus mauy kata
	gaan, Whoever this pair of shoes fits can 
	have them. Ibaum ang imung pakigpulung 
	sa pangidarun sa manimati, Tailor your talk
	to the age-level of your audience. t haun v 1 [A; a] take things off the stove, fire. 
	Igkabukal giyud hauna dayun, When the 
	water boils take it off the fire immediately.
	2 [A; al2] bail one out of difficulties. Ang
	imungpagtabangmau ray makabaun (maka
	pabaun) kanaku sa kalisud ku karun, The
	only thing that can get me out of my diffi
	culties is your help. n action of taking things 
	off the fire. Kada baun mulutu mig usa ka 
	dusinangpan, We bake a dozen loaves at one 
	time. bag-ung -1 just recently produced. 
	Way ikspiriyinsiya ang bag-ung baun, The 
	new graduates have no experience. Bag-ung 
	b!rung sista, A guitar just from the factory. 
	2 new model. Bag-ung baung kutsi, The 
	newest model car. Bag-ung baung hirdu, The
	latest style of hairdo. hawa a 1 devoid of, lacking s.t. completely. 
	Hawa ang kwartu human panguhai sa mwiblis, The room was bare after the furniture was removed. Hawa siya sa kinaadman, Heis completely devoid of culture. Hawa ang akung tiyan, My stomach is empty. la having an empty feeling in the pit of one's stomach from looking down from heights or falling. Hawa ang tiyan basta mukalit ug du/hug ang iJibitur, You get an empty pang in the stomach when the elevator goes down suddenly. 2 separated, isolated out. Hawa na sila sa ilang ginikanan, They live apart from their p
	s.t. that one is not accustomed to. Hawa kaayu ning muhigdag way dulug, It is very strange to sleep without s.o. else in bed with me. 4-sa aside from, in addition to. Hawa 
	ha.wale -hawhaw 
	1 
	1 
	sa iyang swildu duna pay pinsiyun, Apartfrom his salary he has a pension. v la [A; 
	cl] separate, isolate from others. Jiang iha
	-

	wa (bawaun) ang dagku sa gagmay, Theywill separate the large ones from the small ones. lb [AC2] live separately. le [AC2]do s.t. separately. Naghawa mig higda, Wesleep in separate places. 2 [B2; cl] be cliff erent, differentiate. Nagkabawa ang hitsura sa kaluha nga nagdaku, As the twins grew biggertheir features became more and more different. Hawaun (ihawa) unta nimu ang tawung masayunsayun lang sa dili, Youshould distinguish the people you can take for granted from those you can't. 2a [b4] getan uneasy 
	P] remove, cause to leave. Gihawa (gipahawa, .gipapahawa) ang mga iskwatir, Thesquatters were evicted. pa-v 1 [A2;b(l)] = BAWA, 1. 2 [AP; aP] = BAWA, 2.

	hawak n waist. (➔) v [A123P; a4] get back
	-

	1 
	1 
	,

	aches.Hawakun ka kun magpunay kag tiku-
	OU will be afflicted with backaches if
	bu, y

	you are always bent over. (➔) n purlins, the 
	beams in a roof running parallel to the ridge
	pole which support the common rafters
	(katsaw) v [A; a] attach, make into, use as 
	purlins. panig-(➔) v [A2; c] stand with the 
	arms on the waist as a sign of anger or 
	superiority. Nanighawak siyang nangasaba, 
	She stood with her hands on her waist as 
	she scolded us.Ayaw kugpcinighawaki diha, 
	DonŁt you talk to me with your hands on 
	your waist! -an a fat' around the waist. -an 
	(➔) n waistline. taga-(�) a waist-deep. -un 

	(Ł) a tending to suffer from backaches. hawak a having influence, pull in a place 
	(slang1. Hawak siya diha kay siyay intsards sapirsunil, He has influence in that place because he is head of the personnel section. ha.wan v 1 [A; b) clear an area. Hawani ang nataran sa mga sagbut, Clean the weeds out of the yard. Hawani ang lamisa; Clear thetable. Hawani ang kawayan sa mga tunuk, Clear the thorns off the bamboo. Gihawanan angplasa sa mga tawu, The people were driven out of the plaza. 2 [BJ for an area to become clear. Mihawan dayun ang siniban 
	1 
	1 

	dihang may misinggit kalayu, The moviehouse emptied instantly when s.o. yelled 'fire'. a for a place to be emptied or cleared. Hawan ang asiras basta gabii, The sidewalks are empty in the evening. Adtu sila magbaskit sa hawan, They play basketball in the empty area. Hawan ang mga bukid dinh� The mountains here have been deforested. n area of ground that has been cleared. -an (➔) 1 living room. 2floorspaceor anything enclosed. 
	·!

	haw-ang a 1 empty. Haw-ang ang balay nga way mwiblis. A house was empty because it had no furniture. Haw-ang ang tiyan ug pan ray ipamabaw, The stomach feels empty if you only have bread for breakfast. 2for a life to be empty. v [B; b6] 1 for aplace to become empty. 2 have a feeling of emptiness in one's life. Naghaw-ang ang akung kinabuhi sukad ka mawala, My life has been empty since you left. ka-n emptiness.
	ha.was n congressman. v [B6) be, become a congressman.haw-as v 1 [A; cl] remove things from a confined space without moving the container. 
	Haw-asun ba ang sinina gikan sa mundu? 
	Shall I take the clothes out of the steamer trunk? Haw-asi ug tulu ka baru nga tubig ang tangkl Remove three barrelfuls of water from the tank. 2 [B6!; b6) for all of s.t. to go out of a place. M ihaw-as ang akung kinaun pagsuka naku, My stomach was emptied when I vomitted. 2a [A2; a2] for emotions to come out. Gibaw-asan ku sa mga kaguul, I was relieved of my worries. 2b [AP;c] remove s.o. from a difficult life (literary). Siyay mibaw-as (mipabaw-as) namu sa kalisud, 
	He lifted us out of our difficult life. 2c [A2;b6] go out of the wat�r. Mihaw-as mi sa dagat, We got out of the water. 3 [BS) for alandmark to disappar as one moves away from it. Mabaw-as na ang Sikibur ug bapit na ta maabut sa syudad, Siquijor disappears over the horizon as we get close to the city. a 1 emptied of contents. Haw-as na ang tanang karga .sa barku, All the goods have been taken off of the boat. 2 freed from emotions. 3 gone out of the water. 4 out of sight.
	haway n 1 Hawaii. 2 k.o. sweet large-sized pineapple. 3 gabi sa -= BISUL.
	hawaya = HULAY A. 
	hawayan n 1 Hawaiian dress having colorful designs. 2 Hawaiian music or dance. 3 Hawaiian pineapple. v 1 [Al] wear Hawaiian cloth. 2 [A] dance Hawaiian dance. 
	hawhaw a for the stomach to be empty. v
	1 
	1 

	hawhaw-hayabhayab 
	2 

	{B6; b4] for the stomach to feel empty.
	{B6; b4] for the stomach to feel empty.
	Nagbawbaw ak ung tiyan kay wa ku mamabaw, My stomach feels empty because Ididn't have breakfast. Gibawbawan ku saakung tiyan, My stomach feels empty. 

	hawhaw= HAGAWHAW.
	2,

	hawid, hawid a similar, resembling. Mas bawid sa amab�n ang kamagulangan, The eldest is most similar in appearance to hisfather. v [A23; a] resemble, be similar. Muhawid ang gisabak sa panamkunan, Thebaby in the womb will take after what the mother has developed a craving or liking for. 2 [A; a] imitate, do as others do. Nganung mubawid ka man niya pagpunay ug suruy nga minyu na man ka ug siya dili? Why do you roam around as he does when you're married and he isn't? Hawira ang iyang linalahan sa kalu, C
	hawidv 1 [Al; b] hold s.t. to prevent forward motion. Hawiri ang iru arun di makabubi, Hold the dog so it can't escape. 2 [A;b6(1)] hold rigidly in place, hold on to s. t.
	2 

	Dili mahuswa ang tubu kay gibawiran sa ruska, You can't pull the pipe out because it is being held in place by a screw. 3 (:AN2; b ( 1)] urge s.o. who is visiting to stay for dinner, spend the night. Di ta muadtug udtu kay bawiran giyud ta, We won't go at noon because they will surely make us stay for dinner. 4 (B12N] for a blade to snag. Maayung pagkatikbas. Wala mangbawid, It was neatly cut down. The blade didn't snag. -sa dunggan v [A2S] for grades to be just enough to allow one to pass.Makahawid Jan
	Dili mahuswa ang tubu kay gibawiran sa ruska, You can't pull the pipe out because it is being held in place by a screw. 3 (:AN2; b ( 1)] urge s.o. who is visiting to stay for dinner, spend the night. Di ta muadtug udtu kay bawiran giyud ta, We won't go at noon because they will surely make us stay for dinner. 4 (B12N] for a blade to snag. Maayung pagkatikbas. Wala mangbawid, It was neatly cut down. The blade didn't snag. -sa dunggan v [A2S] for grades to be just enough to allow one to pass.Makahawid Jan

	hawin, hawin V [A; cl) hang s.t. up to dry. 
	Gibawin niya ang iyang sinina, She hung her clothes up to dry. Kusahus nga ihawin (bawinun), Sliced meat hung up to dry. pa{�), 
	Gibawin niya ang iyang sinina, She hung her clothes up to dry. Kusahus nga ihawin (bawinun), Sliced meat hung up to dry. pa{�), 

	pama·(Ł) n k.o. fishing in the deep sea with a hook and line. pa·(f-) v [AN; b6( 1)) goline fishing in deep waters. 
	hawla = HALWA.hawlut = HALWUT.
	hawsir n the host at a house where a mahjong session is being held. v [B126; cl] be a mahjong· host. 
	hawu-see also HALU-.
	hawud a best, tops in a certain field. Hawudsiyasa klasi, She is the best in her class. Angmga radiyung ginama sa Hapun mauy bawud karun, The best radios are the ones made in Japan. Kanang buguya mauy bawud niining distrituba, That toughie is the toughest ofthem all in this area. v 1 [B2N; b4] be, get to be tops. Nanghawud siya sa kanta, He is the best singer. Ang atung pruduktu gibawran na sa mga pruduktu sa Hapun, Our products. hawudhawud v [AlP] act as if one were supenor. 
	hawughug = HALUGHUG
	hawulhawul n k.o. sardine, of particularly tasty flesh with a multitude of bones going in four directions. Blue on top and silver on bottom, growing to 8".
	hawus v (B 1246; b4] for the body to be extremely tired, exhausted. Gibawsan kug kinarga ug balas, I am dead tired loading sand. 
	hawut = HALWUT.
	hawuy v [BN; a4] for a portion of the bodyto tire from doing s.t. for too long a time. Mibawuy (nanghawuy, gihawuy) akung lfug ug binangad, My neck has gotten stiff fromlooking up all the time. Gihawuy akung kamut pagsinulat, My hand is stiff from writing too mu ch. 
	hayhi, an exclamation of greeting. 
	1 

	hayv [A; c] set s.t. aside for a special purpose.Maghay tag salapi alang sa atung kasal, Let's set aside money for our wedding. /hayta ning prut salad sa mga bisita, We will set this fruit salad aside for the visitors. 
	2 

	hay= BALAY.
	Ł 

	haya = WALA (dialectal).
	haya v [c 1] lie in state. Ang patay gibaya sa punirarya, The body is lying in state at the funeral parlor. n body lying in state. Prusisyun sa haya sa atung Ginuu, Procession ofthe dead body of Christ. (➔) a in a supinestate. -ang b{dan for the crescent moon to beparallel to the earth's surface, considered a dangerous time for childbirth. tig-(➔), ting-(➔) v [A; b5) swim on one's back. Tighayaun (tighayaan) ku nang distansiyaba, Iwill swim that distance on my back. n backstroke in swimming. 
	hayabhayab v [B46) for s.t. one wears that 
	hay-ad -hayang 
	is loose to be flapping. Naghayabhayab ang 
	is loose to be flapping. Naghayabhayab ang 
	bata sa kaluag, The nightgown flaps because 

	it is loose. hay-ad v [B3(1)6; cl] lie flat on one's back 
	with the arms outstretched.Ang hubug nag
	with the arms outstretched.Ang hubug nag
	hay-ad sa karsada, The drunk was sprawled 

	out on his back in the street. hayag a 1 be light, bright, well-illuminated. 
	Hayag na paggikan nila, It was light by the time they left. Hayag kaayu ang baylihan, The dance floor is well-illuminated. 2 for the sky to be clear. Hayag na, wa nay dagum, It's clear now. There are no more clouds. 3 for the face to be bright and happy. v 1 [A1PB2; a] illuminate, become bright. Mihayag ang kwartu human sug-i, The room became bright after the lamp was put in it.Mugikan ta sa dili pa mahayag, Wewill depart before it is light. Hayagi siya kay naay gibulung, Give her some light becauseshe is
	Hayag na paggikan nila, It was light by the time they left. Hayag kaayu ang baylihan, The dance floor is well-illuminated. 2 for the sky to be clear. Hayag na, wa nay dagum, It's clear now. There are no more clouds. 3 for the face to be bright and happy. v 1 [A1PB2; a] illuminate, become bright. Mihayag ang kwartu human sug-i, The room became bright after the lamp was put in it.Mugikan ta sa dili pa mahayag, Wewill depart before it is light. Hayagi siya kay naay gibulung, Give her some light becauseshe is
	How can she accept you if you don't propose. 3 give one's opinion. Mipahayag siya nga dili hayan ang gira, He expressed his opinion that war was not likely. 4 publish, relate in a newspaper. Ang piryudikuy mipahayag sa nahitabu, The newspaper published what happened. pa-1 explanationwhy. 2 disclosure of a purpose. 3 opinion. pa-an(➔) n newspaper, news magazine. kan 1 light. Light of the lamp. la narnat-an ug -place one was born (lit. place one first saw light). 2 brightness. 3 brightness of the face. 
	Kahayag sa lampari/.ya, 


	hayaghag = HALAGHAG. 
	hayahay a la airy, comfortable. and refreshing to the skin. King kwartuha hayahay kay atbang sa hangin, This room is airy, cool, and fresh because it gets the full wind. lb arefreshed feeling. Hayahay na ang akung gi
	hayahay a la airy, comfortable. and refreshing to the skin. King kwartuha hayahay kay atbang sa hangin, This room is airy, cool, and fresh because it gets the full wind. lb arefreshed feeling. Hayahay na ang akung gi
	-

	bati human makakaligu, l feel very much refreshed after my bath. 2 for one's financial situation to be comfortable. Hayahay na si_ya karun kay daku siyag swildu, He is in comfortable circumstances now because he has a good salary. 3 feel relieved of a burden or sickness. Hayahay na ang iyang paminaw human katambali, She felt better after she took her medicine. Hayahay nang paminaw ku kay nabayran na ang akung utang, I feel relieved now. I've paid off my debts. 4 easy, requiring little effort. Hayahay ra t

	This cloth would easily make two shirts. v[B2; b6] 1 be, become airy, refreshed, relieved. 2 for one's financial situation to become comfortable, ease up. pa-v [A; b6(1)] 1 get fresh air. Magpahayahay ta sa baybayun, Let's get some fresh air at the bea.ch. 2 go s.w. to amuse oneself, take one's mind off troubles. Magpahayahay ta sa karnabal, Let's go to the carnival to take our minds off our troubles. 3 pa-sa baga go out to amuse oneself. Magpahayahay ta sa bag a kaylaay kaayu dinhi, Let's go out to hav
	hay-alay n 1 jai-alai. 2 an extra bet in mahjong asidefrom the ordinary bet in which the player who gets mahjong for the fifth time gets the extra pot. v [A2; b5] win the jai-alai bet in mahjong. paN-v [A2; c] go to a jai-alai game to bet. Manghay-alay ku rung gabii, I'll go and bet on the jai-alai tonight.
	. 

	hayan there's a possibility that ... Hayankahutdan kag gasulina, You might run out of gasoline. Hayan maduktur ta ku run ug musigi pa ta kug iskuyla, I might have be
	-

	come a doctor by now if I had continued 
	.
	.
	.
	going to school. Hayan namalik na tu run, Perhaps they have already returned. 


	hayang v 1 [A; clP] put s.t. convex down with the convex side down. Makahayang ka ba aring pawikan? Could you manage to flip the sea turtle on its back? Haynga (ihayang, ipahayang) ning mga hapag sa lantay, 
	Put these shallow baskets on the bamboo shelf right side up. 2 lie on one's back, face up. M uhayang langsiya sa bangku ug matu
	· lug, He will just lie down on the bench and go to sleep. 3 [B1256] fall and land on one's back. Nahayang ku sa lapuk, I fell down on my back in the mud. -ang kulun 
	hayaw -hayun 
	sure to win (lit. the pot is right side up [onthe fire] ). Mupusta kug daku kay aning taria bayang giyung kulun, I will place a big beton this round because it is a sure win. -ang paya v [a3] for s.o. who is usually morose to become unusually gay (lit. for a half a coconut shell -smooth and neat on the inside and coarse and scraggly on the outside, to be lying with the inside up). Unsa mang bangina ang niburus nga nabayang man ang paya? What wind is blowing that you are suddenly so bright and gay? -ang p
	sure to win (lit. the pot is right side up [onthe fire] ). Mupusta kug daku kay aning taria bayang giyung kulun, I will place a big beton this round because it is a sure win. -ang paya v [a3] for s.o. who is usually morose to become unusually gay (lit. for a half a coconut shell -smooth and neat on the inside and coarse and scraggly on the outside, to be lying with the inside up). Unsa mang bangina ang niburus nga nabayang man ang paya? What wind is blowing that you are suddenly so bright and gay? -ang p
	' , ' 
	= TIGHAYA. see HAYA. 

	hayaw v [AB26; cl raise, rise into the air. 
	Aku giyuy mibayaw sa imabin arun makita sa tanan, Iwas the one who raised the imehigh for all to see. Mibayaw ang tunu nimu sa kurus, Your pitch rose on the refrain. Gibayaw na naku ang kamut kay sagpaun ku unta siya, I had already lifted my hands to slap her. 
	Aku giyuy mibayaw sa imabin arun makita sa tanan, Iwas the one who raised the imehigh for all to see. Mibayaw ang tunu nimu sa kurus, Your pitch rose on the refrain. Gibayaw na naku ang kamut kay sagpaun ku unta siya, I had already lifted my hands to slap her. 
	ag


	ry.v 1 [B146; a4] suffer from high blood pressure. Kanunay man ku nimung palagutun, mabayblad (bayblarun) man lang ta, Youalways provoke me. You're going to give me high blood pressure yet. 2 [ B 12; a4Sl get angry. Nabayblad ku sa· iyang tinubagan, The way she answered made me furious. hayblarun a 1 having high blood pressure. 2 easily angered. 
	hayblad n high blood pressure. a very a
	ng

	haybul v [A2] 1 go out to have a good time. 
	Basta tingswildu, mubaybul dayun na sila,As soon as they get paid, they go out to have a good time. 2 [B; c] for a vehicle to go fast.
	Basta tingswildu, mubaybul dayun na sila,As soon as they get paid, they go out to have a good time. 2 [B; c] for a vehicle to go fast.
	Hadluk kugmubaybul (mabaybul) ang trak, 
	I get scared when the bus goes fast. 2a command given by conductor as a signal to the driver to get moving. 3 [A23l go straight without paying attention to anyone along the way. Mubaybul ka man lang. Di ka makigsulti naku? Why do you go straight by me without greeting me? baybulhaybul v[A; c] gallivant around, go around from place to place to have fun. 

	haybuy n a style of men's sport shirt, closefitting and with tapering slits on both sides, similar to ambuys, but not so long at the rear. v 1 [Al wear a baybuy-style sportshirt. 2 [c 1] tailor this sort of shirt. 
	haydyam, haydyamp n high jump in an athletic contest. v [Al; b] perform the high JUmp.
	hayhat a haughty and snobbish. Haybat kaayung babaybana kay dili makigbuybuy sa mga pubr� She's very snobbish because she doesn't mix with the poor. v [B; b6l act, become snobbish. 
	hayhay = BALAY. 
	1 

	•hayhaypaN-v [A;b3l sigh in weariness, sorrow, pain, or the like. Nangbaybay siya sakakapuy, She sighed with weariness. 
	2 

	hayhil n high heels. v 1 [A;b6(1)l wear high heels. Magbaybil ka ba sa piknik? Will youwear high heels to the picnic? 
	hayis a 1 be the best in a class. Hayis siya sa Aldyibra, He is the best in Algebra. 2 be well-versed, most capable in s.t. Kun babin sa panganak si Luling muy hayis, When it comes to childbirth, Loling is the expert.Hayis siya sa inum, He is an expert in drinking. v [B1; b6] get to be the best, an expert. 
	hayiskul n high school. v [B6; b6 l be in high school. 
	hayit n height. may -tall and attractive. Gwapu ug may bayit pa giyud, Handsomeand tall as well. v [Al] have a height of. Kun maghayit ka lang minus sa singku pis, dika madawat sa nihi, If you stand less than five feet, the navy will not take you. 
	haylu v [A3P; al] induce s.o. to do s.t. by offering him s.t. Haylua ang batag dulsi sa pagkatulug, Entice the child with candy to make him go to bed. pa-n enticements. Angimungmga pabaylu dili makatarug sa akungpagdumilŁ All your enticements cannotmake me change my mind. mahaylubun,mahayluun a enticing. Mabayluung tanyag, A tempting offer. 
	haypayn hi-fi set. a for a voice to be screeching, piercing, and unpleasant. 
	1 

	haypayv [A; bS] make a person reveal s.t. es into his nostrils (slang). Haypan (baypayan) nila ang tawu amn mutug-an, They will subject the man to the 7-Up treatment to make him sing. n action of using this method. 
	2 
	by squirting carbonated bever
	ag
	yu

	hayun, hayun v [A; c] 1 swing the arms in walking. Ibayun nang imung kamut ug magyour arms when you walk. 2 not carry s.t. Nganung nagbayun ka nganagkapuliki si Mama mu? Why are you empty-handed (lit. swinging your arms)when your mother is carrying more than she can manage? 2a [A; bS) walk, taking it easy, not exerting effort. Muagwanta siya salakaw kay bayunan ra ang bayinti kilumitrus, A twenty-kilometer walk won't bother 
	lakaw ka, Swi
	ng 

	hng -hibuk 
	ayu

	him because he will take it easy. n the swinging or swaying of one's arms. 3 [A; c] raise the arm in preparation to strike or throw s.t. Ihayun pag-aang bula usa ilabay, Raise the ball back before you throw it. 
	him because he will take it easy. n the swinging or swaying of one's arms. 3 [A; c] raise the arm in preparation to strike or throw s.t. Ihayun pag-aang bula usa ilabay, Raise the ball back before you throw it. 
	yu 


	hayung v [B4] for the sun's heat to be not at its greatest degree of intensity. Muhayungang kainit sa adlaw ug maalas tris, The sun's heat lessens at around three in the afternoon. 
	hap n 1 domestic animal. 2 a person with base instincts and desires. Buy-i ku hayup, Let me go, you beast! -an n domestic animals. 
	yu

	haywi n highway. Sa baywi muagi ang mga dyipni para Kunsulasiyun, The jeepneys for Consolacion go byo·oway of the highway. v [a) make into a highway. 
	haywis n style of trousers with a wide waistline, coming to a point in the rear. 
	hin letter G. 
	1 

	hi, hi n word to command a draft animal to move forward. 
	2

	hi-in many forms beginning with hi-, there is a prefix hi-or biN-. Look also under the form with hi-or hiN-subtracted. 
	hi-(➔) derivative affix forming verbs which occur with the prefixes ma-(na-) and maan (na-an, ma-i). All verbs with these affixes may also occur with hi-(➔) inserted after the prefixes. 1 referring to an action which happened to take place or which s.o. did involuntarily. Nabibungat ku ang dili angayng isulti, Words I should not have said slipped out of my mouth. Kalit ka man lag tungha diha. Nahikurug man Lang tag di tyimpu, 
	1 

	My! You gave me a scare appearing like that. I couldn't help trembling, though there was no occasion to. Nahidam-agan siyag iru ug nahipalingkud sa lapuk, A dog jumped on her and she was knocked down into the mud. la having happened, not necessarily accidentally, but not anyone's volition. Nahiluna ang balay daplin sa dalan,The house is located next to •the road. 2 added after the abstract prefix (pag-) before other than to elevate the style. Paghiabut niya, When he arrived. Paghibalik niya, When he retu
	My! You gave me a scare appearing like that. I couldn't help trembling, though there was no occasion to. Nahidam-agan siyag iru ug nahipalingkud sa lapuk, A dog jumped on her and she was knocked down into the mud. la having happened, not necessarily accidentally, but not anyone's volition. Nahiluna ang balay daplin sa dalan,The house is located next to •the road. 2 added after the abstract prefix (pag-) before other than to elevate the style. Paghiabut niya, When he arrived. Paghibalik niya, When he retu
	verbs referring to motion with no meani
	ng


	hi-an(➔) inflectional affix, future and past. (subjunctive hi-i) 1 added to the same bases as the ones to which local passive affixes are added (see -an ) with the same meaning except that the iction is accidental. Hilingkuran ku ang iyang kalu, I accidentally sat on his hat. Hitagaan kag gasa, You might be 
	hi-an(➔) inflectional affix, future and past. (subjunctive hi-i) 1 added to the same bases as the ones to which local passive affixes are added (see -an ) with the same meaning except that the iction is accidental. Hilingkuran ku ang iyang kalu, I accidentally sat on his hat. Hitagaan kag gasa, You might be 
	given a present. Kay unaunahun ka, hihagkan ka lagi, You were so forward, so you got yourself kissed. Higabhian siya, He was overtaken by night. 2 added to bases to refer to the direct recipient of the action accidentally done (when the local passive, -andoes not refer to the recipient of the action). 
	1


	ltagu nang sulata basig hibasaban unya ni Tatay, Hide that letter because Dad might read it. Dagan. Hidakpan unya ka, Run or you will get caught. 
	hiay v [B; cl] for a part of the body or dress to droop to one side. M ibiay ang u/,u sa nagduka, The drowsy man's head tilted to the side. Naghiay ang ngabil sa paralitiku, The paralytic's lips droop .at one corner. Ayawbiaya (ibiay) ang abaga sa imung blawus, 
	Don't let your blouse slip over your shoulder. 
	hibabuyna = 
	HIRBUBUY.NA. 

	hibag v [B4; b4] for the stomach to be upset. Muhibag ang tiyan basta dili kahilisan, The stomach becomes upset if you have indigestion. a for the stomach to be upset. 
	hibag = RIB.A.LAG. see •BA.LAG. hibal = HIBAG. 
	hibalag see •BA.LAG. 
	hibalu see BALU. 
	hibangkaagan see •BANGKAAG. 
	hibat a unsymmetrical, crookedly done. Hinga pagkalala ning baskita, This basket is crookedly woven. v 1 [B; cl] be, 
	bat kaa
	yu 

	·obecome unsymmetrical. Nahibat ang dayandayan, The decorations were all askew. 2 [al2] screw up the. face. Nahibat ang iyang nawung paghilak niya, His face screwed up when he cried. (➔) = HIBAT, a. 
	hibawu = HIBALU. see BALU. 
	hibin small dried shrimps with the shells removed. 
	1 

	hibin large deciduous tree bearisweet 
	2 
	ng 

	amber-colored fruits similar to siriguylas: 
	· Spondias cytberea. 
	hibi, hibi = TiBt 
	hibi dyuti a made for heavy duty. v [B126;b6] be, become capable of handling heavy duty.
	hibihibi = KIPIKIPI. see KIPI. 
	hibilya a buckle for a belt _or shoes. v 1 [A;b6(1)] put a buckle on s.t. 2 [A; cl] make 
	into a buckle. 
	,
	,

	hibiwit a heavyweight in boxi. v [B16)become a heavyweight boxer. 
	ng

	hibubuyna = HIRBUBUYNA. 
	hlbuk v [A2N] 1 for a multitude of s.t. to move in a wriggling fashion, or for s.t. to have a multitude of things wriggle over it. 
	Nanghibuk (mihibuk) ang ulud ibabaw sa 
	318 hibul -higda 
	patayng iru or Ang patayng iru nangbibuk sa mga ulud, Worms are squirming over the dog's carcass. Hastang nakabibuk sa mga tawung mitabu sa Papa, My, how the crowd swarmed to meet the Pope. 2 for the children in a family to be numerous. Pagkuntrul mu kay nangbibuk Jang nang inyung mga anak, Practice birth control because you have so many children. 
	patayng iru or Ang patayng iru nangbibuk sa mga ulud, Worms are squirming over the dog's carcass. Hastang nakabibuk sa mga tawung mitabu sa Papa, My, how the crowd swarmed to meet the Pope. 2 for the children in a family to be numerous. Pagkuntrul mu kay nangbibuk Jang nang inyung mga anak, Practice birth control because you have so many children. 

	hibul v 1 (A2S) have wet mucous in the nose. Nagbibul ang sip-un, His nose is dripping. 2 (A; cl] sniff mucous up into the nose. hibulhibul v [A; cl] for the mucous to come in and out of the nostrils. 
	hibulung see •BULUNG" 
	3

	hibulus n diarrhea. suka-vomiting and diarrhea. v [B14; a4b6] have diarrhea. Nagbibulus (gibibulus) siya sa bilabibang kaun, She had diarrhea from eating too much. 
	hibun v [B 2S; a 1] for a depression to get filled up or covered. Mubibun ang balikbaw ug manambuk, The collarbone becomes covered with flesh when one gets stout. Mabibun ang bubag basta magbungut pa, Boilsbecome plump and full while they are still in the swelling stage. Nagkabibun ang lungag nga butanganan ug basura, The garbage pit is gradually getting full. Gibihunnila ang atabay, They covered the well over. 
	hibung v [A; b5] apply ointment to relieve swelling. Hibungun (bibungan) nakug ityul angbu bag, I'm going to apply ichthyol ointment on the boil. n ointment put on swellings.
	*hibunghibung ka-an n thickets. 
	htbus v [A1B12] for a sack or flexible container to puncture, break so that it loses its contents; cause it to do so. Nahibus ang bulsita ug nausik ang sulud, The bag burst and the contents spilled out. 
	hibuylas see •uuvLAs. 
	hid n chief, boss. Nanangbid si Pipi sa iyang bid, Pepe asked permission to go out from his boss. v [B156; c6] be, become the head of s. t. -titsir n principal of a school with only three or four grades. 
	hidban n headband. v 1 [A; b6(1)) wear a headband. 2 [A; cl) make into a headband. 
	hidhid v 1 [A; c] smear viscous material onto s.t. Hidbirig grasa ang ibi, Smear grease onto the axle. 2 [AC2; b] have sexual intercourse (humorous). Nakit-ang nakigbidbid didtus butil, Was seen having sexual relations in a hotel. 
	-
	1 

	hidhid= LIDGID. 
	2 

	hidkwartir n headquarters. 2 center of operations. v (Al3; c6] have one's headquarters, make into headquarters. 
	hidlaw v [Al2; a3b3(1)] long for, feel a strong yearning for. Gibidlaw akug manuk, I long for chicken meat. Unsay imung gikabidlawan? What are you longing for? kan yearning, longing. Kining akung kabidlaw nimu, My longing for you. 
	hidlayit n headlights. v [A; c] put headlights onto s.t. 
	. ' 
	' 

	h1ga = HIGKU. 
	higad n 1 steep slope, place sloping sharply. 
	Higad kaayu ang bagdan, The stairs are very steep. 2 shallow part of the sea near the seashore or shoreline. v 1 [B; c 1] get to be steep, make s.t. steep. Mu rag nagkabigad ang bungtud sa nadugay nakung tungas, After I had been climbing for some time, the slope seemed to be getting steeper and steeper. 2 [AP3; cP] go to the shallows. Mubigad (mupabigad) mi sa bapun, We goto the shallows in the afternoon. 
	higal, higal a having strong sexual desire. v[B12; b6] be, become highly desirous for sex. Mabigal kag mutumar ka aning tambala, You're going to get sexed up if you take this medicine. ka-n sexual lust. 
	higala n good friend. Higala kaayu mi si Mariya, Mary and I are very good friends. v[A23SC; ac3] befriend, be, become friends. Nakabigala kug Amirkana, l made friends with an American girl. Mabimu bang magbigala ta? May we be friends? Higalaa angimung mga silingan, Make friends with your neighbors. Gikabigala ku siya sa Mindanaw,I became friends with him in Mindanao.kahigalaan n one's group of friends. man� n people who are friends. Ang duba ka managbigala nagkabildubay, The two friends were conversing. 
	higalam, higam see •GALAM. 
	higanti a 1 giant. 2 of giant size. v [B12; b6] be, become a giant, gigantic. higantihiganti n figure of a giant for parades and processions. higantihun a gigantic.
	higasbut short form: gasbut. exclamation ofdisapproval or displeasure at s.t. Gasbut ba sab nang tawbana uy, ingun muuban, unya di diay tu, Darn that man. He says he will go and at the last moment he says he won't. 
	Gasbut sad ning sipira uy ! Di man masira, Confound this zipper! It won't close. Higasbut bayang baybana! Di pabayli mu raggwapa, To hell with that woman! She refuses to dance. You'd think she was beautiful or s.t. 
	hiw = HIGAL. higayun see GAYUN. 
	ga

	higda v 1 [A; b6(1)) lie down. Kanang katri 
	higlru -higut 
	mauy bigdai, Lie down on that bed. 2 spendthe night. Adtu ku mubigda sa butil, I'll stay in the hotel. 2a [b6] stay s.w. to comply with a social obligation. Higdaan ku sad sila arun way mabay, I'll also stay a night at their house, so there will be no recriminations. 3 [a12] put s.t. down in a lying p� sition. Atung bigdaun (pabigdaun) ang pusti kay atung sipilyaban, We'll lay the postdown because we have to plane it. 4 [Al 3]-sa banig be bedridden. U sa na ka bulan karun nga nagbigda siya sa banig, She h
	mauy bigdai, Lie down on that bed. 2 spendthe night. Adtu ku mubigda sa butil, I'll stay in the hotel. 2a [b6] stay s.w. to comply with a social obligation. Higdaan ku sad sila arun way mabay, I'll also stay a night at their house, so there will be no recriminations. 3 [a12] put s.t. down in a lying p� sition. Atung bigdaun (pabigdaun) ang pusti kay atung sipilyaban, We'll lay the postdown because we have to plane it. 4 [Al 3]-sa banig be bedridden. U sa na ka bulan karun nga nagbigda siya sa banig, She h
	nqng tawbana tun
	gu


	higku a dirty and wet. Ang tugkaran higku sa tingulan, The yard is dirty and wet during the rainy season. v [B; b6) be, become dirty and wet. Baldiyubi ang salug kay nagbigku ang bugaw ug tubig, Rinse off thefloor because the dirt and water are making a mess. 
	kaa
	yu 

	' '
	' '
	' '
	'


	higmuyu = HISAGMUYU. see SAGMUYU.
	higpit a 1 narrow, for s.t. to be small such that it restricts motion, causes difficulty. Higpit nga dalan, Narrow street. Higpit ang panaptun para bimuung bistida, The cloth is too narrow to make into a dress. Higpit ang amung balay para namung tanan, Ourhouse is too small for all of us. 2 strict, holding a tight rein on s.t. Higpit siya sa mga impli.vadu, He is very strict with the employees. Higpit kaayu mupaguwang kwarta, He keeps tight control over his money. 3be in tight financial circumstances. Higp
	s.o. Higpiti ang imung anak kay dalaga ra ba, Be strict with your daughter. She is full grown now. 2 [B2; b4] be in a tight financial situation. Kanang wa usbawig swildu higpitan run sa panimuyu, Whoever didn't 
	s.o. Higpiti ang imung anak kay dalaga ra ba, Be strict with your daughter. She is full grown now. 2 [B2; b4] be in a tight financial situation. Kanang wa usbawig swildu higpitan run sa panimuyu, Whoever didn't 

	get a raise is going to find life difficult now. 
	p v [A; a] sip, take in liquid by sucking it up with air, take in air in the same manner. Higupi ug diyutay kay miawas ang bir sa basu, Sip off a little beer because it is running over. -an, a.nan n s.t. from which one sips a liquid. 
	hi
	gu

	s v [B2S] for a body to waste away, become thin rapidly. Mihis ang lawas sa masakitun, The sick person's body wasted away. (➔) v [B4] thin out in quantity, output. Mibigus na ang iyang mga suki, His customers have dropped in number.Nagkabigus na ang bunga sa lubi, The coc� nut trees are yielding less and less. 
	higus, hi
	gu
	gu

	higut v la [A; b6(1)] tie s.t. up.Higti ang iru arun di kapaak, Tie the dog up so it can't bite. lb [A; c] tie s.t. to s.t. Ihigut ang manuk sa kural, Tie the chicken to the fence. Ibigut ang duyan sa kabuy, Tie the hammock to the tree. le -sa pilitina [b(l)] for a man to be married (lit. tied to the apron strings) (humorous). Gibigtan na na sa pilitina, He's already hitched. ld [B126) -satrabahu be tied to one's work. Wa ku kaduaw nimu kay nabigut ku sa trababu, I was not able to visit you because I wa
	c] raise a gamecock. Mangbigut kug mga igtalari, I'll raise gamecocks. 4tie up money. 4a [B1256; b8) for an amount of money to be tied up in s.t. Nahigut akung pubunansa nigusyu, My capital is tied up in the business. Nabigtan niyag tris ang akung diyis, Three pesos of the ten I won belong to him.(Lit. Three pesos of his are tied up to myten.) 4b [AC; b6] have money tied in a common amount to dispense with making change (as for example, in gambling where tmi aring diyis, Our money is all included in that t
	money keeps changing hands). Nagkabi
	gu
	e

	higwaus -htkay 
	wife to tie him up). 2 -sa pilitina for a man to get married (allow himself to get tied to an apron stri). Di ku magpabigut sa pilitina, I won't get hitched. higtanan n place s.t. is tied. tigulang sa higtanan v [B2] get to be a spinster. Maayu pang matiguwang sa bigtanan kay sa maminyu nimu, I'd rather be an old maid than marry you. ig-1-(�) n s. t. used to tie s. t. -in-n s. t. tied to s.t. hinigtan n 1 gamecock. 2 s.t. tied up. hinigtag la.nut money which is not readily dispensed (lit. tied with abaca
	wife to tie him up). 2 -sa pilitina for a man to get married (allow himself to get tied to an apron stri). Di ku magpabigut sa pilitina, I won't get hitched. higtanan n place s.t. is tied. tigulang sa higtanan v [B2] get to be a spinster. Maayu pang matiguwang sa bigtanan kay sa maminyu nimu, I'd rather be an old maid than marry you. ig-1-(�) n s. t. used to tie s. t. -in-n s. t. tied to s.t. hinigtan n 1 gamecock. 2 s.t. tied up. hinigtag la.nut money which is not readily dispensed (lit. tied with abaca
	ng
	Ug mubatag, usa ra gi
	yu


	higwaus v 1 [B16) be uneasy, anxious. Nagbigwaus siya kay dugayng nauli ang iyang anak, She felt uneasy because her daughter came home late. 2 [A13] be uneasy because of a desire to do s.t. Nagbigwaus siya ug adtu sa bayli, He is anxious to get to the dance. ka-n uneasiness, anxiety. 
	hi hi word used in writing to represent the sound of laughter.hihin v [B26; a12] flock, move in groups. 
	Mibibin pagpanulud ang mga tawu sa simbaban sa kalit nga pag-ulan, The people flocked into the church when it suddenly 
	Mibibin pagpanulud ang mga tawu sa simbaban sa kalit nga pag-ulan, The people flocked into the church when it suddenly 
	,
	rained. Away ang nakapabibin sa mga tawu 
	pagpanagan, The fight made the people run away en masse. (<E-) v [Al3] move in great numbers s.w. 

	Hihuba = HIYUBA.
	hik n form used in writing to represent hiecoughs or the sound emitted by a drunk.
	hikabhikab v [A13] for the heart to beat fast in excitement at the thought of achieving a great desire. Naghikabbikab kug pakigkita sa akung tratu, I'm all excited about meeting my girl friend. 
	hikad = mKLAD.
	hikadhikad = HIKABHIKAB.
	hikap v 1 [A; ab2] touch, feel s.t. with the hand or fingers. Mubikap siMama sa agtangsa gibilantan, Mother would feel the forehead of the feverish child. Kinsay naghikap aring bungbung nga bag-ung pinintalan? 
	,
	,
	Who touched this freshly painted wall? Atukunung hikapun ug binug na ba ning kaymitu, Letme touch this star apple to see if it is ripe yet. 2 [A3S; a3] use s.t. which requires manual dexterity. Ambut ug antipa ba ku kay dugayng wa ku makahikap (makabikap) ug sista, I wonder if I still can do it. I haven't touched the guitar in a lotime. 3 [A; a12] touch, use s.o. else's things 
	gu
	ng


	without perm1ss1on. Ayawg bikapa nang mga butang dui imu, Don't touch otherpeople's things. 4 [Al2] come to own s.t. 
	Wa pa giyud ku makahikap ug singkwinta pisus tibuuk, l have never gotten my hands on a fifty-peso bill. 5 [A12; a3] get hold of 
	s.t. to use it. Wa tay mabikap nga magastu sa uspital, We don't have access to any funds to pay for her hospitalization. 6 [A12] -sa dill hilikapun scratch a part of the body that doesn't itch out of frustration or in not knowiwhat to do. Bidang apikiha naku sa kwarta. Makahikap ta sa dili bilikapun, 
	ng 

	My! I'm so short of money! I'm scratching my head, even though it doesn't itch. 7 [A 123S] -sa lubut for s.t. good to happen to s.o. to make him do s.t. unwonted andparticularly nice. Mibangkag paniudtu. Nakabikap dagway sa lubut, He treated us to lunch.S.t. good must have happened to him.8 [A2] -ug tubig get oneself wet. Disiyamubikap ug tubig ug naa niya, She doesn't bathe when she menstruates. hikaphikap v[A3] twiddle or toy with s.t. Nagbikapbikap si Dinsiyu sa iyang bungut, Denciotwiddled with his be
	hikata 1 for the eye to look distorted due to a scar on the eyelid. 2 be crooked from being buttoned wrong or sewn so that the edges don't match up. v [B126; b6] get to look crooked or distorted. Nahikat ang iyang mata dibang miuwat ang mibutu niyang buwinggit, His eyes got a distorted appearance when the stye formed a scar. Nahikat ang iyang sinina kay wa magtungud ang pagkabutunis, Her dress is buttoned wrong and is all crooked. 
	hikaw v [A; c) deny, deprive one of s.t. 
	1
	1

	which he should have. Dili ku ikaw bikawansa imung pangayuun, I won't deny you your request. Ginuu, ayaw intawun ibikaw kanaku ang langitnung kalipay, God, please don't deny me heavenly bliss. -in-an a devoid or deprived of s.t., esp. of very important necessities. Batang binikawan sa inabanung gugma, A child deprived of a mother's love. -an(➔) a depriviothers, selfish. ka-an(➔)n selfishness. 
	ng 

	hikaw= HIGAL. 
	2 

	hikay v 1 [A; a] prepare food. Kinsay mubikay sa atung pagkaun? Who will prepare our food? 2 [A; a] hold a banquet, eating party. Maghikay mi rung Pasku, We shall have a banquet this Christmas. 3 [A; a12J process or arrange in preparation of s.t.Mugikan mi ug mahikay na ang amung pasapurt� We'll leave when our passports are processed. Ang tahu gihikay n_i H. M. Kan
	-

	hikdat -hila321 
	1 

	ta, The report was prepared by H. M. Cantago. n feast, banquet. -in-n s.t. prepared. -1-un n things used for preparation. tig-, tag(➔) n 1 cook. 2 person in charge of prepar
	ta, The report was prepared by H. M. Cantago. n feast, banquet. -in-n s.t. prepared. -1-un n things used for preparation. tig-, tag(➔) n 1 cook. 2 person in charge of prepar
	gu
	-

	1ng s.t. 
	•


	hikdat v [B; cl] for eyebrows to arch. Mubikdat ang kilay niya basta masuku siya, Hereyebrows become arched when she is angry. a eyebrows that are arched. 
	hikihiki = HUKUHUKU,
	hiklad v [A; c] 1 lay, spread out, usually for display. Ayaw ibiklad ang inyung baligya saasiras, Don't spread your wares on the sidewalk. 2 unfold, make known s.o.'s secrets. Gihiklad sa huwis ang iyang mga tinaguan, The judge laid open all his secrets. 
	hiklad v [A; c] 1 lay, spread out, usually for display. Ayaw ibiklad ang inyung baligya saasiras, Don't spread your wares on the sidewalk. 2 unfold, make known s.o.'s secrets. Gihiklad sa huwis ang iyang mga tinaguan, The judge laid open all his secrets. 
	hiklin, hikling v 1 [AB26; c] put s.t. aside and out of the way, step aside. Ang mga naparut mihikling Jang sa daplin, The losers stepped aside. Jhiklin ang siya sa iskina, Putthis chair away in the corner. 2 [A2; b(l)] take refuge, hide. Swirting nakabiklin siya luyu sa kabuy, Luckily he was able to hide behind the tree. 3 [A; c] save, set aside. Magbiklin tag _kwarta para sa atung katigulangun, We should set aside some amount for our old age. Duna siyay gibikling nga pagkaun para nimu, She has put some
	We moved away when our house burnt down.hikluhiklu v [AP; clP] shake the head from side to side in embarrassment upon asking 
	s.o. for s.t. or when praised. Nagpabiklubiklu (naghiklubiklu) kay naikug, She was shaking her head out of embarrassment.
	hiknat, hiknit v [A; a12] pull slightly with the fingers as if stretching s.t. Wala kung kabantay nga kadtung tawung nagbiknat sa akung dunggan mauy nagkawat sa ariyus, I
	did not notice that the man who was pulling 
	my ears was stealing my earrings.
	hiktarya = IKT ARY A. 
	hiktin a 1 narrower than normal. Hiktin kaayung dalana. Di kaagiag trak, This street is too narrow for a truck to pass through. 
	Hiktin ra ning panaptuna para bistidubun, 
	This piece of cloth is too narrow for a dress. Labihan kabiktin sa iyang sinina, Her dress was way too small. 2 narrow-minded. Hiktin kaayu siyagmga pangbunabuna sa pulitika, Heisvery narrow-minded about politics. v [B2; b6] be, become too narrow, small. hikug v 1 [AB; a] strangle, hang oneself. Diriyut ku mabikug kay gibira ang akung kurbata, l almost choked to death because s.o. pulled my necktie. Magbikug na Zang ku kay 
	gibulagan ku, I'll hang myself because we broke up. 2 [B146; b6l commit suicide by any means. Pangpang nga iyang gibikugan, The cliff where he committed suicide. t 

	hikuhiku v [AP; clP] 1 rock, shake with laughter, dancing. Nagbikuhiku siya pagkinatawa, She rocked back and forth with laughter. Maakaayu siyang mubikuhiku sa lawas samtang nagsayaw, She swayed her body beautifully as she danced. 2 = HIKLU
	yu 
	-

	,
	,
	HIKLU.

	hikum v [A; c2] do s.t. stealthily t_o,avoid being noticed.Mibikum siyag sud sa kwartu sa babayi, He went inside the room of the girl stealthily. Hikumi (ibikum) ug batag ang . kwarta, Give him. the money secretly. adone in a stealthy, furtive manner. 
	hikut= HIGUT.
	1 

	hikuta 1 slant-eyed. Hikutugmgamataang 
	2
	2
	kasagaran sa mga Hapun, Japanese are usually slant-eyed. 2 Japanese. Ang mga ayruplanung bikut, Japanese airplanes. v [B; b6] be, become slant-eyed. 

	hikutar v [A; al2] attend to s.t. and get it done. Si Papa ang muhikutar (maghikutar) pagpangitag balay nga atung kabalbinan, Fa
	ther will take care of looking for a house for us to move to. hikutadu a taking great care, being very concerned.Angpurman bikutadu nga mahuman dayun ang trabahu, The foreman sees to it that the work gets done right away. v [B12) get to be attentive to s.t. 
	ther will take care of looking for a house for us to move to. hikutadu a taking great care, being very concerned.Angpurman bikutadu nga mahuman dayun ang trabahu, The foreman sees to it that the work gets done right away. v [B12) get to be attentive to s.t. 

	hikuy v [A; c 1) do s. t. stealthily to avoid being noticed. M uhikuy siyag biya sa bay magabii, He sneaks out of the house at night. 
	hikyad = HIKLAD.
	hila.v [A; al] 1 m9ve, do s.t. slowly while at the same time wiggling the body. Naghila siya sa dalan, She wiled as she walked down the street. Ayaw hilaa_(ibila) ang imung lini-· bukan kay mu ra kag bayut, Don't wigglewhile you walk or you will look like a fairy. 2 wriggle staying in place or wriggle out of 
	1 
	gg

	s.t. Nagawas ang bata sa banig kay mibila man, The baby wriggled off the edge of the mat. Gibila na Zang sa ginapus ang iyang la-was arun muiskapu, The man that was tied wriled around in order to escape. 3 cheat,swindle s.t. out of s.o. (slang). Gihila nila ang katigayunan sa tigulang, They swindledthe' property out of the old man. (➔) nan edible marine slug, usually found clinging to stones. hilahila n general name for slugs and snails, land and marine. hilahila v [A; b6] 1 wrile around. 2 remain seated,_ 
	s.t. Nagawas ang bata sa banig kay mibila man, The baby wriggled off the edge of the mat. Gibila na Zang sa ginapus ang iyang la-was arun muiskapu, The man that was tied wriled around in order to escape. 3 cheat,swindle s.t. out of s.o. (slang). Gihila nila ang katigayunan sa tigulang, They swindledthe' property out of the old man. (➔) nan edible marine slug, usually found clinging to stones. hilahila n general name for slugs and snails, land and marine. hilahila v [A; b6] 1 wrile around. 2 remain seated,_ 
	gg
	gg


	Figure
	hilav [A3P; all make a slash in flesh with 
	hilav [A3P; all make a slash in flesh with 
	2 

	s.t. sharp. Hilaa ang pinaakan sa bitin ug padug-a, Slit the snakebite and let it bleed. 

	hilab, hfiab v [A; ab2] slice off a thin flat piece. Akuy mubilab sa isda nga ipaun, I'll slice off some of the flesh from the fish to use as bait. (➔) n the sharp edge of a blade.
	hilabn empty or smarting sensation in thestomach caused by hunger, fear, or acidity. v [B46; a4b4] feel a sharp revolting sensation on the pit of the stomach due to hunger, fear, etc. Nagbilab ang akung tiyan sakagutum, My stomach hurts due to hunger, Mu rag bilabun ang akung atay sa kakuyaw, 
	2 

	I seem to feel a sharp pang in the pit of my stomach because of my fear. Muinum kug litsi basta bilaban ku sa tiyan, l drink milk when my stomach hurts. 
	I seem to feel a sharp pang in the pit of my stomach because of my fear. Muinum kug litsi basta bilaban ku sa tiyan, l drink milk when my stomach hurts. 

	hilabut see LABUT.
	hilada n 1 food put on ice to keep from spoiling. 2 drink made with scraped ice, sugar, water, and flavoring. 2a = KARIL.ADA, see KAHIL. v 1 [A; a12l put food on ice to keep it from spoiling. Hiladabun ang mga isda arun di madubuk, The fish will be put on ice so they will not spoil. 2 [A; a] prepare iced drinks. hiladur n one who putsfood on ice. 
	2

	hilak v [A2S; b3cl cry. Nagbilak si Pitra kay gibyaan sa tratu, Petra wept because her boy friend left her. Di na angayng bilakan,That's not worth crying about. Wa na kuy Juba nga ibilak, I have no more tears to cry.mag-ang panahun ug dill v [A13l [so-andso] is sure to happen. Magbilak ang ad/aw ug dili siya mabubug, That'll be the day when he doesn't get drunk. n 1 action of crying. 2 turn to cry. (➔) = MA-(➔). hilakhilak, hinilakay a tear jerker. Sagad sa mga salidang Tagalug mga bilakbilak, Most Tagal
	hilam v 1 [A; a12b2] search for s.t. by feeling about with the hands. Gibilam niya ang iyang pusil sa uluban, He felt about for his gun on the headboard. 2 [A; a12] feel a surface in detail with the fingertips. Hilama akung ulu di ba naay bukul, Feel my head and you will find a bump. 3 [c3] be at one's disposal, available for an emergency. Wa giyud tay mabilam nga bugas, We can't get our hands on any rice. paN-v [A 13] feel 
	one's way around in the dark. Misulud siya sa kwartu nagpangbilam sa ngitngit, He went into the room groping around in the dark. hilamun n weeds growing in a cultivated field. Ang mga bilamun makasawut sa bumay, Weeds stunt the growth of the rice. 
	hilam-us v 1 [A; b6(1)] wash s.o.'s face. Akuy 1nubilam-us sa bata, l will wash the child's face. 2 {cl take insults, shame with equanimity without being unduly perturbed. Ihilam-us ku na Jang ang ilang mga pangyubit, l won't pay any attention to their hoots of derision. paN-v [A2; b6(1)] wash one's face. Mangbilam-us siya una matulug, She washes her face before going to bed. -anan, paN-an n vessel for washing the face.
	hilan a 1 {or an uncultivated, unpopulated area to be disease-infested or infested with supernatural beings. Hilan nga dapit ang gibatag sa gubyirnu, The land that the government gave was disease-infested forest land. Misum-uk sila sa bilan nga lasang, They came into alonely and frightening forest. 2 place that is dangerous because of the type of people that live there. Hilan kaayu ang Tundung puy-an. Dagbang naglukluk nga kriminal, Tondo is a dangerous place tolive. There are so many criminals around. v{
	hilanat n fever. Taas kaayu ang iyang bilanat, His fever is very high. v [B46; b4] have a fever. Gibilantan (mibilanat) ang bata ganina sa buntag, The child had a fever (developed a fever) this morning. hilantan v [Al3l have a fever. Nagbilantan ang bata, The child has a fever. -un(➔)a feverish, about to have a fever.
	hilang a for things in a row or woven to be further apart than they should be. Hilang ug ngipun, Having teeth far apart. Hilang pagkalala, Woven too loosely. Hilang pagkatanum ang mais, The corn was planted too far apart. v (B; b6c 1] be too far apart. Mubilang ang mga lugas sa mais ug way abunu, The corn will bear ears lacking in kernels if it isn't fertilized. 
	hilangyud = HULANGYUD.
	hilap v 1 [A; a] cut a wide slice off s.t. Akuymuhilap sa karni nga kusahusun, I'll slice the meat to make it into jerked meat. 2 [A 3P; a12] affect one's feelings deeply. Dawbilapun ang akung kasingkasing nga magsudung sa mga binyaan, l was touched to the depths of my heart looking at the abandon
	-

	hilas -hilis 
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	ed children. ma-un a touching deeply.
	ed children. ma-un a touching deeply.

	hilas v [AN; c] give s.o. a small share of s.t. one has obtained. Gibilasan mig tagsa ka sipisa iyang saging, He gave us each a hand of bananas. 
	hllas a obscene, lewd. Hilas nga sini, Obscenemovies. Hilas kaayu kang manult� yOUtalk terribly lewdly. v 1 [B12; b4] be, become lewd, find s. t. so. Gibilasan kung nagtan-aw anang law-ay nga salida, I was revolted looking at that dirty movie. 2 [A13; b4] make oneself revolting, ridiculous by doing s.t. improper. Nagbilas kag kanta mu rag dil, yabag, You are making yourself ridiculous• singing off key like that. Gibilasan ku sa iyang bambug, I find it revolting the way he brags. 
	hilaw a 1 uncooked, raw. Hilaw pa nang kanun, The rice is still uncooked. 2 unripe, green. Aslum ang manggang bilaw, Greenmangoes taste sour. 3 pale, light in color.
	Hilaw nga pagkapula ang pintal sa ilang balay, Their house is painted a pale red. 4 forone's facial expression to be artificial and unnatural. Hilaw ang iyang pahim kay sad-an naku siya, She gave me a forced smile because she had a guilty conscience for what she did to me. 4a having an embarrassed expression on the face. Hilaw ang ilang dagway sa nasakpan sila, They had anembarrassed expression on their faces when they were caught. 5 in phrases: bibingkanga!-n woman's genitalia. budbud nga -npenis. -nga a
	Hilaw nga pagkapula ang pintal sa ilang balay, Their house is painted a pale red. 4 forone's facial expression to be artificial and unnatural. Hilaw ang iyang pahim kay sad-an naku siya, She gave me a forced smile because she had a guilty conscience for what she did to me. 4a having an embarrassed expression on the face. Hilaw ang ilang dagway sa nasakpan sila, They had anembarrassed expression on their faces when they were caught. 5 in phrases: bibingkanga!-n woman's genitalia. budbud nga -npenis. -nga a
	yu

	s.t. halfway. Kinsay nagbilaw sa paglutu sakan-un? Who cooked the rice that is halfdone? 2 [B6; a12] get an artificial, forced expression on the face. 3 [B16; a12) get an embarrassed expression on the face. 4 [B12 
	56) be unripe, green. Ug mabilaw ang mangga ayawg ipakaun sa bata, If the mango is green, don't give it to the child to eat. tagilhaw a not yet fully ripe. 

	•hfiay ka-an n carnal vices. balay sa ka-an nhouse of prostitution. 
	hilbas n k.o. herb, cultivated for medicinal uses: Artemisia vulgaris. 
	hilhig a for s.t. woven to have threads displaced. Hilbig nga pagkalala ang banig, Apoorly woven mat, such that some threads are out of place. v [B; a2] for the threads in a piece of cloth to get pushed far apart. Dali rang mabilhig ning muskitiru, Thethreads ofthe mosquito net easily get loose. 
	hilhil v [A; a] slice a piece off of s.t. which has bulk. Hilbila ang kunggu sa imung su
	-

	wang, Cut the wart off your chin. 
	wang, Cut the wart off your chin. 

	hilibis v [A; ab] saw or cut thin pieces offthe edge of s.t. flat. Nagbilibis kug lubi para usap-usapun, I sliced off the edge of the coconut meat to munch. -in-n thin strips sliced off the edges. 
	hilig v 1 [B;a] be leaning, tilted to one side. 
	Mihilig ang sakayan nga gibapak sa balud,
	The boat leaned to one side as it was battered by the waves. 2 develop a tendency, inclination. Nabilig siya sa panugal kay nakadaug man siyag kausa, He developed an inclination for gambling because he won once. n inclination, liking. Wa kuy bilig sa pangwarta, I have no interest in making money. (➔)a tilted. n counterbalance in kites attached to the wing to make the wing tilt upwards and stabilize the flight. v (a] put such acounterbalance on a kite. ma-, ma-un fondof. 
	The boat leaned to one side as it was battered by the waves. 2 develop a tendency, inclination. Nabilig siya sa panugal kay nakadaug man siyag kausa, He developed an inclination for gambling because he won once. n inclination, liking. Wa kuy bilig sa pangwarta, I have no interest in making money. (➔)a tilted. n counterbalance in kites attached to the wing to make the wing tilt upwards and stabilize the flight. v (a] put such acounterbalance on a kite. ma-, ma-un fondof. 

	hilihud = HULUWD.
	hilikuptir n helicopter. v [A13;a12] ride ona helicopter. 
	hilimasaw v [A; b] rinse the body off. Hilimasawi si Dyunyur sa sabun, Rinse the soap off of Junior. paN· rinse oneself off. Nangbilimasaw ku gikan sa pagkaligu sa dagat, 
	After I went swimming in the ocean I rinsed 
	myself off. 
	hiling v 1 [AN; a12) examine s.t. carefully, touching it to see what is there. Gibiling ni-• ya ang iru ug may libun ba, He examined the dog to see if there were any ticks. 2 [A; al2] examine one's health. Ayawg pingug bilngun ang imung mata sa duktur, Don'tclose your eyes when the doctor examines them. 
	yu

	hilira n line of objects. v [A; cl] put, be in a line or row. Nagbilira sa kadagban ang iyang sapatus, She has rows upon rows of shoes. hilis v [AB2; aP) 1 for·s.t. to lose part of its bulk by melting, friction, dissolution; cause 
	s.t. to do so. Ang batuung karsada mubilis ug guma, A rough road wears tires down. Mubilis ang yilu ug biinitan, Ice melts if youleave it in the sun. Ang ihirsisyu makapabilis (makabilis) sa tambuk, Exercise gets rid of fat. Hilisa (pabilisa) ang tablita sa tubig, Let the tablet dissolve in the water. 2 digest. Wa ku kabilisi sa akung gikaun, I didn't digest my dinner. 3 [B1256] feel small. Nabi
	·
	·

	lis ku sa kaulaw, I felt small on account of my shame. (�) 1 worn down, having part melted away. Hilis ug tikud ang sapatus, Theshoes are worn down at the heels. 2backingdown in a fight. Hilis ming tanan anang bagisa, We're all scared of that toughie. 3 expression promising harm to s.o. Hilis giyud 
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	Artifact
	mu naku ug inyu kung sulayan, You'll see what I'm like (lit. you'll be worn down) if you test me. v [AB; a12] back down in a fight, cause s.o. to do so. -in-an(Ł)"-n fattyflesh cooked until the fat melts and only a hard crust remains. 
	mu naku ug inyu kung sulayan, You'll see what I'm like (lit. you'll be worn down) if you test me. v [AB; a12] back down in a fight, cause s.o. to do so. -in-an(Ł)"-n fattyflesh cooked until the fat melts and only a hard crust remains. 

	hilit a secluded, isolated in location. Hilitning lugara kay layug silingan, This place issecluded because there are no near neighbors. v [B12S6] be a secluded place. Ug mabilit ang Lugar, bayan alabtan, If the place is secluded, there are likely to be ghosts. p�v[A; c] go to a secluded place. Nagpabilit sila a"'n makalugar, They went to a secluded place to do it. ka-an, kahilithilitan n isolated, secluded places. kin�an n most isolated, secluded place. 
	hilmit n helmet. v [A; b6(1)] wear a helmet. hilmithilmit n glans penis (humorous). 
	hilt sintir n public health clinic. v [a12] make into a health clinic. 
	hilu n poison ingested. v 1 [A; b] poison s.t. or s.o. Kinsay nagbilu sa iru? Who poisonedthe dog? la poison s.o. by magical means. Manghilu sila pinaagi sa taybup, They poison people by blowing on them. 2 [A; b(l)] give s.o. bad or wrong ideas about s.t. Kinsay mibilu nimu batuk naku? Who poisoned your mind against me? Gibiluan niya akungbunahuna bahin sa pagpalit ug awtu, He gave me the bad idea of buying a car. 3 [A 13) commit suicide by taking poison. Nagbilu siya kay gibulagan sa tratu, He poisoned
	2) kill with poison. Ang tubli makabilu sa isda, The derris plant kills fish by poisoning them. 2 [B126) be physically affected by astench. Bahung makahilu, A stench that knocks you over. hiluan none who practices magical poisoning. One becomes a biluanonly by killing a member of his own familyand must continue killing at a specified rate to stay alive and healthy. 
	2) kill with poison. Ang tubli makabilu sa isda, The derris plant kills fish by poisoning them. 2 [B126) be physically affected by astench. Bahung makahilu, A stench that knocks you over. hiluan none who practices magical poisoning. One becomes a biluanonly by killing a member of his own familyand must continue killing at a specified rate to stay alive and healthy. 

	hllu n thread. -dikarita n spool of thread. -nga pinalus n skein thread. 
	hilu n expression used upon answering the phone: hello. v [A2] say hello on the phone. hflugv 1 [AN; b6(1 )] rub oil on the skin. Hilugi ug linimintu ang pamaul, Rub linimenton the sore muscles. 2 [A;bS] give the extreme unction. Gihilug (gibilugan) siya sa pan, He was given the extreme unction by the priest. -sa himalatyun n extreme unction.
	hilum a 1silent, quiet. 2secret, not overt. Hilum nga gugma, Secret love. Nagbilak siya sa hilum, He cried in secret. v 1 [B; aP] be silent, quiet. Kun dili mu mubilum sa klasi, 
	Sect
	Artifact

	If you do not keep quiet in class. Nabilum ang mga trababadur pag-abut sa purman, 
	The workers stopped talking when the foreman arrived. 2 [ac) keep s.t. secret, hush 
	s.t. up. Hiluma Lang ang nabitabu, Hush up the incident. Ihilum ning akung isulti nimu, ha, Keep what I'm going to tell you for yourself. Hustu na ning dus syintus ibilum sa pulis, Two hundred pesos is enough to shut the cop up. 3 (aP] for a court case to peter!out.Am'Jut nganu, apan nabilum man Lang tung ilang kasu, I don't know why, but their case was just sort of fizzled out. 4 [A; 
	cl) do s.t. secretly or in silence. Mihilumsiyapaggawas sa kwartu, He sneaked out ofthe room. Hiluma pagkuba ang yawi ni Mama, Get the key from Mother on the sly.(➔) Shut up! Hilum diha! Shut up! paka(➔) v [Al3) keep quiet, remain silent. Nagpakabilum na lamang si Mila sa usa ka suuk, Mila just remained silent in a corner. ka-nsilence. ma-un a peaceful and quiet. -un(➔),ma-un(➔) a not given to talking. 
	hilus v 1 [B26; cl] for s.t. tied securely in place to slip off, move out of place by sliding. Nakabubi ang kanding kay mibilus ang sinumpayan sa pisi, The goat escaped because the knot which tied the two pieces of rope slipped off. Nabilus ang akung pagkuput sa sanga, I lost my hold on the branch. 2 [A1B12; b] for the skin to get burnt by heat or chafing action. Nabilusan (nabilus) akung buktun sa tubig init, My arm got burnt with the hot water. Nagkabilus akung palad pagpinugung sa pasul, My palm is ge
	hilut v 1 [A; a12) massage, pull the bones for medicinal purposes. A wide variety of symptoms are treated by bilut ranging from swellings and fractures to fevers and pains. Maayu siyang mubilut ug piang, He is goodin setting dislocated joints. Kamau siyang mubilut ug batang suhi, He knows how to massage a baby that is upside down in the 
	hiluy -himbangkaagan 
	womb. Hiluta ang tampibak, Massage thetemples. 2 [al 2) repair personal relations.
	womb. Hiluta ang tampibak, Massage thetemples. 2 [al 2) repair personal relations.
	Kadali rang mabilut ang gikabangian sa duruba, It will be easy to settle their differences. 3 [a12) repair a defect with makeshift methods. Dili m.abilut ning dipiktuba kinabanglan ilisan ang pisa, There is no way to take care of this defect without replacing the part. 4 [A2; a12) stretch a failing grade near the borderline to allow the student to pass. n action of massaging. Dili mada sa bilut, Massage can't take care of it. maN-r-,mairr-n folk doctor who treats by massag
	-

	ing.

	hiluy v [B; c] for the eyes to droop. Nagbiluyna ang iyang mata sa kakatuln, Her eyes are drooping from drowsiness. a droopyeyed.
	gu

	hilwas n shoemaker's instrument used to cut and shape material for soles or heels, or to smoothen rough edges in footwear. v [A; b 6(1)) trim, cut with a bilwas. 
	hilwas= HILUWAS. see LUWAS. himabaw see BABAW. 
	2 
	2

	himn oil with magical healing properties obtained from a special k.o. leech. When itis applied to wounds it causes them to close up such that no trace remains. 
	ag 

	himalang v [AN; b4] inflict malicious or unnecessary damage on. Giprisu na ang nagbimang sa dalaga, The man who raped the woman was put in prison. Gibimangan sa kanding ang akung mga masitas, The goats destroyed my potted plants. 
	himalingka v [B126; b3(1)cS) be angered and surprised by s.t. that comes unexpectedly.Nabimalingka ku pagkabibalu nakung gitikasan ku niya, I was taken aback in angerwhen I knew that he cheated me. Ayawgikabimalingka ang akung isulti nimu, Don'treact angrily to what I'm going to tell you. 
	himamat v [AC; ac) 1 for people to find out how they are related to each other. Makigbimamat aku nimug unsa kang pagkauyuana naku, I would like to find out by what relationship you are my uncle. 2 meet and get to know one another. Himamata ang Amirkana, Meet the American lady and get to know her. 3 [A; a) meet s.o. who is arriving and pay him attention. Himamata ang bisita, Greet the visitor and entertain him. Gibimamat siya sa masipang pakpak, He was greeted with loud applause. 3a [a3) meet!one'ssight
	.

	himan n tools, utensils. v [A; b) 1 supply equipment. Ang akung bana mauy nagbiman sa kusina, My husband equipped the 
	himan n tools, utensils. v [A; b) 1 supply equipment. Ang akung bana mauy nagbiman sa kusina, My husband equipped the 
	1

	kitchen with utensils. Himani ang imung anak nga nagtungba, Equip your child with what he needs to study. 2 process, make ready for a purpose. Nagbiman ku sa akungmga dad-unun; I'm preparing the things I'mtaking with me. ka-an n equipment, tools, for doing s.t. 

	himana masculine, he-man. Hfman kaakanang barbiladu, That muscle-man is a real he-man. v [B 126 ;b6] become a he-man. 
	2 
	yu

	him-an(➔) optional alternant of bing-an before bases beginning with b or p.himangnu see MANGNU. 
	himangud v [B126; cS) feel slighted, hurt by s.o.'s actions. Nahimangud ku nimu kay nahibalu ka man diay sa tinuud apan wa giyud ku nimu sultihi, I feel hurt because you knew the truth, but you didn't let on to me. ka-n hurt feelings, resentment. 
	himanhiman as it turned out, [so-:and-so] is not true despite allegations. Miiskuyla kunu siya, apan bimanhfman diay tu didtu sa sinŁ 
	She said she went to school, but!Jhe truth isthat she went to the movie. Inn kang di kamau, himanbiman bansay, You said you didn't know, but it turned out you're real good.
	gu

	•himaraut (from daut) pang-v [A; ac2) scorn 
	s.t., say it is no good. Ug magpasuburnu siya panghimarautun siya, If he lets himself bebribed, people will scorn him. Gipangbimaraut ku ang akung palad, I cursed my fate. Dili maayung ipangbimaraut (pangbimarautan) angpam-isti sa usa ka tawu, It isn't right to look down on a person for his clothes. 
	, ,.
	. 

	hunasaw = HILIMASAW. 
	himaya n spiritual joy, glory. Tugub sa bimayaang ilang kaminyuun, Their marriage was full of bliss. mistiryu sa -the Glorious Mystery, one of the three Mysteries of the Holy Rosary. v [A 13 ; al 2) be glorified. pa-v [b(1)) be blessed. Gipahimayaan �a sa Ginuu ug usa ka masulundun nga anak, You are blessed by God with an obedient child. kaan n glory, joys. Gianud aku sa diwa sa buni ngadtu sa kahimayaan, Iwas drifted by the spirit of the melody to the heights of joy. ma-un a glorious, joyful. Mahimayaun
	yu

	himba v [B2; b6] decrease considerably in quantity or volume. Nganung nahimba (mihimba) ning bugas? Nakuhaag daku, Why
	do we suddenly have so little rice left? S.o. took a lot away from it. 
	himbangkaagan -HIBANGKAAGAN. see 
	*BANGKAAG 
	• 
	• 

	himbay -himugsu 
	himbay a slow-moving, without energy inwalking. v = HIMBAYHIMBAY. himbayhimbay v [AlP; cl) dilly-dally in walking. Nganung nagbimbaybimbay (nagpahimbaybimbay) ka mang naglakaw nga gipadali ka man? 
	Why are you dilly-dallying when I told you to hurry? 2 be wobbly. Nagbimbaybimbay ang ligid kay luag ug buba, The wheel is wobbling because the sleeve bearing is loose. 
	Why are you dilly-dallying when I told you to hurry? 2 be wobbly. Nagbimbaybimbay ang ligid kay luag ug buba, The wheel is wobbling because the sleeve bearing is loose. 

	himbis = HINGBIS.
	himi a cry-baby. v [B2; b6] be, become a cry-baby. himihimi n whimper. v [A; b3] whimper, whine. 
	1

	himi n dirt. a dirty. Himi kaayu kag trabahu. 
	Usha, Your work is very dirty. Do it again. v [B12S; a] make s.t. dirty. Magbimi ta basta magkaun tag ayisdrap, You get dirty if you eat popsicles. Gibimian kus iyang nilutu maung wala ku mukaun, I felt that the food she cooked was dirty so I didn't eat. (➔)= HIMi, a. himihimi v [A; b] make s.t. dirty. -an( ➔) a fond of getting dirty. 
	Usha, Your work is very dirty. Do it again. v [B12S; a] make s.t. dirty. Magbimi ta basta magkaun tag ayisdrap, You get dirty if you eat popsicles. Gibimian kus iyang nilutu maung wala ku mukaun, I felt that the food she cooked was dirty so I didn't eat. (➔)= HIMi, a. himihimi v [A; b] make s.t. dirty. -an( ➔) a fond of getting dirty. 
	2 


	himidya v [AN; b(l)] look down on. Gihimidyaan siya nga mubu, He was looked down on with derision for being short. -an a tending to despise others. 
	himil v [A; al] touch s.t. with the hands. Masuku giyud siyag bimilun ang iyang tinda, 
	She gets mad when s.o. touches her goods. himilhimil v [Al take care of s.o. intimately as a nurse does. 
	She gets mad when s.o. touches her goods. himilhimil v [Al take care of s.o. intimately as a nurse does. 

	himilu n cufflinks. v [A; c) wear cufflinks. 
	himisik see PISIK.
	himnu n hymn. 
	himpit = HINGPIT. 
	himpus v [A13] 1 be of use, do for a purpose. Dili magbimpus nang baligia sa dakung balay, That post won't do for a large house. 2continue to be of service. Dili maghimpusang tibiras ug punayan mug luksuluksu, The cot won't last if you keep jumping on it. 3 for s.t. to come of s.t. Dili magbimpus ang trababu ug byabyaan, Nothing will come of the work if you don't stick to it. 
	himsug a robust and full. v [B2; b6] become robust and full. Mubimsug (mabimsug) ang mga tanum kun pinning abunuban, Theplants will grow robustly if you always put fertilizer on them. ka-n robustness. Ang bitamina makahatag ug kabimsug sa lawas, 
	Vitamins make the body robust. 
	Vitamins make the body robust. 

	himu, himu v 1 [A; a] make, construct. Kamau kang mubimu ug talabanug? Do you know how to make a kite? Himuun kung palu ning kabuya, l will make this piece of wood into a mast. la make s.o. into s.t. Himuun ta kang kapitan, I'll make you a captain. 2 [A; a2) do, perform. Ayawg bimua 
	himu, himu v 1 [A; a] make, construct. Kamau kang mubimu ug talabanug? Do you know how to make a kite? Himuun kung palu ning kabuya, l will make this piece of wood into a mast. la make s.o. into s.t. Himuun ta kang kapitan, I'll make you a captain. 2 [A; a2) do, perform. Ayawg bimua 
	tung imungpanghulga, Don't carry out your threats. 2a conduct or hold an activity. Adtu himua ang miting sa iskuylahan, Themeeting will be held at the schoolhouse. 3 [B12) turn into, become. Ang kawad-un mauy nakahimu (nakapabimu) niyang kawatan, Poverty caused him to become a thief. Nabimung batu ang gikuptan ni Midas, Thething which Midas touched turned into stone. Nahimung sumsuman sa mga tabi, Itbecame the subject of conversation for the town gossips. 4 [Al2; a3] be capable of doing s.t. not usual, a

	That was the biggest fire that happened in the city. n make. Lig-un ni kay himu man ni sa Amirika, This is strong because it is of American make. paka-v [A13; a12) 1 turn oneself, s.t. into s.t. Nagpakahimu siyang kataw-anan, He made himself a laughing stock. 2 to be capable of doing s.t. Unsaun naku pagpakahimug pasulud nimu nga dili ku bawak? How could I give you a job when I have no power? ma-v [B1256] become (Biblical). Ang tanan mamahimu nga yuta human mamatay, All will be transformed into dust after
	made. A kit nang binimu, That was of my 
	own make. 2 s.t. made of. Balay nga hini1nu sa batu, House made of stone. ka-an n accomplishments, results. Gibatbat sa pamunu ang mga kabimuan sa iyang administrasiyun, The president enumerated the accomplishments of his administration. 2 possibility. May kahimuafl usab nga kitang mga tawu kaliwat gikan sa laing planita, There is also a possibility that man is descended from beings from another planet. 3 activities in general. Unsa may kahimuan sa inyung pista? What are the activities in your fiesta?
	himughat see BUGHAT. 
	himugsu (from bugsu2> v [c] deliver, give birth to. Nahimugsuan si Biki ug usa ka batang lalaki, A baby boy was born to Vicky. Si Kristu gibimugsu sa usa ka pasungan, 
	Christ was born in a manger. 2 [B1256; a] be brought into being (literary). Ang bag
	-

	himul -hinag 
	ung nahimugsu nilang lungsud sa kalasangan, 
	ung nahimugsu nilang lungsud sa kalasangan, 
	The town they just created in the forest.
	Ubra maistra nga nahimugsu sa iyang kakugi, 
	The masterwork which his labors brought forth. 3 resu1t from (literary). Panimalus nga nahimugsu sa iyang pagdumut, The revenge that his hatred gave rise to. 

	himul v [Al; b] wipe the face around the mouth. Himuli ang bata kay nagkamumhu ang simud, Wipe the child's face because he has crumbs all over him. paN· v [A; b] wipeone's face. 
	himulalung v [A12; a3b8] 1 have a clear picture of s.o.'s appearance. Nahimuladngan(nahimulalung) naku ang iyang nawung dihang nabayagan siya, l got a clear view of hisface when the light fell on him. 2 remember a face vaguely but not be able to place it exactly. Nakahimulalung tu ku nimu. A si Dyan diay ka, I seem to remember you Oh yes. You're John, aren't you? 3 be aware of s.t. Nakahimulalung ku nga may tawu, piru bangin dagway tu, There seemed to be s.o. tlfere, but probably it was the wind. Dili 
	-

	himulaut (from daut) v [B145] be dying. Gilawalawaan na ang mata sa naghimulaut, 
	The dying man's eyes are blurred. himulus see PULUS° himunga (from bunga) n mother hen. V [Al;
	l 

	a] raise a mother hen. Nakahimunga na siyag wayit lighurn, She has already raised white leghorn mother hens. -an(+-) = HI•
	a] raise a mother hen. Nakahimunga na siyag wayit lighurn, She has already raised white leghorn mother hens. -an(+-) = HI•
	' 
	MUNGA.

	himungawung see ŁUNGJ\LUNG.
	himungaya n consciousness, awareness. Mayhimungaya pa siya sa pagdala namu niya sa uspital, He still was conscious when we brought him to the hospital. v 1 [AB; cl]come to consciousness, bring back to consciousness. M ibimung&ya ang bata sa paghuman ug indiksiyun, The child awakened after the injection. Dakung butu ang naghimungaya sa mga tawu sa kaadlawun, A loud burst awakened the people at dawn. 2 [B12 3; b(l)] become awake to a fact. Nakabibimung&ya sila nga dautan ang ilanggihimu, They became awar
	himungsiyu v [B126;b3] be hurt by s.t. s.o. 
	close did without nurturing resentment on that account. Nabimungsiyu ku niya kay wa siya pautang, He hurt me because he didn't lend me money. 
	himurids n hemorrhage. v [Bl6; a4) have ahemorrhage, · cause hemorrhage. Nagbimurids ang iyang matris, She had a hemorrhage in her uterus. Gibimurids si Biti, Betty hada hemorrhage. 
	himus a cuddly and plump. v· [Bl2; b6] for a child to be cuddly and plump. Gibimusanku nang bataa. Kaayung paakun, That baby is so cuddly. How I'd love to bite it. 
	himutakal see BUT AKAL. 
	himut-uk see PUT-UK. 
	himuylas see •BUYLASA. 
	Hin. n abbreviation for biniral, la. 
	hiN-derivative affix forming verb bases. 1to words which refer to a state or time of day to form verbs which mean 'be almost [such-and-such] a state, time of day'. Verbs of this sort usually have a short penult and occur with mag-(nag-, etc.) and ma-(na-).Sa nagbinigulang na si Tatay, As Dad was moving toward old age. Sa nagbinapus naang pangadyi, As the prayers were about toend. 2 forming verbs referring to an intense action. Naghinud-ung sila ni Mariya bangtud siya miduku, The people kept staring at Ma:r
	1 
	1 
	1 
	-

	hiN-affix added to verbs or nouns to form adjectives which mean 'fond of [noun], [doing verb]'. Hingaun ug lutu, Fond of eating rice. Hinabung, Fond of cockfights.
	2 

	hinabdus, hinablus = HUMABLUS.
	hinabu see TA.BU.
	hinag a sparse, loosely woven. Hinag pagkabablun, Woven loosely. Hinag ang bubuk, Sparse hair. H inag ang mga tawu sa bayliban, There were very few people on the dance floor. v [B2; b6] be, become sparse. Nagkabinag na ang dabun sa tanum kay nagkamatay, The leaves of the plant are getting sparse because it is slowly dying. Muhinag ang kamaisan ug di punaan, The cornfield will lack plants if you do not reseed the 
	hinagdung -hinay 
	1 
	1 
	places that fail to sprout. 
	hinagdung n k.o. small tree of thickets. A fluid which is blown out of the wood is used as a poultice for swellings. The leaves are mixed with water for bathing babies: Trema orientalis.
	hinagiban n 1 weapon. 2 instrument used in about a desired result. Ang kuntratu mauy akung binagiban sa buruka, The contract is my best weapon in the case. v 1[c6] use s.t. as a weapon. Gibinagiban ni Matahari ang iyang kaanyag, Mata Hari used her beauty as a weapon. 2 [Al2] have a weapon.
	bringi
	ng 

	•binahin pa-v [A3] 1 for s.o. over-eager to do s.t. to be restrained or dissuaded. Dina giyud siya magpahinahin sa pagpauli, Shecan't be dissuaded from going home. 2 allowoneself to be left out of s.t., miss out on s.t. (usually in the negative). Di ku magpahinahin. Muuban giyud ku, I won't let myself . 3 allow s.o. to get an advantage. Asa man ku magpahinahin. Unban ku giyud siya, I won't let him get an advantage. I'll beat him to it. 
	be left out. I'll go alo
	ng


	hinalam, hinalam =BIG.ALAM. see *GALAM.hlnam v [B126; b3(1)] be eager, intensely desirous. Ang lamiang pagkaun nakahinam (nakapabinam) kanaku, The delicious food made me eager (to eat dinner). kulba -aanticipated with eagerness and fright. Kulba binam sila nga nagpaabut sa risulta, Theywere in great' suspense as they awaited the outcome. hinamhinam v [B146) be overcome by eagerness. Nagbinamhinam siya sa pag-abut ni Santa Klawus, He is eagerly anticipating Santa's arrival. ka-eagerness to do 
	s.t. ma-un a full of eager anticipation. 
	s.t. ma-un a full of eager anticipation. 

	bin-an(➔) optional alternant of bing-an be
	-

	fore bases beginning with d, e, and s.hinangiban = HINAGIBAN.
	hinangkan see ANAK.
	hinanib see HANIB.
	hinanuk v [B126) 1 be sound asleep. Nabinanuk na ang mga bata. Makalugar na ta, 
	The children are sound asleep. We can do it now. 2 be dormant (literary). Gipukaw mu OU broughtmy dormant emotions to life. 
	The children are sound asleep. We can do it now. 2 be dormant (literary). Gipukaw mu OU broughtmy dormant emotions to life. 
	ang nabinanu k ku nga pagbati, y


	hinas v [A3P; cl] clear an area by burning.
	Mubinas (maghinas) ku sa baul ug muinit, 
	Mubinas (maghinas) ku sa baul ug muinit, 
	I'll burn the plants I cut down when it gets sunny. Nahinas ang mga balay sa iskwatir, The slum area was levelled by the fire.

	hinasa a familiar, acquainted with s.o. or s.t. 
	Hinasa kaayu naku ning nawnga, This face 
	Hinasa kaayu naku ning nawnga, This face 
	looks very familiar to me. Hinasa ku kaa
	yu 


	sa kinabuhing Manilan-un, I'm very familiar with what life in Manila is like. v [B126Cl 3; b6c5] be, become familiar or acquaintedwith. Nagkahinasa mi sa tantung agiagi niya sa amu, We became acquainted because she constantly passed by our place. Gihinasaanku anang tawhana, That person looks familiar to me. 
	•hinaut (from daut) -nga I hope that ... Hinaut untang magmalampusun ka, I hopethat you succeed. v [A2; cl] hope for s.t. to happen. Panghinautan (ipanghinaut) namu ang imung kadaugan, We hope you will be victorious. paN-hopes for s.t. good to happen.
	hinaw v [A2; b] wash the hands. Hmawi ang bata, Wash the child's hands. paN-v [A2;
	b] 1 wash one's hands. Manghinaw ta, Let'swash our hands. 2 paN-sa matag bagul find oneself without money (from the idea thatif one washes with a half a coconut withthe eyes punched out, there is hardly any water). Manghinaw ka sa matag bagul ugdili nimu ampingan ang imung kabilin, You'll find yourself without money if you 're notcareful with your inheritance. 3 [A2] disclaim responsibility. Di ka makapanghinaw sa imung saad, You can't go back on your promise. -an(�), -I-an(�) n washbasin. -in-an n washed
	hinawnaw see NAWNAW.
	hinay a 1 slow. la lacking in speed. Hinay
	, I
	, I

	kaayu ang tyang mga lakang, She walked
	long to happen. Hinay ang umintu sa swildu sa maistra, The teacher'sraise in salary is slow in coming. 2 soft. 2alow, not loud. H-nayng tingug, Soft voice. 2b light, not strong. Hinay ra ang akung sagpa ni-ya, I gave her a very light slap. 2c gentle. Nabati ku ang hinay nga dapat sa iyang mga ngabil sa akung aping, I felt the gentle touch of his lips to my cheeks. v la [B; b5]do s.t. slowly, become slow. Nabinay (mihinay) ang dinaganan sa bangka kay dagbag karga, The boat has slowed down because of the h
	slowly. lb taki
	ng 
	i

	Nagkahinay ang radiyu kay nagkadiskarga na ang batiriya, The radio is becoming weak because the batteries are running down. H,naya (ihinay) pagbutang ang bata, Put the baby down gently. hinayhinay a 1 rather slow, soft. 2 bit by bit. Ang usa ka lungniksa hinayhinay nahurut giyud niya, Bit by bit he finally finished a whole fifth. v [A; bS] do s.t. slowly, gradually. -an(➔) tending to 
	hinay-hingbis 
	2 

	move slowly by nature. Hinayan kana. Dimabimung padaZiun, He's a slow sort. You can't rush him. ka-n slowness, softness . .:un (-+) a slow in movement. Hinayun siyang mulibuk kay masakitun, He moves slowly because he is sickly. 
	move slowly by nature. Hinayan kana. Dimabimung padaZiun, He's a slow sort. You can't rush him. ka-n slowness, softness . .:un (-+) a slow in movement. Hinayun siyang mulibuk kay masakitun, He moves slowly because he is sickly. 

	hinay v [A13P; b] always do s.t. Nganung 
	2
	2
	nagbtnay ka na Zang nuug katulug diba?
	Why do you do nothing but sleep? hinayhinay v [A; b) 1 c.ontinue to do s.t. Nagbinaybinay lang mig kaun samtang nagpaabut sila, We continued eating while they waited. 2 leave, get going. Magbinaybinay na Zang ta kay bap�n na man, Let's get going because it's late. 

	hinayak v [B1236C13; b) 1 get oneself so far committed that it would be awkward toback out. Sigi na lang kay nakabinayak na kug kaun bisag di pa tingkaun, Since I started, I might as well just eat properly even if it isn't time yet. Kay nabinayak ka nag pakigtratu niya, pangasaw-a na lang, You'vegone so far as to get engaged, you might as well marry her. Humana Zang na kay nabinaykan na nimug tabas, Just finish it because you already started cutting it. Nagkahinayak ang duba, busa nag-ipun na lang, 
	The two have got too deeply involved with each other, so they just set up house together. 2 [B1236; b) do s.t. in excess or longer than necessary. Bidang nakabinayak nimug asin sa sabaw, You put too much salt in the soup. Nabinaykan nakug duut, di nabuak, lpushed it too hard and it broke. 3 [B126) do s. t. for nothing, in vain. Nabinayak akug anb� l came here for nothing. pa-v [A; b] 1 cause s.o. to push through with s.t., do s.t. in excess for nothing. 2 do s.t. in excess purposely, allow oneself to get 
	The two have got too deeply involved with each other, so they just set up house together. 2 [B1236; b) do s.t. in excess or longer than necessary. Bidang nakabinayak nimug asin sa sabaw, You put too much salt in the soup. Nabinaykan nakug duut, di nabuak, lpushed it too hard and it broke. 3 [B126) do s. t. for nothing, in vain. Nabinayak akug anb� l came here for nothing. pa-v [A; b] 1 cause s.o. to push through with s.t., do s.t. in excess for nothing. 2 do s.t. in excess purposely, allow oneself to get 

	hinayhay =HANAYHAY. 
	hinayun 1 see DAYUN . . 2 see HINAY" hinda 1 baby talk for bigda 'go to sleep'. 
	I

	Hinda na ta dung. Tulug na, Come on. Let's go sleepy-by, son. 2 word uttered upon reaching home base in hide-and-seek. v [Al2) go home free. ·anan n place used as home 
	Hinda na ta dung. Tulug na, Come on. Let's go sleepy-by, son. 2 word uttered upon reaching home base in hide-and-seek. v [Al2) go home free. ·anan n place used as home 

	base.hindang n k.o. small tree: Myrica j(tvanica. hindian a particular, choosy about ·food. Ni
	wang nang bataa kay bindian sa pagkaun, 
	wang nang bataa kay bindian sa pagkaun, 
	That child is thin because he is very choosy about his food.

	hindik a neat, orderly, clean. Hindik siyangmamistibistŁ She dresses neat and trim. v 
	[A; al] make s.t. neat and trim. J-Iindika ang kwartu kay nagkalamukat lang, Straighten up the room because it's a mess. pa-, paN-v 1 [A; c6] make oneself neat, clean. 
	Dugaya sad nrmung manghindik (magpabindik) uy, My! How long it takes you to get yourself ready! 2 primp oneself up. n cosmetics. -an a tending to keep oneself neat. hingag v [B2) interested, enthusiastic over. 
	Hingag siya sa mga pabindik, She's very interested in cosmetics.
	hingahinga v [A3P] pant rapidly from exertion, overeating. Nagbingabinga ang tambuk human patungasa sa bungtud, The fat man was panting rapidly after he was made to climb the hill. 
	hingak v [A2; b4] breathe deeply and rapidly. Gihingakan ku ug bugtaw nimu, I ran out of breath running after you.
	hingalhingal v [A13P] pant with the mouth open and tongue hanging. Nagbingalbingal ang kabaw nga gidarn sa init, The carabao is panting with its tongue hanging out because it plowed in the sun. 
	hingan v [B2S6) have enthusiasm, interest for s.t. Di kaayu ku mubingan (mabingan) sa pagbasa, I don't have a great interest inreading. dili -for s.t. undesirable not to be in a bad degree. Bintabang managana. MapiZdisa dili bingan, It's better to be prepared because if misfortune befalls you, it won't be so bad. Malditu siya, apan dili bingan, He's naughty, but not terribly much so. 
	hing-an(➔) = HI-AN(➔).
	hingaphingap v [A13P; b3) be excited, restless in expectation. Nagbingaphingap giyud kung nagpaabut kanimu, l am very excited in waiting for your arrival.
	hingari v [A13; b(l)] always do s.t. Ayawbingaribi (bingarii) nag tuyuk, Stop that constant twirling.
	hingatag see HATAG.
	hingawa, hingawa v [B126; b3(1)] feel highly worried about s.t. Gikahingawaan ku ang dilikadu niyang kundisiyun, I am worried about his delicate condition. ka-n worry, anxiety. ma-un a full of worry. 
	hingbangkaagan = HIBANGKAAGAN see •BANGKAAG.
	hingbis n 1 scale on fishes, reptiles, birds' legs. 2 type of character (taken from the notion that the fighting cock is judged on the basis of the scales on his legs). Unsa kaha ang hingbis sa iyang pagkababayi? What type of a woman is she? v 1 [AN; b6(1)] remove the scales. Human na naku bingbisi ang mga isda, I already removed the fish scales. 2a [AN; b(1)] select a fighting cock 
	hingi -hinis 
	according to the scale formation on its legs. Mangbingbis kug manuk para itari, I will select a cock for the cockfight. 2b size up a person. Gibingbisan kug maayu sa akungugangarrun, My future father-in-law sized me up very carefully. -un(➔) a having scales. 
	according to the scale formation on its legs. Mangbingbis kug manuk para itari, I will select a cock for the cockfight. 2b size up a person. Gibingbisan kug maayu sa akungugangarrun, My future father-in-law sized me up very carefully. -un(➔) a having scales. 

	hingi v [A; c) ask for s.t. from s.o. (slang). M'/1,bingi pa kug takwal ni Irpat, I'll have to ask Father for money. n action of asking. hingihingi v [Al; b3) whimper in asking for 
	s.t. or attention. hingihingi n action of whimpering. 
	s.t. or attention. hingihingi n action of whimpering. 

	hingilin v [A; b) 1 dismiss!s.o. from hisabode or job. Gibinginlan siya sa iyang mgaginikanan, His parents drove him out of the house. 2drive away a feeling, atmosphere. Ang bung makabingilin sa kaigang, 
	yubuy dili i
	gu

	The breeze was insufficient to drive out the heat. 3 [A3P; bl drive away or expel evil spirits from a place or from a person's body. 
	The breeze was insufficient to drive out the heat. 3 [A3P; bl drive away or expel evil spirits from a place or from a person's body. 
	Paring magbingilin sa mga ispiritu maligrru, A priest that will exorcise the evil spirits. n the ritual of freeing a person or place of evil spirits. n ceremony of exorcism. 

	hingiting = ALINGITING. 
	hingkud a la for a person to be fullrown,completely matured. Hingkud nga dalaga, Afully grown young lady. Sini alang sa mga bingkud, A movie for adults. lb be exactly at a certain age, around the age of maturity. le -ang salabutan have an adult's understanding. 2 for fruits borne by plants that bear fruit once and die to reach maturity. 
	-g

	Hingkud na ang pusu. Maayu nang sanggrun,
	Hingkud na ang pusu. Maayu nang sanggrun,
	The corn is full-grown now. We should harvest it. 3 for a stretch of time to be just long enough. Hingkud na ang panabun sa panimalus, The time is ripe for revenge. v [BJ 1 get to be matured, a full [s<rand-so] manyyears old. Muhingkud kung bayinti anyusugma, l will be exactly twenty years old tomorrow. 2 for time to get matured. 
	·


	hinglit v [A; al] stretch and press cloth or paper with the hands to smooth it out. Gibinlit niya ang gum-us nga papil nga iyangsulatan, He smoothed the crumpled piece of paper out with his hand because he was going to write on it.Hinlita ang imung sayal kay way utaw, Smooth over your skirt with your hands because it was not ironed. 
	hinglu v [AB12; a) clear s.t., get cleared off. Hinglui ang lamisa, Clear the table. Nabinlu na ang masitasan sa sagbut, The flower bed has been cleared of weeds. Nagkabinlu ang plasa sa bapit na ang tungang gabii, The plaza was getting cleared as midnight approached. a cleared. 
	hingpit a 1 complete, nothing lacking. Hing-
	pit ang kabimanan, The equipment is complete. Hingpit nga ulitawu, A young man, completely grown. Himaya nga bingpit gayud, Complete and utter bliss. Di pa siyabingpit nga abugadu kay wa makabar, He is not a full-fledged lawyer because he hasn't taken the bar exams. Hauna kini sa bingpit nga alas dusi, Take this out no earlier than twelve o'clock. 2 complete, without reservations. Hingpit nga gugma, Complete,whole-hearted love. Hingpit ang akung bukum, My decision is final. 3 -nga babayj woman complete 
	hingu v [A3P; a] pull a tooth or break off one of several projections which are like teeth in a row. Kanang rmung sinudlayan makabingu (makapabingu) ug sudlay, Thecomb is going to break the way you are using it. Wa ka pa kabingui? Haven'! youlost any teeth? (➔) n loose tooth. Atungibtun nang imung bingu bi, Let's pull out your loose tooth. a having been pulled out. Hingu na ang iyang bag-ang, He has lost a molar. paN· v (A23; b4) for the milk teeth to fall out. Nangbingu (gipangbinguan) na si Irna, Erna is 
	hinguk = HINUK!. 
	1 .
	1 .

	•
	htngus v [A23) sniffle, draw the snout up in
	-

	to the nose. Mihingus si Lulu nga namabid sa iyang luba, Lulu sniffled as she wiped her tears. n sniffle. 
	hŁgushingus = INGUS-INGUS. hinguy = HUN GUY. 
	hinhin= HILBIG, v. 
	1 

	hinibra n gin. v 1 [Al] have, serve gin. 2 [al
	2) make into gin. 
	hiniral n 1 general officer. la title of address for a general. 2 kastigu -punishment given to both parties in a quarrel. intrada -general admission in a theater. 3 k.o. importedgamecock. v (B16; cl) be, become general. 
	hiniru n types of course served. Pila ka binirung sud-an ang atung andamun? How many kinds of dishes shall we prepare?
	1

	hinis v 1 [A; b] remove dirt that clings to 
	Ł.t., polish by scouring or chemical action.lmu bang gihinisan ang kubyirtus? Haveyou polished the silverware? 2 [A] -satubu for males to masturbate (polish the 
	hiniti -hinulung 
	tube). n (➔) 1preparation used for scouring or polishing. 2 walay -unpolished.
	tube). n (➔) 1preparation used for scouring or polishing. 2 walay -unpolished.

	hinitin jockey, one who rides a horse in a race. 
	1 

	hiniti= HANITI.
	2
	2

	hinlas v [A; b( 1)] clean by bathing or with a washcloth. paN-v [A2; b6] clean oneself. hinlawan n coarsely ground corn grits which require remilling or are fed to animals. v [B
	126) for corn grits to come out coarse. 
	126) for corn grits to come out coarse. 

	hinlit = HIN GLIT.
	hinlu = nINGLu. 
	hintil n Gentile, non-Jew. 
	hintulhintul v [A13] for a mixture to come out lumpy. Nagbintulbintul ang labadura kay wala maayu nga pagkamiskla, The batter was lumpy because it was not wellmixed.
	hinu v [B126; b 3] develop a craze for doing 
	s.t. after s. t. nice happened to one doing it once. Makabinu (makapabinu) ang pagdula sa madyung, Once you have tried playing mahjong, you can easily develop a craze for it.Angpagpangawut ug babanding lunubung mauy gibinuan (gikabinuan) sa mga tawu run, Nowadays there is a craze to dig for buried treasure. 
	s.t. after s. t. nice happened to one doing it once. Makabinu (makapabinu) ang pagdula sa madyung, Once you have tried playing mahjong, you can easily develop a craze for it.Angpagpangawut ug babanding lunubung mauy gibinuan (gikabinuan) sa mga tawu run, Nowadays there is a craze to dig for buried treasure. 

	hinug a 1 ripe. Hinug na ang mga saging, Thebananas are ripe. 2 for a cold to be at a late stage, when the mucous gets thick. 2a for acne or small pimple to come to a head. 3 for a time to be just right for s.t., for plans to be developed to the point that only realization is lacking. Hinug na ang mga planu sa akung panimalus, The ground is fully prepared for my revenge. n any variety of banana eaten uncooked when ripe. Palbangaan pa ang binug nga ilang gipalit, The bananas they bought are still a bit 
	hinug-u see SUG-U. 
	hinun v [Bl 256; b5c5] feel that it is a great pity that s.t. is gone. Nabinitn kaa
	gu
	gu
	-

	yu mi sa sayung kamatayun ni Kinidi, We felt it was a great loss that Kennedy died so young. Gibinugnan nga mugastu ang tibik, The miser considers every penny he spends 
	a loss. Dili angay ikabinun (kabinugnan, binugnun) ang usa ka gamay nga butang, Afeel regret. -in-a s.o. whose passing engenders a feeling of great loss. Kadtung amung igsuung namatay bininun kaayu, Thatdead brother of ours was very dear to us. ka-n sense of loss. mahinugnanun a feeling
	gu
	small thing is nothing for which one should 
	1, 
	gu

	a.great sense of loss. M itangdu siya sa pagbatag sa ituy sa mabinugnanun nga ting,
	gu

	He consented to give the puppy away witha sad voice. 
	hinukv [A; ac] do s.t. stealthily or without anyone's noticing it. Mibinuk siya pagdulug sa babayi, He stealthily lay down beside the woman. Hinuka ug kuba ang hula ug di siya pabulam, Get the ball away from him when he's not looking if he won't lend it. Il:Jinuknig gawas sa Kustum, Spirit this away from the Customs area. 
	1 

	hinuŁn k.o. fish. 
	2 

	hinuklug v [B126; b3(1)] be affected by a great emotion, esp. grief. Nabinuklug ang mga tawu sa masulub-ung balita, The people wl!re stricken with grief at the sad news. ma-un a 1 causing great emotion. 2 full of grief. ka-n deep emotion, grief. Sa tumang kabinuklug nanalingbug sila sa nasudnung awit, With deep emotion they listened to the national anthem. 
	hinuktuk see TUKTUKz. 
	hinul v [A; al 2b2] 1 feel s.t. with the tips of the fingers. Hinitla ang lapalapa, di ba naay bildu, Feel your· sole. There's a piece of glassin it, isn't there? 2 feel for, grope a
	· 
	· 

	round for s.t. Gihinul ni Kulas ang puspuru sa ilawum sa iyang unlan, Colas fumbled for the matches under his pillow. 3 [a3] available to one. Wa siyay nahut nga mabinul, Hedid not have a cent to his name. 
	hinulsul v [AN;b(l)] repent for sins. Hinulsuli ang sala mung nabubat, Repent your sins. paN-, pag-n repentance.
	hinultul see TULTUL.
	hinulung, hinulung v 1 [B 16; b3(1)] look at 
	s.t. with fascination or with surprise. Nagbinulung kung nagtan-aw sa sirkadur, I was fascinated watching the acrobat. Nabinulung mi sa gipakita niyang kausaban, Wewere amazed at how he had changed. Diliikabinulung ang iyang libuk sa nakaila na niya, Her actions don't strike people who know her as surprising. 2 [A12; b(l)] notice 
	hinumdum -hipli 
	s.t. Wa mahinulngi namu nga nanaugang bata, We didn't notice that the child went 
	s.t. Wa mahinulngi namu nga nanaugang bata, We didn't notice that the child went 
	downstairs. 

	hinumdum see DUMDUM. hinungdan see TUNGUD. 
	hinunua but, on the contrary. (literary). Ayaw kami ug itugyan sa panulay hinunua luwasa gikan sa kadau tan, Lead us not into temptation but deliver us from evil. 
	hinuun short fonn: nuun 1 instead, however, rather. Ug imu siyang patrabahuun magdula nuun, If you put him to work,he just playsinstead. Hinuun, ug magtuun ka, makapasar pa ka, However, if you study, you still can pass. Dili akuy nagkuha. lkaw nuun, I didn't take it. Rather it was you. 2 but [so-and-so] is good anyway. Di!ni mau ang imung giingun, bulubaratu nuun ning klasiha adtung usa, This isn't what you asked for, but it's a bit cheaper. 2a [so-and-so] may or may not be right, good, etc., but this def
	ng 
	ng 

	pud nuun. ''This is a nice dress, but it's a lit
	-

	tle too big.' -'That's just what's wrong with it.' 
	hinn genius. v [b6] consider s.o. a genius. 
	yu 

	hip 1 interjection of warning s.o. a that he'sto hit s.t. Hip! Maigu nang bumbilya, Watch it! You 're going to hit the light bulb, b that he's doing s.t. wrong and he's being observed. Hip, ayawg hilabti na. Nagtan-aw baya ku, Watch it. Don't touch that. I'm watching you. 2 interjection expressing the desire for s.t. to hit s.t. Hip. Hip. A, nasulud giyud sa bangag! Easy does it. Now it's in the hole. 
	goi
	ng 

	hipalsee PALAG. 
	ag 

	hipanhipan (from ulahipan) n small red orbrown worms resembling small centipedes,used as bait. They are of two kinds: -sahas kind found in sand, -sa batu kindfound inside stones or boulders. 
	hiphip v 1 [A; a] insert in between s.t. or into a tight place or container. Nakita kung mihiphip siyag papil dibangku sa libru, I saw her insert a bill in the book. Naghiphip siyag pistula sa iyang hawak, He tucked a pistol into his waist. 2 [AN; b6(1)] bribe.
	Mihiphip (nanghiphip) siyag t!zwu nga mupalusut sa iyang papilis, He bribed a person who could work out on his papers. Gibiphipan niya ang pulis arun dili siya dakpun, Hebribed the policeman so he wouldn't _be arrested. n bribe. -an(➔) a fond of giving bribes. 
	hipin 1 chief, person of highest authority.
	1
	1

	Hipi sa kapulisan, Chief of Police. la title for a chief. 2 -dihyahi a the ship's officer charged with the ship's trading and business transactions. h the head of a cargo truck sent to buy farm products wholesale. v [Bl6; al 2) be, become a chief. 
	hiin hippie. v [Bl;b6] be, become a hipie.
	Ł
	2 
	p

	hipi (from bipli) v [AP; b6P] 1 move behind 
	s.t. to hide. Magpahipi (maghipi) ku sa sira, I will hide behind the door. 2 for s.t. to lurk behind what appears. Luyu sa iyang pahiyum nagpahipi ang kayugut, Behind her smile lurks hatred. 
	hipihip = HAPIHIP. 
	hipli v [ABP; c] 1 move out of the way,cause s.t. to do so. Aku na lay muhipli /zning mga pintul, I'll get these pieces of wood out of the way. Nagpabipli (naghipli) Zang sa suuk ang mga ibis, The kids hid themselves inthe corner. Ihipli usa ang trabahu k.ay mang!zun ta, Put your work aside for the moment because we're going to eat. 2 [A; b6]dodge, duck out of the way. Nakahipli siya sa dihang giistritan siya sa iyang kuntra, He 
	hiplig -hirdu 
	ducked to the side when his opponent 
	ducked to the side when his opponent 

	swung at him. hiplig = HIPLI. hiplus = HAPLUS. hiplut = HAPLUS. 
	hipnu v [A; al2] fill s.t. to the brim with a liquid. Ayaw hipnua ang baldi arun di mukiba, Don't fill the pail to the brim so it won't spill over. 
	hipsut = IPSUT. 
	hipun n 1 tiny shrimp. 2 tugnus fish pre
	served in salt. hipus v 1 [A; al2] gather s.t. up and put it away. la [Al; al 2) put s.t. away so as not to lose it. 'Nakahipus ka ug sulat didtus lamisa? Did you put away a letter that was on the table? lb [A; al2] save money. Maghipus tag diyutayng kwarta para sa byabi, 
	Let's save some money for the trip. 2 [A2; 
	Let's save some money for the trip. 2 [A2; 
	al2] make up beds. Kamuy mubipus sa in
	yung katri, dili aku, You make your beds, 
	not me. 3 [AN; al 2) put things away for 
	the night. Kinsa may muhipus sa mga kan
	ding didtus laguna? Who will bring the 
	goats in from the pasture? Hipusa ang gibu
	lad nga mais, Gather up the corn that was 
	dried in the sun. Sa nahipus na ang mga ba
	ta, When the children were put into bed. 4 
	[a12] fold up, draw in the limbs or their 
	analogues on manufactured objects. Mika
	yaw ang ayruplanu nga wala mabipus ang
	ligid, The airplane took off without retract
	ing its wheels. Hipusa ang imung tiil, ayawg 
	ipasaya sa agianan, Draw in your feet. Don't 
	let them spread out into the walkway. S [a 
	12) collect, gather and form a composite whole. Mau ni ang balita nga nahipus karung adlawa, These are the news we gathered today. 6 [a12] kill, do away with. Kay siya may nagbalita ngadtu sa pulis, gibipus siya sa mga ismaglir, Because he sang to the police the smugglers did away with him. 7 [A
	2) take in a certain amount. Sa pamaligya mubipus mi ug dyis mil adlaw-adlaw, We take in ten thousand in sales every day. 8 [B1256] become neat and orderly. a neat and orderly. Hipus kaayu ang kwartu, The bedroom is tidy. -ug nawung a have a grave and composed expression. v [B2N] for the face to become composed. Nagpangbipus (nagkabipus) na ang nawung sa bimalatyun, 
	The dying man's face is gradually becoming composed. paN-1 v [A2] get ready for a trip. Nanghipus ku para sa byabi ugma, I am preparing for the trip tomorrow. 2 [A12S3] for a womb to make preparations for childbirth with false pains and a small discharge of blood. Mangbiugma pang ianak ning tiya
	-


	na, Nagpangbipus pa .Zang ni, This baby
	.
	.

	won't be born before some time tomorrow. It's only making preparations at this point. hipushipus of a sort that can be folded up and stored. Siyang hipushipus, Foldingchairs. -anan n place for storing things for the night or for a while. -1-un(➔), -un(➔),-unun n things to be kept, put out of the way, or gathered up for the night. kahipsan,kahilipsan n tools or instruments for a certain trade. manggi-un a tending to put this away where they are safe. 
	ng

	hiut = GIP-UT. 
	p-

	hirada v [B126) 1 be unsuccessful, fail. Nabirada ang akung nigusyu sa sunug, My business failed because of the fire. Nabirada ku sa iksamin kay wala ku makatuun, I failed in the test because I didn't study. Nabiradaku sa tari gabapun, I incurred a .great loss in the cockfight yesterday. 2 fall a victim to sickness, tricks, bad luck, and the like. Nabirada ku sa trangkasu, I came down with the flu. Nahirada ku sa mangingilad, I was victimized by the swindler. 3 [A; c) in pool, shoot the cue ball to a pla
	hirag v [A; b6) 1 lean to one side. Nagbtragang pusti, The post is leaning to one side. 2 lean on. Ayaw ug hiragi ang kural kay matumba, Don't lean on the fence because it will give way. 
	hiral a for males to be highly inclined to have coitus. Hirai kaaning· kabayua kay muulag dayun sa bayi, This horse is very highly sexed. It readily takes to the female. v [B 12; b6) be, become highly sexed. ka-n sexual appetite. Bisag unsa nimu kahiral, pagkuntrul, No matter how strongly you feel the urge to have sex, don't. 
	yu 

	,
	,

	h•U'am = HILAM. 
	hiramintŁ hiramintas, hiramyinta, hiramyin-. 
	tas n tools for engaging in some hanŁicraft. Hiraminta sa pamanday, Carpenter's tools. v [A12] have or obtain tools. 
	.

	hirbabuyna = HIRBUBUYNA. 
	hirbubuyna n k.o. mint: Mentba aruensis. hirbularyu = ARBULARYU. 
	hirdu n hair-do, coiffure. Unsa may ngan anang imung hirdu? What do you call your hair-do? v 1 IA; a] do the hair. Ang bayut 
	hirig-Hisus 
	mauy mibirdu sa akung bubuk, The homosexual did my hair up. 2 [Al; c6] wear a hair-do. Magbirdu kug Prins twist sa bayl� I'll wear a French twist hair-do to the dance.
	mauy mibirdu sa akung bubuk, The homosexual did my hair up. 2 [Al; c6] wear a hair-do. Magbirdu kug Prins twist sa bayl� I'll wear a French twist hair-do to the dance.

	hirig a in a leaning position. Hirig ang ilang balay human sa bagyu, Their house was tilted to one side after the typhoon. v [BJ leanover to one side. Muhirig ang buti ug usa kakilid ray kargaban, The boat will list to one side if you load only one side. hilirgan a forkites to be unbalanced in flight. v [B1251 be, become unbalanced. 
	hiringga n apparatus used to give an enema. v [A; b6(1)] give an enema. 
	hiringgilya n hypodermic syringe. 
	hiringgiru n k.o. fish. 
	hiringhiring v [B46] for the stomach to be bursting with fullness. Nagbiringhiring ang akung tiyan sa kabusug, My abdomen is bursting with fullness.
	hirit v 1 [A; b(l)] aim blows at s.o. Ug magbinambug ka dinh� hihiritan ka giyud, Ifyou keep on with that big talk, you'll get a sound boxing. 2 [A; b6(1)] take an additional card in games where the player has an option of so doing. Muhirit ku kay gamay ra ang akung numirn, Hit me. I still have a small total. n the act of asking or giving an extra card. 
	himiya n hernia. v [A123P; a4] have a hernia. 
	hirpin n hairpin. v [A; b6(1)] use a certain hairpin, pin the hair. Di ku mubirpin anang tayaun, I refuse to use those rusty hairpins. paN-v [A; b6] put hairpins in one's hair. Di na ku manghirpin kay mag-isprinit ku, Iwon't use hairpins because I will use hairspray.
	hirsayans n beautician's course. 
	hiru n postal or telegraphic money order. -pustil postal money order. -tiligrapiku telegraphic transfer. v [AP; c] send money through postal or telegraphic services. lpan ang bayad, Send a money order for the payment at once. 
	hirn (ihirn) da
	yu

	hirushirus v [Al) suck in one's breath in pain or displeasure. Naghirnshirns (nangpanghirnshirus) siya sa kasakit, He sucks in his breath in pain. 
	hisa = ISA.
	hisa V[A; b(l)] for animals to mate. Mumabdus na di madugay ang atung baka kay gihisaan na, Our cow will soon become pregnant because she has been bred. 
	. 

	hisang v [B6 ; ab4] for skin diseases, inflammations to come out in profusion. Hisangun giyud ang trap arun drli makalunud, Measles 
	should be made to come out profusely in order to avoid complications. a skin ailment coming out thickly. 
	hisgut v 1 [A; b(l)] mention, say s.t. in passing. Wala siya muhisgut babin sa sabut, Hedidn't say anything about the agreement. 2 [AC;be] talk about s.t. Gipanaghisgutan nila ang nabitabu, They talked about what had happened. n 1 s.t. said in passing. Hisgut Zang tu niya naku, He just said that to me in passing. 2 talk. May hisgut nga mulansad si lmuda, There's talk that Imelda isgoing to run for president. -1-an, -anan n subject of conversation. 
	hisi = ASI. 
	•hislung wa, di -v [A23; b(l)] not give up doing s.t. until one succeeds. Di ku muhislung sa akung pagtuun bangtud maduktur, 
	I won't give up my studies until I become adoctor. Wa naku hislungi ang nakautang naku, I persisted in my efforts in collectingmy debts. 
	hislut v [B2; a12] la for a string or incasingaround s.t. to slip off, cause it to do so. Nahislu t ang sapatus pagdinagan, His shoes came off as he was running. Ayaw ug badbara ang lambu. Hisluta Jang ang balu, Don'tundo the knot. Just slip off the loop. lb [A 
	12) escape by slipping out of the tether. Angkanding!nakabislut sa iyang bukut, Thegoat has slipped out of its tether rope. 2peel off. Nahislut ang kubal sa iyang pal ad, The callous on his hand came off. 
	hisu v [A; c] apply an oily substance to thehair. Dili siya muhisu ug baratubun, Hewon't use cheap hair oil. (➔) n preparation for the hair. paN-v [A2; b6(1)) apply oil to one's hair. Di ku manghisu kay dagul ku, I won't use hair oil because my hair is short. 
	Hisukristu n Jesus Christ. 
	hisupu n hyssop (Biblical). 
	Hisus n 1 Jesus, name of Christ and a popular Christian name. 2 mild interjection: a uttered upon discovering that s.t. is to a greater extent than expected. Hisus kamabal, My!How expensive.buttered when s.t. happens that can't be remedied. Hisus! Nabulug ang bata, Jesus! The baby fell. c. making little of s.t.: oh, heck, that's nothing. 'Mahal man ni' -'Hisus, kabayad na sila,!' 'This is expensive.' -'Oh hell, that's nothing. Theycan afford it.' d indicating disbelief, feigned or otherwise (used by women
	Hisusmaryusip -hiwa 
	mamatay, Say the prayers over him before he dies. paN· v (A] exclaim Hisus! Nakapangbisus ku pagkadungug ku sa nutisya, Icouldn't help exclaiming at hearing the news.
	mamatay, Say the prayers over him before he dies. paN· v (A] exclaim Hisus! Nakapangbisus ku pagkadungug ku sa nutisya, Icouldn't help exclaiming at hearing the news.

	Hisusmaryusip (from H isus, Mariya iH usip) n ratt.er strong interjection expressing fright or discomfiture. Hisusmaryusip ! Nakuyawan ku nimu, Jesus Christ! You scared me. Hisusmaryusip! Makauulaw, Jesus Christ! How embarrassing! 
	hiswita, hiswitas.n Jesuit. v [B16] be a Jesuit.hit n hit, a popular or obvious success. v [B2
	6] be, become a hit. Siguradung mubit basta pilikuiang law-ay, It is sure to become a hit if it's a dirty picture. sung-n 1 popular tune at a certain period. Ang Munlayit Sirinid sungbit sa panabun sa gira, 'MoonlightSerenade was popular during the war. 2 pamphlet in which the hit tunes are printed. Kubaa ang sungbit kay manganta ta, Getthe song book so we can sing. v [B1256]be, become a hit tune. 
	6] be, become a hit. Siguradung mubit basta pilikuiang law-ay, It is sure to become a hit if it's a dirty picture. sung-n 1 popular tune at a certain period. Ang Munlayit Sirinid sungbit sa panabun sa gira, 'MoonlightSerenade was popular during the war. 2 pamphlet in which the hit tunes are printed. Kubaa ang sungbit kay manganta ta, Getthe song book so we can sing. v [B1256]be, become a hit tune. 

	hitabu see TABU.hitad = HUYATIO.
	hitak v 1 [A13] for s.t. to present in greater amounts than usual. Nagbitak ang kwarta sa sugal, There's lots of money around at the gambling game. 2 [B; b6] become a mire, for a place to turn to mud. Mubitak(mabitak) ning dapita ug di bunbunan ug balas, This place will become a mire if you don't put sand over it. a be a mire. Hltak ka
	· ayu ning ubus sa pangbugasan, The ground beneath thŁ sink is all mud. t
	· ayu ning ubus sa pangbugasan, The ground beneath thŁ sink is all mud. t

	hital v [B] for a child to have constant indigestion. Ang batang taudtaud kaun mabital, A child that doesn't eat on a regular basis develops digestive disorders. a having con
	stant diarrhea and a distended stomach. hit-anmis a done in a hit and miss way. hit-anran n 1 hit-and-run. 2 hit-and-run tac· 
	tics in boxing. 
	tics in boxing. 

	biting a full to the point that pressure is being exerted. v [BN] be, become swollen with fullness. Nangbiting ang iyang tutuy kay mabdus, Her breasts were full because she was pregnant. (�)a extremely full. v [B2N] become extremely full. Nagbiting akung tiyan sa kabusug, My stomach is filledto bursting. hitinghiting = HITING.
	hitsas = HITSU.
	hitsu a 1 complete, having all parts intact. Dili bitsu ning baraba, This is not a complete deck of cards. Hitsi. nag ngipun ang bata, The baby has all its teeth now. 2 havang i'/ang balay sa mga ga'/amitun, Their house is 
	ing been fully furnished. Hitsu kaa
	yu 

	fully furnished with utensils. Hitsu siya sa 
	iyang libru, He has been furnished with all 
	his books. -diritsu a manner of ordering 
	clothes from the tailor whereby the tailor
	supplies the cloth and the labor. Ang lukat 
	sa tirnu nuybinta pisus bitsu diritsu, The
	suit will cost ninety pesos, cloth included. 
	kuntra -a for a body or structure to be ill
	·
	·

	proportioned. Kuntra bitsu siya kay tam
	buk unya gamayg batiis, She is ill-propor
	tioned; she is fat but has thin legs. v [Al3;
	a] complete a set, furnish complete. Kaanugung giibaw wa pa gani mabitsu ang balbibu, What a pity to kill it before it even grows big enough to have all its feathers. kahitsuhan, kahitsuan n complete set of equipment for some occupation. t 
	hitsura n 1appearance of the face. Pariba
	. 
	. 

	mu si Tunig bitsura, You and Tony have the same facial appearance. Nagmug-ut iyang bitsura kay wala siya kababini, He has a sulking expression because he hasn't gotten his share.2 shape, form that presents itself to the eyes. Ang ubud pariha ug bitsura sa sawa, The eel has the same shape as a snake. 2a walay -having come out without any recognizable shape. Way bitsurang pagkatupiba, Haircut without shape. 3 may, (walay) -good-looking (ugly). 4 the nerve! shortfonn: tsura. Ag hitsura sa mini nga musulti nak
	· 

	aku pay nakabitsura anang imung kagwapu, 
	If I had a handsome face like yours. 2 [al2]
	take shape. Nabitsura na ang balay kay may 
	atup ug bungbung na, The house has taken 
	shape because it has a roof and walls. Hitsu
	raun naku ang pul-an mu rag ulug sawa, I.
	will shape the handle into the form of a 
	snake's head. 2a dili, wala ma-, mag-become 
	irrecognizable. Nabutban siya sa dinamita
	ug ang lawas wala mabitsura, The dynamite 
	exploded on him, and the body became un
	recognizable. 3 . [a3] be realized as aresult
	· 

	of eff Ort. Walay agi nga mabitsura aning pa
	agiha, You're not going to realize any out
	put in this way. hitsuraan, hitsurahan a
	handsome, good-looking person. v [B12] 
	be, become good-looking.hitudhitud v [B6N] be full and move be
	cause of fullness. Nanghitudbitud ang ulud 
	sa katambuk, The worm is fat and wriggly 
	with fullness. hiwa v 1 [A; a2] cut s.t. into smaller pieces 
	or slices. Hiwaa ang karni sa gibag-un ingun 
	ug tudlu, Cut the meat up into slices as
	thick as a finger. Hiwaa ang ubud ug gag
	may, Cut up the bamboo shoots in little 
	hiwal -his 
	yu

	pieces. 2 [a12] for the emotions to be deeply affected. Gihiwa akung kasingkasing nga nagta�aw sa makililimus, It moved my heart to look at the beggar. n slice, piece cut off of s.t. -anan n cutting board. -in-n cut up. 
	pieces. 2 [a12] for the emotions to be deeply affected. Gihiwa akung kasingkasing nga nagta�aw sa makililimus, It moved my heart to look at the beggar. n slice, piece cut off of s.t. -anan n cutting board. -in-n cut up. 
	hiwal = mwALHiwAL hiwalhiwal V [A; cl]writhe, wriggle. Nagbiwalhiwal ang ulud, The worm is wriling.
	gg

	,
	hiwasa, hiwasa = ALIWASA. 
	hiwatid = euY AT10. 
	hiwaus = HIGWAUS. hiwi a 1 crooked, winding or twisting, slanting to one side or askew. Hiwing da"/an, Crooked road. Hiwi pagkabutang imung kaYour hat is on crooked. angtinidur sa bisiklita, The bicycle fork is badlybent. 2 crooked, dishonest. Ang paagi sa, The procedure of the bidding was very irregular. 3 deformed.Hiwi siyag nawung, He has a deformed face. v [B126] turn out crooked. Ug mahiwi ang linya, ipausab, If the line comes out crooked, redo it. (f-) v 1 [AlB; a12] become crooked, make s. t. croo
	lu, 
	Hiwi kaa
	yu 
	pagsubasta hiwi kaa
	yu


	hiwid = HUY ATID. 
	hiya getty-up, word used to prod a horse to start running or to run faster. (�) v [A; b (1)] do all at once, at the same time. Naghiyag pamumba sa syudad ang mga bamir, The bombers bombed the city all at the same time. Gihiyaan kug biya sa akung tanang binatunan, All my servants quit at one time. t 
	hiya see HIVA. 
	hiyakv 1 [B246] for a surface to get a chasm or trough formed in it. Mihiyak ang yuta paglinug, The earth opened up into a chasm in the earthquake. Nabundak ang sakayan dihang mihiyak ang dagat paglabay sa dakung balud, The boat lurched downwards in the wake of the huge wave. 2 [A2; cl] pull in the stomach. Hiyaka (ihiyak) ang imung tiyan arun masirban imung sipir, Pull in your stomach so we can close the zipper.3 [B246] feel a hollow sensation in the pit of the stomach. Mihiyak ang tiyan ku pagdulhug sa
	hiyas n good qualities, virtues not inherent in 
	s.t.Mga biyas nga pagabatunan sa usa ka pangulu, Qualities that a leader must possess. pa-n s. t. used to make a woman beautiful. v [A; c] use jewelry or make-up. Nagpabiyas siyag ariyus, She wore earrings as jewelry. Ipalit na lag bugas ang rmung ipah,yas, Why don't you buy rice with what you spend on personal adornments? 
	hiyawasa = ALIWASA. 
	Hiyuba n Jehovah. Saksi ni -n Jehovah'sn· Witness. hiyudv [A; a12] 1 squeeze s.t. soft to make 
	1 

	s.t. come out of it. Hiyura ug maayu ang hubag arun muguwa ang tanang nana, 
	Squeeze the boil so all the pus comes out. Sudlig tubig ang tinaig hiyura, Run water into the intestines and squeeze them ( to clean them). 2 squeeze s.t. that is long with the fingers to straighten it out. Hiyurun ku ang a"/ambri arun mutanus, I will squeeze the wire with my fingers to straighten it out. hfyudv [B] get curled up from dampness, heat. Nabid ang tabla nga nainitan, The lumber curled because it was left in the sun. 2 = HIYUDHiv:uD. hiyudhiyud v [A13; b 
	2 
	yu

	6] le about with an undulating motion. Naghiyudhiyud ang kilid sa tulda nga gidasmagan sa buyubuy, The wall of the tarpaulin tent undulated as it was blown by the breeze. n undulation. 
	undulate, wi
	gg

	hiyum v [A; cl] press the lips tight. Inaymutingug mihiyum na hinuun sa baba, Instead of talking she pressed her lips tight. 
	hiyumhiyum = KIPIKIPi. see KIPI. pa-, pa
	( ➔) v [A; c] smile. m kanimu ang kapalaran, Lady Luck smiled on you. Pahyumi ang bata, Smile at the child. n smile. mapa-un a smiling. 
	Mipahi
	yu

	hiyung v [B; b6cl] for the eyes to squint, close, particularly to see s.t. better. Mibiyung angmata nilmuy nga mitutuk kanaku, 
	Emoy squinted as he looked at me. (➔) a slit-eyed, having a piece of epidermis over the eyes so that they look very narrow. -un a somewhat squint-eyed. hiyunghig, hi
	yun

	yunghing= KIPIKIPi. see KiPi. 
	yu

	hiyus v 1 [A; b4] for air to leak out. Di ma
	kabis ang bangin kay maayug balbula, 
	yu

	The air can't escape because it has a goodvalve. Nahyusan mi, We had a flat tire. 2 [B; b7P] become deflated, decrease in size like s.t. deflated. Nabiyus ang paburut, The air came out of the balloon. Nagkabis ang bubag, The boil is subsiding. Pahyusi(byusi) nang bawak mu, Take s.t. off your waist. 3 [B2] become decreased in amount. 
	yu

	Bag-u pa gani kung nagpalit ug usa ka bakid s Zang dayun, I bought a cavan 
	bugas nahi
	yu

	hiyut -hublag 
	of rice only recently and how quickly it was consumed. Nagkahis na ang baba, Theflood is going down now. 3a [B2; b7] for the amount of food in the stomach to decrease through digestive action. Wa pa gani mahis ang paniudtu, painit na pud, Before we've even digested our lunch, they serve tea. a broke, without money.g(➔) al leaky, letting air or gas out. His ang bula, Leakyball. 2 s. t. from which some or all gas has come out.Hiyus ang ligid, One of your tires is soft. 
	of rice only recently and how quickly it was consumed. Nagkahis na ang baba, Theflood is going down now. 3a [B2; b7] for the amount of food in the stomach to decrease through digestive action. Wa pa gani mahis ang paniudtu, painit na pud, Before we've even digested our lunch, they serve tea. a broke, without money.g(➔) al leaky, letting air or gas out. His ang bula, Leakyball. 2 s. t. from which some or all gas has come out.Hiyus ang ligid, One of your tires is soft. 
	yu
	yu
	yu

	,

	hiyut = HU SUD. 
	hmm n onomatopoetic representation for 
	1 .
	1 .
	humming.

	hmm, hmp expression of annoyance, anger, disregard. Hmp, abi niya mukupus ku, Humph, he thought I would back down. Hmp, tsura niya, Humph, the nerve of him. 
	2

	bu n 1 whoa, a command for a horse to stop (pronounced with a long, low tone). 2 hey,a call to get attention from way in a distance (pronounced with a high pitch). 3shout uttered when one is called to acknowledged that he has heard the call. 
	hubad v 1 = HULBAD. la [A2; al2] break out of a hold in wrestling or judo. Way makabubad ning gwarniba, No one can break out of this lock. 2 [A; cl] translate into another language. Ibubad (hubarun) natu saIninglis ang Binisaya, Let's translate the Visa.yan into English. -ug damgu interpret dreams. 3 [A; a12] solve a problem. Lisudbubarun ning gumunhapa, This is a difficult problem to solve. n 1 move to free oneselffrom a lock in wrestling. 2 translation. hubadhubad v [A13; a3) justify to oneselfwhy thi
	yu

	hubag n 1 boil. Hapit na mubutu ang bubag, The boil is about to come to a head. 2 anyswelling, usually reddish, on and beneath the skin. Dagbag bubag ang nawung sa pinaakan, He has swellings all over the face where he was bitten. 3 magical expression uttered repeatedly by an unglu that has gotten injured as he immerses himself in a river in order to get cured instantly. v 1 [b4] get a boil. Gibub'!gan siya sa lubut, He has a boil on his buttocks. 2 [B3(1)46] swell. Mibubag ang agi sa iyang indyiksyun, T
	eyes are swollen from constant crying. -sa babuy = DATI. (f-) n newly harvested grainswhich haven't been dried. Di magaling ang hubag nga mais kay mapusa lang, Fresh corn kernels cannot be milled because they willjust get squeezed. see also KULUB. t
	hubak n asthma. v [B46; a4] have an asthma attack. M ububak (bubaku n) na s�a bastamabagu, He has an asthma attack when he gets overworked. Naghubak nang bataa tibuuk gabii, That child had an asthma attack the whole night. -un a having asthma. 
	hubas v [B23( l); a] 1 dry up or drain liquids out. Mihubas na ang linung-ag, The rice water has evaporated. Nabubas ang sapa, Thecreek dried up. Hub sun nimu ang akung luba, You'll make me cry till I run out of tears. Nabubsan mi. Wa nay tubig ang tang� ki, We ran out of water and the tank is empty. la maka-ug danaw having big feet (lit. that can dry up a pond bystepping into it). 2for patience, luck to run out. Nagkabubas ang akung pailub, My patience is wearing thin. Nabubsan ku sa palad, My luck ran 
	· 

	hubaw = HUBAWHUBAW. hubawhubaw v [B46N; b4] for a part of the body to swell sothat the flesh is soft and pudgy. M ihubawbubaw (gihuba.whubawan) ang iyang mga mata ug hinilak, Her eyes swelled from crying. Naghubawhubaw ang iyang bitiis tungud sa biribiri, Her legs got swollen due to beriberi. a swollen, such that the flesh is soft. 
	hubbub v [A; b5) devour food greedily. Gibubbub (gibubbuban) sa mga iru ang manuk, The dogs tore and devoured the chicken. 
	,
	,

	hubit v [A; a) describe in words. Akung bu-
	bitun ang nabitabu; I'll describe what hap
	pened. n description. 
	hubkas n celebration offered by a family on the first anniversary of a relatives death. v[Al; b(l)] 1 observe the first anniversary of s.o. 's death. Unya ra ta magminyu ug kabubkasan ang akung bana, We'll wait to get married until my husband has been dead a year (has had the first death anniversary celebration). 2 come out of one year's mourning.
	,

	hublagv [B46;b(l)] 1 for a crowd to do one thing together with vigor. Mibublag ug pa
	-

	hublut -hudhud 
	ngatawa ang mga tumatan-aw, The onlookers all broke into laughter. Gihublagan ug pangaun sa mga bata ang kik, The children swarmed over the cake. 2 for crowds to run in every direction. Mibublag (nangbublag) ang mga tawu sa singgit nga 'kalayu ! ', The people ran in every direction at the shout of 'fire! '. 
	ngatawa ang mga tumatan-aw, The onlookers all broke into laughter. Gihublagan ug pangaun sa mga bata ang kik, The children swarmed over the cake. 2 for crowds to run in every direction. Mibublag (nangbublag) ang mga tawu sa singgit nga 'kalayu ! ', The people ran in every direction at the shout of 'fire! '. 

	hublut = HULBUT. 
	hubu v 1 [A; a2] take off s.t. one wears. Hubua ang imung sapatus, Take off your shoes. Gibubuan nila ang bag-ung pyanu sa iyang tabun, They took the cover off of the newpiano. 2 [Al3; b] -sa katungdanan, suta· na resign from one's duties, be relieved of duties. Maghubu siya sa iyang sutana una magminyu, He will resign from his priestly duties before he marries. Gihubuan siya sa iyang katungdanan, He was relieved of his duties. -sa Santu Ninyu n the Friday following the feast of the Holy Child (held on a 
	hubug a drunk, intoxicated. Hubug kaayuang tawu kay nagsusapinday na, The man must be very drunk. He is staggering. Hubug sa kalipay, Intoxicated with happiness.Hubug sa babu, Whoozy from the stench. v 1 [A3P; a] make drunk. Hubgun ku siPipi, I'll get Pepe drunk. la [A13] make oneself drunk. Maghubug ku arun malimut, lwill get drunk in order to forget. 2 [B126) be groggy from some outside cause. Nahubug ang buksidur sa nagpungasing kumu sa kuntra, The boxer became groggy from the blows his opponent rain
	hubug a drunk, intoxicated. Hubug kaayuang tawu kay nagsusapinday na, The man must be very drunk. He is staggering. Hubug sa kalipay, Intoxicated with happiness.Hubug sa babu, Whoozy from the stench. v 1 [A3P; a] make drunk. Hubgun ku siPipi, I'll get Pepe drunk. la [A13] make oneself drunk. Maghubug ku arun malimut, lwill get drunk in order to forget. 2 [B126) be groggy from some outside cause. Nahubug ang buksidur sa nagpungasing kumu sa kuntra, The boxer became groggy from the blows his opponent rain
	entrusted to him. Hubgun ku ang babayi sa mga pasalig, I'll intoxicate the girl withpromises.!(�) [C2] engage in drunken revelry. Magbubug sila kay nakadawat ug bakpi, They will go on a spree because they received their back pay. hubganun a easilygetting intoxicated with liquor, smoke, nauseating odors. Dili ku makasustinir ug panaku, l can not stand smoking because I easily get intoxicated by the smoke. hubughubug v [Al3] get drunk habitually. Dili ka maghubughubug samtang mag-iskuyla ka, You should 
	baku kay bubganun kaa
	yu 


	hubun n fontanel, the soft, boneless areas in the skull of a baby or young animal which are later closed by the formation of bone. hubunhubun = HUBUN. 
	.

	hubung v 1 [A; b6] hide, keep out of sight. 
	Mihubungang!adlaw luyu sa bukid, The sun hid behind the mountain. Lasang nga amung gihubngan, The jungle we hid in. la for s.t. different to lurk behind what appears. Ang iyang pahiyum gihubngan sa pagdumut, Hatred lurked behind his smile. 2 [A] for the one who is 'it' in hide-andseek to cover his face. Sam tang magbubung ka, ayaw ug lili, When you cover your face, don't peek. n turn to hide one's face in hide-and-seek. pa-v [A; c] put s.t. out of sight. pina-nweapon hidden for emergency purposes.
	hubung a full and plump. Hu bung ning mga siku, These sapodillas are nice and plump. v [B2] full and rounded. Magkahubung ang lawas sa babaying maghinaga, The body of a girl becomes full and rounded as she approaches adolescence. 
	hubut l = HULBUT. 2 = BULHUT, 1, 2, 3. 
	hubuy v [A2S; b6(1)] swell from a bruise. Mihubuy ang agtang niyang napangka, His forehead bumped against s.t. and swelled. hubuyhubuy a very plump and soft to the touch. v [B; b6] be, become soft to the touch. Ug maghubuybubuy na gani ang bu-
	bag hapit na na mubutu, When a boil gets
	. 
	. 
	. 
	soft and tender, it is about to erupt. Nagbubuybubuy na ang tsikus sa kabinug, The sapodillas are soft from ripeness. 


	hubya a lazy (dialectal). 
	hubyas n k.o. boat hollowed from a single log. bud = HULUD. 
	• 

	hudas n Judas Iscariot or St. Jude Thaddeus. a betrayer. 
	hudhpd v [A; c] scrape off, chip, uproot s.t. 
	hudir -bu.gas 
	shallow by pushing it with a knife or some instrument. Nagbudbud siya sa kabuy para sungsung, He's whittling a piece of woodwith a chisel to make a stopper. Hudburaang mga sagbut sa daplin sa dalan, Scrapeout the weeds growing at the edges of the road. 2 [A; c] bury in a shallow way. Gibudbud Zang ang gibunu, They just .put themurder victim in a shallow grave. 3 [al2] catch with a budbud net. n 1 instrumentfor scraping, chipping. 2 k.o. dip net used in shallow waters for catching small fishand crustaceans.
	shallow by pushing it with a knife or some instrument. Nagbudbud siya sa kabuy para sungsung, He's whittling a piece of woodwith a chisel to make a stopper. Hudburaang mga sagbut sa daplin sa dalan, Scrapeout the weeds growing at the edges of the road. 2 [A; c] bury in a shallow way. Gibudbud Zang ang gibunu, They just .put themurder victim in a shallow grave. 3 [al2] catch with a budbud net. n 1 instrumentfor scraping, chipping. 2 k.o. dip net used in shallow waters for catching small fishand crustaceans.

	hudir v [A; al) 1 bother, disturb the peace. 
	·
	·
	Ang inyung away nakahudir sa mga silingan,
	Your quarrel has disturbed the neighbors. 
	Gihudir ang mamumunu sa iyang kunsyinsiya, The murderer was bothered by his conscience. 2 make s.o. suffer discomfort or misery. Ang imung bisyu mauy magbudir nimu, Your vices will make you miserable. 
	Giburut niyag kaun ang sud-an. Akuy nabudir ug sulag asin, She ate all the food. All I had left to eat was rice and salt. 

	Hudiya n Judea. 
	hudiyaki n noisy merriment, a rejoicing. Ang Pasku punu sa hudiyaka, Christmas is full of noisy merriment. v [Al2C2; c5] rejoice, make merry. Gihudiyaka nila ang nabitabu, They were noisily merry over what had happened. ma-un a full of noise and merriment.
	hudiyu n 1 Jew. 2 s.o. regarded as evil, cruel.
	nang tawbana. Wa giyuy kaluuy, That man is a demon. He has no mercy. Ikawng budiyua ka,ay na giyug balik diri, You s.o.b. ! Don't you ever come back here!
	nang tawbana. Wa giyuy kaluuy, That man is a demon. He has no mercy. Ikawng budiyua ka,ay na giyug balik diri, You s.o.b. ! Don't you ever come back here!
	Hudj,yu kaa
	yu 


	hudlat n idle threat made to frighten s.o.,but which one has no intention of carrying out. Di lang ni budlat. Tinud-un giyud, Thisis no mere threat. I mean to do it. v [AN;al] frighten with an idle threat. Hudlatun nila ang isda paingun sa baling, They are frightening the fish into going to the net. 
	bud.nu v [A; c] 1 put into the oven to cook. Nagbudnu siya sa kik, She is baking the cake. 2 dry coconut meat in a wood-fired drier. Hudnubun (ibudnu) Zang ang lubi ugtingulan, We simply dry coconut meat in the drier during the rainy season. n 1 oven. 2 coconut drier made of bamboo flooring under which there is a pit where fire is kept going. hudnuhan = HUDNU, n. paN-nbaking.
	hug = HULUG. see HULUG. 
	,
	,

	.Lug= HUWG. 
	h

	huga = HULGA. 
	hugadu a for machine and structure parts tofit too loosely. Hungaw ang tangki kay ang balbula bugadu, The tank is leaky because the valve is loose. v [B12] be, becomP. loose. 
	hugadur a a habitual gambler. v [B12; b6] be, become a gambler. hugalbu n 1 loud popping, plopping sound. 
	Ang bugalbu sa pag-ibut sa bakita sa lutbang, The popping sound when you pull the plunger. 2 swampy place, mire. v 1 [A; cl] make a hollow, plopping sound. Magbugalbu ang tubig nga mag-ambak, Water 
	·
	·

	dropping from!a height produces a loud plopping sound. 2 [B2; b6] fall with a plop.Naghugalbu ku sa binug, I fell into the mire.
	hugal.bung n heavy pounding or thumpingsound. Ang bugalbung sa bawud, The poundingsound of the waves. v [A] make a heavypounding or thumping sound. M ibugalbung 
	,
	,

	ang usa ka bit.Zig lubi nga nabiig, The bunch of coconuts fell and hit the ground with a loud thumping sound. -in-n continuous or off-and-on pounding or thumping sound.
	hugal.but v [A] make a popping or plopping sound. Mibugalbut ang lutbang dihang gikalit ug bu/but ang bakita, The popgun popped when the plunger was suddenly pulled out. Nagbugalbut ang iyang sapatus sa lapuk, His shoes went plop plop in themud.
	hugangkul v [A] 1 clank, clatter. Mihugangkulang kaldiru nga naligid sa bagdanan, Thepot clattered as it rolled down the stairs. 2land in jail. M ibugangkul siya sa prisuban kay nangawat man, He landed in jail because he stole. 
	hugan·ub = WGAN-UB.

	hugar v 1 [Al2] get the chance to do mischie/ by being momentarily free from s.o.' s watchful eyes. Nakabugar mi sa balay kay wa ang iyang ginikanan, We had a chance to do mischief because her parents were gone.-2 [A] impose one's wishes on s.o. Nganung magbugar ka sa akung kaugalingun? Why do you tell me what to do in my own house? 
	hugar v 1 [Al2] get the chance to do mischie/ by being momentarily free from s.o.' s watchful eyes. Nakabugar mi sa balay kay wa ang iyang ginikanan, We had a chance to do mischief because her parents were gone.-2 [A] impose one's wishes on s.o. Nganung magbugar ka sa akung kaugalingun? Why do you tell me what to do in my own house? 
	hugarn k.o. institution during pre-war times that gave out mortgages on real estate.Naimbargu sa bugar ang ilang balay, Thebank foreclosed the mortgage on their house. v [c] be mortgaged to the bu gar. 1hugar natu ning atung yuta para ipubunan, We'll mortgage our land to the hugar to get capital.
	2 
	-

	bu.v 1_ [b6(1)] wash anything but clothes. 
	gas 

	Hugasi ang prutas una kan-a,Wash the fruit 
	, 

	before you eat it. 2 [A; b6(1)] make clean 
	hugaw -hugnu 
	in a religious or moral sense, purify. Hugasi 
	in a religious or moral sense, purify. Hugasi 
	ang rmung kangil-ad pinaagi sa pagbag-u,
	Cleanse yourself of your immoral deeds by 
	reforming. 3 [A; a] exterminate, rid a place
	ofs. t. Wa mabugas ni Hitlir ang mga Hudiyu, 
	Hitler did not succeed in exterminating the 
	Jews. (➔) n s.t. used to clean, esp. the swab 
	for cleaning palm toddy dregs out of the 
	tube in which it had been gathered. paN-v
	[A2; b6(1)] wash oneself. -in-n dishwater.
	-un(➔) n dishes to be washed. -an(➔) n 1
	place for washing. 2 = HUGASUN. paN-an

	(➔) = HUGASAN, n 1.huw a 1 dirty, unclean. Hugaw na ang iyang sinina, His shirt is soiled. Hugaw kaayu nang kan-anana, That eatery is terribly unclean. 2 dirty, of questienable morality. 
	ga

	Aygpanaratu anang baybana kay hugaw na, 
	Aygpanaratu anang baybana kay hugaw na, 
	Don't court that girl. She is of questionablemorals. Hugaw kaayu ang kagamhanan, Wemuaway tung baksira, That boxer fights dirty. 2a -ug batasan having bad traits, ugly ways of conducting oneself. Hugawgbatasan kay isipan, He has a bad character because he counts favors he did for people.v [AP; b] 1 soil, make s.t. dirty. Ayaw bugawi ang akung ngalan, Do not besmirch my name. la [A; a] do s.t. in a dirty way.Ayaw bugawa ang inyung pagdula, Don'tplay dirty. 2 [A13] make oneself ridiculous by doing s. t. one
	have a corrupt government. Hugaw kaa
	yu 

	2] be, become given to dirty habits. ma= HUGAW, a. ka-n 1 dirtiness. 2 corruptness. huwhugaw v [A13] 1 dirty oneself up. Nganung naghugawhugaw man ka diha sa yanang? Why are you dirtying yourself in the mire? 2= HUGAW. v 2. 
	ga


	hugay n device consisting of strings to which noisemakers are hung to scare away birds that feed on rice. v [A; b) put up such a device.
	hugayaw = HUGYAW.hughug = HALUGHUG. 
	l

	hugita v [B6: a12) for com grits that are supposed to be cooked dry to come out wet and unevenly cooked. Magbugita ang kan-un ug dili nimu sugkan, Corn grits 
	hugita v [B6: a12) for com grits that are supposed to be cooked dry to come out wet and unevenly cooked. Magbugita ang kan-un ug dili nimu sugkan, Corn grits 
	yu

	will not cook evenly if you don't keep stirring them. a corn grits that are wet andunevenly cooked. 

	hugkal (from bukal) " [B2; b6] 1 for s.t. that is spread over a surface and stuck to it to loosen. M ihugkal na ang kupras, The coconut meat is loose in the shell now.Nagkar sa akung mga kuku, My nail polish is getting loose. 2 for acough to loosen. Tambal nga nakabugkal (nakapahugkal) sa akung ubu, Medicine that loosened my cough. 
	bugkal na ang maniki
	yu

	hugkau = HUBKAS.
	hugkat (from lukat) v [A; alb2] dig up s.t. out from under s.t. else. Dagbang nahugkatan (bihugkatan) nilang mga karaang kabtangan sa Maktan, They have unearthed lots OJ} Mactan. 2 dig out to find 
	of old treasures 

	s.t. not known. lmu pa bang hugkatun ang nangagi? Do you still have to dig to find out about what has long since been water over the dam? 
	hugmad v [A; cl] clean rice and let it dry part way before storing it. -in-n rice cleaned and half-dried, ready for storing. 
	hugna n one of a series of events or subdivi-
	,
	,

	sions in a sporting event. Unang bugna sa
	lumba sa bisiklita, The first lap of the bicycle race. Ang unang bugna sa iyang panaw, The first leg of his trip.Ang ikadubang hugna sa sulung, The second phase of the assault. hugnahugna v 1 [Al; a2] do s.t. by laps, installments. Hugnabugnaun natug tukud ang taytayan, Let's construct the bridge in phases. 2 [A13; b(l)] make repeated attempts. Gihugnabugnaan na nakung iprinda ning singsinga, I've made repeated attemptsto pawn this ring (without much success). 3 [B 13] for rain to fall heavily at short
	nabugna ang ulan, Don't hang 

	hugnu v [A3PB12; al] for structures to collapse, cause them to do so. Mabugnu ang taytayan ug mabug-atan, The bridge will collapse if too heavy a weight passes over it. Nagkabugnu na ang balayng karaan, The house is about to collapse because it is so old. la for a person to collapse. Nabugrrusiya pagkadungug sa balita, She collapsed when she heard the news. lb for hopespeace, life to collapse. Nabugnu ang ilang kalipay pagkamatay sa bata, When their child died, their happiness was destroyed. 
	1

	Hugnuun ku ang iyang paglaum sa akung balibad, I'll refuse him and destroy his hopes. Nabugrru ang kagambanan tungud sa 
	hugpa -hugut 
	mga kumunista, The government was toppled because of the communists. 3 [AP; b c1] harvest coco nu ts. M aghugnu ( magpabugnu) mi sa lubi kada trirnistri, We harvest the coconuts every four months. n yield of coconuts. Dyis mil ang bugnu sa kalubinban, The coconut plantation has a yield of ten thousand nu ts. 
	mga kumunista, The government was toppled because of the communists. 3 [AP; b c1] harvest coco nu ts. M aghugnu ( magpabugnu) mi sa lubi kada trirnistri, We harvest the coconuts every four months. n yield of coconuts. Dyis mil ang bugnu sa kalubinban, The coconut plantation has a yield of ten thousand nu ts. 

	hugpa v 1 [A; b6] alight in a swarm. Mibugpaang dulun sa maisan, The locusts alighted on the cornfield in a swarm. 2 [A; b(l)] descend on s.t. like a swarm. Mibugpa ang kangitngit, Darkness settled over the area.Gibugpaan sa gutum ang tibuuk prubinsiya, 
	Famine deŁcended on the province. 
	Famine deŁcended on the province. 

	hugpit v [A; a] extract s.t. by picking it offwith the tip of the fingers. Hugpitig madng ang imung sinina, Pick the sand-spursfrom your dress. 
	yu

	hugpung v 1 [A; a6] take long things in the two hands and bunch them together. Hugpunga ang imung bubuk, Tie your hair into a bunch. la [A; cl] do s.t. by the whole bunch. Hugpunn (ihugpung) pagtanyag ang tulu ka matang sa tablita, The three kinds of tablets are offered as a group. 2 [A12C; c16] unite together in a group. Hugpunn (ihugpung) natu ang mga mamumu
	gu
	gu

	u, Let's organize the laborers into a union. n 1 bunch, a number of long things of the same kind tied in a bunch. Usa ka bugpung nga sibuyas, A bunch of green onions. 2 a group of people having a common purpose or interest. Hugpung nga pulitikanbun, Apolitical faction. ka-an n group of people having s.t. in common. 
	u, Let's organize the laborers into a union. n 1 bunch, a number of long things of the same kind tied in a bunch. Usa ka bugpung nga sibuyas, A bunch of green onions. 2 a group of people having a common purpose or interest. Hugpung nga pulitikanbun, Apolitical faction. ka-an n group of people having s.t. in common. 

	hugpuy a having a downcast, depressed look from a feeling of disappointment, guilt, orhumility. Hugpuy kaasiyang miduul sa iyang amahan kay may sala man,-She c_arneto her father with her head bowed, because she had done him wrong. v [B; b6] for the face to assume such a look. 
	yu 

	hugsaw a 1 mischievous, moving about all the time. Hugsaw nga pagkabata, gitagu niya ang antiyubus sa {yang lulu, He is a mischievous child. He hid his grandfather's eyeglasses. Ang bugsaw nga bata di mahimutang, A restless child will not sit still. v [B;b 1) be mischievous, moving about all the time.
	hugu a frail, emaciated. Hugu kaag lawas ning bataa kay walay maayung kaun, Thischild has a very frail body because it doesn't get good food. v [B24; b3] lose weight, become thin, esp. due to sickness. Mihugu si Bin gikang nauspital, Ben had lost weight considerably when he returned home from 
	hugu a frail, emaciated. Hugu kaag lawas ning bataa kay walay maayung kaun, Thischild has a very frail body because it doesn't get good food. v [B24; b3] lose weight, become thin, esp. due to sickness. Mihugu si Bin gikang nauspital, Ben had lost weight considerably when he returned home from 
	yu

	the hospital. 

	hung v [A3P) get away in great speed. Mibung (mipabung) ug dagan ang mangunut, The pickpocket ran away at topspeed. 
	gu
	gu
	gu
	gu

	hungv [A2S3] produce a steady hummingsound. Unsa rung nagbung sa radiyu? What's that humming sound in the radio? hugunghung n a humming device installed 
	gu
	gu
	gu

	on the top part of a kite, shaped like a small bow and strung with a strip of dry buri leaf, which is raised and hums in the onrush ofwind. hunhun n talk about doing s.t., speculation or plans. Adunay bugunhun nga dismisun ang ilang kasu, There is talk that their case will be dismissed. v [b 15) for there to be talk about s.t. Gihugunbugunan (gihunhugun) nga sugdan na gayud ang tayta
	_, 
	gu
	gu
	gu

	gu
	yan, There is talk that at last they will begin 
	work on the bridge. 
	work on the bridge. 

	hup, hup v [A; b(l)] go s.w. in a large group, throng s.w. Mihup ang mga tawu sa artista, The people all thronged around the actress. (�) v [A13] be united in a desire. Nagbup sila pagpalagput sa ilang kapitan dil baryu, They were unanimous in their call to dismiss the barrio captain. 
	gu
	gu
	gu
	gu

	hus v [A; al] 1 raise or lower s.t. with a string or rope over a stick or pulley. Siyay mibus sa bandira, He raised the flag. 2 pull pursing strings. Hugusa ang pisi pagsif-a sa bag, Pull the purse strings to close the bag. n 1 action of raising or lowering s.t. carefully or on ropes. 2 name given to the sugat ceremony of Easter Sunday, so called because at the point that Christ and the Holy Mother meet, angels (ali/.uya) are lowered. 3 the name given to the procession in the evening of Good F�iday which 
	gu
	gu
	gu

	hugut a 1 firmly tied, attached, closed. Hugut kaanga pagkasira sa garapun, The jar lid is closed very tight. Hut niya ang sinina, Her dress is tight on he_r. 2 taut, holding tight.Ang kwirdas sa sista hut kaay14, Theguitar strings are very taut. Hu gut nga ginaksan, A firm embrace. Hut ang iyang im-
	hugut a 1 firmly tied, attached, closed. Hugut kaanga pagkasira sa garapun, The jar lid is closed very tight. Hut niya ang sinina, Her dress is tight on he_r. 2 taut, holding tight.Ang kwirdas sa sista hut kaay14, Theguitar strings are very taut. Hu gut nga ginaksan, A firm embrace. Hut ang iyang im-
	yu 
	gu
	gu
	gu

	.g

	. pluwinsiya sa gubirnadur, He has a strong influence on the governor. 3 firm in belief, purpose, feeling. Hut akungpagtuu, I amof the firm belief ... Hut iyang pagsupak, She was strongly opposed. Hut kaaangilang pagbinigugmaay, They love each other 
	· 
	gu
	gu
	gu
	yu 

	hut -hukad 
	gu

	very deeply. 3a -ang puasa for there to be intense fasting. 4 be in a tight situation financially. Hugi.t ang iyang kabimtang kay way trababu, He's in a tight situation because he lost his job. 5 for the voice to be strained in trying to reach a high note. Ugmubugut ang batingting, mangugat ang magkanta, If the singer strains to reach a high note, his veins stand out prominently. v 1 [AB; b5] become tight, firm, taut; cause!,
	very deeply. 3a -ang puasa for there to be intense fasting. 4 be in a tight situation financially. Hugi.t ang iyang kabimtang kay way trababu, He's in a tight situation because he lost his job. 5 for the voice to be strained in trying to reach a high note. Ugmubugut ang batingting, mangugat ang magkanta, If the singer strains to reach a high note, his veins stand out prominently. v 1 [AB; b5] become tight, firm, taut; cause!,
	s.t. to be so. Mibugut ang iyang apapangig kay nasuku, His jaws tightened in fury.Luktan ang tiil sa babuy ug mubugut ang bukut, The pig's feet will have rope 1narks 
	if the tether rope is too tight. A tung bugtun 
	(bugtan) ang sira sa butilya, Let's tighten 
	the bottle cap. 2 [B2C. b8] be intent on,
	sincere about doing s.t., become sincere. 
	Mibugut siya pag-ampu, He prayed intense
	ly. Nagbut sila pagbinigugmaay, They
	gu

	were deeply in love with each other. Hugti
	(bugta) pagdisiplina ang imung anak, Keep
	your child under tight discipline. 3 [B;b6]
	for one's financial situation to become tight. 
	4-ang,saabakusa [A1Cl2;b5cl] sacrifice 
	in a difficult financial situation (lit. tighten 
	the belt). Hugti (bugta, ibugut) inyung ba
	kus kay di ku kasud ug trababu, yOU 'll have 
	to make sacrifices because I cannot find a 
	job. b [ b( 1)] intensify a drive against s.o. 
	Gibugtan na sa bakus sa pisi ang mga isma
	glir, The P.C. is now intensifying their drive
	against smugglers. c [a12] resolve firmly. 
	Hugta ang imung bakus ug mangasawa ka 
	ba, Resolve firmly to do it if you get mar
	ried. 

	but v [A; a] 1 pull in rope or the like. Kinsay nagbugut sa pasul nga akung gituntun? 
	gu

	Who pulled in the fishing line that I lowered? Ayaw buguta ang lagda sa sinina, Donot pull out the temporary stitches in the dress. 2 pick nits from a Strand of hair. Huguta ang mga lusa arun di makapanguyamad, 
	Who pulled in the fishing line that I lowered? Ayaw buguta ang lagda sa sinina, Donot pull out the temporary stitches in the dress. 2 pick nits from a Strand of hair. Huguta ang mga lusa arun di makapanguyamad, 
	Remove the nits so they won't hatch. 

	hu= HUGUVHUGUY. huyhuy v [AC; c] pal around with s.o. in a spirit of camaraderie, associate with s.o. for purposes of fun. Pauli dayun. Ayawg huguybuy sa imung kauban, Come straight home. Don't pal around with your friends. Di makigbuguybuguy sa iyang sakup, He won't pal around with his workers. n palling around, association for pleasure. 
	guy 
	gu
	gu
	gu

	hugyaw v [A; b3] for a crowd to roar in laughter, excitement, and the like. Mibugyaw pagpangatawa ang mga tawu, The people roared in laughter. n roar from a crowd. hugyun v [A; cl] do s.t. together in a group, 
	en masse. Gihugyunan aku pagbiya sa akung mga sakup, All my employees walked out on me en masse. 
	huhungihung = HULUNGIHUNG. 
	huhu n word used in writing to represent the sound of slightly nasal laughter. 
	bu.bu v [A; c] empty a container of its contents by turning it upside down and agitating it. Hubuag maayu ang butilya arun muagi ang kitsup, Shake the bottle hard so the catsup will come out. Ibubu ang sinapilya didtu sa kanal, Empty the shavings into the ditch. 
	huk n Huks, a dissident guerilla group or a 
	1
	1

	member thereof. v [B16; b6] be, become a 
	Huk. 
	bukn hook, a closing device on a garment. -an ay n hook and eye, device to close a garment. v [c6] use a hook. 
	2 

	hukaa loosely packed. v [B12; b6] for things of various sizes not to be firmly packed. Ug mabuka ang imung pagsulud sa kamuti gamay ray masud, If you pack the sweet potatoes loosely like that, you won't get many in. 
	1 

	hukav [A; al] take, serve more food than can be consumed. Ayaw bukaa ang sud-an arun di mapan-us, Don't serve more food than we can eat so that it won't spoil. 
	2 

	huka v [B46; a4] have a vigorous coughing fit. Hukaun (magbuka) ka sa ubu ug magpatun-ug ka, You'll have a coughing fit if you expose yourself to the draft. 
	.

	hukab v [A3P; a] open, remove a cover through forceful or nonhuman action. Angbangin ang mibukab sa iyang sayal, Thewind raised her skirt. Mabukab nang malita ug imung ibundak, That suitcase will burst open if you throw it down. a open with the cover removed.Hukab na ang kartun sa pagabut niini, The cardboard box was torn open when it arrived. (�) v [B12; b6] for an opening to become big and wide. Nabukab ang iyang kilid nga natigbasan, S.o. hacked him in the side, and he had a gaping hole in lt. 
	hukabbukab v [Al3] be stimulated in expectation of doing s.t. Nagbukabbukab ang akung ginbawa nga nagtan-aw sa mga lamiang mga pagkaun, My appetite was stimulated as I looked at all the appetizing foods. 
	bukad, bukad v [A; a] 1 take s. t. out of acontainer by lifting it out. Akuy mubukad ining mga butang sa iyang malita, I'll take the things out of his suitcase. Hukara ang kan-un, Take the rice out of the pot. la gi-,-in-sa ginhawaan born of one's own flesh, not adopted. Kini ang akung anak nga gibu
	-

	hukahuk -*hukyaw 
	kad sa akung ginbawaan, This is my child, born of my flesh and blood. 2 express emotions. U sa ka lawum nga pangagbu ang iyang gihukad gikan sa iyang dughan, He let out a deep sigh from inside his breast. 3 [A23; b 6) give s.o. an occasion to do s.t. Gibukaransiya sa babayi sa lawasnung pangindabay, 
	kad sa akung ginbawaan, This is my child, born of my flesh and blood. 2 express emotions. U sa ka lawum nga pangagbu ang iyang gihukad gikan sa iyang dughan, He let out a deep sigh from inside his breast. 3 [A23; b 6) give s.o. an occasion to do s.t. Gibukaransiya sa babayi sa lawasnung pangindabay, 
	The girl offered him the opportunity to relieve his carnal desires. n 1 food taken out of the pot. 2 -sa ginhawaan one's own child.

	hukahuk a· greedy, having an intense desire to possess. Ang tawung hukahuk gustung iya tanan, An avaricious person wants to have �verything. v [B12; b6] become greedy.
	hukal v (APB3(1); cl] 1 for a cough to loosen, make it loose. Muhukal ang ubu sa tambal, The cough will be eased by medicine. Kining tambala muhukal sa imung ubu, Thismedicine will loosen your cough. 2 = UKAL. n phlegm. a 1 for phlegm in a cough to beloose. 2 for two flat surfaces to be adhering loosely.
	hukas v 1 [A3P; a2] take clothing off of the top part of the body. Hukasa na nang pulu mu, Take off your shirt. 2 [Al; a] expose a secret. Ang kaatbang niyang pulitiku ang mihukas sa iyang kangil-ad, His political opponent exposed his shady deals. 3 strip or deprive s.o. of his position, duty, rights. Gid pagpakabilum, He was deprived of his right to remain silent. Gibukasan siya sa iyang pagkaabugadu, He was debarred. hukashukas v [Alkeep taking off clothes. n stripping scenes in a show.
	hukasan siya sa iyang katun
	gu

	hukaw = HUKAL. vl; n; a. 
	hukaw v [A3P; al) awaken s.o. by disturbing his sleep. Mahukaw ang bata ug maglangas ka, You'll wake the child if you make noise.
	hukbalahap n the name of the Communist organization in the Philippines and its members. v [B1256) be, become a bukbalabap.ka-an n the community of huks. 
	hukdung v [A; b6) rest one's chin or forehead on s. t. usually in meditation or grief. Mihukdung siya sa lamisa sa kakapuy, Herested his head on the table because he was tired. Nagbukdung siya sa bintana, She is resting her chin on the window sill. Gihukdungan niya ang lamisa sa iyang pagtuun, She rested her chin on the table as she studied.
	hukhukv 1 [A; bS) get money or valuables from s.o. for nothing in return. Hukhukun(hukbukan) ta sa imung mga paryinti, Your 
	hukhukv 1 [A; bS) get money or valuables from s.o. for nothing in return. Hukhukun(hukbukan) ta sa imung mga paryinti, Your 
	1 

	relatives will just milk us dry. 2 [A; a] eat greedily (contemptuous or humorous usage). Ikaw bay nagbukbuk sa akung kik? Did you eat my cake? -iru v [B12; b6] be, become a milker of persons. -ira = HU KHUKIRU (female).

	hukhuk= HALUKHUK
	2 
	l 
	2·

	hukhukn. k.o. nutmeg snell. 
	3 

	hukihuk n k.o. fish very similar to the sulidin appearance and flavor, but smaller. 
	hukip v [A; b6(1)] include s.t. in a package or letter that is sent to include it. Wa ku makabukip ug litratu sa akung sulat nimu, Ididn't enclose a picture in my letter to you. Hukip·i ug diyis p{sus ang {mung aplikasiyun, 
	Include a· ten-peso bill in your application. V [A; be) bribe. Kadtu rang mubukip ang dawatun sa supirbisur, Only those who give bribes are acc.epted by the supervisor. Pilay atung ibukip sa aprisir? How much are ,ve going to bribe the customs appraiser? 
	hukip 

	huklub n k.o. sorcery using a doll dressed in red and black which is struck. The parts of the doll's body that are struck correspond to the parts of the victim's body that are afflicted. 
	hulanuy = LUKMUY.
	huks = HUK (plural).
	hukuhuku v[B46; b3] be doubled over in suppressed laughter. Nagbukubukit mig katawa sa maistrung wa makapamutunis, We practically died trying to hold back our laughter because our teacher forgot to button his pants. 
	1 

	hukum v 1 (A; b(l)] pass judgment, give a verdict. Gihukman siyang sunun sa silya iliktrika, He was sentenced to death in the electric chair. 2 [A2] decide to do s. t. Mihukum siya sapag-apil sa bangga, She decided to participate in the contest. 3 have one's say about an unresolved matter. Ug akuy muhukum sapagbabin, tung•un Lang ang yuta, If I were to get my say, my advice would be just to divide the land between us. n judgment, verdict, decision. hukmanan n court.hukmanan sa unang lakbang n Court of F
	gu

	hukut 1 = HIGUT, v, n. 2 n a keepsake ortoken of relationship between lovers. Panyitang bukut sa ilangpanaghigugmaay, A handkerdhief was the keepsake of their love. 
	*hukyaw -ang dughan, ginhawaan, kabuhi v [B46] get an intense pang in the stomach and rapid beating of the heart at some horrifying experience. Mihukyaw ang akung ginhawaan pagkakita naku sa ha.tang naligsan,I was overcome with horror when I saw the child run over by a truck. 
	.

	344 Hul.a-hulay 
	Hui. n abbreviation for Hulyu, July.
	Hui. n abbreviation for Hulyu, July.

	hulab v [AN2; b6I boast by telling a lie. Gibuwaban mi niyang daku siyag swildu, Heboasted that he had a huge sala( when he didn't). n lying boast. -un boastful.
	ry 

	hulad v 1 [A13;c] describe, depict. Mibulad(nabulad, gibulad) sa iyang panagway ang tumang kabalaka, Extreme anxiety appeared on her face. 2 [cl publish s.t. in the newspapers and magazines. Ang gisangputan sa piniliay mauy ibulad sa tanang mantalaan dinbi, The results of the elections will be published in all the papers here. 3 [A;
	c] copy s.t. on the pattern of s. t. else. Kining dibubua mauy bulari sa imu, Patternyour drawing after this one. Ibulad sa Katidral ang Pattern the barrio chapel after the Cathedral. 4 [A; cl] translate. HuIara (ibulad) ning balak sa Ininglis, Translatethe poem into English. n 1 s. t. which is exactly like s.t. else. Ang atung mga batan-ungnagpataas sa ilang bubuk mauy bu lad sa mga hipi sa Amirika, Our young men who wear their hair long are just like the hippies in America. 2 copy, full reproduction. 
	c] copy s.t. on the pattern of s. t. else. Kining dibubua mauy bulari sa imu, Patternyour drawing after this one. Ibulad sa Katidral ang Pattern the barrio chapel after the Cathedral. 4 [A; cl] translate. HuIara (ibulad) ning balak sa Ininglis, Translatethe poem into English. n 1 s. t. which is exactly like s.t. else. Ang atung mga batan-ungnagpataas sa ilang bubuk mauy bu lad sa mga hipi sa Amirika, Our young men who wear their hair long are just like the hippies in America. 2 copy, full reproduction. 
	kapil.ya, 


	bulagway (coined from bulad plus dagway) n 1 picture, protrait. 2 image, mental picture of s.t. v 1 [AB23; b4cl] portray, picture, be shown. Ang iyang mga sinulat mibulaay sa kangil.-ad sa kabil.adman sa tawu, His writings ponray how evil men are deep down inside them. Mibulagway sa iyang nawung ang tumang kabalaka, Extreme worry showed in her face. Hulagwaya (ibulagway) sa mga naminaw ang mga taras sa mga Muslim, Describe the traits of the Muslims to the audience. 2 [A12; a3] imagine, picture for on
	gw

	hulahula (not without [) n hula-hula, a Hawaiian dance performed by women. v [AC 12; cl] dance, do the hula-hula. 
	hulahup (not without [) n hula hoop. v [AC 1 2; b6(1)] play with a hula hoop. 
	hulak v [B246) for the delicious taste of food to come out. Mubulak ang lami sa tinap-anan basta utanan, The delicious taste of smoked fish comes out if you cook it with vegetables. 
	hulam v [A; b(l)] 1 borrow s.t. Gibulaman(gihugman, gibudman) naku ang fyang lapis, I borrowed his pencil. 2 adopt, take over as 
	one's own. Ang mga Pil.ipinu daghang gihulaman (gibugman) nga kinaiya, The Filipinos have adopted many foreign traits. pa· v [A;ab] lend. Pilay imung pabuwaman? How much are you going to lend? n loan. -anan(�) n one one borrows from. Kinsa may imung bulamanan ug kwarta? Who do you borrow from? -in-an a 1 s. t. borrowed. 2adopted, taken over as one's own. 2a affected,put on. Wa ku kaangay sa batasan niyang binulaman, I don't like her affected manners. t 
	hulangyud v [B 126 ; b6] slip and fall. Nabulangyud ku sa sinaw nga salug, I slipped and fell on the slippery floor. 
	hul-ap = HULD-AP. 
	hulara:::: HURAR. 
	hulas v [Al 3P] 1 feel uneasy and restless.
	Nagbulas ang batang gitulug, The child is fidgety because he's sleepy. Ang iyang pagpatay mauy nakabulas (nakapahulas) niya, 
	The murder he had committed caused him to feel uneasy. 2 restlessly eager to do s. t. 
	Nagbulas giyud nang baybana nga muadtu sa bayl� That girl is itching to go to the dance. hulat v [A; a2] 1 wait, don't do s.t. now butdo it later. Huwat una, kay wa pa malutu, Wait a minute. It's not done. 2 wait for. Huwata una ang pagbunas una ka manginhas, 
	Wait for the tide to go out before you gather seashells. 3 [Al3; a12] expect s.t. to happen. Naghulat ku nga mubutu tung granada, I expected that the grenade would go off. -anan(�) n place one waits. t 
	hulaw, hulaw n drought, prolonged period without rain. Ang mga sapa nangauga tugnud sa bulaw, The brooks dried up in the drought. v [B6; a4b4] be a drought. Ang mga tanum mangamatay kung buwawun (huwawan), The crops will wither if there season. v [B256] be the dry season. 
	is a drought. ting-n d
	ry 

	hulay v [b(l)] be given respite, an interval of rest. Ang daruban nga gihuwayan sa mais naulian, The field that was given a respite from corn regained its fertility. Huwayi sa ang inyung pagpunayg barana, Leave off your nightly serenading for a while. n interval of rest. Trababu nga way bu.way, Work without respite. pa-, pa-(➔) v 1 [A; c2] rest,take a rest. lpahuway (pahuwayun) niya ang iyang lawas, He will give his body a rest. 2 [A; b(l)] have eternal rest. Dugay nang mipabuway ang iyang Lulu, His grandf
	-

	hulaya -hulikab 
	·r-, igpa-1-n time to rest. lgpapabulay (igpalabulay) na rungurasa, It's now time to rest. hulaya n k.o. woody, erect herb of open wastelands, of two species: -bayi edible sort of bulaya, the leaves of which are eaten fermented: Gynandropsis gynandra. -laid inedible, smelly type: Po'lanisia icosandra. 
	hulba v [AB126] for the bottom or a piece of s.t. horizontal to give way. Ang lamisa mubulba ug tungt,ungan ug bug-at, The table-top will give way if you put s.t. heavy on it. Ang lubut sa kabun nabulba kay bugat ang gisulud, The bottom of the box gave way because s.t. heavy was put inside it. 
	hulbad v (A; a2] undo s. t. tied, untie. Akuymibulbad sa iyang gapus, I untied his ropes. Hubara nang panyu mung may sud nga kwarta, Undo your handkerchief which has the money in it.
	hulbaw v [A; b(l)] shout loudly at. Hulbawi ang tawu nga tu.a sa tapun sa sapa, Shout to the man who is at the opposite bank of the river. n loud shout. ka-un a feel like shout
	-

	.
	.
	1ng.

	bulbu v [APB2; alb2] give way, collapse under pressure, Sapnaya nang saku kay nagkabulbu na, Carry that sack under your arms because the bottom has just about broken through. Hulbuun ku nang bubun mu niining bunal, I'll smash your fontanel with this club. 2 [A; a12] break the nodes inside a bamboo. 11 particles of broken bamboo nodes.
	hulbut v 1 [AC2; a] pull out s.t. long from a place it has been inserted. Pagbulbut ug baraba, Take a card. Mibulbut siyag sigarilyu, He pulled out a cigarette. Ayaw bulbuta ang bilu, Don't pull the thread out, Hulbuta sa di pa ka gul-an, Pull it out beforeyou have your orgasm. 2 [A; a12] pi�k s.o. outfrom a group. Hulbuta lang siya sa kumpirinsiya. Di lagi masuku, Just call him out of the conference. He won't really mind. 3 abduct secretly, usually for liquidation. Gibulbut ang inpurmir sa mga Huks, T
	huldam n k.o. craps played with three dice. v [A13; b6] play this k.o. craps.buld-ap v [AN;ab2] hold up, rob. Huld-apun kagiyug muagi ka sa ngit11git, yOU'11 be held up if you go through a dark area. n a holdup. -ir one who pulls hold-ups. v [B16;b6] 
	become a hold-up artist. 
	become a hold-up artist. 

	hulding a holding in volleyball. Hulding kaayu siyang mutus sa bu.la, He holds a lot when he hits the ball. v [B12; cl] commit the offense of holding in volleyball. Nahulding siya maung gipituhan sa ripir� He was holding the ball so the referee blew the whistle on him.
	huldir n one who is mosŁ influential and feared in a certain place for his power and toughness (slang). Si Nardung Putik mauy huldir sa Bilyagunsalu, Nardong Putik is the number one tough in Villagonzalo. v [Al;b(l)] become the number one tough in a place (slang). Ang tibuuk Pasil mauy iyang gihuldiran, He is the acknowledged number one tough in the whole Pasil district. istak n stockholder.
	-

	�ulga n threat. v [A; al] threaten. Ang ulan mibulga pagbundak, The rain threatened to pour down. Gibulga mi sa dakung gutum, We were threatened with starvation. ma-un a threatening. Mabulgaung pulung, Threatening words . 
	bulhug v 1 [A; b] urge s.o. to do s.t. bad, stir 
	s.o. up. Ang wilgista gihulbugan sa mga istudiyanti, The students egged the strikers on. 2 give s.o. bad ideas. Kinsa may nagbulbug sa bata sa pagpangayug dulsi? Who gave the child the bright idea of asking for candy? n urging, incitation. 
	s.o. up. Ang wilgista gihulbugan sa mga istudiyanti, The students egged the strikers on. 2 give s.o. bad ideas. Kinsa may nagbulbug sa bata sa pagpangayug dulsi? Who gave the child the bright idea of asking for candy? n urging, incitation. 

	hulhul v 1 [A; a12] bark. Gibulbul ang kawatan sa iru, The dog barked at the thief. 2 [A; a] shout halt. Mibulbul ang sintinila sa tawu, The guard shouted for the man to halt. n 1 barking. 2 shout to halt. 
	huli (short form for hiuli) v [a3] go home,return to the place one lives or stays. Tagdugay. giyud na siyang mabuli sa balay, Healways goes home late. pa·(�) v [A; c] place 
	s.t. back in its proper place or form. Kamaukung mupabuli sa makinang distrungkabun, 
	I know how to assemble the machine if it isdismantled. lpabuli sa kabun ang gigamitnimung gabas, Put the saw that you used back in its box. 
	hulibis = HILIBIS.
	hulihud n awl-like device which is heated and used for making holes in burnable materials. v [Al3; a12] make holes with this device. 
	hulikab v [B126; al2P) 1 make a huge hole in s. t. with an explosion or violence. Ang ·tuung kilid sa barku nabulikab sa bumba, The starboard side of the ship had a huge hole in it after the bombing. 2 take a hugeportion of s.t. forcefully, leaving a hole. Hulikabun fang na sa mga pumapalit ang pinatungpatung nga mga saku, The customers 
	346 hulin -hulug 
	will considerably reduce that pile of sacks. n large hole resulting from violent removal of s.t. Ang hulikab sa bukubuku nga gilapsan sa bala ingun sa palad, The hole in the back where the bullet emerged was as big as the palm of the hand. 
	will considerably reduce that pile of sacks. n large hole resulting from violent removal of s.t. Ang hulikab sa bukubuku nga gilapsan sa bala ingun sa palad, The hole in the back where the bullet emerged was as big as the palm of the hand. 
	hulin = DYULIN. 
	huling v 1 [AN; al 2] examine s.t. carefully touching it to see what is there. Akuy mihuling (nanghuling) sa kulun ug naa pa baykan-un, I examined the pot to find out if there was still any food left. 2 [A; al2] do a physical examination. Hulingun usab ug apil ang imung kinatawu, Your genitalia will also be examined. 
	hulip v [A; b6(1)] fill in for, cover up s.t. vacant or lacking. Akuy mubulip niya samtang nagbakasiyun siya, I'llfill in for her while she is on vacation. /yang gibulipan ang gisi sa banig, He patched up the holes in the mat. Kinabangan bulipan ang imung napaltahan, You have to make up for yourabsence. Wa siyay kwartang ikabulip sa kantidad nga iyang nadispalku, He had no money to replace the amount that he had embezzled. n s.t. that fills up or covers for what is lacking. Ang pag-inum-inum dili paing bu
	, 
	gu


	hulma v 1 [A1B2; a2] mold, take form. Mihulma (nahulma) sa iyang mga ngabil ang usa ka matam-is nga pahiyum, A sweet smile formed on her lips. Naghulma mig biku ngaipamaligya, We molded sweetened rice cakes to sell. 2 [A23; b6] leave an imprint. Ang tu.nub mihulma sa basa nga simintu, Thefootstep left an imprint on the wet cement. 3 [A] for a shape to show through s.t. that covers or contains it. Ang tutuy muhulma sa iyang hugut nga sinina, Her breasts stood out clearly in her tight dress. n s.t. molded. 
	hulmin small biting red ants. (➔) v [a4]infested with red ants. -an, ka.-an n anthill. 
	gas 

	hulpa v [82] for a surface to lower. Mihulpaang kik, The cake fell. Nahulpa ang lubung, The grave sank. Nagkahulpa ang tubig sa linaw, The water-level in the lake is dropping. n lowering of a surface. Ang bu/pa sa bu buntimaan nga gibutdan ang bata, A concavity in the fontanel is a sign that the child has a digestive upset. 
	hulsil n wholesale. v [A; cl] buy, sell by wholesale. Mubulsil mig mga manggad, We 
	will sell dry goods wholesale. 
	hult call to stop s.o. approaching: halt! v[A; a12] call 'halt!!' Hunung basta bultunmu sa gwardiya, Stop when the guard shouts ha.It at you. 
	hulu (not without/) a 1 strong in character, 
	1 
	1 
	.

	not affected by emotions or sadness. Hulu ug balatian ning bataa kay wala muhilakpaglubung sa iyang inahan, The child has a strong character because he did not cry when his mother was buried. 2 not afraid of danger. Hulu ka giyud ug mutubagtubag ka niya, You really are brave if you talk back to him. 3 able to eat sickening food or in a sickening environment. Hulu kaayu siyag ginbawa kay mukaug ilaga, That manhas a strong stomach. He can eat rats. 
	hulu (not without l) paN-v [A2] molt,shed off skin or shell. hinulhan n cast-offskin or shell. 
	hulud, hulud v [A; b6cl] place a barrier around plants to prevent animals from eating the leaves of the trees or persons from stealing the fruits. 
	hulug v 1 [A; c] drop, fall freely, cause s.t. to do so. Usa ka binug nga bunga nabulug, A ripe fruit fell. Nabulugan siya ug lubi, A coconut fell on him. /bu.lug ta ka run sa bagdanan, I'll throw you down the stairs. la[B12] for s.t. one wears to slide downwards. Siging kabulug akung antiyubus, My glasses keep slipping down my nose. 2 [A; c] deposit s. w. a mail a letter. /bu.lug ning sulata, Mail this letter. b deposit in bank. Dili ku mubulug rung bulana, l will not deposit any money this month. /bu.lu
	Kanang mga kinalutana mabulug sa kabahung ug dili tambalan, Those scratches will turn into sores if you do not treat them. Nabulugsa walay hinungdan ang akungpangandam, My preparations turned into nothing.Ug mabali ang imung kamut mabulug ka sapagkainutil, If you break your arm, you will become an invalid. 5 [A; c] for a coconut grove to yield a certain number of nuts. Mu
	-

	hulum -human 
	bulug ning kalubibana ug libu, This coconut plantation yields one thousand nuts. 6 [Bl2] fall into sin or disgrace. Nabulug si Adan 
	bulug ning kalubibana ug libu, This coconut plantation yields one thousand nuts. 6 [Bl2] fall into sin or disgrace. Nabulug si Adan 
	,
	tund ni Iba, Adam fell because of Eve. 7 
	gu

	(c] hold a festive activity on a certain date or occasion. Pitsa kinsi ang gihulugan sa pista, The feast falls on the fifteenth. 8 [A; c
	1] n) ta ka yliy ka, I'll fail you if you are absent all the time. 9 -sa kamut [B 126) fall captive, victim to s.o. Mabulug ka sa kamut sa palikiru, You'll lose your chastity (fall into the clutches of the philanderer). 10 [B1256] in bantak, for the three coins to turn out to be tails. Ganiba ra giyud na niyang umantug, wala pa giyud mahulug, 
	fail s.o. in school. Ihulug (bulu
	gu
	ug magli
	gu
	gu

	He has been tossing the coins for quite atime, but he still hasn't gotten all tails. 11 [A23PB126; cl] lose a game in gambling. 
	Gibulug niya ang primirung duwa arun musakay ang kuntra, He threw away the first game so his opponent would be trapped into playing with him. n 1 deposit. 2 installment. 3 money given to carolers. 4 yield of coconuts. (-�) n weft. v [A; cl] use s.t. as weft.Maayung ibulug ang naylun sa bablun, Nylon makes good weft thread in weaving. tig-(➔) v 1 [A23P] move downward. Mitighulug ( mipatigbulug) ang ayruplanu, Theplane moved downward. 2 go on down to a place after having gone s. w. else. G ikan sa kapitul
	Ang pagmabal sa gasulina nagkabulugan(nangabulugan) sa pag-usbaw sa pliti, The rise in the price of gasoline means the fare will rise. ka-anun, maka-anun, makahulganun ameaningful. t 

	hulum = HUMUL. 
	hulunghulung v [A; a2] 1 look for s.t. very intently. Gibulungbulung ang bata nga nawala, The people were searching for thelost child. 2 look around for s.t. without publicising that one is looking around. Nagbulungbitlung kug laing trababu kay tagdugay ming swilduban sa akung gialagaran karun, I'm secretly looking around for a new job because we're always late in getting our pay where I'm working now. 
	hulungihung n rumors. May bulungihung nga patyun ang prisidinti, There are rumors that the president will be assassinated. t 
	hulup v 1 [A2; b6] alight on. Ang sanga nga gibulupan (gibudpan) sa mga langgam, The branch the birds are perching on. Pagkaun nga hibulupan (bibudpan) ug langaw, Foodthat the flies alighted on. 2 [A; b( 1)] for a bird to swoop down on its prey. Mibup angbanug ug nakadagit ug pisu, The hawkswooped down and got a chick. 
	hulus!v 1 [A; al 2] strip leaves off the stem. 
	1
	1

	Pagbulus ug dabun sa kamunggay kay utanun, Strip off some malunggay leaves tocook. 2 = HURUS.
	hulusv [A; cl] lower s.t. attached on a string which passes through a pulley. Hulusun (ibulus) natu ang layag kay mudunggu na ta, Let's lower the sail now because we are going to drop anchor. 
	2 

	hulut v [A; b5c] threaten s.o. with an instrument or, by extension, to do s.t. serious to 
	·
	·

	him. Mubulut nang banaba ug sundang ug mag-away ug ang asawa, That husband threatens his wife with a bolo when they quarrel. Ang maistrung nagbulut sa pagbagbung sa mga istudiyanti, The teacher who threatened to fail the students.
	huluy = HILUY. 
	.

	Hulyu n 1 July. see ABRIL for verb forms. 2 time of the year when there is little to eat, so called because the year's big harvest, thepanuig, comes just after July, and the previous harvest does not last until the panitig. Ang mga datu wa makailag bulyu, The rich haven't experienced hard times. 
	hulyut a lax in carrying out a course of action. Ang mga ginikanan nga hulyut kaayu ug disiplina tubagun ug anak, Children answer back if parents are lax in their discipline. v [A; cl] be easy-going, relaxed about doing s. t. Klasi ni sa trabahu nga dUi ka makabulyut, With this sort of work you can't just take it easy. 
	hum n la home base in games. lb shout uttered upon reaching home. v 1 [A23; b6]run for home. 2 [Al2] reach home base, make a home run. 3 [A12) engage in sexual intercourse (humorous). Wa makabitm ang banagabii kay bubug, The husband couldn't do it last night because he was drunk. -anan (�) n place used as home base. 
	humabdus = HUMABLUS.
	humablus, humabus n stepchild.
	humad v [A; c 1] clean rice and let it dry partially to store it. Humara (ibumad) ang bumay usa hipusa, Clean the rice and let it dry partially before you store it. 
	humagbus = HUMABLUS.
	human a 1 finished, done. Human na ang lamisa, The table is finished. Human na nag 
	humay -humpay 
	laba, (I) already washed it. Human daan ngasinina, A ready-made dress (finished beforehand). lbitay ang imung human, Hang the things you have finished up. 2 initial inphrase: a after. Human (inigkahuman) sa klasi adtu mi sa sini, We will go to the movies after the class. Namatay siya human (pagkahuman) sa dugayng sakit, He died after a long sickness. b after doing [so-andso], after [so-and-so] happens. Human niya kan-a, After he ate it. Human siya mulakaw, After he left. 3 fallowing the word it modifie
	laba, (I) already washed it. Human daan ngasinina, A ready-made dress (finished beforehand). lbitay ang imung human, Hang the things you have finished up. 2 initial inphrase: a after. Human (inigkahuman) sa klasi adtu mi sa sini, We will go to the movies after the class. Namatay siya human (pagkahuman) sa dugayng sakit, He died after a long sickness. b after doing [so-andso], after [so-and-so] happens. Human niya kan-a, After he ate it. Human siya mulakaw, After he left. 3 fallowing the word it modifie
	With such clothes, you look exactly like a beggar. v 1 [B126; al2] finish doing .s.t.
	Humanun (bumnun) ba nimu ang imung trababu u dili? Are you going to finish your work or not? Mahuman tingali aprugram sa mga alas nuyb� The program will probably be over at around nine o'clock. 2[B126] be through with s.t., have had enough of s.t. Nabuman na ku anang imung panikas, I've had enough of your cheating. 3 [B126) for s.t. to get broken, done for. 
	ng 

	Ug imung ibundak ang duwaan, mabuman,
	If you throw the toy down, it will be done for. Nabuman ang mga tulisan dihang gimasinggan, The bandits were wiped out in the machinegun raid. 4 [Al2; cl] lift s.t. heavy from the ground. Ayawg bumana paglus nang haul, Don't force yourself to lift that tl'Qnk. humanhuman v [B125) be almost finished. Nabumanbuman (nagkabumanbuman) na ang amung sakayan, Our boat is almost finished. ka-an(� ), ka-un n reachinga conclusion. Walay kabumanan (kabumanun) ang trababu, There is no end to the work.
	gu


	humay n general term for. rice. -sa bantuk, kamad-an n upland rice. a two-faced (slang -on analof milled rice grains which are pointed at both ends). Humay nang baybalibakdiay inigtalikud, That woman is two-faced. She is Qice to your face, but when you turn your back, she talks against you. v 1 (A] have rice for a meal, cook rice. Gibumayannakug lugaw ang bata, I cooked rice porridge for the baby. 2 [A; cl] plant rice and not some other crop. Humaya ( ihumay) na Lang nang parsilaba, Just plant that parcel
	ogy 
	na, paayuayu sa atubang, apan na
	ng

	Typba capensis. v [A; a2] make ersatz rice. -an, ka-an n rice field. -a.nun n rice magnate. ting-n harvest season for rice. -unun n piece 
	Typba capensis. v [A; a2] make ersatz rice. -an, ka-an n rice field. -a.nun n rice magnate. ting-n harvest season for rice. -unun n piece 

	ofland intended to be planted to rice.
	humba n a dish made of pork hocks, feet, and fat cooked long in a sauce of salt, vinegar, and condiments to soften and preserveit. v [Al; a2] prepare, eat this dish.
	humbingay v [B46N; b6] for s.t. to be hanging and drooping i:r:i large quantities. Mibumay (nangbumbiay) ang bunga sa mangga (sa bunga ang mangga), The mango tree is laden with fruit. Gibumbingayan (nanghumbingay) sa bunga ang kabuy, The tree is laden with fruits. 
	bi
	ng
	ng

	humbingil v [A; al] touch s. t. with the thumb and forefinger. Nagbumbingil siyang nag-ihap sa papil dibangku, She fingeredthe banknotes in counting them. Ayawgbumbingila ang akung trababu, Keep your hands off my work.
	humbis n home base in baseball, also in children's games. v [A12] reach home base. Ugnakahumbis pa ta, daug ta ta, Had we made it home, we would have won. 
	humhum = HAI:UMHUM.humhum= LAW.humigas = HUIMIGAS.
	1 
	2 

	humil a soft, pliant, and supple. Ug dili bumil ang tabaku, dili matustus, If the tobacco is not soft, you can't roll it into cigars. v [B
	12) get soft. Ug sigihan mug dukduk nang panit sa kabuy, magkahumilpud, If you continue to pound that bark, it will gradually become soft and pliant. ka-n softness, suppleness.
	humisayid n homicide. -pulis section of the police that is charged with investigating murders.
	hump al a long and heavy of stride. v [B;cl
	6) for the steps to be long and heavy. Mubumpal ang atung linaktan ug luag tag sapatus, We have to take long and heavy steps if our shoes are too big. Nagbumpal ang linaktan sa sundalung gikapuy, The soldier is tired, and he is taking long and heavy strides. 
	,
	,

	humpay v [A3PB2; al] assuage, relieve. A-
	lak ray mubumpay sa akung kaul, Onlyliquor can relieve my sorrow. Muhumpay (mahumpay) ang kasakit kun manghaplas kag linimintu, The pain will be relievedwhen you rub liniment on it. paN-n s. t. that gives relief. Panghumpay sa mga iritasiyun sa panit, Medicine to relieve skin irritations. ka-n relief. Kabumpay sa panakit,Quick relief from pains. k�an, ka-un( ➔) nrelief, assuagement as an end effect. Walaykabumpayun (kahumpayan) ning iyang kaguul, There is no end to her sorrows. m� un, maka-� a soothing. 
	gu

	humpid-hun 
	--------------------r------------------
	-

	humpid v [A; cl] 1 arrange, stack things in a neat and orderly way. Akuy mibumpidI arranged the empty bottles in order. !yangbumpirun (ibumpid) ang iyang mga papilis, He'll stack the papers neatly. 2 smooth out, flatten out. Pisun ang nakabumpid sa sin, Asteam roller flattened out the galvanized iron sheets. a neatly arranged, flat. Humpidkaayu ang iyang bubuk, His hair is neatly groomed and flat. 
	(nagbumpid) sa mga basiyung butil.ya,
	, 

	humpil = HUMPID.
	humran n home run in baseball. v {A2; cl] make_ a home run. tig-a one who usually hits a home run.
	humrum n homeroom in school. -pitii norganization of the parents of children in acertain homeroom and their teacher. 
	un n fraudulent decision inboxing made in favor of a boxer who is anative of the place the match is held. v [A2 
	humtawun disi
	sy

	3) make a hometown decision in boxing. 
	3) make a hometown decision in boxing. 

	humud a wet. -ug papil having a ruinedreputation. Humud ug papil nang tawbana pagkakiriwan, That fell ow has the repu tat ion of being a thief. v 1 [A;al2] make s.t. wet. Humda ang trapu usa inusnus, Wet the rag before you wipe. 2 [A13; al2] wear s.t. in bathing. Wala siya magbumud nga naligu sa dagat, She went swimming without anything on. humdunun n thing worn for swimming. -in-n thing put on during one's bath. humuk a la soft, not rigid or hard. Humuk nga yuta, Soft earth. Humuk nga unlan, Asoft pillo
	nang tiguwanga. Manggibata
	gu 
	yu 
	yu 
	-
	-


	gu, He lets himself be led around by the nose. He does whatever anyone tells him to 
	gu, He lets himself be led around by the nose. He does whatever anyone tells him to 

	do. 2 for girls to give in easily to the advances of men. v 1 [A2SB; a2P] a soften; become soft. b [al2) do s. t. in a soft way. Humuka kana paglutu, Cook it soft. 2 [AlPB2; a2] make s.t. supple, adaptable. pahumukhumuk v [A3;b6] pretend to go along with s. t. Nagpabumukbumuk ang administrasiyun sa mga dimanda, balubalu wa diay, 
	The administration pretended to go along with the demands, but when the time came, nothing was granted. paN-n s.t. used to soften s.t. -un(➔) a of a soft, supple type. 
	humul v 1 [A;b(l)] soak, steep. Nakabumul ka sa mga nuug nga atung labban? Haveyou soaked the rags we are going to wash? Humuli ang isda sa suka, Marinate the fish in vinegar. 2 [Al3; b(l)] immerse, put oneself or s.t. in water so as to cover most of it. 
	Ug magbitmul ka sa tubig dili lagi tugnaw,
	Ug magbitmul ka sa tubig dili lagi tugnaw,

	Once you get in the water, it is not cold after all. Humuli ang kabaw sa tu.big, Put the carabao in the water. 3 [A; c] pack s. t. in ice for preservation. Ibumul ang isda sa yiluarun di madubuk, Pack the fish in ice sothat it won't spoil. ( ➔), -in-an n fish packed 
	.

	in ice for preservation. 
	in ice for preservation. 

	humulhumul a soft, fluffy. Alpumbrang bumulbumul, Afluffy rug. 
	humut a 1 sweet-smelling. Humut nga bitlak,Fragrant flowers. Humut nga baba, Sweetsmelling mouth. Humut nga pagkaun, Goodsmelling food. 2 for s.o. to be dear to one despite his bad traits. Dagban siyag bisyu apan bumut siya gibapun kanaku, He has lots of vices, but I love him all the same. v [B2;b6] be, become pleasant-smelling. pa-v [A;b6(1)] make s.o. or s.t. pleasant-smelling. 
	Magpabumut ta kay mangadtu tas bayli, 
	Let's put on perfume because we're going to a dance. Pabumti ang kik ug banilya, Flavorthe cake with vanilla. n s.t. used to make s.t.pleasant-smelling. -an(Ł) k.o. aromatic herb,similar in appearance to sangig but sweeter in smell. ka-n pleasant smell. ma-a verysweet-smelling. -un a of a sweet smelling sort.
	Let's put on perfume because we're going to a dance. Pabumti ang kik ug banilya, Flavorthe cake with vanilla. n s.t. used to make s.t.pleasant-smelling. -an(Ł) k.o. aromatic herb,similar in appearance to sangig but sweeter in smell. ka-n pleasant smell. ma-a verysweet-smelling. -un a of a sweet smelling sort.

	humut v [A; b6] 1 seriously plan to do s.t.of a momentous nature. Aku gani makabumut pagpatay, tinuurun giyud naku, If Iplan to kill, I'll kill, believe me. 2 seriouslythink about buying s.t. Dugay na kung nagbumut anang riluba, I have long been obsessed by the thought of buying that watch. 
	Hun. n abbreviation for Hunyu, June.
	bun v [A; b(l)] for birds, esp. poultry to roost to sleep. Kilumkilum na gani muhun dayun ang mga manuk, When it's twilight, the chickens roost for the night. 
	hunad -hungaw 
	hunad v (A; b(l)] wash wounds, sores. Hunari ug alkubul ang langgus arun dili ansuyan, Wash the abrasions with alcohol sothey won't get infected. n s.t. used in cleaning wounds. 
	hun-ag v [B12; alb2] 1 for a structure to collapse. Nabun-ag ang Rubi Tawir sa paglinug, The Ruby Tower collapsed in the earthquake. 2 for hopes, ambitions, etc. to collapse.
	hun-ag11 [APB2]1 for s.t. dark, dirty to become clear and white, cause it to do so. Mibun-ag (nabun-ag) ang linabban nga giladlad sa init, The clothing became white when it was bleached in the sun. 2 for the face to brighten. Mibun-ag ang iyang nawung sa kabimuut, Her face shone with pleasure. 2a [B1245] for dawn to break (literary). Nagkabun-ag nga kaadlawun, The breaking dawn. a free from dirt, shining of face. 
	2

	hunahuna v 1 [A3S; a2b2] think about s.t. 
	Ug bunabunaun tug maayu, sayup giyud tu, 
	Ug bunabunaun tug maayu, sayup giyud tu, 
	If you think about it, it was a grave mistake. 2 [A3S; b8] think of doing s.t. Wala ka ba makabunabuna ug bu/am? Have you not thought of borrowing some? 3 [A3; a12]think of s.t. or s.o., consider. Hunabunaa ang imung mga bata unsay dangatan nila, 
	Think of what will happen to your Łhildren. 4 [a12] think s.t. over, ponder. Aku sang bunabunaun. Di usa tikaw tubagun, I'llthink it over. I won't give you an answer yet. n 1 belief, opinion. Unsa may imungbunabuna (pangbunabuna) bahin ana?
	What is your opinion about that? la decision. Di giyud mausab ang imung bunabuna? ls your decision completely irreversible? 2 thought, idea. Puru mga bunabuna (pangbunahuna) nga bastus ang naa sa iyang ulu, He has nothing but indecent thoughts in his head. 3 thoughts regarding s.o., attitude. Wa kuy maayu ng bunabu na niya human sa iyang gibubat, l don't have a good attitude towards him after what he did. paN( ➔) n 1 = HUNAHUNA 1, la, 2. 2 the process of thinking. Tin-aw pa ang panghunabuna ni Lulu,

	hunasn 1 low tide. 2 = KINHASUN. see KINHAS. v 1 [B3(1)4; b4] for the tide to go out. Man gin has ta k un mubunas, Let's gather shellfish when the tide is out. Nagkabunas (nagbunas) na ang dagat, The tide is going out. 2 [b8] be stranded in low tide. Sayun dakpun ang isdang nabunsan, Fish are easy to catch when they are trapped bythelow tide. pa-v [A; b6] allow s. t. to be trap
	-

	ped in the low tide. n method of catching
	fish by getting them trapped in the low 
	tide. paN-= PANGINHAS. see KINHAS. -an 
	(Ł) n tidal flats, the part of the seashore 
	which is exposed to low tide. kinahunsan n
	the lowest part of the tidal flat. kinhas list
	ed under KINHAS. -un( Ł) n the ebbing of 
	the sea. Suluginiglihuk sa bunasun; The cur
	rent is strong during the ebb tide. v [B56)
	for the sea to be ebbing. hunat v 1 [A; ale] for horses to run fast, gallop. Wa ku nila biapsi kay mihunat ang kabayu, They did not overtake me because the horse galloped. Ayawg kabadluk bisag ibunat kas kabayu, Don't get scared even if the horse gallops away with you. 2 [A2; be 
	6) go into action exerting one's fullest efforts. Tapus makabunat, iyang giluksuan ang aliwas, Gathering all his strength he jumped at the gorilla. n impetus, force exerted in starting s.t. Kusganung bunat, Having astrong starting motion. pa-v [A; al 2) exert 
	pressure on s.o. to come to a decision. Isug
	,

	siyang nagpabunat sa iyang kuntra, He chal
	lenged his enemy (pressured him to decide 
	whether or not to fight). Gipabunat ni Hik
	tur ang dalaga kun kinsa ang iyang sugtun, 
	Hector put pressure on the girl to decide whom she was going to choose. -in-force mustered. Hinunat ang tanan niyang kusug, Mustering all his strength. ma-un a demanding, putting pressure on. 
	hunaw =AHINAW. 
	hunda n motorcycle (so called from the 
	brand Honda). v 1 [Al; bS] ride a motor
	cycle. 2 [A12] obtain a motorcycle. hundunghundung v [A3P; a12] walk with the head hanging and swaying from side to side. Nagbundungbundung ang bubug sa karsada, The drunk walked on the street with his head drooping and swaying. 
	hungakhungak = HINGAKHINGAK. see HiNGAK. 
	hungaw v 1 [A; b8] for wind to blow. Dilita makalawud ug mubungaw ang amihan, 
	We can not go to sea if the northwind blows. 2 [A] for air to leak out. Mubungaw ang bangin kay daut ang balbula, The tank will leak because the valve is defective. 2a[A3] for the ground to exude a stench after rain. 1\/agbungaw ang yuta human sa ulan, The ground is exuding a stench after therain. 3 [A2; b6] for body heat to escape, lending relief. Kaligu arun bungawan ka sa kainit, Take a bath to get relief from the heat. 3a [AlBP; b4] be affected by the disease bungaw. Gibungawan siya kay natulug nga bas
	-

	hungay 
	hungay 
	-


	Artifact
	cause she went to sleep with her hair wet. 3b [A2; b6(1)] for anger to be vented and cooled off. Dali nga mibungaw iyang kasuku, His anger easily cooled off. a tending toleak gas. Ang imung bumba sa bangin bungaw kaa, Your air pump is very leaky. n name of an affliction leading to blindness caused by the escape of hot air through the eyes. It is brought on by prolonged exposure to the sun or sleeping with wet hair. pa-v 1 [A; a2) give vent to one's emotions. 
	cause she went to sleep with her hair wet. 3b [A2; b6(1)] for anger to be vented and cooled off. Dali nga mibungaw iyang kasuku, His anger easily cooled off. a tending toleak gas. Ang imung bumba sa bangin bungaw kaa, Your air pump is very leaky. n name of an affliction leading to blindness caused by the escape of hot air through the eyes. It is brought on by prolonged exposure to the sun or sleeping with wet hair. pa-v 1 [A; a2) give vent to one's emotions. 
	yu

	M ipabungaw siya sa iyang kaguul sa pagbilak, She gave vent to her sorrows by crying. larelieve one's emotions. Nagpasupasu siya sa kwartu nagpabungaw sa iyang kasuku, 

	She paced the room, working off her anger. lb get relief from boredom, drudgery. Suruysuruy ta sa pwinti, pabungaw sa atung kalaay, Let's take a walk in the park to relieve ourselves of boredom. -sa angsu getrespite from drudgery, boredom {lit. from the smell of urine). 2 [Al3] leave the body or part of the body uncovered (as if to give it air -humorous). Nagpahungaw siyang naglingkud, She is sitting so as to give her crotch a breath of air (i.e. exposing herself indecently). -anan(➔) n 1 a person upon wh
	Sect
	Artifact
	ngay kaayu akung tangu, My tooth is very 
	loose. v [BJ get, be loose. Nagbungay ang 
	baligi. Pakali ug batu ang lungag, The post 

	is loose. Put more stones into the hole. hungay v [A; c] set s. t. aside for a special
	purpose. Di siya magpakasal kun di ka ma
	purpose. Di siya magpakasal kun di ka ma
	kabungay ug salapi nga gastubun, She will 
	not marry you ifyou do not set aside mon
	ey for the expenses. Ibungay natu ning kik 
	sa mga bisita, We will set this cake aside for 

	the visitors. hunggal v [BJ 1 make a hollow, empty sound.
	Mibunggal ang basiyung kabun nga nabulug, 
	Mibunggal ang basiyung kabun nga nabulug, 
	The empty box that fell went honk. 2 [B2; 
	b6] for s.t. normally solid throughout to be, 
	become hollow. Mubunggal (mabunggal)!. 
	ang pan ug palabian ug butang ug patubu, 
	The bread will become hollow inside if toomuch baking powder is added. a for s. t. usually solid to be hollow. n hollow space, void. 

	hunggaw = HUNGGAL. 
	hungug 351 
	hunghung v [A2; c] 1 whisper into the ear,say s.t. privately. Mibungbung siya naku nga She whispered to me that she would like to borrow some money. la say s.t. in a whisper. 2 cure an illness by whispering a prayer or formula over the affected area. n 1 whisper. 2 method of treating an illness by whispering. 
	muhu'l)J.am siyag kwarta, 

	hungihung = HULUNGIHUNG. 
	hungit v [A; ac) 1 put s. t. into the mouth. 
	Hungita ang bat a, Put the food into the child's mouth. Hungiti siyag linugawFeedhim some porridge. la [b5c ] spoon-feed a lesson to. Hungiti sila sa liksiyun iyawat makasabut, Spoon-feed the lesson to them. Maybe they'll understand. lb [c6] have s.t. to eat. Wa nay ikabungit apan manan-aw pagiyud ug sini, They don't have anything to eat, but they have to go to the movies nevertheless. 2 [A; c] feed, put materials into a machine. Hungiti ang makina ug kabuy,Feed lumber into the planing machine. 2a[c6) put
	> 

	Ang kwartang amung makita dili gani paigu sa bungit, We don't even earn enough monr-(�),ig-l·(�) n utensil used to put s.t. into the mouth. 
	ey for food. 2 passing on of gossip. i
	g-

	hungkad = HUKAD, v1. 
	hungkag v [BJ 1 for s.t. spacious to look empty. Nagkabungkag ang balay kay gianam pagpamaligya ang mga kabtangan, Thehouse gradually became empty when the things were sold one by one. 2 have an uneasy feeling of emptiness. Nagbungkag ang akung tiyan, My stomach feels empty.
	hungkagul, hungkarul = HUGANGKUL. hungkiyang = KUNGKIY ANG. 
	hungkung n 1 Hong Kong. 2 name of notorious red-light district in Cebu City, so called from the name of its principal street, Junquera. paN-v [A2; c] go to Junquera St. to a house of prostitution. 
	hunglus= ALAYUN, n, vl. hunglus= HUNLUS.
	1 

	2
	2

	hungu = NGUHU. 
	hungug a stupid, lacking in intelligence andcapacity to perceive, learn. v [B2; b6] be, become stupid. ka-n stupidity. Sa imung kabungug nabuak ang basu, Because of your stupidity the glass broke. sa imung ka-ex
	-

	_!
	_!

	hungus -hunta 
	pression of disgust at s.o. for saying s.t. stupid. Dag-an sa imung kahungug. Pildi baya ku, What do you mean I won? Ypu ass, I lost. 
	pression of disgust at s.o. for saying s.t. stupid. Dag-an sa imung kahungug. Pildi baya ku, What do you mean I won? Ypu ass, I lost. 

	bungus = HUNGLUS
	-

	.
	.

	hungut v [B4] for a boil to swell. Talibutu ang bubag nga magbungut, The boil that is swelling is about to erupt. 
	hungut n bowl made out of three-quarters of a coconut shell. nawung ug -round faced,like a bungut. dill -ang kalibutan, there are plenty of fish in the ocean (lit. the world is not a coconut shell). Sabug di ka mangasawa naku. Maayu mag hungut ning kalibutan, Sowhat if you don't marry me. Fine, if this world were a coconut shell (but it's not). v [Al 3; a12] make, make into a coconutshell bowl. 
	hunguy v [A; ac] do s.t. stealthily without anyone's notice.!Mubunguy langmug pangaun di mu mangagda? Are you going to eatby yourselves in secret without inviting us? Nakabunguy ang mga girilya pagsulud sa garisun, The guerrillas were able to sneak into the garrison. Jbunguy ning sulat pagtunul niya, Give her this letter secretly. 
	hunhun v 1 [A3P; cl] pull down s.t. which wraps or encloses s.t. Duba ka tawu ang nagpugung sa iyang buktun ug lain ang mibunbun sa iyang panti, Two men held her arms while another pulled her panties down. 2 [B; al 2] for solids (grains, sand, powder) to settle, sink gradually to a level. Mubunbun ang bugas kun uyugun ang gisudlan niini, The rice grains will settle if you shake the container. Nagbunbun ang bungdu sa lubung. The mound of the grave is gradually settling. 3 [ B2; b6] for the hair to fall o
	huni n song, musical sounds. Ang paburitu kung buni, My favorite song. Ang huni sa busay, The song of the waterfall. v [A]make melodious sounds. Nagbuni na ang mga mangliw, The katydids are singing.ma�� n musician. mahuniun a melodious. paN-, panuni n 1 quality of singing, intonation and pitch. 2 tone of voice. May dalang kasuku ang panuni sa iyang tingug, His voice carried a note of anger. v [B1456] for the voice to sound a certain way. 
	hunit a 1 tough and resilient. Hunit ang tsitsarun, lisud usapun, These pork rinds aren't crisp. They're tough and resilient and diffi
	hunit a 1 tough and resilient. Hunit ang tsitsarun, lisud usapun, These pork rinds aren't crisp. They're tough and resilient and diffi
	-

	cult to chew. 2 being strong and firm, resistant to breakage. Hu nit kaayu ning plastika, Di man mabuak ug dukdukun, This is tough plastic because it doesn't break when you pound it. 3difficult to come by. Hu nit kaayu ang trabahu run, Work is hard to come bythese days. 4 resistant to doing s.t. Hunit nga mga dalikdik, Stubborn streaks of dirtthat won't come out. Hunit siya nga musugut, It is difficult to get her to accept the marril\ge proposal. v 1 [B; b6] be tough and resilient. 2 [B2; b6] become toug

	hunlak v 1 [A; c] throw, knock s.t. down from the place it is resting. Nabunlak siyasa lubing iyang gisak-an, He fell from the coconut tree he climbed. Ihunlak ang mga kargang baril ug mukusug ug bawud, Throwthe gasoline drums overboard if the waves grow big. 2 [A23P; b4] for a plane to collse. Nabunlak ang salug tungud sa kadag
	ap
	han sa bisita, The floor gave way because of the many visitors. 
	hunlus v [B 12; cl] 1 lower s.t. that is attached on a rope at a higher point. Ihunlus (bunlusun) ang bandira mabapun, The flag islowered in the afternoon. 2 for anything attached s.w. to come down. Nahunlus ang iyang karsunis, His pants slipped down. 
	hunsuy n 1 pipe for smoking. 2 pistol (slang). v 1 [A23; al2] make into a pipe. 2 [AN]smoke s.t. with a pipe. hunsuyhunsuy n name for auger shells: long, slender shells which resemble cigarette holders. 
	hunta n board of directors of a civic unit or enterprise. Hunta munisipal, Municipalboard. Ang hunta sa magbuhukum, Theboard of judges. Hunta diriktiba, Board of directors. 
	hunta n section of structures arranged ontop of one another or behind one another. huntahunta n sections of s. t. Duba ka huntabunta ang ilang balay, Their house has two stories. Ang huntabunta sa sayal sa baylirina, The tiers of the ballerina's dress. Anghuntahunta sa kaba, The sections of the till. v [Al 3; cl] be sections or divisions arranged one abcve or behind another. Naghuntahunta ang hunus sa lamisa, The drawers are 
	hunub -huput 
	353 
	353 
	stacked on top of each other on the table. 

	hunub v [A; b6] 1 seep through pores. Mibunub ang tubig sa yuta, The water seeped into the ground. Nabasa ang lamisa kay gibunuban sa tubig sa tadyaw, The table got wet because the water seeped out from the jar onto it. 2 leak through small holes. 3 affect slowly, as if seeping in. Mibunub sa iyang bunabuna ang usa ka mayugtanung panimalus, Dreams of angry revenge seeped into his mind. M ibunub ang madutlanung katugnaw sa iyang kinabiladman, A penetrating cold seeped into his innermost bones. aleaky
	hunulhunul = HUMULHUMUL.
	hunung v [APB2S3; cl] 1 stop, cease forward motion, cause s.t. to do so. Kinsaynagbunung (nagpabunung) sa dyip, Whostopped the jeep? Gibunungan mi sa dyip, 'fhe jeep stopped for us. 2 stop, discontinue functioning or operating, cause s.t. to do so. Kinsa may mubunung (mupabunung) sa amung du/a? Who will stop our game? Nagbunung ang akung rilu, My watch has stopped. 3 [A2; al2] stop doing s.t. Mibunungsiya ug hilak, He stopped crying. way continuous, unceasing. -anan n bus stop. 
	-

	hunus v [A; a] take a human life. Ulipun siya ugmabimung bunusun ang iyang kinabuhi bisan anus-a, He is a slave, and his life may be snuffed out at any time. 
	1

	hunusn drawer. v [A; al] pull a drawer out. Nakadungug ku nga dibay mihunus sa akung lamisa, I've heard s.o. pulling the drawer in my table out. hunushunus n = 
	2 

	,
	,
	HUNUS, n.

	Hunyu n June. v see ABRIL. 
	,
	,

	h,up= HULUP.
	hupa = HULPA.
	hupak v [B246) develop a crack such that the separated pieces are no longer in contact. Mihupak ang simintu paglinug, The concrete cracked in the earthquake. n crack. 
	hup-ak v [AB2; al 2) peel, flake off, cause 
	s.t. to do so. Angpintal mubup-ak basta daan na, Paint peels off when it is old. n s. t. that has peeled or flaked off.
	s.t. to do so. Angpintal mubup-ak basta daan na, Paint peels off when it is old. n s. t. that has peeled or flaked off.

	hupas v 1 (B] for s.t. to lose its aroma, powers, flavor, and the like by being left uncovered. M ibupas ang sigarilyu, The cigarette lost its flavor. Nagkabupas na ang lami sabinu, The wine is losing its bouquet. 2 [B]for land to lose its fertility. Sa pulu ka tuig mubupas ang yuta, In ten years the soil willlose its fertility. 3 [B2; b6] for a feeling to wane. Nahupas na ang akung gana pagbiyahi, I've lost my appetite for travelling. Nahupsan na kug pailub, I've run out of patience. 
	•hupaw paN-v [A] sigh. Nangbupaw siyakay gikapuy, He is sighing because he is tired. n sigh. ma-un a done with a sigh. 
	hupay = HUMPAY.
	huphup v [A2; b6] subside, sink down to a lower level. Ug mubuphup na ang tubig sa linung-ag binayi ang siga, When the rice water goes down, lower the fire. M ihuphup na ang bubag pagbutu, The boil went down after it came to a head. 
	hoping v 1 [A; a] put long things carefully and neatly together to make a thin flat grouping. Kinsay mubuping sa mga tabaku nga manutubun? Who will flatten out and pile the tobacco leaves neatly together?Hupinga ang nagkalkag mung bubuk,Smooth out your hair. It's all disheveled. 2 [A; al] flatten s.t.out by rubbing the handsover it. Hupinga nang mantil nga kunut, Smooth out the tablecloth. a smoothed out, piled and pressed together neatly. pa-v [A;
	a] groom the hair flat. n preparation for grooming the hair. 
	hupit v 1 [Bl; b6] have s.t. sticking to it such that it is hard to get off. Nagbupit ang samput sa tai, Feces are sticking to his rump. Nahupit (gihupitan) ang buhuk kay napitlan sa tsuwinggam, Her hair is all stuck together because chewing gum got into it. Naghupit ang papilis kay basa, The papersstuck together because they were wet. 2 [B
	126) be soaked through so that the clothing, hair, feathers stick to the body. 
	hupu v 1 [A; b6] crouch down to stay hidden. M ibupu ang kawatan likud sa kural, The thief crouched behind the fence. 2 [A2; b6(1)] duck, lower the head. Wa ku maigu sa bula kay mibupu ku pagkalit, The balldidn't hit me because I ducked suddenly. 
	hupukhupuk v [B46N] for the body to be pale and swelling slightly. Mubupukbupuk(manghupukhupuk) ang akung bitiis ug mukaun kug babuy, My legs swell slightly and get pale if I eat pork. 
	hupung, hupung n sickness characterized by swelling or puffiness all over the body. v 1[B3N; a4) swell with this disease. Mibupung(mibupung) ang iyang aping ug tubud. Gihupung tingali siya, Her face and knees areswollen. She probably has hupung. 2 [B)become full of an emotion or feeling. (➔) a 1 swollen with this sickness. 2 full of an emotion. Hupung sa pagmahay ang iyang tubap, Her answer was full of regrets. paN-= HUPUNG. 
	huput v 1 [A; b6] obtain, possess s.t. ab
	•
	•

	stract or s. t. rare and especial. Wa pay naka
	buput anang matanga sa alahas dinhŁ No 
	hupuy-hurs 
	one here has ever come to possess that sort . Talagsaung katakus nga iyang gibuptan, The extraordinary ability that he possesses. 2 have dominion, rule over. Ang Jspanya mibuput sa Pilipinas ug kapin sa tulu ka siglu, Spain ruled the Philippines for more than three centuries. 
	one here has ever come to possess that sort . Talagsaung katakus nga iyang gibuptan, The extraordinary ability that he possesses. 2 have dominion, rule over. Ang Jspanya mibuput sa Pilipinas ug kapin sa tulu ka siglu, Spain ruled the Philippines for more than three centuries. 
	of jewel
	ry


	hupuy v [B26) for s.o. visibly angry to cool off. Nabupuy ku sa akung kasuku pagbilak niya, I cooled down when she cried. (➔) ahaving a subdued, not excitable disposition. Gabi suk-un ang bupuy nga tawu, It's hard to provoke a mild person. 
	hupya n hopia, a k.o. Chinese rounded pastry consisting of a flaky crust with a bean or meat filling. v [A; al 2) make or prepare hopia.
	hupyak a sunken. Hupyak kaayu ang dugban sa tisisun, He has T.B. and has a sunkenchest. v [Bl; al2) become sunken. Mubupyak ang aping basta matigulang na, Thecheeks become sunken when one gets old. Nabupyak ang kik, The cake fell.
	hurabhurab, hurabhurab v [A; b6( 1) 1 make angry, threatening gestures and words. Kusug siyang muburabburab natu ug masayup ta, He threatens and frightens us when we commit mistakes. n angry and threatening words and gestures. 
	huradu n judge for contests. Gitimbangtimbang sa buradu ang mananaug sa bangga, The board of judges is deciding on who will be the winner ·of the contest. 
	hurahura v [A; b(l)] hurry s.o. up in a bossy manner. Giburaburaban sa purman ang mga kamaniru, The foreman hurried the street cleaners up. 
	hurahura v [B1456] be eager and excited.Nagbura1ura siyang nagpakisayud sa risulta sa burd, He was eager and excited asking about the results of the board exams. 
	hural = HURAR.
	huramin ta = HIRAM INT A.
	huramintadu v [Al3] run amok. Magburamintadu ku ug di ku nimu sugtun, I will run amok if you do not accept me. n one who runs amok. 
	huramintu n 1 oath-taking. 2 pledge a soldiermakes as to the number of years he will serve. 3 term of office. v [A] pledge to serve a number of years. Miburamintu ug tulu ka tuig ang rikuluta sa armi, The army recruit pledged to serve three years. 
	hurar v 1 [A2; c) surrender, give oneself up to another's power or control. Ug ikay makiglayug naku di ku muhurar nimu, If you want to fight me, I will not surrender to you. la [A23; b6) make attempts at recon
	hurar v 1 [A2; c) surrender, give oneself up to another's power or control. Ug ikay makiglayug naku di ku muhurar nimu, If you want to fight me, I will not surrender to you. la [A23; b6) make attempts at recon
	-

	ciliation by being the first to speak. Nag-uli na mi kay miburar siya naku, We have made up now because she spoke to me. 2 make an oath to do s.t. Miburar ang tistisa pagtug-an sa tinuud, The witness swore to tellthe truth. Miburar siya pagkamayur, Hetook the oath of office to become mayor. n one who has surrendered. 
	gu 


	hurat v [A; b(l)) look at s.o. fiercely or show s. t. to s.o. to intimidate him. Gipaguwa nila ang ilang armalayits arun sa pagburat sa mga butanti, They brought out their rifles to intimidate the voters. M ikurug ku dibang giburatan ku sa bagis, J trembled when the toughie glowered at me. n displayof s. t. that threatens.
	huraw v 1 [A; al2] drive s.o. or s.t. away.
	Hurawa ang babuy nga nangaun sa kamuti, 
	Drive away the pig that is eating the sweet potatoes. 2 [A; b6(1)] scold s.o. severelyand loudly using abusive language and, usually, gestures. Ang inaban sa dalagang amung gibu-galbugalan mauy miburaw namu, 
	Themother of the girl we made fun of scolded us severely. 3 [A; al] threaten gravely. 
	Giburaw sa blakmilir nga itug-an ang asawang naglak� The blackmailer threatened to divulge the wife's illicit relations. 4 [A; a12]drive s.o. into working faster. Ayaw kug burawa kay magkasayup hinuun, Don't hurry me because I'll only botch it up. n threat.hurawhurawv [Al; b6) for a person of lower station to make an improper joke with a person of higher station. Giburawburawanku sa bata nga nakisi nu akung karsunis kay giut-an, The child made a disrespectful jokewhen she asked me if my pants were torn b
	huriki n k.o. lizard fish. 
	hurimhurim n magical prayers said to give supernatural powers or protection from harm (slang). 
	hurisdiksiyun n jurisdiction. 
	humada n 1 work bee where the members may or may not be paid. 2 round in a contest, e.g. boxing. Sa unang burnada natikiudayun siya, He was felled by a T.K.O. on the first round. v [A2C; abc31 1 do s.t. by awork bee. M iburnada ang tanan paghinlu sa plasa, Everybody participated in a work bee to clean the town plaza. 2 do s. t. in a largegroup. Nagburnada silag inum pagkadawat sa bunus, They went together on a drinking spree upon receiving their bonus. 
	humu = HUDNU.
	hurs n 1 horse in a chess piece. 2 one's girl 
	hurspawir -husay 
	friend or mistress (from kabayu, n 2 slang).hurspawir n horsepower. v [Al3; b(l)] have, provide with (so-and-so] much horsepower. 
	-

	huruhuru n 1 a throbbing, continuous sound of 'broom broom'. 2 action which could be characterized by this sound. v do actions which cause this sort of sound: 1 (A] shiver with cold. Naghuruhuru siya sa katugnaw, He was shivering with cold. 2 [A13] burn with a roaring flame. NaghurulJUru ang dakung daub, The big bonfire is roaring. 2a for one's love ·to be intense. Naghuruburu giyud tingali ang pagbati sa duha kay nalimut man sa ilang kaugalingun, T.he two must have fallen uncontrollably in love, for they
	hurung a slow of understanding, not possessing much sense. Dtka pa hurung, gipangayu ta tu nimung sukli, If you were not stupid, you would have asked for the change. v[B135; b6] be, become stupid. 
	. 

	hurus v 1 [A) for the wind to blow hard. 
	Ug mulmrus ang hangin mapadpad ang balay, If the wind blows hard, the house will be blown down. 2 [B1256] be blown off from an attachment as if stripped. Naburusang dahun sa kahuy sa makusug nga hangin, 
	Ug mulmrus ang hangin mapadpad ang balay, If the wind blows hard, the house will be blown down. 2 [B1256] be blown off from an attachment as if stripped. Naburusang dahun sa kahuy sa makusug nga hangin, 
	The leaves of the tree were blown away bythe strong wind. 3, 4 = BARUS 1, 3.
	hurut v 1 [A; a12] consume, use up all of s.t.
	Tulu ka kilung asukar amung mahurut kada buwan, We consume three kilograms of sugar every month. la [b4(1)] run out of. NalJUtdan mi ug gasulina, We ran out of gas. 2 [A; ac] do s.t. to everything or everybody. Hutdun ta mu ug latigu, I will whip everyone of you. Hutdan tag kubag bunga ang mangga, Let's take all the fruits on the mango tree. Ihurut ug hatag ang mga ituy, Giveall the puppies away. (�) v [A13; b6] for everybody to go s.w. at one time. Nagburut ang amung mga mutsatsag pamista, All of our ma
	Tulu ka kilung asukar amung mahurut kada buwan, We consume three kilograms of sugar every month. la [b4(1)] run out of. NalJUtdan mi ug gasulina, We ran out of gas. 2 [A; ac] do s.t. to everything or everybody. Hutdun ta mu ug latigu, I will whip everyone of you. Hutdan tag kubag bunga ang mangga, Let's take all the fruits on the mango tree. Ihurut ug hatag ang mga ituy, Giveall the puppies away. (�) v [A13; b6] for everybody to go s.w. at one time. Nagburut ang amung mga mutsatsag pamista, All of our ma
	them runs out of money. ka-un(➔), kahutda


	nun n state of being used up as an end effect. 
	Walay kahurutun (kahutdanun) sa tu.big kay 
	kusug ang tubud, There's no using up of the 
	water because the spring flows strong. husn hose to convey liquids. v [cl) use a hose.
	1 

	hus= HULUS.
	i 

	husa v [B146) for children to be restless and fidgety. Naghusa ang bata kay gihilantan, The child is restless because he has a fever. husa v [A; b3c] mumble words of anger or displeasure loud enough for the affected party to hear. Naghusa ang tiguwang kay wa bayr� The old man muttered angrily because they didn't pay him. n word mum
	bled, action of doing so. husay a 1 orderly, without confusion. Hu.saykaayu ang dimunstrisyun gahapun, The demonstration yesterday was very orderly. 2 well arranged with everything put in its designated place. Hu say kaayu ang iyang kwartu, His room is very well arranged. Husaykaayu ang iyang buhuk, His hair is very wellgroomed. n 1 hearing in court or court trial
	Sa husay namatud-an nga tulu ka ripli nawala, In the hearing it came out that three rifles were lost. Human sa husay ang sinumbung gisintinsiyahan sa kamatayun, At the end of the trial the accused was sentenced to death. 2 settling of accounts. Mahibawan unya natu ug pilay akung utang human sa husay, After we have settled accounts, we will know how much I owe. v 1 [B2) be peaceful. Mahusay Zang ang balay ug mubiya siya sa inum, The house will only know peace if he quits his drinking. 2 [Al 3;al 2] put i
	say kaa
	yu 
	-

	husgar -husud 
	an n threads from which entangling threads have been removed. -unun n 1 rope, threadto be unsnarled. 2 protagonist to be heard out and culpability determined. 3 accounts to be settled. 
	an n threads from which entangling threads have been removed. -unun n 1 rope, threadto be unsnarled. 2 protagonist to be heard out and culpability determined. 3 accounts to be settled. 

	husgir v [A; b6] pass judgment. Mubusgar ang buwis human sa bista, The judge passes judgment after the hearing. Makasala ta ug magbusgar ta sa atung isig ka tawu, We sin if we judge our fellowman. Si Mariya Magdalina gihusgabang usa ka dakung makasasala, Mary Magdalene was adjudged a great sinner. n judgment. husgadu n court. v [B 126; 
	c] be brought to court. Mabusgadu giyud ka, You will certainly be hailed into court. Nganung ibusgadu pa man ninyu ang inyung kasu? Why must you bring your case to court? 
	c] be brought to court. Mabusgadu giyud ka, You will certainly be hailed into court. Nganung ibusgadu pa man ninyu ang inyung kasu? Why must you bring your case to court? 

	hushus v [B12; cl] for s.t. fitted around the body or limbs to slip down. Nagkabusbus ang karsunis sa bata, The child's pants areslipping down.
	husi n a fine, plainly woven fabric from pineapple leaf fibers. 
	husla v [AB2; a] for s.t. to come out of a place itis stuck in, cause it to do so. Mubusla ang unud sa kinhasun kun supsupun, The flesh of the seashell will come out if yousuck on it. Siya ray nagbusla sa udyung nganagtaruy sa iyang buktun, He pulled out the arrow that pierced his arm by himself. 2 [A 3P; b8] remove an affliction. Kining tambala mubusla -sa nirbiyus, This medicine relieves nervous tension. Human gwai nabuslaan siya sa higal, After his orgasm his sexual desires were relieved. 
	huslir = HASLIR. 
	huslu v [AB12; a12] 1 for s.t. that is loosely fitted around s.t. to come off, cause it to do so. Huslua ang didal, Take the thimble off. 2 take off anything that is fitted around or take s.t. out of s.t. that fits around it. Nagkahusla na ang pul-an sa sundang, The handle of the sword is coming off. 
	huslut v [B 12; a2] take s. t. that is tightly fitted around s.t. off usually with a jerking motion. Di na mabuslut ning singsing kaynanagku akung tudlu, This ring won't get off any more because my fingers have gotten too big. 
	huspital n hospital. v 1 [A123P; a3] hospitalize. Nahuspital kug Lima ka adlaw, l washospitalized for five days. 2 [a2] build a hospital.
	hustis n 1 hostess in a night club. 2 hostess at a party. v 1 [B16; b6cl] be a hostess in a night club. 2 (A; b(1)) host a party. Si Mama ang mubustis sa ilang dispiduia, Mother 
	will host a going-away party for them. hustisyan 1 justice. 2 = HUSGAR. v = HUS
	1 
	-

	"
	"

	GAR.
	hustisyanan ornamental potted shrub bearing orange or deep pink flowers: Crossandra infundibulif ormis. 
	2 

	hustiyas = USTIYAS.
	hustu 1 proper in titne. Hustu na rung ilarga, Now is a good time to leave. 2 enough, sufficient. Duba ka buuk pan· bustu para pugungsa gutum, Two pieces of bread are enough to stave off hunger. Hustu sa kainit ang kapi, The coffee is just hot enough. 3 fitting.Hustu ba ang sukud? ls it the right size? 4 right, correct. Hustu ang imung tubag, Yougave the right answer. 5 having reached exactly [s<rand-so] much. Hustu nang usa ka dusina, This makes it exactly one dozen. Sa 
	,
	,

	be complete. Ining instulmina, bustu na ang 
	bayad, With this installment the payment is complete. Hustu pa ba ang baraba? ls thedeck still complete? v 1 [A2] fit. Mubustuba sa imung tiil ning sapatusa? Will these shoes fit you? 2 [B126; al2] be correct. 3[A2; a12] reach a certain number. Makapanunud ka ug mabustu ka na sa idad, When you reach legal age, you can claim your inheritance. 3a [A) for a debt to be paid off entirely. kahustuan n completion or arrival at a quantity as an end. Way kabustuan sa atung bibilya kay pirming kabuk-an, We can neve
	husuv 1 [A2C; cl] pull out s.t. that is fitted 
	l
	l

	tightly into s.t. Wa maghusu ang iru nga nagbabal, The two dogs that were copulating couldn't get apar.t. Gibus-an ku niya sa iyang sundang, He pulled his bolo out at me. 2[B; b4] for s.t. fitted tightly into s.t. to work loose. Nagkabusu ang pul-an sa kutsuyu, The handle of the knife is coming loose. 2a [b4] for the blade of an instrument to fly off on one and hit him. Hibus-an siya sa prakul, The head of the axe came off and injured him. a loose inside s.t. 
	husua bearing a close resemblance to one's parents or forebears. Husu kaayu ka sa imung inaban, You look exactly like yourmother. v [B26; b6] look exactly like one's parents.
	2 

	husud v [A; bl for several persons to take turns carrying a load to a distant place inrelays. Kay layu mag buspital busuran Zang natug dayung ang masakitun, The hospital is far away, so we'll take turns carrying the patient.
	husud v [A; b6] buy part of s.o.'s purchases from him, esp. food. Way makahusud ning 
	huswa -hutwang 
	1 1 
	357 

	.
	.
	sud-ana kay para ni sa masakitun, I won't 
	sell any of this food I bought because it is 
	for the patient. 

	huswa v [ABN; a2) slowly pull off s.t. that is aro'und s. t. else; pull off, come out. Kinsay nagbuswa sa panit nga guma aring alambri? Who slipped the insulation off of this wire? Muhuswa (mangbuswa) usahay ang panit sa batang mga usa ka bulan sa mabayag, An infant's skin sometimes peels off a month after it is born. Ug buswaun (ibuswa) ku ning akung antipara, bulanun ang akung tinan-awan, If I take my eyeglasses off, my vision will get dim. -ang katahum for a dressed-up woman to lose her beauty by do
	hut expression said to incite a dog to attack!:sic him. 
	hut V [A; c] set food aside for s.o. Nagbut kug isda para ra giyud nimu, I set aside some fish just for you. 
	hu ta n letter J. 
	hutak v [AlP] do s.t. to excess. Ayaw dihag pahutak ug kaun kay naa pay wa kakaun, Don't eat so much. Other people haven't eaten yet.
	hutay n line hung for drying. v [A; c) string a line for drying. Kining alambri akung ihutay para sa hay bay an, I'll string this wire up for a clothesline. 
	hutay a s. t. crisp that has softened due to exposure to air. v [B) for s.t. crisp to become soft and soggy. Mahutay ang inarmirulan ug matun-ugan, Starched clothing will lose its crispness if you don't keep it out of the damp. 
	hutba v [B256] for a surface to give way under weight. Nahutba ang kat sa siyllng iyang gitungtungan, He stepped on the caned seat and it gave way. 
	hutbaw v [B246; b6] for the eyelids to swell from too much crying, sleeping, or overindulgence in salty foods. Mihutbaw ang iyang mata ug hinilak, Her eyes swelled fromcrying so much. 
	huthut v [A; b5] drain, exhaust s.o. 's 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	' '

	wealth. Muhutbut sa katigayunan ang sugal, 
	Gambling drains off one's resources. Gihuthut (gihuthutan) lang ka anang babayhana, 

	That woman is just sucking your money. huthutn 1 the coo of the turtledove orimitation of such a sound. 2 barking of adog. v [A; b6] 1 coo or imitate cooing by blowing through the hands formed into a 
	l 

	hollow cone. 2 [A; a] bark. 
	huthutv [B12) collapse under heavy weight. Mahuthut ang salug ug palabian sa mga bisita, The floor will collapse if there are too many visitors. 
	3 

	huthut= HALUTHUT.
	4 

	hutik v 1 [A; bS] for fish to snap at the bait. 
	I
	I

	Igu Lang butikan sa isda ang paun. Mau nga 
	dili giyud matag-an, The fish just snap at the bait. That's why you can't hook them. 2 [A; b] slightly hurt s.o. Gihutikan naku ang batag latigu, l struck the child once lightly with the whip. 3 [A; b] engage in petting or making love (humorous). (�)1 = HUTIK, 2. -ay v [c] pet or have intercourse. n action of snapping. 
	1 

	hutikabe all mud. Hutik ang tugkaran, Thefront yard is all mud. v [B; b6] for an area to turn to mud. Muhutik (mahutik) nang dapita ug di butangag balas, That place will become muddy if you don't put sand on it. 
	2

	hutil n hotel. v [A13; a12] stay at, make into a hotel. 
	hutinani n name of a modern dance. v [A]do this dance. 
	hutluk a drunk. v [B 12; al 2] be, become drunk or intoxicated with liquor. Nahutluksiyag ininum sa lambanug, He became intoxicated from drinking the nipa alcohol. 
	huts!= HUT.
	hutuhut n cool breeze. v [A23] for a cool breeze to blow.Mihutuhut ang bangin gikan sa bu.kid, A cool breeze came down from the mountain. 
	hutukhutuk v [Al; b3] stay motionless,staring into space and blinking the eyes. Naghutukhutuk ka man. Nagdamgu ka? Whyare you staring into space? Are you daydreaming?hut-ung n 1 layer or section. Kik nga dubay hut-ung, A cake in two layers. Hut-ung sa dag-um, A layer of clouds. Kinahitasang
	-
	-

	but-ung sa katilingban, The highest layer of society. 2 section of an organization. Angmga kaditi nagmartsa sa parid sa ikaduhang 
	hut-ung, The cadets are marching in the parade in the second section. 3 a quantity of s.t. usually set apart from others. Usa kahut-ung sa mga bata nagdula pud sa sisu, Agroup of children also played on the seesaw.
	hututay n k.o. Chinese soup with wanton 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	noodles in it. 


	hutuyn heavy, prolonged coughing. Gihutuy ku sa pagkinatawa, I broke into a cough-· ing fit from laughing so much. 
	1 

	hutwangv [B6; cl] for the rumps to be exposed. Nahutwang ang lubut kay nawalis 
	1 

	hutwang-huwasu 
	2 

	ang sinina, Her behind was exposed because her skirt was blown upwards. 
	ang sinina, Her behind was exposed because her skirt was blown upwards. 

	hutwangv [A; b6] for dogs to howl. Mubutwang ang iru ug makakitag panulay, 
	2 

	Dogs howl when they see devils. n howl. 
	Dogs howl when they see devils. n howl. 

	huum v [A] put a mouthful of food into the mouth to eat. Mubuum kug diyutayng kanun kay giguturn ku, I'll stick a mouthful of food into my mouth because I'm hungry. n mouthful. 
	huum v 1 [B16) be confined such that air, gas cannot escape. Naghuum ang nagkalainlaing babu sulud sa siniban, Various odors were stored up in the theater. Mibubag ang iyang nuka kay nabuum kini ilawum saplastir, His boil swelled because the plasterkept the noxious gas in it. 2 [B 156; c6] for 
	s.t. that provokes an intense unpleasant feeling to be pent up. Ang suliran nga nagbuum sa iyang dugban, The problems that have been suppressed in her breast. Ayawgibuum ang kayugut, Don't repress anger. 
	s.t. that provokes an intense unpleasant feeling to be pent up. Ang suliran nga nagbuum sa iyang dugban, The problems that have been suppressed in her breast. Ayawgibuum ang kayugut, Don't repress anger. 

	huung v [A2; a12] 1 get food that hasn't been served. Hung-un sa iring ang tinulang isda, The cat will get at the fish stew. 2 eat 
	s.t. right out of the pot. Magbuung na fang ku diri kay kapuy nang magkubag platu, I'lljust eat from the pot, because it's too much trouble to get a plate. 3 [A; a12] do illicit acts with another man's wife. Dunay mubuung sa asawa inigbyabi sa bana niyang kapitan, S.o. takes over after the husband, who is a ship captain, goes off. 
	s.t. right out of the pot. Magbuung na fang ku diri kay kapuy nang magkubag platu, I'lljust eat from the pot, because it's too much trouble to get a plate. 3 [A; a12] do illicit acts with another man's wife. Dunay mubuung sa asawa inigbyabi sa bana niyang kapitan, S.o. takes over after the husband, who is a ship captain, goes off. 

	huut a 1 tight in fit. Huut kaayu ang akung sapJtus, My shoes are very tight. Huut ang takub. Gabing tangtangun, The cover is onvery tight. It's hard to get it off. 2 tight infeeling. Huut kaayu ang akung tunlan tungud sa kabadluk, My throat was tight with fear. 3 crowded. Huut kaayu ang siniban, The moviehouse was very crowded. v 1[A23; acP] stuck or wedged tight. Ang habuy mibuut sa imburnal, The pig got stuck 
	in the culvert. Ibuut ang kalu sa ulu, Putthe hat tightly on the head. la [B4] for the chest, throat to tighten. 2 [A2] fill up a space entirely. Ang iyang nawung mibuut sa ritratu, Her face filled up the photograph. (Ł)averycrowded.v [A13] bejampacked. 
	in the culvert. Ibuut ang kalu sa ulu, Putthe hat tightly on the head. la [B4] for the chest, throat to tighten. 2 [A2] fill up a space entirely. Ang iyang nawung mibuut sa ritratu, Her face filled up the photograph. (Ł)averycrowded.v [A13] bejampacked. 
	Nagbuut ang mga pumapalit sa baratilyu, 
	The buyers jampacked the bargain sale. pa-
	v 1 [A; c] jam s.t. in s.w. 2 [A; al2] practice pabuut sorcery on s.o. n k.o. sorcery •causing swelling and rapid death. The leavesand bark of a tree with magical properties are caused to come into contact with theskin of the intended victim either by hanging them in his path or by rubbing them onto 
	v 1 [A; c] jam s.t. in s.w. 2 [A; al2] practice pabuut sorcery on s.o. n k.o. sorcery •causing swelling and rapid death. The leavesand bark of a tree with magical properties are caused to come into contact with theskin of the intended victim either by hanging them in his path or by rubbing them onto 
	him. 


	huut= HUUNG. 
	2 

	huwa v [A; b] separate things from each other by distance or by a division. Ang amung Lu.ti gihuwaan ug suba, Our lots areseparated by a river. 
	huwa-for words with buwa-see also under HULA-. 
	huwad (from bulad) v [A; b6(1)] 1 pour s.t. off into a container or some place to be kept. Kinsay nagbuwad sa mais diri sa salug? Who poured the corn grains here on the floor? Ihuwad ang suka sa butilya, Pourthe vinegar into the bottle. 2 pour money into an area. Ang Sibu gibuwaran ni Markus ug duba ka mi/.yun, Marcos poured two million into Cebu. 3 [A2] for an image or likeness to appear in one's offspring or on 
	s. t. it was transferred to. Ang imung kaguwapa mibuwad ngadtu sa imung bata, Yourdaughter has inherited your beauty. Angbulagway sa palutup wa makabuwad kay dili bustug init ang plansa, The image didn't transfer because the iron was not hot enough. (�) n action of intense pouring. huwaranan n receptacle, dumping place. 
	huwag, huwaghuwag n slender vine, the split stems of which are used for tying purposes: 
	Flagel/aria indica. 
	Huwan name John. -dila bus the Filipino John Doe, name given to represent the average Filipino. -Pusung character in folk tales of low position but great cleverness who succeeds in getting the better of people in high positions.
	huwap v [A; b5] stroke gently. Natulug ang bata nga akung gibuwap (gibuwapan), Thechild that I stroked gently went to sleep. 
	huwav [A2PB; b4] 1 bring relief, be relieved. Kining tablitasa daling muhuwas (mupabuwas) sa hilanat, These tablets quickly relieve fever. M ihuwas ( nahuwas) na akung sakit, My pain has been relieved. Nabuwasan na siya sa kabadluk, He has recoveredfrom his fear. la [b(l)] vent one's anger on. Siyay gihuwasan sa akung kalagut, lvented my anger on him. 2get over some bad character trait. Nabuwasan na siya sa binuang human hikastiguhi, He got over his foolishness after he got punished. pa-n s.t. used to 
	\ 

	huwasn k.o. catfish. 
	2 

	huwasay = WASAY, n. 
	huwasu a shoddily made. Huwasu nga pagkaayu sa sapatus, daling naukab, The shoes were poorly repaired. They came apart again. v [Bl; cl] for workmanship to be poor. 
	buwat -buygu
	3 

	huwat (from bulat) expression commanding a draft animal to stop: whoa.
	buwatid = HUY ATID. 
	huwi-for words with buwi-see also HUY-. 
	buwis n judge. v 1 [B16] be, become a judge.Huwisun siya sa Bugu, He will be made a judge in Bogo. 2 [A; b(l)] autopsy a murder victim to gather evidence. Gihuwisan una ang minatay una dad-a sa punirarya, The body was autopsied before it wasbrought to the funeral parlor. -dikutsilyu n massacre of all civilians caught in an area. Tungud kay gipatay ang upisyal mimandu ang mga Hapunanun ug buwis dikutsilyu, Because an officer was murdered, the J apanese put out the order for a mass murder. v[Al; c] conduct 
	buy exclamation used upon greeting s.o. with whom one is intimate. Huy, Abil! Kumusta ka! Hey, Abel! How are you! buyhuy v [C] associate in a friendly way with (be on buy greeting terms). Dili siya makigbuybuy sa iyang silingan, She keeps aloof from her neighbors. n friendly association. panaghuyhuy n having feelings of amity toward one another. 
	buy, buy n 1 exclamation to attract immediate attention: hey! Huy, nag-unsa ka man diha! Hey! What do you think you're doing? 2 exclamation uttered upon being provoked. Huy! Nganung manghikap man ka! Hey! What do you think you're doing touching me! buya= HILUY. buy-ab v [A2N] yawn. Nagpangbuy-ab kung nagpaabut nimu, I kept yawning, waiting for you. paN-= HUY-AB. buyad v [A; c] raise the arms preparatory to striking. Gibuyad niya ang pinuti, He brandished his sword. n action of doing so. huyamia 1 poorly b
	2

	1
	1
	fragile in health. v [B; cl] come out poorly built. Mahuyami (mubuyami) ang imung lamisa ug di butangan ug bris, Your table will be weak if you don't put braces on it. 
	huyamia 1 clumsy, awkward in movement. 
	z
	2 moving lazily, without energy. Dugayngmakapanlimpiyu ang tawung buyamig linihukan, A person who moves lazily takes forever to get the cleaning done. v [B; a 12] be wanting in gracefulness and agility. Magkabuyami ang linibukan sa usa nga hapit nang maulitawu, A youth nearing adolescence gets awkward in his body movements. huyang a 1 rickety, shaky. Huyang nga hagdan, Rickety staircase. 2 lacking in firmness, resolve, or will power. Huyang siya 

	kaayu. Di makabalibad, He's weak-willed.He can't say 'no'. Ang tawung huyang bumuk matintal, A weak person easily gets tempted. 3 weak, not said with conviction or persuasiveness.Misugut siya sa usa ka buyang nga tangdu, He agreed with a weak'yes'. Hu.yang kaayung pangatarungan, Shaky arguments. v [Bl;b6] for s.t. built to be or become rickety, shaky or for s.o. 'swill, argument to become weak. n 1 weaker sex, women. Ang mga huyang nagpabilin sa bay, 'fhe weaker sex remained at home. 2homosexual, man affe
	huyatid v [AN) stretch the body or limbs. 
	Pagmata nakit mihuyatid (nanghuyatid) ku, 
	When I woke up, I stretched. 
	When I woke up, I stretched. 

	Huybis n Thursday. see BIRNIS for verbforms. -Santu J\1aundy Thursday. 
	buyguv [A; b(l)] 1 do s.t. in a lively and uninhibited way. Mihuygu ug panayaw ang mga batan-un pagtukar sa kumbu, Theyoung people danced animatedly when the band played. Dili mi makahuygug tabi basta naa ang prinsipal, We can't gossip freely if the principal is around. la have freedom to do s. t. Di nang bayhana makahuygug pangilad dinhi sa Sibu kay nutadu na na, That woman can't get away with her swindling in Cebu because she is well known. 2 [A12]perform an action, make a move. Nagbulat lang ang babayi
	1 

	I will give my son the freedom to choose whoever he wishes to marry. 2 animated portion of the kuratsa pance. 2a exclamation encouraging brisk movement, esp. in the kuratsa. 3 baby's trick. Duna na say bag-ung buygu nga nakat-unan si Dyi Matas daga na sad, Jaylearned a new trick -blinking his eyes. -tudu v [A; a] do s.t. as much as one can or wants to. Mibuygu tudu kug dagan pagkak ita ku sa aninu, I ran as fast as I could when I saw the shadow. Wa mi makahuygu tudu ug inum kay kulang ang amung kwarta, 
	huygun gambling game. paN-v [A2; b6] engage in gambling. Nanghuygu na pud ka bisag way kwarta, There you are gambling again, even though you have no money. nthe activity of gambling. 
	2 

	huygun complete set of utensils or equip
	3 
	-

	ment. Huygu nga platu, Set of china. Huygu sa sala, Living room set. 
	ment. Huygu nga platu, Set of china. Huygu sa sala, Living room set. 
	huyhuy a for the shoulders to slump. Huybuy a�g abaga nga miuli si Nistur tungud sa kapakyas, Nestor went home with drooping shoulders because he failed. v [BN; cl] forthe shoulders to droop. 
	huyhuyn sound of repeated buy's said to make a horse get going. v [A; a12] command a horse to go. Mitaruti ang kabayung gibuybuy sa kutsirn, The horse trotted when the rig driver said getty-up. 
	2 

	huyhuy see HUY° 
	l 

	huyu a compassion, tender. Huyu ang panagway ni Hisus nga nakigsulti sa mga tinun-an, Jesus talked to his disciples with a tender look on his face. 2 soft, courteous. Mibalibad siya sa buyung tingug, She refused in a soft and courteous tone of voice. v 1 [B126] be tender, soft-tempered. Waymakabuyu sa gahi niyang kasingkasing, Nothing can soften his hard heart. ka-n stateof being compassionate. 

	huyuhuy n breeze.
	hung, hunghuyung n mire, a place which looks like solid ground but is deep mud. 
	yu
	yu

	huyup v 1 [A; a] blow air. Tugnaw basta mubuyup ang amihan, It's cold when the northeast wind blows. Huypa ang akung samad, Blow on my wound. 2 [A3; a2] blow S.t. away. Gibuyup sa bangin ang mga papi
	-

	i1 -midiya half past. Alas tris i midiya, Three-thirty. 2 particle between Spanish numbers: [number] i [number) n [soand-so many] pesos to [so-and-so many) pesos. Gilugruban ku niyag tris i dus, He offered me three pesos to my two pesos. 
	1 
	1
	2

	i1 expression uttered upon making an error or inadvertently breaking s. t. I, sayupmang numiruba ang akung nadayal, Oops, I dialed the wrong number. I, nabuy-an naku ang basu, Oops, I dropped the glass. I, naa man diay ka sa sulud, Oops, I didn't know you were inside (the toilet). 2 pause wordused when speaker does not know what to say next. I, wala pa tingali muabut, Er, perhaps they haven't gotten here yet. 3 exclamation expressing surprise at s.t. unexpect
	2 
	-

	huyhuy!-i 
	Sect
	Artifact

	lis, The wind blew the papers away. Gibuypan niya ang libru sa abug, He blew the dust off the books. 3 [A2; a] treat an ailment by buyup. n 1 action of blowing. 2 folk treatment of illness whereby the do� tor whispers magical words on the ailing portion of the body and blows softly on it three times. (�) n a children's game of blowing rubber bands with the mouth. v [AC; a]play this game. huypanay = HUYUP. 
	huyut v [B] for s.t. to bend in the middle under weight. Huyang ang salug kay mubuyut kun tumban, The flooring is weak because it sags when you step on it. Mibuyut(nabuyut) ang kisam� The ceiling sagged in the middle. Nagkabuyut ang salug nga buyang, Loose floor is becoming wobbly. 2 [B2] sink, as objects do in the sand or mud.
	Mubuyut (mabuyut) ang imung tiil kun itunub sa lapuk, Your feet will sink if you step in the mud. a 1 tending to sag. 2 allowingthe feet to sink when stepped in. 
	, 
	, 
	.


	huyut = HUSUD.
	' 
	' 
	,


	hwasa, hwasa = ALIWASA.
	hwisyu n 1 sense, judgment of right and wrong. Walay bwisyu ang paggastu sa tibuuk pubunan, It was showing poor judgment to spend all the capital. 2 state of consciousness. Gianistisyaban ku, piru wa giyud ku mawad-i sa hwisyu, l was anesthetized, but Idid not lose consciousness. 
	I 
	I 

	ed which s.o. did. I, sukul diay ka naku? You mean to say you will stand up to me? 4 particle expressing disgust. I, samuk ning bataa, Humph, this child is a nuisance. I, lupig pay binugas ning kapiha, Ugh, this coffee is worse than dishwater. S exclamationasserting that s.t. seems to be the case though the interlocutor might not be aware of it. I, pala na man run, Oh, come on! You're flattering me. (You may not have meant it as flattery but that is what it was.) I, linug man tu, That was an earthquake, w
	in letter E.i 1 teasing exclamation over s.t. one might
	3 

	I
	I

	envy a person for. I, bag-u man lagi tag tibi, 
	I
	I

	Hey, you've got a new TV set. I, pasar man 
	Sect
	Artifact

	i--ibit 
	1 
	361 

	diay ta sa bar, Hey, I didn't know you passed the bar. 2 exclamation of fright. 
	diay ta sa bar, Hey, I didn't know you passed the bar. 2 exclamation of fright. 

	i-instrumental passive verb affix, future. (past gi-, subjunctive -i Potential farms: past na-, or, alternatively, gika-; future and subjunctive ma-or, alternatively, ika-.) lbutang niya ang kwarta, He will put themoney down. Gibutang niya ang kwarta, He put the money down. Wala niya ibutang angkwarta, He didn't put the money down. Diin kaha naku mabutang (ikabutang) ang kwarta? Where could I have put the money? Ang kwartang nabutang (gikabutang) sa lamisa, The money that was put on the table. 1 put, bring
	2 

	s.o. climb up to get the coconuts. lpahatag ang kik, Have s.o. give the cake away. Ipaadtu ang kik didtu, Have s.o. bring the cake there or Have s.o. go get the cake. le withadjectives or words referring to a state: bring into the state. landam na ang mga butang, Prepare the things now. 2 [do) with. Wa kuy kwartang ipalit ug bugas, I have no money to buy rice with. Diay martilyung ibuak sa alkansiya, Here is a hammer to break the piggy bank with. lsapatus ang imung bag-u, Wear your new shoes (use your n
	s.o. climb up to get the coconuts. lpahatag ang kik, Have s.o. give the cake away. Ipaadtu ang kik didtu, Have s.o. bring the cake there or Have s.o. go get the cake. le withadjectives or words referring to a state: bring into the state. landam na ang mga butang, Prepare the things now. 2 [do) with. Wa kuy kwartang ipalit ug bugas, I have no money to buy rice with. Diay martilyung ibuak sa alkansiya, Here is a hammer to break the piggy bank with. lsapatus ang imung bag-u, Wear your new shoes (use your n
	· 
	for the most part, to the imperative). Ikuhara kug tubig, Please get me some water. 4 [do) at [such-and-such] a time (confined to the future) Hustu na rung iadtu, Nowwould be a good time to go. 4a prefixed to 
	. 
	.
	verbs following adj.: it is [adj.) to [do). lnit rang itrabahu run, It is too hot to work now. Kaayu rang ipuyu dinhi, Now nice it would be to live here! 5 become in [suchand-such) a state because of. A yaw ipaminti ang imung kasuku, Don't gnash your 
	teeth because of your anger. 

	i-(Ł) prefix added to roots referring to aplace or direction to form nouns meaning 'place of [so-and-so)'. lbabaw, Place up above. I/alum, Place below, beneath. llawud,Place toward town (lit. out to the sea). 
	2

	•
	•

	-1 see -AN 
	..
	..

	-i(➔> short for HI-I(➔). see HI-AN.
	iba = UBAN, 2 (dialectal). 
	iba.!n 1 k.o. sour fruit used in sour stews: 
	1
	1

	Averrhoa bilimbi. -sa insik the fruit of the bangkiling. way -ug di maaslum everythingugly, esp. a woman's appearance, is disagreeable (lit. all iba's are sour). Garbusa mu rag gwapa. Way iba ug di maaslum, She's proud,as if she were beautiful. Anything ugly is disagreeable. 
	ib3.i n Eve, the first woman of God's creation. anak ni -n woman. Ang mga anak ni 
	\ .
	\ .
	. 


	Iba ang gitaryahang mauy manganak, Wom
	-

	en were given the role of bearing children.ibabaw, ibabaw see BABAW.
	un n evacuation.
	ibakwi
	sy

	ibakwit = BAKWIT. 
	iban = UBAN, 2 (dialectal).
	iban v [AP; bl reduce, take s. t. away. Angbaha kusug mupaiban (muiban) sa yuta, Astrong flood will carry away the earth. (➔) n deduction, amount taken away. Way iban akung swildu, There have been no deductions from my salary. -in-an(➔) n having had 
	s.t. taken away from it.
	ibang n slit in the cover of the pressure lantern (pitrumaks) into which the screw which holds it is inserted. 
	ibanghilista n 1 evangelist. 
	ibanghilyu n 1 Gospels of the Bible. 2 part of a church service where the gospel is read. v[Al] read the gospel:
	ibapurada n evaporated milk. ibat a= LIBAT.ibay n 1 woman (slang). 2 lesbian (slang). ibi = TIBI.
	ibid n k.o. large agamid lizard with a crest on the back and tail. reaching 3½' in length. 
	ibid-ibid v [A; c] sidle up to �.o. sweetly to gets. t. n action of sidling up to s.o. maibidiblrun a flirting, sidling up to get s. t. 
	.

	ibidinsiya n evidence, proof of a crime. v [A12;b(l)] obtain evidence of guilt. Naibidinsiyahan siya kay didtu man siya, He was proven guilty because he was there. 
	ibingan n a k.o. short, crested, poisonous snake that makes a crowning noise. 
	ibinrud n outboard motor boat (so called from the brand name). 
	ibisn 1 k.o. small bony fish found close to shores: Ambassis spp. 2 small fry, one of little importance. 
	1 

	ibisv [A; b5j slice or cut off a small por
	2 

	.
	.

	tion from s.t. Kinsay nag-ibis sa akung mangga? Who sliced a piece pff my mango? 
	ibit v [A; b(l)] get a. share of s.t. s.o. has (usually used in negative sentences). Ayawgtagua nang imung gikaun kay di ku muibit ana, Don't hide the food you're eating because I won't take any of it from you. 
	362 ibud -iclya 
	i

	ibud v [A; b6(1)} 1 put grain before fowl tofeed them. 2 feed grains into a stone mill. 3put grains into a hole in the ground to plant them. n grains, feed for fowls. 
	ibud v [A; b6(1)} 1 put grain before fowl tofeed them. 2 feed grains into a stone mill. 3put grains into a hole in the ground to plant them. n grains, feed for fowls. 
	ibug a attracted. I bug ku sa iyang sinina, I amvery much attracted to her dress. v [B12; b3(1)] 1 be attracted. Naibug aku sa imung sapatus, I am attracted to your shoes. Gikaibgan (naibgan) ku ang iyang kagwapu, I was attracted to his handsomeness. 2 [a] = PAiBUG. ibug-ibug v [A2; b(l)] tempt. Nagibug-ibug ka Jang naku nianang manggang bilaw, You 're tempting me with those green mangoes. pa-(➔), pa-v [A] 1 entice s.o. to do s.t. by showing him s.t. Paibgi (paibugi) na siyag linikit, Entice him with a r
	bills. 2 [A; a] cause s.o. to want s.t. Paib
	gu

	Their baby looked like a doll because the wife had developed a strong fondness for it during her pregnancy. ka-n attraction to 
	s.t. kailibgan = MAKA-R-, 2. kailibgun nnsa Magalyanis, There are lots of things to arouse your desire downtown. ma-un, maibganun, mailibgun a attracted to. Maibunn) kaayu siya sa mga malabalung a/ahas, She is strongly attracted to expensivejewel. maka-r-a 1 capable of causing attraction. Ang iyang kaanyag makaiibug, She has a magnetic beauty. 2 capable of causing envy.
	thing that arouses desire. Dagbang kailib
	gu
	gu
	(maibganun, mailib
	gu
	.
	ry


	ibul = KIBUL.
	ibusn winged insect shaped like an ant. 
	1 

	ibusv [A13; al] cook food wrapped in coconut leaves in long sticks. n food so cooked, most frequently a tidbit consisting of sticks of sticky rice with coconut and sugar.
	2 

	ibut v 1 [A; a] pull out s.t. rooted, stuck into 
	s.t. Nag-ibut siya sa iyang bungut, He is pulling out his whiskers. Giibut niya ang Lansang, He pulled the nail out. 2 [C] for copulating things to get apart. Ang duba ka iru nag-ibut, The two dogs are stuck after copulating. 3 [b6] draw a weapon on one. Giibtan ku niyag pusil, He drew a gun on me. apulled out. -in-n rice seedlings. 
	s.t. Nag-ibut siya sa iyang bungut, He is pulling out his whiskers. Giibut niya ang Lansang, He pulled the nail out. 2 [C] for copulating things to get apart. Ang duba ka iru nag-ibut, The two dogs are stuck after copulating. 3 [b6] draw a weapon on one. Giibtan ku niyag pusil, He drew a gun on me. apulled out. -in-n rice seedlings. 

	ibk n sugar palm, a k.o. palm resemblingthe coconut, the frond fibers and midribs of which are made into brooms. Toddy and vinegar are also obtained from it: Arenga pinnata.
	yu

	s a tapering at the top like a cone or fun
	ib
	yu
	-

	nel. Jbyus ug tudlu, Having long tapering fingers. v [B 1; al 2) be tapering. Mag-ibyus angdabun sa saging basta dili pa mabukbad, 
	The young leaves of the banana are narrow at the top before they spread out into a leaf.
	ida see BWILT A. 
	idad n age. Pilay imung idad karun? How old are you now? mayur di-of legal age. minur di-under legal age. may -be quite old. May idad na ang akung inaban, My mother is quite old now. -nga maka.lilinga adolescence, so-called because it is the age in which the child is confused as to whetherhe is an adult or a child. idad-idaran a middle-aged. Idad-idaran na ku kay kwarinta na, I am middle-aged now because I am forty. v 1 [BJ be [so-and-so] old. Sa nag-idad kug syiti anyus, When I was seven years old 2 [BN]
	Her face aged terribly because of what happened. 2a keep a borrowed thing too long (have them grow old on one). Juli!na nang imung binuwaman, nangidad na Jang na diba, Return it to the person you borrowed it from. You've had it too long. 3 [A13; b8] be [so-and-so] long, last. Nag-idad na run ug pitu ka tuig sukad sa amung panagbulag, 
	It has been seven years since we separated. 
	Wa pa gani maidari ug tulu ka buwan ang iyang panirbisiyu, His service did not even last for three months. paN-, pangidarun n = IDAD n, v1. idaran, maidaran a old. Idaran(maidaran) na ang iyang napangasawa apan sapian, The woman he married is old but well-to-do.
	idag v [A2; b( 1)) dodge to avoid being hit by s.t. moving swiftly. Idagi ang iyang tuu, Keep out of the way of his right hand. 
	idang n 1title for a girl (dialectical). 2bawdyhouse so called from a woman called Idang, who ran a notorious bawdy house before the war.
	idar-idar v [B1245] be hard-pressed to keepup with lots of work. Nagkaidar-idar siyag sirbi sa mga bisita, She's going crazy trying to serve a1l the visitors. 
	idibul n cooking oil. -uwil = idibul. 
	id-id v [A; c] rub oneself on s.t. lid-id ang imung bukubuku sa sandiganan, Rub your back against the chair. 
	n n identification card. 
	idintipikasi
	yu

	n building.
	idipi
	syu 

	idisyun n edition.
	iditing n editing.
	iditur n editor. v [B6] become an editor. 
	idituryal n editorial. v [CJ write an editorial. 
	idiya n idea. v [A12] get an idea. Ang mga 
	iduluhiya -igang 
	istudiyanti nakaidiya pagkinaugalingun, Students had the idea of cooking their own meals. 2 [a12) plan. Idiyahun ta ni ug maayu arun ta makaganansiya, Let's plan it well so that we can make a profit. 
	istudiyanti nakaidiya pagkinaugalingun, Students had the idea of cooking their own meals. 2 [a12) plan. Idiyahun ta ni ug maayu arun ta makaganansiya, Let's plan it well so that we can make a profit. 

	idiyuluhiya n ideology. 
	idlas a 1 shy, wary of being approached. 2 elusive, hard to catch. v [BJ 1 become wary. Nangidlas ang mga manuk sa im'!,'ng tinuntu, The chickens have lost their tameness because of your f ooiishness. 2 become elusive. Miidlas siHusipina human mangutang, Josephine became hard to find after she borrowed money. Ang kadaugan mau rag miidlas kaniya, Victory seemed to elude him. 
	idlut (from dulut) a 1piercing, having a sharp point. Idlut nga tunuk ang gipakuruna ni Hisus, Jesus was crowned with sharp thorns.2 biting, hurtful. Gipadungug kug mga pulung nga maidlut, They upbraided me withbiting words. v [a) be, become piercing. pina-a make sharp, painful. Pinaidlu t nga kusi, A painful pinch. 
	t, light plane. V[Al3;ac) go, bring by airplane. idruidru nchildren's game of hopscotch played with lines drawn in the shape of an airplane. 
	idru n airplane. -nga ba
	yu 

	idruhina n hydrogen. v [c) fill with hydrogen.idruplanu = IDRU.
	ids n edge ball, the situation in which the pingpong ball hits the edge of the table, flying off at an angle. v [B1256) be an edgeball.
	idukar v [AP; a] 1 educate. Idukahun sa gubyirnu ang mga way alamag, The government will educate the illiterates. 2 cause s.o. to become sophisticated. Ang mga parti muidukar (mupaidukar) nimu, Parties can make you sophisticated. idukada = IDUKADU (female): idukadu a 1 educated, sophisticated. Idukadu siya kay switu sa bag-ung urug, Sheis sophisticated, because she is right up to date. 2 educated, well-mannered. Idukadusiya kay mangayug katahuran, He is educated because he greets you. v [B12] becomeeduc
	idukasya n k.o. ornamental arum: Antburium crystallinum. 
	idulu n idol. v [A3; al 2) idolize. Dagban ang miidulu ni Nubu Bunu, Many people idolizeNovo Bono. 
	idung = DUDUNG.
	idyaidya (from iya -humorous.) Short for idyaidya ahuahu, so called from the Bohol pronunciation of iya 'his' and aku 'mine'. apaying close attention to what belongs to 
	idyaidya (from iya -humorous.) Short for idyaidya ahuahu, so called from the Bohol pronunciation of iya 'his' and aku 'mine'. apaying close attention to what belongs to 
	one and making sure that no one else gets benefit from it. Ang akung bag-ung bayaw idyaidya kaayug batasan, My new sister-inlaw watches what belongs to her very closely. v [A; b(l)] put great importance to one's own things and make sure no one else gets benefit from them. Di mi makaidyaidya sa amu kay kumunal ang tanang butang gawas sa tutbras, We don't pay attention to who owns what in our family because we owneverything in common except our toothbrushes. -ahuahu 1 what's his is his andwhat's mine is mi

	idyap a 1 brisk and lively in motion. 2 trim and smart in dressing. v 1 [B1; cl] forone's gait to be brisk and lively. Muidyapang linaktan basta maghayhil, If you wear high heels you have to walk smart and briskly. 2 [B1456] be trim and smart in dressing. Mag-idyap giyud ang mga asawa arun dili bibyaan sa mga bana, Wives should keep themselves trim and smart so that their husbands won't leave them. 
	idyaw = A YAW (dialectical). idyuk = IBYUK.n n teacher training course. idyus = IBYUS. 
	idyuki
	syu

	1 prefix, alternant of the future and subjJnctive nonpotential instrumental prefix , used with some verb bases referring to 
	i
	g-
	i-

	1
	1

	mutual actions referring to the person with whom the action is done. Dugayng wa kusiya igkita, I haven't met him for a long time. la prefix used in Biblical language with certain roots as an alternant of i-in all of its meanings. Birhin Mariya, ig-ampu mu kami, Virgin Mary, pray for us. 2 affix added to roots referring to relationship, referring the person with whom one is in that relationship. Igsuun, One's sibling. lg-agaw,One's cousin. Dili ku siya iglain, I am related to him. 
	1 

	ig-= INIG-.
	2 

	igad v [A; ac) brush against s.t. or stroke s.t., usually said of pigs. ,Wiigad ang babuy sa baligi, The pig rubbed against the post. Igarun ku ang tiyan sa babuy, I will stroke thepig's stomach. 
	. ,
	1g-agaw see AGAW.
	igaiga, iga iga v [A; b6] for a pig to make a low grunting sound. Ang anay nga magpatutuy mag-igaiga, A sow feeding its young makes a low grunting sound. 
	,
	,

	igang a warm air or a body. !gang pa ang la-was sa patay, The body is still warm. n = 
	. 
	. 
	. 
	KA-. v [B2; b6) warm. Miigang (naigang) ang kwartu pagsud sa dagbang tawu, It got warm in the room with all the people.!(➔) v 


	364 igat -ig-1
	-

	[a4) feel warm. ka-n warmth. 
	[a4) feel warm. ka-n warmth. 
	igat a 1 flirtatious, lacking in feminine modesty. Igat ang iyang tinan-awan ngadtu sa gwapung laki, She gave a flirtatious look at the handsome man. 2 snobbish. Igat siya kay ds1i makigsayaw ug pubri, She is stuck up because she won't dance with a poor person. 11 [BN; a) 1 be a flirt. Muigat (maigat, muig.,t) ang imung nawung ug palabiban nimug mik-ap, Your face will look meretricious if you put on too much make-up. 2 act snobbish. -in-1 in a flirtatious or snobbish manner. -un a given to immodest be
	igbawn 1 at the top of s.t. Sa igbaw SQ kahuy, At the top of the tree. Sa igbaw sa lamisa, On top of the table. 2 upstairs. Tua sa igbaw ang akung kwartu, My room is upstairs. 3 · uplands, mountains. 
	igbitir n eggbeater.
	igdal 11 [B; cl) protrude to form a sharp outline. Nag-igdal nga gamut, A root sticking out of the ground. -un( ➔) a protruding.
	igharn 11 [AN; b6) clear the throat. Miigham(nangigbam) siya arun pagdapit sa akung pagtagad, He cleared his throat in order to attract my attention. n sound or action of clearithe throat. 
	ng 

	igii, [AN; b) drive s.o. away from the place heis staying. Mangigi bisan ug kaugalingung anak, He would drive even his own son out. Kun dili mu makabayad sa abang karung buwana, igiban mu na naku, If you don't pay the rent this month, I will evict you. igihan a fond of drivipeople out. 
	1 
	ng 

	•igi paN-v [A2; b3c5) 1for a person to feel baJ because s.o. else is shown more affection than he is, especially by being given s. t. which he did not receive. Nangigi ang mang-

	bud kay ang magulang ray gihatagan, The younger brother is jealous because he wasn't given any but his older brother was. 2 bejealously possessive of s.o. Nangigi ang amaban sa dihang gipangulitawhan ang iyang anak, The father grew intensely possessive because s.o. was courting his daughter. igihan a possessively jealous. Igihan ang akung iru. Bisag kinsay muduul naku manuyu, Mydog is intensely possessive. He gets angry if anyone comes near me. ig-ig v [A; cl) shake grains or s.t. similar back and forth t
	. 

	The pig is squealing. n high-pitched creak, squeaking, or squealing sound. 
	The pig is squealing. n high-pitched creak, squeaking, or squealing sound. 
	i
	ng


	igik v [A2S; b3) for pigs to squeal. Miigikang babuy kay wa hilawgi, The pig squealed because no one had fed it yet. n squealingof a pig. 
	igip v [A3; al2) take pains to get s.t. not worth going after. Dugay silang manira kay nag-igip sa pila ka sintabus nga ha/in, Theyclose up shop late because they don't want to miss out on the few pennies they can make by staying open late. 
	igit v 1 [A13S; a4c) have a watery diarrhea. 
	Nakaigit ku, abi kug utut Jang tu, I thoughtI was just going to break wind, but I actually had a watery bowel movement. Giigit(nag-igit) ku kay wa kahilisi, I have diarrhea because I have indigestion. 2 [A123S) do 
	s.t. physical with difficulty. Makaigit man lang ta sa kabug-at niini, We're going to have a rough time (literally, defecate water) lifting this thing. (➔) n 1 soft feces. 2 stick-inthe-mud. Igit kaayu na siya uy. Di mukuyug naku sa parti, She is a stick-in-the-mud. She won't go to the party with me. 3 -ra insignificant, nothing as compared with. /git ra ka niyang mutayip, You're nothing (lit. watery feces) compared to her when it comes to typing. 3a expression of derision or contempt. Abi niyag mabaylu 
	igka· 1 = INIGKA-. 2 alternant of the futureand subjunctive inflectional affix ika-, addedto the same verbs to which ig-is added 
	1
	1

	(meaning 1). Wa ku siya igkakita, I didn't
	happen to meet him. 
	igkam = IGT AM. 
	.
	.

	igkingv [B236; b3) jerk with a start, be tak"en aback. Miigking (naigking) siya sa dibang nahikapan ang iya samput, She was startled when s.o. touched her buttocks. 
	ig-1-affix added to verb bases to form nouns which are parallel in meaning to the instrumental passive verb affix (i-). 1 thing to be conveyed, brought, etc. Mau kini ang mga saput nga igbalatag sa mga pubri, These are the clothes to be given to the poor people. la thing to be asked, said, etc. Duna ta kuy igpalangutana, apan natubag na man, I hadsome questions to ask, but you answered them already. 2 thing to be used for. Sininang igta/arabahu, Working dress. Igbalatil sa itlug, Eggbeater. 3 time to do s
	1
	-

	iglisya -igu 365 
	nang igpalabulay, The siesta hour. 3a beinggood, bad, hot, etc. to [do]. lg-aladtu giyud ning akung ginbawa, I felt very much likegoing.
	nang igpalabulay, The siesta hour. 3a beinggood, bad, hot, etc. to [do]. lg-aladtu giyud ning akung ginbawa, I felt very much likegoing.

	iglisya n la Christian Church as a whole. Sa
	katapusan mubarug nga madaugun ang Iglisya, In the end, the Church will stand triumphant. lb local church or congregation. Mga pruyiktu sa atung iglisya, Our church'sprojects. 2 a member of the Iglisya ni Kristu, a religious sect. -ni Kristu n a religious sect or member thereof. v [bl6] become a member of the Iglesia ni Cristo. -Pilipina n the Philippine Independent Church (Aglipayans), or a member thereof. 
	katapusan mubarug nga madaugun ang Iglisya, In the end, the Church will stand triumphant. lb local church or congregation. Mga pruyiktu sa atung iglisya, Our church'sprojects. 2 a member of the Iglisya ni Kristu, a religious sect. -ni Kristu n a religious sect or member thereof. v [bl6] become a member of the Iglesia ni Cristo. -Pilipina n the Philippine Independent Church (Aglipayans), or a member thereof. 

	igmat a alert: being able to move rapidly, readily noticing things. Way musipyat sa igmat niyang mata, Nothing can escape his alert eyes. lgmat siyang milibay, He ducked cleverly. v [B; cl] 1 be rapid in one's motions, alert with the eyes. 2 be alert to what is happening. lgmata ang inyung mga mata sa mapait nga katinuuran, Open your eyes to grim reality. 3 (b2) be outsmarted. Naigmatan ku sa murus, I was defrauded by the Muslim peddler. paN-v [A2; c] defraud. 
	Ubang matansiru kusug mangigmat sa timbangan, Some butchers cheat on the weight. n defrauding.
	Ubang matansiru kusug mangigmat sa timbangan, Some butchers cheat on the weight. n defrauding.

	ignu v (A; bl take good care of s.t. to save it from damage or dirt. Di siya mag-ignu saiyang sinina kay di man siyay manglaba,. Hedoes not try to keep his clothes clean because he doesn't do the washing. Ug di nimu ignuban ang imung lawas, maamin ka giyud, 
	If you don't take care of yourself, you'll 
	If you don't take care of yourself, you'll 
	.
	end up in the grave. 

	ignudul n egg noodles. v [A] cook egg noodles.
	ignuramus = IGNURANTI, a 1.
	ignuranti a 1 ignorant, uneducated. Ignuranti siya. Way kabangkaagan, She is completely uneducated. She has no education. 2 ignorant of, unfamiliar with. Ignuranti ku sa mga dalan dinb� I am unfamiliar with the streets here. v 1 [B12; b6] be ignorant. 2 [al2] put s.t. over on one. lgnurantibun man ku nimu nga nakabasa man ku niana, Don'tfool me. I read that myself. paka-v {Al2;al 2) treat as, consider ignorant. 
	ignuy a euphemism for ignuranti. 
	iut v [B23; b3] be severely startled, jump back with surprise. Miigput (naigput) ku sadibang may mibutu sa akung luyu, I was startled at the explosion in back of me. igut v [A3; cl] hop up and down. 
	gp
	put-i
	gp

	Nag-igput-igput ang mga bata nga naglumba sa saku, The children were hopping up and 
	Nag-igput-igput ang mga bata nga naglumba sa saku, The children were hopping up and 

	down in the sack race. ig-Ł = IG-L-.igsaktu = IKSAKTU. 
	. . , . ,
	1gsll'say1s = IKSIRSA VIS. 
	igsu n 1 children of one's grandparents (spon-
	,
	,

	sors at wedding or baptism). Aku siyang igsu kay ninung naku ang iya amaban, He is my god-brother because his father is my godfather. 2 term of.address for one's godbrother or sister. 2a term of address commonly used between Muslim traders andChristians. v [B126; c] be, become godbrothers or sisters. 
	-

	. , . ,
	1gsuun see SUUN.igtam v [B] be wary after having experienced 
	s.t. bad. Kun mamatyan ang ilaga diba, mu
	igtam sila pag-anba, If any mouse gets killed 
	in that p_lace, the others will be wary of go
	-

	ing there. igu a 1 enough, big enough. Igu ba ang sapa
	tus nfmu? Are the shoes big enough for 
	,
	,

	you? lgu n_a ning kwarta naku, This money 
	is just the right amount for me. -na man 
	\ .
	\ .
	, 


	more than enough. Igu na man ang tmung 
	pamalibad, You've refused too often. 2 
	,
	-

	{dat.] serves [dat.) right. Igu kanimu ang 
	nabitabu kay balasubas man ka, What
	happened serves you right because you are
	a wicked man. 3 -ra, lang can do more 
	than. Ang mga dinaugdaug nga ·kabus igu 
	Langmangbupaw (sa pagpangbupaw), All the 
	poor folks who are abused can do is sigh. 4
	-nga just in time. Igu giyung natapus ang lubung pag-abut niya, He arrived just as the funeral was about to end. v 1 [B2P; clP] be, become sufficient, be big enough. Muigu (mupaigu) kaba ning pagkaun nga dagban ra bag bisita? Will this food be enough since we have so many visitors? Iigu ( igua) ug tabi arig sinina kaniya, Sew the shirt big enough for him. 2 [B] fit into s.t. Dili tang tanan muigu (maigu) sa dyip, We won't allfit into the jeep. 3 {cl] make s.t. come at the right moment. Igua (iigu) giyud a
	,

	Time your orgasm so you both come at the 
	same time. 4 [A13C; b3( 1)] decide on s.t. 
	Ikaw lay mag-igu ug muadtu ta, You decide 
	if we go. 4a [C 3 ;c3] agree in ideas or tastes. 
	Nagkaigu sila dayun, They hit it off instant
	ly. (➔) a 1 for a mark to be hit, be just the 
	right thing. Igil ba ang buls-ay? Did he hit 
	the bull's-eye? lgu ba ang tambal? Did the 
	medicine hit the nail on the head? 2 be
	drunk. Igu ku gabii, I was drunk last night. 
	v 1 [A; ab2] hit a mark. Wa makaigu ang
	tambal nga girisita sa duktur, The med
	icine the doctor prescribed was not the right 
	rut -ihalas 
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	gu

	, , 
	, , 
	. 


	looked at his hand slowly (lit. let the cards 
	t
	t
	pat, The rays of my flashlight hit his face. la make a point in a game where one aims at s. t. Nakaigu na si Pidrug daghanŁ Pedrohas already made many points. lb [ale] aim 
	s.t. in a certain direction of. Giigu ni Magalyanis ang kasadpan, Magellan aimed in a westward direction. /igu ang sakayan sa nu rt� Head the boat nocthwards. le [A2; a2b 4( 1)] win a prize in a lottery or the like. Miigu ang iya tikit sa ripa, His ticket won a prize in the raffle. Nakaigu siya sa karfra, He won at the races. ld [A2;!a2b4(1)] for a business venture to turn out very successful. Unsay imung naig-an nga dagban kagkwarta? What did you make a killing in, since you have so much money? le [A3N;
	-

	.
	n,.
	gu 
	' 


	Irut n Igorot, name given to the natives of the Mountain Province, Luzon. t 
	gu

	igut'O [A; cl] creak. Miit ang kawayang sawug pagsulud sa kawatan, The bamboo floor creaked when the thief entered. Kasab-an ka sa maistra ug imu na iit (igutun) ang bangku, Your teacher will scold you if you let your chair creak. pa-v [A; c] reveal 
	l 
	gu
	gu

	s.t. slowly, little at a time, to create suspense. Gipait niya ang iyang baraba, He 
	s.t. slowly, little at a time, to create suspense. Gipait niya ang iyang baraba, He 
	s.t. slowly, little at a time, to create suspense. Gipait niya ang iyang baraba, He 
	gu

	usa ang sikritu, Don't tell her right off. Let out the secret a bit at a time.
	creak). Ayaw siya tug-anig diritsu. Ipai
	gu



	igutv [A; b] scrape s.t. by rubbing a knife which has been fixed into s.t. immovable up and down against it. Iguti ang kasing. Lisud sapsapan kay lisud kaptan, Chip off the top with a fixed knife. It's hard to whittle because you can't hold it easily. 
	2 

	it-igut n the area on the inside of the cheeks of the rump. 
	gu

	protruding buttocks. Igwadsiyag lubut, She has a big ass. v [BN] have prominent buttocks, stick out the buttocks. 
	igwad a havi
	ng 

	Naigu ang akung itlug, nangigwad man gudnang tawbana, The man hit me in the testicles with his rump. igwad-igwad v [A; cl] move in a wavy, rolling motion with the rump going up and down, wiggle the buttocks. Ang iyang sakayan nag-igwad-igwad nga naglutaw sa dagkung balud, His boattossed up and down riding on the huge waves. Nindut kaayu siyang tan-awun nga nag-igwad-igwad samtang nagsayaw, She is beautiful to watch, wiggling her buttocks as she dances. -in-n action of wiling the buttocks. 
	gg

	igwalis a 1 equal in score. Igwalis tag puntus, We tied. 2 giving exactly the same result. Tinta ug uling igwalis ang buling, Whetherit is ink or charcoal, it's all the same -dirty. v 1 [B; a12] for a score to become tied. 2[Al2] manage to tie s.o. Kun makaigwalis Jang kita karun di ta malayug biya, If we manage to make it a tie, we won't be so far behind. 
	igwit a coquette, flirt. v [AN] flirt around. 
	Nangigwit man, di gipaburusan, She was a 
	flirt, so she got herself pregnant. -ira = 
	IGWIT, a. 
	iha term of address for one's daughter, or anyone young enough to be his daughter. -dibastarda = iHu DIBASTARDU (female).
	ihada = IHADU (female).
	ihadu n godson in baptism or confirmation. v [B126; a12] be, become one's godson. 
	ihalas a 1 of the jungle. Babuyng ibalas, Wild pigs.Paliyang ihalas, Wild ampalaya. 2 ignorant. Ihalas pa man siya sa syudad, She is ignorant of the city. She doesn't know the city well yet. v 1 [B2] become wild, ig1'orant. 2 [A; al2) take for an ignorant person. Wa giyuy muihalas nimu dinhi sa syudad ug isputing ka pirmi, Nobody will take you for an ignorant person in the city if you always dress up. Ihasa ku, tits. (Don't) take me for a fool, buddy. -un a of the 
	ihap -ihirsitu 
	wild, ignorant type. 
	wild, ignorant type. 
	ihap v (AC; a] count. Makaihap siya bangtud sa usa ka gatus, He can count to a hundred. Nag-ihap ang duha ka sugarul sa daug nga ilang gibakasan kay nakig-ibap man ang usa, The two gamblers are counting the winnings of the money they had put in together because one insisted on counting it. lpha ( ihc:pa) kun hustu ba ang gidaghanun, Count it to see if it is enough. Maihap ang imung mga adlaw, bastus, Your days are numbered, you 
	s.o.b. -sa lakang walk slowly. Mipai,li siyang nag-ihap sa lakang, He went home slowly. -sa tudlu be few in number. n 1 count, action of counting. Nagkalahi ang amung ihap, His count came out different from mine. 2 things counted in prepari
	ng

	s.t. for a number of people. M ikaun ang bisita bisag way labut sa ihap, The visitor ate with them even if he hadn't been counted for when they were preparing. (�) intense counting, canvassing. Inigkahuman sa iliksiyun sugdan dayun ang ihap, Right after the voting the canvassing of ballots will take place. t 
	ihas = 1HALAs. 
	ihaw v [A3S; a] 1 slaughter an animal for fooa. Ihawa ang manuk karun, Slaughter the chicken now. 2 murder a person with a knife. Ayawg sukul anang tigas, nakaihaw (nakaihaw) na baya nag tawu, Don't pick a fight with that thug. He has already killed aman. 3 beat badly. Giibaw mi sa ilang tim, We were slaughtered by their team. 3 abuse a woman sexually. Dad-u n natu siya sa utilug adtu natu siya ihawa, Let's take her to a hotel and abuse her there. -anan n 1 slaughterhouse. 2 house that women are taken to f
	2 
	yu

	I 
	·
	turns. Jbi sa rilu, Crown stem of a watch.
	lhi sa manubila, Steering column, the part 
	holding the steering wheel. ihi n urine. -ug iru k.o. toadstool, dirty. white in color, about 2½" tall with a flat 
	top about 2" in diameter. v [A3S; c] 1 urinate. Nakaihi ang bata sa karsunis, The child wet his pants. 2 [A123P; a4] have too frequent urination. Giihi mi pagininum ug sirbisa, We kept havito urinate because we drank so much beer. paN-v [A13] urinate. Adtu ta sa gawas mangihi, Let's go outside to urinate. ihiihi v [A13] 1 urinate too often. 2 for a woman to get all wet from heavy petting (slang, euphemism). Nag-ihiihi ang akung uyab dibang akung gikulkug, 
	ng 

	My girl got wet because I got my finger intoher. ka-un( ➔), kahid-un a feel like urinating. pala-( ➔) a urinating frequently. t 

	ihidn 1 the smallest in a litter. Ang ibid ngag.
	1
	1
	baktin giumbawan sa iyang mga igsuun, Therunt in the litter was much smaller than his brothers and sisters. 2 youngest or smallest in a group. Sa mga bata sa kasilinganan si Dyaniy ibid, Johnny is the smallest kid in the neighborhood. v [B 1) be small for one's age, sŁnted in growth.

	ihidv [A; be] go or bring s.t. away unnoticed. Giihiran namu ang miting, We sneaked away from the meeting. !ibid ning ulu sainasal ngadtu sa gawas, Bring this head of the roasted pig stealthily outside. 
	2 

	ihikutibu n executive. 
	ihim the sound of clearithe throat 1 exclamation calling attention. A run mulingi ang babayi, ang lalaki muingun 'ihim!' Theman says 'ehem' to make the woman turn to look at him. 2 exclamation expressing satisfaction after eati. n sweetheart (humorous). Gimingaw ka sa imung ihim, nu? You miss your sweetheart, don't you? 
	ng 
	ng

	ihimphi n 1 example, model. 2 a part of the novena which is optionally read after the supplicatory prayers just before the gususand gives a proof of the power of the saint. v [A; c] give, make an example. Ihimpluhanta ka, Iwill give you an example. pur -forexample.
	Ihiptu n Egypt. 
	n exercise, training. v [A; cl] 1 exercise; Iihirsisyu (ihirsisyuun) sa pulyubun ang iyang tiil, The polio victim exereises hisfeet. 2 [A; a] practice, train. Nag-ihirsisyusila unsaun paglanguy, They are practicing swimming. Ihirsisyuha pag-ayu ang imung parti, Learn your part well. 
	ihirsi
	syu
	1 

	ihirsisyu n spiritual retreat. v [A] hold a spirituaT retreat. paN-v [A2] attend a spiritual retreat. 
	ihirsini n one's own children. Nag-alinupung ang akung mga ihirsitu, My children come one next to the other. -s = IHIRSITU (plural). 
	ihu-ikaw 
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	ihu term of address for son or s.o. whom one considers his son. -dibastardu illegitimate child. -diputa mother-fucker, a vulgar appellation for a person at whom one is very angry. Gisunug sa ibu diputa ang akung karsunis, The mother-fucker burnt my pants.
	ihu term of address for son or s.o. whom one considers his son. -dibastardu illegitimate child. -diputa mother-fucker, a vulgar appellation for a person at whom one is very angry. Gisunug sa ibu diputa ang akung karsunis, The mother-fucker burnt my pants.
	1

	ihu n shark. 
	ihua-ihud v [B56) for children or young animals to differ in height by small intervals, be like stairs when lined up. Mag-ibud-ibud giyud ang inyung mga anak ug dili mu magbirt kuntrul, Your children will be like steps lined up if you don't practice birth control. 
	iliuy (from ibu) n Mr. Shark (personalizedappellation in stories). Palawum arun kan-
	,
	,
	,

	un kang Manuy Ihuy, Go to the deep so Mr.Shark can eat you. 
	ii 1 particle showing disbelief. Ii! Tinuud kaba run, Aha! Can that be right? 2= 1, 1.
	2


	ii n child's word for urine. v [A; b(l)) urinate. Gustu kang mui i? You want to make wee-wee? 
	,
	,
	..

	ntu = ITU. 
	ik v 1 [A2) get what one wants to say out. Ug di ka muik dili ka makabungat sa imungtuyu, If you don't get it out, you can't let her know why you came here. 2 [Al2) dill, wala -not stand a chance in a game. Sabaskit bul ang mugbu di giyud makaik kun kuntrabag dagku, In basketball, short players don't stand a chance against tall players. 
	ika-1 inflectional affix, the potential future and subjunctive of the instrumental passive. See I-• 2 affix forming ordinal numbers. The oŁdinal is linked to a noun with which it is in construction by nga or, alternatively,but less frequently, with ka. lkaduba nga (ka) tawu, The second man. Ikapila man ni ninyung (ninyu ka) anak? This makes how many children for you? 
	ikag v 1 [B12; c) become concerned, worried. Makaikag ang imung kahimtang, Yoursituation worries me. 2 [B12; ac] inspire interest in s. t. Kinsay nag-lkag nimug tuug sista, Who interested you in learning how to play the guitar? Waku maikag sa madiyung, I have no interest in mahjong. 3 [B1256; b8] like s. t. with the thought of possessing it or becoming like it. Naikag siyang Kulas, She has a crush on Kolas. Na{kag siya sa akung bisiklita, He liked my bicycle. ma-un a enthusiastic, filled with interest. 
	ikat v [A13B; a12) for the threads of cloth to be displaced when one of the threads is pulled, cause cloth to get such a defect. Ugmuikat (maikat) nang panaptun, di na maa
	ikat v [A13B; a12) for the threads of cloth to be displaced when one of the threads is pulled, cause cloth to get such a defect. Ugmuikat (maikat) nang panaptun, di na maa
	-

	yung sininaun, If the cloth has a defect, it is no good to use for a dress. Kinsa may nagikat sa akung panaptun? Who pulled the threads in this cloth? 

	ikaw you (singular). lkaw ang akung tuyu, You are the one I want to see. -karun, kini, baya oh you! (You're so foolish, terrible, bad). Ikaw giyud kini. Dali ra giyung mailad, Oh you! Ifs so easy to cheat you! -lang 1 you be the one. Ikaw lay bayad, You pay. 2 it's up to you. Ug gustu kang mubayad, ikaw Zang, If you want to pay, it's up to you. 2a it's up to you. don't say 1 didn't warn you. Ug bilabtan na nimu ikaw lang, If you touch that don't say I didn't warn you. -ra = LANG, 2, 2a. ka short for ikaw 
	,
	,

	in the church. abi -1 you know. Abi nimu, OU know, Saning sings beautifully. 2 abi -ug so you 
	si Saning maayung muawit, y

	, 
	, 
	, ,

	presumed. Abi nrmu buang ku, Do you think I'm an idiot? 2 short for kanimu. mu 
	,
	,

	short for nimu. kanimu dat. form. Alang
	ni kanimu, This is for you. Way nakagustu kanimu, Nobody likes you. Ay, purbida kanimu, Oh my! Ay, kanimu Tasyu! Magunsa ka man Zang ug wa na ku! Oh my, Tasio! What will you do when I'm gone! imu1 preposed gen. Ang imung kabayu, Your 
	,
	,

	horse. /mu bang ihatag? Are you giving it 
	away? 2 yours, the one belonging to you. 
	,
	,

	Aku ni, imu na, This belongs to me. That one is yours. Unsa may -kang [so-and-so], What do you have against [so-and-so}? 
	-

	. ' 
	. ' 

	na you may have [subject)!. /mu na ni, Youmay have this one. pag-[verb) ug -do [verb) by oneself. Pagkaun lag imu, ayawkug tawagtawaga ug panibapun, Just eat by yourself. Don't call me to supper. [noun]pay-My what a [noun)!! Bat-ang pay {munga makalibat, Her hips can make you crosseyed. (Lit. If you want the hips, too (to see), they'll make you cross-eyed.) v [al 2) be, become yours. Maimu ni ug magbinuutan ka, This will be yours if you behave. Imubun lang diay nang tanang kindi? So you want to have all t
	-

	ikgam -iksamin 
	self. Muimuimu ka man lag kaun diba nga walay pulupanampit, You eat all by yourself without inviting anyone to join you. tikaw, tika, ta ka, ka naku, ku ikaw I did [verb] to you, you are my. Amita ka(tikaw, tika, ka naku, ku ikaw), You are my friend. Patyun ta ka (tikaw, etc.), I will kill you.
	self. Muimuimu ka man lag kaun diba nga walay pulupanampit, You eat all by yourself without inviting anyone to join you. tikaw, tika, ta ka, ka naku, ku ikaw I did [verb] to you, you are my. Amita ka(tikaw, tika, ka naku, ku ikaw), You are my friend. Patyun ta ka (tikaw, etc.), I will kill you.
	gu 


	ikgam = IGTAM.
	ikging = IGKING.
	ikibali n equivalent. Ang tulu ka tiil ikibali ug usa ka yarda, Three feet is equivalent to one yard.
	_ikid v 1 [A; al2] jump over s.t. or up in the air. Ikdun (ikirun) ku ang kural, I'll jump toes to reach s.t. Mutupung ka naku ug iikid(ikirun) mu ang imung tiil, You will be as tall as I am if you stand on your tiptoes. 3 [A; ac] run fast, gallop. Miikid siya pagkakita sa latigu nga gibitbit sa inahan, Sheran away fast when she saw the whip in her mother's hand. Ikda siPapa nimu, Run after your father. Iikid ni sa ila, Run bring this to their house. ikid-ikid v [A; cl] walk a distance in a hurried place. 
	over the fence. 2 [A; cl] stand on one's ti
	p
	1 
	2 
	1 
	2 
	3 
	ng
	ng

	lan paingun sa Bagyu ikis, The road leading to Baguio is winding. v [B; cl] be, become, make zigzag. Di ka ig-un sa pusil ug ikisun (iikis) nimu ang imung dinagaenan, Youwon't be hit if you run zigzag. 
	lan paingun sa Bagyu ikis, The road leading to Baguio is winding. v [B; cl] be, become, make zigzag. Di ka ig-un sa pusil ug ikisun (iikis) nimu ang imung dinagaenan, Youwon't be hit if you run zigzag. 

	ikit a close together, usually people. v [A2C 1; ac) be close to each other. Nag-ikit silagkatulug, They slept close to each other. Ayaw siya ikta (iikit) ug bayli, Don't danceclose to her. Ikitun natu ug butang ang mga 
	siya, Let's put the chairs close together. ikitfkit v [A; ab6) stay around close to s.o. else. 
	siya, Let's put the chairs close together. ikitfkit v [A; ab6) stay around close to s.o. else. 

	Duna gani pa11gayuun muikit-ikit (mag-ikitikit) dayun natu, Ifthere is s.t. he wants to ask for, he will hang around you all the time. 
	iklas n first grader. Kadaku na nimu unya iklas pa gihapun ka? How big you are, yetyou are still in the first grade!v [B56; b6] 
	· be a first grader. 
	iklipsi = ISKALIPSI.
	astiku a ecclesiastical.
	ikli
	sy

	ikmat = IGMAT.
	iknat v [B; cl] 1 raise the eyebrows. Miiknat (naiknat) ankilay sa tawu tungud sa tumang kabibung, The man raised his eyebrows in bewilderment. 2 = INAT. 3 [BN; cl] stitch wrinkles into a piece of cloth.
	2 

	Ayawg iknata (iiknat) pagtahi ang panaptun, Dori't stitch the cloth in such a way that it becomes wrinkled. a stitched withwrinkles.
	iks n 1 one's ex-boy friend or girl friend. Wa na tagda si Nita sa iya iks, Nita's ex-(boy friend) no longer cares for her. 2 ex-, former. Iks kambik (kanbik, kumbik), Ex-convict. Iks prisidinti, Ex-president. Iks suldyir, Veteran, esp. of the old American soldiers who settled in the Philippines in the early l 900's. 
	iksahirada = IKSAHIRADU (female).
	iksahiradu a 1 over-demanding of oneself or others. Iksabiradu siyang nagpatiwas sa iyang bay, He demanded too much from the people who were finishing up work on hishouse. 2 doing s.t. to too great an extent. Iksahiradu siya sa iyang pamisti, He overdresses. Iksabiradu siya nga mugamit samantika, He uses much too much cooking oil. v [B; cl] overdo �.t. 
	iksaktu a 1 correct. Pulus iksaktu ang tubag niya, His answers were all correct. 2 be the right size, amount. Iksaktu giyud naku ningsapatus, These shoes are just right for me. Iksaktu giyud ang pagkalutu sa isda, Thefish was cooked just the right amount of time. 3 just at [such-and-such a time]. Jksaktung alas utsu ang sugud sa prugrama, The program starts exactly at eight o'clock. Iksaktu na run ipauli, Now is just. the time to go home. v [B3; cl] 1 be correct. 2 be just the right size, amount, degree. 3
	iksim =, IKSMJIN, n, v 1.
	iksamin n exams in school. v [A; a] 1 give,take an exam. Kanang maistraba mauy muiksamin namu, That teacher is going to test us. Muiksamin ku ugma, I'm going to have 
	370 iksaminadu 
	370 iksaminadu 
	an exam tomorrow. 2 give a physical examination. Iksaminun sa duktur ang imung kasingkasing, The doctor will examine your heart.

	iksaminadu n 1 eligible for the civil service by having passed the exams. 2 a woman who has acquired through experience without formal training a knowledge of assisting in childbirth, and is allowed to practice her trade after having passed some practical tests. v [Bl56; cl] be, become a midwifeof this sort. a being very familiar with s.t. Iksaminadu aku niining dalana, I am veryfamiliar with this street. 
	iksaminadur n examiner.
	iksaminisyun n examination. v [Al; b6] take 
	. .
	. .
	an examination.

	iksampul n example. v [A; cl] take as an example. Miiksampul siya ni Risal nga usa sa mga bantugang bayani, He cited Rizal as an example of a great hero. Kastigubun tikaw kay iksampulun (iiksampul) tikaw, I'm go· ing to punish you to make an example of you.
	iksibisiyun n 1 exhibition. 2 display. 3 certain hand in mahjong which one gets at thefirst deal and which is exhibited for extra payment. v [A; c] 1 exhibit s.t. in public. 2show off one's skill. Mitindug siya sa mutur nag-iksibisiyun kunubay, nabangga lagi, He was showing off driving his motorcyclewhile standing on it, so he crashed. 
	iksibit n exhibit. v [A; b6(1)] exhibit, show 
	s.t. or display. 
	s.t. or display. 

	iksihir v [A; al2] 1 force or oblige one to do 
	s.t. lksibirun ka giyud pagpaamut, You will be forced to contribute to it. 2 [A; a2] inquire, investigate to get complete information about s. t. Di ka mag-iksibir sa kinabubi sa uban, Do not pry into other people's lives. Jksibia ug unsa giyuy nabitabu, Find out what really happened. 2a [A] be soli� itous about s.o., care for. Dili kaayu siya muiksibir nianang mga bataa kay abi dili man iyang anak, She doesn't concern herself about those children because they aren't hers anyway. iksihidu a solicitousabo
	s.t. lksibirun ka giyud pagpaamut, You will be forced to contribute to it. 2 [A; a2] inquire, investigate to get complete information about s. t. Di ka mag-iksibir sa kinabubi sa uban, Do not pry into other people's lives. Jksibia ug unsa giyuy nabitabu, Find out what really happened. 2a [A] be soli� itous about s.o., care for. Dili kaayu siya muiksibir nianang mga bataa kay abi dili man iyang anak, She doesn't concern herself about those children because they aren't hers anyway. iksihidu a solicitousabo

	iksilinti a excellent, perfectly done. lksilinting pagkahimu ining lamisaba, This table was excellently made. v [Al2; cl] get a mark of excellent in school. 
	iksilsiyur n excelsior, long fine wood shavings used as stuffing or as packing material. 
	-ikspurtadur iksima n eczema.
	iksimtid n exempted from some obligation. v [B12; cl] exempt, be exempted. lksimtidku sa pii, I'm exempted from Physical Ed. iksirsayis n 1 bodily exercise. 2 exercise in 
	Artifact

	school. v [A; cl] engage in physical exer
	cise.
	iksit n exit. v [b8] exit, pass to an exit. -an n = IKSIT.
	ikskiyus excuse me. lkskiyus una ha kay nagbilak ang bata, Excuse me for a moment bC..:cause the baby is crying. n excuse. Nangayusiyag ikskiyus sa maistra kay mugawas siya, 
	. 

	He asked to be excused because he wants to go out. v [A; b6c(l)] excuse!s.o. or oneself for being absent. 
	ikskambik see IKS.
	ikskursiyun n excursion. v [A3; b6(1)] go on an excursion. -ista none who goes on an excursion. 
	ikspan v [B6; cl] expand the chest. Ayawikspana (iikspan) imung dugban, Don't expand your chest. -dir n expander, a chest muscle building device. 
	ikspidisyun n expedition. v [Al; b6] make an expedition. Mag-ikspidiun sila ngadtu sa bulan, They will make an expedition to the moon. Wa pay nakaikspidisyun saMars, No one has made an expedition to Mars. 
	sy

	ikspild expelled from a school or organization. v [a12] get expelled. Maikspild ka unya ug magbinubug ka, You'll get expelled if you get drunk all the time. 
	ikspirimin n experiment as a school problem. ikspiriminna n experiment. v [A; c] conductan experiment. Kanunayng ikspirimintubanang ilaga, They always experiment on rats. ikspirinsiya n experience, things one has lived through. v [Al2] have experienced. Nakaikspirinsiya na ku sa kinabubi sa dagat, I 
	have experienced life on the sea. -du(Ł) aexperienced. v [B12; b6] be experienced.lkspirinsiyadu ku ana, tits, Listen, buster, I know all about that. 
	ikspirmin = IKSPIRIMIN.
	ikspinnintu = IKSPIRIMINTU. 
	ikspirtu a expert. Ikspirtung mangunguut, An expert pick-pocket. v [B 1; b6] be an expert.
	ikspiryinsadu, ikspiryinsyadu = IKSPIRINSI-
	y ADU. see IKSPIRINSIY A. 
	iksplikar = ISPLIKAR. 
	iksplurasiyun n exploration for natural resources.
	iksplusibu n explosive. 
	ikspris n express bus, train, or the like. da· wuntawun!-jitneys with no fixed routes.ikspurtadur n exporter. v [B156] be an ex
	-

	ikspus -ikug
	2 

	Artifact
	porter.
	porter.

	ikspus v [A; c6] expose films. 
	ikspusisiyun n exposition. iksri n x-ray. v [A; b] x-ray. pa-v [A; c] have s.o. x-ray one. 
	ikstin v 1 lA2; cl] extend the time allotted for s.t. or the size. Kining salidaba ikstinun (iikstin) giyud, This movie film will surely be extended. la put an extension on s.t. Jkstinan ang balay, The house will be added to. 2 [A; b(l)] extend assistance. Giikstinankug tulu ka bulan nga salari lun, I was extended a three months' loan on my salary. 
	ikstinsiyun .n 1 extension of time, addition to a building. 2 branch, unit of an organization located apart from the main location of the organization. 3 extra telephone connected to the same line as the main line. 4extra class section to accomodate an overflow enrollment. 4a teacher assigned to such a class. v [A; b6(1)] give, add an extension, make a branch or extra telephone, add on an extra class section. Dili kaikstinsyunan ang imung lun, kining balaya, kining iskuylahana, in:yung tilipunu, kining 
	ikstiriyur n 1 exterior portion of s. t. 2 tire.ikstra n 1 shorts in a movie. 2 bit player in a movie. 3 one who pinch-hits for-s.o. n a blu�collar job. 4 s. t. extra which isn't b� ing used. Wa ka bay ikstrang papil diha? Don't you have any extra paper there you're not using? v 1 [c] show shorts with a movie. 2 [A; a2] be an extra in a movie. 3 [A; b 
	o

	6) pinch-hit for s.o. in his absence. Muikstraku sa mga draybir nga nasakit, I pinch-hit for drivers who are sick. 3a use s.t. belonging to s.o. while he is not using it (slang). Muikstra ku sa imung b'isiklita ha? May I play with your bicycle? 4a [c) add s.t. extra. 
	6) pinch-hit for s.o. in his absence. Muikstraku sa mga draybir nga nasakit, I pinch-hit for drivers who are sick. 3a use s.t. belonging to s.o. while he is not using it (slang). Muikstra ku sa imung b'isiklita ha? May I play with your bicycle? 4a [c) add s.t. extra. 
	Ang pulu nga akung gida giikstrahan ug duha sa akung asawa, My wife added two extra shirts to the one I took with me. t 

	ikstriyul, ikstriyur = IKSTIRJYUR.
	lktarya n hectare. v [B2S6] be a hectare. Gamay ra ang iyang yuta. Wa ra muiktarya, (maiktarya), The parcel of land he owns is very small. It hardly reaches a hectare. iktina having an up and down bouncing gait. Jktin kaayug linakwan ang tagabukid, Themountaineer bounces up and down when hewalks. v 1 [B;-cl] bounce up and down. 2 [A; b6] jump up and away slightly. Miiktinkug kalit pagkatunub naku sa balas, I jump
	-

	Sect
	Artifact

	ed back quickly when I stepped on a snake. -in-v [cl] done in a bouncing way.ilru necho·chamber. v [B23(1)6] fora sound 
	1
	1

	to echo in the echo chamber. pa-v [bS]
	make an echo effect in a song. Paikubun(paikuhan) ang kanta sa kumbu, The songs of the combo are recorded with an echo. 
	iŁ(short for tagai ku) let me have some. lku bi, Let me have some, please. ikud v [A; bS] follow immediately behind 
	2 

	s.o. Giikud (giikuran) siya kanunay sa kapulisan kay mu ra man siyag kawatan, Thepolice shadowed him constantly because he seemed to be a thief. ikud.:ikud v [A; b] move around in a circle in a limited space. 
	Pwirting nakaikud-ikud sa iru nga gikatlan sa lubut, The dog with an itchy rump isturning round and in discomfort. 
	ikud = IKUG
	ikug n 1 tall, or analogous structure. Mida
	1
	1

	ganpinababag ang ikug, He ran off with his tail between his legs. Ang ikug sa ayruplanu, Thetail of the airplane. 2 penis (humorous). 3 train of a dress (in the traditional skirt [saya]!, usually tucked in the front). v [A2;
	a] put a tail on. Giikugan sa bata ang yawa nga iyang gidruwing, The child put a tail on the devil he was drawing. ikug-ikug sa iring n k.o. ornamental bush bearing small flowers in dense purple, hanging spikes. ikuikug sa iring n k.o. ornamental aerial plant consisting of long branches with fine leavesresembling a cat's tail. paN-v [A23; c6] put, be at the rear. Nangikug siya sa Zumba, He was last in the race. Mauy nabimamat sa mga tawu ang nangikug nga asu, The people noticed the smoke trailing behind th
	g

	ikugv [B12; b3(1)cS] feel hesitant to approach s.o. for s.t., feel embarrassed to r� fuse. Maikug ka bang mubalibad? Are youembarrassed to refuse them? Wa ku mangasaba kay gikaikgan ku ang tiguwang sa pikas, I didn't scold them because I was embarrassed to do so with the father right next door. Nganung ikaikug man nimu angpagpatabang kanaku? Why are you embarrassed to turn to me for help? paN-(�) v[A13] be feeling embarrassed. Nagpangikug siyang misaka sa bay, He felt terribly embarrassed as he went i
	2 

	ikunumika -iladu 
	kailikgan n person whom one hesitates to approach or refuse. Kailikgan ku na siya kay bugtung igsuun sa akung Mama, I can never turn him down, for he is my mother's only brother. ma-un(+) a characterized by hesitation. Nangayu siya sa maik.ung ting, He asked me in a shy voice. 
	kailikgan n person whom one hesitates to approach or refuse. Kailikgan ku na siya kay bugtung igsuun sa akung Mama, I can never turn him down, for he is my mother's only brother. ma-un(+) a characterized by hesitation. Nangayu siya sa maik.ung ting, He asked me in a shy voice. 
	gu 
	gu


	ikunumika n economy, economics. 
	ikunumiyaa economical. Ikunumiyang gamitun ang sabun nga dugay mabilis, A soapwhich doesn't easily dissolve is economical to use. v [A13; a12] 1 economize. Mag-ikunumiya ta sa atung pagkaun, Let us be economical with our food. Ikunumiyaba paggamit ang pumada, Use the pomade economically. 2 [Al3] masturbate (slang from the idea of saving money by not hiring a prostitute). 
	-

	ikus = IKUT.
	ikutv [A2; b(l)] for animals that leave their stingers to sting. Ayawg samuka nang lampinig kay ikutan ka, Don't disturb the yellowjackets because they will sting you. (➔) n stinger. iniktan n place stung. 
	ikut-ikut = IKIT-IKIT. see IKIT. ikwadur n equator.
	ikyas v (A2; b6] slip away, get away after planning to do so. Miikyas ku sa bay kay dagbang bubatun, I slipped out of the house because there was a lot of chores to do. Nakaikyas ang prisu, The prisoner escaped. 
	ikyut = UKYUT. 
	ilauv 1 [A; a12b2] identify, distinguish 
	1
	1
	which is which. Ang tistis mauy nag-ila kinsa ang sad-an, The witness identified the culprit. Lisud ii.bun kung babayi u lalaki ba kanang taas ug bubuk. Diligiyud maila (mailban), It's hard to tell if it's a boy or girl when they have long hair. You can't tell. 2 [Al2; a3b2] recognize who a person is. Waku siya maila (biilbi) sa ngitngit, I did not recognize him in the dark. 3 [Al2; b(l)] know a person. Nakaila aku kaniya, I knowhim. 4 [A3; a12b2] acknowledge, consider 
	gu

	s.o. as s.t. Wala sila muila sa iyang kinaadman, They did not recognize his wisdom. Siya ang giilang bari sa mga matun, He is the acknowledged king of the thugs. 4a [A23!;al2] acknowledge s.o. as arousing f�ar or awe. Wa siyay giilang tawu, He's afraid of no one. 4b -ug Ginuu call on God's help when one is in distress.Makaila ka ug Ginuu ug naa ka sa kalisud, You will call on God when you are in trouble. 5 [A12} experience, taste. Paminyua lag sayu arun makailag unsay kalisud, Let them marry young so the
	s.o. as s.t. Wala sila muila sa iyang kinaadman, They did not recognize his wisdom. Siya ang giilang bari sa mga matun, He is the acknowledged king of the thugs. 4a [A23!;al2] acknowledge s.o. as arousing f�ar or awe. Wa siyay giilang tawu, He's afraid of no one. 4b -ug Ginuu call on God's help when one is in distress.Makaila ka ug Ginuu ug naa ka sa kalisud, You will call on God when you are in trouble. 5 [A12} experience, taste. Paminyua lag sayu arun makailag unsay kalisud, Let them marry young so the
	-

	troduce oneself as s.o. Wa srya magpaila nga anak sa bari, He did not let it be known that he was the king's son. Ipaila ku kanimu angtinuud, I'll make the truth known. 2 indicate. Ang kusug nga ulan usabay nagpaila nga du.nay bagyu, Heavy rain sometimes indicates that there is a storm. ilaila v [A2C; acP} introduce, get acquainted. Nakig-ilaua siya sa mga lidir sa pulitika, He introduced himself to the political leaders. Ilailaba angakung kasaring, Meet my classmate. Iilaila(ipailaila) aku anang imung ku
	-



	hanan n identifying mark or sign. Aku nang 
	ril:uba kay dunay ilbanan, That watch is mine because there is an identifying mark. -in-n recognized as s.t. good, well-known. 
	-du a 1 well-known. Iladu siya sa ila, He is 
	well-known in their town. 2 notorious. Ang nga iladung mannut, The notorious pickpockets. v [B12} be, become wellknown, notorious. timailhan see TIMAILHAN. t
	gu 
	gu

	ilaa shy, afraid to approach s.o. unfamiliar. 
	2 

	Ila kaayu ang bata, dili paduul naku, Thechild is very shy; he doesn't want me to go near him. v [B; b6] become shy. Maila ang manuk ug siging pakuratan, It makes the chickens shy if you keep scaring them. ilahan = ILA· 
	2

	ila see SILA. 
	ilab v [APB; a4} catch fire, cause s.t. to do so. J\.1 iilab (nailab, giilab) ang sid sid sa iyang sinina sa dibang naduul sa kayu, The hem of her dress caught fire when it came near the fire. Ang pagdagkut sa puspuru mauy miilab (mipailab) sa gasulina, When he lighted the match, it caused the gasoline to catch fire. ilad v [AN; al2} 1 swindle. Ilarun giyud ka kay dali ka ra m·utuu, I'm sure you'll getswindled because you are easily deceived. 2 fool s.o. Siyay niilad ni Huwan nga may iskuyla kunu karun, He
	Magsilbi ka sa pangilad kay maayu ka ng muOU will do well as a swindler because you can make people believe you. maN-r-(➔) n swindler. 
	patu u ug tawu, y

	ilada = BIL.ADA. 
	iladu 1 see ILA" 2 = HILADA. 
	i

	iladur -ilis 
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	iladur = HILADUR, see HIŁDA. 
	ilag, ilv [A2; c] dodge. Iilag lang ang imung lawasug labayun ka, Move your body quickly to the side if s.o. throws s. t .. at you.
	ag 

	ilaga n 1 rat, mouse. 2 by extension, hamsters. Timawa pa sa uaga, Poor as a church mouse. -sa Urupa white mouse. ilagailaga n a game of chance at carnivals or fiestas involving hamsters which are let loose and have a choice of several holes to take shelterin. Bets are placed on which animal enters which hole. 
	ilahanun see SILA.
	ilaid v [Al,3] 1 lie in intense suffering. Dubaka buwan nga nag-ilaid siya sa banig, He suffered intensely in his bed for two months. 2 stagger under a load. Nag-ilaid siya sa kabug-at sa iyang dala, He was staggering under the weight of what he was carrying. -sa kawad-un suffering extreme poverty.
	ilak = DAMAGAN . 
	I ,
	I ,
	I ,
	•


	ilang-ilang = ALANGILAN.
	ilap, flap v [A2; cl] 1 for flames to lick at 
	s.t.Ang kaZayu igu Zang miilap sa balay, Theflames just licked at the house. 2 touchlightly. Miilap ang tubig sa baba sa barutu, The water touched the top of the boat gently. GiiZap sa bangin ang {yang buktun, His arm was touched lightly by the wind. 
	s.t.Ang kaZayu igu Zang miilap sa balay, Theflames just licked at the house. 2 touchlightly. Miilap ang tubig sa baba sa barutu, The water touched the top of the boat gently. GiiZap sa bangin ang {yang buktun, His arm was touched lightly by the wind. 

	ilas n Job's tears, a coarse grass growing to 2 m. with smooth and large grains, used for ornamental beads: Coix lacbryma-jobi. 
	ilawud see LAWUD.
	ilaya, ilaya n area away from the coast or town. pa-v [A] go inland. ilayanhun a hillbilly, one from the remote interior regions.
	ilbu n elbow joint of pipes. 
	Iln letter L.*ilisee ILIHAN.ilib1tur n elevator. -buy n elevator boy. v 
	Ł 
	i 

	[Al3;a] go by, make into an elevator. 
	[Al3;a] go by, make into an elevator. 

	ilidyibul a 1 qualified for the civil service. 
	IZidyibuZ ang tanang nagtrababu sa adwana, 
	IZidyibuZ ang tanang nagtrababu sa adwana, 
	All the workers in the Customs have passed the civil service qualifications. 2 for a man to be eligible for marriage (usually highly eligible). v [B12] 1 make, become a civil service eligible. 2 be eligible for marriage. 

	ilig v [A; b6] for a large number to move 
	s.w. where conditions are more favorable. 
	s.w. where conditions are more favorable. 
	Sa tingtugnaw muilig ang mga langgam sa init nga dapit, During the cold season birds migrate to hot places. Bukid nga giiligan sa mga bakwit, The mountains where the people took refuge. -an(➔) n placewhere a large number flock for refuge. 

	iligal a illegal. t 
	iliganti a elegant in looks. IZiganti kang tan-
	awun anang sininaa, yOU look elegant inthat dress. v [B12; b6] be elegant in looks.ilihan n remote area, thinly populated, usually forested and inaccessible to vehicles. Ayaw pagsuut sa iZiban, tingalig maw-a. ka, yOUmightgetlost if you wander into the woods.
	-

	ilik v [AP; cl] turn the body right and leftgracefully in dancing or to view oneself better in a mirror.Mag-ilik (magpaiZik) gani kag dugay sa samin, byaan ta ka, If you spend so much time primping yourself up in front of the mirror, I'll leave you. KZaruba Zang nag sayaw, uikun (iilik) pa man, You're wiggling your body so much, why don't you go ahead and dance? n action of rurning left
	.
	.

	andright.
	iliksiyun n election. v [Al] hold elections. 
	iliktrik n electric. -a.yum n electric iron. -istub n electric range. -tsir n electric chair. v [c6] be sent to the chair. 
	iliktrisidad n electricity, electric current. v [b6] have electricity. 
	iliktrisyan n electrician. v [B 16] be an electrician.
	-

	iliktruniku n electronics. iliktur n voter. v [B126) become a voter. 
	ilikturada n the electorate, the voting public. 
	iliktural n electoral. 
	ilimintari, ilimintarya n elementary school. v [Al] study in a certain elementary school. 
	ilimintu n element, component. 
	iling = SAL-ING.
	ilin-ilin v [Al2; b8] have a variety of things to choose from. Makailin-iZin kag pagkaun, There's a tremendous variety of food to choose from. Daghan ang pagkaun nga ka� Zin-ilinan, There's lots of food one canchoose from. pailin._ilin v [A; ac2] be given a variety of things to choose from. Nagpauin-ilin Zang siyag puyu· sa mga paryinti niya sa siyudad, He has a large number of relatives to choose from to stay with when he comes to the city. 
	ilipand n 1 elephant. 2 k.o. herb with a spike of white or blue flowers that curls like the tusk of an elephant. The leaves are a,pplied to boils and wounds: Heliotropium indicum. -nga laki plant similar in appearance to ilipanti and with similar medicinal use: Stacbytarpheta jamaicensis or australis.
	ilipantwuk n the elephant walk, a k.o. dance. · v [A] dance this dance. 
	ilis v 1 [A23C; able] give s.t. in lieu of s.t.received. Kinsay muilis ug riZu aring akung sing sing, Who will give ine a watch for myring? Mag-ilis tag lingkuranan, Let's exchange seats. NapuZu ka gip-istam iZisan ug takun: You get a teakettle for ten gift 
	374 ilisdan -flug 
	stamps. 2 [A; blc] replace s.t. with s.t. else 
	stamps. 2 [A; blc] replace s.t. with s.t. else 
	similar. Kamau kang muilis ug batu sa sing
	sing? Do you know how to change the 
	stone in a ring? Giilisan si Pidru sa kuts, 
	The coach replaced Pedro. 2a [A; be] break 
	mcney into smaller denominations. Jlisi ra 
	kinig mamisus, Please change this bill into 
	one-peso notes. 3 [AB13; c] put clothes on 
	s.o., change s.o.'s clothes. Kinsay muilis sa
	bata, Who will change the child? Nag-ilis si 
	Pipi, Pepe is changing clothes. 3a [B13; c]
	be dressed up. Maayu unta na siyag bitsura 
	ug mag-ilis, He looks pretty good if he is 
	dressed up. 4 [A2; c] pay back s.t. borrow
	si
	ed, replace s.t. lost or consumed. Maa
	yu 

	yang mangbulam ug kwarta apan dili muilis, 
	He's good in borrowing money but never 
	pays you back. Jlisan ku tung dulaan nga gi
	wala sa bata, I'll replace the toy the child 
	lost. S [A12S3] come and go, happen one 
	after the other. Mag-ilis ang suluun sa a
	gu

	mu kay dagbanan ra sa trababu, Our helpers
	do not stick with us because we make them 
	work too hard. Nag-ilis lag pangamatay ang 
	iyang mga anak, His children died one after
	the other. 6 muilis nga simana, buwan, etc. 
	next week, next month, etc. n replacement,
	thing given in exchange, shift of workers. 
	Siyay ilis naku sa trababu, He is my replace
	ment at work. Kini ilis sa akung gibuak.
	This is in exchange for the one I broke. -an 

	(Ł) n clean clothes. ilisdan/ilisdi v [bl] 1 exchange, replace s,t. 
	Akung ilisdan ug dub aka buuk kabayu nang imung kabaw, I'll give you two horses for your carabao. 2 pay s.o. back or replace s.t. Jlisdan tika sa Lunis, I'll pay you back Monday. lmu giyung ilisdan tung akung pawun-
	Akung ilisdan ug dub aka buuk kabayu nang imung kabaw, I'll give you two horses for your carabao. 2 pay s.o. back or replace s.t. Jlisdan tika sa Lunis, I'll pay you back Monday. lmu giyung ilisdan tung akung pawun-
	-
	,

	tinpin, You should replace my pen. 3 replace 
	s.t. that was s.w. by s.t. else. Giilisdag baratubung batu ang singsing, He substituted a cheap stone in the ring. 

	ilisi = is1. ilitirit n illiterate. v [B126; b6] end up an
	i

	illiterate.ilitsu dibilin n a k.o. small club moss used as an indoor ornamental plant: Selaginella umbrosa.iliw v 1 [AN3; a2] long for s.t., miss s.t. that 
	onŁ loves. Ang bata wa giyud mangiliw sa 
	onŁ loves. Ang bata wa giyud mangiliw sa 
	inaban niyang namatay, The child did not
	miss its dead mother. Ang mabdus nag-iliw 
	ug bilaw mangga, The pregnant woman is 
	longing for green mangoes. Giiliw kang Ma
	ma nimu, Your mother is looking for you.
	2 [b8] take a liking to s.t. Nailiwan uruy 
	niya nang bataana, He has come to take a
	liking to that child. n k.o. poisonous snake, 
	liking to that child. n k.o. poisonous snake, 
	so called because it is believed that the snake and victim long for each other after the victim has been bitten, and the victim loses his mind, forgetting to have his wound treated.


	iliwn sergeant fish or crab eater: Racbycentron canadus. 
	2 

	iltur n variety of cholera called El Tor. v [A 123P; a4] get El Tor.ilu n 1 one who has lost a parent. flu siya sa ;,Jaban, She has no mother. -nga tulapus orphan. 2 having lost a relative or s.o. close, deprived of s.t. one needs. Namalditu ang iyang anak kay ilu sa pagtagad, His son became delinquent because he is wanting in care and affection. v [B 126] 1 lose a father or mother. 2 deprived of s.t. one needs. 
	iluv (A; b] wipe s.o. after a bowel movement. (+) n s.t. used to wipe oneself after a bowel movement. Maayung ilu ang pakaw, Corn cobs are good to wipe with. pa-v [A;ac] have s.o. wipe one's anus. paN-v [A; b] wipe oneself after a bowel movement. iluhan n anus. 
	2 

	iluka-, ka-(➔) Poor thing! Kailu niya, byabyaan Lang sa inaban, Poor thing, he's just neglected by his mother. 
	3 

	*ilub see PAILUB.
	ilug v 1 [A3S; a2] take away from s.o.'s possession. Nakailug kug hula, Imanaged to get a ball away from him. llun naku basta di ibatag, l will take it away from you if you do not give it to me. la -ug lugar lal occupy more space than necessary. la2 for a moving vehicle to run another vehicle out of its lane by cutting in on him or coming against him. 2 [C2; b3] fight for possession of s.o. or s.t. Bukug nga giilugan sa duba ka iru, The bone the two dogs were fighting over. 3 [A2; a12] overcome. Bisag uns
	gu
	kug tuun, muilug giyud ang katulu
	gu

	s.t. s.w. where it wouldn't normally be included. Iilug ra kinig pasa, While you'reironing would you touch this up quickly? 4b take time out to do s.t. lluga ra d ni uglaba, Take off a minute to wash this. S -sa yawa [a12] completely forget s.t. important 
	gu

	lluk -imbargu 
	which one was about to say. Wala giyud kuynabungat nga mga maayung rasun. Giilugug burut sa yawa. Napildi hinuu,:z kus kasu. 
	which one was about to say. Wala giyud kuynabungat nga mga maayung rasun. Giilugug burut sa yawa. Napildi hinuu,:z kus kasu. 
	I never did get my good arguments out. Icompletely forgot what I was going to say, so I lost the case. n action of grabbing. (➔) = ILUG, v 4a, b. -an(➔) a tending to grab things from others. -in-, -in-(➔) n 1 odds favorite in gambling. Adtu ku pusta sa inilug. I'll bet on the favored cock. 2 popular, · sought after. Si Nura Unur inilug sa mgaprudyusir, The producers fight each other to get Nora Aunor. -in-an n merchandise which i� highly popular (things which people fight with each other to get). Inilugan
	-

	(➔)a= ILUGUN, a.

	iluk n armpit. (➔) v 1 [A; cl] carry under the arm. Iiluk (iluka) kanang putus, Carrythat bundle under your arm. 2 [A; a12] hitin the armpit or at the point where the legor fin of a beast joins the body. Nailuk ang ihu sa isi, The harpoon hit the shark at the base of the fin. 3 [Al; a3] acquire a degree or other distinction. Si Huwan nakailuk sa unang ganti, John won first prize. paN-an(-+) n place where the armpits are.
	Ilukanu n Ilocano, person from the Ilocos region or his language. -in-n the Ilocano style or language.
	iluku n k.o. thread of several strands made from low-grade cotton, finer and whiter t.han the tingkal.
	Dukus n Ilocos region, Northwestern Luzon.
	ilung n nose. gahi ug -a for domestic animals which have a tether rope attached to the nose to be intractable, disobedient. bfor a person to be contrary, not amenable to suggestions. humuk ug -for domestic animals to be tractable, obedient or personto be acquiescent, amenable. taas ug -along-nosed. b blind to s.t. right under one's nose. walay -flat-nosed. -an, -an(�) n havinga nicely-shaped nose. paN-n rope passed through the water buffalo's nose to which the tether rope is attached. 
	·

	Ilungga = ILUNGGU (female).
	Dunggu (from Iluilu, the principal city of theHiligaynon region). n 1 one from the Hiligaynon region. 2 Hiligaynon language. 
	ilun-ilun n variety of lowland rice reaching a height of about 5' and with longer and bigger leaves than most other varieties, maturing in eight months. It has heavy yellow 
	ilun-ilun n variety of lowland rice reaching a height of about 5' and with longer and bigger leaves than most other varieties, maturing in eight months. It has heavy yellow 
	grains and is not much planted, as more productive varieties have been introduced. v [A3;a2] plant this variety of rice. 

	ilustrada a an illustrious woman or family, one who has done deeds worthy of emula-
	·
	·
	·
	tion and respect. 


	ilustradu n illustrious persons. 
	ilut v [A; b6(1)] induce a rooster to fightwith another rooster in order to catch him. 
	Dilt madakpan kanang sunuya kun dili ilutan, You cannot capture that rooster if you don't lure him. 
	' 
	' 
	' 
	. ' 


	una = INGA.
	imabaw = IBABAW, see BABAW.imahin n religious image. imakulada kunsipsiyun· n immaculate con
	ception.
	imas added to, plus. Upat imas sayis 1nahimung napulu, Six plus four makes ten. 
	imat a 1 ugly: a in a messy way. b in action. 2 poor in quality. /mat ning bulpina. Dimuagi, This pen is of poor quality. It doesn't write well. v [B12] become ugly.
	Naimat ang iyangnawung sa tantungpanguluritis, Her face was a mess with all that make-up.
	imbahada v [A; b6] pace back and forth in 
	l 
	l 
	, 
	' 


	anger. Muimbahada ku ug masuku, l pace
	back and forth when I'm angry. imbahadan 1 embassy. 2 an announcement 
	2
	2

	ofs. t. to come, esp. the announcement sent by the groom's family to the house of the prospective bride that they will come to ask for the bride's hand formally (pamalayi). 3messenger of a king or s.o. sent to announce the courtship ceremony. v [A; b] notification of s.t. to happen. Nag-imbahada ang akung anak nga duna siyay mga bisitang dadun sa amu, My son notified us in advance that he was bringing-visitors to our house. 
	Wa makaimbahada anggubyirnu sa kalit nga pag-usbaw sa prisyu sa bugas, The government did not have a chance to notify the people about the sudden rise in the price of 
	.
	.

	rice.imbahaclur n ambassador. v [B156; al2] be an ambassador. 
	imbalidu, imbalidu n 1 invalid, null and void. 
	Imbalidu ang kuntratu kay way pirma, Their contract is invalid because it has no signature. 2 invalid, ill person. v [c 16] 1 invalidate. 2 [B12] become an invalid. 
	imbalsamar v rA3P; a] embalm. imbalsamadurn embalmer. v [B156) be an embalmer.t 
	imbargu v [A; a2] 1 confiscate. Ang mai'stra miimbargu sa kumiks, The teacher confiscated the comic books. 2 foreclose on a loan, repossess. Maimbargu unya ang akung 
	imbasyun -impas 
	makinilya, They might repossess my type
	makinilya, They might repossess my type
	writer. 

	imbaŁn n invasion.
	imbaw n k.o. grey lucene clam with concentric ridges running along the width but with no vertical lines, 2" to 3" in width. Most types of the imbaw are similar in shape, color, and size to the American quahog, but with more pronounced ridges and no blue on the inside of the shell. -sa bunbun a small k.o. imbaw found on the shore. paNv [A2; b( 1)) gather imbaw.
	imbay a moving slow with stiff legs like a crab. v [B; a] be slow and dragging in movements or workNag-imbay na ang iyang li
	1

	.naktan tungud sa kakapuy, His pace became very slow from fatigue. Giimbay niya pagbungit ang bata, He is feeding the child slowly bit at a time. Giimbayan niya ang iyang trababu, He dilly-dallied on the job. 
	.naktan tungud sa kakapuy, His pace became very slow from fatigue. Giimbay niya pagbungit ang bata, He is feeding the child slowly bit at a time. Giimbayan niya ang iyang trababu, He dilly-dallied on the job. 

	imbayn name given to the women kept byJapanese soldiers as mistresses. v [A; cl] become an imbay.
	2 

	imbintu n invention. v 1 [A; a] invent. Bagung bumba na puy imbintubun sa Rusya, Now the Russians are going to invent another bomb. 2 [A; a2] make up a lie, story. Maayu kang mangimbintu ug katarungan, You are great at making up excuses. 
	imb1s instead of. Si Mariya ang giminyuan imbts si Ilina, The man married Maria instead of Elena. Imb,s mutrababu magpunay lang siyag tabi, Instead of working, she would sit around blabbing. 
	·

	imbistigar v [A; a2} investigate. Imbistigarun (imbistigabun) ang binungdan sa pagkabagsa, The cause of the crash should be investigated. imbistigadur n investigator. v [B 156; al 2] be an investigator. 
	imbistigasyun n investigation. 
	imbitar v _[AN; a12) invite s.o. to go to anaffair or a place. Wa siya mangimbitar naku uy, He didnt invite me. Imbitarun (imbitabun) ta ka sa amung pista, I am inviting you to our fiesta celebration. imbitadu n one invited to an affair. imbitasiyun n invitation. 
	?

	imbraimatsu n k.o. joint in which a tongue or rib at the edge of the board fits exactly into a groove in another. v [cl] use boards with tongue and groove joints for walling or flooring. 
	imbudu n funnel. v [A; c) 1 put a funnel.Imbudubi ang butilya inigbuwad, Put a funnel in the bonle when you pour. 2funnel,divert s.t. Dagbang bumay giimbudu ngadtu sa blakmarkit, Lots of rice was funnelled into the black market. 
	imbukar v [A; bS) start, begin. Miimbukar 
	ang ikadubang kagubut sa kalibutan mgakatluan na ka tuig gikan karun, The Second World War started some thirty years ago. 
	Ug naimbukar (naimbukaban) pa ug sayu ning trababua human na unta ni pagkakarun, Had this work been started early, it would have been finished by now. 
	imbumal n culvert. v [c] put a culvert. imburu = IMBUDU.imbus = IBYUS.
	imbuyis n invoice. v [A; b6(1)] make an in
	-

	voice of goods bought. Ang!tindiru mauy 
	_
	_

	muimbuyis sa mga pinalit ku, The sales clerk makes the invoices for the things Ibuy.
	imbyirnu n winter.imi n letter M.
	imigrant n s.o. who emigrates abroad. v [Bl
	26] become an emigrant. 
	imirdyinsi n emergency. -mani the money issued by the provincial governments after the outbreak of World War II before theJapanese occupation. 
	imirhinsiya = IMIRDYINSI. 
	imiri -bag, burd emery bag, board. 
	unit v [AN; a2] 1 desire to have things of little value or which one can�t use. Nangimit (nag-imit) ka man diay nianang mga pitsipitsi, Do you really want to have thatjunk? 2 be after s.t. Wa siya mahigugma niya. Nag-imit lang sa iyang yuta, He doesn't love her. He's just after her land. a stingy,possessive.
	. . . . . . . . .
	1m1tas1yun, 1m1t1syun n 1m1tat1on.
	imnu n hymn.
	impaki v [A; cl] pack up, put in a container for carrying or storing. lmpakibag (iimpakig) maayu ang dad-unun, Pack up the things we will take with us carefully. 
	impakru n 1supernatural being which causes evil and may be called into the service of a sorcerer. If he shows himself it is usually inthe form of s.t. ordinary with an extraordinary characteristic: animal of an unusual age, color, or shape; banana trunk blocking the way where there had been no bananasgrowing, and the like. 2 by extension, s.o. who does evil without scruples. v [B26; b6] be devilish, without scruples. 
	impanada n pastries consisting of meat wrapped in dough and fried. v [A 1; a2] make 
	impanada.
	impantil -biribiri, paralisis n k.o. children's disease.
	impantiriya n infantry.
	impas a 1 paid off, up. lmpas na ang akung utang, My debts are paid off. 2be done for,finished off, dead. Impas na ang manuk, 
	impati -impliyu 
	The cock is finished off. Impas na ang ak ung puhunan. Dina ku makasugal, My money is all gone. I can't gamble any more. Impas ka ug hibuthan ka ug dinamita, That'll be the end of you if dynamite explodes on you. v 1 [A3P; bS] pay off, up. 2 [B126;ab3) be done in, finished, dead. -tudas = IMPAS,2.
	The cock is finished off. Impas na ang ak ung puhunan. Dina ku makasugal, My money is all gone. I can't gamble any more. Impas ka ug hibuthan ka ug dinamita, That'll be the end of you if dynamite explodes on you. v 1 [A3P; bS] pay off, up. 2 [B126;ab3) be done in, finished, dead. -tudas = IMPAS,2.

	imps.ti 1 for antagonists to be even in gains and losses. Impati na ta kay pulus ta way turi, We are even now because we both lost our rooks. 2 having no more debts. lmpatina ta. Wa na kuy utang, We're square now. I don't owe you a thing. v 1 [a3] come to atie. Naimpati ang ilang dula, Their game ended in a tie. la [A12; c3] get a tie. 2 [AC; al) settle up accounts between people that have debts to each other or between mortgager and the holder of a mortgage. 
	A run magkaimpati ta, pun-an nakug tris mil ang imung prinda, ug aku na, To settle up, I'll give you three thousand and pay off your mortgage, and the land is mine. 3 [Al 
	A run magkaimpati ta, pun-an nakug tris mil ang imung prinda, ug aku na, To settle up, I'll give you three thousand and pay off your mortgage, and the land is mine. 3 [Al 
	·

	2) for an amount to be sufficient to meet some obligations. Di makaimpati ang imung swildu sa imung taplanan, Your salaisn'tenough to pay your debts to me. 4 [B126)be finished off. Naimpati sa mananayn ang akung katapusang sinsiyu, The carolers finished off all of my change. 
	ry 
	gu


	impatsu n indigestion caused by eating things that don't go together. v [B126; a4) have indigestion. Naimpatsu (giimpatsu) ang bata kay nagkaug buungun ug butung, The child suffered from indigestion because he ate pomelos and young coconut. -sa sabun v[a3] for clothes that have been put out inthe sun to bleach to be allowed to dout such that the soap will not come out.
	ry 

	impi n 1 acronym for MP (military police). 2 wife in her capacity as her husband's watchdog (slang). v 1 [B156; a12] be an MP. 2[A3;b6] check upon husband. Di makaguwawa si Dindu kay naay muimpi niya,
	gu

	Dindo is not free to go out because there is a watchdog checking upon him. 
	Dindo is not free to go out because there is a watchdog checking upon him. 

	impiksiyun n infection.impiktu = IPIK'IU.
	impilya n leaf lard, a thin layer of fatty tissue around the outside of the stomach of large animals or persons. impilyahun a fat,obese.
	impiradur n 1 emperor. 2 name formerly given to the brightest student in the class, who was given a special place in front. v [B 16; a
	12) 1 be an emperor. 2 be the best student in class. 
	12) 1 be an emperor. 2 be the best student in class. 

	impiratris n empress. v (B126; a12] become an empress. 
	impirdibli n safety pin. v [A; b6] fasten s. t. with a safety pin.
	impirmariya, impirmarya n infirma.
	ry

	impimu n 1 hell. Impirnu ning akung kinabuhi uban nimu, My life with you is hell. 2a hain, asa, diin nga impirnuha whatever place it is, I couldn't care less. Ambut kun hain siyang impirnuha, I don't know where 
	·

	. she is, and I don't give a damn. v 1 [B12)become a hell. 2 [a3b4(1)] go to hell. Angmga dautan maimpirnu, Bad men go to hell. Ang palabi nga pagsugal ray kaimpirnuhan mu, You'll go to hell because of your gambling. 3 [B16) be blazing with anger. Hilum kay nag-impirnu ning akung ulu, Shutup. My head is blazing with anger. 
	unp1ryu n empire.
	impisar v [A.; c16) start, begin. lmpisahun (iimpisar) na natu ang trabahu, Let us start working.
	. , . ,
	.

	unp1s1 = INPISI.
	impitu n height of one's anger. v [B6; b4) be at the height of anger. Ayaw siyag duula ug mag-impitu ang iyang kasuku, Don't approach him if he is fuming mad. Naimpituhan ku siyag latigu, I whipped him in a burst of rage.
	imptyJmu = IMPIRNU. 
	implimintar v (A; c) implement, put a procedure into effect. Iimplimintar na ang bagung balaud sa pangampanya sa pulitika,
	They are going to implement the new lawregarding camp·aigning. impliyar v 1 [A2; b(l)) get employment.
	Nakaimpliyar siya sa gubyirnu, He was employed in the government service. Mauy impliyari ang dagkung kumpaniya, Get employed in a large company. 2 [A; b6cl)hire, employ. Di siya muimpliyar ug minu.r diidad, They do not employ minors. 3 [A; cl employ, put into ·practice what one has learned. Giimpliyar niya ang diyutayng kaa/am sa dyudu, He employed the little judo he knew. impliyada n female employee. impliyadu n employee. v [B16; a2) get employed in a job. Sigi lag pangitag tra
	-
	-

	bahu bangtud maimpliyadu ka, Don'tquitlooking for work until you get employment . 
	Ang tawung way ambisyun mag-impliyadu 
	. 
	. 
	. 
	Lang hangtud sa pagkamatay, A man who has no ambition will work as an employee forever. Ang upisina giimpliyaduhan niyag upat, He employed' four people in his office. 


	n employment, job. v [A; a2) employ. Gustu kung muimpliyu ug kugiha'n nga buy, I want to employ an indust�iushouseboy. paN-v [A2; b6) work as an employee. Nangimpliyu ang asawa kay dipa
	impli
	yu 
	o
	'i-

	impluwinsa --in
	-

	1 
	1 
	gu ang swildu sa bana, The wife took a job 
	because the husband didn't make enough. 
	impluwinsa n influenza. v [B 126; a4 I get influenza. Abi kug labad sa ulu Lang, naimpluwinsa man nuun, I thought it was only aheadache, but it turned out to be the flu. Impluwinsahun ka, You will get influenza. 
	impluwinsiya n influence. v [A; al) influence. 
	imprinta n printing press or an establishment in the printing business. v [A; a] print. lmprintahun giyud ang imbitasiyun, The invitation card should be printed. imprintahan = IMPRINTA, n. 
	imprisaryu n impresario. v [B15; b6] be an 
	. .
	1.D1presar10.
	imprumtu n impromptu. v [cl] be impromptu. Naimprumtu ang prugrama kay way nakapangandam, The program was made impromptu because nobody prepared for it. 
	*impuntu alas [number] -at [such-and-such a time] on the dot. Alas utsu impuntu, Eight o'clock sharp. 
	impunnil a informal gathering, affair. v [al
	2) make an affair informal. impunnasiyun n information. 
	impurtansiya n importance. pa-v [A; b6(1))be given, give oneself importance. Mupaimpurtansiya giyud nang baybana. Di giyud mulingkud sa luyu, That woman pretends she's important. She never takes a seat in the back. 

	impurtanti a important, having a bearing on 
	a situation. v [B12; b6] be important for 
	a situation. v [B12; b6] be important for 
	s.t. Nagkaimpurtanti ang tubig nga nagkaduul na ang tinghulaw, Water is once more becoming important because the dry season is n kun impurtantihan ka anang libruha sa imung pagtuun, Buythat book if you consider it important for your studies. 
	approaching. Palita da
	yu 

	. . . .

	unpurtasl)'Un n 1mportat1on
	impurti n value. Pilay impurti sa imung singsing? How much is your ring worth? Kabuy nga impurtig trisyintus, Wood worth three hundred pesos. v [B456) be worth [so-and-so) much. Kadtung luhung awtu nag-impurti ug trayinta mil, That luxurious car is worth thirty thousand. 
	impurtid n imported. 
	impusibli a it is impossible, very unlikely. Impusibli pug di ka muganansiya, It is impossible that you won't make a profit. v [B12; cl) be implausible, impossible to happen. Maimpusibli ang dagan sa isturya ug pasubraag kakulba hinam, The story will be implausible if there are too many suspenseful details. 
	impuy n title of respect for old folks, male 
	or female. 
	impyirnu = IMPIRNU.
	imraimatsu = IMBRAIMATSU.
	imsi n emcee. v [A; a2) emcee.
	imu see IKAW. 
	imulsiyun n emulsion of cod liver oil. v [b] give s.o. this preparation 
	imung v [AN; cl) 1 forget to pay a debt or return s.t. borrowed (from imu [see ikaw]as used in an expression referring to the thing borrowed, e.g., Duna man tuy imung dus pisus diri naku nu? l still have two pesos of yours, don't I? )Ayaw imunga ang akung bayinti pisus, Don't k.o. forget to payme my twenty pesos, will you? 2 cheat s.o. out of s.t. small. Siyay miimung (nangimung) sa kwarta sa tiguwang ignuranti, He gypped the ignorant old man out of his money.
	imurahiya n hemorrhage from the womb. v [A13P; a4) have a hemorrhage in childbirth or miscarrie.Nag-imurahiya (giimurahiya) siya dibang gikakubaan siya, She had a hemorrhage when she had her miscarriage. 
	ag

	imuralidad n immorality. v [a3] be dismissed from the teaching service for getting pregnant out of wedlock. Ug dili siya pakaslan maimuralidad giyud siya, If he doesn't marry her, she will be sacked for immorality. 
	imut-imut v [B12) be financially hard-up on a long-term basis. Pirmi giyung magkaimutimut ang gastadur, A spendthrift is always in financial straits. 
	imyus = IBYUS. 
	in grammatical particle (dialectal). 1 = Y. 2subject marker for an indefinite subject (standard Cebuano: ang). Dili hingpit ang altar kay daku pa man in kuwang, The altaris not complete. There is a good deal lacking.
	inv [Al2;c] be accepted as a teacher in the public schools. Wa pa siya main sa pagkamaistra kay way bakanti, She hasn't been accepted as a teacher because there's no vacancy.none who is 'in' in the school system. 
	1 

	ina for a ball to be in bounds. v [A; c6] in billiards, move the cue ball perpendicularly a certain distance from the edge of the billiard table to make it easier to shoot. 
	2 

	-in-derivative affix added to adjectives or 
	.

	1
	1

	nouns to form adjectives which mean 'in the 
	manner of [such-and-such]!' and verbs that mean 'do in [such-and-such] a manner.' Usually, there is shift to the left with the addition of this affix. Ug dili mahimu sa minaayu, buhatun natu sa dinautang paagi, If it can not be done in a nice way, we'll do it in 
	. ,
	. ,

	•m·-mat 379 
	2 

	a bad way. lnigsuung tambag, Sisterly aded a certain stage, having finished s.t. Makavice. 2 by the ... Giswilduan silag sinimana, inagurar ka giyug mupasar ka sa bar, You'llThey were paid by the week. Ginagmayng have to hold a celebration if you pass the pagkapalit, Bought a little at a time. bar. Ang bay inagurahan ugma, There will 
	•in· affix added to verb bases to form nouns be a celebration for the new house tomorwfiich are parallel in meaning to the direct row. inagurasiyun n celebration. v [A13; b passive inflectional affix (-un) and the ins(1)] = INAGURAR. trumental inflectional passive (i-), meaning inamil n 1 enamel of teeth. 2 enamel paint. 
	1
	1

	1. 1 the thing [verb]ed Hinatag ba!ni u pi-in-an affix added to verb bases to form nalit ba? Was this a present (s.t. given) or nouns which are parallel in meaning to thejust s.t. you bought? 2 s.t. put s.w. or in local passive inflectional affix (-an). 1 s. t. s.t. Inasin nga karni, Salted meat. Kinahun from, at, on, to which s.t. was done, place ug linata, Things in boxes and things in at which s.t. was done. Kinutuban sa akung cans. yuta, The boundary of my land. (Lit. The 
	1

	-in-derivational affix. 1 added to verbs place to which my land reached.) 2 the forming nouns which refer to the continuthing or person [verb]ed. Nakahibawu ku ous action of doing and verbs which mean sa imung tinaguan, I know your secret. 2a'[do] continuously'. Sa tantu niyang hinilak, s.t. caught by [such-and-such] a method of From crying so much. Duru nakung pinafishing, hunting, etc. Pinaslan, Fish. caught ngita, I looked for it for all I was worth. 2 with a line. Dininamitahan, Fish caught with added
	3 
	ng

	ina old word for 'mother' that is confined to nouns meaning manner of doing. Linakwan,set phrases. bilat sa -see BILAT. -nga Way of walking. Kinataw-an, Way of laugh
	-

	.
	.

	[vegetable] variety of [vegetable) that is 1ng.larger, softer, and inferior to the ordinary. -in-a.nan alternant of -in-an added to some lnang palawan, Large, soft variety of palaroots where the final vowel of the root is wan. inahan n mother. inahan nga buhatan dropped. Sinugdanan (sinugdan), Beginning.main office of a firm with branches. v [AN; Kinuptanan sa atung panaghinigugmaay, 
	cl] be a mother to. Siyay miinahan (nangiKeepsakes betokening our love.nahan) sa iyang mga humagbus, She was inanay v [AB; cl] do or become s.t. in stages mother to her stepchildren. panginahan v gradually, little by little.Miinanay pagbakud [A2; a2] recognize or treat as s.o.'s mother. ang masakitun, The sick man rose slowly. Naguul si Pilar kay wa manginahan kaniya M iinanay (nainanay) ug kalawum ang sapa, ang iyang humagbus, Pilar is worried beThe brook is gradually getting deeper. Inacause her stepch
	,
	,

	mother to. A.kung manghud akung iinaina in-anay = -A Y •
	1
	1

	(inainahun) sa akung mga bata, I'll make inanu n dwarf, midget. v [B6; b6] be a dwarf my younger sister the foster mother of my or midget.children. 2 [A12] get a stepmother, foster inat v 1 [AB23(1); cl] stretch, cause to exmother. inaan nmother hen. inaun, inaun n tend farther in length or time. Akuy miinat godmother. v [83; cl] act as godmother, sa dawunggan sa batang badlungun, I pulled be a godmother. paN·(�) n in games like the naughty child'sears. Muinat (mainat) marbles, the piece the player uses to
	. 

	ina (shortfor ayaw una) 1 just a moment; a money to make it go a long way. la [A;a]minute. Ina pa, duna pa kuy gipangita, Just stretch a grade so that the student can pass. a moment (a minute) I'm still looking for Inatun na Lang ni natung gradu, kay gradwis.t. 2particle used to change the subject: by ting ka man, We'll stretch your grade bethe way. Ina para gud, kinsa tu ka? By the cause you're graduating. 2 [B26] for the way, who did you say you were? voice or brows to be raised.Muinat (mainat) inagurar
	,

	inaw -indiriktaminti 
	n 1 amount s.t. stretched. 2 stretching. inaw n name given to a k.o. sigay (small cowry) which is shiny. 
	n 1 amount s.t. stretched. 2 stretching. inaw n name given to a k.o. sigay (small cowry) which is shiny. 
	inawgura = INAGURAR. 
	inn 1 short for Nanay mother. Hain man si inay mu (ang imung inay)? Where's your mother? 2 exclamation expressing great emotion. /nay, bitin, Mama! A snake! -an nmother hen or mother of other k.o. fowl. v[Al; a2] raise a mother bird. 
	ay
	1 

	inayinstead of [doing so-anfso]. /nay magtuun nagpunay man binuug1iguy, Instead of studying he was always truant. 
	2 

	inI don't know. /nay diin kaba naku tuika5utang ang lapis, I don't know where I must have put the pencil. 
	ay 

	-in-ay = ·A Y . 

	inbin acr�nym for the NBI National Bureau of Investigation, the Philippine analogue to the FBI. v [Bl56] be a member of the NBI.
	ay 

	inbitisyun kard n invitation card. inburd n a marine motor mounted inboard or a small boat with an inboard motor. 
	inbuyis = IMBUYIS.

	ind.ale v [A; c6] induct into an organization. indaksiyun n induction into an organization. -bul n induction ball. v [Al;b(l)]hold an induction. indaktingaupisir n inducting officer. 
	ind.ale v [A; c6] induct into an organization. indaksiyun n induction into an organization. -bul n induction ball. v [Al;b(l)]hold an induction. indaktingaupisir n inducting officer. 
	indann surgeonfish: Acantburus spp. indshort form: day. n 1 title or term of 
	gan 
	ay 

	1
	1
	address for l:\ fem ale the same age or young
	-

	er than the speaker, of�en adopted as the informal first name. Asa ka Day (Jnday)? Where are you going, Miss? Nagkasira si In
	-

	,
	day Uping sa amu, Miss Oping boards in our house. 2 fem ale, girl. Tulu ka in day nga bidakpan sa balay sa kabilayan, Three girls were arrested in the bawdy house. v [A13; a12] call s.o. inday. inday-inday a 1 light and continuing wind or rain. Di man ni bagyu, inday-inday pa man ni, This is no storm. It's only a playful breeze. 2 slow and easy in gait. 2a a slow easy bouncing game of table tennis, as between beginners. 3 k.o.flowering weed resembling a poinsettia: Eupborbiabneropbylla. v [B4S6] for win

	indibi n acronym for NDB, the National Development Board.
	indigv [Al2C; b6(1)cl] compare two things to see which is better. Wa makaindig ang iyang mga pinintal sa ubang salmut, His po� traits could not compete with the other entries. Mag-indig ta kun kinsay maayug ti-
	indigv [Al2C; b6(1)cl] compare two things to see which is better. Wa makaindig ang iyang mga pinintal sa ubang salmut, His po� traits could not compete with the other entries. Mag-indig ta kun kinsay maayug ti-
	ngug, Let's compare our voices to see whichis better. lndin kunu natu ang atung buktun ug kinsay daku, Let us compare our arms to see whose is bigger. lndigan nimu siya sa kabrayit, Are you going to competewith him to see who is more intelligent? Iindig ku ning akung sinina sa iyaba, I'll compare my dress with hers to see which is 
	gu


	·nicer. ka-n rival, competitor. Dagban siyag kaindig sa iyang gugma ni lspir, He has lots of rivals for Esper's love. -ay n competition, contest, comparison. v [Al3] hold, have acompetition.
	indihistiyun n indigestion. v [Al3P; a4] have indigestion. Nag-indibistiyun (giindibistiyun) siya tungud sa kadagban sagikaun, Shegot indigestion from eating too much. 
	indikasiyun n reading on a meter. 
	indilibli n India ink. 
	indimunyadu a a mild cuss word referring to a person who has incurred one's ire. Jkawngindimunyaduba ka, mubalik ka Jang ngari, 
	You, devil! Just try coming back here. 
	inding n last digit of the sweepstakes number that won. Tickets ending in that digitwin the purchase price. Dus ang inding sa hula karung bulana, Two is the last digit number in this month's sweepstakes. v 1 {A3) have [such-and-such) as the last digit. 2 [Al2) get a ticket that ends the same as the winning number. 
	indingn joke which one makes in back and forth banter by which one saves face byturning criticism into praise. v [Al2; blsucceed in making this sort of joke. Sa dibang giingnan siya nga giinitan siyang Rus, nakainding siya pag-ingun nga mau man giyud ning gwapu, pirming initan, When they told him that Rose was angry (init) at him, he saved face with the joke that that's the way it is with handsome men. Women always get hot (init) for them. 
	2 

	indipindinsiya n national independence. indipindinti, indipindiyinti a independent from colonization or political party. v [B
	12] for a nation to become independent or a politician to free himself from a party. 
	indipirinti a not giving the expected attention to s.t. lndipirinti kaayu na siyang pamisitaban, di managad, She is indifferent to her guests. She pays them no mind. Bisagnagdaut ang anak, indipirinti ang inaban, Even though the child is sick, the mother is completely indifferent to it. lndipirinti kaayu siya sa akung mga bangyu, She was completely indifferent to my pleas. v [Bl2;b6] be, become indifferent towards. 
	indiriktaminti a indirectly, in an indirect 
	indispir -ingkantu
	l 

	manner. Gidili sa maistru ang pagpamulitika bisag indiriktaminti, It is forbidden for teachers to engage in politics, even indirectly. Gibangyu ku siya indiriktaminti, I asked him for some indirectly. v [c16] say or communicate s.t. indirectly. 
	manner. Gidili sa maistru ang pagpamulitika bisag indiriktaminti, It is forbidden for teachers to engage in politics, even indirectly. Gibangyu ku siya indiriktaminti, I asked him for some indirectly. v [c16] say or communicate s.t. indirectly. 

	indispir a desperate. lndispir kaayu tu siHusi kay wa sugta, Joseph is desperate because she turned him down. Indispir ku kay wa na kuy buwaman, I'm desperate because I don't know who to borrow from. v [B126] be desperate.
	Indiya n India. -ingk n India ink. 
	indiyan n Ainerican Indian. -pana n dart propelled by a sling. v [A; a12] shoot with a dart propelled by a sling. 
	indiyanv [AN; al 2) stand one up. Giindiyan ku sa akung tratu, wa siya mutungba, 
	2 

	My boy friend stood me up. He didn't come. a standing s.o. up. 
	My boy friend stood me up. He didn't come. a standing s.o. up. 

	indiyan hid n k.o. strong, but not tightly woven cloth used mainly for uniforms. v[A13C12; b6] use, wear clothing made from this k.o. cloth. 
	indiyu n Indio, a term given by Spaniards tonative Filipinos during the Spanish times. indulhinsiya n indulgence in the Church. v 
	[A12] obtain indulgence. 
	[A12] obtain indulgence. 

	indungn 1 title or term of address for man 
	1 

	older than speaker. 2 nickname o{ Pedro. indungn k.o. moray eel. indunu V [A; c] give, donate. Muindunu ku 
	2 

	sa yuta para sa iskuylaban, I'll donate the lot for the school. Di naku iindunu ang dkung kabagu, pabayad gid ku, I won'tgive my services free. I want to get paid. prinda -n mortgage in which the use and revenue of the thing mortgaged goes to the holder.
	sa yuta para sa iskuylaban, I'll donate the lot for the school. Di naku iindunu ang dkung kabagu, pabayad gid ku, I won'tgive my services free. I want to get paid. prinda -n mortgage in which the use and revenue of the thing mortgaged goes to the holder.
	yu


	indur n 1 softball. 2 leather ball with bladder for volleyball. v [A; bl] play softball. industriya n industry, manufacturing enterprises.
	industriyal n 1 industrial. Ribulusiyun -Industrial Revolution. 2 Industrial Arts, a subject in school. 2a project in industrial arts. 3 one's kids (humorous metaphorical). Pilana karuy imung industriyal? How many children do you have now? v [Al; cl]make a project in industrial arts.
	n v [A; b6(1)] inject into the body or perform an analogous action on containers. Giindyiksiyunan ningagwag tubig, Theydiluted this perfume by injecting water into the bottle. 
	indyiksi
	yu

	indyuy v [A2; b3] have a good time. Wa siya musayaw didtu sa parti maung wa muindyuy, She did not dance in the party. That's 
	why she did not have a good time. Ang kartun mauy indyuyan sa mga bata, The children will enjoy seeing a cartoon'.show. 
	mg= Y. 
	•

	inga n lowing, mooing sound of cows and buffalos. v [B3) low, moo, bawl as if mooing.
	ingahay = KANY .AHA Y. 
	ingat n an ear infection characterized by a smelly pus secretion. v [a4] have this sort of ear infection. 
	inggansa v [A; cl] 1 shift gears. Mag-inggansagani ka tumbi ang klats, If you shift gearsstep on the clutch. 2 insert one's finger into the woman's vagina (slang). Pag-abut sa ngitngit miinggansa dayun ang lalaki sa babayi, When they came to a dark place, the man immediately inserted his finger into the woman's vagina.
	inggarasya humorous euphemism .for DIS
	GRASYA.
	inggasti n setting of a gem. v 1 [A; a] makea setting for a gem. 2 [A; c] use as a setting for a gem. 
	inggit a for the voice to be shrill and highpitched. Inggit ug tingug si Lusing, Lucingspeaks with a shrill voice. v [B2;cl] for the voice to become shrill and high-pitched. kan shrillness, sharpness.
	ingglis = INGLIS.
	inggrandi = IN-GRANDI.
	inggrasya humorous euphemism for DISGRA
	SY A. 
	inggrata = (female).
	INGGRA.TU 

	inggratu a ingrate, ungrateful. M_u ba niy imung ibalus naku, _ingratuba ka, Is this how you thank me, you ungrateful wretch. v [B12; b6] be, become an ingrate. 
	inisu v [A; b6(1)] turn in revenue or goods collected. Wa niya iinggrisu ang tanan niyang halin, He didn't turn over all the revenue. n ·revenue. 
	ggr

	. . .
	mggwmtu n ointment. 
	ing-iing, ing-ing-ing onomatopoetic word to represent the sound of the music to suspenseful portions of movies, used by children in recounting s. t. to indicate the part that is suspenseful. 
	ingit v [a12] disappoint s.o. by not giving him what he expected. Ayaw ug tuu nga hatagan ka kay ingitun ka Jang, Don't believe that you will get any because you will be disappointed.
	ingkahi n fine lace. v [A; b6(1)] decorate clothing with lace. Iningkabiang sinina, Ashirt trimmed with lace. 
	ingkantun supernatural beings that may show themselves in human form, usually 
	1 
	·

	Figure
	handsome, European in appearance. They are said to live in dakit (banyan) trees or other natural features, and are harmless, but may take a liking to a human, having intercourse with him or kidnapping him. One can obtain the release of a kidnapped person by annoying the ingkantus, but if he has partaken of their food, he is unrecoverable. They inflict illness on anyone who disturbs their dwelling place. anak sa -albino person (thought to be the offspring of an ingkantu father and a human mother). ingkantu
	handsome, European in appearance. They are said to live in dakit (banyan) trees or other natural features, and are harmless, but may take a liking to a human, having intercourse with him or kidnapping him. One can obtain the release of a kidnapped person by annoying the ingkantus, but if he has partaken of their food, he is unrecoverable. They inflict illness on anyone who disturbs their dwelling place. anak sa -albino person (thought to be the offspring of an ingkantu father and a human mother). ingkantu
	having spe


	ingkantun name given to the weapon belonging to the giant in a moro-moro play, represented by fireworks. 
	2 

	ingkarga n materials or provisions issued to personnel. v [A; a] supply materials or provisions. Ingkargaban (ingkargadl,ban) ug yuThe waitresses are provided with uniforms. -da, -du= INGKARGA.
	nipurmi ang mga witri
	s, 
	1
	1 

	ingkargada= INGKARGADU(female).
	2 
	2 

	ingkargadun person who is in charge of an enterprise or household in the absence of the owner; the overseer. Si Simyun ang ingkargadu ni Dun Manulu sa iyang asyinda, 
	2 

	Simeon is the overseer of Don Manolo's plantation. v [816; cl] be put in charge. 
	Simeon is the overseer of Don Manolo's plantation. v [816; cl] be put in charge. 

	ingkarids v [A; al] encourage. 
	*ingkasu -ugin case. Ingkasug wa siya, ibilin Lang, In case he's out, just leave it. paN-v[A2] prepare for some eventuality. Pagdang pangingkasu bag muulan, Bring
	ug pa
	yu

	,
	,
	an umbrella in case it rains. pur-= INGKASU.

	ingkib v [A; ab2] bite s.t. off. lngkiba Lang nang tansan kay way abridur, Just bite offthe bottle cap because we don't have an opener. n bite.
	ingkitv [A; a2b2] bite off a .small piece with the front teeth. n bite. 
	1 

	ingkita fingers which are joined congenitally together. Upat ray iyang tudlu kay ingkit man ang kumingking sa paningsingan, 
	2 

	He has only four fingers because his little finger is joined to his ring finger. 
	He has only four fingers because his little finger is joined to his ring finger. 

	ingkitadur see INGKITAR· 
	2

	ingkita1'v [AN; al2] talk s.o. into doing 
	i
	i
	s.t., usually bad. Miingkitar (nangingkitar) siya sa akung mid sa pagpabalbin sa ila, Shelured my maid to move to her house. 

	*ingkitarpaN-v [A] inquire. -ug tabi look for s.t. to gossip about. Nanumbalay na sadang tabian arun mangingkitar ug tabt Thetattler went visiting the neighbors to look for s.t. to gossip about. ingkitadur a inquis
	2 
	-

	itive, fond of asking questions. Ingkitadur kaayu nang tawhana mu rag imbistigadur, 
	That man is so full of questions as thoughhe were an investigator. ingkitadura = INGKITADUR (female). 
	ingku n title or term of address for a man considerably older than the speaker, usually used to related persons. v [A; al 2] call s.o. by this term of address. 
	ingkud = LINGKUD (dialectal).
	ingkurdun v [A; b(l)] 1 go s .. w. in a file. 
	Nag-ingkurdun ang mga baktin sunud sa anay, The piglets walk in file following theirmother. 2 come in huge number as thoughin a file. Giingkurdunan sa bulmigas ang kamay, Ants swarmed over the sugar.
	inglruwintru v [AC; c3] 1 meet on the way. 
	Di kaingkuwintruban ning karsadaba kay apiki, If you meet another vehicle on this road, you can not pass each other because it is too narrow. 2 meet to fight. Kuntranga amung gikaingkuwintru, The enemy we ran into. 2a have a run-in. Nagkaingkuwintru mig ang akung asawa, My wife and I had a little run-in. 2b go to have sex. Makig-ingkuwintru giyud siyag dunsilya, He wants to hav� an encounter with a virgin. n 1 s.o. or s.t. one meets. Wa muhatag Lugar ang ingkuwintru, The truck we met on the way would not 
	ingkuy = INGKU.
	Inglatira n England.
	_!

	ingli n k.o. locally made salt obtained by dissolving ashes in seawater and evaporatingit. v [A; b6cl] make rock salt of this sort. 
	inglis n 1 Englishman. 2 area in Cebu City (so called from an Englishman that used to live there). -in-n English language, spoken or written in English. v [A; cl] speak or write in English. t
	in-grandi a for a social affair to be on grandiose scale. v [B26; cl] be grandiose. Muingrandi ang piging kun gastuan, The party will be grandiose if you spend a lot. Ingrandihun giyud ang kasal, The wedding must be on a grand scale. 
	. , ,
	m-gratu = INGGRATU. in-gridiyinti n ingredient.
	. . ,
	m-gnsu = INGGRISU. a piercing and persistent in sound. 1
	,
	-

	1
	in
	gu 
	g

	ngug kaayu ang badiyung sa rad iyu, Thehumming in the radio is very annoying. v[b3] find s.t. unpleasant to hear. lngugan 
	.
	.

	na ku anang pagbalikbalik n,yag isturya sa
	iyar,gsa A mirika, I'm bored con
	pag-ad.tu 
	-

	Figure
	stantly hearing her tell the same old things about her trip t,o the States.
	stantly hearing her tell the same old things about her trip t,o the States.

	ingv [b4] have an uneasy feeling wheŁ doings.t. private in the presence of s.o. 1
	gu
	2 
	-

	ngugan kug naay tawu sa duul ug malibangku, I feel ill at ease when people are around while rm defecating. 
	ngugan kug naay tawu sa duul ug malibangku, I feel ill at ease when people are around while rm defecating. 

	inn 1 like, similar. lngun niini ang iyang libru: His book was like this. dili -natu supernatural beings (lit. ones not like us). walay -incomparable, second to none. Usa siya ka magsusulat nga walay inn, Heis a writer second to none. la -sa [senn sa nahugnu ang kalibutan, It was as though the world had collapsed. 2 sa -in such a way. Nganung gibubatan man ku nimu sa inn? Why do you treat me like this? 2a accordingly, in like manner. Sa ingun matawag pud natu ug langgam ang kabug, In like manner we can 
	gu
	gu
	tence] as .though. ln
	gu
	gu
	gu

	I immediately stood up, and so did the two women. 4 -ka-[adjective] sa as [adjective] lngun ini kadaku, It was as big as this. S -ngari, nganha, nganhi, ngadtu with this (that) much distance. Naglingkud siya ingun ngadtu, ug diri pud ku, He was sitting that far away, while I was over here. v 1 [B126] be like. Maingun ka ug buang anang sininaa, You will look like a madman in those clothes. Nag-inn niini ang patayng lawas, The dead body was like this. Naingun ka niOU have become like this because of his prom
	I immediately stood up, and so did the two women. 4 -ka-[adjective] sa as [adjective] lngun ini kadaku, It was as big as this. S -ngari, nganha, nganhi, ngadtu with this (that) much distance. Naglingkud siya ingun ngadtu, ug diri pud ku, He was sitting that far away, while I was over here. v 1 [B126] be like. Maingun ka ug buang anang sininaa, You will look like a madman in those clothes. Nag-inn niini ang patayng lawas, The dead body was like this. Naingun ka niOU have become like this because of his prom
	gu
	ini tungud sa iyang saad, y 

	If you hold him like this, he cannot escape. Giingnan ku niya ana, He did like this to me. 3 [Al2; b4(1)] give cause so as to result in s.t. Unsa may nakaingun sa inyung away? What caused your quarrel? Unsamay naingnan (gikaingnan) sa inyung panagbungul? What caused your quarrel? 4 [ma-,pagka-, inigka-] -ugma on the following day, more or less. Pagkaingun ugma u sunud ba binug na na, Tomorrow or the next day, it will be ripe. inn-inn somewhat like.
	gu
	gu

	lngun-ingun ug babu sa rusas ning bulaka, 

	This flower smells somewhat like a rose. ha.n smells like the you know what (vagina) (humorous). v 1 [B25] be, become somewhat like or similar to. labe rather bad. Bantug na Jang nagkaingunn Jang ku, Because 
	hung ingun-in
	gu
	ingun ku, daugdau
	gu

	.
	.

	rm reduced to this, people walk all over me. 2 [A13; a12] act, be like s.t. needn-ingun ka man niana? V 
	lessly. Nganung nag-in
	gu
	Why are you acting that way? -in-

	,
	,

	[A13] do likewise. Abi kay magbinuang sila dika mag-iningun, Just because they are doing foolish things, that doesn't mean you have to do the same. paka-v 1 [A13] causeoneself to be like. Ug muy ilang bubatun, dika magpakaingun, That's what they might do, but don't put yourself in the same category. 2 [al2] be thought to be. PakaingnunThey'll think you're a thug. gipaka-ug [gen.] ug (short forms: pakaingun,kainn, inn) it seemed to [gen.] . Gipakaingun ku (ingun ku) ug si Husi ka, Ithought you were Joe. 
	kang bagi
	s, 
	gu
	gu
	mud
	agm
	yu 
	men. pagpaki
	g-
	gu
	gu

	for each to turn out to be like. innv [A; bSc] 1 say, tell. lngnun (ing
	gu
	2 

	nan) ta ikaw daan sa di pa ka mailad, I will 
	tell you beforehand, ·before you get swin
	dled. Mauy pagaingnun nga piling pili sa pini
	lian pauli, As the saying goes, be too choosy 
	and get what s.o. else didn't want. Ang gina
	ingun nga lnsik mikagrw sa laing nasud, The
	aforementioned Chinese escaped to another 
	country. 2 [a12] said to be s.t. lngnun ka 
	Figure
	unyang maut, You will be said to put on airs. Nagpadaladala siya ug libru arun ingnun siya nga istudiyanti, He carries books around so people will think he's a student. un v [A13] 1 pretend. Apansiya nagpakaarun ingnun nga wala makakita naku, But she pretended that she hadn't seen me. 2 pretend, put on a front. Nagpakaarun ingnun siyang datu, She pretends to be rich. n -sa pag-unsa s. t. said to hurt 
	unyang maut, You will be said to put on airs. Nagpadaladala siya ug libru arun ingnun siya nga istudiyanti, He carries books around so people will think he's a student. un v [A13] 1 pretend. Apansiya nagpakaarun ingnun nga wala makakita naku, But she pretended that she hadn't seen me. 2 pretend, put on a front. Nagpakaarun ingnun siyang datu, She pretends to be rich. n -sa pag-unsa s. t. said to hurt 
	pakaarun i
	ngn

	s. o.' s feelings. Dili ni ingu n sa pag-u nsa,apan tinuud, I'm not saying this to hurt your feelings, but it's true. 
	.


	*innpa-toward. Midagan siya paingun sa gawang, He ran toward the door. v 1 [A; c] head for. Ug mupaingun ang barku sa mabaw, masangad, If the boat heads for the shallows it will run aground. lpaingunngadtu ang silit sa bus, Direct the water from the hose over there. 2 [b8] go to for help, resort to. Wa tay laing kapaingnan, We have no one else we can turn to. 
	gu
	3 

	ins v [A2S; b3) whimper. Muingus ang ituyug byaan, The puppy whimpers when 
	gu
	1

	you leave it alone.
	you leave it alone.

	insa having the smell of urine. Ingus kaayu ang banyu kay anba mu sa salug mang� bi, The bathroom stinks because you urinate on the floor. v [B126) be, become illsmelling.
	gu
	2 

	inŁins n k.o. peppery dish made from 
	gu
	gu

	chicken intestines. inhilir n inhaler.
	inhiniriya, inhinyiriya n engineering.inhinyiru n engineer. -miniru, sibil mining,
	civil engineer. v [B16;cl) be, become an engineer.
	civil engineer. v [B16;cl) be, become an engineer.

	ini be here (dialectal). Ini aku kay mang
	-

	1 
	1 
	1 
	'

	buwam unta kug kwarta, I am here to borrow money.
	-


	n letter N. 
	ŁŁ
	2
	,

	m1duru = INUDURU. 
	inig-prefix added to active verbs to form an abstract form meaning 'when [so-and-so) happens'. Inig-abut niya, tawga ku, Call mewhen he arrives. lnigpalit nimu sa pan, Whenyou buy the bread. 
	inigka-prefix added to stative verbs to form words meaning 'when [so-and-so) happens to s.t.'. Inigkalutu sa kik, When the cake gets done. Inigkabulug niya, When he falls. 
	iniksiyun = INDYIKSIYUN. inilus = HINILUS. see HILUS.
	inima n enema. v [A; b6(1)) give an enema. ining n baseball inning. 
	Iniru n January. v see ABRIL.inislagan see ISLAG.
	2

	inita 1 hot, warm to the touch. !nit ang pan, 
	I 
	I 
	,

	The bread is still warm. !nit kaayu sa kwartu, It was very warm inside throom. Aykug samuka kay init ang akung u run, Don'tdisturb me. I'm rather hot-tempered today. 2 enthusiastic, heated, with vigorous con
	-
	Ł 
	-

	,
	,

	cem. Init kaayu ang piliay dinbi sa Pilipinas, 
	The elections here in the Philippines are 
	hotly contested. I nit kaayu ang ilang pa$ti-
	,

	nubagay, They had a heated argument. Initsiyag tinagdan naku, She entertained mewith great warmth. 3 sunny and clear. Pagpayung kay init, Use a parasol because it's hot. -ang kwarta a money is so irresistible it will tempt people t9 get themselves into trouble for its sake. Init ang kwarta mau nga ang tawu nga mabuyu niini kalagmitan mabanlud sa kadaut, Money is irresistible sothat whoever succumbs to its temptation will likely be carried to misfortune. n 1 heat. Ang binungaw sa init malagmit mauynakadaut 
	inkahi -insima 
	dalunggan pagkadungug sa insultu, My ears burned when I heard the insult. -ay v [C3]compete or fight in a heated manner. Babala nang magkumpitinsiya mu basta di Zang mag-initay, You may compete with each other, but not too heatedly. pa-n 1 s.t. onewarms oneself with. 2 snack, usually in the afternoon. 2a = IPA•. v [A; b6( 1)] take one's afternoon snack. ipa-small tip (lit. 
	dalunggan pagkadungug sa insultu, My ears burned when I heard the insult. -ay v [C3]compete or fight in a heated manner. Babala nang magkumpitinsiya mu basta di Zang mag-initay, You may compete with each other, but not too heatedly. pa-n 1 s.t. onewarms oneself with. 2 snack, usually in the afternoon. 2a = IPA•. v [A; b6( 1)] take one's afternoon snack. ipa-small tip (lit. 
	s.t. to buy a snack with). Diay ipainit nfmu, dung, Here's a tip for you, son.!(�) v [A; b (1)) expose s.o. or oneself to the sun. Painiti ang bata mabuntag, Expose the child to the sun every morning. pa-an(u➔) n placeone can get snacks. ka-n 1 enthusiasm. 2 = INIT, n, 1. 3 = KA-UN(➔). ka-un(➔)n degree of heat. -un(➔) a easily angered. lnitun ang tawung bayblad, A person with high blood pressure is short-tempered. v [B 12] become short-tempered. ma-un 1 warm, affectionate. 2 enthusiastic, avid. Mainitun 

	ink.ahi = INGKAHI.inkargadu = INGKARGADU .
	1 2

	inklinar V [A; cl] tilt to one side. Niinklinar ug gamay dapit sa wala ang balay human sa 
	linug, The house tilted a little to the left after the earthquake. Di ku makainklinar sa akung ulu kay nagtikig akung liug, I can'tlet my head tilt to the side because I have stiff neck. 
	linug, The house tilted a little to the left after the earthquake. Di ku makainklinar sa akung ulu kay nagtikig akung liug, I can'tlet my head tilt to the side because I have stiff neck. 

	inklusu v 1 [A; bScl] wall, put a fence around s.t. lnklusuba (iinklusu) nang inyung gardin, Fence your garden. 2 [A; cl] include with the others. lnklusuha (iinklusu) srya sa kiha, Include him in the lawsuit. 3[A; b6cl] insert in a letter. Mabadluk kungmuinklusu ug kwarta sa subri, I'm afraid to enclose money in an envelope. 
	inkuwintru = INGKUWINTRU.
	inkyubitur n incubator. v [c) put s.t. in anincubator.
	inlards v [A; a] enlarge a photograph. -ir nphotograph enlarger. 
	lnpfsi n acronym for NPC, the National Press Club. 
	inpuntu = •IM.PUNTU.
	inpurmir n informer, one who tips off the police. v [B16] be, become an informer. inri n INRI, an inscription at the head of the 
	cross. 
	cross. 

	inruk, inruki v [A; c6) castle in chess. linruki ang hari kay namiligru, Castle the king because he is endangered. n castling.
	inrul V [A; cl] enroll s.o. in school. Ug makainrul ug dusi ipadan ang klasi, This 
	inrul V [A; cl] enroll s.o. in school. Ug makainrul ug dusi ipadan ang klasi, This 
	yu 

	course will be given if at least twelve students enroll. pa-v [A; c] enroll oneself in a school, course. -min, -mint n 1 action of enrolling or registering in school. 2 number of people enrolled in a certain period. v [Al 3]hold an enrollment period. 

	insalacla (not without l) n salad. a meddling in other people's affairs. lnsalada kaayung pagkababayi ang akung ugangan, My mother-in-law is a meddlesome person. v 1 [A;
	cl] have, make a salad. 2 [A13] meddle in 
	others' affairs. insayid n in bounds in a game. v [B 126; c6 
	P] be in bounds. Puntus na unta ug nainsayid pa tung bula, That would have been good if it had landed in bounds. 
	insayid dyab n inside job, robbery committed by s.o. employed in the place robbed. insay klupidya n encyclopedia. v [A 13 ;c 16] 
	make an encyclopedia. 
	insaymada = INSUMADA. 
	insayu n 1 rehearsal. 2 murumuru play. v 1[AC12; cl] rehearse, cause s.o. to rehearse. Nag-insayu siya sa iyang ipakigpulung, He isrehearsing his speech. Ang maistra nag-insayu sa mga bata sa ilang sayaw, The teacher is rehearsing her pupils for the dance. 2 [A; 
	cl] stage a murumuru play. insayuhan, insayuhanan n place one rehearses or stages a murumuru play.
	insi term of address to a related female older (usually much older) than the speaker. v[A; a12] call a woman insi. 
	insigniya n insignia. v [A; b6(1)] wear an in
	-

	. . 
	. . 

	sŁn1L 
	lnsik n Chinaman, Chinese. lnsik (insikun) kaayu siyag mata, She has Chinese eyes. Pruduktu ni sa lnsik, This is a Chinese product. -in-n 1 Chinese language. 2 anythingdone in Chinese style. v [A; cl] speak Chinese. ka-an 1 China. 2 Chinatown. 3 theChinese as a group. ·un a Chinese-like. 
	Insika n Chinese woman. 
	insiktu n insect (used only in writing). insima v la [B2C3] for two things to fail to 
	be directly aligned or opposite each other. Nagkainsima ang butunis ug ubalis, The but·tons and the buttonholes are not directly opposite each other. lb [B456] for the eyes or line of vision to veer off. A1 iinsima ang akung tinan-awanpaglabay sa siksing babayi, My eyes veered to a sexy girl who passed by. 2 [AC; ab] exchange, interchange. lnsimaba na ang inyung mga papil arun makakuribir na kamu, Exchange your papers so you can correct them. Insimahan ku ning akung sapatus ug lain. Mangita pa kug iins
	-

	insimada -intawun 
	er. I will look for a pair to exchange them 
	er. I will look for a pair to exchange them 
	for.

	insimada = INsuMADA. 
	insinsaryu n censer, incense holder. 
	insinsu n 1 incense. 2 censer. v [A; b6(1)]burn incense. 
	insisrlr v [A2; b6(1)] insist. Ayawg insistiri ang ripiri nga nasayup siya, Don't insist that the referee was wrong. Iinsistlr giyud niya ang iyang sugyut bisag wa uyuni sa kadaghanan, He insists on following his idea although the majority did not favor it. 
	insiyur v [A; cl] issue or sell insurance. Maayu giyug insiyurun (iinsiyur) nang inyung ba/ay sa sunug, It would be a good idea to have your house insured against fire. -d a 1insured, covered with insurance. 2 for a woman to be no longer available, having a boy friend already. 3 sure shot in basketball. maN-�, rin underwriter. paN-n sell
	g-
	-

	. . .
	. . .
	1ng insurance as an occupation.

	inspiksin n inspection. Inspiksiyun na run sa mga timbangan sa mirkadu, They will inspect the scales in the market today. v [AN;al2] make an inspection or careful examiination. lnspiksiyunun sa maistra ang kwadirnu, The teacher will inspect our notebooks. Hiinspiksiyunan sa prinsipal ang tinaguang mariwana, The principal came across the marijuana in his inspection. 
	yu

	iniktur n inspector, official examiner. -sa sanidad sanitary inspector. v [B16; c16] be, become an inspector. Mag-inspiktur ku sa kustum, I'll become a customs inspector. 
	sp

	inspirar v [A; a] give inspiration. Inspirahasiya sa pagpaninguha, Inspire him to strive hard. Ang Bibliya giinspirahan sa Diyus, The Bible is inspired by God. iniradu ainspired. inspirasiyun n inspiration.
	sp

	instalar v 1 [A; c] install, fix s.t. in position for use. Wa pa mi instalahig tilipunu, Ourtelephone hasn't been installed yet .2 [A; 
	.
	.
	c] install officers in clubs or some office not of high rank. instalasiyun n 1 installation of officers into office. 2 military installation. 

	institusyun n institution, an organization having a social, educational, or religious purpose. 
	institit n small private school on any level. 
	yu

	instruksiyun n instructions, directions. Sunda ang instruksiyun arun mahustu ang paggamit nimu, Follow the instructions so that you use it correctly. v [A; b6(1)] give instructions to. 
	·

	insttumintu n 1 instrument. 2 instrument, means for bringing s.t. about. Akuy gibimunilang instrumintu sa pagbangyu sa mayur, 
	They used me as a means for approaching 
	the mayor. 3 musical instrument. 
	instul v [A; ac] 1 buy s.t. on installments, pay installments. Instulun (instulminun) ngani nimu, mas daku kag mabayad kay sa kas, If you buy it on installments you are going to pay more than if you had paidcash. Pilay fmung iinstul run? How big of an installment are you going to pay this time? 2 = INSTALAR. -min, -mint n installment paid. v [c16] buy s.t. on installments. *insular gubyimu, kagamhanan -National government (from the usage in Spanish times when the government of the Philippines was called G
	insulru v [AN; bSc] insult. n insult. t 
	insumada n k.o. sweet, soft bread rolled into a spiral and covered with butter and powdered sugar. v [A; cl] make insumada. 
	insumniya n insomnia. 
	insuriktu n insurgent against the Spanish government. v [B16; b6] be, become an insurgent. -s = INSURIKI1J (plural). 
	insuy v [A123P; b4] 1 get sick from takinga bath after sexual intercourse. 2 for a wound to get infected from bathing. Giinsuyan ang akung samad, My wound got infected. 
	intabladu n stage. v [cl] build a stage. 
	intap a afraid of s.o. for his superiority. Intap kaayu ang mga buguy niya kay isug siya, The thugs are very much afraid of him because he is fierce. v [B26; b3(1)] fear s.o. for his superiority. Gikaintapan ndng ilang tim dinhi. Wa nay manukul, Their team is most feared here. No one dares competewith them. 
	intawun short form: tawun. 1 particle expressing or asking for pity. la in statements. Daghan tawun ang namatay didtu, A lot of people died in that place. Mu man na tawuy akung panginabubi, That's what we live from, poor us. lb with imperatives: please,have mercy. Juli intawun na sa labing madali, Please return that at the earliest possible time. 2 expressing humility: I don't necessarily deserve s. t. good. Nahinumdum tawun siya naku, He remembers me (though I am not important enough to be remembered)
	intil-intimu 387 
	1 

	Artifact
	Watawun mi bitabuig iltur, We haven't beenith a sharp denial, taking the sting out of the denial. 'Anak nu ka sa gawas ni Pidru. ' -'Dili, tawun uy,g' 'They say you're Pedro's illegitimate son.' -'Good heavens, no! (Have mercy, don't think of that.)' paN-v [A2S; b6] say 
	Watawun mi bitabuig iltur, We haven't beenith a sharp denial, taking the sting out of the denial. 'Anak nu ka sa gawas ni Pidru. ' -'Dili, tawun uy,g' 'They say you're Pedro's illegitimate son.' -'Good heavens, no! (Have mercy, don't think of that.)' paN-v [A2S; b6] say 
	hit by El Tor, thank God. 3 \\
	1

	intawun. Nagpangintawun siya nga nangbulam naku ug kwarta, He kept on saying 'poor me' as he was borrowing the money. 

	intilv [B126; b6] for one's growth to be stunted. Basta maintil ang tawu, binayg tu.bu, A person whose growth is stunted does not grqw fast. 
	1 

	intil n clitoris.
	mdi6inti, intilihinti a intelligent. v [B12; b6]
	be, become intelligent. 
	be, become intelligent. 
	,
	,
	. . ,


	mtnnanu = ANTIMANU.
	intinsiyun n intention, plan. Wa kuy intinsiyun nga mubakasiyun kay musamir man ku,
	I have no plans for taking a vacation because I'm planning to take summer classes. v 1 [a12] do s.t. intentionally. 2 [b4] do s.o. harm intentionally in basketball. Mibagba si Panir kay giintinsiyunan man sa iyang paglusut, Paner hit the floor because s. o. tripped him as he drove into the basket. 
	I have no plans for taking a vacation because I'm planning to take summer classes. v 1 [a12] do s.t. intentionally. 2 [b4] do s.o. harm intentionally in basketball. Mibagba si Panir kay giintinsiyunan man sa iyang paglusut, Paner hit the floor because s. o. tripped him as he drove into the basket. 

	intirbinir v [A; b(l)] interfere, get oneself involved in others' affairs. Ayaw pag-intirbinir sa mga sulti sa dagku, Don't break inwhen grown-ups are talking. Nabunung ang mainitung panaglalis sa dihang giintirbin� ban sa pulis, The quarrel came to a halt when the policeman intervened. 
	intirbintur n poll watcher. 
	intirbiyu v [A; a] interview s.o. lntirbiyubun ka sad sa manidyrr, The manager will interview you, too. n interview.
	intirisn interest, a feeling of concern or curiosity. Wa siyay intiris sa sabdyikHe has no interest in the subject. v 1 [Al 2; a] look at s.t. with an ulterior motive. Kwarta ray ilang giintiris naku, Their only interest in me is my money. 2 [A23N; b] steal, do malicious damage. Ayawg byabyai nang imungradiyu. Dagban ra bay mangintiris dinbi, 
	1 
	,-

	Don't leave your radio around because there are lots of people that steal around here. Giintirisan ang ilang awtu, S.o. did malicious damage to their car. 2a [b4] abuse s.o. sexually. Giintirisan pa giyud ang babayi sa mga kawatan, The robbers also abused her sexually. -adu(�) a 1 interested, enthusiastic, feeling or showing interest or curiosity. Intirisadu kaayu siyang mabibawan ang akung sikritu, She is very interested in knowing my secret. lntirisadu ka sa imung pagtuun? Are you interested in your 
	Don't leave your radio around because there are lots of people that steal around here. Giintirisan ang ilang awtu, S.o. did malicious damage to their car. 2a [b4] abuse s.o. sexually. Giintirisan pa giyud ang babayi sa mga kawatan, The robbers also abused her sexually. -adu(�) a 1 interested, enthusiastic, feeling or showing interest or curiosity. Intirisadu kaayu siyang mabibawan ang akung sikritu, She is very interested in knowing my secret. lntirisadu ka sa imung pagtuun? Are you interested in your 
	Artifact

	studies? 2 having an ulterior motive on s.t. 
	Intirisadu kaayu siya sa yuta kay patadlasag karsada, He's very interested in that land because they're going to put a road through it. v [B126; b6] interested in S.t., or interested in acquiring s. t. -is(�) n property,holdings. Mugamut ang usa ka tawu sa usa ka Lugar kun naa ang iyang mga intirisis, A person stays rooted in a place if he has property there. 
	intirisn interest on a loan. 
	2 

	intiriyur a away from roads. Lisud pangitaun ang ilang bay kay intiriyur kaayu, It is verydifficult to locate their house because it is situated in the interior, away from the road. Ang intiriyur nga mga baryu, The barrios that are located away from the highway. v[B126; cl] be located far from the highway. n 1 inner tube. 2 bladder of an inflatable ball.
	intir kurs ri k.o. dance with sexual inter
	·
	·

	course-like movements. v [A] dance this dance.intirmidiya n grades 5, 6, 7 in school. v [B6;b(l)] be in the intermediate grades. 
	intirmidiyu situated halfway between two. 
	Ang amung balay intirmidiyu sa iskuylaban ug sa simbaban, Our house is located halfway between the school and the church. 
	intirmisyun n intermission, break. v 1 [A; b ( 1)] be intermission. Kinabanglang intirmisyunan nimu ang iskidyul nimu sa buntag, 
	You have to take a break in the morning. 2 [A; b6(1)] give a number during the intermission of a performance. 
	intirn n medical intern. v [B16; b(l)] be an intern.intima n female student staying in a ritzy boardischool, finishing school. v [B36;
	ng 

	cl) board in a finishing school. 
	intimal a internal, esp. s.t. to be taken or applied inside the body. v [B 126 ;c 1] become, make s. t. internal. Intirnalun (iintirnal) ang pagtambal, Treat the patient.with medicines to take internally. t
	intirnasyunal a 1 international. 2 woman 
	. having had several children fro� different fathers, usually of different nationalities (humorous). Iya ra intawun di manakud, intirnasyunal kaayu nang baybar.a, God forbid it happen to anyone else. That woman has children from all different fathers. v[B12; b6cl] be, become international 
	intimu v 1 LAl; c 1] keep in seclusion. Nagunsa ka sa imung lawak, nag-intirnu? Whatare you staying in your room for? Hiding? 
	Iintirnu (intirnuhun) tika sa imung kwartu kun magbinuang ka, I will lock you in your 
	. . . . 
	. . . . 

	mmpnt1 -1ntngar
	. . 

	room if you fool around. 2 [B36; cl] be a boarder in school. Kung sa siminaryu ka mag-intirnu, di ka giyud kaguwaguwa, Ifyou board in the seminary you arerit allowed to leave the grounds. n 1 male student who boards at school. 2 medical intern.
	room if you fool around. 2 [B36; cl] be a boarder in school. Kung sa siminaryu ka mag-intirnu, di ka giyud kaguwaguwa, Ifyou board in the seminary you arerit allowed to leave the grounds. n 1 male student who boards at school. 2 medical intern.
	"'


	intirpriti, intirpritir n interpreter. v [B16) 
	be, become an interpreter. intiru whole, complete, completely. Wa bikan-i ang kik kay intiru pa man, No one ate any of the cake because it is untouched. Di giyud mairug ug hihunasag intiru, You can't budge if you're completely caught by the low tide. -ad.law, gabu, bulan, etc. thewhole day, night, month, etc. Wa siyay pabulay intiru adlaw, He had no rest the whole day. -kwirpu a whole body length 
	be, become an interpreter. intiru whole, complete, completely. Wa bikan-i ang kik kay intiru pa man, No one ate any of the cake because it is untouched. Di giyud mairug ug hihunasag intiru, You can't budge if you're completely caught by the low tide. -ad.law, gabu, bulan, etc. thewhole day, night, month, etc. Wa siyay pabulay intiru adlaw, He had no rest the whole day. -kwirpu a whole body length 
	·
	(said of a mirror glass). v 1 [B 126) turn out to be whole. 2 (a] do s.t. to a whole of 
	s.t. Ayawg intiruhag pula ang balay, Don'tmake the whole house red. 3 [A; cl] do s.t. the whole length of a unit of time. Magintiru adlaw lang na siyag basa, He reads the whole day. Intiruhun (iintiru) niya pagpatukar si Prank Sinatra sa iyang prugrama, 
	He plays Frank Sinatra records throughout his radio program. 
	• • I

	mtlyiru see SANTIJ.
	intiw = INTIL.
	intiw = INTIL.
	2


	intra v 1 [A2; b6(1)] participate in a game, contest, and the like; indulge in, engage in 
	s.t. Di ku muintra sa inyung dula, I won'tjoin your game. Miintra siyag pamabayi, He started to take up with a mistress. Nakaintra na kug pangutsiru, I've tried my hand driving a rig. Kining la.bi/ akung iintra sa ilang bunutbunut, I'll submit this label as a·n entry in their contest. 2 [Al3; b] for s.t. to betaken up or indulged in as s.t. additional. 
	s.t. Di ku muintra sa inyung dula, I won'tjoin your game. Miintra siyag pamabayi, He started to take up with a mistress. Nakaintra na kug pangutsiru, I've tried my hand driving a rig. Kining la.bi/ akung iintra sa ilang bunutbunut, I'll submit this label as a·n entry in their contest. 2 [Al3; b] for s.t. to betaken up or indulged in as s.t. additional. 
	Sukad muintra ang pamabayi sa iyang nigusyu, sigi siyang nagkaa/kansi, He's been losing in his business ever since he started taking up with women as a sideline. Intrahigdagandagan ang imung kuntra arun di ka manak-awut, Try taking to hit-and-run tactics against your opponent so that you won't get knocked out. 3 [A; c] enter down in arecord, list, diary, and the like. Ayaw iintra sa libru ang risibung nawa, Don't enter the lost receipts into the book. 

	intrabudyus = INTRUDYUS (humorous).intrada n 1 opening, beginning portion of. 
	Ang intrada sa unang simistriHulyu 15, Thefirst day of classes for the first semester will be on July 15. Ang pasiuna naa sa intrada sa libru, The preface is in the first few pages of the book. 2 the front part of the foot, 
	Ang intrada sa unang simistriHulyu 15, Thefirst day of classes for the first semester will be on July 15. Ang pasiuna naa sa intrada sa libru, The preface is in the first few pages of the book. 2 the front part of the foot, 
	Ang intrada sa unang simistriHulyu 15, Thefirst day of classes for the first semester will be on July 15. Ang pasiuna naa sa intrada sa libru, The preface is in the first few pages of the book. 2 the front part of the foot, 
	starting at where the foot widens before the toes. 2a vamp, part of a boot or shoe covering the intrada. 3 area at the nape of the neck where one begins making the haircut. 4 entrance fee. -hiniral general admission in places of entertainment 5 area that serves as an entrance. Salida ni. Tua sa pikas ang intrada, This is the exit. The entrance is on the other side. v 1 [a3b6(1)] be at the beginning. Ang simistri muintrada sa Lunis, The semester starts on Monday. Giintradahan ni Pilita ug kinatsilang a.wi
	_



	intrans n entrance fee in a school, portion of the fee students must pay upon registering. v 1 [A3] for a school to impose an entrance fee. 2 [A3; c] pay the entrance fee in school. -iksaminisyun n entrance examination. v [A13] hold an entrance examinanon.
	intranti n persons who take part in a performance or contest. Ang mga intr{lnti sa sayaw, The participants in the dance program. Mga intranti sa karira, Entrants in the horse race. v [B126; cl] be, become an entrant or participant. 
	intri for matters to be between, among. A
	yawg apil adtung ilang lalis kay intri ra kadtu nilang duba, Don't mix into their quarrel because it is only between the two of them. 
	Intri sa mga salmut sa bangga siya ang kinagwapahan, Among the contestants she is the most beautiful. 
	intribinir = INTIRBINIR.
	intribista n interview. v [A13] hold an interview. Mag-intribista run ha.pun sa mga aplikanti, They'll hold an interview for all of the applicants this afternoon. 
	intnbudyus = INTRUDYUS (humorous).
	intriga n intrigue. Kasina ug intriga mauynaghari sa ilang punduk, Jealousy and intrigue dominate their group. v [A13] intrigue against s.o. 
	intrigar v [A; b6(1)] hand over or turn s.t. to s.o. personally, giving the responsibility of it. Way laing intrigahan kun dili ang ginikanan, Don't turn it over to anyone but the parents. Karun iintrigar natu ang prugrama sa imsi, Now I turn the program over tb your host. intrigadu a s.t. handed over and entrusted to s.o. Intrigadu ku tanan ang akung swildu ngadtu sa akung asawa, My entire salary is handed over to my wife.Intrigadu ang akung kalag ug lawas sa gugma nimu, Because of my love I have entr
	• I • • •
	mtr1gu -1nusmas 
	my body and soul to you. = INTRIGAR.intrimitir v [A; b(l)] meddle in s.o. else's 
	intri
	gu 

	affairs. Di ta muintrimitir sa mga magtiayung mag-away, We should not meddle in-u a meddliin others' affairs.
	affairs. Di ta muintrimitir sa mga magtiayung mag-away, We should not meddle in-u a meddliin others' affairs.
	to a married couple's quarrel. intrimitid
	a, 
	ng 


	intripiti = INTIRPRITI.
	llltrisadu = INTIRISADU. see INTIRIS •intrisali v [A13P; b(l)] for many people to 
	1

	go s.w. and leave again. Natural, mag-intrisali giyud ang tawu dinbi kay tindaban man, 
	go s.w. and leave again. Natural, mag-intrisali giyud ang tawu dinbi kay tindaban man, 
	Of course, people come and go to this place because this is a store. Intrisaliban sa tawu ang tindabang bingusugan sa palit, Peopleflock in and out of a store that does a briskbusiness.

	intriyul, intriyur = INTIRIYUR.
	inttu v [c6) throw the basketball from the end courts. n a throw in basketball from the end courts.
	inttubudyus = INTRUDYUS (humorous).inttudyus v [A; c] introduce s.o. to s.o. else. 
	Iintrudyus ku anang imung amiga bi, Introduce me to yo�r lady friend. 
	Iintrudyus ku anang imung amiga bi, Introduce me to yo�r lady friend. 

	intrunisar v [A; b( 1)] carry out the ceremony of blessiand installing an image in a home or another building. intrunisasiyun n theenthronement of an image or statue in a place of honor in the house. v [A; b6(1)] do the enthronement. 
	ng 

	intsards n person in charge of a class, enterprise, or any other group activity. Siya ang intsards dinbi sa klasi, He is the one in charge in this class. v (B126; c) be in charge. 
	intunsis 1 therefore, consequently, the inescapable outcome is ... Intunsis, kay nakaun na man nimu, bayran giyud, Consequently, since you ate it, you have to pay for it. 
	Intunsis magtuun ka arun dili ka mabagbung, Therefore, you must study if you arenot to flunk. 2 the conclusion we draw is ... Intunsiwa diay ka sa klasi ug wa ka 
	Intunsis magtuun ka arun dili ka mabagbung, Therefore, you must study if you arenot to flunk. 2 the conclusion we draw is ... Intunsiwa diay ka sa klasi ug wa ka 
	Intunsis magtuun ka arun dili ka mabagbung, Therefore, you must study if you arenot to flunk. 2 the conclusion we draw is ... Intunsiwa diay ka sa klasi ug wa ka 
	Intunsis magtuun ka arun dili ka mabagbung, Therefore, you must study if you arenot to flunk. 2 the conclusion we draw is ... Intunsiwa diay ka sa klasi ug wa ka 
	Intunsis magtuun ka arun dili ka mabagbung, Therefore, you must study if you arenot to flunk. 2 the conclusion we draw is ... Intunsiwa diay ka sa klasi ug wa ka 
	Intunsis magtuun ka arun dili ka mabagbung, Therefore, you must study if you arenot to flunk. 2 the conclusion we draw is ... Intunsiwa diay ka sa klasi ug wa ka 
	s, 

	. 

	kakita naku didtu, So, you must not have been in class if you did not see me there. v [B1256) 1 go to waste: for an outlay to give no return, be put to useless effort, be damaged to the point of being useless. Na
	-


	. 

	intunsis ang akung tris mil adtung nigusyuba, In that venture I lost three thousand Naintunsis kug bayad ug mabal sa imungpagpasakitsakit, Because you pretended to be ill, I was made to go to a lot of needless expense. la end up miserable. Naintunsis ang babaying gibyaang burus, The poor woman was ruined because she was made pregnant and abandoned. 2ang!-[A12] the only thing wrong is .... Ang nakaintunsis nimu 


	kay gabi kag ulu, The thing that's wrong
	kay gabi kag ulu, The thing that's wrong
	with you is that you are stubborn. 

	intus v [A; a] mill sugarcane. Kining intusana muintus ug lima ka iktaryang katubban matag adlaw, This sugar mill can mill five · hectares of sugarcane every day. -an(➔) n 1 sugar mill. 2 cane crusher. 
	' 
	' 

	.
	mruy = UNDU.
	inuduru n toilet bowl. v (A; a] install, make into a toilet bowl. 
	rasiyun = lŁAGURASIYUN. see INAGU· RAR.
	inu
	gu

	inuinu v [AP; a12] ingeniously devise ways to make s.t. do. Labiban nakung makainu� nu nga ang singku muabut giyug usa ka adlaw, How I tried to devise ways to make five pesos last for one day. Giinuinu sa sastri nga muigu ang panaptun, The dressmakerdevised ways to make the cloth go far enough.
	inum v 1 [A; a2] drink. 2 [AZ; a] drink liquor. Nagwandugwandug ang linaktan niya, nakainum tingali, He's wobbling. Maybe hehad one too many. 3 (A; ab2] take medicine with water.Muinum siyag tablitas arunmakatug, He will take sleeping pills so that he can go to sleep. n action of drinking. ((-) 4 [AC; cl] have a drinking spree.Ang disp� radu tua mag-inum sa sud sa iyang kwartu, The despondent man is drinking heavily in his room. n drinking spree. imnanan v (Al
	-

	3) drink s.w. habitually. imnanan, ilimnan, ilimnanan, inuman n 1 drinking container. 2 place where one habitually drinks. hiN((-) a 1 fond of drinking. Di ku binginum ug tuba, I don't care too much for toddy. 2drunkard. ma-n s.t. to drink, esp. alcoholic. pala-(�) a = HING-, 2. ilimnun, imnunun n 1 alcoholic liquor or beverage. 2 any liquid for drinking. 3 folk medicine consisting of boiled herbs and roots taken orally. v,[A; b] treat with boiled herbs or roots. Giilimnunan lang ang iyang bilanat, His f
	,
	. 

	mun-an = INUN-UNAN. see UN-UN .
	• 1 
	munay see UNAY. 
	. , ,
	munay = KANY AHA Y. 
	mupung = ALINUPUNG . 
	•

	inusinti, inusintis a 1 naive, innocent of the ways of the world. Inusinti ka sa palipat,pildi ka giyud, You're not wise to thimblerig gambling, so you'll lose. Inusinti pa siyasa mga babayi, He's innocent when it comes to women. la harmless, not likely to think of doing misdeeds. Di giyud s,ya muy nangiriw. Inusinti na siya, She didn't steal it. She's a harmless sort. lb innocent of a joke played on one. Nasugamak sa binuang ang 
	inut -ipsut 
	inusinti, Tht. innocent fellow walked right into the trap. 2 people having no involvement but brought to harm through no fault of their own. Dagbang mga inusinti ang naamung, Many innocent people were caught up in the catastrophe. 3 innocent, notguilty. 4 Innocents' Day (December 28),The Philippine equivalent of April Fool's. v 1 [B 12; a2] be, become innocent. 2 [A;al 2] fool s.o. on Innocents' Day.
	inusinti, Tht. innocent fellow walked right into the trap. 2 people having no involvement but brought to harm through no fault of their own. Dagbang mga inusinti ang naamung, Many innocent people were caught up in the catastrophe. 3 innocent, notguilty. 4 Innocents' Day (December 28),The Philippine equivalent of April Fool's. v 1 [B 12; a2] be, become innocent. 2 [A;al 2] fool s.o. on Innocents' Day.

	inut a close-fisted to the point of not spending for the barest necessities. v [B12; b6) get to be close-fisted. inut-inut v [A; bScl] spend money or use s.t. sparingly. Ug kamau ka muinut-inut sa imung kwarta, di ka giyud kabutdan, If you know how to spend your money sparingly, you won't run out. 
	Inut-inuti (inut-inuta) ang pagtabaku kay wa ka ra bay swildu, Go easy on the smokes.You aren't earning any money. -an!= INUT.inutil n 1 invalid, disabled. Inutil siya human sa aksidinti, He was disabled after the accident. lnutil ang akung buktun, My arm is completely disabled. 2 worthless person. Libuk mung mga inutila mu, Get a move on, you worthless bums. 3 wash-out, one who passed his peak. Inutil na nang artistaba, That actress is a has-been. v [B 126; a] be, become disabled. lnutilun ba nimu ang i
	mung anak ug kinasti
	gu

	inyam n k.o. tree. inyiksiyun = INDYIKSIYUN.inyu see KAMU.
	ipak v [A; a] split, break a piece off of s.t. hard, divide into pieces. Mag-ipak kug kabuy, I'll chop off a piece of firewood. Gii, She broke the yam into pieces because it was too big. 
	pak ang kamuti kay daku kaa
	yu

	,
	,
	[yang ipakun ang mga kawayan nga isalug, 
	He'll split the bamboo poles to use for flooring. n a piece chopped, split or broken off from.

	ipbuy an expression uttered when lifting s.t. 
	I
	I
	heavy. Ip buy, kabug-at na niining bataa, Uup, how heavy this child has grown. 
	I I 
	I I 
	,, •


	1p1A= IGI,•1G1.
	1
	2

	ipidimya n epidemic of some disease. v [B 1 
	6) be, become an epidemic disease. 
	6) be, become an epidemic disease. 

	n efficascent oil, patent medicinal oil. -uwil = IPIKASINT.
	ipikasint 

	*ipik way -ineffective (humorous). 
	ipiktar v [A; b4(1)) effect an outcome on 
	s.t.Miipiktar na sa lungsud ang subrang gastu sa iliksiyun, Spending too much on the elections is now having its repercussions on d ang anistisya, The anesthesia is beginning to take 
	s.t.Miipiktar na sa lungsud ang subrang gastu sa iliksiyun, Spending too much on the elections is now having its repercussions on d ang anistisya, The anesthesia is beginning to take 
	s.t.Miipiktar na sa lungsud ang subrang gastu sa iliksiyun, Spending too much on the elections is now having its repercussions on d ang anistisya, The anesthesia is beginning to take 
	the country. Nag-ipiktar na ug su
	gu

	effect now. ipiktadu be adversely affected by. Ipiktadu ang atung ikunumiya sa kangil-ad sa pamunuan, The economy suffers the consequences of a corrupt administration.


	ipiktibu a 1 effective, having results. Ipiktibu nga tambal, Effective medicine. 2 eff ective, taking effect at a specified time. lpiktibu karung adlawa, wa nay mga hayup nga buhian, Effective today, no animals will be permitted to wander loose. v [B12; cl]come to have effect. Maipiktihu ning tambala ug tumarun kada adlaw, This medicine will be effective if you take it daily. 
	ipiktu n effect. Way ipiktu naku ang mariwana, Marijuana has no effect on me. v [A2; b 
	4) take effect. Ang tambal muipiktu usa ka uras human sa pag-indyiksiyun, The medicine takes effect one hour after the injection. 
	ipiktus n 1 personal belongings. 2 variousgoods or commodities for sale. 3 various cargoes or load. 
	ipil n k.o. large hardwood tree of the primary or secondary forest, furnishing yellowish lumber and a dye from the bark: lntsia bijuga. ipil-ipil = BYATILIS.
	ipiliptiku a epileptic. v [B126) be, become an epileptic.ipis v [A; b6(1)] pour liquid into a container, esp. for drinking. Iipis ring payn-apul dyus sa mga basu, Pour the pineapple juice into the glasses. n action of pouring. -anan n glass into which drinks are poured andpassed around in drinking sprees. tig-(�) none who does the pouring for the others esp. in a drinking spree. 
	ipistula n Epistle of the Bible, section of the mass where the Epistle is read. v [Al] read the Epistle. Wa pa mag-ipistula sa pag-abut niya sa simbahan, They hadn't gotten to the Epistle when he arrived in church.
	ipit, ipit v 1 [A; ab2] jam, wedged in between two things. Ipitun ang linidgid nga kamuting kabuy arun pagkuha sa duga, Theypress the cassava to get the poisonous liquid out. Naipitan (naipit) ang iyang kurbata sahunus, His tie was caught in the drawer. 2 [a3] be caughtand be forced into marrying a girl (slang). Aku Zang siyang giduwaduwaan bangtud naipit nuun ku, I was just playing around with her, but I got cornered into marryiher.
	,
	ng 

	ip lay= iP BUY.
	ipli = HIPLI.
	iprun n apron, garment worn to protect one's clothing. v [A; a) wear, make an apron. ipsut v [A2; b6] 1 escape from a guard 
	Figure
	through inattention on his part. Miipsut siya sa magbalantay, He escaped from his guard. Wa makaipsut sa iyang mga mata ang sayup nga ispiling, The spelling error did not escape his attention. 2 get out of doing s.t. Di ta makaipsut sa amutan, We cannot getout of paying our share. 3 slip out of s.t. that is holding it. Nakaipsut ang isdang akung gigunitan, The fish I was holding slipped out of my hand. Gamayng lungag sa bulsa ang giipsutan sa akung kwarta, Mymoney slipped through a small hole in my pocke
	through inattention on his part. Miipsut siya sa magbalantay, He escaped from his guard. Wa makaipsut sa iyang mga mata ang sayup nga ispiling, The spelling error did not escape his attention. 2 get out of doing s.t. Di ta makaipsut sa amutan, We cannot getout of paying our share. 3 slip out of s.t. that is holding it. Nakaipsut ang isdang akung gigunitan, The fish I was holding slipped out of my hand. Gamayng lungag sa bulsa ang giipsutan sa akung kwarta, Mymoney slipped through a small hole in my pocke

	ipu v [A; a) break off from an attachment wi�hout using much force. Naipu ang gunitanan sa tasa, The handle broke off the cup.Mahimung ipuun ang mais bisan anagun pa,
	You can pick corn even before it is mature. n s. t. picked from the tree. Tagak kaha na? Di kaha na ipu sa punuan? Are you· sure you just found that fruit on the ground? Didn't you pick it from the tree? 
	You can pick corn even before it is mature. n s. t. picked from the tree. Tagak kaha na? Di kaha na ipu sa punuan? Are you· sure you just found that fruit on the ground? Didn't you pick it from the tree? 

	ipuv [cl) be driven, sink all the way in. 
	2
	2
	Muipu (maipu) nang hasuk sa yuta kun i-mung tum ban, The peg will be driven all the way into the ground if you step on it. Kinsay nag-ipu sa sundang sa punuan sa saging? 
	.

	Who stuck the bolo all the way into the trunk of the banana plant? 

	ipukrit.a = IPUKRITU (female). 
	ipulaitu a hypocrite. v [B 1; b6] be, become a hypocrite. 
	ipun v [A2C; c] 1 do s.t. together with s.o. as he does it. Muipun ku sa inyung dyip, Let's go together in the same jeep. Muipunku ninyug kaun, Let me bring my lunch over to sit with you while you eat. la put things together. Iipun ra ang akung balun sa imung bag, Let me stick my lunch in yourbag. 2 live or stay with s.o. Muipun ang bag-ung minyu sa ilang ginikanan, The newly-weds will stay with their parents. 2a live as man and wife without being married. 
	Ang babayi nga makig-ipun ug lalaki nawad-an na sa kaulaw, A woman who asks aman to live with her has lost all feelings of shame. 3 mingle with. Di ta makaipun sa ilang punduk kay mga asyusu, We cannot mingle with their group because they are snobs. 
	Ang babayi nga makig-ipun ug lalaki nawad-an na sa kaulaw, A woman who asks aman to live with her has lost all feelings of shame. 3 mingle with. Di ta makaipun sa ilang punduk kay mga asyusu, We cannot mingle with their group because they are snobs. 

	ipus n k.o. small cockroach ¼to ½'' longwith an orange-brown color. 
	,, 

	ipus-ipus n 1 name given to various coral fishes similar to burayburay. 2 k.o. white and brown edible rock shell. 
	iputika v [A) mortgage. Dili ka makaiputikasa yuta nga balahinun pa sa mga iridiru, 
	You cannot mortgage land that is to be di
	You cannot mortgage land that is to be di
	-


	vided by the heirs. 
	IRSa= AY-ARPAYIB. 
	-ira 1= -iRU (female). 2 affix added to nouns ref erring to s. t. kept and dispensed regularly to form nouns referring to the container. Habunira, Soap dish. Kapitira, Coffee pot. 
	irad a having a stomach that sticks out very much. Irad ang kasagaran sa mabdus, Most pregnant women have a stomach that sticks forward. v [BJ getting a stomach that sticks out.
	irag v [A; b6(1)] leaQ back on. Kanunay natung makita ang M iksikanu nga mag-irag sa punuan sa kahuy, We always see Mexicans leaning back asleep on a tree. 
	iraid n delicacy made of finely grated cassava or sweet potatoes with coconut juice and sugar, wrapped in banana leaves, shaped into sticks, and cooked in steam. v [A; a) make iraid. 
	iras v [A; cl) germinate seeds before plant-" ing them in their permanent place. lrasa (iiras) usa nang mga lisu una luyunga, Germinate the seeds first, then transplant them. -an(➔) n seedbed used for germination. -inn seedlings grown from small seeds. 
	*iray nag-/magdala sa -spoil. an otherwise perfect performance by ineptness. Nindutunta musayaw ang kadaghanan, apan nagda Zang tu sa iray ang usa, The dancers put on a good performance, only one spoiled it all with his awkward steps. 
	irbabuyna = HIRBUBUYNA. 
	irbras n k.o. atomizer operated by compressed air and used for spraying paint. v [A; cl) paint with an airbrush. 
	irbubuynav::: HIRBUBUYNA. 
	irbularyu = ARBULARYU. 
	irgat a 1 for a woman to be pretentious in actions, putting on airs and showing contempt for ordinary people. Irgat kaayu nang bayhana, di giyud musul-ub ug sapatus nga baratuhun, That woman is haughty. She won't wear cheap shoes at all. 2 forward and immodest in behavior toward men. Irgat kaayu nang bayhana. Magduulduul ug Zaki, That girl is forward. She makes advances to men. v [B; cl] be, become haughty or immodest in behavior.
	irguv [A2C; ab3] argue, debate heatedly.
	1
	1

	Makig-irgu ka man sa tindira nga imu man tung sayup, Why do you argue with the sales clerk when it was your fault? n heated argument.
	irgutherefore, as a consequence we may conclude that. Miingun ka wa ka mulakaw. OU said you did not leave. Therefore, you were in the house. 
	2 
	Irgu, diha ra ka sa balay, y

	. . . '
	392 irgutina -iru 
	irgutina n k.o. medicine to prevent hemorrhage after childbirth.irtrit n ergot, k.o. drug to n1ake the muscles contract. iri n letter R.
	gu 

	irid n air-raid shelter. -syiltir = IRID. v 1 [A; 
	b) build an air-raid shelter. 2 [cP) put in anair-raid shelter. pa-v [A; c] go to, put in an air-raid shelter.
	b) build an air-raid shelter. 2 [cP) put in anair-raid shelter. pa-v [A; c] go to, put in an air-raid shelter.

	iridar v [AN2; a12) inherit property. Kinsaymuiridar (mangiridar) sa yuta ug wa muy anak? Who will inherit the land if you have no children? iridira = IRIDIRU (female).iridiru n heir. v [B126] be, become an heir. 
	irigar v [A; b(l)] 1 administer a vaginal douche to oneself or s.o. else. 2 irrigate the sinuses. irigasiyun n irrigation.
	irilar a 1 uneven in occurrence or succession. lrigular ang iyang rig/a, Her menstruation is irregular. 2 irregular in school, not takirig the usual prescribed subjects. lrigular ku nga tird yir kay duna pa man kuy balik sa sikan yir, I'm an irregular third year student because I have to repeat a course in the second year. v 1 [B; cl) be, become irlar (irigularun) nimu ang , If you are not regular in paying your installments, it might be repossessed. 2 [B16; b6] be, become anirregular student. 
	gu
	regular. Ug iiri
	gu
	instulmin, lagmit maimbar
	gu

	irihinsiya = IRINSIYA. 
	irihis a 1 infidel or s.o. who does not believe inChrist. la unbaptized person (humorous). 2 not having attended service during a Sunday or a holiday of obligation (slang). lribispa ni si Nituy kay wa pa kasimba, Nitoy is still a heretic because he hasn't gone to church yet. 3 ignorant of the ways of theworld. lrihis gud nimu di ka man mukaug kisu, What an ignoramus you are. You don't eat cheese. v [B12; c 1] 1 be, become an infidel. 2 be, become ignorant. 
	mng n cat. mng-mng n = KANDINGKAN· 
	DING. see KANDING. -un cat-like. ihung -un 
	DING. see KANDING. -un cat-like. ihung -un 
	k.o. shark with a brood and rounded head: 
	Rbina ancyclostoma. 

	irinsiya n inheritance:. v [A2N; a] receive an inheritance.
	iris v [A; a] erase. lrisa ang blakburd, Erasethe blackboard. -in-an n 1 erasure. 2 placean erasure was made. -ir(Ł) n eraser. v [A2 3;b6(1)J use!an!eraser. 
	irisipilas = PAVLAS.
	irispunsabli a irresponsible, lacking a sense of responsibility. v [B12) be, become irresponsible.
	iritar v [B 126] for a wound to get infected. 
	Nairitar ang akung samad kay wa tabuni, 
	Nairitar ang akung samad kay wa tabuni, 

	My wound was not covered, and it got infected. iritasiyun n irritation at a particularspot on the skin or in the body. 
	irkun n 1 air-conditioner. 2 = IRKUNDISYUN.
	irkundin a air-conditioned. lrkundisyun ang siniban, The movie theater is air-conditioned. v [A; a] air-condition s. t. -ir = IRKUN.
	syu

	innad = IRMAT.
	irmana n 1 fem ale member of a religious group of devotees to a particular saint. 2 woman who is in charge of raising the funds for a religious celebration and who makes up the difference between the amount collected and the costs. v 1 [B156) becon1e a member of a religious sorority. 2 [B3(1); c 
	1) become the sponsor of a religious celebration. -mayur n 1 mother superior. 2 = IRMANA, 2. v [a3] 1 be made the mother 
	. 
	. 
	,


	supenor. 2 = IRMANA, 2.
	irmanu = IRMANA, n2, v2 (male). -mayur
	,
	,

	= IRMANU.
	*irmanus [proper name) -[name] and Co.
	and Co. 
	Limbumping lrmanus, Lim Bonfi
	ng 

	irmat n mother (slang). v [Al2; b2] have a mother (slang). irmil n air mail. v [c 1] send by air mail. irmitanyu n hermit. v [B16; b6cl] be, be
	-

	come a hermit. 
	irniya = HIRNIY A. 
	irpad = IRPAT.
	irpakit n air pocket. v [B46) for there to be an air pocket. 
	irpat n father (slang). v [A12; b2] have a father (slang). 
	irpun n earphones. v [A; a] use earphones. 
	irpurt n airport. 
	1rs1syu = ffiIRSISYU.
	2

	i.ru n dog. suul sa -stomach spasm. Nagligidligid siya sa kasakit kay duna siyay suul sa iru, He was doubled up in pain because he had stomach cramps. dili makaun ug -treatingpeople in an unacceptable and completely obnoxious way. Kasaba nga dili makaug iru, A scolding not even acceptable for adog (harsh and ranging far beyond the alleged offense). a greedy to the point of eating food which people ordinarily wouldn't eat. Kay iru ka man mukaun ka sa ransiyungkarni, Because you are so gluttonous, you'll
	·ll'U -ISi 
	4 

	made the poor woman a slave to her passions. (�) v [A; al2] make notions of giving s.t. but actually not doing so. Ayaw kug irua. Ug ibatag, ibatag. Ug dili, ayaw, Don't you make pretenses of giving. If you want to give it to me, give it. If not, don't. -in-v [A; a12] do s.t. like a dog. Ganaban siya muiniru, silbing palain, She wants to do the dog position for variety. iruiru v [A; b5] court a woman by hanging around her. Nagiruiru na siya naku sa daga pa ku, He used to hang .around me when I was still 
	made the poor woman a slave to her passions. (�) v [A; al2] make notions of giving s.t. but actually not doing so. Ayaw kug irua. Ug ibatag, ibatag. Ug dili, ayaw, Don't you make pretenses of giving. If you want to give it to me, give it. If not, don't. -in-v [A; a12] do s.t. like a dog. Ganaban siya muiniru, silbing palain, She wants to do the dog position for variety. iruiru v [A; b5] court a woman by hanging around her. Nagiruiru na siya naku sa daga pa ku, He used to hang .around me when I was still 

	-iru 1 affix added to words ref erring to an action not approved of to form adjectives meaning 'one who is fond of engaging in[such-and-such] an action'. Salsaliru, Onewho is fond of masturbating. Hambugiru,Braggart. 2 added to words referring to things with which one can make his livingto form nouns which mean 'one who engages in [such-and-such] an occupation'. Lab-asiru, Fish vendor. Labandiru, Laundryman.
	irug v 1 [AB3!;cl] move, cause s.t. to do so. 
	Akuy miirug sa bangku dapit sa bungbung, I moved the chair towards the wall. Nag-irug ba nang barku sa lawud? Is that ship in the ocean moving? /ruga (iirug) ug diyutay ang sud-an ngari, Move the plate of food over here. 2 make progress, move ahead in time. Sama Zang sa wa muirug ang iyang idad, Shelooks as though she hasn't gotten any older.Wa giyud muirug ang amung kabimtang, Ourfinancial condition has made no progress. 3budge from one's belief. Di ni giyud siya mairug sa iyang disisiyun, He cann·ot be mo
	Akuy miirug sa bangku dapit sa bungbung, I moved the chair towards the wall. Nag-irug ba nang barku sa lawud? Is that ship in the ocean moving? /ruga (iirug) ug diyutay ang sud-an ngari, Move the plate of food over here. 2 make progress, move ahead in time. Sama Zang sa wa muirug ang iyang idad, Shelooks as though she hasn't gotten any older.Wa giyud muirug ang amung kabimtang, Ourfinancial condition has made no progress. 3budge from one's belief. Di ni giyud siya mairug sa iyang disisiyun, He cann·ot be mo

	iruk v [A; al2] squeeze nits, lice on the head with the thumbnail or perform a similar action to relieve itching. Igka giyud ang lusaarun di mamusa, Squash the nits so theywon't hatch. Igka ring katul sa akung ii,Squeeze this itching spot on my head. 
	isa= USA(dialectal).
	1 
	1 

	isashort for IASA. see ASA.
	2 
	1

	isa v l [APB3; a) raise, rise. Ang kaditi mauy nag-isa sa bandila, The cadet raised the flag. Miisa ang iyang kilay sa kabingangba, Sheraised her brows in surprise. Iisa (isaha) na ang baling, Hoist the nets. 2 [AB2;cl) in
	-

	crease in value, amount. Muisa (maisa) na
	crease in value, amount. Muisa (maisa) na

	. 
	sad ang prisyu, The price is going up again. 3 [A2B26; cl] increase in degree, intensity. 
	Muisa (maisa) dayun nang iyang tingug ug masuku, His voice rises when he is angry. 4[A2B2; cl] rise, raise in position. Nagkaisa ang iyang ranggu kay maayu mang mutraba-
	bu, He is gradually rising in rank because he works well. n increase in degree, quantity, value.
	. 

	isa v [B3(1)46] for a wound or skin ailment to develop water or watery pus. Dili makaisa ang nuka basta kanunayng bunaran, Thesore won't secrete water if it is cleaned and dressed regularly. 
	, 

	. 
	. 

	isa short form: sa. 1 wait a second. Isapa kaypangutan-un pa naku si Lurdis, Just a min
	-

	' ,
	' ,
	, 


	ute. I'll ask Lourdes first. Isa pa ha kay a-kung tawgun, Just a second. I'll call her. la-ka run, You just wait. I'll get you! 2 expression used upon changia subject: by
	ng 

	,
	,

	the way.Isa pa, tagadiin tu ka? By the way, 
	where did you say you come from? 
	isab = USAB (dialectal).
	isang dakut na bigas n k.o. branched, spreading herb found in damp places and grown as an ornamental in hanging pots: Pilea micropbylla, var.
	isda (from sula) n fish. v [Al2] have fish. paN-v [A2; b6(1)] go fishing. n 1 fishing as a means of livelihood. 2 fishing equipment. pinaN-an n catch of fish. Ang ilang gisuwa pinangisdaan sa amahan, They're eating the father's catch for dinner. -an n fishpond.a having fish. Isdaan si Husi kay nakapangisda man gabii, Jose has lots of fish because he went fishing last night. -a.nun ateeming with fish. Isdaanun kaayu ang kadagatan sa Pilipinas; The Philippine seas are teeming with fish. maN-r-n fisherman. 
	isdug!IRUG.
	.
	.

	isdyi n ten, ten centavos or ten pesos (slang).v 1 [Al2] get ten centavos or pesos. Nakaisdyi ku sa madyung, I won ten pesos in mahjong. 2 [B26J be, become ten centavos or pesos. 
	, . 
	. . 
	,

	ISi, 1s1= ASI.
	1 

	isin harpoon. v 1 [A; al2] catch with,make into a harpoon. Isihun ku ang sanga, I'll harpoon the manta ray. · 
	2 

	isin letter!s. t 
	3 

	isitake it easy. Isi Lang bay, ayg kasuku, Take it easy. Don't get angry. isiisiv [A; cl] ake things or people for granted, lightly. A, mag-isiisi man Lang nga muiskuyla. Wa mang ganiy nutbuk, He goes to school 
	4 
	1 
	Ł

	isi ritum -iskandalu 
	without even a notebook. He's taking n1s schooling for granted. Isiisibun (iisiisi) Jang ang mga linibulibug pildi sa bulang sa mga sugarul nga tabur, Big time gamblers don't mind losing by the thousands in the cockpit.
	without even a notebook. He's taking n1s schooling for granted. Isiisibun (iisiisi) Jang ang mga linibulibug pildi sa bulang sa mga sugarul nga tabur, Big time gamblers don't mind losing by the thousands in the cockpit.

	isi ritum nan easy return to the server. *isig 1 -ka {noun] one's fellow [noun]. Ang isig nimu ka mananagat, Your fell ow fisherman. 2 -[verb base) each do [verb] to his own. I sig pau Ii ang mga tawu, They each returned to their respective homes. v {A13]each [dol. Nag-isig pauli ( nagsigpauli) angmga tawu, They each returned to their respective homes.
	isig-isig v 1 [A; a12] rush s.o. into doing s.t. 
	Di siya gustung magpatuli apan giisig-isig siya sa mga biaybiay, He didn't want to get circumcised, but he was goaded on by the taunts of his playmates. 2 order s.o. about and put him down at the same time. 'Unsay kalibutan mu ana. Tumana Zang akung sugu,' nag-isig-isig ang inaina, 'What do you know about that? Just do what you're told,' said the stepmother in her high-handed way. 3 treat cruelly. Giisig-isig sa inaina ang mga bata, The stepmother treated the children cruelly. isig-isigun, maisig-isigun a 
	Di siya gustung magpatuli apan giisig-isig siya sa mga biaybiay, He didn't want to get circumcised, but he was goaded on by the taunts of his playmates. 2 order s.o. about and put him down at the same time. 'Unsay kalibutan mu ana. Tumana Zang akung sugu,' nag-isig-isig ang inaina, 'What do you know about that? Just do what you're told,' said the stepmother in her high-handed way. 3 treat cruelly. Giisig-isig sa inaina ang mga bata, The stepmother treated the children cruelly. isig-isigun, maisig-isigun a 

	isiisi = ISIG-ISIG.
	isiisiv [A3; bl play hard to get when one intends to agree. Ayaw isiisibi nang nangulitawu nimu kay makabubi, Don't play hard to get. He might just slip away. 
	2 

	isina n scene in a play, motion picture. ising-ising v [A; cl5) avoid the company of 
	s.o. from whom one feels one can get nothing, discard a friend or felative whom one finds no longer useful. Ila na Zang ku nga ising-isingun (iising-ising) kay wa na man kuy kapuslanan, They'll avoid me now, for I'm no longer of any use to them. 
	s.o. from whom one feels one can get nothing, discard a friend or felative whom one finds no longer useful. Ila na Zang ku nga ising-isingun (iising-ising) kay wa na man kuy kapuslanan, They'll avoid me now, for I'm no longer of any use to them. 

	isip v [A; a2] 1 count s.t. Isipa ang sukli kunbustu ba, Count your change to see it's correct. la count and remember favors one does for s.o. Isipun pa giyud niya basta ang dunut nga sininang gibatag, He remembers his favors, even the ragged shirt he gave me. lb consider, treat s.t. or s.o. as s.t. Giisip ku siyang anak, I treat him like a son. n 1 in therole, function of. Mutabang giyud ku sa akung ginikanan isip usa ka anak, I have to help my parents as a good son. Mubawukaku sa kamut ni Lulu isip us
	I kiss my grandpa's hands as a sign of respect. Nangayu siyag kinbasun isip iyang sud-an, He asked for shells as food. 2 
	I kiss my grandpa's hands as a sign of respect. Nangayu siyag kinbasun isip iyang sud-an, He asked for shells as food. 2 
	-


	[number] number [so-and-so]. Misud siya sa Zawak isip katurs� He entered room number 14. •an a one who compares his favors done with those he received to see if anyone got advantage over him. v [B 12; b6] get to be a sort who counts and weighs favors. ka· an n mind, seat of consciousness, intellect. Dagban kaayung mgu bitabu nga misamuk saiyang kaisipan, Many events are troubling his mind. ma-a 1 wise, learned. TuZu ka maisip nga bari, Three wise kings. 2 prudent,thinking before acting. v [B 16; b6] be, b
	is-is a having a fine and smooth complexion. v [A2PB; cl] become fine and smooth in complexion, cause it to be so. Muis-is (mais-is) ang panit mug kanunay kang bustug tug, You will develop a good complexion if you always get sufficient sleep. ka-n white
	ness.Miamagpag-ayu ang kais-is sa mga batu nga gidan-agan sa mabugnawng silaw sa buZan, The stones glowed with whiteness underthe pale moonlight. 
	iskabitsi n escabeche, fried fi.sh with a sour sauce. v [A; cl) make escabeche. 
	iskal.a n stop-over. v [A;b6(1)] make a stopover. Muiskala ang barku sa Kagayan sa dipa muadtu sa IZigan, The boat makes a stopover in Cagayan before proceeding to Iligan. 
	iskalanti = KARDABA.
	islcalar n recipient of a scholarship. v [B16; 
	b6] be, become a scholarship awardee. 
	· 
	· 

	iskalaip n scholarship. 
	rsy

	iskalipsi n eclipse. v [B; b4] be an eclipse. iskaliran staircase. 
	1 

	iskaliran in mah jong, a set of consecutive pieces of the same design, numbered from 1-9. -plasis hand in mahjong consisting of an iskalira plus two dragunis or bintus. -royal n hand in mahjong consisting of an iskalira plus an eye (ay) of the same design as the iskalira and two other pieces of the same design. 
	2 
	4

	iskalitur n escalator. v 1 [A13] ride the escalator. 2 [b(l)l install an escalator. 
	iskandalu a scandal, scandalous, s.t. that shocks the moral feelings of a community.v [A13B12; b6] become a scandal, make a
	. 

	iskapadur!-iskribanu 
	scene. Mag-iskandalu kug musyagit kang bayhana ka, I'll make a scene if you scream, woman. Maiskandalu nang inyung transa.ksin ug hisakpan, Your shady transactions will be a public scandal if you get caught. -sa(�) a scandalous (female). -su(�) a scandalous (male). 
	scene. Mag-iskandalu kug musyagit kang bayhana ka, I'll make a scene if you scream, woman. Maiskandalu nang inyung transa.ksin ug hisakpan, Your shady transactions will be a public scandal if you get caught. -sa(�) a scandalous (female). -su(�) a scandalous (male). 
	yu


	iskapadur a one who gets out of responsibility. Si Litu iskapadur kaasa trababu sa bay, Lito bugs out of household chores. lskapadur siya sa klasi, Ht; cuts classes. v [Bl2; b6] be, become an evader. 
	yu 

	iskapal, iskapar = ISKAPU, vl, 2, 3. 
	iskaparati n display window, showcase. v 1[b6( 1)] install a showcase 9r display window. 2 [A; c] display s.t. in a showcase. iskapaturya n way of escape. Wa kay iskapa
	-

	turya ug gipangita kang Al Kapun, There'sno escape if Al Capone is looking for you.iskapu v [A2; b(l)] 1 escape. Gustu siyang muiskapu sa bilangguan, He wants to escape from prison. 2 escape by artful or slippery dodges. Muiskapu giyud s�a ug pit-un nag pangutana, He knows how to get OUt of it ifyou press him with questions. Dili ka makaiskapu sa akung suntuk, yOU can't evade my blows. 3 evade responsihilities. Dili tamakaiskapu sa mga amutan, We can't evade making our contribution. 4 cut s.t. one is suppo
	iskapularyu n two images worn on one's front and back suspended by pieces of cloth or string, worn as a token of religious devotion. v [A; c6] wear such images.
	iskarp n scarf. v [AC12;c6] wear a scarf. iskats n scotch whisky. -tip n scotŁh tape. v [b6(1)] use scotch tape on. 
	iskawut n 1 member of the Philippine Scouts, an outfit composed of Filipinos under the command of the U.S. Army, during WorldWar II. 2 boy, girl scout. buy, gil, kab Boy, Girl, Cub Scout. -lidir, wik Scout leader, week. v [B 16; c16] be, become a member of the Philippine Scouts or a boy or girl scout. iskay is da (di) limit a s.t. for which onespends with no limits. v [A; cl] consume without any limit. Iiskay is da limit ba nang imu ng pangumpra? What are you going to Jo? Buy, the sky is the limit? iskidyul
	-

	iskina n 1 corner. Iskina lang dung, Let me off at the corner, driver. Ang iskina sa kabun, The corner of the box. 2 block, one side of a city square. Duba ka iskina gikan dinhi, Two blocks from here. babayi sa � na cheap woman. Kanang puwa kaayu nimu nga lipistik mu ra kag babayi sa iskina, Withthat red lipstick you look like a cheap hussy. v 1 (b(l)] make a rectangular corner on the edge, end of. 2 {cl6] do s. t. at the corner. Iskinaba paglansang ang kwadru, Nailthe picture frame on the corners. paN-v
	iskinita n the place where two small paths meet.
	iskiping mp n skip rope, the game or rope. v [AC] skip rope. 
	iskir a brisk and alert in movement. lskir siyang milibay, He ducked cleverly. Iskir pa bisag tiguwang _gna, He is still spry, �ven at his age. v [B; c] be quick and brisk in movement. Nagkaiskir na ang iru nga nagluya human indiksiyuni, The sick dog grew slowly more active after he was given a shot. 
	iskirima = IS KRIMA. 
	iskirul n 1 scab, a worker who refuses to strike, or who takes the place of a striking worker. 2 prostitute. v 1 [B36; cl] be, become a prostitute. paN-v [A2; b6(1)] 1 patronize prostitutes. 2 work as a prostitute. 
	iskiyus = IKSKIYUS.
	isklibinti = ISKRIBYINTI.
	isklimintar = ISKRIMINTAR.
	isklipsi = ISKALIPSI.
	iskrab v [A; bS] scrub, rub clean with abrush. Iskrabig (iskrabag) maayu ang imung so.lug, Scro b the floor hard. 
	iskrabul n game of scrabble. v [AC; b(l)] 
	play scrabble. 
	iskramv [A] cram for an exam. 
	1 

	iskratsn scratch paper. -pipar = ISKRATS" iskratsn in pool, the situation when a cue ball gets into one of the pockets. The shotis not counted as the player loses the ball. v[B26] for this situation to obtain in pool. 
	1 
	i
	2 

	iskriba n scribe. 
	skribanu n clerk of court. v [B1256; al 2] be, make into a clerk of court. 
	iskribinti -iskuwala 
	iskribinti, iskribyinti n clerk, esp. a government clerk. v (816; cl] be, become a clerk. 
	iskrima n native fencing, using two canes or a cane and a pointed bolo or dagger. v [AC;b(l)] 1 fence. 2 [A; c] gesticulate while 
	talking.Muiskrima ang iyang kamut samtang mag-isturya, His hands gesture wildly while he talks. 3 [A3] struggle to make s.t. do against odds, contrive to deal with a difficult financial situation. Ang mga kabus siging nag-iskrima sa panginabubi, The poor constantly struggle through life. Iskrimabun ku Jang arun muinat ang gamay kung swildu, 1 will contrive means to make my meager salary go a long way. -dur(➔) n nativefencer, esp. a skilled one. v [816; cl] be,become a skilled native fencer. 
	talking.Muiskrima ang iyang kamut samtang mag-isturya, His hands gesture wildly while he talks. 3 [A3] struggle to make s.t. do against odds, contrive to deal with a difficult financial situation. Ang mga kabus siging nag-iskrima sa panginabubi, The poor constantly struggle through life. Iskrimabun ku Jang arun muinat ang gamay kung swildu, 1 will contrive means to make my meager salary go a long way. -dur(➔) n nativefencer, esp. a skilled one. v [816; cl] be,become a skilled native fencer. 

	iskrimintar v [A; b(l)] feel sorry for one's sins or mistakes. Mapatumbayaun kaayu nang inabana sa iyang mga anak. Unya ra na muiskrimintar ug mamatyan, That mother is very careless with her children. She will be taught a lesson if one of them dies. Giiskrimintaban ku na ang akung mga sala, 1have already repented my sins. 
	iskrin n 1 screen for a home. 2 movie screen. v 1 [A; cl] screen in2 [A; b(l)] block in games to afford a good shot for the teammate. Jskrinan giyud ang gwardiya arun Lugar kaayu sa pagsiyut ang imung kauban, 
	. 

	Block the guard so your teammate is free to shoot the ball. 3 [A; a12] screen applicants. Iskrinun usa ang tant.ng aplikanti usa pakuhaa sa iksamin, All applicants arescreened before being allowed to take the exam.
	Block the guard so your teammate is free to shoot the ball. 3 [A; a12] screen applicants. Iskrinun usa ang tant.ng aplikanti usa pakuhaa sa iksamin, All applicants arescreened before being allowed to take the exam.

	iskrip n script of a movie or play.
	iskripir n rubber scraper used in scraping out the dough that sticks to the mixing bowl and spoon. v [a] get s.t. out with a scraper. Iskripira ang namilit nga masa sa miksing bul, Get the dough out with the scraper. 
	, ,
	, ,
	guma nga -= ISKR.IPIR. n,

	iskrituryu n escritoire.
	iskru n screw. v [b6(1)] screw, fasten with a screw. Jskrubi ang bisagra arun di matangtang, Fasten the hie with a screw so that it won't come off. -draybir n screw driver. v [Al3) use a screw driver. 
	ng

	iskuban 1 hair or shoe, clothes brush. 2 mustache (humorous slang). v [A; c] brush 
	1 

	s.t. Iskubaban niya ang kabayu, He'll brush the horse. paN-v [A2; b<>] brush oneself, one's hair.
	s.t. Iskubaban niya ang kabayu, He'll brush the horse. paN-v [A2; b<>] brush oneself, one's hair.

	iskuban name given to various woody erect herbs of waste places. -nga kilayan: Sida 
	2 

	acuta.
	acuta.

	iskuhir v [A; a] sort s.t. according to class or kind. Akuy muiskubir sa tabaku, I'm going 
	to sort the tobacco leaves. Iskubirun ang bulad usa ibaligya, The dried fish is sorted before it is sold. iskuhidu n 1 the finest qualitytobacco or abaca. 2 choicest k.o. anything. Mukaun lang siyag iskubidung isda, He eats only the choicest fish. 
	iskular = 1s:KALAR.
	iskulbus n 1school bus. 2 admirer, friend or boy friend who accompanies a girl, usually).Duna siyay iskulbus sa iyang pag-uli gabii, She had an escort in going home last night. v 1 (A13] go byschool bus. 2 [A; b(l)] escort a girl friend home from school (slang).
	home from school (sla
	ng

	iskulsuplayis n school supplies. 
	iskultur n sculptor. v [816; a12] be, become a sculptor. 
	iskupidur n cuspidor. v 1 [b6] provide witha cuspidor. 2 [a12] make s.t. into a cuspidor.
	iskupita n 1 shotgun. 2 air rifle.(-) v [al2] shoot s.t. with an air rifle or shotgun. 
	iskur n score, mark to keep tally of. Jskur sa baskitbul, Basketball score. Pilay iskur nimu sa iksamin? What is the mark you got on the examinations? -burd n scoreboard. v 1 [A; b6(1)] mark the score. 2 [A] make a point or score. Wa siya makaiskur sa pawul siyat, Hedidn't score a point in the foul shot. -ir(�) n 1scorer in a game. 2 third party who tags along on a date (taken from the notion that he has nothing to do but tally the number of kisses -slang). v [B1256] 1 be the scorer. 2be the third party 
	Maiskurir Jang kag ang kuyug mu managtratu, You'll just be an observer if your two companions are lovers. 
	iskuriya n tiny chocolate cups for a thick chocolate drink. 
	iskursiyun n excursion, outing. v [Al; b6] hold an excursion. 
	iskurt n. escort, one who accompanies for protection, company, or honor. Wa kuy iskurt sa bayli, 1 have no escort for the dance. v[A; cl] act as an escort. Duba ka mutursiklu ang nag-iskurt sa kutsing gisakyan sa artista, Two motorcycles escorted the car the actress was riding in. 
	iskusya n finely-woven, silky cotton thread, used commonly for undershirts. v [A13]wear an escocia undershirt. 
	iskutinyu n counting of votes. v [Al; b6]count the votes. 
	iskutir n child's scooter or motor scooter. v [A; al 2) ride a scooter. 
	iskuwadrun nsquadron, unit of military aviation. v [A13] fly by squadron. 
	iskuwala n try square. v [A; b6( 1)) mark s. t. off with a try square. -nga balay an L
	-

	iskuwat
	iskuwat
	iskuwat
	l 

	.shaped house. 

	iskuwat v [A; b6) squat with the buttocks not resŁing on anything and standing on the toes. -dyamp n squat jump. v [AC12; c16) do the squat jump. 
	iskuwatv [A2N) attend a class section one is not supposed to. Wa ku makatambung saklasi sa buntag maung miiskuwat (nangiskuwat) ku sa bapun, I missed the morning lecture so I attended the same lecture in the afternoon. -ir(�) n 1 squatter: a person who stays on land in urban areas which does not belong to him. 2 squatter areas in the city. 3 s.o. occupying s.o. else's seat (humorous). v 1 [Bl6; b6] be, become a squatter. 2 [Bl2; b6) for a place to turn into a slum area. Maiskuwatir unya nangplasa ug dili 
	2 

	iskuwir a 1 square. 2 being angular, squarely built. lskuwir kaayug abaga nang tawbana, That man is square-shouldered. 3 fighting fair and square. Way dumut tung ilang Stnumbagay kay iskuwir man, Their fist fight left no ill will between the protagonists because it was a square fight. 4 square brush cut. -bah bobbed hair, cut evenly at the bottom. v 1 [APB; cl] be, become square. 2 [A12C; cl] make a fight a square one, hold a square fist fight. 3 [al 2) make a haircut a brush cut. 4 [A; a2] square up ac
	iskuyla n 1 school, holding of classes. Wayiskuyla basta pista upisiyal, There is no school on an official holiday. 2 pupil, student. lskuyla stya sa San Husi, She is a stu• dent at San Jose. v [A; b6(1)] 1 attend classes. Jiskuyla na nimung gisiun mung pulu? Are you going to school in that torn shirt? 2 study in a certain school or a certain school year. Di stya muiskuyla sa sikan simistir kay way kwarta, He can't attend school during the second semester because he has no money. 3 [A2] go to the cockpit
	-islayis 397 
	isla n island. Tulu ka isla ang naglangkub sa Kamutis, The Camotes consist of three islands.
	islagv 1 [B2; b3] scatter in all directions. 
	1 

	Muislag nang duut sa isda ug imung labayug batu, The school of fish will scatter if you throw a stone at them. 2 [ B 126) get scattered out such that it is impossible to gather. 
	Naislag ang iyang mga anak sukad niyanggibyabyaan ang panimalay, His children have taken to roaming ever since he abandoned his home. 3 [A] run away from, flee 
	from.Miislag sa syudad ang mga kawatan sasiya pay bipi sa kapulisan, The thieves fled from the city wh.en he was the chief of police. 4 [A; a] drive away. lslaga ang mga maya sa bumayan, Drive the birds away from the rice!. field. S [B126] drive away 
	lonely feelings. Nangita siyag trababu arun 
	· 
	· 

	maislag ang mga kalaay sa iyang pag-inusara, 
	She looked for a job to drive away loneli
	ness.
	islagv [A; b] pound rice, coarse corn grits for a second time. Jslagi (islagi) ringtipasi
	2 

	. un, Pound this partly husked rice. -in-an(➔) n 1 coarse particles of ground or milled corngrits. 2 the portionof sifted rice left after winnowing out the husked grains. -an(➔)=
	. 

	INISLAGAN,
	islaks n slacks worn by women. v [A; b6] wear slacks. 
	islang a speaking with unclear articulation. v[A2B2; cl] speak with unclear articulation, forspeech to become unclear.Muislang (maislang) ang iyang sinultiban ug makainum, 
	His speech becomes unclear when he gets
	drunk.
	islaw n k.o. spotted snapper, esp. Lutianusfulviflamma. -an n = ISLAW.
	islayding n a violation in basketball where a player moves while holding the ball. islayid rul n slide rule. v [A; bS] use a slide rule.
	islayid v 1 [B26; b8] slip, lose one's footing by slipping. Muislayid (maislayid) ang tawung makatamak ug panit sa saging, A man will slip if he steps on a banaa peel. 2 [B3(1)6; b6(1)] slide down on s.t. Muislayid ku sa pasamanu, I will slide down the bannister. n 1 sliding ramp. 2 slide on a trombone.
	n

	islayidn 1photographic slide. 2 microscopeslide. v 1 [A13] show slides. 2 [c6] put a slide under a microscope. 
	2 

	islayis v [A; a] slice off, cut into slices. Akuy muislayis sa pan, I'll slice the bread. Jslaysan ta kag kik, I'll slice a piece of cake for you. n slice, piece cut off. a sliced. 
	isliblis -ispidbu t
	2 

	isliblis a sleeveless dress or blouse. v [A13;cl]wear, make into a sleeveless dress or blouse. 
	islindir a slender, slim in figure. v [ B; c11 be. become slender. Muislindir (maislindir) giyud kag magdayit ka, You will become slender if you go on a diet. pa-v [A] make oneself slender. 
	islu drag n slow drag, a dance with a slow tempo music. 
	isluputa slowpoke, person who acts or moves slowly. v [B12; b6] be, become a slowpoke. ismagling n smuggling.
	ismaglir n smuggler. v [B 16; a2] be, become a smuggler. 
	ismal n 1 smuggled goods. 2 rubber slippers (so called because the first rubber slippers sold were smuggled). v 1 [AC12; cl)smuggle. 2 [A; b6(1)] wear rubber slippers. 
	gu

	ismart, ismarti a for women to be wellgroomed, neat, and stylish. v [B12; b6] for a woman to get to be stylishly dressed. 
	ismayling see BURNAY. 
	ismilir, ismiril n emery wheel. v [A; a] grind on an emery wheel. 
	ismiringhuy n paramour (slang). Taggabii na muabut ang iyang bana kay mu hap it pa man sa iyang ismiringbuy, Her husband arrives home late every evening because he drops by his mistress's. 2 the unpleasant smell of body odor (indirect allusion). 3 genitalia(humorous). v [B126; c16] be, become a paramour (slang). 
	ismul = ISMAGUL (colloquial, humorous). 
	gu

	ismul batiri bul a small but capable of bigthings. Ismul batiri bul ilang mutsatsa. Kusug mamalansa, Their maid may be small but she's very capable. She irons like a ball of fire. 
	isnatsir n snatcher of bags, etc. v [Al2] be a snatcher. imikir n sneakers. v [A; b6(1)] wear sneakers.isnu n snow. v [A; b6] for it to snow. 
	ispada n 1 sword. Nagsingki ang ilang duba ka ispada, Their two swords clanged against each other. 2 the best swordsman in a place. Sila ang upat ka ispada sa Kastilya, Theyare the four swordsmen of Castille. 3 the sword in Spanish cards. 4 variety of large, bland pepper shaped like a sword, about 4" long. -in-a 1 like a sword. Inispada nga dabun, Sword-shaped leaf. 2 = ISP.ADA, 4. -diuru ornamental reed-like herb consisting of long, green, spear-shaped leaves with ayellow edge and white splotches in the m
	ispadil = ISPADA, 1. ispaghiti n spaghetti. v [A13Cl2] make, eat spaghetti.
	ialtu = .'-\SP AL TU. 
	sp

	Ispanis nSpanish class, language, person. Nindut kaapaminawun ang Ispanis gitar,
	yu 

	The Spanish guitar is pleasant to listen to. v [A; cl] communicate in Spanish. -lis n
	k.o. lace fabric, usually made into veils. 
	Jspaniyul n 1 Spaniard. 2Spanish language. 
	ianshat v [A; b] wash oneself off with a washcloth. Ispansbati ang bata, Wash the child with a cloth. n action of washing s.o. with a cloth. 
	sp

	ianta v [A3B12; cl] prevent s.t. from hap
	sp

	·pening, s.o. from doing s.t. Ang pinaangkan miispanta sa kasal sa nakapaanak niya, Thewedding was stopped by the woman whom the groom had made pregnant. Naispantasa bakuna ang pagkaylap sa buti, Vaccination kept the smallpox from spreading. 
	Ispanya n Spain.lanyula = ISPANIYUL (female).
	sp

	Ispanyulis n Spaniards. Kanbi sa mga lspanyulis pa giulipun lamang ang mga Pilipinu, 
	During the Spanish times the Filipinos were treated like slaves. 
	iaring n 1 sparring session. 2 sparring partner. v [A2C; b(l)) engage in a sparring session. -partnir, ka-n sparring partner. 
	sp

	iark plag n spark plug. 
	sp

	iasyu n outer space. 
	sp

	ispat n flashlight. v [A; b6(1)] shine a flashlight on. Ispati nu diri dapit kay nabtig ang akung sinsiyu, Shine your flashlight over here because I dropped my money. 
	iatn spot on the lungs that indicates TB. 
	sp
	1 

	ispatv l [A; a2] in pool: shoot a target ball to a designated spot on the table. 2 [A2; b] in basketball: take pot shots fron1 a distance. n this sort of shot in billiards or basketball. -ir( �) n one who throws the ball accurately in basketball.
	2

	ispatlayit n l = ISPAT. 2 spotlight. v [A; b6 (1)) shine the spotlight on. 
	iayik n shoe spike. v [A; b6(1)) fasten a spike on a shoe. 
	sp

	iayral a hair waved without being cut. v [Al;al2] wear, have hair that has been waved. ispid n spades in playing cards. v [Al2) get
	sp

	spades.
	iidbutn speedboat. 
	sp
	1 

	iidbutv [Al; b6(1)) cook more rice or 
	2 

	sp
	corn hurriedly in a small pot because what was cooked earlier was not enough for everyone (humorous -so called from the small speedboats that accompanied J apanese warships). Bisitabun kaayu mis amu. 
	ispidnu -ispiya 
	Kanunay lang ming mag-ispidbut ug lung-ag, 
	Kanunay lang ming mag-ispidbut ug lung-ag, 
	We keep having visitors, so we always have 
	to prepare extra rice. 

	iidnu = IMPIRNU.
	sp

	iihu n 1 mirror, looking glass. 2 glass. Ang ispibu sa iskaparati, The glass of the display case. 3 name of oneofthedragons(dragun), the white dragon which has the black outline of a mirror-like design. v [A2N; b6( 1)] look at oneself in the mirror. Mangispiku usa ku, I'll look at myself in the mirror. 
	sp

	iiking n 1 the act of proposing to a girl(colloquial). 2 line handed to convince s.o. v [A; c] 1 propose to a girl (colloquial). Sigilag bisita, 'µ)a pa giyud makaispiking, Hekeeps visiting her but he hasn't proposed. 2hand s.o. a line. Giispikingan niya ang iyang Nanay arun batagan siyag kwarta, He handed his mother a line so that she would give him money.
	sp

	ispikirn loudspeaker. v [b6] use, put in a loudspeaker.
	1 

	iikirn Speaker of the House, the presiding officer of the House of Representatives. gist -guest speaker. v [B16; a12] be, become the speaker.
	sp
	2 

	ispiksiyun = INSPIKSIYUN.
	iiling n spelling. v 1 [A; al2] spell a word. Ispilinga ang imung ngalan, Spell your name. 2 [A12; al2] make s.t. out, explain s.t. to oneself. Lisud giyud ispilingun unsay iyang nagustuan anang karaang kwanggul, I can't understand what he sees in that old coot. 3 explain, describe in words. Dili maispiling ang nawung niya pag-ingkib niya sa aslum nga mangga, You can't imagine what she looked like when she bit into the sour mango.
	sp

	ispir n spare in bowling, the act of knocking down all the pins with two consecutive balls; a score so made. v [AB6; cl] make a spare in bowling, for a throw to be a spare. 
	ispiragus = ASPARAGUS.ispiraltima = ISPIRA ULTIMA.iiransa may, walay -1 for there to be a (no) possibility or probability that s.t. desirable happen. Wa ka nay ispiransa anang baybana, You haven't got a chance withthat girl. Duna pay ispiransa nga. mabubiang bata, There is still hope that the child will survive. 2 way -hopelessly bad. Wayispiransa na siyag nawung, She's hopelessly ugly. Way ispiransa ang agi, Your work is hopeless.ispira ultima n a flowering plant cultivated for both ornamental and medicin
	sp

	smelling salts. -uh di glas n a method of contacting the souls of the departed with amedium using a glass. v [A; al2] hold sucha session. 
	· ispiritista n 1 medium in a seance. 2 one who believes in spiritualism. v [Bl; al2] become a spiritualist. ispiritu n 1 spirit, human soul. -malignusoul, in folk belief, that roams over the face of the earth doing penance. -santu n HolyGhost. 2 spirit, volatile substances. -dilimun lemon oil. ispirituhanun a spiritual.Ang pangalawat usa ka ispiritubanung bangkiti, Communion is a spiritual feast. t iirma n 1 paraffin. 2paraffin candles. v [A;b6(1)] rub paraffin on the floor. Ispirmabi na arun musinaw, Ru
	sp

	ispisiyal a 1 special, particularly good. Lutuan
	niyag sud-an nga ispisiyal ang iyang bisita, 
	niyag sud-an nga ispisiyal ang iyang bisita, 
	She will fix special food for her guests. 2especial, out of the ordinary. v 1 [APB12; 

	cl] be, become special, particularly good. 2 [A; cl] do s.t. special, out of the ordinary. Ispisyalun (iispisiyal) ta kag tawag, I'll mention your name especially, apart from the others. 2a [A] do a particular dance at a ball where only certain people are invitedto dance. Mag-ispisiyal run ug bayli, para sa mga upisyalis, The next number is a special number for the officers only. -dilibiri n special delivery. v [Al 3; c6] send s.t. special delivery. t 
	iisu a 1 for liquids to be thick, of great density. lspisu kaayung sikwati kay gidagban niyag tabliya, The chocolate drink is thick because he put lots of chocolate on it. 2 for colors to be intense as if thickly laid on. Ispisu kaayu ang kaitum sa balbibu saakung iring, My cat's hair is a deep black. 3 -nga [noun] a diehard, fanatic follower orbeliever of. Ispisu giyud nang Katuliku, Heis a devout Catholic. Ispisung Usminyista, Diehard follower of Osmeiia. 4 in phrases: -ug apdu brave (lit. having thick b
	sp

	iialista n specialist, esp. a doctor. Ang buta nagpabiling sa usa ka ispisyalista sa mata, The blind man consulted an eye specialist. v [B16; a2] 1 be, become a specialist. 2[A3; c6] specialize in a particular field of medicine.
	sp
	sy

	ispiya n 1 spy, secret agent. 2 one who spies 
	mplilcar -istablisar 
	on others. v [AN; b] 1 spy, spy on s.o. Gi
	on others. v [AN; b] 1 spy, spy on s.o. Gi
	ispiyahan na ku sa akung asawa, kay nagduda, My wife is spying on me because she has suspicions. 2 [B16; a12] be, become a spy. 

	ilikar v I [A; c] explain. 2 [A; b] state one's purpose, esp. proposing marriage. Waku kaisplikar niya kay diha man siMama niya sig� I couldn't broach the question because her mother never left us a minute. 3give s.o. a line to convince him. n 1 explanation. 2 a line handed to s.o. Wa ku mada sa isplikar sa ahint� I wasn't taken in by then = ISPLIKAR, n.isplikarut n explanation, excuse one isn't inclined to believe (colloquial). Ay na Jang ku anang imung isplikatut. Di ku mutuu ana, Don't hand me that l
	sp
	salesman's line. isplikasi
	yu

	ispG'ta palsy-walsy, very close friends ( collo
	1
	1
	quial). Napildi ku sa madyung kay isplrt ag akung mga kuntra, l lost in mahjong be-walsy. Makasulud ta kay ispltt natu ang gwardiya, We
	cause my co-players were pal
	sy

	can get in because the guard is our man. v[A2Cl; ac5] be on palsy-walsy terms. Nagkaisplk sila kay parihug balbibu, They became palsy-walsy because they're birds of a feather. Lisud isplitun (ikaispltt) na siya, It'sterms withhim.
	difficult to get on palsy-wal
	sy 


	ispli½ n extra piece which the dealer in mahjong gets as a privilege. He starts the game by discardiHg a piece without drawing another.
	ispri v [A; b6(1)] spray. Isprihi ang rusas, Spray the roses. -nit hair spray. v [A; b6(1)) spray the hair.
	irinild n Springfield rifle. 
	sp
	gp

	ispuksib n spokeshave, a tool for trimming and smoothing rounded surfaces. v [A; b6 (1)) use a spokeshave. 
	ispuku 1 -y, nga can you imagine that! Ispuku muy (mung) mupalit ug kadilak nga way uinstulmin, Imagine! He bought a Cadillac with no installments. Nagdawat ug kinyintus unya mugastug sitisintus, ispuku mu na? 
	He receives five hundred and spends seven hundred. Can you beat that? 2 -ug imagine what would happen if. I spuku ug tabangan kag tulu. Wa kay dalag-an, Imagine if three people were to gang up on you at once. You wouldn't have a chance. 
	He receives five hundred and spends seven hundred. Can you beat that? 2 -ug imagine what would happen if. I spuku ug tabangan kag tulu. Wa kay dalag-an, Imagine if three people were to gang up on you at once. You wouldn't have a chance. 

	ispungha n 1 sponge or sponge-like substance. 2 powder puff. 
	iunghar v [A2; c6] 1 for odors to rise. Muispunghar giyud ang babu sa kasilyas, The toilet exudes a terrible odor. 2 for volatile substances to evaporate. Miispungbar ang 
	iunghar v [A2; c6] 1 for odors to rise. Muispunghar giyud ang babu sa kasilyas, The toilet exudes a terrible odor. 2 for volatile substances to evaporate. Miispungbar ang 
	sp

	agwa kay wa tabun� The perfume evaporated because no one covered it. ispunghadu, ispunghawu a for s. t. to have given off itsvolatile constituent. Wa na kaayuy babu angagwa. Ispungbawu naman, The perfume doesn't have much odor any more because it weakened from evaporation. 

	ispunghawu a for hair to be wavy and soft. 
	Nindut ning ispungbawu tag bubuk kay di na Jang kinabanglan ang pagpakulung, It'snice to have soft and wavy hair, because wedon't need to have permanents. v [B12; b6] for hair to be, become soft and wavy.
	ispunsur n 1 sponsor of a program or social affair. 2 the girl escort (muse) who accompanies a man in official functions. 3 onewho sponsors an immigrant abroad. v 1 [A; b(l)] sponsor s.t. 2 [AB16; c16] take as one's muse, become a muse. 3 [A; b6(1)]act as sponsor for an immigrant abroad t ispurta 1 good sport or sportsmanlike. [s
	1
	1

	purt giyud tu si Kusaka kay bisag pildi, mapabiyumun Lang gihapun, Kosaka was a good sport, for even if he lost, he was still all smiles. 2 fight that is fought on the basis that there should be no bad feelings. v [Bl;b6J 1 be, become a good sport or sportsmanlike. Kung mag-ispurt Lang ang tawu wa y gubut, If a man fights fairly there won't be any trouble. 2 hold a fight on condition that no one have hard feelings. 
	gi
	yu

	. ,
	1spurt= ISPUTING.ispurts kar n sports car.v 1 [A13C12] travel,go by sports car. 2 [A12] get a sports car .. 
	2 

	ispusa n wife. v l [B126] be, become a wife. 
	Kung naispusa pa kang Markus, kanindut kaba nu? If you had become Marcos' wife, it would have been nice, wouldn't it? 2 [A
	12) happen to have as a wife. Naka-ispusa kug bagibian, I got a nag for a wife. 
	ispusu n husband. v see ISPUSA. 
	isputing a smartly dressed, dressed up. Mamisita tingali si Usting kay isputing man, 
	Maybe Osting is paying his girl a visit, for he is dressed up. v [B 3 ; b6] get all dressed up.
	ispuwil v [A; a] spoil a child. Ispuwilun mannimu ang bata, ayg batagig kwarta pirmŁ 
	You are spoiling the child. Don't constantly give him money. -d a for a child to be spoiled. v = ISPUWIL.
	Israylitas n Israelites.ist = ISTI.
	2

	istabiyin expression indicating approval: fine,good.
	istablisar v [A; a] found, establish s.t.Muistablisar kug kaugalingung nigusyu ug makagraduwar na ku, I'll establish my own business when I graduate. istablisiminru n busi
	-

	istadista -istap 
	I 
	I 
	ness establishment. 

	istadista n statesman. Si Klaru Riktu mauy usa sa mga bantugang istadista sa Pilipinas, 
	Claro Recto is one of the famous statesmen ofthe Philippines. istadiyum n stadium. 
	.
	.

	istadu n 1 situation. Ang istadu mau ni: pagsulud naku sa lawak dibay babayi nga nagbigda sa katr� The situation was this: whenIentered the room there was a woman lying on the bed. 2 state, condition s. t. is in. Pagabut naku nagkayamukat na ang istadu sa mga mwibliWhen I arrived, the furniture was in a state of disarray. Wa na sa istadu ang akung amu, My master is acting strangely. 2a civil status. Unsay imung istadu, minyu u ulitawu? What's your civil status, married or single? 3 married, settled, a
	s, 

	Istadus Unidus n United States. 
	istak n 1 stock merchandise on hand. 2 stocks in a corporation. v [A; b6(1)) stock up on s.t., stock s.t. with. Istakan niyag mga linata ang iyang tindaban, She will stock her store with canned goods. -huldir n stockholder. v [B 16; al 2) be, become a stockholder. uld -old·stock, leftover merchandise. Mga uld istak ang bulad imung gipalit, yOU boughtold, leftover dried fish.
	istaka n stake or peg to hold s. t. v [A; a2) make, drive or use a stake. 2 [A; a) arrange stones in a pile for some purpose. Dagkung batu ang giistaka sa mananagat sa iyang balirung, The fisherman piled up big stones to make his fish trap. Maayung istakaban ang bakilid arun dili ibanlas ang yuta, We should pile stones on the sloping land so that the soil will not be washed away. 
	istak·ap v [B23(1)) become stuck, plugged up. Naistak-ap ang tubu sa lababu, Thedrainpipe in the sink got plugged up. 
	istaking, istakings n 1 stockings. 2 condom. v [A; b6(1)) wear stockings, a condom.
	istakul 1 a word used to heighten the suspense, said while performing some suspens
	e-

	, 
	, 
	, 
	, 
	, ,

	'

	ful action. Aku nang bunutun pagbinay ang 
	I
	baraba. Istakul! rll take the card out slow
	-

	ly. Here goes! 2 particule used after giving aseries of commands: fine, that's good now. 
	I
	Atras pa, diyutay na lang. Istakul! Back it 

	up some more, a little more. 0. K., fine. istalar = INST ALAR. istalasiyun = INST ALASJYUN. see INST ALAR. istamb1 one standing by waiting for busi
	ay 
	-

	ness or work. Dagbang mga istambay nga 
	ness or work. Dagbang mga istambay nga 
	• 

	trak did tu sa pir nga paabangan, There's lots <;>f trucks sitting at the pier to rent. 2 onewho has nothing to do and hangs around s. 
	w. 3 out of service. Istambay usa ang trakkay way pisa, The bus is out of commission now because it's lacking a part. v [A; b(l))1 stand-by for business or work. 2 hang around. 2a [B16; a) become an idle loafer. 3 [A4; c] for a machine to be out of service. -an(➔) n place loafers hang out. 
	istampan religious picture, usually colored and framed. istampan patched, torn clothing. v [c] tom clothes.
	1 
	2 

	istampar v [A; b6(1)) put a notice or pic:ture up in a conspicuous place. Aj,awg istampabi (istampari) nang bungbung ug lawayng litratu, Don't put dirty pictures on that wall. Mga ngalan sa kaslunun mauy giistampar sa bulitin burd, The names of the couples planning to get married .a:re posted on the bulletin board.
	istampita n small religious picture, usually 
	colored.
	istan n stand to hold s.t.istanbay = 1ST AM BAY. istandar, istandard n k.o. small kerosene lampwith a metal body and tall with a glasschimney, similar to a hurricane lamp. v [A
	13] use this type of kerosene lamp. 
	istandarti n religious standard or emblem consisting of an image painted on a pennant or piece of wood mounted on a pole and used 
	. .
	1n processions. 
	istandinga having standing room only in theaters. /standing kaayu, wa giyud ku kalingkud, It was very crowded. I couldn't get a seat. v [B6; b6] for a theater to have standing room only. 
	1 

	istandingn 1 standing position in sexual intercourse (humorous slang). 2 erection ofthe penis (slang). v 1 [B256) do s.t. in astanding position. Nag-istanding kung nagkaun kay wala na may lingkuranan, I atestanding because there were no more seats.2 [B1256] for penis to be erect (humorous slang).
	2 

	istansa n stanza of a poem. v [c] write, add a stanza. Ang makapabinuklug nga panapus ang iistansa sa katapusan, Write a sQrrowful ending for your last stanza. 
	istanti n 1 glass showcase. 2 shelf. v 1 [b6(1)) add a glass showcase or shelf. 2 [c16] put in a showcase or shelf. Istantiba (iistanti) nang inyung baligya, Put your merchandise inside a showcase. 
	istanyu n solder of tin and lead. 
	istapv [A; a12) receive the serve in volley
	1 
	-

	402 istap-istilitu 
	2 

	ball and slow down the impetus to set it up for a return. 
	ball and slow down the impetus to set it up for a return. 

	istapn traffic sign ordering a stop. ii [B23
	2 

	6] for a traffic signal to be red. Mangbunung ang mga sakyanan ug muistap, The vehicles will stop when the light is red. 
	6] for a traffic signal to be red. Mangbunung ang mga sakyanan ug muistap, The vehicles will stop when the light is red. 

	istapa n embezzlement of funds entrusted to one. -dur(➔) n embezzler. v [B126] be, become an embezzler of funds. 
	istapbul n in billiards, the method of shootingthe cue ball hitting it near the bast;causing it to stop or go backwards upon hitting another ball. v [A2; cl] make one's shot a stop-ball. 
	istarv [A; b36] stay, reside in a certain place. 
	Unsay istaran (istaban) natug dugay dinbi? ng istaban ang Banawa kay dili init, It's good to stay in Banawa because it's cool. 
	Unsay istaran (istaban) natug dugay dinbi? ng istaban ang Banawa kay dili init, It's good to stay in Banawa because it's cool. 
	Why should we stay here long? Maa
	yu


	istar dansir n starring dancer. v [B16; al2]be, become a starring dancer. 
	istarim n a variety of yautia (bisul) having a reddish-pink rootstock, as opposed to the more common white variety. 
	istaring a 1 star in a film. 2 be prominently mentioned or conspicuous in a picture, talk. !staring ka man sa wali sa pari, You were conspicuously mentioned in the priest's sermon. 3 be conspicuously important or significant in an activity. !staring mi sa parti kay kami nangulu sa dula, We were important persons in the party because we led the games. v [B126] 1 star in a film. 2 be conspicuous. 3 be prominently mentioned, conspicuous in a picture. 4 be an important 
	. . .
	. . .
	person 1n some activity. 

	istartir n starter of an engine. istasiyunvn 1 radio, gas, police station. 2 
	1
	1
	railroad or bus station (not common usage). -an 1 station for vehicles, gas station. lstasyunan sa gasulina, trak, Gasoline, bus station. 2 police, radio station (not common usage).

	istasiyunn station, way of the cross: 14 pictures o Christ's sufferings placed around the sides of a church for the worshippers to visit. v [A] make the way of the cross, visiting each of the 14 pictures and praying befor each one. 
	f 

	istatik n 1 static on the radio. 2 hoarseness inthe throat when singing. v [B26] 1 for the voice to get hoarse in singing. 2 have static. 
	istatistika n statistics. 
	istatuwa n statue. v [a2] make into a statue. 
	,
	,
	!yang istatuwabun kanang kabuy nga iyang gisugdag silsil, He will make a statue out of that piece of wood. 

	istayil n style of doing s.t. Bituls ang istayil 
	sa iyang bubuk, He wears his hair in the Beatles style. Si llurdi dunay kaugalingung istayil sa pagbuksing, Elorde has his own boxing style. a stylish!.in doing s.t. Istayil kaayug kinantaban si Sami Dibis da, SammyDavis has a stylish way of singing. v [cl 6] make s.t. stylish. Maayu giyung istaylun (iistayil) nimu ang imung mga bisti kay batanun ka pa, You should dress stylishly because you are still young. 
	istaylis a adopting the latest fads. 
	isti1 expression of pause when speaker can't think of the right word or is embarrassed. Buy, itunul ang kuan, isti, ang piryudiku, Boy, pass the whatchamacallit, umm, the newspaper. 2 expression to correct or take back what one has just said. Si Imil, isti, si Lukas paanhia, Emil, I mean, Lucas, have him come here. paistiisti v [A; b6] put on a pretense of indifference to s.t. one really likes. Nganung nagpaistiisti kang gustu ka man diay? Why do you pretend you don't like it when you really do? 
	1 

	istin the east piece, the name of one of the winds (bintus). 2 the dealer in a mahjong game. 3 the name given to the first round in a mah jong set until all four players have had a chance to be the dealer. It is followed by a second round which is called sur. v 1 [A12; b4] draw an east piece. Giistihanaku ug mau na lay akung giwiting, I drew an east wind and that was what I needed to go mahjong. 2 [B1256] be the dealer in a mahjong game.
	2 

	istibidur n stevedore. v [B16; c12] be, become a stevedore. 
	istidi n 1 steady girl or boy friend. 2 prostitute one patronizes on a regular basis. v 1 [B12C; al2) be, become sweethearts, gosteady. Dugay na na silang naistidi, Theyhave been going steady for a long time. Nagkaistidi ming Lurina sa una, Lorena and I used to go steady formerly. 2 [Al 2; b8] getas a sweetheart. Wa sukad aku makaistidi, I have never had a sweetheart. 
	*istigiv-santu expression used by an elder for blessing a younger person who has just kissed his hands. The sign of the cross is madeat the same time the blessing is given.
	istikin ap, istikinap expression uttered when pulling a bold up: 'Stick 'em up!!' v [A; a]pull a stick-up. Siging giistikin ap nang tindabana, They keep holding that store up. 
	istikir n sticker. v [b6(1)] paste a sticker on 
	s.t. 
	istilitu n stiletto, a small dagger-like instrument used for making holes in cloth to be embroidered. v [c6] use s. t. as a stiletto. 
	t; 
	t; 

	istilmating -istrayik
	l 
	l 
	istilmating n steel sheets laid on soft ground for vehicles or temporary airstrips. v [Al3;b6] surface with steel matting. 
	istilmit n stalemate in chess. v [B 126; c 16] 
	come to a stalemate in chess. istilu = 1STAVIL.istilwul n steel wool. 
	istima, istimar v [A; a2] take care, look after s.o. Di ka�aung muistimar sa mga bisita, Doesn't know .how to take care of the visitors. lstimaha ang inyung katigulangan, Take care of your old folks. 
	istimarv [A; cl] 1 estimate, calculate. lstimaha (iistimar) kunu ang magastu, Fire out the expenses. 2 treat, consider s.o. as. 
	2 
	gu

	.
	Istimaha (iistimar) nga inyung igsuun ang mga ilu ninng ig-agaw, Consider your orphaned cousins your own brothers and sisters. n estimate, rough calculation. istimasiyun n 1 estimate. Untup-untup ang akung istimasiyun (istimar), My estimate is almost exact. 2 the way one regards s.o. Taas ang akung istimasin niya, l have a high regard for him. 
	yu
	yu


	istimit V [A; cl] estimate. Maayu muistimit sa gibug-atun sa usa ka butang, He is goodat estimating weights. n estimate. Pilayimung istimit sa galastuhan? How much do you estimate it will cost? 
	istinsil v [A; c16] mark s.t. with a stencil, reproduce s.t. by stencil. n 1 typed stenci� stencil from which a design or lettering is made. 2 design, lettering done by a stencil. 
	istinugrapir n stenographer. v [B156) be, become a stenographer. 
	istip n word asked by a player in hopscotch asking whether he had stepped on the line.Istip, nu? Did I step on the line or not? 
	istipburd n narrow board under the passenger bus running along the chassis on either side between the front and rear wheels, where cargo is placed. 
	istiin n open-heeled shoes or slippers for women, with or without high heels. v [ACl2; b6(1)] wear step-ins. 
	p-

	istiping n 1 step in dancing. Lisud kaaangistiping sa kinabag-uhang sayaw karun, The steps for the latest dance are very complicated. 2 a violation in basketball, making steps not allowed. sayup ang -v [a12] for 
	yu 

	s.o. to make a mistake in an important move. Nasayup lang ang inng istiping ug di mu muduul ug pulitiku nga mangaplay ug trabahu, It is a wrong move for you toapply for a job without a politician's help. v[B126; cl] commit the violation of stepping in basketball.
	s.o. to make a mistake in an important move. Nasayup lang ang inng istiping ug di mu muduul ug pulitiku nga mangaplay ug trabahu, It is a wrong move for you toapply for a job without a politician's help. v[B126; cl] commit the violation of stepping in basketball.
	yu


	istiplir, istipul v [A; bS] fasten with staples. 
	Mas maayung imung istipulun ( istipulan) angmga papil arun di magbuwag, It's necessary that you stapel the pieces of paper together so that they won't get separated. Lisud na ni buwan ug imung istipulun (istipulan), It will be difficult to get these apart after they have been stapled. n 1 stapler. 2 staples.
	Mas maayung imung istipulun ( istipulan) angmga papil arun di magbuwag, It's necessary that you stapel the pieces of paper together so that they won't get separated. Lisud na ni buwan ug imung istipulun (istipulan), It will be difficult to get these apart after they have been stapled. n 1 stapler. 2 staples.
	gu


	istiril a sterile, incapable of procreation. v [B
	6] be, become sterile. 
	6] be, become sterile. 

	istirilayis v [A3P; a] sterilize, free from germs.
	istiryu nstereo phonograph or tape recorder. -punu nstereo phonograph. a stereophonic in sound reproduction. v 1 [B126;c16] reproduce a sound stereophonically. Di mais-. tiryu ang ipiktu ug usa lang ka ispikir ang gamitun, You don't get a stereophonic effect if you use only one speaker. 2 [A13] do s.t. with stereo music on. Mag-istiryu giyud na siyag magtuun, He always studies with stereo music on. 
	Istits n the States, U.S.A. pa-v [A; c] go, bring to the States. 
	istitsayid a 1 coming from the States. Kanangiyang sapatus istitsayid, His shoes are imported from the States. 2 a person in the Philippines who originates in the States. 3being like s.t. American. Istitsayid siyag linihukan, She acts like a·n American. v [B 12 
	6) be from the States or like s.t. from the States.
	istituskup n stethoscope. v [A; b6(1)] use a stethoscope.
	istityu n children's game of freezing or keeping still when the leader shouts istityu. -dans n statue dance, a dance in which the participants freeze every time the music is stopped. v [A1C2; b(l)] play 'statue' or do the statue dance. 
	· 

	istranghiru n 1 a foreigner. Barku nga istranghiru, A foreign ship. 2 foreign ship. v [B126; b6] be, become a stranger in another land.
	istranyu n stranger, newcomer to a place. v[B12) be a stranger to a place. Naistranyuna ku dinhi tund sa daghang kausaban, lhave become a stranger in this place because of the changes that have taken plac:e here. 
	gu

	istrap n strap. v 1 [A; b6(1)] put, fit a strap on.!lstrapiangrilu, Put a strap on the watch. 2 [al2] make into a strap. 
	istrayikn 1 strike: a in baseball. b the pins in bowling knocked down in one ball, or the score so made. 2 unpleasant allusion made against s.o. v 1 [B126) be, become a strike in baseball or bowling. la [A12) makea strike in baseball or bowling. 2 [A2; al 2] 
	1 

	istrayik-istula
	2 
	2 
	make unpleasant allusions about s.o. Ug is
	traykun ku niya, di Lang ku manumbaling, 
	If he makes unpleasant allusions about me, 
	I won't pay any attention. 

	istrayikv [A; b3] for students or workers to strike. Giistraykan ang Yubi sa mga maistra, The teachers at U. V. are striking. nstrike of students or workers. 
	2 

	istri n three, esp. three pesos (slang). Mananaw tag sini, duna kuy istri diri, Let's go and see a movie. I have three pesos here. v [Al
	2) get three pesos. 
	2) get three pesos. 

	istribilyu a cro�eyed v [B; cl6] be crosseyed. Muistribilyu ang iyang panan-aw ugmasuku, He becomes cross-eyed when he gets angry. 
	isnibu n 1 stirrup of a saddle or anything one steps on to mount with. 2 running board. v [A; a] attach, make a stirrup, mounting step, or running board.
	istribur n starboard of a vessel. v [A; cl] turn to the starboard. lstribura (iistribur) ug diyutay arun di ta mabangga, Turn the boat to the right so that we will not collide. 
	istrikta = ISTRIKTU (female).
	istriktu a strict in demanding obedience. lstriktu na run ang balaud sa pagbayad sa bubis, The law is very strict about paying your taxes. v [B; a2] be, become strict, do strictly. Dili istriktubun pag-inspiksiyun ang malrta sa tawung kuniktadu, They aren't strict in inspecting baggage which belongs to s.o. with connections. 
	istrilya n s.t. which has the shape of a star. lstrilyang parul, A star-shaped lantern. -du, -wu eggs fried sunny side up. v [A; a] fry or serve eggs sunny side up. 
	istrilyita n s.t. shaped like a small star. 
	istrimlayin a streamlined, built without excess corners or structures. v [cl] build s.t. in a streamlined style. 
	istrit , istrit a 1 upright. lstrit kaayu nang buuJisa, di na madag bagsak, He's an upright judge. He doesn't accept bribes. 2 nang manulting tawbana, mabilaw ka lang usabay, He's so frank that sometimes he embarrasses you. 3 fluentin speech. lstrit kaanang maistrabang muininglis. Way kunu, That teacher speaks fluent English. She doesn't stammer. v 1 [A2; b] tell, do frankly. 2 [A; al 2] go, walk straight on a road 
	1
	frank. lstrit ra kaa
	yu 
	yu 

	istrit, istritn 1 straight blow in boxing. 2 straight in poker. v 1 [A; c] deliver a straight blow. lstriti siya arun mutagam, Deliver a straight blow to teach him a lesson. 2 [Al 2] get a straight hand in poker. 3 [A2; cl]vote a straight ticket. Ayaw istrita (iistrit) 
	istrit, istritn 1 straight blow in boxing. 2 straight in poker. v 1 [A; c] deliver a straight blow. lstriti siya arun mutagam, Deliver a straight blow to teach him a lesson. 2 [Al 2] get a straight hand in poker. 3 [A2; cl]vote a straight ticket. Ayaw istrita (iistrit) 
	i
	2 

	pagbutarang Libiral, Don't vote straight Liberal. 4 [A2; cl] drink all the contents down without a break. 

	istrit, istritn street. Hain tang istrita na, What street are we on now? 
	3
	3 

	istritbul a the situation in billiards where the cue ball and the target ball are directly in line to the hole. 
	istritsabul, istritsibul a stretchable cloth. v [Al2; b(l)] wear s.t. of stretchable cloth. istritsir n stretcher. v [cl] carry s.o. on a 
	stretcher.
	istru n 1 straw used in weaving. -bag bag made of straw. 2 straw to drink through. v [A; bS] drink with a straw. 
	istrubiri n strawberry. 
	istruk n good way of doing a particular thing, esp. unusual or unconventional. Labi sab siyag istruk mangumidiya kay di mukatawa, 
	He tells jokes in an unusual way. He doesn't laugh. Maayug istruk siya nga mangayug kwarta, He has a smart way of asking for money.
	istruki = ISTUKI.
	istruking = ISTRUK.
	istruksiyun = INSTRUKSIYUN.
	istrungkirv [A; a12] take apart, disassemble. istrungkadur n screw driver. v [A; al 2) use, make into, hit with a screw driver. 
	istrupa n stanza of a sort. istub n gas, electric stove. v [A 12) get astove. gas, iliktrik -gas, electric stove. 
	istudiyanti n student. v 1 [B 16 ;b( 1)] be, become a student. 2 [Al; b26] have as a student. Mag-istudiyanti gani kag tarung, bang dad-un ang klasi, If you havegood students, it is no problem to handle the class. 
	yahay kaa
	yu

	istudiyun 1 artist's or photographer's stu
	1
	1

	dio. 2 motion picture studio. 3 broadcasting studio. v [A13; a] make, make into astudio.
	istudiyuv [A; b( 1)] 1 study s. t Giistudiyuban pa sa duktur ang iyang sakit, Thedoctors are studying his disease. 2 take a certain course. Lu ang iyang giistudiyuhan, He's taking up law. 
	2 

	istukada v [Al2C; a2] fence or make motions like fencing. M iibut siya sa iyang sundang ug miistukadang nagpaninggit, He pulled out his sword and raised it in the air shouting.
	istuki v [B12C; b3c15] have a heated argument, make an argument heated. Maistuki giyud na madugay ang ilang isturya, I bet their conversation is going to end up in an argument. n heated argument. 
	istula n stole worn by a priest. v [A; c6] use, 
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	1stumagu -1sug 
	wear a stole. 
	wear a stole. 

	istumagu n stomach viewed medically or physiologically. Ang istumagu sa baka duhaybut-ung, A cow's stomach has two chambers. Pagkaung makadaut sa istumagu, Foodwhich can ruin the stomach. 
	istupa v [A; c] stuff s.t. into seams to make them watertight. n material stuffed into seams to make them watertight.
	istupadu n 1 k.o. dish made of thinly sliced meat stewed and served with gravy. 2 foodwith a filling. Istupadung pan, Bread with a meat filling. -nga lansang n dried anchovies (humorous). V rA; a] have istupadu.
	istupida = ISTUPIDU (female).
	istupidu a stupid, doing stupid things. lstupidu! Nganung gipainum man nfmug gatas nga babu ang bata? Stupid! Why did yougive the child spoiled milk to drink? v [B 1 2; b6] be, become stupid. 
	isturbu n 1 nuisance, bother. Jsturbu kaayu ning bataa sa akung pagsuwat, This child is a terrible nuisance to me while I'm writing. 2 public disturbance. v [A3P; al] make a nuisance or public disturbance. Siyay miisturbu sa bayli, He created a disturbance at the benefit dance. Ayawg isturbuba (isturbuha) si /stir kay natulug, Don't disturb Esther. She is asleep.
	isturya v 1 [A; c] tell a story. Iisturya didtu sa kurti ang tinuud nga nabitabu, Tell the court what really happened. la tell s. t. untrue. Ayaw kug isturyabi! Don't tell me! lb tell s.o. about s.t. Ayawg iisturya ning sikrituba, Don't tell the secret. 2 [A2C; be 
	3] converse, talk to s.o. Unsay inyung gipanag-isturyaban? What are you discussing? Kinsa tung imung gikaisturya? Who were you conversing with? 3 [Cl; a12] talk!s. t. out with s.o. to reach an understanding. 
	3] converse, talk to s.o. Unsay inyung gipanag-isturyaban? What are you discussing? Kinsa tung imung gikaisturya? Who were you conversing with? 3 [Cl; a12] talk!s. t. out with s.o. to reach an understanding. 
	Nagkaisturya na mi ug ang akung tratu, ug nagkauli na mi, I have already talked it out with my girl, and we're on good terms again. 
	Mas maayung inyu nang isturyabun arun dimu magdinumtanay, You should thrash out your differences so that you won't end up hating each other. n 1 story. Dagban siyag isturya babin sa gubat, He has lots of warstories to tell. la plot of a story. Unsay isturya sa sini? What was the movie about? lb s.t. told. Mutuu ka ba sa isturya niyang namatay ang prisidinti? Do you believe his story that the president died? 2 conversation. Taas kaayu inyung isturya sa tilipunu, Your telephone conversation lasted a long ti
	Mas maayung inyu nang isturyabun arun dimu magdinumtanay, You should thrash out your differences so that you won't end up hating each other. n 1 story. Dagban siyag isturya babin sa gubat, He has lots of warstories to tell. la plot of a story. Unsay isturya sa sini? What was the movie about? lb s.t. told. Mutuu ka ba sa isturya niyang namatay ang prisidinti? Do you believe his story that the president died? 2 conversation. Taas kaayu inyung isturya sa tilipunu, Your telephone conversation lasted a long ti
	-

	yahay v [C] converse, tell each other stories. -dur(➔)a 1 fond of telling stories. 2 fond of engaging in conversation. Hilumun na. Di kaayu isturyadur, He's a silent sort. He doesn't like to talk very much. v [B 12; b6l become a good conversationalist. 


	•istiyudint wurking -n student working hisway through school. 
	im.d, isug = IRUG, v1. 
	isug a 1 brave, full of guts. Isug kaayu si Dyu kay di mabadluk muatubang ug mikrupunu, 
	Joe is full of guts. He doesn't hesitate to get up before the microphone. 2 quick to anger, getting fuming mad at the slightest provocation. Pagmatngun sa imung trababu kay isug ra ba kaayu ang manidyir, Be careful with your work, for the manager is short
	-

	,
	,

	tempered. 3 fierce. Isug ang iru. Di mudagan, It is a mean dog. He won't run away. 4 strong in odor, taste, etc. Isug tabak-un ang 
	-

	Salim, Salems are strong cigarettes. -ug dugu 1 having highly smelly blood in menstruation. 2 having characteristics that tend to be inherited. Isug ug dugu nang rasaba. Maayung paliwatan, That breed has characteristics which tend to appear in the children. It would be good to use for breeding stock. v 1 [Bl2; cl] be, become brave. Unsangtambala ang makaisug (makapaisug) sa ma
	nuk, What medicine can make a fighting cock brave? 2 [B2; b6] be, become quick to get angry. 3 [B] get fierce. 4 [B2; cl] for a smell, taste to get strong. (➔) v [A13 N] be in a bad mood, continuously angry. 
	Nag-isug (nagpangisug) siya kay dakug pildi sa tari, He's in a bad mood because he lost heavily in the cockfight. paN-v [A; b(l)] 1be fuming mad. U g mangisug na gani ang maistra, mahilum dayun ang klasŁ Once the teacher starts to bark, the class becomes quiet. 2 for meteorological phenomena to be violent. Gibampak sa nangisug nga balud,Beaten by the violent waves. 3 for the penis to erect. Nangisug ang iyang bubi sa dihangnakakitagpaa, His penis grew erect when he saw a woman's thigh. 4 insist, strive hard
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	1 
	1 
	brave, fierce, quick to anger, for a smell to get strong. v [B1456] be strong in spirit, courageous. Kinabanglang magmaisug kita sa pagpakig-atubang sa matuud, Let us be brave enough to face reality. ma-un a 1 in a n siyang miasdang sa mga kaaway, He faced his enemies courageously. 2 in an angry way. Maisun siyang namulung, He spoke angrily.
	brave, courageous way. Maisu
	gu 
	gu


	isul v [A; cP] move backwards without turn
	-

	1
	1
	ing around. Iisul (ipaisul) ang trak ngadtus iskina, Back the truck up to the corner. n the triangular structure of a fowl or bird from which the tail feathers grow. (➔) = 
	,
	ISUL , n. 
	1
	1
	•


	tsul= IRUG, vl.
	2 

	iswag = IRUG, vl.iswid = GISWID.
	iswim!n k.o. dance characterized by mo
	1
	1
	tions similar to swimming. v [A] dance this dance.

	iswimv [A 12] drink, esp. in a spree (slang). 
	2 

	Nakaiswim tingali si Rupinu kay puwa man ang tapay, Rufino must have drunk again because his ears are red. 
	Nakaiswim tingali si Rupinu kay puwa man ang tapay, Rufino must have drunk again because his ears are red. 

	iswis exclamation expressing that s. t. hasbeen put in just the right place. Iruga pa. Hustu na. Iswis, Move it a bit. Enough. That's it. 
	i�v [A; b] issue a license, permit, or the like. Giisyuban ka na ba ug bag-ung lisinsiya? Have you been issued a new license? isyun 1 issue of a periodical. 2 politicalissue. v [B126; cl] be, become a political issue. Nganung isyubun ( iisyu) pa man giyud sa kaatbang ang kamabal sa palalitun? 
	1 
	2 

	Why does the opposite camp have to make a political issue of the high cost of living? 
	Why does the opposite camp have to make a political issue of the high cost of living? 

	itashort for tagai ta. please give me some. 
	1 

	. . ' 
	Jta , Jta = AYTA .
	i;J.itad v [AB 2b ; a] stretch s. t. to make it go a long way, for s.t. to be stretched out. Muitad-itad ang kwarta ug buut giyud, Ifyou really want to make the money stretch, you can. ltad-itarun namu ang bugas kun duna miy kamuti, We will make the rice go further if we have sweet potatoes. 
	itay n Father. 
	itbi n 8-B, a recently introduced variety of 
	.
	.
	rice.

	itgam = IGT AM. 
	iti v [B2; b6] 1 dry up, evaporate to dryness. 
	Muiti (maiti) na sad ang mga sapa ning inita, The rivers will dry up again in this heat. Giitban (biitban) ang linung-ag kamuti, Thewater in the cooked sweet potatoes has boiled away. 2 for s.t. that is prepared by evaporation to come out powdery and not 
	Muiti (maiti) na sad ang mga sapa ning inita, The rivers will dry up again in this heat. Giitban (biitban) ang linung-ag kamuti, Thewater in the cooked sweet potatoes has boiled away. 2 for s.t. that is prepared by evaporation to come out powdery and not 
	Muiti (maiti) na sad ang mga sapa ning inita, The rivers will dry up again in this heat. Giitban (biitban) ang linung-ag kamuti, Thewater in the cooked sweet potatoes has boiled away. 2 for s.t. that is prepared by evaporation to come out powdery and not 
	good. Muiti ang sabun ug palabian sa siga, Soap turns into powder if the flame is too high. 3 [AN; b6(1)] for fowls and birds to excrete their bodily wastes. Bugawa ang manuk diba sa bawanan kay tingalig mangiti (muiti), Shoo the chickens out of the living room because they will make a mess. hunsuy nga mu-ug mani n small caliber firearm (lit. tobacco pipe that excretes peanuts -slang). 4 [b4] get inside a woman, esp. in an extra-marital affair (slang). n 1 what results when the process of boiling off is


	iti eighty (usually said of scores, grades). v[Al2; cl] get eighty, make s.t. eighty. Ugmakaiti ka, pasar ka, If you get an eighty.you pass. Kinabanglan nga itihun nimu ang imung gradu, You must get a grade of eighty.
	iti n term of address for a male much younger than the speaker. 
	itilti v [A; b] run at a slow pace with short steps. Mag-itiiti na Lang ku kay kapuy na ikusug ug dagan, I will just trot because I'mtoo tired to run fast. 
	itik n 1 white duck. 2 pimp (slang). v [B16; a2l be, become a pimp. paN-v [A2] workas a pimp. -an(➔) n duck farm. v [A1C12; c6] raise ducks. itik-itik n 1 name of a folk dance characterized by an imitation of the movements of a duck. The dancers wear balintawak costumes. 2 k.o. ornamental vine: 
	Aristolocbia elegans. v [AC12] dance the 
	itik-itik.
	•itikpa-n a game of chance where a coin is spun and covered with a cup or s. t. similar and players bet on heads or tails. 
	2 

	itikita n tailor's tag sewn into the article. v [A; b6(1)] sew or put a tailor's tag on s.t. 
	itip v [A; cl] clip, crop s.t. very close. Muitip kaayug putul ang lunmuwir sa sagbut, 
	The lawn mower cuts the grass very short. 
	Kinsa kahay nag-itip ug gunting ning kuku sa bata? Who cut the baby's fingernails so short? Itipun (iitip) ba natu pagputul ang mga sanga sa kamunggay? Shall we cut these kamunggay branches very short? a croppedshort.
	itir n ether.
	itirinaryu n itinerary.
	itlib v [AN; a2] 1 bite gently with the front teeth. Miitlib (nangitlib) siya sa iyang ngabil arun dili mahikatawa, He just bit his lips to keep from laughing. 2 nibble at. Itlibun Lang sa isda angpaun apan dili ang taga, The 
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	fish just nibbles at the bait but not the hook. -ug asin v (Al 3) be so hard up as to have barely anything to eat (lit. bite salt). 
	fish just nibbles at the bait but not the hook. -ug asin v (Al 3) be so hard up as to have barely anything to eat (lit. bite salt). 
	Nag-itlib mig asin sa kapait pagkapapba sa akung bana, We can barely eat now since my husband got fired. 

	itlug n 1 egg. 2 testicles. puti ug, ang -cowardly. v 1 (AN; b6(1)] lay an egg. Muitlug (mangitlug) na tingali ang bimungaan, The hen is probably going to lay eggs. 2 [A13C
	13] serve, eat eggs. Mag-itlug Zang ta sa pamabaw, Let's just have eggs for breakfast. 3 [al 2) hit in the testicles. Nikuum si Kusakakay naitlug, Kosaka doubled up in pain because he was hit in· the testicles. paN-n laying of eggs. Ang mga manuk nga i.yang gipamalit aLang sa pangitLug, The hens he bought are for laying eggs. -a.nan n nesting place. -in-a 1 egg-shaped. 2 yellow in color. 
	13] serve, eat eggs. Mag-itlug Zang ta sa pamabaw, Let's just have eggs for breakfast. 3 [al 2) hit in the testicles. Nikuum si Kusakakay naitlug, Kosaka doubled up in pain because he was hit in· the testicles. paN-n laying of eggs. Ang mga manuk nga i.yang gipamalit aLang sa pangitLug, The hens he bought are for laying eggs. -a.nan n nesting place. -in-a 1 egg-shaped. 2 yellow in color. 

	itnib (from binti) n twenty (slang). itsa v 1 (c] throw, toss s.t. towards; be thrown off from a position due to impact. 
	Didtu siya mag-itsa sa iyang laya sa may lawumlawum, He cast his net in the deep part of the sea. Naitsa sa layu ang tawu dibang mibutu ang mina, The man was thrown a long way when the mine exploded. litsa ra ngari naku ang akung kawu, Toss me my hat. 2 [A; b6( 1)] shoot the ball in basketball. Tagsa ray sipyat ug siyay muitsa, He rarely misses when he shoots the ball. -ugtualya v [A; b6( 1)] in boxing, throw the towel to a boxer to signify surrender. ltsabinag tualya ang imu ng buksidur kay gihimu na Lan
	Didtu siya mag-itsa sa iyang laya sa may lawumlawum, He cast his net in the deep part of the sea. Naitsa sa layu ang tawu dibang mibutu ang mina, The man was thrown a long way when the mine exploded. litsa ra ngari naku ang akung kawu, Toss me my hat. 2 [A; b6( 1)] shoot the ball in basketball. Tagsa ray sipyat ug siyay muitsa, He rarely misses when he shoots the ball. -ugtualya v [A; b6( 1)] in boxing, throw the towel to a boxer to signify surrender. ltsabinag tualya ang imu ng buksidur kay gihimu na Lan
	ltsa puyrabun (iitsa puyra) natu nang mga iskuwatir, Let's kick those squatters out. -sa kalu throw one's hat in the ring, enter a political race. itsaitsa n shooting of the ball in.to the basket for fun and practice. v [A;c] do some practice shooting in basketball. 

	itsar v 1 [A123P; b) cause to move the bowels. Giitsaran (giitsahan) siyag dali sa purga, The purgative caused her to have a B.M. in no time. 2 [A13 ; a4] have loose bowel movements. Nag-itsar (giitsar) ang bata, Her child has loose B.M. 3 excrete s.t. from the body. Miitsar ang iyang dugu pag-alsa niyag bug-at, She had a profuse discharge of menstrual blood when she lifted s.t. heavy. Dugay kang itsaban (itsaban) ug mugamit kag It will take you a long time to come if you use retardex. 
	ritardik
	s, 

	itsas= HITSU. 
	1 

	itsasa one who has completed the fixed 
	2 

	number of points for winning in pool billiards. v [B23(1)6; a2] wrap up the game in pool.
	itsay n 1 mistress. 2 girl friend. v [A2; a12] keep a mistress. itsiban n medicinal plaster applied to sore 
	places (from the brand name ltcbiban).itsu diritsu = HITSU DIRITSU. see HITSU. itsus v [AC; a2] have sexual intercourse 
	· 
	· 

	(slang). Nag-itsus ang managtratu sa sulud 
	sa mutil, The two sweethearts made love in the motel. 
	itsuy n 1 male lover. 2 chum, buddy (slang). 
	Short form: tsuy. ltsuy, padagkuta ku, Let me have a light, pal. 2a term, of address between intimate male friends. Asa ka, tsuy, Where are you going, pal? v [A; cl6] have a male lover. 
	itu n general name for catfish. ituhun a coloration of chicken feathers, variety of a talisayun or lambubun type: dark green feathers interspersed with black or grey feathers, esp. on the breast. 
	ituk v [A23; alb3] 1 provoke s.o., make s.o. · angry. Naituk ang bana kay dugayan magilis ang asawa, The husqand was irritated because his wife took so long to get dressed. 
	Hikaiktan (giitukan) ku sa akung inaban kay dugay kung mipauli, My mother got angry at me because I came home late. 2 stimulate interest in s.t. ltukun ku siya sa pagpanulat, I'll stimulate his interest in writing. ka-n anger. ma-un a done with annoyance. 
	itum a black. -ug dila a having a black spot on the tongue, a sign that a person is a buyagan. -ug kasingkasing, tanlag cruel, heartless. Way kaluuy ang itum ug tanlag, The heartless fellow has no mercy. v [AB;a] become black, make s.t. black. Akuy m� itum sa sapatus mung puti, l dyed your 
	· 
	· 

	white shoes black. Muitum (maitum) ang imung uban ug imung tinaun, Yourgrey hair will turn black if you dye it. (�) v [B 14) be very black. Nag-itum na Lang ang akung buktun sa mga bun-ug, My arms were black with bruises. itman n k.o. large, black,fresh-water shrimp. -un a somewhat dark or black-colored. Di siya angayang. magsul-ub ug pula kay itumun, She doesn't look good in red 
	· 
	· 

	because she is dark-complexioned. 
	it-un a intelligent. Ang batang it-un dali rangmusabut, An intelligent child easily understands. v [ B 12] become intelligent. 
	*1tung pa-v [A; b6] 1 stay put and do nothing when told to do s. t. or when there is a clear need. Nagpaitung na siya bisan ug walay tubig ilung-ag, He just sits there doing nothing even though there is no water to 
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	cook with. 2 endure s.t. without moving. 
	cook with. 2 endure s.t. without moving. 
	Nagpaitung sila sa katugnaw nga nagpaabut sa trak, They sat around shivering waiting for the bus. 

	itusv [A; a) evaporate or boil off liquid from a mixture until it reaches a certain consistency. Itusun naku ang arnibal arun maispisu, I'll boil the syrup so that it will become thick. -an(➔) n evaporating dish. 
	itu9-itus v [A; al2] bear intense hardships or sorrow alone. Masak it kaug muitus-itus Lang ka sa imung kaguul, You'll get sick if you bear your sorrow in silence. Itus-itusun namu ang kalisud arun mu makatungba, Wewill go through hardships so that you canhave an education. 
	itut v [AC; al2] have sexual intercourse (coarse slang). Itutun niya ang ilang binatunan, He will screw their maid. 
	ituy n puppy, kid of goats, baby of monkeys and some other animals. ituy-ituy v [AP;b(l)) kowtow to, behave obsequiously to. Muituy-ituy (mupaituy-ituy) siya sa mayur arun batagag pabur, He will fawn on the mayor to get a favor. Nagpaituy-ituy siya sa dalagang iyang gibalaran, He fawned on the lady he courted. Ituy-ituyi (paituy-ituyi) stu kang umintuban, 
	ang imung amu ug 
	gu

	Serve your boss obsequiously if you want to be promoted. n 1 young of a squash, esp. the climbing variety. 2 shill, one employed in gambling to act as a customer and attract bettors to the game. 3 one who kowtows. iwa n wet nurse. v [A; cl) act as a wet nurse, be made wet nurse. Nakarwa kug batang bilak, l have nursed a baby that tends to cry. 
	iwad = IGWAD. 
	iwag v [AN; b] illuminate with a moveable source of light. Iwagi sa ispat ang d"an nga imung agian, Light your way with a flashlight. (➔) n 1 moveable light used to illuminate s. t. 2 light, source of inspiration or guidance. Ang akung binigugma mauy gibimu kung iwag sa akung kinabubi, My sweetheart is the light of my life. paN-v [A2C12; b( 1)) go fishing using a light to attract the fish. -in-an, in-an(➔), pinang-an n fish caught using a light. iwang-1wang v [A3PB5; b6cl] walk with the legs apart due t
	he not dodged, he would have been hit. 2avoid doing s.t. Ubligasiyun nga dili maiwasan, Obligations one cannot avoid. 3 [A3] miss a mark. Miiwas ug diyutay sa iyang ulu ang bala, The bullet missed his head by just a little bit. Miiwas binuun ka sa amung pista, You missed our fiesta (came after it). iway v [A2;ab2] move out of the way, cause 
	s.t. to do so. M iiway ang mga tawu pag-agi sa bumbiru, The people moved aside when the fire truck passed by. Pag-iway sa panganud, nakita ang bulan, When the clouds drifted away, you could see the moon. Mgapulis ang miiway sa mga tawu nga nag-ali sa agianan, The police cleared the people who were blocking the route out of the way. n, Push the saw grass out of the way. -sa kadaut v [AP; c6] 
	Iwaya ang mga ku
	gu

	I \
	I \

	spare s.o. from a mishap or danger. Aku ta 
	kang iiway sa kadaut kay gimabal ta ka, I'll
	keep you from danger, for Ilove you. iwigik v [A2S; b3] for pigs to squeal. Miiwigik ang babuy pagkadungug sa bugangkul sa bald� The pig squealed when it heard theclatter of the pail.
	iwik = IWIGIK. 
	iwit a last in a race, class, or anything where things are compared. Iwit siya sa klasi, He'sthe dumbest in the class. v [B126; b] come out last. Naiwit (nangiwit) siya sa bangga sa languy, She came out last in the swimming race. Dili siya maiwit sa bitsuraay Zang, Ifyou consider looks, she doesn't come out bad (lit. the last). pa-v [A13] allow oneself to be outdone. Wa siya magpaiwit. Mitindug ug mibayli pud, He did not let himself be outdone. He got up and danced too. iya preposed gen. form from siya. 
	-

	,
	,

	ru, His book. Iyang gibasa, He read it. sa -ng lagay, luslus (or any part of the body)strong expression of disbelief (coarse, if a coarse word is used; not coarse, if a mild word is used). Mangasawa sa iyang tungul, unsay ibubi, Get married, my foot ( lit.stomach)! What will they live on? -ra, -radi manakud phrase uttered when discussing 
	s.t. bad that happened to s.o. to forestall the possibility that it should happen to anyone else. Kadaku sa iyang kababung, iya ra di manakud, My, what a huge ulcer! Godforbid that anyone else should get it. v [a3]be his, hers. Maiya ni ug iyang bayran, Itwill be his if he pays for it. iyaiya, iyahay v(A13] 1 each one did [so-and-so]. Nag-iyabay silag pangbilak pagkadungug sa balita, 
	Each one of them cried upon hearing the news. 2 each do alone for himself. Nag-iyaiya (nag-iyabay) silag lung-ag, Each cooked 
	Figure
	his own dinner. sig• [A13) each one Ldoes, did] to his own. Nagsig-iyag pamauli ang mga tawu dihang nag-ulan, All the people returned to their own homes when it rained. tag-n owner. Siyay tag-iya sa sini Uryinti, He is the owner of the Oriente theater. v[B1256] 1 become the owner of. Ug siyay matag-iya sa tindaban, wa nay mupalit didtu, If he is the owner of the store, nobodywill buy there. 2 [AU] have acquired possession. Para nakatag-iya ug usa ka taksi garbusu na siya kaayu, Just because she acquire
	his own dinner. sig• [A13) each one Ldoes, did] to his own. Nagsig-iyag pamauli ang mga tawu dihang nag-ulan, All the people returned to their own homes when it rained. tag-n owner. Siyay tag-iya sa sini Uryinti, He is the owner of the Oriente theater. v[B1256] 1 become the owner of. Ug siyay matag-iya sa tindaban, wa nay mupalit didtu, If he is the owner of the store, nobodywill buy there. 2 [AU] have acquired possession. Para nakatag-iya ug usa ka taksi garbusu na siya kaayu, Just because she acquire
	I ,
	IDY AIDY A, KADAIY A, and KINAIY A. 

	iya n title or term of address for women, much older than the speaker. v [A; a12] call s.o. by this title. ·an n aunt. v [A12; b8) have an aunt. -an sa pag-agawan n cousin (of any degree) of one's father or mother. 
	iyagak v [A2S; b3] 1 for a chicken to squawkin pain. 2 for a child to cry upon being punished. Muiyagak ka man lagi ug hibunalan, You '11 cry if I hit you. 3 cry out in pain like a chicken, squawk. n squawking of fowl, cry of a naughty child, or similar sound. 
	iyak v [A; b3] chi, cheep. Muiyak ang mga pisu, The chicks will cheep. n chirping,cheeping.
	rp

	iyak-iyak n k.o. bird, the barred graybird: 
	Coracina striata. 
	Coracina striata. 
	. , 
	,


	iyasa = IASA .. 
	iyata 1 snobbish, unwilling to mix with people deemed inferior. Iyat na siya kay naidukar man sa syudad, She is snobbish now because she went to school in the city. 2choosy, unwilling to take s.t. one deems not up to his class. Iyata nimu uy, di ka man 
	K 
	K 

	kal see IKAW. 
	ka1 linker between numeral and noun. Tulu ka mansanas, Three apples. Libu ka libu, Thousands and thousands. 2 between isig or 
	2 

	I
	I
	masig and nouns. lsig nimu ka tawu, Yourfellow men. Ang ilang masig ka aping, Eachof their cheeks. 3-ugparticle in expressing alternative situations: 'be it ... or'. Managat 
	musakay ug parada, My, how choosy you are. You won't ride on a rig. v [B2) become snobbish or choosy and particular. 

	. ,
	iyawan = AWAYAN. seeAWAY. 
	iyawat for s. t. small to be of some use. Diaydiyis iyawat na Jang ning ikapugung sa gutum, Here's ten cents. Perhaps this might help stave off hunger. Di ku ibaligya ning yuta. Iyawat ra ni sa akung mga anak, Iwon't sell this piece of land. It will surely be of use for my children. v [AN; a12)make good use of s.t. one has little of or can only get in limited quantities. Magiyawat ka' sa daan mung sapatus, Wear your old shoes to economize. Iyawata ang imung panahug tuun, Make good use of your limited tim
	He came along with me because he could save by having me pay the fare. Miapil siyasa tim kay giiyawat ang unipurmi, He joined the team to get a free uniform. 
	He came along with me because he could save by having me pay the fare. Miapil siyasa tim kay giiyawat ang unipurmi, He joined the team to get a free uniform. 

	iyu n term of address or title for a man much older than the speaker. v [A; a12) call s.o.bythis title. Iyu Hantuy Uncle John, the imaginary character representing the Filipino people (s.t. like the American Uncle Sam). Gituntu si lyu Hantuy sa mga pulitiku, Politicians are taking advantage of Uncle John. 
	•iyukaristiku Kunggrisu -Eucharistic Congress.
	Iyurupa = URUPA.
	iyutv [A2SC; a2b2) have sexual intercourse with (avoided word). Ikay nag-iyut sa mid? Did you screw the maid? it ta, yutacoarse interjection of disbelief. Yuta! Mu nay iyang gisulti apan di ku mutuu, Myfoot! That's what he says, but I don't be-lieve it. pala-(➔) a having great appetite for screwing. 
	yu
	· 

	giyud siya mag-ulan kag mag-init, He goes 
	fishing rain or shine. 
	*ka.sa -[name]g, ila -[name] at [name]'s place.Adtu ku sa ka Banung (ila ka Banung), 
	3 

	I am going to Banong's place. ka.n letter K.
	4
	4

	ka-= NAKA-. see MAKA-J 
	.

	ka-! affix forming nouns which mean 'one's 
	410 ka-kabalyiriya 
	3 

	co-[noun]'. Akung kaklasi; My classmate. 
	co-[noun]'. Akung kaklasi; My classmate. 
	,
	Akung katagilungsud, My fellow townsman. 
	, 
	,
	Akung kaaway, My opponent. 

	ka-affix added to adjectives. Adjectives plus ka-have these uses: 1 as nouns whichmean 'the state of being [so-and-so]'. Tungud sa akung kasubu, Because of my sorrow. Ang katabum sa palibut, The beauty of the surroundings. 2 in exclamations. Kagwapu sa imung balay! What a beautiful house you have! Kadaku! How big it is! 3 after unsa to form a phrase: how (to what extent) s. t. is [adj.] . Unsa kadaku? How big is it? Di mabatbat kun unsa kangilngig, Words cannot describe how horrible it was. ka-= MAKA-.
	3 
	4 
	2

	She was in a hurry because it was already seven o'clock. (➔) a doing s. t. with great haste and carelessly. Kaag kaayu kang mamubatbubat. May mga sayup, You are very fast but careless in your work. You made lots of mistakes. v [B 15; al 2) be, become careless. Kinsa guy musalig nmzus trababu nga nagkaag ka man lang? Who would trust your work when you work so carelessly? ka-an!inflectional affix!: the local passive
	1
	1
	potentiaŁ future. see-ANv
	-

	.

	ka-anaffix forming nouns 1 added to adjectives to form nouns which mean 'the quality of [adj.]'. Kalampusan, Success. Kalipayan, Happiness. Ang iyang kasuk-anun mauy usa ka kasukwabian sa iyang maayung pamatasan, His quickness to anger is not in harmony with his good manners. 2 added to nouns or adjectives to form nouns which refer to a group of [noun]'s. Ang mga kabataan, The children. Balay sa kahilayan, Den of vice. Kanipaan, Nipa swamp. 2aforming numbers, the multiples of ten's. Katluan, Thirty. Kapi
	2 

	ka-an(�) affix added to adjectives which ref er to a state to form nouns which ref er to the achievement of the state. Way katinawan ang inyung buruka, Your case has notreached a clear resolution. Way kahusayan ang inyung buruka ug isig pasangil, Yourcase will never be resolved if all you do is accuse each other. 
	3 

	kaangn flowerpot. v [A; c16] plant in a 
	1
	1
	flowerpot.

	kaanga having iegs apart when walking. v 
	1 

	[B; al 2P] walk with legs apart. Mukaangsiya ug lakaw kay may hubag sa bilaban, 
	He walks with legs apart because he has aboil in the crotch. 
	kaangkaang v [A; b(l)] go here and there, from place to place in excitement. Nagkaangkaang siya ug pangitag kwarta nga iyangmabawun, He went here and there excitedly looking for money to take with him on 
	his trip.
	kaa.t v [A; a12] go out and wander around aimlessly to pass idle time. Mukaat ku kay gilaayan ku dinbi, I'll go out and mess around because I'm bored here. 
	kaba v [A; a] 1 carry close to the chest orstrapped to the back. Ang inabang ungguy nga nagkaba sa iyang ituy, A mother monkey carrying its little one. 2 carry a house to move it. Gikaba nila ang balay ngadtu sa tabuk, They carried the house across the street. n = KABAHAN. (➔)v [A;b(l)] copulate, esp. animals. Ang iru mukaba bisag naa atubangan sa dagbang tawu, Dogs will copulate even in front of people. kabahan n strap for a load carried on the back. 
	kabad v [A23] run or walk instantly without hesitation. Mikabad pagpanagan ang mga sugarul sa pagkakita nila sa pulis, Thegamblers took to their heels when they saw the police. 
	kabag v [B46; b4] have gas pains. Gikabaganku bumag kaun sa nangka, I had gas pains after eating the jackfruit. n gas pain. 
	kabaghak = BALAHAK. 
	kabahiru = BYATILIS.
	kabahungn large and deep sore caused by aninfection. v [B2; b4] get a sore. Makababung nang nuka kun di tagdun, That sore will turn into an ulcer if you don't take care of it. Gikababungan ang iyang tiil, His foot developed a deep ulcer. -un a having deep ulcers. 
	kabakaba n 1 k.o. butterfly, orange in color, and unusually big. 2 k.o. sailboat the sail of which looks like butterfly wings. v [B12
	56) 1 turn into a kabakaba butterfly. 2 ride, make into this sort of sailboat. 
	kabal n one point short of winning. Kahal na ang amung iskur. Usa na lang ka syat, daug na, Our score is just one point short ofwinning. One more shot to victory. v [B2]reach a score which is one point to winning. 
	kabalungga n k.o. medicinal oil made from the snake melon (Trichosanthes quinquangulata). 
	kabaliti = KABILITI.
	kabalyiriya n cavalry, horse-mounted soldier 
	kabalyiru-kabibat 
	1 

	Artifact
	(not mechanized). 
	(not mechanized). 
	kabalyiru n 1 gentleman. 2 acting like a gentlemŁn. 3 spending liberally. prisu -1 one under house arrest. 2 trustee in prisonwho can go about as he pleases. v [AB12;
	cl] spend on a liberal scale, become a liberal spender. Wa giyuy bungang makuba ug kabalyirubun (ikabalyiru) ug gastu ang kwarta, No good can result of it if he spends money lavishly. 
	kabalyiru n k.o. small ornamental tree with pinnate f eaves bearing red or yellow flowers: Caesalpinia pulcb�ma. 
	kabalyiti = KABILITI. 
	kabalyu, kabalyus n horsepower. Tris kabalyus, Three horsepower. 
	kaban n trunk, chest. v [a12] store in a trunŁ. -mundu n trunk with a roundedtop and lined with upholstery tacks along its sides. -in-a rectangular in shape. v {a12] make into a rectangular shape. Kinabanapagtabas ang liab sa akung sinina, Cut the neckline of my dress square. kabankaban n k.o. bivalve, so called because it opens and 
	closes like a trunk. kabann measurement equivalent to twenty
	2
	five gantas. Usa ka kaban nga bugas bumay, A cavan of rice. -is(Ł) cavans (plural). 
	kabang a 1 spotted, splotched. Ang akung iring kabang pu ti ug itum, My pet cat is spotted white and black. 2 unevenly painted or cut. Kabang ang iyang tupi, His haircut is uneven. 3 uneven in voice because of fright, adolescence, and the like. Kabang ang iyang tingug kay bapit na maulitawu, His voice is uneven because he is an adolescent. v [B2;al be splotched, uneven. Nagkabang ang iyang nawung sa ap-ap, His face is splotched with fungus.(�) v [B1451 intensely uneven or splotched. Nagkabang ang iyang n
	kab-ang n hook, crook. v [AB3; acj hook around s.t., for a crook to catch onto s.t., cause it to do so. M ikab-ang ( nakab-ang) ang angkla sa dakung batu mau nga wa mabira, The anchor hooked on a big stone. That's why we couldn't get it up. Nagkabang ang gunitanan sa payung sa lansang, The umbrella is hung by the handle over the nail. Ikab-ang ug hugut ang imung buktun sa sanga, Hook your arm tight around the branch. n hook that holds or grabs s. t. 
	kabangahan = BALBANGJ\AN. 
	kabarit n cabaret. -ira n cabaret girl.
	kabaryu = BYATILIS. 
	kabasi n gizzard shad: Nematalosa nasus and Anodontostoma cbacunda. 
	Artifact

	kabat = KALABAT. 
	Kabataang Makabayan n name of a militant,leftist you th organization (Pilipino for Patriotic Youths). 
	kabatkabat v [A; a] hop from island to island in going s.w. Gikabatkabat sa mga kuntrabandista ang mga .pulu, The smugglers hopped from one island to another. 
	kabaw= KALABAW. 
	l 

	kabawn female genitalia (euphemism). 
	2 

	kabawkabaw = KINALABAW. see KALABAW. kab-ay v [A; b6(1)l lay the forearms over s.t., generally for support. Mikab-ay siya sa barutu dihang gikapuy nag linanguy, Hehung onto the boat when he grew tired of 
	. .
	. .
	swimming.

	kabayru 1 = KABALYIRU. 2 = BYATILIS. 
	2

	kabayu n 1 horse. 2 paramour (slang). 3knight in chess. 4 face card showing a horse in Spanish cards, worth eleven. -sa dagatsea horse. -sa daru plow beam. (➔)v [A; a cl 1 ride, bring s.t. on a horse. 2 ride,mount on s. t. Bansay siyang mukabayu sa bisiklita, She rides a bicycle expertly. 3 [A;b6l be on top of s.o. in wrestling or similaractivity. 3a have sexual intercourse with (slang). Nakakabayu aku niyag kas-a, l havehad intercourse with her once. 3b {b6l be mobbed. Gikabay-an sa mga batan-un ang mga ar
	-

	kabdus = MABDUS. 
	kabhang = ALUKABHAN'G. 
	kabi= KABIG. 
	kabiba, kabiba v 1 [A; cl] carry s.t. strapped or slung over the shoulder. Hasta bata nga gamay kabibahan pa giyud ug putus, Even the small child has to carry a package over her shoulders. 2 {A; b6(1)l wear s.t. wrapped around the torso. Nagkabiba siyang naligu, She took a bath with s.t. wrapped around her body. 3 [A; cl] a make into a shoulder strap. b make into a chemise or s.t.to wrap around the body. n 1 shoulder strap. 2 loose chemise or anything wrapped around the torso. 
	kabibat v [ac] climb holding on to s.t. with both hands, climb up to get. Kabibatakanang mga sambag nga binug, Climb up to get those ripe tamarinds. Ikabibat ang pisi 
	kabibit -kabisadu 
	ngadtu, Climb up there to put the rope up. 
	ngadtu, Climb up there to put the rope up. 

	kabibit v 1 fA; c] hold on to s.t. Nagkabibit kug malita, I was carrying a suitcase. Sanganga iyang gikabibitan, The branch he was holding on to. 2 [A; b] a put a handle onto 
	s.t. b make s. t. into a hand le. n handle, s. t. with which one holds on to s. t. 
	s.t. b make s. t. into a hand le. n handle, s. t. with which one holds on to s. t. 

	kabig v [A3P; a] 1 make s.t. move toward one; attract towards s.o., to s.t. Nakabig akung pagtagad sa mananuy niyang tingug, Her sweet voice attracted my attention. Kining tawbana nagkabig sa iyang signus kay kiat kaang mudrayib, This fellow is courting danger with his reckless driving. Kabiga (ikabig) ang tubig sa kanal, Draw the water towards the ditch. 2 convert. Kabiga (ikabig) ang mga Murus, Convert the Muslims. (➔) n convert. 
	yu

	kabikabv [A2S; a2] climb up with the hands taking an important part. Makabikab ku ning inyung bintana kay naay kabuy sa tapad, I can climb up to your window because there is a tree next to it. 
	kabikag = KABIKAB. 
	kabil v [A; ab2] touch, brush against s.t. lightly. Nabanggaan imungawtu? Wa, nakabilan Lang, Did you wreck your car? No, it was just scratched. -1-un(� ), -unun a touchy, sensitive. Kalabilun (kabilunun) na siyag buut. Daling masuku, He's very sensitive. He gets angry right away. 
	kabilaw n k.o. slender, creeping herb ofwaste places, with sticky sap used as apoultice for disorders of the uterus: Commelina benghalensis. 
	kabildu n conversation. v [C; ac] converse. Nagkabildu mi babin sa amung trababu, We were talking about our jobs. Nganung mangisug ka man? Kabil.dubun ta Zang gud n� Whydo you have to blow your top? We can talk this out calmly. Unsa may inyung gikabilduban (gipanagkabilduban)? What were you talking about? kabilduhay v [C] converse. Culu-= KABILDU. 
	kabilinan n 1 impediment to one's freedom of action. Makalangyaw ku kay ulitawu pang way kabilinggan, I'm free to travel as I am unmarried and have no responsibilities. Dunay kabilinggan ang yuta, There's someproblem with the title to that land. walay a of no impediment. b of no importance. Dinbay away piru wa tuy kabilinggan, Therewas a fight, but it was nothing worth talking about. Way kabilinggan nang samara. Kadlas ra, That wound was nothing. It was just a scratch. Way kabilinggan ug butdan tag kwarta 
	gg
	-

	can always borrow. 2 responsibility. Dakungkabilinggan angpagkuput ug dakung kwarta, 
	It's a big responsibility to be in charge of alarge sum of money. 3 things to attend to. 
	Dugay siyang mauli kay may kabilinggan pang giatiman sa upisina, He will come home late because he has s.t. to attend to at the office. -un a having responsibilities. 
	kabiliti n ridge pole of a roof. v [A; a12b(l)]make, put in a ridge pole. 
	kabilkabil = KAWILKAWIL. see KAWIL. 
	kabilusu a ready to take offense and therefore trouble-prone. Dili katiawan ang tawung kabilusu, You can't play jokes on people who take offense easily. v [Bl; c5] become readily offended and therefore trouble-prone. Ug magkabilusu ka ining dapita, tabangan ka giyud sa mga buguy dinhi, If you act touchy around these parts, the toughs will gang up on you. 
	kabilya n 1 bars for reinforcing concrete. 2iron bars Ior window grills. v [c] put iron bars in. 
	kabin n ship's cabin. v [Al] travel cabin class.
	kab-ing = KAB-ANG. 
	kabinit n cabinet, case with drawers or shelves for medicine, food, jewelry, etc. 
	kabirv [A2; a3b8] make a profit. Dakug makabir ang nigusyung ismagling, There's a big profit to be made in the smuggling business. 
	Bay-ansil mauy akung nigusyung nakabiran, 
	I made profit in the business of buying and selling.
	kabir n cover. v 1 [A; b6(1)] put a cover on 
	s.t. Kabiri ang libru arun di mabugaw, Putcover on the book so it won't get dirty. 2 [A; c] protect oneself from blows with the hands. Mukabir siya dayun kun dyaban, Hecovers immediately if his opponent jabs him. 3 cover the ball in a volleyball game. Pawulkay siku imung gikabir, Foul! You coveredthe ball with your elbow. kabirkabir v [Al
	3] dili, wala -fail to keep s. t. concealed,be direct where propriety requires the opposite. Sa walay kabirkabir iya akung gihingawatan, Without beating around the bush,he accused me of being a thief. 
	kabisa n 1 provincial capital. 2 village chief. -dibaranggay, sa baryu = KABISA, 2. v [B 156; al 2] be, become the village chief. 
	kabisada n bridle. v 1 [A; a] put a bridle. 2 [a12] make into a bridle. 
	kabisadu a 1 haye complete knowledge of 
	s.t. Kabisadu na naku ang (kabisadu na aku sa) mga dalan dinhi, I'm completely familiar with roads here. 2 have complete knowledge of a procedure. Kabisadu kaayu siya 
	kabisdak -kabu 
	sa mga makina, He is very knowledgeable about engines. 
	sa mga makina, He is very knowledgeable about engines. 

	kabisdak n an old variety of paddy rice with long, white grains. 
	kabisilya n head of the table. v [A; b] sit, seat at the head of the table. 
	kabisira n 1 capital town. 2 seat at the place at the table occupied by the most honored person in the group. 
	kabit v [A; b6( 1)] 1 cling to, hang on to. Punu na kaayu ang trak. Mukabit Zang ta, Thetruck is already full. Let's just hang on to the sides. 2a join in on atransportation franchise on a minor basis. Mukabit na lang sila sa amung linya kay duruba ra man ka buuk ang ilang dyip, They have decided to let their jeep run on our line as they only have two. 2b hook up to a .telephone with another line. 3 set decorations in another material. 
	Ang sinina sa birbin gikabitan ug mga brilyanti, The dress of the image was inlaid with diamonds. 4 [B126] be late in planting (grab on to the tail end of the season). Makabit giyud ning atung pagpugas tungud sa kadugay sa ulan, We'll be late sowing because the rains came late. 5 [A; a12] take a paramour or lover. n 1 connection of public transportation, party line in telephone. 
	Ang sinina sa birbin gikabitan ug mga brilyanti, The dress of the image was inlaid with diamonds. 4 [B126] be late in planting (grab on to the tail end of the season). Makabit giyud ning atung pagpugas tungud sa kadugay sa ulan, We'll be late sowing because the rains came late. 5 [A; a12] take a paramour or lover. n 1 connection of public transportation, party line in telephone. 
	Bisi kaayu ang ti/.ipunu kay dagbang kabit, 
	The telephone is very busy because there are a lot of party lines. 2 s.o. with whom one has extra-marital relations. Nahibalu na giyud ang asawa nga may kabit diay si Tiruy, 
	The wife finally found out that Terry had a paramour. 3 planted at the end of the season. 

	kabit n gambling game of tossing coins, where bets are placed on heads or tails. v [A C;c3] toss coins. 
	kab-it = KAB-ANG. 
	kabkab v [A; a] dig a hole by scooping out 
	I
	I
	dirt. Gikabkab sa iru ang bukug, The dog 
	dug up the bone. -sa, ang kabuhi v [A; a]press the finger tips into the pit of the stomach to relieve it of kabubi and massage it with a digging motion. -ay(➔) n action of digging and disturbing the surface. Pwirtingkabkabay sa mga tawu sa nasunugan! Howthe people dug around the ruins of the fire! 

	kabkabn 1 k.o. fem, grown as an ornamental: Drynaria quercifolia. 2 k.o. light brown, thick, edible fungus. 
	2 

	kabkab= KALABKAB. 
	3 

	kabli n cable, wire rope. kabliama n cablegram.
	gr

	kabling v [A; al] turn s.t. heavy over on its side. Dt ka makakabling anang aparadur nga· mau rang usa, You can't turn that chiffo
	-

	nier over on its side all by yourself. 
	kablit v l [AN; ab2c] touch, move s.t. by curling the fingers. Maayu siyang mukablit ug sista, He plays the guitar well. Gikablitku siya arun mulingi, I touched her to get her to turn to me. Hikablitan gani ang gatu, maimpas ka giyud, If you accidentally pull the trigger, you'll be done for. 2 [A12N;al2] ask a favor readily from a close acquaintance or friend. Makakablit (makapangablit) ta sa a.tung manidytr ug duna tay kinahanglanun, We can always ask a favor from the manager if ever we need anything. 
	Wa giyud kay makablit diha sa kustums? 
	Don't you have any friends (to help us out) at the Customs? -in-v [A; a12] play a guitar. Unsa mang kantaha ang iyang gikinablit? What's that song he's playing on the guitar? n action of playing a guitar. -1-un,-1-un(➔)a sensitive, easily angered; 
	kabra v [A; a] 1 break s.t. open by prying it. Bara ray makakabra nianang bintana, Wecan force that window open only with an iron bar. Kabraba ang kandadu ug way yawi, Force the lock open if there's no key. 2 remove a big portion from s.t. Kabraba nang panit nga kagumkum, Get that big chunk of crunchy skin of the roast pig. Wa
	mabimba ang buus nga gikabraban ug usa ka trak nga mais, It hardly seemed to make any difference that they took a truckload of grain from the granary, there was somuch. hara di-n crowbar. 
	kabtang see BUT ANG. kabting = KULABTING. 
	2

	kabu n 1 foreman. Ang akung amaban mauy kabu sa trabahu 1sa karsada, My father is ·the foreman on the highway construction. 2 corporal in an armed force. v [B 156; al 2) be, become a foreman or corporal. 
	kabu v [A; a] 1 dip water, scoop solids out of a container. Kabuun ta ning tubig sa tangki, Dip the water out of the tank. Ayawg ikabu ang imung basu sa bugas, Don't use your glass to scoop the· rice out. la [A2] take in some water in tilting to one side. 
	Pagtakilid sa barku, nakakabu giyug diyutayng tubig, When the ship listed, it took in .some water in the process. 2 fetch water. Tua siya sa atabay, nagkabu, He's at the well, fetching water. 3 [a12] make, use as water dipper. n s. t. used as a dipper or scoop. kabanan n 1 container for fetching water. 2place from which water is fetched. 3 s. t. used to dip or scoop up. paN-v [A2; b6] catch fish fry with a dip net. Mangabu mig bangus paras punung, We will catch the fof milkfish with a dip net for the fish
	ry

	kabud -kabya 
	kabud v [A; c] tie ropes, strings, wires around 
	kabud v [A; c] tie ropes, strings, wires around 
	s.t. large. Kinsay nagkabud sa alambri diri sa baligi? Who wound the wire around the post? Ikabud ang pisi sa kabayu ·sa iyang biktanan, Tie the rope of the horse to the post. n rope for tying. 
	kabuduk n red light district. 
	kabug n k.o. large fruit bat with a darkbrow� color, growing to a five or even seven-£oot wingspan. The flesh is highly esteemed. kabn n abode of this sort of bat. -in-v [A; b6] stay awake at night and sleep during the day like a bat. Pirmi kung mabilar kay nagkinabug ang bata, I'm always losing sleep because the child stays awake at night. n a
	ga

	k.o. triple-looped hitch used to fasten a line to a piece of wood so that it will not slip when the rope is pulled parallel to the wood. So called because the loops f onn what look like a bat's claws holding to thewood. 
	kabugn variety of millet (dawa) that is small, rounded, and dark, but highly prized. 
	2 

	kabugasun, kabugwasun n morning star. 
	kabuw n k.o. astringently sour citrus used for hair rinse and seasoning: Cytrus bystrix. 
	ga

	kabuhi (from bubi) n 1 a pulsating thing located in the abdominal region which is what one feels when one experiences hyper-acidity or other sharp abdominal pains. The cause of these pains is thought to be the displacement of the kabubi, most often in an upward direction, and treatment is by hot compresses and by massage (kalaykay) to put the kabuhi back in place. Misaka akung kabuhi sa kutukutu, Mykabuhi rose to under my rib cage. 2 this pulsating thing viewed as the seat of life. Unsang urasa nabugtu
	kabukabu n dust that settles on things. v [BN; a4b4] covered with dust, spray. M ikabukabu (nakabukabu, gikabukabuhan, gikabukabu) ang salug kay walay lampasu, Thefloor was covered with dust because it had not been cleaned. v [A; b6] be swept up bythe wind into a fine spray or particles of dust. Nagkabukabu ang dagat, The sea was whipping up a fine spray. kabukabuhun adusty.
	kabukaw = BUKAWBUKAW.!see BUKAW . 
	kabulay n a black wax formed as a dwaling place by the kiyut, a honeybee that nests in 
	houses. v [A13; b6] put this k.o. beeswax 
	on s. t. 

	kabunghan n name of a wind. 
	kabu nigm = IBYUK. 
	kaburata n 1 riding crop. 2 policeman's club. v [A; al2] strike with a riding crop or policeman's club. 
	kabus a very poor, indigent. v [b4) run out of s.l Nakabsan kami sa palad, We ran out of luck. Makabsan unya ta sa bugas, We will run out of rice. 
	kabusv [AB2; a2b2] for s.t. to slip off from a place it has been put or tied, cause it to do so. Mikabus (nakabus) ang kuriya sa makina, The cord of the machine slipped off. Kinsay nagkabus sa kahun sa bangil.?Who pushed the box off of the wedge? Kabusa Jang ang bugkus arun maabli angputus, Just slip the string off so the bundle canbe
	2 

	· 
	· 
	opened.

	kabus-uk see BUS-UK. 
	kabut v 1 [A; al] stir a liquid. Ugkabutunang nil.ugaw, dili mudukut, If you stir the porridge, it won't stick. 2 [A; b5] dig a hole in the ground. Ila nang gikabutan (gikabut) ang mga lu ngag para sa mga balig� Theyhave dug up holes for the posts. n hole dug into the ground. ( ➔) n s. t. used to stir liquids. 
	I

	kab-ut v 1 [A; a12b2] reach for. Kab-uta nang hinug nga byabas, Reach for that ripeguava. Nakab-utan ang akung buhuk sa ungguy, The monkey managed to get hold of my hair. 2 [A2; a12] attain. Damgu nga gitinguha namung kab-utun, The dreams we have striven to fulfill. ka-an n achievement,realization. Ang pagkaduktur mauy kakabutan sa iyang mga damgu, Being a doctor was the realization of his dreams. 
	kabu tan = KULABuT AN. 
	kabuway = KABULAY. 
	kabya v 1 [A; cl] move s.t. with a heavy sweeping motion of the arms as in moving water with a paddle or splashing. Mukabya kag kusug arun matulin ang barutu, Paddlehard to make the boat go fast. Ikabya (kabyaba) ngari ang gabayan arun akung maabut, Splash the waterwings this way so I can reach them. la move s.t. light with a sweeping motion. Mikabya siya sa kurtina arun sa paglili, She moved the curtain aside to peepoutside. 2 [A; c] fling water or grains out or into s. t. Huy, kinsa may nagkabya ug tu
	kabyara -kadtu 
	or flinging. 
	or flinging. 

	kabyara n reddish-brown coloration of ·a 
	chicken.
	chicken.

	kabyaw = KULABYAW.kabyun = KULABYUN.
	kada each, every. Kada tuig, Each year. Kadakaun nila usa ka ganta ang ilang maburut, 
	Every time they eat, they consume a wholeganta of rice. -usa [dat.] each and every one of (us, you, them). Kada usa kanatu (ang kada usa kanatu) magdalag pusil, Eachand every one of us bring a gun. 
	Every time they eat, they consume a wholeganta of rice. -usa [dat.] each and every one of (us, you, them). Kada usa kanatu (ang kada usa kanatu) magdalag pusil, Eachand every one of us bring a gun. 

	kadading n k.o. sweet potato with yellow flesh and white peels. 
	kadaiya (from kada and iya) a of various kinds. Kadaiya man Zang ang prutas nga gibaligya sa karbun, Fruits of various kinds are sold in the market. v [B1456] be all ofdifferent kinds. Nagkadaiya ang mga midisinang gidapat, All different kinds of medicines were administered. 

	n an old variety of paddy rice with rains.
	n an old variety of paddy rice with rains.
	kadal-ug 
	white g

	kad-ang = KAB-ANG.
	kadangkadang n blight affecting coconut trees. v [a4] have coconut blight. Gikadangkadang ang mga lubi, The trees have coconut blight.
	kadastral n cadastre, public records of real estate for purposes of taxation. t 
	kadaw-ug = KADAL-UG. 
	kadina n chain. Kadina sa bisiklita, Bicyclechain. v 1 [AB; a] form a chain, cause s.t. to do so. Magkadina kitag bulak, Let's join these flowers in a chain. Kadinabun natu ning mga lastiku, We'll make a chain out of these rubber bands. 2 [b6] shackle with 
	chains. Atu ning kadinaban arun lisud abl
	chains. Atu ning kadinaban arun lisud abl
	i-

	hun, Shackle it with chains to make it difficult to open. -pirpituwa n life imprisonment. -diamur n k.o. small, leafy vine of waste places with tiny pink or white odorless flowers: Antigonon leptopus. -wib n 
	k.o. weave in a series of interlocking chain stitches. Ang muskitirung kadina wib dili mabilhig, The threads in a mosquito net that is woven with chain stitches cannot be pushed apart. kadinita n tiny chain worn as jewelry.

	kading n one who gossips (slang). Ang mga kading naminaw pag-ayu sa lalis sa magtia
	yun, The gossips listened with close attention to the couple's quarrel. v 1 {A; c] tell 
	yun, The gossips listened with close attention to the couple's quarrel. v 1 {A; c] tell 
	s.o. of, usually gossip (slang). Kinsay nagkading nmzung mabdus si Nila? Who told you that Nella was pregnant? la [A12] receive information. usually gossip (slang). 
	Nakakading kung dagban kunug babayi si 

	Dyu, I have heard that Joe has many mistresses. 2 [B12; b6] be, become a gossip(slang). (�) v ·[C; c16] talk idly, gossip together. n action of gossiping idly (slang). Du
	gay_ nabuman ang ilang kading sa tilipunu, 
	Their telephone conversation took a long time.
	kadisnun = KARDABA.
	kaditi n cadet. 
	kadkad = KALADKAD.
	kadlas a having scratches on the surface. 
	Kadlas kaayu ang pintal sa mzung awtu,
	The paint on your car is full of scratches. n scratch, mark left on a surface. Dili mailban ang kadlas, The scratch is invisible. v [A13P; al2b2] put a scratch in s.t., make a break on a surface. Hikadlasan ang tapaludu sa awtu, The fender got scratched. -un afull of scratches. -a.nay = TUBIGTUBIG. see TUBIG. -an(➔) n a leader of the defenders in a children's game called tubigtubig. v
	[B] be the leader in this game. 
	kadlit v [A; a] 1 strike a match, put a match to s.t. Kadliti ang mga kandila, Light the candles with a match. 2 make a small incision or other motion analogous to striking a match. Akuy mukadlit sa bubag, I willmake an incision in the boil. Tambalan ang mikadlit sa buayahun, A folk doctor made an incision in the palm of the child that had the mark of the crocodile. Gikadlitan kukuntra sa buti, I was vaccinated against smallpox. n action of striking a match. way-don't strike any matches, humorously said wh
	kadlum n k.o. erect, branched, hairy herb, aromatic when crushed, with pink and purple flowers, sometimes cultivated. Used as hair rinse: Pogostemon cablin. -ihalas similar hairy herb of waste places, the leaves of which are used to cure boils: Waltheria americana. kadlumkadlum = KADLUM IHA.LAS.
	kadtu short form: tu. 1 that (far from speaker and hearer). Kadtung balay sa unahan kang Hus� That house up ahead is Joe's. la 
	• he, she (far away). Wa man gud tu makasabut sa akung. sulti, He did not get what Isaid. 2 that one that was past in time. Nganu man kadtu? Why did that happen? Kadtung akung giingun, What I said. 2a that was the case. Diha kadtuy higayun nga ... It 
	416 kadtut -k.ards 
	ga

	happened one time that . . . 2b he, she (ref erring to a person remote in time). Nagtuu ang mga tu/isan nga kadtu patay na, Thebandits believed that he was already dead. 3followed by a verb: that time when. Kadtung musumbag na siya, mu/ikay pud ku, 
	happened one time that . . . 2b he, she (ref erring to a person remote in time). Nagtuu ang mga tu/isan nga kadtu patay na, Thebandits believed that he was already dead. 3followed by a verb: that time when. Kadtung musumbag na siya, mu/ikay pud ku, 
	When he would strike me, I would also 
	dodge. 4 the ones, those that are. Kadtung
	nakaapil na walay labut aning du/aa, Those
	who have already tried it once are not to 
	take part this time. niadtu 1 gen. : of that. 
	Ang tag-iya niadtung sakayana, The owner 
	of that boat. 2 dat.: to, on that. Ibatag niad
	tung tawbana, Give it to that man. Niad
	tung adlawa migikan siya para sa Manila, 
	On that day he left for Manila. 3 formerly 
	short for kaniadtu. adtu = NIADTIJ. naadtu 

	= NIADTIJ. kadtut = KADTU. 
	'
	'
	' 

	kadyapa = KUDY APA. 
	' 
	' 
	.

	•kady1 see PANGADYI.
	kadyung v [A; a] cook root crops and banan
	as in steam. Kadyungun ku ang kamuti arun 
	as in steam. Kadyungun ku ang kamuti arun 
	di malata, I'll steam the sweet potatoes so 
	they won't become soggy. -an n steamer for 

	root crops and bananas.kadyus n cultivated bush bearing beans the seeds of which are like small, black pellets. The young pods are eaten as a vegetable and the seeds, when mature: Cajanus cajan. 
	kag= KALAG.
	kaga v [B; al 2) become thin and emaciated. d inyung lawas pagpunayg bilar magabii, Go on, make yourselves thin and eneivated by staying up late at night. a
	Hala, kagaa gi
	yu

	emaciated, thin. kaga a 1 talking excessively of foolish things. 
	2 lying, esp. boastfully. v 1 [A23N] talk 
	2 lying, esp. boastfully. v 1 [A23N] talk 
	foolishness excessively. 2 [AN; b6(1)) tell 
	a lie, esp. a boastful one. Nakapangaga (nakakaga) siya sa mga tagabukid nga abugadu siya, He has led the gullible mountaineers to believe that he was a lawyer. Bisag unsalay iyang gikaga (gipangaga) sa iyang giulitawban, There was no limit to the lies he told the woman he was courting. 3 for a chicken to make clucking noise instead of fighting. Ayaw ug isigig sabung ang sunuytingalig mukaga na, Don't keep fighting therooster. It will get so it will cackle instead of fighting. 3a [A23N; b3] grow timid lik
	,
	g sinultiban, kaga man Zang diay 
	Isug kaa
	yu

	pulus, He talks so fiercely, but it's nothing 
	but all empty talk. 2 liar, esp. a boastful 

	one. 3 cowardly, timid, chicken. Kagaun kaayu ning manuka dili angayng itari, Thiscock is very cowardly. It is not fit for acockfight. -un a talkative. v [B12; b6) be, become a boastful liar or timid. 
	ping sound. v [B46) make a flapping sound. Mukagabkab ang bandira ug banginun, The flag flaps noisily in the wind.
	kagahkab n fl
	ap

	kagaka n 1 dull, non-reverberating but loud soundproduced by the knocking of light materials. 2 sound of stuttering. Nabadluk tawun tu siya. Kagakang mitubag, He was afraid and stuttered when he answered. v [B3] make such a sound. Mikagaka ang akung tapir wir bu.I ngadtu sa silung, Mytupperware bowl rattled as it fell down the starrs.
	1 

	kagaka.v [A; a2b3) burst into lo·ud laughter. Mukagaka na siya dan ug makadungug ug katuw-anan nga isturya, She bursts into hearty laughter when she hears a funnystory.
	2 
	yu

	kagalkal a clanking, rattling, jangling sound: broken-voiced, boisterous-sounding laughter. Ang trak nga gubaun kagalkal kaayung mudagan, The broken-down truck runs with a rattling noise. Kagalkal nga ubu, A rattling cough. v [A] make a clanking sound. 
	kang n 1 k.o. small crab of muddy areas near the shore, with highly prized flesh, but small. 2 = KAGANGKAGANG. kagangkagang n a small land crab, dark brown in color, inedible, and with a venomous bite. a for machines or vehicles to be rickety and ready to fall apart. Ang kagangkagang niyang kutsi, His rattletrap car. v [B15) be rickety. 
	ga

	kag-ang a thin, emaciated. Kag-ang na siya kaayu run kay dagbang prublima, She has gotten emaciated because she has so many worries. v [B; b6] be, become thin or emaciated. 
	kagar v [B46; b6] for a machine to fail towork. Mikagar ang dy,p paglabang sa suba,The jeep stopped dead upon crossing the river. Mikagar ang pusil, The rifle didn't go off.
	kagaral see GARAL.
	k.ards (from kagirun -slang). a 1 having pockmarks. Di nimu ikapusta ang kagards nga dyulin, You can't bet marbles with arough surface. 2 ugly. 2a old, above thirty. Ang amatyur kantis karun alang sa mga kagards, The amateur contest is for the above thirty's. 3 broke, out of money for gambling. Di na ku muduwa kay kagards, Iwon't play any more because I'm broke. v[B; b6] be, become pockmarked. 
	ga

	kagas -kagitkit 
	kas a haggard and emaciated. v [B 14 S 6Jbe haggard and emaciated. Nagkagas na ang pinirisung wa pakan-a, The prisoner is haggard and thin from lack of food. 
	ga

	kas v [B2S] for skin diseases to dry and develop scabs.Mukagas ang nuka nga maigu sa tambal, A skin disease dries instantly if you apply the right medicine. 
	ga

	kasv [A3] go in haste. Mikagas (ningkagas) pagdagan ang bata pagkakitas iyang tatay, The child immediately ran when he.saw his father. 
	ga.
	2 

	kagaskas n rustling sound. v [B; aP] rustle. Nikagaskas ang mga dabung Zaya pagbangin, The dry leaves rustled in the wind. Kagaskasag armirul ang akung sanina, Make my shirt rustle with starch. 
	kat v [A; a12b2] 1 bite to inflict injury, gt"ab, or hold s.t. Mikagat ang isda sa paun, The fish grabbed at the bait. Kagtun ku ang fmung dalunggan run, I'm going to bite your ears. la be fooled into s.t. Dali ra siyang mukagat sa bulada, She is easily taken in by(bites at) flattery. 2 catch, snag so as to hold firmly. Mubasiyu lang kun sikaran ang bisiklita. Di mukagat, The bicycle pedal just goes round. It does not hold. n pincer of a crab. kagtan n k.o. adult freshwater shrimp with well-developed pinc
	ga
	._ 

	kaw n germs. -sa lalaki sperm (euphemism). v [B124S] be contaminated with germs. Nagkakagaw na nang pan nga nabug sa yuta, The bread that fell to the ground is covered with germs now. -un v [B 126] be full of germs. 
	ga

	kagawad n municipal councilors. 
	kawkaw = KAGALKAL. 
	ga

	kay n very mature coconut that is brown. 
	ga

	kayan rattle of dishes. v [A; cl] make a rattling sound. Nikagay sa baskit ang mga buak nga platu, The broken plates rattled in the basket. (➔)a for a cough to be loose. v[B2] for cough to become loose. Mukagay na gani ang ubh, binug na na, If the cough is loose, it's mature. 
	ga
	1
	-
	2 

	kagaykayn 1 sound made by empty shells or the like, rattling. Ang kinagaykay sa mga pitsas, The rattling of the mahjong pieces. 2 
	1 

	s.o. who talks too much without saying anything of value. 3 a braggart. v 1 [A; a12] make a rattling sound 2 [A13] talk much without sense (slang). Nagkagaykay lag iyang sinultihan. Wa giyuy unud, He is talking so much blah-blah. There's nothing to 
	s.o. who talks too much without saying anything of value. 3 a braggart. v 1 [A; a12] make a rattling sound 2 [A13] talk much without sense (slang). Nagkagaykay lag iyang sinultihan. Wa giyuy unud, He is talking so much blah-blah. There's nothing to 
	s.o. who talks too much without saying anything of value. 3 a braggart. v 1 [A; a12] make a rattling sound 2 [A13] talk much without sense (slang). Nagkagaykay lag iyang sinultihan. Wa giyuy unud, He is talking so much blah-blah. There's nothing to 
	it. 3 (A] brag around. 


	kagaykayn k.o. herb of waste places bearing beans: Crotolt,ria mucronata. 
	2 

	kagibuhi (from kaagi and kinabubi) n biography.
	kagid n contagious skin disease, characterized by small eruptions which develop white scales and itch intensely. v [a4] be infectedwith kagid. kagirun a itch-ridden. v [B 12) be, become itch-ridden 
	kagidlay see •GIDLAY. 
	kagiit n high-pitched squeak or creaking noisecaused by friction. v [A4] creak, squeak. 
	kagiki n snicker, laughter that is suppressed.v [A; b3] snicker. M ikagiki ang mga bata kay wala makapamutunis ang maistru, Thechildren snickered because the teacher forgot to button his pants. 
	kagilkil n clinking, high-pitched sound of metal v [A; a] make a clinking sound. Ang mga nikagilkil sa iyang bulsa, Coinsjingled in his pocket. Ayawg kagilkila ang kadina, Don't rattle the chain. 
	sinsil.yu

	kaging a stiff. v [B; a] become stiff. Makaging (mukaging) ang kusahus ug mabulad ug dugay, The jerked meat will get too stiff if you leave it out too long. Dugay na siyang nakaging, He kicked off (lit. became stiff) a long time ago. 
	· 

	kagingking n 1 growth on a bamboo which extends like a vine and has thorns. It grows at the tips as branches. 2 k.o. spiny bamboo: 
	Bambusa spinosa. 
	kagis v [A; ab] scrape s. t. carefully so it is not damaged. Kag{sa ang pintal sa bungbung, Scrape the paint off the wall. 2 shave. Kagisan una ang pasyinti usa upirahi, Theyshave the patient before operating. paN-v[A2; b] shave oneself. -in-n scrapings. 
	kagiskisn shrill, scraping, scratching sound. 
	1 
	1 

	v [A; a12] make a slirill, scraping sound. 
	Nagkagiskis ang puthaw nga gikiskisan sa pintal, There was a scratching sound as.thepaint was being scraped off the metal. 
	kagiskis= AGIS-IS. kagiskis= AGUSAHIS. 
	2 
	3 

	kagit v [A; ac] make a creaking sound. Nikagit ang Lansang dibang giibut, The nail made a loud, creaking sound as he pulled it out. Kagitun kung akung ngipun, I'll grit my teeth. 
	kagitkit n grinding, grating sound. 11 [A; b6] make a grinding, grating sound. Mukagitkitang sin ug gab sun, Galvanized iron produces a grating sound if you saw on it. Magkagitkit ang Lansang nga iwiriswiris sa bungbung nga simintu, Nails produce a high-pitched screeching sound when you grate them a
	-

	kagiw -kagutku t 
	gainst cement. kagiw see LAGIW. 
	gainst cement. kagiw see LAGIW. 

	kagkag a for hair to be standing up and going in �ery direction. v [Bl;!a12l have hair going every which way. Nagkagkag man nang bubuk mu, mu ra kag si Stukuski, 
	Your hair is standing up and going in every direction. You look like Stokowski. 
	Your hair is standing up and going in every direction. You look like Stokowski. 

	kagkag= KALAGKAG. 
	2 

	kagmu n snort of pigs or people when they are angry. paN-v [Al snort. Nangagmu angbabuy ihas, The wild pig snorted. 
	kagmud = AGMUD.
	kagu = BAGU. 
	2

	kabkub a 1 crunchy, crisp. Kabkub kaayugpanit ang inasal, The roast pig has verycrisp skin. 2making a crunching sound. Kagubkub pamatiun ang yilu nga giusap, Theice he's chewing sounds crunchy. v 1 [B; al be, become crisp. 2 (A; a12l make acrunching sound. 
	gu
	gu

	kagud v 1 [A; al grind s.t. to shreds by rubbing or scraping it. Kagdun (kagurun) ku ning i,nung lub� I'll grate your coconut. 2 (b4l abrade, wear off. Wa pa kagdi ang ligid, The tire is not worn down yet. (�) v 
	[ran, kalaguran n shredder made of a serrated metal circle attached to a piece of wood to scrape out the coconut meat. paN·(�) n skin irritation of the toes characterized by welt-like eruptions and extreme itching. It is said to be caused by stepping in dung with the bare feet. The itching is relieved by an actionsimilar to that of shredding a coconut. -inn shredded coconut meat. 
	[ran, kalaguran n shredder made of a serrated metal circle attached to a piece of wood to scrape out the coconut meat. paN·(�) n skin irritation of the toes characterized by welt-like eruptions and extreme itching. It is said to be caused by stepping in dung with the bare feet. The itching is relieved by an actionsimilar to that of shredding a coconut. -inn shredded coconut meat. 
	C] have intercourse (slang). 
	ka
	gu


	kaguku v 1 [Al make a hollow thumping 
	1 \ \
	1 \ \
	sound. Ug mukaguku ang sambag, binug na, \Vhen the tamarind rattles, it's ripe. 2 (A;b3l laugh with a deep, loud voice. Nahikaguku akug katawa sa iyang isturya, I burst into loud laughter at his story. n 1 hollow sound in large fruits; chugging sound of trains in motion. 2 a large k.o. sweet pepper of the same type as is commercially grown in the States, so called because it makes hollow sounds if you tap it. 

	kagukun a large k.o. crab with a long, reddish body like a hermit carb, but dwelling in its own shell. Inedible, but used as bait. klangan n virgin forest, untouched by 
	2 
	agu

	man. kaguliyang n noisy confusion. Ang kagulŁ yang sa nanugat sa artista, The noise made 
	by the people meeting the actress. v [A 13; b3l be in noisy confusion. Nagkaguliyang 
	by the people meeting the actress. v [A 13; b3l be in noisy confusion. Nagkaguliyang 

	ang mga tawu sa sunug, The people broke into noisy confusion at the fire. 
	kalkul n noise made by the knocking of hollow and heavy things. v [A; al make a lkul ang mga bulin sa kumuda, The marbles rattled lkul kamu sa prisuban, You will rot (lit. rattle) in prison. 
	gu
	hollow, rattling sound. Nagka
	gu
	in the drawer. Muka
	gu

	kagumkum a 1 crisp (but not so crisp as kamkum kaayu ang patatas, 
	bkub). Ka
	gu

	gu
	The cookies are somewhat crisp. 2 makinga crunching, but slightly prolonged sound. v [B;al be crisp.
	kagung v [AN] 1 make a hollow soundwhen empty. 2 be empty, as if producing such a hollow sound. Nipauli ku gikang nang (nangagung) ang sakayan, I came home from fishing with an empty boat. 
	1
	masul nga mika
	gu

	kagung= KAGUNGKUNG. 
	2 

	kagungkung n 1 the portion at the base of the spine of fowl just above the triangular structure which holds the tail feathers (isul).2 the analogous structure in mammals. v[B26N; b6] be, become skin and bones (like ngkung which has little flesh orngkung (mukangkung) kaOU will become verythin if you do not eat. -un a bony, thin. 
	the k
	agu
	fat). Manga
	gu
	gu
	kun di ka mukaun, y

	kankan v [AC; ac3l go around as a group, take s.o. along with a group. Dagbangn naku sa pagpangbarana, Alot of people take me around to go serenadn sa mga palabubug, l don't go around with drunkards. 
	gu
	gu
	mukagunka
	gu
	ing. Di ku makigkagunka
	gu

	kagupa, kagupa n collective term for one's blood relations. Aku ray tituladu sa amung kagupa, I'm the only one in our clan that has a degree. 
	kas v [A; a] scrape s. t. that is hard and coarse. Nagkas siyag bagul, He is scrapinga coconut shell. 
	gu
	gu

	kaguskus n dull, rustling sound. v [A; al 21make a dull, rustling sound. Nagkaguskus siyang nanguskus sa dukut, He made a dull, rustling sound, scraping the rice that stuck to the pot.
	kat n gnashing, grinding sound. v [a2] make a gnashing, grinding sound. Nikagutt, I gnashed my teeth in anger. Nagkagut ang galingan. Abdi, The grinder is making a grating sound.Pour more grains into it. 
	gu
	ang akung ngipun sa kala
	gu

	katkut n sound made by s.t. gnawing awaytkut sa ilagang gakitkit sa kumuda, The gnawing 
	gu
	at s. t. or scraping s. t. off. Ang ka
	gu

	kagwang -kahir 
	sound of the rats nibbling at the drawer. v 
	sound of the rats nibbling at the drawer. v 
	[AN; c] make a continuous gnawing sound. 
	Nikagutkut ang tisas pagsulat naku sa islit, 
	The piece of chalk made a scraping sound when I wrote on the slate. Ang kinagutkut sa limbas, The scraping sound of the carpenter's file. 

	kagwang n 1 flying squirrel. 2 a joking, halfaffectionate reference to a person implying a mild insult, general in nature but nothingin particular, made in annoyance or amusement. Kagwang nimu nga imung gibulug ang sulat nga way prangkiyu, You dodo! You mailed the·letter without stamps. 
	kagyu = KALAGIW. see LAGIW. 
	kaha n 1 box, pack, case made to contain s.t. Duba ka kabang sigarilyu, Two packs of cigarettes. 2 cash register. 3 safe. -diyiru n steel safe. -sa trak body of a truck. v 1[A; al 2] make into a case or boxes. Gwapunang imung gikahaan ang radiyu, The radio looks nice now that you've made a case for it. 2 [A; c] put into a cash box, register. kahiru n cashier. v [B15; a12) be a cashier. kahira = KAHIRU (female). 
	kaha = KAvHA. 
	kaha =-KALAHA. 
	kaham v 1 [A; cl] touch with the whole hand. Ang mukabam sa pagkaun mangbunaw, Whoever touches food should wash his hands. Ikaham (kabama) ang iyang liug kun gihilantan ba, Feel her neck to see ifshe has a fever. 2 [AN; al2] touch for sexual purposes. Dunay bayut nga nangaham naku sa siniban, A homosexual tried to touch me in the movie house. 3 [A; a] steal. Wa bibaw-i ang mikaham sa mga a/ahas, No one knows who stole the jewelry. -in-a s.t. that is one's favorite. Ang kinabam kungflgkaun, My favorite f
	1 
	-

	, .
	, .
	den. Way mukabangay sa akung gamit ayug latigubun, Nobody dares touch my instruments for fear of getting whipped. Ayawgkabangyi na kay wa pa mabuman, Don'tdare touch that because it's not done. 

	kahangayv [A13; b6] a do s.t. to while away the time or in one's spare time. Nagkabangay kug basabasa samtang nagpaabut n{ya, I read the papers to while away the time while I was waiting. b do s. t. as one'savocation during spare time. Nagkabangay 
	2 

	siyag pangabintig mintiryu, She sells ceme
	tery lots in her spare time. 
	kahapun = KAGAHAPUN. see GAHAPUN. 
	Ira.has v [AN; a2] 1 have the audacity to get or use s.t. without the consent of the proper person. Gikabas sa asawa ang ilang tintgum arun ipalit ug tibi, The wife had the nerve to take their savings to buy a T.V. set. Gikabas niyag baligya ang babuy, He took it upon himself to sell the pig. Gikabas ug lugi sa iyang anak ang ilang kalubiban, His son had the nerve to harvest their coconuts. 2 embezzle. Ang tisuriru nga mikabas sa pundu, The treasurer who embezzled the funds. pangahas v [A2; bS] 1 do s.t.
	not.Ayaw giyug pangabas ug pauli nga maginusara sa kagabhiun, Don't dare go home alone at night. la abuse s.o. sexually. Buutku siyang pangahasan, I wanted to abuse her. 2dar� do s. t. that takes courage. Di ku mangabas pagtabuk samtang bah apa, I don't dare cross while the river is in flood stage. mapaN-un n daring to do s. t. forbidden. 
	kahati = KALAHATi. 
	kahid-un = KAllfIUN. see iui. 
	kahig v [A; a] bring s. t. to one or push s. t. away with an instrument or, analogically, with the hand or foot: Kabigan ku ning daspan sa sagbut, I'll sweep the rubbish into the dustpan. Ikahig (kahiga) ang tu.big ngadtu sa kanal, Sweep the water towards the canal. dala sa -swept along with the majority. Pagpangliup sa mga kawani, apil sad siya, nada sa kahig, When there was a layoff of the employees, he was included, swept alongbythe tide. Hugut siyag kumbiksiyun, dili mada sa kabig, He has strong co
	-

	kahilv 1 [A; alb2] touch, brush lightly against s.t. Nagkabil ang dabun sa alambriskuryinti, The leaf is in contact with the electric wire. Kahila ug binay sa lipak arun dili mapakling, Touch it lightly with the bamboo stick so that it won't fall over. 2 [A; b6] do an activity to a lesser degree than usual. Wa gani ku makakabil niya, baluk na binuun, I haven't even touched her, much less kissed her. 
	1 

	kahilan k.o. small, green, somewhat bitter orange which turns yellow when overripe: Citms aurantium. -ada n lemonade, orangeade. v [A; a2) make lemonade.
	2 

	kahimtang see BUTANG.
	I
	I

	kahir v [A 3 P; a] entice, lead s. o. to do s. t. not good for him. Di aku makahir sa imung pangatarungan, 1 cannot be swayed by your 
	kahira -kakak 
	reasoning. Nakabir siya sa usa ka mamaligyag isda, He fell for a fish vendor. Bisag karmilitu s lay ikabir sa bata, yOU can easily attract a child with candies. 
	reasoning. Nakabir siya sa usa ka mamaligyag isda, He fell for a fish vendor. Bisag karmilitu s lay ikabir sa bata, yOU can easily attract a child with candies. 

	kahira, kahiru see KA.HA. kahis = KALIS.
	kahista n typesetter. v [B 156] become a typesetter.kahita n small box, case. Kabita sa a/ahas, Jewel box. 
	kahug, kahug v 1 [Al; ac) mix moist and dry ingredients together. Kabugun ku ning tabup ug kinagud nga lubi, I'll mix the corn bran with shredded coconut. Kabugi angmakaruni sa mayunis., Mix the mayonnaise into the macaroni. 2 [A; a) stir s. t. thick. Kabuga ang linugaw arun dili mudukut, Stirthe porridge so it won't stick. 
	kahun n 1 box. 2 square or rectangular section in a rice paddy. Napulu ka kabun ang ryang pilapilan, There are ten square partitions in his rice paddy. 3 group of fives in tallying (four vertical lines and one slanting line). v 1 [A; a] make into a box. 2 r al2] divide into square, rectangular sections. 3 rAl 21 obtain groups of fives. Sa pag-iskutinyu wa gani makakabun ang atung kandidatu, Whenthe ballots were counted our candidate did not even get a score of five. -in-n enclosedin boxes. Mga kinabun nag i
	kahuy n 1tree. 2 wood, firewood. 3 bungang -fruit tree. v 1 [Al 2) obtain firewood. 
	Nakakabuy (nakakabuy) giyud mi sa ginuba sa amung balay, We had firewood when our house was demolished. 2 [a) make into firewood. Kabuyun natu ning gubang kural, We'll make this broken fence into firewood. 3 (a2] steal by picking the pocket (slang).
	Nakakabuy (nakakabuy) giyud mi sa ginuba sa amung balay, We had firewood when our house was demolished. 2 [a) make into firewood. Kabuyun natu ning gubang kural, We'll make this broken fence into firewood. 3 (a2] steal by picking the pocket (slang).
	Gikahuy ang iyang pitaka didtu sa Kulun, 
	S.o. picked his wallet downtown.(➔) v [B4] for muscles to get stiff with fatigue. Nagkahuy ang akung abaga sa pagpinas-ag kupras, 
	My shoulders are stiff from carrying sacks of copra. paN-v [A2; b6] 1 cut down and gather firewood. Did tu sila mangabuy sa bukid, They were in the mountains gathering firewood. 2 take parts from an engine. Gipangabuyan nila ang trak daut, They cannibalized the broken-down truck. 3 (A2; b( 1)]steal by _picking. Ang babaying gipangabuyan sa iyang trisintus, The woman who had three hundred stolen from her. pangahuykahuy v [A) for muscles to get stiff with fatigue. Un dang na tag pangarga kay nangabuykah
	My shoulders are stiff from carrying sacks of copra. paN-v [A2; b6] 1 cut down and gather firewood. Did tu sila mangabuy sa bukid, They were in the mountains gathering firewood. 2 take parts from an engine. Gipangabuyan nila ang trak daut, They cannibalized the broken-down truck. 3 (A2; b( 1)]steal by _picking. Ang babaying gipangabuyan sa iyang trisintus, The woman who had three hundred stolen from her. pangahuykahuy v [A) for muscles to get stiff with fatigue. Un dang na tag pangarga kay nangabuykah
	loading now because my waist 1s getting stiff. -in-n 1 fuel gathered. 2 s. t. shoplifted, cannibalized. ka-an(➔) n woods. maN-r-/1(➔) n woodcutter. kahuykahuy n k.o. weed roughly resembling a full grown tree in structure, growing up to 1½', the leaves of which are used as a poultice to stop bleeding. tig-n 1 log with branches cut off. 2twigs. v [A; a) gather, cut down wood for firewood. Mitigkahuy ku sa iyang tinapuk, I gathered the wood he had piled up. talign = TIGKAHUY. v [A2N] gather logs for ahouse. 
	-



	kahung n variety of rice. 
	yu

	, 
	, 
	. 
	,


	kaunttu = KAYMI1U. 
	kain = HA.IN (dialectal).kaina = GANIIIA.
	kaing n large, cylindrical, rattan basket loosely woven in a hexagonal design, 3' tall by 2' across. v [A; al 2) make, make into a katng.
	kaingin n 1 slash and burn agriculture. 2 areain the forest cleared by burning for agriculture, of temporary or permanent nature. v [A; bS] make a clearing in a forest for agricultural purposes. -iru n one who practices slash and burn agriculture. 
	kainti n variety of rice. kairil = KAYRJL. 
	kak v [A; cl] cock a firearm. Gabi kakun (ikak) ang garan, It takes a great effort to cock the garand rifle. a cocked. Kak na daan ang iyang pistula, His pistol was already cocked.
	·

	kaka = KAKA.
	2
	2

	kaka n k.o. grayish-brown spider with a body the size of a pea that spins webs in trees. kaka n children's word for female genitalia. kaka n tobacco tars. v [B246; a4b4] get filled up with tobacco tars. Mukaka (kaka-
	an, kakaun) na gani ang bunsuy, limpiyubi, 
	If the pipe gets filled with tar, clean it. 
	kaka stammering, having a speech impediment whereby one repeats the beginningsounds of what he is trying to get out. v [B;b6] speak in a stammering way. 
	3i 

	kakak n 1 cackle. 2 how a person reacts. Makita ra giyud ang kakak anang tawbana kun makaingkuwintrug buguy, We'll see what 
	k.o. a fellow that man is when he runs into a bully. v [A) 1 cackle. 2 chicken out, coward. Mu rag isug apan kun suklan giyud, mukakak diay, He appears tough but if you challenge him, he runs away. 3 [A; b3] for a woman to squawk with displeasure. Nag
	-

	kakas -kaladu 
	kakak ang asawa kay dugayng miuli a7?g bana, The wife is squawking because her husband came home late. 
	kakak ang asawa kay dugayng miuli a7?g bana, The wife is squawking because her husband came home late. 
	kakas v [A; a] 1 detach s. t. that has been stitched or similarly attached. Kinsay nagkakas niining ginansilyu? Who undid this crochet-work? Kakasa (kaksa) na Zang ang guba nga atup, Tear off the worn-out part of the roof. 2 uproot vines in clearing an area. Gikaksan na ang kamutiban, The sweet potato patch has been cleared of old vines. -in-n 1 thin membrane which encases the small intestines of pigs and attaches it to the rear wait of the abdominal cavity, used for 
	. ,
	wrapping murkun. 2= ILUGUN, n. see ILUG. kakaw n cacao.
	kakawati = MAORI KAKAW.
	kakha v [AN; ab2] scrape, scratch out s. t. loose. Nangakba ang turu usa mudasmag, The bull kicked the ground before charging. Nagkakba ug pagkaun ang manuk, Thechicken is scratching around for food. -tuka, -tuhak a hand-to-mouth existence. kaki n 1 khaki cloth. 2 khaki color. 3 brown one-centavo piece. v 1 [A13] wear khaki or 
	s.t. khaki-colored. 2 [B6) become khaki in color. 

	kakin = NAKINNAKIN.kaktil n cocktail drink. kaktus n cactus. 
	kakyup n 1 yesterday (dialectal}. 2 late in the afternoon, evening (dialectal). 
	kakyup n 1 yesterday (dialectal}. 2 late in the afternoon, evening (dialectal). 
	kal a an egg-layer which has stopped laying 
	I 
	I 
	.

	at a profitable rate. v [B2; b6] for an egg-layer to have ceased laying profitably. 
	� n cal, a white powder used as a whitener for shoes. V [A; b] whiten with cal. Kali ang sapatus puti, Apply cal to white shoes. (�) v [B1245) get cal splattered over it. -iru n 1 kiln for burning limestone or seasheds to obtain lime. 2 any big fire for roasting or burning s.t. or obtaining s.t. v [A; cl] make a kiln or a large fire to obtain s.t. 

	.kalaba (not without /) n honeycomb. Ang taLu gikan sa kalaba, Beeswax comes from the honeycomb. v [AN) form or build a honeycomb. 
	, ,
	, ,
	, 

	kalab-anan = KALABANAN. see LABAN.kalabanghan = BALBANGAAN.kalabantus = KARABANSUS. 
	kalabasa n squash of various varieties: Cucurbita maxima. -nga puti general namefor squashes with light-green skin and white flesh: Lagenaria leucantha. see al-
	, , ,
	so BALANTIYUNG, TABAYAG, TAMBALI
	-

	YUNG. -nga pula n 1 general term forsquashes and pumpkins with red or orange meat. 2 zero grade. Kalbasa ang akung na
	YUNG. -nga pula n 1 general term forsquashes and pumpkins with red or orange meat. 2 zero grade. Kalbasa ang akung na
	-

	kuba, I got a zero. 2a failure of grades or ratings. v (B126N] be a failure as a student.

	Ayaw pagbuguybuguy sa imung pagtuun kay makalabasa (mangalabasa) ka unya, 
	Don't play hooky from school or you'll fail. 

	kalabat v 1 (A2; c] reach up to an amount or length of time. Ang bu.law nakakabat giyud ug tulu ka bu.Ian, The dry season lasted for three months. lkabat ug singkuwinta ka tapuk ang inasal, Make the roast pig do for fifty portions. 2 [A2; a) go as far as. Kabatun ku ang mga bituun alang kanimu, I'll go to the stars for you. 3 (A; a] walk holding on s.t. Gikabatan sa bata ang mga silya, The child walked holding onto the chair. -an(➔)n s.t. one holds onto while walking. 
	kalabaw n carabao, water buffalo. dakung fully grown, old enough. Daku ka nang kabaw wa gihapun kay buut, You're fully grown now but you still are irresponsible. -in-v 1 [A; al 2) work like a carabao. Nagkinabaw ku pagtrabahu arun mu mabulahan, Iwork like a horse to give you a better life. 2 [Al3) have sexual relations. Ada, mag-agawlag maadlaw, kun gabii magkinabaw, Theypretend to be cousins duri� the day but at night they have sexual relations. n stage in an infant's development before it actually crawl
	-

	kalabira n skeleton, skull v [BN) become a skeleton or like one. Nangalabira (nakalabira, nikalabira) na intawun ang iyang lawas, His bodyhas become skin and bones. marka -n 1 skull and crosS:bones. 2 poisonouspreparation.
	kalabkab v [A; bl 1 fan a fire. Nagkabkabsiya sa kalayu sa pagpasiga, He fanned the fire to make it catch. paN-v [A] fan oneself .Nangabkab siya sa kainit, He fanned himselfbecause it was so hot. n 1 hand fan. 2delicacy made of flour or cassava flour baked thin and crisp in the shape of a large fan. a having large ears (humorous). 
	kalabu = KLABU. 
	kalabus, kalabusu (not without /) n jail. v [B125) land in prison, in jail. Nakalabus ra giyud ang kriminal, The criminal finally went to jail. 
	kaladangan n name for a large variety of fishsimilar to porgies. 
	kaladkad v [A3P) boil. Ug mukaladkad angnilugaw, If the porridge boils. 
	kalaclu (not without /) n k.o. embroidery 
	kalag -kalama
	yu 

	stitch with a mesh design, usually done on 
	stitch with a mesh design, usually done on 
	fine fabric. v [a12) make a mesh design on. 

	kalag n 1 soul. Kaluy-an mu ang kalag ni Luisa, Have mercy on the soul of Louisa. la a person as reckoned for count. Wala giyuy bisag usa ka kalag nagtikawtikaw sa ila, Nota soul stirred in the house. lb walay -aheartless, cruel. Wa kajl kag, w� kay kaluuy, You're heartless, without mercy. 2 ghost. 3human skeleton showing itself as a ghost. Naingun kag kalag sa kaniwang, You're as thin as a skeleton. -sa animas thin as a soul. v [A; a12b2) for a ghost to haunt s.o. Mamatay gani ku kan (kalgun) tikaw, If I 
	in purgato
	ry
	gu 

	kalagiw see LAGIW. 
	kalagkag v [A; a] loosen soil, flour, and the like, breaking small lumps into fine particles. Nagkalagkag pa ku sa barina nga akung ayan, I'm breaking up the lumps in the flour I'm going to sift. 
	gu

	kalagu n dogs having long, shaggy, and curly hair. 
	kalaha n fing pan with a rounded bottom and a handle. 
	ry

	kalahati n 1 coin of the early 1900's worth twenty centavos. 2 s.o. who shares with or is part of. Ang akung mga anak mauy kabatinaku sa pagtagad sa akung bana, My children and I share my husband's attention. kalakala n 1 croaking sound of frogs. 2 sputtering sound of defective engines. 3 soundof s. t. boiled at a stage when the water and the material boiled has formed a soft and thick mass. v [A3] croak, sputter. Mukalakala giyud ang mga baki sa panabun sa!tingulan, Frogs croak on rainy days. lpatan-aw
	the car checked because the engine sputters. kalaki see LAKI. kalakkalak n sputtering sound of a defective 
	2

	machine. v [B46; b6] for a defective machine to sputter. Mukalakkalak ang makina ug naay dipiktu, The sewing machine will sputter when there's s.t. \vrong with it. 
	kalam v [A; a] plow by describing a spiral starting at the outer edge of the field. Kalamun naku pagdaru arun maapil ang mgadaplin, I'll plow the field circularly so thatthe outer edges are also plowed. n spiraldescribed by this manner of plowing. 
	kalam (not without /) v [A; a2] 1 search,Mukalam pa siya sa iyang bunsuy
	look for. 
	\ 

	nga nawa, He still has to look for the pipe
	he lost. Labiban nakakalam ang pulis sa gipangitang kawatan, How the policemanlooked for the thief that was wanted! Kalama ang dinakpan ug wa bay armas, Searchthe prisoner to see if he is armed. 2 earn a living. Inyung amaban ang nagkalam sa atung gikaun, It is your father who earns what we eat. 
	kalamalunggay = KALAMUNGGAY. kalamansi, kalamansi (not without /) = LI· 
	,
	,

	MUNSITU. 
	kalamantigi n ornamental annual growing to 2' high, bearing red, white, and pink flowers, and fleshy capsules which burst when touched: Impatiens balsamina. 
	kalamay n 1 sugar. 2 brown sugar (as opposed to asukar). v 1 [Al; a2] make sugar. 2 [BS] become sugar. Kun itusun ang tuba mukamay (makamay) diay, Palm toddy can stallizing it. (➔) v [A; c] 1 put sugar into. Kamayantang imung tsa? Shall I put sugar in your 
	also be made into sugar by c
	ry

	I
	I

	tea? 2 sweet-talk s.o. lmu na pud kung gi
	-

	kamayan, You're giving me sweet talk again.2a bisan -an pa no matter what inducement is given (even if you put sugar on it). Bisagkamayan pa, di giyud ku musugut niya, Iwouldn't accept him for all the tea in China. 3 [B246] for coconut taffy to fail to turn out and become crystalline and sandy. Da
	ling mukamay ang kukunat ug kuwang sa lubi, The coconut taffy comes out sandy if you don't use enough coconut milk. 4 [A; 
	a] (not without [) make kalamay. n (notwithout [) sweets made from ground sticky rice boiled with the juice of coconut meat and brown sugar. 
	kalamayu, kalarnayu n an acute infection which has swollen and become red, but not yet open or oozing. v [BN; a4] be acutely inflamed. Nangalamayu (nikalamayu, naka
	-

	kalambibat -kalapati 
	Artifact
	lamayu, gikalamayu) ang iyang samad, Hiswound became acutely inflamed. kalambibat = KABIBA T. 
	kalambitay = KULUMBITAY. 
	kalambitay = KULUMBITAY. 
	kalambri (not without /} n cramp. v [BN; a 4b4] ge\ a cramp. Nikalambri (nakalambri, nangalambri) ang iyang tiil sa dugayng binumul sa tubig, He got a cramp in his legs because he stayed in the water too long. Angmabdus dali kuayung kalambribun (kalambriban), Pregnant women are easily attacked by sudden and painful cramps. 

	kalambrin cuss word, fairly strong, but 
	2
	2
	which can also be used with a light note ofhumor, expressing annoyance. Kalambri g paningil tning wa pay swildu, Damn, this man. He tries to collect from me before I.even get paid! 
	ning tawbana, manu
	gu

	, 
	,

	kalambura = KARAMBULA. 

	kalamidad n calamity.kalamri = KALAMBRI.Ikalamukat see LAMUKAT. kalamundi, kalamundin, kalamunding (not
	1 
	2
	kalamuhuy n k.o. fish. 

	,
	,
	without/)!= LIMUNSITU. 
	kalamunggay n 1 small, rapidly growing cultivated tree, with thrice pinnate leaves, the leaflets of which are one of the most popularly eaten vegetables in the Visayas: Moringa oleif era. 2 clubs in playing cards. 
	kalamutsing = KAMURITSING. see MURITSING. 
	kalan, kalan (not without /) n small portable stove made of clay. v [al2] make into such a stove. 
	kalandatay v [B; cl] for a conversation to drag on, going from one subject to another. 
	Nakalandatay ang isturya kay pulus na bubug, The conversation went on and on because everybody had one drink too many. kalandrakas n things of all different kinds and varieties coming at once. Ang kalandrakas sa inadlawng pagkinabubi, The various activities of daily life. v [A; al2] be a conglomeration of various things or kinds. Magkalandrakas Lang ang mabisgutan sa mga tapuktapuk, They talk about all different things in their gatherings. Kalandrakasa pagpalit angmga kulur, Buy all different colors.
	duul sa sapa mauy akung kalangun (kalangan) pag-una, I'll clear up the part near the river first. 
	kal-ang n 1 gap. Adtu lapus sa kal-ang sa pa-
	Artifact
	ril, Pass through the gap in the wall (or bet
	ween the two walls). 2 distance in time or 
	space between two things. Ang kal-ang sa i
	lang pangidarun, The gap in their ages. v [B
	S; cl]• be located with gaps in between. 
	Kal-angi ang mga silya arun dili magkinupya
	banay, Place your chairs far apart so you 
	won't be copying from each other. ·an(➔) n
	space between two things. Ang kal-angan sa 
	sini ug iskuylaban gitukuran ug balay, A
	house isbuilt in the space between the mov
	ie house and the school. -in-an(➔) n place

	where there is the biggest gap. kalangkalang (not without/) v [A; al2] estimate, consider s.t. carefully. Ikaw ra ang mukalangkalang ug makaayu ha nimu, 
	Weigh it carefully yourself whether it would 
	Weigh it carefully yourself whether it would 
	do you any good. Aku ray mukalangkalang 
	nga maigu ang pagkaun sa tanan, I'll ration 
	the food out so that it will go around. n es
	timation, consideration. Sa akung kalangka
	lang mudaug giyud ang prutista ni Usminya, 

	As I see it, Osmefia's protest will be successful. kalv [AN; a] look for medicinal plants. 
	ap 

	MukŁlap kagtambal did tu sa patayng bulan, 
	You must look for medicinal herbs whenthere is no moon. Unsang mga'tambala akung kalapun? What medicinal plants shall Iget? paN-v [A2S] look for s.t. one wants to obtain but is not easy to find. Makapangalap kag kwarta basta imirdyinsi, Youhave to scramble about to find money if it's an emergency. -in-n medicinal plants gathered. Ang sulud sa basu mga kinalap nga gamut, The glass contained medicinal roots. kalv [A; b(l)] 1 touch, tinker, play with 
	.
	ap
	2 

	s.t. forbidden. Latusun ku ang magkap sagamitun, I'll whip anyone who tinkers with the tools. Gikapan giyud ang tigib kay nagibang, S.o. must have played with the chisel because it got nicked. 2 tease, play a jokeon s.o. 3 [AN] engage in petty stealing. 
	Bantayi siyang musulud kay mukap na, 
	Watch him if he comes in because he lifts 
	things. kalkalv [A3] tinker, try one's 
	ap
	ap 

	hand at s.t. new. Namikaniku siya kay ga
	naban mukapkap ug!makina, He became a 
	mechanic because he likes to tinker with 
	machines. kalati (not without /} v 1 [A; bS] calk, 
	ap

	make s.t. watertight by filling the seams or 
	cracks. Gikalapatiban (gikalapati) ang ta
	nang sinumpayan sa kabuy ·nga mikang-a, 
	All the wooden joints that came loose havebeen calked. 2 [B1; b6(1)] be covered with s.t. sticky and dirty. Nagkalapati ang nawung sa bata sa babul gam, The child's 
	Figure
	face is smeared with sticky bubble gum. A
	face is smeared with sticky bubble gum. A
	yaw pagduwa sa taguk sa nangka kay makakalapati (makapakalapati) na sa kamut mu, 
	Don't play with the sticky sap of jackfruit, as it will get your hands all sticky. •

	kalapi n k.o. thin and thorny rattan used in fisbing equipment because of its resistance to salt water. It produces clusters of edib�e, sour berries!: Calamus sp. 
	kalapi(not without/) a a defect in coconut trees manifested by the fronds, such that the lowest fronds do not hang but tend to be vertical and easily break off. v [B14561for a coconut tree to be of this sort. 
	2 

	kaliti = KALAPATI, 2. kalitsi = KARAPITSI. 
	ap
	ap

	kalapkv [AN; bS] go to a woman's bed to have intercourse with her without herknowledge.
	ap 

	kalaputi = KALAPATI, 2.kalaru = KLARu. 
	kalas {not without/) v 1 [A; a] rake out s.t. thatis growing, harrow. Kinabanglan kalasun ang mga sagbut samtang wa pay ulan,
	1 

	You must rake out the weeds before the 
	You must rake out the weeds before the 
	I
	rains come. Imung kalasan ug una ang dapit sa sapa, First harrow the part which is near the brook. la [a12) make into a harrow, rake. 2 [A; blc) give the owner of gambling equipment a rake-off. Kalasan namu ang imung baraba kun magpukir mi, Youwill get a rake-off for your cards when we play poker. Kalasi si Pidru, Give Pedro his rake-off. n 1 rake, harrow. 2 rake-off to the owner of gambling paraphernalia. maN-� n one who lets people gamble with his equipment for a rake-off. 

	kalas(not without /) v 1 [B 12; al 2) die in a disaster, accident, war. Kadagbang way /abut ang naka/as sa gubat sa Byitnam, A lot of innocent people died in the war in Vietnam. Ka/asun kamung tanan, You will all meet your death. 2 [a3) be destroyed, annihilated. Dagbang ayruplanu ang nakalas sa Pirl Harbur, Many planes were destroyed atPearl Harbor.(�) a {with I droppable) wastein an extravagant way. Kas kaayu sa panabun ang ar-utisi, ROTC is a big waste of time. Kanang plantsaba kas ug kuryinti, That 
	2 
	ful, usi
	ng 

	kalasag (not without/) n 1 shield. 2defense.
	Ang pagkamatarung mauy bugtung niyang kalasag batuk sa dautan, Righteousness is 
	Ang pagkamatarung mauy bugtung niyang kalasag batuk sa dautan, Righteousness is 

	his sole defense against evil. 
	kalasikas n rustling sound like that produced by the motion of leaves. v 1 [A3; cl) produce this k.o. rustling sound. Kasikasa (ikasikas) ang mga dabun arun sila mabadluk, 
	Rustle the leaves so they'll be afraid. 2 (Al]bustle about in preparation for s. t. Mikas�kas ang mga tagiballmgay kay nagkaduul na ang pyista, The people are bustling about with the fiesta approaching. Hapit ka na mugikan, wa pa ka kakasikas! It's nearly time to leave and you haven't made any preparations! -sa panahun n doings, activities of constant and ordinary nature. 
	kalaskalas n 1 = ANGALASKALAS. 2 namegiven to tiny inedible crabs that dig holes in the sand. 
	kalaskas n a bird which appears at night, believed to be an unglu which has assumed this form. So called from its purported sound: 
	kas-kas. 
	kalat, kalat v [A; b6( 1)] cane with bamboo 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	,


	or rattan. Kamau kang mukalat ug stya? Do 
	you know how to cane a chair? n s. t. caned from bamboo or rattan. Buslut ang kalat sa katri, The caned portion of the bed is broken. 
	kalatv 1 [AB46; c) be scattered in a confused manner, cause s.t. to be so. Kinsaynagkalat sa mga duwaan sa sawug? Whoscattered the toys all over the floor? Hipusa ang mga papil nga nagka/ai-sa salug, Gather the pieces of paper scattered all over the floor. Ayaw ikalat ang mga bulingun sa salug, Don't scatter the soiled clothes on the floor. 2 [A; cP] for news, rumors to spread. 
	2 

	Mika/at ang bulungihung babin sa ribulusiyun, There were rumors about a revolution that began to spread. 
	kalatkat v [A; ac] climb up s.t. using the hands and feet: climb to get, bring. Nikatkat ang bata sa lamisa, The child climbed up on the table. Katkatun gibapun na sa iring diba, The cat can still climb up there to get it. -sa kapayas v [A] have intercourse with a woman (humorous). Inigdunggu giyus bana mukatkat giyud sa kapayas pagkagabi� As soon as the husband arrives from abroad, you can be sure he's going to get him some papayas that night. 
	kalatsutsi n frangipanik.o. ornamental tree planted for its flowers: Plumiera spp. 
	) 

	kalatung (not without I) n knocker made from a section of a bamboo with a slit onthe side. It is resonant and is rapped to call or send signals. 
	kalaw n hornbill bird: Buceros bydrocorax. kalawan v [A23; cP] be somewhat raised, 
	kalawat -kalibhay 
	get somewhat off the ground. Ang salug sa balay mikawan lag usa ka pi gikan sa yuta,
	get somewhat off the ground. Ang salug sa balay mikawan lag usa ka pi gikan sa yuta,
	The floor of the house is elevated about afoot from the ground. Nakakawan nag ayruplanu sa pag-abut namu sa irpurt, Theplane had already gotten off the ground when we got to the airport. see also KAWAN KAWAN. 

	kalawat (from dawat) v 1 [AN2; b(l)] take Holy Communion. Nakakalawat (nakapangalawat) ka rung Dumingguba? Did you take communion this Sunday? 2 [A; a12) accept s.t. as true. Dili ku mukalawat arung mga pangatarungan mu, I will not accept any of your reasons. 3 receive, accept (Biblical). Kalawatun mu ha si Kurdaping nga imung asawa? Do you take Kordaping as your wife? n Holy Communion. -an(➔),-anan n communion railing. 
	kalaw-it v [AN; b2S] 1 get s.t. with a hook, hook s.t. onto s.t. MikaVrit (nangaw-it) siya sa akung liug, She hooked her arm around 
	, 
	, 
	, 
	,

	my neck. A tung kaw-,tun (kaw-,tan) ang ka
	-

	imitu, We'll hook the star apple and pull it down. iyang gikaw-it ang kawit sa lyang abaga, Hehooked the bamboo palm toddy container to his shoulders. 2 capture as the result of having run into by accident. Ang patrulya nakakaw-it ug kumpit sa ismaglir, Thepatrol ran into a smuggler's boat and captured it. 3 s.t. with a hook on it to pull things out of reach to one. -an(➔), -a.nan nhook onto which s.t. is hung. 

	kalay n k.o. children's game similar to marbles played with cowries. v [AC2; b( 1)) play kalay.
	kalaykay v 1 [A; ab2) dig up s.t. with the hands, fioe up s.t. in a scratching manner. Nagkaykay siyag kamuti, He is digging up sweet potatoes. 2 [A; bS) press hard Łith the finger tips in the pit of the stomach to massage it in a manner similar to scratching. 
	Mukalma ang kabubi ug kalaykayun (kalaykayan) ang tiyan, A burning stomach calms down when you massage it in a digging motion. n hoe. 
	Mukalma ang kabubi ug kalaykayun (kalaykayan) ang tiyan, A burning stomach calms down when you massage it in a digging motion. n hoe. 

	kalaykayn a k.o. tellin clams, about 1 ½" long and 1wide, sand-colored and found in the sand along the shore. 
	2 
	,, 

	kalayu n fire. v [B2S6] 1 grow into, be onfire. Nakayu ang baga nga giitsa sa basura, The ember thrown into the garbage turned into a fire. 2 be on fire with an emotion. t, He was fuming with rage. 3spark, produce sparks. Nagkayuang ismiril sa dibang gidaitul ang amul, Thesharpener gave off sparks when the bolo was pressed against it. kayukayu v 1 [A) 
	kalayu n fire. v [B2S6] 1 grow into, be onfire. Nakayu ang baga nga giitsa sa basura, The ember thrown into the garbage turned into a fire. 2 be on fire with an emotion. t, He was fuming with rage. 3spark, produce sparks. Nagkayuang ismiril sa dibang gidaitul ang amul, Thesharpener gave off sparks when the bolo was pressed against it. kayukayu v 1 [A) 
	Nagkalayu siya sa kala
	gu 

	for cooking utensils or burners to produce sparks while cooking s.t. 2 [B1456] for love to be burning. -in-(➔) n boiled corn on the cob. kakalayuhan n fires of hell. 

	kalbaryu n 1 calvary. 2 situation causing intense mental sufferi. Kalbaryu naku ning pagtuun ug sista, Learning to play the guitar is utter torture to me. v [B 126] become acalvary.
	ng

	kalhasa = KALABAsA. 
	kalbu n bald-headed. v [Bl] be bald-headed. 
	kalburu = KARBURU. 
	kaldira n 1 boiler of steam engines. 2 seat of one's emotions as the source of ardent feelis. v [A; a2] install, make into a boiler. 
	ng

	kaldirin see KALDIRU. 
	kaldiritasee KALDIRU .!
	1 
	. 

	kaldirita, kaldiritas n 1 a stew of goat's meat and spices. 2 stewed dog's meat (humorous). v [A; a] make goat stew. 
	2

	kaldiru n metal pot, usually flat-bottomed. baryu nga way -cemetery (humorous). kaldirin n cooking pot, cylindrical in shape, usually made of galvanized sheet metal, and flat-bottomed. kaldiritaan light metal pot 
	1
	1

	with flat bottom, usually for storing food. 
	kaldiyu n egg drop soup, usually with a fishbase but may be made of a different base. v [Al;a] make egg drop soup.
	kaldu n 1 soup made by sauteeing meat and spices to which broth has been added. 2 bowl, cup to hold soup. v [Al!; a] make soup. kalduhan n tiny cup for chocolate. 
	kalsn animal flea. v [a4] have a skin disease characterized by small, itchy pyramidshaped eruptions. It spreads when scratched. -un( ➔) a having this type of skin disease. 
	ga

	kalhang = KAL-ANG. 
	kalhay v [AB lN; a] 1 make big tears in s.t. 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	I I \


	Nagkalbay (nangakalhay) ang ,yang sinina 
	Her dress was all tattered. 2 destroy utterly. Nakalbay ang taytayan sa bumba, Thebridge was utterly destroyed by the bombs. 
	kalhaya for grains or powder to be dry and not stuck into lumps. Kalhay ang balas ngauga, Dry sand is loose. v [AB2; a2] for grains or powder to be, become dry and loose, cause them to be so. Ag-aga ang barina arun makalbay, Sift the flour to make it nice and powdery. Kinsay mukalbay (magl nga yapak? Who will break up the lumpy soil? 
	2 
	kalbay) sa nagbu
	gu

	kali v [A; a] gather root crops by digging. Magkali (mangali) tag balangbuy, Let us dig some cassava. kalihun a mature root crops (ready for digging). 
	kalibhay = KALIHA v. 
	kalibkib -kaliring 
	kalibkib n the slivers of coconut meat andbrown exterior portion which remain after the meat of the coconut has been shredded. -un woman's sex organ that isthin like the kalibkib.
	binday n
	ga 

	kalibri n 1 caliber, quality, ability. Mau nay 
	1
	1
	kalibri sa tawung bumuk masuku, That is 
	the k.o. man that gets angry easily. 2 cali
	ber of a bullet or firearm. 

	kalibri(from libri) n k.o. cassava with redwithout poisoning effect in contrast to other varieties. It is so called from the phrasemakalibri sa kautum 'save from starvation'. 
	2 
	stems. It may be eaten with little cooki
	ng
	9

	kalibugan see UBUG.
	kalidad n 1 quality. Maayug kalidad ang panaptun, The cloth is of good quality. 2 kind, sort. Unsa may kalidad sa iyang pagkatawu? What k.o. a person is he? -is(�)a of various kinds. v [B 1 ; a 1] be of various types. Nagkalidadis Jang ang akung tinda, I sell all sorts o( goods. -ang tingfor the voiceto change pitch in fear. Basta malisang ku, makalidadis dayun ang akung tingug, WhenI get frightened my voice gets uncontrolled. 
	1 
	gu

	kalidadisn k.o. small sweet potato with an orange flesh and dark-red skin. 
	2 

	kalids n 1 college. 2 one in college. Ka/ids ka na? Kabata pa gud nimu ! Are you alreadyin college? You sure are young for that! v[B6] be in college. Mukalids na siya sa sunud abli, She will be in college next schoolyear.
	kalids swing n college swing. a k.o. oldfashioned permanent wave where the hair is cut up to the nape of the neck. v [A; cl] wear a college swing permanent. 
	kaligkig = KIGKIG, 3, 4. paN-= PANGIGKIG. see KIGKIG.
	kaligutgut = ALIGUTGUT.
	2

	kalihay v [A; c] carry s.t. by having it slung over the shoulders. Nagkalihay ug pusil ang 
	, 
	, 
	' 

	mga mangangayam, The hunters had shot
	-

	guns slung over their shoulders. 

	kalihim n secretary, an official in charge of adepartment of the government. '?J [B1256] become a secretary. 
	kalimbagas v [A] run as fast as one can to get away from s.t. Mikalimbagas siya ug dagan pagbitungud sa mintiryu, He ran as fast as he could as he passed the cemetery. Kabaw nga nagkalimbagas ug ginukdanay, Themad rushing of carabaos running after one another.
	kalimpus n a variety of white-grained paddy 
	.
	.
	nee.

	kalimutaw, kalimutaw n 1 iris or pupil of the eye. Mudaku ang kalimutaw sa iring ug ma
	-

	gabiŁ A cat's eyes grow large in the evening. 2 by extension, eyeball. Ang nagbudlat nf. yang kalimutaw, His bulging eyeballs. 
	kalindaryu n calendar. kawas, lapas na sa for a girl to be above thirty (and get beyond a marriageable age -lit. go beyond the calendar).
	-

	kalinding = KALIRlNG.
	kaling n small dried anchovies. -in·(�) = KALING.
	kaling v 1 [AB6; cl] turn over on the side, cause s.t. to do so. Mukaling ang kulun nga ibutang sa lamisa nga way bangil kay lingin anglubut, If you put a clay pot on the tablewithout a support it will turn over on its side because it is round-bottomed. Kalinga(ikaling) ang mga libru sa lamisa basin nadat-ugan ang sulat mu, Turn th� books over on the side. Maybe the letter is just underneath them. 2 [A; a12] move s.t. solid and it one side at a time. Kallngun Jang natu ang pridyidir kay di ta makadaug, 
	heavy showi
	ng 

	Let's just move the refrigerator by shoving it one side at a time because we cannot carry it. 3 rock a small boat that has been grounded so it will move free. Kalingun natu ang buti kay mitaub na, Let's rock the boat to free it because the tide is beginning to come 1n. 
	g= KANINGAG.
	kalin
	ga

	kalingkaling n k.o. mussel living in the roots of mangroves, about 1 ½" long. 
	kalingkit n old variety of red, fine-grainedpaddy rice. 
	kalinyas n 1 bobbin on which the thread for weaving is wound. lt is attached to the shuttle. 2 amount of thread put on one bobbin. v [AN; a] wind thread around the bobbin in weaving. -an(➔) n = KALINY AS. 
	kalipay n 1 name originally given to an ornamental shrub planted for its leaves: Polyscias fruticosa. 2 name now also given to the croton, an erect ornamental shrub planted for its large, shiny leaves in various mottled colors and in a variety of shapes: Codiaeum 
	. ,
	. ,

	vartegatum. -an!= KALIPAY, 2.
	kalipikar v [A] register for voting. kalipikasiyun n 1 qualification. 2 registration of new voters. v = KALIPIKAR. 
	kalipir n caliper, an instrument used to measkaliplawir = KULIPL.AWIR.
	ure the thickness or diameter.of s.t. 

	kalipsu n 1 calypso song, dance. 2 calypsooutfit, consisting of a straw hat and a sportshirt or blouse, the lower edges and sleeves of which are scalloped or raggedy .
	kaliring v [APB3(1); cl] roll, usually said of flat disk-like things; cause s.t. to do so. Ang 
	kaliru
	kaliru
	1 

	taklub sa kaldiru mikaliring sa kanal, The pot cover rolled into the canal. n hoop usedas a toy for children to roll. 

	kaliru v [A; cl] stack ears of corn or rice on 
	1 ,
	1 ,
	the stalk in an orderly arrangement !yangkaliruhun (ikaliru) ang inanŁ He11 stack theharvested rice. n orderly stack of rice on the stalk or ears of corn. 
	,


	kalirusee KAL.
	2 

	kalis v 1 [A; al2] flatten off s.t. that heaps up to measure them exactly. Kalisun natu arun way bintaba, Let us level if off carefully so no one gets too much. 2 (a12] dismiss a group from office. Ug malibiral ang administrasiyun kalisun mu sa inyung katungdanan, If we get a Liberal administration you will all be swept from office. n s.t.used to level off a measured item. 
	kilisn chalice. kalisn k.o. pointed sword, around 18-20long with serrations near the handle. kalisa n a two-wheeled horse drawn carriage.v [A13] ride in a kalisa. 
	1 
	2 
	,, 

	kaliskis n scale-like crust on the skin. v [B14 56;a4] have such scale-like encrustation onone's skin. Butangig Lana ang imung bitiis kay nagkaliskis (gikaliskis), Rub oil on your legs because they have scales on them. 
	kalita 1 sudden. 2 suddenly, abruptly. Sa!kalit lamang nalimut siya kanaku, He suddenly forgot all about me. v 1 [B] happen suddenly, quickly. Nikalit (nakalit) lag abli angpultaban, The door opened suddenly. 2 
	, 
	, 
	, 
	'

	[AN; abc] do s.t. suddenly, quickly. Atu
	ning kalitug kuba, Lets grab this quickly. Gikalitan ku siyag baluk, I suddenly kissed her. Ayawg ikalit pagbutang, Dont put it down hastily. 3 [b8] be surprised, caught unaware. Nakalitan siya sa balita. Wala gŁ yud siyang katlngug, He was shocked by the news. He couldnt speak. kalitka,Jit v [BN;abcl squeeze in s.t. in ones spare time. NŁgkalitkalit silag abut, They took time OU tfor a quick tryst. Kalitkaliti nag silhig, Takeout a few moments and swee,P it. pa-v [A;b( 1)] take s.o. by surprise. A tu siyan
	,
	,
	,
	,
	-

	pare himself. paniN-v 1 = KALITKALIT, 2
	[A2; b] walk out on s.o. or ones obligation. Dili ku makapaningalit kanbnu kay ikaw may akung pakaslan, Ican't desert you, for I am going to marry you. Wa kung kauban nila kay ila man kunggipaningalitan, ldid not get to go with them because they walked out on me. ma-(➔) a sudden. Makalit nga katalag1nan, A sudden calamity. maun(�) a do things on the spur of the m
	,
	o-


	-kalsu 
	427 

	ment, without proper thought. Makalitun ka ra kaayu sa imung mga saad, yOU are twofaced in your promises. 
	kalitang n k.o. banana eaten raw, rarely grown commercially because it keeps poorly.
	kalkag a for the hair to be disheveled, in disarray. v [APBN; cl] for hair to become disheveled, cause it to do so. Ang bangin mauy mikalkag (mipakalkag) sa akung bubuk, 
	The wind caused my hair to get disheveled. 
	Panudlay kay mikalkag (nangalkag) nang tmung buhuk, Comb your hair because it is disheveled.
	kalkal v [A; a] dig with light instruments. 
	MagkaZkaZ ta ug tambakan sa mga sagbut, 
	We will dig a pit to throw the garbage into. 
	NakakalkaZ suag usa ka kaban nga bulawan, 
	They have dug up a trunkful of gold. 
	kalkulu, kalkulu = KARKULU.
	kalma a 1 calm. KaZma kaayu ang panahun run, Irs a very calm day. Kalma kaayu siya taliwala sa kakuyaw, He remains very calm deliberate,and sure in behavior. KaZma kaayu siyang nagtrababu bisag giap iki, He worked slowly and deliberately even if he was under pressure. Kalma siyag sinuZtihan, He speaks slowly and deliberately. v 1 [B; a12] become calm, be unruffled of feelings, be soothed in pain. KaZma Zang. Ayawg kasukudayun, Calm down. Dont get mad right away. NakaZma (mikalma) na ang dagat. Mularga na 
	>
	in the face of danger. 2 slow
	., 
	,

	kalsada = KARSJ\DA.
	kalsadur see KALSU.
	kalsitin n socks. v [A; b] put socks on s.t., 
	get, make into socks. 
	kalsu v 1 [A; ac] wedge s.t. into s.t. to make it hold or to make it come on or off. Kalsuhun sa panday ang tabla nga gilansang sabungbung, The carpenter will pry off the boards that were nailed to the walls. KaZsuhi ang imung sapatus arun sayung isul-ub, 
	Use a horn for your shoes so you won'thave any trouble putting them on. Ikalsuning papil sa bu.nus arun dili mabukas, 
	· 

	Wedge this paper in the drawer so it won't 
	come open. la wrench s.t. loose at the 
	428 kalsunis -kalung
	1 

	Artifact
	joints or s. t. tied around s. t. else. Ang kawatan nakakalsu sa iyang mga kamu t gikan saThe thief managed to wrench hishands out of the cuffs. 2 [A; cl] stick s.t. in the pocket. Ayaw ikalsu (kalsuba) ang id sa lamisa, Do not pocket your winnings. You must keep them on the table. n 1 lever to pry s.t. off, open. 2 shoehorn. kalsadur n shoehorn or anything used for putting on the shoes. 
	joints or s. t. tied around s. t. else. Ang kawatan nakakalsu sa iyang mga kamu t gikan saThe thief managed to wrench hishands out of the cuffs. 2 [A; cl] stick s.t. in the pocket. Ayaw ikalsu (kalsuba) ang id sa lamisa, Do not pocket your winnings. You must keep them on the table. n 1 lever to pry s.t. off, open. 2 shoehorn. kalsadur n shoehorn or anything used for putting on the shoes. 
	sa pu
	s, 
	mung daug. lplantada gi
	yu


	kalsunis = KARSUNIS. kalsunsilyu = KARSUNSIL YU. 
	kaltik n an empty can of motor oil about 7long with a diameter of about 2' , locally used as a unit of measurement for sea shells. 
	,, 

	kaltiks n 1 Caltex, name of a company and a brand of gasoline. 2 = KAL TIK. kalu= KALUKALU. kalukalu a stupid, men
	l
	l
	tally defective. Sugua lag simpling butang ang tawung kalukalu, Give morons simple orders. v [B12; b6] become stupid, slowwitted; consider s.o. as such. 

	kaluv [A; cl] scoop out the top part of a liquid. Ikawu (kaw-a) ang buwa sa linungag, Scoop away the foam from the top of the boiling rice. 
	2 

	kalu n hat. -sa pitrumaks n shade of pressure lantern. v [A; a] wear a hat, make into a hat. kalukalu n 1 glans penis (humorous). 2 conical cover for a chimney top. v [A;b6(1) put up a conical cover over a chimney. Gikalukaluan niyag sin ang pangbaw, He put a conical cover made of iron sheeting on the smokestack. 
	kalub a for the surface of s. t. round and flat d mubari ning uŁ ka dakua kay kalub man ang patay, Thisone centavo coin will not come up heads because its tail is depressed. v [B; a12] get depressed in the middle. Nagkalub man Langang agi niining plakaba, My! How warpedthis record is. 
	to be depressed. Dili gi
	yu

	kalubay n a variety of common squash that has a clulrshaped fruit, 2-4' long, withsmooth whitish-green skin and white flesh,the skin and flesh of which are edible. It is sold commercially as kalbasang puti: Lagenaria leucantba. v [A13; b6] cook kalubayor with kalubay.
	kalubid n an old variety of paddy ricewith
	.white grains. 
	.white grains. 

	kalubkub n small, low-roofed hut for temporary· shelter. v 1 [A; b] make such a hut. 2 [A; c] put, store in such a hut. 
	·
	·

	kalug n k.o. hand tool similar to a small sickle used in cutting rice panicles during harvest. v [A; a] use this instrument. 
	kalugkalug = KALUKALU. see KALU. 
	1

	Sect
	Artifact

	kalugpus, kalugpuy = KULUGPUS. 
	kalugti n k.o. sweet potato with white peelings and yellow or reddish meat. 
	kalugungkugung n name given to several aromatic herbs, used as a hair rinse. In some areas the name is given to a plant used as a spice, probably Ocimum sanctum. -sa kabayu a tall, strongly aromatic, woody herb of waste areas: Hyptis suaveolens. 
	kaluha (from duha) n twin, twins. Si Pidru akung kaluha, Peter is my twin. Nanganaksiya ug kaluha, She gave birth to twins. v 1[C3] be twins. la [Al2; b6] have as one's twin. -ug sawa be born at the same timeas a snake. Some people are thought to have snakes around them that bring good luck. These snakes are thought to have been born at the same time as the person and are considered his twin. lb [b(l)] be coupled with. Ang iyang mga kasakit gikaluhaag pagmabay, His sufferings were coupled with regrets. 2 gi
	kalukalu (not without /) n sweet made of very fine com grits (tiktik) boiled with coconut milk and sugar. v [A13; a] make kalukalu. 
	kalukaluu(not without f) n fried rice, made 
	1
	1

	of leftover rice and usually nothing else but salt. v [A; alb(l)] cook or make simple fried rice. 
	kalukalun the sweet, watery outer coating of coconut meat. 
	2 

	kalukhu v [A; a] scrape, scratch off s.t. thatsticks to a surface with a thrusting motion. Gabi kalukhuun ang dukut sa kulun, It's hard to scratch burnt rice in the pot. Kukbui ang darug lapuk, Scrape the plow clean of mud. kalukhuun n 1 meat of very youngcoconut at a stage that it is just scraped, not dug out, or the dalinug. 2 dredged to the point that only a little is left to dig out. 
	kalukud = KULuKUo.
	kalukus = KULUKUS. 
	kalumpang n spreading tree which reaches a 
	kalumingking = 
	kalumingking = 
	kalumingking = 
	KULUMINGKING. see KING

	KING . 
	KING . 

	kalumltsing 
	kalumltsing 
	= 
	KAMURITSING. see MURIT

	SING. 
	SING. 


	height of twenty meters or more bearing foul-smelling flowers which are deep-red in color and kidney-shaped fruit, as big as a child's fist with edible peanut-like seeds: 
	Sterculia foetida. 
	kalumpit n an old variety of paddy rice with white grains. kalngn upland river crab with a red breast. 
	Ł
	1 

	kalung
	kalung
	2 

	kalung= KALUG. 
	2 


	kalunggu n 1 feathers just coming in. 2 warts. v 1 [AN; b6] for feathers to come in, either in young birds or after shedding. 
	Ug mangalunggu ang balb{bu, sakit nga hikapun, If the feathers are just coming in, it hurts the bird if you touch them. 2 [B26;a4b4] tum into a wart, be affected by a wart. Ug makabikap kag kawunggug manuk, kawunggubun ka, If you touch sprouting feathers, you will get warts. Gikalungguban (nangalunggu) ang tibuuk nlyang bukubuku, His back is all covered with warts. 
	Ug mangalunggu ang balb{bu, sakit nga hikapun, If the feathers are just coming in, it hurts the bird if you touch them. 2 [B26;a4b4] tum into a wart, be affected by a wart. Ug makabikap kag kawunggug manuk, kawunggubun ka, If you touch sprouting feathers, you will get warts. Gikalungguban (nangalunggu) ang tibuuk nlyang bukubuku, His back is all covered with warts. 

	kalungkung v [B; cl] for the body or limbs to be curled up, bent. Nagkungkung siya sakatri sa tumang katugnaw, He curled up in bed from severe cold. Nakungkung ang mga tudlu sa tiguwang, The old man's fingers are gnarled. Ikungkung (kungkunga) ang {mung tiil, Pull in your legs. a curled up, bent. 
	kalunsing = LUNSING. 
	kalupu v 1 [A; c] wrap s.t. around s.o. or oneself. Kalupui ang bat a kay tu gnaw, Put 
	s.t. around the child because it's cold. 2
	s.t. around the child because it's cold. 2
	[cl] make, use as a shoulder wrap. n s. t. used to wrap around oneself. Unsa may kalupu mu ug paalut ka, tualya? What do you use around your shoulder if you get a haircut, a towel? 

	kalus v [A; a] 1 fetch water. Nakakalus na kug para ikal{gu, I've already fetched water for my bath. 2 get liquid out with a dipper.Mukalus na Zang ku ug sabaw, I'll just ladle out soup for myself. Kalusun Zang ni natu arun maangay, Let us just ladle this out so we will have equal shares. n 1 s. t. used as a dipper. 2 dipperful. ( �)n intense action of fetching water. v = KALUS, 2. paN-= KA
	WS, nl. 
	WS, nl. 

	kaluskus v 1 [A; ab] scrape or scratch to 
	I 
	I 
	I 
	, ,

	remove s.t. from a surface. Kuskusag maayu ang kan-un nga namilit sa kaldiru, Scrapeout the rice that is sticking to the pot. 2[AN; b5] scratch the hair hard with the hands. Nagpanguskus siya sa kakatul sa iyang ulu, He kept on scratching because his head itched so intensely. Nakakuskus (nakapanguskus) siya sa lyang ulu tungud sa kalisud sa prubllma, He scratched his head due to the difficulty of the problem. 
	-


	kaluskusv 1 [AN; al2] pull up the trouser legs or sleeves. Nangaluskus (mikaluskus) siyasa lyang karsunis, He rolled up his trousers. 2 = KUYUSKUS. 
	2 

	kaluskus = KAGVSKUS. 
	kalut v [A; a] 1 dig, excavate. Ang luyu sa balay gikalutan ug atabay, A deep well has 
	-kamagung 
	been dug in our back yard. 2 scratch an itch. Kaluta ang akung likud, katul. Scratch my back. Ies itchy. -ug dill karul = HIKAP SA 
	been dug in our back yard. 2 scratch an itch. Kaluta ang akung likud, katul. Scratch my back. Ies itchy. -ug dill karul = HIKAP SA 
	, ' , , 
	, ' , , 
	.

	DILi HIUKAPUN. see HIKAP, 6. (➔) n 1 pit

	or hole dug up. la amount dug up. 2 instrument for scratchioneself. paN-v [A] scratch oneself. Nangalut siya sa {yang tingkuy, He scratched the back of his neck. -in
	ng 

	•an(➔) n 1 place where a hole or pit is dug up. 2 place s ..o. scratched. maN-r-(➔) n 1one who digs s.t. 2 gravedigger.
	•an(➔) n 1 place where a hole or pit is dug up. 2 place s ..o. scratched. maN-r-(➔) n 1one who digs s.t. 2 gravedigger.

	kalutkut v [A; a] scrape off s.t. hard by rubbing it back and forth. Nagkalutkut siyag dukut, He's scraping off the food stickito the pot. 
	ng 

	kaluwaan see DURA. 
	kaluykuy n whooping cough. v · [a4] have a whooping cough. Nanglugwa ang {yang mata ug inubu kay gikaluykuy siya, He is coughing his head off because he has a persistent cough. 
	kalyi n street. Naa sa Kalyi Magalyanis ang mga dagkung tindaban, The large department stores are on Magallanes Street. pasagirl one is playing around with, not seriously in love. Unsa guy mangasawa? Para pasakalyi Zang na siya, Who said I was going to get married? I'm just playing around withher. 
	kalyu n corns on the toes. v [B126; a4b4]get corns. Gikalyu (gikalyuban) ang akung tiil, I have corns on the feet. kalyuhun ahaving corns all over it. 
	kalyus n dish made from the legs al'ld tail of cows or carabaos. The bones are removed and the meat is sliced, sauteed with spices, and then stewed with vegetables. 
	kam = KALAM. 
	kama n 1 bed, usually with mattress. 2 a large stack of s.t. piled in an orderly fashion. v 1 [Al; ab] make one's bed, make into a bed. Magkama ka sa katri inigmata nlmu, Makeyour bed after you wake up. Kun walay laing bigdaan mahimu rag kining tag-as nga bangku kamahun, yOU can use these benches as beds to lie on. 2 [Al; cl] stack into a neat way. Aku ning ikama (kamahun) ang 
	kabuy sa si7ung, I'll pile this firewood under the house. -in-n in a large neat stack. -da = KAMA, 2 n, v. kinamada = KINAMA. 
	kamadutsay n married man's mistress. v [A;al2] have, make into a mistress. 
	'
	'
	' 

	karnagku = KUMALAGKU.
	kamagung n k.o. large forest tree producing a highly prized, hard, black wood used as canes. The with white flesh and edible. Varieties bearing fruit with few 
	building material and for maki
	ng 
	fruit is brown and hai
	ry 
	_

	kamalig -kam-aw 
	seeds are planted and sold commercially as mabulu: Diospyros discolor. a a person who is very dark black. t 
	seeds are planted and sold commercially as mabulu: Diospyros discolor. a a person who is very dark black. t 

	kamalig n 1 storehouse for farm products. 2stable for work animals. Ang Diyusnung Bata natawu sa kamalig, The Christ Child was born in a stable. v [cl] store farm products in a storehouse. amp nga -in-roof consisting of a single piece of wood set at an angle. -in-, -in1 ➔) a by the granaryful. Kinamalig kun mupalit siyag bugas, He buys rice by the granary. 
	kamalu (not without l) n k.o. poultry disease characterized by black spots on combs or eyes of fowls. v [Al 23P; a4b4] be affected with this poultry disease. Gikamalu (gikamaluan) ang mata sa manuk, The chicken's eyes are affected with poultry disease. 
	kamalunggay = KALAMUNGGAY. 
	kamandag n 1 meconium, the first stools of a newborn baby. 2 poison venom. 
	kamandir n commander. v 1 [BN; a2) be a commander. Kinsa na man karuy nagkamandir (nangamandir) sa mga huks? Who is the commander of the Huks? 2 [AN; a2b2) 
	,
	,
	commandeer. Akung awtu nakamandir sa armi, My car was commandeered by the army. -un a like a commander. 

	kamang n k.o. red snapper producing red fat: Lutianus sp. 
	kamang v [A2S; b5] 1 creep, crawl. Tabuni ang pagkaun kay kamangun unya sa mga uk-uk, Cover the food or the cockroaches will crawl all over it. la -sa kalisud, -daw umang be in utter poverty. Nagkamang kami sa kalisud, We're crawling in poverty. lb be sent sprawling on the floor. Nakakamang intawun ang tawu nga naigu sa suntuk, Thepoor fell ow was sent sprawling to the floor after he was hit by the blow. 2 [A; a12] goto a woman's bed without prearrangement to have illicit relations. Ang ilang buy nagkaman
	kamangyan n a dried form of the resin obtained from almasiga and other forest trees. It is burned over coals for its smoke, which is used in folk medicine and other rituals for magical purposes and also used as a mosquito smudge or for other non-magical purposes. 
	kamaniru none who works on street or road maintenance. v (816; a2) worker on street maintenance. 
	kamansi n breadfruit with seeds, the seeds and pulp of which are eaten as a vegetable when not ripe: Artocarpus camansi. 
	kamansili, kamansilis n medium-sized tree with short, sharp spines at the base of the leaves and on the branches that bears a white or reddish edible fruit similar to tamarind (sambag) but smaller and with a more pronounced spiral. The bark is used for tanning: Pithecolobium dulce. 
	kamantigi = KALAMANTiGi. kamanyan = KAMANGYAN. 
	kamara baha n House of Representatives, the lower house of the Congress of the Phil1pp1nes. 
	-

	kamarin n warehouse with an iron roof. v[Al2; a2) make, build, make into a warehouse. -in-a by the warehouseful. 
	kamarun n dish of shrimps, split and dipped in eggs, optionally mixed with ground meat. v [A; a] make, have kamarun. -ribusadu = KAMARUN. 
	kamaruti nan officer's quarters on the deck, cabin in a sailing vessel. 
	kamas v 1 [AN; c6) struggle, strive inten-
	I
	I

	. ,
	s1vely in an endeavor. Hala, kamas arun ka mulampus, Strive hard so that you'll be a success. 2 [AN; a] do s.t. in the shortest time possible. Nagkamas siya pagpanghugas arun makasuruy dayun, She did the dishes hurriedly so that she could go out soon. 
	,
	,

	kamaskamas = KAMAS!, v2. 
	1
	1

	k,amas!= KAMRAS. 
	;z
	;z

	kamans n tomato. v 1 [b6(1)] cook s.t. with tomatoes. 2 [B2S] be green or red like a tomato. 2a [B2S46N; a4S] for a penis just circumcised to swell like a tomato. Nagbulad ka man gud sa init maung nagkamatis ( nangamatis, gikamatis) ang imung tuli, Youwent out in the sun, so your penis you just had circumcised has become red and swollen. 
	kamaugn a mild cuss word, euphemism for kamatay, expressing disgust or anger over 
	1 

	s.t. or s.o. Kamaug, nahibilin man diay angyawi, Darn! I forgot the key. kamaugn k.o. terrestial orchid that growsin waste places, commonly under coconut trees. It has a fleshy rootstock which produces a sticky sap, used as a glue for guitars. The scrapings also have medicinal uses: Geodorum nutans. v [A; b6(1)) glue s.t. with 
	2 

	kamaug. 
	kam-aw n shallow earthen bowl, used to hold food. v [cl6) put in a small earthen bowl. 
	kamay!-kami 
	kamay v [AN; b5] summon by a wave of the hand. Ang dakung patag sa Kauswagan dawnagkamay (nagpangamay) kaniya, The wide plains of Kau�wagan seemed to be beckoning to him. Aku siyang gikamay (gikamayan), I beckoned to him. 
	karnay (from kalamay) n 1 taliwala, ibabaw sa -in ecstasy (usually sexual). Bisag mamatay ku karun dayun basta sa ibabaw sa kamay, I don't mind if I die this instant as long as I'm in the midst of ecstasy. -mu 1now see what you have done! Kamay mu na karun, nadakpan hinuun ta, Now see what you have done! We're caught! 2 canyou imagine this surprising thing happened! Kamay mu bay siya pay manghulam, unya mangisug pa, Can you beat that! He borrows and then gets angry!! 2a -ug imagine if this surprising thin
	kamayingking = KUMINGKING. see KINGKING . 
	1 ,
	1 ,

	kamayu = KALAMA YU. 
	kamba v 1 [A3;b4] have a quickened heartbeat. Mikamba ang akung dugban sa gitiunan aku sa pistula, My heartbeat quickened when the pistol was pointed at me. 2 [B46;b4] be inhibited by a feeling of fear and respect. Mukamba giyud ming sir, We are all scared of the teacher. 
	kambang n k.o. grouper. 
	kambantuli n a k.o. long sword with a pronounced and a flat end jutting out to a point at the bottom. 
	kambas v la [AN; b5c) canvass for votes or sales. Kambasun (kambasan) natu sila kay wa pa sila hibaliai, Let's canvass them because they haven't bought any. Ikambasning bag-ung pruduktu sa kasilinganan,Bring this new product around the neighborhood. 2 [A; a12] count votes, ballots. 
	gy

	kambat v [A; a] tie or wea�e a network: aaround a bottle to protect it or across the mouth of s.t. to keep the contents from falling out. Kambata ang pagbaat sa bukag arun dili kataktakan, Tie the basket up with a net over the mouth so that nothing can fall out of it.A tung kambatan ning dama sa tuba, Let's weave strips of rattan around the demijohn. b to mend or patch s.t. Gikambat naku pagsursi ang midyas, I darned the socks by weaving a network. 
	kambaya n 1reenforcing string tied crisscross over a kite's frame to which the paper is pasted. Butangig kambaya ang tabanug, Putreenforcing string on the kite. 2 parallel lines crossing each other at right angles, forming 
	kambaya n 1reenforcing string tied crisscross over a kite's frame to which the paper is pasted. Butangig kambaya ang tabanug, Putreenforcing string on the kite. 2 parallel lines crossing each other at right angles, forming 
	a design similar to plaid. Ang kambaya saiyang bistidu pula ug birdŁ Her dress has crisscrossing red and green lines. v [A; b(l)]tie or put reenforcing string. -in-= KAM
	-


	BAVA, 2.
	kambirs n brand of expensive high sneakers.kambiyada n 1 transmission of cars and otherautomotive vehicles .. Ang kambiyada sa iyang awtu may kwarta martsa, The transmission of his car has a fourth gear. 2 changeof key in a piece of music. Nindut kaayupaminawun ang kambiyada ining kantaba, 
	This song is very melodious the way it changes keys. -sa hangin change of wind. 
	Kining hilanata dala sa kambiyada sa bangin, This fever was brought on by the change of weather. v [A; cl] 1 put or shift into gear, operate the gearshift. 2 changethe key in a ·piece of music. 3 [B; b4] forthe wind to change. 
	kambiyu n 1 transmission of automotive vehicles. Daut ug kambiyu ning awtu, This car has a defective-transmission. la stick shift of the transmission. lb gear. Kambiyu sa primira, First gear. Kining trakturaha may dusi ka kambiyu sa abanti, This tractor has 
	.twelve forward speeds. 2 change of key within a piece of music. 3 change of wind. 4money given as change. Pila may kambiyu sa imung pisus? How much change did you get for your peso? v 1 [A; c6] shift gears.!2 [A; cl] change the key in music. 3 [B;b4] for the wind to change. 4 [AC; c] exchange things with s.o., give s.t. in exchange. Magkambiyu ta ug lingkuranan, ha? Let'sexchange seats, shall we? Singku pisus akung ikambiyu sa matag dulyar, I will givefive pesos for every dollar. 4a [A23;c] give
	s.o. his change. Wa ku nimu kambiyuhi, Youhaven't given me my change. -in-n s. t. given in exchange for s. t. else. 
	kambiywu n 1 vertical roulette, table roulette. 2 raffle drum. 
	kambuha n 1 chicken whose feathers are naturally upturned like those of an angry hen. 2 name given to fish with fins sticking out prominently like the kambuha chicken, e.g. kinds of dragonets. 
	*kamhir nagdala ug -for a woman's action to have a note of flirtation in it. Ang iyang pahiyum nagdala ug kamhir, Her smile said, 'Come here.'
	kami we (not including addressee). Kamimubayad ug makagustu, We pay if we likeit. mi short for kami. Dili mi mu bu tar ni Markus, We will not vote for Marcos. namu 1 gen. Amahan namu, naa ka sa mga langit .!.., Our Father, who art in heaven. 2 
	• 
	• 
	. 

	kamig -kampanya 
	I
	I
	short for KANJ\MU. kanamu dat. Ari kana-

	wear, make into a slip. -in-a like a slip in 
	muDon't turn aroun<l to look at us. amu 
	muDon't turn aroun<l to look at us. amu 
	, 


	shape.
	kamkam v 1 [A; ab2] touch with the fingers.
	Ayawg kamkama ang tunukung sanga, Don'ttouch that thorny branch. 2 [AN] take s.t. 
	preposed gen. 1 our. Ang amung iru, Oura, We will sell it. 2 myplace, at home. Si Papa tua pa sa amu, Dadis at home. raga-one from our place. Si Pi
	preposed gen. 1 our. Ang amung iru, Oura, We will sell it. 2 myplace, at home. Si Papa tua pa sa amu, Dadis at home. raga-one from our place. Si Pi
	dog. Amung ibali
	gy


	that is not one's own. Nganung mikamkam 
	Nhy did you touch s.t. that didn't belong to you? Nasakpan ang tisunru nga nangamkam, The trea
	ka man sa dili imung butang? 
	1

	surer was caught embezzling. 
	kamla v [A; a] touch s. t. heavy-handedly. 
	Dunay nagkamla sa akung linabhan kay nabuling, S.o. pawed my laundry because it has dirt on it. Nakakam/a kug basang iti, Iinadvertently touched wet chicken dung. 
	du taga-Karkar, dili tagaamu, Pedo is from Carcar. He is not from our place. 3 the one 
	du taga-Karkar, dili tagaamu, Pedo is from Carcar. He is not from our place. 3 the one 
	• • •' ' I \
	that 1s ours. Ang tnyung tru putt, ang amu 
	itum, Your dog is white, ours is black. 3a 
	ang -gud the thing that worries us. Angamu gud ug mahibalu sa planu ang amahan, 
	The thing that worries us is that the father 
	will know of the plans. 4 [verb][do] by ourselves. Magduwa mig amu, We'll 
	KANAMU. 
	ug amu 

	kamlas = KAMR.AS. 
	' 
	' 
	, '
	play by ourselves. 5 sa amu 
	amua = 
	= 
	, 

	kamlut v [A; a] pull out s.t. with little forceor pull gently on s.t. with the hands. Ayawkamluta nang sanga kay mahurut katagak ang mga dahun, Don't pull on that branch because you'll knock all the leaves off. Kam
	luta ang bunus, Pull out the drawer. Kam/utan niya ang basakan sa mga sagbut, He'll 
	AMU. kamikami n 1just us, no onespecial. Kamikami ray naglutu ani, Wecooked this ourselves. 2 -ra [nom. or dat.!
	AMU. kamikami n 1just us, no onespecial. Kamikami ray naglutu ani, Wecooked this ourselves. 2 -ra [nom. or dat.!
	]be distantly related to us. Kamikami ra si(ni) Markus, Marcos is distantly related to us. 3 -ra we are of the same caliber, age, in comparison. Kamikami ra si Rita ug abi
	]be distantly related to us. Kamikami ra si(ni) Markus, Marcos is distantly related to us. 3 -ra we are of the same caliber, age, in comparison. Kamikami ra si Rita ug abi
	pull out the weeds in the rice paddy. kampamintu encampment, temporary


	n
	n
	lidad sa mat, Rita and I are about the same
	in math. v [Al 3; al 2] do s.t. by ourselves. 
	Nagkamikami Zang mig puyu aning gamayngbalay, We're just living by ourselves in this small house. 

	kamig a cold to the touch. Kamig kaayu ang cold. v [BN; c1] be cold. Nangamig na ang patayng lawas, The corpse is cold. 
	ayis, Ice is ve
	ry 

	karnil, kamilyu n camel. 
	kamingking = KUMINGKING. see KING
	-

	KINGA. 
	KINGA. 
	,
	,
	. 
	> 



	kam1ruru = KAMANIRU. 
	kamintang= KUMINT ANG. 
	1 

	kamintangvariety of croton (kalfpay, 2).
	2 

	kamira n camera. 
	kamisa = KAMISA TSINU. -dintru n men'sdress shirt. v [A3; a] wear, make into a dress shirt. -tsinu n men's outer garment worn loose and hanging either long or shortsleeved and collarless. It is used by older men for formal or casual wear. v [A3; a2] wear, make into a camisa chino. 
	kamisin n undershirt, sleeveless or T-shirt style. -dibruu sleeveless undershirt. v [A N; a] wear, make into an undershirt. 
	kamisita = KAMISIN. 
	kamisula n a k.o. loose, chemise-like, sleeveless undergarment for women, with a rounded neckline, worn below the kimuna and nagwas. v [A; a] use, make a kamisula. 
	kamisulin = KAMISA DINTRU. see KAMISA. kamisun n whole slip. Naglabaw ang imung kamisun, Your slip's showing. v [AN; a] 
	camp. Ang kampamintu sa mga trabahadur duul sa suba, The laborers' camp is near the nver. 
	kampana n 1 church bell. 2 uvula. v 1 [A; b 
	6] ring the bell. Ug kampanahan ang bunOU have to pay a lot if you want them to ring the bell for the baptism. 2 [b6] install a bell. kampanakampana = KAMPANA, n 2. ·tyu n belfry,bell tower. v [b6(1)] put a bell tower to achurch. kampanilyan small bell. v [A; b6]
	yag, daku ang bay ad, y

	1
	1

	ring a small bell. Kinsa guy imung gikampanilyahan diha? Who are you ringing that bell at? di-having a small bell at one's disposal. abugadu di-a high-class lawyer (lit. one who uses a bell [to summon assistants]). 2 anything high-class. Puru dikampanilya ang akung kahuguy, I only associate with high-class people. kampaniru n one who rings bells. v [B 156; a2] be a bell ringer. 
	kampanilyan ornamental shrub with large,yellow bell-shaped flowers: Thevetia peru-
	2 

	.
	v,ana. 
	kampanti a dressed elaborately, esp. with . v [A; c] be elaborately dressed and . 
	jewel
	ry
	adorned with jewel
	ry

	kampanya n campaign. v [ANC12; c] campaign, talk in campaigning. Nangampanyasiyag para itukud ug iskuylahan, He is campaigning for money to build a schoolhouse. 
	Kampanyahan tikaw basin adtu kang Markus butar, I'll talk to you. Perhaps you'll vote for Marcos. Kampanyahan natu si Mar
	-

	kampat -kamug 
	kus, Let's campaign for Marcos. Sa naandan bakak lang gihapuy ikampanya, As usual, they'll tell a lot of lies in their campaign. 
	kus, Let's campaign for Marcos. Sa naandan bakak lang gihapuy ikampanya, As usual, they'll tell a lot of lies in their campaign. 

	kampat a having paint, powder, or the likeunevenly applied. Kampat ang pagpintal, The paint job was uneven. v [AB; cl] become splotched or uneven, cause s.t. to be so. Nawung nga nagkampat sa pulbus, Face,splotched with powder. 
	kampi v [A2C; b(l)] take sides with. Di kumakakampi sa usag usa nila kay pulus naku sila minahal, l can't side with either of thembecause they are both dear to me. Nagkakampi ang Hapun ug Aliman sa gubat, TheJapaneseand Germans were on the same side during the war. 
	· 

	kampiv [A; bS] tuck overlapping or dangling parts of a skirt, esp. a wrap-around, into the waist. Akuy mukampi sa ikug-ikug sa imung saya, I '11 tuck in the train of yourskirt. Kampihun (ikampi) niya ang subrang tumuy sa patadyung iniglikus niya niini sa hawak, She'll tuck in the overlap of her wrap-around when she wraps it around her waist. 
	2 

	kampilan n k.o. long, sharp sword, straightbladed, with the top sloping down to form a point and having a sharp spike protruding from the top side 2 or 3" in the back of the tip.
	kamping v [A; b] go camping, esp. scouts. 
	kampisaw = KULAMPISAW. 
	kampiyun n champion, winner of the first place in a competition. v [B16; a2] be, become a champion. -atu(�) n 1 championship: being a champion or period of time that one is a champion. Ang kampiyunatu ni 1/urdi nilungtad ug dugay, Elorde was champion for a long time. 2 championshipcontest. Kampiyunatu run ang amatyur, Tonight's amateur program will determine the champion.
	kampun encampment, permanent or temporary. -santu n cemetery. v 1 [Al;b(l)]encamp. Nagkampu ang mga trababadur sa may karsada, The workers encamped near the road. Ang tiilan sa bukid mauy gikampuhan sa mga kaaway, The enemies encamped at the foot of the mountain. 2 [al 
	1 

	2) make into a camp.kampu= ALUNDRIS. kampur n camphor oil. 
	2
	2

	kampus n campus, the grounds of a school or colle.
	eg

	kamras v [A; al2b2] scratch with the nails or claws. Ayawg hikap sa halu kay hingkamrasan ka, Don't touch the monitor lizard. It might scratch you. -in-an n scratch marks. 
	Nagdugu ang {yang buktung daghag kinamrasan, His arms were all bloody with the numerous scratches he had received. 
	Nagdugu ang {yang buktung daghag kinamrasan, His arms were all bloody with the numerous scratches he had received. 

	kamray n pineapple fiber woven into a cloth. 
	kamrut v [A; a] 1 touch, grab s.t. with thebare hands. Ayaw kamruta kanang atsara kay mapan-us, Don't grab that sauerkraut made from papayas with your bare hands because that will cause it to go bad. 2 = KAMLUT. 
	.

	kamu you (plural). Kamung dubay gitawag, I called the two ofyou. short form in position other than predicate: mu. Kinahanglanmagtuun giyud mu, You must study. kamu· kamu 1 just you all and no one else. Kamukamu ras inyu run kay namauli na ang mga bisita, You are the only ones left in the house now that the visitors have left. 2 distant relative. Kamukamu ra si Uyung kay mag-agaw inyung isig ka amaban, You and Oyong are distant relatives because your fathers are cousins. v (A] do s. t. by yourselves. Mag
	kamu v [AN; cl] prepare, cook food. Mabuntag siyay mukamu sa amung pagkaun, She cooks our food in the morning. 
	kamu v [A; a] touch food with the bare hands. Kamua ang pagkaun ug dali dangmapan--us, Touch the food with your fingers and it will get spoiled right away.
	kamug = KAMUL. 
	• kamug -kana
	1 

	•karnug way -1 with no inheritance. Nakaasawa siyag way kamug, He has married s.o.without any inheritance. 2 penniless. Wa nakuy kamug kay nahurut ug pamayad, I'm
	flat broke again because I paid all my bills. 
	flat broke again because I paid all my bills. 
	, 
	,


	kamugaw = KABUGAW. 
	,
	,
	,

	karnuhuy = KALAMUHUY. 
	kamukamu n k.o. vine of open fields resemblithe sweet potato, with violet, pink,and white flowers resembling the morning glory: lpomoea sp. 
	ng 

	kamul v [A; b5) moisten s.t. KamuJun (kamulan) ang binJud usa ilunud, The corn gritsare moistened before you put them into theboiling water. 
	kamul a numb, devoid of sensation. Kamul pa akung lagus sa iniksiyun, My gums are still numb from the injection. KamuJ akung tiil sa pagtinindug, My legs are numb from standiso long. v [B3PN; b4) be, become numb. Nagpangamul man ang akung tiil, tingali may piang, My foot is becoming numb. Maybe it is broken. 
	ng 

	kamulitsing = KAMURITSING. see MURITSING. 
	kamulu (not without /) 1 for s.t. to occurjust when an activity starts or is about to start. Kamulu giyud namung pangaun, pagkapalung sa suga, We had just started eating when the lights went out. 2 simultaneously,while. Kamulung gasirbisyu sa simbahan, gabunu pud sa gawas, While the church service was going on, there was a murder outside. 
	kamunggay = KALAMUNGGAY. 
	kamuning n k.o. small tree of the secondary forest and also cultivated, furnishia yellow wood used for canes, sword handles, and the like. The leaves are used to make wreaths or for other ornamental purposes:
	ng 

	Murraa paniculata. 
	Murraa paniculata. 
	y


	kamuritsing see MURITSING. 
	kamusta = KUM UST A. 
	kamut n hand. v 1 [al2) do with the hand. 
	Kamuta Lang pagkaun, Just eat it with your hands. 2 [b8) be obtained, achieved. Makamtan nimu ang kalipay, You can achieve happiness. -in-v 1 [A; cl) do s.t. by hand.Magkinamut na Jang kug tahi, I'll just do my sewing by hand. Magkinamut ta, Let'seat with our hands. 2 [Al] go about barefooted (humorous). Nagkinamut na Jang siya kay gibanus ang iyang sinilas, He walked barefooted because s.o. was using his slippers. (�) = KAMRUT. paN-, paniN-v [A2; b6] 1 do s.t. by one's own hand. Pangamutan (paningamut
	Kamuta Lang pagkaun, Just eat it with your hands. 2 [b8) be obtained, achieved. Makamtan nimu ang kalipay, You can achieve happiness. -in-v 1 [A; cl) do s.t. by hand.Magkinamut na Jang kug tahi, I'll just do my sewing by hand. Magkinamut ta, Let'seat with our hands. 2 [Al] go about barefooted (humorous). Nagkinamut na Jang siya kay gibanus ang iyang sinilas, He walked barefooted because s.o. was using his slippers. (�) = KAMRUT. paN-, paniN-v [A2; b6] 1 do s.t. by one's own hand. Pangamutan (paningamut
	Kamuta Lang pagkaun, Just eat it with your hands. 2 [b8) be obtained, achieved. Makamtan nimu ang kalipay, You can achieve happiness. -in-v 1 [A; cl) do s.t. by hand.Magkinamut na Jang kug tahi, I'll just do my sewing by hand. Magkinamut ta, Let'seat with our hands. 2 [Al] go about barefooted (humorous). Nagkinamut na Jang siya kay gibanus ang iyang sinilas, He walked barefooted because s.o. was using his slippers. (�) = KAMRUT. paN-, paniN-v [A2; b6] 1 do s.t. by one's own hand. Pangamutan (paningamut
	MUT. n skill, ability of the hand. Ang iyang pangamut sa burda, Her skill in em-·broidery. maN-, maniN-v do s. t. expertly with the hands. Maayu mangamut pandaya,A skilled carpenter. sing-, sin-(�) see SING
	-



	,
	,

	KAMUT. 
	kamut = KAMLUT. 
	kamuti n sweet potato: Ipomoea batatas. v [A2] have sexual intercourse with (humorous slang). Nakapangamuti si Isku gabii sa iyang asawa, Isko had sexual intercourse with his wife last night. -nga kahuy cassava: Manihot esculenta. paN-v 1 [A2; ab] dig sweet potatoes. Makapangamuti gani kug usab hatagan ku ikaw, Next time I digsweet potatoes, I will give you some. 2 [A2 
	3] be way behind in a contest, race, exams. Ang bugu nangamuti sa iksamin, The stupid fellow was way behind in his exams. kamutihan, kamutinhan n sweet potato patch. 
	kamuy = KULAMUY. 
	kamwa n 1 the young of the katang, k.o.
	fresh-water crab. 2 k.o. harp shell. kamya n k.o. ornamental ginger producing 
	good-sized, white, fragrant flowers. The rhi
	zomes are used medicinally: Hedchium 
	y

	coronanum. kamyas = BANGKILING. kana 1 that (near hearer, far from speaker). 
	1 
	1 
	,


	Mau kanay akung gustu, That is the one I 
	want. -y bati, laki expression of praise: attaboy! Kanay bata! Siging nubinta, Attaboy! You always get ninety's. 2 him, her (referred to previously or well-known). Sigi, bisitahan natu na (na siya), All right. Let's visit her. 3 that, this, just mentioned or well-known. Ug pagbutar kaniya ang gikinabanglan, buhatun natu na, If what we have to do is vote for him, that's what we'lldo. -nga when one does [so-and-so], when [so-and-so] happens. Salum gud, kana bang mulanguy sa ilalum sa tubig, Diving is, you k
	kana.-kanawkanaw 
	2 

	Artifact
	with that? Unsa may naa ana, pariha ra man nang duha, What difference does it make? They're both the same. Sigi Zang, 
	with that? Unsa may naa ana, pariha ra man nang duha, What difference does it make? They're both the same. Sigi Zang, 
	• unsa may naa ana? Gitan-aw man Zang niya, Never mind. There's nothing wrong with it. He was just looking at it. wa ku -I have nothing to say to that. Unsa may imung ikatubag ani? Wa ku ana, What can you say to this? I have nothing to say to that (lit. I don't have that). naana = NIANJ\. anashort for niana. v [A3; al2] do like that, OU sitthat way. Nag-ana siya paghigda, He lay down like that. A naun nimu pagbatiZ, Stirin that way. taga-n Cebuano speakers of Leyte, so called to distinguish them from the s
	that way. Muana ka paglingkud, y

	kanan American lady (colloquial). 
	2 

	kanaas v [A2S31 make a rustling, rushingsound. Mikanaas ang mga dahun nga gihuyup sa hangin, The leaves rustled in thewind. Nagkanaas ang tubig sa busay, The water in the waterfalls made a rushingsound. n rustling, rushing sound. 
	kanahana eager, enthusiastic in anticipation of s.t. Ang hinayaw kanahan kaayu muadtug bayli, The girl who is so fond of dancing is eager to get to dances. v [B 126; b6] get to be very eager. 
	1 

	kanahana 1 silly, stupid. Kanahan kaayu ning bataa. Di makatunung suguun, Thischild is very stupid. He just can't do things right. 2 reference to a person who causes one slight anger, given as a mild reproof. Kanahang daku, gibilin Zang ang sukZi! Youoaf, you forgot to get the change! 
	2 

	kanahu = KANAKU (dialectal). see AKU. kanait see NA.IT. 
	kanaka= INDAY-INDAY, 3. see INDAY. kanakan a native Hawaiian woman, usually 
	l 
	2 

	thought of as being big and heavy-set. a of a kind that is tall or long and big in size. 
	Kanaka kaayu ug tiil nang bayhana. Makahubas ug danaw, That girl has huge feet. They're big enough to dry up a pool. Kanaka tingali ning kapayasa kay dagku, These are monster papayas because they are so big. 
	kanaku see AKU.
	kanal n 1 ditch. 2 the grooves on the sides of a bowling alley. v 1 [A; b6(1)] dig a ditch. MagkanaZ ku sa atung balisbisan, I'11 dig aditch around the house. 2 [B25; c16] be thrown towards the ditch, bowling .grooves.
	Makanal (mukanal) pirmi ang hula inigduwaniyag buling, The·ball always rolls along the groove whenever he bowls. kanalkanal nsmall linear depression running on or along 
	Makanal (mukanal) pirmi ang hula inigduwaniyag buling, The·ball always rolls along the groove whenever he bowls. kanalkanal nsmall linear depression running on or along 
	a surface. Kanalkanal sa lubut, Linear depression between the cheeks of the buttocks. KanaZkanaZ sa ilung, The depression running between the nose and the upperlips.

	Artifact

	kanamu see KAMI.
	kanap v [B; c 1] spread over an area. Ang tipdas mikanap (nakanap) sa tibuuk lawas,Measles spread all over his body. Ikanap (kanapun) niya ang iyang mga ahinti dinhi sasyudad, He will spread his salesmen over the city. Ang baul gikanapan sa tubig, Waterspread all over the field. kanapkanap ablurred, dim eyesight. v [B; b6] for the eyesight to become blurred. Mukanapkanap na giyud ang atung panan-aw kun magkatigulang na kita, As we grow older our eyesight becomes more and more blurred. 
	kanastru n a large hamper made of thin, loosely woven strips of bamboo or rattan, with no handle. It is usually used as a container for rice or corn grains, or versions with a lid are used as clothes hampers. 
	kanat v [B; cl] cover an area, length. Mikanat (nakanat) ang balita sa daling panahun, The news spread in a short time. Nikanat ug usa ka libu ang gastu, The expenses reached a thousand pesos. Kanatun (ikanat) ni natung pisi arun hikit-an ang gitas-un, Weshould unwind this rope to see how long itis. n spread, breadth, length. Taas ang kanat sa kalayu, The spread of the fire covered alarge area. -in-, pina-a writing in longhand.
	kanatu see KITA. 
	, ,
	, ,

	kanaug see •N AUG. anaway n wind that blows from a westward direction. Kanaway sa amihan, Northwest wind. Kanaway sa habagat, Southwestwind. v 1 [BS] for the west wind to blow. Ug mukanaway ang hangin, dili ta mularga, If the wind blows from the west, we willnot sail. 2 [AN] sail before the west wind. Nanganaway siZa paglarga, They sailed before the west wind. -an n direction from which the kanaway blows.
	k
	1 

	kanawayn k.o. white sea bird, some 6" long and 4" high, found perched on driftwood or on sea corals. 
	2 

	kanawkanaw v [A2N] be perceived at a great distance, extend into the distance. Ang iyang tingug mikanawkanaw sa mamingawung kagabhiun, Her voice can be heard from way off in a distance coming throughthe stillness of the night. Nanganawkanaw ang kalapad sa humayan, The rice fields extended into the distance. Gamay na ang ayruplanung nanganawkanaw sa kalangitan, 
	·
	·
	The airplane looked very small in the dis
	-


	kanay -kandus 
	tance. 
	tance. 

	kanay v 1 [A23) for a feeling to spread throughout one's body. Ang kabugnaw satubig mikanay ngadtu sa akung ti11ai, Thecoolness of the water spread through my innermost bones. 2 [A23N; b6] for a soundto reach out or come from a great distance. 
	Ang kagabhiun gikanayan sa uwang sa iru, 
	Ang kagabhiun gikanayan sa uwang sa iru, 

	The stillness of the night was broken by the howling of the dog. kanaykanay = KA.NAY.kanay particle expressing surprise at what 
	s.o. did and implying that the agent should be ashamed of himself. Kanay, naunsa mag tawu, nanghaluk naku! Hey! What has gotten into this man, kissing me like that! 
	s.o. did and implying that the agent should be ashamed of himself. Kanay, naunsa mag tawu, nanghaluk naku! Hey! What has gotten into this man, kissing me like that! 

	kanayun (from nayun) v [A13) say s.t. in aconversation. 'Sa atu pa,!' nagkanayun siya, 'In other words,' he continued ... 
	kanbasvn canvass cloth. 
	1 

	kanbas= KAMBAS.
	2
	2

	kandadu n padlock. v [A; b) padlock s.t. Baul nga gikandadu ban, A trunk that is padlocked. rumpi -k.o. barracuda. 
	kandaktur n musical conductor. v [B1256] be a conductor of a musical group. 
	kandi = KINDi. 
	kandidata n female candidate, usually in beauty contests.v [B12356) be a candidate. kandidatu n 1 political candidate. -upisiyalcandidate nominated for a certain post by the Party. 2 s.o. to whom s.t. unpleasant is likely to happen. Nianang imung ubu kandidatu ka sa mintiryu, You're a candidate for the cemetery with that cough of yours. Kandidatu mu sa kastihiniral, yOU 're both in for a spanking. v [B12356; a2] be a candidate. Nakandidatu siya apan wala kadaug, He was a candidate but he didn't win. Uns
	gu 

	What position will you be running for? -ra n candidacy.kandidit n candidate for office. v [B12356;a2) be a candidate. 
	kandiisn dimples. -un a having dimpled cheeks. 
	1 

	kandiisn k.o. tree about 30' tall producing a lot of sap and bearing small rounded edible drupes: Garcinia sp. 
	2 

	kandil n 1 k .o. oil lamp made of a piece ofbamboo about 2-4'.to the bottom of whicha clam shell to hold the oil is attached. It is usually hung near the altar in a house or 
	s.w. else in the house and kept burningthroughout the night. 2 cylindrical metal cooking pot having a flat bottom. 
	s.w. else in the house and kept burningthroughout the night. 2 cylindrical metal cooking pot having a flat bottom. 

	kandila n candle. v [A13) use a candle. Walay kuryinti karung gabii, magkandila na Jang ta, There will be no electric current to
	-

	night, so we'll just use candles. paN-v [A 
	23) be like a candle. a be standing like a candle. bare and stripped. Nangandila ang kamaisan nga naagian sa dulun, The corn stalks stood bare and stripped of everything after a swarm of locusts had passed over them. b become skin and bones. Nangandila siya sa kaguul, She is all skin and bones now because of her sorrows. c be grades of one. Nangandila ang mga gradu sa iskalar,The scholarship student got all one's (A's). 2 [A2; b6] sell, make candles for sale. Nangandila si Nanay para nga makakitag kwarta
	kandilabra n candelabrum. 
	kandilarya n 1 church festival celebrated on the second of February (forty days after the Nativity) for the blessing of candles. It is in commemoration of the presentation ofChrist in the Temple and the purification of the Blessed Virgin and marks the end of the Chrisonas season. 2 candles blessed on this day, burnt during lightning storms. paNv [A2] 1 sing carols during candelaria (carols about the three Kings, not about the birth of Christ). 2 spend this holiday s. w. 
	kandilaw (made up from kandila and silaw) n candlelight (literary). 
	kandillru n candlestick or chandelier. 
	kanding n goat. -nga way sungay n dog,viewed as food (slang). Nag-ihaw silag kanding nga way sungay, They, are butcheringa dog. -un(�) a 1 goat-like. 2 hating to take baths. v [B12) develop an aversion for bathing. -an(�) n herd of goats. v [Al 3] raise goats commercially. kandingkanding n lantana, a k.o. aromatic perennial herb plantedas an ornamental for its flowers and also growing wild. So called because the fruit resembles goat's dung: Lantana camara. 
	kandul = KUNDUL. 
	kandungga n a triangular neckerchief worn around the shoulders with any native dress, originally of heavily starched cotton. v [A N; a] wear, make into a kerchief of this sort. 
	kandus v [A; ab2] scoop up or shovel off 
	s.t. Mikandus siyag balas sa karumata, Heshoveled sand out of the cart. Kandusi rakug sabaw, Please dip me some soup. n 1scoop, shovel, dipper. 2 hand net used for scooping fish out of the water. 2a scoopful, 
	kanduwali -kaniadtu 
	shovelful, dipperful. 
	shovelful, dipperful. 
	kanduwali n k.o. long, straight sword with a v-shaped indentation at the end. 
	kang dat. marker for proper names. I ha.tag kang Tasyu, Give it to Tacio. Aku ang nagingun kang Tatay, l was the one who told Dad. Ang kang Tiryu nga balay, The house that belongs to Terio. -kinsa to whom? Kang kinsa nang balaya? Who does that house belong to? 
	kangn four ahjong pieces of the same 
	2 
	n:i

	_
	suit Łsame design and number). Having a 

	. kang wins a certain amount. -buki a kangconsisting of a buki. -sa bulak (plawir) akang consisting of four bulak's. sikrit -akang which one has not laid down, but retains in his hand. upin -a kang which has been laid on the table. v [A2; a) get a kang.Mukang ku anang karta nga imung gila.bay, I'll get kang with the piece you discarded. kanga a stammered speech due to nervousness. Kanga ang tubag sa maistra nga gipantana sa supirbaysur, The teacher gave a stammering answer to the supervisor's question. 
	.
	gu
	(mikanga) ang sinultihan sa tisti
	gu

	kang-al = KANG-A.
	kangga n k.o. carabao-drawn sled with two large runners laid flat on the ground to which traces are attached, with or without a whippletree. latay sa -v [ c6) be thrown into the bargain. Way /abut ang karir sa mutur apan atu na Jang ilatay sa kangga, The carrier doesn't come with the motorcycle, but we'll throw it into the bargain. kanggahan = KANGGA.
	kanggaru n kangaroo. 
	kanggrina n gangrene. v [B2N; a4b4) develop into gangrene. Nakanggrina (mangang·grina, mikanggrina) ang samad, The wound developed into gangrene. Giputul ang wala niyang tiil kay gikangrina (gikangrinahan) man, His left foot was amputated because it was infected with gangrene. 
	kangkang v [B36; cl] for two or more things 
	Sect
	Artifact
	which are joined at the base to spread apart. 
	Mikangkang (nangangkang) ang iyang kamut nga nidawat sa kwarta, He spread out his palm to receive the money. Nagkangkang ang mga panid sa libru, The leaves of the book are spread open. Ayaw kangkanga (ikangkang) ang imung tiil, Don't sit with your legs spread apart. a spread apart. 

	kangkarut a having lost all of one's gambling money; go bankrupt. v [B12; b6] lose all gambling money;go bankrupt. 
	· 
	· 

	*kanghu walay -not have a cent. Wa kuy kanghu diri, l don't have a cent with me . kangrina = KANGGRINA.
	kangu v 1 [AB; c16] shake s.t. erect, be shaken. Kinsay nagkangu sa lamisa? Nayabu ang sabaw, Who shook the table? The soup spilled. Unsay nakakangu (nakapakangu) saimung ngipun? ·What caused your teeth to get loose? Nikangu ang bintana paghampak sa makusug nga hangin, The window shook from the impact of the strong wind. Nagakakangu na ang ulu ni tatay, tigulang na giyud, Dad's head is becoming shaky. He's growing old. 2 (B] be rattled by a question. Mikangu ku adtung gipangutana kus abugadu, I got rattl
	J. kanhianun a the ones of former times. Ang kanhianung mga muda, The styles of for mer times. 
	kani = KINI.
	-

	kaniadtu formerly. Kaniadtu ang pantalan didtu sa lawis, Formerly the pier was at the point. n 1 p:i.st event. Nindut handitmun ang atung mga kaniadtu, It's nice to think back on what we used to do years ago. 2former sweetheart. Mipahim tu niya kay iya 1nan tung kaniadtu, She smiled at him 
	yu

	kaniha -kansiyung 
	Artifact
	because he was her former sweetheart. niadru, adru short for kaniadtu in all uses but as n. -palong ago was the first time -i.e., [so-and-so] has been since long ago. Kaniadtu pa aku mamaistra, I've been a teacher since way back. Kaniadtu pa ku kabalita ana, I've known about that for ages. Kaniadtu pa aku makakita sa ingun, That time was the first time I saw the like. 
	because he was her former sweetheart. niadru, adru short for kaniadtu in all uses but as n. -palong ago was the first time -i.e., [so-and-so] has been since long ago. Kaniadtu pa aku mamaistra, I've been a teacher since way back. Kaniadtu pa ku kabalita ana, I've known about that for ages. Kaniadtu pa aku makakita sa ingun, That time was the first time I saw the like. 

	kaniha = GANillA. 
	kanila see SILA. 
	kanilun v [A; al] do s.t. severely or in rapidfire order. Kusug siya mukanilun ug sugu mu rag katsila, He gives a lot of heavy orders like a Spaniard. Gikanilun kung Tatay ug kasaba kay nakapaburus ku, Father scolded me severely because I got a girl pregnant. 
	Gikanilun nakug human ang mga buluhatun,
	Gikanilun nakug human ang mga buluhatun,
	I finished the work up in rapid-fire order. 

	kanimu see IKAW. 
	,
	,
	,
	.


	kanma = GANillA. 
	kaningag n small to medium-sized tree of the forest, the bark of which produces cinnamon: Cinnamomum mercadoi and perhaps some other species of this genus. 
	kaninyu see KAMU. 
	kanit v 1 [AC3; c16] do, be in close succession, form a close line. Mikanit ang mga duguung hitabit, Bloody events came one after another. Nagkanit fang ang mga balay sa daplin sa baybayun, The houses are one right next to the other along the seashore. Kanita (ikanit) paglaray ang mga silya, Putthe chairs in a line close together. 2 [A] spread fast. Nagkanit ang kayu sa silinganan, l'he fire has spread through the neighborhood. Nagkakanit na ang mga bulungihung, The rumors have spread. n action of spre
	.
	.
	s1on. 
	. ,

	kan1ya see SIYA. 
	kaniyunn cannon. v [A; a2] shoot with a 
	1
	1
	cannon or artillery piece. -asu v [A; a] bomb intensively with artillery. Ang bapur sa nibi nagkanyunasu sa Nurt Byitnam, The navy ship fired a barrage on North Vietnam. nartillery bombardment. 

	kaniyunn 1 bobbin 4" to 5" long whichholds newly spun yarn or fiber. 2 warp in a loom. 2a length of cloth being woven v[A; a12] wind thread on spools. 
	2 

	kankan v l [A; b6] for movement of waterto erode or wash s.t. away. Ang balud kusug mukankan sa yuta, Waves are rapidl; washing away the beach. Nakankanan ang bakilid, The slope is all eroded. 2 [A; a] removesoil or sand from an area. Nagkankan siya sa lapuk nga nagluup sa kanal, He shoveled 
	Sect
	Artifact
	,

	the mud which clogged the ditch. Atu ning
	kankanang dapita arun mapatag, We'll remove some of the soil from this place to make it level. a eroded, worn away. -in-n 
	s.t. that has been removed by eroding action. 
	kanlat v [A; a] 1 tear s.t. off or out withforce. Dinhay buut mukanlat sa iyang kwintas, S.o. tried to pull her necklace off. Kinsay nagkanlat sa abi.su sa bulitin burd? Whoripped the notice off the bulletin board? 
	Ang kakusug sa hangin mauy nakakanlat sa atup, The wind tore the roof off. 2 throw a basketball downwards with force. Sulud giyud ug siyay mukanlat sa bu/a sa gul, It'ssure to be good if he hurls the ball into the basket. 
	kansa (fromkangkinsa) -ng whose. Kansangsulat ni? Whose letter is this? Babayi, kansang dagway ... A woman, whose face ... kansil v [A; a] 1 cross out s.t. written. Kansila ang subrang sintins, Cancel the extra sentence. 2 cancel s.t. already set. Kinsaynagkansil sa akung urdir? Who cancelled my order? fmu gani syang kansilun sa Lista, If you strike her off the list. Gikansilan ang tindahan sa lisinsiya sa ilimnun, The store lost its liquor license. -d a crossed out, cancelled. kansilkansil n k.o. game o
	kansilar = KANSIL. 
	kansiling n crime of concealing a deadlyweapon. Gikiha siyag kansiling kay hisakpang naglukluk ug baraw, He was caught with a dagger in his waist and was charged with concealing a deadly weapon. 
	kansir n cancer. v [B26; a4b4] become a, get cancer. Makansir ang tumur ug pasagdan, A rumor may turn into cancer if you let it go . Gikansiran (gikansir) ang iyang susu, Shehas cancer of the breast. -un(➔ ), -us(�) ahaving cancer. 
	kansiyun v [AN; b] serenade. Gikansiyunan namu slMila gabii, We serenaded Mila last night. n song sung in a serenade. karaang old tune, s.t. one cannot believe because ithas been repeated too often. Wa nay mutuu anang imung karaang kansiyun, No one can believe that old song and dance of yours any more. -iru n the one who does the singing in a group of serenaders. v [B156;al2)!,bethe singer. 
	-

	kansiyun, kansiyung n in mahjong, drawing of the piece needed for one to go mahjong from the flower pile (payil sa bulak). Winning in this way entitles one to extra pay. 
	2

	kansursilyu -kanyuru 
	kansursilyu = KARSUNSILYU.
	kansursilyu = KARSUNSILYU.
	kanta n song. v 1 [A; a] sing. Kada buntag kantahun nila ang nasudnung awit, Theysing the national anthem every morning. 2 [A; c] confess a crime, squeal on others (humorous slang). Nikanta siya sa kapulisan, He confessed to the police. Kinsay nagkanta ngadtu sa atung amu nga miabsin ku? 
	Who squealed to the boss that I was absent? -misa n first high mass offering of a newlyordained priest. v [A; b6] offer his first high mass. kantakanta a musical movie or play. v [A13] in a jolly mood, humming and singing. m{sa -da n sung mass. Kantada ang misa karun, There will be a choir at the mass today. v [A12; cl] hold a high mass. -du s.t. sung as opposed to spoken. 
	Puru kantadu ang mga linya aning papila, 
	The lines for this role are all sung. 

	kantalita v [AN; b3c] mock, scorn. Sapian'nga nagkantalita sa mga kabus, A rich man who scorns the poor. Gikantalitahan siya kay musugut kang bfsan kinsa, She is scorned because she gives herself to anyone. n scorn. Kantalita nga katawa, Mocking laughter. makantalitahun a scornful, derisive. 
	kantidad n 1 amount of money. 2 value or worth of s. t. in money or its equivalent. v 1[B346] reach a certain amount or value. Mukantidad ning balaya ug kinsi mil pisus, This house will be worth fifteen thousand pesos. 2 (c] give a certain monetary value to s.t. Pila giyuy imung ikantidad sa itlug kung dinusinahun ku pagpalit? What price will you quote me for a dozen eggs? ta,vung di-a person of more than ordinary social standing.
	kantil n drop-off in the ocean close to the shore. a be sharply dropping. -adu = KANTIL, a.
	kantin n water canteen. 
	kantina n company store or eating place. v [a2] make into a canteen. paN-v [A2; c] go to the canteen to eat or shop. 
	kantiru see KANTU.
	kantu n comer, edge of s.t. rectangular. Isiggunit mugkantu sa kahun, Each of you take hold of a comer of the box. Tua sila sa kantu mag-istambay, They are hanging around at the street corner. Kan tu sa haligi, Theedge of the post. -barina n corner brace used to bore in cramped places. -buy n punk who hangs around on the street. v [B16; b6] be a street punk. kantiru n stonemason, stone cutter.
	kantur n male singer in a church. v [B16; a2] be a singer. -a n female singer in a church. 
	kanu n American (colloquial). 
	kanukay v [A; a12] disturb s.o.'s peace, disturb s.t. put in order. Way laing makakanukay sa mga himan sa laburaturyu gawas satiglilimpiyu, No one may disturb the laboratory equipment except the janitor. Mu rag gikanukayng hulmigas ang syudad sa paglinug, After the earthquake the city looked like an anthill that had been disturbed. Kanukayun ka sa mga manini ngil ug daghan kag utang, Your creditors will keep disturbing you if you have lots of debts.
	kan-un see KAUN.
	kanunay a 1 always, frequently. Muy kanunay nimung isulti, That's what you always say. Muadtu siya kanunay sa Buhul, He frequently goes to Bohol. 2 steadily consistent. Kanunay ang inandaran sa makina, The engine runs steady. v [A; b5c] do s.t. always. Kanunayag (kanunayig) batil, Keep stirring it all the time. Ang iyang kalampusan mauy ikanunay niya ug sulti namu, His success is all he ever tells us about. -an(➔)v [A13; b5] frequent a place, do s.t. frequently. Sukadniadtu, magkanunayan siyag bisitang M
	kanunisar v [A; b5] canonize s.o. into asaint.
	kanus-a when? Kanus-a man ka muabut (miabut)? When did you arrive? Kanus-a ka man mularga, When will you leave? -lang when did [so-and-so] ever happen (when it never did)! Kanus-a Lang gud ku mutfaw nimu? When did I ever joke with you? 
	kanuus n loud hissing sound. Sa kanuus sasupliti di ta magdungug, We won't hear each other over the roar of the blowtorch. v [A2S;aclP] make a loud hissing noise. Mikanuus ang pitrumaks, The pressure lantern made a hissing sound. 
	kanyahay 1 no wonder [such-and-such] athing usually happens. Kanyahay kang maniwang kay di ka mukaun, No wonder youlose weight. You don't eat. 2 sa -eventually, in the long run. Sa kanyahay mamatay ra giyud siya tungud sa inum, In the long run he will die from drinking too much. 
	kanyamasu, kanyamu n k.o. thin tra�sparent cloth made of pineapple, maguey, or abaca fiber. Ang kanyamu mauy tabiun nga kimuna, Kanyamu cloth is used for the kimona.
	kanyunasu see KANIYUNA.
	kanyuru n small tube or bollow cylinder: e. g., a cylindrical metal tube in a kerosene lamp where the wick is inserted, or an ene
	-

	kap -kapayas 
	Artifact
	ma tip. v [A; a] use, make a small cylindrical rube. Mikanyutu siyag papil nga sungsungan sa upus, He rolled a piece (!f paper into a small rube to hold his cigar stub. 
	ma tip. v [A; a] use, make a small cylindrical rube. Mikanyutu siyag papil nga sungsungan sa upus, He rolled a piece (!f paper into a small rube to hold his cigar stub. 

	kn short for kapitan, captain.kap =-KALAP.
	ap 
	l 2

	kapan cape. ·v [A; a] put on a cape, make 
	into a cape. 
	into a cape. 
	, 
	,

	KAP AL. 

	ap
	k
	a
	2 
	= 

	kagkagv [Al 3; cl] walk fast -half running, half walking. Nagkapagkapag ang asawa nga niapas sa iyang bana sa sugalan, Thewife half-walked, half-ran to the gambling den after her husband. 
	ap
	ap

	kapakapa v [A2S; cl] 1 flap the wings or arms. Nikapakapa siya sa tubig kay dili maantigung mulanguy, He flapped his arms in the water because he did not know how toswim. 2 jump up and down in happiness. Nagkapakapa ang bata sa kalipay, The child jumped up and down in happiness. n fluttering or flapping of wings or arms. Ang kapakapa sa mga manuk mauy nakapukaw kanaku, l was awakened by the flapping of chicken wings.
	kakut!see PAKUT•
	ap
	1

	kapal n k.o. dark gray, highly esteemed fish,
	as big as a man's palm, about as wide as it is long.
	as big as a man's palm, about as wide as it is long.

	kapal, kap-al v [B3; cl] 1 cover, coat s.t. with a thick layer. Mukapal (makapal) nang buling sa tmung liug ug di ka manglugud, 
	Your neck will be caked with dirt if you do not rub it when you bathe. Nakakapal ang abug sa mga silya, The dust has formed a thick layer on the chairs. Gikapalan ug lapuk ang tapaludu, The fender got mud caked on it. 2 for an emotion to appear all over theface. Mikapal ang kalipay sa iyang nawung, His face shone with happiness. 
	Your neck will be caked with dirt if you do not rub it when you bathe. Nakakapal ang abug sa mga silya, The dust has formed a thick layer on the chairs. Gikapalan ug lapuk ang tapaludu, The fender got mud caked on it. 2 for an emotion to appear all over theface. Mikapal ang kalipay sa iyang nawung, His face shone with happiness. 

	kapalaw n k.o. sweet potato, oblong-shaped, with white meat and reddish peelings. kapankapankapan = ALISIWSIW. 
	, 

	kapan-usan n evening st.J.r, said to be so called because it disappears and by the time it returns its food has become spoiled (napanus).
	kapar v 1 [A; a2] spend money belonging to 
	s.o. else or on a purpose for which it was not supposed to be spent. Mukapar (mangapar) na siyag kwartang ipiyal niya, He is apt to spend money entrusted to him. Nakaparnaku arig igbalayad sa suga, l spent the money I was supposed to pay the electric billwith. 2 [A; al2] buy, take all of s.t. Di mi kapalit ug kaparun sa nigusyanti, We won't be able to buy any if the merchant takes all of it. Kaparun namu ang tanang lingkura
	s.o. else or on a purpose for which it was not supposed to be spent. Mukapar (mangapar) na siyag kwartang ipiyal niya, He is apt to spend money entrusted to him. Nakaparnaku arig igbalayad sa suga, l spent the money I was supposed to pay the electric billwith. 2 [A; al2] buy, take all of s.t. Di mi kapalit ug kaparun sa nigusyanti, We won't be able to buy any if the merchant takes all of it. Kaparun namu ang tanang lingkura
	s.o. else or on a purpose for which it was not supposed to be spent. Mukapar (mangapar) na siyag kwartang ipiyal niya, He is apt to spend money entrusted to him. Nakaparnaku arig igbalayad sa suga, l spent the money I was supposed to pay the electric billwith. 2 [A; al2] buy, take all of s.t. Di mi kapalit ug kaparun sa nigusyanti, We won't be able to buy any if the merchant takes all of it. Kaparun namu ang tanang lingkura
	-

	nan, We will take all the seats. 


	kapasidad n 1 power one has to do s. t., power of a machine. Sa kapasidad sa pagkaprisidinti, mabubat naku na, As president it iswithin my powers to do that. Pilay kapasidad niining pabrikaba? How much can this factory produce? Wala sa akung kapasidad ang pagpabulam ntmug kwarta, It's not within my powers to lend you money. Susibun giyud ang kapasidad sa mulun, Wemust check the borrower's capacity to repay. Makinang may kapasidad nga kwarintay singku kabalyus, A motor with a capacity of 45 hp. 2 amou
	kapatas n 1 foreman. 2one who loafs on the job, esp. in hard manual work done by a group (humorous). Dimabuman kay dagban mang kapatas, It won't get finished because there are too many supervisors. v [B6;a2]1 be a foreman, act as a foreman. 2 act likea supervisor and not work. 
	kapaw v [B3;cP] 1 come to the surface. Mikapaw ang silik sa ihu, The shark fin appeared above the water. la rise up into s.t.Mi
	kapaw ang ayruplanu sa kapunawpunawan, The airplane went up into outer space. Usaka maitum nga laraw nakakapaw sa iyang bunabuna, A diabolical plan hatched in his mind. 2 for an emotion to show. Nakapawsa iyang nawung ang tumang kasuku, Intense anger showed on his face. n amountthat s. t. shows above a surface. Ang kapaw sa submarinu, The amount of the submarine which appears above the water. saling-
	, 
	, 

	see SALINGKAPAW. 
	kapay n 1 pectoral fins on a fish. 2 anything analogous that propels: wing, flipper. Angmga kapay nga gigamit sa mananawum, The flippers the diver used. Kapay salanggam, The wings of the bird. v [A; a] 1 swim, fly with flapping motions. Tiil na lay ikapay ug kapuyun na ka, Kick your feet to help you swim if you get tired. 2 make flippers, wings for s.o. or s.t. kapaykapay v [A; cl] flap s.t. repeatedly. Nagkapaykapay ang kabaw sa iyang dunggan pag-abug sa langaw, The carabao flapped its ears to shoo off th
	kapayas n papaya, small tree which bears a melon-like fruit. It is eaten ripe as a melon, unripe as a vegetable, esp. pickled, and the leaves are used medicinally: Carica papaya. katkat, dap-us sa -v have intercourse (humorous). -sa Amirikanu variety of large 
	kapdrap -kapitan 
	and often tasteless papaya. -un a 1 tending to cry readily, like the papaya, the skin ofwhich exudes sap at the slightest touch. Kapayasun nang bataa, That child is a crybaby. 2 for breasts to be pendulous like papayas. Tambuk ang mga anak nianang babaybana kay kapayasun man siyag dugban, 
	and often tasteless papaya. -un a 1 tending to cry readily, like the papaya, the skin ofwhich exudes sap at the slightest touch. Kapayasun nang bataa, That child is a crybaby. 2 for breasts to be pendulous like papayas. Tambuk ang mga anak nianang babaybana kay kapayasun man siyag dugban, 
	The children of that woman must be fat because she has large and pendulous breasts. v[B12) get to be a cry-baby, have pendulous breasts. 

	kapdrap n cough drops. 
	kapin 1 coffee bean, plant, drink. 2 brownin color. Panaptun nga lutu kapi, A piece of dark brown cloth. v 1 [A13; b(l)] make,prepare coffee. 2 [Al; a12] make into coffee, grind into coffee. 3 [B2; a] turn brown in color. Kapibun ku ning akung sint'na ngaputt� I'll dye my white dress brown. 3a [Al]wear s.t. brown. Magkapi ang dunay dibusiyun sa Karmin, A devotee of the Lady of Carmel wears brown. paN-v [A2; b6(1)] drink coffee. kapihun, kapinhun a colored 
	1 

	s.t. like coffee. -tira n coffeepot. 
	s.t. like coffee. -tira n coffeepot. 

	, •kapisa -nga instead of doing [so-and-so]. Sa kaping mubilak, mikatawa ang bata, Instead of crying, the child 
	•kapi
	2
	1 

	laughed.
	laughed.

	kapi= KALAPI. 
	2 
	1

	kapi aspirina n brand of aspirin.
	kapi'kapi v [A13] for an emaciated person or animal to move with unsure steps. Nagkapikapi na intawun ang tisisun, The T.B. patient is walking unsteadily. 
	kapilya n small chapel or temporary chapel built annually to honor a patron saint. v [A1;a2] construct a chapel. 
	kapin v [B456; b(l)] be in excess or extra.
	Mukapin sa gatus ang mitambung, Morethan a hundred people attended. Nagkapin ka na sa imung pagpasagad, Your irresponsibility is getting too much. Kapinan ug sulti sa tabian ang {yang mga libak, The gossipalways exaggerates the stories she tells behind people's backs. Kapin sa tunga ang ganansiya, The profit was more than half. -kun kwang more or less. Ang tyang mga apu kapin kun kulang, singkuwinta ka buuk, Hehas fifty grandchildren, more or less. -ngabuut ulterior motive. Ayaw latnag sabut. Way kaping
	Mukapin sa gatus ang mitambung, Morethan a hundred people attended. Nagkapin ka na sa imung pagpasagad, Your irresponsibility is getting too much. Kapinan ug sulti sa tabian ang {yang mga libak, The gossipalways exaggerates the stories she tells behind people's backs. Kapin sa tunga ang ganansiya, The profit was more than half. -kun kwang more or less. Ang tyang mga apu kapin kun kulang, singkuwinta ka buuk, Hehas fifty grandchildren, more or less. -ngabuut ulterior motive. Ayaw latnag sabut. Way kaping
	not misunderstand me. I have no ulterior motives in giving you this. ma(wa) -ngakabubut-un having strings attached. Duna
	y 
	y

	· 
	giyuy kaping kabubut-un ang pagbatag, kay unya lisud pagbalibad, There are strings attached to that gift, because she's going tohave a hard time refusing him after she has 
	giyuy kaping kabubut-un ang pagbatag, kay unya lisud pagbalibad, There are strings attached to that gift, because she's going tohave a hard time refusing him after she has 
	accepted it. -pa moreover. Kapin pa, nasayud na giyud ang bana sa iyang gibubat did-_tu, Moreover, the husband also found outabout eveiything she did there. pa-v [A; c] give an excess or extra. Nganu bang mukapin pa man giyud siyag sulti? Why does he have to say more than what is necessary? 


	Gipakapinan kug usa ka buuk kay mipalitkug usa ka dusina, She gave me an extra one, because I bought a whole dozen. n extra, s. t. additional given. hiN-, hiN-( ➔) v [B1456) be done to an excessive degree. Nagbingapin ra ang iyang pag-inum, He drinks too much. -an(➔) 1 having anomalousgrowth s.w. in the body. 2 the donkey's ears abalone, or any oval-shaped abalone, so called because there is more flesh in proportion to the shell-size than other types of bivalves. -an!= -AN(➔), 2. tag-(➔) each more than. T
	Gipakapinan kug usa ka buuk kay mipalitkug usa ka dusina, She gave me an extra one, because I bought a whole dozen. n extra, s. t. additional given. hiN-, hiN-( ➔) v [B1456) be done to an excessive degree. Nagbingapin ra ang iyang pag-inum, He drinks too much. -an(➔) 1 having anomalousgrowth s.w. in the body. 2 the donkey's ears abalone, or any oval-shaped abalone, so called because there is more flesh in proportion to the shell-size than other types of bivalves. -an!= -AN(➔), 2. tag-(➔) each more than. T
	-


	kaping n capping ceremonies for nurses. v [A 
	1;b( 1)] hold capping ceremonies. kaping su n coping saw. kapir n copper.
	kapisnun n old variety of white, fine-grained 
	. 
	. 
	nee.

	kapistuwa n k.o. medium-sized forest tree producing a hard wood, used as lumber. 
	kapit n influence or special connections for getting s. t. Di ka madawat ug wa kay kapit sa byuru, yOU won't be successful if youdon't have influence in the bureau. v [Al2;b6] manage to have s.o. influential to whom one can turn. Makakapit ta kang Sidru ug mapili siyang diputadu, We can have s.o. to pull strings for us if Sidro is elected congressman.
	kapital n 1 capital letter. 2 capital city. 3 capital, resources. 3a quality that is an asset to success. Kapital na nimu nang imung pangutuk, Your brains are an asset to you. v1 [A; cl] write in capital letters. Kapitala (ikapital) pagsuwat ang mga ngalan sa tawu, 
	Write the names of persons in capital letters. 2 [B126; al2] make into a capital city. 3 (A; c] put up capital. Niuprisir siya nga mauy mukapital sa manukan, He offered to put up the capital for a poultry business. 4 [c6] use as a source of profit or benefit. 
	Write the names of persons in capital letters. 2 [B126; al2] make into a capital city. 3 (A; c] put up capital. Niuprisir siya nga mauy mukapital sa manukan, He offered to put up the capital for a poultry business. 4 [c6] use as a source of profit or benefit. 
	Ang kaalam ug katakus mauy maayung ikapital sa panginabubi, Knowledge and skill are assets in our struggle for existence. -ista n capitalist. v [Bl 56] be a capitalist or financier.

	kapitan n 1 boat captain. 2 army captain. -sa baryu n barrio captain, the titular head of the village. -birinu n the one who treats 
	kapitira -kapuy 
	when a group eats and drinks. v [Al] treat a company. Kinsa may mukapitan birinu sa atung nangakaun? Whose treat is this dinner?
	when a group eats and drinks. v [Al] treat a company. Kinsa may mukapitan birinu sa atung nangakaun? Whose treat is this dinner?

	ap
	k
	itira 
	see 
	KAPl.
	-


	itirya n cafeteria, usually servingsnacks, not heavy meals. v [A; cl] make, have a cafeteria. paN-v [A2; b6] go to acafeteria.
	kapitiriya, k
	ap

	kapintl n provincial government buildinghousing the provincial government administrative offices. 
	kapitulu n chapter of a book, Bible. 
	kapitulyu = KAPITUL. 
	kapkap v l [A; b6] grow clinging onto s.t. nnga nagkapkap sa paril, A vine climbing on the wall. Daku na ang dakit sa kahuy nga iyang gikapkapan, The strangling fig is larger than the tree it has grown around. 2[A3N] grope for s.t. Nagkapkap (nagpangapkap) na lang kung naglakaw sa ngitngit, I had to grope my way in the dark. 3[A; b(l)] search a body for s.t. Gikapkapansa gwardiya ang buut musulud, The guard searched those who wanted to get inside. 4 [A2N) struggle to obtain s.t. Mukapkap(mangapkap) giyud
	Ba
	gu
	1

	kapkap= KALAPKAP.
	2
	2

	kapkap n k.o. trigger fish, bigger than the pugut, and black in color. 
	kaplag (from palag) v [A12; ab2] find s.t., come across s.t. Adtu niya saMindanaw kaplaga ang ,yang kapalaran, He will seek hisfortune in Mindanao. Nakaplagan na ang tambal sa tisis, The cure for TB has already been discovered. Hikaplagan na ang taguanan sa tulisan, They found the hiding place of the robbers. Bag-ung kaplag sa maputing tabil, New movie discovery. 
	kapling n 1 cuff links. 2 coupling, mechanical device for joining things. v 1 [A; b6) wear, make into cuff links. 2 [A; b) join 
	s.t. with coupling. di-having cuff links. 
	s.t. with coupling. di-having cuff links. 

	kapri = AGTA, n 1. 
	kapritsu n caprice. Kapritsu tung amung pagminyu, We got married on a whim. V [A;
	cl) make whimsical demands. Nagkapritsu ang asawa n,yang bu"'s, His pregnant wife is making capricious demands. -sa= -su (female). -su a capricious.
	cl) make whimsical demands. Nagkapritsu ang asawa n,yang bu"'s, His pregnant wife is making capricious demands. -sa= -su (female). -su a capricious.

	kapul v [A; b6) form a thick layer that sticks. Mukapul ang taya sa sulab, Rust will 
	kapul v [A; b6) form a thick layer that sticks. Mukapul ang taya sa sulab, Rust will 
	form a thick layer on the blade. Gikapulanug kayankan ang hunsuy, The pipe had a thick layer of tar in it. n encrustration, coating. Ang kapul sa buling sa iyang liug, The layer of caked-up dirt on his neck. 

	kapuUhay see PULi. 
	kapulut (not without /) n bird trap made of a sticky sap extracted from a tree andplaced on a stick tied to a branch. Any bird that alights on the stick will adhere. v [A;aJ catch s.t. with this trap. 
	kapun v l [A; bS] castrate or spay domestic animals. Kapni (kapna) ang iring arun di mahigal, Castrate the cat so it won't get over-sexed. 2 [b2] take s.t. away from s.t.,take a little bit out of s.t. Gikapnan ang kik, The cake has had s.t. removed. Nakulang ang akung sukli kay gikapnan niya, ldidn't get enough change because she heldsome of it back. 3 [A; b] cut off a portionfrom a plant to make growth take place in a desirable part. Kapni ang tabaku arun managku ang dabun, Cut off the terminal buds of t
	grow large. kin
	ap

	kapung n woman prostitute (colloquial). v[B126; a2] be a prostitute. paN-v [A2; c] pat:ronize a prostitute, engage in prostitution. -an(➔) n red-light district. 
	kapunsa n a k.o. fine-grained, white rice with a savory, permeating smell. 
	kapupungtan see PUNGUT. 
	kapusv [B; ab) for s.t. which cannot be 
	1
	1

	replaced to be practically running out. Nagkapus ang amung bugas, ug dugay pa ang S'l!)ildu, Our rice is practically gone, and we won't be paid for a long time. Nagkakapus na ang panahun nga gilugway kanaku, Mytime has practically run out. 
	kapus= KAP-US. 
	2 

	kap-us v [A; al] 1 finish eating. Bag-u pa giyud kaming nakakap-us sa amung panibapun, We have just finished our supper. 2 finish s.t. else. Mahingpit giyud ang atung pagpahulay kun makap-us na ang atung kinabuhi, We can have eternal rest when our life is over. a be done eating. 'Mangaun ta.!' -'Salamat na Zang. Kap-us na ku,' 'Wouldyou like to eat?' -'No, thanks. I'm done eating.'
	kaputA= KUBUT. kaput= KULAPUT. kaput= KAPIT.
	1 
	2 

	kuti n l raincoat. 2 condom (humorous). v 1 (A; a] wear, make into a raincoat. 2 A; b6] use a condom. 
	ap

	kapuy a 1 tired, weary, exhausted through exertion. 2 s.t. that is too much trouble, 
	kapyaspirina -karahu443 
	2 

	one who is too lazy to do. Diku musimba kay kapuy, I won't go to church because I'm too lazy. -na it is too much to believe, it's tiring to hear this repeated thing. Kapuy na ug tinuurun nimu kug pri sa sini, 
	one who is too lazy to do. Diku musimba kay kapuy, I won't go to church because I'm too lazy. -na it is too much to believe, it's tiring to hear this repeated thing. Kapuy na ug tinuurun nimu kug pri sa sini, 
	I'm sick of hearing you say it. I doubt if you would really treat me to a movie. v 1[A123P; a4b4] be tired. Pahuway ta kaygikapuy (gikapuy, gikapuyan) ku, Let's take a rest. I'm already tired. 2 [b4] be too lazy to do s.t., find s.t. too much trouble to do. Kapuyan ku mutambung ug parti, I find it tedious to attend parties. Kapuyan ku maUgu inigrrzata, I am too lazy to take a bath when I wake up. 3 [a4b4] be bored with 
	s.t. oft repeated. Gikapuyan (gikapuy) kug paminaw sa iyang mga panghambug, I have grown tired of his bragging. Gikapuyan (gikapuy) na kug kinaun ug bulad, I am tiredof eating dried fish. paN-v [A23; a4b4] be affected with a sore, tired feeling in the bones, of the sort one feels when ill. Mayhilanat ku maung nangapuy akung lawas, I
	have a fever so my bones are all weary. nfeeling of weariness. ka-n exhaustion, weanness. 

	kapyaspirina = KAPI ASPIRINA. 
	,
	,

	kapyut 1 = KULAPYUT. 2 = KAPIT. 
	kara n a gambling game just like hantak but using two coins. dubli -see DUBLI. kara krus = KARA. laba-n washcloth. v [A2C3;ac3] play cara. 
	kara v 1 [A; cl] speak rapidly with excitement. Mikara siyag sugilun sa nahitabu nila pagbagyu, She described their experiences in the typhoon with great excitement. Hilum, nagkara Lang nang baba mu, Keep quiet, you blabber-mouth. 2 [A23] 
	kara v 1 [A; cl] speak rapidly with excitement. Mikara siyag sugilun sa nahitabu nila pagbagyu, She described their experiences in the typhoon with great excitement. Hilum, nagkara Lang nang baba mu, Keep quiet, you blabber-mouth. 2 [A23] 
	.

	rush, go excitedly and hurriedly. Mikara siya sa bangku pagkadawat sa tsiki, She excitedly rushed to the bank when she received the check. 
	rush, go excitedly and hurriedly. Mikara siya sa bangku pagkadawat sa tsiki, She excitedly rushed to the bank when she received the check. 

	karaan see DAAN. 
	karab, karab v [A; b6] for monkeys to chatter. Nagkarab ang ungguy mu rag dinhay gikahadlukan, The monkey was chattering as though there was s.t. it was scared of. n monkey chatter. 
	karabalyas = KARBALyAS. 
	karabansus n k.o. bean with long pods having four, longitudinal, angular lobes, which are eaten: Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. 
	karabaw= KALABAW. karabawexpression of slight annoyance. 
	2 
	1 

	Karabaw. Sakit sa akung tiil, Damn! That hurt! Karabaw. Kadugay adtung akung gisugu, Damn! What could be taking him so long? 
	Karabaw. Sakit sa akung tiil, Damn! That hurt! Karabaw. Kadugay adtung akung gisugu, Damn! What could be taking him so long? 

	karabu = KLABU. karadutsi = KALATSUTSI. 
	karadyaw = KAAYU (dialectal). see AYU. 
	karag v 1 [A2; a] wander about. Imbis ka 
	magkarag, maayu pang magtuun ka, Instead of wandering about, you'd do better tostudy. Unsa pay inyung karagun, gabii nang daku? What do you all want to go out for when it's already night? 2 [A2] do in a hurry, right away. Mikarag siyag trabahu pagabut sa iyang agalun, She rushed back to her work when her mistress arrived. ( ➔), -an(➔) a 1 restless, given to wandering. Karagan(karag) siya. Dili magpuyu sa balay, He is restless. He does not _stay at home. 2 for women to go out or deport themselves uninhibi
	Karagan (karag) nimu a! Ayawg yapayapa ug musulti ka, How immodest you are! Don't throw your arms around when youtalk. 2a for a top to jump about instead ofspinning steadily. Karag (karagan) kaayu nang imung kasing, Your top moves about as it spins. 3 -sa mga babayi tending to go after women. v [B; b6] 1 get to be restless, wandering, uninhibited. 2 for a top to jump instead of spin steadily. 
	karahay v [AN; b] do s.t. by borrowing s.t. which �.o. else owns. Nakapanahi ku kay . nakakarahay (nakapangarahay) man ku saiyang makina, I managed to sew some things because I got to use her sewing machine. pa-v [AN; ab] lend s.t. for s.o. to use while the owner is not using it. Pakarahaya ra ku sa imung makinilya, May I use your typewriter while you 're not using it? Di nila pakarahayan ang ilang utaw, They don't lend their iron. 
	karahay n cast-iron skillet with a round bottom, 2-4" smaller in diameter than the kalaba with proportionate depth. 
	2 

	karahay v [A2; b4] leave a place in a hurry. Unsa may naingnan atu? Mikarahay man tu pag-abut naku? What's the matter with her? She left as soon as I arrived. A
	3 

	mu ang tanang lihuk run kay gikarahayan 
	mi sa mga mid, We do all the work now be
	·
	·

	cause, our household help walked out on 
	us suddenly. 
	karahu n half-humorous reference to a big, slow-�·itted person, often said in anger, but not necessarily so. Natumban akung tiil sa karahu, The lout stepped on my feet. Puti, dili itum, karahua ka, I said white, not black, you oaf. 
	clumsy
	,. 

	karahun lizard fish: 
	2 
	Tracbinocepha/.us sp. 

	· and Saurida sp. 
	karahu-karas
	3 

	l 
	l 
	karabun penis (slang).
	3 

	karakara v [A; b( 1)) hurry s.o. or oneself up. Kada human sa amung trababu mukarakara dayun kug pauli, As soon as work isover, I hurry home. Di ka angayan mukarakara niyag sugu, It's not right for you to give her orders and tell her to hurry it up. karakarahun a fond of hurrying others. 

	karaktirn character in fiction. 
	1 

	karaktirn one of the nine mahjong pieces that have Chinese characters as their design. v 1 [B126) for the piece as drawn to turn out to be a 'character'. 2 [A12; b8] get a 'character' mahjong piece. 
	2 

	karakul n general name for volute shells or other univalves similar in shape. 
	karal v 1 [A2S3] rattle, give a clattering sound. Mikaral ang baldi ngadtu sa kanal, The pail fell into the ditch with a clatteringnoise. 2 [cl] do s.t. in a rattling, noisy way. Ayaw ikaral (karala) pagguyud ang silya, Do not drag the chair so noisily. n clatteringsound.
	karamba reference to s.o. made in mild anger, but not implying anything about the person to whom the reference is made. Karamba ning bat-ana. Nangayu na pug tubig, 
	Darn this child! He asked for another glass 
	Darn this child! He asked for another glass 
	of water. 

	karambula n 1 free-for-all cockfight in which three or more cocks take part. 2 free-for-all among people. 3 way of playing billiards such that the cue ball must hit both balls to score. 3a score thus made. v 1 [AC; cl] hold a free-for-all cockfight. 2 [C; a2b3]have a free-for-all fight. Sa ilawum sa iyang dugban ingun sa adunay dagbang butang nga nagkarambula, It was as if there were numerous matters fighting it out with each other deep in his breast. Husayun ta Jang ni. Nganu bang karambulahun pa man giyud
	karamilu n white sugar that has been melted and allowed to harden, cut into rectangular pieces. It is used for beverages or flavoring. " [Al;a2] make rock sugar, put rock sugar into s.t. 
	karampag n k.o. sweet potato with slightly lobed and almost rounded roots (some irregularly shaped) white-skinned, with very light yellow, mealy meat, not sweet. 
	karamusing n noisy fight, such as that between cats and dogs. v [C23; b3] have a noisy fight. 
	karamutsing = KAMURITSING. see MURIT
	SING. 
	SING. 

	karang n 1 stilts or similar contrivance to walk on, used for walking through water orfor amusement. 2 = ANDADUR. a tall and lanky. v [A; a] 1 walk on stilts, make into stilts. 2 = ANDADUR.
	karansa, karansay v 1 [A) be active and moving about a good deal. Nagkaransa ang 
	.
	.
	.
	duha ka buksidur nga nagpagayun, The two boxers danced about waiting for a chance. Nagkaransa na sad ang byuda, The widow is back in action again. 2 [C] have a noisy quarrel, ruckus. Nagkakaransa na sad ang magtiang palaaway, The quarrelsome couple is at it again. n action of moving about a lot, quarreling. Karansa sa istukada, Dancing about in fencing. 
	yu



	karapata n 1 k.o. fast multiplying, bloodsucking mite that burrows under the skinin the pubic hair causing intense itching. It is commonly spread by prostitutes. 2 k.o.tick. v [a4] be infested with this k.o. mite or tick. 
	karapatdapat humorous euphemism for karapata.
	-

	karapitsi n sugarcane crushing apparatus composed of two steel rollers stood vertically on a platform, turned by a long piece of timber which is pulled by a carabao. The carabao is made to walk round and round to turn the rollers while the sugarcane stalks are fed into them one or two at a time, and the juice is squeezed out into a vat. v [A;a12] crush and squeeze juice out of sugarcane stalks with the karapitsi. karapitsihunug baba having a mouth like a karapitsi i.e., a voracious eater. 
	-

	karapkarap v [A13] grope blindly for s.t. to hold on to. Nagkarapkarap ming misubay sa pasilyu kay napawung ang suga, Wegroped our way along the corridors because the lights went out. 
	karas v [A; a] 1 rake out s.t. growing, harrow. Karasa ang mga sagbut, Remove the weeds by raking. Karasi ang bumayan human madaru, Harrow the paddy after you plow it. 2 scratch lightly. Nakaras ang iyang buktun sa tunuk, His arm got scratched by the thorns. 3 scratch out, cross off. Karasun ku ang ngalan mu sa lista, I'll cross your name off the list. n 1 rake, harrow. 2 light scratch. 3 marks made to cross s.t. off. 
	karas a 1 for citrus to be acrid and biting. 2 for the throat to be raspy, dry, and sore. v 1(846; b6] for citrus fruit to be biting in taste due to acidity. 2 [B3N; a2b4] for the throat to be raspy, dry, and sore. Nagkaras ang akung tutunlan pagkinaun sa buungun nga karas ug lam,, I felt a stinging sensation 
	karas-karbun 
	2 

	in my throat after eating too much of the acrid pomelo.karasv [B6] do s.t. suddenly in a hurry. 
	i 

	Mikaras siyag saka sa taas pag-abut sa mga bisita kay nagkarsunsilyu Lang. He suddenly rushed upstairs when the visitors arrived because he was in his underwear. 
	Mikaras siyag saka sa taas pag-abut sa mga bisita kay nagkarsunsilyu Lang. He suddenly rushed upstairs when the visitors arrived because he was in his underwear. 

	karaskaras v [AP] behave roughly and illmannered, as when drunk. Di ta makakaraskaras sa parti kay purmaL man, You can't let your hair down in the party, for it is a formal affair. 
	karat v [B; cl] for a top to keep jumping aabout instead of spinning steadily. Mukarat(makarat) ang imung kasing ug di matarung ang Lansang, Your top will jump about if the nail is not in straight. 
	karat a 1 giving off a grating sound like the souJd given off by a sharp-pointed metal instrument rubbed on a surface. 2 = ARATt' v [B; clP] give off a scraping or gratingsound. Nakarat (mikarat) na ang tingug saradiyupunu kay bilis na ang dagum, The victrola gives off a raspy sound because the needle is worn down. Makakarat (makapakarat) sa pawuntin pin kung iduut ni pagsuwat, Pressing down hard on the fountain pen causes it to give off a rough, grating sound.
	karati n karate. v 1 [A23] practice, do theart of karate. Ayaw siyag bagita kay kamau nang mukarati, Don't challenge him becausehe is skilled in karate. 2 [A; ab2] deliver a karate chop with the side of the palm. Buakning balubLak ug akung karatibun, This cement block will break in two if I hit it with a karate chop. karatihay v [C2] engage in karate blows against each other. -sta, -syann one versed in karate. v [B126; al2] become an expert in karate. 
	karatilv [A; b3c] move away from s.w. fastand suddenly. Pagsirbatu sa pulis nikaratil ugpanagan ang mga nanagbantak, When the cop blew his whistle the gamblers immediately took to their heels. 
	1 

	karatiln large reel to which strands of hemp fiber twisted into rope are wound, used in rope manufacture. v [AN; a] reel twisted hemp strands on a frame in the process of making rope. 
	2 

	karatsutsi = KALATSUTSI.
	karatsutsu v [A;a] pile or roll chips or coins into groups of the same denomination. n pile or roll of chips or coins of the same denomination.
	karatula n signboard, small hanging sign. v[Al 3; a] put up a signboard. 
	karatung = KALA.TUNG. 
	karaw v 1 [A; al] stir or shuffle s.t. around to mk it. Gikaraw naku ang mga pitsas sa madyung, I shuffled the mahjong pieces. Karawa ang armirul arun dili magbitulbituL, 
	Mix the starch so it won't get lumpy. 2 [B;
	cl] shake back and forth. Mukaraw ang mga dabun sa baLili inigbuyup sa bangin, Theblades of grass will stir when the wind blows. Nagkaraw ang siga sa kandila, Thec_andle flame is flickering. Karawa (ikaraw) ang Langkay arun manglupad ang mga maya, 
	Shake the dry coconut fronds to scare awaythe rice birds. 3 [AN; al2] touch or take things belonging to s.o. Kinsa na puy nangaraw sa akung midiyas? Who could have used my socks? Walay makapangaraw sa butang sa upisina, Nobody can touch things in the office. ·an(�) a tending to touch or take s.o.'s things. karawkaraw v [A; a12] 1 move around continuously. 2 busy oneself inhousehold chores. Bisi ku kay dagban kug karawkarawun sa balay, I'm busy because I have lots of things to do in the house. 
	karawv 1 [B46) make a clattering noise. 2[AC; b6(1)] play mahjong (so called from the noise made by the pieces). n noise made by movements of things that fall or are knocked.
	2 

	karawi n k.o. upland rice. 
	karaygan n the right side of cloth, the side which shows the design, as opposed to the obverse side which does not. v [cl] have clothing such that the right side shows. Karaygana (ikaraygan) ang Lugum nga kuLur sa panaptun, Sew the cloth with the darkercolor on the outside. 
	karbalyas n k.o. crevally: Caranx sp. karbansus = KARABANSUS. karbayin, karbin n carbine rifle. 
	karbunn 1 coal. 2 carbo.n paper used in du
	1
	1

	plicating written or typed work. v [b) use carbon paper. Karbuni ang sulat, Make a carbon of that letter. -kapi n 1 carbon copy. 2 exact replica; children that look just like their relatives.Ang fmung a�ak karbun kapi giyud nimu, Your son looks exactly like you. v [A; cl] make a carbon copy ofs.t. t
	karbun, karbun n largest public market in Cebu City. paN-v [A2; c6] go shopping at the Carbon market. Mangarbun mi ug mabirnis kay tabu, We go shopping at Carbon on Fridays because that's the market day.!-· kalids humorous appelation for the public market in Cebu, so called because most of the public transportation routes to the market also pass the schools, and where other passengers are heading for this and that col
	2
	-

	, 
	, 

	karbunatu -kari
	2 

	lege, the maids are heading for Carbon. 
	lege, the maids are heading for Carbon. 
	,
	,
	,


	karbunatu = BIKARBUNAnJ.
	karburadur n carburetor. 
	karburu n calcium carbide. V [bl] treat afruit with calcium carbide to make it ripen faster. kinarburuhan n fruit that has been treated with calcium carbide. 
	kard n 1 student's report card. 2 in set phrases: balintayins, birtdi, krismas, pus -Valentine's, birthday, Christmas, post card. v [A; a] list s.t. on a card. 
	kardaba n variety of banana, 6-8" in length, square in shape, and yellow when ripe. Usually cooked, though edible raw. 
	kardinal n cardinal in the church. v [B126; a 
	12) be, become a cardinal. 
	12) be, become a cardinal. 

	kardiru = KALDIRU. 
	karp v [A; c] 1 load, put in or on a conveyance. Subuli ang nagkarga sa bukag sa trak, Pay the man who loaded the basket on the truck. Ikarga ring saging sa balsa, Load these bananas on the sled. la [A] take a load. Mukarga ug tris tuniladas ning traka, This truck can take a load of three tons. 2 charge a firearm or battery. Gikargaban naku ang ripli, Iloaded the rifle. Gikargaban na ba angakung batirrya? Has my storage battery been charged? 2a [A] hold a certain charge. Di na mukarga ning batiriyaba, Th
	I'll carry the baby for you. You've got eres in another figure. Kinsay nagkarga sa sumada ka"'n sa Lista sa miaging bulan? Who included today's totals in last month's list? 1karga ni sa utang naku, Add this to what I owe you. S [Al3; b6] charge s.o. for s.t. falsely. Gikargaban siyag utang, He was falsely charged a debt Sa charge interest on.
	I'll carry the baby for you. You've got eres in another figure. Kinsay nagkarga sa sumada ka"'n sa Lista sa miaging bulan? Who included today's totals in last month's list? 1karga ni sa utang naku, Add this to what I owe you. S [Al3; b6] charge s.o. for s.t. falsely. Gikargaban siyag utang, He was falsely charged a debt Sa charge interest on.
	nough to carry. 4 [Al; c] include fi
	gu
	-


	Ang akung utang gikargaban ug diyis pursiyintu, I was charged ten percent interest on my debt. n 1 load. hustu sa -well prepared. Antis mulaa, bustu sa karga, Before venturing into s. t, everything should be prepared in advance. trak di-cargo truck. 2 -buru, burut k.o. card game, similar to idiot's delight. Each player gets five cards. The dealer pulls a card from the pack and puts it down face up. Each player follows suit. Whoever cannot follow suit must draw from the pacR until he can. The one who putsd
	rg

	because the buses were filled to capacity.
	Karga sirada ang akung tiyan ad tung kauna,
	My stomach was filled to bursting after that 
	dinner. v [B12; cl] become full. paN-v [A
	2; b6] work as a laborer loading goods. -da
	n 1 action of loading cargo on a boat. Ug
	way kargada, wa say trabahu ang mga kar
	gadur sa piyir, If there is no loading to do, 
	the stevedores are idle. 2 supplies or materi
	als issued to an army, workers, and the like. 
	v [A; c] 1 supply with materials or provi
	OU
	sions. Kargadahan mug dugang bala, y

	will be supplied with additional bullets. 2 
	give supplies to. Ang SWA mikargada (nag
	kargada) ug panaptun sa nasunugan, The
	SWA supplied the fire victims with materi
	als for clothing. -du a 1 loaded, full. Dina 
	pasakyan ang trak. Kargadu na, The truck 
	will take no more passengers. It's full. 2 
	drunk. Ayaw na siyag paimna kay kargadu 
	na, Don't give him any more to drink be
	cause he's already loaded. 3 full of, having 
	lots of. Kargadu ug bunga ang nangka, The
	jackfruit is full of fruits. 3a most of. Karga
	du sa mga istudiyanti karun way batasan, 
	Most of the students nowadays are ill-mannered. 3b be present in large quantities. Kargadug Insik sa Hungkung, Hong Kong is full of Chinese. Kargadu mga way kwarta ang nagpuyu dinhi, A lot of the people that live here don't have money. Kargadug asin ang imung timpla, You use a heck of a lot of salt in your cooking. v [Bl; cl] 1 get to be loaded. 2 get drunk. -dur(➔) n one who loads things onto a conveyance. v [B 156; a
	12) become a loader, stevedore. -mintu ncargo, baggage. 
	karganti a making a pest or nuisance of oneself. v [b6] consider a pest. Gikargantihan ku anang bataa, sigig pangayug singku bisag gibalibaran na, I find that child a pest because he keeps asking for a nickel even though I already told him no. 
	,
	,

	kargu n financial responsibility. Imung kargu 
	ang pagpaiskuyla sa imung anak, It is your 
	responsibility to send your child to school. 
	Kargu sa suluguun ang mga platung iyang 
	nabuak, The servant is held responsible for 
	any plate he breaks. v 1 [A; al] take finan
	cial responsibility. 2 [A; c6] hold s.o. res
	ponsible.
	•-dipata n dish of beef joints and feet 
	kari

	1
	1

	with banana bud and eggplants cooked into 
	a thick soup with rice and peanuts added. 
	karikari n a dish of beef joints and feet
	cooked with chinese spices. v [A; a2) have
	one of these two dishes. kari1 = KIRI. 2 = ARI (dialectal). 
	2 

	kari -kamaba 
	kiri n curry powder. v [A; al2] cook with curry. karihan n curry powder container. karidad n charity. llias di -Daughters of 
	Charity, a religious order. 
	Charity, a religious order. 

	karikatura n drawn caricature. v [A; bScl)portray in caricature.
	karikit = KURIKIT.
	karina n· k.o. skirt with no tail which gathers around the hips and with projecting endsused for tying around the shoulders, usually of home-woven cloth. It is worn around the house. v [AN; b6cl] wear the karina, makeinto a karina.
	karindiriya n a small eatery where ready-toeat foods are displayed. v [Al 3; a2] engage in a carenderia business. paN-v [Al 3; b] go to a carenderia to order food. 
	karingking v [A23] for women to conduct themselves so as to attract admirers. Kanunay na siyang magmik-ap run, mikaringking na tingali, She always makes her face upnowadays. She must be trying to attract admirers. n paramour, mistress (humorous). 
	karinyu n showing of affection by words or action. v [AC; b] express affection physically or with words. Ang bustis mikarinyu sa iyang kustumir, The nightclub hostess caressed her customer. Karinyubun una ang pagdulug usa magkuan, We engage in tender exchange of affections before we do it. Karinyuban gani siya sa iyang anak, mawa dayun ang kasuku, As soon as his little girl kisses him, his anger vanishes. -saa 1 showing affection. Di ku kabalibad sa karinyusa nakung anak, I cannot refuse my daughter bec
	1 
	-

	2
	2
	which accompanies this dance. v [A2C2;
	b6] dance the carifiosa.

	karir = KIRIR.
	kariran 1 horse race. 2 = ANILYU, nl, v. v lA13; b6cl) have or run a horse race. karirahan n 1 race track for horse racing. 2racehorse.
	1 

	kariran career. 
	2
	2

	karista (from karu) n one who works in a sawmill placing the logs to be sawed on the carriage that conveys them to the revolving blade. v [B156] become a loader. 
	karitan 1 spool for thread. 2 spoolful.karitan Carreta, name of an area near Cebu City,where there is a leprosarium .!kariti n 1 spool. 2 spoolful. v [A; cl] wind 
	1 
	2
	. 

	s.t. on a spool. karitihan n bobbin on a sewing machine or on which thread is wound. 
	.
	.

	karitil = KARA TIL .
	I
	I
	•

	kantila n I calesa, k.o. horse-drawn cab, hold
	-

	ing two passengers facing frontwards. 2 = KARITILYA. v [Al] 1 ride such a carriage. 2 = KARITILYA.
	karitilya n wheelbarrow or small threewheeled cart for transporting light items. v [A; cl] load or transport s.t. in a wheel
	-

	barroŁ
	karitira, karitiras n main road or public highway running outside of a town. v [Al3;a2]make, make into a highway. paN-v [A2] goalong the main road. -prubinsiyal main or arterial road or highway. 
	karitis = KARiTI.
	karitun n 1 device consisting of a pole and a wheel or two wheels, from which a load issuspended. 2 drifter, one who always goes about anywhere like the karitun. v [A; cl] transport s. t. with a karitun.
	karkulu, karkulu v [A; al2] reckon, calculate. Karkuluba ug pilay atung magastu sa piknik, Estimate how much we will spend for the picnic. n 1 reckoning, calculation. 2viewpoint, way one regards a situation. Saakung karkulu mu rag dili bayan ang gira, As I see it, there's no likelihood of war. 
	karlangl = BIS UL. 
	karlangn liar, boaster (euphemism). 
	2 

	kannas= KAMRAS. karmilitus n candy. 
	karmilu = KARAMILU.kannin n 1 the Virgin of Mount Carmel. 2 badge worn by Carmelite nuns and devotees. 3 habit worn by devotees of the Virgin of Carmel. v [A; b] wear this habit. paN-v [A2] make oneself up pretty, smell nice (like the Virgin of Carmel). Nangarminsiya kay mamasiyu, She's making herself up nice because she is going for a walk. lubagang paN-what happened is the result of [agent] 's own ·stupidity (lit. your dressing up has turned sour). Lubag na ang imung pangarmin. Ayaw na pagkatkat ug usab
	karminatibu n carminative, a k.o. liquid medicine for expelling gas from the stomach. karnaba = KARDABA. 
	karnabala
	karnabala
	448 
	1 

	karnabal n carnival or fair. v [A 1; b6] hold a camival or fair. paN-v [A2] go to a fair or carnival -an(➔)fair grounds.
	1

	karnabaln in playing mahjong with a dealof sixteen pieces, the situation where a player has eight pairs. He is then in a position to get seven pairs of two (syiti paris) and one three of a kind on his next draw, which getshim mahjong.
	2 

	kartilyan 1 system of teaching reading

	karni n 1 meat, flesh of animals (not fowl)used as food. 2 a woman viewed as having a nice body. Kanay karni! Maayung kusikusiun, What a woman! It would be fun topinch her all over. v 1 [A; a12] have meatfor meals. Talagsa na lang kitang makakarni panabun sa kwarisma, We rarely eat meat during Lent. Karung mga panabuna makarni na ang iru, Nowadays dog meat can be used as food. 2 [A; a] use s. t. for meat. Ang usa ka babuy a tung aslun, ang usa karnihun, Onepig will be roasted, the other will be cut into p
	karniru n sheep. -in-a a way of weaving, usually of a blanket or a towel, that comes out thick and curled like a sheep's pelt. 
	karpintiru n carpenter. v [B156; al2] be, become a carpenter. 
	karpit n carpet. rid -n 1 red carpet, royal welcome. 2 seats placed just outside a ringwhere live shows, boxing, or wrestling matches, or exhibitions are held. 
	karsada n street, highway. v [A; a2] build a road Ang mga baryubanun mismu mauy nagkarsada niin� The village people themselves built this road. Karsadahun ning dapita, This place will be made into a road. paNv [A2] go along the street or highway. 
	karsil n prison house. v [AP; cl] put s.o. in prison. Karsilun (ikarsil) nang tawung walay sala? Imprison an innocent man? 
	karsitin = KALSITIN. 
	karsu = KALSU. 
	karRinis n 1 trousers. 2 = NAG-, 1a. v 1 [A;
	a] wear, make into trousers. Mukarsunis ka bag daan? Would you wear old trousers? Bisag mga babayi run magkarsunis na, Eventhe women wear trousers these days. Ang babayi dili pa makakarsunis sa simbaban, 
	a] wear, make into trousers. Mukarsunis ka bag daan? Would you wear old trousers? Bisag mga babayi run magkarsunis na, Eventhe women wear trousers these days. Ang babayi dili pa makakarsunis sa simbaban, 
	Women still cannot wear trousers to church. Karsunisun ku kining panaptuna, I willmake this cloth into trousers. Karsunisi ang bata, Put the child's pants on him. Ikarsunisning bag-u. Tan-awun ta, Put on these new trousers. Let's look at them. la nag-men, 

	-kartira
	2 

	viewed as potential partners for women.
	Unsay aku? Dili ra ikay nagkarsunis (karsunis), What do I care? You're not the only man in the world. 2 [Al2; b8) get pants.
	Nakakarsunis ku pagbisita naku sa akung uyuan, l got me a pair of pants free when Ivisited my uncle. Lugus ku makakarsunis niining imung iswildu naku, l can hardly afford to buy pants with what you pay me. 
	Pagbisita sa akung bayaw hikarsunisan kug mabalun, When my brother-in-law came fora visit, it cost me an expensive pair of pants. paN-v [A2] put one's pants on. Nangarsunis pa ku pag-abut sa bana, The husband arrived while I was putting my pants on. Midagan siyang wa ngani makapangarsitnis, Heran off without even getting a chance to gethis pants on. -un(➔)n cloth to be made into pants. Bay inti ang karsu nisu n niining panaptuna, This cloth costs twenty pesos per cut (enough to make a pair of pants). -i
	karsunsilya = KARSUNSILYU, nl. 
	karsunsilyu n 1 panties. 2 man's undershorts or boxer-style trunks. v [A; a) wear, make panties, underpants or boxer trunks. 
	kartan letter sent by a prospective groom's parents to the parents of the prospective bride announcing that they will come to the house to ask for the girl's hand formally (pamalayi). v [A; b6) send such letter. 
	1 

	kartan 1 cards or mahjong pieces. 2 hand 
	2
	2

	in cards or mahjong. Sa iyang karta dibay duba ka alas, He got two aces in his hand. t 
	kartabun v [AN; al] strike from an upraised position with the hand or s. t. held by the hand. Mukartabun ning bataa sa iyang gulunggulung ug sungugun, This child will strike you hard with his rattle if you tease him. Way sakit ang unlan nga ikartabun sa u, A pillow does not hurt if you strike the head with it. 
	kartil n placard, poster, notice for display in a public place. 
	1
	1

	where the student starts by learning the alphabet, then the combination of two or three letters to form syllables, and finally the blending of the syllables to form words. 2primer reader teaching this method. 
	kartilya= KARITIL YA. 
	2 

	kartiran l!wallet. 2 lady's bag. 3 small brief
	1 

	_
	_

	case or suitcase. 
	kartira= KARITIRA. 
	2 

	kartiru -karun 
	kartiru n mail carrier, postman. v [B156; a2] be, become a postman. 
	kartiru n mail carrier, postman. v [B156; a2] be, become a postman. 
	kartiyu v 1 [AN; a] be able to work out a 
	Problemthink one's way out of a tight spot. 
	' 

	,
	Wa siya makurnir kay maayung mangartiyu, 
	They couldn't pressure him into marriage, because he was a quick thinker. Kartiyubun natu ang makina basig muandar, Let's try to use our brains on this sewing machine. Maybe we can figure out how to make it go. la[A; al2] accomplish s.t. with less than what one would normally have available. Ug maayu kang mukartiyu, makapaiskuyla ka sa imung anak, If you handle your limited resources right, you can still send your son toschool. Wa tay istrungkadur, atu Jang kartiyubun ug kutsilyu, We don't have a screw

	kartulina n k.o. smooth and fine-grained cardboard of a thin and sturdy sort. 
	kartun n 1 cardboard box. 2 cardboard. v[a12] put in a cardboard box. Gikartun ang mga rilip, The relief goods were put in boxes. -in-n 1 put in a box. 2 by the boxful. 
	1

	kartun, kartuning n animated movie cartoon. v 1 [A] have, show a movie cartoon. 2
	2

	[cl] make into or show as a cartoon. kartutsu = KARATSUTSU. 
	karu n an open carriage on wheels used for carrying sacred images of saints during a religious procession or a body in a funeral procession. v [A; cl] put on a carriage,make a carriage for a procession. 
	karu v [AB; al2] shake s.t. to see if there is anything inside or to loosen it, for s. t. rooted to be loosened. Dunay nagkaru sa baligi kay nagbarag na, S.o. must have shook the post because it's leaning to one side. Nagkaru na ang iyang ngipun ug ipaibut na, Histooth is loose and should be extracted. Karua nang kawit ug may sulud ba, Shake thetoddy container to see if there is any inside. 
	karul (from arul) v [AB 16N; a] pluck feathers out, molt. Nagkarul (nangarul) ang mga balbibu sa manuk, The chicken is molting. Gikarul niya ang balhibu sa manuk, Heplucked out the chicken's feathers. 
	karulv (AC12; b] go Christmas caroling. karulv 1 [A3] clatter, make a clatteringsound. Mukarul ang bakya niya sa salug, Her wooden slippers will clatter on the floor. 2 [B2S46; a4] for the teeth to chatter. Mikarul (gikarul) akung suwang sa katugnaw, 
	1 
	2 

	My teeth (lit. chin) chattered because of the cold. n clatter. Dungug sa silung ang karul sa mga platu, The clatter of the platescould be heard downstairs. 
	karumata n k.o. large two-wheeled cart with shafts, designed for draft animals but in urban areas pushed by people, used for transporting s.t. heavy. v 1 [A; a2] haul s. t. in a carromata. Karumataban ta kag balas tulu ka birada, I will deliver you three carromataloads of sand. 2 [Al3; al2] go s.w. in a carromata. paN-v [A2; b6] earn one's livelihood by hauling things on a carromata. karumatilya n a small three-wheeled cart, pushed by people. 
	karun short form: run 1 this time now. Gikinabanglan ka karun, You are needed now.Sukad karunayaw napagpakita dinhi, Fromnow on, don't show yourself here. sa pagkaas of this moment. Sa pagkakarun wa kuy ikabayad nimu, For the moment, I can't pay you yet. -dayun right now. Lakaw karun dayun, Go this minute. matagv-ug unya every now and then. Nabigmata siya matagkarun ug unya, He kept waking up every so often. 2 this time, immediately ahead of us. Latiguhun ta ka run, I'll whip you in aminute. -na I'll d
	to keep a narration on track: now. Karun, 
	karung -lcasal 
	kadtung akung giingung babayi .!.. , Now, this woman I was telling you about ... 7ba -particle of pause in making a calculation: let's say. Padangtan ba rug diyis minutus, ... Let it boil, say, for about ten minutes. Sum'li sa imung stu. Dus pisus ba run ang ibatag, maayu na, Whatever amount you want -say, two pesos, that's good enough. karun (from karun, 5) that's right. Karun. Mau nangtubagaakunggustu, There.That's the answer I want. karunkarun v [A 12; a12] tell s.o. to do s.t. in a hurry. Dili ta mak
	kadtung akung giingung babayi .!.. , Now, this woman I was telling you about ... 7ba -particle of pause in making a calculation: let's say. Padangtan ba rug diyis minutus, ... Let it boil, say, for about ten minutes. Sum'li sa imung stu. Dus pisus ba run ang ibatag, maayu na, Whatever amount you want -say, two pesos, that's good enough. karun (from karun, 5) that's right. Karun. Mau nangtubagaakunggustu, There.That's the answer I want. karunkarun v [A 12; a12] tell s.o. to do s.t. in a hurry. Dili ta mak
	gu
	yu
	yu


	karung a disheveled. v [B 3 ; c 1] be, become disheveled, become tousled (hair). Human sa away nagkarung iyang bubuk, After the fight her hair was all disheveled. 
	karunsing n a variety of sweet potato, oblongshaped, reddish!-skinned, and with white meat. When cooked it has dry and powdery, but tasty meat. 
	karusa n 1 = KARU. 2 = KARUMI\TA. 3float, a decorated vehicle for carrying exhibits in a parade. v 1 [A; cl] make, use as a karusa. 2 [A; c] carry on a karusa. 3 [A; al
	2] go s.w. on a karusa. 
	2] go s.w. on a karusa. 

	karut, karut ti 1 [A; a} scratch hard so as to take flesh.Ayaw karuta imung pangad,kay magdugu, Don't scratch deeply into your athlete's foot because it will bleed. 2 [A; a) get the last bit that remains in a container out, such that the bottom of the container is scraped. Karuta ang dukut kay wa nay kan-u n, Scrape out the rice sticking to the bottom of the pot because there is no more rice. 3 [B126; al2) run out of gambling money or go bankrupt in a business. 
	1
	gu

	Nakarut srya sa tari, wa giyuy nabibilin sa iyang kwarta, He lost all his money at the cockfights. He had nothing left. Nakarut ang tindaban nga wa maayu pagkada, Thestore went bankrupt because it was not well managed. 
	Nakarut srya sa tari, wa giyuy nabibilin sa iyang kwarta, He lost all his money at the cockfights. He had nothing left. Nakarut ang tindaban nga wa maayu pagkada, Thestore went bankrupt because it was not well managed. 

	karut n carrot.karŁi n a horse-drawn passenger carriage, usually four-wheeled. v [Al 3; ac} go, bring 
	s.t. by carriage. 
	s.t. by carriage. 

	karwas = KAMRAS. 
	karyida v [A; a) transport things with animals or people. Nagkaryada mi ug bala sa kaniyun ngadtu sa panggubatan, We hauled artillery shells to the front. Naluya ang ka
	karyida v [A; a) transport things with animals or people. Nagkaryada mi ug bala sa kaniyun ngadtu sa panggubatan, We hauled artillery shells to the front. Naluya ang ka
	-

	bayu kay usa na ka simanang gikaryada, Our horse is weakened because it was used tohaul things for the whole week. n action of hauling. Sa maung gidagbanun sa mais ang karyada mulungtad ug duba ka adlaw, Withthat much corn, the hauling will take twodays. paN-v [A2] engage in a hauling business. karyadahan n vehicle used for transporting. kinaryadahan n money earned inhauling.

	karyir = KIRIR. 
	kas n 1 cash, money on hand. Pilay kas naa 
	••
	••
	1 


	nrmu diha? How much do you have? 2 
	money as opposed to other things of value. Ang nakawat a/ahas ug kas mga dusintus, l lost jewelry and two hundred pesos cash. v [A; a2) pay s.t. in cash. Kasun ku lang ang bayad, I will make the payment in cash. -adbans advance on one's salary. v [A; ac) ask for or give a cash advance. 
	,
	,

	kŁas= KALAS. see KALAS.
	2 
	2

	kasa v [A; be) bet on s.t. or an amount. Mukasa ka, sa akung manuk? Will you bet onmy cock? Kasaban kug usa ka libu si llurdi, I'll bet one thousand pesos on Elorde. Pilayimung ikasa? How much do you bet? 
	kisa n 1 business firm. 2 commercial building. -digubyirnu government building. riyal the term given during the Spanish regime to refer to the building in which government offices were located. 
	-

	kasa v 1 [A; cl6] produce a crackling, rustling sound. Nagkasa ang mga ilaga sa taas sa atup, The rats are rustling up in the roof.Ayawg kasaa (ikasa> ang pagkumut sa mga pa:pil, Do not make the papers crackle when you crumple them. 2 [BJ talk loudly, too garrulously. Mukasa na srya basta naay habaying maminaw niya, He talks a lot and loud when there are women listening. Nganung nakasa man mu dinba? What are you chattering about over there? n 1 crackling, rustling sound. 2 preparation for a party,esp. co
	kas-a1 short for KANUS-A. 2 see USA.kasaba = KAMUTING KAHUY. see KAMUTI.kŁadu 1see KASAL, 2. 2see KASAR.kasag n k.o. edible salt-water crab growi'ng to 
	l 
	1 
	2

	4". paN-v [A2; b6(1)] catch kasag. kasahus = KUSAHUS. 
	kasal n 1 wedding. 2 taking of vows by a nun. v 1 [A; a] officiate marriage rites. Ang misiyun mukasal sa mga magtiayung mansibadu, 
	The missionary priest will marry the com
	-

	kasanihan -kasing 
	mon-law couples. Dagban ang kaslun basta Hunyu, Many people get married in the month of June. 2 [ al 2) for a nun to take her final vows. Gikasal na ang madri, The nun has taken her final vows. (of-) n intense wedding activity. pa-v [AC12; c) marry s.o. 
	mon-law couples. Dagban ang kaslun basta Hunyu, Many people get married in the month of June. 2 [ al 2) for a nun to take her final vows. Gikasal na ang madri, The nun has taken her final vows. (of-) n intense wedding activity. pa-v [AC12; c) marry s.o. 
	Kinabanglang mupakasal siya nimu kay bu
	rus ka, He should marry you because you're 
	I 
	I 
	I ,

	pregnant. /yang gipakaslan ang babaying iyang napaangkan, He married the woman who had borne him a child out of wedlock.Ipakasal na sila, Have them get married. kasadu 1 having gone through a marriage ceremony. Mansibadu ang akung ginikanan kay dili kasadu (kinasal), My parents are common-law husband and wife. They have not been married. 2 married, as opposed to divorced or single. -in-= KASA.DU, J. kaslunun, kalaslun n s.o. about to be married. kasamintu, kasamyintu n state of being officially marrie

	kasanihan see •sAN1. 
	2

	kasap a not being ab le to taste. v [B; b6] get to 
	be so one can't taste a thing.Mukasap ang ba
	be so one can't taste a thing.Mukasap ang ba
	ba basta kabilanatun ta, One loses his sense 

	of taste when there is an incipient fever. n a box of matches. 
	kasapuygu 

	A; cl] load or cock a gun. Nagkasar s}yang daar. kay nabadluk siyag biunban, 
	kasar v [

	He loaded his gun beforehand because he 
	He loaded his gun beforehand because he 
	was afraid he would be shot at first. Gikasar
	niya ang pistula ug gitan-aw kun duna bay 
	bala, He cocked his pistol and looked to see 
	if it had bullets in it. kasadu a for guns to be 

	loaded. kasarav [A; be] put up money for a bet, see 
	2
	2
	2

	bet. Mukasar kug dusintus. Mudawat 
	s.o.'s 

	ka? I'll bet two hundred. Do you accept? 
	Kasdan ku ang imung mil, I'll accept your
	thousand-peso bet. kasadu n amount put 
	down in a bet. Pilay kasadu ninyu? How 
	much money is involved in the betting? a 
	for a bet to be finalized. Kasadu na. Di na 
	ta makabakwŁ The bet's been made. We 
	can't get out of it. v [AC; a2) make it a bet, 
	bet money against each other. Nakigkasadu
	kug milyunaryu, I bet against a millionaire. 
	Hinugay nang imung bambug. Kasaduhun 
	natu, That's enough of your big talk. Let's 

	make it a bet. kasaw v [A; cl) make noise by splashing water. Wa siyay kuba kay dinhay nagkasaw, He didn't make a single catch because s.o. was splashing. 
	kasba v [A; a) eat greedily like a pig. Naka-

	i 
	i 
	i 
	I \

	kasba ka na, mangayu pa giyud, You have 
	already eaten, but you are asking for more. Gikasba sa babuy ang akung kamutiban, The pigs chewed up our sweet potato garden. 
	kasba v [AC; ab2] for animals to mate, or (appfied vulgarly) for people to do so. Pa
	kasbabun ang amung butakal sa imung anay, 
	We'll have our male mate with your sow. 
	kasbu n k.o. heron that eats rice: Nycticorax 
	caledomicus. kasialmost all, nearly all. Kasi sa mga istudiyanti nakabayad, Nearly all of the students 
	l

	have paid.Kasi sa (ang) mga nagpuyu dinbi datu, Almost everyone who lives here is 
	have paid.Kasi sa (ang) mga nagpuyu dinbi datu, Almost everyone who lives here is 
	· 

	rich. kasikasi = KASI .
	kasiv [AC; ac) mŁke or take on a bet, 
	2
	2

	make it a bet, bet with each other. Nagkasi sila. Siya didtu kang Markus ug ang usa kang Sirbing, They made a bet. He was for Marcos and the other one was for Serging. Kasibi siya, ambi mukasar ba, Bet him. Let's see if he takes it. Ikasi ang akung kwarta sa manuk niya, Bet my money on his cock. n bet made. 
	kasibaya = KISIBAyA.kasikas = KALASIKAS. kasili= BAIS.
	1 

	kasilin k.o. darter: Anhinga melanoter.kasilik n general name for wrasses. 
	i 
	gas

	kasilyas n toilet, room with a toilet in it. v [A13; a2] build a toilet, bathroom. a nothing as compared to. Kasilyas lang ang Sibu sa Manila, Cebu is nothing compared to Manila. paN-v [A2; b6] go to the toilet. Hulatuna kay mangasilyas pa ku, Wait a moment. I'm going to the toilet. kasilyiru n a person hired to empty the septic tank or a toilet hole of its contents. v [B136] be a kasilyiru. 
	kasing n top. v [a12] make into a top. (E-) n game of playing with a top. v [AC; b6(1))play with a top. -in-a shaped like a top. Talabanug nga kinasing, Kite shaped somewhat like a top. kasingkasing n heart. Laming adubawhun ang kasingkasing, Heart tastes good stewed in soy sauce. Dakung baw-angsa akung kasingkasing, A feeling of emptiness in my heart. Tigpatantu nga way kasingkasing, A heartless money-lender. gastu ang -= GASTU ANG KUNSINSIYA. see KUNSINSIYA. -in-a sincere. Kinasingkasingang iyang paba
	452 kasirao-kasu 
	Kasingkasingan giyung duktura kay nakaa
	Kasingkasingan giyung duktura kay nakaa
	ku pag-upira sa kaugalingun myang asawa, 
	He's a very stouthearted doctor because he 
	can operate on his own wife. 

	kasira n 1 one who gets room and board. 2 amount paid for room and board. v [A; c] board s. w. Balay nga iyang gikasiraban, Thehouse he is boardiat. Hain mu ikasira ang bnung anak? Where did you have your child board? kasirahan n boarding house. 
	ng 

	kasiyu = KISIYU. 
	kaskadu = KAS KARU. 
	kaskaru n 1 name given to skin infections characterized by numerous sores. 2 scaly skin infection caused by ringworm. v [B 12 6; a4b4] be, become affected with this k.o.skin disease. 
	kaskasu 1 [A; al] dig in, scratch to get afoothold. Makakaskas kining ligira bisan dangug ang dalan, This k.o. tire can hold even on a slippery road. 2 [A23N] strive hard, make great efforts. Mukaskas (mangaskas)ku karun myintras bata pa, I'll strive hard and make use of my time now while I'm 
	1 

	,
	,
	still young. n activities, intense work. lmu 
	ra man ang tanang kaskas dinbi, You are 
	the one doing all the work here. 

	kaskasV [A; al] strum a guitar. Kaskasa ang sssta kay musayaw ku, Play the guitar because I'm going to dance. n action of strumming. Akung kaskas, akung sayaw, Why do I have to do everything around here? (Lit. It's my strumming and my dance.)
	i 

	kaskasv [A; ab2] uproot vines to clear an area. Kaskasa ang kamutiban, Clear off the sweet potato patch.
	3 

	•kaskas-in-n mesentery, the membraneswhich enfold the intestines and their appendages and connect to the dorsal wall of the abdominal cavity. It is used to wrap murkun. 
	4 

	kaskas= KALASKAS. 
	5 

	kaskas = KALASKALAS.
	kasku n 1 the framework and the main structure of s.t. without appendages. Kasku sa sakayan, The hull of the boat. Kasku sa kutsi, The body of the car. Kasku sa tawu, Thetorso of a man. Kasku sa muskitiru, Walling of the mosquito net. 2 a blunt-bowed wooden boat with square stern about 30' long,towed or with a sail, used for lightering or for river or coastal transport. It is so called because it consists of little more than a hull. v [A; a] build the basic structure of s.t., use as the basic structure. 
	kasku n 1 the framework and the main structure of s.t. without appendages. Kasku sa sakayan, The hull of the boat. Kasku sa kutsi, The body of the car. Kasku sa tawu, Thetorso of a man. Kasku sa muskitiru, Walling of the mosquito net. 2 a blunt-bowed wooden boat with square stern about 30' long,towed or with a sail, used for lightering or for river or coastal transport. It is so called because it consists of little more than a hull. v [A; a] build the basic structure of s.t., use as the basic structure. 
	makakasku sa akung muskitiru kay wa pa kuy ilangitlangit, I haven't made the sides of the mosquito net because I don't havematerials for the top. 

	kaskug v [A12] muster enough strength to move or to do s.t. Di pa makakaskug sa pagbangun ang masakitun, The patient doesn't have enough strength to get up out of bed. 
	,
	,

	kasla = TUBATUBA. see TUBA. 
	kaspa n dandruff. v [A123P; a4] get dandruff. kahun a havidandruff.
	ng 

	asp
	asp

	kaspag a for hair to be dry. Brilyantini angimung bubuk kay kaspag kaayu, Put brilliantine on your hair because it is very dry. . 
	v [B] for hair to become d
	ry

	kaspat = KAMPAT. 
	kasta v 1 [A; b(l)] for animals to mount in copulation. Ug mukasta ang baka sa laing baka, nag-ulag na, When the cow mountsanother, it means she's in heat. 2 [A) have sexual intercourse, copulate (derogatory). Higa/ kaayung tawbana. Mukasta bisag unsang baybana, He's over-sexed. He'll go to bed with anybody.
	kastanits = KASTANYAS, n2, v2. 
	kastanyas n 1 chestnut. 2 castanets. v 1 [al] make into castanets. 2 [A; b6] use castanets. 
	kastanyita, kastanyitas = KAST ANY AS, 2. kastar = KAST A. 
	kastigu v [A; ab2] inflict punishment on s.o.,usually physical Ginadili sa maistru ang sa istudiyanti, It is forbidden for teachers to inflict physical punishment on their students. n physical punishment. -hiniral punishment meted to all in a group, without distinction. kinastihan n mannerof inflicting punishment. 
	pagkasti
	gu 
	gu

	kastila = KATSILA. 
	kastilya n Castile. kastilyanhun n 1 Castillian.2 Castillian speech. 
	kastilyu n 1 castle. 2 ornate fireworks, pyrotechnical display. v 1 [Al3; b] display fireworks. 2 [a12) make into pyrotechnic firework. 
	kastur uwil n Castor oil. 
	kasrus n celibate. Ang mga mungbi mga kastus, Monks are celibates. v [B 16; cl] be, become a celibate, take the vow of chastity or celibacy. 
	kasu n case, suit. palit ug -get dragged into a case. way -nothing serious. Siging bayli kay way kasu, On with the dance because there's nothing serious. v [A23C; b3cl] make a legal case. Afagkakasu giyud kamukun dtli mu magkasinabut, You will have to go to court if you can't come to an understanding. Makasu giyud nang yutao 
	kasulya -katambak 
	kay way mga dukumintu, That property ·will become a matter of legal dispute because the papers are not in order. Para singku sintabus kasubun pa giyud na? You want to make a federal case out of a nickel? paN· v [A2; b] get involved in a lawsuit. 
	kay way mga dukumintu, That property ·will become a matter of legal dispute because the papers are not in order. Para singku sintabus kasubun pa giyud na? You want to make a federal case out of a nickel? paN· v [A2; b] get involved in a lawsuit. 
	Kun mangasu ka kinabanglan bustu ka sa bulsa, If you get involved in a lawsuit, you must have enough money. Hitabu nga gipangasuban, Incident that was the subject of a lawsuit. ing-, pur-ing· see INGKAsu. 

	kuulya n chasuble. v 1 [A; b) have, put on a chasuble. 2 [a12] make into a chasuble. 
	kasuy n cashew: Anacardium occidentale. kaswal n casual worker, government worker employed with no permanent appoinonent. kasway n 1 k.o. deep-sea crab about the same size as the langbay and with longer claws. Parti na gani sa nigusyu kasway na sa lapuk, binay nga mangapay, lagsik mamiluk, When it comes to business, he is like a crab in the mud: he moves slowly but his eyes are cons.Walu ang kasway sa langbay, Sea crabs have eight legs. 3 limbs of people. Tag-as ug kasway ang taas nga tawu, A tall person 
	stantly blinking (i.e. he is alert). 2 crab l
	eg

	kasya n traces of the harness of a plow. v 
	I 
	I 
	I 
	•

	[A; a) use as the traces 1n a plow. kasyahun n rope to be used as trace in a plow.

	kasya = AKASY A. 
	kasyŁan = AKASYAHAN. see AKASYA. 
	kasyutŁ kasyutis = SAYUTI. 
	kat v 1 [A; b(l)] take or give a cut from an a�ount of money due s.o. Katan sa abinti ang balin, The agent will take a cut from the proceeds. Katan ang ab inti ug dyls pursintu, The agent will get a cut of ten percent. 2 [A; a] cut playing cards. Katun ang baraba paghumag saksak, The deck of cards is cut after it is shuffled. 3 [A; a) for a movie to have s.t. cut out of it. Gikat sa sinsur ang hilas nga part� The lewd scenes were cut out by the censors. 3a [A; a12] stop a recording to correct an. error b
	kat= KJ\LAT l . 
	2 
	2

	kataa for sounds to be rapid, in quick succession. Kata Jang ininglis niya! He talks English so fast! v 1 
	[B6; cl] talk rapidly.M
	i-


	kata lag tabian ay, There's the babbler talking at full speed. Ug kataun ( ikata) naku ang akung sinultiban, di mu kasabut, If I talk rapidly, you won't understand. 2 [B3(1)6) make a series of sharp short sounds in quick succession. Mikata .ang masinggan, The machine guns rattled. Makakata ganiang makinilya, If the typewriter makes a rapid popping noise. Mikata na ang akung gilung-ag saging, The bananas I'm cooking are bubbling now.(➔) a talking rapidly. 
	katab v [A; acl] chatter, talk rapidly about 
	s.t. trivial and not sensible. Nagkatab angbaba sa tabi, She's running off at the mouth with gossip. -un(➔)a given to chattering. 
	katabuk n k.o. sweet potato· with reddish peelings and white, not prized meat. 
	katadkatad v [A; c] stamp one's feet in anger or in a tantrum. Mikatadkatad ang batang gustung!muuban, The child stamped his feet because he wanted to go along. 
	katag v [AB16; cl] spread, scatter out, cause 
	s.t. to be scattered. Nganung nagkatag mu diha. Tapuk mu ngar� Why are you scattered out all over? Come in close here. lkawnagkatag sa mais sa bulularan? Was it youthat spread the com out on the drying tray? n how good one is in s.t.: one's ability as it appears after being tested in competition. 
	Hawud aku sa Pamas. Makatulu nga hist aktur. Kana ang katag ku, I'm one of the top actors. I won the F AMAS award as best actor three times. That's how good I am. 
	katakata a 1 for s.o. to be too eager to do work no one told him to do. Katakata ka man giyung mudaru. Hala tiwasag daru tung umaban, You have been wanting to plow so much, so go ahead, plow the whole field. 2 daring to do s.t. one is not supposed to do. 
	Katakata giyud ning baybana mulakaw magabii nga mag-inusara, This womanis daring. She goes out all alone at night v [A13
	· 

	P] take s.t. onto oneself one shouldn't.Kinsay nagkatakata (nagpakatakata) ug Jutu niining babuy ngawa may mandu nga lutuun? Who went and cooked this pork when nobody told you to do it? 
	katala.(not without I) n monkey wrench with straight gripping edges as opposed to one with curved grips (yabi tubu). v [A; a 
	1 

	2) use a monkey wrench on. 
	katala(not without /) n k.o. white parrot with a red beak. 
	2 

	katalagman see TAGAM. 
	katalug, katalugu n catalog, esp. of fashion design. v [,A13; cl] compile or make a catalog.
	katambak n general name for porgies and 
	katang -katikista 
	sheepheads, esp. Letbrinus spp., and also loosely given to fish of similar appearance such as Monotaxis grandoculis. 
	sheepheads, esp. Letbrinus spp., and also loosely given to fish of similar appearance such as Monotaxis grandoculis. 
	katang n k.o. edible fresh-water crab growing to 4" by 3 ", dark brownish-green in color.katap v 1 [B; cl] spread all over. Mikatapang mga tawu sa plasa, People were all over the plaza. Ang usa ka galun nga pintal dili makakatap sa pisami, A gallon of paint will not cover the entire ceiling. 2 [B] for vision or reasoning powers to be blurred. Nagkatap ang akung tinan-awan sa mga luba, Myvision was not clear because of my tears. 
	Mikatap ang iyang bunabuna sa bilabibang kasaba, i-Ie couldn't think clearly because of the incessant din. a 1 be spread widely. Katap kaayu ang balita, The news spread widely. 2 for vision or thoughts to get blurred.

	katarak, katarata n cataract of the eyes. kataru n cough. v [Al; a2} have a cough. kataw n supernatural sea creatures with the 
	head and trunk of a beautiful woman and the tail of a fish, which play practical jokes on fishermen, kidnap them, or drive them crazy. v [A13; al2] for a kataw to annoy a fisherman. Duna kunuy nagkataw ni Pidru sa iyang pagpamasul gabii, They say a mermaid took an interest in Peter (played jokes or tried to lure him) last night while he was fishing. Gikataw na siya maung nabuang, Amermaid went after him, and that's why he went crazy. 
	head and trunk of a beautiful woman and the tail of a fish, which play practical jokes on fishermen, kidnap them, or drive them crazy. v [A13; al2] for a kataw to annoy a fisherman. Duna kunuy nagkataw ni Pidru sa iyang pagpamasul gabii, They say a mermaid took an interest in Peter (played jokes or tried to lure him) last night while he was fishing. Gikataw na siya maung nabuang, Amermaid went after him, and that's why he went crazy. 
	katawa see TAWA. 
	katay v 1 [AN; b(l)] for plants to creep or climb onto s.t. Nakakatay na ang kamuti satibuuk haul, The sweet potato vines have spread all over the field. Ang kural nga gikan, The fence the vines were climbing on. 2 [B3(1)6; aP] for new_s, fire, and the like to spread. Mikatay dayun angbalita, The news spread quickly all over the place. Dakudakung luna ang gikatayan sa sunug, The fire spread over a wide area. pina-n longhand writing. ka-v [Al3} for 
	tayan sa ba
	gu

	s.
	s.
	s.
	t. to trail in a scattered way behind s. t. moving forward. Nagkakatay ang tinai sa bidunggaban, The intestines of the stabbing victim trailed behind him. -an(➔), -anan n 

	s.
	s.
	t. on which vines climb. 


	katŁ kati v 1 [A; a] set s.t. into motion by providing a stimulus or catalyst. la use, lure 
	s.t. with a decoy or lure in hunting or fishing. Katibun naku ang nukus Ining uwanguwang, I'll lure squids with this artificial shrimp. Kining alwng sunuy ,nauy ikati sa mga ibas manuk, We'll use my cock to lure wild chickens. lb [Al 3SN; al2] win a big 

	amount in gambling with a small starting bet. Nakakati (nakapangati) giyud kug bayinti sa akung pisu, I managed to win twenty pesos with my one peso. 2 [A; bS] prime a pump by pouring water in until suction is established. Dili muagay nang bumbaba ug dili katihun (katihan), That pump won't work unless it is primed. 2a [A; a] induce vomiting. Katia ang iyang pagsuka arun isuka ang bilu, Induce him to vomit so that hewill vomit out the poison. 2b [A; a} remove water that has gotten into the ears by primin
	two. v [Al; b6] play katibu.katidral n cathedralkatids n vacation home, house in the moun
	tains or on the beach where one spends one's 
	leisure time. v [Al3] have a vacation house. katids indastri n cottage industry. 
	katig n float of the outrigger. v [A; a] provide a boat with outriggers. Gikatigan na ang sakayan, The floats are being put up now.
	katigbi = iLAS.
	katiguriya n category. V r cl] place in a class or category. 
	katikat v [A; a] climb up s.t. vertical using both hands and feet. Nahadluk kung mukatikat sa bintana, I'm afraid to climb throughthe window. Katikata kanang hinug kapayas, Climb up to get those ripe papayas.
	katikati n doodlebug, larva of the ant lion. katikismu n catechism. v [Al3] hold a cate
	chism class. katikista n a person who teaches the funda
	mentals of religion. v [AB 16; al 2) be a cat
	-

	katisismu -katu 
	echist. 
	echist. 
	katisismu = KATIKISMU. 

	katimpa n k.o. large sweet potato with white peelings and yellowish meat, rather dry and good eating. 
	katin afor things to be suspended or hanging higher than the normal level. Iubus-ubuspagbikut ang muskitiru, katin ra kaayu, 
	Hang the mosquito net a little lower. Its edges are too high. v [B 1; c 1} hang, be suspended in mid-air or not hanging down as far as the normal level. Mikatin (nakatin) ang iyang sinina kay mabdus man siya, Herdress is kind of up in the front because she is pregnant. udtung -, -ang bu.Ian halfmoon in the last quarter (so called becausethe moon is high in the sky at daybreak). 
	Hang the mosquito net a little lower. Its edges are too high. v [B 1; c 1} hang, be suspended in mid-air or not hanging down as far as the normal level. Mikatin (nakatin) ang iyang sinina kay mabdus man siya, Herdress is kind of up in the front because she is pregnant. udtung -, -ang bu.Ian halfmoon in the last quarter (so called becausethe moon is high in the sky at daybreak). 

	kat-in v 1 [A; b6) cut in in a dance. Maglagut ku ug kat-inan ta, I get irritated if s.o. cuts in on me. 2 [A; c) insert s.t. in its proper place in a file or series. Ikat-in ring bulyuma sa laray sa insayklupidiya, Replace this volume in its proper place in the row of encyclopedias.
	kiting n cuttings of plants to be propagated. 
	Wa gyud kuy pinalit niining akung mga tanum. Pulus ni kating nga akung pinangayu, 
	Wa gyud kuy pinalit niining akung mga tanum. Pulus ni kating nga akung pinangayu, 
	Ididn't buy any plants. They all come from cuttings that I got from my friends. 

	kiting klasis v [A) cut classes. Gisuspind ang iskuylang nagkating klasis, The student gotsuspended for cutting classes. 
	katipa n k.o. freshwater catfish of swamps,dark brown with venomous spines at thebase of the pectoral fin. Edible, but not prized.
	katipan n k.o. dark brown, very hard-shelled cowries up to 3" (k.o. sigay): the humpback and snake-head cowries. 
	katipunan, katipuniru see TIPUN. 
	katirn cutter in a tailoring shop. v [B16;a2) be a cutter in a tailoring shop. 
	1 

	katirv 1 [A; b6) cater food for a party.i\,1ukatir mi ug naay kaslun, We cater to weddings. 2 [AP; acP) hire a caterer. Sa atungparti magkatir (magpakatir) Jang ta arun way bikayhikay, For our party let's just get a caterer so we won't have to prepare. t 
	2 

	katirn coast guard cutter. katitir n catheter. v [A;bc5) insert a catheter into, catheterize s.o. katkat v [A;a} undo s.t. sewn or crocheted. 
	} 

	1
	1
	Ang sqstri nagkatkat sa karsunis nga usbu-
	nun, The tailor undid the seams of the pants to be altered. Katkata ang tahi sa atup, Undo the shingles of the roof. Nakatkat angatup sa bangin, The roof came off in the wind. 

	katkat= KALATKA T. katmun n k.o. fruit. 
	2 

	katri n bed. v 1 [Al 3; b) lie on a bed. Dilisiya makatulug kun dili magkatri, She can't sleep unless she lies on a bed. 2 [a12) bemade into a bed. 
	katsa n unbleached muslin cloth. 
	katsap = KITSAP. 
	katsaw n secondary rafters, beams which slope from the ridgepole down to the eaves, to which nipa shingles are attached. The katsaw are smaller than the primary rafters (salagunting). v [A; b6) put or attach secondary rafters to s. t. 
	katsila n Spaniard. -in-(➔) a 1 like the Spaniards. Kinatsilang batasan, Strict and hard in discipline (like the Spaniards). 2 the Spanish language. v 1 [A 1; cl) do s. t. like a Spaniard. 2 [A; a2) speak, write Spanish. -un a Spanish-like. Katsilaun nga ilung, Spanish nose. 
	katsir n 1 catcher in baseball. 2 a womanwho tends to get pregnant. Katsir kanang baybana. Dili bisagbirag babag, That woman is very fertile. You must have to look at her to get her pregnant. 3 a woman who will accept any suitor if she can get s. t. from him. 4 a person that hangs around restaurants topick up the leavings of the diners. 4a fish that eats anything. Ang bugaung katsir kaayu. J arbua is a fish that eats excrement. 5 not missing out on any gossip. Katsir kaayung baybana. Di masipyatag tabi, 
	katsuri (from katsila) n Filipino with Spanish blood (derogatory). Kining katsuri ay. Patuutuug kinatsila, That half-breed! Hethinks he can talk Spanish! 
	katuAn k.o. dog tick. v [A123P] be infested 
	1
	1

	with dog ticks. 
	katufast speech for kadtu. 
	2 

	katu -ang {du a little deranged. May katu ang ulu sa imung anak kay mukaun ug sabun, Your son must be a bit deranged because he eats soap. 
	katu v [A13B; b4) for dirt to cake on s.t., have dirt caked on it. Nagkatu (gikatuan) Zang ang lamisa sa abug, The table is thick with dust on it. Nagkatu ang buling sa kwilyu, The collar is caked with dirt. (➔) a be dirty or untidy in one's clothing. Katu na siyang mamistibisti, She dresses in a dirty and shabby way. katukatu v [A;bS) make s.t. very dirty, untidy. Ayaw mug katukatu sa sala kay duna tay bisita, Don't make the parlor untidy because we are going to have 
	456 katudo-kaug 
	visitors. Di ku mulaba sa imung sinina ug imung katukatuun (katukatuan), I won'twash your clothes if you make them very dirty.
	visitors. Di ku mulaba sa imung sinina ug imung katukatuun (katukatuan), I won'twash your clothes if you make them very dirty.

	1'.atud v [B; b6] have lots of dirt sticking to it. Mukatud ang bisti ug dugayng bubuun, The dress will become very dirty if you do not change it for a long time. Kaligua nang anak mu kay nagkatud na, Bathe your child. He is filthy. 
	katuk v 1 [A; al] conk s.o. or. the head. Ka·tuka siya sa martilyu, Conk him with a hammer. 2 [B2; b6] become stupid, slow to un· derstand and lacking in sense (as if having been hit ·on the head). Mukatuk siya kun , He gets so he doesn't understand readily when he is very hungry. nblow delivered on the head. a lacking in good sense as if one has been conked on the head. 
	higutman pag-a
	yu

	katuka n k.o. large sweet potato with reddish peelings and white meat, too dry for good eating.
	katukatu n common sense, ability to reason, knowledge. Dili ka makasabut? Hain gudnang imung katukatu? You can't under· stand? Where's your head? Wa giyud nay katukatung bayhana kay wa katunub ug iskuylahan, That woman is illiterate because she hasn't gone to school. 
	katula 1 itchy. Katul akung kamut. Kwarta 
	l
	l
	na, My hands are itching. I must be due to get some money. la having a social disease (lit. having an itch). Ug katul ang gamitun nimung babayi .!.. , If you happen to have sexual contact with a woman who has the itches . . . 2 causing itch. Katul ang dapaw sa mt:iiThe hairs on corn plants are itchy. -ug kamut a having hands that itch to steal. v [AN; b4] 1 itch, feel itchy. Mukatulang akung panit ug abugan, My skin itchesif dust gets on it. Nangalut siya sa bukubu· ku kay gikatlan, He is scratching his bac
	s, 


	katuln mosquito repellent in coil form, 
	katuln mosquito repellent in coil form, 
	2 

	burnt to give off smoke (from the brand name Katul). v [Al3] burn a mosquito coil. 

	katulik dipindir n Catholic Defenders, an or· ganization sworn to defend the Roman Catholic church against attacks from within or without. v [B156] be a member of the Catholic Def enders. 
	Katulika n Roman Catholic (female). 
	katuliku n 1 Roman Catholic religion. 2 a Roman Catholic. v [Bl; al2] become a Ro· man Catholic.
	katulisismu n Catholicism. katumsan = PATIJMSANA. see TUMUS.
	kat-un (from tuun) v [B36; b8) learn to do 
	s.t. Makat-un ka pagmakinilya kun magsigi You will learn to type by con· stant practice. Wala ka giyuy nakat-unan duitu, You learned nothing there. 
	kag prakti
	s, 

	katunggan see TUNGUG.
	katursa n reddish fish about an inch long with flne scales, rough skin, eaten stewed in vinegar or fermented, preserved in salt. katursan variety of short-term paddy rice 
	2 

	with large reddish or white grains. katursi n fourteen. v see DISIUTSU. 
	katyalis n brand name of a medicinal oint· ment for skin diseases. 
	katyubung n k.o. coarse herb of waste places and cultivated for its long, white, trumpet·shaped flowers, which are burnt for the treatment of asthma: Datura metel. 
	kaub v (AB36; cl) lie down on one's belly, be turned over, cause s.t. to_do so. Mukamang na ang bata kay makakaub na, Thebaby will soon be atle to crawl because it can turn over now. Nakaub ang sakayanggihampak sa balud, The boat was turned over when it was lashed by big waves. Gikaubanniya sa kaldiru ang iyang banang libudsuruy, 
	,

	She left no food for her good-for-nothing husband (lit. she turned the pot upside down on him). 
	kaug a active, lively in movement of body.
	Kaug kaayu ning bataa. Dili mahamutang, 
	This child is very active. He cannot keep still. v 1 [B] be, become or act lively. Nag·kakaug ang sayaw nunut sa sunata, Thedance is getting lively together with the music. 2 [A; cl) make s.t. at rest move by touching it, touch s.t. and disturb it. Dunaynagkaug sa gipaugang pinintal nga larawan, 
	S.o. touched the portrait before it had a chance to dry. Ayaw kauga (ikaug) ang lamisa arun di mahiwi ang akung gibagis, Donot shake the table so the line I'm drawingwon't get crooked. (�) v [Bl be intensely active or misbehaving by moving about. 
	n -ka-un(➔) 
	kaugalin
	gu

	Nagkaug ang mga bata samtang milakaw
	Nagkaug ang mga bata samtang milakaw
	ang maistra, The children misbehaved and 
	ran about while the teacher was out of the 

	room.kaugalingun see UGALING,kaun v 1 [A2S3S; a] eat. Nagkaun ka na?
	Have you eaten? Nakakaun na kug amu, lhave eaten monkey meat. Unsa may kan-un sa masakitun? What should the patient eatnow? la [a3] be eaten to get one to act in an unusual way. Unsay nakaun sa tawu?Mangubit man, What got into you that you touched me? 2 [A; a2] destroy by fire, erosion, corrosion. Ang asidu mukaun ug taya, Acid eats away rust. Ang balay gikaun sa kalayu, The house was destroyed l>y the fire. Nabanaw siya kay gikaun man sa kangitngit, He suddenly vanished because he was engulfed in darkness
	Have you eaten? Nakakaun na kug amu, lhave eaten monkey meat. Unsa may kan-un sa masakitun? What should the patient eatnow? la [a3] be eaten to get one to act in an unusual way. Unsay nakaun sa tawu?Mangubit man, What got into you that you touched me? 2 [A; a2] destroy by fire, erosion, corrosion. Ang asidu mukaun ug taya, Acid eats away rust. Ang balay gikaun sa kalayu, The house was destroyed l>y the fire. Nabanaw siya kay gikaun man sa kangitngit, He suddenly vanished because he was engulfed in darkness
	gu

	s.t. that' is used up. Dakug kaun sa gasulina ning kutsiba, This car consumes a lot of gas. 3 in games of chess, checkers or ,drafts: a turn to take an opponent's man. Akung kaun, kuba na ang imung dama, Now it's my move to take your man. I have your king. 

	3a action of taking a piece in mahjongwhich another player had discarded. 4 biting of fish. Kusug ang kaun sa isda run, Thefish are biting in force. pa-v [A; ac] feed, give to eat. Pakan-a na ang mga bata, Feedthe children. Unsay atung ipakaun nila? What shall we give them to eat? pina-n s.t.
	fed with s. t. special on a regular basis. A-
	kung sunuy pinakaug karni, My rooster is given meat. panag-(➔)v [A23; a2] for several to eat. Gipanagkaun sa bi/at sa ilang ina, The sons of bitches ate it. paniN-v {A
	23] feed on, look for s. t. to feed on. Naningaun sa kabumayan ang mga langgam, Thebirds are feeding in the ricefield. kan-anan v [AP3] eat s.w. regularly. kaunkaun, kaun
	·vkaun v [Al; a12] eat light snacks between meals. Aniay mga biskwit ug kukis kun gustu mung magkaunkaun (magkaunkaun), 
	Here are some biscuits and cookies for yoursnacks. kan-anan, kalan-an n place to eat (eating table, dining room, restaurant). hiNa fond of eating. Hingaun kug mga prutas, I'm fond of fruits. -in-n s.t. eaten, consumed. Kinaun sa gabas, Sawdust (what was eaten by the saw). kinan-an n way of eating. kakan-unun, ka-un( ➔) a feel very much like eating. Kakan-unun kug baga, I'm so angry I could eat coals. ma-n food ready to eat. Inig-uli niMama, dagban siyagdang makaun, When Mom comes home, she will bring lots
	Don't provoke me because I'm so angry I could eat s.o. right now. 
	ka-un affix added to nouns which ref er to a time of day or of life to form nouns whichmean 'period of time that it is [so-and-so].' Kagabbiun, In the evening time. Manunggu ang mananagat sa sayung kabuntan, Thefishermen return in the early hours of the morning. Pribinibig kwarta ang imung katigulangun, Set money aside for your old age. Kamatayun, Death.
	gu

	ka-un( ➔) 1 affix added to verbs which refer to personal feelings to form adjectives which mean 'be on the verge of, feel that one isgoing to do and cannot keep himself from it.' Kabilakun kaayu ku, I was on the verge of tears. Kaihiun ku, I have to urinate very 
	458 kaung
	1 

	urgently. la affix added to words referring to meteorological phenomena to form adjectives which mean [such-and-such] an event is about to burst forth. Kaulanun kaarun, It's just about to burst into rain now. 2 affix added to adjectives which refer to a state to form noun which refer to the achievement of the state. Way katagbawun, There's no satisfaction. Way katapusun ning trababua, There's no end to this job. 
	urgently. la affix added to words referring to meteorological phenomena to form adjectives which mean [such-and-such] an event is about to burst forth. Kaulanun kaarun, It's just about to burst into rain now. 2 affix added to adjectives which refer to a state to form noun which refer to the achievement of the state. Way katagbawun, There's no satisfaction. Way katapusun ning trababua, There's no end to this job. 
	yu 


	kaung= KAGUNG. 
	1 
	1

	kaung= BIG.A. kaungkaung n a small aroid similar to biga often gathered and planted in flower pots as an ornamental. 
	2 
	J

	kaungn a sweet delicacy made from the young fruit of the buri palm.
	3 

	kaungkuy n old variety of white-grained paddy rice. 
	ka-unun(➔) alternant to the affix ka-un(➔)added to roots with a short open penult where the vowel of the final syllable is dropped when affixation takes place. Kakataw-unun kaaku, I felt very much like laughing. Way kabutdunun, It never runs out.
	yu 

	kaw short for IKAW (dialectal). 
	kawa n a broad, deep pan without a handleused for stewing, made of cast iron. kawakawa n concaved depression on the ground roughly having a depth and diameter of a
	, 
	, 
	k
	' 


	awa. kawali, kawali n round bottomed skillet with no handle, smaller than the kawa. 
	kawan = KALAWAN.
	kawang a futile. Kawang Lang ang pagbilak kay nabitabu na, It is futile to cry becauseit is already over and done. v [B 126; al 2] fail, be in vain. Wala makawang ang iyang ginadamgung kalampusan, Her dreams of success were not in vain. They came true. Dili ku kawangun ang imung kinabanglan, 1will never fail you if you need me. 
	kawani n white collar employee. v [B1256; b6] be, become employed. Nakalit siyag kasapian sukad nakawani sa adwana, He has grown rich suddenly since he was employed at the Customs Office. kawanihan n employees' force. Kinabanglang magyunyun ang kawaniban, The employees should form a union. kawankawan (from kalawan) v [BN46] for an area to look very large because of little or scattered content. Mukawankawan (mangawankawan) ang awdituryum ug way tawu, The auditorium looks very large when there's no one in
	-kawat
	1 

	nug sa tumuy sa taas nga tugut, The kite soared way high at the end of the long string.
	kawas v [AB; c] 1 get, bring out of a vehicle. 
	Tabangi kug kawas iring kabun gikan sa trak, 
	Help me unload the box fromthe truck. 
	.
	.

	Nikawas na ang tanang pasabiru sa barku, 
	All the passengers have gotten off the ship. Ikawas ang mga kargam intu sa dyip, Unloadthe cargo off of the jeep first. 2 get, bring 
	s.t. out of the water. M ikawas siya gikan salinaw, She came out of the water. Ikawas ang baling, Pull in the net. 2a [B2S4N] for solids to come out of their container. Mikawas akung tiil sa sapatus kay gitubuan, Myfeet came out of my shoes because I outgrew them. Iduut ang mga bulingun kay nanggawas na na sa baba, Press down on the laundry because it is coming out of the hamper. -sa kalindaryu for a woman's age to get to be more than the days of the calendar (and thus be beyond the age of marriage). Di
	kawasdak n k.o. white rice with long, fine grains. It grows both in the paddy and in the uplands. 
	kawat v 1 [A3S; a2] steal s.t. Way mukawat lnang rilu mung baratubun, No one would steal that cheap watch of yours. Kawatun ku na ug di nimu ibatag, I'm going to steal it if you don't give it to me. Gikawatan ang tindaban, The store has been robbed. la [A2; b7] steal space from s.t.
	Nakakawat ug duba ka pulgada ang dapit nga imung gigunting, You cut off about two inches when you cut it with the scissors. 2 [A23SN; b(1)] do s.t. without s.o. 's knowledge or while he wasn't watching. Mikawat kupagtan-aw niya, I stole a glance at her.Mikawat siyag lakaw samtang natulug ku, Hestole away while I was sleeping. Gikawatannaku siyag baluk, I stole a kiss from her. 2a steala basket ball from s.o. while he is drib
	-

	,
	,

	bling. n theft. Isip kawat ang pagtipig sa 
	kinit-an, It's considered theft to keep what you have found. panghiN-v [bS] charge 
	s.o. with being a thief, usually with malicious intent. Gipangbingawat (gipangbingawatan) siya sa iyang agalun, Her employer falsely charged her with thievery. kawatkawat v [AN] do s.t. surreptitiously, secretly, and repeatedly. Mukawatkawat (mangawatkawat) giyud siyag kau n ug ha.buy 
	kawat-kay 459
	2 
	2 
	bisag gidid-an, She eats pork secretly even though she's not supposed to. kinawatkawat a s.t. done surreptitiously, secretly. Kinawatkawat nga kaltpay, HappinC!!ss (in love) stolen on the sly. -an n thief. -in-n loot, booty, spoils. -in-ay n outbreak of thievery. -un(➔), kawatunun n s.t. to be stolen.

	kawatn wire used for conducting electricity. hatud -n message sent by telegraph or apparatus used to send telegraph (literary). v [A; c] send a telegram.
	2 

	kawatkawat = SAKATI.
	kaway = GAWAY.
	kawayan n general name for bamboo, but 
	·most specifically refers to armed species,esp. Bambusa spinosa. -un a resembling a bamboo.
	·most specifically refers to armed species,esp. Bambusa spinosa. -un a resembling a bamboo.

	kawbuy n cowboy movie. a like the cowboy of the movies: rough, rugged, tough. Kawbuy kaayung tawbana. Buut ug ruburubu, abtik kaayung muiskapu, He's a cowboysort. He puts up with anything and is quick to escape. -in-n 1 like a cowboy as shown in the movies. Kinawbuy ang iyang bisti, He is dressed up like a cowboy. 2 Westernmovie. 3 rough and informal. Mau ni gustu kung kumbira, kinawbuy, This is the kind of party I like, informal and rugged. v [A3; al 2) do s. t. in an informal, cowboy way. 
	kawhaan = KALUHAAN. see DUHA. 
	kawhat v [AN; a] reach for s.t. Kawbata ang libru kay di kung kaabut, Reach for thebook because I can't. n 1 action of reaching. 2 extent of reach. Taas ug kawbat ang buksidur, Aboxer has a long reach. paN-v [Al
	3) reach for s.t. without quite being ableto get it. Nagpangawbat ang bata sa platu, The child is grabbing for the plate. 
	3) reach for s.t. without quite being ableto get it. Nagpangawbat ang bata sa platu, The child is grabbing for the plate. 

	kawhit n pole or stick, usually with a hook at the end, used in picking or getting s.t. which is out of one's reach. v [A; a] get, pick s.t. with a kawhit. Akuy mukawbit sa baskit, I'll get the basket down with a pole. 
	kawil = KAWILKAWIL. kawilkawil v [A; clJdangle loosely. Niay nagkawilkawil sa sidsid sa akung sinina, S.t. is dangling at the hem of my dress. Nagkawilkawil ang nindut niyangariyus, Her beautiful earrings were dangling. Ayawg kawilkawila (ikawilkawil) ang imung tiil ug magsakay kag swing, Don't let your feet dangle when you swing. 
	kawinkawin = KAwiLKAWIL. see KAWIL.
	kawit n container made to hold the waterfrom the palm blossom as it is gathered. It is made out of two or three bamboo nodes, with a wooden hook on the upper side tohook over the shoulders. 
	kaw-it = KALAW-IT.
	kawkaw v 1 [A; ab2] touch s.t. with the hands. Dunay nagkawkaw sa mga inutaw, 
	S.o. put his dirty paws on these clothes. Hala kawkawa nang baga, Go on, touch those glowing embers. Sa pagkawkaw lang mailban ug pila ka buwan ang tiyan, You cantell just by feeling how many months the baby is in the stomach. 2 [AN; a2b2] steal 
	s.t. that one has access to. Mabadluk kung mukawkaw sa pundu, I'm afraid to touch the fund. -an, maN-r-n one who steals things.
	kawkus n political caucus or similar discussion. v [A12C; ab3] 1 hold a caucus. 2 discuss, confer as in a caucus. Nagkawkus angmagsuun kun unsaun pagbabin ang yuta, 
	The brothers were discussing how to divide the land. 
	kawpi n k.o. medicinal seeds. kawras = KAMRAS.
	kawrut = KAMRUT, vl.
	kawsa v [A13; be] accuse s.o. Gikawsaban(gikawsaban) siyang nanikas, He was accused of embezzling. Unsang salaa ang imung ikakawsa niya? What crime can youaccuse him of? n 1 accusation. 2 cause one espouses. Nagpasakit si Risa/ sa iyang kaugalingun tungud sa kawsa sa kagawasan, Rizalsuffered for the cause of freedom. 
	kawu n handle for s. t. that is lifted or strap that hangs over the shoulder. Ka'WU sa It.aŁmisin, Strap of one's undershirt. Kawu sa
	·kabu, Handle of the dipper. Kawu sa tasa,The handle of the cup. Kawu sa baldi, Handle of the pail. v [A; b] make a handle or 
	strap for s. t. 
	kawu-see also KALU-. kawunsil n council.
	kawuntid a for a point to be counted. Kawu ntid tu kay ids bul man, It's good because it was an edge ball. nat -for a point not to be counted. 
	kawuntirn counter of a store, bar, or eatery.
	1 

	kawuntirv [A2; b] 1 in boxing, strike one's opponent while parrying. Pagsumbag ni Ilurdi gikawuntiran siyag usa ka istrit, 
	2 

	When Elorde delivered a blow, his opponent countered with a straight. 2 make a counter drive in pingpong.
	kaw-uy v [A12; c] have the strength to get up or lift the limbs. Di na ku makakaw-uykay gutum ruJ kaayu, l cannot lift my anns or legs because I'm fa.misheq. 
	kay 1 because, for the reason that. Undangna ta kay gikapuy man ku, Let's quit because I'm tired. Kay magminyu ka man gi
	-

	kaya -kayag-ang 
	yud, na bala, sigi, Since you're bent on getting marri�d, all right, go ahead. abi -justbecause. Abi kay bag-ug awtu mubambug dayun, Just because he has a new car, he has to brag about it. -arun because in that way a desired result will happen. Magtuun ka kay arun makapasar ka, You should study so you can pass. kiunu -seeing as how, because the situation is that ..!. Kumu kay ikay amahan, ikay mubadlung, 
	yud, na bala, sigi, Since you're bent on getting marri�d, all right, go ahead. abi -justbecause. Abi kay bag-ug awtu mubambug dayun, Just because he has a new car, he has to brag about it. -arun because in that way a desired result will happen. Magtuun ka kay arun makapasar ka, You should study so you can pass. kiunu -seeing as how, because the situation is that ..!. Kumu kay ikay amahan, ikay mubadlung, 
	Since you're the father, it's your duty to keep him in line. Kumu kay wa kuy kwarta, di ku magminyu, Since I have no money, I -it's good that. Maayu kay nia ka, It's a good thing you'rehere now. tungud -because, just for the reason that. Tungud kay gikusi ka, mamunal diay ka? Just because he pinched you, you beat him up? unta -since it is, was like that, [so-and-so] should have happened. 
	won't get married. maa
	yu 

	Unta kay ikaw may magulang, ikaw untay dili magpabuyag, Since you are the elder, you should have behaved yourself. Untakay wa nay bugas, imu unta kung giingnan, 
	Since we were out of rice, you should have told me. 2 why is it that way? Traynta? Kay pabayrun ba diay ang bata? Thirtycents? Why? You IT'Łan to say the baby hasto pay fare too? -[interrogative] Why is it like that? Who, what, why, how, etc. is it, that it should be like that? Misulti siyag inn? Kay kinsa ba na siya, Is that what he said? Why, who the hell is he? Di mau? Kay unsa man diay tu? Isn't that it? Why?What was it then? Kay nganu man diay?Di ka mutrabahu? What do you mean? You mean you don't want 
	gu

	Ang giingung baratu, di kay baratu giyud, ubus-ubus Lang sa uban, When he says it's cheap, it's not really cheap. It's just a little lower than the others. b not only is it [soand-so]. Di lang kay baratu, bardtu gayud, It's not just cheap, it's very, very cheap. dili -... kun dili not only ... but also. Di Lang 
	Ang giingung baratu, di kay baratu giyud, ubus-ubus Lang sa uban, When he says it's cheap, it's not really cheap. It's just a little lower than the others. b not only is it [soand-so]. Di lang kay baratu, bardtu gayud, It's not just cheap, it's very, very cheap. dili -... kun dili not only ... but also. Di Lang 
	kay gwapu, kun di datu, Not only is he handsome, he's rich. 


	kaya n youngest child. Sagad sa mga bata nga kaya manyahun giyud, More often than not, the youngest child is wilful.
	kaya (slang) 1 within one's ability, easily tackled. Ayaw na lag tabang. Kaya ku ra nikaayu, Never mind helping me. I can easily tackle this job. 2 within one's financial capacity to shoulder. Kaya kaayu naku ang balur anang awtuha, The car is very much within my reach. v [A 12; a] tackle, handle 
	s.t. with ease. Di ku makakaya pag-alsa ana, I can't lift that thing easily. Kayabun giyudnimu bisag labibang lisura, Are you going to force yourself to tackle it even if it's very hard for you. -an a having the means tospend for whatever one likes. Daku kaayu ang iyang bay; kayahan (kayaan) giyud tingali, His house is very big; he must be rich. 
	kaya = KAvHA.
	kay-a n a small square-mouthed basket made of loosely woven thin bamboo strips. v 1 [c
	16) put inside a kay-a. 2 [A; a12] make a kay-a.
	kayab v 1 [APB; clP] for cloth or the like to flap, cause it to do so. Mikayab (mipakayab) siyag panyu paglarga sa barku, Shewaved her handkerchief as the boat moved away. Nagkayab ang bandila sa hangin, Theflwaved in the breeze. Kayaba (ikayab) ang imung kamut, Wave your hand. 2 [A; c lP] raise a flag or unfurl a sail. Kayaba (ikayab ang bandila, layag, Raise the flag, unfurl the sail. 3 [A2J for a divinity to ascend into the heavens. Mikayab si Kristu sa langit, Christ ascended into heaven. n theAscen
	ag 

	kay-ag v [A3P; a] 1 disarrange s.t. that was put in order, scatter s.t. put together neatly. 
	Hangin nga mikay-ag sa pinunduk nga papilis, The wind that scattered the piles of paper. Ayaw kay-aga ang kamada sa kahuy, Don't get the stacks of wood all in disorder. 2 cause things in one place to scatter. Angpinusilay nakakay-ag (nakapakay-ag) sa mga tawu sa plasa, The shoot-out scattered the people in the plaza. -ang law� v [B125) for a dead body to be in an advanced state of decomposition. Nakay-ag na ang lawas sa nabangalang patay, The body they found was in an advanced state of decomposition. -ang
	bing. Kay-a
	gu 

	kaya�ang -KAGANGKAGANG. see KA.
	GANG. 
	-kayi
	kayagkag

	1 
	1 
	kayagkagn k.o. fishing in which the net ismade to touch the bottom of the sea. The fish are driven towards it by people beatinglarge cans. paN-v [A2; a] catch fish with this method. 
	1 

	kayagkagv (B; cl] be in disorder, dishevelled. Mtkayagkag ang /yang buhuk sa bangin, Her hair was all in disorder from the wind. Nagkayagkag ang mga sinina sa aparadur, The dresses were all in disorder in the closet. 
	i 


	kayali n k.o. large, spineless bamboo similar to butung but with itchy hirsutes on thetrunk and with smaller nodes. 
	, 
	, 
	, 
	,


	kayamukat = KALA.MU KAT. see LAMUKAT.
	kayang n shed consisting of a roof of buri palm thatch supported by sticks or poles with no walls: 1 put on a small boat as a shelter against rain. 2 used as a shed by transient vendors or purveyors of entertainment. v [A; b] put up such a shed. 
	kayangkayang v [A3] fall on one's back tottering and grasping the air with the limbs. 
	Nagkayangkayang siyang natikalbung sa kanal, He fell backwards into the ditch, waving his arms wildly. 
	Nagkayangkayang siyang natikalbung sa kanal, He fell backwards into the ditch, waving his arms wildly. 

	kayankayan n 1 tobacco tars. 2 burnt food stuck at the bottom of cooking utensils. v 1 [a4b4] get clogged with tobacco tars. Gabiyupyupun ang bunsuy kay gikayankan (gikayankanan) na kaayu, It's hard to puff the pipe because it's too clogged up with tars. 2 (B26) for food to burn at the edges or bottom. Ayaw palabibig siga ang imung gilutu kay mukayankan (makayankan) unya na, Don't turn the fire up too high or the foodwill burn. 3 [A; ab] mix tobacco tars into drinks as a practical joke. Gikayankanan ang i
	'
	'
	'

	kayapa = KUDY AP A.
	kayas v [A; a] harvest corn. Gikayas nila ang mais bisan anagun pa, They harvested the corn while the ears were still young. n harvest of corn. 
	kayat v [AC2; ab2] have sexual intercourse (not coarse, but replaced by a euphemism in polite speech). Kayatun ku siya run kay wa na dug-a, I'll have her today because she's not menstruating any more. n sexualintercourse. Ang kayat mauy Jami nga di ikapangagda, Sexual intercourse is one of the pleasures which we need not, in fact cannot, invite our friends to share. hiN-( ➔ ), pala-(➔)a having a great appetite for sex. 
	kayawv 1 [A; b6] fly up high to a distance. 
	1 

	Mikayaw ang pati pagkabubi, The pigeon 
	Mikayaw ang pati pagkabubi, The pigeon 
	Artifact

	flew up high when it got loose. Mikayaw salangit si Kristu, Christ ascended into heaven. 2 [A3P; b4] for one's spirit to soar, be elated. Ang maung hitabu nakakayaw (nakapakayaw) sa akung pagbati, That event lifted my spirits. 
	kayaw= KALAW.
	2 

	kaybuy n cowboy of the movies (humorous -children's talk). 
	kayda n covered porch in the front of a house and an extension of the main floor. v[A3; a] make a front porch in a house, make into a front porch. 
	kayha (usually pronounced kaba) 1 perhaps,possibly. Kayba mahikalimut pa usab siya kang Mirilin kun mahigugma siya sa lain,
	Perhaps he will forget Marilyn again if he falls in love with s.o. else. la kayha ... kayha maybe because ... or perhaps because. n,kaba kay dibay giapas, He gave me s. t., maybe to be nice or maybe he was after 
	Nangbatag siya -kaba kay manggibata
	gu

	s.t. 2 in questions a with no inte"ogative: by any chance, I wonder if.Muanhi ba kaha siya? Will he come by any chance? Dili siya makabubad, aku pa kaha? Even he can't translate it. Could I possibly do so? bwith an inte"ogative: who (what, where, etc.) can it be? Ginuu ku, unsa kahay nabitabu? My Lord! What c�n have happened? Unsaun ku kaha pagbayad sa utang? Howcould I ever pay the debt? c maybe, approximately. Magkinabanglan kaha kug tulu, I'll need approximately three. 3 man since apparently (so-and-
	-

	M�tan-aw ka man kaba sa sini Nganung nia ka pa man? You said you were going to the movies. Why are you still here? -an(➔) a 
	s.t. held doubtful or uncertain. 'Makapasar kaha siya sa iksamin?' -'Kaybaan pa,' 'Will he pass the examination?' -'It is still doubtful.' 'A nus-a ka magpakasal niya?' 'Sa kayhaan,' 'When will you marry her?' -'Someday (but when, I still do not 
	-

	.
	.

	know).' 2 accidentally, unexpectedly. Sa 
	.
	.

	kayhaan nagkita sila sa Manila,!By chance 
	they met in Manila. · 
	kayhun v (A; b6(1)] lean on s;t. with the hands. Mukaybun ku nimu arun di ku matumba, I'll lean on you so I don't fall. Nabali ang sanga nga iyang gikaybunan sa duha niya ka kamut, He leaned on the branch with both hands and it broke. paN-v [A)lean on s.t. for support. 
	kayi v [A; cl] pull in s.t. not stiff or push it with a sidewise motion. Lain ang magkayi sa baling, ang uban mamunit sa mga isda, Some of them will pull in the ·net and the 
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	others will gather the fish. Kayiba ( ikayi) ang tubig sa lamisa arun di/1 mutulu sa imung paa, Wipe away the water on the table so it won't drip on your legs. 
	others will gather the fish. Kayiba ( ikayi) ang tubig sa lamisa arun di/1 mutulu sa imung paa, Wipe away the water on the table so it won't drip on your legs. 
	kayi npiles of sand made by small sand crabs (agukuy) along the beach or on tidal flats. v [A; bl] for small crabs to dig up the sand or do like them. Magkaun ka, mu rag agukuyng magkayi kay dagbang mumbu sa imung atubangan, When you eat, you are like a sand crab digging up sand because you spill the rice all over the edge of the table. 
	kaykay = KALAYKAY 
	1 2 

	2
	J 
	. 

	kaykay' n a k.o. roun cookie about 3" in diameter, topped with ground peanuts. 
	3!
	'

	kaylab, kaylap v [A; b6) 1 for s.t. that leaves some sort of effect to spread. Mikaylap angkalayu sa balay, The fire spread to the house. Ang pagmariwana nagkaylap na, Smoking of marijuana is spreading everywhere. G ikaylapan ang iyang lawas sa nukanuka, His body is covered with sores. 2for roots to spread. lnigkadaku na sa lubi, layu ug kaylapan ang gamut, When the coconut tree reaches a good size, the roots spread far. 
	kaymitu n star apple, a medium-sized tree cultivated for its fruit which is the size of an apple, green or purple when ripe with juicy, white flesh: Cbrysopbyllum cainito. 
	kayril n watch chain. v [A] wear a watch chain. kayu = KALA YU. 
	•kayu paN-v 1 [A2S; acl] ask for s.t. Nagpangayug pakitabang ang nabangga, The accident victims shouted for help. Pangayua ang sukli, Ask for the change. Duna unta kuy ipangayu (pangayuun) nimu ug mabimu, I would like to ask s.t. of you if it isn't too much. 2 [A2; a) set a bride price. Pangayug barku arun di makatuman, Set the bride price so high they cannot meet it. 3 -ug katahuran v [A2; b6) greet s.o. by saying 'good morning', etc. Ug makahinagbu kay tigulang, pangayug kataburan, Whenyou meet an el
	•kayu paN-v 1 [A2S; acl] ask for s.t. Nagpangayug pakitabang ang nabangga, The accident victims shouted for help. Pangayua ang sukli, Ask for the change. Duna unta kuy ipangayu (pangayuun) nimu ug mabimu, I would like to ask s.t. of you if it isn't too much. 2 [A2; a) set a bride price. Pangayug barku arun di makatuman, Set the bride price so high they cannot meet it. 3 -ug katahuran v [A2; b6) greet s.o. by saying 'good morning', etc. Ug makahinagbu kay tigulang, pangayug kataburan, Whenyou meet an el
	. 

	fond of asking for things. Kayuan kaayu, di maglutug iyaba, He is fond of asking for things and doesn't bother to fix his own. 


	kayuang n a large and deep sore caused by an infection on the legs. v [B12; a4b4) for the legs to become ulcerated. Gikayuangan (g� kayuang) iyang batiis, His legs got deep ulcers on them. 
	kad v [A2; b) work hard (slang). Angdraybir kinabanglan giyung mukayud sa bustu arung makabawi sa abang, A jeep driver has to work hard to earn enough money to pay for the rent of his jeep. 
	yu

	kag= KALU G. kayugpus = KULUGPUS. 
	yu

	kayukayu (from kalayu) v [B14S6; b) rain blows on s.o. or strike s. t. in quick succession. Nagkayukayu ang tigbas sa buramintadu, The man who ran amok is swinginghis sword like a blazing fire. see also under 
	KALAYU. 
	KALAYU. 

	kayunda v 1 [A; b(l)] misuse equipment by treating it too roughly. Naguba akung makina kay bisag kinsa lay mukayunda niini, 
	My sewing machine broke because anybody and everybody was allowed to use it in any old way. 2 [A; a12] work energetically to get a lot of things done. Dili ku makadiskansu kay gawas nga mukayunda sa labbanan, naa pa giyuy ulutawun nga kayundabun, I can't rest because I have to get the laundry done, and then there is the ironing to do. 
	kayung v [A; a] cook root crops with steam. 
	kayuring v [A3] jabber, talk rapidly and noisily, often unintelligibly. N agakayuring ang mga Suban-un human sa butu, The Subanos jabbered away after the explosion. n action of jabbering. Hinugay nang inyung kayuring diha. Matulug na ta, That's enough of your jabbering. Let's go to sleep. 
	kayut v 1 [ANC; abcP] hold or touch s.t., hold on to s. t. so as to be joined to it. Ang bata mikayut (nangayut) sa sinina sa inaban, The child held his mother's dress. Magkayut tang tanan nga manglabang sa suba, 
	We will all join hands together in crossing the river. Kayutun ku ning duba ka tabla, Iwill join these two boards together. Wa kuy kwartang makaytan, I can't get my hands on any of the money. 2 [A23] in pool, for the cue to slip off the ball when shooting. 
	kayutis = SAYUTI. 
	ki 1 -[verb] -dili, wala, or [verb] whether[so-and-so] happened or not. Ki nagkahŁ gugmaay sila ki nagdinumtanay, am but baiy tinuud, Whether they love each other or hate each other, I don't know. Ki mutangdu 
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	Artifact
	ki dili, ayawpanigurua, You can't be certain whether or not he will consent. 2 [verb] ki[verb] (where the verb refers to an action) 
	ki dili, ayawpanigurua, You can't be certain whether or not he will consent. 2 [verb] ki[verb] (where the verb refers to an action) 
	' 
	doing [so-and-so] intensely. lnum ki inum lang mu. Wa giyud muy laing nabunabunaan, nu? All you do is drink and drink. You don't think of anything else? Bunal ki bunal lang ang pulis. Wa giyud siya mutug-an, 
	The police kept beating and beating him. He refused to reveal anything. 

	ki n key in music. 
	ki short for SUKI. 
	kiamkiam = TIAMTIAM.
	kiang v [B] limp, become crippled in the feet or legs. Nagkiang siya kay natunuk, Heis limping because he got a thorn in his foot. Nakiang siya tungud sa aksidinti, Hebecame crippled due to an accident. (�) v[B; b4] for an enterprise to be crippled by the absence of some part or member. Nakiang (gikiangan) ang trababu pagrisayin nimu, The work was crippled because you resigned. a 1 having a limp. 2 being crippled. -un a = KIANG, a.
	kiat a 1 restless and inclined to rowdy or bouncy actions. Nagsayaw sila inubanan sakiat nga tugtug, They danced to the bouncy music. Kiat ka man kaadi nadam-ag, Youjump about all the time so you slipped and fell. la immodestly forward toward men.Dalt n1akuba ang babaying kiat, One easily gets a loose woman. 2 doing s. t. carelessly because one's attention jumps to other matters. Wa magkadimau paglutu kay kiat man kaayu, The dinner came out awful because she was so careless and heedless. v [B]get to be row
	yu 

	kiaykiay v 1 [A; cl] sway the hips. Nagkiaykiay ang bawayana, The Hawaiian dancer is swaying her hips. 2 [AP] walk around to exhibit oneself. Sabadu ipanudlay, Duminggu ikiaykiay (ipakiaykiay ), Saturday is to make oneself up. Sunday is to promenade. n swaying of the hips or metaphorically, a similar action. Ang kiaykiay sa mga dabun nga giburusan sa buyuhuy, The playing ofthe leaves in the breeze. 
	kiba v [AB; ab7c] for liquids to spill over the top of a container, cause them to do so. 
	Sect
	Artifact

	Paghinay arun dili' mukiba ang tubig sa baldi, Walk carefully so the water in the pail won't spill. Kibai nang basu kay punu ra, Spill some of the water out of!.the glass because it's too full. Anba ikiba sa masitiraang tubig, Toss the water onto the pottedplant. n liquid spilt over the tpp of a container.
	kibad v [A23] 1 get out of a place without losing time. Pag-abut sa kubradur mikibad ku sa kusina, When the bill collector arrived, I left on the double through the kitchen door. 2 move by swiftly. Mikibad Jang ang dyit sa iyang pagbangad, The jet just zoomed by when he looked up.
	kibag a 1 behaving in a strange and socially unacceptable way: tactless in speech, oblivious to the propriety of what one is saying or doing. Kibag ang iyang pam isti kay waynakabadlung niya, She dresses immodestlybecause no one ever told her what was proper. Kibaga nfmu uy! Di tu niya mutsatsa. Asawa tu, You idiot! That wasn't a maid. That was his wife. 2 not to the point, not reasonable. Kibag tung fmung tubag. Switu OUdidn't answer my question. I know what happened so just tell me who did it. v la[B6; 
	kug unsay nahitabu. Tug-ani kug kinsa, y
	behavior. Ug mag-isma
	gu

	'Mom! The old goat you were talking about has arrived,' shouted the little girl thoughtlessly. 2 [AP; aP] get off the point, be unreasonable.
	kibhang v [B26; b7c] be lessened or diminished. Wa giyud mukibhang ang atung kalisud bisag gamay, The misery of our condition hasn't lessened a bit. Nakibhang ug daku ang iyang tinipigan sa nagastu niya sa uspital, His savings were greatly reduced after he paid his hospital bills. n dequction in amount.
	lal>idu n' eyeglasses. v [A; a2] wear, get, make int.o eyeglasseŁ 
	kibkib v {A; ab7] wear down s.t. bit by bit
	. . 
	. . 
	' 

	with the front teeth. Aku lang kibkibun ning lubi kay gabi nang kuskusun, I'll just bite the coconut meat from its shell because it's hard to scrape it out. Ang punuan sa kapayas gikibkiban sa babuy, The pig has nibbled away at the trunk of the papaya tree. n = ICALIBKIB.
	kibrav 1 [B; ab7] be decreased, be diminish
	-
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	ed. Usa ka kalibukang nakakibra (nakapakibra) sa akung pagmabal, An action which makes my love for you grow less. Kibraban ang takus kay mabal na man, They give you less in a package because the price is going up. Daku na ang kibra sa akung timbang, Ihave lost a lot of weight. 2 [A; a] in a card game like rummy, deal a player a card which will force him to put down or discard cards he is holding -i.e., cause an opponent's hand to diminish. Nakakibra siya sa akung baraba ug nabatag ku ang akung gikuptan, 
	ed. Usa ka kalibukang nakakibra (nakapakibra) sa akung pagmabal, An action which makes my love for you grow less. Kibraban ang takus kay mabal na man, They give you less in a package because the price is going up. Daku na ang kibra sa akung timbang, Ihave lost a lot of weight. 2 [A; a] in a card game like rummy, deal a player a card which will force him to put down or discard cards he is holding -i.e., cause an opponent's hand to diminish. Nakakibra siya sa akung baraba ug nabatag ku ang akung gikuptan, 
	He dealt me a card such that I had to open, and I relinquished the cards I had been saving. -da n 1 downgrade. Giatangan sila sa kibrada, They were ambushed at the downgrade. 2 decrease. Kibrada sa mga prisyu, Lowering of prices. v [A] 1 for the road to descend. 2 for s.t. to move downward, becoming less. 

	kibu v [B246] 1 do s.t. in reaction. Wa siyamukibu dibang gitiunan na, He didn't move amuscle or say a word when I aimed at him. la [B126] be affected. Wagiyud makakibu (makapakibu) ang mga baJud sa sakayan, 
	The waves had no effect on the boat. lb [A2; b( 1)] show signs of recognition uponmeeting s.o. Di man Jang ta nimu kibuan, You go by me as if you don't know me. le [A2; b(l)] for the shoulders to be shrugged. 
	The waves had no effect on the boat. lb [A2; b( 1)] show signs of recognition uponmeeting s.o. Di man Jang ta nimu kibuan, You go by me as if you don't know me. le [A2; b(l)] for the shoulders to be shrugged. 
	I
	Igu lang ku gikibuan sa abaga. Wa ku niya 
	klarubig unsa, All he did was shrug his shoulders. He didn't give me a clear answer. 2 = KIBA. n 1 movement in reaction. 2 liquid spilled over. pa-v [A; cl] move a part of the body in reaction: shrug the shoulders, nod the head, and the like. 

	kibul a 1 having a cropped or cut-off tail. 2 for s.t. else to be cropped short. v [A; ab] 1 cut a tail off or short, usually of animalsbut by extension, also of fowl. Kibulun natu ang ikug sa ituy, Let's cut off the puppy's tail. 2 cut s.t. else short. Bubuk nga kibuJan, Hair which was cut short. ka-(�) v [A13]with the tail cut short. Tan-awa ra ang iru nagkakibul Jang ang ikug, Look at the dog with its tail cut short. 
	kibul v [AC; bS] mate, have sexual inter
	-

	1 
	1 
	,

	course (euphemism). Nagkibul ang duba ka iru, The two dogs are mating. Kibulun (kibulan) ku nang baybanag kaJugar ku, Iwillhave that woman if I get a chance.

	kibuln textile cone shell. 
	2 

	kibulv [B3(1)46] for the spines of sea urchins to go deep into the skin; for the flesh of sea shells to recede into the inner part. 
	3 

	Mukibul ang kinbasun ug mapaJabian ug lu
	Mukibul ang kinbasun ug mapaJabian ug lu
	tu, Sea shells shrink into the shell if you 

	overcook them. Gabi nang kubaun ang tunuk sa tuyum ug makakibuJ na, It's hard to pick out the spines of sea urchins once they penetrate into the skin. 
	la1>ut v [A2S] 1 for the anus to move in contracting. Huypa ang lubut sa manuk di bamukibut, Blow on the chicken's rear. See if if doesn't twitch. la for any part of the body to twitch. Dunay kusug nga kalit fang mukibu t, There are muscles that suddenly just twitch. 2 for the mouth to move in chewing or speaking. Mikibut ang iyang ngabil pagyamyam, Her lips moved as sheuttered her prayers. 3 [B256] for a mass of 
	s.t. to move in a somewhat wriling fashion. Nagkibut angmga ulud sa ginamus, Theworms are wriggling over the preserved fish. n 1 movement of the anus or lips. 2 anus.2a -nimu, niya expression showicomplete disbelief (lit. your anus) (not refined usage).Madatu sa imung kibut ! We couldn't become rich, and you know it. Buta sa � yang kibut. Makakita baya siya, Blind, myfoot (lit. his ass)! He can see. 
	gg
	ng 

	kid n 1 friendly address to children or to persons younger than the speaker. 2 friendly term of address among intimates of the same age. 3 title affixed before names of boxers. 
	kida, kida v 1 [A; be] deduct s.t. from an 
	amount.Mukida na siyag swildu sa mid basta makabuak, She deducts it from servants' wage if they break anything. K-idabi ang � yang yuta kay daku ra, Lessen his quota because it is too large. 2 [B6] for s.t. to remain after division. Hustung pagkababina kay waJa magkida, It was very well divided. There was no extra. n 1 deduction. 2 amount remaining after division. 
	kida bwilta = IDA BWILTA. see BWILTA.
	kidangkidang v [A3; c1] rock or sway.Mukidangkidang ang barku ug bawrun, Theboat rocks sideways when it is buffeted by
	waves. /yang kidangkidan (ikidangkŁ dang) ang silyang tuwangtuwang, He willrock the rocking chair. 
	ngu 

	kidhat v [AN; b6] signal with the eyes or eyebrows. Kinsa man nang tawbana nganagkidbat (nagpangidbat) nimu? Who's that fellow winkiat you? Kidbatan ta Jangkag uras na, I'll just signal you with 'my eyes when it's time. n signal with the eyebrows. kidlap v [A; b6] for a light (strong or soft) to be intermittent: glitter, flash. MikidJap ang bituun, The star twinkled. NagkidJap ang suga sa patrul, The police car's light is flashing. n flash, sparkle. paN-v [A13]sparkle intermittently and rapidly. Nagpa
	ng 
	-

	• 
	• 

	kidnap -kiki 
	ngidlap ang linantip sa kabait, The bolo is sparkling, it is so sharp. 
	ngidlap ang linantip sa kabait, The bolo is sparkling, it is so sharp. 

	kidnap v [A; a] kidnap, abduct. Mga ribildi nga mikidnap sa upisyal, The rebels who kidnapped the official. Gikidnap siya sa sinalikwayng tratu, She was abducted by the man she had spurned. maN-r-n a kidnapper.paN-n kidnapping. 
	kig-Ł) prefix, short form for nakig-andmakig-. 
	kigi v [A; a] strip fiber from a plant by running it between two things that squeeze out all matter but the fiber. Magkigi siya ug lanut arun himuung pisi, He'll strip abaca fibers to make them into rope. Gikigban niya ang iyang utang naku, He worked off his debt by stripping abaca. kilighan n 1 abaca stripper. 2 debt to be worked off by stripping abaca. 
	kigkig v 1 [B46) twitch in death spasms. Nikigkig ang manuk pagkaigu sa tari, The cock twitched in its death spasm when the gaff hit it. Maarag mukigkig nang maldituba na, If that devil dies (twitch in a death spasm), that will be fine by me. la [B] become very thin such that the bones becomeprominent. Mukigkig ka giyud ug sigi kang gapulaw, You will become all skin and bones if you keep staying up late at night. 2 shiver or shudder due to cold, fright. Mikigkig siya sa katugnaw, He shivered with cold. 3
	yu 

	kignat v [B126] start because of s.t. that distracts the attention. Nakignat siya pagkamatnn nga may tawung nagbarug sa iyang luyu, She started when she noticed a man standing behind her. 
	gu

	kigul n 1 place around the sacrum and coccyx in man and animals. 2 by extension, the anus. Hugasi ang kigul sa bata, Wash the baby's rectum. (sa) imung -affectionateand humorous expression of disgust or disappointment. Unsay nakakaun? Unsa may l, nga wala may nabibilis kan-un! What do you mean, have I eaten? What is there to eat when you didn'tleave me anything, you fool! v [al2b2] be hit in this area. 
	kan-un, imung ki
	gu

	kigwa n tiny white intestinal worms which appear in the anus and tickle intensely. v[Al23P; a2] have these worms. Makakigwa kunu kanang magtiniil tag lakaw, They say walking barefoot causes pinworm infestation:kigwahun a having these worms. 
	kiha v [A; c6] file a case in court. Ikiha ta ka sa imung pagpakaulaw naku, I'll sue you for slandering me. -ug atras v [c6] sue s.o. forbacking up, a joking threat (inasmuch as there is no such crime as 'backing up'). Ugmanlitawu, ikiha ug atras, If he courts you, sue him for 'backing up'. n complaintin a lawsuit. Ang kiha gidismis kay kuwang sa ibidinsiya, The case was dismissed for insufficiency of evidence. -nti n complainant.
	gu

	kihar v [Al; b3] complain on account of s.t. 
	d sa kasaba sa makina sa amung duul, We are complaining about the noise the machine near our house is making. 
	Nagkihar mi tun
	gu

	k:ihat = KID HAT. 
	kihud, kihud v [B; cl] walk with a limp. 
	Nagkibud siya kay mubu ug pikas tiil, Hewalks with a limp because one of his legs isshort. Nakibud siya pagkabali sa iyang paa, He limped after he hurt his leg. n one whowalks with a limp. tang-= KIHUD.
	kihul v [A; b6] make motions to do s.t. WaZang mukibul gisugu ay, I asked him to do s.t., but he didn't make a move. n motionmade preparatory to s.t. Wa tingali kumbira sa ila kay way kibul, I doubt that they're going to have a party because they haven'tmade a move to prepare. 
	kilm n 1acronym for Kabataang Makabayan. 2 be a member of the K.M. 3 person short in height (humorous slang -so called for the term kabataang mugbu 'short children' a teasing reference to Kabataang Makabayan).
	kik n cake. v [A; a] make a cake. 
	kikbak n money given as kickback. v [A; c] give, get kickback. Padag-a sa biding ang kusug mukikbak, Award the contract to the one that gives the biggest kickback. Mukikbak sad ang abinti sa biay-ar, Internal revenue agents also get kickbacks. 
	kikhi v [A; a] scrape off s.t. that cakes onto 
	s.t. Kikbia ang buling sa tsinilas, Scrape the 
	dirt off of your slippers.
	kiki n child talk for fem ale genitalia. 
	kiki n food particles left in the teeth. hiN-v
	(A] pick s.t. out of the teeth. n s.t. used to pick the teeth. panghiN-v [A2] pick one's teeth. Diay tutpik u. Pangbingiki, Here's a toothpick. Pict{ your teeth. igu rang ipanghingiki for food to be so little as to be just 
	• 
	• 

	kikik -kilaw 
	l 
	l 
	enough to stick between the teeth (lit. to J?ick out of the teeth). Mu!ra ni ibatag mu? Igu ra nang ipangbingiki, Is this all you aregiving me? It's hardly enough to stick to the teeth. 

	kikik n 1 bird which makes the sound \ikikwhi�h is said to accompany an ungu or, inother versions, which is a form the ungutakes. 2 illegitimate woman abonionist (slang). 2a gold dier. v 1 [B126) turn into a kikik bird. 2 [A; ab2] for a kikik toharass s.o. Ug du nay magkikik sa manganak,patay ang ianak, If a kikik harasses a mother in labor, the baby will be stillborn. paNv [A2; b6l for a kikik to go about its evil business.
	gg

	ldkik= KIKBAK (slang). kila1u n name given to flat fish nearly as wide as they are long: Scatopbagus argus. 
	2 

	kikim v [A; b6(1)] wriout, rub off din or stains with little water from a worn clothing.
	ng 

	kiking n kicking the ball, a violation in basketball. 
	kila= KILALA. 
	kilab v [A3] flash by swiftly, do s. t. in a flash. Miki/ab Jang ang dyit, The jet planeflashed by. Ang iyang bulagway mikilab sa akung panumduman, Her image flashed through my memory. Nagkilab ang mga katuigan, The years went by like a flash. kilabkilab v [AN] glitter, flash intermittently. Ang sikwins sa iyang sinina nagkilabkilab, The sequins in her dress sparkled. paN· v [Al3] = KILABKILAB. -in-n gleam, flash,luster. Dakug sangat ang kinilab sa linti gikan sa barku, The flash of the boat's light rang
	•kilaba pa-v [A] plead, implore, ask earnes� ly. Kun magkalisudlisud ka, asa ka mupakilaba? When you are in dire need where do you go to ask for help? Nagpakilaba siya sa katawhan nga paminawun ang iyang katarungan, He pleaded to the public to listen to his explanations. paN· = PA-. 
	kilala n ornamental shrub, the reddish leaves of which have medicinal use: Cordyline fruticosa. 
	kilas a 1 characterized by making rapid and shifting movements. Kilas ang talabanug kay dili balans� The kite is unsteadybecause it is not balanced. Kilas nga tugtug, Fast and lively song. 2 moving about too much, roaming about. 2a flining too much with the opposite sex. I kaw, kay babaying kilas, buut rag asa makatulug, Since you are a woman who lets herself go all the time, you would agree to sleep anywhere. Bisag 
	kilas a 1 characterized by making rapid and shifting movements. Kilas ang talabanug kay dili balans� The kite is unsteadybecause it is not balanced. Kilas nga tugtug, Fast and lively song. 2 moving about too much, roaming about. 2a flining too much with the opposite sex. I kaw, kay babaying kilas, buut rag asa makatulug, Since you are a woman who lets herself go all the time, you would agree to sleep anywhere. Bisag 
	·

	minyu ka na, kilas gibapun ka sa mga babayi, Even though you are married you go after women too much. v [B; b6] 1 be, become unsteady and shifting in motion. Unsa guy nindut anang kasing nga nagkilas? 

	What's so good about that top? It is unsteady. 2 roam about, move about too much, get to have loose morals. Ayaw pagkilas. Pauli dayun human sa klasi, Don't go roaming about. Come straight home after school. 
	kilat n lightning. kusug pa sa -faster than greased lightning. v 1 [A] for lightning to flash. Mukilat gani, duna giyuy dalugdug, Where there is lightning, there is thunder. la -an curse hoping lightning strikes s.o., esp. for doing s.t. immoral. Nagpabaliw ang amaban ug anak. Kilatan pa unta, The father and daughter are having sexual relations. May lightning strike them! 2 [b(l)] have a lucky break in a seemingly impossible situation (lit. have lightning flash at one). Mupalit kug tikit sa swipstiks uru
	3] for lightning to be flashing intensely. Dautan ang panabun kay nagpangilat, Theweather is bad and the sky is ablaze withflashes of lightning. -nun a with lightning speed. 
	kilati n carat, unit of weight for precious stones or metals. 
	kilaw v 1 [A; a] eat s.t. raw or unripe. Kilawun sa bata ang bugas, The baby will eat the rice raw. la eat vegetables slightly cooked or raw fish or meat together with vinegar and spices. Maayung kilawun ang pusu sa saging, The end of a bunch of bananas isgood for salads. lb [C2; b6] have a raw seafood eatispree. Magkilaw ta sa bunasan,Let's have a raw seafood pany at the seashore. 2 [A; a12] take care of a task handily and easily. Kilawun lang niya ang mat, He'll just breeze through mathematics. 2a -
	ng 
	-

	kilawan -kilu 467 
	Artifact
	make mince meat out of you. 3 = KILAWKILAW. n raw seafood to eat. Nindut ang kilaw ug du nay tuba, Raw seafood goeswell with palm toddy. ·in-n a dish, usuallyof raw foods prepared with vinegar and spices. v [Al] prepare or eat kinilaw. -un(➔), -nun 11 s.t. for eating raw, esp. raw fish meat. kilawkilaw v [A; a] speak hurriedly with poor enunciation. Unsaun pagsabut nga gikilawkilaw man Lang 11iya ang iyang pakigpulung? How cwld people understand when he just mubbled his speech hurriedly?
	make mince meat out of you. 3 = KILAWKILAW. n raw seafood to eat. Nindut ang kilaw ug du nay tuba, Raw seafood goeswell with palm toddy. ·in-n a dish, usuallyof raw foods prepared with vinegar and spices. v [Al] prepare or eat kinilaw. -un(➔), -nun 11 s.t. for eating raw, esp. raw fish meat. kilawkilaw v [A; a] speak hurriedly with poor enunciation. Unsaun pagsabut nga gikilawkilaw man Lang 11iya ang iyang pakigpulung? How cwld people understand when he just mubbled his speech hurriedly?

	kilawan n k.o. porgy. 
	kilay n eyebrows. v [A; a] put on false eyebrows, line the eyebrows. hiN-v [A) pluck one's eyebrows. -un a having bushy eyebrows. 
	kilditayim v [A; c] in games, kill time so that the losing team won't have time to make points. 
	kilid n side. Samad sa kilid ni Hisus, Woundon Jesus' side. lpapilit sa pikas kilid sa bungbung, Paste it on the other side of the wall. v [B2S6; cl] lean to one side. Mikilid (nakilid) ang barku pagbampak sa bawud, Theship leaned to one side when the waves hit it. Nagkilid ang trak sa kadaghan sa pasahiru, The truck was leaning to one side because it was overloaded with passengers. Kilira (ikilid) nang baril arun karutun ang tu
	big, Turn the �arrel sideways so that the water can be scooped out to the last drop. (➔) v [A; al 2) hit on the side. Naki/id pagsumbag si Humaw-as, Jumao-as was hit on the side. kiliran n at one's side. Milingkudku sa kiliran sa masakitun, I sat beside the patient. hiN-( ➔) a tending to be hit on the side. 
	big, Turn the �arrel sideways so that the water can be scooped out to the last drop. (➔) v [A; al 2) hit on the side. Naki/id pagsumbag si Humaw-as, Jumao-as was hit on the side. kiliran n at one's side. Milingkudku sa kiliran sa masakitun, I sat beside the patient. hiN-( ➔) a tending to be hit on the side. 

	kiligkilig v [A; b6] shudder from cold o.r on experiencing s.t. that raises-goose bumps;shake the body: Nagkiligkilig kung nagtanaw sa sud-an nga tambuk, I got goose pimples seeing the fatty food. Gikiligkiligan ku sa iru human nakug ligu ani, The dog shook off his water on me after I had bathed him. 
	kiligu humorous for KALIGU. see LIGU. 
	Way kiligu, Needing a bath. kilikisi = KISIKISI. see KISI. 
	kilikiti v 1 [A; a] make s. t into a tight roll. 
	Nagkilikiti siyag papil nga gam-ung pabilu sa ribintadur, She made fine, tight rolls of paper to make into firecracker fuses. 2 [A; al] make motions with the palms or fingers of the sort one makes in rolling s.t. Arun
	Nagkilikiti siyag papil nga gam-ung pabilu sa ribintadur, She made fine, tight rolls of paper to make into firecracker fuses. 2 [A; al] make motions with the palms or fingers of the sort one makes in rolling s.t. Arun
	paglinis sa tabliya, kilikitiha (kilikit-a) ug maayu ang buluniyu, In order to dissolve the chocolate, twirl the stirring stick bet
	. 
	-


	ween the palms. Kilikit-a ang tutuy, Ticklethe nipples by rubbing them between the thumb and forefinger. 
	kilikug see KULITUG. 
	kilikut = KULIKUT.
	kilim n k.o. large tree. 
	kiling v [A2S;cl] 1 lean, list to one side. Nikiling ang sakayan paghampak sa dagku ng balud, The boat tilted because the waves lashed at it. Nagkiling ang turi sa Pisa, The tower of Pisa is leaning. 2 defect to the opposite side. Ang amung partidu mauy iyanggikilingan, He defected to our political party. (➔) a listing, tilting to one side. Kilingning lamisaha, This table is tilting to oneside.
	kiling ditayim = KILDIT A YIM.. 
	kilipay humorous for KALIPAY. see LIPAY.
	Way kilipay kay wa iyang bana dinhŁ Shehasn't been having any (sexual) fun because her husband isn't here. 
	kilis v [A; b] wash cereals, sand, or anything granular. Kisli ang mais una lung-aga, Washthe corn grits before you cook them. Ang balas sa dagat kislan usa imasa sa simintu, 
	The sand from the sea has to be washed first before one makes the cement mixture. -in-, -in-an n water which had been used in washing grains. kislanan, kilislan, kislunun, kilislun n grains to be washed. 
	kilisiw = KULISIW. 
	kilkig v [A; a] get scrapings from s.t. Ang tambalan nagkilkig ug tambal para sa masakitun, The folk doctor is scraping medicinal bark for the sick man. Kilkin ang panit sa kaningag para ipanakut, They scrape cinnamon bad< to get a spice. -an thing on which one scrapes s.t. -in-n scrapings.
	gu 

	kilkil v [A; ab] 1 scratch an itch. Nakilkil ku na, lakip ang dili makatul, I've scratched it, including the pan that doesn't itch. 2 exton money. Gikilkilan kug singku sa pulis, kay nadakpan nga way lisinsiya, The policeman extorted five pesos from me because he caught me without a license. -in-, -in-an n s.t. extoned. paN-n occupation of extortion. 
	kilu = KlnJNG, 
	kilu n 1 kilogram. 2 weight as it comes outon the scale. Mu rang kiluha, dinhi sa atug sa i1a, It'll come out to be the same weight, on our scale or theirs. v 1 [cl] buy or sell 
	s.t. by the kilogram. Kiluha (ikilu) pagbaligya ang bwaban, Sell the fruits by thekilogram. 2 [A; a] weigh. Kiluhun ni nakung ripulyu, I will weigh the cabbage. 3 [B256; a12] be a kilogram. kiluhan n scalesgraduated in kilos. -in-, -in-(➔) n 1 s. t. meas
	-

	468 kilu -kimpang 
	ured by the kilo. 2 sex on a business-like basis (as one would buy a kilogram of s.t.).
	ured by the kilo. 2 sex on a business-like basis (as one would buy a kilogram of s.t.).
	Gustu mu bang mupalit na Lang kug kinilu? 
	You want me to go to a prostitute (buy flesh by the kilogram)? 

	kilu v [AN; cl J wink the eyes to signal. Nagpangilu siyang nagtan-aw sa gwapa, Hekept on winking as he was looking at the pretty girl. Kiluan ta lang ka agig sinyas, I'llwink at you as a signal. n wink.
	•kilug paN-v [A; b4] shudder (with pleasure or revulsion). Nagpangilug (gipangilugan) aku sa kalami, kangilngig, I shuddered with pleasure, horror. pangilugkilug v [A; c] shudder, shiver in waves. Nangilugkilug ang kabayu pag-abug sa langaw, The horse made his skin shudder to get rid of the flies. 
	kilumitru n kilometer. v [B256; b6] be a kilometer. Wa ra mukilumitru (makilumitru) ang gilay-un sa amung gibaktas, The distance which we hiked did not reach a kilometer. kilumitrahi n 1 kilometer post. 2mileage (reckoned in kilometers). Bag-uning awtuba mau nga maba ug kilumitrahi, 
	This car is new. That is why it has low mileage. -s kilometers (plural -used with numbers of Spanish origin). 
	This car is new. That is why it has low mileage. -s kilometers (plural -used with numbers of Spanish origin). 

	kilumkilum n dusk. v [BSN; b2] be dusk, beovertaken by dusk. Mangbup ang manuk ug magkilumkilum na, Chickens roost when it's dusk. 
	kilya n 1 an edge that is square. Hait ra ang kilya sa lamisa, The square edge of the table is too sharp. 2keel, chief timber or piece of steel which extends the entire length of the bottom of a boat or ship and supports the frame. v 1 [A; cl] make the edges of s.t. square. 2 [B126) bump against an edge. 
	Naki/ya ang iyang ulu sa pasamanu pagkatumba, Hehit his head against the bannister when he fell. kilyakilya v [A23; c] keepknocking the ball at the edge of the table in pingpong to keep the opponent off balance. Magdagandagan ang iyang kuntra ugiya nang ikilyakilya ang bula, His opponent has to run all over the place when he keeps bouncing the ball off the edge. n action of hitting the ball this way. 
	Naki/ya ang iyang ulu sa pasamanu pagkatumba, Hehit his head against the bannister when he fell. kilyakilya v [A23; c] keepknocking the ball at the edge of the table in pingpong to keep the opponent off balance. Magdagandagan ang iyang kuntra ugiya nang ikilyakilya ang bula, His opponent has to run all over the place when he keeps bouncing the ball off the edge. n action of hitting the ball this way. 

	kimakima v [B6; b6] talk haltingly, stammer. Mukimakima siya ug pangutan-un na sa buwis, She stammers when the judge questions her. 
	kimaw = KIWAW.
	kimay v [B26; b4] have a broken, twisted, or deformed wrist. Nakimay siya pagkabali sa iyang kamut, He got a twisted wrist whenhe broke his hand. Kirnayan ta ka ug mangawat ka pa, I'll break your wrist if you 
	kimay v [B26; b4] have a broken, twisted, or deformed wrist. Nakimay siya pagkabali sa iyang kamut, He got a twisted wrist whenhe broke his hand. Kirnayan ta ka ug mangawat ka pa, I'll break your wrist if you 
	steal again. (➔) n having a broken, twisted, 

	or deformed wrist.
	kimba n low cliff or gully. Nab�g ang kabaw sa kimba. Maayu nga wa kabaliig tiil, Thecarabao fell into the gully. It was a good thing it didn't break its legs. v {B; a) develop into a gully .Mukimba (makimba) giyud ning da· pita sa tantung kinankan sa tubig, This area will turn into a series of gullies from erosion. 
	*kimbid paN-v [A; b4] shudder, get goosepimples. Nagpangimbid aku sa kaisug sa alak, I shuddered because the liquor was so strong. hi-/ha-v [B1256] have shudders come over one. Nabakimbid siya sa pagkabinumdum sa mangilngig bitabit, He shuddered when he remembered the grisly incident. 
	kimbig = •KJMBID.kimi = KUMI.
	kimi a awkwardly hesitant in doing s.t. Mau
	1
	1

	diayng kimi manglihuklihuk, buta giyud di
	-

	ayng tinuuray, So that's why he moves hesitantly. He really is blind. kimikimi v [A13] move in an awkward manner as if hesitating. 
	Nagkimikimi siyang naggamit sa tinidur. Wa man gud maanad, He looks awkward when he uses the fork because he is not used to 
	lt.
	kimiv {A; b] wash out dirt or stains from s.t. without washing the whole thing. Akuymukimi sa manti/. nga natuluan sa kitsap, I'll wash out the ketchup stain which gotinto the table cloth. 
	2 

	•kimi = ·TIMI.
	kimi.J n chemistry. -l chemical engineering course. v [Bl 56) take up chemical engineering. -indyinir n chemical engineer. 
	-

	V [A; a] ask s.o.'s final 
	kimikna, kimikna 

	decision or say on a matter.
	kimiku n chemist. v {B156-;al2] be, becomea chemist. 
	kimin n person holding an important position in a company. v {AB 1; c1] become,make into a key man. Makimin (kiminun, ikimin) giyud siya kay anak sa tag-iya, Hewill be given an important position because he is the son of the owner. 
	kimist n 1 chemist. 2 mixer of the drinks in a drinking party (humorous slang). v {B15
	6] become a chemist.
	kimpang v 1 {B; c1] walk with a limp as if with one leg shorter than the other, become a limp. Mikimpang ang iyang linaktan kay way tikud ang pikas sapatus, She limped because she lost the heel on one of her shoes. 2 [B] for a table or chair to wobble with one leg shorter. Mukimpang (makimpang) ang lamisa ug imung mab-an ang usa 
	kimpi -kinaunsa 
	Artifact
	ka tiil, The table will become wobbly if you make one of its legs short. a 1 limping in walk with one leg shorter than the other. 2wobbly with a short leg. 
	ka tiil, The table will become wobbly if you make one of its legs short. a 1 limping in walk with one leg shorter than the other. 2wobbly with a short leg. 

	kimpi a knock-kneed. Magpingki ang tubud sa kimpi iniglakaw, A knock-kneed person's legs bang against each other as he walks. v[B6) be knock-kneed. 
	kimpit 1= KUMPIT•. 2= KULAMPIT, 1.
	2

	kimpitay n the Kempetai, a branch of theJapanese army in charge of liquidation, or a Japanese soldier belonging to that branch. v 1 [B156) become a member of the Kempetai. 2 [cl) send to the Kempetai prison. 
	kimu v [A; b6(1)) 1 wash out a stain with a lit:le water without taking the clothes off. Kimui lang nang namantsaban arun makuba, Just wash out the stain you got on yourdress to get rid of it right away. 2 eat up s.t. in a jiffy. Kimua (ikimu) na lang nang imung gikaun kay manlakat na ta, Eat yourfood down quickly because we're leaving. 
	kimu = KiMuo. 
	kimua, kimud V [A; cl) point to a place or at s.t. with mouth or chin. Mikimud siya diin sila padung, He pointed out where they went to with his mouth. 
	kimug v [A3; b4] twitch involuntarily. Nagkimug ang akung unud sa kagiluk, My flesh trembled because it tickled me so much. Gikimugan siyang naminaw sa mangilngig nga balita, The terrible news chilled her. paN-v[A13) keep trembling. kimugkimug v [AN
	3) = PAN-.
	3) = PAN-.

	kimukimu V [AN) for flesh to quiver, shiver. Mukimukimu (mangimukimu) ang atung unud basta tugnaw, Our flesh quivers if it's cold. Magkimukimu ang unud sa kabayu nga isugba, Horse flesh appears to twitch when it's put over the coals.
	kimun v [A2N2; cl] gather a wide skirt together in front of the body to hide s.t., orget it out of the way, or minimize body odor, and the like. Kimunun (ikimun) sa girigla ang iyang sayal ug naay muagi, The woman gathers her skirt close to her body when s.o. passes by because she is menstruating.
	kimuna n k.o. loose, short�leeved blouse worn as part of the native costume, cut low at the neck and made of a flimsy, translucent material. v [A; a) wear a kimuna,make in.to a kimuna.
	kimut, kimut, kim-ut a murky, or dark suchthat it is difficult to see. Kimut akung matakay bag-u pa kung nagmata, My eyes aredim because I just got up. v [B; cl] 1 be, become gloomy, dark. Mikimut ang kalibu-
	kimut, kimut, kim-ut a murky, or dark suchthat it is difficult to see. Kimut akung matakay bag-u pa kung nagmata, My eyes aredim because I just got up. v [B; cl] 1 be, become gloomy, dark. Mikimut ang kalibu-
	tan pagsalup sa bulan, Everything becamedark when the moon set. 2 for one's expression to be gloomy. Unsay suliran, ti, nganagkim-ut man nang dagway mu? What'syour problem, friend? Your face is so gloomy.

	Sect
	Artifact

	kina-an(➔) affix added to adjectives or nouns referring to a position to form nouns which mean 'the most [adj.)' or 'the very heart of.' Kinadak-an, The largest. Kinamaayuhan, The best. Kinalawran, The deepest part of the sea. Ang trapik layit naa sa kinasangan sa dalan, The traffic light is in the very middle of the crossing. 
	kinaham see KAHAM.
	kinahangan, kinahanglan (from bangul)should, must, it is necessary. Kinahanglan(kinahanglang) magtuun ka arun makapasar ka, You must study if you wish to pass. n 
	.s.t. needed, required for a particular thing.
	Pilay imung kinahanglan? How much do you need? v [AN; a) need, require. Kunmulangyaw kita magkinabanglan (manginabanglan) giyud kitag bisa, When we travel abroad we need to have a visa. Gikinabanglan ka sa miting, You are needed at themeeting. Kinahanglanun kaayu ang bitamina sa bata, Vitamins are very necessary for children. paN-n needs. -un(➔) n s.t. required in general, for general use.Mau kiniy mga kinabanglanun sa iskuylaban, These are the things we need for school. 
	kinaiya (from siya) n 1 characteristic traits of s.t. or s.o.; the way it (he) is. Maayug kinaiyang baybana, A woman good in her ways. Kinaiya giyud nianang tawbana nga matulug lang kun mabubug, It's that man's characteristic just to fall asleep when he is drunk. 2 natural thing for s.o. Kinaiya sa asawa nga mangabugbu, It is natural for wives to get jealous. Kinaiya man nang bunug nga mapayuk, It is natural for a bruise to be bluish. Kay wa man makatungba, kinaiya niya nga dili makabasa, He never wentto
	kinakin = NAKINNJ\KIN.
	kinampay n any root crop or fruit that is violet, usually said of yams, and by extension star apples and ice cream. 
	kinaunsa see UNSA. 
	kindakinda -kinhas 
	kindang, kindangkindang a wobbling, rocking from side to side. v [AB; cl] rock from side to side. Tupunga ang tiil sa lamisa kay nagkindangkindang, Even out the table's legs because it wobbles. Kindangkindangun (ikindangkindang) ang kuna sa bata, Rockthe baby's crib. n action of wobbling from side to side. 
	kindaykinday v [A] move with slow waddling or gracefully swaying motion. Nagkindaykinday ang tambuk babayi, The fat lady was waddling. Gikindaykindayan nila ang sunatang pandanggu, They swayed gracefully to the music of the Fandanggo. n action of swaying or wobbling slowly. 
	kindi n candy. v [A; al make candy. Lamikaayung kindibun ang duryan, Durian canbe made into a very delicious candy. Amirkanu, Amirkana nga walay -persons of faircomplexion or with American blood but not American citizens; or persons who do not have a trace of American blood or do not look American but have American citizenship (humorous).
	kindir, kindirgartin n 1 kindergarten, theyear before first grade. 2 at kindergarten level. Dubay akung bata nga kindirgartin, Ihave two children in kindergarten. v [B56;
	cl] be in kindergarten. 
	cl] be in kindergarten. 

	kind wit n k .o. rattan tie to hold beams in place in bamboo dwellings, used instead of ).
	supporting pegs ( taru
	gu

	king contraction for KINI NGA (literary). king n 1 king in a playing card. 2 king in chess. v [A12] get a king in cards. 
	kingas v [B2S; b6} move about too much, be careless, lack poise and grace. Mukingasang nawung anang baybana ug naay mga lalaki. Malukup ug lingi, That woman becomes restless when there are men around. She has to keep turning around to look at them. Nagkingas ka man gud maung bintumban lang ang akung tiil, You were so rowdy, you stepped on my foot. Nganung makingas man ang nawung anang maistraba ug ubsirbaban? Why does that teacher get fidgety when her superior observes her? Nagkakingas Jang mu. Tan-awa d
	ga

	kingkin k.o. hanging kerosene lamp with a glass chimney and a covering. v (Al3] usethis kind of kerosene lamp. -lya n k.o. small kerosene lamp similar to the kingki, oftenused to light an altar or a room while all the other lights are out. v [A13} light a 
	1 

	kingkilya. 
	kingkia kinky. v [B; b6] for hair to become kinky. Mukingki (makingki) ang imung kulung ug lutuug maayu, Your permanent will become kinky if it s overdone. 
	2 

	kingkingv [A lN; a] do in a gingerly way 
	1
	1

	with the thumb and the forefinger. Nangingking siyang mikuput sa tiil sa baki, Heheld the frog's feet carefully with his thumb and forefier. -alum-, -ulum-, -um-n littlefinger. wala sa -1 not as big as the little finger when compared. Si Karangkal wala sa kulumingking itandi niadtung daku kaayung isda, Tom Thumb wasn't as big as a little finger compared to that huge fish. 2nothing as compared to. Kanang imung abilidad wala ra sa akung kumingking, Yourability is nothing compared to mine. 
	ng

	kingking= TAK.ING KING. 
	2 

	kingkiri expression used by children when they want to have a group of children compete for s.t. they are to give away: 'Who wants it?The first one who says yukayugets it. v [A13; cl] have kids compete for 
	-' 

	s.t. by saying quien quiere. 
	kingpin n the kingpin placed at the center in bowling. v [Al2; a12] hit the kingpin in a game of bowling. 
	kingpus nthe king post, a vertical supporting post connecting the apex of a triangular truss (e.g. of a roof) with the base. v [Al;
	a] put up the king post, make into the king post. 
	kingsan n k.o. pink snap_per that turns deep pink when caught: Lutianus sp. 
	king sayis a 1 king-sized cigarettes. 2 s.t. unusually big for its kind. 
	kinhas (from bunas) v [A; a) 1 gather seashells on tidal flats. Sayun nang kinbasun kay magmata, It's an easy k.o. shell to gather because it is open. 2 [A2] go around caroling for money (slang). paN-v 1 [A2; b] gather shells. Manginbas ta inigbunas, Let'sgather shells when it's low tide. 2 [b5] gethold of money by any means whatsoever, usually dubious. Manginbas kug ipangmadyung d iri sa bulsa sa akung bana, I'm going through my husband's pockets to find some change to play mahjong with. 2a gocaroling
	kinhud -kinsinas 
	money acquired by caroling. kinhud = KIHUD.
	kini short forms: n� king 1 this (near speaker !nd person spoken to).Pila man ni? Howmuch is this? la mau -g -expression used in lieu of giving reasons or excuses why s.o. failed to do s.t. or cannot do s.t. Mau kinig kini, mau kanag kana ... Sus, daghan kaayug katarungan, Because of this and this., and that and that ... there's no end to reasons why he couldn't do it. lb this one now. Tinuud na karun kining aku, What Iam saying now is true. 2 this well-known kind of. Natural, kay lain mangning kumbira 
	'
	'
	referred to). Atuning tabangan, Let's gang 
	' 

	up on him. 4 -nga pause word used when one is hesitant about plunging into things. Kining, nia ku kay dunakuy ihangyu, Err, I came here because I have a request. 4a this action of, when one does. Uh, unsa gudning amut na pud! What's all this stuff about contributions again! 4b when, at that time you know well. Pag-abut niya sa ila, kining pagsaka niya sa ila, When he arrived home, when he went up the stairs. niini, niani gen., dat. Niini, nakat-un akupag-amping, Because of this, I learned to becareful. An

	kini= KUMI. kinihun n k.o. shark that re
	2
	2
	sembles the kumi fish.

	kinina n quinine.
	kinis, kinis a clear and smooth on the surface. v [B2] become clear and smooth on the surface. Mukinis (makinis) ang imung nawung niining lusyuna, This lotion will give you a creamy complexion. Mukinis ang kaha, Thefrying pan will become clean and smooth. ka-n fineness of complexion or surface. 
	kinkin v [BN; c 1) for the hemline, sleeves, curtains, and the like to be shorter than intended. Ayuhag taud ang muskitiru kay mikinkin (nanginkin), Fix the mosquito net because it is up too high off the bed. a forthe hemline to be shorter than it is supposed to be. Kinkin rag buktun ang pulu, Thesleeves of this shirt are too short. 
	kinlaw a gleaming brightly, shining with asteady reflected light. Kinlaw ang lamisang gisilakan, The table is gleaming because it was shellacked. v [B; a] gleam brightly with a steady light. Nagkinlaw ang linimpyahang sapatus, The shoes I polished are gleaming. kinsa 1 who, whose? Kinsay muanhi runghapun? Who will come this afternoon? 
	Kinsa ring lapis? Whose pencil is this? [noun]-a 2 which person (of several). Kinsang bataang naligsan? Which child was it that was run over? 3 in phrases: bisan anybody, and everybody. Ang mayur nagawhag kang bisan kinsa nga ang sidula pagabayran giyud, The Mayor urges anyone and everyone to pay his head tax. Abuga bisan kinsang bataang magdula dinhi, Drive away any child that plays here. ni, si bisan -noone at all, no matter who it is. Way si (ni) bisan kinsa ang makahilabut niini, No one,and I don't c
	-
	-

	Nagpasugusugu si A mbuy mu rag si kinsa, 
	Amboy is giving orders as if he were s.o. a3abi, kainn [gen.] ug si -[gen] thoughtit was s.o. of importance, when it wasn't. Ingun naku ug si kinsa, ikaw diay, For a moment I thought it was s.o., but it wasjust you. b -kadtung whoever, anyone who. Si kinsa tung makapildi sa higanti hatagag primyu, Whoever can kill the giant gets a reward. kinsaun, maha-, mahakinsakinsa whoever it turns out to be. Bisan kinsaun (mahakinsa, mahakinsakinsa) padayunun sa balay, Whoever comes, she just letshim come into the 
	gu
	yu 

	kinsan = KINGSAN.kinsay = KINTSA Y. 
	kinsi n fifteen. Kinsi anyus, Fifteen years old. Kinsi ka buuk, Łifteen pieces. v see 
	DISIUTSU.
	kinsina, kinsinas n half a month. V [cl] do on a bimonthly (twice a month) basis. Sukad karun di na sinimanal. Kinsinahun ( ikinsina) natu na, From now on, we won't do it every week. We'll do it twice a month. Culu-every half month. -in-(➔), -1·(➔) n by the fifteen days. Kininsina (kinsinal) ang amung pagswildu, We pay salaries every fifteen days. 
	472 kinta-kinul 
	1 

	kinta , kinta , kinta 1 let's just consider how 
	kinta , kinta , kinta 1 let's just consider how 
	• • h . . h
	it would be -per aps 1t 1s so, per aps not.
	Nagbatag sila aron kinta pagpakita sa kadagbanan, They gave some perhaps just for appearances' sake (or perhaps in all honesty). ta supposing that it is or will be the case.
	Kinta nagtuu kang kinawat ku kadtu. Unsay pagtuu mu kanaku -kawatan? Supposingyou think I stole it. What do you think I am, a thief? Kinta ig-adtu ku didtu, bayran na ku nimu? Let's say Igo there. Will you pay me? Kinta bungatan kag dyis, bangyuag dus, If he offers to sell it for, say, ten, off er two for it. lb let's say for the sake of 
	. 
	,
	the game or the story. Ang nakakubag dyis puntus, kinta, muy mananaug, The one who gets, say, ten points wins.Ang gilay-un sa ilang balay gikan sa amu, ingun kin ta dinbi ug ngadtu sa Kapitulyu, Their house was about as far from ours as, say, it is from here to the Capitol. 2 pretending to be. Nagbilak kinta ka, ayaw paila nga nagkumidiya, 
	You're supposed to be crying. Don't let on you're joking. 2a since [so-and-so] is, after all, the case. Ikaw man kintay pinyalan dinbi -ayuba pagda ning imung mga sakup, You're supposed to be in charge here, so treat your men fairly. 3 kay -why, is [soand-so] really the case (when it shouldn't be)? Kay kinta ikaw bay magbuut dinbi? Why, do you think you have the right to have the say here? Kay kinta siya ra giyuy taypist -mangita tag lain, What the hell. Does he think he's the only typist in the world? We
	gu? What? Do I have to work on Sundays, too? kintahay = KINTA , 1, 2. 
	1
	kinta-martsa fifth gear of vehicular engines. -siniyal the fifth signal in a typhoon. v [AC6] do, put into fifth gear. 
	2 

	kintaa 1 for horses, dogs to be sprightly, frisky. Ang akung kabayu batan-un, abtik, ug kinta, My horse is young, alert, and frisky. 2 self-confident in a posturing, showy way. Kinta siyang musulti, mu rag siya ray kamau, He speaks so self-confidently -as if he were t�e only one who knew how. Mukinta ang kabayu nga laki basta duul sa bayi, The male horse becomes frisky if there is a female around. 2 [BJ be,become self-confident in a showy, posturing way.
	2 

	kintab a shining, gleaming with a steady reflected light. Kintab kaayu ang pagkalimpiya sa imung sapatus, Your shoes have been polished very shiny. v [B; cl] become clean and shiny. 

	kintal n a unit of weight measurement roughly equalling fifty kilograms. v [B256J reach or add up to a kintal. Ug mukintal (makintal) ang timbang sa kupras ibaligya, If you get enough copra to make fifty kilograms, sell it. 
	kintid a short, for s.t. to be hanging such that its lower edge is more above the ground than normal. Kintid kaayu ang iyang mini, Her miniskirt is very short. v [B;b6] come out too short. Magkakintid ang kurtina kada laba, The curtains become shorter every time they are washed. 
	kintsay variety of celery (Apium graveolens) with narrow stalks, the leaves of which are used as a seasoning in Chinese dishes. 
	kintuv 1 [A; cl] move, be on one's tiptoes. 
	1 

	Mukintu ang mubu arun makakita sa intabladu, The short person will stand on histiptoes to see the stage. Magkintu ta paglakaw kay dunay natulug, Let's walk on our tiptoes because there's s.o. asleep. 2 [Al 3; b6] be cautious, be extra wary of s.o. Magkintu giyud ming Tatay kay istriktu kaayu, 
	We are very circumspect with Dad because he is quite strict. n high-heels. -in-= KINTU, n.
	1

	kintu1 fifth grade ..Kutub ra ku sa kintu, Ijust went as far as the fifth grade. 2 fifth grader. Kintu na si Manya, Maria is a fifth grader now. -distritu n fifth congressional district. -gradu n fifth grade. -limbu n a region bordering Hell, where souls of unbaptized children are consigned. Bisan ug magtagu ka sa kintu limbu, pangitaun ta giyud ka, Even if you hide in the fifth limbo, I'll look for you. v [B56] be in the fifth grade, be fifth in rank. 
	2 

	kintuplits n quintuplets.
	kinu v [AB45; a2] shake s.t. Akuy mukinusa alkansiya ug bug-at na ba, I'll shake the piggy bank to see if it's heavy. Mukinu giyud ang labing, A mature coconut sloshes when you shake it. -ang utuk v [B; b4(1)] become somewhat mentally unbalanced. 
	Nakinuan siya sa utuk dibang nabangkaruta,
	He went slightly crazy after he went bankrupt. n 1 mature fruit of the coconut. Angmga kinu Lang mauy taktakun, Only the mature fruit of the coconut should be harvested. 2 -ug utuk mentally unbalanced. 
	kinul, kinul v (B2] 1 shrivel up. Mukinul ang utin human ug tira, The penis shrinks after coitus. Init mauy makakinul (makapakinul) 
	,

	sa kupras, Heat causes copra to shrivel. 2 become callous, insensitive after being subjected to s.t. for too long. Mikinul na nang bataa ug kinasaba, The child got hardened 
	kinuta-kiri 473 
	to the parents' constant scolding. 
	to the parents' constant scolding. 
	kinut a for food to be tough and hard to break but flexible. v [B; b6) come out tough, become tough. Mukinut (makinut) ang sitsarun ug dili isulud ug siradu, Pork rinds get tough and lose their crispness if you don't keep them in a jar. 
	kinyintus number five hundred. v see DISIUTSU. 
	kipat v [A; cl) blink the eyes. Ikipat (kipata) sa tubig ang imung puling, Blink youreyes in a basin of water to get the speckout.(➔) v [A) do s.t. quick as a flash. Mikipat Lang ang iyang ulu sa bintana, His head just appeared for a second in the window. aconstantly blinking. Kipat siyag mata kay nirbiyusun, Her eyes blink all the time because she is nervous. n action of blinking. 

	kipditsins don't give or ask to be given the change. Kipditsins na Lang kay wa kuy isukli, Just let me keep the change because I have no change. v [A2; c6) ask to keep the change. Ang mga silbidura run kusug kaayung mukipditsins, The waitresses nowadays ask to keep the change. 
	kipi v [A; cl) draw the knees and thighs together. Mikipi paglingkud ang nagmini, Thegirl wearing a mini skirt sat with her knees drawn together. Kipia (ikipi) ang imung mga paa inigkanaug nimu sa bagdan, Keep your legs together as you go down the stairs. kipikipi n 1 k.o. spreading, half woody herb with leaves ocnsisting of four pinnae which contract when touched: Mimosa pudica. 2name also given to a related ornamental herb, less sensitive with yellow axilliary flowers. 
	q,it v [Al2; b6) hold or take hold of s.t. between two fingers or with two sticks, tongs or the like. [kipit ning duba ka lapis sa singkuwinta nga naa sa lungag, Pick outthe half-dollar in the hole with these two pencils.
	.

	kiputv 1 [AB2; ab7) for an opening to become closed or s. t. exposed to get to becovered or hidden, cause it to do so. SiDyuli ang mikiput sa lungag sa bungbung, Jolly closed' up the hole in the wall. Mikiput (nakiput) ang iyang mga mata ug binilak, Her eyes became mere slits from crying. Kiputun ku nang imung dakung baba, I'llshut that big mouth of yours. Kiputi ug gamay nang imung mga paa, Keep your legs more together. 2 [A2] disappear from one's sight in a flash. Wa gani siya makatimbaya naku. Mikipu
	1 
	1 

	2. 3 [A2; b2) for the surface of the water 
	2. 3 [A2; b2) for the surface of the water 

	or ground to be high enough to bury s.t.standing erect. Lawum na ang bubu kay mikiput na sa imung ulu, The pit is now deep enough because it is higher than your head. Inigtaub kip tan ang bungsud, When it's high tide, the sea rises above the fish corral. paa woman who plays hard to get. Di dayun na musugut nimu kay pakiput nang daku, 
	She won't accept your love right away because she is great at playing hard to get. v[A; b] for a woman to play hard to get. 
	kiputv [A; ab3] move about or do s.t. bus
	2
	2

	ily, in quick movements and in a quiet manner. Sigi ka Lang gakiput sa kusina bisag gabii na, Why are you still busying yourself inthe kitchen at this late hour? = 
	kiputkip.ut 

	KIPUT. 
	2

	*kira pa-v [A13] 1 allow s.o. to get the last word in a quarrel. Nganung magpakira manku nga magulang man ku, Why should I let you get the last word in when I'm olderthan you are? 2 let oneself get left behind, outclassed by others. Dili giyud siya pakira sa urug, She won't let herself get left behind by the fashion. 
	kira v [AB; a12] move or wobble rapidly back and forth or side to side. Nagkira kusa kuna pagtilg sa bata, I'm rocking the crib to make the baby sleep. Mikira ang sakayan kay dagku kaayu ang bawud, The boat rocked because of the big waves. kirakira rock or wobble rapidly back and forth. nrocking motion. siya nga -n rocking chair. 
	kirang = KINDANGKINDANG. 
	kirat a having a scar in the upper part of the eye. Kirat na siya kay mibutu ang bubag sa iyang mata, He has a scar on the upper part of his eye because his boil burst. v[B126; b6] develop such a scar. 
	kiraw v [A; a] 1 mess, mix things up. Gikiraw ang akung aparadur unya wa bipusa, 
	S.o. messed up my closet without putting the things back. 2 steal s.t. Putlan kug. kamut ang mikiraw sa alkansiya, I'll cut off the hands of whoever stole the piggy bank. n activity, burn!of business. Ang kiraw sa 
	· 
	· 

	balay sa kaslunun, The hum of activity in the bride-to-be' s place. a noisy, with confusion. Dili ku gustu muistar sa siyudad kay kiraw kaayu, I do not want to stay in the city because it is very noisy. -an(➔)n a petty .thief. kirawkiraw v [A; a12] move about busily doing little chores. Sigi gibapun ka dibang kirawkiraw -bisag gabii na kaayu? 
	You're still very busy taking care of little things even if ifs already late? 
	kiri short form: ri. 1 this (near speaker but 
	.
	.

	not near hearer). Di nakuibatag ring libru
	· 
	-

	kiri -kisapkisap 
	ha nimu, I won't give you this book. 2 this(onside of speaker away from hearer). Kaw·bata ring pisi ug ihukut diba sa pusti, Grabthis rope and tie it to that post. niiri gen. and dat. Ag taklub niiring bulpin nabuak, The cover of this ballpoint pen is broken. Ibutang ang kabun niiring lamisa, Put thebox on this table. irŁ ari = NIIRI. 
	ha nimu, I won't give you this book. 2 this(onside of speaker away from hearer). Kaw·bata ring pisi ug ihukut diba sa pusti, Grabthis rope and tie it to that post. niiri gen. and dat. Ag taklub niiring bulpin nabuak, The cover of this ballpoint pen is broken. Ibutang ang kabun niiring lamisa, Put thebox on this table. irŁ ari = NIIRI. 

	kiri see PAHILmiL1.
	kirida n mistress, concubine. v 1 [A; a12] have as one's mistress. Sagad sa mga datu magkirida, Most rich men take mistresses. 2[B1S6] become s.o.'s mistress. Nakirida nasiyag kapitan, She became a ship captain's mistress.
	kirig v [B246] go into violent convulsions,to death. Nikirig ang ilaga nga nakakaun sa bilu, The rat went into con· vulsions after eating the poison. kirigkirig v[B4S6; cl] for the body (or part of the body) to move, shiver, move in convulsions. Mikirigkirig ang iyang kamut, His hands are shaking. Nagkirigkirig ang lawas sa manana· yaw, The dancer wiggled her body furiously.
	usually leadi
	ng 

	kirilya n charges of a criminal nature. v [A;b(l)] file charges against s.o. for a criminal offense. Gikirilyaban na ang nakabunu, Themurder suspect has now been formally charged.
	kiring, kiring v [A] for a doorbell, phone, . n ringisound of an alarm clock, phone, etc. pa-v [A; cl] set the alarm clock. Mupakiring kug sayuarun ku mabimata, I'll set the alarm ring early so I can wake up early. 
	clock, or the like to ri
	ng
	ng 

	k:irir n bicycle carrier at the back. v [b6] put a carrier on a bicycle. 
	kiriring = KIRING.
	kiritkirit a do s.t. at a fast clip. Kiritkirit si· yang mulakaw, lisud apsun, She walks at a fast clip. It's difficult to catch up with her pace. v [A; a] do things hurriedly. Gikiritki·ritan kug suwat ang akung papil kay tayim na, l wrote the answers on my test paperhurriedly because the time was up. 
	kiriw v 1 [A2S] wriggle, move rapidly in awriggling motion. M ikiriw ang ikug sa tutu nga naputul, The house lizard's tail squirmed when it was cut off. Tudlu nga nagkiriw sa tikla, Fiers that flew over the keyboard. la [A] cause s.t. to move or wriggle about. Nagkiriw na lang mig agipu pag-uli, We lighted our way home by shaking a glowing stick back and forth. 2 [A2S] wrigglewith the itch to do s. t. Magkiriw sa pagsayaw ang akung tiil ug dunay sunata, Myfoot itches to dance when there is music. 3 
	kiriw v 1 [A2S] wriggle, move rapidly in awriggling motion. M ikiriw ang ikug sa tutu nga naputul, The house lizard's tail squirmed when it was cut off. Tudlu nga nagkiriw sa tikla, Fiers that flew over the keyboard. la [A] cause s.t. to move or wriggle about. Nagkiriw na lang mig agipu pag-uli, We lighted our way home by shaking a glowing stick back and forth. 2 [A2S] wrigglewith the itch to do s. t. Magkiriw sa pagsayaw ang akung tiil ug dunay sunata, Myfoot itches to dance when there is music. 3 
	ng

	[A; a] steal s.t. of little value. Bantayi nangsinsilyu kay kiriwun unya, Keep an eye onthat change because s.o. might swipe it. -an(➔) a tending to swipe things. 

	kirkir n skin eczema caused by mites, characterized by intense itching which spreadswith scratchi. v [A3P; al2] have this eczema. Sigi Zang siyag pangawut kay gikirkir siya, He kept scratching with his kirkir. -un a having kirkir. 
	ng

	kirubinis n cherubim, heavenly beings of some sort. 
	kirug = *KILUG. 
	kirus v 1 [A; b3] do s.t. hurriedly in less time than one has available. Mikirus dayun mig pangbipus pag-abut sa tiligrama nga papauliun mi, We hurriedly got busy packing when we received the wire to go home. Unsa may inyung gikirusan? Naay bag-ung niabut? Why are you bustling and hustlingabout? Is there a new arrival? 2 [B26; b6)scratch an itch intensely. Mikirus siya ug pangalut, She started to scratch violently. 2aitch to do s.t. Mikirus siya sa kahinam sa pag-abli sa sulat, She was itching to openth
	kirut v [AN; alb2] pinch to inflict pain. 
	Unsa bay sala naku nga gikirut mu manaku? What have I done to make you pinch me? n pinching. 
	kiryi n kyrie eleison in the mass. v [A; b(l)] be at the kyrie cleison. 
	kiryulina = KRIVULIN A. 
	kisv 1 [A) kiss (usually said for babies). Nganung di man ka mukis? Why don't you want to kiss me? 2 [AC3; cl] for two or more balls in billiards to be just touching. 
	Ug nakaligid pag singku mukis (makis) unta tu sa katursi, Had the number five ball rolled it would have touched number fourteen. Nagkis ang bulimtinu ug ang dus, Thelead ball is touching the number two ball. 
	1usa = KAsA. 
	kisakit n socket for an electric bulb that has a switch in it. 
	kisami n ceiling of a house. v [A; cl] put up the ceiling. Kinabanglang kisam iban ang balaynga sin kay init, A house with iron-sheet because it's hot. 
	roofing must have a ceili
	ng 

	kisamkisam = KISAPKISAP.
	kisap a for eyes to have sand in them. Kisapkaayu ang akung mata ug katulgun ku, Myeyes get sand in them when I am sleepy. v[B; b6] for the eyes to get sand in them. 
	kisap v [Al; a] move the jaw up and down in a chewing motion, munch. Pirr,zingmagkisapkisap ang kabaw bisag di manabsab, A carabao is always munching even if 
	ki
	sap

	kisasg-kita 475 
	it's not grazing. Maayu ning swinggam kisapkisapun samtang magdula, it's good tochew gum while playing. 
	it's not grazing. Maayu ning swinggam kisapkisapun samtang magdula, it's good tochew gum while playing. 
	· 

	kisas v [A23P; b2cl] fail to follow through on s.t. set forth. Mukisas ka sa atung sabut, You don't adhere to our agreement. Kiningmga pitsipitsing gastu mauy makakisas (makapakisas) sa atung badyit, These miscellaneous expenses wreck havoc with .ourbudget.

	kisawv [A; a] 1 make a soft, pleasant rustling sound. M ukisaw Jang ang kalasangan ug buypun sa bangin, The forest rustles only when th� wind blows through it. 2 disturb the water. Ayaw kisawa ang tubig kay dunay namasul, Don't disturb the water b·ecause s.o. is fishing. 3 [846) hum with activity. Magkisaw ang kusina ug mapista, The kitchen hums with activity during fiestas. 4 [A;b6]stir up, disturb the peace Nakisaw ang ilang pamuyu sa parinting niipun, The relatives which moved in with them disturbed 
	kisaykisay v [AN; cl] thrash the arms and legs around in water to stay afloat or thrash the legs and arms about while lying on the back. Bisag di" makamaung mulanguy basta mukisayk,say (mangisaykisay) Zang d,li giyud malumus, Even ifyou don't know how to swim, if you thrash your arms and legs about, you won't drown. Nagkisaykisay ang bata sa kuna, The baby thrashed its arms and ls about in its crib. 
	eg

	kisdum v 1 [B; b6] for the sky to darken. Nagkisdum ang panahun kay may bagyung muabut, The weather is gloomy because a typhoon is coming. 2 [B; a2] for the face to get a gloomy and frowning expression. Nagkisdum ang nawung. Nasuku tingali, Hehas a dark expression on his face. He must be angry. 
	kisdung = KISDUM.
	kisi, kisikisi v [A2S; b6] 1 wriggle around asif to get free. Nagkisikisi ang isda sa akung 
	Łamut, The fish wriggled in my hand. 2 for a child to stamp its feet, jump around or just insist on fulfilling its desire. Magkisikisi (magkisikisi) ang bata ug.di paubanun, Thechild throws a tantrum if youdon't .let. him 
	Łamut, The fish wriggled in my hand. 2 for a child to stamp its feet, jump around or just insist on fulfilling its desire. Magkisikisi (magkisikisi) ang bata ug.di paubanun, Thechild throws a tantrum if youdon't .let. him 
	· 

	. ' . . . . .
	go along. pa•v (A; b6J insist, be insistent. Mipakisi siya pag-adtu b,sag gibalibaran, Sheinsisted in going though she wasn't permit
	·a
	:
	-


	ted to. kisi = GISI. 
	kisibaya I don't care, to hell with it. Kisibayag kurawun sila, di ku giyud sila tabangan, 
	I don't care if they starve. I won't help them. Kisibaya nang kwartaha: Kalimti, Tohell with that money. Forget it. 
	•kisira -ug, kun 1 in case, in the event that. Kisira ug madugay ku, una na Zang, In case I am late, just go ahead. 2 had it been the case. Kis,ra ug di pa am'igu naku tung pulisa, nadala na ta, If that policeman hadn't been my friend, we would have been arrested. 
	kisiyu n k.o. cheese made from carabao milk. kiskis v [A; ab]g. scrape, to remove, smooth, or get s.crapings. Nagkiskis ku sa taya sa mga kubyirtu$, I'm scraping the rust off the silverware. Kiskisun naku ang bagun kay gamitun angpanit, I'll scrape the vine because I would like to use the bark. -an(➔) n corn mill that grinds to a highly polished degree. -in-n scrapings left. -in-an n thing scraped. 
	kislabu n potholes, small depressions formed by water. hi-Iha-v [B 126; b8] fall or stepaccidentally into a water-filled depression. Nakislabu siya sa las-ag, He stepped into a mud puddle. ka-v [A13] be all full of potholes. Nagkakislabu ning dana, This road isfull of holes. 
	kislap n gleam, sparkle. Ang kislap sa iyang mga mata, The gleam in her eyes. v [B; clP]sparkle, flash momentarily. Ang tinuud ngadiyamanti mukislap, A true diamond willsparkle. Nagkislap ang suwab nga nasilawan, The blade flashed in the sunlight. 
	kismaa= KUSMU. 
	kismin short strands of hair near the forehead curled upwards, called the 'kiss me' hair style. Nagwapa kag samut nga naay imung kismi, You look prettier with your 'kiss me' curls. v [A13; a2] have a 'kiss me' curls. 
	· 

	kisu n cheese. v [A13; b] have, put cheese in s.t. -dibula n cheese shaped into a ball and coated with red wax. 
	kisul n k.o. perennial herb about 10·12" high with dull, yellow-green, cordiate leaves,aromatic in root-stock and leaves. The leaves and roots are used medicinally. The leaves are also given to cock_s to make them 
	.

	·
	·

	aggressive and used asga rinse after washing the hair. kisum a. for. toddy to be sour. v [B; a] be
	-

	come Łour.g
	. 

	. . 
	. . 

	kita 1 we,: us (including person addressed nominative). Kita ra giyud way lain, Just us.No one else. Short form in position other 
	-

	• 
	• 
	476 kita 
	than predicate: ta. Kinahan�Jan kita (ta) magbantay. giyud, We must be on the alert. 2 I, me (humble). Makaagi ba ta aning ka,.sadaha? May I pass on this road? 3 you (patronizing). Nindut man lagi ta ug sininarun! My! Aren't we wearia pretty dre�s today! kitakita 1 just us, no one else. Kitakita ra bitaw. Way kauJawan, It's just us. There won't be anyone to cause us embarrassment. 2 one who promotes a love affair meetisand the like. 3 distant relative. Kitakita si Pitir kay purus mag-agaw ang atung isig k
	. 
	ng 
	by carrying messages, arrangi
	ng 
	ng
	.
	us distantly or just comi
	ng 

	, 
	,
	balayOur house. Atung tan-awun, Let's
	1
	see. Atu ra kini, This is just between us. un
	sa may -what would you like. Unsa may 
	atu, kukakula u bir? What would you like, 
	Coca-cola or beer? sa -pa in other words ug anbi kay way trablr bu, In other words, don't come because there will be no work. lain pay -by the way. Lain pay atu, nakapamabaw ka na? By the way, have you had your breakfast yet? atuanun comifrom our place. Ayawpanigain. Atuanun ra ta, Make yourself at home. You 're from our place. inatu a inning kauna, This is a simple dinner, just like at home. v [A; a12) behave, do s.t. with informality. from our place. 
	Sa atu pa, ay na la
	ng 
	ng 
	l
	formal, like at home. lnatu la
	ng 
	tagaatu n one comi
	ng 


	kita v la [A123S; a2b2] see. Nakakita ka 
	ba sa pilikuJa? Have you seen the movie? 
	ba sa pilikuJa? Have you seen the movie? 
	Makita ba nimu ang ayruplanu? Can you 

	see the plane? Nakit-an ku siyang nagsakayg dyip, I saw her riding a jeep. lngun sa pagabik.it-an ku ang dautang sangputanan sa akung gugma, It was as if I could see the terrible results of my love. -ug aniniput see stars Oit. fireflies) after being hit. 1b [A123S; b8) find. Nakakita kug diyis, l found a dime. Dali rang makit-an kay daku, Itwon't take loto find it because it's big. le [a3b2] see s. t. good in s.t. Unsa kabay nakit-an ni Mildi kang Atilyu? What does Meldy see in Atillo? Wa kuy nakitang mag
	ng 
	ayu niana, l don't see anythi
	ng 
	bi ang bukid ug way gabun, 
	ng 
	ng 
	-

	kitaipuni 
	kitaipuni 

	Artifact
	pakakita n,yag aniniput, Ablow that caused him to see stars. hiN-, hiN-(➔) a 1 easilyfindithings. Hingita siya ug sayup sa ;.mung tinayip, He easily finds the errors in your typing. 2 fond of looking for. Hingitag away, One who looks for trouble. pinaNan, -in-an n earnings. Katunga sa iyang kinitaan ihulug sa bangku, Half of his earni�he deposits in the bank. pala-(➔) = HIN·, 1.
	pakakita n,yag aniniput, Ablow that caused him to see stars. hiN-, hiN-(➔) a 1 easilyfindithings. Hingita siya ug sayup sa ;.mung tinayip, He easily finds the errors in your typing. 2 fond of looking for. Hingitag away, One who looks for trouble. pinaNan, -in-an n earnings. Katunga sa iyang kinitaan ihulug sa bangku, Half of his earni�he deposits in the bank. pala-(➔) = HIN·, 1.
	ng 
	ng

	kitaipuni a detachable, removable. Kitaipuni ang akung pustisu, My false teeth are detachable. v [cl] be detachable, removable. 
	Maayung kitaipunibun (ikitaipuni) ang sira sa tindaban, It's good to have the doors of a store that are removable. 
	kitang n k.o. longline sea fishing, done with a main line (babayan) to which individual leaders with hooks are attached, for catching large fish. v [AN; a2] fish with the kitang. 
	kitaran a small four-stringed ukelele, the
	1
	body of which is made of coconut shell v 
	[AN; a2] play the kitara,
	kitaran tantrum, a fit of ill-temper or caprice. Mau giyuy ilibuk sa kitara nianang bataa kun magbirnatayun ang bulan, Shealways throws a fit of temper whenever the moon is in the last quarter. kitarahun a temperamental.
	2 


	•kitbi -ang, sa atay, kabuhi v [B246; b4]be gripped with a feeling of revulsion orgruesomeness at some blood-curdling or revolting experience. M ikitbr ang akung atay pagkakita sa duguung hitabu, I was overcome by a feeling of revulsion when I saw the bloody incident. Makapakitbi sa atay ang iyang pagdagmal sa tiguwang, It's revolting the way he mistreats the old man. 
	kitib v [A; b6] move rapidly in a repeated action. Mikitib siyag /akaw, He walked with rapid steps. Mikitib iyang baba mu rag masinggan, His mouth chattered away like a machine gun. ( ➔) v [B46] for the heart to beat rapidly. Mikitib ang ,yang kasingkasing, His heart beat rapidly. -an(➔)a chattering incessantly. 
	kitid a takishort and hurried steps, or stamping the feet in place. v [B; aP] walkwith short, hurried steps. Ang bata mikitid pagsunud sa iyang papa, The child walked with short and rapid steps foil owing his father. ( ➔) a short in length or height. Kitid ang Rkung lapis sa pagginamit, Mypencil is worn short after being used so much. Ang magulang kitid kay sa mangbud kay di man kaayu mukaun, The elder child is er one because hedoesn't eat much. Kitid na ang mga sinina 
	ng 
	shorter than the you
	ng

	-kituy 477 
	"'n, They are wearing short dresses these days. v 1 = KITID, v. 2 [AB; ab7] shorten, become short. kitidkitid v [A; cl] -stampthe feet in place. Nagkitidkitid ang bata kay wa paubana, The child stamped his feet be.
	cause they would not take him alo
	ng

	kitikut v [A2; ac] squeeze into or penetratedeeply and slowly .into a very tight space . . 4 ng kasak. it mikitikut sa akung kabiladman, The eain creeped deep into my innermost self. Aku giyud nang kitikutun ngadtu a"'n ku makaduul sa artist�, I'll squeeze through the crowd to the front so I can get pear the actress. 
	kitin = KITING.
	kiting n 1 tendons of the heel. 2 tendon in the back of a carabao's leg joints. v [b6]cut the heel tendon or the carabao's tendon in back of the knees. Kitnan ku nang kabawa ug manabsab sa akung mais, I'll cut the tendons in back of that carabao's knees it useless) if it feeds on my com. unsay sakit sa -Who cares? It does not bother [so-and-so]!. Unsa bay sakit sa kiting ku kun byaan mu aku, What do I care if you leave me. puti (bakud) ang -v [B6] take to one's heels (lit. the heels will look \\hite [rise]
	(thus renderi
	ng 
	1
	o

	kitiw n clitoris. 
	kitiw v [B; cl] move from side to side with quick motions, take quick steps. Mikitiw ang mga tudlu sa pyanista, The pianist's fiers moved rapidly. Tiil nga nagkitiw pagtinindak sa bisiklfta, Feet moviswiftly,pedaling the bicycle. Pwirting nakakitiw ang iru sa iyang ikug, How the dog wagged its tail. n quick movement from side to side. kitiwkitiw = KITIW. 
	ng
	ng 

	kitkit v [A; ab7] wear s.t. down, wear off bit by tiny bit, with the front teeth taking tiny bites. 1/aga ang nagkitkit sa kisu, A. rat nibbled at the cheese. Kitkita ang lubi ug way lugit, Bite off the coconut meat if there is nothito get it out of the shell with. 
	ng 

	kitsap n ketchup. i, 1 [A; a12] make ketchup. 2 [A; b6] use ketchup.
	_·

	kitu 1 = KADnJ. 2 = KINI . 
	kitung n a deep-sea fish w\th a compressed body and very fine, soft, thin scales, usually golden brown, speckled with grey, similar to danggit, but a good deal larger. 
	kituy v 1 [A2Sl for the fingers or toes to twitch .!. Bubi pa ang gipusil kay nagkituyThe man that was shot is still alive because his fingers are twitchi. 2 [A; cl] play close and open 
	(nagkituy)
	:
	pa ang tudlu
	,. 
	ng

	478 kiugA-KKK 
	the palm with a baby. Inigkatulu ka bulan makak ituy na ang kamut sa bata, At the eof three months a baby can open and close its palms on command. n expression used to induce a baby to open and close its hands. Kituy nang kituy. Bayad sa tutuy, Openyour palms to pay for your titty. 
	the palm with a baby. Inigkatulu ka bulan makak ituy na ang kamut sa bata, At the eof three months a baby can open and close its palms on command. n expression used to induce a baby to open and close its hands. Kituy nang kituy. Bayad sa tutuy, Openyour palms to pay for your titty. 
	ag


	kiug, kiug v [AB2; cl) jounce, shake, cause 
	s.t. to do so. May nagkiug tingali sa lamisakay nayabu ang sabaw, S.o. ml,lst have shaken the table because the soup spilled. Mukiug ang sakyanan ig-agi sa dagbang libaung, 
	s.t. to do so. May nagkiug tingali sa lamisakay nayabu ang sabaw, S.o. ml,lst have shaken the table because the soup spilled. Mukiug ang sakyanan ig-agi sa dagbang libaung, 
	A vehicle that passes over a bad road bounces a lot. Wa mukiug ang iyang panagway pag�adungug sa pamalikas nga iyang nadawat, He didn't betray a bit of emotion curses that were heaped upon him. (➔) a jounci, shaking. Kiug nga lingkuranan, A wobbly seat. 
	upon heari
	ng 
	ng


	kium = KYUUM.kiung = KIANG, 1.
	kiwa, kiwag, kiwag a awkward because of self-consciousness or not knowing how to do s.t. well. Kiwag ta sa trababu ug bag-u pa, We do things awkwardly when we're new at them. v [B; cl] be awkward orclumsy. Mukiwag ang atung panlibuklibuk basta maulaw ta, One tends to be awkward if he feels self-conscious. (➔) v (A; c] for 
	s.t. loto stick out prominently. Nagkiwag ang imung kabuy nga gibugkus, Someof the pieces of wood you bundled aresticking out. Nagkiwag ang ayis pik sa iyang bulsa, The ice pick stuck out of his pocket. Ayaw ikiwag ang imung mga tiil sa agianan, 
	s.t. loto stick out prominently. Nagkiwag ang imung kabuy nga gibugkus, Someof the pieces of wood you bundled aresticking out. Nagkiwag ang ayis pik sa iyang bulsa, The ice pick stuck out of his pocket. Ayaw ikiwag ang imung mga tiil sa agianan, 
	ng 

	eway.
	Don't stick your feet into the pass
	ag


	kiwakiw v [A; b6] wag one's tail Mikiwaged its tail. 
	kiw ang ikug sa iru, The dog w
	ag

	kiwat!v [B3(1); cl) move busily and fast.Mikiwat ang iyang baba ug pangatarungan, Hermouth went like a machine gun as she explained herself. Mukiwat ug pangbipus ang mga bata inigpamubi, The children move as their this awaywhen classes are over. 
	quick as they can putti
	ng 
	ng

	kiwaw a awkward, esp. in movement, but also, by extension, in speech and behavior. Kiwawng linibukan, Awkward movements. v [B; b6] feel awkward Makiwaw angpagbubat ani basta primiru pa, One usuallydoes this awkwardly the first time around. 
	Kiwawan kung mulakaw nga magbirmuda, 
	Kiwawan kung mulakaw nga magbirmuda, 
	I feel awkward going out with berrnudashorts on.

	kiwi, kiwi v [B; cl] grow stiff or cramped in the joints, twisted out of shape. Mikiwi ang iyang baba sa pagpangyam-id, She screwed up her mouth into a frown. Mikiwi ang 
	kiwi, kiwi v [B; cl] grow stiff or cramped in the joints, twisted out of shape. Mikiwi ang iyang baba sa pagpangyam-id, She screwed up her mouth into a frown. Mikiwi ang 
	tabla nga nainitan pag-ayu, The board got twisted out of shape in the sun. Nangiwi akung tudlu ug binilut, My fingers got stiffiso much. 
	from mass
	ag
	ng 


	kiwiskiwis n a lo, taperitip of bamboo, or the ends of palm fronds including theleaflets, or the tips of branches at the top of a tree. 
	ng
	ng 

	kiwkiw v 1 [A2] shake rapidly in pain. Nakakiwkiw ku dibang nadukdukan ang akung tudlu, I shook my hand in pain after I hit myfiers with the hammer. 2 [A3N] pick, erly with the tips of the thumb and index finger. Nangiwkiw siyang mipunit sa ilagang patay, She gingerly picked up the dead'rat. 
	ng
	holds. t. gi
	ng

	kiwut see KIYUT.
	kiya, kiya v [AB; cl] rock from side to side, cause s.t. to do so. Dagkung balud mauy nagkiya sa sakayan, Big waves rocked theboat. Kiylrun (kiyabun, ikiya) natu ang dyip arun mabadluk sila, Let's rock the jeep to scare them. 
	kiyag-ang = KAGANGKAGANG. see KA.GANG.kiyas v [A; a] scrape or shave s. t. close to the surface. Nagkiyas ku sa takuling sa kaldiru, I'm scraping off the soot from the kettle. Akung kyasun ang balbibu sa akung iluk, I'll shave my armpits. -in-n scrapis. 
	ng

	kiyaw n 1 k.o. bird that stays on the ground. It is nearly as big as a wild chicken, and good to eat, named for its sound. 2 the cry or sound emitted by the kiyaw bird. v 1 [B46; 
	a] emit the sounds of kiyaw. 2 [B; a] make a lot of fuss over trifles. 
	kiyud v 1 [A; b] thrust the lower part of the body forward, as male does in sexual inte� course. 2 [AC; b] have sexual intercourse (coarse, though not as taboo as iyut). kiyudkiyud v [A; b] keep moving the belly fo� ward. Hilasang bag-ung sinayawan nga magkiyudkiyud ang duruba, I find it revolting the way they thrust their bellies forward in the modern dances. kiniyuran n off spring (coarse).
	kiyus v [B2] for meat to shrink. Mu rag dagban nang karniha, piru ug malutu, mukiyus na, That looks like a lot of meat, but when you cook it, it's going to shrink. 
	kiyut n 1 k.o. wild black bee that does not sti, smaller than a fly. It builds a nest of wax (kabulay) in sheltered places, often dwellis, and produces a small amount of honey. 2 = KABULAY. 
	ng
	ng

	KKK n letters placed in the center of the flof the insurgents against the Spaniards, an abbreviation of the Tagalog name of their society: Kataastaasang Kagalanggala
	ag 
	-

	klab -klasipikar 
	ngang Katipunan ng mga A nak ng Bayan 
	ngang Katipunan ng mga A nak ng Bayan 
	'The Supreme, Most Venerable, Union of the Sons of the Nation'. 
	klab n club, organization. nayit -n night club. paN-v [A2) go to a night club. 

	klabu nk.o. aromatic mint with hairy, fleshy leaves which are used as a spice for cooking and also for curing coughs and boils. 
	klap v [B26) for a water outlet to get clogged up. Ayawg Lundi ug buhuk ang lababu kay muklag-ap (maklag-ap), Don'tthrow the hair from your comb into the washbowl because it will clog it up. 
	ag-

	klam n carpenter's clamp. v [A; b] fasten together with a clamp. Maayu pang klaman na arun malig-un, It's better to fasten it with a clamp to strengthen it. bar -n bar clamp,a device used in joining the sides of boards together to set them in place. 
	klap v [A3;a] clap the hands. Maayu na kaayung muklap ang bibi ku, My baby canclap its hands very well now. n clapping of hands.
	klara n egg white. 
	klarinit, klariniti n clarinet. v [A3] play the clarinet.
	klaru a 1 clear, clearly defined and easilymade out. Klaru ning ritratuba, This picture is clear. Klaru dinbi ang Buhul, You can see Bohol clearly from here. Klaru ang tutuy sabugut nga bistidu, Her br�asts stand out clearly in her tight dress. Klaru siyang bakakun, She is obviously a liar. Klaru ang tingug niya sa tilipunu, Her voice on the phone was clear. la -na lang obviously,naturally. Klaru na lang mangisug siyag di ka mananghid, Naturally, she will get angryif you don't ask permission. 2 unequivoca
	fyi
	ng 

	katapusan naklaru na giyud kun kinsay sadan, At last it_ came out clearly who was the guilty party. Klaruba (iklaru) unsay imungtuyu, Make it clear what you really want. 2a [A; c] tell s.o. frankly. Klaruban ta kang di na mahimu, I'll tell you frankly that that can't be done. 2b [A; a12] go ahead and really do s. t., not just do it half-way or a semblance of it. Nag-igwad-igwad kang baOUwiggle your fanny so much when you walk, . Why don't you just dance and bedone with it? 3 [A; a3] find out for sure;make
	yuta ka. Klaruha na Zang nag sayaw, y
	you fai
	ry

	·
	·

	ngadtu ba ta run, I'm just trying to get it clear if we're going or not. Nakaklaru kaba unsay {yang gisulti? Did you hear clearly what she said? Maklaru ba ang akung pustisu? Are my false teeth really obvious? klaruhay v [C] have s� t. clear with each other, tell each other frankly. Sa katapusan nagkaklarubay na giyud sila unsaun pagbayad sa utang, In the end they got it clearhow to pay the debt. 
	klas a showing class, classy. Ristawran nga klas, A classy restaurant. pirs, sikan -first;second class. 
	klasi n 1 class, kind. Primira klasi nga panap-
	tun, First class cloth. Klasi sa mananap, A
	1

	kind of animal. Way mutagad anang klasihasa pagkatawu, No one pays that sort of person any heed. v [al2] classify, sort out by kind. Klasiha ning panaptun, Classify these pieces of cloth. ka-v [Al3] be of all different kinds. Nagkaklasi lang ang tawu sa Karbun, There are all different types of persons at the Carbon market. klasiklasi a be all different kinds. v [AB1456; a! put, be of various types or kinds. Magklasiklasi giyud ang tawu, There are all different sorts of people.Klasiklasiba pagpalit ug u
	klasin 1 class of students. Klasi sa mil nuybisyintus bayinti utsu, Class of 1928. 2 classsession. Way klasi maduminggu, There are no classes on Sundays. v 1 [A; b(1)) hold, teach classes. Di kita magklasi ugma kaypista upisiyal, We don't have class tomorrow. It's a legal holiday. Giklasihan mi bisag nagbagyu, We held classes even thoughthere was a typhoon. ka-n classmate. 
	2 

	klasika a classical music, dance, and the like. 
	klasipikv [A; c16] sort out, separate by type. Atu ning klasipikabung mga sambag: ang hinug diri, ang hilaw diba, We'll sortout these tamarinds: the ripe ones go over here, and green ones, over there. 
	Ł 
	_

	klasmit -krakirs 
	klasmit n 1 classmate. 2 people who have similar defects, sicknesses (colloquial). Naa rang imung klasmit u, nga bubakun sad, 
	klasmit n 1 classmate. 2 people who have similar defects, sicknesses (colloquial). Naa rang imung klasmit u, nga bubakun sad, 
	Here comes your 'classmate'. He is asthmatic, too. v [A12C; ac3] be classmates. Nakaklasmit kug pulus brayit, I had nothing but bright students as classmates. Nagkaklasmit mi sa lngglis, We were classmates in English.
	klas rilwrd n teacher's grade book. 
	klas ring n class riin school. 
	ng 

	klats n clutch or clutch pedal v [A; b(l)] put in the clutch. Klatsan usa nimu antis ka mukambiyu, Step on the clutch first before you shift gears. 
	klik v [A23C3] for people to click with, take to each other. M iklik dayu n mi, We hit it off immediately. 
	1

	klikv [BP; ac 1] click, make a clickingsound Wa kung kabantay nga miklik na diay ang kamira, I was -unaware that the camera had already clicked. Paglingkud naku sa taksi nagklik dayug sugud ang mitir, As soon as I was seated in the tax� the meter began 
	2 

	to click. Abi kug mubutu giyud ang pusil, 
	giklikan Lang diay ku niya, I thought the gun would go off, but it just clicked klim v [A; a2] claim for possession. Wa pay nagklim dinhi kay pablik Ian pa man kini, 
	Nobody has made a claim here because it is still public land. Duna kuy klimun nga pakids sa adwana, I have a package to claim at the customs bureau. n mining claim. 
	klima n 1 climate. 2 fever. v [B 14 56] be feverish. Hikapa ra ning bata, mu ra mag nagklima, Feel the baby. She seems to be ru� ning a fever. 
	kling n word to represent the sound of 
	. .
	nng1ng.
	klinik, klinika n medical clinic. v [A; b6] hold clinic hours. Dunay duktur nga muklinik sa Sintir kada Sabadu, A doctor attends the clinic at the Center every Saturday. 
	klinsing krim n cleansing cream. v [A; b6(1)]apply cleansing cream. 
	klip v [A; b] fasten s. t. with a clip. Nangalkag ang akung buhuk kay wa ku makaklip (makapanglip), My hair is a mess because I didn't fasten it with a clip. Klipi ang papilis a"'n di magbulag, Clip the papers so they won't get separated 11 paper or hair clip.
	kliping 11 clippings from newspapers or magazines.

	klira free of T.B. or V.D. v [B1256] fora medical examination to come outclear.
	1 

	klirv [A; bS] give s.o. leavia job cleaŁ ance from financial or other responsibilt-
	klirv [A; bS] give s.o. leavia job cleaŁ ance from financial or other responsibilt-
	2 
	ng 

	ties, Di ka pa matranspir ug di ka pa maklir, You can't transfer before you're cleared -ans n clearance, certification of freedom from encumbrance.

	klirikal n clerical work. Laayan kug trabahung klirikal, Clerical work is boring for me.
	klirk n clerk. v [B 16;a2] work as a clerk. klitsi n cut for pictures or designs to beprinted v [A; a] make a cut for printing. 
	Klitsihun ning ritratuha kay iapil sa prugrama, They will make a cut of this picture because it will be included in the program. 
	Klitsihun ning ritratuha kay iapil sa prugrama, They will make a cut of this picture because it will be included in the program. 

	kliyinti v client. v [B126; a2] be s.o.'s client. 
	Manlulugus ang nakliyinti ni Aturni Gu, Atty. Go got a rapist for a client. Maayungkliyintihun ang mga langyaw kay maayung mubayad, Foreigners make good clients because they pay generously. 
	kliyintila n clientele.
	klumn term used during the war to refer to 
	1
	1
	relay stations for porters which also doubled as lookout posts for approaching Japanese.

	klumn sluiceway for irrigation, either dug into the ground or above the ground,made of boards. v [Al 3; a2] install, make into a sluiceway.
	2 

	kluruks n Cholorox, solution for bleaching clothes. v [A13; b(l)] apply Chlorox to 
	s.t.
	s.t.

	klus a being close, intimate. Klus na kaayu ang managtratu, The lovers are now very iŁ timate. Klus kaayu mi sa mayur, We're very close to the mayor. v [A23Cl; al 2] become intimate with s.o. Muabusar nang tawbana ug imung klusun, If you get intimate with that man, he'll take advantage of you. 
	klusnik n turtleneck, opening at the neck, or a narrow opening which comes as far as the neck but does not cover it. v 1 [Al; b6] wear s. t. with a turtleneck or near turtleneck opening. 2 [cl] cut clothing with a turtleneck opening. 
	klus-upin v [A; b(l)] for a baby to close and open the hand upon being told to do so. Makamau nang muklus-upin ang bata sa iyang kamut, The baby can close and open its hands when told to do so. 
	krakword used in writing to represent a cracking sound 
	1 

	krakn in table tennis, a ball bouncing in an unexpected way due to some foreign parttcle on the table. Way kwinta sa puntus basta krak; They don't count a dead ball. v [B
	2 

	26] for a ball to bounce off irregularly in table tennis. 
	krakir, krakirs n crackers, usually square
	-

	krang -kritiku 
	shaped v [A13] eat or have crackers. 
	shaped v [A13] eat or have crackers. 
	krang n crank to start a motor. v [A; b(l)] 1 crank an engine to start it. 2 goad s.o. into 
	• \ \ t I I
	a feehng. Wa ta tu stya mangisug, imu punggikrangan, He wouldn't have gotten angry, but you goaded him into it.
	kras v (B 126; c] for vehicles to crash. Nakra� ang ayruplanu (trak), The plane (bus) crashed n crash, accident. 
	krasv [A; ab] cancel or cross out s.t. written. Kinsay mikras sa akung sinulat? Whocrossed out what I wrote? Krasun natu ang iyang ngalan sa Lista, Let's cross his name off of the list. Ayaw nag krasi kay bustu na, Don't put a line through that because it's correct. 
	2 

	krasv [B126; b8] have a crush on s.o. Nakras ku ni Sinatra, I had -a crush on Sinatra. Artistang iyang nakrasan, The actor she had a crush on. n crush, infatuation. 
	3 

	kratsis n crutches. v [A; b] use crutches. Kinabanglang kratsisan nang imung bali nga tiil, You need to have crutches for your broken leg. 

	kraysis = KRISIS.
	krayula; krayula n crayons. v [A; b] draw,color with crayons. 
	kridinsiyal n 1 documents required for enrollment in a school. 2 certificate of ownership of work animals. v [A; b6] make acertificate of ownership for work animals. Munisipyu ang mukridinsiyal sa kabaw, Themunicipal office makes credentials for carahaos.
	kriditu n 1 credit, acknowledgement of s.t. good 2 credit rating, trust people have in one's ability to repay. Maayu siyag kriditu sa amung tindaban, His credit is good in 
	· our store. 3 the time allowed for payment. Ang kriditu naku sa tindaban bali rag usa ka buwan, My credit in that store is only good for one month. v [A12] get credit for 
	s.t. done. 
	s.t. done. 

	kridu n the Nicene Creed or the part in the mass where it is recited. v [Al] recite the Nicene Creed; be at that part of the mass 
	·
	·
	·
	·
	where the Nicene Creed is recited 


	krim n cosmetic cream. v [A; b6(1)] apply cream.
	krima a cream-colored, cream-complexioned. Krima ang kulur sa iyang bag, Her bag iscream-colored v [Al 3; a] wear s. t. creamcolored, • make s.t. cream-complexioned. laimahun a of a creamy-complexioned sort. laimin n crime. -al(➔) n 1 one who has committed a crime against a person. 2 criminal deed v [B 126] be, become a criminal. -alidad(➔) n extent to which crime exists. 
	Midagsang ang krfminalidad sa syudad,
	Midagsang ang krfminalidad sa syudad,
	Crime has become rampant in the city. 

	krin n mechanical crane. v [cl] use a crane.
	kring = KIRING. 
	krip n crepe. -pipar n crepe paper. 
	kris n a kris, double-edged sword with a wavyblade. v 1 [Al] wear or use a kris. 2 [A; al
	2] make a eris. 
	2] make a eris. 

	krisis n dire scarcity of s. t. Krisis sa tu big kun bulaw, There's a severe shortage of water during droughts. 2 depression of the Thirties. Dagbang magpapatigayun nga nag�· hikug niadtung dakung krisis sa trayinta, 
	Many businessmen committed suicide during the Great Depression of the Thirties. v 1 [A13; a4b4] experience severe shortage. 
	Many businessmen committed suicide during the Great Depression of the Thirties. v 1 [A13; a4b4] experience severe shortage. 

	Human sa iliksiyun magkrisis (krisisun, krisisan) ang nasud sa kwarta, After the ele� tions the nation will undergo a financial crisis. 2 [B26) become severely lacking. Nakrisis (mikrisis) ang bumay, There is a severe rice shortage. 
	kri�-mas n 1 Christmas season, day. 2 Christmas present. v [B56; b8] be Christmastime. -kard n Christmas greeting card · -triChristmas tree. t 
	kristal n 1 crystal, brilliant glass. 2 watchglass. 3 glass pane of a showcase. -bul n 
	· crystal ball. -silk n k.o. cloth made of pressed fabric of fibrous materia� soft and silky with a shiny gloss on one side. v [Al] wear s. t. made of crystal silk. kristiya = SAKRISTIY A. kristiyanu n Christian person or in practice. kristiyanismu n Christianity. kristiyanus n Christian person. Murus na siya, dili kristyanus, He's a Muslim, not a Christian. v [B16; a12] be, become aChristian.Kristu name Christ. v [B16; al] be like Christ Magkristu ka nga dilt' ka man musukul? Do you want to be a Christ t
	kristuen in cockfights, agambler with nocapital but who makes money by placing bets for other people who give hima cut of 
	2 
	. 

	·
	·

	their winnis.
	ng

	krit n crate. V [A; cl] put s.t. in a crate. Mga dilikadung butang ang ilang kritun (ikrit), They will put the fragile things in crates.
	kritikal a critical, grave. Kritikal ang kahimtang sa masakitun, The patient's condition is critical 
	kritiku n critic. 
	kriyada -kubad 
	kriyada = KRIY ADU (female). 
	kriyada = KRIY ADU (female). 
	kriyadu n household help. v [B6; a2] be, become a servant.
	kriyulina n a disinfectant compound, socalled from the trade name Creolin. 
	krudu n crude oil. v [B124; b] get crude oilon it. 
	laukidnul, laukignul n 1 croquignole, amethod of making the hair wavy by winding the hair around metal rods and applyingheat or chemicals, or a hairstyle fashioned by this method, e.g., like the hair styles of the Thirties. v [A; cl] wave the hair by this method or wear the hair in this style. 
	krumyu n chromium. 
	krunir n crooner. v (B56; a2] be a crooner. 
	krus n 1 cross. 2 the cross one has to bear. Angpalabubug kunganak mauy akung krus,My drunkard son is the cross I must bear. v[8156) become the cross one has to bear. -an n hammerhead shark. 
	krusada n crusade, vigorous campaign for or against s. t. v (A;b( 1)] crusade for s. t.
	krusing n place where a path or road crosses another path, road, or a river. Didtu siya banhigi sa may krusing, He was ambushed near the highway intersection.
	krusipihu n crucifix. v 1 [A; b] wear, place, show s. t. a crucifix. M udagan ang abat ug krusipihuan, The ghost will run away if you raise the crucifix at it. 2 [a12] make a crucifix.
	krusipiksiyun n the crucifixion of Jesus. 
	kruslayin n 1 misconnection in a telhonewhere, when one dials a busy number, one can talk to another party which also has dialed a busy number. 2 action of purposely dialing a number one knows to be busy in the hopes of finding s.o. to talk to through the cross line. v [AlNCl;. b(l)] look for s.o. to talk to by the cross line. krus raypul n crossed rifles, the insignia of the infantry. v [Al; c] wear this insignia. krus ruha n 1 Red Cross. 2 red cross pin. krutsay = KURUTSAY.lau tsitis = KUTSITIS.ku see AK
	ep


	um, wash it. 2 word used to avoid saying a taboo word. Maayung kusiun sa kuan, Itwould be nice to pinch her in the -youknow ( the genitalia). Pwirting kuanay nila, IT. pakuankuan v [A13;b6] pretend to be s.t. Nagpakuankuan siyang datu, He was pretending to be rich. 
	My how they were busy doi
	ng 

	kuaw a 1 for s. t. packed in s. t. to be lacking, 
	1
	1
	not tightly filled. Ayaw ku baligyaig puspurung kuaw, Don't sell me boxes ofmatchesthat are not filled. Kuawng itlug, An addled egg (egg that has failed to develop and has an empty area inside it). 2 -ug uruk complete thinking functions. Kuaw ug utuk ang tiguwang, Mawala ug mulakaw, The old woman is confused. She gets lost whenevershe goes out. (�)v [B12; b6] 1 get to be 
	addle-brained, confused, not havi
	ng 

	1
	lacking in content. Nganung nakuaw man ning biskwit? Inyung gikan-an? How comethis box of crackers isn't full? Did you eat any of them? 2 for the brain to get confused.

	kuawv (AB; a] disturb liquids, thrash themabout; get disturbed. Mukuaw ang tu.big sa suba kun magbaha, Water in the river gets all muddy when it floods. Ayaw kutawa ang kapi kay makuaw ang linugdang, Don't stir the coffee because you will stir up the sedunent. (➔)a for liquids to be disturbed, mixed up. 
	2 
	2 

	kttb = KULUB. 
	kuba v [A; b4] for the chest to tighten from fright or from suddenly realizing s. t. frightening. Mikuba ang akung dughan kay dibaymisinggit, I got a tight feeling in my chest because I heard a scream. Gikubahan ku kay dinhay akung nabyaan, I felt my chesttighten because I forgot s. t. n a pang in the chest from fright. (f-) v [B; b( 1)] for the way. Nagkuba akung dugban humag tungas sa bakilid, Myheart pounded after I climbed the slope. kubakuba v [A13] for the chest to pound wildly, repeatedly. Nagkubaku
	heart to beat in a poundi
	ng 

	kuba = KULBA.
	kubad a 1 for children to be moving around too much, making a nuisance of themselves. 
	Di ta makasuwat dinhi kay kubad kaayu ning mga bataana, I can't write properly because these children are running about toomuch. 2 engaging in vice constantly. Kubad na kaayu siya sa panugal, He is a constant gambler. 3 thoughtless or tactless in speech. 
	Di ta makasuwat dinhi kay kubad kaayu ning mga bataana, I can't write properly because these children are running about toomuch. 2 engaging in vice constantly. Kubad na kaayu siya sa panugal, He is a constant gambler. 3 thoughtless or tactless in speech. 
	Naghisgut sa akung kirida atubangan sa a
	-


	kubal -kubit 483 
	kung asawa. Di ba na kubad? He talked 
	kung asawa. Di ba na kubad? He talked 
	about my girl friend in front of my wife. 
	That's what I call stupid 3a asking ques
	tions when one knows the answer. Kubara
	nimu uy. Nakakita sa akung gidala, nangu
	tana pa, You sure are stupid You saw what 
	I brought, so why ask? v [BJ 1 move 
	around too much. 2 engage in a vice con
	stantly. Nakubad siya sa babayi, He became 
	woman crazy. 3 become thoughtless in ac
	tion and speech. 4 do things quickly in a 
	rapid, careless manner. Mikubad man Zang 
	tug agi, He just walked by in a flash. Nagku
	bad ang baba ni Dyini nga nakig�away, Jen
	ny's mouth rattled away as she fought (Ł) 
	v [Bl 1 move about much too much. 2 en
	gage in a vice to an extreme degree. Miku
	bad ang pinalitay sa baluta, There was ram
	pant vote buying. Manday natiguwang, mi
	kubad sa pamabayi, In his old age, he has 
	gotten worse and worse in his lust for 

	women. kubal, kubal n 1 callus. 2 thick skin on a pig. 
	Maayung tsitsarunun ang kubal sa babuy,
	Maayung tsitsarunun ang kubal sa babuy,
	The thick part of the pig's skin is good for 
	fried pork rinds. v [B1246; b(l)] develop 
	callu!ses. Gikubalan na lang ning akung tu
	bud ug linubud wa gibapun dungga ang a
	kung pag-ampu, I have been praying until I 
	got calluses on my knees, but my prayers 
	were never answered -un a thick-skinned,
	callused v [B1261 become callused kubal
	kubal n k.o. salt-water fish with thick and

	tough skin. kubana = GWAY ABANU. kubanug = KUKUG BANUG. see KUKU.
	kubasa = KALABAsA. 
	kubaw = KUBAL kubay n name given to young bean pods that 
	are eaten, the young of the balatung, taburi, 
	are eaten, the young of the balatung, taburi, 

	munggu, and babitsuylas. kubiku n cubic meters. 
	kubikubi v [AN; a12] 1 touch, monkey with. Ayaw kubikubia ang mga butang sa 
	· 

	lamisa, Do not mess with the things on the 
	lamisa, Do not mess with the things on the 
	table. 2 touch things to steal them. Wa gyud 
	ku makakubikubi sa mga butang sa imung
	bulsa, I have never touched the things in 
	your pocket -un, -an a having the tendency
	to monkey with things or engage in petty 

	thievery.kubil v [A; al2] touch s.t. so as to do s.t. to it Bunalan giyud nakug dunay mukubil ning akung papilis, I'll spank anyone who touches my papers. Unya na naku ni kubila kay gabii na, I'll work on this later because it's now late. 
	kubing n tripletail, a k.o. fish: Lobotes suri-
	• 
	• 

	namens,s.
	kubir n 1 cover. Kubir sa magasin, Magazine cover. 2 amount charged per setting in a dinner party at a restaurant Tagsingku pŁ SUS ang kubir sa parti, The party will be five pesos per person. v 1 [A; b6(1)] cover s. t. Kubiri ang libru, Put a cover on the book. 2 [A; a] take cover, shelter. Mukubir ta anang batu inigpinusilay, Let's.take cover behind that rock when the firing starts. 2a [A; b] cover up for s. t Bisag unsay iyang bubatun kubiran dayun sa inaban arun di bibaw-an sa amaban, Whatever he does hi
	kubirta = KUBYIRTA. kubirtu,s = KUBYIRTUS. 
	kubit v 1 [A; a] touch s.o., curling the fingers to get his attention. Milingi ku kay dibay ningkubit naku, I turned around because s.o. poked me. la turn to s.o. influential for help. Duna ha tay makubit didtu sa kustums? Do we have anybody influential to help us out in the custom? lb [Al!;a2b2] steal s.t. not of great value. Bantayina kay kubitun unya na, Keep an eye on it because s.o. might lift it. le [A2; a12] geta woman for illicit sex. Wa giyuy mukubit nianang tigulanga, No one wants to have an 
	s.o. in marriage. Nakakubit siyag sapiang balu, She hooked a rich widower. 2c -ugway paun 2cl confirm s. t. bad the interlocutor suspects but doesn't know fo� sure by assuming that he does know for sure and letting out s. t. to confirm it. Wa ta ka bibaw-i, ningkubit ka sa taga nga way paun. 
	kubkub -kubus 
	Nabistu na binuun, I wouldn't have known about you but you took the bait. Now Ifound out. 2c2 butt in in a conversation where one has no business or answer remarks intended for s.o. else. Dili ikaw ang gisultiban, nganung mukubit ka man diha nga way paun? I wasn't talking to you.Why do you butt in when I wasn't talking to you? n fish caught with hook and line. (�) Tl biting of fish. Hinay ang kubit basta way sug, Fish don't bite if there is no cu� rent.
	Nabistu na binuun, I wouldn't have known about you but you took the bait. Now Ifound out. 2c2 butt in in a conversation where one has no business or answer remarks intended for s.o. else. Dili ikaw ang gisultiban, nganung mukubit ka man diha nga way paun? I wasn't talking to you.Why do you butt in when I wasn't talking to you? n fish caught with hook and line. (�) Tl biting of fish. Hinay ang kubit basta way sug, Fish don't bite if there is no cu� rent.

	kubkub v [A; a] dig away dirt scooping it with the hands or with a similar motion using an instrument. Gikubkub sa iru ang gilubung nryang buku�, The dog dug up thebones he had buried Jiang kubkubun (kubkuban) ang daplin sa sapa arun mutubig, 
	They will dig a shallow hole next to the river to get water. n shallow well made by scooping sand out in the vicinity of the river, seashore, or above an underground spring.-ay n k.o. narrow spade or a long pole usedto dislodge rocks. -un(➔) a s. t. one caneasily scoop out to dig a hole. 
	They will dig a shallow hole next to the river to get water. n shallow well made by scooping sand out in the vicinity of the river, seashore, or above an underground spring.-ay n k.o. narrow spade or a long pole usedto dislodge rocks. -un(➔) a s. t. one caneasily scoop out to dig a hole. 

	kubkubn purse seine or impounding net used to catch fishes that run in schools. The school is surrounded with the net which is then pursed at the bottom. paN-v[Al; b6) catch with the kubkub net.
	2 

	kubla = KULBA.
	kubli, kubli v [A; c) take cover, hide behind 
	s.t to keep from being seen. Mikubli ku sa paksbul, I took cover in the foxhole. Mikubli ku luyu sa pust� I hid behind the post. 
	s.t to keep from being seen. Mikubli ku sa paksbul, I took cover in the foxhole. Mikubli ku luyu sa pust� I hid behind the post. 

	kubra v 1 [A; a2) get money coming to one 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	,

	or collect a debt. Nikubra na ka sa imung swildu? Have you already drawn your salary? Kubraba ang abang, Collect the rent. Basta datu dili kubrahan sa bubis, As longas he's rich, no one will collect taxes from him. 2 [A; ab7) pull in a rope or a string. 
	Kubraba na ang pundu kay mularga na ta, Lift the anchor. We are leaving. Kubrabi ug mga bayinti ka dupa ang tugut, Pull in twenty fathoms of rope. -da n fish harvested from fishing gear. Kubrada sa bungsud, Harvest from the fish corral. v [A) collect fish caught s.w. -dur( ➔) n bill collector. v 1[B 156) be, become a bill collector. 2 [A12] have as bill collector. -nsa see KU
	BRANSA.

	kubran cobra rid -n breed of fighting cock. 
	2 

	kubransa v [A; b( 1)) make a collection of acertain amount Mukubransa kug duul ug manggatus kada adlaw, I collect almost a hundred pesos daily. n 1 action of collect
	-

	ing. 2 amount collected or bill presented. 
	kubri= KUBLI.
	1 

	kubrin k.o. simple kerosene lamp made of a flat bottomed metal cup with a spout having a wick on it.
	2 

	kubri v [A; b6(1)] cover one's obligation or what is lacking. Dunay nagkubri sa akung amutan kay wa man ku paningli, S.o. paid for my obligation because nobody collected from me. 
	kubrikama n bedspread, bed cover. v 1 [A; 
	b] put a bedspread on a bed. 2 [a12] make into a bedspread
	kubu = KUBA.
	kubu a stoop-shouldered Sagad sa mga tisisun kubu, Most people with TB are stoopshouldered. v 1 [A; cl] stoop a little, bend over. Nikubu siya pag-agi sa mabang pultaban, He stooped when he went through the low door. 2 [BJ for the posture to be hunched over. 
	kubul v [B2] 1 for s.t. cooked to come out tough or hardened. Mukubul ang panit sa giasal kun di bumdan ug tubig, The roastpig skin becomes tough if it has been roasted without daubing water on it. Nagkakubul na ang kindi nga akung gilutu, The candy I'm cooking is gradually hardening. 2become hardened, insensitive. Mikubul (nakubul) na ang iyang kasingkasing sa tanang biaybiay, Her feelings have become hardened to any and all insults. Nagkakubul ang akung lawas sa katugnaw, My body is gradu�ly becomin
	ng

	kubungn drinking glass made of a piece ofbamboo some S" long cut just below a node which serves as the bottom. v 1 [A 1 ;c16] make into such a bamboo glass. 2 [Al 3;cl] useorputs.t. in such a bamboo glass. 
	1 

	kubun 1 protective covering. 2 mosquito net. v lAl; b6] put up a protective cove� ing, make into a protective covering. Gikubungan sa mananagat ang lampara arun di mapalung, The fisherman put a covering over the lamp to keep the wind from blowing it 
	% 

	kubung= KULUT. 
	3 

	kubung n keyhole limpets, limpets with a small hole at the top of the shell, living in shallow water. 
	kubus a low in amount. Kubus ang bili sa is
	-

	kubut-kudlit 
	gul, Smuggled goods are cheap. v (AB2;b7c) for an amount to become less, cause it to do so. Mukubus ang swildu ug binay ang nigusyu, Salaries go down when busŁ ness is poor. Kubsan ang imung tagal sa pag·bayad sa utang, We'll shorten the term for you to pay off the debt 
	gul, Smuggled goods are cheap. v (AB2;b7c) for an amount to become less, cause it to do so. Mukubus ang swildu ug binay ang nigusyu, Salaries go down when busŁ ness is poor. Kubsan ang imung tagal sa pag·bayad sa utang, We'll shorten the term for you to pay off the debt 
	ma


	kubut v 1 (AC; b( 1)) hold, take hold of s. t. Kinsay nagkubut sa lyabi? Who has the key? Magkubut ta arun di ta magkabuwag, We'll hold hands so that we won't be separated Nawala ang lapis nga akung gikubtan, 
	. The pencil I was holding got lost. la [AN;b6(1)NJ hold on to s. t. to keep from failing. Nangubut (mikubut) siya naku kaydanglug, He held on to me because it was slippery. lb (A3!; b8) get hold of s.t. to have it. Wa pa ku makakubut anang kantidara, I had not held such an amount (of money). Hikubtan sa pulis ang kawatan ngamiiskapu, The policeman happened to get hold of the thief who was about to escape. le [A2] hold on by sticking to it. Angiskats tip mukubut kaayu sa atung papitlan niinl Scotch tape a
	·

	kubutan = KULABUTAN.
	kubyirta n covered decks of shipŁ 
	kubyirtus n silverware. v [Al; c] use silve� ware. Magkubyirtus mig mangaun kun adunay bisita, We use silverware when we have visitors. paN· v [A; b) put silverware on the table.
	kud n code, secret writing. v [A13] write in code. 
	ldld = KIJLUD.
	kudak n camera v [A; b] take pictures. Maayu kudakan nang byuba, That is a good view to take a picture of. pa· v 1 [A; b] have one's picture taken. Nagpakudak ang bag-ung kasal, The newly weds had their pie-
	kudak n camera v [A; b] take pictures. Maayu kudakan nang byuba, That is a good view to take a picture of. pa· v 1 [A; b] have one's picture taken. Nagpakudak ang bag-ung kasal, The newly weds had their pie-
	ture taken. 2 [A13] for the cue ball and the target ball to be directly aligned in the direction of the pocket. -ir n photographer whoattends affairs and roves about taking pictures to sell to the people who attend it (humorous slang). maN•r-(f-) n photographer. 

	kudakiris n photographer that takes still pictures. v [B156) be, become a photographer. kudamhus = KURAMBUS.
	kudigu n 1 code of laws. -iliktural election code. -iliktural ribisadu revised election code. -pinal penal code. -pinal ribisadu revised penal code. -sihil civil code. 2compilation of answers to cheat from in exams or similar jottings for a talk or other public performances. v [A; b] use notes in an exam or in a talk. Dili ku mukudigu kaymabadluk kug bisakpan, I won't look at my notes because I am afraid I might be caught. 
	Wa siya masayup sa pagkanta kay nagkudigu man, He didn't miss any words in his ·song because he had a copy to glance at. 
	kuding = KŁTING .
	kudkud v 1 [A; aŁ grind into fine pieces by rubbing or scraping. Kudkura ang lubi,Grate the coconut. Kudkura ang yilu, Takesome shavings off the ice. la [A; a2] carry s.o. astride the hips (from the notion that the way the child is carried is analogous tothe coconut put over the shredder). 2 [A; 
	a] file off metal to clean it or thin it before sharpening it. Kinabanglan kudkurun kaOU shouldscrape the rust off the blade before you whet it. kudkuran n coconut shredder. 
	nang taya sa suwab una baira, y

	,
	,

	kudkud = KULUDKULUD.
	kudlis v [A; b] make a scratch or a mark on asurface. Kinsay mukudlis sa imung bubag? Who will make an incision in your boil? Gikudlisan sa bata ang bungbung ug krayula, 
	The baby marked up the wall with crayons. n scratch or mark left on a surface. 
	kudlit v [A; a] 1 make a scratch, pinprick, or line on s.t. Kasingkasing nga gikudlit sa ·
	buktun, papil, kabuy, A heart tatooed on the ann, drawn on the paper, carved into the tree. Gikudlitan sa duktur ang bubag, The doctor made an incision in the boil. [A; b] lavaccinate. Nia na ang nars nga mukudlit sa mga bata, Here is the nurse to va� cinate (lit. prick) the children. lb change the palm configuration of a child that has the mark of a crocodile on his palm (buayabun) which betokens ill. Kinabanglang kudUtan ang buayabun arun kabubiag anak, A
	child that bears the mark of the crocodile on his palm should have it extended so his parents will not have all their children die 
	kudrisu -kugita 
	on them. 2 write s.t. (literary). Balak nga gikudlit sa iyang dagang, The poem that his pen produced. n lines, scratches, pinpricks. -sa 1 lines in the palm. 2 one's fate or foas indicated by the pahn. pa-v[A; ab] have oneself innoculated or have the lines on the pahn extended. -anan nperson to be innoculated, place to be punctured, surface to be written on. -in-n marksmade. mag-r-n one who innoculates or tattoos.
	on them. 2 write s.t. (literary). Balak nga gikudlit sa iyang dagang, The poem that his pen produced. n lines, scratches, pinpricks. -sa 1 lines in the palm. 2 one's fate or foas indicated by the pahn. pa-v[A; ab] have oneself innoculated or have the lines on the pahn extended. -anan nperson to be innoculated, place to be punctured, surface to be written on. -in-n marksmade. mag-r-n one who innoculates or tattoos.
	palad
	rtune


	kudrisu = KURDISU.kudsan = KURUSAN, 4. see KURUS.
	kudyapa n herb of waste places, the tender parts ofwhich are eaten as a vegetable. There are two species called by this name: -ng bayi an unarmed species, the best for use as vegetable (Amarantbus viridis) and -ng laki an armed species (Amarantbus spinosus).
	· 

	kudyapi n musical instrument with six or more strings, having a flat, rectangular, wooden body. It is laid down and pluckedwith both hands. 
	kugal d for the meat of fruit or eggs to be completely separated from the skin or the pit. Daling panitan ang sambag kugal, It'seasy to peel ripe tamarinds when the skin is separated from the flesh. v 1 (82) for the flesh to separate from the peelings or pit.Mukugal ang lisu sa abukadu basta mabinug na, The seed in the avocado gets loose when it is ripe. 2 [8; b6] for a cough to loosen. Tambal nga makakugal (makapakugal) ning ububa, Medicine that can loosen this cough. 
	kupn n dry crust, scab of a sore or wound. v (84; b(l)] for a scab to form. Maayu na ang nuka kay mikugang (gikugangan) na, The sore is healing because it is forming ascab.
	kupngl a startled. Hastang kuganga naku paglagpak sa sira, God! How that slamming door startled me! v (812S6; b4(1)] startle, be startled. Nakugang ( nakugangan)
	· ku sa pagbutu sa ribintadur, I was startledwhen the firecracker burst. kugangkugang n 1 skin eruptions on some parts of the body of various sizes, thought to be caused by fear, fright, or being startled. This disease is usually diagnosed in small children and the cure is smoke treatment with the kugangkugang herb. 2 low-growing, woodyherb of waste places used to treat children who have the skin eruptions also called kugangkugang. The kugangkugang is set onfire just after sundown, and the child is made 
	kugang= KUGAN.
	2 

	kuw, kugaw n fingerling of the milkfish (bangrus) at the stage 4-8" in length: Chanos cbanos. 
	ga

	kugay v [AB; acl] make brown sugar in a 
	I
	I

	dry and powdered state. 'JKun sagu ag apug ang duga sa tubu nga intusun mukugay (makugayJ ang kamay nga malutu, When lime is added to milled cane juice, the brown and in powdered form. n brown cane sugar in its powdered form.
	sugar will come out d
	ry 

	kugayn delicacy made of Łuri palm starch,brown sugar, shredded coconut meat, and, optionally, other flavorings. v [A; a12] make kugay. -in-n = KUGAY, n.
	2 
	1

	kughad v [A; cl] clear the throat vigorously, loosen mucous or phlegm stuck in the lowerthroat by agitating the throat organs with a clearing-the-throat-like action. Mikugbad siya dayung nangluwa, He cleared his throatvigorously and then spat. -in-n phlegm onespits up.
	kughal n phlegm.
	kughay n midrib from a coconut leaflet. Kugbay sa lubi ang akung bimuung tutpik, I'll use a midrib for a toothpick.
	kughun n part of the weaving loom: the heddle and its mounting which alternatelyraises and lowers each of the two sets of the warp threads. v 1 [A; c] put threads iri thekugbun (heddles). 2 [A12; a2] attach, make into a weaving harness. 
	kugi v [A; b(l)] do s.t. with a little extra effort. Wa giyud ninyuy nakakugig limpiyu sa salug, nu? None of you ever took the initiative to clean the floor, did y<>u? Aku giyud ning gikugiban ug trababu arun mabuman dayun, I put in extra effort to finish the work quickly. n extra effort put into 
	,

	s.t. Walay kugi nga dili musangput sa kaayuban, If you put in effort, it is bound to result in good. a taking to doicertainthings which require effort, doing them with enthusiasm. Kugi siyang mamunit ug lata, He's very diligent in picking up old cans. Kugi manakup ug alasiwsiw, He'sgreat in catching grasshoppers. paN· v [A2
	ng 

	3] ). ka-n = KUG� n. kugihan a industrious, hardworking. kinugihan n s.t. reaped from one'sdiligence. Ayawg usiki ang akung kinug;. ban, Don't waste the fruit of my labor. t 
	woo a girl hard to win her (sla
	ng

	kuging = KIGWA.kugita n k.o. octopus with the body about the size of a baby's head. 2 eye disease in which there is a growth on the eyeball which spreads out like the tentacles of an 
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	octopus. v [b4] get cataracts on the eyes. paN· v [A2] catch octopuses. kugitahun a like an octopus. 
	octopus. v [b4] get cataracts on the eyes. paN· v [A2] catch octopuses. kugitahun a like an octopus. 
	kugiut v [A2S] creak, squeak. Mikugmt ang salug nga kawayan sa akung paglakaw, The bamboo floor made a creaking noise when I walked on it. Nagkugiut ang sira, The door ·creaked. 
	kugkug v [ B; c 1] 1 curl up stiff and hard. 
	Ug m�kugkug ang sinugbang bulad nukus, kubaa, When the dried squid curls up, take it off the coals. Nagkugkug ang tiil sa inasal, The feet of the roasted pig is curled up stiff. 2 for the body to be hunched over. TiguJang na si Lulu magkugkug na maglakaw, 
	Grandfather is old now, and he is hunched 
	over when he walks. 

	kugkug v [A3; b4] shiver from cold, usually witfi quivering lips. Pagdyakit kay nagkugkug ka nas katugnaw, Wear a jacket because you are shivering with cold. 
	kugkug= KULUGKUG. 
	3 

	kugmat v (8126; a12] get startled. Nakugmat ku sa nagsungasung nga butubutu sa pusil, I was startled by the rapid report of gunfire.
	kugmu n dry, hardened mucous in the nose. v [A123P; a4b4] get hardened mucous in the nose. hiN-v [A; bl] pick the hardened mucous out of a nose. panghiN-v [A; b] pick one's own nose. kugmuhun a nostrils full of dry hardened mucous. 
	kuus = KULUGPUS. kuuy = KULUGPUS. 
	gp
	gp

	kugtung n name given to very large groupers: 
	Epinepbelus spp. 
	Epinepbelus spp. 

	kumav [A; bS] hold on to s.t. with the 
	gu

	1
	1
	fiernails or claws. Tag-as ug kuku ang da
	ng

	/aga nga mikugum sa iyang buktun, The girl 

	· 
	who clutched his arms with her nails sure had long ones. Gikugman (gikugum) sa banug ang pisu, The hawk clutched the chick with its claws. 
	who clutched his arms with her nails sure had long ones. Gikugman (gikugum) sa banug ang pisu, The hawk clutched the chick with its claws. 

	kumn muscular cramp. v (826; b4] getna muscular cramp. Mikugum (gikugman) ang iyang tiil sa dugayng linanguy, He got a cramp in his feet from swimming so long. kun n tall, tough grass, with solid. slender stems, somewhat like bamboo. This grass together with talabib moves into deforested areas and takes possession after the area is burnt. The leaves arc used for thatchiand the stems for various handicrafts: lmperatacylindrica and exaltata. v [a12] thatch roof with cogon. kakugnan n cogon lands. v [Bl
	gu
	2 
	. 
	gu
	ng 

	246] become cogon lands. 
	246] become cogon lands. 

	kungkung= KALUGUNGKUGUNG. kus v 1 [A; al] carry s.t. in the arms. Nag-
	gu
	gu
	gu

	kus sa bata ang inaban, The mother is carrying the baby in her arms. Kugusa ang bulsita arun di mabutbut, Carry the paper 
	gu

	·
	·
	·
	bag in your arms so that the bottom won't come out. 2 [A; a2b2] be a child's godparent. Kinsa tung bataa ang akung gikugus sa bunyag? Which child did I sponsor in baptism? -in-n godchild. 


	kugwa = KIGWA. 
	kuha get and bring, get and take away. v 1 
	[A3S; ab7] get. Magkuba kug tubig para 
	nimu, I'll get you some water. Kubaa (kwa
	a) na ning mga platu, Come, · take these plates away. la [A; ab7] tak·e away, remove. Makakuba ning syampuba sa kaspa,This shampoo removes dandruff. Nakubaang akung kasuku pagpangayu niyag pasaylu, My anger vanished when she apologized. Ayaw nig kubai (kwai), Don't take any of this. lb [A; ab4(1)] perform an abortion, have a miscarriage. Way mananambal nga mukuba sa fmung gisabak, No doctor will perform an abortion on you. Nakubaan siya human madakdak, She had had a miscarriage after she slipped and fell
	s.t. by following what s.o. else does. Kubaun ku ang duyug pinaagi sa pagpaminaw sa plaka, fll pick up the accompaniment by listening to the record. 3c have the capacityto do the sexual act. Mukuba ug tulu ka rawun ang iyang bana, Her husband can do it three times in a row. 3d manage to get a girl to engage in sexual acts. Humuk siyang makuba, It'll be no trouble to get her for sexual intercourse. Ug di musugut, kubaasa kusug, If she doesn't agree to do it, rape her. a achievable. Kuba naku nang nutaba, T
	ng 

	488 kuhil!-kul 
	1 

	Way laing gibingubaan niya sa paggastu sa pag-iskuyla gawas sa pagpabuy, He had no other source of income for his studies other than his wages as a servant. tiN-, paniN-see 
	Way laing gibingubaan niya sa paggastu sa pag-iskuyla gawas sa pagpabuy, He had no other source of income for his studies other than his wages as a servant. tiN-, paniN-see 
	, ' 
	TINGUHA.

	kuhil v [A; ab2] 1 touch lightly against s. t. 
	,
	,
	Akung gilingi kun kinsa ang nagkubil sa a-
	kung buktun, I looked back to see who had 
	,
	touched my arm. lgu Lang nakakubil ang 

	dyip sa awtu. Wa gani makadlasŁ The jeep just brushed against the car. It wasn't even scratched. 2 touch and disturb. Ug kuhilun ning mga butang mailban naku, If anyone touches these things I'll know right away. kuhin n 1 a cushion or soft pad for sitting orkneeling on. 2 special church wedding where there is a special white cloth for the bride and groom to walk over. v 1 [A; a] use, put 
	,
	,
	s.t. as soft cushion. A tung kuhinan ang!ling-kuranan sa dyip, Let's put cushions on the seats of the jeep. 2 [A; cl] hold a special wedding. Kubinun (ikubin) kunu ang kasal maung nangutang, The wedding will be special. That's why they are going around borrowimoney.
	ng 


	kuhir v [A; al2] reach a certain number of points agreed to as the winning score in billiards or pool. Ug makakuhir siyag dyfs, daug na kay mauy iyang witing, If he gets ten the number ten ball into the pocket), he will win because he needs ten points to reach the number we agreed to. kuhitv [A;a] 1poke, jab, touch s.t. with the fingers or s.t. long to remove or obtain it. 
	(by hitti
	ng 

	Kubita nang hula nga nasaling-it sa sandayung, Poke the ball that is stuck in the gutter. Kubiti akug bayabas, Knock a guava down for me. 2 touch s.o. by curling the fiers to attract his attention. Milingi kudibang may mikubit naku, I looked back when s.o. touched me. 2a [AN; al2) approach s.o. influential to ask for a favor. Ugmikubit (nanguhit) ka pa naku di unta ka mada sa prisintu, Had you approached me youwould not have been brought to the police station. (➔) n 1 stick to get s.t. 2 thin, tapering 
	Kubita nang hula nga nasaling-it sa sandayung, Poke the ball that is stuck in the gutter. Kubiti akug bayabas, Knock a guava down for me. 2 touch s.o. by curling the fiers to attract his attention. Milingi kudibang may mikubit naku, I looked back when s.o. touched me. 2a [AN; al2) approach s.o. influential to ask for a favor. Ugmikubit (nanguhit) ka pa naku di unta ka mada sa prisintu, Had you approached me youwould not have been brought to the police station. (➔) n 1 stick to get s.t. 2 thin, tapering 
	ng


	kuhu v [B12; b4(1)] for the hands to be disabled with the joints stiffening such that a person is unable to make a fist. Nakuhu ang kamut sa sanlahun, The leper lost the ability to use his fingers. 
	kukakula n 1 coca-cola. 2 TB (so called from the name Koch's bacillus (humorous slang). 
	Ayaw paduul anang tawhana kay kukakula na, Don't go near him because he has TB. v[Al] drink coca-cola. -badi n having a curvaceous body (like a coca-cola bottle). 
	kukhan see KUKIJ.
	kukhu = KALUKHU. 
	kukib n cave, pit, large hole in the ground. v [AB12; a) for a hole to develop in the earth, dig a pit or cave. Ang mga miniru nagkukib sa kilid sa pangpang, The miners are excavating the side of the mountain. Nakukib ang daplin sa sapa kay natimpag ang yuta, The edge of the river caved in because the earth washed away. 
	kukiri n cookery, a course in cooking. 
	kuku n 1 fingernails, toenails. 2 claws, hooves. v [b) get caught or hit bythe claws. Gikukhan sa banug ang pisu, The hawk got the chick in its talons. 3 -g banug n k.o. wild shrub, the leaves of which are eaten as greens and sold commercially under thename of saluyut: Corchorus olitorius. hiNv [A; b6(1)] cut nails of. Tinuud bang binguk-an (hingukuban) ang kabayu? Is ittrue that they trim horses' hooves? panghiN-v [A; b6(1)] trim one's own nails. kukhan a 1 having claws. 2 grasping, inconsiderate of o
	kuku n unbleached muslin. -krudu = KUKU. v [Al; a2] wear or use s.t. of unbleached muslin.
	kuku v [A; clb] shrink back, curl up ir,tooneself. Mikuku siya sa iyang gilingkuran sa pangbinaut nga di siya bimatikdan, Heshrank back into his chair in hopes that no one would notice him. Kukua (ikuku) ang imung tiil arun ka masulud sa kaban, Drawin your legs in so you can get into the trunk. a drawn into oneself, curled back. 
	' ' 
	' ' 
	.

	tt-see TIKUKU.
	kukud = KULUKUD.
	kukug = KULKUG.
	kukuk n k.o. bird, the Philippine coucal: 
	I
	I

	Centropus viridis. 
	kukukn prostitute (sla). paN-v [A2] goout with prostitutes. kuku krudu = KUKU.
	2 
	ng

	kukuks n euphemism for kulukuy.
	kukus = KULUKUS.
	kukwa n 1 cocoa powder. 2 chocolate milk. v [A13; a] drink, make chocolate milk or make s. t. with cocoa powder. kul!n 1 phone call. 2 a summons to duty,
	1
	1

	need. Dunay kul ang duktur bisag gabii, Adoctor gets calls even at night. 3 a bet or 
	kul-kulamuy 
	2 

	bid shouted or called out (without givingmoney). 4 invitation to drink at s.o.'s expense. Adtu ta sa Dayamun Tawir kay aku rung kul, Let's go to the Diamond Tower.It's my treat. v 1 [A; cl) call on the phone. 
	bid shouted or called out (without givingmoney). 4 invitation to drink at s.o.'s expense. Adtu ta sa Dayamun Tawir kay aku rung kul, Let's go to the Diamond Tower.It's my treat. v 1 [A; cl) call on the phone. 
	Duna ruy mukul nakug lungdistans, S.o.
	will call me up long distance today. 2 [A; 
	cl] call s.o. to duty. Gikul siya sa armi, Hewas called into the army. 3 [A; a) give or accept a bet without showing cash. Kulun ku ang imung pusta bisag pila, I'll acceptwhatever bet you offer. 4 [A2; cl] accept a challenge to a fight or contest. Ug away imung gustu, mukul ku, If you want a fight, I'll take you up on it. -ay n system of betting without showing money. 
	kuln inferior quality of wood taken from the interior portion of the trunk. 
	2 


	kulv [A; a2) sort out chicks according to sex. 
	3 

	lada, kula n 1 glue to hold s.t. together. 2 
	l 
	l 
	,

	hard rubber. Kula ang sudlay, Hard rubber 
	comb. v [A; bS) glue s.t. together; Ku/aha(kulahi) ang gitara, Glue the guitar together. 

	•kwapyanu di-grand piano. 
	2 

	kulabting (not without !) v [A; a) hang onto or cling to with little or no support from below. Ang kabug nikulabting sa sanga, Abat was hanging on the branch. Trak nga gŁ kulabtingan ug daghang pasahiru, A bus which had lots!. of passengers clinging on the outside. 
	kulaburitur n collaborator with the enemy. v [B16; a12) be a collaborator with the enemy. Kuutun sa girilya ang magkulaburitur, The partisans will liquidate those who are collaborators. 
	kulabutan n k.o. large cuttlefish sometimes growing to 25 ". 
	kulabyaw n a k.o. edible fruit bat similar to but smaller than the kulaknit. paN-v [A2] catch kulabyaw. 
	kulabyun v [A; b6( 1)) 1 cling to for support. 
	Kabyun Lang naku arun di ka muunlud, Cling to me so you won't sink. Nabali ang sanga kay gikabyunan sa mga bata, Thebranch broke because children hung on to it. 2 have influential connections. Naay imung parinting makabyunan sa kustums, 
	Kabyun Lang naku arun di ka muunlud, Cling to me so you won't sink. Nabali ang sanga kay gikabyunan sa mga bata, Thebranch broke because children hung on to it. 2 have influential connections. Naay imung parinting makabyunan sa kustums, 
	You have relatives to turn to for influence in the customs. 

	kul(not without l) a be panic-stricken. v[B126; b3] get panic-stricken. Nakulag ang mga tawu sa paglinug, The people becamepanic-stricken when there was an earthquake. -an a of a hysterical type. 
	ag 

	kulagting = KULABTING. 
	kulaguv [A2S; b3c] cry wildly and loudly. 
	1 

	Mikulagu ang bata nga giilugan sa duwaan, 
	The child screamed wildly because s.o. tookhis toy away from him. Ikuwagu ku na langang akung kaguul, I will shriek with grief. na loud, wild cry, or crying. Ang iyang kulagu nabati sa mga silingan, His loud cries were heard by the neighbors. 
	kulagun k.o. owl: Tyto sp.
	2 

	kulakdup n brown, edible fungus growing on rotting wood, used as a condiment withnoodles (pansit).
	kulaknit n k.o. edible fruit-eating bat, larger than the kulabyaw. paN-v [A2) catch such bats. 
	kulambus = KURAMBUS. 
	kulambut v 1 [A; b6(1)] tie a string across a row of strings, crisscross fashion, to make netting for s.t. to protect or secure it. Magkulambut ku sa baba sa baskit sa itlug, I'llcrisscross strings across the mouth of the basket of eggs. Di na mabungkag nang kartun kay gikulambutan na ug maayu, Thisbundle of boxes won't get untied because I have tied it securely in a crisscross fashion.la [A; acl] make or attach a leader in longline fishing. 2 [A!;b6) wrap oneself up entirely in a blanket. Nagkulambut s
	kulambutan = KULABUTAN. 
	..
	..

	kulampisaw n k.o. frigate bird, a large sea bird: Fregata arielariel. 
	kulampit v [A; c) 1 wind one's limbs aroundtightly and firmly. Wa kalihuk si Pidru kay gikulampitan siya sa liu.g sa kuntra, Pedrocouldn't move when his opponent locked his legs around his neck. 2 be entwining. Gikulampitan ang rihas sa bintana sa mabagang bagun, Thick vines entwined them
	· 
	· 

	selves around the window grill. 
	kulamug = DALINUG. 
	kulamus v [A; a) grab with the fingers and nails and squeeze or crumple. Kulamusunnaku ning papilis ug maglagut ku, I'll crumple these papers if I get mad. Kulamusun ku nang nawung mu di ba makisi nang ngabil mu run, I'll grab your face with my fingernails and rip your lips off. 
	kulaniuy n 1 ch:ws of birds, shellfish. Ang idagan sa kasag mau ang iyang mga kamuy, The crab runs by means of its claws. 2 fingers and toes. Tag-as kag kulamuy. A ngayan kang magtuun ug pyanu, You've got long fingers. You should take piano lessons. -sa balaud n arms of the law . 
	• 
	• 

	kulan -kulasiyun 
	kulan n long-term variety of white rice with very fine and slender grains that ripen after eight months. 
	kulandir n colander. 
	kulang a lacking, deficient. Kulang ra ni para naku, This is not enough for me. 2 too puny to pose a challenge. Magsinumbagay? Kulang ka ra naku, You want to fight? You're not strong enough to pose a challenge. n balance, the amount needed or lacking. Pilay kuwang? How much is needed? v 1 [B; ab7] be wanting, lacking, deficient. Di kita makalingkud kay nagkulang ang lingkuranan, We can't take a seat. Tnere are not enough chairs. Ayawgkulanga pagsukli, Don't fail to give the right amount of change. Arun k
	yu 

	kulangu a slightly retarded mentally, silly. Trayinta anyus, magdyulin pa. Kulangu, Heisthirty years old but still likes to play marbles. He's a bit retarded. v [B 12; b6] be, become stupid, silly, or slow-witted. -un a of a slightly retarded or silly sort. Kulanguun tung mga pangutana, Those were silly questions. 
	kulangut (not without [) n moist nasal discharge in the nose, but not soft. v [B 124; a4b4] be full of moist, hard nasal discharge. Limpiyuhing ilung, nagkakulangut (gikulangut, gikulangutan), Clean your nose. It's dirty. -un(➔) a always having a stuffed up nose. 
	lmlansi = KU LAS ISi. 
	kulap, kulap a dim, not affording much light; or for the eyes to be dim. Ang kabayag sa suga nga Jana kulap kaayu, The light of the 
	kulap, kulap a dim, not affording much light; or for the eyes to be dim. Ang kabayag sa suga nga Jana kulap kaayu, The light of the 
	oil lamp is very dim. v [B; b6] 1 for light or vision to dim. 2 for one's popularity to fade. Nagkakulap na ang kabantug ni /Ibis Prisli, Elvis Presley's popularity is fading. kulapkulap v [B46; cl] blink the eyes. Nagkuwapkuwap ang akung mata sa kasulaw sa adlaw, My eyes are blinking in the glare of the sun. 

	kul-ap v [A; a] call s.o. on the telephone. 
	Kul-apun ku ang akung asawa sa lungdistans, I'll call up my wife by long distance. 
	kulapiti (not without l; from kula and piti) V[B13; b] get s.t. sticky on s.t. which does not come off easily. Nagkulapiti ang iyang bubuk sa pumada ug buling, His hair is sticky with dirt and pomade. Gikulapitihan sa babul gam ang iyang kamut, His hands are all sticky with bubble gum. 
	kulapu n 1 brand of a cheap local wine. 2penis (humorous slang). Kay daku man siyang pagkatawu, daku sab giyud nag kulapu, He is a big fellow, so he must also have a big penis. 
	kulaput v 1 [A; c] twine around s.t. Putla nang kalabasa nga nagkulaput sa kapayas, 
	Cut down the squash that is entwined around the papaya tree. Ikulaput ang imung buktun sa akung liug, Twine your arm a
	·
	·

	round my neck. 2 [A2SN; b6] cling to s.t. by twining s.t. long around it. Ungguy nga nagkulaput (nangulaput) sa sanga, A monkey clinging to the branch. 
	klilapyut v [A; a] 1 hang down from s.t. holding on with the limbs. Mukapyut ang sirkadur sa tsining bar, The acrobat clings to the chinning bar. Ayawg kapyuti ang akung liug, Don't cling to my neck. 2 [A12; b]ask a favor by turning to s.o. influential. 
	Nasud siyas kapitulyu kay nakakapyut man ug pulitiku, He got a job in the Capitol because a politician recommended him. -sa sagbayan v [A3] get sick with venereal disease (lit. hang on to the rafters). Patuu ug tambag ug di ka gustung mukapyut sa sagbayan, Listen to advice if you don't want to get V.D. paN-v [A] cling, hold on to s.t. vigorously or frantically. Nagpangapyut sa bagun ang tawung nab�g sa bung-aw, The man who fell into the chasm clung frantically to a vine. -anan n place for clinging or ho
	kulasisi n k.o. parakeet with a shrill voice, commonly kept as a pet: Loriculus philippensis. t
	kulasiyun n a light repast taken in place of a real meal when fasting. v {AN; b6] take a light repast. Magkulasiyun ang rilihiyusu sa Byirnis Santu, Religious people take only a 
	• 
	• 

	kulat -kullhad 
	light repast on Good Friday. 
	light repast on Good Friday. 
	kulat v [A; a12] splice long pieces of ropeby unravelling the strands, running the twopieces together, and retwisting or make the ends of a rope into a loop by an analogousprocess. Maayung kulatun ang tumuy sa pisiug dugtungun arun dili mubaknal, It is good to join the two pieces of rope by splicing them so there will be no bulges in the middle. n the finished splice. maN-r-n one who splices rope. 
	kulata (not without /) V [A; a] maul s.o., 
	1
	beat s.o. badly. Mga pulis ang nikulata sa 
	mangunguut, The cops beat the pickpocket up. n mauling administered. -du a badly beaten up. Kulatadu siya sa iyang kuntra gikan sa it rawun, After the eight round, he was badly punished by his opponent. 

	kulata(not without /) n gunstock. v [A13;a2] make, make into, attach a gunstock to s.t. 
	2 

	kulating (humorous euphemism for kulata) v[A; a 12] maul, beat s.o. badly. Maayung kulatingun ang asawang kusug muputak, Awife that nags all the time needs a good mauling.
	kulatiral (not without l) n collateral on a loan. v [A; c] offer or use s.t. as collateral. 
	kulat-ug n venereal disease. v [a4] be infected with venereal disease. -un(➔) n infected with venereal diseases. 
	kulaw-it = KALAW·IT. 
	kulanap = KUY .ANAP. 
	kulaykulay a double jointed. v [B126) get to be double jointed. 
	kulba a 1 provoking a feeling of fear at s.t.impending. 2 startling, provoking a pang of fear suddenly. v [b4] 1 have a feeling of fear at s.t. impending or unexplained fear. 
	Gikulbaan kug maayu kay mu rang usa ra ang bata sa balay, l feel very apprehensive because the child is all alone in the house. 2 be very frightened by s.t. sudden. Gikulbaan ku pagpagbut sa iru, I was startled when the dog barked. -hinam a anticipated with eagerness and fright. v [B] for s.t. to get thrilling, breathtaking. Nagkakulba hinam ang isturya kay nagkasulbad na ang mistiryu, The story is getting very exciting .because the mystery is nearing solution. paNv [b4] have an intense feeling of appre
	Gikulbaan kug maayu kay mu rang usa ra ang bata sa balay, l feel very apprehensive because the child is all alone in the house. 2 be very frightened by s.t. sudden. Gikulbaan ku pagpagbut sa iru, I was startled when the dog barked. -hinam a anticipated with eagerness and fright. v [B] for s.t. to get thrilling, breathtaking. Nagkakulba hinam ang isturya kay nagkasulbad na ang mistiryu, The story is getting very exciting .because the mystery is nearing solution. paNv [b4] have an intense feeling of appre

	kulhasa = KALABASA. kuldas = KWIRDAS • 
	1
	1

	kuldun n drawstring or cord passed through the waist of a garment. Nabusbus akung kar
	-

	sunsilyu kay naputul ang kuldun, My underpants fell down because the drawstring broke. v [A; ab] 1 tie s.o.'s drawstring. 2 [A; cl] supply with, make into a drawstring. paN-v [A2] tie one's drawstring. 
	Panguldun diba uy. Mabusbus unya nang panti mu, Tie your drawstring or your panties will come falling down. 
	kulgirl n prostitute that gives home service. v [B1) be, become a call girl. 
	kulgit n toothpaste, so called from the brand name Colgate. v [AlN; b] use toothpaste.Asin na lay ikulgit, Just brush your teeth with salt. 
	kulhanun see KULU• kulhiad = KULIHAD. 
	1

	kuli v [a4] get senile in the mind. Ang tawung gikuli mu ra na Lang bata, A personwho gets senile behaves like a child. -un, -a.nun n confused due to old age. Kulianun 
	I
	I

	na si Lulu. Abi niyag ang iya kung anak, 
	Grandfather has gotten confused now. He 
	thinks I'm his son. 
	kuli a 1 having a hard time doing s.t. because of some obstacle. Kuli. kaayu ning mabuman kay kuwang ug panabun, This is going to be hard to finish because there isn't enough time. Kuli ta makasakay ug mag-uwan, We have a hard time getting transportation when it rains. 2 reluctant. Kuli siyang musugut, I doubt if he will consent to that. Kuli kaayu sa akung buut ning pagpangayug amut, I find it very much against my will to ask for contributions. 3 seldom, rarely. Kuli siya muanbi, He seldom comes here. Ki
	You rarely find vi
	rg

	kulibugan = KALIBUGAN. see LIBUG. 
	kuligi v [A; b3] cry noisily and loudly. Mikuligi ang bata nga wa hatagig singku, Thechild cried noisily because he did not get his nickle. Nagkuligi ang masusu kay gigutum, The baby is crying because it is hungry: 
	kulihad; kulihad v 1 {AN; c] loosen phlm 
	eg

	kulihiyala -kulipad 
	in the throat and expel it. Humag pangihi, nangulihad siya ug nanglup-ad, After urinating he loosened his phelgm and spat out. 2[A23N; b] clear out phlegm in the throat as a sign of derision or contempt. Mangulibad (mukulibad) dayun ang Dunyag naay pubring mangulitawu sa iyang anak, TheDona clears her throat in contempt as soon as a poor man comes to pay a call on her daughter. n derision and contempt. Giantusni Magdalina ang mga pagbiaybiay ug kulibad sa katawban, Magdalene endured all the people's deri
	in the throat and expel it. Humag pangihi, nangulihad siya ug nanglup-ad, After urinating he loosened his phelgm and spat out. 2[A23N; b] clear out phlegm in the throat as a sign of derision or contempt. Mangulibad (mukulibad) dayun ang Dunyag naay pubring mangulitawu sa iyang anak, TheDona clears her throat in contempt as soon as a poor man comes to pay a call on her daughter. n derision and contempt. Giantusni Magdalina ang mga pagbiaybiay ug kulibad sa katawban, Magdalene endured all the people's deri
	expectorated. paN-= KULIHAD, n.

	kulihiyala n a student in an exclusive girls' high school or college. v [B156; a12] be, become a student in a girls' school. 
	kulihiyu, kulihin college or lower grade affiliated with a college. -iliktural n polling place where voters cast their votes in an election. 
	yu 

	kuliik n shrill, piercing shriek. v [A; b3]shriek or scream with a shrill or piercing voice. Mikuliik ang bata nga naipit sa siras pultaban, The child that got its finger wedged in the door let out a piercing scream. 
	kuliksiyun n 1 a collection, an accumulation of things collected, esp. as a hobby. 2 aggregate amount of money received at any one time, receipts. Kuliksiyun sa simbaban, Church collection. v [A; a2] 1 have a collection. Nagkuliksiyun ku ug silyu, l collect stamps. 2 take up a collection. Magkuliksiyun ta para sa namatay, Let's take up a collection for the deceased.
	kulikta v 1 [A; ac] collect, give payments, usually not for any pre-existing contractual obligations. Nagkulikta siyag dilibins_ya sa mga draybir, He is collecting protectionmoney from drivers. Gikulil�taban ku ug amut para sa simbaban, They collected adonation for the church from me. Pisu ang akung ikulikta, I'll give one peso for the collection. 2 [AN; a2] gather for a collection. Nangulikta siyag tratu, He is collecting girl friends. 3 [Al] come to the part of the church service where the offering is c
	kJliktar = KULiKTA, v. 
	kuliktur n 1 biH collector. 2 collector of s.t. as a hobby. Kuliktur na siyag mga silyu, Heis a stamp collector. 3 collector of fares on public transportation. v 1 [B 156; a2] be a 
	kuliktur n 1 biH collector. 2 collector of s.t. as a hobby. Kuliktur na siyag mga silyu, Heis a stamp collector. 3 collector of fares on public transportation. v 1 [B 156; a2] be a 
	bill collector, collector as a hobby, collector of fares. 2 [B 156] be a collector of items, such as coins, stamps, etc. 

	kulikug v [A23] for sound to penetrate into one's ears. Di ku makatulug kay mukulikuggiyud ang tingug sa bata nga nagbilak sa aku ng dawunggan, l can't sleep, because thatchild's cries are penetrating into my ears.
	kulikut v 1 [AB;c] squeeze, penetrate into a narrow space; cause s.t. to do so. Mikulikut siya sa dagbang mga tawu, He elbowed his way into the crowd. Singgit nga mikulikut sa akung dawunggan, A scream thatpenetrated deep into my ears. Ayaw ikulikut nang lapis sa imung dunggan, Don'tshove that pencil into your ear. 2 [A; b6( 1)] make or bore a hole usually with a twisted instrument or twisting motion. Ubang buyug mukulikut sa yuta unya mangitlug, Some wasps bore a hole in theground to lay eggs in. (➔) 
	kulikutkut v (A] be curled up. Tag-as na ang imung patilya, mukulikutkut na gani sa dunggan, Your sideburns are so long, they are curling up to your ears. Nagkulikutkut siya sa kasakit sa iyang tiyan, He is curled up because of his stomach ache. 
	kuliling n ringing, tinkling sound as that of aphone or small bell. v [A; cl] for a small bell to ring. 
	kulilisi n a game played during wakes after the prayers in which the participants recite verses (ditsu), contesting with each other. -ng hari the leader of the kulilisi. v [A]hold a kulilisi game.
	kulima v [A2S; c] screw up the face in pain or upon experiencing an unpleasant taste. Mukulima ka giyud kun makakaun kag aslum, You will grimace if you eat s.t. sour. Mikulima ang bata sa dibang gikus� dayung mibilak, The baby screwed up its face when I pinched it and then burst into tears. 
	kuling v [A; a] bring s.t. into disarray, shuffle it all up, as in searching for s.t. Nagkuling siya sa libru kun duna bay gisalip-it, She is going through the pages of the book to see if s.t. was placed between them. Kulinga ang kaban ug tua ba ang dukumintu, Search the trunk to see if the document is In It. 
	kulipa v [AN; c] expel from the mouth by pushing with the tongue or blowing. M�,kulipa (mangulipa) ang bdta kun imung dalidaliun paghungit, The child will spit the food out if you feed it too rapidly. Jkulipana kay bugaw, Spit that out. It's dirty. 
	kulipad = KULIPA. 
	kulipas -
	kulipas -

	kulipas v [AN; c 1) refuse to acknowledge.
	Ang mga tawung bakakun dtli mabadluk mukulipas (mangulipas) sa ilang sulti, Liars are not afraid to disclaim their own words.
	Ang mga tawung bakakun dtli mabadluk mukulipas (mangulipas) sa ilang sulti, Liars are not afraid to disclaim their own words.
	Si San Pidru mauy nagkulipas nga wa siya makaila ni Hisus, St. Peter denied Jesus saying he did not know Him. hiN· a fond of denying. paN· n denial. 

	kulipat v [A; a2b2] tweak, pinch s.t. andtwist. Kulipatun ku nang imung bulug ug imung samukun ang nagtuun, I will tweak you in the groin if you bother these children that are studying. 
	kulipi v [AN; b6] 1 cover up for s.o. Anginab�n mauy nangulipi pagbalibad nga wa mulakat ang iyang anak, The mother cCNered up for her son by saying he hadn't 
	.
	.
	gone out 2 take on s.o. else's duties .Akulay nangulipi (mikulipi) sa iyang trababu kay nagtuun man, I took over his duties because he was studying. paN-v [A2; b] be jealously possessive of s. o. Mangultpi ang inaban sa mga ituy ug duulun sila, The mother dog guards her puppies jealously when 
	s.o. goes near them. -an a jealously pose
	s-

	. 
	SJVe.

	kulipiv [A3P] shrink, cower in fear. Mikulipi sa suuk ang mga bata pagkadungug sa dalugdug, The children cowered in the corner when they heard the thunder. Mukulipi ang iru ug ban-an ug bunal, The dog will shrink in fear if you raise a club at him. 
	2 

	kulipiti = KULAPITI. kuliplawir n cauliflower. 
	kulir n cooler. v [c 1] put s. t. in a cooler. kulira n 1 cholera. 2 rather strong curse u t-
	tered in anger. Kulira! Napildi nimung akung pusta da! Damn! I lost my bet! v 1 [A123P; a4] cause, get cholera. 2 [a4] curse in which s.o. is wished ill (lit. may you be afflicted with cholera). Kulirabun ka pa unta! Nagpakaulaw ka fang sa atungOU only bring shame to our family. 
	tered in anger. Kulira! Napildi nimung akung pusta da! Damn! I lost my bet! v 1 [A123P; a4] cause, get cholera. 2 [a4] curse in which s.o. is wished ill (lit. may you be afflicted with cholera). Kulirabun ka pa unta! Nagpakaulaw ka fang sa atungOU only bring shame to our family. 
	banay, God damn you! y


	kulirit n euphemism for KULIRA, n2. 
	kuliru n a half centavo copper coin. Wa gayud !uy kuliru diri, I don't have a cent. astupid, simpleton. v [B12) become stupid Nakuliru siya human masakit ug ttpus, Hebecame slow-witted after he got sick with typhus.
	kulirueuphemism for kulira, n2, v. Gikuliru k� ba nga wala man ku nimu salinig kanun? Are you sick or s. t. that you didn't leave me anything to eat? 
	2 

	kulis n 1 collards: Brassica oleracea var. acepbala. 2 ornamental shrub with yellow leaves which are eaten as a vegetable, esp. 
	Sect
	Artifact

	kuliut493 
	1 

	together with fish stewed in vinegar: Pisoniaalba. v [A13; b6] cook, cook with kulis. 
	kulisaw, kulisaw a annoyingly noi, disturŁ ing, chaotic. Di ku makatulug kay· kulisaw ang mga bata, I can't sleep because the children are so noisy. n a noidisturŁ ance. Unsa may naingnan adtung kulisaw ganiba? What was the cause of the fracas a while ago. v [B; b6] be, become disturŁ ing with a chaotic noise. 
	sy
	kaa
	yu 
	sy 

	kulisdum, kulisdung = KISDUM. 
	kulisi,v n loud, piercing shriek. v [A2S; b3]shriek. Mikulisiw siya pagkakita sa abat, She screamed when she saw the ghost. Nagkulisiw ang bata nga nasakitag maayu, Thechild screamed because it hurt. 
	kulisim n coliseum. 
	yu

	kulismaut v [AP; cl] grimace in disgust or dissatisfaction, be frowning. Nagkulismaut ang nawung kay wa tugti, She's frowning because they didn't allow her to go. afrowning, grimacing. n grimace of disgust. -un a of a frowning sort. 
	kulismut = KULISMAUT Ł 
	kulistirul n cholesterol 
	kulisuk v [A2S; b3] scream loudly in anger, pain, or fright. Mukulisuk ang bata sa pagkakita sa duktur, The_ child screamed wildly 
	,
	,

	in fright on seeing the doctor. Ungu tung iyang gikulisukan, She screamed at seeing the vampire. n loud scream 
	kulisyun = KWALISIYUN. 
	kulit v {A; ac] carve or engrave. Magkulit kug istatuwa sa angbil, I'll carve the statue of an angel Kulita nang agi sa lapis, Remove the pencil marks by carving them out Ikulit ang litra sa kabuy, Carve the letters into the tree. -in-n engraving, carving. -inan n s.t. engraved. Ilban ra kay kinulitan tugngalan, You can identify it because it has a name engraved into it. mag-�, maN-r-nsculptor.
	kulitis = KUDY AP A. kulitu = AKULITU. 
	kulitug v [A; a] insert s.t. into a hole and move it around Nagkulitug siyag gapas sa iyang dunggan, He is cleaning his ears with cotton. Kulituga nang gul-anan arun mudaOUtlet and tum it around to make it bigger. n s.t. used to insert into a hole. 
	kudaku, Insert a stick into the 

	kulitus = AKULITU. 
	kuliut = KULIKUT. see KULIKUT.
	kuliut!v [B2S46; cl] grimace or distort 
	1
	1

	one's face in anger or pain. Ayaw kuliuta (ikuliut) rmung nawung bisan ug di ka ganaban, Don't contort your face, even if you don't like it. 
	lruliut-kulub 
	2 

	,
	,

	lruliut= KULIKUT.
	2 

	Iruliyun n Culion island, a leper colony. v[A2; cl] send lepers to Culion. 
	kullrug v [A; a] shove s.t. slender into an opening just about big enough for it and work it around. Kulkuga iring Iipak ang lungag sa ilaga, Thrust this stick into the rat hole. Ayaw ikulkug ang imung tudlu sa imung ilung, Don't stick your finger in your nose. n 1 s.t. used to thrust into a hole. 2 action of inserting s. t. 
	Irulkul v [B46; a] 1 grow to be gnarled, curled up. Mukulkul unta ang mga tudlu sa nagkuba adtu, May the fingers of the person who stole it stiffen with arthritis. Mikulkul ang tinubuan sa kabuy, The tree grew into a gnarled mass. 2 shrink back in fear. Mukulkul sa kabadluk ang imung iruug pirrning bunalan, Your dog will shrink back in fear if you constantly beat it. 3 withdraw, back out from an undertaking out ofapprehension. Nganung mikulkul ka sa imung nigusyu? Why have you gone out ofbusiness? a cur
	kultibar v 1 [A; a] cultivate land for growing crops. Kultibabun ku ning luyu sa balay arun tamnan kug mga utanun, I will dig up the back of my house to grow vegetables. 2 [A; a12] use up, get rid of. Ang akung mga anak mauy mikultibar sa kik, My children ate all the cake. Ang banggiitang kwirpu sa mga sikrita mauy nakakultibar sa nanagbitak nga sugalan, The crack group of detectives rid the place of gambling dens. Kultibabun Lang sa lidir sa kandidatu ang kwarta, dili ipamalit ug baluta, The leader of
	kultsun = KUTSUN. 
	kultuan a Protestant service held at a member'shouse. v [A 13!;b6] hold a service at amember's house. Nagkultu sila sa balay sa ansiyanu kay naayu ang iyang anak, Theyare holding a service at the eider's place because his son recovered 
	1 

	kultuv [A; al] shoot marbles with the thumb. Hingigu siyang mukultu sa bulin,He shoots marbles like a marksman. 2 [A 23] in a game of marbles, commit a foul by shooting the marbles into the wrong hole. 
	2 

	Mukultu ka sa sikan ug mudyurds ka diba, 

	You will commit a foul if you shoot themarble in the second hole. n foul in marbles. 
	You will commit a foul if you shoot themarble in the second hole. n foul in marbles. 
	kultura n culture, civilization. 
	kulu v [b(l)] 1 use s.t. awkwardly because 
	l
	l

	of unfamiliarity. Dagban siyag sayup kay gikulban pa sa bag-ung aybiim, He made lots of mistakes because he doesn't have the feel for the new IBM machine yet. 2 beawkward, nervous. Wa ka kulbi nga nikanta sa dagbang tawu? Did you not feel nervous singing in front of all those people? 3 [b4)be unable to react upon seeing violence due to fear. Gikuban ku pagkakita nakus bata nga naligsan, I was transfixed when I sawthe child run over. kulhanun a 1 operatings. t. awkwardly because of unfamiliarity. 2 nervous, 
	You'll never learn how to drive, you're so nervous. v [B12) become nervous, fearful kakulhanun n fearfulness, timidity. Tungudsa iyang kakulbanun wa gibapun siya makaabla niya, He is so timid he hasn't brought himself to tell her he loves her. 
	kulun seedless breadfruit, usually cooked with syrup as a sweet or used as an ingredient in sweet preparations: Artocarpuscommun,s.
	2 

	kulu v 1 [B23(1); b4(1)] shrink in length or width. Panaptun nga dili mukulu, Cloththat doesn't shrink Kwaa ang sinugba sa di pa makakulu, Take the meat off the coals before it shrinks. Nainutil siya kay nakuluan ug ugat, He became disabled because he had contracted tendons. 2 [B46; b34cl] curl up, draw back. Ug mukulu ang tamala sa bangag, lisud hisakpan, When the octopus shrinks into the hole, you can't catch it easily. Kulua (ikulu) imung tiil kay dunay gustung muagi, Pull your feet in because people w
	ag

	.
	.

	perfectly after it shrinks. kulukidu v[B6]writhe, double up in pain. Mikulukulu siya sa kasakit sa tiyan, He was doubled up with stomach pain. 
	kulub v [AB6; cl] lie on one's belly, beoverturned. Ug mukulub (makulub) ang sa
	-

	kulub -kulukus 
	kayan, patay ta, If the boat turns over, 
	kayan, patay ta, If the boat turns over, 
	we're done for. Magkulub pagbigda ang
	buktut, A hunchback sleeps lying on his 
	belly. Kulba (ikulub) ang mga binugasang 
	platu, Lay the washed plates face down
	ward.-sa platu, kulun, etc. v [b(1)2] de
	· 

	prive s.o. of his livelihood (lit. turn the 
	plate, pot, etc. upside down on him -as a 
	sign that it is empty). Kun kubaan mu siya 
	sa trababu sama ra sa gikulban mu sila sa 
	kaldiru, If you deprive him of a job, it's 
	just like overturning the kettles on them. -
	hayang a unstable, uncertain!: one day up, 
	the next day down. Kulub bayang ang kina
	bubi sa sugarul, A gambler's life is up today, 
	down tomorrow. n game of group tag in 
	which s.t. is tossed and one group chases 
	the other according to which side the thing
	that was tossed falls on. ma-, mahayang 
	whatever will be will be, whatever happens. 
	Pasagdi ang imung anak. Tutalmakulub ma
	bayang lalaki man siya, Let your son do as 
	he pleases. Anyway, whatever happens, he is 
	aman. -hubag n a boil which swells down
	ward instead of outward and fails to devel
	lop a head (lit. an overturned boil). 

	kulub v [B23; b6] shrink, shrivel up. Mukulub ang prutas nga lingbud rang pagkapupu, 
	will just shrivel up. Nagkakulub na na siya kay tigulang na kaayu, She is shriveling up with old age. Mik'ttb ang nuka. Wa na magkamayu, The sore has shriveled up. It's not infected any more. 
	will just shrivel up. Nagkakulub na na siya kay tigulang na kaayu, She is shriveling up with old age. Mik'ttb ang nuka. Wa na magkamayu, The sore has shriveled up. It's not infected any more. 
	Fruits that are picked too you
	ng 


	lmlubutan = KULABUTAN. 
	,
	,

	kulud = KULUDKULUD. 
	kulud n midrib, the central rib of a leaf. v 
	[AN; b7] remove the midrib of leaves. Nag
	[AN; b7] remove the midrib of leaves. Nag
	kulud siya sa lukay, He is removing the 
	,
	midribŁ of the palm fronds. Akung kuluran 
	ang mga dabun sa tabaku, I will remove the 

	midribs of the tobacco leaves.kuludkulud a be undulating in little waves. 
	Kuludkulud nga sin, Corrugated iron. n
	Kuludkulud nga sin, Corrugated iron. n
	undulation. Kuludkulud sa tuud, The rings 
	in the stump. v [ABN; cl] undulate, cause 
	s.t. to do so. Mikudkdd (nangudk:ad) ang kahumayan, The ricefield is undulating.Ang midisina mauy mukudkdd sa bubuk,The medicine will make the hair wavy. Nagkudklid ang linamang dikulur, The color is in an undulating pattern. 

	kulugkug ·v [A; a] insert s.t. slender into a narrow opening and work it around. Akuymikulugkug sa tubu nga nasampungan, Iworked a stick around in the pipe that was clogged up. Gikulugkugan niya sa bugaw ang bunsuy, He cleaned out the tar in the 
	kulugkug ·v [A; a] insert s.t. slender into a narrow opening and work it around. Akuymikulugkug sa tubu nga nasampungan, Iworked a stick around in the pipe that was clogged up. Gikulugkugan niya sa bugaw ang bunsuy, He cleaned out the tar in the 
	pipe.

	kulugpus v [AN; cl] 1 fold the arms in any position with the forearms crossed as a signof repose. Nangulyugpus Zang siya nga nag:.. paabut ug trak, He stood with · his arms folded waitifor the bus. Nagpangulyugpus sa iyang mga buktun nga nangaliya sa mabaL nga birbin, She prayed to the blessed Virgin with her arms crossed, hands on the shoulders. la curl the legs up close to the 
	ng 

	,
	,

	body. /yang kuLugpusun ang iyang mga tiil ug tugnawun, He'll curl up his feet if he feels cold. 2 do nothing in the face of a situation which calls for action. Nangulyugpus Lang siya samtang nagkapuliki mig trababu, He just stood by with his arms folded while we went crazy with so many things to do. Magkiyugpus ba Lang tang magtanaw sa ilang kalisud? Shall we just stand by 
	.utterly indifferent to the situation? 
	lmlugpuy = KULUGPUS.
	kulukar (not without I) v 1 [AP; c] place s.o� in a job. Kunggrisman ang mikuLukar (mipakulukar) naku sa trababu, A politician procured me a job. IkuLukar ta kag maayung trababu, I'll find a good job for you.la [A; cl] find, obtain s.t. for which there is fierce competition. Kun mag-uLan kuli kang makakuLukar ug sakay, When it rains it is difficult to get public transportation. 2 [A; c] attend to s.t. so that it is done properly, in the proper situation. Wa giyuyparyinting nagkuLukar sa minatay, Therewas n
	1 
	my you
	ng

	kuluks, kuluks n euphemism for kulukuy. 
	lmlukud v [A2S; a] bundle up dried coconut leaves to make a torch. KuLukura ang langkay, Bundle up the dried coconut leaves for a torch. n torch of this sort. 
	kulukus V [B; cl] curl up. Mikukus ang mga dabun sa kabulaw, The leaves curled up in the long drought. Nagkulukus gibapun sa katri bisag taas na kaayu ang adlaw, He'scurled up in bed even though the sun is high in the sky. KuLukusa (ikulukus) ang aLambri, unya bipusa, Roll up the wire and put 
	kulukusu -kulur 
	it away. 
	it away. 
	,

	ku.lukusu (not without/)!= KUSUICUSU.
	kulukuy a stupid, lacking in common snseand sound judgment. Kulukuya nimu! Imu man siyang gisultihan sa surprisa, Howdumb you can get! Why did you tell her our Łrprise? 11 [ B 12; b6] be lacking in common sense and sound judgment. 
	Ł

	kulumbabit, kulwnbabit v [A2S; b6(1)] hang or cling onto s. t. with the body suspended but leaning or working against part of it. Mikumbabit ang bata sa akung liug, The child clung to my neck. Ang kawatan nagkumbabit sa ribas, The thief is cliito the window bars. 
	ng
	ng 

	kulumbitay, kulumbitay v [A; b6] 1 hadown from s.t. by clinging to it. Palwanggikumbitayan sa kwaknit, A palm frond on which a bat was hanging. 2 hang down suspended. May parul nga gakulumbitay sa ilang mga bintana, There were lanterns hanging in their windows. Ban nga gikumbitayan sa ubas, Vine loaded with (from which were suspended) grapes. 
	ng
	gu

	kulumna (not without /) n column, pillar in a large building.
	kulumnista (not without/) n l newspaper or magazine columnist. 2 member of the fifth column. v [B1S6] be a columnist. 
	kulumpiyu (not without/) n rocking chair. v[a12] make into a rocking chair. paN-v [A2;al2] rock oneself in a rocking chair. Kinsa man nang nanlumpiyu sa diskansu? Who is that rocking on the porch? 
	gu

	kulumrinu = BYATILIS.
	kulunn cooking pot made of clay. v [Al3;ale] cook in this k.o. pot, make into this 
	1 

	k.o. pot. hayang ang -1 a sure thing, very certain of victory (lit. the pot is upright the implication being that s.t. is inside). Aripusta sa akung kandidatu kay bayang na daan ang kulun niin� Place your bet on my candidate. You are sure to win with him. 2for s. t. to make do as a livelihood. Bisanug rilu apan hayang na angkulun, Even if it's just watch repairing, it's enough for a livelihood. baryu nga way cemetery. tak-ang sa -v [A] for a woman to answer the call of nature (urinate or defecate -humorous
	k.o. pot. hayang ang -1 a sure thing, very certain of victory (lit. the pot is upright the implication being that s.t. is inside). Aripusta sa akung kandidatu kay bayang na daan ang kulun niin� Place your bet on my candidate. You are sure to win with him. 2for s. t. to make do as a livelihood. Bisanug rilu apan hayang na angkulun, Even if it's just watch repairing, it's enough for a livelihood. baryu nga way cemetery. tak-ang sa -v [A] for a woman to answer the call of nature (urinate or defecate -humorous
	-
	lang ug panga
	yu 
	-


	kulun(not without /) n colon, k.o. pun
	2 
	c-

	tuation mark. kulunga for the hair to be curly, wavy. v 
	1
	1

	[AB; a] for the hair to become curly or wavy; cause it to do so. Ikaw ray ginindutan anang bubuk mung nagkulung, You're the only one that considers your curly hair pretty. Akuy nagkulung sa iyang bubuk, I gave her a permanent. n 1 the process of curling hair. 2 its result. Dugay ang akung kulung mituy-ud, The permanent I received lasted for quite a while. -un a curly, wavy in hair. maN-r-n beautician. pa-an n beauty parlor where one gets a permanent. paN-n theprofession of curling hair. 
	kulunv [A; a] put in confinement of some sort. Nagkulung ang byuda sa sulud sa iyang balay, The widow shut herself up in her home. Nakulung ang tibuuk pamilya sa uma tungud sa baba, The family was imprisoned on their farm because of the flood. -an n l place of confinement. 2 = KURUNG . 
	Ł

	' ' 
	' ' 

	kulungu = KULANGU. 
	I 

	kulunya n colony.
	kulupug v l [A; bl attack in the manner of 
	a mother hen attacking s.t. Mikupug ang 
	himungaan sa miduul sa iyang mga pisu, 
	The mother hen attacked the man who 
	went near her chicks .. Gikupugan siya sa na
	suku niyang asawa, His wife set on him like 
	an angry hen. 2 [AC2; b(l)] jump over one 
	for sexual purposes. Dinha pa sa gawang 
	mikupug dayun ang lalaki sa pampam, They
	were hardly through the door when the man 
	set upon the prostitute. Nisukul ang babayi 
	sa dihang gikupugan na siyag baluk, The
	woman put up resistance as she was shower
	ed with hot kisses. kulur, kulur n 1 color. 2 one's true colors, 
	real character. Mu ra na siyag buutan apan 
	dili na mauy tinuud nryang kulur, She ap
	pears to be of good character, but that is 
	not what she really is. v [A; b] color s.t.
	Kuluri ug lainlaing kulur ang mga bulak, 
	Color the flowers with all different colors. di·(➔) a colored. Sayal nga dikulur, Coloredskirt. (�) n pud -food coloring. tikni -technicolor. wutir -water color. kulur-kulur a of different colors. Ning-ayun ku sa imung sinina kay kulurkulur, I like yourdress because it is of all different colors.· -awu a 1 of many colors, having different colors. Kulurawu kaayu ang mga suga sa Pasku, The Christmas lights are of all clifferent colors. 2 flushed in the face. Kulurawu siyag nawung kay nakainum-inum na pud, 
	·

	kuluriti -kumari 
	nayitklab kun kulurawbun kaayu nimu ang akung sinina, I'll look like a night club singer if you make my dress too colorful. agwa diawu(�) n cola drinks, or palm toddy or liquor mixed with cola drinks (humorous). t 
	nayitklab kun kulurawbun kaayu nimu ang akung sinina, I'll look like a night club singer if you make my dress too colorful. agwa diawu(�) n cola drinks, or palm toddy or liquor mixed with cola drinks (humorous). t 

	kuluriti, kuluritis n rouge. v [AN; b) put rouge or lipstick on. kulurum a 1 unlicensed. Kulurum nga pistil.la, Unlicensed pistol. Kulurum nga taksi, Cab without a franchise. 2 without a name. Kulurum nang klasiba sa manuk, That kind (breed) of chicken has no name. 3 a dissident group in Surigao in the early twenties, who always wore a red band around the head. paN-v [A2) hire an unauthorized car for a ride. Nangulurum man gani kug sakay arun maminus ang pliti, naabiriya hinuun, Ihired an unlicensed cab t
	kulus a having a kink or a tight loop in it. v[B; b6) get a twist or kink in it. N aku Ju s ang bus maung wa kaagi ang tu big, The hose got a kink in it so the water couldn't gothrough it. 
	kuluskulus n rustling sound made by leaves or paper. v [A; cl) produce a rustling noise. Nagkuskus ang mga ilaga sa kumuda, Themice were rustling about in the drawer. Ayawg kuluskulusa (ikuluskulus) ang mga papil kay saba, Don't rustle the paper around. It's disturbing. 
	kuluskus = TIKUSKUS. 
	kulut a curly haired. Kulut kaayu ang buhuk sa Nigritu, The Negritoes have very curly hair. v [AB2; b6) for hair to become curly, cause it to do so. Byutisyan ang mikulut sa iyang bubuk, A beautician gave her a permanent. 
	kulutn culotte. v 1 [A; cl) wear, make in 
	2
	2
	a culotte. 

	kulut n k.o. wild yam, a hairy climbing vine, having immense poisonous tubers with yellowish flesh. It is eaten in famine situations after the poison has been washed away!: Dioscorea bispida. 
	kulyadav [A; c) bleach wash by putting it 
	1
	1
	under the sun. Kining mga dikulur ayawg ikulyada, Now don't bleach these colored things in the sun. 

	kulyadaa windy weather. Di maayung ipa
	2
	2
	nagat ug kulyada, It's not good to go fishing during windy weather. v [B6; b6] for it to be windy weather. 

	kulyar n animal collar, harness. v [A; b] attach a collar. Kulyari ang iru arun ilhang tag-iyahan, Put a collar on the dog so thatpeople will know it has an owner. 
	kuma v [AN; c) get a good hold with the 
	kuma v [AN; c) get a good hold with the 
	hands or feet by holding tight with the fingers, toes, nails, etc. Kinahanglan mukuma (manguma) ang imung tiil kun danglug ang dalan, You should try to get a good grip on the path with your feet if it's slippery. Inigsaka nimu sa pangpang, ikuma giyud ang imung kamut, When you climb up the cliff, get a good grip with your hands. a for a child to be troublesome because it likes to hold on to the mother all the time.!(�) n a 

	I
	I

	contest of strength similar to Indian wres
	-

	tling using just the hands clamped into each other instead of the forearms. v [AC; b] wrestle in this way. 
	kumaa cute and tuddly, such that one
	2
	2

	would love to pick it up and squeeze it. v[b6) feel like fondling s.t. cuddly. Gikumban kung nagtan-aw sa imung bat a, I feel like squeezing your baby when I look at it. 
	kuman comma. v [b] put a comma. Kuma
	2
	2

	hi, ayawg piryudi, Put a comma, not aperiod. 
	,
	,

	kumadri = KUMARI. 
	kumads short for kumadri, used intimately. v [C2] call each other kumads. 
	kumagat see KAGAT. 
	kumagku = KUMALAGKU. 
	kumakuma V [B41 speak haltingly because of being flustered. Mukumakuma giyud ku ug pangutan-un na sa kurti, I'll surely get rattled if I am questioned in court. 
	kumalagku (from daku) n thumb, big toe. V[al 2) hit on the thumb or big toe. 
	kuman = KARUN (dialectal). 
	kumandansiya n headquarters, buildingwhere the command of a military unit is located. Dad-a ni sa kumandansiya, Bringthis to the headquarters. 
	kumandanti n commandant, commanding officer. v [A; a] be, become a commandant. 
	kumandir = KAMANDIR. 
	kumari n a woman who has one of the following relations to one: she is the mother, godmother, or mother-in-law of children to whom one also is a parent or godparent (but not one's wife). Kumari ku si Kurdaping sa tulu ka higayun: inahan siya sa akung kinugus, ug sa akung linudhan, ug sa akung binalayi. Aku sad kumari niya, Cordaping is my kumari on three grounds: she is the mother of my godson, and of another son whom lsponsored in marriage, and the mother of my daughter-in-law. And for that reason Iam 
	kumaw -lwmbinsiyun 
	How are you, dear? v [C; ac3] 1 be in the kumari relationship. Gikakumari ku si Imils sa aku pung gikus,Imelda became my kumari because she sponsored a baby which I also sponsored. 2 [A; a] call s.o. by this title. Ayaw kug kulukumariha diha. Di ka makapangutang naku, Don't bother calling me kumari. Youcan't borrow another cent from me. -kumablit n a godmother who has some clandestine relationship with the father of her godchild.
	How are you, dear? v [C; ac3] 1 be in the kumari relationship. Gikakumari ku si Imils sa aku pung gikus,Imelda became my kumari because she sponsored a baby which I also sponsored. 2 [A; a] call s.o. by this title. Ayaw kug kulukumariha diha. Di ka makapangutang naku, Don't bother calling me kumari. Youcan't borrow another cent from me. -kumablit n a godmother who has some clandestine relationship with the father of her godchild.
	da kay siyay nagku
	gu
	gu


	lwmaw a awkward in the way one does s.t. 
	Kumaw kaayu siyang mugansilyu kay dianad, She crochets awkwardly because she is not used to it. v [Bl2; b6] do s.t. awkwardly. Kumawan kung musuwat sa wa, Ifind it awkward to write with my left hand. 
	Kumaw kaayu siyang mugansilyu kay dianad, She crochets awkwardly because she is not used to it. v [Bl2; b6] do s.t. awkwardly. Kumawan kung musuwat sa wa, Ifind it awkward to write with my left hand. 

	kumayingking = KUMINGKING. see KINGKING.kumbabit = KULUMBABIT. 
	kumbal n k.o. hammer the ends of the head of which are rounded, used in mouldingmetallic sheets into bowl-shaped objects. v[A; a] use this k.o. hammer.
	kumbansiru n musical ensemble having asinger, accordion, string instruments, and maracas or substitutes therefor, usually playing Mexican-style songs. v [Al3] join this sort of ensemble. 
	kumbat n army combat boots. v [A 13; b6] wear combat shoes. 
	lwmbati n fight, battle on land. Sigipa gibapun ang kumbati sa Byitnam, The war in Vietnam is still raging. v [C;a] 1 do battle or come to a physical fight. Nagkakumbati mi kay iya man kung gitulisuk, We came to a fight because she wagged her fingers at me. 2 [A; a] combat a vice or disease. Angmga ismaglir kinahanglang kumbatihun sa atung kagambanan, The government should combat smuggling. suganga di-barn lantern. 
	kumbi n closed van of the microbus type. 
	kumbiksiyun n 1 seriously considered opinion. Unsa may imung kumbiksiyun bahin sa atung nasud karun? What is your opinion about the state of our country. la conviction or belief. Way kumbiksiyun siya kayusahay mulaban sa trabahanti, unya sa tagiya, He's a man of no conviction. Sometimes he sides with the workers and sometimes with the owners. 2 conviction of crime. v [A; a3] convict of a crime. 
	kumbinar v 1 [A; ac] combine things that belong together or complement each other. 
	Kumbinabun ku ning dalag ug kapi, I'll
	Kumbinabun ku ning dalag ug kapi, I'll
	combine yellow and brown colors (in one dress). Maayung kumbinaban ning bung-

	bung adubig tayil, Tiles would go well with this adobe wall. 2 [A; a] modify s.t. so that it goes with s.t. else. Kumbinahi ning radiyu para kuryinti, Adapt this radio to house current. Ang barutu kumbinaban ug makina, They'll adapt a motor to put in this boat.
	kumbinasiyun n 1 combination of things that complement one another. Nindut ug kumbinasiyun sa mga kulur ang imung sinina, 
	Your dress has a beautiful combination of colors. Nindut ug kumbinasiyun ang adubi ug batu, The rocks and adobe make a good combination. 2 underhanded agreement.
	Gibinuangan Lang ta. Kumbinasiyun tung awaya, They made a fool out of us. It was a fixed fight. 2a illusion produced by some device or sleight of hand. Di tu tinuud nga nagkumbitay siya sa pangpang. Kumbinasiyun Lang tu, He isn't really hanging from a cliff. It was just a camera trick. 3 combination of a lock. v 1 [A; a2] rig s.t. up with a combination of things that complement each other. Kumbinasiyunun nimu ang bilin ug sugang palungpalung, Rig the nativityscene up with blinking lights. 2 [C; b2] get i
	kumbinasyun n 1 combination shot in pool whereby the cue ball hits another ball into the pocket by defle!cting off the target ball. -nga pinasugu a combination shot where the target ball knocks the desired ball into the pocket instead of the cue ball. 2 = KUMBINASIYUN. v [cl] make a combination shot in pool. 
	•

	•kumbini walay ma-nothing good can be gotten out of [such-and-such] an action. Wa 
	·
	·

	tay makumbini anang sugal, We can derive no good from gambling. 
	kumbininsiya n good gotten out of s. t. Unsamay kumbininsyang makuba anang pagsingarig katulug? What good can you get from staying in bed all the time? 
	kumbinsi, kumbinsir v [A3P; al] convince, persuade .!. Musugut lagi siya basta ayuhun lag kumbins;,, He will consent to it if you do a good job of convincing him. Kumbinsiba (kumbinsira) giyud ang kurti nga wa kay sa, You must convince the court that you are innocent. kumbinsidu a persuaded, convinced. Hustu na. Kumbinsidu na ku,That's enough. I'm convinced. v [B 12) become convinced. 
	kumbinsiyun n convention, assembly. v [Al; b3] hold a convention. Mau nay ilang kum
	-

	kumbintu -kumidi 
	binsiyunan karun ang pag-itsapuyra ni Lawril, That is what they're having a convention for: to expel Laurel. -kunstituyinti n Constitutional Convention. t 
	binsiyunan karun ang pag-itsapuyra ni Lawril, That is what they're having a convention for: to expel Laurel. -kunstituyinti n Constitutional Convention. t 
	kumbintu n convent or rectory. v [a2] build a convent or rectory. 
	kumbinyinti a convenient, affordiease ofaction or use. Kumbinyinti kaayu ang rilu nga di na lyabiban, A watch that needs no winding is very convenient. v [b6] find, consider s.t. convenient. Gikumbinyintihan ka uruy ug lakaw sa tarbabu, You really find walking to work convenient. 
	ng 

	kumbinyu n out-of-court settlement. abugadu di-lawyer with no business: so called because of the practice for such lawyers to sit around the courthouse and waylay opposing parties on their way to court to try to convince them to settle out of court (for which he gets a small fee). v [Cl; al2] 1 settle out of court. Kumbinyubun ta Lang ni arun way samuk, Let's settle it out of court to avoid trouble. 2 get reconciled, make up in general. 
	kumbira n a feast, sumptuous party. v [A; b] hold a feast. Kumbiraban ta ka ug makapasar ka sa burd. I will give you a banquet if you pass the board exams. paN-v [A2; b 
	6) go to a feast. Pangumbira mu sa amu, Come to the feast at my house! 
	kumbirs = KAMBIRS. 

	kumbirsiyun n conversion to a religion. Ang kumbirsiyun sa mga Pilipinbun mauy ringuba sa mga Kungkistaduris, The goal of the Conquistadores was the conversion of the Filipinos.
	kumbirtibli a convertible clothing that can be·"'Used for several purposes by making small adjustments. Kut nga kumbirtibli nga mahimung balibalibun pagsul-ub, Aconvertible coat that you can wear inside or rightside out. Pilipina dris nga kumbirtibli. Ugkubaan sa buktun mabimung sinina para sa balay, A convertible Filipina dress with removable sleeves to use as a house dress. 
	kumbirtibul n convertible automobile. 
	kumbirt1r v 1 [A; al2] convert s.o. to afaith. Makumbirtlr kaba ang Murus sa Kristiyanismu? Do you think the Moros could be converted to Christianity? 2 [Al; al] convert to an idea, convince of s.t. new.Nakumbirtir aku paggamit sa Tayid, l wasconverted to Tide detergent. 3 convert, change s.t. into s.t. else. Ang dakung balaykumbirtibung ristawrant, The large house will be turned into a restaurant. 
	kumbis n flooring in f small boat. May kumbis ang sakayan ibabaw sa luwang, The boat 
	has a flooring above the bilge. v [A; a] make
	has a flooring above the bilge. v [A; a] make
	the flooring in a small boat. 

	kumbitatay, kumbitay = KULUMBITAY. 
	kumbiti = KUMBIRA. 
	kumbu n combo, instrumental ensemble. ahaving clothes of the same color or cut (like the musicians in a combo). Kumbu ugsinina ang kaluba, The twins are wearing identical outfits. v 1 [A13; b6] have combo music for an affair. Nagkumbu mi sa amung parti gabii, We had a combo for our party last night. 2 [Al3] wear clothes of the same color or style. 
	kumbu n fritters made from cooking bananas, sliced crosswise, mixed with a binder of flour, and deep fried. v [A13; al2] make.this sort of banana fritters. 
	kumbukasiyun, kumbukisyun n program in school held for a special purpose where speakers in a particular field are invited to speak. v [A; b6] have, hold a convocation. 
	kumbulsiyun n convulsions. v [B46; a4] suffer convulsions. Ug mukumbulsiyun (kumbulsiyunun) ang bata, dagan dayun sa uspital, If the child gets convulsions, rush him to the hospital. 
	kumbutan = KULABUT AN. 
	kumbuy v [A; b] accompany s.o. going s.w. as a protection. Sikyuriti ang mukumbuy sa pimastir, Security guards will escort the paymaster. Nabyaan sa barku ang nagkumbuy sa kabaw nga itumud sa Manila, Theman who was supposed to go along with the carabaos being shipped to Manila missed the boat. n protective escort. 
	kumbuya n 1 partner in a business or ally in war. 2 naval convoy. v [C; ac3] 1 be, become partners or allies. Nagkumbuya ang duba ka magsuun sa nigusyu, The twobrothers joined their capital together into a business enterprise. Nagkakumbuya ang Alimanya ug Hapun sa gubat, The Germans and Japanese joined forces during the War. 
	Nakigkumbuya ang mga ismaglir sa mga pisi, The smugglers were allied with the P.C. soldiers. 2 provide convoy protection. 
	kumi n suckerfish, remora: Remora spp. 
	kumi v [A; b] rub out a smudge, dirty spot, wetting the whole piece of clothing or justwetting the dirty spot. Kumian dan angmansa arun di makataput kaayu, Wash out the stain immediately before it gets fixed .in the cloth. 
	yu

	kumida n meal. libri -n free meals. Maayuang prisuban kay libri kumida, Jail is fine because you get free meals. 
	kumidi a 1 for a person to be funny because of s.t. stupid he did. Kakumidi baya nimu. 
	S00 kumidiya -kumkum 
	Ng/znung nabyaan ka sa barku? What a dope! Why did you miss the boat? 2 comedy show. v [A3] do s.t. stupid in a funny way. Nagkumidi ka mag suruysuruy nga nagkampat nang nawung mu sa mik-ap,
	Ng/znung nabyaan ka sa barku? What a dope! Why did you miss the boat? 2 comedy show. v [A3] do s.t. stupid in a funny way. Nagkumidi ka mag suruysuruy nga nagkampat nang nawung mu sa mik-ap,
	What a funny sight it is to see you going around with your face spattered with makeup.

	kumidiya v [A; b] 1 play a joke on, tease 
	s.o. with s.t. fabricated. Ayawg bilak. Nagkumidiya ,a bitaw ku, Don't cry. Iwas only joking. Kumidiyahi siyag itsa ug dinamita nga di mubutu, Play a joke on him bythrowing a stick of dynamite at him that won't go off. 2 bluff s.o. Kumidiyabi ang b/zta nga di ta mulakaw arun di mukuyug, 
	s.o. with s.t. fabricated. Ayawg bilak. Nagkumidiya ,a bitaw ku, Don't cry. Iwas only joking. Kumidiyahi siyag itsa ug dinamita nga di mubutu, Play a joke on him bythrowing a stick of dynamite at him that won't go off. 2 bluff s.o. Kumidiyabi ang b/zta nga di ta mulakaw arun di mukuyug, 
	Fool the child into thinking that we aren't going out so he won't want to come with us. 3 [b(l)] for supernatural beings to play a prank or cause harm to s.o. Naburut ang iyang tiyan kay gikumidiyahan sa dili ingun natu, His stomach swelled because the spirits played a practical joke on him. n 1 jokeplayed on s.o. 2 s. t. bad that happens to one brought on by a supernatural being. -nti agiven to playing jokes or doing things to make people laugh. n minor character in aplay or movie whose role is to make pe

	kumidur n dining room in a house. v (a12]make into a dining room. 
	kumiks n comics. 
	kumilik n Comelec, acronym for the Commission on Elections. 
	kumingking see KINGKING. 
	kumintang n periwinkle, a small ornamental grown as a border plant and for its flo•wers: 
	Catbarantus roseus. 
	Catbarantus roseus. 

	kumintarista n newspaper, radio commentator. v [B16; cl] be, become a commentator. 
	kumintaryu n comment, observation on s. t. v [A; c] say s.t. about s.t. Wa ku manaway igi, lang kung nagkumintaryu, l am not criticizing. I'm just making a comment. Wa kuyikakummtaryu bahin sa imung pamulitika, 
	I have no comment to make about your politics.
	I have no comment to make about your politics.

	kumintitur n radio, newspaper commentator. v [B16; a2] be, become a radio commentator. 
	kumirsiyal n commercial on radio or TV. a 1 done on a large scale for commercial purposes. Pamubig babuy nga kumirsiyal, Rais
	kumirsiyal n commercial on radio or TV. a 1 done on a large scale for commercial purposes. Pamubig babuy nga kumirsiyal, Rais
	-

	ing pigs commercially. 2 area where commerce is carried out. Distritu ( nga) kum� siyal, The commercial district. v [A 13] broadcast commercials. 

	kumirsiyu n 1 commerce, business. Gipuhunan dayun n�ag kumirsiyu ang �ang salap� 
	He immediately invested his money in business. Ang iskuylaban nahimu nang kumirsiyu, The school has been turned into a business enterprise. 2 course in business or commerce. v [AN; cl] be engaged in business.Nangumirsiyu siyag panaptun, He is engaged in the textile business. Babayi iyang gikumirsiyu, Prostitution was his business. 
	kumirsyanti n businessman. a like a businessman in dealings. Kumirsyanti kaayung tawbana. Bisan igsuun paganansiyaban ug daku,
	He is a real businessman. He even makes a profit on his brother. v [B156; al2] be a businessman.
	kumisiyun, kumisyun n 1 commission on s.t. sold. 2 commission, a group of people appointed by the gover�ent for certain duties. Kumisiyun Iliktural, Commission on Elections. 3 officer's commission. v 1 [Al2; 
	c] get a commission. Nakakumisiyun ku sabakpi nga akung gibikay, l got a commission on the back pay claim that I sawthrough. 2 [A; bS] commission an officer. -ir(➔), -adu n commissioner, one in charge of a certain government department or ofa colony. 
	kumita n comet. 
	kumiti, kumiti, kuminoa n committee. v [A13; cl] organize into a committee. 
	kumitir v [A; cl) commit oneself or s.t. Diku mukumitir sa akung kaugalingun anangsabu ta, Iwon't commit myself to that agreement. Ayaw ikumitir ang primirung batalyun kay irisirba, Don't commit the first battalion because it is in reserve. 
	kumkum v 1 [A; cl] hold s.t. in the hand with the palm closed. Kumkuma (ikumkum) pag-ayu ang sinsilyu arun di maw�, 
	Hold the change tightly in your hand so you won't lose it. 2 [A; al2] get possession ofs.t.Ang kadaugan nga karun ilang gikumkum nakuba sa limbung, Victory is in their hands now, but it is an ill-gotten one. Kun muabut kanang bigayuna, kumkuma dayun kay di na na mubalik, When the chance comes, grasp it and hold onto it, for it will not come back again. -ug kamut a tightfisted. Kumkum kaayug kamut. Asin ray isula, He's terribly tight-fisted. He won't eat anything but salt with his rice. n a fistful. Pagba
	kumnay -kumpay 
	1 
	1 
	baptized child hold an amount as a baptismal gift from his godfath�r or godmother who failed to bring a gift. Aku Langpakums kay wa man kuy dang rigalu, I'll let my godchild hold five pesos as a baptismal gift because I didn't bring any gifts. 
	kumun ug singku pisus ang akung kinu
	gu

	kumnay name given to nosefishes: Naso spp. kumpabli v [A2; b(l)] admit one's guilt, defeat. Di ku mukumpabli nga aku nasayup, lwon't admit that I was wrong. Di natu kumpablihan ang iyang kadaugan kay may tikas, 
	We won't concede his victory because there was trickery involved. 

	kumpad v [A; al] toy, play around with s.t. with the fingers. Kumparun sa bata ang iyang pagkaun ug pasagdan, The child will play with his food if he is left alone. 
	kumpadri = KUMPARI. 
	kumpang n k.o. disease of pigs, manifested by a foul odor emanating from the mouth and giving a yellow color to the fat. v [a4] get kumpang. -un(➔)a sick with kumpang. 
	kumpaniya n 1 business establishment. Sakup siya sa usa ka mauswagung kumpaniya, 
	He is a member of a prosperous company. 2business partners. Kumpaniya sila niadtupiru nagbulag ug nigusyu, They used to be business partners but now they have split their business. 2a habitual associate. Pirminaku siyang kumpaniya sa pagpangharana, 
	He is a member of a prosperous company. 2business partners. Kumpaniya sila niadtupiru nagbulag ug nigusyu, They used to be business partners but now they have split their business. 2a habitual associate. Pirminaku siyang kumpaniya sa pagpangharana, 
	He is always with me when we go serenading. 3 military company. v [C; ac3] 1 be partners or associates in business. Nagkumpaniya sila nianang ilang tindaban, They are partners in that store. Gikumpaniyaban sa mag-agaw ang pagpalit sa yu ta, The cousins bought the land as co-partners. 2 be a constant companion or associate. 

	kumpanya = KAMP ANY A. 
	kumpanyira = KUMPANYIRU (female). kumpanyiru n term of address to intimates, 
	used esp. among lawyers. Kumpanyiru, nauswagang atung bista, Our hearing has been postponed, friend. 
	used esp. among lawyers. Kumpanyiru, nauswagang atung bista, Our hearing has been postponed, friend. 

	kumpara, kumparar v [AC2; ac] compare with. Ug kumparahun kamung duha, wa kay dag-anan, If you two are compared, you have no chance of winning. Sayun ni ikumparar niadtu, This is easy compared tothat. kumparasiyun n comparison, act of comparison. Way kumparasiyun nang duba, The two have no comparison. Sa akung kumparasiyun lugum tung usa, As I look at them, one is darker than the other. 
	kumpiri n 1 a male who has one of the following relations to one: he is either the father, godfather, or father-in-law of children to 
	whom one also is a parent (but not one's husband). 2 term of address to a person withwhom one has this relation or general termof address to s.o. of one's own age with whom one feels intimate. short form: pariv 1 [C; ac3] be in this relationship. 2 [Al;
	a] cŁll s. o. kumpari.
	kumparsa n 1 ensemble of plucked, stringed instruments. 2 folk dance interlude at a dance. 2a folk dance pageant, presented as a contest among groups in a school or among different schools. v 1 [A13; b(l)]have music from a string band. 2 [Al;b(l)]present this sort of dance pageant. 
	kumpasa 1 being in harmo�y or correcttiming with s.t. else. Mikanta siya kumpas sa duyug, She sang in time to the accompaniment. 2 deliberate, slow, and poised in action. Kaanindut nianang bayhana, kumpas kaayu manlihuklihuk, That girl is very nice; she moves slowly and gracefully. Kumpaspinadulut ang iyang sinultihan, She is slow and careful �n speech. n 1 beat, time. Dili ku makaagpas sa kumpas nianang sunataba, 
	1 

	I cannot catch onto the tempo of that song. 2 acts, mannerism. Mu ra man na siyag buang sa iyang mga kumpas, She seems like a mad woman, the way she acts. kuntra-out of rhythm or tempo. Kuntra kumpas ang imung sinayawan, You are not dancing in time to the music. v 1 [AC; cl] act ordo 
	s.t. in harmony or time.Mikumpas siya pagpakpak uban sa sunata, She clapped in time to the music. Nagkumpas ang duha ka bata ug singgit, The two children shrieked in unison. 2 [B; a] be, become deliberate and posed in action, cause s.t. to be slow and deliberate. Mikumpas ang iyang tingug (mikumpas siya sa iyang tingug) sa nasuku na ku, Her voice became soft and measured as I grew angrier and angrier. Ug di ka magkumpas, mabulug ka, If you aren't slow and deliberate, you'll fall. 3 [C2; b] keep up with w
	.
	.
	.
	do. 


	kumpasn compass for determining directions or for drawing circles. 
	2 

	kumpay nk.o. grass growing wild or cultivated in wet places for hay: Panicum maximum. Unsaun pa ang kumpay ug patay na ang kabayu, Locking the barn door after the horse has been stolen. (Lit. What are they going to do with the hay after the horse is dead?) v [AN; a] gather s.t. for ani.rnal fodder. Humana silag pananggi, kum
	1 
	-

	kumpayut -kumpiyansa 
	n na natu ang mais nga sinanggian, Theharvest is over. Let's gather the cornstalks to feed the water buffaloes. -an n a field with hay. 
	n na natu ang mais nga sinanggian, Theharvest is over. Let's gather the cornstalks to feed the water buffaloes. -an n a field with hay. 
	pa
	yu 


	kumpayut v [AN; b] cl1ng to s.t. hanging from it with or without support from below. Nagkumpayut ang ubang pasahi� kay kargadu ang trak, Some passengers clung to the sides because the truck was overloaded. 
	Gikumpayutan siya sa iyang asawa kay di siya pagikanun, His wife clung to him because she didn't want him to leave.
	Gikumpayutan siya sa iyang asawa kay di siya pagikanun, His wife clung to him because she didn't want him to leave.

	kumpi a 1 limping in one's walk because of an injury· or permanent defect in the legs. Lus makadagan ang bata nga kumpi, The lame child can hardly run. 2 = KJMPI. v [B6; b6cl] walk with a limp. Mikumpi (nakumpi) ang iyang linaktan tungud sa piang, 
	gu

	He walks with a limp because he has a sprained ankle. 
	He walks with a limp because he has a sprained ankle. 

	kumpidinsiyal n confidential. Kumpidinsiyal ni. Ayawg isaba ug lain, This is in complete confidence. Don't tell anyone. 
	kumpirinsiya n 1 conference. 2 organization of local Protestant churches of the same denomination. v [C; b3] hold a conference.
	Nagkumpirinsiya ang mga myimbru sa burd, 
	Nagkumpirinsiya ang mga myimbru sa burd, 
	The board members are holding a conference.

	kumpirma n confirmation, a religious rite. v[A; b(1 )] 1 perform confirmation rites. 2confirm an appoinnnent or certify a law. Dili mukumpirma ang prisidinti sa iyang apuwintmint, The president won't confirm his appoinnnent. Kumpirmaban na gani sa mayur ang urdinansa anba pa na muipiktu, 
	As soon as the mayor certifies his approval, the ordinance will take effect. -du a confirmed, having received the sacrament of Confirmation. -siyun(➔) n 1 confirmation in a religion. 2 confirmation of an appointment or ratification of a law. 
	As soon as the mayor certifies his approval, the ordinance will take effect. -du a confirmed, having received the sacrament of Confirmation. -siyun(➔) n 1 confirmation in a religion. 2 confirmation of an appointment or ratification of a law. 

	kumpisal v [A; c] 1 go to confession. Kinahanglang mukumpisal usa mukalawat, Oneshould go to confession before taking HolyCommunion. 2 confess to a crime. Mikumpisal ra ang mamumunu, The murderer finally confessed. pa-V [A; a] hear confession. Tua ang pari sa uspital magpakumpisal sa mga masakitun, The priest is in thehospital hearing confession for the patients. -an(�), kumpisinaryu, kumpisinaryuhan nconfessional box. paN-, paN·(�) n act of confessing in church. t 
	kumpisinaryu see KUMPISAL.
	kumpiskar v [A; a2] confiscate. Gikumpiskar ang tibi kay wa siya makadata, His TV 
	was confiscated because he didn't keep up 
	was confiscated because he didn't keep up 

	the payments. kumpiskadu n s.t. that hasbeen confiscated. Gibaligya ang mga sigarilyung kumpiskadu, They sold the confiscated cigarettes. kumpiskadur none whosejob is to confiscate things. v [B156] be, become a confiscator. 
	kumpisur n priest who hears confession and gives absolution. 
	kumpisyun n 1 confession of guilt. 2 the sacrament of confession in church. v [A2N; b 8] go to confession. Kausa ra ku mukumpisyun (mangumpisyun) sa usa ka tuig, I go to confession only once a year. pa-v [A3;
	b] hear confession. -aryu = KUMPISINARYU. see KUMPISAL.
	kumpitn k.o. full-bodied boat with a deep 
	1
	1

	draft and without outriggers, wider than other native boats. They are used for long distance travel, esp. by Muslims in carrying on trade. v [A; ac] travel, bring by kumpit.
	kumpitv [A; a] squeeze s.t. between two long things to hold it. Nagkumpit siya sa iyang p inangku, She held her hair bun in place with a hairclip. Kumpita pagkuba ang inanag mais, Take the roasted corn with tongs. Ikumpit kining duba ka lipak pagpunit sa ilaga, Pick up the rat with these two sticks. Gikumpitan sa asawa ang lawas sa bana, The wife held her husband's bodys. n 1 hairclip. 2tongs. 3chopsticks.
	2 
	firmly with her l
	eg

	kumpitinsiya n competition or competitor. 
	Mahal ning tindabana kay way kumpitinsiya, This store is expensive because there are no competitors. v 1 [AC; b] be competing. 
	Mukumpitinsiya man nimu nang bag-ung istudiyanti, The new student is going togive you competition. Sa nigusyu ra sila nagkakumpitinsiya, They are rivals in business only. Gikumpitinsiyaban ang Amirikasa Rusya sa pag-adtu sa buwan, Russia competed against America to get to the moon. 2 [b] outshine. Nasuku siya kay nakumpitinsiyaban (nakumpitinsiyaan) man ang bagu niyang sinina, She got mad because s.o. else outshone her in her new dress. 
	kumpitis n confetti.
	kumpiyansa n confidence in s.o. or oneself. 
	Wa kuy kumpiyansa sa tawu nga bakakun, 
	I have no confidence in a liar. a confident.Napildi siya kay kumpiyansa ra kaayu, Helost because he was so over-confident. v 1[A; bl have trust or confidence in oneself or s.o. Nagkumpiyansa siyang makadaug, maung wa na magpraktis, He was sure he could win so he didn't practice. 2 [A; c]entrust s.t. to s.o. Makumpiyansaban kaba na siyag sikritu? Do you think we can trust 
	kumpli -kumprumisu 
	her with a secret? Ayawg ikumpiyansa nang imung anak sa mid, Do not entrust your child to your maid. abusu di-breach of confidence or of trust. Ug isugilun nimu ang sikritu, kana abusu dikumpiyansa, If youtell the secret,. that will be a breach of confidence. Ang pagkawkaw mu sa saping gibilin ku nimu mauy abusu dikumpiyansa, It was a breach of trust for you to touch the money that had been left with you. 
	her with a secret? Ayawg ikumpiyansa nang imung anak sa mid, Do not entrust your child to your maid. abusu di-breach of confidence or of trust. Ug isugilun nimu ang sikritu, kana abusu dikumpiyansa, If youtell the secret,. that will be a breach of confidence. Ang pagkawkaw mu sa saping gibilin ku nimu mauy abusu dikumpiyansa, It was a breach of trust for you to touch the money that had been left with you. 
	kumpli a 1 finish with one's service or study. 
	Angtanan kung mga bata kumpZi na sa iZang pagtuun, All my children have completedtheir studies now. 2 completely ruined, spoiled beyond use. Mau pay pingag angpinggan, imu pung gibuak, kumpZi na, The plate may have been chipped, but it was still useful. Now you broke it. So that's it. 3 all done, finished. KumpZi na ang bayranan sa balay, My payments on the house are complete now. v 1 [A] finish a term, one's study. Magpaabut Zang ku bangtud makakumpli ku sa akung sirbisyu, I'll wait until I can complete m
	PLIANYU. 

	kumplianyu n birthday. v [A13; bl hold a birthday party. Kada tuig kumpZianyuban giyud siya sa iyang mga ginikanan, Everyyear her parents give her a birthday party.paN-v [A21 attend a birthday party. 
	kumplikidu a complicated, difficult to untangle or understand. Mas kumplikadu ang makina sa mutursikZu kay sa m·uturbayik, 
	The motorcycle has a more complicatedmotor than a motorbike. KumpZikadu ning kasuba, This is a complicated court case. v [B124S1 be, become complicated. 
	The motorcycle has a more complicatedmotor than a motorbike. KumpZikadu ning kasuba, This is a complicated court case. v [B124S1 be, become complicated. 

	kumplikar v [BJ for a disease to have complications. MikumpZikar (nakumplikar) ang iyang plu ngadtus iyang kasingkasing, His flu developed complications of the heart. kumplikasiyun n complication in a sickness. 
	kumplimintu n 1 s.t. said or done out of respect or good manners. KumpZim intu Zang tung iyang pagdapit nimu kay silingan man mu, She invited you out of courtesy because you're her neighbor. Bisan wa nay gustu, gibaslan ku ang suwat agig kumplimintu, 
	Even though I don't like her any more, I answered her letter for politeness' sake. 2 compliment, s. t. said in admiration or praise. v 1 [A; b(l)) say or do s.t. insin
	Even though I don't like her any more, I answered her letter for politeness' sake. 2 compliment, s. t. said in admiration or praise. v 1 [A; b(l)) say or do s.t. insin
	Even though I don't like her any more, I answered her letter for politeness' sake. 2 compliment, s. t. said in admiration or praise. v 1 [A; b(l)) say or do s.t. insin
	-

	cere out of politeness. MukumpZimintu Zang kug tambung sa {yang parti, I'll just attend his party out of courtesy. 2 [A2l say s.t. in admiration or praise. M ikumplimintu s�a naku sa bag-u kung birdu, She complimented me on my new hairdo. 


	kumplin v [A2; c6) complain about one's grades in school. Kun wa ka mabimuut saimung mga gradu, nganung di ka man mukumpZin? If you aren't satisfied with yourgrades why don't you complain? 
	kumplitu a complete, having s.t. complete. 
	Kumplitu ang iskuyZaban sa mga kasangkapan, Our school is completely equipped. KumpZitu ang akung gamitun sa pamanday, My tools for carpentry are complete. Kumplitu ta sa impliyadu, We have our full contingent of employees. Ang bubat nga kumpZitu ibatag sa maistrµ, All papers that are complete should be turned in to the teacher. v [AB12; a] be, become complete, make 
	s.t. complete. Mukumplitu kug bayad sa matrikula, I'll pay the tuition fees in full. Kining istama mauy mukumpZitu sa akung kuliks�un, This stamp will make my collection complete. NagkakumpZitu na ang ngipun sa bata, The child's teeth are almost complete. Mu ray ikakumpZitu namu ug ma Pasku, The only time the whole family can get together is on Christmas. 
	kumplut n 1 conspirator. Ang kab_iru usa sa mga kumpZut sa pangilad sa sapi, The cashier was one of the people who plotted to swindle the money. 2 person with whom one is intimate such that arrangements can be made on favored terms. Giprumut siyakay kumplut man sa manidytr, He was promoted because he had made especial arrangements with the manager. v [Cl 1 conspire. Nakigkumplut ang ismagZir sapulis sa Z, The smuggler connived with the policeman to let in his smuggled cigarettes. 2 become intimate with
	pagpaZusut sa mga sigariZyung isma
	gu

	kumpra v [AN; a] buy s. t. in quantity, go shopping. Nakapangumpra ka na bag para sa imung kumbira? Have you bought the this for your party? Kumpraba ning tanang nia sa lista, Buy all the things on this 
	ng

	· list. n things bought. Unsa may imung kumpra? What things did you buy? -dur (➔) n buyer, dealer in some commodity.Mga kumpradur sa kupras, Dealers in copra. v [A13l become a dealer. see also MA
	-

	,
	,

	LAPI. 
	kumprumisu n 1 committal to s.t. onerous or objectionable from which there is no 
	S04 kumpnunittou -kumpusu 
	Artifact
	turning back. 2 spouse or family as one's 
	turning back. 2 spouse or family as one's 
	responsibility. Karun nga may kumprumisu 
	ka na sa imung kinabubŁ pagbinuutan na, 
	Now that you're married, you must resolve to be good. v [A; a] be committed to such objectionable situations. Nagkumprumisu naku ning pagkapalita sa awtu kay di kungkaabut sa data, It put me in a tight fix to buy this car because Ican't meet the installments. Ayawg pasagad ug pinna kay tingalig makumprumisu ka, Don't sign anything recklessly. It might get you into hot water. 
	Nakumprumisu ku pagburd sa akung bata, 
	I got myself into debt when my son took 
	the bar exa'ms. 

	kumprumitibu = KUMPRUMITIDU. see KUMPRUMITIR. 
	kumpnunitir v [A2; c] promise, pledge. Mikumprumitir ku nga mubayad sa tapus bu
	laI pledged to pay at the end of the month. Gikumprumitir na niya ang iyang kasingkasing sa laing tawu, She has already pledged her heart to another man. kumprumitidu a bound, committed to do s.t. 
	laI pledged to pay at the end of the month. Gikumprumitir na niya ang iyang kasingkasing sa laing tawu, She has already pledged her heart to another man. kumprumitidu a bound, committed to do s.t. 
	n, 


	kumprunta v 1 [A2N; cl ask or seek one's opinion or advice on s.t. Mikumprunta (nangumprunta) na mig abugadu ining amung kasu, We consulted a lawyer about our case.Nganung di man nimu ikumprunta nang prublimaba sa imung kumpisur? Why don't you seek the advice of your father confessor regarding that problem? 2 [A; a] sound 
	s.o. out to see bow he feels about s.t. Kumn ba siyang iprinda ang yuta, Ask father's opinion if he will go along with mortgaging the land.
	s.o. out to see bow he feels about s.t. Kumn ba siyang iprinda ang yuta, Ask father's opinion if he will go along with mortgaging the land.
	pruntaba si Tatay ug u
	yu


	kumprunw v [A12; c] set a timepiece. 1kumpruntar ang rilu sa radiyu, Set your watch by the radio.
	-

	kumpuni, kumplnir v [A; abc) do make
	-

	,
	,
	shift repairs. Atu Jang ning kumpunihun 
	kay way bag-ung pyisa, We'll just do make
	shift repairs because we don't have new 
	spare parts. Kumpunihan Jang ug pasta ang 
	bangag sa tangu, Just put a temporary fill
	ing in this tooth. lkumpunir Lang ug tapak 
	ning playwud sa bungbung, Just fix this 

	wall with a piece of plywood. kumpunni 1 depending on, in accordance 
	with.Ang gidak-ung palitun kumpurmi Lang 
	with.Ang gidak-ung palitun kumpurmi Lang 
	sa sukud, The size to buy depends on her 
	measurements. 'Unsay akung ihatag nimu?' 
	-'Aw, kumpurmi Jang.' 'What shall I give 
	you?' -'Oh, it depends on you (whatever 
	you have).' la according to what is neces
	sary. Nangbipus na. sila sa flang mga kum
	purmi Lang nga dad-unun, They were pack
	ing whatever it was that they used to take. 

	Isigbdyad sila kumpurmi sa ,'Lang nakuha, 
	to the amount he had borrowed. lb whatever happens to be at hand, whatever comes into the head.Kumpurmi lay pangayuun ning bataa, Thischild asks for whatever enters his head. 
	Each one paid accordi
	ng 

	Kumpurmi sa iyang makita iyang palitun,
	He buys whatever he sees. lbl differentkinds or sorts. Kumpurmi Lang ang ilang gipamalit sa Karbun, They bought all different this in the market. lb2 nanimahung-an odor to be so foul that words cannotdescribe it (lit. smells like anything and everything bad). 2 be in agreement. Bisag
	ng

	kaaway ta apan kumpurmi ku sa imung id� ya, We may be enemies, but I agree with your ideas. Kumpurmi ka ba nga sa Sabaduna Lang ta mangadtu? Is it all right with you if we go on Saturday instead? 3 same as. Unsa ka daku ang lungag nga tamnan ug saging? Kumpurmi sa tamnan ug lub� Howlarge a hole do we make for planting bananas? The same size as the hole for plantingcoconut trees. 'Pila ka mitrus nga panaptun ang imung palitun? ' -'Kumpurmi sa imuba,' 'How many meters of cloth will you buy?!' -'The same as 
	· 

	Whoever doesn't agree to follow the orders 
	will be punished. Wa srya mukumpurmi sa
	planu, He was not agreea.ble to the plan. 
	kumpurtabli a comfortable. Kumpurtablining siya, This chair is comfortable. Kumpurtabli ilang kabimtang, They are in comfortable circumstances. Kumpurtabli ning sininaa. Dili bugut, dili galba, This is a comfortable dress. It's not tight, and it's not hot v [B2] be comfortable. kurnpusir n composer. v [B156] become a 
	composer.kumpus�n n 1 amusical composition. Ang atung nasudnung awit kumpusisyun ni Hulyan Pilipi, Our national song was composed by Julian Felipe. 2 compositon book. written theme. v [Al] write a composition. 
	kumpusitur disapatus n shoemaker. 
	kumpusu n ballad in a minor key treating of 
	love or heroism. It is composed of stanzas 
	of four lines of no set number of syllables 
	kumu -kumus 
	I 

	and which may have one or two syllablesmore than the song allows, but at least twoof which must be rhymed The melody may be the same throughout the kumpusu ortwo melodies may be alternate, the second modulated four notes higher than the initial. v [A; b6] compose this sort of ballad. 
	and which may have one or two syllablesmore than the song allows, but at least twoof which must be rhymed The melody may be the same throughout the kumpusu ortwo melodies may be alternate, the second modulated four notes higher than the initial. v [A; b6] compose this sort of ballad. 

	kumu 1 -[noun, adjective] as one in (suchand-such] a capacity. Ku.mu magulang siya nimu, mutahud giyud ka niya, As your older brother, you must obey him. Ku.mu gwapa, daghang mulingi iniglabay niya, Beingbeautiful, many people turn to look at her as she passes by. 2-kay since, seeing that. 
	Ku.mu kay girikumindar kag pulitiku, nakulukar ka na, Because a politician recommended you, you got placed in a job. Kumu ba kay prisidinti siya sa kapunungan, dilisiya muamut? Just because he is the pre� ident of the organization, he doesn't contribute? 3 may, way -there is s. t. (nothing) as good as ... May kumu pa bang basahun ingun sa Bisaya? Is there any magazine as good to read as the Bisaya? Way kumu ningduna tay amisa Kustum, There'snothing as good as having a friend in the Customs Bureau. 
	Ku.mu kay girikumindar kag pulitiku, nakulukar ka na, Because a politician recommended you, you got placed in a job. Kumu ba kay prisidinti siya sa kapunungan, dilisiya muamut? Just because he is the pre� ident of the organization, he doesn't contribute? 3 may, way -there is s. t. (nothing) as good as ... May kumu pa bang basahun ingun sa Bisaya? Is there any magazine as good to read as the Bisaya? Way kumu ningduna tay amisa Kustum, There'snothing as good as having a friend in the Customs Bureau. 
	gu 


	kumu n 1 clenched fist. 2 interjection indicating a brusque rejection of one's suggestion: go to hell! 'Ikay manghugas run, ha?' -'Kumu ! ' 'You wash the dishes today, OK? ' -'Drop dead, will you? 'v [AlN; ac 
	1] clench one's fist, keep s. t. tightly in one's palm. Nangumu siya sa hilabihang kaLagut, He clenched his fists in anger. Kumua nang kindi arun di makita, Keep the candy in your fist so that no one can see it Kumua (ikumu) ang imung kamut, Clenchyour fists. -in-= KUMU, n.-in-ay v [C23]clench fists at each other. 
	1] clench one's fist, keep s. t. tightly in one's palm. Nangumu siya sa hilabihang kaLagut, He clenched his fists in anger. Kumua nang kindi arun di makita, Keep the candy in your fist so that no one can see it Kumua (ikumu) ang imung kamut, Clenchyour fists. -in-= KUMU, n.-in-ay v [C23]clench fists at each other. 

	kumuda, kumuda n drawer. Tua sa kumuda sa akung Lamisa, It's in the drawer in my table. 
	kumudkumud v [A; b3c5] mumble underone's breath in complaint. Mukumudkumudna siyag suguun, She mumbles under her breath when she is told to do s. t. Gamay ra nang tral,ahuang ikakumudkumud, Thatwork is too light to grumble about. kumudkumuran a tending to mumble under one's breath.
	kumuhuy = KALAMUHUY. 
	kumulga, kumulgar v [AN; b6) take Holy Communion. Adlaw-adlaw siya mukumulga, She takes Communion daily. -nti n one who takes Holy Communion. -siyun n HolyCommunion. 
	kumun a 1 common, ordinary. Kumun kaa
	kumun a 1 common, ordinary. Kumun kaa
	-

	yu na dinbi. Daghan man gud, That's awfully common here. There is so many of them. 2 ordinary, not special Kumun kaayung pagkaun, Very ordinary food. 3 shared equally among all the members of a group. 

	Kining yutaa wa pa mabahin. Kumun kini, 
	This land hasn't been divided yet. It belongsto everyone in the family. Misa karun ngakumun alang sa tanang kalag sa purgaturyu, 
	This is a common mass for all souls in pur
	gatory. v 1 [B126; a2) become common. 
	Dili madugay makumun na sab ang tag-as nga sanina, It won't be long before long dresses get to be a common sight. 2 [cl) make s. t. common property, shared by!. many in a group. Ug way tistamintu,!makumun ang kabilin, If there is no will, the inheritance becomes common property. sintidu -n common sense. 
	kumun v 1 [A; a12) crumple s.t. up into a ball, put s. t. that can be crumpled s. w. carelessly without folding it or smoothing it out. Kumuna na Lang nang mga sinina samalita, Just throw those dresses into the suitcase any old way. Ay'1w kumuna nang papiL kaymagamit pa ang luyu, Don't crumple up those papers because we can still use the back. 2 [A; a2) wrap s. t. up by just crumpling the wrapper. Kumuna Lang ang mga hirpin sa panyu, Just wrap up the hairpins in the handkerchief. 3 [A; a) hold!s. t. in t
	kumunal n for public use. Ang kasilyas samirkadu kumunaL, The comfort stations in the market are for public use. 
	kumungkumung = ALIKUMU. 
	kumunikasiyun n communication. 
	kumunismu n communism. 
	kumunista n communist. a ill-mannered,grasping. Kumunista ka giyud. Bisag gibahinan, nangilug pa giyud, What a grasping sort you are. You have been given your share, but you still want s.o. else's share! v [Bl; a12] be, become a communist. Ugmakumunista ning nasura, magkumunista sab ku, If this country goes communist, I'llbecome a communist, too. 
	kumunwilt n commonwealth. v [B126) become a commonwealth. 
	kumunyun n the sacrament of Holy Communion. v 1 [AN; c) receive Holy Communion. 2 [A 1) give communion. primir, primira -n l first communion. 2 first communicants. -an(➔) n communion rail. 
	kumurga = KUMULGA. -nti = KUMULGANTI. 
	kumus= KULA.MUS. 
	l 

	kumus-kundat 
	2

	Artifact
	kumus, kum-us = GUM-US.
	2

	kumusta how is (was, are, etc.). Kumusta ka?How are you? Kumusta ang imung pagbisita? How was your visit? Kumusta ang imung anak? Nakatapus na ba sa tyang pagtuun? How is your child? Has he finished his studies now? v [AC; al] greet s.o. upon his arrival Mukumusta ku sa bag-ung abut, I'll greet the new arrivals. paN-v [A2; al] 1 ask how s.o. is, send regards. Aniay iyang sulat nangumusta kanatung tanan, Here's aletter from him asking how we all are. lpangumusta Lang kung Papa mu, Give your father my reg
	kumut v [AN; ab2] 1 lay hands on any part of the body including the hair and squeezing or clawing at it. Kumutun ku nang nawung mu, I'll claw your face. 2 cru1nple inthe hands. Kumuta ang papil usa ilabay, Crumple the paper before throwing it away. Kalami rang kumutun sa bata, How I would love to squeeze that chubby baby. 3 extract the juice of s.t. by squeezing. Akuymukumut sa amirul nga bu gas, I'll get starch for the laundry by squeezing the cookedrice. 3a [A; b] put salt on s.t. and squeezeit to remo
	kum-ut = GUM-UT. 
	lrun 1 if. Kun mau kana, iitsa ta ikaw sa kalayu, If that is the case, I will toss you into the fire. Kun maarang, adtu na Jang sa prusintu pangatarungan, Please (lit. if it is all right), explain at the precinct. Ang akung ngalan si Husi Krus kun adunay isugu, Myname is Joe Cruz. At your service Oit. if you have anything to command). Kun wa pa nimu iuli ang awtu, ikiba ta ka, If you hadn't returned the car, I would have filed a case against you. la when [so-and-so] happens. Kun mulakaw na siya pabibalua
	Sect
	Artifact

	-dili 2a if not. 2b except. Way lain makasulbad sa akung suliran kun dilt ikaw, No
	one can solve my problem except you. 2c dili (wala) lang ...kun di 2cl not only ... but also. Wa Lang gani siya magmuru naku, kun di milingiw pa giyud, He not onlyfrowned at me but even turned his back to me. 2c2 not ..!. but rather. Sa ilang dril dili lamang kabuy ang gigamit kun dtli ripli giyud, In their drill they did not use woode!n guns but rather real rifles. 3
	expression to introduce an explanatory phrase: that is to say. Ang mga gradwadu karun walay kadasig sa pagtuun kun sa pagtuki sa kinaadman, The recent graduates have no enthusiasm for study that is to say,to delve into knowledge. 
	kun = KULUN!. 
	..!. 
	I

	"b 
	"b 
	"b 
	1

	Auna n cr1 . 


	kunan n conant coins, coins issued by the American occupation authorities for circulation in the Philippines during the period before the Commonwealth. 
	kunat a being tough and slightly elastic, difficult to chew. Kunat ang intiriyur sa bisi
	Łlita, A bicycle tube is tough and slightlyelastic. Kunat ang tiratira, Taffy is verytough and hard to chew. v 1 [B; b6] turn out to be tough and difficult to chew. Waykalaki ang inasal nga magkunat ang panit, 
	Roast pig is no good if the skin is tough. 2 [A; a] tweak and pull. Kunata ang dunggan sa inasal, Twist off the roast pig's ear. 
	kunay V = KUNAYKUNAY. kunaykunay V [A; a] 1 play around with a mass of s. t. with the hands. Ang bata nagkalingawg kunaykunay sa lapuk, The child is having fun with the mud. 2 fondle, stroke. Ganahanmukunaykunay si Tatay sa iyang hiniktan, Father likes to fondle his fighting cock. Gikunaykunay sa iru ang iyang mga ituy, Thedog is fondling its puppies. 3 take good care of s.t. Ug duna kay kwarta, kunaykunayun ka sa mga narsis, If you have money, thenurses will give you first class service. 
	lrundadu see KUNDI. 
	kundas v [A2N; b] snarl at s.o. as if about to charge at him. Mikundas (nangundas) angiru sa dihang natumban ang iyang ikug, Thedog snarled when I stepped on its tail. 
	lrundat v 1 [AC12; b] play together vigorously, usually involving physical contact. Ganaban siyang mukundat sa mga bata, Helikes to engage in horseplay with the children. Gustung makigkundat ang iru sa bata, The dog wants to play with the boy. 2 [A; b6] move about noisily, in a fluttering or loud way, unbecoming to a woman. Mikun
	-

	kundi -kungking 
	dat dayun ang mga silbidura pag-abut sa ilang mga suki, The bar waitresses immediately flirted and acted noisily when theircustomers arrived. Gikundatan kaayu ku sa iyang sinayawan, I consider her way of dancing boisterous and unbecoming. n horseplay, boisterous actions.-an(➔)a moving about in an exuberant, boisterous way, unbecoming to a woman. v [B12] get to have these characteristics of behavior. Nakundatan na kaaang amung mid, Ourmaid has become flirtatious now. 
	dat dayun ang mga silbidura pag-abut sa ilang mga suki, The bar waitresses immediately flirted and acted noisily when theircustomers arrived. Gikundatan kaayu ku sa iyang sinayawan, I consider her way of dancing boisterous and unbecoming. n horseplay, boisterous actions.-an(➔)a moving about in an exuberant, boisterous way, unbecoming to a woman. v [B12] get to have these characteristics of behavior. Nakundatan na kaaang amung mid, Ourmaid has become flirtatious now. 
	yu 


	lwndi n count. v [Bl 56; al2] be, become a count. Gustu ka bang magkundi sa atung drama? Would you like to play the count in our drama? kundadu n area ruled over by a count. -sa n countess. v [B156; a12] be, become a countess. 
	lwndim v [AN; c 1] condemn s. t. as unfit for use. Ang layinman mauy nagkundim ining kuniksiyuna kay dilikadu, The lineman declared this connection unfit for use because it's dangerous. Ang mga libru Lang nga dunut mauy kundima (ikundim), Declare the worn-out books unfit for use. a declaredunfit.
	kundimann k.o. red cotton cloth of a cheap 
	1
	1
	variety, commonly used for pillows. v [A 1 

	3] wear clothes made of kundiman cloth.kundimann k.o. love song of a traditional genre.
	2 

	lwndina v [A; a12] treat s.o. with condescension and contempt. Ayaw siya kundinaba nga usa ka patay gutum, Don't look down on him for being extremely poor. 
	lwndina n punishment, imprisonment for heavy offenses. Napulu ka tuig ang kundina sa binilanggu, The prisoner was sentenced to ten years. v [A; c] pass a sentence for aheavy crime. Nakakundina na siyag dagban, He has already sentenced many people to heavy punishment. 
	lwndinar v 1 [a3) be condemned by God to eternal wandering. Magbalikbalik ang kalag nga nakundinar, A restless soul returns and haunts his place. 2 [A3; a12) be carried by bad influence. Kun dili pa ikaw mauy nagkundinar naku di unta ku maingun niini karun, If it had not been for your bad influence, I wouldn't be what I am now. Kundinabun ka na sab anang tawbana sa sugal ug inum, That good-for-nothing fellow will again drag you to gambling and drinking. 3 [A; b] condemn or convict a prisoner to severe pun
	lwndinar v 1 [a3) be condemned by God to eternal wandering. Magbalikbalik ang kalag nga nakundinar, A restless soul returns and haunts his place. 2 [A3; a12) be carried by bad influence. Kun dili pa ikaw mauy nagkundinar naku di unta ku maingun niini karun, If it had not been for your bad influence, I wouldn't be what I am now. Kundinabun ka na sab anang tawbana sa sugal ug inum, That good-for-nothing fellow will again drag you to gambling and drinking. 3 [A; b] condemn or convict a prisoner to severe pun
	said to go back to earth to roam and wander restlessly. a reference to a person one is angry at, implying that he deserves to bedamned. Ang kundinadu mung anak mauy nakadaldal sa akung anak sa kadautan,

	Your damned son led my son into evil. v [B156] be, become a doomed soul 
	kundinsada a condensed milk. litsi -n condensed milk. 
	kundisa see KUNDI.
	lwndisiyun n 1 manner or_ state of being. 
	Kumusta ang kundisiyun sa masakitun? 
	How is the patient's condition? Lisud amung kundisiyun human ku papbaa, Oursituation has been difficult since I was fired. 2 requirement, stipulations. Mga kundisiyun sa kuntratu, The conditions in the contract. 3 grade given on condition that the student make up specified deficiencies. Maykundisiyun ku sa Mat, I have a conditional pass in Math. v 1 [A; c] set conditions to 
	s.t. Nagkundisiyun ku nga makalakaw ka basta mupauli ug sayu, I make the condition that you can go out if you come home early. Unsa may imung ikundisiyun kunmagpabulam kag kwarta? What conditions do you impose when you loan money? 2[A12; a12] be given a conditional grade. 
	Nakundisiyun (nakakundisiyun) ku sa Histuri, I got a conditional pass in History. -al conditional, dependent upon certain stipulations. v [B1256] be conditional. Ug makundisiyunal ang pagsurindir, dili dawatun, 
	They will not accept any surrender hedged 
	with conditions. 
	kunduktan behavior, deportment. 
	1 

	lwnduktav [A; b] guide, escort s.o. to a place. Akuy mukund_ukta sa mga turista, Iwill guide the tourists. Gikunduktuhan kusiya kutub sa istasyunan, I conducted her up to the bus station. 
	2 

	kunduktur n conductor in public transportation. v [AB156; a2] be, become a condu� tor in public transportation 
	lwndul n spreading annual vine producing long, green melons of oblong or bottle-like shape, eaten cooked when unripe, and whenripe made into candy: Benincasa bispida. 
	lwndun n condom, a contraceptive device put on the.penis. v [A; b] wear, use a condom.
	kung = KUN. KULUNG .
	ng 
	ku
	= 

	1 
	1 
	,


	kungas = KINGAS. see KINGAS.
	kunggrisu = KUNGRISU.
	kunggu = KALUNGGU.
	kungking n vagina (euphemism used to children). 
	kungkista -kunsabu 
	kungkista v [A; a12] subject a foreign land and make it a colony. Gikungkista ang Pilipinas sa mga Katsila, The Philippines were conquered by the Spaniards. -du a conquered people or land that is subjugated and made a colony. -dur(➔) n one who conquers a land or people. v [B1256] become a conqueror.
	kungkiyang, kungkiyang n conquian, a k.o.rummy played by two players. v 1 [A; cl]play conquian. 2 [B6; a2] win in conquian.
	kungkritu = KUNKRITU.
	kungkung = KALUNGKUNG.
	kungrigasiyun n church congregation. 
	kungrisu ·n congress, the national legislature. kungrisista n congressman. v [B1S6; a2] be, become a congressman. 
	kunhud v [APB; c2] reduce, diminish. Mukunbud ang prisyu sa bugas kun ting-an� The price of rice goes down during the harvest season. Adunay balaud nga nagkunbud sa gidagbanun sa mga mulangyaw gawas sa nasud, There's a law lowering the number of those who may go abroad. Kining tambala makakunbud (makapakunbud) sa prisiyun, This medicine can lower blood pressure. lkunbud (kunburan) ang swildu kun hinay ang trababu, The wages are reducedif business is slow. see also TUBU.
	kunihu n 1 rabbit. 2 expression indicatingannoyance or pretended annoyance, ref erring to a person, but not really saying anything about him. Nia na sad ang kunihu, karun pa magpakita, Here you are, you s.o.b.Where have you been hiding yourself? Kunibu ! Nasayup na sad ku da, Darn! I madeanother mistake. 
	kunik v [A; c] in rummy, put cards down which are of the same suit or from a series with cards that have been laid on the table. kunikun n 1 pull, connections. May kuniksyun siya sa siti bul, He has connections in City Hall. 2 connection in plumbing, wiring, telephone, and the like. Naputul ang kuniksyun sa tubu, The connection in the pipeline broke. 3 connections in transportation. v 1 [A12] be connected with influential people. Muasinsu dayun ang makakunikn ug pulitiku, A person who has connections 
	sy
	syu

	KUNIK.
	KUNIK.

	kuniktadu see KUNI KT AR. 
	kuniktar v [A; ac] 1 connecting, going through two disparate things. Ang sakit sa ngipun mukuniktar sab ngadtu sa tampihak, 
	When the tooth aches, the pain also seems to be in the temples. Ang Sibu ikuniktar ug taytayan ngadtu sa Maktan, Cebu will beconnected to Mactan by a bridge. 2 connecta telephone, electric line. kuniktadu 1 connected, connected up. Ayaw nag hikapa ang alambri kay kuniktadu na kana, Don'ttouch that wire. It is connected up now. 2having connections in high places. 
	kuniktid a 1 be connected with some institution. Kuniktid ku sa Yub� I'm connected with U.v. 2 be connected, hooked up electrically, telephonically, and the like. v [Bl2S6] be, become connected with. 
	kuninit v [A;b] for a large number of agents to do s.t. to one thing. Ang mga tawu mikuninit sa artista, The crowd mobbed the movie star. Nagkuninit ang mga tawu sa mga tinda sa baratilyu, The people crowded in to buy the goods at the bargain sale. G,j..kuninitan sa mga iring ang isda, The cats crowded around on the fish to eat it. 
	kunis v [A; a] tear apart, into shreds. kuniskunis v [A; a] 1 tear into pieces, into small bits. Sa iyang kalagut gikuniskunis niya ang suwat, In her anger she tore the letter to shreds. Nakuniskunis ang iyang sinina sa iru, Her dress got ripped to shreds by the dog. 2 break the heart. Tumang kaguul nga mikuniskunis sa akung kasingkasing, The sorrow tore my heart to shreds. 
	kunklusyun n conclusion drawn, deduction. Usa ray kunklusyun a.tung mahimu ana, Wecan come to only one conclusion about that. 
	kunkritu n concrete, cement. Balay nga kunkritu, A concrete house. v [A; a] make s.t. of concrete. 
	kunkun v [AN; b] rinse the hair and scalp 
	l 
	l 
	l 
	'


	with s.t. Magkunkun kug suwa human ug 
	kaligu, I'll rinse my tiair with citrus fruit after my bath.
	kunkunn name given to the Constitutional Convention, begun in the summer of 1971.kunpinna = KUMPIRMA.
	2 

	kunpirmasyun -KUMPIRMASIYUN. see KUMPIRMA. kunpisinaryu -KUMPIS IN ARVU. see KUMPISAR. 
	kuisur = KUMPISUR. 
	np

	kunsabu v [C; c3] plot or connive on the sly to do s.t. shady, or detrimental to s.o. Nagkunsabu ang ubang impliyadu rga malagput ku, Some employees are conniving to see if they can get n1e kicked out. Nakigkunsabu ang tulisan sa gwardiya, The robbers connived with the security guard. n copartners in a shady act. Kunsabu tu sila maung nakalusut sa kustum, They plotted to
	-

	lmnsad -kunstitusyun 
	gether; that's why it got through the Customs. ka-n accomplice in conniving. 
	gether; that's why it got through the Customs. ka-n accomplice in conniving. 

	kunsad v [A23; b(l)] descend from heaven or into hell. Daw manulunda nga mikunsad gikan sa langit, Like an angel descended from heaven. 
	kunsagrar v [A; b(l)] 1 consecrate, declaresacred. 2 ordain a priest. kunsagrasiyun n 1consecration of the host in the mass. 2 ordination to a sacred office. 
	kunsidirar v 1 [A; b(l)] give especial consideration, give allowance for. Mukunsidirar ku karun kay primiru pa nimung sayup, I'llgive you especial consideration this time because it's your first mistake. Kunsidirabipud ku, tsip, kay daghan kung anak, Pleasegive me a chance, officer, because I have so many children. 2 [A; a] consider s.t. to be 
	s.t. Di ka ha mukunsidirar nga maayu ning panwilduba? Don't you consider this agood wage? Gikunsidirar ku siyang inahan, I considered her a mother. kunsidirasiyun n1 consideration, understanding of s.o. else's problems: Way kunsidirasiyun ang akung agawun. Bisan namatyan mi, wa giyud ku tuguti pagpauli, My master has no consideration for my problems. We had a death in the family, but I wasn't allowed to gohome. Kining kwartaba agi lag kunsidirasf yun sa dugay nimung pagsirbisyu naku, 
	s.t. Di ka ha mukunsidirar nga maayu ning panwilduba? Don't you consider this agood wage? Gikunsidirar ku siyang inahan, I considered her a mother. kunsidirasiyun n1 consideration, understanding of s.o. else's problems: Way kunsidirasiyun ang akung agawun. Bisan namatyan mi, wa giyud ku tuguti pagpauli, My master has no consideration for my problems. We had a death in the family, but I wasn't allowed to gohome. Kining kwartaba agi lag kunsidirasf yun sa dugay nimung pagsirbisyu naku, 
	This money is in consideration for your long period of service to me. laspecial benefits, considerations of employment. Gamay tuud ug swildu, apan dagban ug kunsidirasiyun, The salary is small, to be sure, but there is a lot of extras. 2 the way one thinks. Sa akung kunsidirasiyun dili angayng patrababuun ang minur diidad, Theway I look at it, a minor should not be made to work. aha.bu -1 under advisement, with the expectation of giving it further thought. Dawatun ku nang fmung tubag pagkakarun, apan
	I'll accept your answer, under advisement. 2 bound by the way s.o. else thinks. Ang asawa babu kunsidirasiyun sa bana, The wifefollows what her husband thinks best. 

	kunsigrar = KUNSAGRAR. 
	kunsigrasin -KUNSAGRASIYUN. see 
	yu

	KUNSAGRAR. 
	KUNSAGRAR. 

	kunsihal n member of a city or lower level council. v [B1S6; a2] be, become a councilor. -in-' n waltz. v [A; cl] dance the waltz. 
	kunsihala = KUNSmAL (female). 
	kunsihu n council. Kunsihu ihikutibu, Executive council. Kunsihu munisipal, Municipalcouncil. 
	kunsilba n a sweet made of sliced, dried ba
	-

	nanas immersed in syrup. v [A; a] make. make into kunsilba; be made into kunsilba. 
	kunsilyu n council in the church. 
	kunsimisiyun = KUNSUMISIVUN. 
	kunsinsiya n conscience. gastu ang, sa -v [A; b] for one to be concerned and disturbed mentally and emotionally. Mugastugiyud ang asawa sa kunsinsiya ug mamabayi ang bana, It disturbs a woman emotionally -when her husband fools around with other women. Ayaw igastu ang fmung kunsinsiya sa mga pitsipitsing kabasul, Don't worry so much about trifles. 
	kunsintadur = KUNSINTIDUR. see KUNSIN
	-

	TIR. 
	kunsintir v [A2] allow s.o. who is in one's charge to do s.t. wrong: either by helping him overtly or by closing the eyes to it. Ugmakasala mi, di giyud mukunsint'ir akunginahan. Isumbung giyud mi sa akung amaban, My mother won't go along with it if we do s.t. wrong. She tells my father right away. kunsintidur a one whose job is to keep an eye on s.o. but lets him get away with s.t. kunsintidura -KUNSINTIDUR (female).
	kunsirba= KUNSILBA. 
	1 

	kunsirbatib a conservative in morals or religious conviction. Di siya patambungun ug parti sa kunsirbatib niyang Papa, Her conservative father will not allow her to attend parties. 
	kunsirbaturyu n conservatory, a school for teaching music. 
	kunsirtu = KUNSIYIRTU. 
	kunsisiyun, kunsisyun n concession, right given to exploit natural resources, usually forest or sea resources. May kunsisiyun sila sa kalasangan sa Mulabi, They have a concession in the forest of Molave. v [A 1; a2] get a certain concession. Singkuwinta ka iktarya ang iyang gikunsisyun alang sa iyang pastu, He obtained a concession of fifty hectares for his ranch. -aryu n concessionaire. 
	kunsiyirtu n concert. v [A13; c] hold a concert. Nagkunsirtu na sad dinbi kay kastibiniral, We're having a concert (of crying) again because everybody got punished. Puru mga klasika mauy ilang ikunsiyirtu, Theywill present a concert of purely classical music. 
	gu

	kunstabularya n Philippine Constabulary. kunstabularyu n member of the Philippine Constabulary. 
	kunstitusyun n constitution. -al(➔)n 1 pertaining to the constitution. Kwistiyun kunstitusiyunal, A question of Constitutional legality. 2 in accordance with the constitu
	-

	kunstituyinti -kuntar 
	tion. Dili kunstitusyunal kanang balaura, That law is unconstitutional. -al kumbinsiyun n Constitutional Convention. 
	tion. Dili kunstitusyunal kanang balaura, That law is unconstitutional. -al kumbinsiyun n Constitutional Convention. 
	lwnstituyinti see KUMBINSIYUN. kunstruksiyun n 1 construction site. 2 building viewed as the work of a certain person. 
	Kanang mga bildinga kunstruksiyun ni lnbinyiru Lim, Those buildings were constructed by Engineer Lim. 3 way s. t. is constructed. Usa na ka matang sa kunstruksiyun nga mulungtad sa katuigan, That k.o. construction will last for years. 
	lwnsul n consul. v [B 156;a2] be a consul. kunsuladu n consulate. 
	Kunsulasin n town of Consolacion. -guwa n humorous name given to the town of Consolacion. -sud leprosarium situated at Consolacion. 
	yu

	kunsulisyun prayis n consolation prize. v [A12; c] win, give a consolation prize. 
	lwnsulta v [AP; b5c] consult, see s.o. for consultation. Kunsultaba (kunsultabi) sila ug muuyun ba, Consult them to see if they are amenable. Ikunsulta ug ispisyalista ang imung mat a, Consult a specialist for your eyes. n consultation. -siyun n consultation. lwnsumisiyun n intense grief that wastes away the body. Ikay akung kunsumisiyun, bataana ka, You'll be the death of me. Kunsumisiyun ang gikamatyan sa asawang gibiyaan, The wife wasted away and died of grief after she was abandoned. v 1 [ B 16; a 
	4) be afflicted with grief that wastes away the body. Gikunsumisiyun (nagkunsumisiyun) ang inaban sa kamalditu sa anak, Themother wasted in grief because of her wayward son. 2 [B1456; b3] worry very much over a trifle. Nganung magkunsumisiyun ka man anang druwinga ug di giyud mahrmu? 
	Why do you have to worry yourself to death over that drawing if you can't do it? 
	lwnsumpsin = KUNSUMU. 
	yu

	kunsumu n 1 consumption. Dakug kunsumu ning awtuha, This car uses a lot of gas. Minus karun kitag kunsumu sa tubig, We use less water now. 2 provisions, food supplies. 
	Kun muadtu mu sa is/a,pagdala ug kunsumu kay way pagkaun didtu, If you go to the island, bring provisions because there is no food there. v [A] consume.Muku!nsumu mig tagsa ka bakid bugas bulanbulan, Weconsume a cavan of rice each month. 
	kunsurti n consort of a reigning beauty queen or muse. v [AB 156; c 1] become, be the consort. 
	lwnsuylu n 1 s.t. that makes s.t. unpleasant easier to bear. Bug-at ning trababua apan kunsuylu sab ning magswildu tag sayu, The 
	work is hard, but one thing that makes iteasier to bear is that we are paid early. 2 improvement, a happy sign in s.t. that had been distressing. Sukad siya madapati sa tambalmay kunsuylu na ang iyang panglawas, Since she has been taking that medicine, there has been an improvement in her health. 3 situation that provokes enjoyment, fun. Wa tay kunsuylu aning tindahanang magpalit kay pulus magmug-ut ang mga tindira, We get no pleasure in buyingin that store because the salesgirls are all unfriendly. 4 a
	,

	6] for a situation to provoke excitement,delight. Mukunsuylu ang duwa ug payitpayit ang tim, A game gets more fun if the teams are equally good. pa-v [A; b] give consolation. n s.t. which can give consolation. 

	kuntadur n 1 meter. Nganu gung dus pisus nga pisus ra man ang naa sa kuntadur? Whytwo pesos, when the meter reads only one peso? -sa rubig water meter. 2 scorer,scorekeeper. v [A1; acl] have a meter. 
	kuntak n contact, connection in an organization or high places. Basta nigusyanti daghang kuntak, A businessman has to have lots of contacts. v [A; a] contact, get intouch with. Kun makigkuntak ka niya, tawga Jang sa tilipunu, If you want to get in contact with her, just call her on the telephone. Inig-abut sa mayur, kuntaka dayun ku, As soon as the mayor arrives, contactme immediately. 
	kuntar v [A; c1] 1 keep score, count a score. Tulu ka tawu ang mukuntar (magkuntar) sa buksing: ang ripiri ug ang duba ka huwis, In a boxing three persons keep the score: the referee and the two judges.
	Dili tu niya kuntarun (ikuntar) kay pawul man, He won't count that shot because they had called a foul. Ikuntar (kuntara) sa papil ang matag puntus nila, Mark a score for each point they make on a piece of paper. 2 shout out the score. Ikuntar (kuntara) ang matag puntus, Shout out the score every time s.o. makes a point. 
	Dili tu niya kuntarun (ikuntar) kay pawul man, He won't count that shot because they had called a foul. Ikuntar (kuntara) sa papil ang matag puntus nila, Mark a score for each point they make on a piece of paper. 2 shout out the score. Ikuntar (kuntara) ang matag puntus, Shout out the score every time s.o. makes a point. 

	kuntidyus -kuntra 
	kuntidyus n contagious ward in a hospital. 
	kuntimpuraryu n contemporary, one living in the same era as another or being in a certain association at the same time. Kuntimpuraryu si Aginaldu ni Risa!, Aguinaldowas a contemporary of Rizal's. Kuntimpuraryu ku siya sa bayiskul, We were in high school at about the same time. v [C13] becontemporaries.
	kuntindir n contender for a title in fight. v[B 126] be a contender. 
	kuntininti n continent. 
	kuntintu a satisfied, contented. Di ku kuntintu sa akung swildu, I'm not satisfied with my salary. v [Bl2; b6] be, become satisfied. Wa ku makuntintu adtung kauna, Iwasn't satisfied with that meal. kakuntintuhun n state of reaching contentment. Dunay mga babayi nga way kakuntintubun, There are women that are impossible to satisfy (sexually). 
	kuntis n a contest, competition. Kuntis sa awit, Singing contest. v [AC; ab] have a contest. Kuntisun natu kun kinsa giyuy maayung laki, We must have a contest to determine who is really the best. lspiling ang ilang gikuntisan, They will have a spelling bee. 
	kuntra a 1 s.t. contrary to one's liking. Kuntra ku giyud nang tawung palabubug, I very much dislike people who drink too much. la -sa dugu s. t. that is regarded with aversion. Kuntra sa akung dugu ang mga maut, I loathe people who are hypocrites. lb gusto done against one's will. Kuntra gustu siyang mituman, She complied against her will. le -hitsu for a body or s.t. manufactured to be unproportional in build or structure. Kuntra bitsu kaayu siya kay tambuk unya gagmayg bitiis, She is out of proporti
	-
	tang bubatun, di maa
	yu

	the way, we can have ice cream on Sunday. 2a causing unpleasant bodily reaction to 
	s.o. Kuntra sa bubak ang pasayan, Shrimpsare bad for asthma. 2b remedy for s.t. bad. Kuntra sa bubak kining tablitas, These tablets are good for asthma. 2hl -sa ampay love s.t. very much (humorous -lit. it's a remedy for my craving). Mukaun ug inasal? Kuntra na sa akung ampay! Do I like roast pig? No, I love it! 3 -sa opposed to, rather than. Maana lang ning makalilimus kuntra nimu nga kawatan, It's better to be a beggar than to be like you, a thief. Masmaayu ang binu kuntra sa tuba, Wine is much better t
	yu 

	so] much. lmung pusta singku kuntrag kwatru, I bet him five to four. n 1 enemy or opponent. Kuntra sa lnglatira ang Alimanya, Germany was Britain's enemy. Kuntra si llurdi ni Usaka, Osaka was Elorde's opponent. 2 in folk belief, s. t. used to drive away evil spirits, usually hidden in one's clothing. 3 s. t. used to reinforce s.t. which is placed at the other side of it. v 1 [AC; ab 
	2) be, become hostile to each other. Di kumukuntra ug parinti, I won't act hostilely toward my relatives. Nagkakuntra ang managsuun tungud sa kabilin, The brothers be.came enemies on account of the inheritance. 
	Nakuntraban (gikuntra) ang iyang tratu sa ginikanan, Her parents took a dislike to her suitor. 2 [A2C; ac3] oppose s.o. in a contest, politics, and the like. Dili siya mukuntra ug daku niya, He won't play against anyone bigger than he is. Kuntrabun nimu sila sa pagkamayur nga paryinti man? Are you going to oppose them in the mayoralty contest when they are your relatives? Jkawmauy ikuntra namu niya, We will pit you against him. 3 [c6] use as a remedy. Kiningtablitas ikakuntra sa tulug, These tablets are
	_put a reinforcement .behind s.t. Kuntmbi (kuntrabi) nang gitauras batunis arun dili magisi, Put a reinforcement behind whereyou sew on the botton so it won't rip. 6a = BALINSIYANA, v 2. -in-n a seam sewn withthe balinsiyana stitch. paN-n s.t. worn as protection against s. t. t 
	kuntrabandu -kuntudu 
	kuntrabandu n contraband. v [B1256] be classified as contraband.Makuntrabandu gid ang butang nga dili ipaagi sa kustum, 
	yu
	yu
	Smuggled goods that don't pass the Customs can be called contraband. kuntrabandista n smuggler, one who deals in contraband goods. v [B156) be a smuggler. 

	lwntrabida n 1 a villain in a drama or story. 2 one who acts like a villain, spoiling or opposing s.t. good. Kuntrabida kaayu na si Mama uy, di ku patambungun sa parti, 
	Mother is a killjoy, she won't let me attendthe party. v [B156; cl] be, become the villain in a drama.
	Mother is a killjoy, she won't let me attendthe party. v [B156; cl] be, become the villain in a drama.

	kuntra gustu see GUSTU. 
	kuntraktur n contractor for the construction of s. t. v [B 156; b6] be, become a contractor. Pruyiktu sa gubiyirnu nga akung gikuntrakturan, Government projects for which I was the contractor.
	lwntraryu a being enemies. Kuntraryu mi kaakay wa siyay batasan, We're enemies because he has no manners. v [Cl] be enemies with each other.
	yu 

	lwntrasinyas n password or secret signal. Ugmuhingus ku, kuntrasinyas na nga witing ku, 
	If I sniffle, it's a sign that I'm about to go rummy. Unsay kuntrasinyas sa pagsud sa kampu? What is the password to enter the camp? Dunay kuntrasinyas ang baluta arun hibaw-an nga mibutar ka naki,, There's a secret m2rk on the ballot so we know you voted for me. v [A3; c6] give a word or secret signal. 
	If I sniffle, it's a sign that I'm about to go rummy. Unsay kuntrasinyas sa pagsud sa kampu? What is the password to enter the camp? Dunay kuntrasinyas ang baluta arun hibaw-an nga mibutar ka naki,, There's a secret m2rk on the ballot so we know you voted for me. v [A3; c6] give a word or secret signal. 

	kuntrata, kuntratu n written contract or verbal agreement. Pilay kuntratu sa matadiruining imung babuy? What price have you agreed upon with the butcher for your pig? v [ANC2; c] make a contract or verbal bargain. Nagkuntratu kug sakyanan para sa atung ikskursiyun, I have already made an agreement for our transportation on the excursion. kuntratadu a bound with a contract or oral agreement. Kuntratadu na ning babuya, This pig has already been spokenfor. kuntratista n one who buys and sells things or se
	lwntribusiyun n 1 financial contribution. 2tax on real property. v [Al; c] give a contribution or pay a real property tax.
	kuntringkanti n opponents in a political election. v [C; ac3] be opponents for electoral 
	ng kuntringkantihun kay manag-agaw sila, They should not bemade to oppose each other because they are cousins. Bag-angang pulitiku ang akung gikakuntringkantŁ The man I fought against was a seasoned politiciaa. 
	office. Di sila maa
	yu

	*kuntrisiyun aktu sa -n Act of Contrition. 
	kuntrul n control over s.o. 's actions, discipline. Ang mayur way kuntrul sa kapulisan, The mayor has no control over his policeforce. v 1 [A] control oneself or the actions of s.t. else. Nagkuntrul Lang giyud kunga di makapangisug, I did my best to control my temper. Wa na ku makakuntrul sa manubila, l couldn't control the wheel any longer. 2 [C2] exercise birth control. Wa mi magkuntrul, maung daghan mig anak, We didn't practice birth control so we had lots of children. 
	kuntrular v [A; a] control s.t. Kuntrulaba ang inyung mga bata, Control your children. Gikuntrular sa mga Huk ang Sintral Lusun, The Huks control Central Luzon. Ang pamaligyag bugas gikuntrular sa mga Insik, The rice trade is controlled by the Chinese. kuntruladu, kuntrulawu a 1 in the control of. Ang Kunggrisu kuntruladu sa Nasyunalista, The Congress is in the control of the Nacionalista Party. 2 under control,subdued. Kuntruladu na ang mga prisu nga nagrayut, The prisoners that rioted are now under contr
	kuntud v [AB; b2cl] decrease in amount
	l
	l

	or quantity. Mukuntud (makuntud) ang tu
	-

	ba sa tinghangin, The coconut palm toddyyields less when it is windy. Di siya makakuntud sa iyang pagkaun, She can't cut down on her food intake. 
	kuntuda for the surface of a piece of land to be uneven. Ayuba pagpatag kay kuntud pa kanang dapita diba, Level that part carefully. It is still bulging there. v [B; c12) be, become uneven. Ipapatag sa buldusir kanang dapit nga nagkuntud, Have the bulldozer level that part where it is bulging. kuntudu a elaborate, having all the trimmings. Kuntudu siyang mamisti, She is dressed elaborately. Ang kuntudu nga kumbira dakug gastu, An elaborate feast will incur great expense. -ubligasiyun n job involving 
	2 

	I
	/mu ang tanang lihuk, Your work here includes anything there is to do. You must do 
	-

	kunuA-kunut 
	everything. v [Al] go about in grand style. 
	everything. v [Al] go about in grand style. 
	Klaru na Jang nga makakuntudu si Imilda kay milyunarya man, Of course Imelda canlive in style because she is so rich. 

	kunu short form: nu 1 it is said, s.o. said. 
	Namatay kunu ag pilutu, They say the pilot died. 2 with imperatives: particle used to person with whom one is familiar implying that he is not under obligation to obey it i.e., is not a person one has a right to command: 'please, do me a favor and ... ' Itunul kunu nang libru, Do me a favor and hand me the book. 2afollowed or precededby verb: do [so-and-so] as a trial. Ikuniktarkunu natu ring alambri, tingali ug muandar na ang makina, Try connecting this wire. Perhaps the engine will start. 3 in conditio
	Namatay kunu ag pilutu, They say the pilot died. 2 with imperatives: particle used to person with whom one is familiar implying that he is not under obligation to obey it i.e., is not a person one has a right to command: 'please, do me a favor and ... ' Itunul kunu nang libru, Do me a favor and hand me the book. 2afollowed or precededby verb: do [so-and-so] as a trial. Ikuniktarkunu natu ring alambri, tingali ug muandar na ang makina, Try connecting this wire. Perhaps the engine will start. 3 in conditio
	-

	I
	long, he will come. Akung gih{pus kay basin 
	kunu magamit unya, I kept it on the chance that we might be able to use it later. kunhun take s.o. to be ignorant of s.t. Akuykunhun nimu nga kadugay na naku niini, 

	You take me for ignorant when I've been at this for such a long time. paN-v [A) show one is uncertain of s.t. by saying kunu. Di siya siguru kay nangunu, He's not that certain because he said 'they said'. kunuhay 1 allegedly, they say, but I'm not sure whether or not it is true. Pip ila ka mga pulitiku nga nagsabutsabut kunuhay tu, Afew politicians who were allegedly making agreements under the table. 2 do s. t. to make a show of being a certain thing. A run pagrispitar!nanghunung kunuhay mi ug paghungit,
	kaa
	yu 

	Nagpakita siya sa iya kunuhay nga pagkamanggihunahunaun, He is displaying his supposed thoughtfulness. Ayaw ug katawa kay nangisug kunuhay ka, Don't laugh. You're s�pposed to be angry. la be supposedly. Isug kunuhay ka -di ka mubilak n, You're supposed to be brave. You shouldn't cry if they tease you. 2 particle giving an excuse for doing s.t. in preparation. Namalit kunuhay mi sa di pa musaka ang bili, We are buying food before the prices go up. 3 particle belittling s.o.'s accomplishments. Prisidint
	Nagpakita siya sa iya kunuhay nga pagkamanggihunahunaun, He is displaying his supposed thoughtfulness. Ayaw ug katawa kay nangisug kunuhay ka, Don't laugh. You're s�pposed to be angry. la be supposedly. Isug kunuhay ka -di ka mubilak n, You're supposed to be brave. You shouldn't cry if they tease you. 2 particle giving an excuse for doing s.t. in preparation. Namalit kunuhay mi sa di pa musaka ang bili, We are buying food before the prices go up. 3 particle belittling s.o.'s accomplishments. Prisidint
	ug sugsu
	gu

	his livelihood. 

	kunu n large rict mill or the building which houses it and serves as a storehouse for the rice to be milled. 
	kunukunu v [A; c16] speak haltingly, uncertainly, and in short syllables. Nagkunukunu siya pagbungat sa iyang bangyu, Shemade her request in a halting, unsure way. 
	Ayawg kunukunua (ikunukunu) ang imung pagsulti kay maklarung ginirbiyus ka, Don'tspeak haltingly because everybody will see you're nervous. 
	kunul v 1 [B24] fail to ripen or to grow. Mikunul ang mga lubi nga tinanum nga naatul sa buwaw, Our coconuts didn't grow because they were planted during the dry season. 2 hardened because of failure to ripen. Mikunul ang saging kay abat, The bananas failed to ripen and just hardened because they were picked too soon. 2a [BJ becomehardened, calloused from abuse. Nakunul na lang giyud ang bata sa pagbinunal nimu, 
	The child has gotten hardened because you've punished him so much. 2h [A23] be stubborn, uninterested in obeying orders. Mukunul na lang nang bataag suguun. Dili muirug sa iyang nahimutangan, Thatchild is just stubborn when you tell him todo s.t. He won't move from his place. 3 [A
	23) give a dull knock when s.t. hits. Mikunul ang lapuk nga miigu sa sin, The mud went thunk as it hit the galvanized ironsheets. a 1 hardened from failure to ripen. 2 hardened. 3 -ug (du stubborn. 4 for s.t. to lack the hardness needed to give bounce to things that hit it. Ang nipis playwud kunul kaayu untulan sa bula, If a ball is hit ood, it won't bounce well. -un a of a hard, shrivelled-up sort. 
	against thin pl
	yw

	kunun = KULUNUN. see KULUN. 
	kunup v [B24) disappear suddenly en masse. M ukunup ang tipdasug mahanginan, A measles rash will disappear if you expose it tothe wind. Pag-abut sa prinsipal, mikunup ang mga maistrang nagtabi, When the principal arrived, the teachers just disappeared. M ikunup ang mga duut sa isda nga gitugaw sa dinamita, The schools of fish disappeared because of the dynamite fishing. 
	kunuskunus v [A3] make a rustling sound.Mukunuskunus gani ang papil sa basura naa giyuy ilaga, If the paper in the trash rustles, there must be a rat. Nagkunuskunus ang dabun sa bangin, The leaves were rustling in the wind. 
	kunut n 1 wrinkle, fold in s.t. Daghang kunut ang iyang nawung, She has lots of wrinkles in her face. May kunut ang karsunis, 
	kunut -kupkup 
	The trousers had pleats in them. 2 anus or female genitalia (humorousallusion). 2a sa imung -expression of disbelief. Diyis pisus sa kunut mu, para usa ka buuk nga gilabban, What do you mean ten pesos? Youwrinkles, not flat and smooth. bira sa -v [a4] grow way over a marrieable age (lit. have one's wrinkles pulled -humorous insult). v 1 [ABN; a2] for a piece of cloth or skin to be not flat and smooth, cause it to be so. Mikunut ang tinabian sa sinina, The dress is sewn with wrinkles at the seams. Nangunut
	The trousers had pleats in them. 2 anus or female genitalia (humorousallusion). 2a sa imung -expression of disbelief. Diyis pisus sa kunut mu, para usa ka buuk nga gilabban, What do you mean ten pesos? Youwrinkles, not flat and smooth. bira sa -v [a4] grow way over a marrieable age (lit. have one's wrinkles pulled -humorous insult). v 1 [ABN; a2] for a piece of cloth or skin to be not flat and smooth, cause it to be so. Mikunut ang tinabian sa sinina, The dress is sewn with wrinkles at the seams. Nangunut
	. 
	only washed a single piece. a havi
	ng 
	ag


	kunut v [A; ab2] pinch s.o. with a fierand the thumb. Kurrutun ku nang bugan mu, I'll pinch your groin. 
	ng

	kunya n wedge. Bagang kunya ang ipasuk arun mahuut, Insert a thick wedge so it will be tight. v 1 [A; a] make into a wedge. 2 [A; b] wedge s.t. into s.t. Kunyahi ang ubus sa takup arun di ipalid sa bangin, Place a wedge in the lower part of the shutter so it cannot be blown open by the wind. 3 [A; b5] get a lock on s.o. so that he cannot move. Kunyaba (kunyabi) ang imung kaaway, Hold your opponent in an armlock. 
	kupa, kupa a 1 for the roof to be almost flat, not steeply inclined. Kupa ra ug atup ang amung balay mau nga nitulu dayun, Ourhouse has quite a flat roof, and that's why it developed a leak quickly. 2 for s.t. flat to be close to the ground. Kupa ang lamisa nimu, The table is too low for you. v 1 [cl] build a house roof almost flat. 2 [B; a2]become low, not raised from the ground.
	kupan 1 goblet. 2 goblet design of the 
	1
	1

	Spanish cards. v [A13; c6] use a goblet.kupa= MAKUPA. 
	2 

	kupa V [A; b] want to do what s.o. else isdoing. Mukupa na siya ug makakitag naay mulakaw, She'll insist on going out too when she sees s.o. going out. 
	kupadv [A; c) 1 toss grains to fowls. Busug 
	1
	1
	na ang mga manuk kay gikuparan na man, 
	The chickens are satisfied because theyhave been given their feed. 2 expel s.t.fromthe mouth. Kinsay nagkupad aring kindi? Who spat out this candy? 

	kupad= KUMPAD. 
	2 

	kupal a for speech to be unintelligible, badly articulated. v [B; b6] for speech to become unintelligible. Nagkakupal na ang s
	kupal a for speech to be unintelligible, badly articulated. v [B; b6] for speech to become unintelligible. Nagkakupal na ang s
	i-

	nultiban sa bimatyun, The speech of the unintelligible. 
	dying person is becomi
	ng 


	kupas v [B23(1); b6] for s.t. to lose its aroma from having been left uncovered. Mukupas ang tabaku ug di pustun, Dried tobacco leaves will lose their flavor if you don't keep them wrapped. a having lost its aroma. 
	kupas = KUPAa, 2. 
	1
	1

	kupat v [B3(1); cl) move fast, busily. Wa
	magkadimau ang tabi kay nagkupat ang ba
	ua, Her speech is incoherent because she talks too fast. Nakupat silag panlimpiyu kay naay umaabut nga bisita, They are cleaning as quickly as they can because they are expecting visitors. 
	kupay v [A; a] play around with in the fingers. Nagkupay ang bata sa iyang tai, Thebaby is playing around with its feces. Ayawg kupaya nang imung binahugan, Don't put your fingers in your food and play around with it. 
	kupidu n Cupid.
	lwpil a indistinct in pronunciation, not intelligible. Kupil siya ug sinultian kay miagi man siya ug daut, He has been unable to talk understandably since he underwent a grave illness. v [B; a12] for one's speech to become impossible to understand. Mukupilning atung dila usabay basta kuyawan ta, 
	We sometimes get tongue-tied when we get frightened.!(+-) a speaking rapidly and indistinctly. v 1 [B; b6] come to speaJ< this way. 2 [A] talk back in self defense. lgu lamang siyang naningud sa walay pagkupil sa matagbigayun nga bisgutan siya sa iyang kumpari, 
	All he could do was stand idly by and listen whenever his friend would talk about him. (He was so ashamed.) pa·(�) v [A13] 1 allow oneself to be left behind, outclassed or outdone. Aku pay sapuin di giyud ku magpakupil sa mga urug sa panaput, If I wererich, I would never allow myself to get left behind by the fashions. 2 let s.t. go by without answering back. Ang asawa wa magpakupil sa iyang bana, The wife wouldn't let the husband get the last word in. 
	kupirar = KUUPIRAR. 
	kupit v [AN; b] extort petty amounts. Angdispatsir mangupit ug diyis sintabus sa draybir kada byabi, The dispatcher extorts ten cents out of the driver each trip. 
	kupita n a small goblet.kupitinsiya = KUMPITINSIYA. 
	kupkup a for hair to be lying down flat close to the scalp. v 1 [B] for hair to become flat on the head. Mukupkup ang bubuk basta lutuun pagkulung, The hair will become so kinky it sticks to the head if you wave it 
	kupras -kupya 
	with too much heat or too many chemicals. 2 [A; b6] stick close to s.t. for protection. Mikupkup ang mga pisu sa himungaan, Thechicks kept close to the mother hen. 
	with too much heat or too many chemicals. 2 [A; b6] stick close to s.t. for protection. Mikupkup ang mga pisu sa himungaan, Thechicks kept close to the mother hen. 
	kupras n copra, dried coconut meat. v 1 [A;a2] make, get copra. Magkupras mig ipatimbang, We will make copra to sell by thekilo. Kuprasun ang kalubihan kada trimistri, The coconut plantation is harvested four months. 2 [AN; al2] get money from a candidate and then fail to vote for him. Gikupras Zang diay angsalapt sa kandidatu kay napildi man, Thepeople must have pocketed the money and not voted for him because he lost. 
	(made to copra) eve
	ry 


	kupu v [A; b3] lower the head, cower. Nikupu sa suuk ang iru nga gibunalan, Thedog was beaten and cowered into the corner. Kupu arun di ka makit-an, maigu, Crouch down so they won't see you, hit you.
	kupu v 1 = KALUPU. 2 [A; c16] fold the arms across the breast. Ang bata nga nagampu, nagkupu sa iyang mga buktun, The child is folding his arms across his breast as he prays. (➔) n = KALUPU, n.
	kupugv 1 [A3P; al] crumble s.t., break into tiny pieces. Kupugun natu ning bahawng pan, Let's crumble this stale bread. 2 [B] crumble into ruins. Nakupug ang turi sa kadugayun, The tower crumbled as the years passed. 
	1 

	kupug= KULUPUG. 
	Ł

	kupukupu v [A2S; b( 1)] quiver and flutter noisily, twitch, thrash around. M ikupukupu ang manuk sa abug, The chicken shook the dust off. Di siya kamaung mulanguy maung nagkupukupu sa tubig, He can't swim. That's why he just thrashed around in the water. Wa makakupukupu ang tawung naantimanu pagkapusil, The man suffered a direct hit and didn't even have time to twitch before he died. 
	kupun, kupun n coupon, blank form in anadvertisement filled out to order goods or which can be used to redeem a prize. 
	kupun ban n coupon bond, a k.o. typewriter paper.
	kupungkupung, kupungkupung n thick anddense plant or a cluster of plants. M itagu srya sa kupungkupung, He hid in the thickets. (-(-) v [A2N] for plants to grow thick and de11se. Pul-ungi ang buwak arun mukupungkupung, Prune the flowers so they grow thick and lush. ka-an n thicket, area covered with dense growths. 
	kupus v [A; ab] 1 squeeze to extract thejuice from s.t. Kupusa ang kinagud lubi, 
	Squeeze the juice out of the shredded coconut meat. la squeeze s.t. together with s.t. to change the flavor. Kupusig suka ang kinilaw, Squeeze the raw fish together withvinegar. 2 = KUPUS. (➔)a shrunken, shriveled after the juice has been extracted.-Kupusna akung bubag, My boil has dried up now. v 1 [APB2] shrivel, shrink, usually because liquid has been removed, but by extension, because of disease; cause it to do so. Mikupus ang karning gibulad, The meat shrunk as it was dried in the sun. Magkupus tag
	tambuk, Let's f
	ry 
	ng 

	kuput = KUBUT.
	kuput a characterized by intense activity or movement. Kuput kaayu tu sila sa ilangpriparasiyu n sa pista, They were bustling about in preparation for the fiesta. Dalirang mabuman ang trababu kay kuput man ang tanan, The work will get done in no time because evebody is working hard. n intense movement. v [B46; b(1)] characterized by intensely active movement. Nagkuput man lang ning lamuk dinbi sa inyu, This place is buzzing with mosquitoes.
	ry

	kupuy a timid, shy, shrinking back. Kupuysiyang pagkalalaki, ni.abadluk ug babayi, Heis a shy person. He is afraid of women. v[B2; b6] be, become timid or shy. Mikupuy siyang gibagitan, gikasab-an sa asawa, He just shrunk back when he was threatened, when his wife cussed him out. 
	kupya!v 1 [A; a] copy, imitate, make a copy of s.t. Kupyabun ku nang imung disayin, I'll copy your design. Unsa mang ritratuha ang gt"kupyaban? For which picture did you have copies made? 2 [AN; a) copy in an exam. Nangupya siya. Maung nakapasar, He copied. That's why he passed. n 1 copy. Sitinta sintabus na ang kupya sa Bisaya, TheBisaya costs seventy cents a copy now. 2print of a photo. pa-v [A; b6] have a photograph reproduced. -dur(➔) n 1 a copyist, one who makes written copies. Naaykupyadur sa amung u
	-

	kupyur -kurat 
	tates, copycat. 3 one who copies in exams. v [B156] be, become a copyist. -mus a acheat in exams (colloquial). Gibantayan 
	tates, copycat. 3 one who copies in exams. v [B156] be, become a copyist. -mus a acheat in exams (colloquial). Gibantayan 
	I
	pag-ayu sa maistra siAlis kay kupyamus ka
	-

	a, The teacher watched Alice closely because she is known to copy. 
	yu


	kupyur n coiffure, hairdo. v [A; a] give s.o. a hairdo. Kupyuri kunu kug parihas kang Imilda, Do my hair up like Imelda's. 
	kura, kurav [A2] for the heart to pound 
	1
	1
	or beat rapidly due to fear.Mikura (mikura) ang akung dughan pagkadungug naku sa balita, My heart beat with intense fear when I heard the news. kurakura = KURA

	kuran parish priest. v [B156; a2] be, become a parish priest. -paruku = KURA.
	2 
	2

	kura n 1 the money which circulated during the Japanese occupation. 2 Japanese.
	kuradang n 1 name of a k.o. folk dance with lively movements. 2 general name for dancing. 3 insulting term of address to a womannamed Dadang. v [A] 1 dance the kuradang or with lively movements. 2 go to a dance. -kun danggit nonsense words used to fillout the lines in a rhyme. Kuradang kun danggit, Kumusta ang inun-unan, Muduul lag muduslit, Dayung dalagan, Kuradang ordanggit (k.o. fish), How is it stewed in vinegar? He only comes near me if he wants sex, and then, when he's done, he leaves me.
	kurag a for a woman to be fast. Tua na sang kurag, mau pa gani pag-abut gikan sa sin�mangnayitklab na pud, There goes that fast woman again. She just got home from the movies. Now she's going to the night club. v [B12) get to be fast. Nakurag na da, sukad nakapuyu ug syudad, She's gotten tobe a fast gal since she went to live in the city. -an a= KURAG.
	kurakul n 1 snail. la k.o. olive shell of the sea. 2 woman of easy virtue, easy to get. v[B16N; cl) for a woman to engage in promiscuous and ready sex. Nagkurakul siyakay bigaun, She is over-sexed so she goes about engaging in promiscuous affairs. paNv [A2; c] go after loose women. 
	kural n fence, enclosure. v [A; bS] fence s.t. in. Kinsay nagkural ug tunukung alambri sa misitas? Who put barbed wire around the plants? Kuralun (kurawun, kuralan) ku ning akung luti, I will fence my lot in. -inn 1 fenced. 2 dance held in a street and enclosed with an improvised fence: considered a dance for the hoi polloi and not for the rich and sophisticated. Di ku mubaylig kinural uy, You won't catch me dancing in a street dance! 
	kuralun n k.o. synthetic fiber. 
	kurambus v [A2C; ac] pool funds in a bet or, by extension, for some other common purpose. Kurambusun natu ning atung kwarta ipalit ug sista, Let's pool our funds to buy a guitar. Tagpila may atung ikurambus aning pustaba? How much do we chip in in this bet? 
	kurambusa n chicken with feathers which curve outwards instead of lying flat. 
	kurang n lesbian (derogatory). v [C; cl] for females to have homosexual relations. Gikurang ni Hinya si Tasing, Genia made Tasing her lover. 
	kurangut a 1 rough, rugged in surface. Kurangut ug panit, Rough-skinned. 2 uglyfaced. Ug kurangut tag dagway bawiun tasbatasan, If you have an ugly face, compensate for it with a pleasant disposition. v [B;b6] 1 become craggy of surface. Mukurangut (makurangut) ang ibabaw sa lamisag hiwaan, The surface of the table will become rough if you use it to slice things on. 2 become ugly in face. 
	kurapkurap v 1 [B146] for lights to flicker. 
	Nagkurapkurap ang lamparilya nga wa nay gas, The kerosene lamp is flickering because the kerosene is almost gone. 2 [Al3P]grope in the dark. Nagkurapkurap mi sa kangitngit, We were groping in the dark. 3 [B4N] for vision to become blurred. Nagkurapkurap ang mata sa tiguwang, The vision of the old man is blurred. 
	kurapsiyun n corruption in the government or in a corporation. Nagbitak ang grap ug kurapsiyun sa subasta sa gubyirnu, Corruption is rife in government bidding. 
	kurasiyun n a medical certification as to the extent of one's wounds used as evidence in court. v [A; b( 1)) certify the extent of wounds.
	kurat v [B126] (usually with hi-, ha-) bestartled or frightened by s.t. sudden. pav [A; b] startle or frighten s.o. with sudden surprise. Pakuratan natu siya labun nagtalikud, Let's startle him now that his back is turned to us. Gipakuratan ku nila ug part� They surprised me with a party. hi-/ha-v[B1256; b] be startled with s.t. sudden. Nahikurat siya sa iyang pagkatulug, Shewas suddenly awakened from her sleep. 
	Kinsa guy di hikuratan sa kalit niyang kamatayun? Who wouldn't be shocked by his sudden death? ka-, kahi-n startling or shocking surprise. Sa daku niyang kahikurat, nabuhian niya ang butilya, Because of his great shock, he lost his hold on the bottle. -1-an(�) a nervous, easily startled. 
	kuratsa -kuri517 
	2 

	lruratsa n curacha, a lively folk dance of the Eastern Visayas or the music thereto. v [A2C; cl) dance the curacha. 
	lruratsa n curacha, a lively folk dance of the Eastern Visayas or the music thereto. v [A2C; cl) dance the curacha. 
	lruraw n starvation. Ang tigulang makilil.imus �amatay sa kuraw, The old beggar died of starvation. v [A123P; a4) starve, die or weaken with hunger. Dagbang gikuraw sa panabun sa gubat, Many people died of starvation during the war. -I-an(�), -1-un(�) a one who cannot stand hunger. 

	kuraw= KURAL. 
	2 

	kuraw v [A; a] 1 stir or agitate to make it smooth and even. Nagkuraw ku sa amirul arun di matibug-uk, I'm stirring the starch so that it won't form lumps. Kurawa ang binulad arun mauga ug dali, Stir the corn around so it will dry quickly. 2 shuffle mahjong pieces. -ug kinhasun v [AC) playmahjong (lit. shuffle shells -colloquial). 
	Walay laing bubat gawas pagkuraw ug kinbasun, They have nothing to do but playmahjong. (➔) n s.t. used to stir. -in-n soundproduced from the shuffling of mahjong pieces.
	Walay laing bubat gawas pagkuraw ug kinbasun, They have nothing to do but playmahjong. (➔) n s.t. used to stir. -in-n soundproduced from the shuffling of mahjong pieces.

	kuray v [B2S46N; a4] shiver with cold orfear. Tualya bi kay nagkuray (nagpanguray,gikuray) na ku sa katugnaw, Give me a towel. I'm shivering with cold. 
	kurayag v [A] move with a wriggling motion. Mukurayag ang kasing nga karagan, An unles. Nagkurayag ang mga wayawaya, The mosquito larva are wriggling.
	balanced top wri
	gg

	lruras v [B26N; b6] be, become shriveled, wrinkled, withered. Mikuras (nangurayus) pag-ayu ang kusabus sa bilabibang katnit, The jerked meat shriveled up very much because it was left in the sun too long. Mikurayus (nanguras) ang luy-a nga dugay nang gibipus, The ginger got shriveled because it was left lying around too long. Makuras ang nawung basta tigulang na, Your face wrinkles when you get old. 
	yu
	yu
	yu
	yu

	kurat v [B2SN; b6) get wrinkled and shriveled and thus wither. Ang nagk"urayut niyang kaapingan, Her wrinkled, sunken cheeks. Wa nay Jami nang kamutlba kaynagpangurayu t na, That sweet potato is not very good because it is on its way to becoming all shriveled and dried up. ( ➔) a all shriveled up. 
	yu

	kurba n curve. Ang kurba sa karsada, Thecurve irt the road. Ang kurba sa iyang lawas, The curves of her body. v [AB3; cl] describe a curve; cause s. t. to do so. Nagkurba ang linya kay wala ka mugamit ug rulir, The line is curved because you didn't use a ruler. Kurbaba (ikurba) ang hula pag-
	pits nimu, Pitch the ball in a curve. -da n a curve in a road. Nagkabangga ang duba ka trak sa may kurbada, The two buses collided at the bend. v [A; c] for a vehicle to turn sharply. Mikurbada ug kalit ang trak ug nakulub, The bus swerved suddenly and turned over. -du a curved, curving. v [B;clJ become curved!; be curving. Nagkurbadu man ning agi sa tabi, The stitches are not sewn in straight. pina-a shaped in a curve; curved. Ang lamisa niya pinakurba, His table is shaped like a curve. kurbahun a shape
	lrurbata n 1 necktie. 2 k.o. cracker shaped like a bow tie. v 1 [AN; b6( 1)] wear a necktie. mananggiti nga nag-/mag-be a toddy gatherer that wears a necktie (i.e., prepare artificial coconut palm toddy). -ang tuba for toddy to be artificial. 2 [al 2) make into a necktie. 
	lrurbawu = KORB.ADU. see KURBA. 
	kurbu a convex or concave, shaped round like a bowl. Kurbu ang atup sa kampanaryu, The roof of the bell tower is rounded. v [B; b6(1)] be, become bowl-shaped. Nagkurbu ang saku sa kapunit, The sack isbulging because it is so full. kurd n cord for electrical appliances.
	kurdaping n 1 name given to male homosexuals in derision. 2 male homosexual. Sagadsa mga kurdaping mga maayung mangulung, Most fairies are good at curling people's hair. 
	kurdiru n lamb. -sa Diyus Lamb of God. 
	kurdis n musical chords. kurdisu n 1 window sill Mitikang ang kawatan sa kurdisu sa bintana pagsulud sa balay, The thief stepped over the window sill in going into the house. 2 horizontal piece in the frame of a building to which vertical boards are nailed, placed at the height of the window sill. /yang gilaray ang mga bu-tilya nga basiyu sa kurdisu sa bungbung, She lined the empty bottles on the sills along the wall. v [A13!; a] put up, make into a window sill or a window-height sill. 
	,

	lrurdun n 1 = KULDUN. 2 cord sewn into embroidery work. v [A; b6] embroider with a cord. 
	kurduruy n corduroy cloth. v [Al] wear s.t. made of corduroy. 
	kuri= KURIDAS. 
	1 

	kurifrequently, always. Kuri siyang mamisita sa amung dalaga, He frequently visits our girl. Kuring abyirtu, Always open. V[A; a12] do!s. t. often, always. Gikuri niyag 
	2 

	kun"but -kurit 
	sul-ub ang paburitu niyang sinina, She al
	sul-ub ang paburitu niyang sinina, She al
	ways wears her favorite dress. 

	kuribut n paramour, lover. v 1 [AlNC; cl]for a married man or woman to have a lover or have a married lover. Nakigkuribut ang asawa sa higala sa iyang bana, The wife took her husband's friend as her lover. 2 [A2N] fool around with married men, women or for a married person to fool around.
	kuridas n 1 for a number of examples of an item to be bought or otherwise taken at random without selection. Tagsingku pisus ang gatus sa tamatis, apan kuridas. Walay pili, Tomatoes are five pesos a hundred, but you take them at random. You 're not allowed to choose. Kuridas ang pagkasuludsa prutas sa baskit, They put the fruits in the basket without sorting them out. v [A;
	a] 1 take a bunch without selecting. 2a in billiards, make a carom with all the three balls in straight line but with the cue ball not bouncing off the sides of the billiard table. 2b shoot two or more billiards into the pocket with one shot. 
	a] 1 take a bunch without selecting. 2a in billiards, make a carom with all the three balls in straight line but with the cue ball not bouncing off the sides of the billiard table. 2b shoot two or more billiards into the pocket with one shot. 

	kuridu n long narrative poem made for oral recitation, but otherwise like the kumpusu.v 1 [A; b6(1)] recite the kuridu. 2 [cl] make a story into a kuridu.
	kuridurn corridor. 
	1 

	kuridurn dealer of livestock, but not poultry. Gisaaran nga palitun sa kuridur ang akung baka, The animal dealer promised to buy my cow. v [B156] be, become a dealer of livestock. paN-v [A2] buy and sell livestock. -a(�) n a woman who recruits girls for employment, not usually said of women who recruit for the white slave traffic. v1 [AN; b8] recruit girls for employment, usually prostitution. 2 [Bl 56] become a white slaver. 
	2 

	Kurihidur n Corregidor, an island in 1"1anila Bay.
	kurihir v [A; bl] correct mistakes. Akuymikurihir sa inyung tist pipar, l corrected your test papers. Nau.law siya nga gikurihian atubangan sa kadaghanan, She was embarrassed because she was corrected inpublic.
	kurik exclamation of agreement that s.t. is the right thing. Kurik ! Dili giyud siya angayng pasayluun, Right! He should not be pardoned Kurik nang Binisayaa, That'scorrect Visayan. mau rag (si) -1 as if he were the real one, as if it were the real thing. Nagbiraghirag ka baya sa silya sa manidyi'r, mu rag kurik! You are sitting and leaning back in the manager's chair as if 
	you really belonged there! 2 know it all. 
	Patubagtubag bisag di makamau, mu rag si kurik, He knows-it-all, answers all the questions (as if he knew). v = KURIHIR. -siyunn correction. v [bl] correct an error. Ayawkug kuriksiyuni, Don't correct me. Kuriksiyuni ang akung mga sayup, Correct my mistakes.
	kurikit n 1 variety of rice which yields a high quality cereal The grains are about 1 cm. long, white, smooth in texture and taste comparatively good. 2 small variety of cooking banana. 
	kurikuri v [AN; a2b2] putter around doing little things, petty chores. Mga kurikuriung mga bu.hat ni piru dugayng mahuman, These are just little odd chores but it'll take a long time to finish them up. 
	kurindu v [A; c6] push, shove!s. t. away that one doesn't want. Ag nawung nga mukurindu sa iyang platu, mu rag daghag pagkaun sa ila, The nerve of him to shove away his plate as though he had plenty of food athome. Ikurindu ang irug musamuk nimu, Shove the dog away with your foot if itbothers you.
	kurinti = KURYINTI.
	kuriput a miserly, not liking to spend money. Kuriput kaayu. Kamuti lay ipaniudtubisag daghang kwarta, He's terribly cheap.He has nothing but sweet potatoes for lunch even thought he has plenty of money. v [B2;b6] be, become miserly. 
	kuriring = KULILING.
	kuriskuris v [A; b6] make squiggly or crisscross lines on s. t. Gikuriskurisan niya ang akung druwing kay nangisug siya naku, Hescratched out my drawing because he was angry at me. 
	kurispundinsiya n correspondence, mail matter.
	kurispunsal n news correspondent. v [B 125 
	6] become a news correspondent. 
	kur-ispunsur n corps sponsor chosen to accompany an ROTC cadet commander in social functions or activities. v [B156; c 1] be, become a corps sponsor. 
	kurista n a member of a choir or chorus. v[AB156; cl] make s.o. a choir member; be a choir member.
	kurit v [IŁ; ab7] take a small pinch or piece of s. t. by pinching, pinch a small area of 
	s. t. Kurita lag bata. Ayawg latusa, Justpinch the child. Don't spank him. Kuritakunu ang unud ug humuk na ba, Try to nip off a piece of the meat and see if it's tender now. Nadaut ang purma sa kik nga gikuritan, The cake is ruined now after you have 
	kuriya -kurpurasiyun 
	picked a little piece off the sides. 
	picked a little piece off the sides. 

	kuriya n 1 belt for the transmission of power or rotation. Kuriya sa makina, The belt on the sewing machine. 2 cord used to tie around the habit of devotees. Ang nagdibutu sa Birbin sa Karmin nagbakus ug kuriya nga kapi, The devotees to the Virgin of Carmel wear brown belts. v 1 [AB; b6) attach a belt for transferring motion. la [al 
	2] make into such a belt or band. 2 [A13!;b6) wear a cord around the waist with ahabit. 2a [a12] make into such a cord. 
	2] make into such a belt or band. 2 [A13!;b6) wear a cord around the waist with ahabit. 2a [a12] make into such a cord. 

	kurin mail. v [c6] send through the mails.-rihistradu n registered mail. 
	yu 

	kur kamandir n cadet commander of an ROTC unit in a school. v [B156; a2) be, become a corps commander. kurkubadu, kurkubawu a crooked, having a curve. Ilinya nimu sa papil nang kabuy ngakurkubadu? Are you going to use thatcrooked stick to line the paper? Kurkubadu siyag bukubuku, She has a crooked back. v [B12P; a] become curved, crooked.n hunchback. Nagminyu siyag kurkubadu, He married a hunchback. 
	kur kumandir = KUR KAMANDIR. 
	kurlir n hair curlers. v [A; b6) put hair curlers in the hair. 
	kurmata = KARUMAT A. 
	kuma v 1 [A; cl] tow s.t. that cannot run on iŁs own power. Kurnabun (ikurna) na Lang nang dy{p ngadtu sa talyir, Better have the jeep towed to the repair shop. la drag 
	s.o. s.w. Nangumprang gikurna ang mga bata, Shopping dragging the children along. 2[AN; a2) find s.o. unexpectedly s.w. and pick him up. Sundalu ang nagkurna sa tulisan ngadtu sa bukid, A soldier found the bandit unexpectedly in the mountains and picked him up. 2a meet s.o. with goods of his own production on the way to market and buy them from him. Ugmakurna nimu ang kuba sa mananagat, baratu ra, If you can buy the fish directly from the fisherman, it's cheap. 2b pick up a girl in a publicplace for prom
	s.o. s.w. Nangumprang gikurna ang mga bata, Shopping dragging the children along. 2[AN; a2) find s.o. unexpectedly s.w. and pick him up. Sundalu ang nagkurna sa tulisan ngadtu sa bukid, A soldier found the bandit unexpectedly in the mountains and picked him up. 2a meet s.o. with goods of his own production on the way to market and buy them from him. Ugmakurna nimu ang kuba sa mananagat, baratu ra, If you can buy the fish directly from the fisherman, it's cheap. 2b pick up a girl in a publicplace for prom
	1


	kurna= KURNIR.
	2 

	kurnawu n 1 partners in a small business. 2 companion. 2a side-kick. Di siya mubulag sa iyang kurnawu, He won't separate from his side-kick. v [AC; cl] be business part
	-

	ners. Kurnawbun (ikurnawu) kung Papa sa iyang nigusyu, Father will make me his business partner. 
	kurnil = KURUNIL. 
	kumirv [AN; a2b2) 1 trap s.o. into marriage. Layas kay makurnir ka sa ginikanan sa imung gipamabdus, Escape or you'll be forced into marriage by the parents of the girl you made pregnant. 2 trap a criminal or 
	1 

	s.o. into doing s.t. Wa makabalibad ang amaban sa gipangayu sa iyang anak kay nakurnir giyud siya, The father couldn't refuse his daughter's request because she trapped him into it. Miampu ang puga dihang gikurnir siya, The escapee surrendered when he was cornered. 
	kurnirn boxer's corner in .the ring. 
	2 

	kumit n skin eruptions at the neck characterized by a copious flow of pus from the eruptions; the knotted, ugly scars which this disease leaves. Dalidalia pagtambal nang imung lusay kay arun dili makurnit, Treatthat swelling on your neck immediately before it turns into ugly scars. -un a havingthese eruptions or scars therefrom. 
	kumita = KURNITIN. 
	kumitin n 1 cornet, a brass instrument. 2bugle. v [A; c6) play the cornet. 
	kurpinyu n k. o. loose blouse worn under a kimuna of the Filipina dress. It is usually ornately decorated because it is seen under the kimuna. v 1 [A; b] wear such a blouse. 2 [A; cl) make into such a blouse. 
	kurpiyu n 1 curfew. la the whistle at curfew time. 2 sexual intercourse (humorous usage). Kapila ang kurpiyu ninyu gabii? Howmany times did you have intercourse lastnight? v 1 [A3; b2] for the curfew tosound. Dakpun ang makurpiyuban sa karsada, Anyone caught in the streets when the curfew sounds is subject to arrest. 2 [AC2;b5) have sexual intercourse. 
	kurpural n corporal in the military or police. v [B156; a2] be, become a corporal, bemade a corporal.
	kurpurasiyun n 1 group of people associated for a common purpose. Kurpurasiyun sa mga magyuyuta, Association of landowners. Kanang napalit nga asyinda kurpurasiyun sa rr1ga magsuun, The brothers formed a corporation to buy the plantation. 2 pool of money to be spent for a common good .. v 1 [B 156] organize oneself into an association. 2 [C2; cl) pool money to spend for the benefit of everybody. Mag-inum ta pirumagkurpurasiyun Zang ta kay singkwinta rang aku diri, Let's have a drinking spree, 
	520 Kurpus Kristi -kurtia
	1 

	but let us pool our money because I onlyhave fifty centavos. 
	but let us pool our money because I onlyhave fifty centavos. 

	Kurpus Kristian Corpus Christi. kursan = KURUSAN. see KURUS. 
	kursi n corset v [A1 ; b] wear a corset. kursikan n polo shirt (from the brand name 
	Corsican). v [A 1] wear a polo shirt. 
	Corsican). v [A 1] wear a polo shirt. 
	·


	kursiln an association of lay people who go on a thre�day retreat to renew their faith. v [Al; b6] go on the kursilyu retreat. kursilyista n one who has undergone this retreat v [B16) become a person who has gone on this retreat. Sukad siyang nakursilyista daku kaayu ang iyang pagkabalbin, 
	yu 

	After he became a cursillista, he has changed a lot. 
	After he became a cursillista, he has changed a lot. 

	kursit = KURSI. 
	kursu v [B3(1)N; b6] be full of guts or cour�eous in carrying out a difficult course of action Nagkursu ang inaban sa pagpaiskuyla sa iyang mga anak, The mother moved heaven and earth to send her children to school. Usabay muinum ang ulitawu arun makursung mudiga sa iyang gipangulitawban, Sometimes a young man drinks to summon enough courage to speak his love to a lady. 
	kursun course of study, major subject. Nakatapus na siya sa kursu sa midisina, He has finished medical school. 
	2 

	kursunada n 1 guts, courage, drive. May kursunada siya. Di giyud mabadluk musulay, 
	He has guts. He is not afraid to try. la unashamed boldness, impudence. May kursunada giyung tawbana sa pagpangayu ug umintu sa iyang suhul, That man had the nerve to ask for a raise in salary. 2 have an interest in doing s. t Wa kuy kursunadang mubayli niya kay maut, l don't feel likedancing with her because she is stuck up. 3 a girl one is interested in Mutambung kug siguru sa parti kay tua ang akung kursunada, l won't fail to attend the party because a girl I am interested in will be there. v [B2N; b
	He has guts. He is not afraid to try. la unashamed boldness, impudence. May kursunada giyung tawbana sa pagpangayu ug umintu sa iyang suhul, That man had the nerve to ask for a raise in salary. 2 have an interest in doing s. t Wa kuy kursunadang mubayli niya kay maut, l don't feel likedancing with her because she is stuck up. 3 a girl one is interested in Mutambung kug siguru sa parti kay tua ang akung kursunada, l won't fail to attend the party because a girl I am interested in will be there. v [B2N; b
	s. t. Mukursunada (mangursunada) siyag hakut basta suhulan, He'll develop an interest in hauling the stuff if you pay him. Nakakursunada ku human makainum, I becamebold after I had a drink. Sapatus nga akung gipangursu!nadahan (gikursunadaban), Theshoes I was interested in. 

	kurt n court for playing games. -balibul volleyball court baskitbul -basketball 
	-

	•
	•
	court. tmIS -tennis court. 

	kurta n jackknife. -ng awtumatik, Switch 
	1
	1
	blade. -diabaniku k.o. jackknife with a 
	single blade which is covered by two pieces 

	which pull apart and fold back to form the handle. -pluma penknife. v [a12] use, stab with a knife. -dur( ➔) n in logging: 1 an apparatus which slices planks or sawn timber. into smaller sizes. 2 the operator ofsuch a machine. 
	kurtaa 1 for eggs or milk to be spoiled, usually from exposure to sun 2 for the brain to be addled. 3for menstruation to stop or hardly flow. v [B2; b6] 1 for eggs or milk to get spoiled. Mukurta ang gatas (itlug) ug dili bipusun sa pridyidir, Milk (eggs) spoil if you don't keep them in the refrigerator. 2 for the mind to be addled Mikurta ang iyang utuk sa kahadluk, His brain became addled because of his extreme fright. 3 [B2 46; b4] for menstruation to stop suddenly before the proper time. Mukurta ang du
	2
	2

	kurtal n cortal, a patent medicine for painrelief. kurtian 1 measure of cloth cut in advance. 
	1
	1

	Tagpfla man ang kurti ining karsunisuna? 
	How much is this pant, material per cut? 2shape, type of a face. Nawung nga kurtig katsila, A face with a Spanish shape. 2astyle in which s.t. is cut. Nindut ug kurti ang imung alut, Your hair is cut in a nice style. Wa ku makagustu sa kurti sa iyang bistidu, I don't like the cut of her dress. v1 [A; ab] delineate a desired shape or pattern on s. t. to be cut or cut into a certainshape. Akuy kurti sa panaptun ikay tabas, I'll make the pattern on the cloth, you cut it. Kurtibag kinasingkasing paggabas ang t
	Wa pa ganiy nakakurti, iya nang gipanghatag ang mga baraha, No one has cut the cards, but he has already dealt. 3 [A2; b6] join in a pleasurable activity where one is not immediately concerned. Samtang gikasab-an ag mid, mikurti sab ku, While they were cussing out the maid, I also put in my two bits. Gikurtihan sa mayur ang Uangpagisturyahanay, The mayor put his two bits into their conversation. 3a participate in the giving of punishment, usually physical punishment. Mikurti kug sumbag sa kawatannga bid
	kurti-kuruku tuk 
	2 
	1 

	Nakakurti na ku sa bag-ung sapatus ni Buy, 
	Nakakurti na ku sa bag-ung sapatus ni Buy, 
	I have already acknowledged Boy's newshoes by stepping on them. Kurtihi si Ram.un kay bag-ug tupi, Slap Ramon on the head in acknowledgement of his haircut. 4[A; b] use s.t. belonging to s.o. else usually for a brief period of time. 4a try doing s. t.
	Nakakurti na bitaw kug sakays mutur, piru nabangga ku, I have tried driving a motoŁ cycle, but I crashed. 5 [A; b] refute s.t. said. Kurtihan ku nang imung gisulti, I willrefute what you said. 

	kurtiav [A; b] 1 court a girl. 2 have sexual 
	z
	z
	relations (humorous).

	kurtin 1 court for ball games. 2 law court. -suprima n Supreme Court. v [a3] for an incident to be brought to court. 
	3 

	kurtina n curtain. v 1 [AN; b] put up cuŁ tains. 2 [al2] make into a curtain. paN-v[A23] for one's slip to show. Unsa d,pyista karun sa inyu nga nangurtina ka man? ls it fiesta now (the time people hang up curtains) because your slip is showing (lit. the curtains are up)? kurtinahun ncloth to be sewn into curtains. 
	gu

	kurtin risir n 1 preliminary boxing bouts before the main events. la boxer who fights only in preliminary bouts, usually in four rounds. 2 a short play or skit presented before a longer and more elaborate production. v [B156; c] be, become a curtain raiser. Pirmi ka Lang magkurtin risir, wa giyud mamin-ibintir, You are always used as a curtain raiser. You never fight in a main event. Ang imung awit mauy ikurtin risir sa dili pa ang bangga, Your song will be made the curtain raiser for the contest. 
	kurtisiya n good manners. ii'ay kurtisiyang 
	tawhana, He's an ill-mannered person .!
	tawhana, He's an ill-mannered person .!

	.kurtsitis = KUTSITIS. 
	kurtsu = KUTSU.
	kurtu a 1 made short, low. Kurtu na kaayurun ang mga sinina, Dresses are very short these days. Kurtu ra kaayu ning lamisahapara makinilyahan, This desk is too low to type on. 2 -ug buut short-tempered. Angtawung way kwarta malagmit nga kurtu kaayug buut, If a man has no money he is likely to be short-tempered. v 1 [B2; c 1] be, become short, low. Putli ang akung buhuk, piru ayaw lag kurtuha (ikurtu) kaayu, Cut my hair but don't cut it too short. la
	•
	•
	-sa buut short-tempered. 2 [A13] wear 
	s.t. short. Kanang nindut ug paa lang ang magkurtu ug sinina, Only those with pretty legs should wear short dresses. 

	kuru n 1 choir. I.a choir loft. 2 the refrain of a song following the verse. 
	kuru n 1 game played similarly to jackstones but different in that the stone or ball must be caught in the palm before it hits thefloor. 2 = BALINSAY, n. 
	kurug v [B2S;ab3(1)] tremble. Mikurug ang yutapaglinug, The ground shook during theearthquake. Nagk.urug ang tingug sa kalisang, Her voice is trembling with fear. Ayawkuruga ang lamisa kay mayabu ang sabaw, 
	Don't shake the table or the soup will spill. n vibration, shaking. Ang kurug sa makina, The vibration of the machine. ( ➔) a trembling, quivering. Di!na siya hingigu kay kurug na ang iyang kamut, He is no longer asharp-shooter because his hands have become unsteady. v [B12) become shaky, quivering. paN-v [A2S; b3] for a person to tremble. Nagpangurug k u paghubit sa duguung kaagi, I trembled as I recounted the bloody event ma-un a shaky, trembly. 
	Don't shake the table or the soup will spill. n vibration, shaking. Ang kurug sa makina, The vibration of the machine. ( ➔) a trembling, quivering. Di!na siya hingigu kay kurug na ang iyang kamut, He is no longer asharp-shooter because his hands have become unsteady. v [B12) become shaky, quivering. paN-v [A2S; b3] for a person to tremble. Nagpangurug k u paghubit sa duguung kaagi, I trembled as I recounted the bloody event ma-un a shaky, trembly. 

	kuruhay = KURUTSA Y. 
	kuruk v 1 [A; a] call a chicken to come bysaying krrrk-krrrk, rolling the r's in ahigh-pitched voice. 2 [A] for a chicken to go krrrk-krrrk. Mikuruk ang sunuy sa dihang gihapyudhapyud, The rooster went krrrk-krrrk when I patted him. n the krrrkkrrrk sound produced by chickens. 
	kurukignul = KRUKIGNUL. 
	kurukunghu a being a simpleton and slightly crazy. Lisud pasabtun ning mga tawu nga kurukunghu, It's very difficult to get simpletons to understand. Naghubu sa kadaghanan ang kurukunghu, The simpleton is getting undressed in public. v [B12) be, become silly, witless, a simpleton. 
	kurukuntung a eccentric in behavior, doing things deemed unusual if not improper. Kurukuntung siya kay nagswitir ug ting-init, He is eccentric because he wears a sweater during hot weather. v [B125; b6] be, become eccentric. 
	kurukuru v [A; b6] for cocks to parry and stab on the wing. Lus maila unsang manuka naigu sa nagkurukuru silang duha, Itis hard to tell which rooster was hit while the two were parrying and stabbing at each each other on the wing. Midagan ag iyang sunuy dihang gikurukuruhan sa aku, Hisrooster fled when mine parried and stabbed at it on the wing.
	gu

	kurukutukan sound made by chickens in summoning other chickens. v [A; b6] for a rooster or hen to make a sound like kurukutuk. Mingkurukutuk dayun ang sunuy pagkakita sa himungaan, The rooster immediately called the hen when he saw her. Gikurukutukan sa himungaan ang iyang 
	1 

	kurukutuk-kurus 
	2 

	mga pisu, The mother hen called her chicks. kurukurukn k.o. bird, the zebra dove: 
	2 

	Geopelia striata. 
	Geopelia striata. 

	kurum n 1 quorum of a meeting. 2 have a requisite number of people for a game of cards or other table game. Ku.rum na giyud ta, magmadyung na ta dayun, We've got a quorum, so let's start our mah jong at once. 3 have an intimate get-together, esp. for drinks (slang). Dunay kurum sa amung balay karung gabii, We'll have a drinking session in our house tonight. v 1 [B13(1)6; b6] form a quorum in a meeting or for a game.2 [C; c] have an intimate get-together among friends. 
	kuruna n 1 crown of royalty or royalty in apageant. la garland put on the head. lb crown as a symbol of supremacy. Mailug kaha ang kuruna sa atung kampiyun? Will anyone wrest the champion's crown fromhim? 2 wreath of flowers as an offering for the dead. 3 priest's tonsure. 4 tails of a coin.S the curved lower part of the anchor. Ang kuruna sa angkla mauy mag-una pagbungad sa bunbun, The crown of the anchor touches the sand first. 6 a small side--compartment in the fish corral (bungsud) intowhich the fish 
	1
	1
	just as deep and wide, usually set in rows abreast. v [Al2; b6] construct or put a chicken cage!s. w. 
	kurung, kurung n veil or any other head covering used by women in church. v [A;b] wear a veil on the head while in church. 
	2

	Salingawhan ku ug dili ku makakurung sa simbahan, I feel uneasy if I do not wear a veil in the church. 
	kurungkuntung a somewhat mentally retard
	-


	ed or not able to think. Dili makatumung 
	suguun ang tawung kurungkuntung, A per
	son who is somewhat retarded cannot do 
	errands properly. v [B12) lose one's com
	mon sense, ability to think reasonably. Na
	kurungkuntung siya pagkabangkaruta sa
	iyang nigusyu, After he went bankrupt he
	began to act unreasonably -as if his mind 
	were s. w. else.kurunil n colonel in the military or police. v
	[B1256] be, become a colonel.kurunit n woman's hair style in which the curled hair is formed like a crown around the head. 
	kuruntu a stupidt pot knowing what to say.
	Kuruntung tawhana. Ug pangutan-un, dili 
	mutubag, He's a stupid man. If you ask him 
	a question, he won't answer. kurupsiyun = KURAPSIYUN.
	kurus n 1 cross, crucifix. Way kurus nga lubung, A grave without a cross. 2 trouble,problem that tries one's virtue. Ang pagkabisyusu sa iyang bana mauy kurus nga iyang giantus, Her husband with his vices is a cross she has to bear. -pa cross my heart and hope to die. Kurus pa, mangasawa lagi ku nimu, Cross my heart, I'll marry you. v 1[A; b] make the sign of the cross on s.t. 
	Kurusi ang imung ngabil ug makalrmut kasa imung isulti, Make the sign of the cross on your lips if you forget what you were going to say. la make a cross mark. Nganung imu mang gikurusan ring akung tubag nga bustu man? Why did you mark my answer with a cross when it is correct? 2 [Al
	P] become s.o.'s cross in life. Ang iyang bana nga bimabayi mauy nakakurus (nakapakurus) sa iyang kinabuhi, Her philandering husband was the cross she had to bear in life. 3 [A; abSc] cross s.t., bring s.t. across, cross each other's way. Mikurus siya pagdali sa karsada, She quickly crossed the street. Tapus sa dugayng panabun nagkurus pag-usab ang ilang mga dalan, After many years their paths crossed each other's again. 
	Kurusa (kurusi) nang plasa padung sa simbaban, Cross that plaza on your way to thechurch. (�) v [C; cl] be in a position crossing each other. Magkurus ta pagbigda arun dili ku hitakdan sa imung kutu, Let's lie crosswise so I won't get your lice. kuruskurus v [A; b] make criss-cross marks or lines on s. t. n 1 criss-cross lines. 2 k.o. grass of waste places, with four or five short spikes, eaten by water buffalo: Dactyloctenium aegyptium. 3 brittle star, k.o. sea creature similar to a starfish but with 
	kurus!-kusi 523 
	kurus v [A; a] travel or negotiate a distance
	kurus v [A; a] travel or negotiate a distance
	back and forth several times. Kuruskurusan 
	ni nakung kadalanan pagpangita nimu, I'll
	go back and forth over those streets looking 
	for you. paN-v [A2N; b] make the sign of
	the cross. Nanrus siya pagkilat, She
	gu

	quickly crossed herself when the lightning
	flashed. -an n 1 person having crossed lines 
	on the palm. Maayu kag kapalaran kay ku
	rusan ang imung palad, You'll have good 
	luck in life because you have a cross on 
	your palm. 2 the spot at the center of the 
	forehead between the eyebrows in line with 
	the nose. 3 place one crosses. 4 hammer
	head shark. kina-an n 1 the center of the
	forehead. Pagbantay nga dili ka maigu sa 
	kinakurusan, Beware that you don't get hit 
	at the center of your forehead. 2 center

	point of a junction of two streets. kurus n 1 chorus, refrain of a song. 2 chorus,a song rendition by a group. v [A13; a12] 1 sing as a chorus. 2 answer in chorus. 
	lmrut, kurut v [AN; a] pinch, squeeze hard using the thumb and the sides of the bent forefiers. Dunay nagkurut sa imung buktun kay nangalam man, S.o. must have squeezed your arms because they're bluish. kurutsay a call uttered by becalmed sailors to bring on the southwest wind (babagat).kuruy v [B2S46N] shiver with cold. Nanguruy siya sa katugnaw, He was shivering 
	ng
	gu

	with cold. lmryinti n 1 electric current. 2 electric wire. 
	Ang tabanug nasangit sa kuryinti, The kite
	Ang tabanug nasangit sa kuryinti, The kite
	is entangled in the electric wire. v 1 [A23; 
	b] shocked with electricity. Kuryintiban kag bikapun na nimu, You'll get a shock ifyou touch that. 2 [A23] give a feeling similar to a shock when the soft area within the elbow joint is hit. 3 [b(l)] for s.o. not invited to be taken along to a party by s.o. who was invited (humorous). Nitambung sad sila sa parti kay nakuryintiban tu sila, 
	They attended the party as well because they were taken along by one of the invited guests. 4 [A2; b] among children, for achild to do to the person nearest him, what 
	s.o. did to him, and for the person who had that happen to him to go ahead and do it to another child, and so forth. Nangbapak siya, di gikuryintiban sab dayun naku ang akung tupad, He slapped me, and so I slapped my seatmate. di-electrified, operated by electricity. •syan n electrician (humorous slang).

	kuryusua queer, strange. Kuryusu kaanang buwaka kay mangalimyun lag tungang 
	1 
	, 
	yu 

	gabii, That is a very strange flower because it only blooms at midnight. M idiyu kuryu
	gabii, That is a very strange flower because it only blooms at midnight. M idiyu kuryu
	-


	su ang kinaiya sa mga langyaw, Foreignersseem to have queer ways. v [Bl2] becomequeer, odd. Ang pagkalain sa iyang ulu mauy nakakuryusu (nakapakuryusu) sa iyang linibukan, A mental disturbance made him behave strangely. 
	kuryusun k.o. arum, the roots of which are edible. It is violet and when boiled itgets an even tenderness without becoming soggy.
	2 

	kuryusun k.o. spider conch. 
	3 

	kus = KULUS.
	kusahus n 1 jerked meat, esp. beef, preserved with spices and dried under the sun. 2 s.t. 
	s.o. used in bathing hung over the line to dry (sp called because of the way it grows stiff on the line like jerked meat). v [A; cl] jerk meat, esp. beef. 
	kusaw v [A; al] swish the liquid around. Kusawa ang anyil sa tubig, Swish the indigo around in the water. kusay a fast in doing s.t. Kusay kaayu kang mugama ug kalu, yOU are very fast in making hats. Kusay ang uras basta naay kalingawan, Time goes by fast if you're busy. v [B2; cl] accomplish s.t. rapidly; be, become fast in doing s.t. Ayaw kusaya (ikusay) angimung pagkaun kay bituk-an ka, Don't eat so fast or you '11 choke. 
	kusbat 1 in a mess, disorder. Kusbat kaayu ang imung buhuk kay wa nimu bubbuig brilyantin, Your hair is a mess because you didn't put any brilliantine in it. 2 having a nasty expression on the face. v 1 [A; a12]tear s.t. apart with the hands or teeth. Mga iru ang mikusbat sa baskit, The dogs tore the basket apart. 2 [AB 1; ab4] get in disarray, disordered!; cause s.t. to become messy. Kinsay nagkusbat ining butang sa lamisang mu rag giagiag bagyu? Who made this mess on the table? It looks as though a temp
	cl] for the face to get a nasty expression on it. M ikusbat ang iyang nawung pagkaun sa aslum, Her face screwed up when she ate the sour stuff. 
	kusi = KULASISI.
	kusi v 1 [AN; alb2] pinch. Kusiun ku ang imung ngabil ug magsaba ka, 1'll pinch your lips if you make any noise. 2 [A; b7] pinch 
	I • ,
	I • ,

	off from. /yang gikusian ug gamay kaayuang iyang tsis, She got a very small pinch from her cheese. n action of pinching. (Ł) v [A; a2] tear, rip. Nakusi ang akung sinina sa alambring tunukun, My shirt got torn on the barbed wire. Ang mangupya kusian sa 
	lmsina -lmsnut 
	papiL, Whoever copies will have his paper ripped up. kusikusi v [A; a] tear meat into small shreds. Nagkusikusi ku sa Linat-ang manuk nga para sa bam-Ł I'm tearing the cooked chicken into pieces to mix it with the noodles. paN-v [A] causing aprickingor pinching pain. Nagpangusi ang kagutum sa akung tiyan, Hunger pangs are pinchimy stomach. -in-ay(Ł) v [C] pinch one another. Di ta magkinusiay kay sakit, Wewon't pinch each other because it's painful. -in-an n 1 part of the skin which is pinched. 2 manner of p
	papiL, Whoever copies will have his paper ripped up. kusikusi v [A; a] tear meat into small shreds. Nagkusikusi ku sa Linat-ang manuk nga para sa bam-Ł I'm tearing the cooked chicken into pieces to mix it with the noodles. paN-v [A] causing aprickingor pinching pain. Nagpangusi ang kagutum sa akung tiyan, Hunger pangs are pinchimy stomach. -in-ay(Ł) v [C] pinch one another. Di ta magkinusiay kay sakit, Wewon't pinch each other because it's painful. -in-an n 1 part of the skin which is pinched. 2 manner of p
	ng


	kusina n kitchen. v [A; a] build a kitchen. paN-v [A2; a] work in the kitchen, esp. preparing foods. Kada pyista sa ila aku giyuy mangusina, Every fiesta I do the cooking at their place. a nothing compared to aplace. Kusina Lang ang Urmuk sa Sibu, Ormoc City is nothing compared to Cebu City. Kusina Zang ning bildinga sa Luim, This building is nothing compared to the Lu Ym building. duul sa -a close to the powers that be. NakasuLud dayun siyag trababu kay duuL ra man sa kusina, He landed a job immediatel
	*kusing way -not having any money at all. 
	Wa giyuy aku bisag kusing na Lang, I don't have anything, even a single cent. 
	Wa giyuy aku bisag kusing na Lang, I don't have anything, even a single cent. 

	kusing n (from singku) five centavos or fivepesos (slang). Napildi siyag kusing sa bantak, He lost five pesos in the game of toss
	-

	. .
	. .

	ing coins. kusinilya n a pressure-burner stove using ker
	-

	osene as fuel. v [A13] cook on such burner. kusisang = SUKA (dialectal). 
	kusitsa = KUTSITSA. 
	kuskus v [A; a] strum a stringed musical in
	-

	• ,
	• ,
	1 

	strument. Ktnabanglang kuskusun ug kusug 
	ang sista kay bungul, You must strum the guitar hard because it's dull. -balungusmaking a lot of fuss about s.t., having to meet a lot of useless requirements. Dagbangkuskus baluns ning aplikasiyun. Dagbang purma, dagbang mga pirma nga way binungdan, This application involves too much red tape. There are too many forms, too many irrelevant signatures. v [A; al] put to a lot of needless trouble and red tape. Kuskus balungusun ang barku ug dili bipbipanang tagakustum, The boat won't be allowed to sail witho
	ang sista kay bungul, You must strum the guitar hard because it's dull. -balungusmaking a lot of fuss about s.t., having to meet a lot of useless requirements. Dagbangkuskus baluns ning aplikasiyun. Dagbang purma, dagbang mga pirma nga way binungdan, This application involves too much red tape. There are too many forms, too many irrelevant signatures. v [A; al] put to a lot of needless trouble and red tape. Kuskus balungusun ang barku ug dili bipbipanang tagakustum, The boat won't be allowed to sail witho
	gu

	They'll give you a lot of trouble if you don't have s.t. to bribe them with. 


	kuskus= KALUSKUS" 
	2 
	lA

	kuslad n host of lice and nits. v [B 124; a4]for hair to be infested with lice and nits. Sulura ang nagkakuslad nga buhuk, Combthe louse-infested hair with a fine comb.
	Sigi lag pangawut sa bubuk ang babaying gikuslad, The woman keeps scratching her hair because she is infested with lice. 
	kusmaut v [B2S] grimace, distort one's face. 
	Mukusmaut ang nawung sa babaying magbati, A woman's face becomes distorted with pain during labor. Nagkusmaut ku sa kababu, I'm grimacing from the smell. Nakusmaut ang iyang nawung sa ritratu, Herface is distorted in the picture. (➔) a grimacing, frowning. 
	kusmitik n cosmetic pomade in stick form. v [AN; b] apply stick pomade to the hair. 
	kusmu v [b6] snort, blow air out through the nose and vocalize at the same time. Gikusmuban Jang ku sa kabayu, The horse snorted at me. n snort. paN-v [A; b(l)] snort in anger or as a sign of displeasure. 
	t nga milakaw ang iyang asawa, The husband snorted in anger upon hearing that his wife had gone out. Nakapangusmu ku sa kabahu sa patay nga ilaga, I snorted with displeasure at the smell of the dead rat. 
	Nagpangusmu ang bana sa kala
	gu

	kusmud v [B46; cl] pout and frown in displeasure or disapproval. Ayawg kusmura (ikusmud) nang nawung mu ug di ka tumanan, Don't pout when you don't get what you want. 
	kusmus n odorless variety of marigold with orange flowers and a single row of wide petals.
	kusnit v [A; b6(1)] 1 rip into little pieces, pinch off a tiny portion from s.t. Mikusnitkuggamay sa imung sinugbang isda, I pinched off a tiny portion from your broiled fish. Ayaw kusnita ang papil, Don't rip up the paper. 2 pinch, tweak. Kusnita ang iyang dunggan ug di maminaw, Tweak her ears if she doesn't listen. n 1 action of ripping or pinching. 2 amount pinched off from. kusnitkusnit v [A; al] pinch s.t. softly many times over a surface to tickle or caress. Duba ka babayi ang mikusnitkusnit (nagk
	kusnut a wrinkled, crumpled. Kusnut na kaayu ning akung sinina, My clothes are very 
	kuspag -kusug 
	wrinkled. v l [a) wrinkle, crumple. Sa akung kalagut gikusnut ku dan ang akung papil, In my anger I immediately crumpled my paper. 2 disarrange hair. Ayawg kusnuta ang imung bubuk, Don't rumple your hair. 3 [AN; ab2) take hold of s.o. with a pinchand a twist. Mukusnut (mangusnut) ra baku dayun kun akuy maglat, l readily take hold and pinch when I am provoked. n wrinkle in cloth, paper, and the like. 
	wrinkled. v l [a) wrinkle, crumple. Sa akung kalagut gikusnut ku dan ang akung papil, In my anger I immediately crumpled my paper. 2 disarrange hair. Ayawg kusnuta ang imung bubuk, Don't rumple your hair. 3 [AN; ab2) take hold of s.o. with a pinchand a twist. Mukusnut (mangusnut) ra baku dayun kun akuy maglat, l readily take hold and pinch when I am provoked. n wrinkle in cloth, paper, and the like. 
	yu
	gu 


	kuspag a for the hair to be in disarray. Kuspag pa ang ,yang bubuk. Bag-u tingaling nagmata, Her hair was still in disarray. She must have just woke up. v [B; cl] for the hair to get dishevelled 
	kuspidur n cuspidor. 
	kustabli n member of the Philippine Constabulary. v [Bl6; a2) be, become a member of the Philippine Constabulary. kakustablihan n constabulary. -s = KUSTABLI(plural).
	kustabularya = KUNST ABU LARY A.
	kustanyira n irregular slabs of wood which have been cut off from the ends and sides of a log when it was squared off for sawing into lumber. 
	kustarv [A] be worth, cost. Kining klasiba mukustar ug dus mil, This kind costs two thousand.
	1 

	kustarv [A2) last, take a certain length of time. Mukustar ug dugay ang karni basta ibutang sa ripridyiritur, Meat will stay freshlong if you keep it in the refrigerator. Makakustar siguru ug dugay ang pag-imbistigar sa krimin, The investigation of the crime may well take a long time. Kustaban giyud siyag tagurba ka tuig sa iyang sapatus, Hisshoes last him two years. 
	2 

	kustiyada, kustiyar v [A12N; c] go, travel to another place for a purpose. Mangustiyada (mangustiyar) silag panugal, They go to other places to gamble. Nagkustiya (nagkustiyada) sila sa kabaryuban ug pamaligyag panaptun, They traveled to the rural areas to sell dress material. paN-v 1 [A2; 
	c) venture into some undertaking. Nangustiyada (nangustiyar) siyag apil sa bangga sa awit, He ventured to particip�te in the singing contest. Kining kantidara igu nang ipangustiyada (ipangustiyar) ug nigusyu, Thisamount is enough to venture into business with. 2 [A2; al2) make efforts, do whatever it takes. Sa kawad-un mangustiyada giyud ta arun mabub� Because of our poverty we must do whatever is necessary tomake ends meet. n 1 going to other places for a purpose. 2 venturing to do s. t. 3 efforts e
	c) venture into some undertaking. Nangustiyada (nangustiyar) siyag apil sa bangga sa awit, He ventured to particip�te in the singing contest. Kining kantidara igu nang ipangustiyada (ipangustiyar) ug nigusyu, Thisamount is enough to venture into business with. 2 [A2; al2) make efforts, do whatever it takes. Sa kawad-un mangustiyada giyud ta arun mabub� Because of our poverty we must do whatever is necessary tomake ends meet. n 1 going to other places for a purpose. 2 venturing to do s. t. 3 efforts e

	one who ventures to go out to other places with a purpose. 
	kustiyun = KWISTIYUN, n 2, 3;v 2, 3. kustum n 1 customs bureau. taga-n people who work for the customs bureau. 
	kustumbri n 1 customs, established practice of a group. Kustumbri dinhi sa upisinang mangadyi iesa mutrababu, lt is a custom in our office to say a prayer before we begin work. Kustumbri sa mga Pilipinu nga muamin sa mga tigulang, lt is the custom of Filipinos to kiss the hands of their old folks. 2 characteristic nature of an individual. Ngil-ad ug kustumbri nang babaybana, bintabusa, That woman has a bad character. She takes advantage of others. 
	kustumir n l customer in a store. 2 customerin a night club or bawdy house. v [Al2; b 
	8) have as a customer. Nakaku·stumir siyagkulat-ugun, She got a customer that had syphilis. 
	kustumri = KUSTUMBRI.
	kusturira n a seamstress. v [Bl 56; b6] be, become a dressmaker. Magkusturira ag inyung bakla, Your son, who is a pansy, wants to become a seamstress. 
	kusug a 1 fast, rapid. Kusug mudagan ang trin, The train travels fast. Kusug kaayu ang dagan sa uras, Time flies very quickly. 2loud, heavy or forceful motion. Kusug ang butu sa luthang, The bamboo cannon gave out a loud boom. Kusug kaayu ang pagkabagba ni Sisar, Caesar fell with a hard thug. Kusug nga bundak sa uwan, Heavy downpour. 3 selling brisk. Kusug kaayu·ang palit aning tindabana, This store does a brisk business. 4 avid doer of s.t. Kusug siyang mangulikta ug silyu, He is fond of collecting stam
	s.t. to do so. Mikusug siya paglakaw kay nalit na siya, She walked quickly_ as she was already late. Kinsa may nagkusug ug patuyuk sa bintiladur? Who made the electric fan turn very fast? Nakusug (mikusug) ang pag-andar sa makina, The engine started to revolve faster. 2 do s.t. in a loud, heavy way; become loud, heavy. Kusga(ikusug)
	· pagsulti kay bungul nang imung gikaatubang, Talk loudly because the person youare conversing with is deaf. Dili ni makakt'sug bangina, This won't develop into a strong wind. 2a [A12) have strength to do 
	s.t. Kaun pag-ayu arun makakusug kag daru, Eat well so you'll have the strength to plow. 3 [B2; b(l)] for sales to become brisk. Ang palit sa dulyar mauy gikusugan 
	S26 kusukusu -kutas 
	karun, Dollar-buying is brisk business nowadays. 4 [B2; b4] do s.t. avidly, at a rate more than normal M ukusug siyag kaun basta ganaban, He eats plenty if he feels like it. bag-ung nanganak kay gikusgan sa dugu, The woman who has just delivered was treated as an emergency case because she was bleedifast. n 1 dynamic strength, force. Wa na kuy kusug itrababu tuud sa kagutum, I have lost my streth to work because of hunger. 2 muscle. Nangugdal ang kusug sa barbiladu, The weight lifter's muscles bulged. pa
	karun, Dollar-buying is brisk business nowadays. 4 [B2; b4] do s.t. avidly, at a rate more than normal M ukusug siyag kaun basta ganaban, He eats plenty if he feels like it. bag-ung nanganak kay gikusgan sa dugu, The woman who has just delivered was treated as an emergency case because she was bleedifast. n 1 dynamic strength, force. Wa na kuy kusug itrababu tuud sa kagutum, I have lost my streth to work because of hunger. 2 muscle. Nangugdal ang kusug sa barbiladu, The weight lifter's muscles bulged. pa
	Gidali pagtabang a
	ng 
	ng 
	ng
	ng
	· 


	as their store continued at its height of activity. Sa pagbingusug sa kampanya dagbang mga ginamusang nayagyag, At the height of the campaign, we witnessed lots of dirty linen being washed in public. kusgan a strong. Gamay apan kusgan, He is small but strong. n n 1 speed. 2 loudness or intensity. 3 briskness of sales. pa-(�) n 1 contest of strength. Ang barbil pakusug, Weightlifting is a sport that involves a contest of strength. 2 rough play. v [Al3] play rough. kusukusu v 1 [A; a] rumple or rub s.t
	They lived in comfort as lo
	ng 
	gi-un, kaku
	sgu
	ng
	[A; a] rub in washi
	ng 
	ng

	l 
	l 

	Artifact
	child of yours a sound thrashing. 2a [al2] beat soundly in a game. Gikusukusu namuang ilang tim, We thrashed their teamsoundly. n = BULUNiYu. 
	kusung a for cloth or thin sheets to be wrinkled, crumpled, creased. Ayawg sulati nang papila kay kusung kaayu, Don't write onthat paper. It's all crumpled. v [A; a] wrinkle, crumple. Kining panaptuna bumuk kaayung makusung, This k.o. material wrinkles easily. Di!na ku musul-ub ning sininaa. Gikusungan na ku niin� I won't wear this dress any more. It looks so crumpled to me. 
	kut n coat. -an tay n coat and tie outfit. v [A] wear a coat. 
	kuta n quota, a certain quantity assigned to be met. v [A13; b6(1)] give s.o. a quota. Gikutaban mig tagnapulu ka tikit, We were given a quota of ten tickets to sell. 
	kuta n fort. v [Al;a] make a fort. kutab = KATAB.
	kutana v [al] ask a question, inquire about. 
	Kutan-a siyag unsa n� Ask her what this is.paN-v [A; bS] ask a question, inquire about. Nangutana ang kustumir sa prisyu,The customer asked about the price. Syarug wa tay kapangutan-an (mapangutana) nga uturidad sa panulat, We could surelyask s.o. who is an authority on writing. Unsay imung ipangutana? What would you like to ask? n question, asking. mapangutan-un a questioni, showing curiosity. 
	ng

	kutangv [A; b6] faint. Mikutang si Pi pagkabasa sa tiligram'!, Fe fainted upon readithe telegram. /nit kaayu didtu sa kwar
	1 

	ng
	tung iyang gikutangan, It was hot inside the room where she fainted. 
	kutangv [B] for s.t. that flows or blows to lessenin intensity. Managat tag mukutang na ang bangin, Let's g9 fishing once the wind stops blowing. Turniki ra ang nakakutang ( nakapakutang) sa dugu sa iyang samad, The tourniquet caused the flow from her wound to stop. 
	2

	kutang= GUTANG. 
	3 

	lwtasa 1 pantifor breath from exhaustion. Kutas baya kaayu. Ayaw giyud kug sugua, I'm so exhausted. Don't make me doanything yet. 2 causing s.o. to run out of breath. Kutas trababua, Terrible hard work that makes you pant. v [Al23P; b4] cause to be gaspior pantifor breath. Gikutasan Jang kug inagpas nimu, I was pantingfrom trying to catch up with you. pa-v [A;b(l)] work s.t. till it pants for breath. A
	1 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 

	yaw pakutasi ang kabaw. Tangtangig palunanga, Don't work the carabao till it's panting. Unhitch it and let it wallow from time 
	kutas
	kutas
	2
	-

	to time. paN-v [b4) be severely short of breath. hiN-v [Al3] gasp for breath when one is dying. Ang alaut nga masakitun naghingutas na, The patient is exerting great effort to catch his breath. ka-n hard breathing. -l-an(�) n prone to running out of breath. 

	kutasa hungry. Mangaun na ta kay kutas kaayu, Let's eat now because I'm very hungry. v [B2; b4) feel, be hungry. Gikutasan na tingali nang bata, The child must behungry now. 
	2 

	kutat v [B; b4} abate, for a flow to weaken 
	Salamat kay mikutat na ang bagyu, Thankheavens, the wind has fin ally abated. M ikutat ang gatas sa inaban, The mother's milk gave out. Walay pagkutat ang agisa mga tawu sa haya, The flow of people that passed by the bier did not subside. Ug kutatan ta sa baha, mutabuk ta, When the flood subsides, we can cross. 
	Salamat kay mikutat na ang bagyu, Thankheavens, the wind has fin ally abated. M ikutat ang gatas sa inaban, The mother's milk gave out. Walay pagkutat ang agisa mga tawu sa haya, The flow of people that passed by the bier did not subside. Ug kutatan ta sa baha, mutabuk ta, When the flood subsides, we can cross. 

	kutaw v [A; a) 1 stir two liquids or a liquid and powder around to mix them. Kutawagmaayu ang pintal, Stir the paint up well. Kutawi ra kug niskapi, Please mix me some instant coffee. 2 stir up water and disturb it. Nakutaw ang dagat tungud sa kusug nga hangin, The sea was stirred up in the strong winds. 3 get disturbed, confused. Suliran nga mikutaw sa akung hunahuna, Problems that disturbed my thoughts. Makutawang kalinaw sa panimalay kun magbisyu ang bana, The peace in the family will get disrupted if 
	I'm confused as to where I could have put my watch. Nakutaw ang akung libug nimu, I don't know what to do about you. (➔) nstirrer. 
	I'm confused as to where I could have put my watch. Nakutaw ang akung libug nimu, I don't know what to do about you. (➔) nstirrer. 

	kutay v 1 [Al; c] string a line from one point to another. Nagkutay kug pisi para hayhayan, l tied a rope for the clothesline.Ikutay ang mga bumbilya sa duha ka haligi, 
	String the light bulbs up between the two s in line. Nagkutay siyag batu daplin sa alagian, He lined the pathway with stones. Nagkutay ang mga pumapalit sa tikit, The people buying tickets were standing in a long line. n 1 line: row of. Ang kutay sa bungtud milagbas sa duba ka baryu, The range of mountains stretches across the two barrios. 
	String the light bulbs up between the two s in line. Nagkutay siyag batu daplin sa alagian, He lined the pathway with stones. Nagkutay ang mga pumapalit sa tikit, The people buying tickets were standing in a long line. n 1 line: row of. Ang kutay sa bungtud milagbas sa duba ka baryu, The range of mountains stretches across the two barrios. 
	posts. 2 [B146; cl place, arrange thi
	ng

	Naputul ang ku tay sa iyang bunahuna pagkadungug sa butu, The trend of his thought was interrupted when he heard the explosion. 2 rope. 

	kutil 
	kuthan see KUTU. 
	kuti a 1 intricate, requiring close attention and exactness. Kuti kaayu ang pagburda sa kamut, Hand embroidery is!very intricate 
	.work. la intricate and thus tiresome. Kutikaayung pitsipitsing atubangun, Tiresomelittle details to take care of. 2 thoroughly done, with attention to doidetails. Makuting imbistigasiyun, A thorough investigation. -baru trouble, bother. Kuti baru kaayu ang pagbimug bamun, It's a nuisance to make ham. v [A13B12; a2) become intricate, complicated. kutikuti v [A; al 2] going into small details, fussing over minor 
	ng 

	details. Ang amung agawun mukutikuti giyud ug inspiksiyun sa amung agi, Our master inspects our output to the minutest detail. n fuss, bother. a inquisitive about every aspect of a thing. Kutikuti siyang pagkabata, sigi Lang pangutana, He is a very inquisitive child. He keeps asking questions. kutikutihan a fussy, paying attention to small details. makutihun a doing things with great attention to details. Makutihung tuki, A very detailed investigation. kutihawu a meticulous, extremely or excessively 
	kuti = KASING. 
	kutib v [B3(1); cl] for the lips to move rapidiy as in mumbling or eating. Mikutib (nakutib) ang baba sa tigulang nga nangadyt, 
	The woman's lips are moving fast in prayer. Baba nga nagkutib sa pagkinaug pakwan, Amouth moving rapidly, chewing watermelon seeds. 
	kutihu n list of winning numbers in a raffle or draw. v [A; cl] compare the list of winners against one's tickets. Duna kuy tikit nga akung ikutibu (kutibuun), I have a ticket that I will compare to the list of winning numbers. 
	kutiks n 1 sanitary napkin, so!called from 
	.
	.

	the brand name Kotex. 2 nail polish so called from the brand name Cutex. v 1 [Al] wear a sanitary napkin. 2 [A] polish fing�rnails, wear a certain k.o. fingernail polish. paN�. v [A2] polish one's nails. Mangutiksku kay mamista, I'm going to polish my nails because I'm going to the fiesta. 
	kutil n drink consisting of palm toddy (tuba)mixed with eggs and/or hot chocolate. v [A; a] 1 mix a strong drink with a non
	-

	S28 kutim -kutsira 
	intoxicating beverage, esp. palm toddy with eggs and/or hot chocolate. Kada buntag sayu magkutil giyud siyag itlug, tuba ug sikwati, Early every morning he drinks an eggcocktail. la mix any sort of drink. Magkutil kug gatas para sa bata, I will mix a formula for the baby. 2 [B12S; al2] for the mind to get all disturbed or confused. Nakutil. ang akung ulu pagpininsar unsay ibayad, 
	intoxicating beverage, esp. palm toddy with eggs and/or hot chocolate. Kada buntag sayu magkutil giyud siyag itlug, tuba ug sikwati, Early every morning he drinks an eggcocktail. la mix any sort of drink. Magkutil kug gatas para sa bata, I will mix a formula for the baby. 2 [B12S; al2] for the mind to get all disturbed or confused. Nakutil. ang akung ulu pagpininsar unsay ibayad, 
	My mind is in a whirl thinking of how to 

	pay. kutilkutil, -in-= KUTIL, n. kutim v [A; al] nibble small hard seeds. Paspas mukutim ug humay ang ilaga, Rats nib
	ble rice grains fast. Ku tima ang pakwan, Chew on the dried melon seeds. 
	ble rice grains fast. Ku tima ang pakwan, Chew on the dried melon seeds. 

	kutingn kitten. 
	1 

	kutingn bedbug. v [a4) be infested with 
	2
	2
	bedbugs. G ikuting ang mga silya sa siniban,The seats in the movie house are infested with bedbugs. -un a infested with bedbugs. Kutingun kaayu ning katriha, This bed is very much infested with bedbugs. 

	kuting n coat of paint.
	kutingkuting n sound of the strummiorplucking of the strings of musical instruments. Naa tingali mangharana kay naa may kutingkuting, There must be some serenaders now. I seem to hear the strummiof strings. v 1 [A2; al] sound a stringed inor strummi. 2 [al
	ng 
	ng
	strument by plucki
	ng 
	ng

	2] s to do. Daghan pa kug kutingkutingun sa bay, I have lots of little things to do in the house. n things one might collect or little things to do. 
	2] s to do. Daghan pa kug kutingkutingun sa bay, I have lots of little things to do in the house. n things one might collect or little things to do. 
	have lots of little thi
	ng


	= KUTIL
	kutir 

	kutis n skin texture, fineness of complexion. v [Al2] get a certain k.o. complexion. Makakutis Jang kug sama sa imu, If I only could have a complexion like yours! 
	kutitub a 1 given to talking, loquacious. Ang babaying kutitub bisag sa simbahan magpunayg tabi, A talkative woman keeps babbliaway, even in church. 2 given to talklotsremarks. Kutitub nang bataa. Ug kasab-an mutubag giyud, 
	ng 
	ingback, murmuring against, or maki
	ng 
	of unpleasant, irritati
	ng 

	That child is big-mouthed. He talks back when you scold him. v [B12; b6] 1 become talkative. 2 be given to talkiback, murmuri, or makilots of unpleasant remarks.
	That child is big-mouthed. He talks back when you scold him. v [B12; b6] 1 become talkative. 2 be given to talkiback, murmuri, or makilots of unpleasant remarks.
	ng 
	ng
	ng 


	kutkut v l [A; a] scrape off s.t. hard by rubbion it back and forth. Kutkuta ang takuling sa kaldiru, Scrape off the soot onthe pot. 2 [A; ab2] paw s.t. up, dig s.t. up like a d. Daliag kutkut ang kamuti, Digup the sweet potatoes fast. Gikutkut sa iru agilubung nga bukug, The dog dug up 
	kutkut v l [A; a] scrape off s.t. hard by rubbion it back and forth. Kutkuta ang takuling sa kaldiru, Scrape off the soot onthe pot. 2 [A; ab2] paw s.t. up, dig s.t. up like a d. Daliag kutkut ang kamuti, Digup the sweet potatoes fast. Gikutkut sa iru agilubung nga bukug, The dog dug up 
	ng 
	og
	ng 

	the buried bones. 2a befriend a person for what one can get out of him, be a gold digger. Gikutkut lang ang byuda sa palik iru, what he could out of the widow. 3 [AN; a] scratch an itch. Nangutkut siya sa iyang ulu, Hescratched his head. Kutkutun ku ning katul sa akung tiil, I will scratch this itch on my feet. 4 [AN; a] gnaw. Naluag ang bungbung nga gikutkut sa balagtuk, Some rats gnawed a hole into the wall. G,kutkut ang akung tiyan sa kagutum, Huer gnawed at my stomach. -in-, -ag-, -inag-n sound of . -
	The gigolo was just getti
	ng 
	ng
	ng
	gnawi
	ng
	ng 


	kutli v [A; ab2] break off s.t. soft by twisting it between the thumb and index finger. Kutlia ang mga batung, Break up the stribeans into small pieces. 
	ng

	kudig v [A; a] detach or pick s.t. tiny between the fiers or teeth with a quickmotion.Mikutlig si Tatay ug tabaku nga iyang gimaskada, Fatherbit off a piece of tobacco to chew. Kutliga Zang ang mga udlut. Ayawg gabnuta, Justleaves gently. Don't rip them off. 
	ng
	twisting or snappi
	ng 
	pick the you
	ng 

	kudu v 1 [A; a] break off a flower, leaf, 
	seed stalk, bud carefully. Angay na bang kutluun ning bu/aka? Is this flower right to pluck? Kutluag udlut ang tabaku arun mudagku ang dahun, We pluck the buds off the tobacco plant so the leaves will get bigger. la reach tor the stars (literary). Kutluun k u ang mga bituun tungud kanimu, I'llpluck the stars for you. 2 [AN; a2] pick out a quotation, take s.t. from a certain source. Sirmun nga gikutlu gikan sa Salmu, Sermon taken from the Book of Psalms. Ayin is ang kutluan nila sa balita, They get their n
	kuts n coach, usually for a team. v 1 [A; b6] coach a team. Way nagkuts sa akung diklamasiyun, Nobody coached me for my declamation. Unsang tima ang imung gikutsan?What team are you coachi? 2 [B156; al 
	ng

	2] be a coach. Nakuts siya sa amung tim sa baskitbul, He used to be our basketball coach. 
	kutsara n tablespoon. Gaw, sa kutsara ug tinidur igkaun nimu, Use a spoon and fork when you eat. v 1 .[a) eat with a table
	-

	kutsi -kutu529 
	1 

	spoon. Kutsarabun diay ang kukis? Are yougoing to eat the cookies with aspoon? 2 [A; al2] spoon s.t. out. Kutsaraba ang barina, Get the flour out with a spoon. Gikuts, The doctor took a spoonful of secretion from the girl that had been raped. paN-v [A2] use a tablespoon on s.t., eat with a tablespoon. kutsarita n 1 teaspoon. 2 k.o. fleshy ornamental herbs grown for their colorful leaves as a border plant: Alternanthera spp. v [Al3; a] use, eat with a teaspoon. kutsarun n ladle, large serving spoon. Kuts
	spoon. Kutsarabun diay ang kukis? Are yougoing to eat the cookies with aspoon? 2 [A; al2] spoon s.t. out. Kutsaraba ang barina, Get the flour out with a spoon. Gikuts, The doctor took a spoonful of secretion from the girl that had been raped. paN-v [A2] use a tablespoon on s.t., eat with a tablespoon. kutsarita n 1 teaspoon. 2 k.o. fleshy ornamental herbs grown for their colorful leaves as a border plant: Alternanthera spp. v [Al3; a] use, eat with a teaspoon. kutsarun n ladle, large serving spoon. Kuts
	sara sa duktur ang gilu
	gu

	It.

	kutsi n car, automobile. v 1 [A13; a2] ride in a car, use as a car. Kutsibun pagiyud na nga kaduul ra niana? Do you need to go there by car when it is so near? 2 [Al2]get an automobile. 
	kutsilyu n table or kitchen knife. v 1 [b5] use a kitchen knife. Kutsilyuba (kutsilyubi) ang litsun, Cut up the roast pig. 2 [b) supply with a table knife. paN-v [A2] use aknife. Ang mga Amirikanu nga magkaun When the Americans eat, they are sure to use knives. huwis di-n massacre.
	mangutsi/.yu giyud, 

	kutsina = KUTSiNU(female).
	2 

	kutsinta = PUTU KUTSINTA. see PUTU
	.
	.

	kutsinua unthinking about small but important details. Kutsinu ning mutsatsaba kay nagbali ang kutsara ug tinidur, What acareless maid. Her mind must be in the clouds because she put the tablespoons and forks on the table backwards. v [B1245;b
	1 
	-

	6) doing things without thinking. Nagkakutsinu siya nga siging nagbunahuna ugpiknik, He doesn't think about what he is doibecause his mind is on the picnic.
	6) doing things without thinking. Nagkakutsinu siya nga siging nagbunahuna ugpiknik, He doesn't think about what he is doibecause his mind is on the picnic.
	ng 


	kutsinua dirty in one's habits. Kutsinungbataana, nagkupaykupay sa iyang linugaw, That child has dirty habits. He plays withhis porridge. v [B12; b6] be, become uncleanly or dirty in one's habits. Gikutsinaban ku nrmu da, dugay kang mag-ilis, Ithink you're a slob because you rarely change your clothes. 
	2 

	lmtsinua'be the one in a group that fails to do s.t. Kutsinu ang way kwarta, di kauban, Whoever doesn't have any money will be left out. He cannot come along. v [B126;a2] fail to do s.t. that others in a group get to do. Makutsinu ang maulabig mata, di na 
	3 

	kapamabaw, Whoever wakes up late will beleft out. He won't have any breakfast. Nakutsinu siya kay wa m aka tap us sa pagtuun, 
	She wound up the only one who didn't finish her studies. 
	kutsiru n rig, coach driver. v [A3; a2] be a rig driver. Kinsa mf;IY nagkutsiru sa imungtartanilya? Who is the driver of the rig you were riding on? paN-v [A2;b(l)] be a rig driver by occupation. Wa may laing pangita, mangutsiru na Zang siya, He has no other job, so he just drives a rig. n the occupation .
	of rig drivi
	ng

	kutsitis n small snap fasteners on clothing. v [A; b] attach snap fastener on s.t. paN-v [A2] fasten one's snaps. Milakaw siya nga wa makapangutsitis sa kilid, She went out without snapping up her sides.
	lmtsitsa n 1 crop, harvest. Ikaduba kining kutsitsa namu karung tuiga, This is our second harvest this year. 2 amount harvested. Gamay ra tung kutsitsa, It was a small harvest. v 1 [A; b(l)] have [so-and-so] many crops. Mukutsitsa kamig katulu sa usa ka tuig, We can have as many as three harvests a year. 2 [A; c6] raise, plant a certain crop.Gustu ka bang mukutsitsa ug kurikit karung timpuba? How would you like to raise kurikit rice this season? 
	kutsu n k.o. women's slipper, made of thick soles and solid cloth or leather end. v [Al;c6] wear this sort of slipper. 
	kutsukutsu v [A; b3] make a lot of fuss, ado about s.t. Nagkutsukutsu siya kay gamay ra ang iyang bah in, He is making a fuss because he.only got a small share. n fuss.
	kutsun n cushion. v [Al!; a] use, have, be provided with a cushion, make into cushions, use as cushions. di-having cushions. Dikutsun giyud ang ilang mga lingkuranan, Their seats are all upholstered or have cushions.
	kutu v [b4N] be extremely hungry. Gikutban (gipangutban) na ku sa pinaabut ngamalutu ang paniudtu, I'm starved waiting for lunch to be cooked. kutukutu n pit ofthe stomach. v [a12] hit in the pit of thestomach. Gikutukutu naku siya pagsumbag, l hit him in the solar plexus. 
	kutu n head louse. v [a4] be infested with heaa lice. Kutuun ka giyud ug di ka maligu, You will get infested with lice if you don't bathe. hiN-v [AN ;b6(1)] delouse the head. 
	·!
	·!

	tubi) ang bata kay siging paniksik, Delouse the child because she keeps scratchiher head. hingut-anay v [C; c3]pick each other's lice. kutuhun, kutuun 1 infested with lice. 2 for a woman to have 
	Hingut-i (bin
	gu
	ng 

	Figure
	the karapata, a k.o. louse spread by sexual contact. Ayawg paduul anang baybana kay kutuun na, Don't get near that woman. She is full of lice in the genitals. v [B1256) become a woman of this sort. 
	the karapata, a k.o. louse spread by sexual contact. Ayawg paduul anang baybana kay kutuun na, Don't get near that woman. She is full of lice in the genitals. v [B1256) become a woman of this sort. 

	kutuv [A) cut down, hold back on doing 
	2 

	s.t. Mikutu siya sa iyang pagkaun ug babuy tungud sa iyang prisiyun, He is restricting his intake of porkbecause of his high blood pressure. Kinabanglan giyud nga kutuban (kutban) natu ang atung paggastu, We have to limit our spending. (➔) n action of restrainioneself.
	s.t. Mikutu siya sa iyang pagkaun ug babuy tungud sa iyang prisiyun, He is restricting his intake of porkbecause of his high blood pressure. Kinabanglan giyud nga kutuban (kutban) natu ang atung paggastu, We have to limit our spending. (➔) n action of restrainioneself.
	ng 


	kutu a fast in doing s.t. or getting s.t. done. 
	Kutt siyang mulalag banig, She weaves
	Kutt siyang mulalag banig, She weaves
	mats quickly. v [B3; cl] do s.t. rapidly. 
	Makutu (mukutu) ang dagan anang riluba ugyawiban, That watch runs fast when you wind it. Ug imung kutuun (ikutu) pagsulti, di ku makasabut nimu, When you talk rap
	-

	•

	idly, I can't make out anything you say. kutun creak or cracking sound. v [A2; a 
	2 

	12) or cracking noise. Mikutu ang salug nga kawayan sa akung pagtunub, Thebamboo floor creaked as I stepped on it. Mikutu ang sanga, dayung kabali, Thebranch made a cracking sound and then 
	12) or cracking noise. Mikutu ang salug nga kawayan sa akung pagtunub, Thebamboo floor creaked as I stepped on it. Mikutu ang sanga, dayung kabali, Thebranch made a cracking sound and then 
	creaki
	ng 


	.broke. kutukutu v [A) make a cracklingnoise. Mukutukutu ang sitsarun inig-usap, Fried pork rinds make a cracklinoise when you chew them. kutub a having wrinkles sewn into it. v [B6]for sewing to come out so that wrinkles appear in unintended places. Mukutub (makutub) ang buktun sa imung sinina ug di nimu ilagda, The sleeves of your dress will come out wrinkled if you sew them directly without basting them. 
	ng 

	kutub 1 as far as a certain point in space or time. Kutub ang karsada sa Bukanu, Theroad reaches as far as Bocano. Kining trababua kutub ra sa Disim�ri, This job will last only to December. Asa kutub kiningdalana? Where does this road go up to? la -sa [word referring to action) only as much as doing, no more than. Kutub ra sa pagbisgut, way libuk, They only went so far as to discuss it. They didn't take any action. 2 as much as. Gikuba nila kutub sailang madaui, They took as much as they could carry. 2a w
	end. v [B2456) last, go as far as. Basta mu
	kutub ra sa baluk, way piligru, As long as it 
	does not go beyond kissing, there's no dan
	ger. Ug mukutub sa alas utsu ang prugrama,
	makapanini pa ka, If the program doesn't 
	last later than eight o'clock, you still have
	time to go to the show. 
	kutubkutub n throbbi, low, boomisound. Kutubkutub sa lansa, The put-put of the launch. v 1 [A) make a low throbbing or booming sound from a distance. 2[A; a12] mumble words incoherently. Suguun gani na siya, mukutubkutub dayun ang baba, When you ask her to do s. t., she immediately starts mumbling under her breath. Di maklaru ang pangadyi kay nagkutubkutub lang ang baba, You can't understand the prayers because they are just mumbled.
	ng
	ng

	kutud v [B; b4) for liquids to slow down or at the source. Mikutud na angtubud, The stream dried up. Sustinibi uig pananggut ug di pa makakutud ang buluk, Keep getting the juice from the bud before . Nagkakutud na giyud ang akung gatas, My milk is growing less and less in quantity. Gikutdan na ang guma, The rubber tree has ceased giving latex. 
	stop flowi
	ng 
	it stops flowi
	ng

	kutukkutuk = KURUKUTUK•
	1

	kutul v [A; ab7] pinch s.t. hard with the thumb and the index finger. Kutulun (kutlun) ta ka ug di ka maminaw, I'll pinch you if you don't listen. Ayawg kutli ang kik,Don't pinch anything off that cake. 
	kutuy v 1 [A; a) pinch a comparativelysmall area of the skin, esp. with the nail ofthe thumb and a finger. Mikutuy siya sa akung buktun agig parayig, She pinched my arm as a sign of affection. 2 [B146] feel a sharp, steady pain in the stomach orpangs of hunger. Wa man gud kuy pamabaw, nagkutuy na ang akung tiyan, I've had no breakfast, so I'm having hunger pangs now. 
	kuub a bent forward in body posture. Sagadsa mga tigulang kuub ug lawas, Most old people have bent bodies. v 1 [Bl; clP) be bent forward. Nagkuub ang imung lawas.Itisu. Your body is bent forward. Straighten up. 2 [AB) be lying face down, place s.t. face down. Nakuub ang bata sa salug, Thechild was lying face down on the floor. Ikuub (kuuba) ang mga kaldiru, Place the pots face down.!(�) v = KUUB, v2.
	1
	1
	1
	,


	kuubv [A; bl snuggle up under a blanket of the like. M ikuub ku sa babul pagtungba sa kag, I curled up in a blanket when the ghost appeared. Gikuuban sa bimungaan 
	2 

	kuug -kuyikiw 
	ang iyang mga pisu, The mother hen covered her chicks with her wings. 
	ang iyang mga pisu, The mother hen covered her chicks with her wings. 
	kuug v 1 [B346) for the head to move toand fro or up and down with short, rapid movements. Mikuug ang ulug dinagan, Hishead shook as he ran. 2 [A23] go away hurriedly without turning the head to anydirection but forward.Miki.tug Zang siyag lakaw, wa gani ku hulata, She went out straight away without waiting for me. kuugkuug v [B146) shake involuntarily, as with weakness or disease. Magkuugkuug nga maglakaw ang paralitiku, A paralytic trembles when he walks. 

	kuul n k.o. edible bubble shell. 
	kuum v [B246) double up in pain, esp. as aresult of a blow in the solar plexus. M ikuum ku dihang naigu ku sa kutukutu, I doubled up in pain when I received a blow in the pit of the stomach. 
	kuup n canteen in school or small business establishment run on a cooperative, nonprofit basis. 
	kuupirar v [A2; b] cooperate, do s.t. to facilitate the accomplishment. Mikuupirar ang mga ginikanan sa pagpamaligya sa tikit, Theparents cooperated with their children helping them sell tickets. Mabungkag ang punduk ug di mukuupirar ang tanan, The group will be dissolved if everybody doesn't cooperate. kuupirasiyun n cooperation. 
	kuurdinadur n coordinator. v [B156] become a coordinator. 
	kuurdinasiyun n co-ordination.
	kuut v [A; a) 1 thrust one's hand into asmall place to fish s.t. out or just feel it. Mikuut siya sa iyang bulsa pagtan-aw ug naa pa bay sinsilyu, He felt around in his pocket to see if he had any more change. Kuutunsa duktur ang bata ug maglisud ang paganak, The doctor pulls the baby out if it is a difficult delivery. 2 pick a pocket or handbag. Gikuutan ku. Wa gani kuy ikapamilit� My pocket was picked. I don't even have carfare. 3 do s.t. underhanded, pull strings to get s.t. done. Kuutun kung imung ap
	kuut v [A; a) 1 thrust one's hand into asmall place to fish s.t. out or just feel it. Mikuut siya sa iyang bulsa pagtan-aw ug naa pa bay sinsilyu, He felt around in his pocket to see if he had any more change. Kuutunsa duktur ang bata ug maglisud ang paganak, The doctor pulls the baby out if it is a difficult delivery. 2 pick a pocket or handbag. Gikuutan ku. Wa gani kuy ikapamilit� My pocket was picked. I don't even have carfare. 3 do s.t. underhanded, pull strings to get s.t. done. Kuutun kung imung ap
	basketball under difficult circumstances. Bisag maayung gwardiya kuutun ni Martiris, Martires can outmaneuver the best of guards. paN-n 1 pickpocketing. 2 catchingof sea life by sticking the hands into holes or crevices. kuutkuut n getting in shots orblows under difficult circumstances. -1-un ( ➔) a intricate, difficult. Kuutun nir,g prublimaha. Dili ni masulbad, This is a difficult problem. We can't solve it. Kuutun na kaayu ang tubig sa banga kay hapit na maburut, The water in thejar is very difficul

	kuuykuuy a feeble, trembling with weakness. v [B146] become trembly with weakness. Nagkuuykuuy siya sa katiguwangun, He'sshaking all the time because he is so old.
	kuwa-for words beginning with kuwa-see
	also KULA-and KWA-. kuwak = MIRIKU, n.kuwan = KUAN (dialectal).kuwing n guinea pig. 
	kuyabug n 1 nestling, a young bird that has not abandoned its nest. a la neophyte, a beginner at s.t. Usa Zang ku ka kuyabug nga magsusulat, I am only an amateur writer. lb young and inexperienced person. Ayawgsagbat sa isturya sa mga dagku kay kuyabug ka pa, Do not butt into the conversation of your elders because you are still a child. 2mistress, concubine. Mahal niya ang iyang kuyabug kay sa asawa, He loves his mistress more than his wife. paN-v [A2] hunt for nestlings. 
	kuyaig v [AB16;c] scatter s.t. that had been in one place, usually such that it makes a sound. Ang mga iru mauy mikuyaig sa mga sagbut gikan sa basuraban, The dogs scatter·ed the garbage that was in the trash can. Nakuyaig ang basu nga nabagbung sa simintu,
	The drinking glass fell on the cement floor and broke to pieces all over the place. 
	kuyakin = NAKINNAKIN.
	kuyakiw v [A; b6] wag back and forth. Mikuyakiw ang ikug niBantay pagkakita naku, Rover wagged his tail when he saw me. Angputul nga ikug sa tiki nagkuyakiw sa salug, 
	The severed part of the lizard's tail wriggled 
	kuyaknit -kuyaw 
	on the floor.
	on the floor.

	lwyaknit = KULAKNIT.
	kuyarnad n newly-hatched head louse (kutu).a young, innocent, and inexperienced. Ayawg salga anang bubata kay mga kuyamad pa mu, Don't go in that work yet, young and innocent as you are. paN-v [A2N]turn into a small louse. Siksikun ang mga Lusa sa di pa manguyamad, Pick out the nits before they hatch into little lice. 
	kuyamang v 1 [A2S; b] for insects to crawl. 
	Mikuyamang ang basul sa akung buktun, 
	Mikuyamang ang basul sa akung buktun, 
	The caterpillar crawled on my arm. 2 [A; b(l)] spread slowly to an area. Mikuyamang sa Sugbu ang pamubat ug Lilas, Fihnmaking spread slowly in Cebu. 3 [A23; b (1)) creep deep through one's feelings. Ang kalalim sa iyang baluk mikuyamang sa akung kinabiladman, The sweetness of his kisses crept through my innermost senses. 

	kuyamas n long and sharp fingernails, claws of a bird, crab, etc. Hikawrasan ku sa kuyamas sa iring, I got scratched by the sharp claws of the cat. 
	kuyamis n 1 the soft parts in a young coconut at a stage prior to the formation of meat (putut) where the insides are edible and not bitter. Most coconuts are bitter when young (putut), but there are varieties which have edible insides at this stage. 2 avariety of coconut with orange-colored outside husk, smaller in size than the ordinary coconut.
	kuyamud v [A; cl] get an expression of distaste or dislike on the face. Mikuyamud siya sa aslum nga sambag, She puckered her face at the sour tamarind. Ayaw ug kuyamura (ikuyamud) ang imung nawung ug suguun ka, Don't get a nasty expression on your face when I tell you to do s.t. 
	kuyamug = DALINUG. kuyamuy = KULAMUY.
	kuyanap v [A; b( 1)] spread all over an area, for emotions or feelings to creep over one. 
	ArJg katugnaw mingkuyanap sa tibuuk kungkalawasan, The cold spread throughout my body. Nagkuyanap Zang ang mga nagkalainlaing mga bagun sa ilang tugkaran, All different kinds of vines spread over his yard. 
	ArJg katugnaw mingkuyanap sa tibuuk kungkalawasan, The cold spread throughout my body. Nagkuyanap Zang ang mga nagkalainlaing mga bagun sa ilang tugkaran, All different kinds of vines spread over his yard. 
	Gikuyanapan ang akung kasingkasing sa tumang kaguul, My heart is overwhelmed with grief.

	kuyap n 1 fainting spell. Magpalit kug itir kay tambal na sa kuyap, I'll buy a bottle of ether, as a medicine for dizzy spells. 2 a condition of slight nausea and drowsiness caused by eating certain foods, esp. greasy ones. v [Al23P; b4] 1 faint. Gikuyapan ang ba
	kuyap n 1 fainting spell. Magpalit kug itir kay tambal na sa kuyap, I'll buy a bottle of ether, as a medicine for dizzy spells. 2 a condition of slight nausea and drowsiness caused by eating certain foods, esp. greasy ones. v [Al23P; b4] 1 faint. Gikuyapan ang ba
	-

	bayi nga napunawan sa dugu, The woman fainted from loss of blood. 2 feel slightnausea and drowsiness after eating s.t. Kuyapan ku ug mukaun ug tinunuan, I feelsomewhat nauseous and drowsy when I eatfood cooked in coconut milk. -I-an(�) n prone to fainting. 

	kuyapi a 1 for fruit or seed to develop in a faulty way such that there is no flesh. Kuyapi kaayu ang mga saging. Wa kaayuy unud, The bananas are very thin. There's notmuch flesh to them. 2 for a person to be thin, emaciated. Kuyapi kaayu ning bataa kay naatas man, The child is very emaciated because he is undernourished. v [B2] come out to be undeveloped and no good. Mikuyapi (nakuyapi) ang ubang lisu sa kakaw kay kuwang sa abunu, Some of the cacao seeds are thin and undeveloped because they lack fertil
	kuyaput = KULJ\PUT.kuyarut = KUtlvuT.
	kuyaw a 1 frightful, dreadful. Labibang kuyawa ang akung damgu gabii, My dream last night was very dreadful. 2 dangerous tothe extent of inspiring fright. Anaa sa kuyawnga kabimtang ang pasyinti, The patient is in a critical condition. Kuyaw ning tubiga kay bugaw, This water is dangerous because it is dirty. Ku.yaw ang da/an sa Tulidu, Theroad to Toledo is hazardous. Kuyaw na siyag masuku, That man is dangerous when he gets angry. 3unusually skillful, awesome in his ability (slang). Kuyaw nang tawbana mup
	ng 

	8) be terribly frightened. Gipanguyawan ku, I was frightened out of my wits. pa-v [A; b6(1)] frighten s.o. Mikalit ka lag labang sa karsada, nagpakuyaw ka Zang naku, 
	You suddenly dashed across the street, giving me a terrible fright. n s.t. used to startle, scare, or frighten. ka-n terror, fright. kuyawkuyaw a for s.t. grave to be touch-andgo. Kuyawkuyaw pa malibri ba ang masakitun, It's touch-ando if the patient will recover. Kuyawkuyaw tung akung iksamin, It's touch-and-go as to how I did on the exams. v [Al3; b4] feel apprehensive and nervous. Hapit na ang iliksiyun. Gikuyawku
	-g
	-

	kuyayi -kuyuskus 
	yawan na ang mga kandidatu, Election isnear and the candidates are now becoming troubled and uneasy. ŁI-an(Ł), -a.nun a easily frightened. v [B1256] be, become -easily frightened.
	yawan na ang mga kandidatu, Election isnear and the candidates are now becoming troubled and uneasy. ŁI-an(Ł), -a.nun a easily frightened. v [B1256] be, become -easily frightened.
	kuyayi n k.o. edible small mushroom that grows on dead trees and glows in the dark. v [b4) have this sort of mushroom growion 1t. 
	ng

	kuyba n cave, hollowed out portion in the sides of a slope or cliff. v [A1Bl2; b5] become a cave, cause s. t. to do so. Ang mga 1niniru mauy nagkuyba sa bungtud, Minersdug out a cave in the side of the mountain.
	Nagkakuyba na man!ning dapita nga gisigibag kawut, This place is fast turning into a in it. 
	cave because they keep diggi
	ng 

	kuydaw:u watch out! be careful! Kuydawu! 
	May kurinti na, Be careful! That's a live wire. Paubanun ku ikaw apan kuydawu kun magbasuf ka didtu, I'll let you come with me, but watch out if you make a nuisance of yourself. n responsibility one must personally answer to. Tagaan tikawg fihru. Ang pagpasar imu nang kuydawu, I'll give you books. But it is your lookout to see that you pass. Kumu sirinu imung kuydawug du.nay mawii dinbi, As the night watch, it's your responsibility if s.t. gets lost here. Ug magminyu ka, may kuydawu ka na sa kinabub� 
	If you marry, you have responsibilities on you. 3 way -nothing to worry about. Wanay kuydawu. Puru fang na pangbasi, That's nothing to worry about. They are just empty threats. Culu-, kuydawukuydawu n hesitation, inhibition. Wa miy kuydawukuydawu nga mangaun sa ifa, We are not hesitant about going to their place to eat. v [B1456) for s.o. to do s.t. without inhibitions. Ang mga nars di magkulukuydawu pagbikap sa lawas sa mga masakitung lalaki, Nurses do not have inhibitions about touching the bodies of 

	kuykuy v [A; a] dig up s. t. by scratching things that cover it. Law.uma paglubung kay kuykuyun unya sa iru, Bury it deep under the ground or the dog will dig it up. Dagban siyang nadala gikan sa basuraban nga iyang gikuykuyan, He found a lot of nice things in the garbage he was digging around in. 
	kuylada = KULY ADA. 
	2

	kuylaw a provoking the feeling of nervous excitement, almost fright. Kuy/aw kaayunang muagi na ta sa sigsag, It is nerve-racking to negotiate the zigzag curves. v [b4] be nervously excited. Gikuylawan ku pagkadawat sa ras nga tiligram, l was nervous when I got the rush telegram. 
	kuymi n umpire in a cockfight or in jai-alai. v 1 [B156; cl) act as a referee in jai-alai ora cockfight. 2 [A; b8] eavesdrop in a quarrel. Nganung miduul man mu sa magtiayung nag-away? Kamuy mikuymi? Why did you go near the couple quarreling? Did you want to referee their quarrel or s.t.? 
	kuyug v [AC; acl] go together with. Kinsaymukuyug naku sa sini? Who'll accompanyme to the movies? Ayaw kuyuga pagdispatsar ang pufus daut, Don't sell any one buyer all bad ones. Unsa may imung kuyugun sa bu.kid? What will you get out of accompanying me to the mountains? Wala sukadsiya ikuyug (kuyuga) sa iyang amaban, Hisfather never had taken him along. Kuyugisiya kay mabadluk, Go with her because she is scared. -sa lupad v [A23] 1 plunge imprudently into s.t. uncertain after having been persuaded. Way m
	ng
	hay ang sinugdanan sa gubut, Going 

	kuyugpus = KULUGPUS.
	kuyukus = KULUKUS. 
	kuyus v 1 [BN] shrivel and wrinkle up. Tigulang na giyud si Tunay kay nanguyus na ang mga aping, Tonay has grown really old because her face has become all wrinkled. 
	,
	Imu pang ilamas nang luy-a nga nakuyus na 
	to use that wrinkled er? 2 [B2] get shrunk or diminished in quantity. M ikuyus ( nakuyus) na ang {ng nawung nga naghubag, Her
	kaayu? You're goi
	ng 
	up piece of gi
	ng

	ya
	ya

	swollen face has shrunk now. Punu man unta. ning saku sa bugas. Nganung dafi ra kaayung nagkakuyus? This sack was so full ofrice. Why has it shrunk so rapidly? 3 [A
	23) shrink back, lack guts. Jsug sij1ang mu-sufti apan mukuyus ug sukfan, He talks big, but when s.o. stands up to him, he shrinks away.
	,

	kuyuskus v [B2Nl, shrink and curl up. Karun 
	kuyut-kwarisma 
	1 

	nga mikyuskus (nakyuskus) na ang kusabus wa na makapunu sa palanggana, Now that the jerked meat that we set out to dry has er fills the basin. Ang tumang kainit mauy nakakuyuskus (nakapakuyuskus) sa mga dabun, The intense heat caused the leaves to wither and curl up. 
	nga mikyuskus (nakyuskus) na ang kusabus wa na makapunu sa palanggana, Now that the jerked meat that we set out to dry has er fills the basin. Ang tumang kainit mauy nakakuyuskus (nakapakuyuskus) sa mga dabun, The intense heat caused the leaves to wither and curl up. 
	curled up, it no lo
	ng


	kuyut a for the flesh to sag due to old age. 
	1 ,
	1 ,
	, 

	v [BN] for the flesh to sag. Namtnus ang a-
	kung timbang ug nanguyut ang akung buktun, I lost a lot of weight and the flesh on 
	. .

	my arm 1s sagging. kuyutv 1 [AC; b6(1)] get hold of s.t. Nag
	2 

	kuyut ang magtiayun, The couple held 
	kuyut ang magtiayun, The couple held 
	hands. Nawala ang paypay nga akung gikuy
	tan (gikuyutan), I lost the fan I was holding. 
	la [AN; b] hold on to s.t. for support. Di ku mukuyut (manguyut) _nrmu, wa kay umuy, I won't hold on to you (for support). You have no strength. 2 hold, occupy a certain position or office. Ang katungdanan nga akung gikuytan pait kaayu, I am holddown a very difficult job. 3 [A) play,operate s.t. Mukuyut sad na siyag bayulin, He also plays the violin. 
	i
	ng 


	kwŁ see also KULA.kwabutan = KULABUTAN. kwadhurur = KUADHUTUR.
	kwadirnu n soft-backed composition book. kwadra n stable or stall. v [Al; cl] lodge or 
	keep in a stable or stall. kwadrada [measurement] -square [meas
	urement]. Tris pis kwadrada, Three feet 
	urement]. Tris pis kwadrada, Three feet 

	square.kwadradu a square or having square sides. 
	Tabasi kug mga kwadradu nga mga panaptun, Cut me some square pieces of cloth. Kwadradu ang paghiwa sa mga patatas, Cutthe potatoes into cubes. v [AB12; a] be,become square-shaped, make s. t square. 
	Tabasi kug mga kwadradu nga mga panaptun, Cut me some square pieces of cloth. Kwadradu ang paghiwa sa mga patatas, Cutthe potatoes into cubes. v [AB12; a] be,become square-shaped, make s. t square. 

	kwadrisu = KURDISU. 
	kwadru2n frame for a mirror, picture, diplo
	1
	1
	ma, and the like. v 1 [A; a] enclose in aframe. 2 [B1256] for the picture in a movie to be out of focus. Kwadru ! Nakwadru ang salida, Focus! The picture is out of focus. 3 [A; b] obstruct a person's vision. Kwadrudiba! Down in front! 

	kwadruv [A; a} in a benefit dance, outbid 
	2 

	s.o. else for the privilege of danciwith a certain girl.
	s.o. else for the privilege of danciwith a certain girl.
	ng 


	kwadruplikit n quadruplicate. v [A; cl]
	make s.t. in quadruplicate. Kwadruplikita
	make s.t. in quadruplicate. Kwadruplikita
	(ikwadruplikit) ang imung aplikisyun, Make 

	your application in quadruplicate. kwahab v [A; cl] cry aloud (with the mouth 
	wide open). Mukwabab na siya ug sugsu
	gun, He'll go 'waa' if you tease him. 
	kwahaw, kwahaw n k.o. black bird said toportend a long drought, so named from its sound. kwahu n 1 anus of pigs. 2 human anus (humorous).kwakig n 1 pig's tail with a little portion of its base. 2 tail of a fowl or bird where the tail feathe�s grow.
	kwakir uts n quaker oats. kwaku n pipe for smoking. v 1 [a12] make into a pipe. 2 [B246N] become thin and bent like a pipe.Mukwaku (mangwaku) ang babayi basta bulus ang pamuyu, A womanbecomes very thin if she lives in poverty. paN-v [A2] smoke a pipe. 
	kwalipikar = KALIPIKAR.
	kwalipikasiyun n qualification. 
	kwalisiyun n political coalition. v [C; cl6]form a political coalition. kwalta = KWARTA , n. 
	, , 1 ,
	, , 1 ,

	kwamug = KUYAMUG. see DALINUG.
	kwandig v [A; cl] sit up in bed, with the body in a reclining position. Mukwandig siya sa pinatungpatung nga unlan, She'll sit up reclining on the pillows that were piled up. Butakang uway ang iyang gikwandigan, She reclined on the rattan chaise loune.
	Ł

	kwanggul a lacking common sense. Nganung wa nimu banigig panaptun pagplantsa nimu, kwanggula ka, You idiot! Why didn't you put a piece of cloth over the pantswhen you ironed them? v [B12] becomesilly. But-an ka man unta kaniadtu, apan karun nagkakwanggul ka na man, You used to be so sensible before, but now you're becoming more and more idiotic. -u(➔) a = KWANGGUL. -un(➔) a of the sort lacking common sense. 
	kwari, kwari n quarry.
	kwarinta n 1 forty. 2 = KWARINTA DIVAS, 
	2. v see DISIUTSU /or verb forms. -diyasn1 forty days. 2 the fortieth day after a person's burial, an occasion commemorated with a novena ending on that day and usually a banquet. -isingku n forty-five caliberrevolver.
	kwarintina, kwarintinas n quarantine. v [A;al2] place under quarantine. 
	kwarisma n Lent. v 1 [B256; b4(1)] be the Lenten season. Hikwarismahan pa ang ikaduhang simistr� The second semester classes will still be on during Lent. 2 [B1456} besad and gloomy. Kanunay Lang nang nagkuwarisma ang rmung panag;way. Unsa bay 
	kwarisma n Lent. v 1 [B256; b4(1)] be the Lenten season. Hikwarismahan pa ang ikaduhang simistr� The second semester classes will still be on during Lent. 2 [B1456} besad and gloomy. Kanunay Lang nang nagkuwarisma ang rmung panag;way. Unsa bay 
	suliran mu? You are always sad and gloomy. What is the matter? paN-v [A23; b6] spend Lent s. w. 

	Figure
	kwarta n 1 money. 2 it's going to be a profit, a point, be in the bag. Ug masyat na ni Mumar run, kwarta na, If Mumar sinks that ball, the game will be in the bag. Ug alas ning mabunut ku, kwarta, If the card I'm going to draw turns out to be an ace, it's going to help me a lot. v 1 [A; a) buy, purchase s.t. Mukwarta kug kindi para sa bata, I'll buy some candy for the child. Unsay imung kwartahun sa tindahan, What are you going to buy in the store? 2 [Al2; b8] make money out of s.t.; secure money. Naka
	I have made quite a profit from my business. Makwartahan (makwarta) ra gihapun m nga papil, We can still make some money out of the waste paper we are saving. paN-v [A2; b5) 1 engage in 
	I have made quite a profit from my business. Makwartahan (makwarta) ra gihapun m nga papil, We can still make some money out of the waste paper we are saving. paN-v [A2; b5) 1 engage in 
	ni natung tini
	gu

	s.t. as a means of earning money. Mangwarta ku sa Nigrus inigtingtapas sa tubu, I'll go to Negros to earn some money during the season for harvesting sugar cane. 2 earnmoney illegally, immorally. Nakwartahannang mayura kay nangwarta sa iyang katungdanan, That mayor became wealthy because he enriched himself in office. Ayaw
	,
	mug apil anang Apag kay tingalig pangwar
	-

	tahun (pangwartahan) Lang mu niana, Don'tpay AFAG (Anderson's Filipino-American Guerillas) a membership fee. They'll just get money out of you for nothing. n means of getting money, esp. for a living. kwartahana moneyed, wealthy. v [B 12) become wealthy.

	kwarta-klasŁ martsa, parti fourth class, gear, part. n fourth gear. v (A; c6] put into fourth gear. 
	2 

	kwartil n barracks and headquarters of a military or police group. v (a2) be made a headquarters and barracks. 
	kwartisar v [A; a} divide s.t. into four equal parts. Kwartisara nang butung para ninyung upat, [?ivide that young coconut into four equal pieces for each of the four of you. 
	kwartu n 1 room. la bedroom. Ang sala ug 
	1 
	1 
	,

	kan-anan naa sa ubus ug ang mga kwartu sa 
	itaas, The living and dining rooms are on the first floor and the bedrooms are upstairs. v [Al; a2] make a room or partition in a house. Daku pa ning lugaraha. Makakwartu pa bisag duha, This is quite a large space. We can even make two rooms here. 
	,
	!mu man ning gibungbungan. Kwartuhun nimu ni? You are putting up walls here. Are you partitioning it off into a room? 

	kwartua l fourth. 2 quarter. v 1 [B2 56} be, become fourth in a series. Mukwartu anyu na siya sa hayiskul sa sunud tuig, Shewill be in her fourth year in high school next year. 2 [Al; al} divide into four equalparts. Kwartuha ning usa ka kilung babuy, Divide this kilo of pork into four parts. 
	2 

	kwatru number four, used only with words of Spanish origin. Kwatru pisus, Four pesos. v see TRIS. -kantus n 1 name given to the bottles with four sides made to contain gin. 2 dagger with a square four-edged blade, usually made from steel girders. numiru -see NUMIRU. 
	kwayir n 1 choir. 2 quire of paper. 
	kwilyu n collar of a dress or shirt. -sa matris cervix of the uterus. v 1 [A; ab] attach a collar, make into a collar. 2 [A; bl hold s.o. by the collar. Gikwilyuhan sa pulis ang maut, The policeman grabbed the pickpocket by the collar. 
	ngun
	gu

	kwin n 1 k.o. sweet, small pineapple. -ani = KWIN, n1. 2 queen in cards. 3 queen in chess. 4title for a queen. v 1 [A12] get a queen in cards. 2 [B256} be, turn out to be a queen in chess. 
	kwinpus n the queen post supporting a roof. kwintav 1 [AC12; a] compute, sum up accounts. Nagkuwinta ang tindira sa bayranan, The salesgirl is summing up the total cost. 2 [A; a12] count things numerically. Makamau nang mukwinta ang bata, Theboy
	1 

	.knows how to count. Kwintaha ug pilay nada nimung sinina, Count the number of shirts you brought with you. 3 [b6] count favors done to s.o. Bisag paryinti, iyang 
	kwintahan sa iyang mga natabang, He counts the favors he has done, even to relatives. ncomputation, an accounting of. walay worthless. Way kwinta ang tawung tapulan, A lazy person is worthless. Ayawg pa/it anang mga walay kwintang butang, Don'tbuy those worthless things. paN-v [A23]count favors done to s.o. Kusug kaayung mangwinta nang bayhana sa mga nahatag niya naku, mu rag dili igsuun, That woman certainly counts things she has given to me, as if I weren't her sister. hiN-a given to counting favors done
	-

	Nagkwintakwinta na siyag pilay magastu sa iyang kasal, He is making a rough estimite of how much his wedding will cost. 2 weigh
	s.t. on one's mind. Kwintakwintaha kunug hain ang maayu, mubakasiyun ba ta ug diha, Decide which way is better, to go on a vacation or not. -da n accounting. Ipataban ang mga risibu sa kwintada, Attach the re
	-

	kwinta-kyuum 
	2 

	ceipts to the accounting. v [A] make an accounting.
	ceipts to the accounting. v [A] make an accounting.

	kwinta= KINTA.
	2 
	1

	kwintas!n necklace. v 1 [AN; c] wear a 
	1
	1
	necklace or s.t. around the neck. Ikwintasring tinubug sampagita, Wear this string of jasmine flowers around your neck. 2 [a2]make into a necklace or ornamental chain around the neck. 3 -ug bukug v [Al3N]become very thin and haggard. Mangwintas(magkuwintas) ka lag bukug sa kabadlungun OU will be reduced to skin and bones byyour husband's vices. 
	nianang imung bana, y


	*kwintas -klaras n proper accounting of. 
	Ang awJitur mubatag ug kwintas klaras sa kagastuan sa kapunungan, The auditor will render a proper accounting of the expenses incurred by the organization. 
	Ang awJitur mubatag ug kwintas klaras sa kagastuan sa kapunungan, The auditor will render a proper accounting of the expenses incurred by the organization. 

	kwirdasn string of a musical instrument. v[A; bl string a musical instrument. nalisuan 
	1 

	, ' 
	, ' 
	sa -see LISU.

	kwirdasclock or watch spring. v [Al 3; b6] put or install a spring in a time piece. 
	i 

	kwirpu n a body of police or military force. 
	Nagkaanam kadaku ang kwirpu sa kapulisan sa syudad sa Sugbu, The police force in the city of Cebu is growing bigger and bigger. 
	Nagkaanam kadaku ang kwirpu sa kapulisan sa syudad sa Sugbu, The police force in the city of Cebu is growing bigger and bigger. 

	kwistiyun n l question raised in a class, meeting, examination. Pila ka kwistiyun ang tis? How many questions are there in the test? 2 problem, thing wrong with s. t. Ang kwistiyun gud nimu dili ka man maminaw ug tambag, The problem with you is you never listen to advice. Way kwistiyun nang sayupa. Gamay ra kaayu, That error is no problem. It's a very minor one. Di gud na pait kaayu. Kwistiyun lang na sa anad, It's really not difficult. It's just a question of getting used to it. 3 controversy, dispute.
	ng

	Kwistiyunun ka gani sa maistra, tubag dayun, When your teacher questions you, answer immediately. Kini ang akung ikwistiyun sa tis, I'll have this question in the test. 2 [Al2;cl] be a problem or difficulty. 
	Kwistiyunun ka gani sa maistra, tubag dayun, When your teacher questions you, answer immediately. Kini ang akung ikwistiyun sa tis, I'll have this question in the test. 2 [Al2;cl] be a problem or difficulty. 
	Maayu ang planu, ang nakakwistiyun Jangkay way kwarta, It is a good plan, but the problem is there is no money. 3 [A; cl] raise s. t. to challenge or dispute. Wa kabay mukwistiyun niining inyung gibubat? Don't you think anybody will question what you did? -abli a open to suspicion, having s. t. 

	anomalous or dishonest about it. Kwistiyunabli nga transaksiyun, A questionable transaction. Kwistiyunabli kaayu ang kagikan anang baybana, The real background of that woman is open to suspicion.
	of rockets. v[Al; b(l)] explode fireworks consisting of rockets. 
	kwitis n fireworks consisti
	ng 

	kwuta = KUT A. 
	kyag-ang = KAGANGKAGANG, n. see KA.GANG.kyaknit = KULAKNIT.
	kyampaw n sting rays of genus Dasyatis, butusually not brightly marked species.
	kyampi k.o. fish, name given to species of slipmouth that are thick and fleshy, as opposed to the rather thin and rounded species (palutput and sapsap): e.g., Leiognathus ru-
	. 
	. 

	con,us.
	kyamud = IqJYAMUD.
	kyamuy n k.o. candied fruit sold in Chinese stores with a single seed, the size of a smallprune, with a taste that is salty, sour, and sweet at the same time. 
	kyapu n l Quiapo, a district in the heart of Manila. 2 fem ale genitalia (humorous allusion, originating with a movie in which the hero, a jeepney driver, keeps peeping at his female passengers' genitalia while shouting his destination, Quiapo ). 
	kyawkaw, kyawkyaw n fussy complaints. Ugmupirma ka, pirma lang. Way dagbang kyawkyaw, If you are going to sign the papers, sign them. Do not make such a fuss. v [A;b3] making complaints on small things. Bisag gamay kaayung sayup, mukyawkyaw ang manidylr, The manager makes a fussabout the tiniest mistakes.
	kyugpus = KULUGPUS.kyukus = KULUKUS.
	kyungkungv [B3(1)6;cl] curl up.Mikyungkung (nakyungkung) ang nukus sa init nga baga, The dried squid curled up in the glowing embers. Nagkiyungkung pa gihapun ka diba bisag taas na ang adlaw? You are still curled up there, even at this hour of the day?
	kyusku n a kiosk in a park or plaza, usually used as a bandstand or a place for resting. v [b6] put a kiosk up s.w. 
	kyuskus = KUYUSKUS.
	kyuum v l [B; cl] for s.t. with a horizontal opening to close tightly. Mukyuum ang imbaw ug matugaw, Clams shut tight when they are disturbed. Makyuum nang samara, That v:ound will close. Nagkakyuum angmga dabun sa akasya nga nagkagabii na, Theacacia leaves are slowly closing up as nightis drawing near. 2 keep the mouth shut and 
	kyuum 
	kyuum 
	not talk. Mukyuum•na siya ug hisagpaan, She'll shut up if you slap her. Kyuumun (ikyuum) ku fang ang tinuud nga nabitabu, 
	I'll just keep my mouth shut as to what really happened. 3 [B; alP] be doubled 

	up in fear or pain. Mikyuum siya sa pagkaigu niya sa kutukutu, He doubled up from pain when he was hit in the solar plexus. a 1 tightly closed. 2 keeping the mouth shut. 
	1
	Verbs of class a occur with direct passive affixes (see the entry for -un), and the direct passive 
	atub n 1 stone prisocell. 2 pile of stones 
	Ł 

	bulagsak (not without I) = BAGSAK . bulahan a blessed, fortunate. Bulaban ka sa 
	karinyusan 1 folk dance in ¾ time. 2 song 
	Figure
















